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I.. $.'gprmarv or De<:(ision 

This decision orders Southern California Edison Company 
(Edison) to reduce its base revenues by $48.5 million or 0.9% and 
authorizes Edison to- increase its major additions adjustment clause 
(MAAC) by $73.7 million or 1.4 percent. These rate changes, which 
are to become effective January 1, 1988, will result in an increase 
of $1.82 or 4.4% per month for a typical residential customer using 
500 kWh per month. 

In approving the increase in MAAC rates a special 
procedure is established to review the reasonableness of Edison's 
expenditures for capital projects costing over $50 .. 0 million. 
Through this proce~ure Edison will be allowed t~ increase rates by • 
an amount equal to 75% of a proj ect' s revenue requirement, subj eot . . 
to refund .. 

Additionally, a return on common equity (ROE) of 12'.75% 

is authorized, $80.0 million is adopted as a ratemaking cost cap 
tor Edison's sylmar-Pacific Northwest intertie expansion project 
(DC Expansion), Edison's electric Vehicle program is not funded, 
increased funding for an expanded female/minority business 
enterprises (FfMBE) program is authorized, guidelines for 
evaluating plant held for future use (PHFU) are adopted and a 
procedure is create~ for funding Edison's hazardous waste 
management program. The significant reductions in Edison's 
requested revenue requirement are listed below • 
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mdor R(,'!Vc!),Ue Rem;lircm~rn:~!letion~, . 
(Dollars in millions) . 

Return on Equity 
Additional Productivity 
Steam Production Accounts: 512 « 513 
A&G 

CUstomer Growth 
Medical 
Insurance 

Nuclear FUel 
Demand Side Management 
Nuclear Production 
Distribution 
Coal Inventory 
Plant Held for FUture Use 
CUstomer Accounts 
Hisce1J.aneous 

Total 

l\lnount 

$ 47.& 
250.6· 
1&.0 

3.2 
4.3-
l.8-
9.3 
6.3-
4.3 
4.0 
1.S 
1.1 
0.50 
1.7 

$127.50 

By thi~. decision, the Commission oontinues its commitment 
to marginal cost ratemaking. Marginal energy, demand, 
distribution, and customer costs are adopted and used in the 
revenue allocation process. Additionally, avoided energy and 
capacity costs are adoptec1 for use in developing prices for power 
purchased by Edison from qualifying faoilities. 

Reve..'"lue allocation is based on an Equal Percent of 
Marginal Cost ~ethodolO9Y aimed at achieving cost-based rates, 
providing accurate price signals related to energy consumption, anc1 
discouraging uneconomic bypass of the Edison systen by customers 
with the potential to generate their own power. A cap on the 
revenue increases to customer classes and rate groups, however, is 
adopted for the test year set at 5t over the syste: average 
percentage ohange. This cap- is necessary to- mitigate the adverse 
rate impa~~ for certain customer qroupswhich would result from 
movi:ng to a full EPMC revenue allocation for 1988 • 
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background sections are in 1988 dollars and California Public 
Utilities commission CCPUC) jurisdictional. Attached t~ this 
decision are tables setting forth the adopted revenue requirement 
and rate design.. The adopted summary of earnings is shown on page 
30 of Appendix C. Included as the final attachment is a list ~f 
acronyms to assist the reader. 

Typically, general rate cases for utilities the size of 
Edison are long and difficult. While we have come to expect this, 
two items have made this proceedinq even more tryinq than previous 
Edison general rate cases. First, t~ comply with Public utilities 
Code CPU) Section 31l, which requires the release of Administrative 
Law Judge CALJ) proposed decisions at least 30 days prior to 
issuance of the Commission's decision, the rate case schedule was 
shortened. This resulted in multiple briefing dates and a 
condensed hearing schedule. Second, the parties have intensified 
their participation in the areas of marginal cost, rate desiqn, and 
resource planning. Because of these changes we have iss~ed Order 
Instituting Rulemaking CR.) 87-11-012 to consider modifications to 
the current rate case plan. 

Finally, although the sailing was often rough, we wish to 
thank the interested parties, PSt), and Edison for their cooperation 
in guiding this rate ease through the uncharted waters of· PU 
section 3l1. 

III. Procedllra1 Background 

On December 26, 1986~ Edison filed Application CA.) 
86-l2-047 requesting authority to increase base rate revenues by 

$30l.5 million or 5.4% ~or test ye:ar 198-8-. Edison also requested 
attrition increases for 1989 and 1990. Since the filing of 
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Major Revcnue....Rc9)lircm~n.t Beducti911§, 
(Dollars in millions) 

Return on Equity 
Additional Productivity 
Steam Production Accounts: 512 « 513 
A&G 

CUstomer Growth 
Medical 
Insurance 

Nuclear Fuel 
Demand Side Management 
Nuclear Production ,-
Distribution 

Amount 

$ 47.6 
25.6 
16.0 

3.2 
4.3 
1.8 
9 .. 3 

'6-.3 
4.3 
4.:0 

Coal Inventory " 1.8 
Plant Held for Future Use 
customer Accounts 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

J:.1 
O.s 
1.7 

$127.5 

By this decision, the Commission continues its commitment 
to marginal cost ratemaking. Marginal energy, demand, 
distribution, and customer costs are adopted and used in the 
revenue allocation process. Additionally, avoided energy and 
capacity costs are adopted for use 'in developing prices for power 
purchased by Edison from qualifying facilities. 

Revenue allocation is based on an Equal Percent of 
Marginal Cost methodology aimed at achieving cost-based rates, 
providing accurate price signals related to energy consumption, and 
discouraging uneconomic bypass of the Edison system by customers 
with the potential to generate their own power.. A cap on the 
revenue increases to customer classes and rate groups, however, is 
adopted for the test year set at 5% over the system average 
percentage Change. This cap is necessary to mitigate the adverse 
rate impac~~ for certain customer qroupswhiChwould result from 
moving to a full EPMC revenue allocation for 1988 • 
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The rate structures adop~ed for each customer group- and 
for each. schedule wi thin those groups ar4a based on current 
commission rate design policies. The adopted rate structures 
therefore reflect, to the extent possib14~ and practical, cost-based 
rate$ designed to provide accurate and ullderstandable price signals 
to which the customer can respond, to rel~lect a customer's usage 
patterns and characteristics, to recover the customer group"s 
revenue requirement, and to mitigate any negative bill impacts. 

II. IntroemctioD 

This decision is the culmination of a fourteen month 
procass whiCh began in September 19S6 with Edison's tendered Notice 
of Intent (NOI). The decision is divided int<> three maj'or 
sections: 

1. Results of Operation - traditional reve~ue 
requirement items, such as operating 
expenses, taxes, depreciation, and plant. 

Z. Major Issues - policy issues which affect 
Edison's revenue requirement including; 
cost of capital, resource planning, 
research, design and development (RD&O), 
productivity, employee compensation, F/MBE, 
affiliate transactions, hazardous waste, 
and demand side management. 

3. Rates - issues associated with how Edison's 
revenue requirement should be recovered and 
payments to qualified facilities (QFs). 
This section is divided into five 
categories: marginal cost, revenue 
allocation, rate design, bypass, and 
c09'ene17ation. 

With the exception of the summary of the decision and 
procedural background sections, all dollars in this decision are on 
a total company basis and in 1985 dollars, unless otherwise noted. 
Dollars referenced in the summary of decision and procedural 
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backqround sections are in 1988 dollars and California Public 
Utilities commission (CPOC) jurisdictional. Attached to· this 
decision are tables setting forth the adopted revenue requirement 
and rate design.. ~he adopted summary of earnings is shown on page 
30 of Appendix c. Included as the final attachment is a list of 
acronyms to assist the reader. 

Typically, qeneral rate cases for utilities the size of 
Edison are lons and difficult. While we have come to expect this, 
two items have made this proceeding even more trying than previous 
Edison general rate cases. First, to comply with Public Utilities 
Code (PO') Section 311, w~~eh requires the release of Aaministrative 
Law Judqe (ALJ) proposed decisions at least 30 days prior to 
issuance of the comml.ssil:>n's decision, the rate ease sch.edule was 
shortened. Th.is resulted in multiple briefing dates and a 
condensed hearing schedule. Second, the parti~s have intensified 
their partiCipation in the areas of marginal cost, rate design, and 
resource planning. Because of these changes we have issued order 
Instituting Rul~~aking CR.) 87-l1-0l2 to consider modifications to 
the current rate case plan. 

Finally, although the sailing was often rough, we wish to 
thank the inturested parties, PSD, and Edison for their cooperation 
in qui ding this rate ca:se through the uncharted waters of PO' 
Section 3ll. 

III. Procedural Baekgxound 

On Oecember 26, 1986~ Edison filed Application CA.) 
86-l2-047 requesting authority to inerease base rate revenues by 
$301.5 million or 5.4% for test year 1988.. Edison also requested 
attrition increases for ~9a9 and 1990. Since the filing of 
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A.86-12-047, Edison has made considerable revisions and currently 
is requesting an increase of $79.01 million or 1.5 percent.1 

The major causes for the reduction in Edison's request 
were the removal from base rates of $79 million in revenue 
requirement associated with three large plant aaai t.ions.: Balsam 
Meaaows hydroelectric generation plant, Devers-Valley-Serrano· 
,transmission line, and DC Expansion, a reduction in the requested 
return on equity and a change in the capital structure, 
$67 million, and lower depreciation rates, $9& million. 

On February 2, 1987, a prehearing conference was held in 
Los Angeles to discuss procedural matters including a modified rat·e 
case schedule to reflect the requirements of PO section 311. 

Additionally, five days of public hearings, a Commission en banc 
public hearing in Pomona, S~ days of evidentiary hearings, and 
Commission en banc oral arquments were held. During the course of 
this proceeding 55 public witnesses made statem.ents, 9& expert 
witnesses testified, and 317 exhibits were received. 

An Order Instituting Investigation (I.) 87-01-017 into 
the rate changes and practices of Edison was issued on January 14, 

1987. This order serves as the procedural vehicle for considering 
a reduction in Edison's rates and was consolidated with 
A.86-12-047. 

In accordancc~ with PO Section 311 the ALJs' draft 
decision, prepared by ALJs Sara S. Meyers and Francis S. Ferraro, 
was issued on NovemDer 20, 1987. Comments on the proposed decision 
in this proceeding wer4~ filed by the following' parties: Edison, 
PSD, Institute, Public Advocates, FEA, TORN, QDI .. , CCC, CSC, IU, 

1 This decision increases Edison's request to reflect the 
exclusion of $19.4 million of C!)~C revenues from present rate 
revenues. FUrther details are provided in the section, Revenues 
at Present Rates. 
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CLECA/CSPG, PG&E, SOG&E, WMA, RV ~ark owners, Farm Bureau, and 
ACWA. I • 

These comments have been reviewed and carefully 
considered by the Commission. Any changes required by the 
comments have been incorporated in this final decision. 

A. ' Essala!;ion 
1. La))gr 

IV. BesUlt§. of Operations. 

Edison and Publie statf Division (PSD) are in agreement as 
to the labor escalation rates to be used t~ escalate nominal dollars 
into constant dollars and to forecast wage and salary ~ncreases for 
operation and maintenance expense. The labor escalation rates for 
the years through 1988 are to be based on Edison's actual negotiated 
union contract agreements, adjusted to reflect the effective date of 
the agreements. The labor escalation rates for the years 1989 and 
1990 are to be determined in Edison's attrit~on filings by the prior 
years pereentage change in the Consumer Price Inde~-Wage Earners. 

agreed upon labor escalation rate 

Edison and PSD are in agreement regarding the methodology 
to be used in developing non-labor escalation rates in deriving the 
test year's and attrition years' expenses. This methodology uses 
Data Resources, Incorporated's (DR!) forecast of 25 material and 
labor price inde~es and a gross national product deflator inde~ to 
develop utility specific non-labor escalation rates. We will adopt 
Edison's and PSO's recommended non-labor escalation rates of Z.99% 
for 1987 and 4.41% for 1988. 
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sales And Revenue 
3. sales Forecast 

Edison and PSO are in agreement with respect to the 
forecast of kilowatt-hour (kWh) sales. We will adopt their 
forecasted 1988 kWh sales as'shown below: 

$J»nmaxy of KU.owatt:-.Bour Sales 
(Kil.1~lonso:t kWh) 

Class of service 

Residential 
Agricultural & Pumping 
Small & Medium Power 
Large Power 
Streetlighting 
Resale 

Net Edison 
Resale - Special Contracts 

Total 

4. Revenue at Present Rat4~ 

19,.832 
2,077 

2l,.798: 
20',35l 

47l 
850 

65,3.79 
580 

65,959 

The present rate revenues calculated by Edison for the 

1988 test year were developed from the base rate levels in effect 
at the time this filing was prepared. PSD is in agreement with 
Edison's present rate revenues as derived from the sales forecast 
previously discussed. A review of these revenues indicates that 
the conservation/load management adjustment clause (CLMAC) revenues 
are included in present revenues. 

The CLMAC revenues are design to recover prior years' 
conservation and load management expenses and are not adjusted by 
this decision. As such, it is inappropriate to include CLMAC 

revenues in this decision's adopted present revenues. While this 
has no affect on the adopted revenue requirement it does increase 
the difference between present and adopted base rate revenues by 
$19.4 million. We will adopt Edison's present rate revenues 
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e):cluding CIMAC revenues. The adopted present rate revenues are 
shown in Appendix c. 

5. Qther QJ!crating RQveny~ 
Other operating revenues are revenues obtained by a 

utility from. other' than the sale of electric energy. Other 
operating revenues include return check charge, service 
establishment charges, transmission of electricity for others, 
joint pole rentals, added facilities revenues, and miscellaneous 
revenues. 

PSO agreed with Edison's original estimate of other 
operating revenues. However, PSO proposed the addition of certain 
revenues pertaining to the. gains on property sold, tixnber sales, 
and subsidiary operations. The issue of subsidiary revenues is 
addressed in the section on affiliate transactions. 

PSD's recommendation on gains from property sold involves 
three distinct proposals. PSD's first proposal involves the 
inclusion of an estimate for account 411 (gains/losses on the 
disposition of utility property) in the test year to reflect future 
gains or losses on property held for future use. PSD utilized a 
five-year historical average in determining the estimated 1988 
revenue level for account 411. 

PSO's second proposal is to include an estimate for 
revenues derived from properties sold from account lZl (non-utility 
property) that were originally in account lOS. PSO recommends that 
these revenues should be recorded in account 411, an above-the-line 
revenue account for test year 1988. PSO proposed a two-year 
historical average in determining the 1988 estimated revenue for 
this item. 

PSO's thi~d proposal relating to gains or losses on'the 
sale of utility pl~~t involves property sold directly out of 
account 101 (electric plant-in-service) and account 103 . 
(~q>erimental elect~ic plant unclassified).' PSO recommends that 
revenues derived from property sold directly out of these accounts 
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at any time during their useful life should go, directly to the 
ratepayer. ~he gain or loss on property originally ;n accounts 101 
or 103 and transferred to account 121 prior to sale should be 
allocated between the shareholder an~ ratepayer based upon the time 
it was in rate 'base and in non-utility property. PSD again 
proposed a two-year average in determining the 1988 estimated 
revenue for this item. ' 

The last item PSD proposed for inclusion in other 
operating revenues is revenues derived from. timber sales. PSD 
proposes the use of a five-year historical average in determining 
the estimated 1988 timber revenue. 

Edison agrees with PSD that revenues associated with 
gains or losses from property sold and timber sales should be 
included in the 1988 test year. However, Edison believes that the 
test year estimates should be based upon a five-year historical 
average so that all of PSD's proposals are consistent. PSO has 
agreed with Edison's proposal. 

Based upon a five-year average for each of the above 
items, Edison increased its estiJnate of other operating revenues 
for test year 1988 by $2.4 million. 
B. Production ExPenses 

ProCl.uction expenses are all costs,. excluding fuel, 
associated with generating electricity. ~hese expenses include 
the cost of operating and maintaining Edison's electric generation 
facilities. 

1. steam Production Expense 
steam production expenses represent the cost, excluding 

fuel, of operating and maintaining Edison's fossil fuel electric 
generation units. Edison requests $209.2 million for steam 
production expenses in test year 1988. PSD reco'mI1lenas that 
Edison's request be reduced by $3.1 million for three specific 
projects ana an additional $5.9 million in the area of overhaul 
expense. 
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To estimate steam production expense, Edison collected 
seven years of recorded expenses (1979-1985), by Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) account. Adjustments were applied to 
remove unusual activities or items of expense that were not 
appropriate for estimating ~ased on recorded aata. The recorded 
data, after adjustments, was escalated to· constant 1985 dollars and 
trended using a linear least-squares analysis on a labor, non-labor 
basis by account. Trended results that met one of the qenerally 
accepted statistical measures of a coefficient of determination, 
R2, of .60 and greater or a T-statistic of 2 or greater were 
retained if judgment also indicated that the circumstances that 
caused the trend in the rp-corded data would continue into the 
estimated period. Trends not meeting these measures were discarded 
and i~ most cases a seven-year historical average was substituted. 

FUture year adjustments such as those removed from the 
recorded years were estimated in 1985 dollars and added to the 
trended/averaged amounts in the years in which they are expected to 
occur. The total of the adjustments and the trended/averaged 

. portion were escalated as appropriate resulting in the estimated 
amounts for 1986-1988. 

PSD followed Edison's estimating methodology with the 
exception of four specific adjustments. As part of the examination 
process, PSD made a detailed on-site field review of overhaul work 
scopes and specific adjustments with most generating station 
management and engineering staffs. Additionally, PSD reviewed 
accounting and administrative practices and reviewed the 
application and workpapers. 

The remaining issues between Edison and PSD involve: (1) 
proposed modification of 480 MW boilers for minimum load operation, 
(2) proposed modification of 215· MW units to permit two-shifting, 
(3) research, development and demonstration expenses, and (4) level 
of overhaul expenses. An additional issue was raised by Federal 
Executive AgenCies (FEA). FEA asserts that Edison should not fully 
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recover expenses for abnormal/non-recurring maintenance for turbine 
rotor repairs. This issue amounts to a test year re~uction of $4.4 
million. A complete discussion of the boiler modifications and 
RD&D expenses is contained in the resource plan and the RD&D 
section, respectively. ~he remaining issues are discussed in the 
following sections and detailed in the table below: 

Issue 

Adjustments: 

OVerhaul Expense 

Abnormal/Non
Recurring 
Maintenance 

steall.L.Pl:2S1!.l£!;iOD Expense 
(1985- Dollars) 

E4isQn ~ ~ Adgptc4 
(Dollars in ~ousands) 

$40,680 $34,.817 $- - $34,Sl7 

5,947 l.,50l. l.,982 

2. overhaul ~ng 
PSD recommends that Edison's forecasted expenditures for 

steam generation unit overhauls be reduced by $S.9 million. PSD 
states that Edison proposes to increase accounts 512 and 513 by 
over 50% due to the development of new criteria to schedule steam 
generatL~g unit overhauls. While these new criteria are intended 
to reduce the number and duration of overhaul outages, PSD argues 
that Edison has not demonstrated how these reductions relate to 
savings of forecasted O&M expense. ~o, recognize the yearly 
fluctuations in overhaul ~ctivities, PSO recommends a seven-year 
average (l979-1985) of overhaul expense be used to for test year 
1988. 

We agree with PSD that Edison has neglected to fully 
justify a sizable increase in overhaul expense. Edison states that 
it expects the new overhaul criteria to reduce routine activities 
during every overhaul, but fails to quantify this benefit. Without 
adequate justification, such as a cost-effectiveness analysis, we 
will average 'overhaul expense. Consistent with the averaging 
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methodology used for other steam production expense estimates, we 
~ind PSD's use of a seven-year averaqe of recorded overhaul expense 
appropriate. We will adopt a seven-year average of recorded 
overhaul expense and reduce Edison's requested ste~ production 
expense ~y $5.9 million. 

3. ~QxmallNon:Rc9Yrrinq Maintenanc~ 

FEA contends that repairs planned for the low pressure 
turbine rotor during Redondo qeneratinq station unit 7's next 
overhaul are abnormal/non-recurring maintenance and the expense 
should not be fully recovered in the test year. FEA recommends the 
expense be recovered over a fifteen-year period. Although turbine 
repairs o~ this magnitude are not done on anyone unit on a routine 
annual basis, Edison states that they are a normal expected 
activity on a cyclic basis. As Edison's witness testified: 

" ... ' .. this type of work is planned for all the 
units in this class in SUbsequent years ••• " 

While FEA's proposal only recognizes the fundinq 
requirement for one unit every lS years, Edison's request assumes 
this type of repair will occur annually. 

We believe that neither of these approaches yields an 
appropriate expense level for test year 1988. We consider three 
years to be representative of the frequeney of this type of repair 
and will reduce Edison's request by $4.0 million to reflect this. 

4. ~raulie P:t9duction Expense 
Edison's oriqinal estilnate of hydro production expense 

was $20.9 million. Reductions DY Edison have lowered this amount 
to $20.5 million. 

Both Edison and PSD recolDlnend that $20.5 million be 
adopted for test year hydro, production expense. We will adopt 
their recommendation • 
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50. other Etoc1uetion ~nse . 
Edison's original estimate for other production expense 

was $29.50 million. Reductions by Edison and the transfer of $10.0 
million for hazardous waste management costs to a subsequent 
proceeding have lowered this amount to $17.2 million. 

Both Edison and PSD recommend that $l7.2 million be 
adopted for test year other production expense. We will adopt 
their agreed upon estimate. 

6'. Nuclear Power Production ExPense 
Edison and PSD are in agreement with respect to- the test 

year 1988 level of operation and maintenance (O&M) expense for the 
san Onfre nuclear generating station units (SONGS). Edison and PSO 
are also in agreement that an increase in Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) fees should receive rate relief for test year 1988 
if it is enacted by legislation during this proceeding. If 
legislation is enacted subsequent to this proceeding, both Edison 

~ 
~ 

and PSD consider rate relief through the attrition mechanism 
appropriate. Since legislation has not been enacted, we will allow~ 
Edison to seek rate relief ~or increased NRC fees through its 
attrition mechanism. Finally, Edison, PSD, and FEA are in 
agreement with the continuation of the flexible refueling mechanism 
adopted in Edison's last general rate case tor use with SONGS and 
Palo Verde nuclear plant refue11ngs. 

Although PSD agrees with Edison's SONGS O&M expense 
estimates, it recommends a $2.3 million reduction in Edison's O&M 
expense level for Palo Verde nuclear generating station units (Palo
Verde), including refuelinq. While this decision only authorizes . . 
O~ and refueling expenses for Palo Verde land 2, O~ and 
refueling expenses were also addressed for Palo,Verde 3. '1'0 avoid 
relitigating this issue Edison should, when Palo Verde becomes 
commercially operational, reflect the level of O&M and refueling 
expenses found reasonable in this decision. Edison's A.e7-0S-0S4 
is the appropriate proceeding in which to address the 
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ilnplementation of rate changes associated with Palo Verde 3- O&M and 
refueling expenses. Additionally, FEA takes exception to Edison's 
O~ estimate with regard to two items totaling $S.9 million. 

Each of the issues and their dollar impact on test year 
- 1988 are identifilad. in the following, table: 

. Nuclear PQwer Production ExPense Issu~s 

Xsse 

SONGS 3 Ste~ Generator 
Chemical Cleaning 

SONGS 1 Spent 
Nuclear FUel 

Palo Verde 
Refueling outage 

Palo Verde O&M Expense 

Edison XJ:;b. ~ Adopted 
(Dollars. in Tbousands) 

$ 4,884 $ 

970 

3,960-

19,464 

o 

o 

o 

$. 

2,772 

l7,379 

$ 1,62'S 

o 

3,960 

l8,464 

Edison developed its revised estimate of nuclear 
production expense for SONGS 1, 2 and 3 using recorded O&M expense 
data for the years 1984-1986. Historical adjustments were applied 
to the recorded O&M expense data for each year to remove unusual, 
one-time, or cyclical expenses. ~he resulting average-year 
expenses were adjusted for expenses expected to occur in future 
years. ~ese tuture-year adjustments included reductions in 
expense because of several identified productivity measures. 
Refueling outages were specifically identified tor each year by 
unit rather than normalized because of Edison's request to have a 
flexible retueling outage schedule during the test 'and attrition
year period of 1988-1990. 

For Palo Verde 1, 2 and 3, Edison utilized the zero-base 
O&M expense estimates provided by Arizona Nuclear Power Project 
(ANPP). With the sole exception of the addition of new NRC fees 
(imposed on all nuclear units) not included in ANPP's estimate, 
Edison accepted ANPP's total O&M expense estimate as reasonable, 
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:but concluded that the base O&M a~d refueling outage expense 
• • needed 

adjustment. Without changing ANPP's total O&H expense estimate, 
Edison scaled-up the refueling outage expense estimates provided by 
ANPP to reflect 70-day refueling outages rather than the 49-day 
refueling outages assUllled in the expense estimate... Since the total 
O&M expense does not change, scaling-up refueling outage expense 
results in a lower anticipated base le~el O&H expense. 

PSO recommends that the level of O&M expenses for Pale> 
Verde be determined from the 1985 average O&M expenses for 24 large 
nuclear units. This estimating methodology is proposed by P'SO 
because Palo Verde 1 and 2 have recently gone into commercial 
operation ar.ld as a result there is an absence of operating history 
for developing ratemaking estimates. In support of this approach 
PSD states that the initial ratemaking O&M expense estimates for 
SONGS 2 and 3 were developed from an average of other nuclear 
units. Finally, PSO points out that SONGS 2 and 3 O&M expenses in 
the early years were well in excess of the average o,f other nuclear 
units, but after approximately two years of t~peration Edi~on was • 
able to reduce O&M e~:penses below the averagtr!. Since Palo- Verde 1 
and 2 are approaching two years of operation, PSD believes that 
they should follow the pattern of SONGS and approach the national 
average for O&M expenses. . 

Edison is opposed to PSO's averaging methodology for 
determining the Palo Verde O&M expense level. Edison states that 
the comparative study used by PSO is not precise, does not consider 
the fundamental differences which exist among nuclear plants, and 
is only useful to establish a zone of reasonableness ... 
Additionally, Edison argues that the comparative study used by PSD 
shows that om expenses varied by at l4l~ast $20 million ;~ove or 
below the average and. were l.l..8% higher in 1986. 

For the costs associated with Palo Verd.e refutaling 
outages PSD recommends that ANPP's estimate ],ased on 49-day outages 
be used in place of Edison's proposed 70-dayoutages. This results 
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in a $1.2 million reduction in Edi~on's requested outage costs. 
Edison responds by stating that ANPP revised its outage duration 
estimate to 70-80 days and that Edison's use of 70 days reflects 
its experience at SONGS 2 and 3. 

Because of the lack of recorded data from which to judge 
the reasonableness of Edison's O&M expense level for Palo,Verde, 
PSD' proposes that an average O&M expense level for other nuclear 
units be used. Although PSD's ap~roach is conceptually valid, its 
application is flawed. 

First, PSO's average does not take into consideration 
geographical differences ~ong units. Second, refueling expenses 
were not excluded. Third, PSD did ~ot attempt to reconcile the 
sizable difference between 1985 and 1986 average O&M expenses. In 
contrast the ANPP managers and supervisors prepared a detailed 
zero-based budget in which Edison was a participant, PSD reviewed 
ANPP's budget and had no specific adj,ustments, and Edison reduced 
its share of ANPP's budgeted O&M expenses by $1.2 million. 

Because of the detailed analysis and review process used 
to develop and judge ANPP's estimates, we find Edison's O&M expense 
estimates for Palo Verde reasonable. However, we also agree with 
Edison that PSO's comparative analysis is useful to establish a 
zone of reasonableness. We expect Edison to include in its next 
general rate application a comparative study that can be used for 
that purpose. With respect to Edison's refueling outage expense 
estimate, we consider Edison's use of 70-day outages a reasonable' 
approximation for ratemaking b~Lsed on recorded experience at SONGS 
2 and 3. 

FEA recommends that chemi~u cleaning costs totaling $4.9 
million for SONGS 3 be disallo~1ed and $2.9 million for SONGS 1 

sp~~nt nuclear tuel reprocessinq be excluded from rates. These 
adjustments 'toITould reduce Edison's request for test year 1988 by 
$S.9 million • 
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Edison states that the chemical cleaninq process will be 
performed in conjunction with the replacement ot teedwater heaters 
with new components that do not contain copper-bearing material. 
FEA cites Edison's testimony which claims this is a one-time 
expense which does not represent a normal refueling outage 
activity. As a result FEA recommends the entire amount be excluded 
from rat,es. Edison argues that this expense is included in its 
estimate of refueling outage expense and as such is part of the 
mechanism which allows for a flexible refueling schedule. Finally, 
while Edison agrees that this is a one-time expense tor SONGS ~, it 
also plal~s to clean SONGS 2 in 1990. 

The fact that this is a one-time expense does not 
preclude Edison from recovering its cost. We are satisfied with 
Edison's justific~tion tor cleaning the steam generators to 
mitigate the effeets of copper contamination. However, because 
this is a one-timla expense we will allow Edison to recover this 

• • 

cost over the ratla case cycle of three years. Additionally, we •. 
will modify the ALJs' draft decision to, allow Edison to inqlude a 
s~ilar expense for the SONGS 2 chemical cleaning in its attrition 
~iling ~or 1990. 

Edison also included an adjustment for test year 1988 to 
cover the planned write-off to expense of one-third of the costs 
derived from a contractual agreement with General Electric Company. 
This contract was for the reprocessing of SONGS 1 spent nuclear 
fuel leased trom the Atomic Energy commission. FEA takes the 
position that the recovery of this expense which was incurred trom 
1976 through 198~ is retroactive,ratemaking and should be 
disallowed. 

Edison states that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act enacted 
into law in January 1983 nade it necessary for Edison to analyze 
its accounts which contained spent nuclear fuel costs. As a 
consequence of Edison's evaluation of those accounts, the cost 
associated with the reprocessing agreement were identified as 
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appropriate for write-otf to expense in october 1986. This general 
rate ease is the first opportunity for Edison to seek rate recovery 
for that expense. Finally, Edison claims that a similar write-off 
of spent nuclear plutonium salvage costs was allowed in test year 
1983 .. 

We agree with FEA ~t recovery of expenses previously 
incurred without our prior approval of a mechanism for tracking 
these costs for later recovery is retroactive ratemaking. Edison 
claims that it was afforded similar ratemakinq treatment in its 
test year 1983 rate case. However, our review of Edison's 1983 
general rate ease decision, Decision (D.) 82-12-055, indicates that 
Edison was only allowed to recover projected expenses associated 
with permanent disposal of spent nuclear fuel.. We will disallow 
Edison's request for $2.9 million in spent nuclear fuel costs 
amortized over three years. 

Finally, ,SDG&E owns a 20% share in SONGS. Since Edison 
operates and maintains SONGS, SDG&E is billed by Edison for its 
share of O«M expense. ~o avoid relitigating SONGS O&M expense we 
will use the authorized level adopted in this decision, adjusted 
for inflation, for SDG&E's 1989 test year general rate case and 
sUbsequent a1::tri tion increases. 
coo TranSlDis;;ion E'xp@ns~ 

Edison's original estimate for transmission expense was 
$77.7 million. Reductions by Edison have lowered this amount to' 
$75 .. 3 million. 

Both Edison and PSD recommend that $75 .. 3 million be 
adopted tor test year transmission ,expense .. We will adopt their 
recommendation .. 
D.. Distribution 'Expense 

Edison's estimate of distribution expense exceeds PSD's 
estimate by approximately $9 million. ~he following table details 
PSD's and Ed:Lson's differences • 
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J2istribu.t.ion Expense X~~ 

xs~ Mison m~ Adopted 
(Dollars in ThousanCls) 

Trending $6-1,807 $5,' ,545 $58,306-

Underground 
Inspection Program 3,894 1~88 3,894 

storm Damage 16,971 15,280' l6,97l 

1. :.trending 
Excluding accounts 589, rents and 598, maintenance of 

miscellaneous distribution plant, Edison used 1985 recorded 
expenses as adjusted, to estimate test year 1988- expenses for 
distribution accounts. This method was utilized because of the 
fluctuations in recorded expenses that resulted from the 
curtailment of expenses in 1981 and 1982, and the completion of 
unbudgeted expenditures in 1984. Test year estfmates for account 
589, rents, were based on existing contractual agreements. For 
account 598, maintenance of miscellaneous distribution plant, a 
five-year average of the recorded expenses (1981-1985) was used to 
estimate the test.year 1988 expenses. Edison states this is 
consistent with the methodology' adopted in its last three general 
rate eases. No adjustments were made in c1istribution expenses for 
growth as Edison maintains that additional system growth will be 
offset by increased productivity. 

PSD made ac1justments for produetivity and operation 
efficiencies in six at the distribution accounts based on trends 
using expenses per customer, per substation, and per mile of line 
of indivic1ual labor and non-lal:>or elements within these accounts. 
The adjustments PSO made were c1esiqned to reflect the estimated 
improvements in the efficiency of operations that were recommended 
in 55 operational audit reports and in the productivity programs 

I 
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listed by Edison. As a result of .PSD's trending methodologies it 
recommends that Edison's request be reduced by $4.3 million. 

2. Account 582, station Expenses: 
Account 583, overhead Line Expenses: 
Account 58&, Meter Expenses; 
Account 594. Maintenance Of underground Lin~ , 

As stated above, Edison used 1985 recorded expenses to 
estimate the test year 1988 expenses for these four accounts. 
There were no adjustments made for growth as Edison maintains any 
new productivity will serve to o~fset the continued growth of these 
expenses. 

PSD also used recorded 1985 expenses to estimate test 
year 1988 for the non-labor expense in these accounts. However, 
for the labor expense, PSD based its estimates on the downward 
trends of the recorded years' labor expenses per customer, per 
substation, per overhead line mile, and per underground line mile. 
As a result of its analysis PSD adjusted Edison's estimates 
downward by $3.5 million to reflect gains in prod~ctivity and 
operation efficiencies. 

While Edison assumed that increased productivity would 
offset growth, PSD went beyond Edison's assumption and calculated 
productivity gains and increased operating efficiency based on the 
recorded data for these accounts. We find PSD's analysis more 
accurately reflects the past experience tor these accounts and 
should be adopted. 

3. Account 593, Maintenance of overhead Lines 

PSD's downward adjustment of $541,000 was based on a 
slightly downward trend of the recorded years (l979-1985) direct 
labor in function account 5252, trimming and removing trees. 
Edison states that the reason for the downward trend of direct 
labor is that the number of Edison tree trimminq crews (direct 
labor) has been reduced and replaced with contract crews (non-labor 
expense). In addition, Edison argues that its test year estimate 
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expenses for account 593. 

Since PSD's adjustment does not take into consideration 
the transition to contract labor and Edison's estimate does, we 
will adopt Edison's test year 1988 estimate for account 59~. 

4. Aeco!l.'!'¢ ~7. Maint~nance of' Hetex:; 
PSD made a downward adjustment of $220,000 based on a 

trend of the total account's non-labor repair costs per customer. 
Edison argues that the non-labor trend was downward 

because the recorded expenses for 1979-1981 were high compared to 
1982-1985. 

Edison states that the recorded non-labor expenses were 
lower and relatively more level durin~ the years 1982-1985, because 
all purchases of ~¢ter lockinq rings (non-labor expense) were 
assiqned to the energy theft pro~am. This changed the account to 
which meter locking rings were being charged from account 597 to, 
account 587, customer installation expenses. Because PSD, unlike 
Edison, did not consider the accounting change for meter locking • 
rings, we will adopt Edison's estimate. 

s. w~pers 
From the sparrin~ that took place between Edison and PSt! 

over the data for tree trimmin~ and meter locking rings, it appears 
that Edison's workpapers did not provide a thorough explanation of 
the estimates for accounts 593 and 597. Edison is reminded that a 
thorough justification is required for progr~ changes and 
estimatin~ methodolo~ies proposed in NOI and application filings. 
If Edison does not follow this procedure in the future, it stands 
the risk of delaying its rate case. 

6. Inspesticm ot ,:tJJ1dcrqround Facilities 
In its application Edison has included funds for an 

accelerated inspection proqr~ for its under~ound distribution 
network. Edison's position is that an extensive progr~ of 

. equipment inspection is necessary to insure the utmost reliability 
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and safety of its distribution sys~em and reduce e~ipment failure 
rates. On April 1, 1987, Edison implemented an expansion and 
acceleration of its inspection ot underground facilities. This new 
thre4~-year proqralll, an accelerated version ot the former five-year 
prOgram, utilizes a sophisticated computer-based system which 
allo'tls for more effective management ot the proqram and the 
monitoring of results. It also includes more comprehensive 
inspection procedures than were previously required. In addition, 
this program requires a laboratory analysis of the insulating oil 
in all transformers and switches to determine the existence of 
properties such as moisture, neutrality, and interfacial tension. 
The new progr~ was initiated because of the increase in 
underground switch failures (27.5 per year during the period 1979-
1982 to 85.8 per year during the period 1983-1986). 

PSD removed all of the incremental increase in labor 
required to perfo~ this progr~ in the three-year time frame on . . 
the basis that the labor would be performed by existing employees 
and was included in the Company's recorded history for this 
account. PSO's witness concluded that the inclusion of an 
additional" increment of labor expense double counted the labor 
requirement for this account. 

PSD has also recommended that the laboratory analysis of 
insulating oil be completed in conjunction with the tive-year 
proqr~, stating that the increases in equipment failures did not 

"appear :to be an ilnmedi<!Lte threat to Edison's undcrg-round 
distribution system. 

In response to PSD's position Edison argues that the 
incremental increase in labor expense represents employees who 
tormerly worked on new business plant construction, and that the 
employees would be replaced with contract crews. The labor dollars 
included in the plant buaget for those employees will now be 
utilized to fund aaai tional contract ct'ews. consequently, there is 
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no double counting o! this required labor expense in the estimated 
years. 

Due to the over 200% increase in switch failures, we tind 
Edison's arguments for the need to improve the reliability of its 
underground distribution system convincing. However, we expect 
Edison to provide in its next gene:ral rate case filing data on the 
percent of switch failures per year and the age of failed 
switches. In addition, PSD's claim of double counting employee 
labor does not take into consideration Edison's use of contract 
labor for capital projects. We will adopt Edison's requested 
funding level for its three-year underground inspection program. 

7. stoa QMnag~ 
Edison utilized a five-year average as its estimating 

methedoloqy for account 598, storm damages. In support of its 
estimating methodoloqy Edison states that it was adopted in 
Edison's 1981, 1983, and 1985, general rate cases. 

PSD used an eight-year average, 1979-1986, to consider 

• • 

more years of a climatic cyele. PSD's methodoloqy resulted in a ~ 
downward adjustment of $1.7 million. 

PSO did not provide' convincing evidence that 
consideration of additional years of a climatic cycle would result 
in a more accurate forecast over time. consistent with Edison's 
prior general rate cases and other averages adopted in this 
decision, we will adopt a five-year average of storm damages. 
E. Qlstomct A«C91lnts ExPcn~~ 

~here are three areas o! customer accounts expense in 
which Edison and PSD are not in agreement; notice of termination of 
re:idential service, uncolleetibles, and postage increases. 

PSO has estimated that Edison could save $850,000 in 
accounts 901 and. 903 due to AsselDJ)ly Bill (AB) 2721 (1986· stats., 
Ch.479). AS Z72l ~ended PU Section 779.1 t~ remove the 
requirement of physically posting a notice on the premises of a 
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delinquent customer at least 48 h~urs before service is terminated. 
PO section 779.1 states: 

Web) EVery corporation shall make a reasonable 
attempt to contact an adult person residing at 
the premises of the customer by telephone or 
personal contact at least 24 hours prior to any 
termination of service, except that, whenever 
telephone or personal contact cannot be 
accomplished, the corporation shall give, 
either b~ mail or in person, a notice of 
terminat~on of service at least 48 hours· prior 
to termination.* 

PSO has interpreted PO Section 779.1 to permit 
notification of service termination by means other than posting 
notice of termination on the customer's premises, including by mail 
or phone. Edison argues that PU Seetion 779.1 permits notification 
by mail only when telephone or personal contact cannot be 
accomplished. 

At issue is whether conta~ing a customer by telephone or 
in person is less costly than posting a notice on the customer's 
premises. Edison does not anticipate any savings as a result of AB 
2721. In support of this position Edison states a pilot program 
revealed no savings by telephoning service termination 
notifications. In addition, Edison interprets personal clontact to 
mean notification by posting. 

Since AB 2721 permits telephoning termination notices in 
lieu of posting, we believe PSO's position, i.e., telephoning 
should be less costly than posting, has merit •. While Edison 
disputes this, it has only made va que references to a study that 
does not support PSD's position. Edison has not provided us with 
convinci~g evidence that its request of $4.3 million for posting 
notiees is justified in light of AB 2721. We will modify the ALJs' 
draft decision by reducing Edison's request by $450,000. 

'l'he second adjustment which PSO made involves the 
calculation of the uncollectible rate. PSD used a two-step 
approach. First, the uncollectible rate was calculated. using the 
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last three years' recorded data, adjusted for inter-u~ility 
information exchange progr~ (Enercom) savings in 1986. PSO claims 
that the three-year average is appropriate, because it reflects 
Edison's significantly improved collection practices, including 
Edison's new credit scoring system and its recent success at 
maximizing collections from customers in bankruptcy proceedings. 
Next, PSD adjusted the calculated uncollecti~le rate by factoring 
in the estimated savings from Edison's participation in the Enercom 
system. PSO estimated that this system, which produced savings of 
$225,000 in 1986, would achieve $775,000 in savings in 1988 if 
expanded to other utilities. For this reason, PSO recommends that 
the commission give the strongest encouragement to, other large 
investor-owned and municipal utilities to participate in the 
Eneroom proqr~. 

With the adjustment for Enercom PSO estimated that 
Edison's uncollectible rate for the test year would be .203t, a 
figure that PSO believes compares favorably to the recorded 1986, • 
value of .. 204%.. Tbe revenue requirement impact of this adjustment 
is $295,,000, based on PSO's estimate of 1988 ~ase rate revenues. 

Edison agrees with PSO's use of a three-year average of 
uncollectibles adjusted for recorded Enercom savings, but does not 
agree with PSO's projected increase in Enercom savings. Edison 
believes there is no basis for PSO's asswuption that Pacific Gas 
and Electric 'Company (PG&E), Southern California Gas Company 
(socal), and/or Los .Angeles Department of Water and. Power (LAOWP) 
will join Enercom.. In support of this assertion Edison states that 
PSD's witness indicated. that LADWP management was opposed. to an 
Enercom concept, PG&E was not contacted, and Socal had. not reached 
agreement with Enercom. Finally, Edison argues that only loO% of 
the savings realized in 198& was derived' by locating former Edison 
customers outside of its own service territory. 

Enercom is an independent company that maintains 
information on accounts determined to be uncollectl.))le anall1atches 
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this data to turn-on applications.on a weekly basis. Enercom 
retains the turn-on information in their data base for a period of 
six months and retains the information on uncollectible accounts 
tor a period of three year~. The cost of Edison's participation in 
Enercom is a flat monthly fee of $3',050. 

We consider Enercom to be an important tool in minimizing 
the amount of uncollectibles utilities experience. In Edison's 
case Enercom is cost-effective by a factor in excess of six to one. 
With increased participation ~y utilities, both investor-owned and 
municipal, the cost-effectiveness ot Enercom would increase. We 
expect the utilities we regulate to seriously consider 
participating in Enercom and they should anticipate that their 
progress will be reviewed in tuture general rate cases. 

Because ot the uncertainty that other major utilities 
will participate in Enercom during the test year, we will only 
reflect Edison's recorded Enercom savings for 19'8& in our adopted 
uncollectible rate. We will adopt an uncollectible rate of .214% 
based on PSD's three-year average of uncollectibles and Enercom 
'savings of $225,000. Since this is a change fro%l\ Edison's last 
adopted uncollectible rate, Edison's annual energy, ECAC, and MAAC 

rates should reflect the uncollectible rate ot .214% effective 
January 1, 198$. 

The final area of disa9%'eement between PSD and Edison 
concerns postage increases. Edison proposes that postage increases 
occurring during the test year be noticed by advice filing during 
the test year and credited to the electric revenue adjustment 
mechaniS'm. (ERAM) balancing account. PSD recomxnends that postage' 
increases occurring during the test year should only De reflected 
in Edison's attrition filings. 

Consistent with prior general rate case decisions in 
which prospective increases due t~ governmental actions were a~ 
issue, we will not consider increases during the test year for 
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items which are minor in. nature. ~owever, we will allow Edison t~ 
reflect postage increase:s in its attri1:ion filings. 
F. AcbDinistrativc aTl~Q:ral CA&m E;m!~ 

Edison's estimate of A&G expense exceeds PSD's estimate 
~y $31.2 mil~ion, excluding franchise taxes, RD&D, and load 
metering expense. PSD developed its adj'lstment by making specific 
recommendations after analyzing Edison's requested budget and ~y 
placing a ceiling on the amount of incre;~se Edison should be 
authorized. The following table details the dollar amounts at 
issue: 
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Administn¢ive and General Expense XSSJM:S 

Issue E~1§2D ~ 6!:!ODted 

(Dollars in Thousands) 

School Representative Activities $ 391 $ 54 $ N/A 
customer Service Activities 1,062 924 N/A 
Load Metering and CUstomer Survey 72'5 0 .. 
Executive Incentive Compensation , 1,63.5 818 N/A 
Outside Services 4,056 4',056 N/A 
General Advertising 1,105 0 N/A 
Corporate Communications-Annual Report 456 100 N/A 
Director's Pension Plan 751 0 N/A 
Annual Report Mailing SO 50 N/A 
Directors and Officers Insurance 4,S64 2,432 o4,37S 
Group Life Insurance 93S SOl SOl 
Other Insurance 12,182 9,938 10,964 
Medical 6&,688 61,78.8 62,418-
Miscellaneous Benefits (28.,.434) (29,497) N/A 
RD&D 24,721 21,799 24,41& 
A&G Transferred (26,705) (2&,313) N/A 
A&G Ceiling Adjustment 0 (13-,627) (3·,467) 

.. $725,000 inCluded in customer service and information expenses 

Edison utilized a modified budget-based methodology to 
estfmate its level of A&G expense, which it claims is consistent 
with the Commission's direetives in Edison's 1983 test year general 
rate case decision. The modified budgetary estimating methodology 
uses 1985 recorded expenses as an estimating base from which 
increases and decreases in activities are identified tor the years 
1986-1988 • 
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expense in two ways. First, specitic adjustments totaling $17.& 
million are made. Seconcl, PSD recommends a lOt ceilinq based on 
customer growth be appliE~d to Edison's total increase in A&G expense 
from 1985-198S. This res.ults in an additional reduction of $l3.& 
million. 

A&G expense is an extremely difticult area in which to 
control costs. Numerous items from paper clips to the president's 
salary to medical and insurance :premiums are recorded in A&G 
accounts. Because ot thi:s variety in expense categories and their 
sometimes volatile increa:s.es, A&G has not lent itself to anyone 
estimatinq metb:0dology. In past decisions we have adopted A&G 
expense estimates using trends, bUdgets, recorded expenses, and 
growth in employees, customers, and sales. 

Again, we tind ourselves in the dilemma of determining a 
reasonable level of A&G expense. This task is particularly 
difficult due to the inability to control certain items, such as 
pension, medical and insurance costs, whieh together comprise nearl~ 
50% of all A&G expense. Since A&G expense can be divided into costs 
over which Edison has control and those over which it does not, we 
will develop our estimate on this basis. 

1. ContA911al?le &9s:tS . 
First, we will address those items over which Edison has 

control. For this decision we will exclude insurance (accounts 924 
& 925 and group life insurance), pension, dental, vision, and 
medical plan costs, F/MBE program eosts, franchise taxes, and RD&D 
from the items over which Edison has control. ~he remaining items 
mainly consist of salaries and office supplies for whiCh Edison is 
requesting a ll% increase in constant dollars over recorded 19S5. 
For this same period Edison's customer growth is about S%. Edison's 
showing for these items is vague with only general references to 
various program changes and hardly provides adequate justification 

" 

for its request. 

• 
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Edison carries the burd~n of provinq that its request is 
reasonable. This is especially true for A&G accounts which are a 
catch all for expenses which have n~ specific identification. As 

stated above, Edison has not provided adequate justification tor its 
requested increase. Due to this deficiency in Edison's presentation 
we will limit the increase tor the A&G items whiCh are within 
Edison's control to 8%, the expected customer qrowth from 1985 to 
1988. Since these itel:lS are impacted 'by customer growth, we belie'\7'e 
this is a reasonable acljustlnent. This res~lts in a $5.0 million 
reduction in Edison's request. 

Our adopted expense modifies PSD's second recommendation 
to apply only to the A&G items over which Edison has control and 
limits the increase to the percentage change in customer qrowth for 
the 1985-1988 period. With the c~xception of expenses tor the 
abandonment of Ivanpah which are amortized in Account 930, this 
approach does not endorse any specific pro9rams or activities 
proposed by Edison, the adjustments made by PSD, or Edison's 198$ 

expense level. While the adjus~ent as reflected in Appendix C is 
shown by account, the adjustment was actually co:c.puted based on 
total controllable A&G ,expense. 'It will be left to Edison to manaqe 
A&G expense within our adopted level. 

In its next g',e:neral rate application we expect Edison, 
regardless of its est~~tinq methodology, to, provide a detailed 
justification for each A&G account. This should include a 
description of each A&G proqr~ or activity tOg'ether with five years 
of recorded data and an explanation of all significant chang'es in 
the recorded and proj ected data.. Finally, we have modified the 
ALJs' draft decision to reflect the fact that the stock savinqs plus 
plan expense is a function of labor escalation .. 

Excluding' RO&D, which is discussed in the section on RD&D, 
the remaining' A&G expense issues are addressed below • 
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2. IDlCsmtX9.l1N21e C9s1;~ 
a. lnSrance 

PSD recommends that Edison's requested funding of 
insurance premiums for property, general liability, directors and 
officers, and 9'X'OUp life be reduced by $4.8 million.. 'PSD's 
adjustment assumes that insurance premiums generally are in decline 
after a period of precipitous increases. ~his ass~ption was based 
on a review of literature related to the insurance industry and 
discussions with insurance professionals, including several brokers 
and a risk manager of a large u.s. corporation. Additionally, PSD 

observed that Edison's insurance premiums, having increased 
recently preceded by a decrease in the 1983-1984 period, generally 
"follow market trends. PSD asserts that the combination of the 
softening of the insurance market and Edison's power in that market 
as a significant consumer present opportunities for cost savings. 

Besides the general changes in the insurance industry, 

• • 

PSD believes that the Fair Responsibility Act of 1986 (Civil Code • 
Sections l43l.1-l431.5) and enactment of the Risk Retention 
Aluendments of 1986 (P.L. 99-563, 1,00 Stats. 3170) should exert a 
downward pressure on general liability premiums. Accordingly, PSO 

reduc~d Edison's estimates for certain insurance premiums by 20% 

and 15%. Finally, PSD recommends a $137,000 reduction in Edison's 
esttmated group life insurance premium due to the lack of billed 
invoices and a split of directors and officers insurance premiums 
between shareholders and ratepayers. 

PSO's proposal that directors and officers insurance 
premiums should be split between shareholders and ratepayers i$ 
premised on a sharins of the benefits. Insurance coverins 
directors and officers of a corporation is designed to protect 
against sbareholder derivative law suits. In the event of a 
successful shareholder derivative law suit, the insur~ce policy 
provides funds to make the shareholders whole for damages caused by 

wronq~l or negligent acts of corporate directors or officers. 
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Ratepayers also derive Denefit fr9m this type of insurance. In the 
absence o~ such insurance, there could be a legitimate claim 
against an officer or director resulting in a substantial damage 
award that could increase the cost of capital. 

Edison b~~lieves that' PSD's perception of a .softening of . 
the insurance mark(~t is based on a linlited analysis and that 
property and qcner(!Ll liability insurance pose unique risks. In 
support of its pos:i.tion Edison presents the following ar9UlUents: 

1. Growth in the size of Edison's assets, and 
the increased re:placement value of those 
assets due to inflation, will prevent 
property insurance premiums from declining. 

2. Edison's boiler ;~d machinery coverage is a 
specialized part of property insurance 
coveraqe and does not follow the general 
insurance market. 

3. Edison's earthquake coverage has been 
difficult to obtain at any price • 

4. Ir.~olvement in a number of alternative 
insurance companies insulates Edison from 
the ups and downs of the commercial 
insurance market. 

s. Dramatic increases in litigation and 
changes in the way that insurance policies 
are interpreted DY courts have caused 
insurers to pay for losses that they never 
intended to cover. 

With respect to directors and officers insurance, Edison 
believes it is a normal cost of dOinq business, which not only 
covers the directors and officers but also the corporation. Edison 
argues that directors and officers coverage provides for defense 
costs without regard to the merits of the law suit and is necessary 
t~ attract and ~aintain well-qualified and able directors and 
officers • 
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Due to the increase of derivative law suits in recent 
years, directors and officers insurance has become commonplace in 
thle corporate world. Without this protection the risks of serving 
as a director or officer would outweigh the rewards. A well 
managed and efficient utility is predicated upon having qualified 
and. capable directors and officers and this type of insurance is 
critical in obtaining and maintaining these individuals. For this 
reason PSD's recommendation would impose an unwarranted penalty on 
Edison's shareholders and will not be adopted. 

In estimating Edison's insurance premiums we have placed 
a heavy emphasis on PSD's arguments that there is a softening of 
the insurance market and that Edison's insurance premiums have 
generally followed market trends. We als~ consider Edison's claims 
concerning the difficulty in obtaining earthquake insurance and its 
involvement in alternative insurance companies to insulate it from 
market surges persuasive. After weighting these factors we have 
concluded that PSD's proposed reductions of 20% and 15% are too 
drastic. Instead, we will assume that comprehensive liability, 
directors and officers, and property ins'llrance promiums will be 10% 
lower than Edison's projections. since Edison has not provided PSD 
with the necessary invoices to justify its estimated cost of group
life insurance we will adopt PSD's estimate. These combined 
adjustments result in a $1 .. 8- million reduction t~ Edison's 
estimated 1988 premiums. Edison and PSD have agreed t~ the 
estimated premiums :!or crime, nuclear property, nuclear replacement 
generation, and nuc:Lear liability insurance. These estimates 
appear reasonable and will not be adjusted. 

b. B~~lical C4~ 

The method used by Edison to estimate outside provider 
medical costs took into consideration three factors: (1) overall 
medical cost escala~ion factors as provided by the actuary, (2) 
qrowth in employee participation, and (3) the ratio of dependents 
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to employees. Edison derived its.estimate from 198$ recorded data 
using the three factors above. 

PSD recommends a $4.9 million reduction in Edison's 
estimated outside provider medical costs. PSO's adjustment is the 
result of using 1986 recorded data, a lower ratio of dependents to 
total participants, and no growth in the number of participants. 

We will adopt PSD's use of 198& recorded data adjusted 
for the increase in employees from the 1986-1988 period. This 
approach assumes that the existing relationship of total employees 
to employees participating in the plan remains constant through the 
test year. We ~elieve this is a reasonable assumption in the 
absence of data in record to support Edison's or PSD's position. 
Our adopted estimate of outside provider medical costs is $4.3 
million lower than Edison's request. 

c. Load. Metering and. .. CUsto1l1cr sw::vey Expense 
Consistent with our discussion in the custo~er service 

~d information section we will move Edison's load metering and 
customer survey expense to account ,90S. 

d. lrmx:hisc~ 

Edison and PSO are in agreement on the use of a franchise 
tax rate of 0.73%. Since this is a chanqe from Edison's last 
adopted franchise tax rate, Edison's annual enerqy, ECAC,. and MAAC 
rates should reflect the franChise tax rate o'f o. 73% effective 
January l, 1988. 
G. Taxe§ 

With the exception of the SUperfund ~ax, Edison, PSO, and 
PEA are in agreement on the methodology to ~e use for calculating 
payroll, ad valorem, and income taxes. Differences in tax 
estimates are due to differences in payroll, plant, and expense 
estimates. 

'I'he amount of the SUperfund Tax is not at issue, only 
Edison's classification which treats it as a deductible tax in the 
computation of income taxes. Edison states that its interpretation 
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within the utility industry. PSD'S classification treats the new 
Superfund Tax as a nondeductible addition to to Federal income 
taxes. We will adopt Edison's position which results in a lower 
estimate of State and Fe.deral income taxes. 

While no longer in dispute, FEA :=aised the issue of the 
appropriate ad valorem tax rate t~ De used in determining Arizona 
property taxes for palo Verde. Edison and FEA agreed to use the 
rate of 2.95%. 

Besides the Superfund Tax treatment, I.86-11-019 is 
considering the effect of the Federal Tax Reform Act ot 1986 on 
regulated utilities. Edison and PSO have endeavored to incorporate 
the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 in their showings. We 
will reflect those proviSions in this. decision. If additional tax 
changes are required, Edison, should follow' the direction set out 
in our decision in I.86-11-019. 

H. Elant-in-8ervice 
For this proceeding PSD devised an approach for 

estimating plant-in-service that compares prior utility estimates 
with actual recorded weighted average plant-in-service. Using this 
methodology PSD found that over a seven-year period, for which data 
was aVailable, Edison had overestimated its weighted average plant
in-service by an average of 2.28%. PSD's application of this 
factor to Edison's test year estimates resulted in a difference of 
$223.9 million in test year plant. 

Edison argues that PSD agreed with Edison's beginning of 
year 1987 plant-in-serviee estimate and did not recommena adjusting 
Edison's capital projects for 1987 and 1988. Not only does Edison 
believe that it is inconsistent to aajust its weigh.ted average 
plant without adjusting plant-in-service or plant additions, it 
also points out that PSD's methodology could result in plant 
estimates that are lower than recorded. 
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In contrast, Edison deve~oped its 1988 plant-in-service 
estimate by adding forecasted plant additions to 1985 recorded 
plant-in-service. Estimated plant additions for the years 
1986-1983 were obtained from Edison'S five-year plant and work 
element budget and forecast. Edison's plant additions are 
categorized by class of plant and by month and year of operation. 
From this data month-by-month plant ~alances by class of plant, 
ineludin~ construction overheads and plant retirem~nts, were 
calculated for the forecast period. 

The testimony of PSD's witness reflects little 
preparation and a lack of understan~ing of how plant estimates are 
developed tor ratemakin~. First, PSD's witness was unable to 
provide Dasic information concerning estimated plant additions for 
1987 and 1988. Next, PSD's witness developed an adjustment factor 
from an analysis of recorded versus budgeted plant. Finally, this 
adjustment factor was applied to Edison's estimated total plant 
which reduced Edison's net plant additions by 44% and resulted in 
no recovery tor .7% of recorded plant. 

We find PSD's approach of adjusting total plant based on 
a factor developed from using budgeted versus recorded plant 
inappropriate. Even if PSD's adjustment was corrected for this 
flaw, we find its methodology a poor substitute for a detailed 
analysis of Edison's estimated construction projects taking into 
consideration their need, estimated cost, and expected operation 
date. We consider Edison's detailed estimating methodology 
reasonable and will adopt its plant-in-service estimates tor test 
year 1988. 
I. D!:Presciation 

During the september update hearings Edison revised its 
average service lives and net salvage ~ounts for transmission and 
distribution classes of plant. This change resulted in lower 
depreciation rates and decreased Edison's depreciation expense by 
$69.3 million. PSO has agreed to Edison's revised depreciation 
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depreciation expense and reserve is due to differing plant 
estimates. We will adopt Edison's revised depeciation rates for 
use in this decision. . 
J. Plant Held {2r Future Use (PHNl 

PHFU includes land and plant related items that have been 
acquired by Edison for use in the future. In its application 
Edison requested that it be allowed to earn a return on $128.2 

million in PHFU for test year 1988. Since its application was 
filed, Edison reevaluated its PHFO est~ate in light of the PHFO 
guidelines it and PSD developed and agreed to reduce the amount by 
$7.1 million. 

During the course of its audit, PSO questioned Edison's 
specific plans. for using 56 parcels of l.and in PHFU. PSO claims 
that under current plans, the average time that these parcels would 
remain in the PHFO account is 27 years and as ,of January 1, 1987 

they have averaged over 16 years in PHFU. Additionally, PSD points. 
out that the carrying charges for the ratepayers (18.07%, return 
times net to gross) is substantially qreater t.~an for Edison 
(10.75%, return on rate base). Faced with this circumstance, PSD 
recommends that all of the 56 parcels be excluded from rate base 
for the test period, an adjustment of $20.4 million. Finally, PSD 
identified a parcel valued at $520,000 that was double counted in 
Edison's application. 

In response to a request by :A:L:1 Ferraro, PSO propounded a 
series of guidelines to govern the length of time that items could 
be retained in PHFU. The guidelines, attached as Appendix :8,' 

provide for the following: 

1. Distribution Substations and transmission 
plant (not related to new power plants) 
could be held in PHFU and not placea in 
Edison'S plant expenditure review committee 
(PERC) budget for five years. If by the 
end of five years, the property has not 
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been included in the PERC budget, it would 
be removed from PHFU until it is included 
in a future PERC budget. 

2. Generation and transmission plant (related 
to new power plants) can be held in PrIFO 
and not De 'included in the PERC budget for 
ten years. If at the end of ten years, the 
property has not been included in the PERC 
budqet, it would be removed until it is 
included in a future PERC budget. 

While PSD states that the guidelines may be valuable for 
the future, implementing them on a prospective basis will not 
remedy the injustice that ratepayers have endured by absorbing 
significant carrying costs over past years. 

Edison worked with PSD in developing the guidelines and 
believes that they should be adopted prospectively. Edison states 
that the guidelines give guidance, are fair and workable, and 
benefit Edison and its ratepayers. Finally, Edison points out that 
the guidelines give Edison appropriate flexibility, provide 
reas1onable'compensation, and give ratepayers protection from paying 
for :property that may ultimately end up not being needed. 

~doption of the guidelines prospectively results in a 
$7.1 million reduction from the amount Edison originally requested 
be included in PHFO. Edison is in agreement with this reduction, 
but is opposed to PSD's recommended exclusion of $20.4 million from 
PHFU. Edison argues that PSD's recommendation is unfair because 
the needs for the property were not considered and it was based 
solely on PSD's judgement that the property has been in PHFU too 
long. 

PHFU is an area in which we do not ~ave specific criteria 
for judging the reasonableness of a utili1:y'S property acquisition 
policies. Because of this, utilities do not have a strong 
incentive to closely monitor their procedures for acquiring and 
maintainin~ PHFO. ALJ Ferraro directed PSD and Edison t~work 
together to develop guidelines which could be used to judge the 
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reasonableness ot utility expenditures on PHFU. As a result, PSD 
and Edison developed guidelines and agreed to their use in the 
future. We find these guidelines reasonable and will adopt them 
for use in this and Edison's future general rate cases. In 
addition, we will direct our Evaluation and Compliance Division to 
notify the energy utilities under our jurisdiction that we expect 
to adopt similar guidelines in their next general rate case. 

Although PSD and Edison are ,in agreement that the 
guidelines chould be used in future general rate cases, they are in 
~isagrcement over their use in this proceeding_ PSO's auditors are 
concerned over the length of time that ratepayers have paid high 
carrying charges on S6 parcels in PHFU, while Edison has identified 
a specific use for most of these properties and argues that it 
would be unfair to apply the guidelines retroactively. 

Because Edison has identified a s,pecific use for most of 
the properties at issue, we will not adopt PSD's recommendation in 
its entirety. However, starting January 1, 19S9 we will apply the 

adopted guidelines as if they were effective prior to the 
acquisition date of all items in PHFU. ~his will result in a 
reduction of $-16.2 million from Edison's original request for 1989 .. 
For test year 1988 we wi,ll reduce Edison's original request by $7 .. 5 
million. ~his represents $7.1 million, Edison's agreed reduction, 
and $520,000, PSD's double counting adjustment. 

By delaying full implementation of the guidelines Edison 
should have ample opportunity to manage its PHFU account to- the 
level adopted in this decision.. Edison can accomplish this by 
delaying future purchases, selling property not needed in the near 
future, placing property in plant-in-service as it becomes used and 
useful, or by transferring property to nonutility property. 'We 
believe, by providing ratepayers with lower carrying charges now 
and in the future and shareholders with the opportunity to adjust 
to i~is change, the interests of ratepayers and. sbareholders are 
fai:c-ly ))alan.eed. 
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K. Wortill9-,cash Allo"Wa;ns;e 
with one exception Edison and PSD are in agreement on the 

methodology for calculating the allowance for working cash. The 
only remaining issue concerns the weight ~at should be given to 
the lag in the state income tax deduction used in determining 
Federal income taxes. In its estimate of working cash allowance 
Edison reflects the fact that the previous year's rather than the 
current year's State income taxes are used as a deduction for 
calculating corporate Federal income taxes. consistent with prior 
commission decisions, PSD recommends that no consideration be given 
to this issue in estimating working cash allowance. 

This issue was first raised in PG&E's general rate case 
A.85-12-050. By 0.86-12-095 in that proceeding we ordered 
workshops to be conducted which would include other energy 
utilities. Edison has participated in those workshops, but at this 
time there has not been a final resolution of the matter. 
Accordingly, we will adopt PSD's recommendation, but allow Edison's 
general rate case to remain open until this issue is finally 
resolved. Edison will be allowed to record in a memorandum account 
th~ difference between the adopted revenues and those Edison's 
proposed working cash methodology would yield. ~he difference in 
revenues recorded in the memorandum account should accrue interes'l: 
at the energy cost adjustment clause (ECAC), balancing account rat,e. 
L. Attrition 

Edison and PSO are in agreement on the method of 
calculating attrition. Additionally, both recommend, that the 1989 
ERAMbase level should be increased by $9.8 million to, reflect a 
change in jurisdictional allocation due to a decrease in FERC 
jurisdictional sales. Edison and PSD recommend no change in the 
jurisdictional allocation factors for 1990. Finally, the revenue 
re.quirement associated with E'dison's optional time of use meter 
plan will be reflected in calculating attrition for 1989 and 1990,. 
This item is discussed in more detail in the section on rate 
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design. Attached as Appendix 0 is the for.mat we expect Edison to. 
use in developing its attrition filings. 

v. Hsd2r Issues 

A. CoS: of ... 9tP1t."l 
In recent general rate cases for the large electric 

utilities, we have indieated that a utility should be authorized a 
return on common equity (ROE) that is commensurate with :market 
returns on investments having eorresponding risks. We also. have 
repeatedly stated that there are three considerations which we rely 
upon to. implement this objective: 

1. Cost of capital varies in. the same 
direction as chan~es in the general level 
of inflation and ~nterest rates. 

2. Market cost of equity capital reflects 
risks, such as the exposure of a utility's 
earninqs to. variability in fuel costs, 
sales levels, as well as uncertainties 
regarding the cost of prior capital 
investments. 

3. The applieation and interpretation of 
finaneial models· :may not ac/:urately reflect 
all of the intrieaeies of the financial 
market. 

In evaluating the proposals before us from Edison, PSD, 
and FEA we will plaee heavy emphasis on these principles. Each 
party's position on the various cost of capital issues is 
:'-:ru:mmarized in the table below followed by a detaile(i discussion of 
the issues. 
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cost of capital Re<;QWnen~a:tions for...:res:; Year 1983 

~ 

capitalization Cost Weighted 
CO'nlponsmc Eatio Factor cost 

Long-term Debt 47t 9.26% 4.35% 
Preferred Stock 7 7.S0 .. 55-
Common Equity ....i§.... 12.00* ~!~~ 

Total 100% 10 .. 42% 

* Midpoint ofiRangc. 

Mi§9U 

capitalization Cost Weightcc1 
C2mponcnt Ratio .. [actor C9st 

Long-term Debt 47% 9 .. 26% 4.35% 
Preferred stock 7 7 .. 8:8 .55 
Common Equity J.L 13.75 6.33 

Total 100% 11.23% 

ED. 

capitaliZ4!ltion Cost Weighted 
COmpon~ Batl& hgtor -S-ost 

Long-term Debt 47% 9.17% 4 .. 31% 
Pre:t:erred Stock 6 7.80 .47 
Common Equity J.1.... 12.55 ~:~~ 

Total 100% 10.68% 

Before moving to the cost of capital issues in this 
proceeding, it should be noted that this decision will only address 
Edison's cost of capital for test year 1988. To more accurately 
reflect changes between rate cases, we expect utilities, as 
discussed in 0.85-12-076, to· address return on equity in their 
annual attrition filings. In addition, we wish to make it clear 
that the utilities are also expected to reflect in these filings 
any Changes which would affect their last adopted capital 
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of January 1, 1988 to reflect the adopted ROE in this decision. 
1.~ 

Edison and PSD made specific ~ecommendations on capital 
structure, while FEA reviewed the estimates and adopted PSD's' 
original capital structure. The specific recommendations are shown 
in the table below. 

~arJ,~2l! 2' ~i~2D ~~ PSD ~i~~l s;X,Qeture~ 

Idis2D Rm* 

1988-1990 .u.u ~ .122.2 

Long-Term Debt 47% 47% 46% 45% 
Preferred Stock 7% 6% 6%. 5% 
Common EqI.1i ty 46% 47% 48% 50% 

* Table Reflects PSD's Original position. PSD Adopted Edison's 
Revised capital Structure After the september upaate Hearings. 

Edison's recommendation is based on a target capital 
structure which ~Tas designed to help maintain its financial • 
integrity while minimizing costs to ratepayers. Although Edison 
originally forecasted that its common equity ratio would increase 
to 48% or more during the 1988-1990 period, in the Septeml:>er update 
hearings it lowered its forecast to 46%. Edison's change in common 
equity percent reduced its base rate revenue increase by $18 
million and its total revenues including MAAC by approximately $25 
million. According to Edison's chief financial officer the reasons 
~or this revision are: (1) to mitigate uneconomic ~ypass and (2) 
facilitate the move to marginal cost-based rates. 

PSD originally proposed a separate capital structure for 
each year of the test period based on Edison's financing plan. In 
support of that recommendation PSD argued that: (l) it accurately 
reflects Edison's financing year by year rather than Edison's front 
loading the expensive components of capital costs and (2) if the 
capital structure requires adjustment, it can be made in the 
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context of the attrition rate adjustment mechanism. After the 
september update hearings, PSD submitted Exhibit 245 in which it 
adopted Edison's revised capital structure. 

In light of Edison's updated testimony we have an 
opportunity to provide ratepayers with lower rates without 
jeopardizing Edison's financial standing. We will adopt Edison's 
revised capital structure for test year 1988. 

2". Long-~rm Debt 
Edison, PSD, and FEA made recommendations regarding the 

cost of new debt and the resulting embedded cost of debt for the 
1988-1990 period. Their estimates of the incremental cost of long
term debt are set forth in the following table. 

Incrcmental Cost ot XQng-Te;p!.L De~t 

.l2..U ~ .l2J1.2. .l22.Q 

Edison 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10 .. 00% 
PSD 9 .. 49% 10.37% 9 .. 82% 9 .. 60% 
FEA 9.63% 10.94% 12.06% 11 .. 06% 

PSD relied on the DR! September 1987 forecast of interest 
rates for AA utility bonds, FEA adopted the Wharton Econometrics 
forecast, and Edison reviewed current forecasts and used judgement 
to develop its recommendation. 

FEA finds fault with Edison's judgement because Edison 
lowered its req,uested return on common equity from its original 
application to reflect lower interest rates, but retained its 
estimated cost of new debt. PSD argues that neither PSD or Edison 
has the resources to develop and maintain for~casting models for 
interest rates; both must rely upon forecasting services with 
access to vast ~ounts of data and an acknowledged expertise in the 
tield. 

~~ile there are many areas in developing estimates for 
the test year to which judgement must be applied, we tind Edison's 
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approach unnecessary in light of the availability of acknowledged 
expert forecasting services. since DRI forecasts are used to 
develop the non-labor escalation factors in this decision and in 
the attrition rate adjustment ~echanis~, we will use ORI's 
estimated'cost of long-term de~t. However, we note that our 
decision today in the consolidated attrition proceeding adopts 
ORI's November forecast of AA utility bonds. To be consistent with 
the attrition proceeding we will use DRI's Nove~er forecast of 
9.6S% for Edison's incre~ental cost of long-term debt. 

3. TaX=E2rem Finan9ing 

~ 
~ 

A portion ot Edison's de~t, is represented by variable
rate tax-exempt pollution control bonds. Based on their historical 
relationship with Moody's double-A utility bond yields, Edison 
estimates an interest rate of & .. 4% for its tax-exe~pt issues in 
1988. PSO derived its estimated interest rate ot 5.38% by using 
the historical relationshi~ between tax-exempt issues and the prime 
rate. PSD slightly increased its forecasted interest rate to 
recognize the decline in marginal tax rates due to the Tax Reform ~ 
Act of 1986. 

Both of these approaches appear to be flawed. PSD 
criticizes Edison's forecasting model for yielding a poor 
correlation between interest rates for tax-exempt bonds and double
A utility bonds. In response, Edison states that the interest rate 
for its tax-exempt bonds is no longer based on the prime interest 
rate. 

The only reasonable quide we have to judge the results of 
these recommendations is a comparison with recent recorded data. 
PSD's prior forecast for 1987 ~as only 0.1% higher than recorded 
data for the first quarter of 1987. Since there was only a slight 
difference between PSD's forecast and recorded data, we will adopt 
PSD's estimated cost ~f variable tax-exempt bonds. However, we·· are 
not convinced that PSD's methodolO9Y will always yield:the best. 

! 
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results and instruct PSO to address Edison's concerns before 
recommending its use in future proceedings. 

4. Prefe~ 

Edison issues two types of preferred stock: sinking fund 
and perpetual. Sinking fund'securities have a fixed-term and are 
essentially equi~,alent to debt instruments, because they are issued 
for a specific term at a fixed dividend rate. Perpetual securities 
are similar to common equity in that they do' nClt have a sinking 
fund provision 0= a specific term. 

The issue which PSO raises is Edison's proposed recovery 
of issuance costs on perpetual securities which have been called. 
Edison proposes to recover these costs by increasing the embedded 
cost of preferred stock. This is consistent with the recovery of 
un~mortized issu."nce costs when sinking fund preferred stock is 
called. PSO takl~s the position that perpetual and common equity 
stock are similar and should be treated in a like manner. Since . 
issuance costs ,for common equity stock are not recovered from 
ratepayers, PSO recommends that issuance costs for perpetual stock 
not be recovered from ratepayers. 

In Edison's reply brief it points out that San. Diego Gas 
& Electric Comp~ny (SOG&E) in 0.86-12-007 was authorized to recover 
the unamortized issuance costs associated with perpetual 
ceeurities. consistent with 0.86-l2-007 we will allow :Edison to 
recover the un~ortized issuance costs for the perpetual securities 
it requested. 

Edison's request for recovery of issuance costs only 
increases the cost of preferred stock by 8 basis points. Due to 
rounding, this small increase actually has,no impact in the overall 
rate of return and does not affect the revenue requirement tor test 
year 1988 • 
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5. ~on....Eqgity 

Of all the issues in the cost of capital area, ROE, due 
to the dollars involved, was the most heavil~' contested. A sUl'lUTlary 
of the various positions of the parties is shown in the followinq 
table. 

SUmmary of ROE Recommendations 

Party 

Edison 
PSO 
FEA 

~ 

l3 .. 75-% 
11.75-%-12.25% 

l2.55% 

• • 

While all three parties submitted testimony showinq the 
results of various financial models as the starting point for 
establishinq ROE, they cautioned that the model results must be 
tempered by judgment. Risk premium and discounted cash flow (OCr) 
models were presented by all parties. Additionally, PSD developed 
a capital asset pricing moael and FEA made an analysis of the 
earninqs o! comparable utilities. The following table summarizes • 
tJle results of these models. 

Edison 

PSO 

FEA 

;ROE Hod~l Results 

Hodel 

Risk Premium 
DCF 

Risk Premium 
DCF 
Capital Asset 
Pricing 

Risk Premium 
OCF 
Comparable 
Earninqs 

13.5%-15-.0% 
12.4%-14.5% 

13.5%-18.4% 
11.5%-l2.5% 

ll.7%-l2.6% 

l2.3%-14.0% 
11 ... 5%-13.0 

13-.1% 

Because these models are only used to establish a range 
for ROE, we will not repeat the detailed descriptions o,f each model 
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contained in the parties' exhibits. Additionally, the parties have 
put forth arguments in support of their analyses and criticizing 
the input assu:mptions used by others. As can be seen trom the 
above table these models yield,a wide range of results depending 
upon the choice of various input assumptions. Our review of these 
arguments indicates that they do not significantly alter the model 
results shown above. We believe these model results provide a 
reasonable range trom which t~ choose an appropriate ROE and will 
be used as a guide in selecting Edison's ROE. In the final 
analysis it is the application of our judgement that is crucial, 
not the accuracy of a particular model. 

In applying judgement to the results of its models, 
Edison, as detailed by tne testimony of its chief financial 
officer, John Bryson, identified the major items which justify its 
proposed ROE. These are: maintaining its financial integrity and 
the increased risk associated with regulatory changes, competition, 
syst,em operations, and uncert~in economic conditions. 

Edison argues that it is in the best interest of both its 
customers and investors to maintain its financial integrity and 
thus retain access to the lowest cost funds available during all 
market conditions. This, Edison claims, requires a ROE of 13.75% 
in order to keep its double-A credit rating. 

As further justification for its proposed ROE,. Edison 
states that in recent decisions, two broad categories of risk 
allocation have been reflected: (1) retroactive ilnposition. of 
risks to the utility based on results of prior cond,,:ct, and (2) 

prospective allocation of risk associated with uncertain future 
events. Edison believes that invE~stors perceive these as ne~ risks 
and demand a higher return. 

Second, Edison identifies competition from third-parties 
and self-generators as a new risk in the eyes of investors. This 
risk occurs because these companies are not subject to traditional 
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utility constraints and obligations, but are allowed to compete 
with utilities for customers and new resources. 

Third, Edison argues that it no longer has sole 
responsibility and control over it~ sources of energy. This 
results from Edison's increased reliance on third-party generation 
and purchases from distant utilities. In addition, a significant 
amount of Edison's generating res·ources are nuclear which can be 
adversely affected by events wholly outside Edison's facilities, 

I 

service area, or control. 
Finally, Edison points to the volatility in the economy, 

especially the uncertainty in the prospective levels of inflation, 
interest rates, and oil prices. 

PSD counters by statin~ that the last decade has seen the 
implementation or refinement of a variety of rate mechanisms and 
policies, all of which have generally served to diminiSh the risks 
attendant to operating an electr:Lc utility. These include: ECAC 
which protects the utility from the variability of fuel costs; ERAM 
which insulates the utility from.. the vagaries of electric systl~m 
sales; the attrition rate adjustment which provides opportuni'cies 
for base rate adjustments in the years between general rate cases; 
MAAC which provides rate recogni~~ion for major capital projects; 
and the rate case plan which insures timely processing of utility 

I 

rate applications. 
In addition, PSD argues that Edison's recent financial 

performance indicates it is a strong company, with a risk profile 
that is relatively low. To support this claim PSO points to the 
following Edison financial indicators: 

1. 19S6 was the sixth consecutive year of 
record earnings .. 

2. Allowance for funds used during 
construction has declined as a percentage 
of earnings for five consecutive years. 

- so -
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3. In 1986 80% of capit~l needs were provided 
throuqh internal generation of funds, the 

°hiqhest level in 25 years. 

4. Earnings have averaged over 30 basis points 
in excess of the authorized return on 
equity during the last five years. 

s. Declared dividends on common shares have 
outpaced the consumer price index over the 
last five years. 

6. Common shareholders have realized an 
averaqe annual return of 28.5% over the 
last five years. 

7. Common shares were selling at a 54% premium 
above book value at the end of 1986. 

8. A double-A bond rating has been maintained 
for more than a decade. 

Besides these healthy financial indicators, PSD points 
out that Edison no longer faces uncertainty with regard to the 
final disposition of SONGS and, through S'Ubs'idiaries, has made 
investments in the area of OF energy production. Finally, PSD 
believes that today's market reflects a perception by investors 
that risks are lower than in the past and proposes that Edison 
receive a rate of return at the lower end of the recommended 
ranges. 

As we stated at the outset, our ROE determination is 
largely influenced by changes in and the level of inflation and 
interest rates in combination with the results of various financial 
models. Other factors, such as the financial condition of the 
utility and changes in requlatory and business risks, are 
considered, but typically have a lesser impact on the final ROE. 

In Edison's last general rate case, for test year 1985, 
we authorized a 16% ROE. Since that decision, there has been a 
considerable reduction in interest and inflation rates. ~hese 

lower and more stable factors support a significant reduction in 
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reflected by the negotiated agreement between Edison and PSO which 
resulted in authorized returns of 14.6% for 19S6 and 13.9% for 
1987. 

All parties, including Edison, recognize that further 
reductions below the currently authorized ROE of 13.9% are 
justified. ~he only question is the maqnitude of the reduction. 
Today's economic indicators paint a muCh rosier picture than those 
of three years ago. Interest rates for long-term debt are 
estimated to be in the range of 10%, inflation is projected around 
4%, and Edison has just had the best financial performance in its 
history. This is a considerable improvement over test year 1985 in 
which long-term interest rates were expected to be 13%, inflation 
est~ted around 6%, and Edison was facing a major reasonableness 
review of SONGS 2 and 3. 

Edison's showing places a heavy emphasis on maintaining 
its financial integrity. While we feel this is an important goal 
for Edison and its ratepayers, it is not the commission's charge to. 
insure Edison achieves this goal. Our objective is to authorize a 
ROE commensurate with market returns on investments having 
corresponding risks. In this way we provide Edison with the 
opportunity to maintain its financial integrity through effective 
manageme:\t. 

~inally, Edison claims that it faces substantial risk due 
to recent regulatory changes, syst~ operation changes, and 
uncertain economic conditions. We agree with Edison that all of 
these are factors considered by investors and we will give 
recognition in our adopted ROE to certain changes in risk. 
However, three years ago there also was uncertainty in the economy 
and Edison's nuclear operations and purchases from distant 
utilities were essentially as they are today. No change from the 
treatment provided these items in Edison's last general rate case 
appears warranted at this time. 
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In summary, we believe that the low and stable levels of 
interest and inflation rates coupled with the financial models 
presented by the parties all point toward a significant reduction 
in Edison's authorized ROE. Aft~r taking into consideration all of 
the evidence relative to, market conditions, Edison's financial 
health and exposure to risk, and the testimony on financial models, 
we conclude that a ROE of l2.75% is just and reasonable for test 
year 1988. Our adopted ROE produces an overall rate of return of 
10.75% which we feel is sufficient to attract and compensate 
investors. 

As discussed previously o~ adopted ROE is only for test 
year 1988.. For subsequent years it will be subject to review in 
Edison's attrition filings. The following table details our 
adopted cost of capital. 

Long-term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total 

MQRSed Cost of capital 

COntribution 
Ratio 

47% 
7 
~ 

lOOt 

cost 
FacZor 

9.22% 
7.88 

12.75-

B. Nuclear FUcl. and ~1 Fuel Xnventox;y linancing 

Wei9hted 
~ 

4.33% 
.55-

5.87 

lO.75% 

Edison proposes to phase-out its nuclear fuel lease for 
SONGS and include all nuclear fuel and coal inventory in rate base. 
PSD recommends that the carrying costs on all nuclear fuel and coal 
inventory be calculated using the short-term.debt rate in ECAC. 

1. IDlclear Fuel 
In 1974 Edison entered into a lease arrangement to 

procure its nuclear fuel requirements for SONGS. This lease 
arrangement permitted Edison to finance its nuclear fuel at 
favorable short-term rates which, because of the lease structure, 
was not reflected on the company's balance sheet. Due t~ an 
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accounting change made by the Fin~ncial Accountin~ Standards Board, 
Edison, beginning in 1987, must reflect capital leases on its 
balance sheet. Accordingly, Edison plans to purchase its nuclear 
fuel and phase-out the ,nuclear lease over time. In its application 
Edison has requested rate base treatment for a portion of the 
nuclear fuel it will own. 

PSO sees the issue differently ana proposes that SONGS 
nUclear fuel carrying costs continue to be recovered through ECAC, 
based on short-term rates. In addition, PSD recommends that Palo 
Verde nuclear fuel ~~ing costs be recovered in a like manner 
through ECAC. PSD believes this is appropriate for the following 
reasons: 

~. The Commission has pursued a policy in 
recent years of removing fuel inventory 
assets from rate base and allowing the . 
recovery of carrying costs at short-term 
rates through ECAC. There is no reason to 
make an exception for nuclear fuel. 

2. The Commission recently issued 
0.87-05-059, authorizing Edison to 
guarantee short- and intermediate-term 
aebt instruments issued by one of its 
subsidiaries for the express purpose of 
financl~9 nuclear fuel. 

3. Edison is not required to terminate its 
lease ~~d there is no reason why ratepayers 
should pay higher carrying costs because of 
a change in how ca~ital leases are treated 
in Edi~fon's financl.al statements. 

PSD estimates that the increased cost for full 
recognition in rate base of nuclear fuel, including Palo verd,e, 
would be over $48 million and even with Edison's phased-in approach 
the increasea cost wou.ld be over $8.5- million in test year 1988. 

Edison argues that nuclear fuel should not be affor,:ied 
the same treatment as other fuel because of its four to six y,ear 
life and unique eharacteristics. Edison states that nuclear fuel 
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has a much longer lite than other fuels, cannot be used (burned) 
for up to two years, goes through extensive processing before it 
can be loaded into a plant, and is plant specific. Edison believes 
tinancing nuclear fuel with p~rmanent capital as reflected in its 
1lnbedded-cost of debt appropriutely matches asset and liability 
life and risk. 

since it entered into the nuclear leasing arrangement, 
Edison states that accounting standards, bond rating agencies, and 
investor perceptions toward off-balance sheet financings have 
become more stringent. As a result Edison believes that equity 
support is needed for nuclear fuel and proposes to achieve this 
through rate base treatment. 

To minimize the impact on rate~~ Edison proposes to phase 
nuclear fuel financing into rate base over a lO-year period. 
Because Edison believes that its credit ~~atings will not be 
affected if it is perceived as moving tOltlard an appropriate capital 
structure and ratemaking treatment, it is willing to- forego full 
equity support for the lease to mitigate rate increases. Edison 
estfmates that its proposal for the SONGS nuclear fuel will 
increase rates by only $2.1 million in 1988 and $12.3 million over 
the three-year rate cycle. 

Although Edison points out that the operating and life 
cycle charaeteristics of nuclear fuel are not the same as coal, 
gas, and oil, we believe that this is not enough to warrant a 
different ratemaking treatment. In fact, Edison proposes to 
finance nuclear fuel with a combination of short- and intermediate
term debt. While this might indicate that there is a need to 
factor in the cost of intermediate-term debt in deriving the 
carrying cost associated with nuclear fuel, it does not justify 
rate base treatment. 

Edison also believes that the accounting change in and 
investor perceptions toward off-balance sheet financing require a 
change in its financing of nuclear fuel. We feel that these 
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factors may affect risk, bond rat~ngs, and the benefits of leases, 
but, again, they do not nocessitate a change in ratemaking 
treatment. 

As state~ in prior decisions, we consider short-term debt 
instruments to be preferable in determining carrying Charges on 
fuel. FUel is a commodity that can be used as collateral for 
financing and is distinguishable from tixed plant and land. These 
factors lead us to the conclusion that tuel should not be afforded 
rate base treatment, regardless of its characteristics. As a 
result, we will not adopt Edison's proposed rate base treatment for 
SONGS unspent nuclear fuel and will direct Edison to calculate 
carrying cost~ on Palo Verde unspent nuclear fuel using the cost of 
short-term debt. 

We will authorize Edison to record carrying costs on 
unspent nuclear fuel based on short-term debt and address these 
costs in ECAC proceedings. since the carrying costs for SONGS 
unspent nuclear tuel is currently included in Edison's ECAC 
balancing account, no ratemaking change is necessary for this fuel. 
However, carrying costs for Palo Verde unspent nuclear fuel are 
included in Edison's intermediate major additions adjustment clause 
(IMAAC). Consistent with our discussion above, Edison should as of 
January 1, 1988 stop accruing carrying costs on Palo, Verde unspent 
nuclear fuel in tba IMAAC account and start accruing 100% of these 
costs in the ECAC balanCing account based on the ECAC interest 
rate. 

2. coal l!1~1 Xnv~m;ory 
Edison has included in rate base $11.$ million for the 

minimum coal inventories necessary to support its coal-fired . 
generation resources at Mohave and Four Corners. ~hese minimum 
coal inventories are required in the event ot a mine strike or 
other event which could interrupt the supply of coal. Both Four 
Corners and Mohave generating stations are remotely located, lack 
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rail connection and waterways, and cannot be economically supplied 
, . 

from other mines should a supply interruption cccur. 
consistent with its recommendation for nuclear fuel, PSD 

proposes that Edison's coal inventory be.removed from rate base and 
carrying costs on coal inventory be based on short-term debt, 
recov,erable through ECAC. 

Again we acknowledge that some fuels such as coal have 
unique characteristics, but this does not justify rate base 
treatment. Our discussion in the nuclear fuel section above 
concerning carrying costs is e~ally applicable for coal ,inventory. 
We will not authorize Edison to receive rate base treatment on coal 
inVentory. starting January l, 1988, Edison shall be allowed to 
accrue in its ECAC balancing account carrying costs on its coal 
inventory based on the ECAC interest rate. Edison's coal inventory 
level is not in dispute, we find its re~ested level reasonable for 
calculating carrying costs until Edison's next reasonableness 
review • 
c. pjllo Verde R~a~naRlsmess...Rev~w 

Edison req\.1.ests recovery of the.costs associated with the 
California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas (Four State Committee) 
investigation into the management and construction of Palo Verde. 
The costs for which Edison is requesting recovery were incurred for 
the purpose of paying for the investiga1:ion conducted by the Four 
State Committee and preparing an "affirmative case". The 
affir.mative case was intended ultimately to demonstrate the 
reasonableness of Edison'S investment at palo Verde in the Palo 
Verde MAAC proceedinq. The estimated cost associated with the 
investigation conducted by the Four stat~ Committee and the 
preparation of Edison's affirmatiVe case is $3.9 million. Edison 
is requesting that this amount be recovered in equal ~ounts over 
three years beqinning in 1988. 

FEA recommends that the Commission not allow the company 
to recover $2.4 of the amount requested by Edison. According to· 
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FEA, these costs are rlelated to the preparation of Edison's 
affirmative case and Wiare not intended by the COll'llllission to be 
recovered. 

Edison argues that its affirmative case costs are similar 
to expenses associated with utility participation in (and 
preparation for) regul<ltory proceedings before the Commission and 
other agencies. The l~tter costs, Edison states, are normal costs 
of doing business and currently recovered in rates. 

Although Edison's affirmative case costs for Palo Verde 
are similar to regulatc,ry COlXllnission expenses normally recovered 
through rates, Edison's request for recovery is not stmilar. 
First, Edison has not p·rovided adequate justification that these 
costs were reasonably incurred. Second, requlatory Commission 
expenses are recovered prospectively, but Edison is requesting 
retroactive recovery. 

Other than stating that its affirmative case was intended . -

• • 

to demonstrate the reas\~nableness of its Palo Verde investment, • 
Edison has not provided an explanation of what the costs were for 
and to whom they were p;~id. -Assu:ming adequate justification, 
recovery of these costs requires Edison to seek our approval prior 
to their incurrence. Either by separate application or in an 
earlier proceeding, Edison should have requested approval for the 

expected cost of an affirmative case or requested the establishmen~ 
ot. a mechanis:m tor trac](.ing these costs for later recovery.. For 
these reasons Edison will not be ~~thorized recovery of $2.4 

million in affirmative case costs for Palo- Verde. 
D. Bcsow:s;e Elan 

PSO is the ~nly party thj~t addressed the reasonableness 
of Edison's resource plan. During its participation PSD made 
specific recommendations concerning three Edison resource items: 
1) the future status for :many older and less efficient oil' and gas 
generating units, Z) reduced minimum operatinq levels for various 
oil and gas generating plants, and 3) expanSion of the Pacific 
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Northwest (PNW) direct current (D~) intertie (discussed in a 
separate section). 

l. OYer Vi~ of Resource ~~nnipg 
In sharp contrast to the situation Edison and other 

california utilities found themselves in less than a decade ago, 
Edison now has excess capacity that will last until well into the 
1990's. This brings the "stay the course" policy of recent general 
rate cases into question. Under "stay the course" budget levels 
for resource related programs, such as research and development, 
conservation, and load management,'were maintained at existing 
levels. 

The approach which Edison now seems to· embrace is to 
reduce high cost supplies and reduce expenditures on conservation 
and load management progr~ while maintaining the infrastructure 
necessary to gear up the$e programs. This policy would keep 
Edison's options open consistent with a least-cost strategy_ 

In :!;upport of its flexible policy tor resourc~ planning 
Edison provided a fairly detailed ex~ination of its resource plans 
and assoeiatect forecasts spanning nearly twenty years and concluded 
that: 

"It is futile to pretend that our predictions 
of the future will be any more accurate than 
tho~.e of the past. The only certainty about 
the future is change; and 

What does this tell us about our future plans? 
We ::.hould separate the forecasting funetion 
fro~t planning in the sense that even if the 
forE~cast turns out to be wrong., our planning is 
rigl:Lt." . 

In ::.upport of its new planning approach, Edison has 
~ 

presented a sE~ries of 12 scenarios, endeavoring to show the 
flexibility ir.l its current (fall 1986) resource plan. Using this 
resource plan as the base case, there are a total of four resource 
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options identified if lower deman~ forecasts were to result 
lower by as much as 5000 megawatts ~). These are: 

1. Change the number of units placed on cold 
standby (a storage option tor older, less 
efficient oil and gas units). 

2. Eliminate the Big creek expansion project 
(an augmentation of Edison's Big creek 
hydroelectric system). 

3. Reduce the number of QFSi independent 
energy producers who's output Edison is 
required by law to purchase. 

4. cut back on energy management programs 
(conservation and load manaqement). 

In the event hiqher growth or an array of problems lead 
to the need for additional resources -- as much as 5000 MW more -
Edison has identified six resource options. They are: 

1. Reduce the n~er of units placed in cold 
standby. 

2. Increase purchases. 

3. Develop Edison r~newable and alternative 
resources (only in the scenario involving 
competitive ratemaking). 

4. Install combustion turbines. 

5. Increase energy manaqement. 

6. Build coal plants. 

PSO generally agrees with Edison's policy, but does not 
consider its resource plan to be very flexible or dramatically 
different from past plans. To support its position.PSD points out 
that· Edison: 

1. Has no effective control over the number of 
QFs. 
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2. Is currently planning on filing for a 
certificate of public convenience and 
necessity (CPCN) for the Big creek 
expansion project. 

3. Needs 8 to 9 years to build a coal plant; 
slightly less for Ivanpah which has 
received partial california Energy 
Commicsion (CEC) approval. 

4. May not be able to rely on purchases from 
other utilities for the same reasons that 
Edison would require additional resources. 

Additionally, PSD states that with the exception of the 
Ivanpah proj eot the biggest sinl3'le source for Edison to either 
increase or decrease its resourc:es is by adj ustinq the nUlnber of 
units in cold st:~Qby. PSD is concerned that the economie 
ramifications assoeiated with the units recommended for cold 
standby can not be ascertained. These units are older, less 
efficient units, which in PSD's view could have high operation and 
maintenance costs and are sensitive to changes in oil and gas 
prices. 

PSD's views, as detailed above, form the basis for its 
specific recom:mend.ations concerning Edison's plant refurbisrunents 
and retirements, :~inimum generation i~provements and expansion of 
the DC intertie. These are discussed below. 

2. El~..B~lrbishments Md ..Retirements 
Over the last several years Edison has analyzed the need 

to refurbish or retire its oil and gas generating units which have 
approached or exceeded their original desiqn or economic lives. In 
this proceeding Edison has no plans to retire or retur~ish 
(preserved retirement) any of these units.. Edison d.oes plan to 
place various units totaling 894 MW into stanctby reserve by 1989. 
Tl~ese units are identified in the following table_ 
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Units Planned ;fo~ standby ReHxye 

Etiwanda 

Highqrove 

.Alamitos 

l' 
2' 

1 
2 
3-
4 

1 
2 

San Bernardino . 1 
2 

Total 

gmacm 
(MW) 

132.0 
132.0 

, 32.5-
3Z.S 
44.5 
44.5 

l75.0 
l7.5-•. 0 

63.0 
63-~0 

894.0 

Placement 
~ 

198.7 
1987 

1988 
1988 
1988 
198.8 

1988 
1988 

1988 
1988 

The cost of l?lacing these units into standby reserve 
totals $'343,000 of whi,:h Edison has requested $245,000 for test 
year 1988. Rather thal:l. refurbish any units, Edison is currently 
proceeding with the COl:l.Cept of sequenced maintenance I repair or 
replacement of deteriorated parts during routine maintenance 
outages. 

CEC in :preparation of its Electricity Report 6 (ER 6) 
reviewed Edison's plans tor these aging units. As a result of the 
CEC analysis it made certain recoXtllnendations in its ER &. pst) 

argues that Edison's plans are inconsistent with the CEC 

recommendations. As summarized by PSD, these recommendations state 
that Edison should: 

1. Retire 1,760 MW by 1997. 

2. Place 191 MW into standby reserve for three 
to five years beginning in 1990. 

3. Not proceed with a refurbishment program 
for most of its oil and gas units. 
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Of primary concern to' PSD is the absence of information 
from which to evaluate Edison's proposals and the inconsistency in 
the information that does exist. 

PSD's specific concerns are listed below: 

1. Edison's proposals are inconsistent with 
the CEC recommendations in ER 6. Whether 
the CEC conclusions are appropriate or not,. 
the inconsistency needs to be addressed. 

2. There has been no comprehensive update to 
the fall 1983 study performed by Edison, 
even though there have been dramatic 
changes in Edison's resource situation, 
fuel prices, etc. 

3. Edisor.: has repeatedly rejected PSD's 
reques.ts to provide updated studies or 
information supporting its proposals for 
the oil and qas units. 

PSD believes that without a comprehensive study 
evaluating the range of alternatives for the oil and qas units and 
a value-based reli~':Llity criteria, it is inappropriate to make 
commitments as to thE~ future of these units. As a result,. PSD 
recommends that: (1) 'a stUdy which conforms with the guidelines 
shown in Exhibit S3 be provided in conjunction with Edison's fall 
1988 resource plan, ~mel (2) a value-based reliability criteria be 
sUb:mi tted wi thin thrE~e months from 4~ffeetive date of this decision. 

Eelison agrEles with PSD' s recommendations,. however , it 
requests that: (1) the value-baseel reliability criteria be 
submitted coincident with its fall 1988 resource plan anel (2) it:be 
allowed to eleviate from PSD's guidelines in Exhibit 53 in order to 
develop an appropriate study that meets PSD's needs. 

We find PSD's recommendations as modified by Edison's 
requests reasonable. 

3. Hintmvm ~~r~tion tmprqvemen~$ 
Edison points out that as additional non-dispatchable OF 

capacity is added to its system there is a need for increased 
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flexibility in dispatching its o~er resources. In recognition of 
this problem Edison's resource plan addresses six possible 
solutions: 

1. Shift on-peak demand to. otf-peak. 

2. Reduce the minimum generation output. 

3. Purchase peaking power. 

4. Storage of off-peak energy for use on-peak. 

S. QF dispatchability 

6. Shift off-peak production to on-peak. 

Of th~~ six items Edison has only requested funding in 
this proceeding for items 1 and 2. Item 1, programs which shift 
on-peak demand '~o off-peak, are addressed in the demand side 
management section of this decision. Item 2 is the only item with 
which PSD's res10urce witness takes issue. 

Edison has requested $4.2 million in test year 1988 to· 
reduce its minimum operating load for certain oil and gas 
generating units. In addition, it capitalized $l5.1 million in 
1986 and expects to incur a like amount in 19S9i both for reducing 
the minimum operating load. The following table details the units 
which Edison has modified and proposes to modify and the cost of 
modification. 
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Y.ni~~ :el~nn~ :t2J: ~ F~:w::::ti.2D in :tb~ H2.n2.m:wn ~D~X'S!:!Cioll 2!.!:!;~:t 
(Dollars in 'thousands) 

IDm Com:21~~i2n ~ ~ 
~ ~~12D 
(MW) , 

Ormond. Beach 2 1986- 200 $15-,050.0 
~ 19$9 2'00 15-,050.0 

Alamitos 5 1988 SO 652.3 
6 1988 SO 652.3 

Redondo Beach 7 1988 SO 652.3 
8 198,8 50 652.3 

Hunington Beach 2 1988 395.0 
1 1988 595.0 

Mandalay 2' 1988 595.0 
1 1989 595.0 

Edison proposes to reduce the min~um ~eneration 
capability at the Ormand. Beach, Alamitos, and. Redondo Beach units 
by making plant modifications. At the Huntington Beach and 
Mandalay units Edison proposes to qo, from three daily.operating 
shifts to two, two-shifting' I with the unit shut down during' the 
third shift. 

After performing cost-effective analyzes on Edison's 
proposed projects, PSD concluded that only the Ormand Beach unit 2' 

project is cost-effective. PSD recommends that the costs for 
minimum g'eneration improvement at Ormond Beach unit 2 and an 

experimental two-shifting' project at Huntinqton Beach unit 2' be 
allowed. For all other projects; PSD recommends no, rate recovery 
in this proceeding, but that Edison consider a separate application 
or review in an attrition proceedinq to present these projects when 
it has the requisite information to support them. 

Edison's major concern with PSD's recommendations is not 
the need for further justification, but recovering its costs in' a 
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timely fashion. Since E~ison bears the burden of proving the cost
effectiveness of these expenditures, its cost recovery is mainly 
within its control. ~1e will adopt PSD's recommendation because it 
provides ample opportunity for Edison to receive timely ratemakinq 
treatment on the expenditures it can justify to be cost-effective. 
E. SYlmar-Pacific High Voltage Direct CUrrent 

Int~rtic }:XpansiQP Prgjee't CPC ~nsionl 

In its application Ediso~ has included $104.6 million in 
estimated plant additions for the DC Expansion. ~his proje~ is a 
major augmentation of the existing high voltage DC line which 
connects southern california with the PNW. Once com.pleted, the DC 
Expansion woul~ inerease the transfer cap~ility for power between 
california and the PNW by l030 MW. 

The DC Expansion is a joint venture of E~ison an~ LADW? 
E~ison's 50% share is on behalf of itself, PG&E, an~ SOG&E. To 
date E~ison ~as spent approximately ~4 million. A portion of the 

• • 

$4 million has been paid for engineering and construction services • 
as part of a $70 million fixed price contract with Brown-Boveri. 
If E~ison were to withdraw form the project it woul~ remain 
responsible for one-half of its 50% interest in that, agreement, or 
approximately $l7.5 million. The project is currently under 
construction and is expected to be completed by Decexober 1.988 .. 

This was the most actively debated issue in the resource 
planninq area. The source of the controversey wa~ the assumptions 
used to evaluate the projeet's eost-effeetiveness. As a result PSD 
developed its own cost-effeetiveness analysis an~ concluded that 
Edison should not partieipate in the project. 

Edison takes the position that the DC Expansion is a 
cost-effeetive project and the lowest cost alternative to securing 
additional transmission capacity to the PNW. To evaluate the cost
effectiveness Ed.ison used a decision analysis. model c,r "decision 
tree" in which one or more alternative values for each of the input 
assumptions are place~ in the computer model, weighted by the 
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respective probabilities of their occurrence. The output of the 
model is a range of possible benefits with a probability assigned 
to each. Only capital related items are included in the cost 
calculations. Expenses are treated as a reduction to benefits. 

The decision analysis evaluation Edison performed,shows 
the present value of expected benefits of 729 different 
sensitivities to be $206 million. As a result of this analysis 
Edison believes that the estimated. cost of $104.6 million is 
unquestionably prudent and that the project should be pursued to 
the benefit of its ratepayers.' 

While PSD does not take issue with the use of a decision 
tree, it identified some problems with the way Edison set up its 
model: 

1. The model was biased by using a nominal 
carryinq charge rate to levelize the 
capi~al costs associated with the project's 
avoided capacity. In its cost of service 
study, used to develop marginal costs for 
revenue allocation, rate design, QF . 
payments and evaluation of conservation and 
load management programs, Edison used a 
real carryinq charge rate. 

2. The model does not properly account fo:!:" the 
reduced benefit of taking capacity during 
the summer only, instead of all year. 

3. Edison's current excess capacity situa'l:ion 
was not taken into consideration. In 
valuinq capacity from QFs, Edison applied 
an energy reliability index (ERI) to 

. reflect the relative value based on it:;. 
need for capacity. 

PSD's analysis used a LOTUS spreadsheet to compute annual 
costs and ben~efits over the project's 30 year life (1989-2"018.) A 

real carrying charge rate was applied to Edison's share of the 
project costs to get a stream of levelized payments analogous to 
the real cost of renting the line. Annual operation, and 
maintenance costs were added to get a stre~ of total costs • 
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PSD ran a base case and 11 scenarios which tested 
sensitivities to changes in the critical variables, including ERIs, 
capacity prices, capacity availa~ility in summer only and .all year, 
duration of purchases, quantities of economy energy and Edison~s 
avoided energy cost. 

The net present values for the base case are negative 
$171.1 million (capacity all year) and negative $100.8 million 
(capacity summer only). Tbe correspondin,; benefit t~ cost ratios 
are 0.09 and 0.46 respectively. All of ~ne scenarios have net 
present values that are negative and benefit to· cost ratios that 
are less than one. 

While it does not recommend the use of PSD's cost
effectiveness analysis, Edison disagrees with some of the 
assumptions used and has calculated their impact on PSD's present 
value estimate. The following table summarizes these assumption 
differences: 
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:E~ of Edison's...Asswnptions on PSP's Cost:-Et~.i.ve Analysis 

~SSWllP:t;~ 

1. Value o:~ SUlnlner Only Capacity -
Edison 97%; PSD 72% 

2. FUll Value of PNW capacity -
Edison 1993; PSO 1997 

3. PNW cap'!Lcity Availability - Edison 
Throughout Project Life; PSD Ending 
In 1996 

4. Gas Prices - Edison Average Prices; 
PSD Marginal Prices 

s. Value of Purchased Energy 

6.. BPA Economy Energy Price 

7. Forecasted Gas Prices 

Total 

~ang~ in RateJ3ase* 
(Dollars in M111ions) 

$. 9 

5 

36 

14 

10 

13 

~ 

$127 

• * Assumes benefit to cost ratio of 1.0. 

• 

1. ~p:t;,ion Differences 
a. Value Of..SWnlDer Only Q)pacity 

Edison claims that PSD chose the wrong marginal demand 
cost alloeation for summer only capacity by using the allocation 
factor for transmission and prilnary distribution in stead of 
generation. PSD's allocation factor assumes that capacity is 
coming from a single generating unit rather than the entire PNW 
system. In addition, Edison believes that PSD incorrectly used the 
on-peak factor to apply to the value of the combustion turbine. 
Edison recommends using the sum of the on-peak and mid-peak 
allocation factors since these reflect the amount of combustion 
turbine capacity that would be deferred. 

As a result of these differences Edison's allocation 
factor for sununer only capacity is 0.97 as compared to PSD's factor 
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of 0.72. PSD's present value cal~lation would increase by $9 
million if Edison's 0.97 allocation factor were used. 

bo. Value 2.f PNW capac:ity! 

In determining the value of excess capacity PSD included 
the Big creek Expansion Project, the California-Oregon Transmission 
Project, and unfunded energy management projects. These amount to 
approximately 1,40'0 MW of peaking resource additions. Edison 
argues that these resources are either not funded or not under 
construction and should be removed in determining the capacity 
value factor. 

If these peaking resources are removed capacity would 
receive full value in 199~ rather than 1997 as estimated by PSD. 
This would increase PSD's present value calculation by $5 million .. 

Co. PNW capa~ity Availability 

PSD assumed that PNW firm capacity would be available to 
california only through 1997. This was based on PSD's view that: 

1. Bonneville Power Authority'S (BPA) most 
recent resource plan would require PNW 
utilities to commit running combustion 
turbines, old, small, inefficient oil, gas 
and diesel generators, and interrupting 
load as needed to direct service 
industries, primarily aluminum industries. 

2. The proposed Long-~erm Intertie Access 
Policy of BPA lilni ts capacity exports on 
the intertie (including the DC Expansion) 
to 2550 MW, even when the intertie will be 
6300 MW (5500 MW firm). 

3. The conservation programs included in BPA's 
resource plan would have less than the 66% 
capacity factor assumed by BPA. . . 

4. BPA' s resource plan shows that the PNW will 
have limited capacity for firm sales to· 
california by the planninq year ~003-2004o. 

Edison disagrees with PSD's conclusion and believes that 
there will be sufficient surplus summer capacity available to fill 
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the alternating current (Ae) inte~ic, AC intertie uprate, DC 
intertie, and DC Expansion well into the 21st century. In arriving 
at this con,:lusion Edison relied on the resource plans of EPA and 
the Northwest Power Planning Council and the March 1987 Northwest 
Regional Forecast of the Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference 
Committee. Edison's interpretation of these forecasts indicates a 
need beyond 1997 for additional capacity to' serve the PNW winter 
load, thus resulting in additional surplus summer capacity. 

The difference between PSD's ~nd Edison's est~ate of 
available surplus summer capacity is $36: million based on PSO's 
analysis. 

d. Gas Prices 

PSO used Edison's marginal gas price in its analysis to 
evaluate the DC Expansion's cost-effectiveness against other 
resource options.. The marginal gas price PSD used represents the 
Tier II rate that Edison pays Socal. 

currently Edison pays SoCal on a fixed monthly demand 
charge and a aeclininq block Tier I/Tier II commodity rate. Based 
on the adopted ~~les forecast in SoCal's recent consolidated 
adjustment mechallisll'l decision, 0.87-01-046, the current Tier I 

quantity is about 18% of Edison's total purchases from SOCal. The 
volUlnes Edison il> billed at the higher Tier I rates is adjusted 
p4~riodically bas4~d on Edison's purchases. 

Edison recommends using its average gas price because it 
better reflects this linkage between Tier I and Tier II and is used 
as the basis for QF energy pa:fll1ents. 

If average gas prices are substituted for marginal priees 
PSO's present value analysis would increase by $14 million. 

e. Valye of Purchased Energy 

PSD did not time differentiate the value of energy 
purchased over the DC intertie. Edison believes this fails to 
recognize that the maj ori ty of the energy is expected to- be 
purchased during the on-peak and mid-peak time periods. 1'0 
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properly reflect the value of the energy at the time received 
Edison suggests that the increm,ental energy rates (IERs) used in 
determining utility payments tor QF energy be applied. Edison 
estimates that using PSD's IERs would increase the present value of 
PSD's cost-effectiveness analysis ):)~r $10 million. 

f. »PAEcon9JD,Y Energy P:r;i.~ 
PSD's analysis assumed economy energy costs were 21.8 

mills/kwh in 1989. However, Edison points out this is in sharp 
conflict with PSD's EXhiDits 60 and 60-A, marginal cost, where it 
recommends a price of l8 mills/kwh in 1988. Edison considers PSO's 
latter estimate of 18 mills/kwh m~re appropriate because it ~etter 
reflects the historieal relationship of economy energy prices being 
60% of Edison's avoided energy price (natural gas). 

PSD believes that the price of economy energy should ~e 
Dased on the BPA proposed rate cap formula to ~e consistent with 
current price behavior under BPA's Intertie Access Poli~y. It is 
PSD's view that the overall objective of BPA is to maximize its • 
revenues on sales to California. To- support this view PSD cites 
testimony in Edison's ECAC A .. 87-02-019 which refers to- BPA's 
increased rates and spilled water to avoid producing electricity 
for sale to california. 

The differenee between PSD's l8 and 21.8 mills/kWh price 
for BPA's economy energy sales impacts PSD's analysis by $13 
million. 

g. l2X'9C3!stes:l <las Pricces 
PSD forecasted gas prices using the projected cost of low 

sulfur waxy residue (LSWR), No.6 fuel oil. A 1986 price of 
$12.50/barrel for Singapore fuel oil was used as PSD's base price. 
Following adjustments for sales tax, shipping cost, and import tax, 
PSD applied a growth rate of 5 percent until 1991. After 199~' PSD 
used the CEC's 1986 real growth rate forecast and qross national 
product (GNP) implicit price deflation. 
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Edison's major conclern ~ith PSD's forecast is its low 
starting point. '!'his yields ,~ forecast for 1990 of $15.35Ibarrel 

'which is considerably below the postings for singapore LSWR of 
between $16.60 and $17.70 for the first part of this year. 

Edison, in its analysis using the PSD computer 
spreadsheet, evaluated the present value benefits of using both the 
CEC ER-6, moderate price forecast as well as the Edison projection 
used in its J~ugust 1986 decision analysis evaluation of the DC 

Expansion. Use of these forecasts resulted in the present value 
benefits of the DC Expansion being increased by $32 million for the 
CEC forecast and by $40 million for the Edison forecast. 

2. Dim1ssion 
ThE~ testimony in this proceeding clearly shows that 

Edison intended to participate in the DC Expansion proj"ect with or 
without our approval. By letter dated August 27, 1986 Edison 
stated that: 

* ••• we do not believe a Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity is required for this 
upgrade •••• We have also accepted the 
responsibility and attendant risk, of 
demonstrating the reasonableness of our 
investment in the appropriate rate case at the 
~ime the expanded HYPe fa9i1ities pceome 
QPerational,H (Emphasis added.) 

Edison's actions involving the DC Expansion cause us deep 
concern. First, Edison's preliminary estimate of the project's 
costs as provided to PSD was $55 million. This estimate was 
considered to. be incomplete and revised to $104 million a year 
later. Second, Edison steadfastly refused to file a CPCN stating 
that the project was only an upgrade and that there was not 
adequate time to process a CPCN and construct the facilities to 
meet a BPA completion date. Third, Edison informed the PSD that 
the reasonableness of project expenditures would be demonstrateQ 
atter the project became operational. However, Edison neglected to 
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tell PSD that it would request rat~makin9 treatment prior to the 
operational date. Finally, before Edison's general rate ease 
application it justified the cost-effectiveness of the DC Expansion 
to PSO based on the the availability of BPA economy energy. In 
this proceeding Edison has premised the need for the project 
primarily on the availability of firm capacity. 

PU section 1102 Code (Ch. 1430~ Stats. of 1986) states 
that: 

N ••• an electrical corporation ~ro~osin~ to 
construct an electrical transm~ss~on l~ne to' 
the northwestern United States shall provide 
the Commission with sufficient reliable 
information that the proposed line ••• will be 
eost-effective. N 

PSD is responsible for analyzing all proj,ects affected by PU 
section 1102 and providin9 independent recommendations for our 
'consideration. While PSD diligently attempted to fulfill its 
responsibilities, we believe Edison's efforts in providing PSD the 
most complete and reliable information available were 
exemplary. 

Although this decision does not address the 

less than 

issue of when 
CPCNs are required, we caution Edison and other electric utilities 
that in the future we will expect a complete showing justifying the 
cost-effectiveness of similar projects prior to their receiving 
ratemaking consideration. In addition, utilities will be expected 
to cooperate with PSD to ensure that a utility'S showing meets the 
mintmum requirements of a CPCN application. This procedure should 
be similar to that used for NOI filings, i.e., deficiencies 
identified by PSD and corrected by the utility before 'acceptance. 

The critical issue involving the DC Expansion project is 
the appropriate ratemakinq treatment to be afforded Edison's 
expenditures. Edison has included $104.6 million in plant-in
service for this project and its cost-effectiveness analysis yields 
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a present value of $206 million. ,PSD based on its cost
effectiveness analysis recommends that Edison be limited to 
recognition of an investment no greater than $47.8 million 
irrespective of the actual expenditures. 

, As previously discussed Edison believes that a CPCN is 
not re~ired for this project, but is requesting ratemaking 
treatment prior to completion. For us to. address Edison's request 
we must determine what is an appropriate amount to be included in 
rates. This requires a determination of the cost-effectiveness of 
this project as performed in CPCN proceedings. Additionally, PSD 
recommends that a cap be placed on the amount to be included in 
rates as required in CPCN applications. We concur with ~SD's 
recommendation. 

We are encouraged that Edison is using more sophisticated 
modeling techniques such as the decision tree model used in its 
showing here. Any model, however, is only as good as the 
assumptions upon which it is based. In this regard, we put all 
parties on notice that in cost-effectiveness calculations it is 
inappropriate to use a nominal carrying charge rate, to account for 
seasonal differences in capacity values, and to recognize existing 
excess capacity circumstances. 

since Edison has quantified its di!ferences with PSD's 
cost-effectiveness assumptions, we will use l?SO's analysis to
determine an appropriate ratemaking value to be placed on the DC 
Expansion. The following discussion will address each PSO 
assumption which Edison contests. 

A. ~ e. Value of summer Only 
9J,pacity and Purchased Enm:g:y 

Edison disagrees with PSO's lack of time diff~~rentiatin9' 
the value of energy purchased and capacity received over the DC 
intertie. We :believe it is appropriatE~ to r'~fleet the value of 
energy and capacity by time of day_ ~his is done ,in rate design 
with time-of-use rates and with OF energy payments. Tiltle 
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$19 million. , . 

b. ~ c. Value and Availability 
of PNW 9pacity 

, 

PSD, in valuinq PNW capacity, has included 1400 MW of 
peakinq resource additions which are not funded or not under 
construction, but excluded similar uncertain capacity in 
determining the availability of PNW capacity. We agree with PSO 
that a conservative approach should l:le taken with respect to 
capacity availability, but :find its approach is inconsistent in its 
treatment o:f capacity resources·. We believe that the eost
effectiveness analysis will be consistent in its assessment of 
expected capaci'ty by excluding 1400 MW in valuinq capacity. This 
will increase PSD's analysis by $5 million. 

d. &as Prices 
In evaluatinq the DC Expansion PSO used Edison's marqinal 

qas price as opposed to its average ,gas price. Althouqh Edison's 
marqinal gas price does not represent its true avoided cost under 
SoCal's current rate structure, our evaluation of this project is 
on a long run basis. Over the lonq-term we expect the rate 
structures under consideration :for the gas industry will result in 
Edison's incremental gas purchases priced at the marqin. We will 
use PSD's marginal gas prices f,or analyzing the cost-effectiveness 
of the DC Expansion proj eot. 

'J!. EPA Economy Energy Price 
We agree with PSO that the price of BPA's economy energy 

should be sst o~ EQison's avoided energy price to· be consistent 
with BPA's current price behavior under its Intertie Access policy. 
No change in PSO's cost-effectiveness· analysis is warranted. 

q. .E2tceasted Gas Price~ 
PSO's :forecasted gas prices are based on the 1986 price 

of I.SWR.. While 1987 has seen a considerable increase in ISWR. 

prices, it is not unusual to see larqe fluctuations in these prices 
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over a short t~e period. Becaus~ of this and the wide divergence 
in projected gas prices ~e will "average PSD's and Edison's 
forecasts. This results in a $20 million increase in PSD's present 
value of the DC Expansion. 

As a result of the adjustments to PSD's assumptions 
listed above the draft decision found the break even rate base of 
the DC Expansion was $91.8 million. SUbsequent analysis indicates 
that there may be some interactive effects that could lower this 
figure. Consequently, we will authorize Edison to rate base the 
actual cost for Edison's share of the project or $80.0 million, 
whichever is lower. Whatever the amount, ratemaking treatment will 
not become ~!fective until the DC Expansion is operational and will 
be subject to refund pending a reasonableness review. These items 
are addressed in more detail in the section that discusses PO 
Seetion 46l. 

On November 23, 1987 PSD filed a motion to set aside 
submission with respect to" the high voltage DC· terminal expansion 
project and to compel production of documents. PSD states that 
Edison has failed to disclose the existence of various agreements, 
including a Decem)jer 2, 1985 letter agreement with LADWP, that 
significantly alter the, anticipated usage of several transmission 
projects including the DC Expansion project. Since Edison's 
anticipated usage of these projects is pivotal in establishing its 
need for and the cost-effectiveness of the projects, the withheld 
information has a significant bearing on whether the projects 
shoul~ be pursued. 

In the case of the DC Expansion project the PSD requests 
that it De withdrawn from the submitted test year 1988 general rate 
ease an~ be consolidated with any subsequent consideration of the 
Devers-Palo Verde transmission line No.2. PSD's request for 
consolidation is based on Edison/LADWP agreements which, link the 
two projects and the need to consider transmission projects 
toge~~er so that their interrelationships can be assessed • 
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In response to PSD's mo~ion Edison argues that the letter 
agreoment dateel December 2, 198$ was merely a letter in which the 
parties expresseel their intent to work toward a definitive 
agreement at a later time. Aelditionally, Eelison states that: 
(1) it is not necessary to set aside submission of the DC Expansion 
project to protect the interest of ratepayers, (2) there is no 
final agreement to consider, (3) Edison anel LADW? agreeel that the 
proposed agreement will not be disclosed to third parties, and 
(4) without Commission authorization PSD cannot compel production 
of the proposed agreement. 

Although we share PSD's concerns that information may 
exist which could have a bearing on the cost-effectiveness of the 
DC Expansion project, we elo not find it necessary to remove this 
project from Edison's general rate case. However, Edison is put on 
notice that we intend to give further consideration to- the eost
effectiVeness evaluation adopted in this decision in conjunction 

• • 

with our analysis of Ed.ison's other transmission projects and/or • 
agreements with LAOWP. The cost-effectiveness cap· placed on the DC 
upgrade by this decision is for the upgrade presented to us by the 
utility. If the agreements called to our attention by the staff 
motion affect the nature and use of the upgrade, the cost
effectiveness cap will have to be redetermineel in the new cont,ext. 

The cost-effective amount of investment in the DC Upgrade 
is an issue to be litigated in Edison's application for a CPCN to 
con~truet the Devers-Palo Verele line. Edison should be aware 'Chat 
the amount of investment ultimately founel to be reasonable may not 
exceed the amount of investment determined to be cost-effectiv~e'in 
the context of the Devers-Palo Verde proceeding. Should our 
s~sequent cost-effectiveness review yield different'resul~s, we 
will adj~st the DC Expansion cap adopted in this decision. 
Finally, we consider our further review of the DC Expansion cap 

. appropriate because Eelison has freely asswned the risk of building 
this project without a CPCN and two years a9'o signed a letter 
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agreement with LADWP' which could impact the cost-effectiveness of 
the DC Expansion and other transmission projects without informing 
this Col'tll'tlission or our staff. 

PSD's motion to set aside submission ot the DC Expansion 
project is denied. However, we will grant PSO's motion to compel 
Edison to produce the documents requested in attachment 6- to the 
motion. Edison will be required to respond 1:0' PSO's data requests 
contained in attach:nl,ent 6- within 10' days from the effective date of 
.this decisi'on. 
F. Treatment of C~in Elan;!: Items PursuaD~~ to PO see:tion 4§:t 

On March 2, 19&7, PSD tiled a motion requesting that 
Edison be ordered to amend its Application to exclude ,~ll costs 
associated with uncompleted capital projects in excess of $50 

million. Specifically, PSD moved that Edison be requiJ:ed to· tile 
separate applications in order to seek rate relief for four 
projects: Balsam Meadow hydroelectric generating plant" Devers
Valley-Serrano 500 KV transmission line, DC Expansion, and SONGS 1 
capital additions in connection with the int,e9rated liv'ing schedule 
(ILS). PSD's motion was based on the arqu:m~~t that PU Section 463 
precludes consideration of uncompleted capital projectl$ in excess 
of $SO million in future test year rate proc,eedings. :E:dison tiled 
a response to PSD's motion, on March 1&, 1987, arguing that the 
requirements of PU Section 463 are compatible with fut~llre test year 
ratexnaking and that post-operational reasonableness re'V"iews can be 
made in a subsequent general rate case proceeding. 

On May 5, 19&7, ALJ Ferraro issued a ruling denying PSD's 
motion, finding that PU ~ection 463 does not require a 
reasonableness review prior to establishing ra~es tor capital 
projects or restrict the Commission trom setting rates for capital 
projects on a prospective basis. In that ruling Edison and PSD 
were directed to develop, tor inclusion in the rate case plan for 
this and future Edison general rate cases, a detailed procedure 
which would allow for the continuance of the Commission's 
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traditional ratemaking process with respect to the projects 
addressed in PSD's motion. Attached as Appendix A is the proposed 
procedure jointly submitted by Edison and PSD. 

The proposed procedure provides for modification of the 
existing MAAC to include recorded investment-related revenue 
requirement and the recorded revenues related to specific plant 
additions estimated to cost more than $SO million. I nvostment
related revenue requirement is defined as the sum of (1) 
depreciation~ (2) ad valorem taxes; (3) taxes based on income, 
including any appropriate tax adjustments; and (4) return on CPUC 
jurisdictional rate base as set forth in the applicable tariff. 

Edison and PSD propose that the procedure apply when 
plant is to be refleeted in rates for the first time, and is 
eligible for inclusion in MAAC.. Specifically, PSD and Edison 
propose that: 

1. Plant additions to be included in MAAC be 
determined through the general rate case 
proceeding. 

2. In-service criteria for each project to· be 
included in MAAC be determined in the 
general rate case proceeding. 

3. The initial investment-related revenue 
requirement and resultant MAAC rates for 
each project be determined in the general 
rate case proceeding, the initial MAAC rate 
level be equal to 75% of the revenue 
requirement, and the revenue requirement 
re~leet the utility'S estimated investment
related costs or the Commission's adopted 
cost cap level, whichever is less. 

4. Noninvestment-related expenses associatled 
with each project be determined in the 
general rate case and reflected in base: 
rates through the general rate case. 

5. A separate advice letter filing be made·to 
place each project into the MAAC on or 
after its in-service date. 
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6. Previously determined MAAC rate changes tor 
a project be implemented at the next 
regularly seheduled ECAC or base rate 
level chan9~ after its in-service date to 
minimize the number of rat~changes 
occur,ring during the year. 

7. Between the in-service date of a proj eet 
and the implementation ot MAAC rates 
reflecting that projeet, all recorded 
investment-related revenue requirement 
associated with that project be recorded as 
an undercollection in the MAAC balancing 
account pursuant to MAAC procedures. After 
implementation of MAAC rates both the 
recorded revenue and recorded investment
related revenue requirement be reflected in 
the MAAC balancing account. 

S. 'l'hEI ultimately adopted reasonable level of 
in'\j'estment for each proj ect be reflected in 
rates pursuant to an application tiled to, 
establish the reasonable and prudent level 
of recorded costs of the completed project. 
Such applications should be filed no later 
tha.n six months after the final portion of 
each project is placed in-service. 

For this general rate case Edison and PSD propose that 
~~C rate level increases, equal to 75% of the annualized revenue 
requirement, be authorized for eacho! tour projects. These 

projects together with their estimated in-service date, project 
cost, and annualized revenue requirement are listed below: 
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" 

• '. 
Projected 
Xnitial 

In-Service Daj:~ 

. 7mnualized# 
Project* .' Revenue 
co~t 2eggiXgmeDt 

(DOllars in Thousands) 

1. Balsam Meadow 
Hydroelectric 
Generating Project 

December 1, 1987 

2. Devers-Val ley-serrano July 22, 1987 
500 kV TIL 

3. DC Expansion 

4. Devers-Palo Verde 
No. 2 Transmission 
Line 

December 31, 1988 

June 1, 1990 

$284,655 

127,819 

so,ooo' 
207,952 

$ 47,636 

25,923 

15,903 

39,12l 

* First year's rate base on date eligible for inClusion in MAAC. 
# 100% of CPUC jurisdictional revenue requir~ment. 

Tone difference in the revenue requirements shown above 
and those contained in Appendix A reflects the adopted cost of 
capital and other revenue requirement items contained in this 
decision. 

Additionally, PSO and Edison agreed that the SONGS 1 ILS, 
which comprises many numerous distinct and individual projects, 
should not be subject to this procedure, but should instead be 
reflected in base rates through the normal qeneral rate case 
procedure in the same manner as other plant additions which cost 
less than $50 million. 

We adopt the criteria set forth in the joint PSD/Edison 
Exhibit 203, Appendix A, tor implementinq PU Section 463. Our only 
modifications are to reflect the revenue requirement factors 
adopted in this decision and the fact that the Devers-Valley
serrano and Balsam Meadow projects are presently 'in-service. 

In Exhibits 240 and 2'41 Edison requested that the 
ratemakinq treatment discussed above be implemented tor the Oevers
Valley-serrano and Balsam Meadow projects. Based on those exhibits 
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we conclude that the Devers-Valley-Serrano project was placed into 
service on July 22, 1987 and the Balsam Meadow project was ,placed 
in service on December 1, 1981. Additionally, both these projects 
meet the criteria set forth in Exhibit 203 and adopted above. As 

previously discussed the initial MAAC rate for PO Section 463-

projects will be set ~t 7S% of the project's revenue requirement. 
For the Devers-ValleY-Serrano and the Balsam Meadow projects we 
will increase Edison's MAAC rate by $55.3 million or 0 .. 08$ 
cents/XWh whiCh ~quates to 75% of the CPUC jurisdictional 
investment-related revenue requirement.. . 

Finally, Edison in its comments raised the issue of the 
impact of the Financial Accounting Standards Board statement 92, 
Regulated Enterprises - Accounting for Phase-in Plans, impact on 
Exhibit 203. Since the only impact would be of an accounting 
nature, we will leave this issue open to be addressed in the 
future. 
G. R~search , Development 3nd Dslnonstration 

Edison has requested authorization of $40.1 million' (1986 
dollars) in test year 1988 funding for its RD&O plan. ~bis 

represents approximately a 10% reduction from the authorized level 
of funding for 1986. 

As proposed by Edison the RD&D plan consists of 12 
proqrams grouped under six research areas. ~hese areas are 
intended to correspond to the RD&O objectiv,es and guidelines 
established in 0.82-12-005. Edison's research areas and programs 
are outlined in the table below. All amounts in this section are 
'in 1986 dollars • 
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E,s1ison's 1988 BD&D Plan 

·~earch Area 

1. System operations and 
Efficiency Improvements 

1. Load Control/Customer 
Interface 

2. Storage and Energy 
Management Technologies 

3. Facilities Conversion for 
, Optimal Operation 

2. Advanced Energy Technologies 4. Competing for the Customer 

5. Advanced Energy Conversion 

6. Long Range{Kigh Pay-back 
Technologies 

3. Health and Safety 7. Occupational and Community 
Safety 

4. 

5. 

Renewable Energy Resources 

Environmental Improvement 

8. 

9. 

Renewable El'lergy Conversion 

Air ,Quality' Enhancement 

10. Natural Resources Management 

6. Energy Conservation and 
Efficient Resource 
'Utilization 

11. customer Energy Management 

12. Alternate Fuels 

1. PSD's Position 
After reviewing Edison's RD&D plan, PSD believes that the 

competing for the customer program and the electric transportation 
project are diametrically opposed to the guidelines. These are 
described as tollows: 

a. Competing for the customer 

~~l EDgrgy fAeilit~~ - determine the 
feasibility o·f Edison l:>ecoming a total 
energy supplier both near existing 
generating stations and also to complexes 
requiring a eentral energy supply located 
away from existing generating stations. 
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~<;..9.D.Sti..t.i.9.DiDg - work toward 
increasing the effieiency of space 
conditionin~ equipment and providing 
customers Wl.th. cost-effective options for 
shifting electric space cooling loads from 
on-peak to off-peak periods. 

gn-sit1: ~exS\j;:ion ans', COqen~:t'srtion JiXQj.eg 
- explore and develop various small 
generating technologies which can provide 
an alt.~rnative to- traditional electric 
servic.~. 

b. stora9'.~ and Energy Management Technologies 

Elect~1c~~htati9n - accelerate 
development of commercial electrically 
powered transportation involving prototype 
vehicle evaluations, development and 
evaluation of advanced vehicle/battery 
concepts, formulation of commercialization 
strate9Y, and electrified roadway 
demonstrations. ' 

, 
PSD states that ~ese are marketing programs'designed to 

develop additional sales, build load, and to avoid losing sa14as to 
self-generation. PSt, believes that marketing and load building 
proqralnS are very sho·rt-sighted and, while they take advantag,~ of 
current excess capacity, promote usage that ultimately needs to be 
curtailed. In addition, pst) is concerned that Edison's use of 
ratepayer monies for the development of these pr09ralns will 
primarily benefit its investors, either through the utility company 
or its unregulated subsidiaries. Finally, pst) argues that Edison'~ 
participation in the ele~=tric transportation pro:) cct should be 

through the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), since it will 
be doing work of a parallel nature. 

Another area in which PSD recommends a reCluction in 
EClison's buClgct is the h:Lgh performance peaking technoloqies 
project. PSt) recomxc.enCls that Edison's budget for this project be 
cut by $225,000 by combining the monitoring research activities .. 
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PSD also disagrees with ~dison's Shift in priorities from 
aeveloping new resources t~ consuming existing conventional 
resources at an expanding rate. Edison reduced its original budget 

• 
for the alternate fuels, occupational and community safety, and 
advanced energy conversion programs by $2.4 million and other 
programs by $2.S million. These reductions were made to· provi?e 
funding for the competing for the customer and load 
control/customer interface programs and the electric transportation 
project without increasing the overall RD&D budget. PSD recommends 
reinstatement of $l.S million in program cuts tor the alternate 
fuels, occupational and community safety, and advanced energy 
conversion pr~~s. 

The following table summarizes Edison's and PSD's 
.recommended RD&D program expenditures. 
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• ~m~ri~2D QJ! lMi.~D ~1l~ ~12 BJ2&:Q ~n~~~~ 
U2§§; OOll~Dl 

I • 

. - - .. Edison EXccCdS -- . .. - .. . E:tggrm W~ .. E$2is2D .. :fS12 .. PSD : .. I!I • t 

(Dollars in Thousands) 

1. Load Control/ 
CUstomer Interface $5,075 $5,075 $ 0 

2-. Competing for the 
CUstomer 2,540 0 2,540 

3. Storage « Energy 
Management Technologies 3,005 2,005 1,000 

4. CUstomer Energy 
Management 3,700 3,700 0 

5. Alternate Fuels 1,175 1,S-50 (675) 

6. Air Quality 
Enhancement 2,000 2,000 '0 • 7. Facilities Conversion 
for Optimal Operation 1,750 1,750 0, 

8. Renew~le Energy 
Conversion 1,180 1,180 0 

9. occupational & 
community Safety 1,000 1,550 (550) 

10. Advanced Energy 
Conversion 500 525 (25) 

11. Natural Resources 
ManagelDent 500 500 0 

l.2. Long Range/High 
Pay-back Technologies 475 475 0 

Research Support! 
EPRI 17.227 17.227 0 

Total $40,127 $37,8'37 $2,290 
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procp:ams, PSO has addr,essed tour poliey issues: (1) ratepayer 
benefits from EPRI dues, (2) approval of RD&O'program changes in 
excess of $500,000, (3) establishment of a one way balancing 
account for RD&O funds, (4) coordination of large RD&D programs 
with other california utilities, and (5) inclusion of all RD&O 
expenses in the same account. 

While PSD has accepted Edison's request for full funding 
of EPRI dues, it is concerned ~out EPRI's apparent shift.in 
research direction and whether ratepayer benefits from E~RI exceed 
contributions. First, PSD recommends that Edison in its next 
general rate ease be required to provide a comprehensive assessment 
of the benefits from EJ?RI.. Second, PSD is concerned that the 
labels (creating the future, building markets, reducing risks, and 
controlling costs) used by EPRI for its program expenditures for 
1987-1989 seem to indicate a shift in research direction. ~his 

leads PSD to recommend that if a single proceeding is established 
to investigate all utility RO&D programs EPRI, its orientation, and. 
ratepayer benefits should be included .. 

Next, PSD states that it does not wish to deter Edison 
from making shifts in its RD&D budget and priorities when 
appropriate.. However, PSD believes that it and the commission 
should be given sufficient information to allow oversight of 
Edison's decisions. Because PSD feels that it was not provided 
detailed information concerning shifts in Edison's RD&D budget and 
priorities (see discussion below), it recommends that Edison 
receive approval before shifting funds. Specifically, PSD proposes 
that an advice letter procedure be ~equired t~ shift funds between 
programs in excess of $500,000 or 50% o·f the budget,. whichever is 
less. In addition, PSD ~ecommends that a one way balancing account 
be imposed to insure that RD&D fanding is spent on RD&D proj ects. 

PSD is also concerned with the amount of coordination 
amonq california utilities in their RD&D efforts. While PSD 
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strongly supports our statements in 0.87-07-021 that there is a 
neecl to ensure that RD&O is coo,rclinatecl ancl cost-effective to 
ratepayers, its recommendatio~'in this proceeaing is that Edison 
avail itself of eXisting opportunities for coordination. 

Therefore, PSO recommencls that effective January 1, 1989, 

Edison not be permitted to undertake large demonstration projects 
(exceeding $5 million on an aggregate rather than annual basis) 
having statewide benefits without presenting evidence that it was 
reviewed by the California utility Research council (Council). 
Although this is not intended to give ~e Council a veto over these 
projects, PSO states that Eclison shoulcl receive an endorsement from 
the Council. 

PSD's last policy issue concerns Edison's accounting 
practices for RD&D expenses. To simplify record keeping PSD 
recommends that all RD&O expenses,be aceountecl for in Edison's A&G 
account 930.2. 

As a final item, PSO has expressed considerable 
displeasure with Edison's handling of program revisions. PSD 
argues that after Edison's application was filed it made dramatic 
changes in the RO&D proqram. without informing the Commission or the 
PSD, except in a cursory fashion. Because of this, PSD claims that 
it was unable to make a detailed review of the recent 
modifications. PSD states that after Edison's witness testified 
that he could not think of any other significant changes in the 
RD&D budget, Edison less than three weeks later filed new testmony 
that: 

1. Added an entirely new program. area called 
competing for the 'customer wbich was given 
the second hi9hest priority and a bUdget of 
$2.5 million. 

2. Decreased the storage and energy management 
technologies program by $1.5 million. 

3. Reduced the alternate fuels program by $1.1 
million • 
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4. Reduced the renewable energy conversion 
program by $$70,000. 

In addition, PSD points out that less than 24 hours prior 
to Edison's witness testifying to these revisions, PSD received 
additional prepared testimony concerning a multi-year, multi
million dollar program to develop an electric vehicle. PSD does 
not believe there is any reason for Edison's actions and, in fact, 
is unaware of any other area in this general rate case where major 
updates were not· provided well in advance. 

2. The organizing committee for the 
cali~or:n.ia Institute for Energy 
Efficiency's (Institute) Position 

~he Institute is proposed as a university-based research 
institution with participation by California utilities, our 
Commission, the CEC, and others. The Council has reviewed a number 
of Institute-proposed projects for medium-to- long-term, end-use 
researc~ with statewide significance. These would be co-tunded py 

• • 

California utilities, State agencies, and others. While not an • 
active participant in the proceeding, the Institute did file a 
brief. The following summarizes its position as contained in that 
brief: 

1. There is a need for increased utility 
emphasis on long-term, end-use RD&D that is 
consistent with the utility'S resource plan 
and coordinated with other California 
utilities and experienced research 
organizations. 

2. The Institute is an appropriate mechanism 
for ~plementinq the objectives above. 

3. Edison should be authorized and encouraged 
to participate in the Institute, as part of 
its RD&O and related ener~ management and 
end-use load research act1vities, at a . 
minimum level of $1 million to $2 million 
per year. 
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3. Edis~m's EositiQD 
In support of its competing for the customer, 

program Edison states that in late 1986 it acted to' refocus the 
direction of its research programs to provide eustomers with a 
better value for their energy dollar. Greater emphasis is now 
being placed on technolo9i~s that will help customers reduce their 
energy bills through improved efficiency. Through '~is program 
Edison proposes to: 

1. Provide existing customers with cost 
effective technologies t~ shift a portion 
of their load from peak to off-peak pc~riods 
to take advantage of lower time-of-us.~ 
rates. 

2. Operate the existing generating stations at 
higher loads and efficiencies resulting in 
lower costs to Qxisting customers. 

3. Develop high efficiency, low cost on site 
generators which contributes to the CEC's 
goal of greater efficiency and cost 
stability and could result in substantial 
royalty revenues being flowed through to 
ratepayers. 

Edison justifies its electric transportation project by 
stating that it will improve system load factor, reduce the amount 
of economy energy rejected at minimum ~oad, and increase the 
operating efficiency of Edison's generating units. In addition, 
Edison estimates that with the technology that' could be achieved in 
the next three years (lSO-mile vehicle range), its o·ff-peak load 
would increase by 600 MW compared to its 2000 MW of excess base 
load during minimum load conditions. This, Edison argues, will 
help stabilize electric rates and benefit all customers, not just 
the owners of electric vehicles. 

The last project which PSD opposes is in the area of high 
performance peaking technologies. Edison points out that this 
project involves the transfer of information on new technologies to 
other Edison departments and the monitoring or keeping abreast of 
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other research organizations, is cost-effective and eliminates 
duplication. Edison believes that PSD's recommendation.t~ combine 
~onitoring efforts of different techno1oqie~ to· ~eQuce cost is 
cosmetic; the activity ~ust still be performed by the research 
scientist with expertise in the individual technology. 

Finally, on the issue of program funding, Edison agrees 
with PSO's position that $1.5 million in funding for the alternate 
fuels, occupational and community safety, and advanced energy 
conversion programs should be restored. 

In response to the policy issues that were raised by PSD 
and the Institute, Edison states that: 

1. It has consistently adopted a research 
budget equal to or greater than the 
nuthorized Commission funding for RD&D and 
intends to use funds committed t~ RO&O on 
RD&D proj ects. 

2.. All future RO&D expenditures will be 
accounted for in A&G account 930.2. 

3. It has participated in a review of the 
Institute's proposed projects through the 
Council and that some of these projects 
will receive funding. However, the 
Institute's recommendation is inconsistent 
with Edison's competitive bidding policies. 

4.~ 

PSD criticizes the competing for the customer program and 
the electric transportation project because they are marketing and 
load building programs, primarily intended to- benefit Edison's 
investors. Because PSD was not provided SUfficient time to review 
these programs, we feel the true benefits of providing customers 
with the opportunity to shift loads 'and reduce their overall ener~ 
bills were overlooked. This coupled with Edi~on's ability to 
operate its generating stations at higher loads and efficiencies 
justifies these types of programs. 
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, While Edison's proposed ,budget tor the competing for the 
customer program should be authorized, we feel that the electric 
transportation project should not be approved as requested. Edison 
has not demonstrated that this project is unique for Edison or,' 
more importantly, that similar benefits cannot be obtained from 
EPRI, which is performing work of a parallel nature. However, we 
will authorize Edison to include $100,000 in its budget to monitor 
the work of EPRI and other organizations in this area. 

PSO's other program funding recommendations concern the 
high performance peaking technologies project and the alternate 
fuels, occupational and community safety, and advanced energy 
conversion programs. With respect to the high performance peaking 
technologies project, we find Edison's justification satisfactory 
and will not cut its budgeted amount. " 

For the remaining programs at issue, both PSO and Edison 
recommend that $1.5 million be restored to Edison's RD&O budget. 
Edison made these cuts to partially offset increases in other 
areas. our review of the alternate fuels, occupational and 
community safety, and advanced energy conversion programs indicates 
'that they are generally beneficial to the ratepayers. Because 
~~ese are lower priority progra~s we will authorize Edison to 
r,estore only $900,000 in funding for these three programs. 

At ALJ Ferraro,' s direction Edison was permitted to revise 
i'l;s RD&D showing to re~leet the electric transportation project, 
but not allowed to increase its overall budget request from that 
contained in its application. As a result of this ruling, Edison 
identified the occupational and community safety and natural 
resources management programs as the lowest priority and reduced 
their budget commensurate with the increase tor the electric 
transportation proj ect •• since neither Edison or pst> made a 
recommendation with respect to the natural resources management 
program, we will not restore funding for this low priority program. 
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Finally, consistent with prior general rate decisions for 
Edison and other energy utilities, we will r~~lect Edison's actual 
billing for EPRI dues of $l4.7 million. This. is an increase of 
approximately $247,000 over Edison's estimated dues for 1988. 

The next area we will address is the policy issues raised 
by the parties.. In D.87-07-021 we expressed our interest in 
pursuing a generie proceeding that would consider the merits of all 
energy utility RD&D programs on a consolidated basis. In 
R.87-10-013 we directed Edison, SoCal, PG&E, and SDG&E to comment 
on the establishment of a generie proeeeding for approval of all 
RD&D budgets. While it will t~.ke time to fu.lly coordinate the 
budgets of these utilities, EPRI, and the Gas Research Institute 
CCRI), the benefits of a more c,ost-effective RD&D program should be 
well worth the effort. 

,currently the tour major energy utilities that we 
regulate spend nearly $100 million annually on RD&I> programs, 
including dues to EPRI and GRI.Since this is a significant 
expenditure of ratepayer funds we believe that a simultaneous 
review of each utility'S RD&D pro/gram will reduce duplication, 
provide uniform policy direction, and increase the cost
effectiveness of utility run RD&I> programs as well as EPRI and GRI 
benetits. 

Although a consolidated proceeding will provide the 
mechanism through which these accomplishments can be made, it in 
itself is not the solution. For us to have a record from which to, 
direct the utilities; it is necessary to have an orqanization such 
as the council assist us. The Council was created in respon&e to 
P.U. Sections 9201 through 9203. ~hese code sections require us 
~.nd the CEC to meet annually with representatives from the fOllr 
enel:9Y utilities named above.. In addition, representatives of 
municipal utilities, pUblic utility districts, EPRI, GRI, and 
coru;.umer or ratepayer organizations may be invited.. As stated in 
P.u. Section 9203: 
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HThe purpose of the meeting shall be to work 
towards achieving all of the followinq goals: 

(a) Promoting consistency of research, 
development, and de~onstration programs with 
state energy policy. 

(b) Preventing unnecessary duplicative 
research, development, and demonstration 
efforts. 

(c) Where appropriate, freely exchanging 
information related to research, development, 
ana demonstration projects. 

(d) Identifying opportunities for joint 
fundinq of research, development, and 
demonstration projeets. w 

With this mandate from the legislature we expect that the 
Council will develop a report wllich addresses the items listed 
above and ca~1 ~e used in our generic proceeding as a guide to 
establish each utility's RD&D budget. It is not our intent to 
control the Councilor give it control over the RO&D budgets we 
authorize, ~ut rather to work ","ith the Council. to insure that RD&I) 
expenditures are made in the best interest of utility ratepayers • 

To accomplish this we will direct Edison, SoCal, PG&E, 
SDG&E, and PSI) to work toward the objectives outlined above. In 
addition, we expect Edison, SOCal, PG&E, and SOG&E to set forth in 
their future RD&D'budget requests how their proposed budgets meet 
the guidelines established in prior Commission decisions and the 
objectives of the Council. We want to emphasize that we are 
committed to this coordination effort and expect the utilities and 
PSD to inform us of any pro):)lems which would ilnpede its 
implementation. 

With the establishment of R.S7-10-013 we will not adopt 
PSD's recommendation requirinq Edison t~ receive approval o~ 
program changes. However, Edison will be held accountable in 
either the generic proceeding or its next general rate ease, 
whichever comes first, for any changes made in its RD&D programs. 
All expenditures tor program changes found unreasonable will be
deleted from the one-way balancing account retroactively • 
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With respect to the fun~ing of Institute programs; the 
Commission is in favor of allocating $1 million to 'ensure that 
funding is provided in the interim, before resolution of the 
generic RO&D proceedings. We expect the Institute to become an 
active participant in the generic RO&D proceeding in seeking future 
funds. In the interim we encourage Edison to coordinate its end
use research activities with other utilities and Institute, and 
emphasize that we may review the administration of such activities. 
Because Edison has in the past allocated RD&D contracts without 
competitive bidding, we perceive no barrier to its contracting with 
Institute. We also expect Edison to work with the Institute in 
resolving any difficulitics surrounding Edison's competitive 
bidding policies for RD&D. 

We also feel thZLt in light of the generic RO&D proceeding 
it is premature for us to address specifie recommendations 
concerning coordination of RO&D programs and benefits from EPRI 
dues. 

• • 

The last policy issues which were raised concern PSD's ~ 
reeommendations to establish a one way balancing for RD&D funds and 
to record all RO&D expenses in account 930.2. Because of the 
unique nature of RD&D, we will adopt a one way balancing account 
for Edison to insure that RO&D fUnds are spent on RO&D programs. 
This is consistent with our discussion in D.87-07-021 in which a 
one way balancing account was adopted for PG&E. Additionally, to 
facilitate the analysis of RO&D expenditures, we will adopt PSD's 
recommendation that all RO&D expenses be accounted for in Edison's 
A&G aecount 930.2. 

·Finally, while Edison's presentation in this proceeding 
was generally very professional, we consider part of its conduct in 
the RO&D area unacceptable. 

At the Pomona publie hearings Edison in its opening 
statement proposed a new multi-year, multi-million dollar electric 
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transportation project. 'While it ·was thoughtful of Edison to 
inform the public of its new program, the public hearings were not 
the proper time or place to initiate such a request. Not only does 
the rate case plan not provide for this type of presentation at 
public hearings, ~ut Edison had just revised its RD&O budget seven 
days earlier without any :mention of the electric transportation 
project. Edison is put on. notice that it should take steps to 
insure that this does not reoccur and that any future late 
additions or substantial changes will simply not be considered. 
H. Eroduc:ti.vi:tY 

A new area which has been addressed in recent general 
rate cases is the use of econometric models t~measure the 
productivity for total utility operating expenses. These models 
relate changes in a utility's level of production, to- changes in , 
the level of required resources. ~he percentage change in the 
productivity index from one period to- the next measures the savings 
due to productivity • 

Both Edison and PSD developed econometric models to, 
evaluate the the productivity savings contained in Edison's test 
year operating expense level. Edison, based on its total factor 
productivity (TFP) model, determined that no adjustment to its 
requested expense level was warranted. PSO concluded from its 
multi-factor productivity model that Edison's requested operating 
exp~nse should be reduced by $211.5 million to adequately reflect 
productivity savings. 

Edison's model estimated productivity for the historical 
period 1976-198$ and the projected years 1986-1988. Over the 13 
year study period, EI:lison"s TFP index increased at an average rate 
of '1.6% per year as ,:ompared to the annual rate of more than 2t 
reflected in Edison's test year expense. Although Edison believes 
that the TFP index c,onfirms the reasonableness of its test year 
operating expense, Edison states that it is an inexact measure of 
performance. Other factors besides productivity affect the year to 
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hydro power. Additionally, Edison aJ:gues "that a productivity index 
should not be used as a rate case adjustment mechanism because it 
double counts productivity gains and is applied to only one segment 
of utility costs, operating expense. 

Because a productivity index measures productivity 
already embedded in Edison's rate ease cost estimates, Edison 
states that any adjustment to E~xpense based on an index will be 
double-counting. Next, Edison points out that over the past 
decade, in response to higher fossil fuel prices, it has moved from 
a reliance on conventional oil and gas fired generation t~ the use 
of a variety of technologies, including nuclear, hydroelectric, and 
renewable energy sources. Because the index shows overall 
productivity gains, no consideration is given to the fact that fuel 
savings outweigh the increased use of capital and labor. 
Accordingly, it is inappropriate to apply a utility-wide measure to 
only one segment of costs such as operati,nq expense, sinee , • 
productivity savings do not occur evenly. 

Edison is critical of PSD's productivity model for the 
reasons stated above and because it is difficult to· interpret, 
exceedingly complex, subject to error, and does not account for 
changes in Edison's operating environment. Also·, Edison :believes 
that PSD' s use of the ECAC tuel and purehas~d power forecast to 
determine operating expense trom its model is inappropriate. PSD's 
model predicts fuel and purchased power will be 54% ot variable 
costs in 1988 as compared to sst for recorded 198:6, but Edison 
states that PSD chose to use the ECAC forecast which is 64% of 
variable costs. 

Finally, E~ison claims that PSD's recommendation is not 
plausibl.e and creates a perverse incentive. First, PSD's 
econometric forecast results in an unrealistically low level of O&M 
expense. The O&M expense recommendation of PSD is $l22 million 
bel~w a~~ual 1986 and significantly lower than the expense 
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estimates of PSD's results of operation witnesses. Second, the 
more productive a utility has been historically, the greater the 
reduction in the recommended level of operating expense. A utility 
which has been productive will receive less money to operate than a 
utility which has been less or not productive. 

In developing its model PSO investigated the historical 
relationship between five input variables (fuel, purchased power, 
capital, labor, and materials) and Edison'S output (kilowatthour 

. sales). The relationship between the changes of the inputs and the 
changes of the output over the historical period defined Edison's 
historical productivity and formed the basis for PSD's projection 
of productivity in the test period. PSO observed an annual 
productivity growth over the recorded period of 2.4% and projected 
a productivity growth of 3.4% for 1988. Based on its projected 
productivity growth, PSO recommends that Edison's requested O&M 
expense be reduced by an additional $11$.8 million over the 
recommendations o~ PSD's results of operation witnesses • 

Finally, after analyzing Edison'~ TFP model PSD concluded 
that with some minor refinements it is the same model used by PSO 
in PG&E's general rate case and rejected in 0.86-12-095. 

In arriving at a reasonable level of operating expense 
for utilities we typically consider productivity gains due to 
changes in technology, economies of scale, and improved efficiency. 
However, it is difficult to quantify the impact these have in the 
test year. While individual witnesses for Edison and PSO, 
depending on their estimating methodology, either directly or 
indirectly reflected productivity gains in their test year 
estfmates,.until recently no attempt was made to determine ho~r 
these compared to recorded productivity gains for total operating 
expense. The productivity models of Edison and PSD do this by 
analyzing recorded productivity gains in order to forecast 
productivity gains in the test year • 
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Edison concluded from its TFP analysis that its requested ~ 

operating expense level reflected historical productivity gains and 
should be adopted. PSD's analysis led it to recommend an 
additional $ll5.8 million reduction in Edison's requested level of 
operating expense. Compared to Edison's original O&M expense level 
request of $1,374 million PSD's recommended operating expense 
level, including its pr~uctivity adjustment, reflects· additional 
productivity gains of $317 million. 

We feel that a comparison of recorded versus projected 
productivity gains is useful. However, due to the complexities in 
and the divergent results of the models their application will be 
limited to determining a range of productivity gains to be adopted 
in the test year. As defined by these modE~ls, the range is between 
l.6% and 3.4% or a net range of l.8%. Since our adopted operating 
expense level of $l,205 million without a productivity adj~stment 
incorporates productivity gains of 2.56%, approximately the middle 
~f the ran.ge, we will increase it to a level of 2.70%. This 

, ..' 
adjustment is an additional .14% reduction. When .14% is compared 
to the 1.8% range, it is equivalent to .08 of that range.. Since 
the range is equivalent to $317 million, our .. l4% adjustment 
results in an additional reduction in Edison's operating expenses 
of $24.7 million. We believe this is warranted to put Edison in a 
posture to respond to an increasing level of competition. 
I.. Empl~ ~n3:tign 

As part of its review of Edison's results of operations, 
PSD performed an analysis of Edison's employee compensation levels. 
Based on this study PSD determined that administrative, 
professional, and supervisory CAPS) employees are paid lO.2 percent 
over the preva~lin~ market and that Edison's ratemakingpayroll 
expense should be reduced by $l9.7 million. 

PSO's recommendation was developed from a variety of 
employee compensation surveys and related data obtained from 
Edison.. The two key surveys used in PSO's evaluation ofAPS 
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salaries were Edison's 19S6 APS salary survey conducted by 
Organization Resource Counsellors, Inc. and SoCal's 1986 survey of 
executive, administrative, professional an supervisory positions, 
conducted by Sibson & Company, Inc •• 

Edison objects to PSO's use of these surv~ys for a number 
of reasons: 

1. ~he surveys were designed lS years ago for 
the purpose of tracking labor market salary 
movement. 

2. ~he same jobs that were included in the 
original surveys are still used even though 
many are now vacant and certain areas are 
not represented .. 

3. Sample sizes contained in the surveys are 
too limited, introducing the potential for 
bias. 

4. Data from nine of the companies is common 
to both surveys .. 

• Additionally, Edison argues that PSO's analysis. contains 

• 

significant technical errors which render its conclusions invalid, 
and inappropriate as the basis for an adjustment of estimated 
payroll expense.. Edison identifies the following as errors in 
PSO's analysis: 

1. The impact of employee turnover, which 
involves such considerations as stability 
of the work force, average experience 
level, individual eMployee performance, 
seniority, and Edison's investment in 
training and development, is ignored. 

2. PSO did not consider the affects 
compensation levels have on Edison's 
ability to attract qualified and 
experienced employees .. 

3. The nature of Edison's organization, its 
size, the characteristics of its service 
terri tory, its customer mix, and the 
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included. . 

4. PSO tailed to evaluate the relationship· 
between APS pay levels and pay levels tor 
bargaining unit employees. 

S. The survey data was improperly weighted. 

While Edison did not attempt to evaluate employee 
compensation based on salary surveys, it did make a comparison of 
payroll to revenue. This approach provides a quick indica'170r of 
overall payroll costs relative to a selected marketplace or 
industry. Using the 1986 executive compensation survey conducted 
~nnually by Sibson & company, Inc., Edison concluded that for 108 

companies the average percentage of payroll to revenues is 12.44% 

which compares favorably to Edison's 12.07%. 

Edison also adjusted PSO's analysis to correct for the 
improper weighting of jobs' and the double counting of companies. 
PSO's overpayment of APS employl~es is reduced from 9.2%. to 7.S% 

based on Edison's calculations. 
Finally, Edison cites 0.86-12-095 for PG&E in which 

management salary levels exceeded the utility industrY average by 
approximately at as recognition that paying a small premium over 
market benefits the ratepayer as well as the shareholder. 

In support of its recommendation, PSO states that its 
study of employee compensation focused on the market from which 
Edison draws it labor, categorized payroll data by type of 
employee, and relied on five indep,endent salary surveys. PSD 
grouped Edison's work torce into.five categories: (l) executive, 
(2) APS, (3) clerical, (4.) physical, and (5) technical. PSO found 
Edison's executive, clerical and physical salaries t~ be reasonably 
in accord with market salary levels, and did not recommend an 
eXJ)(~nse reduction for those categories. Since there was 
insu~fieient data available tor Edison's technical work force, PSO 
madE~ no ratemaldnq recommendation for that category. For APS 
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employees, althouqh a benefit comparison was not mad~, PSO 
concluded that salary levels are excessive and recommended a 9.2'% 

or $19.7 million reduction in labor expense for this cateqory. 
In concludin9, PSO states that it is puzzled by Edison's 

arqument that the salary surveys used by PSD are inappropriate for 
evaluating the reasonableness of compensation to, APS employees. 
PSD wonders why these salary surveys are commissioned if they 
should not De used to study salaries. 

We believe PSD's analysis in this proceeding is a 
significant improvement over its PG&E proposal. However, before it 
can be used to judg'e the reasonableness of Edison's level of 
payroll expenses, there are further refinements that should be 
considered. First, comparisons should either be made on a total 
compensation basis or adjusted to reflect the employees' benefit 
package. Since employees choose employment opportunities on a 
totaJ. compensation basis, we consider it reasonable to judge . 
utility compensation in the same manner. Second, in addition to 
point comparisons based on averages information indicatinq the 
rangEt of data should be provided. Lastly, Edison's cri tieisms 
coneElrning' sample sizes and the duplication of jobs and companies 
in th,e survey data should be addressed. 

Our objectiVe is to ensure that ratepayers are not 
burdened with paying for employee compensation levels beyond that 
which is necessary for Edison to provide safe reliable service at 
reasonable rates. This type of evaluation is difficult because of 
the subjectiveness involved in quantifying the vari~Lbles used. To 
minimize this, we expect both PSD and Edison in futtu:e g'eneral rate 
proceedings to develop an agreed upon data base for jUQg'inq the 
reasonableness of employee compensation levels. For this 
proceeding, we find Edison's justification for its )J>S compensation 
levels reasonable • 
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J. At(iliat~ Tn,Dsacj:ionS 

PSO raised five issues concerninq the affiliated 
relationships of Edison and its subsidiary companies. In this 
proceedinq Edison and PSI> have come to a<;reement on two of these 
issues: qains on sales of utility assets to affiliates and net 
income of utility-related subsidiaries. For these issues Edison 
and PSI> recommend that: 

1. All qains on sales of utility assets to 
nonutility subsidiaries should be recorded 
above-the-line at market value. 

z. Utility-related subsidiaries should be 
treated, for ratemakinq purposes, as 
utility departments and all transfers of 
utility assets to those su):)sidiaries should 
be at book value. 

3. Net income from utility-related 
subsidiaries should be recorded above-tbe
line .. 

Edison and PSI> are also in aqreement that a $1.0 ~illion increase 
in Edison's test year estimate of other operating revenues should 
be adopted to reflect the impact of these recommendations. 

PSI>'s remaininq three issues address royalty payments 
from subsidiaries. For these issues PSI> recommends that 
subsidiaries pay: 

1. A royalty or affiliate payment of 5% of 
qross revenues. 

Z. A markup of 10% for services provided by 
the utility. 

3. A royalty u~on the transfer of an employee 
from the utllity to the subsidiary equal to 
sot of the employee's annual salary. 

The three issues above were also addressed in 
A.87-0S-007, Edison's request to establish a holdinq company 
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structure. In A.S7-0S-007 Ediso~,.and PSO submitted a joint exhibit 
agreeing to: (1) the markup royalty for services provided by the 
utility and (2) the guidelines fQlr utility employee transfers -to 
affiliates. As stated in the joint exhibit a 5% markup on fully 
loaded labor costs will be billed to nonutility affiliates for the 
use of Edison employees. The joint exhibit also sets forth the 
following guidelines for the transfer of utility employees to
affiliates: 

1. The staffing of the nonregulated affiliates 
will not be to the detriment of utility 
operations. 

2. In instances where it may be desirable to 
move an Edison employee to an unregulated 
affiliate, senior management approval of 
both companies involved in the transfer 
will De required before the transfer can 
occur. 

3. Edison employees will be free to accept or 
reject employment with the unregulated 
affiliates and no involuntary transfers 
will take place. 

4. If an Edison employee elects to accept a 
position with an unregulated affiliate, he 
or she will be required to- resign from 
Edison. 

S. Edison will provide to the commission an 
annual report identifying nonclerical 
personnel transferred from Edison to, the 
Holding Company or any of the nonutility 
subsidiaries. 

We find the agreement between Edison and PSO applicable 
in resolving these same issues in Edison's general rate case. As a 
result of the agreement we will increase Edison's other operating 
revenues by $70,000 for the test year • 
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Finally, we note that A.'S7-05-007 also. addresses the 
royalty tc be paid by affiliates on gross revenues. Accordingly, 
we will not consider that issue in this decision. 
K. Haza;rd®s Wage Manag~ent 

Edison and PSD were the only two parties that addressed 
this issue. Edison had requested $10.1 million annually for 'three 
years for its ,hazardous waste program and $11.7 in capital 
expenditures for its underground storage tank proqr~. After 
reviewing Edison's haza~dous waste management proposal PSD 
introduced Exhibit 65-A which recommended a number of ehanqes in 
Edison's request. Since Edison has stipulated to PSD's 
recommendations, we will adopt them with some minor modifications 
coneerninq reporting dates and the inclusion of hazardous waste 
sites other than manufactured 9'as.. 'I'he adopted recommendations are 
detailed below: 

1.. Edison should file an application for 
fundinq prior to expendinq funds when its 
hazardous waste program for the sites it 
owns is more definite. Applications under 
this procedure are only intended for 
hazardous waste cleanup at sites inclUded 
in Edison'S qeneral rate case filing andlor 
in its annual hazardous waste management 
report. 

2. For hazardous waste sites that Edison does 
not currently own, it should file an 
application to receive prospective funding 
for remedial investigations or work when 
Edison is ordered by a regulatory agency or 
a court to perform such work or is notified 
by a regulatory agency that it is 
considered a potentially responsible party 
for these costs. 

3. Upon approval Edison should be allowed to 
place actual program costs into a 
memorandum account for recovery in a 
subsequent ECAC or qeneral rate case 
proceeding. 'I'his account should accrue 
interest at the ECAC interest rate. 
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\ . -
4. No retroactive recovery ot hazardous waste 

costs incurred prior to 1988 should be . 
authorized. 

S. Edison should tile with the Executive 
Director and the PSO's Resources Branch a 
comprehensive overview of Edison's 
hazardous waste management effort, 
includi~g its underground storage program, 
by March 31, 1988 and update it annually by 
January 31 until ordered otherwise. 

~. $1 million of Edison's requested ~udget for 
mitigating contamination from underground 
storage tanks should be redirected to the 
alternate technologies described in Exhibit 
65-A. 

We will adopt Edison's requested funding level for the 
underground storage program as agreed to by PSD. FUnding for the 
investigation and clean up of hazardous waste sites will be 
deferred until Edison files an application(s) as discussed above. 
A description of the information which Edison should include in its 
application(s) and annual filings is detailed in Exhibit 65-A. 
L. 12maleCMinority Business Entexprises 

Edison implemented its FfMBE program in 1979 to- identify 
F/MBE suppliers and provide them with increased opportunities to 
participate in Edison's procurement activities. Since that time by 
0.82-12-101, our generic investigation of utilities' employment 
practices, and D.84-12-068, Edison's 1985 general rate case, 
Edison'S F/MBE program has been expanded and modified to include 
reportinq requirexnents.. CUrrently, Edison's reportinq requirements 
include the developmc~nt of a data collection system to- track F IKE"£. 

proqrlllD. results by ethnlc classifications, annual goal setting, and 
demons~tration of significant proq::=ess in the dollar amounts and 
nUlXll:>er of F I'MBE contacts awarded .. 

R.s.7-02-02~5, dated February 11, 1987, was initiated in 
response to PO' sectio~ 8281-8296.. This rulemakinq proceedinq will 
address lonq-term goal settinq, verification procedures, and annual 
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.. • • reporting. Accordingly, Edison's.general rate decision will focus 
only on program funding require~ents and past performance in' 
compliance with 0.8:4-12-068. 

In addition to Edison's presentation, PSI) and American 
G .. I .. Forum: Filipino A:mer~can Political Association (Public 
Advocates) made recommendations concerning Edison's F/M:SE program. 

I.. Pr9g@lD FUnding 
Edison reques.ts $636,390 to fund its F/M'aE program for 

t4~S.t year 1988.. As proposed, its budget includes the annual 
salaries of one F/MBE administrator, one clerk, and eight analysts. 
This funding level is intended t~ maintain Edison's F/MBE data 
base, verify the status of F/M:BE firms, and set targets in over 800 
procurement categories and nine ethnic/gender classifications. 
Edison uses the targets to participate in outreach activities and 
arrive at annual goals for commodities, services, and construction. 
Althougb Edison's proposed F/MBE budget does not specifically 
include funding to comply with PU Sections 8281-8296, Edison 
believes it is necessary not only to maintain the current program, 
but to respond to current and future program demands, including 
requirements associated with PU Sections 8zal-S29~. 

PSO recommends a budget of $505-,544. PSD's lower budget 
level is due to a reduction of $20,000 for certification and the 
exclusion of two analysts. Public Advocates has not made a 
recommendation concerning Edison's program funding level. 

2. Pertgrmance 
D.84-12-068 d.irected Edison to submit specific 

information relative to its F/MBE proqr~ and demonstrate that it 
had achieved significant progress in the dollar am?unts and number 
of Ff,MBE contracts awarded. Exhibit 10 contains Edison's 
compliance with D.84-12-068. While no party claims that Edison has 
not complied with D.84-12-0Ga, PUblic Advocates claims that Edison 
has made n~ progress in furthering the development of F/MBE's. 
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In support of its claim Public Advocates cites Edison's 
performance over the last three years of less than 4.5% of all 
contract amounts to F/MBEs ana less than 0.3% to- blacks. P1:,blic 
Advocates states that Edison has not achieved significant progress 
in the awarding of contracts to F/MBEs and recommends that: 

1. Top executive compensation be tied directly 
to F/MBE achievement. 

2. Substantial long range goals be set. 

3. Edison be penalized by requiring that a sum 
equal to one-half of 1% of its total 
outside contracts in 1986 ($~ million) be 
allocated to· assisting in direct F/MBE 
development. 

4. Edison be admonished for its poor record. 

~. This case be treated separately fro~ 
R.87-02-026. 

6. Edison develop a program to encourage and 
facilitate joint ventures, develop 
mechanisms to improve equity and capital 
sources for minority and women 
entrepreneurs, and assist F/MBEs in 
acquiring insurance coverage at favorable 
rates. 

7. A category for Filipino-Americans be 
included in Edison's F/MBE data collection. 

s. Contract awards be reported by 
service/purchase type. 

Additionally, Public Advocates argues that Edison's 
outreach program has not addressed the inability of F/MBEs to be 
competitive with white contractors and top management has shown a 
lack of interest in the F IMBE program. 

In spite of PUblic Advocates' desires to deal with all 
F/MBE issues in general rate·cases we will reaffirm our intentions 
to address only specific F/MBE program matters in general rate 
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cases. Accordingly, items 1,2,5,7. and 8 wil.l :be addressed in 
R.87-02-02&. The remaining items are cliseus~secl below_ 

The record demonstrates that Edison increased its dollar 
awards to F/'MBEs from $38.3 million in 1984 to $74.8 million in 
198,5, and increased the nUlll:ber of award.s from 3,805 to S,025- for the 
same period. By any me.asure this was a significant increase for 
this period. Although these num:b,ers pale in comparison to Edison's 
total awards, Edison h~~s complied with D.84-12-068 and we will not 
adopt PUblic Advocates' recommendations contained in items 3 and 4 
above. However, we are not satisfied with the level of F/MBE 
participation and expect Edison to achieve substantial and 
significant increases in the number and amount of awards to each 
major ethnic group and for women. 

We agree with Publie Advocates that more can be done to 
assist F/MBEs in suecessfully competing for Edison contraets. To 
accomplish this Edison should develop a program which encourages 
and facilitates even greater'participation of F/MBEs in Edison 
contracts through jo.int ventures and through assistance to F/MBEs 
in meeting financing and insurance coverage at rates competitive 
with Edison's non-F/MBE contractors. We will increase Edison'S 
requested funding to. $700,000 for test year 1988 to. implement this 
expanded F IMBE program and we expect to. see the fruit of this 
enhanced funding in future proceedings. 

• • 

• 
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VI. Pemand...Side HanagPJDent 
, . 

A. Xn~2AAc:t5.2D 

Demand Side Management (OSM) refers to ratepayer funded 
programs undertaken by the utility to· affect customer energy 
consumption patterns. Over the years our funding of such 
conservation and load management programs has tracked the 
availability and price of energy resources. Thus, in the 1970's, 
when fossil fuels were at a costly premium, we embarked on a course 
of approving and funding a nwnl:>er o,f conservation pr09'rams. We 
further stated that it was our intention to make the vigor, 
imagination, and effectiveness of a utility's conservation efforts 
a key question in future rate proceedings. (O.8490Z, 78 CPUC 6l~ 
at 746 (197S).) 

At that time, we also made clear our reliance on marginal 
cost principltas in as~essing the need for conservation programs. 
Specifically; we observed: WWhere,the marginal cost of conserved 
energy is less than the marginal cost of new supply the former 
should always be the investment of choice.* (0.91107, 2 CPOC 2d 
596 at 706 (1979).) 

More recently, we have reduced our emphasis on large and 
often costly conservation programs in the face of changing economic 
and resource conditions impacting the utilities which we regulate. 
For Edison, these changes, similar to those being experienced by 
other utilities, have included the .following: (1) greater 
stability in the utility'S financial condition, (2) embedded costs 
above marginal costs due to dramatic decreases in the price of oil 
and gas, and (3) an excess of available capacity over the next 
several years due to the completion of large baseload plants and 
the successful development of qualifying facility resources. 

In light of these change:~, we have adhered to a policy 0:: 
'staying the course* with respect 'co conservation and load 
management program development and funding. With D.S6-12-09S in 
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below previous levels. In takj~ng this action, supported by our 
lessened concerns regarding supply availability and price, however, 
we also rccosnized that future needs required that conservation and 
load management programs continue in place as a valuable long-term 
resource. PG&E, PSO, and all other parties were encouraged to, 
continue to evaluate demand-side programs on an equal footing with 
new supplies. (1£., at p. 94.) 

. In addition.to the influence which a utility's available 
resources have in determining the level of conservation program 
funding, the Commission has alf.o recently recognized the need to 
consider the effects on such programs. of competition in the field 
of electric generation. The competition on which the Commission 
has focused comes in the form 0: ~bypass,~ a situation in which the 
customer chooses to generate its own energy rather than accept the 
service available from the local public utility. 

This phenomenon, of particular concern to the commission 
when the self-generation is ~uneconomic,· has been addresseQ in a 
separate section of this decision. However, the Commission's 
recent decision on this issue in its 3-R's (Risk, Return, and 
Ratemaking) Rulemaking (R.86-10-001) adopted policies designed to 
address the problems created by bypass.. (D.87-05-071.) .Among 
these policies is one which directly impacts our evaluation of 
funding for DSM programs. 

Specifically, the Commission concluded that the Electric 
Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) should be eliminated for the 
large light and power class. In D.87-05-071, we found that the 
risks which ERAM had been intended to neutralize (i.e., instability 
in interest rates, high rate of inflation, and poor utility 
financial health) had diminished. Further, we concluded that its 
elimination for the large power class would create a greater 
incentive for the utility to maximize revenues from that class and 
thereby more effectively respond to emerging competition. 
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The utilitie:> and interested parties had noted, however, 
that ERAM had allowed '~e utilities to pursue conservation, load 
management and social l~rograms required by the Commission without 
working' directly again:s.t the ',1tilities' own interests. Despite 
this ,circumstance, we 4:oncluded that the most cost-effective 
conservation programs lshould still :be retained in the large light ' 
and pl~wer class. We a:Lso noted that since our decision on ER.\M did 
not impact the co:m:mercial and X'esidential classes, the utilities' 
incen'tives to pursue e:e'feetive conservation for those classes 
remained unchanged. 

D.S7-0S-071 ~~lso included our recognition that many 
short-term conservatioll programs might not now :be cost-effective 
due to changing economic and resource conditions. We found, 
however, that this conclusion was not to be seen as a weakening of 
our commitment to conservation and load management programs. As 

stated in 0.,81-05-01l, 6(wJe firmly l?elieve long-range conservation 
is still very important, and utilities should continue to promote 
reasonable conservation and efficiency options to- their customers.6 

(1£., at p. 4.) We noted in particular that when a new factory or 
new production process is designed, 6ignoring energy efficiency 
would be short-sighted.6 (1£.) We admonished the utilities, 
however, to refrain from using ratepayer funds for utility 
marketing programs aimed at increasing utility profits when ERAM is 
eli:1inated .. 
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B. ~ic Eo~:i;!:i2Ds on DSH Fu.nsling 
In its application, Edison had originally requested for 

1988 a funding level of $69.8 million for OSM programs. In March, 
1987, this amount was reduced to $60.3 million. In response to 
Edison's request, th4e- Public Staff Oivision (PSO) proposed an 
overall OSM budget o:e $47 million. As the following table 
illustrates, funding levels for direct program expenses are the 
source of the most significant differenees between the Edison 
request and the PSO recommendation. 

Edison/PSD 1988 OVerall Demand-Side Management Program. 
. ExQsnscs C~xi~on 

(Thousands o:t 1985 Dollars) 

D'$Kription Edison ~ V~l::;i.~nsc~ 

Residential Conservation $l7,061 $lS,679 $(1,382 
Non-Residential Conservation 19,942- 14,893 (5,049) 
Load Management 12,253 S,456 (6,797) 
Marketing 0 0 0 
Measurement and Evaluation 6,600 7,32S 72'S 
support Programs :1 f 78:1 3,528 (1« 256)' 

Total OSM PrOCJralUS 60,640 46,88l (l3,759) 

Adjust .. for Program Emphasis (350) (350) (0) 

Grand Total DSM Programs 60,290 46,53l (13,759) 

In addition to the issue of program funding, Edison and 
PSD also provided ratemaking and non-budgetary recommendations. 
These proposals focused on the consolidation of all DSM funds into 

• 
base rates, the shifting of funds among programs, the handling of 
budget changes between rate cases, the funding of programs for 
customer groups removed from ERAM, the changing of reporting 
requirements, and the us.e of a consistent set of generic terms for 
program descriptions and reporting breakaowns. . 

several parties offered testimony on both the Edison and 
PSD proposals. Among them were the california Energy Commission 
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(CEC), the california/Nevada Comm~ity Action Association (Cal
Neva), and the Thermal Energy Storage Manufacturers' and 
Contractors' Association (TESMAC). The CEC generally supports the 
funding levels proposed by Edison in the area of load manage~ent, 
and asserts, along with Edison and TESMAC, that the PSD has 
provided an o\rerly broad definition of *marketing* in determining 
whi~ programs ~ay be funded through rates. The CEC also· believes 
that its funding and cost-effeetiveness recommendations have been 
appropriately based on examining Edison's long-term resource needs. 

Both the Edison request and the PSD recommendation 
propose reduced DSM expenditures relative to recent levels. The 
differenees in these proposals relate primarily to different 
interpretations of recent Commission decisions and utility trends. 
While Edison has basically made program-specific recommendations, 
PSD believes that current economic and resource conditions and 
D.87-05-071 require certain major changes to- the entire OSH area. 

Among other things, PSD recommends the elimination of OSM 
funding for the large light and power incentive programs and the 
elimination of ratepayer funding for any utility marketing program 
or programs with no potential ratepayer benefit. For this purpose, 
PSO has defined *marketing* programs as those programs which 
increase the use of at least one fuel (electricity or gas) ~elative 
to, what would have happened in the absence of the program. PSD 
states that load retention, which PSD defines as the promotion of 
the installation of devices which utilize electricity ins'cead of 
gas, should be considered marketing because resulting increased 
electric sales would not have existed in the absence of tl~e 
program •. ... 

PSD also recommends that in the event the Commission 
authorizes any strategiC marketing programs in this proceeding, 
participating customers be required to- agree to *qive up· or 
·return* somethinq, e.q., become interruptible customers or 
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otherwise reduce their demands. It is PSI>'s overall view clf 

marketinq whieh was the source of much debate in this proceiedinq. 
With'respect to cost-effectiveness analysis, all parties 

generally used the tests established by joint CEC/CPUC staff 
publication known as the HStandard Practiee for Cost-Benefit -
Analysis of Conservation and Load Manaqement Proqrams. H The· tests 
addressed in that quide include the utility, participant, non
participant, all ratepayer and societal perspectives. Edison did 
not take issue with certain PSI> suggested nomenclature changes to 
the standard practice nor PSD's redefinition of the nonparticipant 
test as the rate impact test (RIM). Edison noted, however, that 
any such changes would be finalized as part of ongoing workshops on 
standard praetice revisions. 

While all parties were guided by the same standard, 
differences existed betwe.en' Edison and PSI> with respeet to input 
assumptions and computation as well as the manner in which the 
tests were to be applied to the various proqrams. In evaluating 

• • 

these programs, PSO and the CEC agreed that greatest emphasis • 
should be placed on the all ratepayer test which compares the total 
device costs to the benefits associated with marqinal eost impacts. 
PSD and the CEC also concurred in using other test results, i.e., 
the RIM and participant tests, as a means of accountinq for the 
cost-eff4~ctiveness implications measured by these tests, 
particularly equity considerations among customers. Edison stated 
that it placed priority on the all'ratepayer test for 
informational, educational and survey type programs and the RIM 
test for programs involving incentives. 

Despite the agreement between PSI> and the CEC on 
applicable cost-effectiveness tests, PSI> objects to the CEC's 
criticism that the PSI> viewed load management and conservation 
programs in the short-term. PSD states that it did consider the 
long-run ramifications of the conservation and load manaqement 
programs and that it evaluated the cost-effectiveness of these 
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programs on the same oasis as it would other resource options 
available to E~ison. PSD also expresses its concern regarding the 
CEC's failure to provide evidence of its own cost-effectiveness 
analysis in its testimony or in response to a PSO data request. 

With respect to this rinal point raised by PSO, we note 
that while we greatly appreciate the CEC's participation in this 
ease, it is necessary to address certain proceaural flaws in the 
CEC's presentation in order to. ensure the integrity of our rules .. 
The first of these deficiencies relates to the CEC's failure to 
respond to a PSO data request for the results or its cost
effectiveness evaluation of the Thermal Energy Storage (TES) 

pro9ram.. As we have stated in our discussion of marginal costs, 
parties relying' on computer models and related data must provide 
this informaticlin for purposes of cross-examination and rebuttal. 
This requirement is based not only on statute (Cal_P'Ub.Util_Code, 
Section 1821, E~t al.), but is also dietated by the rules of , , 

fairness and due process.. The CEC witness acknowledged its failure 
to provide this information, but indicated on the record during 
hearings on June l2, 1987, that the information would be provided 
"early next weok." (Tr. at p. 49l9.) 

The CEC, however, never met this deadline and did not 
provide the information until after the filing dates for opening 
and reply briefs in this proceedinq. When the information was 
finally provided to PSt> on Septeml:>er 2, 1987, the cover letter 
revealed that in fact the CEC had relied on PSO's files and output, 
varying this information or~y to include a $500/kW ins~alled cost 
for TES equipment and the PSO's proposed TOU-8 rate schedule. This 
representation, however, like the CEC~s cost-effectiveness study, 
cannot be considered part of the record in this proceedinq havin~ 
~en provided outside the context of the hearing and briefinq 
process. 

Another procedural issue related to the CEC's showing 
must also be noted. Specifically, the CECwas 9iven an extension 
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. 
of,time beyond that offered to otncr parties to file its reply 
brief. Ethics,and fairness dictate that an extension granted to 
one, but not all, parties to a proceeding may not be used as an 
opportunity to respond to briefs which were timely filed. This 
rule is particularly important in the 9cneral rate case setting in 
which numerous parties are involved and limited time is available. 
To protect the rights of every party, no party should be 9ranted an 
advantage over another, and the parties' comments should end with a 
final, single reply brief. 

In its reply brief, however, the eEC did in fact respond 
at length to the reply brief of PSO. The CEC's brief not only, 
addresses PSD's reply brief in the main discussion, but then 
examines PSO's reply in a point-by-point analysis contained in an 
appendix. This approach 90es beyond the limits of fairness and 
prevents our consideration of those portions of the CEC's reply 
brief directed to the PSD's reply b,rief .. 

• • 

c. Specific Programs-
In this section each of the OSM programs is reviewed with. 

respect to differences in funding requests and non-:bud9'etary 
recommendations. For each program area, the parties' positions are 
sUItlInarized followed by our resolution of each of the issues 
presented and our approval of a specific funding level. 

1. Rw1dcntial COnsexxation 
In the Residential Conservation category, Edison and PSD 

differ by approxilnately $1.4 million in their fundi:n9' 
recommendations~ The source of this ,difference are adjustments 
recommended by PSD in two areas: (1) Residential I:nformation 
activities and (2) Ener9Y MaXlagement Services. PSD has also 
proposed non-budgetary restrictions. related to the Energy Efficient 
Hom.e Builders' and the Direct Assistance Pr09X'alns .... The following' 
table su:mma.rizes Edison's and PSD's proposals for r,esidential 
conservation .. 
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Residential Conservation 
Esl.isonlESD ~ns<:s (6)mparison 

('l'housands of 1985 Dollars) 

pescripti2ll 

~siden~ial C9ns~rx~12D 

Residential Information 
Energy Management Services 
Weather & Retrofit Incentives 
Energy Eff. Home Builders 
HP Water Heater/Solar Service 
Appliance Eff. Incentives 
Direct Assistance 

Total Residential Conservation 

a.. Residential IntoDl5)tion 

&disOD 

$ 2,626 $ 
4,149 

768 
1,000 

40 
4,105-
4.373 

17,061 

I ' 

Variance 

1,919 $(707) 
3,474 (675-) 

768 0 
1,.000 0 

40 0 
4,.10S 0 
4.323 0 

15-,679 (1,382) 

Residential Information includes two programs: (1) the 
Energy Management Action Line and (2) Give Your Appliances the 
Afternoon Off. PSD recommends funding for Residential Information 
at $1,919,000, 'a $707,200 reduction from Edison's proposed funding 
level of $2,626,200. 

With respect to the Energy Management Action Line, Edison 
asks that its funding request of $626,200 be approved... PSD, on the 
other hand, recommends that the budget be constrained to the 1986 
recorded level of $454,000. Edison challenges PSD's recommendation 
on the grounds that, while no increase in calls is anticipated 
between 1987 and 1988, the calls will represent a significant 
increase over 1986.. Further, Edison argues that despite call 
volume stability in 1987 and 1988, the calls will be longer and 
more complex requiring more operator time and training. 

PSD responds, however, that it had already taken an 
expected increase in calls into account in making its 
recommendation~ Additionally, PSD states that it accepted Edison's 
figures for call increases, even though prior historic experience 
indicated that a lower estimate was appropriate • 
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• The record supports and ,we find reasonable PSO's 

recommended funding of $454,000 for Residential Information. PSI> 
properly took into account both historic and anticipated call 
volume in making its recommendation. 

With respect to the Give Your Appliances Off program, 
Edison believes that its proposed funding level of $Z,OOO,ooo is 
appropriate to reestablish ,and reinforce the load management 
message at a time when public awareness and concern for energy 
issues have dfminisbed. PSO, however, recommends constraining 
funding for this program to the 198& recorded level of $1,46~,000. 
PSO notes that although Edison cites increasing media advertising 
costs as the justification for proposing a 37% funding increase, 
recorded 1985/1986 expenses and planned 1987 expenses reflect a 
d.ecrease in tuncUng requ;rements. 

We again tind reasonable and adopt PSO's $1,465,000 
funding level for the Give Your Appliances Off program. This 
amount, based on historic and current funding levels, is SUffiCient. 
to provide the information necessary to communicate the nced and 
the manner in which residential customers can conserve energy. 

b. Energy Management Services 
In the category of Energy Management services, PSO 

proposes a $674~8S7 or 16% reduction from the $4,148,600 funding 
level requested by Edison. This reduction is attributable to PSO's 
propose~ funding for the Residential Energy survey Program. 
Specifically, PSO recommends the elimination of Class A (on-site) 
surveys, the institution of a revised mix of survey options., and 
the lfmitation on the total number of audits to the 1986· recorded 
level of 60,000 as opposed to the 28t increase over that level 
recommended by Edison. 

In support of its position, PSO states that costly Class 
A (in-home) audits are not required by either federal or state law. 
Should the CEC decide,. as the result of current workshops, to 
require the Class A audit,. P$O believes that Edison has SUfficient 
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budget !lexib~lity to accommodate.any needed tunding. It is also 
PSD's posit~on that adequate information can be provided to the 
customer by a Wdo it yourselfw Class S audit. PSD's notes that its 
recommendations provide Edison the opportunity to provide whatever 
direct personal assistance is required after that audit is 
completed. In PSD's opinion, with a well-developed self audit 
guide, the need for personal assistance should be the exception, 
not the general rule. 

In r~sponse, it is Edison's position that it requires the 
flexibility to respond to customers who request an in-home survey 
because of the impact on residential customers which would result 
from the adoption ot its proposed increased rates. In Edison's 
opinion, the Class A on-site survey is the only tool with the 
technical sophistication to give the customer an in-depth analysis 
of residential energy usage. Further, Edison notes that while PSD 
acknowledged that some on-site follow-up to the Class S survey 
would be necessary, no funding was recommended by PSD to account 
for this activity. 

While we commend PSDfor its cost-eutting efforts in the 
field of conservation, we do not agree that this area is one which 
should be a target for such restrictions. Not only can we not rule 
out the possibility that the Class A survey may be required by the 
CEC in the test year, but we believe that the need for the survey 
could escalate in the cominq years as we move toward a revenue 
allocation based on Equal Percent of Marginal Cost (£PMC). As our 
discussion of revenue allocation indicates, the adoption of EPMC 
has the greatest impact in terms of increased rates on the 
residential customer. For this customer qroup, which does not have 
purchase or generation alternatives to accepting utility service, 
energy conservation is the only means by which the residential 
customer can control his utility bill. 

As D.87-0S-071 makes clear, despite changing needs for 
conservation programs for the large power class,. the residential 
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and commercial customers still require effective means of altering 
or restricting their energy consumption. We therefore f~nd that 
Edison's proposed funding level of $4,149,000 for Energy Management 
serviees, which would maintain the current audit mix and include a 
reasonable increase in audits under the Residential Survey Program, 
is reasonable and should be adopted. 

c. Weatherb;;aj:;ion and i\etrotit :r:ncentives 
Edison accepted PSD's $768,000 budget recommendation for 

Weatherization and Retrofit Incentives. PSD's proposed limitation 
on funding for the Residential Energy Management Incentive Progr~ 
to attic insulation, wall insulation, storm windows, and duct 
insulation is also appropriate. Further, PSO has properly targeted 
the non-coast.!!.l areas of Edison's service territory as the focus 
for Edison's promotional efforts for th~s program. We therefore 
find reasonable and adopt PSD's recommended funding level and 
program specifications for Weatherization and Retrofit Incentives. 

• • 

d. Residential1Jew CQnstruction • 
Two programs are included in the category of Residential 

New construction: the Energy Efficient Home Builders' Pro9ram and 
the Heat PUmp water Heater/SOlar Service Agreements. Edison and 
PSO are in agreement on the funding levels of $1,000,000 for the 
home builders' program and $39,700 for the heat pump' program. We 
find reasonable and adopt these funding levels. 

Edison disagrees, however, with PSD's non-budgetary 
recommendation that funding be allowed for central electric heat 
pUlnpS (a part of the Energy Efficient Home Builders' Program) only 
where natural gas is not available. Edison states that the program 
is designed to encourage the installation ot high efficiency 
electrical equipment in a residence that has already been designed 
~ith electricity as the choice of fuel. Edison believes that it is 
in the best interests of all parties to encourage maximum energy 
efficiency regardless of the availability of other types of energy .. 
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We concur with Edison and will not place the restriction 
propo~ed by PSO with respeet to funding tor central electric heat 
pumps. We do adopt, however, PSD's recommendation that funding not 
be e)Ctended to the heat pump water beater as this element of the 
home builders' program was fou:n.d not to be cost-effective.. We also 
follow PSD's suggestion to dir,ect Edison to investigate lower 
incentives for this program. 'I'his direetion, however, is 
applicable to all conservation and load management programs as we 
seek to ensure the application of ratepayer,funds to only efficient 
and cost-effective programs. 

e.. Applft.,ans:e .:Effigenxy Incen;tiv!',& 
Edison accepted PSD's $4,105,000 budget recommendation 

for the Appliance Efficiency Incentives Program. Based on PSD's 
cost-effectiveness analysis, pSt> has properly identified those 
program elements for which funding will apply (i.e., room air 
conditioners, evaporative coolers, central air conditioning, 
central heat pumps, and precoolers). PSD's reco:mmendation 
restricting eligibility for central air conditioning rebates and 
for central heat pumps to customers with existing systems is also 
reasonable. We therefore find reasonable and adopt PSD's proposed 
funding and specifications for this program. 

f. Residential Conservation Direct 
Assis:t;j)JlCc 

Residelltial Conservation Direct Assistance is a program a 
part ot which (the low income Energy Assistance Program) involves 
direct grants to low income customers for hardware installations. 
These installations , include weatherization, evaporative coolers, 
replacement air conditioners, clock thermostats, portable heaters, 
and whole house fans. In this proceeding, while' Edison accepted 
PSO's budget recommendation of $4,l7l,OOO for the low income 
program, cal-Neva, a statewide association of community action 
agencies, proposed a funding level of $S,470,000 • 
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According to PSO, its recommendation was based on"the 
funding of cost-effective elements, excluding the non-cost
etfective portable heater from funding, and constraining the cost 
per measure to the levels adopted in the 1987 Conservation Load 
Management Adjustment Clause (0.87-05-021). PSO notes that 
0.87-05-021 resulted in establiShing a $s.s million budget for the 
low income program for 1987. PSO states, however, that this 
decision is not dispositive of the issue of funding in this 
proceeding. Speciti~ally, PSD cites this Commission's statement in 
0.87-05-021 that the $S.5 million budget was Nan equitable courseN 
to take until our review of all of Edison's energy management 
programs in this proceeding. (0.87-05-021, at p. 24A .. ) PSD also 
believes that its proposed funding level for the Energy Assistance 
Program is properly proportioned to the program's all ratepayers . 
test cost-effectiveness ratio of 2.0 which fell between the 2.10 
for Appliance Efficiency Incentives and 1.64 for Weatherization and 
Retrofit Incentives. 

cal-Neva states that the funding which it has recommended 
tor the Energy Assistance Progr~ is based on the funding level 
approved for 1987 in 0.87-05-021. Cal-Neva disputes PSO's, and 
Edison's recommendation to cut 20.1% from 1987 funding for test 
year 1988 and PSO's proposal to limit the cost per measure to 1986 
levels. cal-Neva asserts that this funding reduetion was 
improperly bcLsed on the Npari tyN or proportion of the, total of the 
residential DSM funds spent on low-income programs. According to, 
cal-Neva, the proper basis for determining the funding level tor 
this program is not the percentage of funds spent on poor people, .. 
but rather the level of market saturation and cost-effectiveness. 

In this regard, cal-Neva states that only it presented 
direct evidence regarding market saturation. cal-Neva states that 
its testimony indicates that only 140,000 of approximately 1 
million low-income customers of Edison have been served by the 
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. 
program, with market saturation not expected until 2016 at Edison's 
current rate of service. 

cal-Neva believes that the Energy ~~sistance Program is 
clearly needed to enable low-income cu~;.tomers to. bette:: manage 
their energy usc at a. time when the resid.entia.l class lll.ay 
experience disproportionate bill incre~\ses due to. the Inove to an 
EPMC revenue allocation. Further, Cal-Neva asserts thn.t the cost
effectiveness of the program is l:>eyond question and clE~arly exceeds 
that of the TES Program supported by Edison and the CEC. 

cal-Neva also asserts that the' elimination oj~ portal:>le 
heaters from this program should not result in a funding reductien, 
but in a funding redirection to. more cost-efj!ecti ve program 
elements. This approach, accerding to Cal-Neva, would permit more 
peor people to. be served by the program.. Cal-Neva also asks the 
Commission not to rely on currently non-existent federal grant 
money as a reason to cut either aggregate or per measure funding 
for low-income conservation • 

Despite its acceptance of PSO's funding proposal for the 
Energy Assistance Program, Edison's statements in its opening brief 
appear to mirrer Cal-Nova's concerns regarding the existence of 
federal funding for this program and in turn PSO's recommendation 
to constrain 1988 costs per measure to 1986 costs. Edison states 
that in 1986 it used a grant from the Federal Solar and Energy 
Conservation Bank to offset the cost of its direct installation 
proqram. According to. Edison, the actual cost per conservation 
measure was actually higher than the costs reported to the 
Commission which retlecte~ only E~ison's costs and not the . 
additional contributions made by ,grant funding. Edison states that 
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Edison therefore asks the Commission to allow Edison to 
nogotiate individual costs per measure according to actual market 
value. It these costs are restricted to· the 1986 level, Edison is 
concerned that a"ail~le funds will be insu:fficient to provide 
targeted customers with a free installation. 

As our previous statements indicate, we share Cal-Neva's 
desire to continue providing adequate funding for residential 
conservation progr~ which are cost-effective and will aid 
residential customers in coping with increased rates. ~1e consider 
the Energy Assistance Program to be an important means to this end 
:fo.;"' that group o~ customers who are least able ~o absorb rate· 
increases--low inoome residents. 

We also concur with Cal-Neva that cost-effeotiveness and 
market saturation are factors which ~hould be accorded signif~cant 
weight in determining funding levels. That level should therefore • 
not just be determined. by apportioning targeted furlds between 
programs aimed at the same customer qrou~ on the basis of the cost
e:ffectiveness rankings of those programs. We beli~ve that the 
evid.~ce in this proceeding supports a funding lev(ll for the Energy 
Assi:stance Program qreater than that proposed by PSD. 

'Specifically, the record reflects the high cost-effectiveness of 
the program, the laok of market saturatiori~ the neEld for continued. . 
energy conservation by low inoome groups, the uncertainty of 
federal qrants, and. the questionable applicability of the 1986 cost 
per measure recommended by PSD in the absence of those grants. 

2 PSD states in its reply brief that it learned of Edison's 
concerns reqarding the availability of federal tundinq for the 
first t~e in Edison's opening brief. 
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Based on this record, we find that it is reasonaole to 
continue funding for the Energy ASsistance Program at the level 
adopted in the 1987 conservation/Load Manaqement Adjustment Clause 
(CLMAC). For this program, we therefore adopt the fUndinq level 
proposed by cal-Neva of $5,470,000. 

2. Non-Resi~cnti~l Conse~~ 

~he followinq table presents an itemized listinq of the 
differences between Edison and PSD for non-residential conservation 
programs. ~he overall $S,049,OOO difference relates primarily to 
PSO's recommended reduction for the New Construction (Aw~rd 
Building) program, out also includes PSO adjustments in the Non
Residential Information, Energy Management Service (Commercial), 
and Energy Management Incentives (Administrative) categories. 
Edison and PSO also disagree on the participation of large power 
customers in the commercial and industrial inc~ntive proqrams. In 
this instance, this issue, however, did not affect fundinq_ 
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Non-Residential Conservation 
EdisonlP:§D EXPemses Co;mparisoll 

(Thousands o:t 1985 Dollars) 

• • 
Des~ription 

H.o.D-Re:iii~ero:ial ~onsgrvation 
EdisQIl ~ Yarianee 

Non-Residential Information 
Energy Mg-mt. Serve (Commercial) 
Energy Mg-mt. Serve (Industrial) 
Energy Mgmt. Serve (Aqricultural) 

$ l,ll0 
4,403 
2,,731 
1,2Q~ . 

$ 767 
4,090 
Z,73l 
1,208 

$ (343) 
(313) 

o 
o 

~total Non-Res. Services 

EM Incentives (Commercial)-Small 
EM Incentives (Commercial)-Med. 
EM Incentives (Commercial)-Large 

SUbtotal Comm. Incentives 

EM Incentives (Ind.)-Smallf,Medium 
EM Incentive~ (Ind.)-Large 

SUbtotal Ind. Incentives 

9,452 

3,446 

1,227 

8,796- 656 

l,912 
l,534 

0 

3,446 o 
1,22:7 

0 

1,227 o 

EM Incentives (Admin.) 

New Construction 

618 

5.139 

33·7 

lc08i' 

(34. 
(5« 052) 

Total Non-Residential 
Conservation 19,942 l4,893 (5,049) 

a. CXA :Inf9mation 
Edison's Non-Residential (Commercial/Industrial/ 

Agricultural (CIA» Information eateqory is comprised of two 
programs: CIA Energy Management Outreach and the Major Accounts 
Representatives Program. Edison states that it considered 1986 
expenditures to determine the appropriate overall fundin'3' level for 
this cate<]ory of $1,109,900. Edison notes, however, tha't the Major 
Accounts Representative Proqram was in operation for only six 
months in 1986 and that expenses for this component were therefore 
increased to reflect a full year's activity. 

PSD states that its reco:mended funding level of 
$767,000, $343,000 below Edison's request, still represents a 96% 
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increase over the 1985 authorized ,funding level. PSD also asserts 
that its proposal includes an increase in funding for the Major 
Accounts Representative element to reflect a full year of activity. 
However, PSD proposes a reduction in funding for CIA Energy 
Manaqement outreach to a level. which PSD believes will be 
completely adequate, in conjunction with Edison's Energy Manag~en~ 
services Proqram, to cover the costs of providing information to 
Edison's CIA customers 

We concur with PSD and find reasonable its recommended 
funding level for this category. PSO's proposal represents a 
substantial increase ov~r the previously authorized level, takes 
into account a full year of activity ~der the Major Accounts 
Representative Program, and provides adequate funding for 
Noutreach. N 

b. ;rm~rgy: M'anage]!!<.mt Sordee$ 

Edison proposes a fundinq total tor all Non-Residential 
Enerqy Management Services of $8,341,590 as compared to PSD's 
recommendation of a $8,028,358 budget. The source of the 
difference in funding proposals relates to PSD's recommended 
reduc~ions in the Small commercial Enerqy Management Services 
budgc't. PSO bases its recommended reduction on an assumed cost per 
survey of $100, an amount based on the recent recorded average cost 
per s1lrvey. 

Edison disagrees with PSD's proposal to, limit the average 
cost-l?Cr-survey in this category to 1986 recorded levels. Edison 
state:; that in 1988 it plans to offer surveys at the same level as 
prior years, but only to those ~stomers responding to Edison's 
survey offer. It is Edison's belief that those customers will be 

more :Likely to take action to implement the survey recommendations 
and that PSD's recommended funding will compromise Edison's ability 
to su:~ficiently administer this program. 

We find that PSO's recommended funding for the Small 
Comme~:cial Energy Management Services program based on 'recent 
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recorded costs is reasonable and ~hould be adopted. Edison's 
statements r~garding its proposed change in approach to offering 
the surveys does not appear to be one which will lead to any 
significant increase over current recorded costs. 

c. Ent'-X9Y Hanagcmcnt Xnccntives: 
C&2!gmexciaL§J,.arge TD~:gstria1l 

Initially, Edison accepted PSD's funding recommendation 
of $1,227,000, for Non-Residential Energy Management Incentives, 
with incentives allocated between small, medium, and large power 
customers on the basis of load. While Edison still concurs with 
this funding level, it disagrees with PSD's subsequent decision, 
based on PSD's interpretation of D.87-0S-071, to eliminate funding 
for the large commercial customers and to reallocate those funds to 
the small and medium customers. 

Edison believes that PSD's exclusion of the large 
commercial customer (above SOO kw demand range) from this incentive 
program is based on a misinterpretation of 0.87-05-071. Edison 
states that in 0.87-05-071 the Commission indicatea its intent to
continue cost-effective conservation programs for large light and 
power customers. FUrther, Edison asserts that it is premature and 
unfair to define "large customers" as all TOU-S customers.. Edison 
notes that workshops are currently being held to- implement the 
policies adopted in 0 .. 87-05-071 and that the definition of "large 
customer" has yet to be resolved. 

We concur with Edison. Our intention in 0.87-05-071, as 
we have indicated in our introduction to DSM, was not ~e complete 
elimination of all conservation programs for large power customers. 
Rather, our concern was that with the elimination of ERAM for the 
large power cust~mer, the utilities would feel. constrained to 
pursue such proqralllS for these customers.. To avoid this result, we 
specifically ordered that the most cost-effective programs be 
retained for the large power group. There has been no challenge in 
this proceeding to the cost-effectiveness of this incentive program 
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for the large commercial customer. Further, we have yet to adopt a . 
definition, as Edison has indicated, of the large power customer, 
an issue properly resolved in the 3-R's Rulemaking.' For these 
reasons, we believe that PSD's original funding recommendation, 
both as to the fundin.g level and as to the alloeation of those 
funds between small, medium, ~ large commercial customers, is 
reasonable and should be adopted. 

d. Energy 19niJjgClDent Tneentives-1\dministration 
For the administration of the Energy Management 

Incentives Program, Edison and PSD disagree on the appropriate 
funding level. Ec:lisc,n supports a budget of $0.68 million, while 
PSD recommends funds of $0.34 million. PSD's reco~ended 
adjustment of Edison's request is based on its corresponding 
adjustment of CIA incentives. PSD testified that the CIA 
adll\inistration level is directly related to the incentive lev~el. 
PSD states that despite Edison's apparent denial of this 
correlation, its witness, on cross-examination, acknowledged that 
comparable percentage changes had occurred in incentives and 
administrative expen~.es between 1985 and 1986. 

Edison, hO\l7eVer, disputes PSD's assertions. According to
Edison, although the incentive levels may have decreased over those 
originally proposed by Edison, its original estimate of costs to 
conduct program administration is still appropriate since the 
customer base qualif~rin9 for incentives will remain the same. In 
Edison's view,. the costs of providing information and promoting the 
program are not al tel:ed by a decrease in the incentives level, and 
a change in that lev~~l does not result in a proportional change to 
administrative costs .. . 

Despite Ed:Lson's stat~d position to the contrary,. the 
record appears to SU1~port PSD's contention that there is a direct 

·correlation between :Lncentive levels and administrative costs. We 
therefore find reasollable and adopt PSD's proposed expense level of 
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$338,453 for the administration of the Energy Management Incentives 
Program. . • 

e. Ji2D=,'ResWcntial New CQnstruxtion 
The category of Non-Residential New construction includes 

programs designed to promote energy efficient buildings and 
appliances. Edison's and PSD's funding recommendations for this 
program are widely divergent. Specifically, Edison has requested 
funding of $5.1 million, while PSD recommends a reduction of this 
budget to $1.1 million. 

PSD states that it developed its recommendation by 
conducting an historical analysis of the costs associated with this 
and other related programs and by determining the cost-
effectiveness of the various elements. PSD states that for the 
Daylighting portion of this program PSD did not rely on the 
building standard requirements, but on the historical spending for 

• • 

the Daylighting element alone ($888,000 in 1986). For all other 
elements in this program area, PSO adopted a figure of $925,000 or • 
25% of Edison's proposed $3,700,000 for Other New Energy Management 
Measures. PSD notes that the significant element of the NOtherN 
category is Space Conditioning which is marginally cost-effective. 

PSD's recommendation also includes restricting the 
program to non-TOU-8 customers on the basis of PSD's interpretation 
of 0.87-05-071. The result was to reduce the $1,813,000 originally 
resulting from PSD's analysis by 40% to· PSD's proposed 
$1.1 million. PSD further recommends that eligibility for 
incentives for heat pumps be restricted to· facilities located in 
areas where natural gas is unavailable. PSD acknowledges that 
while this restriction is not included in its testimony it is 
consistent with PSO's recommendations for Residential New 
Construction (Energy Efficient Home Builder) and Residential 
Appliance Efficiency Incentives. 

Edison states that its proposal is needed to fund not 
only the Daylighting program included by PSD, but also Edison's 
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proposed Award Building Program in which the Oaylighting program 
has been included. Edisor.L states that the Award Building Program 
will encourage other ener~~ management measures that increase the 
overall efficiency of new commercial/industrial buildings above 
state buildin~ standards. 

Edison believes that PSO's recommendation is improperly 
based on historic spendin~r tor the Oaylighting program, which would 
therefore exclude recognition of the Award Building Program, and on 
old building standards. Edison is also concerned that the funding 
reduction recommended by PSD will not fund the program at a level 
SUfficient to influence commercial and industrial customers to 
WDuild-in" energy management technologies during the new 
construction process. 

Edison further asserts that PSD has misinterpreted 
0.87-05-071 by limiting the program to non-TOU-8 customers and 
reducing the funding level by $725,200. Edison believes that it is 
incorrect to exclude TOU-8 customers from participation in this 
program which has been shown to· be cost-effective. 

In its reply brief, Edison strongly opposed PSO's 
introduction in its opening brief of its recommendation to- exclude 
heat pumps from eligibility in the incentive program. Edison 
states that PSO improperly assumed that the construction practices 
and use of heat pumps are the same in the residential and non
residential sectors. 

We note the legitimacy of many of the arguments whieh 
Edison has raised with respect to PSO's proposal. While PSO's 
approach may be consistent with historic spending and may take into 
consideration some funding for new programs, we are nevertheless 
concerned that adopting PSO's proposal may prevent Edison from 
achieving the legitimate and cost-effective goals of this program. 

We also do not concur, as we have stated previously, with 
PSO's co~clusion that 0.87-05-071 requires the exclusion of TOU-S 
customers from participation in DSM programs. The availability of 
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cost-effectiven~ss and the need for the program with respect to 
that customer class. We ~elieve that this program is one to· which 
large power customers are entitled to participate. 

We note that PSO's funding level inclusive of ToU-a 
customers was $1,813,C'OO. To ensure the sufficient funding for the 
Award Building Proqram, we believe that it is reasonable to 
increase that funding level to $2,500,000, apprj~ximately half of 
Edison's original request. We therefore adopt a budget of 
$2,500,000 tor the Nor..-Residenti.!Ll New Construction Prog:raln. 

Consistent with our finding i~ ~~e area of Residential New 
construction, we also reject PSD's propos~l to limit incentives for 
heat pumps to tacilities located in areas in which natural gas is 
unavailable. 

3 • Load HanagClDcl'1I.t 

Edison's fur.ding request for load management exceeds that 
recommended by PSO by approximat1ely $6.8- million. r.t'his difference 
is attributable to PSCI'S proposed reductions in funding of $5.2 
million in the Thermal Storage program and $1.6 million in the 
Water Storage program. ~he following table illustrates the 
differences in recommendations ~etween Edison and PSD in this area. 

Description 
Load MaDagem~nt 

Load Management 
EmonlPSp ExRenses ~mparis~'I) 

(Thousands or 1985 Dollars) 

EdisoD .w2 

AC Cycling - Residential $ 1,8-46 $1,846 
Pool Timer 209 209 
DSS III 1,718 1,. 718; 
AC Cycling - Non-Residential 109 109 
'rher. Storage/Off-Peak Cool 6,515 1,.359 
Interrupt .. /curtailable 215 215 
Water Storage . 1.641 Q' 

Total Load Management 12,Z53 5,.456-
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a. Thermal Energy sto@g-: 
The most significan~ controversy in this proceeding 

related to OSM centered on'funding for Edison's TES program. 
Testimony was presented by Edison, PSD, CEC, and TESMAC. The CEC 

and 'I'ESMAC support ,Edison's proposed Dudget of $6,515·,000 for the 
TES program. 'PSD recommends total 'I'ES funding of $1,359,000, a 
figure equivalent to 40% (the percentage of non-TOO-8 customer 
participants) of Edison's 1986 expenditures of $3,.4 million. The 
positions of each of the parties are summarized Delow followed by 
our resolution of the issues presented. 

(1) Edi§2.D 
Edison states that its TES program, as currently 

operated, is a cost-effective energy management program with long
term impacts and one for which Edison has received local and 
national recognition for its effectiveness ana success. Eaison 
further asserts that the program is one which the COInlnission, under 
the guidelines establishea in D.87-05-071, intends the utility to 
continue to promote. 3 In Edison's opinion, PSO's funding' 
recommendation is inadequate to operate an effective program in 
1988 and would devastate the industry. 

According to Edison, the benefits of the TES program 
include the mitigation of uneconomic bypass and the improvement of 
Edison's minimum load problem. It is Edison's experience that TES 
offers customers a competitive alternative to self-generation by 
allowing customers to shift a portion of their cooling load to take 

3 Edison cites those portions of 0.8:7-05-071 in whieh the 
Commission indicated that utilities should continue to promote 
reasonable and cost-effective conservation and efficiency options 
for their large power customers. (D.87-05-071, pp. 4, 9.) 
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advantage of off-peak rates.4 Edison further states that PSO 
has acknowledged that if TES has load retention benefits, the cost
effectiveness results of both Edison and PSD would be understated. 

with respect to load retention, Edison has estimated 
that with the TES option 36 MW of load will be retained on the 
Edison system in 1988. Without TES as an option, Edison believes 
that this load would bypass the Edison system and all remaining 
ratepayers would be financially impacted. If TES is funded as 
proposed by Edison, Edison states that the anticipated net benefit 
to nonparticipating cus~tomers would be $32 million (net-present 
value). 

Edison ~.trongly disagrees with. PSO's assertion that 
load retention is synonymous with Nmarketing,N for which ratepayer 
funding would be inappropriate. It is Edison's position that load 
retention means Nkeeping a customer who is already an Edison 
customer on our system .. w (Tr. at pp. 4163-4164.) By offering TES 
as an option, Edison believes that it is providing its customers an 
additional and appropriate means for the customer t~ manage its 
energy use wisely and efficiently. 

Edison also disputes PSO's decision to base its 
funding recommendation on 1986 recorded expenditures. Edison 
states that program activity has significantly escalated over the 
last 18 months due to increasing customer interest and awareness, 
coupled with enthusiastic support from the TES industry. 

Finally, on the issue of determining the impact of 
TES, given its load retention attributes, on gas utility customers, 

4 Edison noted that its current Off-Peak Cooling program 
installation agreement contains a clause which disqualifies 
customers' eligibility for any incentive payments on systems using 
any electricity not purchased from Edison for a period of five 
years. In Edison's view, this clause mitigates the potential for 
self-generation bypass to occur as a result of a TES incentive 
from Edison. 
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Edison maintains that the lack of.data on gas utility marginal 
costs precludes the evaluation of a gas utility customer 
perspective at this time. Edison states that the favorable RIM 
results, upon which it relied, are independent of and are not 
affected by the ql.lantifieation and inclusion of gas side effects of 
the TES program. 

(2) m'Q 

PSO states that its funding recommendation is based 
on 1986 recorded expenditures, the exclusion of TOU-8 customers 
from participation in TES, and the restriction ot program funding 
to the load shifting, as opposed to load retention, attributes of 
TES. PSO considers the load retention aspect of TES represents 
marketing for which ratepayer funding is inappropriate. 

PSD acknowledges that XES installations may have a 
lOlad shiftinq effect and that tor customer's eligible for '1'0'0' rate 
schedules XES could substantially reduce monthly electrical bills. 
PSD also recognizes that because the initial cost of the system is 
relatively high, a utility rebate is a valuable incentive to, invest 
in such a ~ystem. 

PSD states, however, that even assessed as a load 
shifting program, the TES program demonstrated marginal cost
effectiveness. PSD states that the cost-effectiveness ani~lyses 
conducted by Edison, PSD, and the CEC for XES showed an all
ratepayer benefit cost ratio ranging from .94 to 1.3. The RIM 
tests, while over the threshold for funding, were not, in PSD's 
View, *very robust.N PSD believes- that these results demonstrate 
that any major expansion of this program relative to recent 
authorized levels is unwarranted. 

PSO notes that Edison'S testimony reflected that by 
including the load retention benefits of TES, the progr~'s 
benefit-cost relationships for the RIM test were improved 
considerably. In contrast t~ the .53 RIM benefit cost ratio (BCR) 
of the load shifting portion of TES participants, PSO states that 
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the load retention portion of TES.showed a favorable RIM BCR of 
1.34 and the combined program average (load shifting and load 
retention) RIM BCR became 1.2S. 

PSO states, however, that the Edison analysis which 
purports to capture the load retention benefit$ of TES omits an 
accounting for the gas-side costs and lost gas revenues. PSD 
states that Edison has admitted that gas-side impacts should be, 
but were not at this time, included in the analysis. 

In addition to concerns with the cost-effectiveness 
of the 'XES program, PSt) also asserts that the load retention aspect 
of this program represents WmarketingW for large power customers 
for which the Commission in D.87-0S-071 has prohibited ratepayer 
funding. In this proceeding, PSD defines marketing programs as 
those progr~s which increase the use of at least one fuel 
(electricity or gas) relative to what would have happened in the 
absence of the progr~. According to PSO, the load retention 
portion of Edis,on' s TES proposal would clearly have the effect of 
increasing electricity use compared to what would have happened 
without the TES incentive. 

For the TES program, PSO again asserts its position 
that 0.87-05-07'1 bars ratepayer-funded DSM programs for the large 
customer class. In developing its proposed funding level for TES, 
PSD relied on Edison's estimate that 60% of TES funds were 
allocated to the '1'OU-8 group. PSD therefore reduced the 1986-
recorded TES e~~nses by this amount. 

In the event the Commission were to authorize any 
funds for either the load retention portion of TES or the 
participation of large light and power customers, PSD urges that 
the overall funding level be divided into several ~ategories. 
These eategorieswould include Load Shifting TES and Electric Load 
Retention XES with the further breakdown of each of these 
categories between Medium/Small and Large CUstomers. PSO proposes 
that these categories should also be used for any accounting and 
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reporting requirements. PSD further recommends that customers 
receiving TES incentives be required to reimburse Edison/in the 
event the customer installs a cogeneration unit in the next five 
years. 

(3) ~ 

As stated previously, the CEC supports Edison's 
funding request for the TES program. The CEC~s primary objections 
to PSD's proposal focus on PSD's definition of the term 
"marketing." 

The CEC believes that PSD has given the term 
"marketing" a broader definition than the Commission intended in 
D.87-05-071. It is the CEC's position that "marketing," as used by 
the commission in that order, refers to utility programs for which 
the primary objective or predominant effect is to increase a 
utility'S sales to the exclusion or minimization of conservation 
offorts. According to the CEC, programs which are designed to- make 
the system more efficient and reduce customer bills should be 
encouraqed even if they may incidentally increase a utility'S 
sales. Those programs which deserve continued funding, in the 
CEC's opinion, include those designed to shift load, to- reduce
utility bills, to promote system efficiency, and to defer costly 
resource additions. The CEC believes that Edison's TES, water 
storage, and industrial load shaping programs all meet this 
criteria. . 

The CEC also aqrees with Edison that the TES program 
is designed both to retain load (i.e., avoid or mitigate uneconomic 
bypass) and shift load. The CEC states that these dual goals are 
not aimed at increasinq sales and will in fact provide a cheaper 
and more efficient alternative to the addition l:>y Edison of a new 
peaking generation resource. 

(4) TESHAC 
Like the CEC, TESMAC fully supports the funding 

level proposed by Edi~;on for the TES proqram. TESMAC believes that 
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TES provides a cost-effective and.i~portant lon~-ter.m resource for 
california ratepayers. / . 

TESMAC also a~rees with Edison and the CEC that PSD 
has improperly defined cost-effective load retention as a 
Nmarketing activity.N TESMAC believes that PSD's overly broad 
definition of marl<:eting is a formula for the promotion of 
inefficiency and is inconsistent with D.87-05-071 in which the 
Commission continued its support for cost-effective conservation 
and load mana~ement programs. 

TESMAC also challenges PSD's assertion that Edison's 
analysis of the load retention ~enefits of TES should be rejected 
for its failure to consider any Ngas-sideN i~pacts. TESMAC states 
that it is problematic to quantify Ngas-sideN i~pacts when gas 
marginal costs cannot be adequately determined at this time. 
FUrther, '.rE$1fJAC asserts that PSO's failure to perform. such an 

• •• 

analysis suggests the substantial methodological and even 
philosophical problems in currently undertaking such an analysis. • 
TESMAC believes that a program which is cost-effective for the non
participant and all ratepayers would also serve ~as. consumers who 
represent those same ratepayers. 

In TESMAC's view, TES provides a much more eost
effective and efficient alternative to Edison addinlg a new peaking 
generation resource to meet future peak demands. The present $200 

per kW TES incentive offered by Edison, in TESMAC's opinion, is 
much less than the $800 to $1200 per kW cost requir'ed for a peaking 
turbine. In addition, by shifting load to the nighttime; off-peak 
hours, TESMAC believes that 'rES may aid any Nminimu:m loadN problel!l. 
beinq experienced by Edison. 

(S) Discussipn 
Over the past year, we have addressed the issue of 

fund.ing for TES in several decisions and resolutions. In 
D.86·";"12-095, in PG&E's most recent general rate case, we concluded 

I 

that TES was a cost-effective means of shiftinq peak load and that 
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its 'Ilse was l:>ecomj.ng increasingly .widespread. In san Diego Gas and 
Electric Company's (SDG&E) CLMAC proceeding, we determined that the 
TES prOgram would be tunded at $250/kW, but that amounts that could 
not ,cost-etfectively be used would be returned to ratepayers. We 
also directed SOG&E to file with the Commission's Evaluation and 
Compliance (ESC) Division a cost-effectiveness analysis for each 
funded 'rES project. (See 0 .. 87-08-046.) 

The subject of funding tor XES has also been 
recently considered with respect to Edison. In Resolution E-30S3, 
dated septe~er 10, 1987, we were presented with an Edison advice 
letter requesting the reallocation of $6.4 million o! unspent 1985-

and 1986 energy management funds. Edison proposed to refund part 
of the unspent funds and devote the rest t~ TES and Load Research. 
PSO protested the advice letter citing the concerns which it has 
raised in this proceeding. The advice letter was supported, as in 
this proceeding, l:>y the CEC and Transphase Systems, Inc., a member 
of TESMAC • 

By Resolution E-3053, we concluded that Edison 
shQ,uld be authorized to redirect its funds as proposed,. but that 
Htbe funding limit (for TESJ of $200 per kilowatt such as was 
required for Pacific Gas and Electric Company in Resolution E-3012~ 
would be imposed. (Resolution E-3053, at p. 4.) We also ordered 
that amounts directed to the TES program which could not ):)e used 
cost-effectively should be returned to ratepayers. Edison was 
further directed to undertake the same reporting requirements as 
had been ordered for SDG&E in 0.87-0S-046. 

In none of these decisions have we determined that 
any load retention resulting from TES installations is the 
equivalent of a utility marketinq function. Neither do- we believe 
that 0.87-05-071, upon which PSO has apparently relied for its 
definition of marketing, intended this result any more than that 
decision can be read to exclude ~OU-8 customers from participation 
in any conservation program. With respect to· that exclusion, we 
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utilities to retain reasonable and cost-effective conservation and 
load management programs for large power customers. 

Altilough we believe that a more specific definition 
of Nmarketing,N which was not included in D .. 87-05-071, should be 
developed in the 3-Rs proceeding, we find that certain conclusions 
about the relation of load retention to marketing can be drawn in 
this proceeding_ To begin with, 0.87-05-071 makes clear our 
continued-commitment to reasonable and cost-effective conservation 
and load management programs even for large power customers and our 
desire to mitigate uneconomic bypass. The TES program is a DSM 
program clearly directed to the goal of improving load management 
for customers installing TES equipment. The fact that the TES 
prog~=m could result in retaining a customer that might, without 
TES, have chosen to selt-generate would also have the desirable 
impact of preventing bypass.. Nowhere in this record is there 
testimony demonstrating that Edison seeks funding for TES 
specifically to increase its sales and revenues. Accordingly, we ~ 
explicitly recognize at this time that load retention is not 
NmarketingN where it serves to allow the utility to keep existing 
utility loads on the system. We do, however, recognize that there 
are circumstances where TES could be considered Nmarketing. w 

We therefore find that both the load shifting and 
load retention aspects of TES can ~e considered in determining the 
program's cost-effectiveness and that its load retention attributes 
can be considered in determining the funding for TES. We do not 
believe that Edison's inability to quantify the gas-side impact of 
this program is sufficient to discredit the cost-effectiveness 
ratios achieved by the TES program under Edison's analysis at this 
time.. We do direct Edison, however, to continue to endeav,or to
quantify this impact consistent with the recently revised Standard 
Practice Manual for Economic Evaluation ot Demand Side Man'!lgement 
Programs. 
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l~e therefore find that TES is a cost-effective 
program which should be extended to s~all, ~edium, and large power 
customers. We are concerned, however, that it the load retention 
aspect of TES continues to be emphasized to the degree represented 
by Edison (SO% of TES program funding) that it will increasingly 
appear that the program is one designed more to increase load than 
to manage load. For these reasons, while we find that the TES 
program is currently cost-effective and both its load shifting and 
load retention attributes should be funded, the expenditures 
related to this program should be closely tracked in the coming 
years. This tracking can take place by continuing the reporting 
requirements required by Resolution E-30S3 and by establishing, for 
accounting and reporting purposes, the categories of Load Shifting 
(Medium/small and Large customer) and Load Retention (Medium/Small 
and Large CUsto~,~r) suggested by PSD .. 

Although we adopt the position here that eost
j~tfective TES (load retention and load shifting. elements) can be 
funded by ratepayers, we recognize that proqrams which retain sales 
in the large light and power (LL&P) class can result in increased 
profits to Edison if the retained load is n,ot included in sales 
projections. This is because under the 3-R's decision 
(D.87-05-071) utility sales to the LL&P class are no longer subject 
to ERAM. Hence, if the utility's sales are greater than projected, 
the utility keeps the additional revenues. We do not intend 
shareholders to profit from r.atepayer-fundel:l programs as a result 
of incomplete sales forecasts. We therefore expect Edison to 
forecast load that is retained due to its demand-side management 
programs, and to include that load as part of its sales forecasts 
in Commission proceedings. 

With respect to funding levels, we 'are concerned 
that. previously authorized levels of $2001kW may not be cost 
effective. Accordingly, we order Edison to submit a cost
effectiveness analysis :for all 'rES program. incentive payments on a 
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project by project basis. Moreover, we direct Edison tc quantify 
the e~ent to which all 'rES expenditures are cost-effective in 

. accordance with the recently revised ~tand~rd PraetiQe tor ECODomic 
EValuation of pem~d Man~ernent Programs. For overall program 
funding, we believe that PSD has provided us with the appropriate 
direction for this funding level in its testimony. Specifically, 
PSO has stated that its funding recommendation for the TES program, 
had it included '1'00-8 customers, would have been $3 .. 4 million based 
on recorded 1986 expenditures. Although Edison has indicated an 
increase in activity, our previous comments reflect our concern 
that the emphasis in providing in·eentives for 'rES installations not 
shift to a utility marketing etfort. For this reason, we adopt and 
tind reasonable a $4 million budg·et for TES, a funding level which 
is consistent with recently record.ed expenditures and will allow . 
for reasonable growth in the pro~am. 

b. Water storMS: 

~ 
~ 

'rhe water Storage Proqr.am is another area in which the 
funding proposals of Edison and PSD siqnificantly differ. Edison ~ 
J:'equests, and the CEC supports, a budget of $1,641,000 for the 
Water Storage Proqram. PSO, on the other hand, recommends that no 
funds be authorized for this progr~. 

According to PSD, this program would result in energy 
consumption tor water pumping by large agrieultural customers and . 
water districts to be shifted to· oft-peak periods. Because PSD's 
and Edison's cost-effectiveness results for this proqram were 
marginal, the PSD believes that the program should not be funded. 

It is Edison's position, to which the CEC has concurred, 
tha'!: this program ,is designed to enhance Edison's ability to help 
maj .or aqrieul tural customers to shift load and lower their 
ope:rating costs. By eliminating funding for this proqram, Edison 
sta'ces that DSM program incentives will be inequitably distributed 
alIlo:ng Edison's customer qroups.. According to Edison, using PSO's 
prolposed fundinq levels, approximately 56% of all incentives will 
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be distributed to the resident;Lal,seetor, 44%. to the 
commercial/industrial sector, and 0% to the agricultural and water 
supply customer group. . 

We concur with Edison that this program should be funded 
to achieve its legitimate pr09r~ goals. As we have stated 
repeatedly in this order, we recognize the need for cost-effective 
and reasonable conservation and load management programs for large 
power customers as well as for residential and small commereial 
customers. Clearly, the agricultural customers should not be left 
out of this e~ation especially when their need to contr~l energy 
costs is as qreat as any customer class. We therefore adopt and 
find reasonable Edison's re~ested funding level of $1,641,.000 for 
the water Storage Program. Because we had no other record on 
reas·onable funds for this program, however, we ask Edison to 
undertake whatever reasonable cost-cutting measures are possible to 
limit any unnecessary and non-cost-effective spending. 

4. '~~ent~l and Non-r~~idential Marketing 
Despite an original funding request for residential and 

non-residential marketing programs totaling $8.3 million, Edison 
accepted PSD's recommendation of no funding for these programs~ 
PSD's recommendation, as well as Edison's acceptance of that 
position, are based on the Commission's determination in 
0.87-05-071 that ratepayer funds are not to be used for marketing 
programs. 'l'he CEC, however, continues to support the funding of 
the Industrial Load Shaping Program which is part of non
residential marketing. 

Additionally, Edison also urges the Commission in this 
proceedinq, as it bas in comments filed in the 3-Rs Rulemakinq, to 
carefully consider the merits of marketing programs in cases where 
the cost-effectiveness to ratepayers can be demonstrated. Edison 
also notes its objection to PSO's recommendation that if strategic 
marketing programs are adopted, customers ·give up something· to 
partiCipate in those proqrams • 
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At the present time, we ,believe that it is appropriate to 
defer any funding for marketing programs until further analysis of 
this issue is undertaken in the 3-Rs Rulemaking. As the parties 
have recognized, 0.87-05-071 specifieally prohibited ratepayer 
funding for utility marketing which we find would gene'rally include 
the type of activities to bave been eovered in these programs. 
Edison should therefore pursue the merits of marketing to all 
customer clas~es in the 3-R proceeding. 

s. ~asyrelDent, Ey.alu.~i9Jl' and B@OXj::i,ng Ecav1remcnts 
In this section, we consider both the funding level of 

the Measurement and EValua~~ion Program and the reporting 
requirements for this progleam and for OSM g-enerally. With respect 

• • 

to funding, Edison and PSD agree on a level of $7,325,000 for the 
Measurement and Evaluation Program. These funds cover outside 
consultant costs assoeiated with teehnieal assessments of new 
technoloqies, data collection, and analysis in support of sales and 
dlE:!lIland forecasts. This funding- level reflects Edison's agreement • 
with PSO to transfer $750,000 from FERC Account 923 in the A&G 
bud~et to this budget and to transfer an additional $20,000 from 
A&G expenses to the'customer Survey element of the commercial Floor 
Space studies. 

Edison, however, does not agree with PSD's recommendation 
that the expenses associated with the Load Metering and CUstomer 
Survey program ($705,000) be included as DSM, as opposed to A&G, 
expenses. Edison states that it has traditionally categorized 
these expenses as A&G and that it is appropriate t~ eontinue to ao 
so since the primary purpose of these activities is to support 
Edison's load research efforts. According to Edison, these load 
research activities are for the most part undertaken to determine 
marqinal cost allocations and rate design. 

In addition to the its recommendation t~ shift tunas tor 
load research activities from A&G to DSM, PSO also proposes that 
Edison's current Measurement and Evaluation and general OSK 
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reporting requirements ~e changed.consistent with 0.86-12-09$. In 
that order, the commission provided a detail listing of reporting 
requirements and filings. 

We find that the overall funding level for this program 
to which the parties have agreed is reasonable and that PSD's non
budgetary recommendations also have merit. To ensure the proper 
designation of ratepayer funds, we find that it is reasonable to 
include the funding for Edison's load research activities as a DSM. 
expense. Edison admitted that while these activities are not 
necessarily related to OSM, they are in fact useful in that regard. 
Research on load appearc. to be appropriately included in an area in 
which load management is a focus. 

To further provide consistency in the review of every 
utility's OSM programs, we also agree with PSD that the reports 
required for Edison's OSM programs should be developed using the 
same guidelines Which we recently adopted for PG&E. Those 
reporting requirements' and guidelines are set forth at pages 111 
through 118 of D.86-12-095 and are incorporated by reference in 
this decision. We will direct Edison to to·llow those guidelines in 
meeting its reporting requirements and to use the generic DSM . 
definitions being established in the Reporting Requirements Manual 
drafted in response to D.86-12-095. While Edison has suggested 
that the restructuring required to meiet these new reportinq 
criteria may increase Edison's costs,.we find that the overall DSH 
budget which we have approved in thisproceedinq should l:>e adequate 
for Edison to meet any such increased. costs. 

6. SUpport .Programs 

The following table sUlll.'mari:~es the recommendations of 
Edison and PSD in the support programs cateqory. Reductions in 
funding have been recommended l:>~r PSD for eacb element of this 
proqram (Public Awareness, Advertisinq, and Management/ 
Administration/Regulatory Support) yielding a total difference 
bet'lTeen PSO and Edison of $1.3 million • 
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support Prog:r:ams 
Edison Ips'P ,Exl?!:nse~ compax:is2J1 

(Thousands of 1985- Dollars) 

;Qessrip~ion 
Support Programs 

Public Awareness 
Advertil!;ing 
Mqm.t./Admin./Reg.. Support 

Total SUpport· 

a.. Pu.'Rlis AWS'Ireness 

$1,382 
1,000 
2·,402 

4,784 

$1,031 
492 

2',00'5: 

3,528 

Variance 

$ (351) 
(508) 
(391) 

(1,256) 

• • 

The $351,000 difference between Edison's request and 
PSD's recommendation in the Public Awareness area relates pri~arily 
to PSD's proposed reduction in the funding requested by Edison for 
the save Energy at School program.. Edison states that it has 
requested an increase in funding for this program (67% ov~r 19a5 

authorized funding) based o~ two factors. The first, according to· 
Edison, is the e:<pansion of the elementary school program to 
increase vi:sits from 70 to 250. The second is the development and • 
implementation of a program targeted to· the secondary school level. 
Because PSD did not allow for these changes, Edison believes that 
PSD's recommended tunding level is not sutficient to properly 
implement the program. 

PSD states, however, that While it approves of the Save 
Energy at School project, it cannot endorse the Edison's proposed 
SO% increase in funding over recorded 198-6 expenses. PSD believes 
that its recolXllUer.lclecl 25% inerease over 19S6,recorded expenditures 
will allow Edison to begin penetration into secondary schools 
without significantly increasing tunding requirements. For the 
remaining programs, PSO recommends constraining the test year 1988 
funding level to the 1986 recorded level. 

We find that PSO has taken into account the activities 
r~quired by Edison to implement its Save Enerqy at School program 
and has.propose<1 a reasonable increase in funding over recorded 
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1986 expenditures to adequately cover those activities. We also 
',concur with PSO, in our efforts to reasonably constrain 

conservation and load management expenditures, to hold the 
remaining programs to funding levels recorded for 1986. We 
therefore adopt and find reasonable a funding level of $1,031,000 

for the PUblic Awareness proqr~. 
b. AslYertising 

Edison and PSO also vary on the appropriate funding for 
advertising. PSO has recommended a reduction o,t Edison's request 
of $1,000,000 to $492,000. 

Xt is Edison's position that its funding request is 
necessary to meet its obligation to educate and remind customers 
of the benef:i.ts of energy management. Edison asserts that this 
role will become increasingly significant in 1988 with the media's 
continued lack of emphasis on energy issues in general and energy 
manasement in particular. 

PSD notes, however, that Edison had also asserted an 
increased need for advertisement in its'test year 1985. general rate 
case. PSO s1:ates that in 0.84-12-068 at page 202, the commission 
rejected Edison's argument, concluding that Wgeneral advertising 
costs should be kept to a minimum especially since many of Edison's 
programs provide for their own promotion. w PSD believes that this 
finding is s1::ill as WeurrentN as the media trends cited b¥ Edison. 

We concur with PSO. The fact of individual program . 
promotion ha~; not changed since Edison's last general rate ease. 
We do not ~:Lieve that it is warranted tor Edison to engage in 
duplicative spending and find that the expenses for general 
advertising :;hould be minimized. We therefore find reasonable and 
adopt PSO's proposed budget for Advertising of $492,000. 

c. ~aggmen~l~inistt§tionlRegulatoty SUpPOrt 
The difference between PSD and Edison for the funding of 

the Management/Administration/Requlatory Support program is 
$398,000. PSO states that its recommended funding level of 
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$2,003,760 for this program is based on historical spending 
patterns which refleet that administrative and managemE~nt expenses 
should not exceed 4.5% of total proqram costs. In devEIloping its 
recommendation for support program funding, PSO appliecl this 
f~:rmula to its own total program costs of $4',528,000. 

Edison states that its requested funding levE!l of 
$2,402,000 for this progr~ is necessary to increase tlle' efficient 
use of electricity through the development, implementation, and 
coordination of cost-effective energy management progr~~s. Edison 
states that it does not agree with PSD's mettLod of funaing oased on 
a proportional allocation of administrative ~nd management costs to 
progr~ costs. Reduced program funding, according to· Edison, does 
not proportionally reduce the effort required to managel and 
maintain accountability for energy management activities. 

• • 

Our only problem in adopting the funding level 
recommended by PSO is that it is based on an overall level Of 
funding wh.ich differs from our adopted level. We also. seek to-
ensure adequate funding for Edison to administer and manage its OSM • 
programs. We therefore adopt a funding level of $2',200,000 for 
Management/Administration/Regulatory Support, a level which we find 
is more closely matched to our adopted level of funding and which 
will enable Edison to properly implement its OSM programs. 

7. other Demand ~ide ~aggmettt Issue~ 
a. ConwidatiQn 0: D§2J Progrm Funding 

Edison proposes two changes relating to tlLe consolidation 
of all DSM program funding in base rates startinq with Test Year . 
1988. These changes include (1) the elimination of funding of the 
Residential Conservation Financing Program (RCFP) through the CLMAC 

balancing account and (2) the elimination of ~ funding for the 
Off-Peak Coolin9 ("rES) proqram. PSD fully concurs with these 
recommendations which are also consistent with funding changes made 
in the PG&E general rate case. (D.86-12-095.) 
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We concur with the parties and generally adopt these 
changes as reasonable and consistent with 0.86-12-095-. To provide 
an orderly transition to base rate recovery of 'rES incentive 
payments, however, all TES incentive payment related to contracts 
executed prior to January 1, 1988 should continue to be reflected 
in the £RAM balancing account in accordance with the procedures set 
forth in 0.82-12-055. All 'rES incentive payments related tc 
contracts 'executed on and after January 1, 1988, should be 
reflected in base rates like any other energy management expense. 
Finally, in implementing the change to base rate recovery of OSM 
program funding, Edison's CtMAC billing factor should be reduced in 
an amount consistent with 0.87-05-021 in Edison's most recent CLMAC 

proceeding. 
b. ~r~ MilliQD Limit on Funding Shifts 

Edison proposes to, eliminate the $2.50 million limit on 
funding shifts within major program categories (i.e., Residential 
conservation, Commercial/Industrial/Agricultural Conservation, and 
Load Management). Edison states that this limit, established in 
Edison's last general rate case (0.84-12-068), hampers its ability 
to respond to changing needs. Edison states that it bas a 
demonstrated track record of implementing programs consistent with 
Commission policy and considers energy management an important 
resource alternative. Elimination of the funding limit, in 
Edison's view, will increase Edison's flexibility to derive the 
maximum benefit from enersy management. 

PSO, however, stron;ly recommends that the cap remain in 
place and that advice lettor filinc;s for funding shifts of $2.5-
million or more continue to be required. PSO does recommend, 
however, that the categories be modified to, qive Edison more 
flexibility within program areas. 

Specifically, PSD recommends that the current three 
proqr~ eate~ories be replaced with the followinq, six categories: 
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Residential); (2) Residential and Non-Residential Conservation 
Incentive Programs; (3) Load Management Programs; (4) M~rketin9 
Progr~ (if any are funded in spite of PSD's recommendations and 
Edison's withdrawal of those labeled as such); (5) Measurement and 
Evaluation; and (6) Energy Management support. PSO further 
proposes that any funding shift over $2.5 million within categories 
or any funding shift between the categories should be requested by 
an advice letter filing. PSO notes that its propo!:.al will provide 
Edison ,with more flexibility in manaqinq its conservation and load 
management program budgets since Edison will not need to sUbmit an 
advice letter to shift the dollars covered by the cap,. 

PSD refutes Edison's assertion that PSD did not provide 
any evidence to support its recommended continuation of the cap on 
funding shifts. PSD states that the development of its new program 
categories was based on an independent cost-effectiveness analysis 
and :programmatic review. 

We note that the $2.> million limit on funding shifts at 
issue in this proceeding has been maintained since Edison's 1983 
test year general rate case. (See, D.82-12-0>$, D.l3.4-12-06S.) 
Specifically, we had intended by our prior orders to grant Edison 
the discretion to reallocate up to $2.5 million wi~;hin its three 
basic conservation program categories. Advice let~:er filings were 
required,. however, for shifts among the three majo~ program 
categories or for shifts of greater than.·$2.> million within the 
program cateqory. 

Edison now suggests that instead of improving its 
management flexibility, this funding limit has hampered its ability 
to respond to Commission conservation directives. We are slightly 
perplexed by this assertion, unless Edison's proposed elimination 
of the $2.> million cap includes the elimination of advice letters 
for inter-category and intra-category funding shifts. This 
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position is untenable especially with our increased need to control 
conservation and load management spending. 

To enhance Edison's flexibility in managing its OSM 
program funding, we are at most willing to continue to maintain the 
$2.5 million allowance on funding shifts within the three major 
program categories and to reject PSO's suggestion for increasing 
the number of categories. PSO"s suggestion would not seem to 
improve Edison's flexibility since advice letters would be required 
for every shift between categories, and the increase in categories 
would obviously result in an ~ncrease in the instances when advice 
letters would be required. We continue our admonition to Edison 
stated in 0.84-12-068, however, that our E&C Division should be 
advised of all changes in program emphasis whether or not an advice 
letter is required. We therefore find reasonable and adopt the 
continuation of the three basic OSM program categories of 
Residential Conservation, commercial/Industrial/Agricultural 
conservation, and Load Management, and of advice letter filings for 
funding shifts between these three major program categories or for 
shifts of greater than $2.5 million within those categories. 

c. Enetgy Management §Alary ~~get 
As required by Ordering Paragraph 12 of 0.84-12-068 in 

Edison's last gcneral ratc case, Edison ha.s reduced the Corporate 
Energy Management labor budget by over 20% and provided a numerical 
count by j 01> category and salary range· and a description of each 
jo~ category. Based on these actions, we find that Edison. has 

. complied with 0.84-12-068. 
d. PSD Program Potinitions 

PSD recommends that for future reporting requirements and 
applications Edison be directed to use the program definitions 
established and used by the PSO in this proceeding_ According to 
PSO, its definitions use generic names rather than Edison 
promotional names (e.g., non-residential new construction rather 
than Award Building Program), distinguish b~tween participating 
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customer classes, and refle~ the. program purpose. PSO believes 
that this approach is esse~tial to tracking similar programs with 
different names over time and to providing meaningful cost
effectiveness analyses. 

We find PSD's suggestion to be meritorious. We believe 
that as our scrutiny of conservation programs and their eost
effectiveness has intensified so has our need to track these 
programs and ensure that duplicative spending does not result. In 
the rate ease setting, such consistency is even more critieal as 
multiple programs are reviewed and funding levels are approved. We 
therefore adopt the generic demand side management definitions 
being established in the Reporting Requirements Manual and direet 
Edison to use these definitions in all futUre rate, offset, and 
advice letter proceedings. 
D. AdOPted Rf;su1ts 

The following table summarizes our adopted funding levels 
for Edison's DSM programs: 
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Residential Conserva~ion 

Residential Information 
Enerqy Management Services 
Weather & Retrofit Incentives 
Energy Ef~. Home Builders 
HP Water Heater/Solar service 
Appliance Eft. Incentives 
Direct Assistance 

It!on-BesideDtial Cons~P(a:tion 

Non-Residential Information 
Enerqy Management Services 
Enerqy Management Incentives Ccomm.) 
Energy Management Incentives (Ind.) 
Energy Management Incentives (Admin.) 
New Construe:tion 

Load Management 

AC Cyclinq - Residential 
Pool Timer 
DSS III 
AC Cycling - Non-Residential·. 
Therm. Storage/Oft-Peak Cool 
Interrupt./Curtailable 
'Water storage 

Measurgment & Evaluation 

SyPPOrt Prosxams 

Public Awareness 
Advertising 
Mqmt./Admin .. /Reg.. Support 

Grand Total DSM Programs 

Adjustments for Program Impacts 

Grand Total DSM Programs 

- lSS -

I ' 

$ 1,9l9 
4,l49 

768 
1,000 

40 
4,105-
5-,.470 

17,4Sl 

767 
8,029 
3,446 
1,227 

333 
2',5;00 

16,307 

1,846 
209 

1,71S 
109 

4,000 
215-

1,641 
9,738 

7,32S 

1,031 
492-

2.202 
3,723 

54,544 

(3®) 

54,194 
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, . 

A. Edit;on anSi PSD . ..E~eQllU!!cndati9ns 
Edison has estimated the cost tor its Cogeneration and 

Small Power Development pr09ram in 1988 to be $1,765,000. This 
level of funding, according to Edison, is required to maintain new 
QF projects already on-line and to ensure their integrated 
operation with the Edison system. 

Edison states that it continues to be committed t~ the· 
success of r,easonable alternative resources as an integral part of 
its resource plan. According to Edison, by the end of September 
19S6 it had texecuted 407 contracts representinq 7,277 MW of 
nameplate capacity. ~o more efficiently utilize QF generation, 
Edison states that it is currently neqotiating dispatchability 
provisions with QFs who have executed contracts. The growth in OF 
generation expected by Edison into· the mid-1990's will, in Edison's 
opinion, reduce the need to commit resources to build base load 
generating units in the foreseeable future. 

The six major components of Edison's Cogeneration and 
Small Power Development prOCJraln are execution of contracts, QF 
project development management, contract administration, regulatory 
interface, outreach and communication, and special studies. Edison 
believes these components are necessary t~ maintain and integrate 
c09cneration and small power production into the Edison electrical 
system. According to Edison, the implementation of these proqraln 
components requires the maintenance of current staffinq levels. 

PSD states that its review of the Edison .:oqeneration and 
small power program indicates that Edison's efforts in signing QF 
projects and integrating them into the utility elec1:ric system have 
been successful. PSD agrees with Edison's funding request of 
$1,76~,000 for this program, which matches the levels approved in 
1985 and 1986. 
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PSD recommends, however" that for the attrition years, 
during which currently pending projects will have either become 
operational or have been abanaonea, funding should be reduced by 
$200,000 in 1989 and $550,000 in 1990. Edison has accepted these 
adjustments conditioned on the adjustment being subject to a 
periodic analysis on the optimal funding for the program. PSD 
acc::epts this request, with the first such report to be received on 
August 31, 1988. 

We concur with Edison and PSD that the continued 
effective development of OF resources is an important qo~l which 
will permit Edison to meet its resource needs. The fu~ding level 
for this program requested by Edison and to which PSD has agreed is 
SUfficient to fund the program components. We also agree with PSD 
that program costs should be tracked to provide for the most eost
effective development of this resource. We therefore fin~ 
reasonable and adopt the overall program funding of $1,765,,000, 

with reductions of $200,000 in 1989 and $550,000 in 1990 if 
warranted on the basis of the periodic analysis to be undertaken by 

PSD and Edison • 
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VIII. . Bypas~ 

On October 1, 1986, the Commission issued Rulemakinq (R.) 
86-10-001. This rulemaking, also known as the *3-Rs* (risk, 
return, and ratemakinq), was intended to revise electric utility 
ratemaking mechanisms in response to changing conditions in the 
electric industry. With the issuance of 0.87-05-07l in 
R.86-10-001, the Commission indieated that its concern with one of 
these changing conditions, the phenomenon known as Nbypass,* had 
become paramount. 

As described in 0.87-05-071, *bypass* occurs when a 
customer chooses to generate its own energy rather than accept the 
service available from the local pUbli~utility. Because of lower 
tossil fuel prices and revitalized generation technology, we 
recognized in 0.87-05-071 that self-generation had become 
attractive to many customers especially when the utility'S rates 
exceed the cost of self-generation. We further found, however, 
that this loss of customers trom the system could negatively affect 
remaining customers who would be faced with increased rates due to· 
the utility's fixed costs being borne by a smaller sales base. 
(0.87-05-071, at pp. 2-3.) 

Of particular concern in 0.87-05-071 was *uneconomic* 
bypass, defined in that order as occurring when a customer with 

self-generation costs exceeding the utility'S short-run marginal 
costs bypasses the utility system. Under these circumstances, we 
found that the customer's self-generation results in Nan 
inefficient allocation ot society's resources.* (0.87-05-071, at 
p. 3.) We also observed that when the customer is able to generate 
for less than the utility's long-run marginal cost, but more than 
the utility'S short-run marginal cost, the customer should be 
induced to remain on the system and to postpone construction of its 
own facility until additional capacity is needed by the utility. 
(~.) 
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We concludedl in D.87-0S~071 that to address the problems 
created ~y bypass certain general solutions suggested themselves. 
These solutions included: (1) the efficient use of the utility's 
capacity helping to lower rates by spreading costs c,ver a larger 
base, (2) the lowering of overall rates by bringing them closer to 
m.arginal costs, and (3) the efficient management of the system. 
permitting the utility to act more competitively to retain existing 
customers and to increase sales when short-run marginal costs are 
low. (0.87-05-071, at p. 3.) 

Guided by these basic principles, we adopted in 
D.37-05-071 several policies aimed at lessening the detrim.ental 
impact of bypass on the utility and its customers. These policies 
included a co~tm.ent to revenue allocation based on Equal Percent 
of Marginal Cost (EPMC), the elimination of the Attrition Rate 
Adjustment (ARA) for the large light and power class, the 
elimination of the Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) for 
the large light and power c~ass, and th.e use of special contracts 
between the utilities and the customers in the large light and 
power class. To implement these poliCies, further proceedings were 
ordered to examine guidelines for special contracts, rate options 
and rate unbundling for c~fferent customer classes, and revised 
forecasts of sales and rElvenues .. 

In adopting thE!Se policies, however, we indicated that 
each was subject to the ~ynanics of changing utility conditions and 
could be altered in response to those changes. Additionally, we 
made clear that these policies were not aimed at diminishing our 
support for alternate generation, but rather to- design regulatory 
mechanisms to promote efficient use of an integrated system of 
electric resources. (D~87-0S-071, at p. 4.) 

We believe that the appropriate forum for developing 
policies governing our response to bypass is clearly R.86-10-001. 
Those policies, however, play an important and integral role in our 
findings in this general rate case on issues related t~ marginal 
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cost, revenue allocation, rate desiqn, and demand side management 
pr;oqrams _ This role is reflectecl in both the parties' positions 
and our resolution of each of these issues. 

Bypass, however, was made a separate issue in this 
proceedinq by Edison's inclusion in its prepared testimony of an 
exhibit (Exhibit 21) intendecl to quantify the extent of bypass 
expected in the future. The study included in Exhibit 21 was later 
revised and the results of the new study were presented in Exhibit 
2~-A. Because insufficient time was available for the parties to 
fully review Exhibit 21-A, this exhibit was not considered to have 
superseded Exhibit 21, and both exhibits remained in the record in 
this proceeding. 

• • 

Based on these exhibits, Edison is forecastinq 
significant amounts of bypass over the next several years.S 

Edison's forecast was developed by examining several non
residential market segments which had been identified by Edison as 
prospective candidates·for uneconomic bypass. These seq,ments 
includ.ecl. oil refining and processing, process industries (TOO-S), • 
assembly industries (TOU-a), and commercial (TOO-S) and general 
service (GS-2) customers. 

While presenting no forecasts of their own, both PSD and 
the California cogeneration Council (CCC) seriously questioned both 
studies performed by Edison. PSO cited flaws in these studies 
related to the method. of evaluation, the assumptions used, anc1 the 
information WgrapsW which PSO believes ·prevents the stucl.y from 
leading to a useful analysis. w (PSD Opening Brief, at p. 107.) 
PSO also states·that Edison has acknowledged that the studies did 
not include an evaluation of the customer's financial ability to 

5 In Exhibit 21-A, Edison indicated. a sales reduction for the 
year 1992, the year on which Edison had focused, of between 9.9 
BkWh, based the rate design proposed by Ecl.ison in this proceeding, 
and 14.3 BkWh, based on present rate desiqn. 
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self-qenerate or the choice a customer would make, given li~ited 
finances, between the cogeneration alternative and. other 'opt.ions .. 

The ccc similarly criticizes Edison's studies and. even 
finds that Edison's definition of wuneconomicw bypass is flawed. 
Specifically, the CCC charges that Edison has tailed to consider 
the long-term economic perspective in evaluating the benefits of 
self-generation. In addition to identifying errors in Edison's 
forecast methodology and assumptions, the CCC also arques that 
Edison's failure to make available to the CCC its models and data 
base, which Edison asserts are proprietary, rend~rs Edison's 
forecasts suspect. 

In addition to challenging Edison's studies, both PSO and 
the CCc offered their own insights into the issue of bypass. PSO 
concurs with the effort to follow policies like those announced in 
0 .. 87-05-07l. PSD also believes, however, that the ratepayer should 
not shoulder the responsibility for stemming uneconomic bypass 
alone. Specifically, PSD states that an additional mechanism for 
avoiding bypass, in which shareholders and the utility would have 
an influence and a stake, is the effective and efficient manaqement 
of the system designed to reduce the utility'S revenue requirement. 
In PSD's opinion, wever increasing revenue requirements will, if 
unchecked, make all the allocation and rate design modifications 
moot as methods to control bypass* and will result in rates Which 
will be *non-competitive on any basis.* (PSD opening Brief, at 
p. 104.) . 

The ccc also reeoqn~zes that measures should be taken to 
relieve pressures resulting from uneconomic bypass, including the 
immediate move to an EPMC revenue allocation for all customers. On 
the other hand, the CCC warns that other proposals aimed at 
uneconomic bypass, including Edison's contract rate proposal, 
should be ex~ined wittL care. to ensure that these *solutions* to 
short-term concerns do not discourage or sacrifice the long-term 
benefits of cogeneration and economic bypass • 
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We applaucl Edison's effort to quantify the effects of 
bypass, but, like PSD and the CCC, have grave'reservations 
regrarding the methodology and assumptions used by Edison to make 
its forecasts. Problems associated with ensuring the certainty of 
forecasted results a:r:e :made more acute in dealing with a previously 
untested area. 

We are the:r:efore reluctant to adopt any o,f the results 
provided by Edison wle to the serious questions raised regarding 
asS'.umptions and appr~~ach and the parties' inability to adequately 
review the models anc:l. data ):)ase. Our findings in this decision 
relating to, the use c~f and access to computer models in developing 
marginal costs, base~i in part on Sections 1821, et al., of the 
California Public Utilities Code, are equally applicable here. In 
summary of those findings, if the utility chooses to rely on a 
computer model to support testimony in an evidentiary hearing, the 
utility must permit access to and verification of the model and 
related data bases to the extent necessary for cross-examination 
and rebuttal. 

Further, while forecasts of bypass may be helpful in the 
future to determine the impact of our remedial actions, we do not 
find that adoption of a particular estimate of bypass is necessary 
in this proceeding. Our decision in R.86-10-001 makes clear that 
we are aware of the significance and potential of uneconomic bypass 
and will follow policies aimed at deterring its spread. This 
present decision takes into account the findings of 0.87-05-071 and 
implements them in the areas of marginal cost, revenue allocation, 
rate design, and load management. We believe, however, that any 
further study or conclusions related to the issue of bypass are 
Appropriately left to R.S.6-10-001. Due to the absence of 
sufficient need and analytical support we do, not adopt Edison's 
bypass estimate. 

• • 

• 

We do wish to assure the CCC and other representatives of 
alternate generation entities that our goal is in fact to stem the 

• 
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tide of £neconomic bypass. We will encourage, to the extent that 
it is required and economically efficient, self-generation based on 
the use of renewable resources. We believe that the precision with 
which we have strived to identify Edison's marginal and avoided 
costs will ensure the receipt of proper price signals by both 
customers considering bypass of the utility system and those who 
have already chosen self-generation. 

Finally, we note PSD's concern with the effect of Never 
increasing revenue requirementsN on bypass. As we stated 
previously, efficiencies in utility management have been ,recognized 
in 0.87-05-071 as a means of stemming uneconomic bypass. We 
believe that we have carried out this policy in this proceeding in 
our careful review of and ultimate findings on Edison's revenue 
requirements and management programs. It is our hope therefore 
that our adopted revenue requirement and rate design will prove 
effective in redressing the negative effects of bypass on Edison 
and its ratepayers • 
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IX. Marginal ~stS 

A. XD1:rOs'blsc:tion 
With this decision, the commission continues its 

commitment to marginal cost ratemaking. Marginal cost is an 
economic concept which refers to the change in total costs 
resulting from a change in output. As applied to an electric 
utility, marginal cost is the change in costs resulting from a 
change in the number of kilowatts (kW) of capacity and kilowatt
bours (kWh) of energy produced. 

Over the past six years, the Commission has used. marginal 
costs to allocate the utility revenue requirement among customer 
groups and to design the rate levels for individual rate schedules 
within each customer group. Marginal costs are also used to 
measure the cost-effectiveness of resource additions, conservation, 
and load management proqr~. 

our need to rely on marginal costs tor ratemakinq has 
become more acute in recent years as the Commission seeks to ensure • 
the financial inteqri ty of the utility system and in turn the 
utility's ability to discharge its obligation to provide and 
maintain ade~ate and reasonable service. It has been the 
Commission's long-held view that by using marginal costs in 
rate setting each customer will be provided the most accurate price 
signals regarding his consumption. Not only will this promote 
conservation and the efficient use of resources, but equity will be 
achieved by the utility recovering the costs of providing service 
to each customer in proportion to the costs that customer i~poses 
on the utility system. By providing such cost-related rates, it is 
additionally our hope that the uneconomic bypass of the utility 
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system by customers with the capability of self-qeneration will be 
averted. 6 

The three principal components of an electric utility's 
marginal cost are (1) the cost of providing energy, (2) the cost of 
meeting a customer's demand, and (3) the cost of providing 
customers with access to the utility system.. The first of these 
components, marginal energy costs, measures the change in total 
costs caused by a kWh change in energy demand. The second 
component, marginal demand or capacity costs, measures the change 
in total costs caused by a kW change in demand. Margina~ demand 
costs are calculated in terms of the incremental investment in 
physical plant needed to serve the next unit of load and are 
subdivided into three categories: generation, transmission, and 
distribution. The third and final component, marginal customer 
costs, measure the change. in total system costs required to hook up 
a ney customer to a utility'S distribution system. Ideally, 
marginal customer costs should reflect the price a subscriber must 
pay to secure a service connection and to maintain access 
regardless of area load. 

A variation on the theory of marginal costs is the 
concept of avoided costs. Avoided costs are the costs of producing 
additional units of energy or capacity which the utility avoids by 
purchasing power from another source. While marginal costs are the 
basis for ratesetting, federal statute (the PUblic Utilities 
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA) has dictated that a 
utility'S avoided costs are to be the basis of payments t~ 
coqenerators and small power producers (qualifyin9 facilities (QF» 
who sell their output to electric utilities. The rules governing 
these purchases have largely been dictated by the commission's 

6 The subject of bypass is discussed in more detail in a 
,separate part of this order • 
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consolidated standard offer proce~ding, Application (A.) 82'-04-044, 
et ale However, the updating' and refinemeln.t of the actual prices 
to be paid QFs takes place in each electri4:: utility's goeneral rate 
case or Enerqy cost Adjustlnent Clause (ECAC) proceeding. 

The similarities between marginal and avoided costs do 
not end with their conceptual link. Al tholllgh the commission is on 
the eve of finalizing the terms of a long-run standard offer in 
A.82-04-44, et al., the economic time frame for calculating both 
marginal and avoided costs within the context of the general rate 
case remains the *short-run. * The *shor:t-run* r,efers to a 
situation in which the utility's plant remains constant, but the 
operation of that plant can be varied. In the *long-run,* all 
aspects of the economic equation can be changed including fixed 
assets (utility plant) and all variable inputs. In the short-run, 
the prices paid to qualifying facilities are based on two 
components--an enerqy payment based on the utility's cost of 
producing an additional kWh of enerqy with the resources that are 
on the margin and a capacity payment based on the utility's the 
cost of producing an additional kW of capacity in the short-run. 

• • 

Previously, the Commission has indicated its intention in 
calculating marginal and avoided costs of achieving uniformity in 
the price signals impacting the economic·and reSource decisions 
made by utilities, customers, and QFs alike. This goal was 
realized by the Commission in Southern California Edison Company's 
(Edison) last general rate ease by applying the same short-run 
methodolog}· for the calculation of both marginal and avoided costs. 
(Decision (0.) 84-12-068, at p. 230.) 

To the extent possible and practicable, a similar effort 
toward uniformity between marginal and avoided costs will be made 
in this decision. We recognize, however, that changes to the 
methodology for pricing qualifying facility power which have been 
adopted since the last general rate case must be taken into 
consideration in calculating QF payments. 
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Our use and calculation: ?f marginal costs over the past 
six years has been an evolutionary process. Our increasing 
commitment to and sophistication in developing marginal costs has 
been matched by the parties. The ultimate result in this decision 
'will hopefully be greater precision in identifying these costs. 

During the course of the hearings in this proceeding, a 
number of parties participated in litigating the issues related to 
marginal cost and revenue allocation. These parties includee 
Edison, Public Staff Division (PSD), the California Cogeneration 
Council (Cce), the Cogenerators of Southern Ca'lifornia (CSC), the 
California Manufacturers Association (CMA.), the Industrial Users 
(Itr), the california Large Energy Consumers Association and 
california Steel Producers Group (CLECA/CSPG), the Independent 
Energy Producers Association (IEP), the Federal Executive Agencies 
(PEA), the Association of California water Agencies (ACWA), the 
California Farm Bureau Federation (Farm Bureau), and Towards 

. utility Rate Normalization (TORN). 

• 

• 

B. Harain~l and Avoid¢ Co~ssue$ 
During this proceeding, agreement was reached by Edison 

and, PSD on a number of issues related to costing periods, marginal 
demand cost, marginal customer cost, and marginal cost revenue 
res:ponsibili ty. This agreement was presented in the form of a 
joi:t'lt exhibit (Exhibit 41). The following table, based on the 
joint exhibit, summarizes the areas of agreement between the two 
parties. No similar exhibit was presented for avoided energy costs 
or capacity value adjustments used for QF payments • 
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SU'.MMARY OF PSD AND EDISON AGREEKEN".r 
HARGImU. COST AND HARCINAL COST RlNENOE RESPONSIBILITY 

bsue 

Marginal Generation cost: 
Methodology 
Total Investment Cost 
O&M Cost 
Economic carrying Charges 

Marginal Transmission Cost: 
Methodoloqy 
Total Investment Cost 
O&M Cost 
Economic' carrying Charge 

Marginal Distribution Cost: 
Methodology 

Total Investment Cost 
O&M Cost 
Economic carrying Cost 
Primary Voltage Portion 
CIAC Adjustment 

CTProxy 
$614.96/lrM 
PSD Escalation 
10 .. 04% and 10.29% 

ReqressionAnalysis 
$263.40/kW 
PSD Escalation 
10.90t 

Regression Analysis of 
Non-TSM Investment ' 

$240.001kW 
PSD:Escalation 
13.08:% 
86.3-% 
Included 

• • 

Marginal CUstomer Cost: 
Methodoloqy Typical New CUstomer, '. 
O&M Allocation 
O&M Cost 
Economic carrying Charge 

Marginal Energy Cost: 
Variable O&M 
Line Loss Factors 

Costing Periods: 
Seasons 
SUlDlner On-Peak 
Winter On- and Mid-Peak 
Other 

Revenue Responsibility Allocation: 
Coincident/Non-Coincident Demand-

Classi~ication: 
Generation 
Transmission 
Primary Distribution 
secondary Distribution 

Coincident Demand Allocation 
Non-Coincident Demand Allocation 
Franchise Fees & Uncollectible Accts. 
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T-S-M Accounts 
On capital Investment 
PSO Escalation 
l~.OSt 

0.3¢/kWh 
Revised Average Losses 

Four Month Summer 
12:00 n - 6:00 pm 
Combine Into One Period 
Same as CUrrent 

100t/Ot 
93%/7t 
40%/60% 
ot/loot 
1988 LOLP 
Adjusted NC Demand 
Includes FF • 
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The agreement reached by Edison and PSD represents actual 
agreements on both methodology and· results, as well as compromises 
on such issues as costing periods, marginal customer costs, and 
marginal cost revenue responsibility. With respect to· the latter 
two areas, Edison and PSO found that the results of their different 
methodological approaches did not produce significantly different 
overall results. While PSD and Edison each continue to believe 
that their own mcthcdologies are superior, agreement t~ use the 
results of one of the parties was reached to avoid protracted 
disputes on issues of minor direct impact on ratepayers. The table 
reflects that no agreement was reached on the caleulat:Lon of the 
incremental energy rate (IER) or the marginal fuel price. 

Despite this agreement between Edison and PSD, many 
parties took issu~ with both the agre~~ent jlnd even the original 
positions of Edison and PSD. Because of this circumstance, issues 
remain even though they were the subject of an agreement between 
PSD and Edison • 

In this proceeding, the issues which were litigated and 
briefed by the parties related to the following areas: (1) the 
calculation of marginal and avoided energy costs, including the 
modeling approach and the assumptions to be used: (2) the 
calculation of marginal demand and avoided capacity cost: (3) the 
calculation of marginal distribution and customer costs: and 
(4) the appropriate costing'periods to be used. Each of these 
areas will be examined with respect to the concepts involved, the 
specific issues raised, and the parties' positions on those issues. 
c. Marginal and Avoided Energy Costs-

1. Baekgr9Ul~ 

Marginal energy cost is the cost of producing an 
additional kWh of electricity. Marg'inal energy costs reflect the 
change in a utility'S total operating costs due to an incremental 
change in energy demand. Changes in total operating costs include 
fuel expenses, variable operations ~Ind maintenance (O&M) costs, and 
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purchase power costs. 'I'he avoided, as opposed to marginal, ener9Y 
cost would measure the cost the utility would have incurred' to 
produce an additional kWh ~ut for the presence of the QF. 

Both marginal and avoided ener9Y costs vary with the type 
ot plant used to serve a particular load at a specific point in 
time and the type of fuel used to operate the plant. Marginal and 
avoided ener9Y costs are theretore calculated using the same basic 
approach. Specifically, tho generating unit which would produce 
the extra kWh (the marginal unit) is identitied.. 'rhe utility'S 
generating efficiency'at the ~argin is then measured in terms of an 
IER which is multiplied by the cost of the fuel which would be used 
to operate the marginal unit (incremental fuel cost). This 
calculation, which for the test year in a general rate ease 
requires a forecasting ot ~oth the 1ER and the incremental fuel 
price, yields the marginal or avoided energy ~ost.. Since costs 
vary according to when the energy is produced, marq!nal and avoided 
energy costs are calculated on a time diff~rentiated basis by both 

• ~ 

time ot day and by season.7 ,~ 
To provide the necessary forecast ot marginal and avoided 

energy costs, the parties have come to rely increasingly on 
production cost models. Production cost models simulate the manner 
in which utility resources meet system loads. This simulation is 
driven by the resource and load assumptions which are chosen as 
inputs into the model. 'rhese inputs generally operate to' produce a 
least cost result, using available resources (utility plant, OF, or 
purchased power) in the most economical tashion. 

7 Marginal costs are differentiated by time of day between on
peak, mid-peak, and off-peak periods with defined hours, and by 
season, betw~en summer and winter. The same ~asic daily and 
s~~son~l periods apply to' avoided costs. In this proceeding, 
however, the IEP has proposed that for OF pricing a super otf-peak 
period (1:00 a.~. to 5:00 p.m. daily) be added. 
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Bc:,th Edison and PSD have aCJreed that the same approach 
and i~put as.sumptions should be used in this proceeding for 
determining the IER used in both the marginal and avoided energy 
cost calculations. This position is based in part on the 
Commission's endorsement of such uniformity in the last Edison 
general rate case (0.84-12-068, at p. 252.) The methodologies 
chosen by Edison and PSO permit such a result by being suitable, in 
their view, for calculating both marginal and avoided energy costs. 

Since the last Edison general rate case, how~ver, the 
Commission has recognized a factor which may be taken in~o 
consideration in calculating IERs for QF priCing, but which is not 
required in calculating the IER used to produce marginal energy 
costs. (See 0.85-07-022.) Specifically, for the long-run standard 
offer for purchases from QFs, the Commission has determined that' 
the IER should reflect the fact that QFs constitute not just the 
source for r,aplacing the ~ncremental unit of energy avoided, but 
also consti t~llte a siC]Ilificant and growinCJ portion of the total 
resources on Which the utility resource pla~ relies. To capture 
this occurrence, the commission has endorsed the use of a NQF In/QF 
outN methodology, as opposed to a NQr InN methodology, for the 

long-run standard offer. 
A NQF In" or. marginal energy cost simulation essentially 

assumes that existing QFS (those operating prior to the beginning 
of the test year) are existing resources, and the IER is developed 
to include them. The wQF In/QF Out" simulation involves two model 
runs. As defined by 0.85-07-022, the first run determines the 
total cost of producing power without QFs who will receive the 
short-run marginal cost price. The second run determines the total 
cost of producing power with the QFs who receive the short-run 
marginal cost price. The difference between these two cost runs 
produces an estimate of the short-run costs that the utility can 
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• 
avoid by purchasing QF power. (D.8'5-07-022, at p. 55 .. )8 At issue 
in this proceeding is whether the *QF In/QF Out* methodology can be 

, . 
used to calculate the IER used to develop short-run avoided costs 
and whether those *QF In/QF out* methodologies proposed by the 
parties in this proceeding are consistent with prior Commission 
orders .. 

With this. background, it is apparent that the two 
controlling factors in determining a utility'S marginal and avoided 
energy costs are invariably the model or computational approach 
used and the assumptions made in calculating the IER and 
incremental fuel cost. It is in fact these subjects which are at 
issue in this proceeding .. 

2. Parties E2sitions 
a.. Hod21s and Modeling Approac~ 

While the parties were unanimous in their sup'port for 
using production cost models ~o calculate marginal and avoided 
energy costs, the same unanimity did not apply to identifying which 

• • 

model or associated methodology to use. Certain partie.s also • 
expressed concerned with respect to their access to thel production 
cost model and the data which Edison used. 

For the calculation of both marginal and avoided energy 
costs, Edison relied on its PROMOD production costing model and the 
*zero-intercept methodology," a "QF-in* approach.. The purpose of 
the zero intercept methodology is to reflect start-u~ and no-load 

8: The IER is determined by the change in total energy in British 
thermal units (BtU) j,n the two simulations c:livided by the change 
in total gigawatt-hours (gWh) between the two' simulations~ 
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fuel expenses9 whieh are eosts avo~ded by QFs, but not ineluded 
. in the calculation of the marginal enerqy costs direetly produced 
by PROMOD. 

PSO performed its marginal and avoided energy cost 
analysis using the Incremental Analysis Model (lAM) ip conjunction 
with the Production cost Analysis Model (PCAM). PSO presented both 
a wQF In/QF outW and a wQF InW simulation. PSD recommended, 
however, that the wQF InW approaCh be used in the general rate case 
for calculating both marginal and avoided energy costs until a 
final Commission determination in the consolidated standard offer 
proceeding (A.82-04-44, et al.) on the propriety of using the wQF 
In/QF outW methodology to calculate short-run avoided energy costs. 
PSO adjusted its marginal and avoided energy costs for start-up and 
no-load fuel expenses, which arc not reflected in the PCAM 
calculations, by using recorded values derived from an Edison 
study. 

Two interested parties, IEP and CCC, also presented 
production cost model results. Each chose a model developed by the 
Environmental Oefense Fund called ELFIN. Additionally, both 
parties ineluded a separate upward adjustment for start-up and no
load fuel expense based on the same recorded Edison values used by 
PSO. Both parties also proposed the use of a similar wQF In/QF 

9 No-load costs are the costs o·f an ineremental addition of 
load ino~ed at times other than periods of incremental demand. 
For example, if dispatching a unit to meet a peak load requires 
more off-peak generation, the fuel burned in the off-peak hours to 
make a plant available for on-peak use is really an on-peak 
expense and thus a no-load cost. 

start-up costs are the costs for fuel burned to bring an 
incremental unit on line to meet load before the unit generates 
e14~etricity. While fuel costs attributable to start-ups represent 
a relatively small portion of total fuel costs, start-ups may be a 
significant portion of marginal costs • 
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outw methodology. The position of the CCC was en~orsedl by another 
int.~rested party, the esc. 

(1) lslisQD 
It is Edison's position that only its P};:OMOD model 

coupled with the use of the zero-intercept methodology, without an 
adjustment for start-up and no-load fuel expense, prodl.J:ces 
reasonable IERs and ultimately reasonable marginal and avoided 
energy costs. According to Edison, the wzero-inter~eptW 
methodology, used to capture start-up and no-load fuel expenses, 
starts with a base case load forecast that is then 'both increased 
and decreased ~or all hours in each mid-peak and o,n-peak costing 
period. to determinetbe impact on marginal oil and gas 
requirements. 'rhe '''zero-interceptA' of a ~rve representing the 
changes in marginal oil and gas requirements due t~ the changes in 
the load forecast represents the level of marginal heat rates at 
the base case level of the load in the test y1ear ~ 

In this proceeding, Edison implemented its zero
intE~rcept methodology by making a total of five production cost 
modE~l runs: a base case run and four runs which r,efleet the 
va:r:ying of on-peak and mid-peak loads by plus and :unus 500 
meg~Lwatts (MW). Edison believes that its choice of plus and minus 
500 MW ~or the "zero-intercept" methodology proo.uc.es reasonable 
results. While Edison can cite no mathematical study to support 
its position, Edison believes that its use of the ,soo MW increment 
is supported by, its considerable experience with p:.l:'oduetion cost 
modeling. Further,. the closeness with which the A'zero-intercept" 
methodology matches the recent historical periods, in Edison's 
view, substantiates the choice of the 500 MW incr~nent and the 
methodology itself. 

• • 

•• 

Edison sees several additional benefits in using the 
·zero-interceptA' methodology. Among them, Edison states that only 
the "'zero-intercept ... methodolQ9Y, o~ those proposed, produces 

• 
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time-differentiated IERs. FUrther, Edison notes that the "'zero
intercept'" methodology was previously adopted in Edison's last 
general rate case (0.8~~-12-068). 

With respect to the proposals of the other parties, 
Edison believes that errors in PSD's PCAM modelinq exist which are 
too severe to ~ccept PSO's PCAM results as accurate for future 
planning or pricing purposes. Specifically, Edison asserts that 
p~ modelinq of unit dispatch is not correet and that a comparison 
of PSO's PCAM modelinq with that of other parties shows PSD's 
results to be substantially at variance with the results of other 
parties' lnodelinq. 

Edison's greatest concerns regarding modelin9 and 
related methodology are reserved for the proposals made by IE? and 
the CCC. Specifically, Edison takes issue with the "'QF In/QF Out'" 
methodoloqies proposed ~y IE? and CCC. Edison argues that (1)· the 
"'QF in/QF out'" metho~ adopted by the Commission in 0.85-07-022 
applies to long-run standard offers while IEP and CCC apply the 
approach to short-run standard ofters and (2) the "'QF in/QF out'" 
method adopted in 0.85-07-022 excludes in one run and includes in 
the other only tuture QFs (those QFS expected to sign up- tor the 
contract in question durinq the period being forecast). Edison 
asserts that IE? and CCC exclude in "'QFs out'" and inclUde in "'QFs 
in'" not only the future QFs, but also existinq QFs who already have 
contracts, a position at odds, in Edison's opinion, with 
0.85-07-022. 

Edison believes that the "'fundamental flaw'" of the 
IEP and CCC proposals is that ~y analyzing "'QF In/QF out'" in a 
static, short-run context, IEP and CCC iqnore that short-run 
standard offer QFs can result in deferrinq utility resources. In 
Edison's view usinq the "'QF In/QF Out'" methodoloqy to set prices to 
all existinq QFs would result in over-payments due to artificially 
hiqh IERs, since the utility would have installed its own resources 
to lower IERs in the absence of these existinq QFs • 
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It is Edison's position that the issue of whether 
'QF In/QF outW should be extended to pricing tor short-run standard 
offer QFs is an issue to be resolved in the consolidated standard 
ofter proceeding, A.S2-04-44, et al. Until that time, Edison 
recommends that the zero-intercept methodology continue to be used 
for short-run marginal cost pricing in the general rate case. 
Edison disputes the precedential effect of the NQF In/O,F outN 

methodology being adopted in recent general rate cases. Edison 
observes that in the san Diego Gas « Electric Company (SDG&E) 
general rate case, SDG&E had proposed a wQF In/OF outN methodoloqy~ 
Additionally, Edison states that 0.86-12-071, in which the 
Commission adopted such a methodology tor OF pricing for Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), was specifically intended not to 
be precedential.10 

• • 

With respect to model and methodological adjustments 
made by the other parties, Edison is critical of IEP and CCC's 
external adjustment to the ELFIN production cost runs to account 
tor start-up and no-load costs. Edison notes that most (i.e., 95%) 4It 
of the adjustment is related to no-load fuel costs. Edison states 
that such an adjustment ot ELFIN results is unnecessary since the 
ELFIN runs already capture the no-load fuel expense by including as 
an input the tirst production block for each oil/gas unit as an 
average value. Edison states that the average value, as opposed to 
the incremental value, reflects no-load tuel expenses associated 

10 It a *QF In/QF outN methodology is adopted, Edison states that 
the Commission may be required to determine the quantity of OF 
production removed from the NOFs InN scenario in order to develop 
the *QFs outN scenario. Edison b~~lieves that the CCC erred in its 
'estimate of 76% of OF production receiving short-run stand.ard 
offer energy prices and removinq this amount of OF production. 
According to Edison, this esti~ate assumes that all non-standard 
contracts are variable priced and. thereby overstates the amount of 
Variable priced QF production. 
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with the operation of the unit at. its minimum loading level. 
Edison notes that this level is the same as that at which specific 
resources are forced to remain on-line as Nmust-runN units, which 
is when the no-load fuel expense is incurred. For these reasons, 
it is Edison's opinion that IEP's and the CCC's separate adjustment 
for no-load fuel expenses double-counts these expenses. 

Edison, however, does not find PSO in error in 
making an adjustment for no-load and start-up costs for its PCAM 
analysis since PSD's modeling results reflect an instantaneous 
marginal energy cost caleulation for which such an adjustment is 
appropriate. Edison objects, however, to PSD's suggestion that the 
Commission should require further investigation of start-up and no
load fuel expenses in future proceedings since all parties adopted 
the results of Edison's studies and PSD's problems seemed limited 
to the need for additional back-up documentation. Edison is 
willing to, provide the information,. but does not feel that a 
mandate to conduct an additional study is warranted • 

Finally, Edison responds to concerns regarding the 
access by other parties to PROMOD and data related to its use. 
Edison states that it fully complied with the statutory 
requirements by disclosing data bases, input and output 
information, and meeting with intervenors to· provide them all 
information Nto the extent necessary tor cross-examination or 
rebuttal II' (Section 1822 (a». On the subject of the timeliness of 
data responses, Edison cites the substantial time constraints that 
face all parties due to the strict schedule to which a general rate 
case must adhere. Edison believes that given those time 
constraints, Edison used its best efforts to respond fully and on a 
timely basis. • 

(2) ESJ2 
Like Edison, PSO proposes that the Commission use 

the same methodology to calculate both marginal and avoided energy 
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costs. PSD similarly cites this Commission~s decision endorsing 
sucb an approach in Edison's last general rate ease (D.84-12-068). 

To accomplish this goal, PSO believes that its 
modeling approach based on the combined use of the P~/IAM models 
was the most accurate forecasting tool presented in the proceeding. 
This approach involves the use of two separate input files for 
resources. These two files represent resources 'Which are either 
*enerqy limitedN (Edison's hydro and certain firm hydro purchases) 
or *capacity limited* (all ste~ units, combustion turbines, fossil 
purchases). PUrchases are placed in one or the other tiles 
depending on their characteristics. 

~ 
~ 

PSD believes that modeling the characteristics of 
virtually any resource type, including economy energy, pumped 
storage, and different hydro types, provides a great deal of 
flexibility. 'Units can be dispatcp.ed economically, in a 
predetermined order, or economically with alterations t~ r~flect 
dispatch limits ,such as for QFs,. *must run* units,. and purchased 
power. PSD states that its model can calculate on-, mid- and off- ~ 
peak marginal energy costs for up to 20 rate periods and reports 
IERs and unit data on all mOdeled resources. 

PSO states that its mo<1el directl~r calculates the 

IERs ana marginal costs for all costing periods. Only one 
adjustment is made external to the model and that is an adjustment 
to the on-peak incremental energy rate to reflect start-up and no
load fuel. In making its adjustment, PSO utilized a detailed study 
performed by Edison on the impact of start-up and no-load fuel 
costs using historic data. PSD believe$ the use'ot Edison's study 
of historic start-up and no-load fuel relationShips provides the 
most accurate means of forecasting those costs. 

With respect to the models and approaches used by 
the other parties, PSD notes that, unlike DJ!!/PC}JI!, the PROMOD 
model used by Edison does not produce a direct calculation of 
marginal energy costs tor all costing periods. Instead, PROMOD is 
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used directly to compute only off~peak marginal costs with the 
"zero intercept" methodology being used to calculate on- and mid
peak marginal energy costs. 

Additionally, PSO questions and considers arbitrary 
Edison's use of the plus and minus 500 M"r1 variations o·f on-peak and 
mid-peak loads in developing marginal energy costs for those time 
period. . PSO criticizes the lack of scientific basis for the use 
of this particular increment other than Edison's assertion that the 
adjustment yields more reasonable results than the adjustment is 
not made. PSO also notes that the plus and minus 500 MW adjustment 
in this case differs from Edison's last general rate case in which 
two alternative adjustments were used--+/- 400 MW and +/- 800 MW. 

On the subject of the use of ELFIN by IEP and the 
CCC, PSO states that it uses ELFIN extensively for resource 
planning purposes and for the long-run marginal costs used.in 
evaluating the cost-effe~iveness of resource add~tions and demand 
side management proposals. It is not clear to ~e PSO, however, 
that ELFIN is capable of computing marginal energy costs for 
various time periods. While there are no obvious inherent 
problems, PSO notes '~at the ELFIN simUlations produced 
consistently higher incremental energy rates than PSO or Edison 
without an explanation. 

PSD also references ELFIN's potential for double-' 
counting of start-up and no-load fuel. PSD notes in particular 
IEP's testimony that ELFIN uses average heat rates at the minimum 
MW level of a unit, thereby accounting for no-load costs. If the 
average heat rate option is used,on ELFIN then an external 
adjustment of start-up and no-load Btus should not be made to the 
IER. 

With respect to the calculation of avoided energy 
paY1nents for QF pricing, PSO supports a A'QF In'" approach. In doing 
SQ, PSO points out that the A'QF InA' approach was the one last used 
for Edison. In addition, while the Commission appears to-have 
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recent PG&E test year, the PSO does not believe that the Commission. 
expressed any commitment to that method. Thus, the PSO recommends 
that until the Commission makes it clear as to what approach is to 
be utilized, consistency requires the continued use of the "'QF In'" 
method. 

Recognizing the possibility of a "'QF In/QF Out", 
approach being adopted in this proceeding, PSO, however, also 
offered results from using such a methodology. In performing the 
"'QF In/OF outW simulation, PSO removed 793 MWs of QFs and 4,7l5 
gWh. These numbers were based on information provided by Edison as 
to the level ot QF capacity paid on the basis of variable IERs. 

(3) ~ 

For this proceeding, the CCC endorses the use of the 
ELFIN model and a "'QF In/QF OutW methodology for calculating 
avoided energy costs. The CCC notes that this methodology was 
adopted in the last two general ~ate cases involving SDG&E 
(0.85-12-108) and PG~iE (0.86-12-091), and its use tor OF pricing 
has been reaffirmed in 0.86-07-004. Although the CCC is aware of 
the Commission's intention to clarify th.e "'QF In/QF Out", 
methodology in A.82-04-44, et al., the CCC believes that until 
there is a chango in poliey, the 'OF In/OF Out' methodology sbould 
be followed. 

In im];>lementing the wOF In/QF out' methodology, the 
CCC included all QFs expected to be generating power in the wQF In'" 
case. For the wQP OutW case, all QFs whose pricing is variable are 
removed, while those OFs with fixed prices are included. The CCC , 
recommends that the Commission characterize 76% of OF contracts as 
variable priced, based on Edison's responses to data to' the CCc and 
on the assumption that only QFs with Inter~ Standard Offer 4 
contracts have fixed prices. 

The CCC believes that it has correctly implemented 
the wQP In/QF Out' methodology and propElrly relied on the ELFIN 
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model. The ccc notes that W(aJmong the range of possible choices, 
ELFIN is the most widely used pUblicly available production 
simulation modelw and Wutilizes a probabilistic dispatch alqori~ 
conceptually identical to that which underlies PROMOD.' (Exhibit 
102, at p. 4-2 - 4-3.) FUrther, the CCC states that the ELFIN 
model has ~en shown to provide both reliable and accurate 
simulation results and is used by both the PSO and the California 
Enerqy Commission. 

The CCC states that it took the initial step in 
using ELFIN of eal£bratinq or matching the model with PROMOD to 
ensure that the two models were run with consistent empirical 
foundations. In the CCC's opinion, the success of its efforts were 
confirmed by the fact that the CCC's calibrated runs resulted in a 
deviation below 5% for all categories. After calibration, the CCC 
then changed Edison's assumptions that, in the,CCC's opinion, were 
flawed, outmoded, or incorrect~ The co~eeted simUlations result~d 
in a marginal energy cost of 25.2 mills/kWh. Based on a gas cost 
of $2.52/MMBtu, an IER of 9,988 Btu/kWh resulted. This simulation 
included an adjustment for start-up and no-load costs. 

Unlike PROMOD, the CCC confirms that ELFIN does not 
have a ~it commitment capability and does not capture no-load and 
start-up costs. The CCC states that it compensated for the absence 
of these features by selecting the most likely marginal units to be 
wmust-runw.units and by making an external adjustment for no-load 
and start-up costs. speeifieally, the CCC used time-weighted 
adders from Edison's historical studies to adjust its IER to 
capture these costs. The CCC notes that Edison does not dispute 
the need for a separate adjustment to- the ELFIN model t~ account 
tor start-up expenses. 

With respect to the no-load adjustment, the CCC asks 
that the Commission reject Edison's assertion that this adjustment 
results in double-eounting no-load costs. The CCC agrees with IE? 
that with ELFm there may be SOlue potential for double-counting of 
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these costs, but that this double~counting is insignificant. 
Specifically, the cost effect on the $S8~OOO~OOO production cost 
difference between XEP's *QF In/QF out* runs was merely $26,000 and 
had no effect on the ultimate IER result. 

The CCC also believes that two other adjustments are 
required to translate the marginal energy cost and IER estimates 
into actual QF payments. First, in a manner consistent with the 
overall valuation of QF produetion, each of the marginal energy 
costs and IER estimates should be adjusted for the appropriate 
level of line losses and variable O&M expenses that would have been 
incurred by the utility but for the presence of QFs. The CCC 
agrees to the use of Edison's calculations of these factors. 
second, each of the resulting payments should be time
differentiated to the extent that variations in marginal energy 
costs are expected to be significant across days, weeks, or months' 
of the year. 

In response to Edison's proposed methodology, the 
CCC challenges both the access provided by Edison to PROMOD as well~ 
as Edison's modeling approach. The CCC states that because Edison 
regards PROMOD as propriety, Edison refuses to submit the model 
for assessment. In turn, the CCC asserts that independent 
evaluation of the validity of the models has been impossible. The 
CCC believes that Edison's position prevents a fair evaluation of 
its approach to calculating marginal costs and is in contravention 
of Public Utilities Code Section 1822. 11 The CCC believes that 
when a utility refuses to submit its computer models to independent 

11 Section 1822 provides generally that, to the extent necessary 
for cross-examination or rebuttal, the Commission and interested 
parties shall have access to any computer model and related data 
that·is the basis for any testimony or exhibit in a commission 
proceeding. The requirements of this statute and the status o·f 
the Commission rules governing computer access are included in our 
discussion on ~ginal energy costs. 
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verification, the Commission shollld impose stringent burdens of 
proof to ensure fair evaluation of all forecasts. 

'rhe CCC also criticizes Edison's failure to. respond 
to the data requests of intervenors in a timely manner. 'rhis 
failure, in the CCC's opinion, severely curtailed the ability of 
intervenors 'to fully analyze Edison's showing or complete their own 
presentations. 

With respect to Edison's proposed wzero-interceptW 

methodology, the CCC b.~lieves that this methodology is not 
consistent with the Commission's adoption of the wQF In/QF Out* 
methodology and has a nUl'llber of flaws. Among them, the CCC 
believes that Edison's approach for calcul.ating costs for the off
peak period ignores the effect of QF power on utility *no-loadw and 
Wstart-up* costs. Second, the CCC asserts that the *zero
interceptN approach illustrates only the consequences of changing 
loads on utility operating costs. According to the CCC~ this 
determination does not truly measure avoided costs unlike the NQF 
In/QF OutN methodology which calculates precisely the implications 
of QF production on a utility'S operating costs. 'rhe CCC also 
notes that at the ttme the Commission adopted the wz¢ro-intcrccptN 

methodology in Edison's last general rate case, the NQF In/QF' outW 

methodology was not before the Commission. 
(4) D:e 

IEP similarly proposed the use of ELFIN and the wQF 
In/QF OutW methodology to calculate avoided energy costs for QF 
payments. IEP's calculations yielded an IER of 10,147 Btu/kWh. 
According to lEP, the Commission has determined that the wQF In/OF 
OutW methodology is in keeping with PURPA's requirement that the OF 
should be paid on the basis of those costs which the utility avoids 
due to the presence of OFs. It is therefore reasonable to 
calculate that price without including those QFs who- are,not in 
existence, but will be brought on line as a result of that price. 
(D. 85-07-022, Finding of Fact 25.) 
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In 1EP's ,view, among the short-run energy price 
methodoloqies developed to date, only wQF In/QF outw reflects the 
chanqe in total system cc·sts caused ):)y the QFs which will recei"ve a 
price based on the utility's avoided costs. 1EP l:>elieves that no 
persuasive reason has been shown in this proceeding not to 
implement wQF In/QF Out .. W 

with respect to the adjustment for avoided start-up 
and no-load fuel consumption, IEP notes that Edison has chosen to 
rely on the interworkings of the PROMOD model to account for this 
consumption. IEP oolieves the COmlUission should rej ect this 
position due to Edison's ·own admission that PROMOD fails to
calculate a value coxn:mens'Urate with what recorded data indicates is 
appropriate. While Edison proposes to include an adjustment of 
approximately SSO BtU/kWh, the PROMOD generated value, Edison 
testified that studies of recorded data show empirically that 620 
Btu/kWh is the actual level of avoided start-up and no-load fuel 
consumption. 

IEP also l:>elieves that Edison argues erroneously 
that double-counting will occur if the wQF In/QF OutW results from 
ELFIN are adjusted. IEP states ELFIN does not estimate plant 
start-ups, as PROMOD attempts to do, and does not have the ability 
to account for plant fuel consumption at levels ):)elow minimum 
generating levels (i.e .. , no-load fuel consumption). Since neither 
of these phenomenon is accounted for in ELFIN, IEP argues that it 
is entirely appropriate and necessary to make the type of external 
adjustment to the IER recommended by IEP to account for start-up 
and no-load fuel costs. 

(S) ~ , 

The esc expressly adopts the ~ositions and argument 
articulated by the CCC in this proceeding. Like the CCC, the CSC 
takes exception to Edison's failure to timely respond to the data 
requests of the interested parties. Additionally, the esc endorses 
the use ot the ELFIN model using a· wQF 1n/QF outW methodology. The 
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CSC also endorses IEP's and CCC's,adjustment to the ELFIN modeling 
results for start-up and no-load costs of about 620 Btu/kWh. 

b. Input Asswnptions 
In addition to the type of computer model and specific 

mothodoloqy chosen, equally critic~l to the calculation of the IER 
are the assumptions which each party used in performing their 
respective production cost model simulations. In this proceeding, 
the vast majority of input values was used in common by all parties 
and was based on Edison data. 

Nevertheless, certain critical assumptions were the 
subject of debate between the parties. The resource assumptions at 
issue in this proceeding fall into- the following basic categories: 
(1) »ase load unit production (nuclear and coal units), (2) economy 
energy availability and purchases, (3) firm power (capacity and 
energy) purchases, and (4) QF generation. Differences also exist 
between the parties regarding the assumptions used for the price of 
natural gas and minilnu::n. load conclitions. Concern in this 
proeeedin~ was also expressed regarding the manner in which IERs 
should be adjusted to reflect the Commission's adopted input 
assu:mptions and the net~d for an annual update of the IER. 

(1) 18sc Lo:)d trni,t Prcgyction A§Wptions 
For coal units, Edison propo·ses that an annual long

range capacity of 62% be used. In support ot this assumption, 
Edison cites the adoption by the california Energy Commission of a 
63% capacity factor for Edison's coal units in its ER-VI, January, 
1987, Report. 

For its nuclear units, Edison proposes an annual 
lonq-ranqe capacity tactor ot 65% for Edison's mature nuclear 
units. Edison believes that its recommended value is based on the 
most current information reqaraing the maintenance schedules of 
such units. Edison also supports its assumption of a full-year 
operation of its Palo Verde 3 unit based on the reasonablE: 
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assumption of a considerable amount of pre-release energy 
~eneration in January and February of 1988. 

~he ccc challenges ~dison's proposed capacity 
factors for both its coal and nuclear units. ~he CCC asserts that 
in makin~ its forecast of generation from its coal plants, Edison 
failed to use historical averages, as the CCC believes the 
commission requires (see 0.86-07-004), and failed to· account for 
major outage factors. ~he CCC, along with the PSO, base capacity 
forecast for each plant on actual performance over the past five 
years, resulting in an average of a 63% capacity factor. 

,With respect to Edison's forecast of nuclear power 
generation, the CCC notes that the Commission has determined that 
forecasts of the performance of thermal units should be based on a 
rolling historical five-year average for each specific plant. 
Alternatively, if five years of operating data are not available, 
the Commission prescribes use of a national average of similar 

• • 

units. (see 0.86-07-004, at p. 86.) Since only san Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station (SONGS) 1 o·f Edison's six nuclear units includeCi. • 
in Edison's weighted average capacity factor is older than five 
years, the national average should be used to forecast performance 
of all of Edison's other plants. 

Under these criteria, SONGS 1 would be modeled with 
its five-year historical capacity factor of 53%. In contrast, 
Edison proposes to adjust the historical average for SONGS 1 to 
diminiSh the effect of the shutdown that occurred during the five
year period, thus proposing a capacity factor of 57%. ~he CCC 
calls this .approach unacceptable when the point of the historical 
average is to use the actual performance of a particular unit, 
whether poor, average or exceptional, to predict performance for 
the forecast period. 

With respect to, the remaining units with less than 
five years of operating data, the ccc testified that the national . . 
average performance of units with ~pacities in excess ot 700 MW 
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ranges from 37:~ to 86%. However, .the mean performance of all units 
averages between 58% and 60%. The CC~. reconunends that the 
Commission adopt 59% as the appropriate capacity factor for these 
units. 

The CCC and the esc also question Edison's proposed 
capacity factor of 75% for Palo Verde 3 based on an operating date 
of November, 1987. The ccc points out that evidence in Edison's 
ECAC reflects that this date has slipped to no earlier than 
March 1, 1988. The ccc asks that the Commission assume March 1, 
1988 for the commercial operating date for the Palo Verde 3 unit. 

(2) E!;9nolDY., Energy E:g]:eha8§ 
Each of the parties presented different assumptions 

regarding the amount of economy energy available and expected to be 
purchased by Edison from both the Pacific Northwest (PNW) and 
Pacific Southwest (PSW) regions. The differences were primarily 
due to the use of differing estimation techniques. 

It is Edison'S pOSition that Decause Edison alone 
forecasted economy energy availability based on detailed computer 
model simulations of the geographical regions, more analytical 
weight must ~ afforded to Edison's assumptions. Edison believes 
that reliance on expert judqment and historical analysis is not a 
Substitute for the type of extensive analysis of the specific 
regional resources and loads which it undertook. Edison also notes 
that reliance on estimates proposed in ECAC is misplaced since the 
ECAC estimate is tor the amount of economy energy expected to be 
purchased, not the total that was assumed available. Edison 
asserts that availability, and not price, should.:be the criteria 
for determining economy energy purchases • 
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Edison's revised estimate of economy energy 
available for. the PNW for 1988 was 5,072 gWh.12 Edison's final 
estimate of PSW economy energy for 1988 was 7,642 9Wh (Table 2, 

Exhibit 109). 
PSD, in developing its estimates of PNW and PSW 

economy energy availability, used, as a base number, the full year 
recorded figures for Edison receipt of non-firm energy from 
December 1985 through November 1986. For this time period, the 
results were 7,509 gWh for the PNW and 3,199 gWh for the: PSW. By 
1990, PSD is forecasting a decrease on an annual basis to· 652 qWh 
for the PNW region and 735 qWh for the PSW region, a total of 1,387 
qWh. These estixnates were basad on PSD's resource plan Nbriaging 
the qapW between the 1986 recorded fi~~res and the 1990 forecast, 
with an equal percent reduction in each year. 

~ 
~ 

PSO acknowledges that its forecasts for economy 
energy are dramatically lower than Edison's and the various 
interested parties. PSO al~o notes the variation between these 
estimates and those presented by PSD in Edison's current ECAC ~ 
proceeding. 

P$O states, however, that reasons exist for the 
differences in these estimates. specifically, PSD notes that in 
ECAC PSD uses short-term forecasts that have close relationships 
with the recorded usage in the immediate past and are intended to· 
be applicable only to the immediate forecast period. The rate case 

12 Edison's original estimate of economy energy purchases from 
the PNW region was 5,380 gWh. This estimate was revised in 
Edison's rebuttal testimony (Exhibit 109) to reflect (1) a 
reduction in the portion of the Wyodak Coal Plant output available 
tor surplus energy production; and (2) the use of more recent 
torecasts tor the Eastern Montana and Wyoming loads. Edison 
estimated that the effect of these changes in the PNW model would 
be to reduce Edison's estimate by about 308 gWh of energy 
availaDility. Both. factors resulting in the total reduction of 
308 gWh are attributable to economy energy purchases. 
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forecasts, by definition, have to be more in tune with average year 
forecasts being applicable to the test year and attrition year. 
PSD notes further that Edison's own forecasts differed between this 
proceeding and ECAC despite Edison's indication that the forecast 
period results for the ~wo proceedings should be similar. 

PSD also believes that its estimates take into 
account the recent history of PNW transactions with California. 
This history, in PSO's view, demonstrates that physical capability 
does not equate to availability. 

Finally, PSD asserts that Edison's models ,for PNW 
and PSW economy energy are flawed for failing to consider the most 
critical element necessary in evaluating the availability of the 
resource--price. While Edison's PROMOD runs include a price 
computation for non-firm energy of 60% of the averag,e cost of gas, 
PSD believes that this ratio is too low noting PSO's own as~umption 
of the PNW non-firm price being 85% of the Edison avoided energy 
price. 13 

IEP, the esc, and the CCC all challenge Edison's 
estimates of economy energy purchases. IEP estimates that S,SS7 
gWh of economy energy purchases will be made from th4~ ,PNW region 
for 1988. IEP states that this estimate which is 190 gWh less than 
Edison has estimated for the ECAC period reflects the 
price/quantity relationship, which affects economy energy purchase 
decisions. The expected level of economy energy purchases is 
affected by Edison's decision to dispatch its system based on the 
incremental or spot price of gas. 

IEP's estimates for the test year are very similar 
to those made by Edison tor the June 1987 through Ma)' 1988 ECAC 
period. IEP recognizes that these periods are not iclentical, but 

13 PSD states that its estimate is consistent with current priee 
behavior unaer the Bonneville Power Aclministration (E;PA) Intertie 
Access Policy • 
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notes, as did PSD, that in this proceeding Edison testified that 
there was no reason to believe that the expectations of purchases 
would differ between these overlapping periods. 

'rhe esc also believes that Edison's 1110deling of PNW' 
energy availability is flawed. 'rhe esc states that goth conceptual 
and mathematical errors in Edison's model have resulted in 
substantial overstatements of both the availability of PNW energy 
(by 1,876 gwh) and the actual purchases of PNW energy (by 2,690 
qWh). 'rhe esc believes that these errors include (1) Edison having 
understated the PNW region's load and the Eastern Montana-Wyoming 
load and overstated resource availability by ignoring resource 
gene:ration cost and ownership and (2) ignoring the physical 
capability of the transmission system result,ing in purchases 
exceeding the intertie capability for over 3,300 hours. 

'rhe esc's approach in estimating PNW energy 
availability, was to use instead only the Northwest Regional 

• • 

Forecast which the esc believes provided a consistent'set of • 
forecast assumptions in a single publication.. 'rhe CCC endorses thE: 
esc's position and results. 

with respect to the PSW model and assumptions" the 
CCC notes that Edison assumed that in 198:8 it would purchase 7,642 
gWh ,of non-firm energy from the Inland Southwest at a cost of 2'2.4 
mills/kWh in on-p~ak periods and 15.4 mills/kWh in the off-peak 
periods. The CCC finds these projections flawed for two reasons. 
First, CCC aserts that, as noted by PSD, Edison's out-of-state 
economy energy projections were as much as 22% higher than recently 
recorded levels. Second, the CCC states that for its updated ECAC 
filing, Edison's expected value for Inland Southwest economy energy 
had fallen to 4,398 gwh, with an average price of only 14 
mills/kWh. The CCC notes ~~t the more current ECAC forecast 
accounts for the historical 1986 recorded 'prices, the two-tiered 
GN-S rate, and operational considerations.. The CCC therefore 
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recommends the adoption of Edison's ECAC energy forecast for the 
Inland Southwest. 

~3) Firm_Eowcr Pu~baSes 
In this proceeding, the issue arose as to whether or 

not three purchase power contracts were properly considered ~y 
Edison to be firm commitments. The three agreements at issue 
include: (1) the BPA Memorandum. of Understanding (MOO'),. (2') the 
Pacific Power « Light Company (PP&L) Memorandum. of Agreement, and 
(3) the Portland General Electric company (PGE) contract. 

Edison states that it has consistently held the 
position that all three of the contracts are committed resources. 
Since the close of hearings in this proceeding, Edison has advised 
the Commission that a definitive contract has now been executed 
between Edison and PP&L and filed with the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) on July 1, 1987 in FERC Docket No. 
ER 87-521-000. Edison requests the commission to take official 
notice of this filing • 

With respect to the PGE contract, Edison states that 
the parties seek to exclude this aqreement on the bas~s that 
purchases under the contract would be too expensive. Edison states 
that the economics of the contract are not at issue in this 
proceeding, that the agreement represents a legally binding 
commitment which Edison has made, and that exclusion of the 
contract would result in payments to QFs for duplicate capacity 
which Edison is already committed to purchase. 

The BPA contract is, in Edison's view, an extension 
of the existing contract between ,the two parties. According to 
Edison, the contract, which is scheduled for termination in the 
summer ~f 1987, has been the subject of negotiations for the last 
two years. While the original MOO' was removed due to the ' 
unfavorable economies perceived by Edison, Edison still expects to 
have a contract in effect DY October, 1987. Edison believes that 
the resources should be considered committed until it is clear that 
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a new similarly advantageous contract cannot be negotiated. In 
Edison's view, a finding that the arranqement will not, continue ., 
causes the ratepayers to lose an opportunity to reap the benefits 
that have and will continue to exist in the PNW region. 

In its testimony, PSD indicated its reservations 
regarding these contracts by excluding from its assumptions of firm 
purchase power al'l but the BPA agreement, the certainty of which 
PSD also questioned. PSD states that these agreements have not 
received all of the requisite approvals necessary to allow them to 
go into effE~ct. PSI) also believes that urgency in negotiating 
these agreements has been minimized by the adoption of the Intertie 
Access Policy by BPA and the presence of excess capacity on the 
Edison system, a circumstance which is e:-cpeeted to exist well into 
the next decade. At this time, the PSD believes that the inclusion 
of any of these agreements in marginal cost calculations should be 
done with extreme caution. 

The esc also challenged inClusion of the three 
~greements, but with respect to Ed.ison's calculation of its Energy 
R.~lia))ility Index (Era) calculation used, in developill,g avoided 
capacity costs. To ensure consistency in our finding~ regarding 
the status of th(~se agreements, we note the esc's objections here 
as well. 

Sl?ecifically, the esc notes that no definitive 
agreement, memor,~ndum, arrangement, or contract of any kind exists 
».etween Edison a:n.d BPA. FUrther, Edison has admitted to the 259 MW 
MOU with BPA being woff-the-table.w The esc believes that the PP&L 
agreement is eve:n. less committed since it had not been made 
available for review at the time of the hearings. Finally, the esc 
n,:>tes that the P':;E contract is still sul:>j eet to regulatory review 
by PERC and contains express provisions calling for a recision or 
r,eformation of t:b.e contract in the event of a material change 

,caused by the regulatory approval process. 'l'he esc also questions 
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the price negotiated under the agreement since it is higher than 
the BPA MOO'. 

(4) 

I • 

9F G¢~sxatiOn 
During hearings in this proceeding, the CCC, IEP, 

and the esc all challenqed Edison's original forecast of 1988 QF 
qeneration. Accordinq to the CCC, an artificially high QF forecast 
produces lower IERs and ultimately results in underpayments to QFs. 

~he ccc states that Edison's short-term forecasts of 
expected QF generation demonstrate the uncertainty with this type 
of forecasting and underscore a pattern of needing to reduce 
forecasts to account for lower levels of actual QF generation. 
Specifically, Edison's forecast has ranged from a high of 14,l62 
qWh in its CFM-VI filing and 14,174 gWh in its 1986 Resource Plan 
to a low of 7,786 qWh in its April ECAC update. The CCc recommends 
that the Commission adopt Edison's April 8, 1987 forecast of 12,694 
qWh, reflecting a n~er of QF start-up' delays. This updated 1988 
estimate is the most current forecast contained in the record and 
therefore the ~est estimate provided to the commission. 

IEP has estimated that QFs will produce 9,192 qWh 

for sale to Edison in 1988, of which 2,420 gWh will be paid for 
based on floating or variable en~~9Y prices. IEP believes these 
estimates are rea~onable and should be adopted for two reasons. 
First, IEP's analysis was based on information provided by Edison 
and a review of Edison's initial and updated forecast reports filed 
in their 1987 ECAC (A.87-02-019). second, like the CCC, IE? notes 
the continual updating by Edison reducing its original forecast to 
match more current, recorded information. 

In Edison's rebuttal testimony (Exhibit 109), Edison 
concurs that subsequent to the aevelopment of Edison's PROMOl' 

simUlations in the fall of 1986, chanqes had occurred in the 
schedules of some of the QF resources that were expected to :~tart 
operation in 1988. ~hese chanc;es were reflected in the late:;;t 
Edison ECAC update, but were not included in the Edison's qellcral 
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rate case filinq. Edison therefore revised its oriqinal estimate 
of 14,174 qWh of QF generation for 1988 to reflect the more current 
inform~tion by redueing ~~t fiqure by 1480 gWh. The result was 
Edison's acceptance of the CCC's estimate of 12,1$.94 gWh. 

(S) Price ot;Natu~ 
The priee of nlltural gas is a particularly critical 

input assumption. It is the primary fuel used in Edison's own 
oil/gas generation and is, thE~re:fore, the increm.ental or 
marginal/avoided fuel. Differences between Edison, PSD, and the 
interested parties include ~ttL the prices assumed for the gas and 
the manner i~l which gas prices are modeled. 

In ,determining the p'rice of natural gas, Edison used 
a fuel cost c~f $2.94{.MMBtu, which is Edison's forecasted weighted 
average price: for gas during the test year. Edison recommends, 
however, that the Commission adopt the most current average price. 
Al though Edi~.on also forecasted an incremental cost of gas 
($2.1S/MMBtu), the weighted average was the o~y price used in its 
marginal energy cost calculations. 

PSO used both a forecasted average price of gas at 
$2.S2f,MMBtu and a WcommodityN or WdispatchW price, also called the 
Tier II price, of $1.996/MMBtu or 79% of the average price. It is 
the PSO view that while in the long term the price of gas will 
track the price of oil, in the near term, the existinq gas 
competition, combined with the ~estrueturing of the gas industry, 
is expected to price gas at a discount to oil. Therefore PSD's 
forecasted price of natural gas is 95% of its forecasted price of 
Low SUlphur Waxy Residual Oil (LSWR). 

The CCC endorses the 1988 gas price forecast 
presented by PSD of $2.S2/MMBtu based on PSO priee and dispatch 
assessments. The CCC, however" challenqes the accuracy of the many 
Gnd varied qas price forecasts which Edison has presented in its 
general rate ease Gnd ECAC applications. The CCC specifically 
cites four different gas price forecasts which Edison has offered: 
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An overall gas price of $2.94/MMBtu for the original eRC 
application, an ECAC forecast of $2.68/MMBtu for the first ,five 
months of 1988, a revised ECAC forecast of $2.90/MMBtu, and'a 
$2.70f,MMBtu for all of 1988 used in its PROMOD simulation. 

~ 

Like Edison, IEP used a weighted average gas price 
in its production cost analysis.. PSD points out, however, that the 
ELFIN model used by IEP does not permit the use of a fuel dispatch 
price. 

Edison takes issue with the use by PSD and the CCC 
of a Tier II price of gas for the purpose of model dispa~ch. Since 
,the CottlXl\ission is now paying QFs using short-run marginal costs of 
energy that reflect the wl~ighted average price Edison pays for gas 
rather than the Tier II price, developing IERs based on models 
which dispatch at the Tier II price of gas would be incorrect. In 
reply to Edison's challenge to PSO's use of Tier II prices, PSD 
states that PSD's lAM model has the capability to dispatch units 
based on the spot price of gas. After fixing the dispatch order, 
howevor, PSD notes that the actual weighted average pr1ce of gas 
can then be input into the model for the purpose of marginal cost 
and IER calculation, a step Which PSD took. In PSD's view, this 
modeling approach in fact most accurately reflects reality since 
the utility dispatchers never dispatch units based on the average 
price of gas. PSD further notes that it correctly modeled QF 
payments on the basis of '~e average price of gas. 

(6) Hinilnwn LQ:a,d condit~ 

Minim~ load conditions can be defined as the point 
where oil and gas fired power plants either have been turned off or 
are being operated at their minimum level to meet system security 
needs or operational constraints. During minimum load conditions, 
low-cost purchased power :may be rejected. To, the extent that 
Edison is required by contract to purchase higher cost power during 
~inimum load conditions, a portion of the potential cost savings is 
not realized • 
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Edison st~tes that,in an attempt to· c~lculate the 
• • 

anticipated minimum load conditions Edison used a simple,regression 
analysis methodology.. Edison acknowledges that this approach would 
not necessarily produce ar., exactly correct estimate of the minimum 
load hours. However, the regression did show that the expected 
minimum load hours would increase over time and probably be at a 
maximwn in the 1989 to 1991 time frame. Since the only major 
rosource additions to the Edison resource plan in the next two to 
three years are QF resources, the correlation of increasing minimum 
load conditions due to QF resource addit,ions, as, Edison did, is 
justifiable. 

'the CCC o~jlects to Edison's methodology for the 
following reasons: (1) Edison failed to validate its forecasts of 
rejected economy energy; (2) the assumptions contained in Edison~s 
resource plans are incorreet due to erroneously high forecasts oZ 
~~e availability of economy energy, QF generation, and nuclear and 
e,oal generation are too high; (3) the simUlations of the Edison 
system do not accurately reflect the operational flexibility of the. 
system failing to account tor several factors that would reduce 
*must run* constraints; and (4) Edison has provided no proof that 
ii:s reqression equation is valid.. According to the CCC, it is 
unlikely that a simple regression over the years can ~e meaningful, 
particularly in light of the faet that the addition of SONGS 2 and. 
3,. the Palo Verde units, and the Intermountain Power Plant 'O'ni ts 
present highly significant perturbations to the Edison system. 

The CCC also refutes Ed.ison's assertion that QFs 
cause minimum load concii tions. Due to acidi tions of a substantial 
~UIIOunt of ba~i,e loaci capacity to the Edison system in recent years 
and levels of new coal anci nuclear resources, the CCC eontends that 
Ed.ison is prc~elucied from attributing minimum load conditions to any 
single generation resource. 
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(7) Miscellaneous InputA~sumpti9~ 
In its brief Edison expressecl concerns about four 

additional modeling or input differences: (1) heat rate input, 
(2) load shape data, (3) unit commitment ana dispatch, and (4) 

choice of resource plan. Beginning with heat rate input, Edison 
expresses concern with respect to the data sets and model 
manipulation undertaken by IEP and the CCC. Edison also, claims 
that different load shape data was used by Edison and IEP as 
opposed to the CCC. Edison ~elieves that no significant 
comparison can be made between the results of two simulation model 
outputs if the models use different load shapes. 

With respect to unit commitment and dispatch, Edison 
notes that one major difference in the ELFIN simulation modeling 
and the PROMOD modeling is the treatment of Nmust runN units. 
Edison states that the Nmust runN designation of the coal, nuclear, 
some hydro, and QF resources is essentially correct. Edison 
'asserts, however, that the "must run' designation of oil and gas 
units used by both the CCC and IEP is not correct. With reference 
to historical data, Edison would expect that the production from 
these units would amount to significantly less than the 72'% of all 
oil/gas energy production projected for test year 1988. 

Edison is also troubled by the fact that the CCC, 
lEP, and PSO simulations of the Edison system were not based on the 
Edison resource plan. According to Edison, these resource 
differences may be minor in some circumstances and major in others, 
but without the use of consistent resource plan assumptions, 
.exclusive of the three contraets. under d.ispute, no valid comparisc1n 
can be made. 

(8) Adjustinq IERs to Reflect commission 
Adopt~ Input Assumptions 

If the Commission chooses to use input Assumptions 
clifferent than those filed by Edison, Edison believes that the 
Commission must have some means for ad.justing IERs. Edison 
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therefore proposes use of Figure 3 of Exhibit 110 which shows IER 
sensitivity by plotting a line· connecting recorded 1985 and 1986 

IERs with Edison's and the cec's forecasted 1988 IERs as a function 
of base loaded energy. The slopeot this line is about -zs 
Btus/kWh per 1,000 gWh increase in base loaded energy. Any change 
in economy energy purchase, base load produetion from Edison coal 
and nuclear units, or QF purchases reflected in the input 
assumptions adopted by the Commission can be converted to the 
. correspondinq chanqe in IERs using this linear relationship·. 
Edison believes that the reasonableness of this approacn is further 
enhanced by Edison having demonstrated that the CCC's and the esc's 
claims of hi9h sensitivity to changing input assumptions are 
contrary to the facts. 

Additionally, Edison notes that only its and the 
CCC's (upon removing the start-up and no-load fuel adjustment) 
results reflect the expected decline in I~ anticipated with 
increasi:tlg "base loaded energy." The IER values produced by lEP', 
before the start-up, no-load tuel adjustment, and the PSO values 
are higher than 198& recorded IERs despite projected increases in 
base loaded energy_ 

PSD disputes Edison's assertion that only its "zero
interceptlf approach shows a proper trend in forecasted IERs on the 
basis that an increase is expected in *base loa~ed energylf 
production from 1986· to 1988. PSD counters this assertion by 
stating that even though the production from base loaded units may 
increase in 1988, economy energy and firm purchase contracts are 
forecasted to decrease. PSD points out that these decreases will 
have the effect of increasinc; the IER. 

The CCC believes that despite Edison's concessio~ 
that certain of the CCC's forecasts were better due to· the 
availability of more recent data, Edison has erred by not rerunning 
its PROMOD model with the corrected assumptions. The CCC disputes 
Edison's assertion that IERs are relatively insensitive t~changes 
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in input assumptions and those changes oan be reflected as proposed 
above by Edison. The CCC assails Edison's attempt to diminish the 
importance of using the corrected assUmptions as undermining the 
very purpose of these proceedings--accurate formulation of Edison's 
marginal energy costs. 

The cce also takes issue with Edison's argument that 
increases in forecasts of base load energy production intuitively 
mean other ~~rties are in error in proposing increases in the IER 
over the 1985 value. The CCC believes that, by taking this 
position, Edison has ignored the fact that other significant 
assumptions have drastically changed since the last general rate 
ease and tha't those assumptions also atfect the calculation of the 
1ER. 

The esc, like the CCC, similarly refute the claim by 
Edison that ,:hangcs in base load resource generation or purchased 
power inputs produce little change in the IER. The CSC notes that 
Edison's opinion, assertedly based on historical analysis, does not 
withstand scrutiny even when compared to· Edison's own production 
model runs. The. esc asserts even Edi'son implicitly admitted in its 
rebuttal testimony that a sensitivity analysis using a production 
siXl:~,~Jation model is the appropriate method for calculating' IERs. 
The esc concludes that since no such sensitivities were presented 
in the record, the Commission must decide the ~ppropriate IER level 
based on the Edison, PSO, IEP, CCC, or esc recommendations. 

(9) Annual:om Vpda3t.2 
The CCC proposes that the Commission institute an 

annual updating procedure tor the IER in order to minimize the 
risks associated with forecasting_ For ease of implementation, the 
load and resource assumptions adopted in the ,annual ECAC proceeding 
could be used as the basis tor the update. ,J The utilities would 
then tile an application proposing avoided energy payments to QFs 
based on the approved assumptions. The CCC recommends that the 
Commission adopt an annual IER in this proceeding and defer to 
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A.SZ-04-44, et al., issues related to updatin9- The ece notes that 
the ~e approach was used in 0.86-12-091 in PG&E's last general 
rate case. 

e. Miscellaneous AvoidesLCos;t Issues .Rais~ by Edison 
Edison also proposed to chanqe some ot,the factors which 

enter into the calculation of avoided energy costs. These changes 
are as follows: 

-- ",;'ariable O&M expenses adder: $0.003/kWh 
-- Oil-gas efticiency conversion tactor: 1.OS 

-- Sub-transmission energy line loss factor: 1.023 
-- Primary level enerqy line loss factor: 1.02'6 

Edison asserts that no party to this proceedinqhas raised issue 
with these modifications. 
adoption. 

Edison therefore recommends their 

d. iX91m'ed XER :Results 
The followinq table summarizes the results of each 

party's IER analysis: 
~ary or IERs 

!Qr In lor QutN '&m 
(Btu/kWh) 

• • 

• 
~rty Nor InN Run 

(Btu/kWh) 

Unadjusted 
EIoposed ELFIN Results 14 

Edison 
PSO 
IEP 
ecc 

9,2S1 
9,626 9,,77S 

10,147 9,511 
9,988 9,369 

14 These are the results achieved by the eec and IEPusin~ the 
ELFIN model and their respective -QF In/QF Out'" methodoloq1es 
prior to the external adjustment for start-up and no-load costs • 
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3.. J)j~ss19n 

a.. Q2mput!:r Hod~ and Input .AsSWDm:ign ,M(ee~~s and :0:3 
We are disheartenea to be confronted in this case with .~ 

basic issues related to the litigation of marginal costs which we 
fel t had been resolved. Primary among these is the access by the 
parties to' computer models and related data supporting testimony 
and recommendations in this case. In Edison's last gen~ral rate 
ease, 0.84-12-068, we had endorsed PSD's suggestion of an OIl into 
the subject of a unifor.rn computer model. We felt that such 
uniformity would end suspicion and enhanee understanding-of 
eomputer models. As suggested by PSO,. we also dir(lcted Edison " t, l.n 

its next general rate case to provide related compl:~ter data upon 
the filing of its application" to avoid the data gathering problems 
PSO had experienced in that proeeeding.. (D .. 84-12-068,. at p. 256.) 

Since the issuance of D .. 84-12-068, the Legislature has 
also been active in the area of computer model.access. . . 

Spe:cifieally, in september, 198'5, the Legislature directed the 
Commission to embark on a major program to assess and validate 
utility computer models and to improve pUblic understanding and 
access to such models. Assembly Bill 475 was enacted at that time 
adding Section 585 and sections 1821 through 1824 to the California 
Public utilities Code. These code sections provide, among other 
things, that any computer model and related data base that is the 
basis for any testimony or exhibit shall be available to the 
Commission and parties to hearings to the extent necessary for 
cross-a~)nation and rebuttal. The Commission is further required 
to adopt rules to govern access and verification of the computer 
models.. These rules are to include procedural safeguards that 
protect data bases and models not owned by the public utilities. 

PUrsuant to AB 475, the Commission undertook and. . 
completed its first report to the Legislature on December 31, 1986. 

This report focused on reviewing and explaining the electric 
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utility production cost models. Reserved to this year's (1987) 
study is the adoption of rules governing access to utility models. 

Despite this effort~ we find that little p~09ress towara 
uniformity in production cost models or availability of related 
data has been made within the context of the general rate case. 
Instead of a uniform model used by all parties, we were presented 
with a total of three models, the efficacy of each of which was the 
subject of debate. Further, in spite of our admonitions to Edison 
in their last general rate case reg~rding the early provision of 
data. related to the use of its computer model, interested parties 
were still without such data as hearings on the issue of marginal 
cost commenced. 

The difficulty of ,assessing the validity of various 
computer models is made more acute in the setting of a general rate 
case. With a myriad of issues to hear and decide and a strict 
timetable with which to adhere, the Commission is ill-equipped to 

• • 

decide issues related to the verification of complex computer • 
models durinq a qeneral rate case. We find that this situation 
Will only worsen should the possibility of an annual update of the 
1ER in ECAC proceedinqs be realized. The ECAC proceeding, even 
more than the qeneral rate case, is already burdened by significant 
time and staffing limitations.1S 

In this case, we note that the results produced by the 
computer models used in this proceeding were remarkably similar. 
However, it is not our job to guess why this result occurred, but 
to kn.2x- Among the reasons which suggest themselves are (1) 
coincidence, (2) negligible impact of utilizing either PROMOD, 

lS We note that our belief regarding the possibility of an annual 
update of the IER will lead us to adopt an annual IER in this 
proceeding, as suggested by the CCC. However, whether or not this 
situation will actually occur is appropriately t~ ~ decided in 
A.82-04-44, et ale 
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ELFIN, or IAM/PCAM in calculating ·Edison's IER, (3) negligible 
i~pact of differing input assumptions,. or (4). negligible impact of 
differing methodologies. 

It is our concern that even if all of these circumstances 
were true in this particular rate case, such circumstances could be . , 

non-repeating. That is, the sum total of the model, methodology, 
or assumption differences did not alter the IER significantly in 
this case, but the sum or even one of these factors in another case 
could yield highly dissimilar results. In attempting to forecast 
the future, an already speculative science, the Commission does not 
want to leave to chance the understanding of the tools upon which 
we rely to provide the adopted forecast. 

For these reasons, we find that in Edison's, as well as 
PG&E's and SDG&E's, future general rate cases, ECAC proceedings, or 
other proceedings designated by ]~. 82-04-44, et ale for developing 
marginal or avoided energy costs" all parties presenting testimony 
requiring the use of a production simulation'model must provide a 
"base ease" run using the same model. Each party will, of course, 
also have the opportunity to pre$ent testimony usinq its model of 
choice and explain its preferences for that model. However, the 
requirement that the same model must be used to present a base case 
will aid the Commission, as a starting point, 'in deter.mininq 
whether model, assumption, or mei~odological differences are 
causinq the different results. ~he need for such an approaeh may 
lessen over time as ours and the parties' sophistication regarding 
computer models increases. Addi'~ionally, work related to the 
i~pl~mentation of AB 475 will ulti~ately determine the ~anner in 
which models are to be used and accessed. 

To achieve our goal, we find that the ~odel which lends 
itself best to our purpose is ELFIN. As has been shown in this 
proceeding, ELFIN is the most accessible production simulation 
co~puter model in use at the present time and has bee~ employed for 
the greatest number of uses • 
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We note certain parties' concerns regarding the efficacy 
of using ELFIN for short-run marginal cost results. We believe 
that this shortcoming, if one exists, can be addressed by each 
party either suggesting a means of adjusting the model to overcome 
any problem or citing the deficiency as a basis for reliance on an 
alternate model or approach. We discuss below the propriety of 
adjusiting the ELFIN model to reflect start-up and no-load costs. 

In any event, ELFIN results will be produced by all 
parties and can be compared by the Commission between each party 
and ~~tween other model results. We remind the parties that our 
goal is not to endorse or reflect a preference ELFIN over all other 
models, but rather to provide a common basis for the Commission to 
evaluate the parties' showings and to determine the proper 
fore~~sted result within the limited time frames provided by 

gener.",l rate ease and ECAC proceedings. 
Similarly, we are concerned with continued problems 

relat.~d to access to input assUlnptions. The eec correctly notes 
that issues relating to updating IERs will be ultimately decided 
A.82-04-44, ct ale We note, however, their comment that 
implementation of this annual update can be *eased* by load and 
resource assumptions adopted' in 'the annual ECAC proceeding being 
used as the basis for the update. What this suggestion overlooks 
is the process by which those assumptions were adopted--namely, 
through complex litigation in the ECAC.. Therefore, we also believe 
it is necessary to provide direction in this decision to streamline 
that process as well. Similar to our findings on the ELFIN base 
ease run, it is our intention that procedures similar to those 
adopted below for EClison's ECAC will be followed by PG&E and SDG&E 
in their ECAC filings and by all three utilities in their general 
rate case filings or any filings desiqnated by A .. 82-04-44 for the 
development of avoided or marginal enerqy costs. 

Specifically, we direct PSO for Edison's next ECAC or 
toru:m. desiqnated in A.32-04-44, et al. for the development of IERs, 
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to hold a workshop no later than one week tollowin~ Edison's ECAC 

filin~. The purpose of this workshop will be to- determine the data 
sets, resource plans, load shape, heat rate inl=lut, unit commitment 
and dispatch, minimum load conditions, resource assumptions, 
marginal fuel assumptions, a.nd all other pertinent data which 
Edison used to calculate its IER. We have included in our list the 
very items with which Edison. took issue in this case and claimed 
prevented comparisons between the results of the various parties. 

The purpose of this workshop will not only be to obtain 
data which Edison used in its calculation, Dut to also provide a 
forum in which the parties can agree, to the extent possible, on 
the assumptions to be used and the appropriate source of those 
assumptions. The Director of the Commission's Advisory and 
Compliance Division shall appoint an aribiter for the workshop to 
resolve any issues related to the development of a common data set 
upon which agreement cannot be reached DY the parti1es. SUfficient 
time will be available followin~ the workshop for ~SD and 
interested parties to prepare their ECAC reports and testimony. 

b. AdQpt~ Resylt~ 

In this case, we have carefully reviewed the record and 
concluded that the IER to be used for both marginal and avoided 
energy costs should not result from the averaging of the parties' 
proposals, an alternative sU9gested by the outcome in D.86-08-083 
(PG&E). The reasons for this approach are several. First, we 
believe that much of the un~ertainty reqardinq the appropriate 
methodology for calculatinq marqinal and avoided energy costs will 
be removed this year. Second, should the IER, as we believe it 
will, De upda~ed on an annual basis, we find it critical to examine 
the input assumptions which were used in this case and will no 
doubt be in issue again in any update. 

Specifically, we have con~luded that the Commission has 
endorsed the calculation of two IERs--one for marginal energy ~ost 
determinations and one for avoided energy cost determinations • 
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by 
This split is appropriate since the avoided energy cost is to be 
used to pay QFs and should in turn reflect the contribution ~ade 
the OF in avoiding utility energy costs. While the ultimate 
methodology used to ealculate this difference will be developed and 
approved in A.S2-04-44, et al., we find that the Commission has 
continued to move in the direction of applying the *QF In/OF out* 
methodology tor short-run, as well as for long-run, avoided energy 
cost calculations. (See 0.85-12-108, 0.8-6-07-004, 0.86-12-091.) 

As correctly stated by both the CCC and the esc, our 
reliance on PROMOD and the *zero-intercept* methodology in Edison's 
last general rate case was primarily a default position. In 
particular, the *OF In/QF Out* methodology had not been adopted and 
the models and related methodologies avail~le to us that 
proceeding were limited. This ease provides a completely different 
scenario with several different models, methodologies, and 
assumptions having been presented. 

We recognize that our conclusion to use different IERs 
for ratemaking and OF pricing represents a departure for our poliey 
announced in Edison'~ last general rate case. In that proceeding, 
as noted by PSD and Edison, we endorsed uniformity in marginal and 
avoided cost re~~lts for all purposes tor which these costs are 
used. Although practically this approach greatly simplifies our 
task of determining these costs, we do not believe that it allows 
us to meet our obligation to provide the most accurate prices to 
QFs based on avoided costs and, at the same time, to, provide the 
most accurate price signals to consumers regar~ing their electrie 
conswnption. 

Unfortunately, only one party to this proceeding. 
presented IER results based on a *QF In* (marginal cost) approach 
and a *QF In/OF Out* (avoided cost) approaeh--PSO. Fortunately, 
the results produced by PSO were the least controverted in this 
proceeding, provided ~~e *correct trend* whiCh would be expected 
trom. using these two al?proaehes (a sligh.tly higher 1ER using the 
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*QF In/ QF out* approach), were within the range of IERs proposed 
by the other parties, and were derived from the same models. The: 
models and methodologies employed by PSD also appeared to- present 
the least concern to· the other parties. 

In contrast, :much debate centered on the propriety of tb.e 

*Qr In/QF Out" methodol';)gies proposed by the CCC and IEP. WE: note, 
as we have previously, ~~at the decision on the appropriate 
methodology to De applied to a *QF In/QF Out" scenario' is to be 
reaehed in A.8Z-04-44, et al. Due to this circumstance, we will 
not determine whether or not the CCC and IE? properly included 
*existinq* QFs in their implementation of this methodoloqy_ 

~eause EL!~N will be used to provide the *base case* IER 
calculations in ECAC, however, we do feel it is appropriate to
examine the issue of whether the CCC's and IEP's results include a 
*double-counting* of start-up and no-load costs. In this regard, 
we believe that the record appears to support PSD's and Edison's 
position that some *double-counting" does result when the ELFIN 
model output is externally adjusted to reflect start-up and no-load 
costs.. This, effect was in fact acknowledged by IE?, but was 
dismissed on the grou:nds that such "double-counting''' had an 
insi9nificant impact I~n overall results. 

As we move 1:0 a period of potential reliance on ELFIN and 
the "QF In/OF Out* me1::hodology to calculate IERs for OF pricing', 
the fact of "double-counting* of start-up and no-load costs in 
using ELFIN, whether ji.nsi9nificant or nl:>t in this particular case, 
could become critical in the future. We therefore find that the 
ccc and IEP failed properly to take into account the potential for 
double-counting and to re:duee their adjustment of their proposed 
IERs by the amount of the double-counting' .. 

For the reasons stated above, we find that the resulting' 
- IERs proposed by PSD--9,626 Btu/kWh to be used tor the marginal 
energy cost calculation ~nd 9,775 Btu/k~r.n to be used for the 
~voided energy cost caleulation--are reasonable and should be 
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adopted as annual values in this proceeding. An annual' 1ER is 
appropriate tor adoption in this proceeding due to the likelihood 
of the IER being the subj ect of an annual update. The 
determination of the forum and timing for updating the IER, 
however, remain reserved tor A.S2-04-44, et al. Our adopted IER 
value should therefore remain in effect until updated as prescribed 
in A.S2-04-44 et al. 

Our conclusion to adopt the PSD's estimates, however, 
should not be interpreted as approval of PSO's wQF In/QF outW 

methodology, a methodology being considered with other proposals in 
A.S2-04-44, et al. in which proceeding the ~QF In/OF OutW issue 
will be resolved. Neither do we intend by this result to indicate 
adoption ot all of PSO's assumptions or acceptance of Edison's 
position that changes in such input assumptions have little impact 
on the calculation ot the IER. 

Instead, we find that, in this particular ease, PSD's 
nwnbers are most in'keeping with our decis'ion to rely on both a ""QF 
In"" approach and a wQF In/QF OutW approach, that PSD's results are 
clearly within a range ot reasonableness based on the totality of 
the evidence in this proceeding, and that both IER results emanate 
from the same source (i.e., same model, modeling, and assumptions). 

We also do not intend for our adoption, of the PSD results 
to indicate any acquiesence to Edison's position regarding the 
insensitivity of the IER calculation. The sole support for this 
contention is apparently the closeness of the parties' 
reeommend~tions. As stated previously, however, we cannot be sure 
if this result in this particular ease will repeatedly occur. The 
sensitivity runs necessary to firmly decide this issue, as even 
Edison recognizes, are not a part of this record. 

Considering the likelrhood of the IER being updated on an 
annual basis, however, we do believe that our resolution of the 
Assumptions at issue here will provide useful insight into the 
proper determination of similar assumptions in the future. In all 
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eases, we believe that the guiding principle in evaluating input 
assUmpti~ns is that the best assumptions embody the most up-to
date, verifiable 'information. 

Base Load :unit PrQduetism As~ptions- The CCC has 
provided the commissio.n with the most reasonable assumptions 
regarding Edison's bas,e load u.."'lit (coal ana nuclear) production. 
The ccc relied upon the correct standard tor evaluating Edison's 
nuclear power plants with less than five years of operating data-
the national average of similar units. For those units, 59% is the 
appropriate capacity factor. Based on more recent information than 
was used by Edison, we also adopt the CCC's assumption of a 
March 1, 1988, commercial operating date for the Palo Verde 3 unit. 
The CCc and PSD also correctly assumed an average of a 63% capacity 
factor for Edison's coal plants based on historical averages and 
consideration of major outage factors. 

Econ9my Ene:t9Y Purchases.. It is in this' area that we 
found PSD's presentation to be the weakest. We found insufficient 
support for PSO's dramatically different economy energy assumptions 
and are unpersuaded by PSD's reasoning for making those 
assumptions. This single problem area in PSD's showing, however, 
is not sufficient to a:Lter our adoption of PSD's final overall IER 
results. We find instead that based on the most recently available 
data that Edison's estimate of 5072 gWh of PNW economy energy 
purchases and the CCC's estimate (based on Edison's ECAC testimony) 
of 4,398 gWh of PSW economy energy are reasonable. 

Firm Pow~r EMrebase~. The question of what is a Wfirm" 
power purchase arises not only in the context of calculating 
Edison's IER, but also in the context of calculating Edison'S ERl 
used to determine avoided capacity costs_ This latter calculation 
will be discussed in the tollowinq section; however, our 
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dete~nination$ re~ardin~ Edison's·wfirmw power purchases in this 
section are equally applicable to our discussion of the ERI.16 

,we note the concerns of PSD, the CCC,. the esc, and Edison 
with respect to this issue. In evaluating these a9ree~ents in 
terms of their inclusion as firm resource assumptions used in 
ealculating an IER, however, it is our job to determine Edison's 
commitment to purchase the power, rather than to adjudge the 
economic benefits of the agreement. In assessing whether Edison is 
truly obligated in a purchase, we do need to examine the totality 
of circumstances surrounding that contraet--its status a~ to the 
two parties, its status as to the necessary governmental approval, 
and last, and perhaps least important in this regard, its 
acceptability as to price. 

~ • 

We find usinq this eriteria that the BP.A MOO' cannot :be

considered a firm. contract under any circumstances. CUrrently, the 
parties have reached no agreement, and Edison has acknowledged the 
economic impropriety of its enterinq the contract as first 
proposed. We also note PSO's concern regarding the current lack of ~ 
urgency with respect to Edison signing such an agreement. 

With respect to the PP&L and. PGE contracts, while Doth 
contracts still require governmental review and certain price 
questions bave been raise~, we note that the parties have reached 
agreement and. that those agreements have been tendered to the FERC. 
We find that this course of action indicates Edison's intent t~ 

16 The only basis for a differing approach in evaluating the 
E~fficaoy of firm purchase assumptions ~or calculatinq IERs and 
ERIs is that the ERI may ~e in effect fo= a longer period of time 
than the IER. As stated previously, only an annual IER value will 
be ad.opted in this proceeding. The period of time in which the 
ERI will be in effect is an issue to be resolved in A.82-04-44, et 
al. currently, that period could be as long as the ttme ~etween 
general rate cases (three years). We do not believ1e, however, 
that our conclusions Would ~e siqnificantly different qiven a 
longer effective period for the ERI. 
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pursue and honor these agreements .and as such both contracts should 
be considered firm purchases. 

2:[ G<meratum- We adopt the most recent forecast o·f QF 
generation recommended by the CCC and agreed to by Edison of 12,694 
gWb.. 

M'inimumJ&?asl conditions. We share the CCC's concerns 
regarding Edison's forecast of substantial increases in minimum 
load conditions, Edison's reliance on a regression analysis, and 
Edison's attribution of minimum load conditions to any single 
generation resource (i.e., QFs) in the ~ace of increases in other 
base load resources as well. We believe that future forecasts 
should provide more specific and verifiable results reqarding the 
causes and effect of minimum load conditions. 

~l ~~_~ice. We find reasonable and accurate PSD's 
forecasted average pri~:e of gas of $2.52/MMBtu. Unlike Edisol'l, 
however, we have no difficulty with PSO's use of the "dispatch" or 
Tier II price as an input to' the lAM model in order to most 
accurately reflect uni'l: dispatch. As pointed out by the CCC, the 
varied gas price forecasts offered by EdisQ·n offered no clear 
choice regarding the cl~rreet forecasted figure. 

We conclude '~is section on marginal and avoided enerqy 
costs by adopting thosle portions of PSO's a.nd Edison's Joint 
Exhibit 4l on those marginal enerqy cost issues on which these two 
parties agreed and which our preceding finding's do not impact.. We 
also find reasonabl~ E~:1ison's request to adopt its undisputed 
changes to the followi:ng' factors which enter into the calculation 
of avoided energy cost:s--variable O&M expenses adder, oil-gas 
efficiency conversion factor, sub-transmission energy line loss 
factor, and primary level enerqy line loss factor • 
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D. ~1nal. 'Demand .and 
AV91.ded--S'apacity C2stS 

1. BaekgX'gund 

The marginal cost of demand measures the change in total 
costs caused ):,y a chan<ge in demand.. These costs are calculated in 
terms of the incremental investment in physical plant need.ed to 
serve the next unit of load, and therefore relate principally to 
plant associated. with '3'cnerating and transporting the electricity 
necessary to satisfy ~ne marginal demand. Components of :marginal 
demand costs are the ma.rginal co:;.ts of generation, transmission, 
and distribution. Bec.!use of the relation between marginal 
distri:bution and marginal eustom(~r costs, the distri:butio:n 
component of marqinal demand costs will be considered in our 
su):)sequent section on marginal customer costs. 

~ 
~ 

In past gcnc:r:al rate cases, the marginal demand costs of 
generation have ):,een Di~sed on the utility'S shortage costs. There 
has been general agreement that a suita:ble proxy for those costs is 
the annualized value of a combustion tur):,ine. ~ 

Related to generation marginal d.emand costs are avoid.ed 
capacity costs. Under a short-run standard offer, the payment made 
to QFs for capacity ar4~ based on the utility'S avoided capacity 
cost whi~, like the marginal demand cost, is based on the 
utility'S shortage costs. The ar~ualized value of a combustion 
turbine is similarly used as a proxy for those costs. Because 
transmission and distr:~ution costs are not avoided by utility 
purchases of QF power, such costs are not included in payments to 
OFs. Avoided capacity costs are. also used in evaluating resource ~ 

alternatives and demand side management proqrams. 
While the unadjusted value of a combustion turbine bas 

continued to serve as the basis for deter.mininq marginal demand 
costs, the same has not been true ~or the calculation of avoided 
capacity costs used as the basis for payments to QFs. Since 
Edison's last general rate case, in which such an unadjusted value 
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was adopted for QF pricinq, the Commission has determined that an 
adjustlnent of the combustion turbine value is necessary,'to reflect 
system reliability. SUch an adjustment is generically referred t~ 
as a capacity value multiplier. 

Specifically, in 0.86-07-004 (A.82-04-44, et al.), the 
Commission noted the general agreement among the parties that a 
utility's shortage cost payments may ~e less than the annualized 
fixed cost of a combustion turbine depending on whether the 
utility's generation reserves exceed an appropriate reliability 
criterion. In the subsequently issued 0.86-l1-07l, we reviewed 
proposals submitted by Edison, PG&E, and SDG&E for capacity value 
multipliers designed to reflect the system reliability o,f the three 
utilities. In that decision we indicated our intention to use, 
when its development was complete, an ERI based on an Expected 
Unserved Energy (BUB) target as the basis for adjusting the value 
of the combustion turbine. 

The EUE is a measure of the likely quantity of unmet 
demand in a given timespan. The ERI is a formula that uses the BUB 
target of a utility to determine the value of additional capacity 
to that utility. An ERI based on an EUE target is therefore a 
means of expressing whether the value of the additional capacity on 
an electric utility system in a given year is the same as, greater 
than, 0= less than, the utility'S marginal capacity investment, 
assumed to be a combustion turbine. 

In D.86-11-071 we concluded that system operability, with 
one historical year as reference point, should :be the basis at this 
time for developing an EOE target. If·the projection of EOE for 
that year is less than the E'OE target, then the capacity value will 
be less than the annualized cost of a combustion turbine. If the 
projection exceeds the EOE target, and if the year in question is 
not far enough in the tuture to allow the utility to build new 
capacity, then the capacity value of new QFs in that year will 
exceed such annualized cost. (0.86-11-071" at p. 9.) 
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In 0.86-11-071, while finding that all of the utilities 
had presented thoughtful proposals, each utility, including Edison, 
was directed to revise and provide further explanation of their 
proposals in the June and July, 1987 hearings in A .. 82-04-44, et ala 
The Commission, however, accepted in principle Edison's proposal to 
implement its EOE target in conjunction with a target reserve 
margin. This approval, however, was conditioned on Edison's 
valuing capacity for the selected year on whichever target resulted 
in . a lower total EUE for that time period. 

In PG&E's most recent general rate case, the Commission 
recognized the ongoing study of capacity value multipliers taking 
place in A.82-04-44, et ala The Commission eoneluded that in the 

interim the ERI methodology adopted in PG&E's last general rate 
case (0 .. 83-12-068) would be used to determine the ERI adjustment 
factor adopted in 0.86-12-091. 

In an Administrative Law Judge's (AIJ) Ruling issued in 

~ • 

this proceeding on March 4, 1937, the ALJ acknowledged that the . 
methodology tor calculating adjustments to avoided capacity costs ~ 
is an issue in A.82-04-44, et ala The ALJ further stated, however, 
that the general rate case remained the forum for the adoption of 
the precise values which would be used to determine those costs. 
Because no capacity value multiplier had Deen ado~ted in Edison's 
last general rate case, as it had been for PG&E, the parties were 
directed to utilize an ERI adjustment, despite its on-going study 
in A.82-04-44, et al., in calculating Edison's avoided capacity 
costs. In the absence of a reasonaDle EUE target at the time of 
hearings in this proceeding, the parties were asked to present a 
*Cletault poSition, e.g., the target reserve margin,." for the 
Commission's consideration. 
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2. b¢ies Eositions 
a. Maxgj,nal D<:rnand Cos;ts 

(1) Edison and PS:Q 

Both Edison and PSD agree on the methodology and 
assumptions for calculating marginal demand costs of generation and 
transmission. Edison and PSD have used the cost of a combustion 
turbine as a proxy for calculating generation marginal demand cost 
and a regression anal~"sis of transmission investment costs versus 
peak load increases for caleulating transmission marginal demand 
costs. 

In ordElr to complete the calculation of the 198& O&M 
expenses, one of the components of the marqinal demand cost, O&M 
escalation rates were needed. PSD's O&M escalation rates differed 
slightly from Edison'~" but Edison agreed to accept PSD's rates. 
The j:ointly proposed r.L1lXtI.bers of generation and transmission 
marginal demand cost:-s are $69.36/kW and $33- .. 1Z/kW, respectively, as 
shown in Tables 2 and 3- of Exhibit 4l. Edison and PSD believe 
these numbers to ]be rElasona}:)le a.nd urge their adoption by the 
Commission. 

(2) ~ 

CMA prclposes that generation marqinal demand costs,. 
like avoided capacity costs should also reflect an ERI. CMA states 
that Edison curreltltly has excess generating capacity so that PSD 
and Edison :bOth SllOW Edison'S ERI is substantially lower than the. 
1.0 which it would be if an appropriate balance of loads ~~d 
;:"':!!sources existed. c:t-'..A believes that failure to· recognize the 
e:cistence of excess capacity in determining the marqinal demand 
cost of generation means that rates based on that cost will 
illcorreetly signal the customers that the excess capacity does not 
e:dst. 

~ also states that its testimony demonstrated that 
the recognition of the ~ in marginal generation costs makes 
little difference in the revenue allocation to classes. However, 
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use of the ERI would have significant i~pact on rate design. CMk 
asserts that with generation marginal demand costs varying 
significantly, the appropriate allocation of Large Power revenue 
requirement within that.class would be affected suk,stantially. 
Specifically, different proportions of the class revenue 
requirement would be allocated to the on-peak demand portion of 
scheduled rates. 

b. Avoided Cc1p.acity coS't:i 
(l) EdisQJl 

It is Edison's position that it 'has prope~ly 
implemented the Comnission's 0.86-07-004 and 0.86-11-07l by 
proposing an ERI us=~g target EOE as a ~asis to project the· target 
reserve margins for future years. Edison states that its results, 
which stem from det~iled computer modeling and the development of a 
:ma~ematically equivalent linear relationship of an exponential E'C'E 

curve, should there~:ore be adopted. 
Additionally, Edison. defends the assumptions which 

it made in developinl; its proposed ERI. Edison first states that 
its. ERI, in compliance with 0.86-l1-071, does represent a 
calculation using a group ot QFs (lSO MW) projected for 1988. 
Second, Edison asseX1::s that its assumptions properly included the 
following legally ~il:lding agreement--the SPA MOO' and the PP&L and 
PGE agreements discu:ssed previously. 

Edisol:l contends that, in contrast to its own 
ap),:,roach, PSO's propc::>sal fails to meet the requirements of 
D.S:6-ll-07l and fail:> to include consistent and appropriate 
resource assumptions. Edison points out that PSD's resource 
ass,umptions are neitllcr consistent with the CEC ER-VI Report or 
with PSD's Resource l~ibit 51. Edison asserts that PSD has 
incorrectly excluded from its resource assumptions the Balsam 
Meadow and 550 MWs 0:' Pacific Northwest Purchase. Edison states 
that, despite recognition of these errors, PSO tailed to: submit new 
or revised ERI value:> incorporating: the needed changes. 
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Only Edison in this proceeding raised the issue of 
the status of suspended Standard Offer 2. Edison is very concerned 
that any reinstatement of the Standard Offer 2 levelized capacity 
payment schedule is premature and would present a significant risk 
of encouraging additional OF oversubscription. Edison therefore 
requests that the Commission defer from taking action on 
reinstatement of Standard Offer 2 until necessary modifications to 
the standard offer are given full and due consideration in 
A.82-04-044, et al. 

(2) ~ 

PSO states that at this time it does not have the 
ability to calculate an ERI based on EVE. PSO has, however, 
developed a different methodolo9Y which relies on the difference 
between a utility'S actual reserve margin and its target or 
planning reserve margin. 17 

PSO acknowledges that its method is not the one 
mandated by 0.86-11-071, but that it is s~mple and straightforward, 
easily replicable without recourse to· computer ,models of any type,. 
and achieves the goal of reflecting the value of additional 
capacity to the utility system. PSO further testified that its 
approach should capture the same basic effect as an EO'E based .ERI. 

17 In its testimony, PSO explained that its approach uses an 
actual reserve margin based on the utility resource plan, adjusted 
as appropriate to reflect the anticipated resource situation, and 
the load forecast adopted by the California Ener9Y Commission in 
ER 6. The target reserve margin is also based on ER 6 figures for 
Edison. In applying this data, thePSO concludes that if the 
actual reserve margin is higher than the target reserve margin by 
10 percentage points or more (e.g., actual reserve margin of 31% 
and target of 20%), the capacity value multiplier is set at zero·. 
While the 10% figure is based on judgment, it is PSO's opinion 
that it.was the reasonable range within which the corresponding 
E'OE would drop to zero. If the actual reserve margin is ec;rual to 
or less than the target, the multiplier is set at one. It .s a 
linear scale between these two points • 
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. 
With respect to its assumptions, PSO acknowledges 

the inadvertent, but erroneous exclusion of'the capacity 'of the 
Balsam Meadow project, inclusion of certain erroneous fiqures for 
levels of cold standby, and use of a long-term .. as opposed to 
short-term, demand forecast.. PSD further acknowledges th;at it did 

I 

not provide new ERI values to reflect the necessary correetions. 
PSO states, however, that it should be very clear that th4ese 
values, while not themselves on the record, are derived using the 
Edison resource plan contained in Exhibit l6. PSD therefore 
believes that its formula for caleulating the ERI can be modified 
according to record information. 

(3) ~ 

The esc states that to determine the appropriate 
levels of as-available capacity payme~ts for QFs, a choice must be 
ll'lade :between the ElU methodologies presented in the record by PSO 
and Edison. If PSD's methodology is selected, corrections to PSD's 

• • 

assumptions, as acknowledged by PSD, must be made in order to • 
caleulate the appropriate ERI. If Edison's proposed ERI 
methodology is selected, additional determinations must be made 
concerning the viability of four individual resources; According 
to the esc, PSD's wuncorrectedW proposed ElU for 1988 is 5%. The 
esc states that this figure would increase to- 43% with the required 
adjustments. Edison's proposed ERI for 1988 is 4% which would 
change to a range between 37% to 72% depending on the treatment of 
the four questioned resource assumptions. 

The esc asks that i~s position in this proceeding 
not be'taken as an endorsement o~ rejection of either methodology. 
With that in mind, the esc concludes that for purposes of the 
general rate case Edison's calculation of the ERI, with adjustments 
to the four input assumptions as proposed by esc, is preferable. 

According to the esc, the fundamental shortcoming of 
PSO's proposed ERI methodology in this proceeding is the use of an 
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inconsistent ~\t of data. This inconsistence, in the CSC's view, 
serves to artificially deflate PSO's ERI calculation. 

with respect to Edison's proposed ERI, the CSC 

states that Edison has presented an ERI methodology which relies 
upon a consiste:nt and integrated set of data and employs an 

analytically supportable derivation of the EOE level. The CSC 

found that the flaws in Edison's calculation of the capacity value 
mul tipli,er did not stem from the lnethodology, but from Edison's 
input assumptions related to supposedly firm, committed resource. 

In the esc's opinion, four resources have been 
erroneously included in the Edison's ERI analysis: (1) the BPA 
MO~, (2) the PP&L agreement, (3) the PGE aqreement, and (4) 4$ MW 
of as-available capacity from cogeneration resources. The esc 
believes that the Commission has made clear in 0.86-07-004 and 
0.86-11-071 that in determininq a utility'S ERI resources should be 
evaluated on a critical planning basis and that the HQF In/QF outH 

methodolO9Y should be used. In the esc's opinion, this Hbare 
bonesH assessment necessarily calls for the inclusion of only ~irm, 
committed resources which are likely to be available in terms of 
both physical availability and a reasonable price. The esc 
concludes that the four questioned resources cannot meet this 
standard. We note that these three contracts and the esc's 
position with respect to their being firm purchases have been 
discussed previously in our section on avoided energy costs. 

With respect to the inclusion by Edison of 4$ MW of 
as-available capacity as a firm resource, the esc states that the 
Commission adop,ted ET.T.E formula calls for an ERI which is equal to 
the average EUE, calculated with and ~ithout the block of 
additional capacity being valued (includinq the QF as-available 
capacity) divided by the EVE tarqet. The esc states that Edison 
admitted that no QF resource was taken out of its ERr calculation 
even thouqh the resource to be valued was as-available QF capacity. 
In the esc's opinion, the proper calculation of the ERI therefore 
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calls for the exclusion of the 45.MW of as-available QF capacity 
identified in the Edison resource plan .. 

According to the esc, exclusion of the BPA MOU would 
increase Edison's ERI to 37%, with inereases of an additional 6% 
for the exclusion of the 4S MW o:C QF as-available capacity, another 
29% for the exclusion of the PP&L agreement, and a further 10% for 
the exelusion of the PGE agreement... The cumulative effect of these 
four adjustments would be to increase Edison's ERI to 82'% in 1988. 

3 '1\. .. 
.. II{lSCUSS1on 

• • 

We adopt as reasonable the generation ($69.48/kW)' and 
transmission ($33.10/kW) marginal demand eosts jointly proposed by 
Edison and PSO, but with the O&M loading faetor upda~ed to better 
reflect O&M levels and adopted franchise fees in this general rate 
case. We find that these parties followed the appropriate 
methodologies in caleulating generation marginal demand costs 
(unadjusted annualized value of a eombustion turbine') and 
transmission marginal demand eosts (regression analysis of 
transmission investment costs versUS peak load increases). • 

We do not believe, however, that the record is sufficient 
in this proceeding to support CMA's proposal that generation 
marginal demand costs, like avoided capacity costs, should reflect 
an Energy Reliability Index. specifically, we believe that further 
evidence is required to determine whether the concerns which lead 
to the adoption of an adjusted combustion turbine value for 
calculating QF capacity prices are the s~e for calculating 
marginal costs used in revenue allocation and rate design. We .. 
will, however, direct PSO and Edison to examine the issue of the 
propriety of reflecting the ERI adjustment in generation margin~l 
demand costs in Edison's next general rate case. 

With respect to the determination of Ediso,n's avoided 
capacity costs, we believe that the starting point is the same as 
for the calculation of generation marginal demand costs--the 
annualized value of a combustion turbine. As noted above, PSO and 
Edison aqreed to that value in Joint Exhibit 41. 
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However, our calculation of avoided capacity costs does 
not end with the adoption ot this value. The commission has made 
quite clear that an adjustment ot the combustion turbine value is 
appropriate to reflect system reliability. Although final approval 
of the mothodology to be used in making this adjustment for Edison 
is still to be resolved in A .. 82-04-44, et al., it is incumbent upon 
the Commission to adopt an adjustment factor in this proceeding 
based on the parties' proposals due to the absence I~f a Wfall-back* 
position to be used in the interim. As stated earlier, in PG&E's 
most recent qeneral rate case, the Commission was able to rely on 
the ERI which had been adopted in PG&E's previous qeneral rate 
case. The absence of an adjustment of the shortage cost proxy in 
Edison's last general rate case prevents the commission from 
following.the same course in this proceeding. 

Based on our decisions in A.S2-04-44, et al., to date, we 
find that the Commission in D.S6-07-004 and D.86-11-071 has 
indicated its preference for adjustinq the annualized value of a 
combustion turbine by using an ERI based on an EUE target. In 
revi.~winq the proposals made in this proceeding, we note that PSO 
has urged the adoption of its target reserve margin methodology as 
beinq more straightforward and having the same effect as an EOE 
based ERI. We find; however, that the Commission has not yet 
endorsed a *proxyN for an ERI based on an EVE target. We also 
believe that it was PSO's, not this commission's, responsibility to 
correct the assumptions which PSO made in calculating its capacity 
value multiplier and to provide ti~e commission with the final 
recommended adj ustment. These sti~pS, however, were not taken by 
PSO, and we are not inclined to complete PSD'S showing in this 
decision. 

Additionally, in this proceeding we have been presented 
with an ERI based on the concepts announced by the Commission in 
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D.86-07-004 and D.86-ll-071. Although this proposal, whlen was 
made~y Edison, may not have changed signifieantly sinee it was 
first proposed in A.82-04-44, et al., we find that without a Wfall 
backW position it is suffieient for this proceeding- As noted by 
the esc, Edison has presented an ERI methodology which relies upon 
a consistent and inteqrated set of data and employs an analytically 
supportable derivation of the expected unserved energy level. 

~ • 

We note, however, the several wflawsw which the ese has 
identified in Edison's input assumptions used to calculate its ERI 
related to firm resour~es. Three of these assumptions w~ have 
dealt with in our section on marginal and avoided energy costs--the 
BPA MOU, the PP&L agreement, and the PGE agreement. We believe 
that our findings regarding the w~irmnessw of these a~reements for 
purposes of calculating avoided energy costs are equally applicable 
here. As we stated. in that section, our focus in determining 
Edison's obligation to purchase is on the status of the agreement 
as to the two parties involved, the acquisition of necessary 
government approval, and last, but least, the price negotiated. We ~ 
conclude, as we did previously, that the BPA MOU appears to be 
uneertain from both of these standpoints with the parties having 
failed to even reach an agreement. As such the BPA MOO should not 
be included as an input assumption in calculating the ERI. 

We find, however, that the PP&L and. PGE contracts have 
attained greater certainty--agreements have been signed and 
proffered for governmental approval. Although ~estions of the 
propriety of the price Edison is to pay for this power did arise,. 
we do not believe the evidence is su~tieient to warrant a finding 
that the resource will not be available or that Edison is not 
committed to purchase the power. We therefore find that the PP&L 
*~d PGE contract were properly included as input assumptions. 

Finally, the esc correctly notes that in D.86-l~-07l we 
determined that the ERI should equal the average ZOE calculated 
with and without the block of additional capacity being valued, 
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divided by the EUE target. (D.86~11-071, at p. 9.) since the 
capacity being valued in this proceeding is QF as-available 
capacity, we concur with the esc that Edison erred by failing to 
remove any as-available QF resources trom its ERI calculation. We 
therefore adopt the CSC's rlecommendation of exeludinq 45 MW of as
~,vailable capacity from this calculation. 

The rEisul ts of adopting the esc's recommendation of 
Eixcluding the SPA MOtJ and the 45 MW of as-available capacity is to 
raise Edison'S proposed ERI from 4% to 43%. An ERI adjustment 
factor of 0.43 for 1988 is there tore adopted. 18 This value will 
remain in effect until updated or revised as prescribed in 
A. 82-04-44, et al.' 

Finally, we respond to Edison's concerns regarding 
reinstatement of Standard Offer 2. As Edison has correctly noted, . 
the reinstatement of Standard Offer 2 is an action specifically 
reserved to A.82-04-44, et al., and will lliot be decided in this 
proceeding • 
E. Haxginal Distriby.tion . ..ancLHarginal customer Costs 

1. Baelsgxound 

As explained in the previous section, marginal 
distribution costs are one of ~ehe three components of the marginal 
cost of demand. Marginal custl~mer costs are the costs of providing' 
access to the utility system to an additional customer and the 
costs of maintaining existing lcustomers on the system. Marginal 
customer costs are not intended to reflect either energy 
consumption or capacity demand. 

Both by definition a:nd method of calculation, marginal 
distribution and marginal cust,omer costs are distinct concepts. 
However, because the costs of customer access to the system (a 

lS We note that the esc has pointed out that PSO's 'corrected* 
ERX would similarly be 43% tor the test year as well • . 
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marginal customer cost) include some elements of the electric 
distribution system, for this purpose these two types of marginal 
costs must be examined together. specifically, the Commission must 
determine which ot those distribution costs are demand-related and 
which are customer-access related and it such a determination, 
given current accounting data, can be made. 

The need to examine the separate components of marginal 
customer costs has arisen due to ou~ decision in PG&E's ECAC 
proceeding which adopted marginal costs for PG&E's test year 1987. 

(0.86-08-083.) In that decision, we abandoned our previous policy 
of including customer costs with other costs and allocated them on 
a demand basis to each customelr class. We determined that it was 
appropriate to separately identify and allocate customer costs, 
which are a function ot the number of utility customers and not 
demand or energy. 

• • 

In undertaking this task, we needed to- resolve two 
issues: (1) the appropriate methodology for determining customer 
costs, and (2) the appropriate classi~ication of costs as either • 
customer-related or demand-related. For methodology, we concluded 
in 0.86-08-083 that "a weighted average of the incremental cost for 
new customers and the decremental cost for existing customers ••• 
reflects the marginal customer costs attributable to each customer 
class." (1£., at p. 49b.) We defined the incremental cost as 
those costs which the utility would incur in adding a new customer, 
and the decremental cost as those costs which the utility would not 
incur if an existing customer were to· leave the utility system. 
(1£., at p. 49a.) 

In the absence of a weiqhted average of incremental and 
decremental customer costs in the PG&E proceeding, we selected the 
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PSD new customer profile19 as the. Nbest available proxyN for that 
number. We stated, however, that *(i)n. future proceedings with a 
more tully developed estimate of both i~cremental and deerementa1 
costs, we anticipate relying on the weighted average method ••• to 
estimate marginal customer costs.* (~.) 

with respect to the identification of marginal cost 
components, we found the following list of customer-related costs 
appropriate at prese~t for inclusion in determining marginal 
customer costs for revenue allocation: 

1. New customer access costs includin~ 
meters, servi25 drops, and final l1ne 
transformer:!>. 

19 PSD recommended the use of incremental new customer costs • 
PSD's method for determining mar~inal customer costs was a two-step 
approach called the Directly Ass~qnable Cost (DAC) ~ethodoloqy. 
~his approaCh involves the calculation of variable and fixed costs 
assignable to a customer class. In order to identify the customers 
for which specific meters, service drops, and final line 
transformers were dedicated, PSD developed a typical customer in 
each class .. 

20 In its approach, PSO asserted that for the residential and 
small li~ht and power customers, final line transformers would 
be class~fied as demand-related costs. In 0 .. 86-08-083, we found 
PSD's OAC methodology to be the best measure of marginal cost and 
adopted PSD's estimate of new incremental costs to be the proxy for 
the weighted average incremental/decremental cost approach endorsed 
by the commission. Our use of PSD's estimate was premised on the 
belief that the estimate was quite conservative since it did not 
inclUde line transformer costs :f.n customer costs. 'rhe Commission 
learned, in a petition for rehearinq of 0.86-08-083 filed by TORN, 
that this assUlllption was in error and that PSD had included line 
transformer costs in customer costs. In D.87-0S-0S7, we qranted 
lj~ited rehearing and directed PSO to recalculate and make 
A,railable for comment its incremental new customer cost estimate 
allocating line transformer costs to demand costs rather than 
etLStomer costs • 
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2. Re~lacement and improvement costs for 
eXl.stinq customers' access equipment which 
includes the items above. 

3. Distribution equipment which is directly 
assignable to a customer class. 

4. E:cpenses which are relclted to- meter
reading, record.-keeping, and billing. 
(0.86-08-083, at p. 50~) 

We also determined that further study of marginal 
customer costs was warranted.. '1'0- this end, we directed PSO and 
PG&E to examine the subjects of record-keeping, the division of 
non-dedicated distribution equipment between access and demand 
functions, and the replacement and ~ading costs for access 
equipmen~. (1£., at pp. 5l-52.) 

2. PaXties 'posij;ions 
In this proceeding, the primary focus of the parties was 

on the appropriate allocation of costs between demand-related and 

• • 

customer access-related costs. The appropriate methodology for • 
calculatinq marginal customer cost was also an issue~ but no party 
presented direct evidence supporting an estimate of the weighted 
average of incremental and decremental customer costs as discussed 
in 0.86-08-083. 21 

2l During hearings in this proceeding, TURN, who had not presented 
any direct showing on marginal customer costs, requested to submit 
rebuttal testimony to PSD's showing. Although no- other interested 
party or PSD was given the opportunity to- present rebuttal 
testimony, the presiding ALJ reluctantly granted TURN's request. 
In its WrebuttalW tcsti~ony, however, TORN sought not only to· 
refute statements made by PSD, but also to introduce a proposed 
~ethod of calculating decremental costs and a proposed wei9hted 
average of incremental/decremental costs using PSO values and 
TORN's decremental cost approach. Because this testtmonr was in 
fact a direct showinq, for which ample time and opportun1ty had 
been given TURN, and not rebuttal to PSO's testimony, it was not 

(Footnote continues on 'next page) 
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a. EdiSQD 

With respect to the distribution component of marginal 
demand cost, Edison states that both Edison and PSD used a 
regression analysis of demand-related distribution investments 
versus peak load incroases to calculate the distribution marginal 
demand costs. Both parties assumed the demand-related distribution 
investment costs to be the portion of the total incremental 
distribution investment costs that remains after removing the 
customer-related investment. Despite differences in opinion 
regarding the appropriate methodology for allocating demand and 

customer access costs, Edison adopted the PSD's results which were 
not substantially different from its own. 

Edison d·isputes CMA's claim that the marginal demand 
costs recommended by PSD and Edison are overstated because the .. 
noncoincident demand on the distribution system (represented by the 
sum of maximum demands on the distribution substations) was not 
taken into account in the PSD/Edison regression analysis. Edison 
understands 1:hat PSD did account for the overstatement caused by 
the use of system peak demand in its calculation by applying a 
factor which recognizes the relationship between noncoincident 
distribution demand and system peak demand. 

In calculating marginal customers costs, Edison used the 
minimum distribution system CMOS) method adopted by the Commission 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
received into evidence. If the testimony of TURN had been heard, 
TORN would have been permitted an advantage that no other 
interested party or PSO, especially in the context of a general 
rate case schedule, would have or could have been granted. 
Further, all parties to the proceeding would have been denied the 
opportunity to respond to or rebut TORN's Wdirect showing. w 
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in 0.92749 (OIl 67).22 Edison explains that a ml.nl.mum 
distribution system is a hypothetical distribution system 
consisting of the minimum-sized components which would electrically 
connect customers to the Edison system and would be capable of 
carrying only minimal load. Since, under this method, components 
are minimally sized, the costs associated with the minimum 
distribution system are assumed to be customer-related. The 
determination of the marginal customer costs affects the 
distribution marginal demand cost which is assumed to be the 
distri~ution investment costs that remain after ~emoving.the 
customer-related distribution investment costs. 

On the basis of accounting data alone, it is Edison's 
opinion that the distri~ution marginal customer costs cannot be 
separated from the distribution marginal demand costs for joint 

~ 
~ 

cost components such as poles, lines, and towers. Edison allocates 
such j oint costs to customer costs on the :basis of the minimum 
distribution system. While agreeing that there are difficulties in. 
properly allocating the joint costs, Edison believes that PSD's .~ 
methodology understates customer costs by assuming that these cost 
components are all demand-related costs. 

Edison determined, however, that even though the 
methodologies proposed by Edison and PSD differed, both were 
largely judgmental and led to similar marginal cost results if 
Edison were to remove the j oint costs from the calculation. On 
that basis and to avoid unnecessary controversy, Edison accepted 
PSD's marginal customer costs for this proceeding. 

with respect to the incremental/decremental method of 
calculating marginal customer costs, Edison s.tates tha1: this method 
will not recover lOOt of an incremental new investment' tor the 

22 This method was discussed, but largely opposed by '~e parties 
to the PG&E test year 1987 general rate ease., (See 0.81&*-08-083..) 
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residential class and should therefore be rejected by the 
Commission. Edison also objects to the Comm,ission's consideration 
of the incremcntal/decrcmental method in this proceeding since it 
was not the subject of direct testimony and was supported in TURN's 
brief by arguments presented for the first time in this proceedinq~ 

Edison also asks that the Commission reject the proposal 
of the Farm Bureau. Edison states that the Farm Bureau has 
requested that agricultural and pumping customers should not pay 
the same marginal customer cost as other customers due to the 
decrease in consumption of agricultural ,customers. Edison states 
that the effect of adopting such a proPQsal would be contrary to 
the adopted principle of marginal cost as a measure of the total 
cost change rcsulting from a change in output variables. Edison 
believes that it is entirely appropriate to require that 
agricultural and pumping customers pay the same marginal costs as 
oth~r customers. Edison al~o' notes that, despite the Farm Bureau's 
assertion to the contrary,. PSD did determine the marginal customer 
costs for a typical agricultural customer based on data supplied to 
PSD by Edison. 

b. ~ 
In this proceeding, PSD recommends that marginal customer 

costs should be calculated on the basis of the typical customer 
approach adopted for PG&E's test year 1987 in D.86-08-083. This 
approach, according to PSD, identifies tinal line transformers, 
connecting service, and meters as customer access equipment. In 
this proceeding, PSD refers to its methodology as the wTransformer, 
Service Drop, and MeterW or TSM approach. 

PSD further recommends the use of incremental marginal 
customer cost in determining marginal customer costs. It is PSD's 
opinion that the weighted average incremental/decremental cost 
methodology adopted in O.S6-0S-0S3 does not properly reflect 
lIlarqinal customer costs due to the systematic undercollection of 
plant investment which results from its use • 
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According to PSD, the fundamental advantages. of the TSM 
approach are that it (1) provides a logieal allocation of 
distribution plant between customer dedicated and common functions, 
(2) uses clearly assiqnable accounting information, and (3) yields 
clearly defined verifiable cost estimates. PSD asserts that those 
components of the distribution system which are dedicated to access 
by customer class include transformers (customers vary by voltage 
level), service drops (each customer h~s one tor its sole use) and 
meters (each serves one customer). PSO points out that these 
components are typically sized according to the customer class 
virtually irrespective of load. In PSO's opinion the balance of 
the distribution components, referred to as ~e Wcommon 
distribution systemN (towers, poles, and lines), are shared by all 
customers, are sized according to expected load, and are therefore 
demand-related co:ts. PSD states that it also used an estimate of 
Edison's overall cost of capital to estimate annual charges for 
customer access equipment. 

until more accurate estimates can be determined, it is 
PSD's position that its proposal should be accepted as a very 
reasonable and balanced estfmatc of customer access costs. PSD 
notes, however, that other parties critical of the TSM approach 
have arqued (1) that the approach fails to reflect any portion of 
the common distribution system (non-TSM) costs that are access
related, (2) that it does not reflect differentials in the rates at 
which different customer classes have added customers, and (3) that 
it fails to reflect only the costs of changes in customer access 
(the incremental/decremental method). 

With respect to the first criticism, PSO acknowledges 
that because of geographic diversity among customers, some portion 
of the common distribution system is related t~ providing access to 
remotely located customers. and is not exclusively demand-related. 
PSO states, however, that furth~~r study is requ.ired t~ provide the 
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proper means of precisely allocat~ng common distribution system 
costs .. 

PSD states that the second area of concern with its 
approach was raised by the Farm Bureau. According to PSD, the Farm 
Bureau asserted that marginal customer costs should be decreased 
for customer grc1ups, sueh as agricultural and pUJl\ping customers, 
whose numbers are decreasing_ PSD points out that the difficulty 
with this approach is that the marginal customer costs are 
calculated by using the costs of adding a new customer in order to 
establish the marginal cost. ~he marginal cost value is therefore 
not derived from. depreciated costs on ~n individual customer basis. 

~he third objection to PSD's approach stems from TORN's 
assertion that marginal customer costs should be comput.ed using the 
incremental/decremental method. As noted previously, it is PSO's 
opinion, however, that the TORN approach has one basic and 
fundamental flaw--the systematic undercolleetion of pl~nt 
investluent.23 

PSO states that it does not object to thc~ incremental/ 
decremental method because it may not exactly yield the revenue 
requirement, a goal which PSD agrees with TURN is not the purpose 

23 According to PSD, TORN estimates the system rate as a weighted 
average of the full annual aceess equipment charge for rlew 
customers and 25% of the fuli annual rental eharge for Etxisting 
customers. PSO states that both PSD and TURN use an anrtual rental 
charge which would 'j ust amortize an investJnent if appliE~d for each 
and every year of the service life of the investment. This annual 
charge is the economic carrying charqe which remains cotlstant in 
real dollar terms and would represent a qood approximation of a 
competitive market's annual rental eharge.. PSD applies this charge 
everf year to every customer as it must ~e if investment costs are 
ever to be recovered. The incremental/decremental approach 
proposed by TURN systematically reduces the annual charge for rate 
determination to 25% of its necessary value whenever a customer is 
reclassified from "new customer" to *existin9' custo1mer", whieh will 
happen with each successive rate case; thus systematie 
undercolleetion is inevitably guaranteed. ' 
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o.f marginal cost pricing.. Rather, PSO obj e.cts to the method 
because it contains an error which invariably causes under recovery 
o.f investment Co.sts over the service life of the capitalized 
investment. PSO believes that any representation o.f marginal cost 
pricing which m.ust necessarily forfeit investment is a defective 
representation of an otherwise useful pricing theory.24 

Finally, PSD asserts that marginal customer costs for 
streetlighting should be developed using the same TSM methodoloqy 
that PSO has used in calculating marginal customer costs for all 
other customer groups. PSD notes, however, that this analysis is 
distinct from the calculation of streetlight f~cilities Charges 
which represent the rental fee for the streetlight appliance and 
which.PSD recommends should continue to. be exclUded from the 
revenue allocation process. . 

~ 
~ 

PSO and Edison have agreed on the TSM marginal customer 
cost components for streetlighting except for the cost of a 
Regulated Output (R.O.) transformer. Specifically, PSO has 
proposed to. allocate part (10%) o.f the cost o.f the transformer as a ~ 
marginal cost, while allocating the remainder as a facilities 
charge. PSO states that it has no· objection to. the Commission 
Classifying the full cost o.f the transformer as a marginal customer 
Co.st, a position which Edison believes is mo.re consistent with 
PSO's TSM approach. PSO believes, however, that its allocation 
more appropriately reflects the fact that the R.O. transformer has 
aspects of both an end-use appliance and a means of customer 
access. PSD states that its allocation is therefore based on the 

24 PSO also. notes that the marginal costs of generation demand, 
transmission demand and distribution demand all contain an 
investment component which is amortized by an annual economic 
carryinq charqe. PSO states that 'I'ORN has never explained why an 
ineremental/decrem.ental estimate should not also. be applied to. 
these other marginal costs. 
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difference between the cost of a standard transformer which 
provides 'access· and the cost of an R.O. transformer which 
provides 'access· as well as the regulated output necessary to the 
proper functioning of the streetlight. 

c. ~ 
It is CMA's position that Edison erroneously agreed to 

PSD's marginal distribution and marginal customer cost values. CMA 
states that witnesses for both PSO and Edison acknowledged that 
some part of the common distribution system is necessary for 
customer access. Yet, according to CMA, PSO allocated zero percent 
of that system as customer costs, while Edison's original method 
would have allocated 40% of that system to customer costs. CMA 
believes that access costs must be distinguished and allocated as 
customer costs, not demand costs. In CMA's opinion, Edison's 
original minimum distribution system analysis remains the best in 
this record for achieving that goal. 

With respect to marginal distribution demand costs, CMA 
observes that PSO has determined annual marginal distribution 
demand costs at $37.9l/kW. In its testimony, CMA concluded that a 

I 

comparable cost was $22.63/kw at~secondary voltage and $19.S3/kW at 
primary voltage. CMA states that the source of the difference is 
in the direct incremental investment which CMA determined was 
$11S.04/kW while PSD determined ~lTas $228.00/kW. CMA b4elieves 'that, 
in major part, this difference is generated by PSO's allocatio:n of 

I 

all the common distr~bution syst1em to· demand costs ins'l:ead of 
allocating 40% as a customer cost as Edison originally did and CMA 
submits is correct. 

In addition, CMA contends that the appropriate load on 
which to regress the distribution demand costs is not system peak 
dell1and, as PSO did, but the demand on the distribution system as 
measured by the sum of the maximum demands on distribution 
substations. CMA believes that such a method is more accurate by 
analyzing demands on each distribution substation. CMA. notes, 
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however, that its approach could have been improved by data trom 
substations being accumulated by Edison in a more complete form. 

d. Xnmstrial Vsen 
Like CHA, the XU objects to PSO's marginal customer cost 

proposal on the basis that it allocates all of the costs of the 
common distribution system to demand and none to customer costs, 
even though it is undisputed that the distribution system serves 
both a load and access tunction. The 1U believes that the effect 
ot this error was demonstrated by their witness who compared the 
total marginal costs for Edison's major customer classes, 
incorporating, first, the PSD's customer costs and second, Edison's 
originally proposed customer costs which included 40% of common 
distribution costs. The IU states that this comparison revealed 
that, by using the Edison values, the result would be a marked 
increase in the amount ot the costs allocated to residential 
customers and a decrease in the costs allocated to· allot the other 
major customer classes, large power included. • 

ru, however, stops short of endorsing Edison's approach. 
Instead, in its testimony, 1U proposed two alternate methods (the 
minimum cust,omer method. and the zero intercept method) which are 
variations of the MDS method. According to· the XU, time 
constraints lprohibited the refinement of marginal customer cost 
data in this proceeding using either of these approaches. 1U 
therefore asks that if the allocation of revenue adopted in this 
case is to ):),e phased-in over more than one year, any revenue 
allocation after the initial allocation be based on a marginal cost 
study that attempts to more accurately estimate the full level of 
marginal C'Us't::omer costs. 

e. ~Arm 'B;!.!Xea!l 

The Farm Bureau states that marginal cost pricing, in 
theory and as adopted by the Commission, is a method which measures 
how a change in a variable component of providing electric service 
affects the total cost of the electric service. To remain true to 
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the marginal cost methodology of pricing the total electric service 
on the margin, the Farm Bureau states that each component (i.e., 
demand, energy, and customer costs) must be measured on the margin. 

The Farm Bureau believes, however, that this analysis 
• 

distorts the true cost of service tor any class of customers who 
are not causing the variables of demand, energy, or customer to 
increase. In the Farm Bureau's opinion, a marginal cost pricing 
formula which fails to consider the fact that a IPplateauingIP of a 
class of service creates a counter-balancing effect on that class's 
demand, energy and/or cUstomer costs will cause the class to 
receive a cost allocation above its true cost of service. 

It is the Farm Bureau's position that the Commission 
should amend its marginal cost pricing methodology to recognize the 
proposition that increases which are caused by specific groups of 
customers must be billed directly to those customers. Until that 
time, in the Farm Bureau's opinion, ~ class of s~rvice remaining 
constant or lowering its demand, such as the agricultural class, 
will receive cost allocations which it did not cause the system to 
incur. 

According to the Farm Bureau, for demand costs, the 
matching of causation and cost dictates that new additions be 
charged to those customer classes, causing the new load. For 
customer costs, Farm Bureau states that both PSD's and Edison's 
calculations tail to recognize the signiticant decrease in 
agricultural customers in over the last ten years and the retention 
by the agricultural class of transformers, service drops and meters 
far beyond their book life. 

f. ~ 

TORN opposes the calculation ot marginal customer costs 
based on the costs of adding new customers to the Edison system. 
TORN states that the cost of adding new customers to the Edison 
system (incremental customer cost) is much greater than the cost 
saved by the utility when an existing customer leaves (decremental 
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customer costs). Bafl.ing revenue allocation on incremental customer 
costs therefore send~. the wrong price signal as it overstates the 
savings to the utility when a customer leaves the system. 

It is TORN~s position that if marginal customer costs are 
to be used in this proceeding, the commission Should follow the 
incremental!decremental approach adopted for PG&E in 0.86-08-083 

and recently reaffirmed on rehearing in 0.87-05-076. In TORN's 
opinion, this approach is a :better proxy for the economically 
efficient method of charging new custom~rs a hook-up fee and 
existing customers decremental customer costs. TORN further :~otes 
that in 0.86-03-083, the commission recognized that using 
incremental customer costs in revenue allocation provides an 
inaccurate price ~ignal to existing customers (0.86-08-083, a'l: 
p. 49). 

TORN also responds to PSD's elaim that blending 

• • 

incremental and decremental cost will result in revenue 
undercollection. 'I'ORN states that PSO's objection is irrelevant 
because the' purpose of marginal cost pricing is to provide aocurate • 
price signals and not to recover the utility's investment. TcrRN 
also argues that PSD has also dramatically overstated 'the amo'unt clf 

revenue shortfall assertedly caused by the incremental/decrementa! 
approach by using a I110del which fails to recoqnize that the number 
of existing customer~~ far exceeds the number of new customers on 
the Edison system. Z.roreover, TORN states that the shortfall only 
exists if rates are :!.et exactly at marginal cost. If rates are set 
on the :basis of Equal Percent of Marginal Cost (EPMC), TORN 
believes that there I11ay be not s~ortfall at all from using the 
incremental! decremental method. 

TORN also ~Lsserts that all parties except itself have 
overstated increment~Ll marginal customer costs. According to TURN, 
the PSD method of calculating marginal costs incorrectly assumes 
that custo~ers would rent interconnection equipment from utilities 
rather than purchase this equipment. Since' the cost of purchasing 
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equipment is clearly lower than the ren~tal cost assumed. ~y the PSD, 
TORN ~elieves that utilities would ~e forced by 'competition to 
offer rates below the PSD's incremental rental rate. 

Despite PSO's arguments to the contrary, TURN does not 
believe that customer ownership of access equipment presents any 
insurmountable problems. According to TORN, requirements of 
safety, reliability and billing integrity could all be :mct ~y 
allowing customer access equipment to be serviced only :by qualified 
companies and limiting meter servicing, it necessary, t'~the 
utility. 

Finally, TURN notes that in granting i ts requ.~st for 
rehearing' of D.86-0S-083, the Commission ordered the PSl' to' 
recalculate incremental customer cost by~mitting the cost of 
transformers (D.87-05-076). Based on Table 4-1 of PSD'~; Exhibit 
60-D, TORN states that, by removing transformer costs, "Ilhich PSD 
did not do in calculating' its incremental marginal customer cos~s, 
the residential customer cost proposed by PSO would be lowered by 
approximately one-third. 

3 ". • • A(l,scujjsl.On 

It had been our opinion that in D.86-08-083 we' had 
reached certain significant and final conclusions regarding the use 
and determination of marginal customer costs. Specifically, in 
that decision we found, as recited at the beginning of this 
section, (1) that marginal customer costs should be incl'llded in the 
revenue allocation process, (2) that the weighted averag,e of 
incremental and decremental costs should be used to calQ~late 
marginal customer costs, and (3) that customer-related costs should 
include meters, service drops, and final line transformers: the 
costs of replacing and improving such access equipment: and 
distribution equipment directly assignable to a customer class. 

While the parties to this proceeding have followed our 
direction in D.86-08-083 with respect to two of these findings, 
all, except for TURN, have ignored the Commission's statement that 
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in future proceedings Wwe anticipate relying on the weighted 
average method to estimate marginal ,customer costs.- (D.86-08-083, 
at p. 49b.) In this case, we have been presented with no direct 
evidence or Wa fully developed estimateW of both incremental and 
decremental costs nor, obviously, a weighted average of those 
costs.25 Instead, the record in this proceeding includes only the 
following: (1) Edison's use of the MDS approach which we did not 
adopt in 0.86-08-083 to calculate marginal customer costs; (2) 

PSO's proposed incremental customer cost estimate, a cost which was 
adopted in D.86-08-083 as a wproxyw for incremental/decremental 
cost approach only because of the absence of a weighted average of 
those two costs; (3) Farm Bureau's proposed retreat from marginal 
cost pricing for agricultural and pumping customers; and (4) TORN's 
endorsement of the incremental/decremental approach unsupported by 
any direct evidence ~n the calculation of those costs. 

,In response to arguments, that the incremental/decremental 

• • 

method will undercollect the revenue requirement, we concur with • 
TORN that the question of revenue shortfalls is not necessarily 
relevant in determining the appropriate methodology for calculating 
marginal costs. As we have repeatedly stated, marginal costs are 
used in ratemaking in o,rder to provide the most accurate price 
signals regarding the customer's electric consumption. In adopting 
the incremental/decreme:ntal approach, we believed and remain 
convinced that this goal is achieved by relying on a methodology 
whieh most precisely determines the marginal cost related to 
customer access and maintenance on the utility system. 

25 We note, for Edison's benefit, that its customary argument that 
prior rate cases of other utilities are not precedential with 
res~et to its own general rate case does not apply here. As our 
reV1ew of 0.86-08-083 makes clear, that decision was clearly 
intended to have precedential effect. 
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Further, as noted previously, we have n~ *fully 
developed* estimate~ of the incremental cost for new customers and 
the decremental cost for existing customers. Without these 
estimates, it is difficult to make the required comparison between 
the PSO's approach and th.e weighted average incremental/ 
decremental approach which we adopted in 0.86-08-083 t~ determine 
whether and to what exten,t systematic undercollection is caused by 
usinq this latter methodolO9Y. We note that Edison'S and PSO's 
concerns reqardinq revenue shortfalls appear to relate more to 
TORN's approach to calculatinq decremental costs than to 
fundamental problems with the weighted average methodology itself. 
If this circumstance is i:n fact the case, file note that neither PSD 
nor Edison is in any way precluded from taking into account and 
adjustinq for the potenti.al for undercollection in determining its 
estfmates of incremental ;~nd decremental customer costs in future 
proceedings. 

We also reject ~Che Farm Bureau's apparent attelnpt to 
return to embedded costs 1:0 measure the customer costs to be 
attributed to agricultural customers. Whether a class is 
increasing or decreasinq, we have concluded that the most equitable 
way in which to determine class revenue responsibility is by 
viewinq the impact of such changes not in isolation, but in terms 
of the:ir effect on a utility'S total costs. If the Farm Bureau 
believes that some wspecial treatment" of aqricultural customers is 
warranted ~ this goal is better achieved wi thin the specific rate 
schedules under which those customers' rates are determined. 26 

26 We note that the Farm Bureau has identified certain costs 
(i.e., those associated with noncoincident demand) as not among 
those imposed on the utility system by the agricultural class. We 
are concerned, however, that, in order to- be consistent, if other 
costs, such as those related t~ access, were borne entirely by the 

(Footnote conti~ues on next page) 
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Civen the choices that have ~een presented in this 
proceeding, it appears that only PSO ~as provided us with a 
·usable* proxy for the weighted average of incremental and 
decremental costs. Specifically, we find that PSO's determination 
ot incremental costs based on the TSH approach is closest to the 
intent ot 0.86-08-083. 

As we mentioned previously, however, our adoption ot 
PSO's approach for PG&E was premised on PSO's incremental marginal 
customer cost estimate being conservative. We concluded that this 
conservatism had resu11:ed from PSO's treatment ot final line 
transformers tor the residential and small light and power 
customers as demand-related costs. A limited rehearing of 
0.86-08-083 was necessary to ensure that numoers reflecting this 
treatment of line transformers were used in determining PG&E's 
~arginal customer costs. 

To bring Edison's marginal customer costs closer to those . 

• • 

intended to be implemented follo~"ing 0.86-08-083, we will also 
adopt PSO's incremental customer cost estimate exclusive of final ~ 
line transformers as the proxy fC:lr the weighted average of Edison's 
incremental and decremental custC:lmer costs. We do· not tind, 
however, a basis to discriminate between classes for purposes of 
this exclusion and will use an ir.lcremental cost estimate which 
excludes the line transformers fC:lr all customer classes. This 
approach will ensure equal treatment of all customer classes in the 
revenue allocation process. 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
agricultural class in proportion to their being incurred ~y that 
class, a significant burden would be created for agricultural 
customers which is otherwise currently offset by our use of 
marginal costs. 
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We find that, by ordering the removal of transformer 
costs, the resolution of the marginal customer cost issue for 
Edison will be similar to that whiCh we adopted by PG&E. For the 
next general rate cases of each electric utility, we direct all 
parties to follow and provide numerical estimates based on the 
methodology adopted in 0.86-08-083 and reaffirmed in this order 
based on the lleighted average of the utility's incremental ana 
decremental customer costs. Once these costs are properly before 
us in future proceedings, it will hopefully no longer be necessary 
to rely on a proxy which excludes an otherwise properly recognized 
customer access cost (i.c., final line transformers) from the 
calculation of marginal customer costs. 

We also find that until further studie$ are completed PSO 
has made a good faith effort to attribute those costs to customers 
which are directly assignable to customer access. PSO has followed 
the list which we adopted in D.86-08-083 and has continued to 
include distribution costs for which combined demand and customer
access functions cannot now be accurately segregated. 

We also concur with PSO's approach to calculating 
marginal customer costs for streetlight customers and PSD's 
inclusion of those costs in the revenue allocation process. We 
believe that ~SO's effort to differentiate between the dual 
functions of the &.0. transformer (access-related and end-use
related) is appropriate. This approach is not only consistent with 
our efforts to specifically identify marginal customer costs, but 
also with our continued exclusion from the revenue allocation 
process of streetlight facilities Charges as costs associated with 
an end-use. 

Finally, we are not insensitive to the concerns of the 
industrial customers regarding the need to ensure that all costs, 
even those also',related to distribution, be properly included in 
marginal custo~er costs. To this end and recoqnizinq the need for 
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we direct Edison to work with PSO to:' 

*1. Establish record-keeping that will clearly 

(1) identify customer hook-up costs and 

(2) distinguish new from existing 
customers. 

*2. Analyze non-dedicated distribution 
equipment for access versus demand 
function. 

"'3. Identify replacement and upgrading costs 
for access equipment.'" (0.86-08-083, at 
p. 52.) 

With respect to the calculation of marginal distribution 
costs, we adopt the agreement reached by PSO and Edison modified, 
as necessary, to reflect our adopted marginal customer costs 
exclusive of transformers. Edison and PSO appropriately utilized a 
regression analysis of demand-related distribution investments 
versus peak load increases to calculate the distribution marginal • 
demand costs. For Edison's next general rate case, we will direct 
PSO and Edison to examine the effects of basing the regression on 
the load measured by the sum of the maximum demands on distribution 
substations as proposed by CMA. As stated previously, we have 
endorsed PSD's approach to classifying demand and customer access 
costs which p:oduced distr£bution marginal demand costs to which 
Edison acceded. 
F. co§ting Peri951:;;; 

In this section, we '~ill adopt the appropriate basis upon 
which to differentiate marginal costs on the basis of time-of-use 
('1'0'0') or costing periods. A c10stinq perioa is defined as a group
of contiguous hours which are combined and treated as a single unit 
when allocating system costs and developing a rate design. Time
differentiated marginal eostsare an important factor in developing 
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rate design, evaluating conservation and load management programs, 
and making other resource decisions. . 

'l'he goal in establishing costing periods is to'group' 
hours by time of day and by season so as t~maximize differences in 
the costing patterns between periods and minimize the differences 
between hours within periods. Data taken into account in 
d~termining the appropriate costing periods include marginal costs, 
load curves, loss of load probabilities, and excess load 
probabilities. Consideration is also given to the ease of customer 
understanding of the periods, the continuity over time, the ability 
to avoid rate shock solely from changing time periods, and the 
degree of administrative burden imposed on the utility from any 
changes. 

1. Parties Posi:tion~ 
a. Edi;zoD...and PSj) 

In Exhibit 41, jointly sponsored by Edison and PSO, these 
two parties compromised on a proposal to modify the existing TOU 
periods for cost analysis and rate design purposes. Both parties 
had originally sponsored independent proposals based on analyses ot 
1988 loads, hourly marginal eost, and loss of load probability 
data. The proposal to which Edison and PSD agreed would merge the 
existing winter on-peak and mid-peak TOU periods, leaving unchanged 
the other TOO periods. 

According to Edison and PSO, during the hearings the only 
party to express concern with the propos'ed costing periods was the 
CLECAiCSPG.' Through their cross-examination of the PSD and Edison 
witnesses sponsoring Exhibit 41, these organizations indicated a 
preference to shorten the summer on-peak period as originally 
proposed by PSD. In reply, Edison testified that the shortening 
originally proposed. had not been based on unequivocal d.ata and 
eou14 bring about load shifting that would require a longer on-peak 
period in the next gen,eral rate case • 
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Both Edison and PSO note that no party, however, made any 
affirmative request for costing periods different than those 
identified in Exhibit 41. Edison and PSO therefore ask the 
Commission to adopt their joint proposal to merge winter on-peak 
and ~id-peak costing periods. 

In its brief Edison also responds to a proposal ~ade by 
IEP during the hearings, not with respect to costing periods for 
mlLrqinal costs, but with respect to the development of a ·super 
off-peakN period for· avoided cost pricing' for QFs. X,EP"s 
recommendation, which is based on producing more accurate price 
si~als, would consist of adding a super oft-peak period for QFs 
for the hours fr,om 1:00 a.m. to $:00 a.m. every day .. 

• • 

Edison believes, however, that 'the results of IEP's 
analysis do not support its recommendati,on. Edison states that IEI> 
had found the di~ference between avoided energy cost in the off
peak and super off-peak periods to be only 0.0$ cents/~Wh in the 
summer and 0 .. 06 cents/kWh in the winter. Edison concludes that 
this small differential between c,osts in the off-peak and super '. 
off-peak periods does not justify the change requested by IEP. 

b. ,gm. 
CMA states that timla-dif:ferent:~ated costs are 

particularly susceptible to variations in data. For this reason, 
CMA is concerned that current procedures tor determining costing 
and rating periods are Nhighly judgmental.· CMk therefore urges 
the Commission to consider more formally articulated principles tor 
developing costing periods. 

c. ~l~ 
CLECA/CSPG agree with the position of PSO and Edison, as 

set forth in Exhibit 41, that current cost data supports 
cons~lidation of win't:er on- and mid-peak 'rOO' perio<3.s into a single 
m.id-peak period. CI:ECA/CSPG indicate their conce:rn, however, with 
the failure to completely analyze the merits of reducing the summer 
on-peak TOO period to five hours trom six hours; as first proposed 
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by PSO. CLECA/CSPG believe that ~~is issue should be considered 
more fully in the next Edison general rate case to· determine 
whether a shorter swnmer on-peak p1eriod is viable for large power 
customers. 

2. Disscussi2Xl 
The need for time-differ1entiated marginal costs is clear. 

By adopting such an approach, TOU l=ustomers will be provided with 
the most accurate price signals regarding their electric 
consumption and can in turn make i:~formed economic decisions about 
that consumption. We do not in this proceeding, however, have a 
record on which to base any refin~ents to costing periods beyond 
those to which Edison and PSD have agreed. We encourage CMA, 
CLECA/CSPG, or any other interested party, as well as PSD and 
Edison, to provide us with information in Edison's next general 
rate case aimed at improving the judgmental science of developing 
costing periods and in turn furthering our goal of marginal cost 
ratemakinq. Such an inquiry could include an examination of 
wh~ther a shorter summer on-peak period is viable for large power 
customers as suggested by CLECA/CSPG. 

until that time, we will adopt the costing periods to 
which PSD and Edison have agreed in Joint Exhibit 41 which include 
the single change of combining the winter on-peak and mid-peak 
periods. We concur with Edison, however, that the record does not 
support the addition of a super-off-peak period for QFs on Edison's 
system at this time. 'Xhis finding does not preclude lEP' .or other 
interested parties, however, from renewing this proposal in 
Edison'S next general rate case. 
G. Ado.pted Marginal Costs 

Marginal costs, once determined by the commission, are 
ultimately used to apportion the adopted revenue requirement among 
customer classes. The following table presents our adopted annual 
marqinal enerqy, demand, and customer costs .. 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
SUMMARY OF ADOPTED MARGINAL COSTS 

TEST 'lEAR 1988 

MARGINAL ENERGY COSXS 

Generation 
Transmission 
Distribution: 

Primary 
Secondary 

MARGINAL DEMAND COSTS 

Generation 
Transmission 
Distribution: 

Primary 
Secondary 

MARGINAL CUSTOMER COSTS 

Domestic 
GS-1 
GS-2 
PA-1 
PA-2 
TCU-a-Secondary 
TOU-S-Primary 
TCO'-S-SUbtransmission 
LS-3-Primary 
LS-3-5econdary 

,LS-1 
IS-2-Primary 
LS-2-Secondary 
OL-l 
DWL-A 
DWL-B 
Di-1L-C 
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($/kWh) 

0.02"13 
0 .. 0280 

0.0290 . 
0.0295 

($-/kW/YEAR) 

69.48 
33.io 

45.06-
S2.22 

($/COSTOMER/YEAR) 

43.44 
43 .. 10 

211.65 
128.53 
2'14.37 

l342'.82 
2139.68 
2139.68: 

3·J.1.88 
SO .. 04 

($/LAMP/~) 

3.10 
7.32 
$:34 
3.40 
.3.40 
3 .. 40 
0.00 
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x. B9vonue Allocati911 
/ . 

A. XDyoductiQD 
Revenue allocation is the process by which the total 

adopted revenue requirement is divided up among the various 
customer classes (in~er-class) and among schedules within a 
customer class (intra-class). For purposes of revenue allocation, 
Edison's ratepayers have been classified into the following 
customer groups: domestic, small and medium light and power, large 
power, agricultural and pumping, and street and area lighting. 
Issues related to revenue allocation include the methodolo9Y to be 
used in allocating the revenue requirement; the manner in which 
that methodology is to be implemented; and the propriety of 
applying the same methodology to both inter-class and intra-class 
revenue allocation and including all customer classes (i.e~, 
streetlight customers) in the revenue allocation. 

In recent years the commission has adhered to a policy 
that, to the extent practical, total revenue should be allocated to 
ratepayers on the basis of their share of the utility's marginal 
cost.. As explained in our prior section on marginal cost, we 
believe that the reliance on marginal cost principles achij~ves 
equity in rates by relating the costs imposed on the utility system 
to the customer responsible tor those costs .. 

In d~~termining the appropriate methodology to use in 
allocating reVI~nues, the Co:m:mission has had to balance its goal of 
achieving marginal cost ratemaking against the potentially negative 
impact on certain customer groups of rest~cturing revenue 
responsibilities. Among the methods considered by the Commission 
over the last several years have been the Equal Percent of Marginal 
Cost (EPMC) approaeh, the system Average Percentage Change (SAPC) 
approach, and a weighted average combination of the two. 

EPMC allocates the revenue requirement on an equal basis 
relative to the marginal cost-basea burden each customer class 
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i~poses on the system. SAPC adjusts existing revenue 
responsibilities for each customer class or sChedule by the overall 
average percentage change in revenue requirement. 

Most recently, for PG&E we concluded that our goal of 
marginal cost ratemaking could be aChieved only by the adoption of 
the EPMC methodology for ~oth inter-class and intra-class revenue 
allocation. In adopting a full EPMC methodology for PG&E, however, 
we recognized the need for moderating the effects which such an 
approach would have on certain customer classes. We therefore 
determined that the adopted EPMC revenue allocation should be 
phased-in prior to the next general rate case and that a cap· 
limiting the percentage by which the average class rate could 
change over the SAPC for the forecast period (1~87) should be used. 
Specifically, we found reasonable a 5 pereent~ge point cap over the 
system average increase for classes other than agriculture, and a 
2.5 percentage point cap over SAPC for agriculture. Based on the 
revenue requirement adopted in PG&E, the only classes which 
ultimately required any c.~pping were the residential and small 
light and power (5%) and agricultural (2.St) classes. (See 
0.86-08-083, at pp. 67 - 67a.) 

In 0.86-08-083, we conclUded that our approach to' 
implementing EPMC for PG&E would achieve our 90al of a marginal 
cost-based revenue allocation without a significant detri~ental 
impact on any customer class. Nevertheless, while we adopted a cap 
for the 1987 forecast period, we declined to adopt any caps in that 
proceeding tor the 1988 and ~989 periods., Parties were give~ the 
opportunity to renew such proposals, if necessary, in subsequent 
PG&E ECAC proc4~edings. 

Following 0.86-08-08.3, we issued 0.87-05-071 in 
R.86-l0-001, the Commission's rulemaking on revisions tOo electric 
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utility ratemaking mechanisms. 27 "In D.87-05-071, the Commission 
focused on rules aimed, ~ong other things, at addressing the 
threat of customers' bypassing the electric utilities' systems in 
favor of self-generation.28 Our particular concern, as explaine~ 
in D.87-05-071, is that a customer with selt-generation costs 
exceeding the utility's short-run marginal costs will bypass the 
utility system (uneconomic bypass). When this situation oceurs, we 
have foun~ that the customer's selt-generation results in Han 
inefficient allocation of ,society's resources. H (D.87-05-071, at 
p. 3.) 

Included in the policies announced in D .. 87-05-071 to 
address the problems created by bypass was our endorsement of 
utility revenue allocations based on EPMC. We cited the following 
reasons as support for Hembracing EPMC as a quidinq principle for 
revenue allocationH (~. at p. S): (1) EPMC provides a tair way 
of relating each class's revenue requirement to the costs of 
providing service to that class,; (2) EPMC helps reduce inter-class 
subsidies that distort price signals and thus result in 
inefficiencies to the 'detriment of society in general: and (3) EPMC 
is effective in bringing rates closer to, marginal costs in 
precisely those customer classes ~ost likely to bypass the utility 
system. 
B. MWcd Rcvcn!lc Allocation Mctb~ 

Against this background, it is clear that we are fully 
committed to the EPMC approach for revenue allocation as the most 
aceurate way to reflect costs customers impose on the system and as 
an effective response to the threat of bypass. Our intentions are 

27 This proceeding is also known as the *3-RsH (risk, return, and 
ratemaking) rulemaking. 

28 The subject of bypass, to the extent that it affects this 
proceeding, is discussed in a separate section of this decision • 
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apparently well-known to the parties in this proceeding whQ almost 
unantmously endorsed an allocation of Edison's revenue requirement 
based on EPMC. 29 

Only one party to this proceeding, ACWA, endorsed a 
different approach. Specifically, ACWA recommended that class cost 
responsibility be based on an equal rate of return ~ethodolo9Y. As 

Edison correctly points out this approach is based on the utility'S 
embedded costs, a basis for ratemaking which the Commission has 
clearly rejected in tavor of marginal cost. ACWA'sarquments 
concerning the potential long-term neqative impact on certain 
customer classes of adopting an EPMC revenue allocation could have 
been more constructively applied to' proposals relating to- the 
implementation of EPMC. 

We therefore adopt in this proceeding a full EPMC 
approach for allocating Edison's revenue requirement. Our adopt'ion 
of this methodology, however, as explained in the succeeding 
sections, does not end the discussion of revenue allocation. In • 
tact, the use of EPMC requires the commission to resolve such 
critical issues as the manner in which it will be implemented and 
the Etxtent to which it will be applied to all customer classes and 
to all rate SChedules within those classes. 
C. Dml&l1lentaj:iOD of EP.M.C Revenue Allocat.ion 

It is the issue of implementation of a full EPMC revenue 
allocation for Edison which was the center of debate in this 
proceeding'_ 'rhe reason tor this controversy is clear. 

29 The IU organization notes that while it has traditionally 
advocated the use of the utility's actual or embedded cost as the 
most .appropriate basis for revenue Allocation, it joins CHA, 
CLECA/CSPG, FEA, PSD, and Edison in supporting a revenue allocation 
based on full EPMC. 1U states that its support is based on the 
subs~~tial Similarity in results of embedded cost and marginal 
cost-based analyses and the potential of an EPMC methodology 
providing accurate price signals and avoiding uneconomic bypass • 
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Specifically, the adoption of EPMC for Edison as the exclusive 
basis for revenue allocation, even if implemented over. a period of 
years, will result in a siqnificant rearrangement of revenue 
responsibility among Edison's ev.stomer groups. This impact is in 
part due to the hi storie allocation of Edison's revenues on a basis 
other than EPMC. In Edison's last general rate case, for instance, 
an allocation formula of a weighted average of S% EPMC, 95% SAPC, 
was adopted. (0.84-12-068 at pp. 2'70-271.) 

As a result, Edison's present rates are currently quite 
far from EPMC. Our move to EPMC' eould therefore result in 
significant increases to the domestic class and substantial 
decreases for the large power class. The Commission must consider 
if and to what extent these shifts in revenue responsibility should 
be mitigated in implementing EPMC. 

1. Parties positions 
a. Edison 

Edison has determined that it is necessary to mitigate 
the adverse bill impacts on certain customers that would result 
from an immediate implementation of a full EPMC revenue ~Illocation 
methodology. To this end, Edison proposes a three-year phase-in 
plan resulting in a full EPMC revenue allocation by 1990. 

Edison's phase-in proposal calls for three annual revenue 
allocation adjustments. The first of these would take place in the 
test year 1988 when the total January 1, 1988 revenue requirement, 
including the revenue requirement adopted in this proceeding, would 
be allocated on the basis of a weighted average of 2/3 SAPC and 1/3 
EPMC. The revenue requirement for 1989 would be allocated on the 
basis of a weighted average of ll3 SAPC and 213 EPMC, with full 
EPMC achieved by 1990. In support of its approach, Edison states 
that its phase-in methodology: (1) treats all customer and rate 
groups equitably and consistently since they all steadily converge 
on full EPMC; (2) is understandable and easily applied; and (3) 
best ensures the achievement ot tull EPMC within three years • 
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Edison has further proposed that the EPMC phase-in be 
implemented in the next two Attrition Rate Adjustment (ARA) filings 
(i.e, 1989 and 1990). Edison supports the use of 'the ARA 
proceeding because it is the forum in which a complete ~pdate of 
base rate factors is developed. According to Edison, the ARA is 
also based on a calendar year which more naturally fits with the 
forecast process of billing determinants and base rate costs. 
Edison rejects using the ECAC to implement the phase-in on the 
grounds that such an approach would unnecessarily complicate the 
already burdened ECAC proceedinq. 

with respect to PSO's proposed method of applying wcapsw 
in phasing-in EPMC, Edison states that the adoption of this 
approach for PG&E in 0.86-08-083 is not dispositive of the 
propriety of applying a similar methodology to Edison. Edison 

• • 

notes the following differences between the PG&E proceeding and the 
present one: (1) PG&E was requesting a slqnificant decrease in 
revenues w~ile Edison is requesting an increase, and (2) PG&E's • 
present rate revenues were much closer to EPMC to begin with than 
are Edison's present rate revenues. 

Edison further cites three shortcomings with the PSO 
approach. First, Edison states that PSO's methodology would result 
in some rate groups initially moving further away from EPMC. 
second, Edison believes that it is unlikely that PSD can achieve 
its objective of reaching full EPMC by 1990, citing PSO testimony 
~at an increase or decrease beyond a certain range would mean that 
full EPMC could not be reached using the proposed PSO caps. Third, 
Edison warns that PSO's proposal t~ forecast the third year's 
revenue requirement is an overly complicated process. 

Edison also rejects the proposals of other parties" like 
CMA and FEA, who suggest a more rapid movement to EPMC. Edison 
believes that a more immediate move to full EPMC will result in 
severe bill impacts for such customer groups as general se~·ice and 
agricultural and pumping customers. 
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b. E:m 
PSD proposes that a 100%,EPMC revenue allocation be 

adopted, but, like Edison, suggests that the impact of this change 
in revenue responsibility be mitigated by implementing EPMC over 
the three-year general rate case cycle. PSO recommends that this 
end be accomplished by setting an 8% cap above the system average 
increase for the first year for all customer classes, and by 
setting the second-year class revenue requirements at the average 
of the revenue requirements in the first and third years. 

PSO acknowledges that under its approach some classes may 
initially move further from EPMC than they currently are. PSD 
states that this result occurs due to the cap limiting the 
increases to some, primarily the domestic class, with the remaining 
revenue requirement being allocated to the other classes. PSO 
believes, however, that those customers who would potentially move 
in the wwrongW direction would also be those who would view 
inves~ent decisions on a multi-year basis and would be able to 
view the allocation adjustment on a similar basis. PSO also noted 
that were the revenue requirement 'to be significantly higher or 
lower than the range between Edison's and PSO's proposals, the cap 
might require adjustment. 

With respect to the forum in which the phase-in would be 
implemented, PSO believes that the ECAC proceeding is the most 
convenient place for this transition to take place. PSO states 
that production simulations are already conducted in ECAC, even 
though on a ditterent year ba~is than the general rate case. 
Further, PSD asserts that ECACs are technical proceedings which 
already involve sUbstantial hearinq time, utilize the experts and 
information necessary to reestimate marginal costs, and currently 
involve allocation and rate design issues. (See, e.g., 0~86-08-083 
at 52; 0.87-01-051 at 24.) PSO rejects the use of the attrition 
proceeding which, in PSO's view is intended to be a fairly simple 
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.and e:>Cpedi tious proceeding, handl~d in "'cookbook" fashion, which 
should not set bogged down in major allocation issues. 

c. ~ 
In CMA's opinion, for an extended period high rates 

charged to large power customers have shielded other cust~me:s from 
Edison's increasing costs. CMA states that the comm.is~.ion itself 
has ree09llized the need to redress the ineqlJ.ities in tbe current 
revenue allocation by moving to EPMC revenue allocations. 
(0.86-08-083, 0.87-05-071.) 

• • 

CMA acknowledges that principles of rate stability 
justity a transition period to correct the inequities in the 
existing revenue allocation. CMA differs, however, as to the tim.a 
required for this transition and the manner in which such a phase
in should occur. CMA suggests that with PSO's reduced revenue 
requirement, there is no reason to take three years for the 
transition. ~nstead, CMA recommends a two-year transition period 
usinS a 13% per year increase in domestic rates. 

CMA also endorses a transition to EPMC by capped ~ 
adjustments and not by reliance on SAPC as suggest~d by Edison. In 
CHA's view, the differences between these methods is not in the 
impact on the domestic custolflers, bU~. in how quickly the large 
power customers are relieved of their burden of subsidizing-other 
classes. CMA notes that under the capped increase method, rates 
for all other classes except GS-1 eonverge in 1988 upon 
approximately the same point at about 100% of EPMC. Using Edison's 
transition method, CMA asserts that ~ajor disparities in how the 
several classes bear the subsidy provided to domestic customers is 
perpetuated. . 

With respect to the al?propriate forwn for making' 
transition adjustments to full lSPMC, CMA concurs with the use of 
the ECAC proceedinq as proposed by PSO. ~n CHA's view, the ECAC 
proceeding provides greater assurance of expeditious consideration 
of updated costs. CMA also notes that the continued existence of 
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the attrition rate adjustment proceedinqs remains at issue in 
R.86-10-001. 

d. III 
xu asserts that two policy considerations require the 

earliest~ possible phase-in of full EPMC on the Edison system. 
These include the spector of further industrial bypass in response 
to Edison's excessive industrial rates and the relative impact on 
utility customers of revenue reallocation in the test year versus 
revenue reallocation in subsequent years. XU states that while a 
more qradual phase-in may tend to reduce rate shock for ~ome 
customers, it also postpones rate relief for customers considering 
uneconomic bypass alternatives. IU also states that the Commission 
should carefully consider whether postponinq rate adjustments to 
future years will, in fact, reduce rate shock. 

With Edison's original revenue request oZ $302 million, 
XU proposes a cap of 21% as the maximum initial increase any 
customer class should receive with a maximum full three-year phase
in. Under PSO's $375 million decrease, IU recommends a 10% cap 
with a 100% EPMC reallocation to be attained within two rather than 
three years. Should the revenue requirement ~all somewhere between 
these two recommended levels, XU presented a third revenue 
allocation option based on the level of Edison's present revenues. 
Under this scenario, a cap of 13% would apply, and the move to full 
EPMC would be accomplished in two rather than three years. 

IU asks that any revenue allocation update occurring 
between general rate cases be ministerial in nature and not result 
in a full-blown recasting of marqinal cost concepts, studies, or 
findings. with respect to procedural forum, IU endorses PSO's 
recomll1endation ot the ECAC. X'O' believes that as ECAC has evolved 
over the years, this type of proceeding Offers the most promising 
tUle frame and hearing resources tor this kind ot issue. XU 
believes that this position is further enhanced by the Commission's 
fortheominq elimination of the attrition proceedings,. a type of 
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e • .m. 
FEA urges this commission to recognize that movement 

toward marginal cost-based revenues should be systematic, should 
present consistent signals to Edison's customers, and should be as 
rapid as possible. FEA finds numerous problems in this regard with 
both Edison's and PSO's revenue allocation proposals. 

Accordinq to FEA, the Edison formula is flawed because it 
allocates first-year increases to several rate classes that deserve 
revenue decreases, ignores the need to move classes t~ward cost in 
an absolute sense, and fails to produce a systematic or logical 
pattern of movement toward marginal cost revenue allocation. FEA 
recommends rejection of PSD's recommended approach on the bases 
that is not sensitive to the level of revenue increase granted and 
produces erratic movement toward EPMC revenues. 

FEA therefore recommends that the Commission attempt to 
eliminate at least 50% of existing revenue subsidies in the test ~ 
year. FEA further recommends that caps should be established to 
constrain revenue increases and decreases in each step and that the 
Commission should avoid allocations that do not consistently move 
toward cost-based revenues. As the amount of revenue requirement 
found appropriate by the Commission decreases, the FEA also 
believes that the speed at which classes can be moved to' EPMC based 
revenue allocation should increase. 
f.~ 

CLECA/CSPG believe that customer classes suCh 'as large 
power should not and cannot continue to subsidize other customer 
classes. CLECA/CSPG urge the Commission to demonstrate our 
commitment to the goal of an EPMC revenue allocation by adopting a 
fixed implementation schedule in the general rate case. CLECA/CSPG 

I 

support full implementation effective January 1, 1988. 
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CLECA/CSPG recognize that while favoring an immediate 
shift to £FMC revenue allocation, such may not be ac~eptable to the 
commission especially in the event of an increase as proposed by 
Edison. If there is a phase-in, CLECA/CSPG recommend that it be 
adopted in cmly two phases --. January l, 1988, and January 1, 1989. 
c:r;ECA/CSPG- l:,elieve that a longer phase-in will increase the danger 
of bypass by keeping large power rates at unnecessarily high levels 
for a longer period and reducing the credibility of the 
Commission's commitment to a full EPMC allocation. 

CLECA/CSPG also favor a phase-in using a capped EPMC 
methodology. CLECA/CSPG state that Edison's blend of EPMC/SAPC 
undermines the commitment to EPMC allocation~ 

In CLECA/CSPG'S view, however, in undertaking a phase-in 
there should not be any discretion or conditions precluding the 
attainment o·f full EPMC by a certain date, even potential rate 
shock. CLECA/CSPG therefore endorse either the FEA's or lU's 
phase-in proposals as providing the greatest certainty and 
appropriate price signals. 

Finally, CLECA/CSPG see a danger in linking the phase-in 
of a full EPMC allocation to ARA cases especially in light of the 
potential for their elimination. (See 0.87-05-071.) However, as 
long as the ARA continues, CLECA/CSPG state that the escalation 
factors developed in the ARA could be used in making adjustments to 
marginal aemana ana customer costs adopted in the general rat~~ case 
without relitigating either these costs or the escalation factors. 
If the ARA ceases to exist, CLECAICSPG suggest that the escalation 
factors would have to ~e adopted,in ECAC. 

q. 23ZEH 
While not addressing revenue allocation in an opening 

brief, TURN did so in its reply brief filed on Auqust 24, 1987. 
TORN states that all parties recognize that the movement to full 
EPMC should ~ phased-in to avoid rate shock to the residential 
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class. TORN urges the commission ,to encourage rate st~~ility and 
avoid rate shock • . 

'1'0 this end, 'l'ORN speci~ically recommends th~~ a<.iop"t;ion o~ 

PSD's cap> methoaolo9Y. 'l'URN believes that PSD's revenue allocation 
is also preferable to all other proposals because it r~aduces the 
incentive for' large industrial users to seek special contracts and 
lessens those customers' ability to use the 1:hreat of bypass to 
obtain Qven greater concessions in future proeeedinqs. 

2. Discussion 
We have carefully considered the p:t'oposals of each of the 

parties regarding the implementation o·f an EPMC revenu~~ allocation 
for Edison. As in the case of the EPMC methodology itself, we note 
a striking unanimity in the positions which have been taken. 
Although CMA, lU, FEA, and CLECA/CSPG suggest that an immediate 
move be made to full EPMC revenue allocation, each has acknowledged 
the dr~atic shift in revenue responsibility which such a change 

I 

could cause and have suggested various approaches to' m.itigate that • 
impact. Further, despite their recognition of the possible need to 
phase-in EPMC, these parties, however, also seek assurance from the 
Commission, in the form of a fixed schedule of impleme:ntati~n, that 
the Commission remains firmly committed to EPMC. 

The differences between the part:Les center on the 
mechanism to be used for mitigating the ef:~ects of EPMC, the length. 
of time which should be allowed to phase-in an EPMC revenue 
allocation, and the forum tor implementing that phase-in. With 
respect to these issues, we again find similarities in the 
positions of the parties. Except for Edison" all of the other 
parties favor a capping approach which stays ~true~ to EPMC rather 
than an incorporation of SAPC in the phase-in process.. The 
parties' positions also reflect endorselD.ent of a phase-in that is 
no longer than three years and possibly as short as two years 
depending' on the revenue requirement adopt~ed for Edison in this 
proceeding. Finally, except for Edison, all other parties believe 
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that it is most appropriate for the phase-in to be implemented in 
ECAC, as opposed to the ARA (attrition) proceeding .. 

with these basic positions, we also agree. The need to 
mitigate the negative effects on certain customer groups caused by 
the shift to EPMC is even more pronounced for Edison than it was 
for PG&E. Additionally, unlike PG&E, Edison's current rates are 
not close to tull EPMC, having not been allocated on that basis in 
the past, and will not be the subject of a significant rate 
decrease as a result of this proceeding. While we intend to match 
cost responsibility to the appropriate customer groupo, we do not 
intend to cause rate shock to those customer groups (e .. g .. , 
domestic) who have no options in purchasing or generating 
electricity other than accepting service from the utility. 

We also find that the classes (e.g., large power) who 
will ultimately benefit most from our adoption of EPMC are also 
those, as PSO has noted, who are able to, make economic decisions, 
including consideration of .revenue allocation adjustments, on a 
multi-year basis. We believe that our move to EPMC in this case 
will provide significant enough rate realignments and provide 
sufficient assurance of our commitment t~ EPMC that the large power 
class can properly assess whether bypass of the utility system is 
economically warranted. 

We find that it is therefore reascnable to adopt a phase
in of the full EPMC revenue allocation tor Edison. The method 
which we endorse is a phase-in approach with caps as necessary for 
individual classes.. This appro~ch will permit us to implement a 
full EPMC methodology while allowing us sufficient flexibility to 
take into account the need to' mitigate any resulting rate shock .. 
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In determining the most. appropriate. caps to- a~:1opt, we 
have developed the following table to, reflect the ilD.pac1~ various 
revenue allocation approaches would have on rates. ThilS table, 
based for illustration purposes on a zero-dollar increa~se, includes 
revenue allocations (1) proposed in this proceeding,. (2) adopted in 
PG&E, (3) based on full EPMC, (4) based on SAPC, and (5) based on a 
S% cap for all classes. 
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Based on the record in this proceeding, we find that a 
modification of Edison's approach is best matched to our goals.. We 
will adopt an approach that moves each class 1/3 of the way to full 
EPMC, with a cap of 5% on increases to any class in the first year. 
Any remaining revenue decreases will be spread to the large power 
classes in proportion to the deviation of each class from full 
EPMC. We believe that our adoption of a S% cap for residential 
provides adequate relief from rate shock while still providing 
significant rate reductions for large power customers. Large power 
customers will see a decrease of greater than 1/3 of the percentage 
difference between present rates and full EPMC. This faster 
approach to EPMC will assure large power customers of our 
commitment to expeditiously achieve full EPMC. 

For subsequent years, we will continue phasing-in to full 
EPMC, mitigating rate shock as required by using caps. We ask the 
parties to provide such capping proposals, as necessary', on an 
annual basis, the nature of and forum for which are discussed 
below. We assure the parties that this finding in no way signals a 
retreat from EPMC. We intend to achieve full EPMC revenue 
allocation for Edison as soon as possible, and this intlent should 
be reflected in any revenue allocation proposed for Edison in 1989 
and 1990. We believe, however, that to achieve our goal of full 
EPMC and ensure rate stability the adopted revenue allol:ation for 
the two years followinq the test year should be based on the 
circumstances existing at that time. 

With respect to the appropriate forum for makinq the 
necessary revenue allocation adjustments, we concur with PSD and 
the majority of the parties that the ECAC proceedinq should be 
used. The initial reason for institutinq the 3-R's rul1emakinq 
(R.86-10-001) was specifically to consider whether the continuation 
of the ARA (attrition) proceedinq:made sense in light of current 
and expected economic conditions.; We found in 0.87-05-071 that low 
inflation and more stable capital'! costs could lead to r,elatively 
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small ARA increases over the next,few years. Further, the 
elimination of ARA could foster greater productivity and cost
cutting on the part of the utility. In response to this situation, 
we considered the complete elimination of ARA. Based on utility 
concerns that not all growth in demand results in a net increase in 
revenues (i.e., as resulting trom ~n increase in residential 
customers), however, we limited the elimination of ARA at this time 
to the large power class. (0.87-05-0971, a.t pp. 6-7 •. ) 

Our partial elimination of the ARA proceeding coupled 
with our belief in the benefits to be 'achieved by its total 
elimination suggest that this proceeding is not an appropriate 
forum to implement the three-Yjear phase-in of the EPMC revenue 
allocation adopted in this proceeding. The uncertainty about the 
tuture of this proceeding, as well as its elimination for a 
significant class, makes the ARA proceeding inappropriate for a 
process which should take place expeditiously and must consider all 
class qroups. Our decision to use the ECAC proceeding f~r 
consideration of revenue allocation issues also mirrors our 
conclusions in PG&E's most recent general rate case. (See 
0.86-08-083, at p. 52.) 

With respect to the issues to be heard in ECAC, we share 
those parties' concerns regarding the complete relitigation of 
general rate case issues (i.e., marginal cost levels) in ECAC. We 
find our direction in PG&E's current ECAC proceeding regarding the 
presentation of revenue allocation and rate desiqn issues in that 
proceeding to be dispositive. Specifically, in O.S7-07-091, we 
concluded as follows: 

wOur past practice, with some exceptions, is 
that rate desi~, revenue allocation, and 
marginal cost ~ssues should be reviewed in 
general rate cases and not in ECAC proceedinqs. 
However, there are circumstances that justify 
deviation from that practice here. Moreover, 
the decision in PG&E~s last annual rate case 
stated that the Commission would allow tor 
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changes in the caps on EPMC in future (ECAC] 
proceedings. .. -. , 

NAccordingly, to provide the commission with 
reasonable flexibility, in addition to showings 
based on SAPe, the reeord in this phase should 
include showings based on EPMC for interclass 
allocations. However, in the interest of not 
allowing this proceeding to become bogged down 
in either major policy arguments or the minutia 
inherent in full-blow rate design proccedin~s, 
we will limit EPMC showings ••• to adjustment 
of the caps applied to the EPMC interclass 
allocation previously adopted.* (0.87-07-091, 
at p. S.) 

We therefore find that Edison's ECAC proceedings are the 
appropriate forums for considering inter-class revenue alloc~tion 
and the phase-in and capping of the EPMC revenue allocation for the 
ECAC forecast period. As stated in 0.8'7-07-091, ,the consideration 
of. revenue allocation issues in ECAC, however, does not and should 
not include J~eliti9ation of the margin~l cost structure and levels 
adopted in this proceeding.30 

For rate changes occurring between this rate case and 
Edison's 1989 ECAC, the rate schedule Changes should consider both 
the system average percentage change methodology and the phased-in 
EPMC methodology. Edison should file proposals using both methods 
and indicating the utility's preferred approach. Similarly, the 
revenue allocation approach proposed in Edison's ECAC proceedings 
for the 1989 and 1990 periods should identify the methodology to ~e 
applied to E~ison's intervening otfset filinqs made after each of 
these proceedings it other than SAPC. 

I 

30 We note that Edison and PSD have suggested some minor 
adjustments to customer and demand charges to reflect changes in 
the revenue requirement in the period between rate eases. These • 
propriety of such. adjustments are discussed in the rate design 
section of this decision. Our conclusions, however, will be in 
keep;ng with our tindinqs above. 
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The only exception to ~is approach will be for minor 
rate adjustments. In those cases, 'for ease of administration, we 
will follow the approach adopted for PG&E in D.86-08-083 and permit 
Edison to use equal cents per kWh for rate adjustments les,s than 
1%. 
D. lDtet=qlass and Xntra=Cl~ss Revenge Allocation 

In D.86-08-083, the Commission adopted for PG&E an EPMC 
revenue allocation for both inter-class and intra-class revenue 
allocation. In this proceeding,. the parties' attention largely 
focused on the inter-class revenue allocation. For intra-class 
revenue allocation, however, Edison made a separate proposal for 
small and large light and power customers, and PSI> attempted to 
develop an intra-class revenue allocation for agricultural and 
pumping customers. 

Specifically, for those rate schedules within a rate 
group for which marginal costs have not been determined in this 
proceeding (i.e., GS-1, GS-l-APS"GS-l-PG, and TC-l), Edison 
recommends that the revenue requirement be allocated to rate 
schedule based on equal percent of present rate revenues. 31 For 
those rate schedules for which marginal costs have been calculated 
in this proceeding (i.e., Proposed. Schedules TOO-a-SEC, 'I'OO'-8-PRI, 
and '1'OO-8-SUB), Edison proposes to further allocate the revenue 
requirement for the customer group to those rate schedules on the 
basis of full EPMC. 

Edison notes that there was no disagreement concerning 
its proposal and asks that it therefore be adopted. In its brief, 
CLECA/CSPG has indicated its agreement with Edison that allocation 

• 

31 For example, once the GS-l Rate Group revenue requirement is 
determined based upon EPMC, that revenue requirement should be 
allocated to the rate schedules in that rate group, on an equal 
percent of present rate revenues basis • 
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I 
to service voltage sub-classes within the large power classes' 
should pe ~ade on a full EPMC basis • 

. For agricultural and pumping customers, .PSD had supported 
an intra-class revenue allocation for PA-l and PA-2 and PSD's 
proposed optional agricultural schedules based on specific 
customer-incurred costs and use characteristics. As PSD has noted 
in it brief, the complexity of this effort and the absence of 
sufficient data, however, prevented PSD from estaplishing the level 
of refinement which it sought within the hearing time available. , 
PSD therefore concludes that such a revenue allocation for the 
agricultural class C~LMot be undertaken at. this time. pst> 

recommends, however, that Edison be ordered to collect the 
necessary data on agricultural customers to pe~it an intra-class 
revenue allocat.ion for all agricultural rate schedules and options 
~o be accomplished no later than the next general rate case. 

We find th~Lt Edison's proposal for sll1all liqht and power 
intra-class revenue ~Lllocation is reasonable in this particular 
case. Having no marqinal costs calculated for rate schedules 
within the SInall light and power group, it would :be futile to ordElr 
an intra-class revenue allocation based on EPMC. An allocation 
based on equal percent o.f present rate revenues is therefore an 
appropriate alternative in this context and should be adopted. The 
only exception to. thJ.s finding is tor Schedules TOU-GS and GS-Z for 
which the revenue alJ.oe.!i,tion should be determined by applying the 
adopted rates to. the billing determinants proposed for those 
schedules by ))oth Edj~son and PSt>. 

We also. filld, as PSD has concluded, that our record is 
insufficient to. o.rder a cost-pased intra-class revenue allocation 
for the agricultural rate schedules in this proceeding. We will 
therefore adopt PSD'!i~ proposal, to. which Edison has concurred, to 
allocate any revenue shortfall resulting froll1 the implementation of 
new agricultural ratE~ options equally alnong all agricultural rate 
sched.ules. 
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~o the extent possible, however, it is our goal to 
achieve EPMC for all class revenue allocations. To this end, we 
will adopt the'EPMC revenue allocation to rate schedule for the 
large power class. Further, we will direct Edison to collect the 
data to develop the marginal costs necessary to achieve an EPMC 
intra-class revenue allocation for the small light and power and 
agricultural rate schedules for Edison's next general rate case. 
With such information in the record of that proceeding, an EPMC 
revenue allocation can be achieved for both inter-class and intra
class revenue allocation at that ti~e. 
E. strttt andhca Ligbtil)g 

The costs imposed on the utility system by streetlight 
customers fall into two basic categories: a facilities component 

I 

and an energy component. Traditionally, the revenue requirement 
for the streetlight group had been excluded from the marginal cost 
revenue allocation process. In Edison's last c;eneral rate case 
(0.84-12-048), for instance, the. Commission had found that the 
unique combination of operating charcteristics of the streetlic;ht 
group required their exclusion from the revenue allocation process. 
These characteristics included non-metered service, uniform load 
shape, utility ownership of the end-use equipment or facilities 
(streetlights), and low, off-peak energy consumption. 

In D.86-08-083, in which we determined PG&E's marginal 
costs for 1987, the commission departed from this traditional 
approach. Specifically, the Commission determined that the energy 
component of streetlight costs should be included in the revenue 
allocation process while the facilities charges would continue to 
be excluded. 32 In doing so, we recognized the uniqueness of the 

32 We also found that the exclusion of streetlight facilities 
would also permit U~ eo unbundle that component of streetli9ht 
r~Ltes and determine its revenue require:ment independently • 
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streetlight facility being associated with end-use, but the 
similarity between streetlight energy charges and energy eharges 
incurred by other customer elasses. We determined that, in order 
to treat all classes equally, the revenue requirement associated 
with streetlight energy usage should be included in the ~arginal 
cost revenue allocation. 

Despite this tinding, Edison and cal-SLA ~aintain in this 
proceeding that the streetlight group should continue to be 
excluded in its entirety trom our ~arginal eost revenue allocation. 
cal-SLA and Edison both point to the s~all amount of energy usage 
by streetlights compared with the energy consumption of other 
elasses. cal-SLA states that this usage does not justify adopting 
-the tragmented ~ethodw (cal-SLA Brief, at p. $) used in PG&E for 
streetlight revenue allocation. Cal-SLA argues that such an 
approach furthers no analytical purpose and that exclusion of the 
energy compon~nt from revenue allocation creates no serious revenue 
shortfall. 

Edison similarly relies upon the unique characteristics 
of street~ights as a basis for eonti~uing their eomplete exclusion 
from revenue alloca~ion. Edison disagrees, however, with Cal-SLA 
that no serioue revenue shortfall will result trom such an 
approach. Edison states that simple logic dictates that if 
streetlight customers are exeluded from the usual revenue 
allocation process, revenues must then be allocated in some other 
fashion. In Edison's view, the selection of an alternative method 
can indeed cause a serious revenue shortfall within the customer 
group. 

PSO urges the Commission to follow its approach used in 
0.86-08-083. PSO notes that the very purpose of establishing 
customer classes is to group together customers that have similar 
characteristics, but are distinct in their characteristics from 
other groups. Thus, while PSD acknowledges that the streetlight 
qroup might have a small amount ot level, ott-peak energy usage 
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relative to total consumption, this circumstance, according to PSD, 
does not justify the exclusion of the group in its entirety from , 
the allocation of those revenues required to' meet energy needs. 

PSD notes, however, that the logic of including 
streetlight energy charges in the revenue allocation process does 
not extend to inclusion of the facilities charges in that process. 
PSO states that facilities charges, unlike streetlight energy 
charges, bear no relation to the production, transmission, or 
distribution of electricity and therefore have no relation to a 
marginal cost revenue allocation. 

We find that PSO has eorrectly interpreted and applied 
our most recent policy regarding the treatment of streetlight 
customers in the revenue allocation process. We believe that 
0.86-08-083 makes clear our decision to exclude only the 
streetlight facilities charge from this process. As that decision 
reflects and PSD has indicated, this exclusion is appropriate for a 
charge which is related to end-use and which is not related to 
thes~ components which are included in a marginal cost revenue 
allocation. Despite the low, off-peak energy usage by streetlight 
customers, it is energy consumption nonetheless a~d as such is 
properly includ~d in determining class revenue responsibility. We 
therefore find reasonable and adopt the continued exclusion of 
streetlight facilities from the revenue allocation process, but the 
inclusion' in that process of streetlig}:lt energy eh.arges. 
F. Contract Rate Revenue De~iciencies 

t9r Incremental sales 

As we discuss in the Rate Design section of this 
decision, Edison has proposed two contract rate schedules as a 
means of mitigating uneconomic bypass. Edison has proposed to· 
allocate the estimated contract rate revenue deficiency of $20 
million resulting from one of these rate schedules. (1'Otr-S-CR-1) 
baek to all customer groups and rate ,schedules on an equal cents 
per kWh basis • 
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We have concluded in our section on rate design that the 
generic special contract rate schedule being proposed by Edison 
('l'O'O'-8-CR-Z) should not be adopted. at this time and that issues 
related to the development of that schedule are properly deferred 
to the 3-Rs Rulemaking (R.87-10-001) .. 0.87-0S-071 in the 3-Rs 
Rulemaking makes clear that the the policies adopted in that 
decision are to be implemented in the 3-Rs RUlemaking throuqh the 
examination and development of guidelines for special contracts, 
rate options and rate unbundling for different customer classes, 
and revised forecasts of sales and revenues. 

I 

We will pend~ t Edison to implement the 'l'O'O'-8-CR-l 
schedule at this time, but will defer any revenue allocation issues 
to R.87-l0-00l as well.. It is therefore unnecessary for any 
forecasted contract rate revenue deficiency to be allocated to 
Edison's customers at this time.. We find that while revenue 
deficiencies are appropriately considered in the revenue allocation 
process, an estimate of losses which may be incurred to avoid a 
potential byp~ss problem is presently too speculative to warrant ~ 
its adoption at this time. We believe that any issues related to 
the manner in which this revenue deficiency is to be dete=mined and 
allocated should first be considered in the same proceeding, 
R.S7-0S-071, in which the guidelines for special contracts and 
contract rates are beinq developed. 
G. MQRted EeYenue Allocation 

The adopted revenue allocation shown on the following 
table of this decision is based on the total revenue requirement 
adopted for Edison as of January 1, 1988.. This adopted revenue 
requirement includes revenue changes resulting not only from the 
decision in this general rate case, but also decisions relating to 
nuclear decommissioning (OIl 86),. the SONGS 2 and 3 pre-commercial 
operation datc~ and post-commercial operation date revenue 
req\lirement, amortization of various deferred debit accounts, and 
refunds ~or 198.7 impaets of the Tax Reform Act o~ l.986-. Present 
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. , 
rate revenues reflect the November 1987 rate changes resulting trom 
decisions in Edison's ECAC, AER, ERAM, CLMAC, an~ Chevron 
settlement and Uranium contract termination proceedings. (See 

• 
Appendix E and Appendix F for revenue detail.) The adopted ECAC 
and ~ revenues shown in Appendix E include adjustment for fuel 
savings due to operation of the Balsam Meadow hydroelectric 
generating plant. Appendix E shows no revenue change because by 
coincidence the fuel savings decrease is exactly offset by 
increases due to adopted changes in franchise fee and uncollectible 
factors • 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED PHASE-IN SCALED REVENUE AI.LO~TION 1\ 

EHECTIVE JANUARY " 1988 

SALES PRESENT TOTAL Me; FULL PHASE-IN AVERACE 
2/ RATE REV RtvS 3/ EPMe .(X) SCALED (X) RATE 

CUSTOMER CROUP (CWH) (000'.) (OOOt.) (000'.) INC. (000'.) INe;_ 
.......... --...... --..... --•..••......•••....••........ ~ .. -.........•............ --•..••.•••.•..•..•..•...•. 

DOMESTIC 19,~ , ,610,.007 1,584,484 1,909,515 18.60 1,689,171 4.92 0.085 

SM/MEO SlMR 
CS-1 3,953 407,6" 344,607 4'15,238 1.87 410,153 0.62 O_W. 
CS·2 17,846 1,569,264 1.214,887 1,463.92Z (6.'M) 1.534,150 <2.24) o.OU 

!.ARCE POWER 
TOU-3:2ND 6,782 567,362 418.574 504,365 (".'0) 546,088 (l_TS) 0.081 
TOU·3:PIU 10,406 TaS,268 558.n2' 61.$.31' (14.26) 747,596 (4.30) 0.072 
TOU·3:$ua 3,163 196,880 ':52, "0 159,188 (19.14) 183,841 (6.62) 0.058 

ACftlCUL.TURE 2,071 172,583 139.455 168,103 (2.60) 17'1,~ (0.87) 0.082 

STItEETL.ICHTlNC 47'1 TS,137 19,882 57,812 (23.06) 69,362 <7.69) 0.147 

.~ ...... ' ...... --........ -.....•...•.....••......••.... -...........• --..... --•..........•......••.....•... --. 
TOTAl. 64,529 S.J84r

"
7 4.4'2,782 5,351,454 S,3S',4S4 

Ittv£Nut 
ItlEOUtltEMENT 

11 AlthOl,lgh facilities charges end optional TOU IMt.r charges haw ~ excluded ff'Offl th~ revenue 
allOCfl~{OI'\ p"oeen, thn.t .moun'C. h.w be.n added to tile flgyr.,. in till. table in o~r to 
Obtain the correct percentage {ncreasea end .wrag. r.te calcylatfona. A br •• kdown of 
fecHfti .. ch.rges ~ CYatOlMr grOUI) f. given in ~ix f. 

21 Sal .. figyr.,. .1'. tak..., from the $cptet!Oer Update and r.'fl~t ul •• th.t h ...... not bMrI edjl.lated 
for ~loyeo df 1C0000ta •. 
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XI. &..t~ Design 
, . 

A. Introdu£tion and General Policy Considerations 
In the preceding section" we determined how Edison's 

adopted revenue requirement would be allocated to customer group 
and to rate groups within those CU:5.tomer groups, (i.e., domestic, 
small and medium power (GS-l and GS-2), large power (TOU-a (Sec), 
TOU-S (Prim), and TOO-8 (Subtrans», agricultural and pumping (PA-1 
and PA-2), street and area lighting). We now turn to, our final 
task in this general rate case of determining the specific terms, 
conditions, and charges under each of Edison's rate schedule 
included within each customer and rate group. 

As in the case of adopting a revenue allocation based on 
Equal Percent of Marginal Cost (EPMC), our goal in rate desiqn is 
to achieve rates which reflect the costs which the customer imposes 
on the system. This approach not only results in an equitable 
distribution of Edison's revenue requirement, but also provides the 
most accurate price signals to the customer regarding his energy 
consumption. To achieve these goals, we must also ensure that 
rates are structured in a way so that customers can understand and 
respond appropriately to those signals. 

For reasons whiCh similarly supported our phase-in of an 
EPMC revenue allocation for Edison, however, we also recognize that 
full implementation of marginal cost-based rates may result in 
severe bill impacts for some customers. For PG&E, for instance, we 
recently found it necessary to temporarily limit the impact of 
certain eharg~s to certain rate groups ~y imposing rate Nlimiters" 
or wcaps.w In adopting these rate limiters, we sought, however, to 
still ensure recovery of the revenues allocated to the affected 
customer group or class and to provide customers whose rates were 
capped with a clear signal of future bill increases. (0.86-12-091, 
at pp. 57-59.) 
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In 0.87-0S-071 in the 3-Rs RU~emaking, we have also 

considered the impact of rate design and special contracts on . 
bypass, the situation in which the customer chooses self-generation 
over utility service discussed at length in prior sections. Among 
the policies adopted in 0.87-05-071 in the 3-Rs RUlemaking 
(R.86-10-001) to address the threat of uneconomic bypass was the 
need tor the utility to offer special contracts and rate options to 
customers in the large power class. We have madte clear in 
0.87-05-07.1 our intention to consider in the 3-Rs proceeding the 
guidelines and terms of the special contracts and rate options 
referenced in that decision along with new forecasts of sales and 
revenues for the large power class which take into account the 
regulatory revisions adopted in 0.87-05-071. 

The rate design principles which are to guide the 
development of the rate options to be considered in the 3-Rs 
RUlemakinq, however, are also appropriately considered in the rate 
structures adopted in this proceeding. Tbese principles include 
the need to wunbundlew rates (the process of pricing each of the 
various utility services separately) and to' differentiate between 
services and price.. This approach, which, as an example, would 
include the recovery of fixed costs in fixed charge compon(ents, 
offer another means of providing customers with accurate price 
signals. 

Our current rate design philosophy can therefore be 
summarized as an effort to achieve easily understood, cost-based 
rates which are designed to recover the customer groups' revenue 
requirement; to include any terms or conditions necessary to 
mitigate, to the extent possible and practical, any negative bill 
impaets; .and to reflect a customer's usage patterns and 
characteristics. This philosophy has largely been mirrored in the 
rate design recommendations provided in this proceeding not only by 
Edison and PSO, but by numerous interested parties. These parties 
include Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN), the Western 
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Mobilehome Association (WMA), recr.eational vehicle (RV) ·park 
owners, the Schools Committee to Reduce Utility Bills (SCRUB), the 
california Large Energy Consumers Association and the California 
Steel Producers Group (CLECA/CSPG), the Federal Executive Agencies 
(FEA), the Industrial Users (IU), the california Manufacturers 
Association (OMA), the State Department of General Services (OGS), 
the Coqenerators of Southern California (CSC), the Association of 
california Wat1er Agencies (ACWA), and the california City-County 
street Liqht Association (CAL-SLA). 

Before proceedinq to those specific recommendations, we 
note, tor Edison's benefit, that we appreciate the differences in 
operations and customers between Edison and PG&E. Edison has 
asserted this tact as a reason why the rate desiqn approved for 
PG&E may not be suitable for Edison. Our reliance on decisions 
relatinq to PG&E's adopted rate desiqn is, ho~ever, appropriate as 
a means of identifying current Commission rate design policy: 
dete~ning whether that policy is to be continued, modified, or 
abandoned; and ensuring, to· the extent possible, consistent 
treatment of all ratepayers. 

Finally, Edison and PSD urge that the Commission 
recoqnize in reviewing their recommendations that their jointly and 
separate proposed rate structures were based on the assumption that 
ERAM would continue throuqh the test year 1988. Because the 
Commission has recently eliminated ERAK for large light and power 
customers in D.87-0S-071, Edison wishes to· reserve the riq~t to 
make needed modifications, if any, to its rate desiqn through the 
further proceeding provided by 0.87-05-071 in R.86-10-001. Our 
review of that decision above makes clear that the Commission does 
intend to review in R.S6-10-001 rate options and special contracts 
offered to the large power group. To the extent provided by that 
rulemaking, Edison and PSD are, of course, entitled to participate 
and make rate design recommendations • 
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I 
B. Domestic CUstomer Group 

In this proceeding, Edison,and PSD reached agreement-on 
almost all of the components of the rate design for the domestic 
customer group_ Issues, however, remain for these ,two parties with 
respect to the development of the optional time-of-use rate 
schedule (TOU-D) and the appropriate submetering discount to be 
applied to the master-meter schedules for mobilehomt~ parks (OMS-2)-

TORN, WMA, and the RV park owners also presented 
positions on several issues related to residential rate design. 
TORN focused on Edison's and PSD's recommendation to eliminate the 
minimu:m bill, while WMA and the RV park owners addressed the 
discount and charges provided under the DMS-2 schedule and the 
applicability of that sChedule or a new, similar schedule to RV 
park owners. 

1. BaRline 
Edison and PSO are in agreement on the quantities to 

allow for baseline. Specifically, Edison and PSD have agreed that 
tor all customers, except all-electric customers and residents in 
Zone l5 of the CEC's climatic regions, baseline allowances should 
be set at the mid-point of the range allowed by Public Utilities 
Code section 739 (55 percent of average aggregate use). For al+
electric customers other than those residing in Zone l5, the 
parties have agreed that the baseline allowance should be set at 
the maximum allowed under the statutory range (60 percent of 
aver,~ge aggregate usage for S\llDmcr and 70 percent of average 
aggregate usage for winter). Edison and PSD also agree that all 
usage at and below the baseline allocation should be priced at 8S
percent of the system average rate, the maximum charge allowed by 

law. (cal.PUb.util. Code, Section 739). 
For Zone l5, the high desert area of the Coachella 

Valley, Edison and PSO have agreed to an adjustment of the seasonal 
allocation of the baseline allowances similar to that adopted in 
Edison'S last general rate case (D.84-12-068). In that case, the 
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Commission had determined that the total annual baseline allowance 
for Zone 15 shoul~ be no more than that established under the 
normal formula. However, the Commission concluded that the 
allocation of that allowance to season should be modified to allow 
a greater allowance during the summer months when the Zone 15· area 
experiences extreme heat. (D. 84-12-068, at pp. 292-296.) As of 
June 1987, this allowance was 1,200 kWh per month for th~ summer. 

In this proceeding r Edison had orginally proposed that 
baseline quantities for customers residing in. Zone lS be 
established under the same mEtthodology as that applied to the other 
CEC zones. Subsequent to making this proposal, however, Edison was 
asked by the ~oachella valley Association of Governments (CVAG) to 
reconsider its position and provide bazeline quantities tor Zone 15 
based on the Commission's methodology adopted in Edison's last 
general rate case. In response to that request, Edison proposed a 
summer baseline quantity of l,200 kWh per month with the winter 
baseline quantities set such that the total annual baseline 
allowance for Zone 15 would be the same as Edison had originally 
proposed. This proposal, with which PSO agreed, is considered by 
both parties not to have a material impact on customers outside of 
Zone 15. 

Edison and PSD also agree that for ~aster-metered 
Schedules DMS-l and DMS-2 (applicable to sUbmetered multifamily and 
mobilehome domestic customers) the baseline quantities should be 
the same as for other domestic and comparable non-master-metered 
customers. Edison and PSD also agree that baseline quantities 
for Schedule DM, master-metered multifamily domestic customers 
without submetering, should De redueed in proportion to the lower 
average use of customers on this schedule. 

We find that Edison and PSOhave applied the appro~riate 
methodologies in calculating the baseline allowances tor all zones 
and tor all domestic rate schedules. We alsotind reasonable the 
allocation adjustlnent tor Zone 15 customers in recognition of the 
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e)~reme heat in that region during the summer and the absence of 
any material impact on other customers. These base!ine quantities 
for Zone 15 should also be based on the 4-month summer/a.-month 
winter periods adopted for this zone in Edison's last general rate 
case. (0.84-12-068, at p. 29&.) We therefore find that the 
following daily baseline quantities are reasonable for Schedules 0, 
0~~-1, OMS-2, OAPS-2, DE, and O-PG, and should be adopted with 
implementation effective as of the next seasonal change. The 
ba.seline quantities, adopted for the OM schedule are included in an 
a];:lpendix to this decision • 

. Baseline Allowances 
Sbedule Nos. D. PMS=1. 'OMS-2. DAPS-2. DE-.and D::PG 

Monthly Baseline kWh Allowances: 

Line Baseline S\llnlner Su:rn:mer Winter Winter 
~ E~g12D I8~:i.~ All-~l~S;jCl::l~ ~~~:1.!;C_ All-~l~~~ 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

1. 10 252 302 259 493· 
2. 13- 441 800 321 1,072' 
3. 14 363- 532 292 855, 
4. 1S 1,200 1,200 33,0 . 670, 
5-. 16 250 445- 279 1,035, 
6. 17 333 425- 278 615, 

Adopted Daily Baseline kWh Allowances: 

Line Baseline SUlnme:r SUlzIme:r Winte:r Winter 
.J!2... B~cri.2n 18:z;is;: ~ll.-tl~SCj;,::1.~ ~~;i~ a.ll-tl~!C:t;x:1!;C 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (50) 

1. 10 8.2 9.8- 8.6 16.3 
2. 13 14.4 26.1 10.6 35-.50 
3. 14 11.8 17.3 9.7 28.3 
4. 15 39.3 39.3 10.9 2'2.1 
s. 16 8.2 14.50 9.2 34.3 
6. 17 10.9 13.9 9.2 20.4 

2. ~~i~ ~1m~'-~~~ 
Edison proposes two new schedules tor the domestic 

customer group: a seasonal option (Schedule- OS) and a time of use 
option (Schedule TOU-D). Edison· states that it has proposed these 
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options to help mitigate the negative impacts on domestic customers 
of increased rates and ehanged allocation procedures and to, provide 
these customers with more control over their eleetric bills. 

For its proposed optional Schedule TOU-D, Edison 
established a ten cents-per-kilowatt-hour premium. for increm~ental 
summer on-peak energy and a five cents-per-kilowatt-hour discount 
for incremental off-peak energy. For the seasonal Schedule OS, 

Edison similarly charges a premium on all summer month kilowatt
hours in excess of average winter month usage and a discount on 
winter month kilowatt-hours in excess of'average summer ~onth 
usage. 

PSO also recommends the use of rate options for th«~ 
dOlnestic customer qroup. PSO accepts Edison's proposed seasonal 
op~t;ion, Schedule OS. Additionally, the two parties have reach.ed an 
ag:~eement to open the optional time-of-use program to all 
eu:~tomers, but with a limit of 10,000 neW' meters per year. Th.e 
parties have stmilarly agreed that Edison should target the 
marketing of the program primarily to its largest customers. 
Edison and PSO also concur that the seasonal option should be 
li~ited to customers with an established billing history of one 
year and an average monthly usage in excess of 1,200 kWh seasonal 
option (Schedule DS). The parties aqree that the expected revenue 
shortfall, wbich both parties find will have no significant impact 
on the nonparticipant, should be included in the domestic customer 
group revenue requirement. 

~ 

PSO differs with Edison, however, on the rate structure 
which should be adopted tor the optional TOU schedule. In contrast 
to Edison's ""premium/discount"" approach" PSD recommends a 
conventional TOU rate structure requiring a three-tiered rate 
structure with all three time differentiated charges based on 
marginal eosts. PSD also recommends that a floor be established 
:eor the TOU-D ):)ill equal to the customer's usage tilnes the off-peak 
energy rate. According to pso, this approach is necessary to 
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,eliminate the possibil~ty, even though unlikely, that a customer 
could have a negative bill resulting from the interaetion of 
exclusively off-peak usage and baseline allowar.ces. 

The positions of Edison and PSD regarding the appropriate 
rate structure for the optional TOU-D rate schedule are summarized 

, 

below. Our resolution of this issue and our findings on the DS 

proposal and the proposed limitations on both rate options tollow 
that sUlllmary. 

a. %Q9'-D Ra~e SCh~le 

According to Edison, its seasonal and ~oo options for 
residential customers arc designed to complement each other. 

I 

Edison states that the season~.:l~ option provides those customers who
have low summer season usage a reduced rate without the need for a 
time-of-use meter. The TOO option, according to Edison, is 
directed to customers who can' !~hift their daily usage to the off-
peak period and will benefit from a time-of-use meter. Edison 
believes that the complementary nature of these two options dependS. 
on the premium/discount feature as a common link to- permit 
customers to understand and compare the two options. Edison 
asserts that by using the premium/discount approach, the customer 
can readily assess the cost of using energy in the on-peak period 
and the savings to be realized by shifting use to the Off-peak 
period.. 

Edison believes that the simplicity and ease of 
comprehension achieved by its rate option proposals is critical. 
According to Edison, while its TOU-D option may be chosen by only 
one out of ten customers, Edison believes that it is obligated to 
clearly communicate the options to all qualityin9 customers to 
permit them to make an informed decision. 

With respect to the rate established by Edison for the 
TOO-D schedule, Edison states that an optional rate must be set 
below average cost in order to be desirable. The level below 
average cost, according' to Edison, is. a matter of judgment based on 
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weighing the need to attract the customer against the need t~ 
mitigate the amount of revenue shortfall. With these principles in 
mind, Edison established its optional rates approximately halfway 
between average and marginal costs. Edison states that uneer this 
rate structure the customer receives approximately hal! the 
difference between the average and marginal cost in the off-peak 
period in the form of a discount and pays approximately half the 
difference in the form of a premium in the summer on-peak period. 

Edison believes that PSD's proposed three-tier TOU-D rate 
is unduly complicated and will not achieve the goal of attracting 
customers. Edison states that PSD has placed too much emphasis on 
the need to mirror marginal cost in the rate design and too little 
concern on the need for s~plicity of design and comprehension by 

the customer. 
PSD charaeterizes the dispute between itself and Edison 

over the appropriate rate structure for the optional TOU-D schedule 
as a contrast between short term simplicity and long term accura~f • 
PSD notes that the basis for the Edison proposal is to provide a 
simple way for the average residential customer t~ readily compute 
the costs they incur by using on- and off-peak energy; irrespective 
of what the base charge may be. PSD asserts, however, that Edison 
has acknowledged that the similarity of Edison's proposed rates to 
marginal cost-based rates is merely a coincidence. 

PSD asserts that its proposed TOO-D rate structure is 
preferable to Edison's since it can not only be understood by 
customers, but also provides more accurate price signals with rates 
based on time-differentiated marginal costs. PSD believes that any 
customer signing up for a TOO schedule understands that he will pay 
more ~or on-peak usage and less for off-peak usage, a differential . 
which will be seen in a simple review o! his bill. In PSD'$ 
opinion, the Edison approach will only make for simpler computation 
if the cu$to~er knows his instantaneous usage • 
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I 
FSD states that Edison has not maae clear what steps it 

would take when the recommended discounts l:>4acome further estranged 
trom marginal cost ~elationships. PSD asse:~s that the proper 
function of TOU rates is to reflect costs ilnposed on the system, a 
goal achieved, according to PSD"only l:>y PSO's recommended TOU-D 
structure. 

D. Adopt~ acbcdules 
If the goal of offering optional rates to residential 

custo~ers is to permit these customers to understand the impact of 
their energy usage and to control that usage, we believe that such 
a goal can only be achieved by offering the most accurate price 
signals. As we have stated repeatealy in this decision, these 
signals result from relying on marginal cost-based rates. 

We have also endorsed, however, the need to achieve 
simplicity in rate design in order to enhance the customer's 
understanding of his bill. This goal, as Edison has rE!cognized, is 
particularly important in developing a new. rate option and 
attracting customers to the schedule. 

We do not believe, however, in this ease, that the goal 
of simplicity in rate design outweighs the n.eed for cos:t-based 
rates. For an option schedule aimed at providing the custome= with 
truly cost-based rates, the primary emphasis should be on the 
relation of the charge to the cost imposed by the customer on the 
system. 

We find that PSD's proposed three-tier rate design 
achieves the goal of cost-based rates for the TOU-D schedule. We 
further agree with PSO that its approach is not so overly 
complicated that the customer will not be able t~ understand the 
changoes in his consumption patterns which will be re~ired to 'lower 
his bill. We also share PSD's concern that in the future the 
differential between Edison's ~~rginal costs and its proposed 
discount, which is not siqnifiQ~t at. this time, mi9ht increase and 
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thereby move the proposed rates further trom marginal costs and the 
very purpose of the schedule. , 

We therefore find that PSO's proposed ~OU-D schedule is 
reasonable and should be adopted in this proceedinq. The estimated 
revenue deficiency from ~OU-D should be allocated to all 
residential customers. We note that the ~OU-D schedule is designed 
as an option. Should Edison encounter significant difficulties in 
communicating the availability of the TOU-D schedule or its impact, 
Edison can use that experience as a basis for offering a different 
rate structure in its next general rate case. Due to the 
complexities of the schedule, Edison shOUld, however, have a 
reasonable period ot time to implement the new schedule, but should 
offer th.~ tariff no later than June 1, 1988. 

We also find reasonable the OS schedule and the 
limitations placed on the availability of the OS and TOU-O schedule 
to which Edison and PSO have agreed. The adoption of these 
recommendations and both optional schedules will provide to- an 
appropriate level of residential customers signifieant options for 
controll:lng their energy usage and reducing their electr.ic bills. 

3. Hiniln'm.....BiU i/JDdCus;tomer ct@rses 
Under Edison's current domestic rate schedule, Edison 

provides for a minimum bill under whieh customers pay a certain 
amount each month even if their usage is less than that represented 
by the minimum bill. In this proceeding, Edison and PSO have 
recommended that the 
on a daily basis, be 

day or $4.65 a month. 

existing minimum bill or charge, which accrues 
replaced by a customer charge of lS cents per 

This proposal was opposed by TURN. 
a. Parties PQsitions 

In this proceeding, Edison and PSO have agreed that the 
existing minimum eharge should be replaced by a daily customer 
charge. According to Edison and PSO, the charge will reflect in 
rates administrative costs associated with reading the meter and 
billing the account and a portion of the fixed distribution costs 
ass.ociated with providing service to the customer. The parties 
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I 
believe that this charqe is therefore consistent with the process 
of ~~undlinq rates and sending clearer price signals. 

Edison and PSD agree that the customer charge should be 
$4.~~ per month ~ased on a daily charge of l~ cents, less than a 
one cent difference from the figure derived by PSD based on 
marc;!:inal customer costs. The parties further agre4~ tha~1: the 
pro~'osed customer charge revenue should be dedueted from the 
baseline revenue requirement when determining the baseline rate. 

Both parties also agree that the functiol"l. of the customer 
charge is to reflect marginal customer costs. Whi:Le the proposed 
customer charge collects only a portion of Edison's marginal 
customer costs, Edison and PSD assert that their proposed customer 
charqe will still achieve the objective of recovering a larger 
portion of fixed costs through the fixed component of the rate. 

PSO acknowledges that some ratepayers may experience bill 
increases, but that this result is not solely from the imposition 
of a customer charge.. Rather, PSD states that such increases 
result in the significant increase in revenue requirement 
responsibility of the domestic class due to the inclusion of 
marginal customer costs in revenue allocation and ~e move toward 
an EPMC revenue allocation for Edison. 

TORN opposes replacing the current minimum bill with a 
customer charge. TORN states that under a minimum bill consumers 
pay a certain minimum amount even if their usage is so low that 
they would otherwise be billed less than the minimum amount. In 
contrast, according to TORN, a customer charge is a charge paid by 
all consumers in addition to the amount they are billed for the 
electricity they use. TORN notes that most consumers are not 
directly affected by the minimum bill because they use more th~n 
the minimum bill amount .. 

TORN states that similar proposals to replace the minimum 
bill with a customer charge,have been rejected in recent SOG&E and 
PG&E rate proceedings. TORN notes that in both cases the 
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Commission refused to adopt customer charges tor reasons of 
fairness and economic efficiency. (Citing,. 0.85-12-068~ at p'. 97; 
D.86-12-091, at pp •. 25-26.) 

TORN believes that this same reasoning is applicable to 
this proceeding. TORN asserts that the application of the customer 
charge results in penalizing ~stomers living in certain regions 
and overcharging small users and that the charge itself is 
improperly based on the cost of connecting new customers. 'rhe 
totality of the effect of imposing the customer charge, in TORN's 
opinion, is therefore to create inefficiencies and waste.in energy 
consumption by sending the wrong price signals to customers 
encouraging greater consumption and consumption in summer periods. 

TORN further argues that almost 74% of Edison's 
residential customers would receive increased rates solely from the 
imposition of a customer charge. TORN states that the customer 
charge also improperly results in the greatest rate increase to 
customers in temperate zones who generally impose lower costs on 
the system. TORN further asserts that PSD's testimony demonstrated 
that the smallest users, many of 'whom are low-income, will receive 
the largest percentage increase from the proposed customer charge. 
According to TORN, Edison and PSD have inappropriately based 
customer charges on incremental customer costs when decremental 
customer costs more closely reflect the actual customer cost 
imposed on the system. 

b. Discussion 
In our decision adopting the rate design for PG&E's most 

recent test year (0.86-12-091), we supported in principle PSO's 
recommendation to establish a customer charge for residential 
customers. HO""ever, because of the constraints which baseline 
placed on the establishment of Tier I and Tier II rates, we found 
that a customer charge would distort these rates, thus obscuring 
its intended purpose. The customer charge was therefore rejected 
in !~vor of a minimum charge which was found to allow residential 
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customers to pay a share ot fixed ,costs and to better understand 
their rates. The minimum charge was adopted for both domestic TOU 
and domestic non-TOU customers. I(D.86-12-091, at pp. 25-2~, 30.) 

In this proceeding, we similarly find supportable the . ' 

principle of the customer charge~ We agree with Edison's and PSD's 
reasoning that such a charge, based on marginal customer costs, 
would provide more accurate price signals to the domestic customer 
class regarding their usage. 

I 

We must, however, a1so:consider the impact of such a 
proposal on all domestic customers. PS~ has recognized that the 
Edison customer, following this proceeding, must face increased 
revenue responsibility related t~ the combined impact of the 
inclusion of marginal customer costs in the revenue allocation 
process and the move toward an EPMC inter-class revenue allocation. 
The im~ct of these changes on residential customers seems 
significant enough without a change in rate structure which will 
shift fixed charges into a single component. TURN has demonstrated 
that the effect of this change would :be to 'impose a ' • 
disproportionate increase on the smallest users. 

As in the PG&E ease, we are also concerned with the 
interaction of the customer charge with :baseline rates. As shown 
by TORN, this interaction would result in increasing rates to 
certain temperate zone customers disproportionate with the costs 
which they impose on Edison'S system. 

Finally, as our section in this deci$ion on mar9inal 
customer costs reflect, we have tound that PSD's methodology for 
calculating those costs tailed to take into consideration 
decremental customer costs. We adopted PSD's approach at this 
time, with certain modifications, only as a proxy for the approved 
incremental/deeremental approach. While the customer charge is 
appropriately based on marginal customer costs, we share TURN's 
concern that the esttmate used by PSD tailed to take into 
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consideration decremental customer costs which should have been 
part of that calculation. 

For these reasons, we adopt TORN's recommendation and 
continue the minimum base rate charge at SO.lO/day. PSD and Edison 
may renew their request in Edison's next general rate case at which 
time the calculations of marginal customer costs should be based on 
the proper methodolo9Y and our move to EPMC revenue allocation 
should be completed. These changes could be significant factors in 
determining the propriety of adopting a customer charge at that 
time. 

4 • PM. DM$-l. and PMS-2 SAAe<lules. 
Under master-metered Schedules DMS-l and DMS-2, Edison 

provides a monthly discount to multifamily accommodations and to 
mobilehome park owners who provide sUbmetering service to their 
tenants. The discount mobilehome park owners are provided under 
the DMS-2 schedule stems from the statutory requirement (Public 
Utilities Code Section 739.S) that each utility provide a 
sufficient differential in the rate charged to mobilehome park 
owners to allow recovery of the reasonable average cost to such 
customer for providing a sUbmetered service to individual 
mobilehome residents. The DM$-2 schedule also includes baseline 
allowances, which along with the submetered discount, were 
developed by the Commission after e~ensive hearings in Case Nos. 
9988 and 10273 pursuant'to Sections 739 and 739.S of the Public 
Utilities Code. The present discount under the DMS-2 schedule is 
$.23 per space per day which equals $6.90 per space per month. 

At issue in this proceeding is not only the calculation 
of the DMS-2 discount, but the need to adjust that discount to· 
recognize a diversity benefit and the applicability of the OMS-2 
schedule itself or the creation of a new, similar schedule for RV 
park owners. These issues have been the focus of the testimony and 
briefs of Ed',ison, WMA., and the RV park owners. Edison's 
recommended discount for OMS-l and the diversity factors to be 
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applied to that discount and to charges under Schedule OM were not 
opposed by any party. 

With respect to the calculation of the OMS-2 discount, 
following the filinqof WMA's prepared testimony,-Edison acceded to 
several of WMA's recommended changes to Edison's calculation and 
increased its originally recommended discount of approximately 
$5..10 per space per month to $6.88 per space per month. Edison did 
not concur, however, with WMA's proposed allowance for distribution 
energy losses nor the need to use a levelized fixed charge rate in 
that calculation. WMA's proposed discount, which includes an 
allowance for distribution energy losses of $2.94 per space per 
month, yields a total recommended discount of $10.76- per space per 
month. 

PSO's recommended discount was similar to that originally 
proposed by Edison. Specifically, PSD had found, based on Edison's 
original cost study, that submetering costs were $S.14 per month. 

I 

PSD's recommended discount, however, was $ .. 64 per month due to' the 
inclusion in its calculation ~f a deduction for the customer eharge'~ 
of $4.36- per month. Such an adjustment of the s\lbmetered discount, 
however, is no longer necessary qiven our rejection of PSO's and 
Edison's proposal to initiate customer charges for the domestic 
customer group. 

The need to adjust the discount to recognize a diversity 
benefit was first recognized by the commission in our consideration 
of PC&E's rate design for its most recent test year. In 
0.86-12-091 in that proceeding, we found that a diversity benefit 
existed when a master metered customer had more sales billed at 
baseline rates and less at noribaseline rates than were actually 
used by his stibmetered customers. While PG&E and WMk disagreed in 
that case regarding the use of diversity factors anc:l the method of 
their calculation, we concluded that an adjustment of the discount 
w~s required to correct an inequity in the billing of submetered 
mobile homes. For this reason, we adopted PG&E's diversity factors 
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Was the best available quantification of diversity benefits." 
(0.86-12-091, at p. 35.) In response to WMA's concerns ,regarding 
the accuracy of PG&E's diversity factors, however, we directed PG&E 
in the future to base its diversity factors on the usage patterns 
of mobilehome parks individually metered by PG&E. (1£.) 

In this proceeding, Edison did not initially recommend a 
diversity adjustment of the OMS-2 discount. Only after Edison had 
submitted its cost study supporting its discount and interested 
party testimony had been filed did Edison determine that such an 
adjustment was appropriate not only for the OMS-2 schedule, but 
also for the OMS-l and OM schedules. Because of WMA's objection to 
the lateness of this proposal, the presiding AIJ, with the 
concurrence of the p."rties, concluded that hearings on this issue 
would be deferred to September, 1987, with prepared testimony being 
filed in advance of '~at date. On September 22, 1987, testimony 
was presented by Edi:son and w.MA with concurrent briefs filed on 
this issue on September 30, 1987. PSO offered no testimony on this 
issue and did not pr1opose a discount adjusted to- reflect a 
diversity benefit. 

a. Allowance fqr Distribution Energy Losses 
For PG&E's most recent test year, w.MA had recommended 

that line losses fro:m the master meter to the submeter be 
considered in calculating the master meter discount. While we 
agreed in principle with WMA, we did not adopt WMA's line loss 
estimate since it was based on PG&E's entire distribution system 
and might not be applicable to mobilehome parks. We also found 
that WMA's approach was further flawed by the failure to con~;ider 
the amount of distribution wire reqt.1ired to serve the typical 
sul:>metered customer and by the estimate increasing the existing 
discount by nearly 40%. We directed PG&E, however, to conduct a 
study with WMA to determine the actual line losses of sUbmet~~red 
mobilehome parks and to present the results of that study in PG&E:'s 
next general rate ca,se proceeding. (0.86-12-091, at pp. 36-37.) I 
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In this proceeding, WMA.again seeks· to includ~ an 

allowance for distribution energy losses. WMA asserts 'that 
Edison's 1987 cost study ot electric service in mobileh4:>me parks is 
tlawed for its failure to account tor these lossl~s which. WMA states 
that even Edison admits do occur within mobilehome park:>. WMA 
testified that an appropriate loss percentage was 8.02t which is 
based on an analysis ot Edison's losses from the primar.r 
distribution level to the residential distribution syst4~m. Based 
on this figure, WMA calculated the cost ,of losses at an average ot 
$2.9-1 per space per month, an amount whi'ch was added to WMA's· 
initially calculated discount of $7.82 per space per month to yield 
the total recommended discount of $10.76 per space per 1I1onth. 

WMA also believes' that a specil~l loss study m~Ly not be 
cost effective tor either Edison or DMS-2 customers. Ij~ one is 
required, the WMA recommends that its 8 .1~2% discount be adopted and 
that a balancing a.ccount be established to record the aIllOunt paid 
DMS-2 customers 1!or losses. After the s1:udy is concludEld, WMA 
suggests that any adjustment to the discount based on ur.lder
payments or over-payment be included in castablishinq the discount 
in Edison's next qeneral rate case. WMA believes this approach is 
needed to ensure that mobilehome park owners do not wait another 
three years to receive an allowance for costs which the owners 
admittedly incur. 

WMA states that its position in this proceeding is 
distingUishable from that which it asserted in the PG&E proceeding. 
Specifically, WMA notes that its current recommendation is not 
based on Edison's entire distribution system and includes a 
balancing account proposal. WMA also asserts that since losses are 
a small percentaqe of allot the kilowatt-hours used by each 
resident, the cost is therefore a. small percentaqe of each 
resident's total bill and its impact on the discount should be 
irrelevant. 
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Edison challenges the ~'s inclusion of an allowance for 
distribution energy losses on the following grounds: (1) it is not 
based on a loss study, (2) it is based on Edison's entire 
distribution system and therefore may not in many instances be 
~Lpplica.ble to mobilehome parks, (3) it increases the discount of 
over 40% from the currently authorized discount, and (4) it fails 
to recoqnize that the typical mobilehome park owners are 
compensated for Edison system losses through the domestic tariff. 
In Edison's view, the absence ot a study and WMA's reliance-on 
Edison's entire distribution system renders WMA's adjustment an 
uneducated guess unrelated to the losses specifically incurred by 
mobilehomes. 

Edison also rejects WMA's suggested balancing account. 
Edison believes that such a proposal would be administratively 
burdensome and contrary to Commission policy to limit the use ot 
balancing accounts to address major issues atfecting all of 
Edison's customers. .. 

In this proceeding, WMA has obviously attempted to refine 
its method of estimating the distribution energy losses incurred by 
mobilehome parks after first proposing such an allowance for PG&E. 
Despite this effort, we still find WMA's proposed approach to be 
flawed. WMA again has considered the general level of losses at 
the primary and secondary distribution levels, which although 
experienced in some part by mobilehome parks, the exact level is 
unknown. We, in fact, know ot no way in which that level can be 
properly determined without a line loss stUdy. 

In the ~sence of a line loss study, WMA asks that the 
Commission implement a balancing account ~or mobilehome park 
customers. We note, as Edison has, that balancing accounts have 
been reserved for major proceedings affecting all utility 
customers. We tind unwarranted therefore the imposition of this 
aclministrative burden for a single cost related to, a specific 
customer group, the representative of whieh does not even 'support 
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the very study needed to identifY,the existence and extent o! the 
costs in question • 

. With respect to W,MA's assertion that losses represent a 
small portion of overall bills, we note that our focus is on the 
discount for which WMA's allowance for distribution energy losses 
would represent a significant portion. The magnitude of the 
increase in the discount caused by an allowance for distribution 
energy losses requires even more that the commission be assured of 
the a:ccurac:y of the estimate on which that allowance is based. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Commission will ,not adopt 
WMA's estimate of distribution enerqy losses nor will we provide 
for an allowance for those losses in the OMS-2 discount a'l: this 
time. The only remaining issue is whether Edison should ~e 
required, as PG&E was, to conduct a study to analyze the .existence 
and extent of these losses. 

I 

Based on the fact that mobilehome park owners do incur 
distribution energy losses which cannot be properly asseslsed in the • 
absence of such a study, we find reasonable the undertaking by 
Edison, in cooperation with WMA, of a study to determine the actual 
line losses incurred by submetered mobilehome parksw This study, 
to be completed by Edison's next general rate case, will ensure 
that the costs associated with those losses are properly reflected 
in the DMS-2 discount. 

b. lixcsl Bate Charges 
In a departure from its approach in previous years, 

.Edison has proposed in this proceeding to use a nonlevelized, as 
opposed to a levelized, !ixed charge rate in determining the 
mobilehome park discount. Edison states that this change is based 
on its interpretation of the applieable code section, california 
PUblic Utilities Code Sec~ion 7l9.S. Edison states that section 
739.5 provides that the discount cannot exceed Edison's average 
cost that it Wwould have incurred in providing comparable service 
directly to the users of 1the serviee. w According to- Edison, the 
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use of a levelized fixed charge ra~e in calculating the discount 
for the test year (1988) would result in the aiscount exceeding 
Edison's average cost of service. Edison asserts that this average 
cost can only be produeecl by using the nonlevelized fixed charge 
rate. 

WMA objects to. Edison'S use of the nonlevelized fixed 
charge rate to calculate the OMS-2 discount in this proceeding. 
According to WHA, the fix,ed charge rate, which is used to compute 
the total annual cost of .eapital investment, has the same value for 
all of the years during ~~e useful life ¢f the asset when it is 
levelized.. A nonlevelized. fixed charge rate, in contrast, changes 
value for each year of uSleful life to reflect changes in return, 
taxes, and )::)ook value.. Wl~ states that, based on this distinction 
)::)etween the two rates, thj~ nOnlevelized fixed charge rate is higher 
than the levelized fixed charge rate in the early years and lower 
in the later years of the useful life. 

WMA asserts tha1: because Edison relied on levelized fixed 
charge rates in the earli.~r years of the discount, it will have 
understated the costs in those.years should it now be permitted to 
change; to a nonlevelized fixed charge rate. The OMS-2 customer, in 
WMA's opinion, is therefore deprived of the full cost of the assets 
)::)y this change in accounting methodology.. To make this change, W'MA 
also believes that Edison should have first determined a true need 
for do·ing so and then, if the change were warranted, ensure that 
its fig\:.res were adjusted to. make up for the earlier deficit. 

WMA contends that Edison's use ot the nonlevelized fixed 
,charge rate is inappropriate tor these additional reasons: 
(1) Edison's interpretation ot Section 739.5, .as requiring this 
change, is *highly technical*; (2) the change will require complex 
accounting adjustments, a result disputed by Edison; and (3) the 
Change will bring instability to the discount amount. WMA also 
asserts that, even if a nonlevelized fixed charge rate were used, 
Edison's calculation is flawed as it tails to identify the true 
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I 
average fixed charge rates for all assets in each account. For all 
of these reasons, WMA urges that, in the absence or "a line loss 
allocation, the DMS-2 discount be fixed at $7.82 per space per 
~onth based on the application of the levelized fixed charge rates. 

We share WMA's concern with Edison's decision to switch 
from using a levelized to a nonlevelized fixed charge rate in 
calculating the DMS-2 discount. We find that Edison's reliance on 
its interpretation of Section 739.5 alone is not SUfficient to 
warrant a change which could have serious economic repereussions 
for the affected eustolDer group. The distinction between levelized 
and nonlevelized fixed charge rates makes inquiry into the impact 
of using the levelized fixed charge rates for many years and 
switching now to a fixed charge rate critical to our approval ot 
that change. In order to make the chan~e, we therefore need to 
know specifically whether the levelized fixed charge rate did in 
fact represent Edison's average costs in prior years; the extent to 
which those costs were under-stated or over-stated, if at all, by 
using a levelized fixed charge rate; and the extent to which it 
fails to represent Edison's average cost now. 

We also find it unlikely that the Legislature intended 
that, for purposes of determining the mobilehome park discount, the 
utility's averaqe costs were to be developed in isolation for each 
test year without regard to the manner in which those costs had 
been determined in prior years. Certainly, enough flexibility was 
intended under the statute to recognize the possibility that 
methods of calculating the average cost could result in more of the 
investment costs being recovered,in later or earlier years 
depending on the accounting approaCh used. 

For these reasons, we reject Edison's attempt to- shift 
from the use of the levelized to a nonlevelizea fixed charge rate 
in caleulating the DMS-2 discount. If Edison believes that this 
change is warranted, Edison can use the opportunity of its next 
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general rate case proceeding to- p~ovide the required justification 
of the change and quantificatio~ of its impact. 

e. 'Diveru'tX---Mll'!stlDcnt 
As stated previously, the commission has recognized the 

existence of a diversity benefit which arises when a master-metered 
customer is billed more sales at baseline rates and less sales at 
nonbaseline rates than are actually consumed by his submetered 
tenants .. (D .. 86-12-091,. at pp. 34-35.) In this proc¢eding, Edison 
recommends a diversity adjustment similar to that adopted in PG&E's 
most recent general rate case to avoid sUbsidization of master
metered customers by the rest of the residential ratepayers due to 
an overalloeation of kilowatt-hours at lower baseline rates. 
Edison proposes that a diversity adjustment (1) be made to base 
rate charges for Schedules OM, OMS-1, and OMS-2, (2) and that these 
adjustments, be set at $0.13 per unit per day for DM and OMS-l and 
at $0.10 per unit per day for DMS-Z, and (3) that these adjustments 
be updated in each sUbsequent general rate case proceeding • 

Edison states that its diversity adjustment for DMS-2 is 
based on a study of Edison's total population of individually 
metered mobilehome customers and Edison's proposed baseline 
allowances and domestic rates. Edison believes that its 
methodology provides the best available approximation of the usage 
characteristics of sUbmetered mobilehomes and reflects the 
diversity for this group as a whole and not the diversity of any 
one mobilehome park. 

Edison acknowledges that an overstatement of the 
diversity may have resulted from its not having calculated 
diversity by park. Edi!~on states, however, that due to the lack of 
Schedule DMS-2 data at the sUbnetered level for all DMS-2 
customers, Edison is unable to determine the actual level of 
diversity experienced by master-metered customers. Edison states 
that such a study of individually metered mobilehome customers 
grouped by park cou~d be undertaken for its test year 1991 general 
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I 
rate case, as PG&E was directed ~o do in its most re~ent general 
rate ease .. 

Edison finds that WMA's methodology for calculating the 
DMS-2 diversity adjustment using a nonrandom selection ot Z9 

stibmetered mobilehome parks in Edison's service territory is based 
on an unrepresentative small sample of OMS-Z customers' data. 
Edison notes that 29 mobilehome parks represent less than two 
percent of the total OMS-2 customers in Edison's service territory 
and that a different set of 29 mobilehome parks could produce quite 
different results. 

In contrast, WMA believes that the diversity benefit 
which appears simple in principle is much more difficult to assess 
in application. until Edison pertorms a study of usage patterns 
within mo~ilehome parks as required tor PG&E, WMA states that no 
diversity adjustment should be made at this time. If the 
Commission determines that an adjustment is necessary, however, WMA 
asks that the commission rely on WMA's data from 29 submetered 
parks and the baseline allowances adopted in this proceeding. 
Based on Edison'S proposed rates, WMA proposes a diversity 
adjustment of ,$1.58 per space per month. 

• 
Specifically, WMA states that its stUdy was based on a 

profile of parks which closely matches the profile of DMS-Z 
customers and the percentage distributions of both parks and spaces 
across the climate zones. WMA believes that Edison's failure to 
study master meters in calculating its adjustment results in the 
disregard of the fundamental principle that diversity can only 
occur at the master meter level.. WMA asserts that its separate 
consideration of each master meter identifies no diversity benefit 
at all. WMA also believes Edison's study is flawed because it (1) 
relies on kilowatt-hour sales forecasts which are inexplicably well 
above forecasted levels for DMS-2 cu~tomers for an identical period 
of time, (Z) fails to consider distribution system losses, and (3) 
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tails to account for common area ~sage which occurs in most 
stibmetered parks. 

WMA states that for PG&E the Commission accepted PG&E's 
study only because no alternate approach to· calculating the 
diversity adjustment was available. WMA believes that it has 
presented such a reasonable alternative in this proceeding and that 
to adopt Edison's stud,ies would be to duplicate the mistakes made 
by PG&E. Knowing of the flaws in PG&E's stud.y, WMA believes that 
Edison hac! the time an.d opportunity to improve its study, :but 
failed to do so. 

The issue of a diversity benefit is a new one for 
Edison's mobilehome park customers.. We recoqnize, as we did for 
PG&E in 0.86-12-091, however, that the need to make this adjustment 
exists presently to correct an inequity t~ other customers 
resulting from the billing of s~metered mobilehome parks.. The 
methodology for calculating this adjustlnent is obviously not 
perfected and requires additional data that was not available at 
the time of this proceeding. We also do not believe, as WMA 

suggests, that sufficient time was available between the issuance 
of 0.86-12-091 and hearings in this proceeding for Edison.to have 
wcorreetedW the errors in PG&E's study and performed a study based 
on usage patterns of ind.ividual mobilehome parks .. 

We are concerned, however, with the discrepancy in 
e!;timates of this adjustment between Edison's $.10 per space per 
day, equaling an approximate $3.00 per space per month adjustment, 
and WMA's proposed $1.58 per space per month adju~tment. Edison 
has even acknowledged the potential ?f an overstatement of the 
diversity benefit in its ,approach.. We also note, although PG&E and 
Edison are different utilities'with different rate structures, that 
PG&E's discount of $1.59 per space per month for electric usage 
based on its proposed baseline allowances more closely mirrors the 
proposal of WMA • 
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In the absc~cc of the a~propriate study, we believe that 
it is reasonable and equita])le to adopt a conservative estimate of 
the diversity adjustment. Such an estimate is represented by WMA's 
proposed $1.58 per space per month which we will adopt in this 
proceeding. We also will follow the course established for PG&E 
and apply this factor to reducing the submetered discount, as 
opposed to base rate charges as proposed by Edison. We will 
similarly direct Edi:son to derive diversity factors for its next 
general rate case ba:secl on the usaqe patterns of mobilehome parks 
which it individually meters. We concur with WMA that ~is study 
requires the consideration of usaqe related to each master meter. 

d. MORt¢<! DHS-1 and DHS-2 Discounts 
Havinq concluded that distribution enerqy losses will not 

be recognized in the DMS-2 discount, but that the levelized fixed 

charg~ rate should continue to be used in its 'calculation, we find 
reasonable WMA's proposed discount for DMS-2 of $7.82 per space per 
month or $0.26 per space per day, WHA's estimated discount absent 
the line loss allowance. Based on our findings reqardinq the 
diversity adjustment, the actual DMS-2 discount, however, must be 
reduced by our adopted diversity factor of $1.58 per space per 
month to yield our adopted discount for the OMS-2 schedule o·! $6.34 
per space per month. 

As we mentioned previously, Edison had also- proposed a 
submeterinq discount for the OMS-1 schedule and diversity factors 
for schedules OMS-1 and OM (a master-meter schedule closed to new 
customers after 1978. Specifically, Edison proposes to maintain 
the submetering discount for the OMS-1 schedule at its current 
level of $2.12 per space per month to- include a diversity factor . '., 

for both the DMS-l and OM schedules of $4.00 per space per month. 
Edison's diversity factors for these schedules were developed based 
on a study which used the same methodology which yielded Edison's 
proposed DMS-2 diversity factor. 
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Althouqh we did not adopt for PG&E a diversity factor for 
other than mobilehome parks, it is clear that a dive,rsity benefit 
exists with respect to all master-metered customers_ For this 
reason, we believe that adjustments for this diversity benefit 
should also be reflected in Edison's OK and DMS-l schedules. The 
diversity factors proposed by Edison for these schedules, however, 
were developed based on the same methodology as was used in the 
study conducted for OMS-2 customers, the results of which we have 
not adopted. The OM and OMS-l diversity factor proposed by Edison 
should therefore be reduced proportionately to reflect the 
difference between Edison's proposed and our adopted OMS-Z 
diVersity factor. 

We also note that the DMS-1 discount proposed by Edison 
does not appear to be based on a current study. Due to tl1is 
ciraa:stance, we find that the DMS-l discount should be 
proportionately increased in keepinq with our increase in the OMS-2 
discount and should be based on an approach which maintains the 
current ratio :between the OMS-l and OMS-Z discounts_ 

We therefore adopt a diversity factor tor OM and DMS-l of 
$2.43 per space per month or $0.08 per space per day, and a DMS-l 
discount of $2.41 per space per month which similarly converts to 
$0.08 per space per day. The effect of reducinq the DMS-l discount 
by the amount of the diversity factor is obviously t~ provide an 
undiscounted rate to those customers. We further direct Edison to 
conduct a div~rsity study for DM and OMS-l customers for its next 
qeneral rate case consistent with the study ordered for DMS-2 
customers. This stUdy should therefore focus on the usaqe patterns 
of the multifamily dwellinqs and mobilehome parks who are 
individually metered and data should be grouped at the master meter 
level (apartment buildinq or mobilehome park). 

e. ,applieability of· 00-2 SCAAsmle to R.V Parks 
Finally, we address the request of certain RV park owners 

for the inclusion of recreational vehicle parks in the OMS-2 
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schedule or, ~n the alternative, the establishment of a new, 
similar schedule tor RV parks. orhe RV park owners state that these 

changes are needed in response to (1) the difficult economic 
conditions facing RV park owners: (2) the change in customers' 
choosing smaller, more portable,. and less expensive RV units as 
residenCies in favor of large mobilehomes: and (3) the need, due to 
this change from mobilehomes to RVs as residential units, to ensure 
baseline allowances for RV owners. 

The RV park owners believe that the choice of living unit 
should nl~t deprive any resident of his entitlement to a basel ine 
allowance. Further, the RV park owners assert that the permanence 
of the RV as a residence has been recognized by state law in Which 
the provisions and rights of the Mobilehome Tenancy Law 
(cal.Civ.Code section 798, et seq.) have been made applicable to' 
recreational vehicle tenants which have established a tenancy in a 
park for nine months or longer. (Recreational Vehicle Occupancy 

I 

Law (cal.Civ.Code Section 799.20 et seq.).) • 
In keeping with these laws and changed social conditions, 

the RV park owners proposed in their "closing" brief filed on July 
. 31, 1987, that the Commission adopt one of the following 

alternatives to ensure the extension of baseline to RV tenants: 
1. The definition of "mobilehome park 

multifamily accommodation" uncler Edison's 
tariff Rule 1 shoulcl be changed to include 
residential units as clefined by the 
Recreational Vehicle Occupancy Law and the 
11obilehome Tenancy Law (9 month tenancy) 
and to include RV parks where 50% or more 
of the spaces or lots sUbmetered are leased 
~:or 30 days or longer and are occupiecl for 
nine months out of the year. 

2. The DMS-2 schedule should be amended to 
alter the present "applicability" paragraph 
and to add a special condition so as to 
include and extend the discount to 
recreational vehicle parks which meet the 
criteria outlined in the above alternative. 
The RV park owners propose that the 
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discount for RV parks with vacancy~factors 
and transient load would be established as 
a percentage of the total spaces submetered 
upon proof of averag'e nwnbler of spaces . 
occupied on a month to mon~~ basis over the 
past 12-month period in the park or upon 
actual spaces occupied on a month to month 
basis where the park has not established a 
record from which to compute the average. 

3.. In the absence of either of these two 
alternatives, a new Schedule DMS-3 should 
be established which would be identical to 
OMS-2 except for the following: (1) all 
references to *mobilehome* would be 
replaced by *reereational vehicle,' and 
(2) the *applicability* and special 
conditions of the tariff would match those 
discussed above related to the modification 
of DMS-2 .. 

The RV park owners assert that Edison. objections to their 
proposals merely reflect Edison's unwillingness to change past 
practices despite a change in residential dwelling habits • 
Specifically, the RV park owners charge that Edison has 
(1) misinterpreted the application of DMS-2; (2) denied baseline 
benefits to individuals who have chosen to reside in a smaller, 
more portable dwelling unit~ and (3) failed to recognize the 
similarities in the intentions and legal status of RV and 
mobilehome park owners. 

Edison opposes the inclusion of RV parks under either 
Schedule DMS-2 or a new, similarly designed rate schedule. Edison 
states that it alreal:!,y has a rate schedule (DMS-l) which px:ovides a 
baseline allowance a:nd a discount for submetered service and which 
is applicable to an RV park meter that meets certain criteria. 
This criteria includ1es. the installation of the park prior to· 

,December 7,1981, and the presence in that park of exclusively 
nontransient r single-f~ily accommodations used as permanent 
residences on a single Edison meter.. Edison states that RV parks 
with a mixture of transient and. nontransient load do- not qualify 
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. 
for DMS-1 ser,vice and that the Commission has ruled that after 
December 7, 1981, single-family dwellings, in other than a 
mobilehome park, must have an individual meter. (D.88651, at 
p. 23; 0.88969, at p. 57.) 

Edison additionally states that the DMS-2 rate schedule 
is expressly limited to mobilehome parks and was designed only tor 
such parks. According to Edison, this schedule does not take into 
account the RV park, but rather is based specifically on the costs 
to serve mobilehome parks and the reliability of the construction 
and maintenance of their electrical distribution systems. Edison 
further notes that separate california laws apply to and define 
wmobilehome parksw and ~V parks.· Edison also states that the 
commission did not intend that RV parks with transient 
accommodations or transient tenants receive residential baseline 
rates. (0.86087 at p. 9.) 

I 

Edison also arques against the Commission's consideration 
of the RV park owners' proposed new rate Schedule D~~-3. Edison 
states that this proposal was presented for the first time in this ~ 
proceeding in the RV park owners' wclosing briefw and that Edison 
has therefore not had the opportunity to analyze or respond to this 
proposal. 

Although Edison urges the rejection of this proposal on 
this ground alone, Edison also.asserts that the proposal is not 
supported by the record or by reason. Specifically, Edison 
believes that the same reasons which demonstrate that the DMS-2 
schedule is inapplicable to RV parks also support the rejection of 
the proposed DMS-3 schedule. Additionally, Edison states that the 
new rate schedule would impose substantial administrative costs on 
Edison's other ratepayers related to the application and monitoring 
of the new rate schedule. Edison further asserts that the load and 
residency requirements proposed by the RV park owners are wholly 
inadequate to ensure the presence of nontransient, re.sidential 
tenants. 

, 
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WMA also opposes the inclusion of recreational vehicle 
parlts in the OMS-2 schedule for the same reasons as those asserted 
by Edison. In the absence of adequate cost information and the 
determination of the applicability of residential rates ~o users of 
residential vehicle park spaces, WMh states that ,it is 
inappropriate to include RV parks within the DMS-2 schedule. 

Like Edison, we also have significant problems with the 
RV park owners' specific proposals. To begin with, a review of the 
record reflects that none of the RV park owners' alternative rate 
design proposals set forth in their brief were similarly p,resented 
in their testimony. A review of the RV park owners' testimony 
reveals that this testimony focused on the nature of RV park 
tenants, the Edison billing histories of certain RV parks, and the 
perceived need for the application of the DMS-2 schedule to RV 
parks. 

For the RV park owners to present specific rate design 
proposals in this proceeding after the close of hearings is 
inequitable and a denial of the opportunity of other parties to 
cross-ex~ine the RV park owners and to respond to the owners' 
proposals. This approach also denies the Commission the 
opportunity to examine these proposals in greater detail to 
determine their impact on all residential customers and to ensure 
their reasonableness. For these reasons alone, we find that we are 
foreclosed from considering the RV park owners' proposed changes 
and ~dditions to Edison's existing tariffs. 

We are not foreclosed, however, from considering the need 
for such tari~t changes in the future. In this regard, we believe 
that the RV park owners have aetuall¥ raised two separate issues: 
(1) lehe need to apply baseline allowances to recreational vehicle 
ten~lts and (2) the need to extend a master-metered discount to RV 
park owners similar to that in place for mobilehome park owners. 

With respect to baseline allowances, to the extent that 
the alleged trend toward recreational vehicles as permanent 
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residences can be demonstrated, it may be appropriate for RV 
tenants to receive baseline allowances. To do so, however, the 
Commission would need proof of the existence of such residential 
use and a reasonable basis for distinguishing between transient and 
nontransient RV tenants. Without objectiVe criteria to develop a 
baseline allowance, the Commission could not be assured that such 
allowances were being properly limited to residential customers 
only. The commission must also consider the resulting 
administrative burden imposed on Edison and ensure that Edison can 
properly monitor its system and billing. 

The burden of proving the existence of the change from 
mobilehome to recreational vehicle as a permanent residence has 
not, however, been met in this proceeding. Additionally, the 
record is not sufficient to, determine the exact residence 
requirements, the need for monitoring, or the appropriate charges 
for master-metered and submetered service to recreational vehicles. 

Tbe application of the DMS-2 schedule to RV parks 
requires th.e further determination of the propriety of a master
metered discount being provided to RV park owners. As Edison has 
correctly pointed out, the development of the OMS-2 sehedule was 
the process of both a legislative and an administrative 
(Commission) effort which focused on the exact costs and needs of 
the master-metered mobilehome park. Before any similar tariff 
could be adopted for the RV park, a level of analysis beyond that 
undertaken in this proceeding would certainly be required. That 

\ 

analysis would, of course, need to include consideration of the 
costs associated with installing, operatinq, and owning the 
stibmeterinq distribution tacilities within the RV park and the 
propriety of applying the s~e statutory standards for establishing 
the discounts for RV parks and mobilehome parks. 

As our foregoing discussion makes clear, we are not in a 
position in this proceeding to adopt any of the rate design changes 
proposed by the RV park owners. We do ~ind,. however, that 
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sutticient reasons have ~een suggested ~y the RV park owners tor 
this Commission to consider the need tor tariff changes extending 
baseline allowances or master-metered discounts to- RV tenants and 
RV park owners. We will therefore direct Edison to conduct a study 
of the need for and feasibility of such tariff changes anQ present 
the results of that study in its next general rate case. To 
undertake this task, Edison will be required to provide standards 
by which it can o~jectivoly judge and realistically ~onitor the 

status of the IW tenant. 
c. Lighting - small and M~ilm Power customer Croup 

Testimony in this proceeding on the rate design to be 
adopted for the small and ~ediu:m power customer group-, centered on 
the recommendations of Edison, PSO, and SCRUB. Edison and PSI> in 
their joint exhibit on rate design (Exhibit 87) reached llqroement 
on most of the components of these rate schedules. SCRUB and 
Edison, however, failed to agree on the issues of conjunctive 
billing and the waiver of non-time related demand charges tor 
schools. 

following: 

. 
The agreement reached by Edison and PSI> includes the 

1. S!:b!.XI9lc Ch$lnges. PSI> has agreed to 
Edison's proposal to eliminate Schedule 
CS-1, creatin~ two new schedules in its 
place. The f~rst would ~e GS-SP, for 
single-phase customers. The second would 
be GS-TP for three-phase customers, but its 
u~e would be limited to existing GS-l 
three-phase customers, with new three-phase 
customers moving to the demand-metered 
Schedules GS-2, TOU-CS, and PA-2 or PA-1, a 
connected load schedule base~ on their 
operation. In addition, Edison has 
accepte~ the PSI> recommendation that 
SChedule CS-TP be eliminated effective 
December 31, 1990, thus placinq all tbree
phase customers on one ot the above 
schedules. 

2. ~mmer Charges. Edison and PSI> agree 
that the customer charge for Schedules GS-2 
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and TOO-GS should De set at $30.00 per 
month. In addition, Schedule TOO-GS should 
illiclude a $7.00 per month meter charge. 

3. I2SJDaJ)d Cba~s. Edison and PSD agree that 
for Schedule GS-2, the summer time-related 
demand charge should ~e set at $S.70 per kW 
with no demand charge in the winter. 
Edison and PSD also agree that the non
time-related d~~and charge should ~e set at 
$2.60 per kW ,of current billing period 
dc\mand or SO percent of the highest demand 
over the previous 11 months~ whichever is 
greater. 

4 • ..ID~rgy Charges. Edison and PSD agree that 
energy charges for proposed Schedules GS-SP 
and GS-TP should not be seasonally 
differentiated and should be set residually 
to collect any revenue requirement not 
collected through the customer charge. 
Edison and PSO agree that Schedule G$-2" 
should not include seasonal differentiation 
of the energy charges and should have a 
blocked ener~y rate set at S.O cents/kWh 
for all kWh 1n excess of 300 kWh/kW. The 
energy rate for the first block is proposed 
to be determined residually to collect the 
remainder of the revenue requirement not 
collected through the custoIl:~er charge, 
demand charges, and second l:llock Elnergy 
rate. 

I 

These agreements of PSD ,and Edis:on were not opposed by 
any other party. We find, for the most P~irt, that each is 
reasonable having been based on sound rate desiqn principles. The 
only exception is Edison's and PSD's reco~endation to Hratch~~tH 
the demand charge. HRatchetingH. refers to the setting of the 
demand charge at a percentage of the highest demand over a fixed 
period of time. In this proceeding, Edison has proposed ratchets 
for all demand-metered schedules. Because this issue was discussed 
in greater depth for the large power customer group, we reserv-e our 
discussion of that issue to that portion of this order. We have 
found, based on that discussion, however, that ratcheting of dem~~d 
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charges is inappropriate. Consistent with that finding, we 
similarly do not adopt Edison's and PSD's ratchet proposal for 
demand charges under the small and medium power rate schedules. 

1.. lfon-TOQ' Sebedgles 

• For the non-TOU schedules tor small and medium power 
customers, the remaining issues between Edison and PSD involve the 
~aleulation of customer charges and energy rates. With respect to 
customer charges, the parties agree that these charges should be 
set on a daily basis. Edison, :b.owever, proposes that the charges 
be set at 25 cents per day, while PSI) recommends a rate of 15 cents 
per day. PSD states that its daily rate is derived from a $4.50 
per month customer charge based on marginal customer costs. 

Edison states that its approach to calculating the non
~emand customer charge is more appropriate than PSO's method 
because it is designed to recover a greater percentage of fixed 
costs in the fixed customer charge without producing adverse bill 
impacts. We concur with Edison and will adopt its proposed daily 
custOln~r charge of 2S cents per day tor Schedules GS-S·p', GS-TP', and. 
'l'C-l.. 

Edison states that it has proposed the same methoeology 
for setting the Schedule 'l'C-1 energy rate as proposed for Schedules 
GS-SP' and GS-'l'P. PSI) has, in contrast, set the Schedule TC-l 
average rate the same as the proposed Schedule GS-SP'/TP average 
rate based on similarities in the size of customers served on 
Schedules GS-SP', GS-TP, and TC-1. Edison asserts that although 
'I'C-1 customers are similar in sizle to GS-SP and GS-TP customers, 
their usage characteristies are dissimilar since traffic lights 
operate 24 hours per day. In Edi:son' s opinion, their rate should 
therefore not be arbitrarily set at the average of GS-SP' an~ GS-~P 
whose load characteristics are primarily on-peak. 

To the extent possible, it is our intent in rate design 
to provide proper price signals biased on mar9inal costs and the 
customer's usage characteristics.. We believe that Edison's 
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proposed Schedule TC-l energy rate accomplishes this goal and 
should be adopted~ 

2. ruc:Qf=Vs~cdgl¢$ <TQU=<lS anSl TOQ'::cs-SOPl 

I 
Both Edison and PSD propose that Edison's Schedule 

TOO-CS, applicable to small and ~edium power customers with maximum 
demands below 500 kW, sho~ld be kept open and that a new schedule, 
TO'O'-CS-SOP, should be made avnilable to the same group of 
customers. The structure of Edison's proposed rate Schedule 
TO'O'-CS-SOP is the same as the TO'O'-8-S0P rate schedule and includes 
a fourth time period called the "super off-peak" period for the 
hours between midnight and 6:00 a.m. Edison believes that this 
proposed rate schedule can promote cost effective usage during the 
super-off-peak period and thus help mitigate its minimum load 
problem. The availability of the option, in Edison's opinion, will 
also help shift loads such as ,~ir conditioning from on-peak to off
peak by giving cost-effective ineentives and promoting thermal 
storage systems. 

Wi~ respect to the ~:harges under these rate schedules, • 
Edison anci PSO have agreed on the customer charges, the demand 
charges, and the methodology for determining the alDount of revenue 
to be collected from the TO'O'-GS and TO'O'-GS-SOP rate schedules. The 
revenue allocation for these rate schedules should be based on an 
equal percent of present rate revenues consistent with our previous 
adoption of Edison's proposed intra-class reven~e allocation. The 
only exception to this finding is for TO'O'-CS and GS-2 the revenue 
allocation for which, as previously' discussed, is determined by 
applyinq the adopted rates to the billing determinants proposed for 
those schedules by Edison and PSO. 

Since the conclusion of the hearings, PSO and Edison 
reached further agreement on certain modification to the TO'O'-GS 
schedules. These modifications are as follows: 

1. The customer charge is reduced from 
$250/month to $30/month; 
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2. The non-time-related demand charge is 
reduced from $2.70/kW to $2.60/kw. The 
above changes are made so. that the customer 
and non-timc-related demand charges conform 
with the equivalent charges on the GS-2 
rate schedule: 

3. The time-related demand charges are reduced 
to. conform. with the corresponding' charges 
reflected in the jeint exhibit (Exhibit 
87): and 

4. The revenue shortfall resulting from the 
above adjustments is allocated to. the 
summer on- and mid-peak and winter mid-peak 
energy charges on the bases agreed to. by 
the parties. 

For the TOU-GS and TOU-GS-SOP rate schedules, the only 
difference betw~en Edison and PSD was the calculation o.f the energy 
charge. Instead of using the EPMC approach advocated by PSD, 
Edison set the otf-peak and super eff-peak energy charges at 
predetermined levels of 5.0 cents/kWh and 3.7 cents/kWh with the 
other time-differentiated energy charges being set on an EPMC 
basis. Edison states tha'~ this approach is consistent with the 
TOU-8 and TOU-8-S0P rate schedules and ensures a stable rate level 
tor the oft-pe~Lk and super off-p~ak energy charges. 

We find that the agreements reached by Edison and PSD 
result in rate structures for the TOU-GS and TOU-GS-SOP schedules 
which are consistent with our current rate design policies and 
principles. The two schedules not only offer significant options 
to customers served under these schedulj~s in terms of controlling 
energy consumption and costs, but also. ensure recovery of the 
revenue allocated to. the class. We therefore find reasonable and 
adopt the rate structure for TOU-GS and TOU-GS-SOP to. which Edison 
and PSD have agreed and direct the implementation o.f these 
schedules in the manner proposed by these parties. To. ensure 
consis~ency with our other findings, however, no, WratchetingW of 
demand charges should be included in these schedules • 
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With respect to i~e sole issue in dispute, we ~ind 
reasonable and adopt the ellergy charges ~or the two s~hedules as 
proposed by Edison. Edisoll has adequately dem.onstrated that these 
charges are required to ensure consistency and stability in rate 
levels and between rate schedules. 

3. Issues Impacting srrh901 District;i 
In this proceeding, SCRUB has requested consolidated or 

*eonjunctive* billing at a single rate ot all meters at a single 
school site and all meters wi thin an entire school district.. SCRUB 
also asks that the non-time related demand charge for distribution 
be waived for school districts it that district enters a formal 
a'g'reement with Edison to limit energy usage during peak periods to 
A predeter.mined level.. Edison opposes both o~ these 
r,ecommendationsoo 

A. ~.njunctive Billing 

Conjunctive billing tor schools was addressed in PG&E's 

I 

m,=>st recent general rate case. In 0.86-12-091 in that proceeding, • 
w,e found that it was reasona))le tor PG&E to provide schools taking 
s,ervice frOIllI more than one meter at the same site with the 
Ol~portunity to have their total usage consolidated tor billing 
purposes. (D'.86-12-091, at pp. 81-82.) This same tinding, however, 
was not extended to consolidated billing for multiple sites based 
on our conclusion that no distinction should be made between two- or 
more customers taking service at individual sites and one customer 
taking service at multiple sites. 

We therefore required PG&E to ofter conjunctive billing 
tor multiple meters at a single school, and in its next rate case, . 
adciress the propriety ot expancUng conjunctive billing to- all 
customers. (D.86-12-091, at p. 82.) Under ~le terms of that 

billing, the school was not to be required to pay for any special 
facilities needed to achieve consolidation o:e its bills, but it 
would be required to pay for the administrative and tacilities 
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costs associated with providin~ service on one site at different 
locations. CU., at pp. 81-82 .. ) , . 

In response to O.86-l2-091, PG&E filed an advice letter 
jearlier this year seeking Commission approval of two new forms 
related to conjunctive billing for schools. ot these two billin9 
torms, one reflected on the cost of allocated facilities necessary 
to provide service at multiple sites, while the other, a simpler 
form, involved combining meter readings from all accounts at a sitje 
and billing them under one rate. These forms were the result of al:l 
agreement between PG&E and SCRUB who had also agreed that the tonru> 
should be offered on a limited, experimental basis. Specifically, 
the parties agreed that, due to the costs and complexities of the 
facility cost agreement, this form would be otfered on a test basis 

. to a limited nwn:ber of schools: The second,. simpler option would 
be offered as a further experiment limited to primary and secondary 
schools .. 

By Resolution E-3045, dated August 26, 1987, PG&E was 
authorized to tile theSje two new forms. 'l'he resolution also 
directed PG&E in its next general rate case to evaluate this 
conjunc::tive :billing experiment on the basis, alIlong other things, of 
its revenue effect, the need for its continuation, and the 
propriety of making the option available to other types of 
customers. 

In this proceeding, as stated previously, SCRUB asks that 
Edison ;be required, as PG&E was, to undertake conjun~ive billing 
for schools. SCRUB's request, however, incluc1es not only 
conjun~cive billing for all ~eters at a single school site, but 
also all ~eters at multiple sites within a sinqle school district. 

With respect to this latter request, SCR'OB believes that 
conjunctive billing for multiple site~> is required to permit the 
.school district to practice load manaqement and to accurately 
detemine the economics of self-qener~Ltion. SCRUB states that this 
type of billing could be undertaken blr Edison on an experimental 
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basis subject t~ certain conditions. Th.ese conditions would 
include (1) Edison's installation of the necessary equipment and 
implementation of the necessary billing procedures, (2) computation 
of the bill under the rate sch.edule that is applicable to· the 
coltlbined usage, and (3) recovery by Edison of the cost of any 
additional facilities and efforts related to conjunctive billing 
directly from the districts receiving the service in the form of 
predetermined, standard monthly service charges. 

Edison states that it objects to conjunctive billing for 
sChools for both single sites and multiple sites. Edison believes 
that conjunctive billing is not cost-effective, WbundlesW rather 
than *unbundles* generation, transmission, and distribution costs; 
and is n.ot a proper means of reflecting non-time related demand on 
its distribution system. 

I 

with respect to this latter point, Edison believes that 
inequities in rate design will result if the *benefit* of 
conjunctive billing is extended to one customer grc1up. 
Specifically, Edison asserts that diversit~ ~ong accounts is ~ 
already recognized by virtue of the design billing parameters which 
a.re based on historical ,wnoncoincident" demands. Edison states 
that as 'these billing parameters decrease under conjunctive 
billing, the demand charge must increase proportionately to recover 
Edison's cos·t of service. Edison therefore concludes that if only 
schools '!re permitted conjunctive billinq, all other customers, 
other than schools, would be adversely affected. Edison notes, 
however, that conversely if all multiple-site customers were 
entitled to conjunctive billing,. the concept would produce little 
or no benefits since the rate wou14 increase as billing parameters 
decrease4. 

Edison concludes therefore that SCRUB's proposal must be 
evaluated not jus'c on the basis of the benefit, if any, received by 
schools, but whctl'l.er all of Edison's customers wou14 be positively 
or adversely affected. Due to the high administrative, metering, 
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and billing costs, Edison believes that the final result of 
, . 

conjunctive billing will be an adverse ilI1pact on all: other 
ratepayers. 

While Edison has raised appropriate eoncerns regarding 
conjunctive billing, we do not believe that these eoncerns warrant 
our rejection of conjunctive billing for multiple lI1eters at single 
school sites on an experimental basis. We continue to· believe that 
this form of conjunctive billing, subject to the limitations 
imposed in D'.86-12-091, will permit the schools to realize the 
benefit of consolidated billing without the need to incur any 
additional costs just to attain that goal. We also ~elieve, 
however, that 0.86-12-091 as well as Resolution E-304S reflect our 
need to ens.ure that the asserted benefits of conjunctive billing 
are realized. As authorized in that resolution, PG&E's offering 
of conjunctive billin9 tor schools is on a limited, experimental 
basis subject to an evaluation of the program in PG&E"s next 
general rate case. This evaluation will examine conjunctive 
billing on the basis of its revenue effect, the need for its 
continuation for schools, and the need for its expansion to other 
customer groups. 

For these reasons, we find that it is appropriate to 
order Edison to offer conjunetive billing for lI1ultiple meters at a 
s.ingle school site consistent with 0.86-12-091 and Resolution E-
304$. We will therefore require Edison to file an advice letter 
implementing the necessary tariffs or forms to accomplish this goal 
and to perform for its next general rate case an evaluation of 
conjunctive billing for schools and for all customers consistent 
with these deeisions. 

We are unpersuaded by SCRUB's arguments to extend 
conjunctive billing beyond the single school site. The 
reservations expressed by Edison reqarding single site conjunctive 
billing Already require that that program be instituted only on a 
limited. basis. We do not believe that SUfficient justification has 
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been provided to enlarge that program to include eonj~nctive 
billing for multiple sites. 

b •. Waiver or NQn-TimQ-R91!l~ D$:mand Charges 
SCRUB also proposes that the non-time-related demand 

charge for distribution be waived for schools, if the school 
district enters a formal agreement with Edison to- limit energy 
usage during peak periods to a predetermined level. SCRUB's 
request is based on the annual electrical usage pattern of schools 
and the flexibility which schools have in summer scheduling. 
According to SCRUB these factors create a unique opportunity to 
free electricity for use on the Edison system during peak times and 
save costs for both Edison and school districts. By adopting its 
recommendation, SCRUB testified that net marginal cost savings to· 
Edison of $23.88 for each peak kw not used by a scbool and made 
available to the system would be realized. 

Edison opposes SCRUB's proposal as unnecessary since the 
proposed rates applicable to schools are -unbundled- and already 
reflect the appropriate reduction in summer time-related d~mand 
charges. According to Edison, if a school has lower demands in 
summer months, this lower demand will be reflected in a reduced 
t~e-related demand charge. Edison asserts that this charge 
properly reflects the cost of distribution facilities which is 
determined by the highest demand occurring throughout the year. 
Edison therefore ~lieves that to reduce the non-time-related 
portion of the de=and charge would defeat the purpose Of unbundling 
the rate. 

As we have previously indicated, we have rejected 
Edison's proposal to ratchet demand charges. This conclusion is 
equally applicable to demand charges for schools 

We concur with Edison, however, that -unbundled" and 
time-differentiated rates charged to schools are adequate t~ ensure 
that the schools pay those costs reasonably attributable to their 
usaqe characteristics. Any further refinement of the rates under 
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which schools are provided service is therefore unnecessary at this 
time. SCRUB's recommended waiver for schools of non-time-related 
d~mand charges should therefore be rejected. 
D. J,a;rg'Q EowQr Ql~tomer GrouP 

Edison's larqe power customer group' receives service 
primarily under the mandatory time-of-use schedule, '.tOU-S.. In 
addition t~ the TOU-8 schedule, these customers are offered 
optional time-of-use schedules providing interruptible and super
off-peak (SOP) rates and service, as well as real-time pricing. 
Additionally, standby service is provided to those customers who 
require backup service for their own generation facilities. In 
this proceeding, Edison has further proposed two contract rate 
options for this customer group. 

Edison and PSD have reached substantial agreement on the 
rate structure for these sehedules. signifieant issues, however, 
remain ~tween these two parties, as well as numerous interested 
parties including FEA, CMA, lU, Cr:ECA/CSPG, DGS, and the esc. The 
schedules and the positions of the parties are reviewed below 
followed by our resolution of each issue. 

l.. TOIl-8 
Edison and the PSD ~re in agreement with respect to 

virtually all aspects of the basic '.tOU-8 schedule with the 
exception of the development of the TOU-a energy charges. Both 
Edison and PSD ag:ree that in the event that the adopted revenue 
requirement is different from that upon which their proposed rate 
design is based, the differences should be reflected in the energy, 
as opposed to dem.and, charges. 

FEA, CMA, IU, and CI2CA/CSPG have also provided testimony 
reco~~ending enerqy and demand Charges for the TOcr-8 schedule. 
These parties state that their recommendations emphasize the need 
to implement cost-~ased rates for the TOO-S schedules while 
preserving rate stability • 

. . 
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a. TOU-8....Bates By voltage Leyel 
In D.84-12-068 in Edison's last general rate ease, the 

Commission adopted a two-step approach for revisinq the manner in 
which voltage differences within the TOU-8 customer group were 
recognized. The first step, which was taken in 0.84-12-068, was to 
adopt PSO's voltage discounts for each of the three voltage 
eate<jories of beloW' 2 kV, 2 kV to 50 kV, and greater than 50 kV .. 
The second step, which was to be taken in this proceeding, was the 
division of the. TOU-S rate schedules into the three voltage 
categories with rates based on margin~l costs developed ~or ea~h of 
those subgroups. 

In this proceeding, PSD submitted a proposal to establish 
the three TOU-8 voltage levels as separate SChedules. Edison, 
while first declining to recommend this approach, subsequently 
supporte~ PSD's proposal.. PSD's proposal was als~ supported by FEA 

and m. PSD, FEA, :ro, and CI2.CA/CSPG agree that separate rate 
schedules by voltage level yield rates which reflect the different 
costs of service imposed at each voltage level and the different 
load characteristics r.elated to each of those levels. 

We find that PSO's proposed TOO-8 subschedules are in 

keeping with our decision in Edison's last general rate case and 
provide rates related to the cost of service and load 
characteristics of TOO-S customers by voltage level. This approach 
therefore further refines and improves the price signals which 
TOO-8 customers receive. 

b. Demand Charges. 
Agreement was also reached between Edison and PSO on all 

demand charges (time-related and non-time-related) for the large 
power customer group. Several interested parties, however, 
proposed different demand charges as well as Wrate limitersw 

designed to avoid rate shock by certain customers.. The issue o·f 
rate limiters is discussed in a separate section following our 
consideration of the TOU-8 schedule and other large power customer 
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rate opt~ons. All parties state that their proposed de~and charges 
are based on'marginal costs. 

(1) ~rties Posi~ions 

Edison and PSI> ass:ert that the demand charges to 
which they have agreed best reflect marginal demand costs without 
producing adverse bill impacts. In the case of time-related demand 
charges, Edison and PSD have agreed t~ eliminate winter off-peak 
demand charges and to use the hi~'her on-peak demand charges 
proposed by PSD. These demand charges are set at 50% of the 
marginal on-peak demand costs for the on-peak period, 100% of the 
marginal coincident demand costs for the mid~peak period, and zero 
tor the off-peak period. 

With regard to non.-time-related demand charges, 
Edison and PSD reached a compromise position. Edison had proposed 
to base this charge on the highest demand in the previous year 
while PSD.proposed that it be the highest demand for the month. 
7he agreement provides for the non-time-related demand charge to be 
the highest demand for the month or 50% of the highest demand for 
the preceeding 11 months, whichever is qreater. PSD believes that 
this approach will provide an incentive to customers to reduce 
demand while still ensuring rates which reflect the costs incurred 
by the utility to meet noncoincident demand. 

FEA and IU endorse the aqreement reached by PSD and 
Edison to differE~ntiate between time-related and non-time-related 
demand charges. Accordinq to FEA, such a rate design approach 
permits rates to reflect more accurately cost differences across 
time periods. 

According to lU, the shift of fixed costs from the 
energy charge to demand eharqe components of the 1'OU-8 rate 
schedule should be subject only to the limitation that this chanqe 
not result in adverse rate impacts. According to lU, a full 
implementation of EPMC for these rate components could produce 
unacceptably severe ~ill impacts for low load factor ~d seasonal 
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customers l:Iecause of the extremely high costs associated. with 
summer peak d.emand.. 

To offset this res;1l1t, XU proposes that the on-peak 
demand charge be set at sot of tble EPMC level if the Co:n:mission 
approves the revenue requirement proposed ,by Edison. In the case 
of PSO's proposed revenue decrease, XU acknowledges that adverse 

, 

rate impacts will be less significant and proposes that the peak 
demand charge be set at 60% of EPMC. 

As a means of recovering the remaining on-peak 
demand costs, IU proposes that the winter demand charge not be 
eliminated as recommended by PSO and Edison, but be retained at 

I 

that its present level in order to' recover a portion ot the demand 
costs not recovered in the peak dlemand charges. Alternatively, ro 
recommends that the balance of unrecovered on-peak demand costs be 
recovered in the on-peak energy charges to ensure recovery of those 
costs in the same time period during which they are incurred. IU 
emphasizes that this approach would be merely temporary until class • 
revenues move eloser to cost in future rate proceedings. To the 
extent that severe bill impacts may occur despite such a demand 
charge limitation, IU proposes '~at the Commission consider and 
adopt Hrate limiters. H 

CMk proposes, COltlsistent with its marginal demand 
cost recommendation that demand charges should be based on the use 
of Edison's adopted Energy Reliability Index (ERI). The BRI, as 
explained earlier in this decision, is used in adjusting capacity 
values for OF pricing and in undertaking resourceOcost
effectiveness analyses. According to CMk, inclusion of the ERr in 
the calculation of demand charges will provide recognition of the 
existing oversupply of generation capacity. Based on its 
ealculations, CMA also believes that introduction of the ERr into 
the demand charge determination would have the additional, 
desirable result of reducing the proDlem of rate shock which would 
exist it full EPMC rates were charged. 
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PSO opposes CMA's recommendation to apply the ERI to 
customer demand charqes. PSO notes that the use of the ERI, used 
to adjust short-run marginal costs, would fail to reflect the long
term costs of the system. PSO asserts that use of the ERI would 
therefore prevent TOU-S demand charqes from reflecting accurate, 
long-term price signals on which customers could base their 
investment decisions and changes in production patterns. 

CMA also requests that TOU-8 rates should not 
include a WratchetW on maximum demand charges. The WratchetW to 
which CMA refers relates to Edison's and PSO's agreement.to set 
non-time-related demand charges at 50% of the highest demand over 
the previous eleven months. .CMA notes that 'while PSD had proposed 
no ratchet at all originally, it compromised with Edison by 
aqreeinq to a ratchet of sot of the highest demand over the 
previous eleven months. CMA sUbmits that PSO's oriqinal position 
was correct and that a r~tchet of any amount on a,noneoincident 
demand charge fails to reflect costs or provide ,proper price signal 
to customers. 

In response to CMA, Edison states that the proposed 
ratchet on demand Charges is necessary to ensure Edison's recovery 
of the cost of distribution facilities. According to Edison, these 
costs are a function of the capacity of the distribution facilities 
installed for each customer, which e~pacity is defined by the 
customer's highest demand regardless of when it occurs. Edison 
states that a 12-month ratchet ensures that seasonal variations i~ 
monthly demands do not distort the appropriate price signal. 

Edison also asserts that non-time-related demand 
eharges are not designed to recover coincident demand related costs 
and are therefore not intended to reflect diversity. Edison 
further does not believe that noncoincident demand costs should be 
collected through energy rates a result which would occur in the 
absence of a ratchet • Edison states that, absent its compromise 
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I 
with PSD for a 50% ratchet, it would have continued to support a 
100% ratchet. t • 

(2) 12iscussion 
We rind that Edison's and PSD's agreement, tor the 

most part, achieves demand charges which are cost-based and load
related. We do not concur, however, with Edison's and PSD's 
compromise on *ratcheting* of demand charges nor with the ro's 
suggestion of setting the demand charge at less than EPMC. Neither 
of these recommendations achieve our goal of providing cost-~ased 
rates and ensuring accurate price signals to the affected customer 
group. While we understand that ItT's proposal was intended solely 
as a temporary, transitional device to- mitigate adverse rate 
impacts, we believe, as explained below, that the use of rate 
lfmiters is a more appropriate means of achieving this goal. 

With respect to ratchets, the Commission in recent 
years has sought to move away from this concept. For PG&~ ratchets 
were used only for certain aqri~ltural schedules. ~he reason for • 
this poliey is clear. Specifically, ratchets have an inequi taDle 
effect on many customers. CUstomers with stable levels of demand 
throughout the year would not be greatly affected by ratchets, but 
seasonal industries would see their off-season energy bills 
increase even though their off-season demand and energy usage would 
be relatively low. The ultimate effect could be discrimination in 
eustomer billings among customers with identical usage. 

We believe that such a result is almost completely 
at odds with our efforts to accurately reflect the costs imposed by 
the customer on a time- and load-related basis and would require 
significant justification on the part of the party proposing the 
ratchet a We have carefully reviewed the proposal of Edison and PSD 
and Edison's arguments in support of the ratchet and do not find 
the level ot justification required to adopt this approach. 

Additionally, we also do not rule out the 
possibility, despite Edison's argwnent to the contrary, that 
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diversity in demand is reflected in non-time-related demand charges, 
over a 12-month period, a time frame,' which even Edison used to 
ensure no distortions in the price signal due to seasonal 
variations in demand. 

Any resulting allocation of non-time-related demand 
costs to energy charges, as opposed to' demand charges, due to the 
absence of the ratchet is not a sufficient reason to impose 
ratchets. While we seek to ~unbundle~ and correctly identify costs 
with the appropriate rate component, this effort should not be 
~lind to detrimental impacts which may result. We therefore reject 
Edison's and PSO's imposition of ratchets on all demand-related 
meters for small, medium, and large power customer rate schedules • . 

As previously stated, we also do not believe it is 
appropriate to limit demand charges to a certain percentage of 
their EPMC level. In an effort to achieve cost-based rates, we 
believe that each individual rate component should be based, to the 
extent possi~le, on marginal cost. If adverse impacts should 
result due to following this approach, we believe that rate 
limiters, discussed later in this section, provide a more 
appropriate meehanism to offset those impacts while maintaining 
proper price signals. 

Finally, we turn to the suggestion of CMA to apply 
the ERI to the calculation of the demand charge. Earlier in this 
decision, we rejected CMA's proposal that generation marginal 
demand costs should reflect the ERr. We found that further 
evidence was required to determine whether the concerns which lead 
to the adoption of ~, ERI to adjust QF capacity prices in the 
short-run were the same as for the calculation of marginal costs 
used in revenue allocation and rate design. 

This finding reflects our concern, as even PSD has 
noted, that the purpose for Which the ERr was developed and is 
currently being used may not be applicable to designing rates. We 
have directed Edison and PSO to examine the issue of the propriety 
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of reflecting the ER:t adjustment ~n generation marginal de'mand 
costs in Edison's ne:ct general rate case. We will similarly direct 
Edison to consider its applicability for rate design purposes as 
well. 

c. En~rgy Cha)~ 

The only area of significant disagreement between PSO and 
Edison with respect to the TOU-S schedule relates to the energy 
charge component of that sc:hedule. CLECA/CSPG, FEA, and IU also 
provided testimony and argument on this issue. 

Edison proposes to set the off-peak energy charge at 

I 

5 cents/kWh with the on- and mid-peak energy rates set to collect 
the remaining revenue requirement and to- reflect marginal energy 
cost ratios. Edison states that its off-peak proposal is designed 
to reflect marginal costs as closely as possible while mitigating 
adverse bill impacts for some 'customers. In Edison~s opinion, the 
S-cent level provides a stable off-peak rate, making it easier, for 
customers to make appropriate investment decisions. 

In contrast, PSO recommends that the ott-peak energy rate. 
be set at the full EPMC level. PSO further proposes thl~t the 
balance of the revenue requirement for this class, including the 
marginal costs for the on- and mid-peak periods and the residual 
demand marginal costs not collected from the demand cha:::,ges, should 
be recovered through the remaining energy charges. 

In Edison's view, PSO'S proposal places .too m11ch reliance 
on current marginal cost relationships and in turn fail~ to 
recognize the need for stability and consistency in ratc~s. 
FUrther, according to Edison, PSD's proposal results in allocating 
all uncollected capacity costs to the on- and mid-peak period 
energy rates based on loss of load probabilities (LOLP). Edison 
states that this approach will result in an overstatemellt of on
peak costs and an understatement of ott-peak costs whiCh in turn 
could encourage uneconomic on-peak bypass. 
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In taking issue with Edison's approach, PSD asserts that 
Edison's number is not based on a formula, but is apparently 
intended to provide a stable round number as a base and to ensure 
some contribution to margin. PSO states that the problem with 
Edison's *stable* rate is that it may make too much contribution to 
margin and will act as a disincentive for customers to shift otf 
peak. This result, according to PSO, conflicts with Edison's with 
its minimum load concerns. 

CLECA/CSPG support PSO's proposed otf-peak rate. CLECAI 
CSPG state that this rate is cost-based, is consistent with pSO's 
EPMC allocation methodology, and results in relatively low oft-peak 
rates encouraging off-peak consumption. CLECA/CSPG share PSO's 
concerns that Edison's 5 cent ott-peak energy rate is not cost
j"ustified and may disco'urage desirable incremental sales in the 
off-peak per~od.. CLECA/CSPG note that Edi~on has admitted that 
this ott-peak energy rate is well in excess of marginal energy cost 
and that its justification for the rate is based only on its 
potential tor stability and mitigation of adverse bill impacts. 

YEA asserts that eost-based rates require that demand 
costs be collected through demand charges and energy costs through 
energy charges. FEA therefore recommends removing demand costs 
trom off-peak and mid-peak energy charges and. setting those charges 
at marginal cost. Because customer impact considerations do 
require qradual movement toward cost-based rates in some instances, 
however, FEA also recommends that rates tor primary and secondary 
customers be set to collect a portion ot the demand costs through 
on-peak energy charge. 

IU recommends that the on-peak energy charge include on
pE!ak demand costs only as an alternative means of recovering those 
demand costs not recovered under XO's proposal for demand charges 
to be set at a percentage of EPMC. XU notes that this approach is 
only temporary until a full EPMC revenue allocation is achieved and 
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I 
that otherwise IU supports the re~overy of fixed costs in demand 
charges. 

We find reasonable and adopt Edison's· proposed otf-peak 
energy charges. This step is necessary to, ensure consistency 
between the TOU-8 and TOO-GS schedules and to mitigate any adverse 
effect which might result from customers having to change 
schedules. We are again allocating the TOO-8 interruptible credits 
on an EPMC allocation basis (vs. incurrence), as agreed to by 
Edison and staff and reflected in the Appendix of the Proposed 
Decision. Based on the current revenue requirement and revenue 
alloe~tion methodology, this allows us to preserve the appropriate 
relationships between energy rates for TOO-8 Secondary, TOO-S 
Primary, and TOO-8 Subtransmission. 

2. Bate 2b'tions 
In this proceeding, several rate options were proposed by· 

Edison :and PSD for customers served under the TOU-8 rate schedule. . ' 

These o:ptions :"nelude a super-off-peak (SOP) option, various 
interruptible options, two separate contract rate options, and a 
real-t~~e pricing option. The parties also focused on changes to 
standby rates offered for backup service to those customers with 
their own generation·facilities. In addition, to Edison and PSD, 
numero~s interested parties responded to these proposals and 
offered their own recommendations. The,parties' positions on each 
of these options is reviewed below followed by our discussion and 
resolut.ion of ~~ach of the issues presented. 

~,. ~Al 'Time Pricing 

Real time pricing is an experimental program designed 'to 
provide innovative ways in which customers can respond t~ costing 
periods which are more narrowly defined than the normal time-ot-use 
periods. In this proceeding, PSD has proposed schedule RTP (real 
time pricing). Edison has agreed to accept PSD's hourly marginal 
costing and rate design methodologies for this proposed schedule, 
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and both parties have A9reed to the phase-in methodology and 
pr09ram expansion rate related to its implementation. " 

PSD states that the real time pricing perioas reflected 
in the RTP schedule represent times when the utility system is 
often most strained. PSD believes that the real time pricing 
program will therefore not only permit eustomers to' dramatieally 
increase their control over their enerc;y costs, but also enable the 
utility to reduce its costs. 

We find that PSO's real-time pricing proposal is 
reasonable and should be adopted. The experimental prog~am 
desiqned by PSO achieves the program goals of providin9 more 
specific price signals than are available under current time-of-use 
rates which will in turn serve to control both customer and utility 
costs. 

b. SCb~e TQU-8-SQP 

In addition to its real-time-pricing proposal, PSD in 
this proceeding also proposed a TOU-S schedule with super~off-peak 
(SOP) rates. },.ccording to PSD, SOP rates are closely related to 
real t~e pricing, establishin9 an additional time of use period 
during which energy rates are lowered below the off-peak rate. PSO 
believes that this rate structure provides an opportunity for 
Edison to address its minimum load *problem* by providin9 customers 
with an incentive to move their consumption to the SOP periods. 
Edison generally a9rees with PSO's TOU-8-S0P rate proposal, 
including the redefined TOU periods and proposed rate structure • . • 

The only difference between the parties is the method which 
each has used to estimate the number of customers who will move 
from TOU-8 to TOU-8 sop and the revenue shortfall which will in 
turn result. Edison estimates approximately 730 customers will 
have the incentive to move to the ~ou-s SO~ rate with a resultin9 
revenue shortfall of $12.7 million. PSO estimates approximately 
125 customers will be likely to change schedules based on the 
criterion of requirin9 a customer's rates to' improve by S% be'fore 
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assuming that a chanse would be m~de. This ,difference impacts the 
exact rates to be charsed TOU-a-Sop customers since the parties 
asree that the revenue deficiency would be added to the demand and 
energy charges of the large power customer group on an EPMC basis. 

PSD states that its method was based on estimating, 
through multiple iterations, which customers would choose each 
schedule and designing both TOU-SOP and TOU-S schedules around the 
assigned customer group. Edison states that under its approach, a 
first iteration Tou-a-sop rate based on marginal cost was designed 
and the revenue deficiency resulting from the migration of 
customers to this hypothetical schedule was determined. A second 
iteration of the rate was then designed to recover this revenue 
deficiency. 

Edison believes that PSD's methodology is unnecessarily 
complex, involving multiple iterations to achieve a Wstable" level 
of customers benefitting from the schedule, and results in a 
TOU-S-SOP rate that is too high to attraCt a reasonable number of 
customers. Under Edison's methodology, 98 TOU customers will 
benefit by more than 5% of their TOU-S bill for a total benefit (or 
shortfall) of approximately $& million. Under PSD's methodology, 
Edison states that the option ~rould be attractive to a maximum of 
48 TOU-8 customers which if all selected the PSD's rate option 
would produce approximately a $1.6 million revenue deficiency. PSD 
charges that Edison's approach is based on a simpler method which 
has little theoretical basis ar.ld only by coincidence achieves 
similar rates. 

CLECA/CSPG support PSO's proposed TOU-S-SOP schedule. 
CLECA/CSPG finds a multitude of benefits from this schedule 
including providing opportunities for customers to respond to 
changes in utility costs, greater certainty than real time pricing, 
and stimulation of sales in the super-off-peak period. CLECA/CSPG 
also believe that the schedule will provide benefits to all 
customers in the form'of increased sales, the prevention of 
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uneconomic bypass, the building of customer satisfaction, and the 
reduction in the need for Edison to negotiate separate contract 
rates with its customers. 

The need for a TOU-S-SOP rate option is clear. This 
option is another step toward cost-based rates which provide 
customers with the most accurate price signals regarding their use 
and an opportunity to change those usage patterns to reduce costs. 
Edison has indicated that it is also assisted by such a schedule as 
it encourages consumption and increases sales in the off-peak 
period thereby offsetting any minimum load *problem* which it might 
experience. 

We have reviewed the methods by which Edison and PSD have 
attempted to estimate the number of customers who will migrate from 
the TOU-S schedule to TOU-S-SOP and find a significant difference 
between these estimatE~s. We believe that PSD's approach, which was 
based on several refinements of its estimate, may provide a more 
accurate and conservative basis for determining the estimated 
change. We are reluctant to require that the large customer group 
shoulder a significant revenue deficiency without a greater degree 
of assurance that this level of migration will result~ We 
therefore adopt as reasonable PSD's proposed TOU-S-SOP time 
periods, rate structure, and rates. 

c. lnterruptible -Bates 
Interruptible rates have been available as options to 

Edison customers for some time. These schedules allow a customer 
~'ho has less need for guaranteed service reliability to receive a 
lower rate in exchange for interruptions in his service. These 
lower rates appear as discounts provided under the interruptible 
fj;chedules. 

Edison has several existing interruptible schedules, I-l 
through 1-5. These schedules vary with the size of qualifying 
customer, the required degree of notice for interruption, and other 
faCtors. In this proceeding, Edison originally proposed that its 
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interruptible sched\:lles should remain unchanged with the exception 
of eliminating Scheclule 1-4, a recom:m.endation to whieh PSD agreed 
dUIQ to the lack of \''lse of this sch~~dule by interruptible customers. 
In its testimony, however, PSD proposed the closing of Schedules 
1-2, I-3, and 1-5 to new customers and the establiShment of a new 
schedule, 1-6. SchE!dule 1-1 is al:l:'eady closed to new customers. 
PSD also proposed t~ro new interruptible Schedules TOU-8-S0P-1A and 
TOO'-S-SOP-1B, which combine featur~~s of Tou-a-sop and 1-6. 

(J.) PaGj~cs PQsitions 
PSD ~Lsserts that thc~ interruptible discounts should 

be based on the valtLe of the system capacity at the time of 
interruption. PSD s~ates that the present interruptible schedules 
are not cost-based. PSD therefore proposes that the 1-2, 1-3, and 
1-5 schedules be closed and that ~le new schedule 1-6 be 
established. 

The newly proposed schedule, 1-6, is described by . ' 

PSD as being similar to TOU-S, but with four time periods instead 
ot three. The tour would include three regular time periods like 
those included in TOU-S and reflect the applicable unbundled 
components of system savings, i.e., enerqy and demand. PSD states 
that demand charges in these periods would be adjusted by the same 
~ used to adjust QF capacity payments in order to reflect the 
value of the demand reduced by these interruptible customers. 

PSO states that the fourth time ,period which it 
established in Schedule 1-6 represents the 40 hours in the summer 
which are most likely to experience a call for interruption based 
on loss of load probabilities (LOLP). PSD states that a failure to 
interrupt when requested during those periods would lead to a 
penalty rate being imposed. PSD has based this penalty, on the 
value of the 5erll'ice at the time ot the interruption request. 
onder, the 1-6 schedule, PSO has also provided that customers could,. 
as with 1-3 and 1-5, choose to designate a level of firm demand not 
subject to interruption. PSD states that its proposed 1-6 schedule 
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would allow a customer to select either immediate interrul?tibility 
or l-hour notice.. 1-6 would :be available to standby cust/:>mers, 
including cogenerators tor whom current Schedules 1-3 or I-S are 
not available. 

During hearings in this proceeding, Edison also 
endorsed the concept of an I-& schedule. Edison, however, differed 
with PSD with respect to assumptions relating to the period of time 
d~~ring' which the value of future capacity is to be discounted,. the 
basis on which capacity is to be valued, and the choice of ERI to 
be applied to that discount. Edison states that the ERI assumption 
is critical since interruptible rates are highly sensitive to that 
assumption. 

with respect to Edison's assumptions, PSO 
particularly objects to Edison having based the value ot capacity 
on the marginal cost of gener~tion only. In contrast, PSO states 
that it has based this value on the marginal costs of generation, 
transmission, and distribution • 

Interested parties to this proceeding generally 
supported the establishment of an I-o schedule. Among these 
parties, cr.:eCA/ CSPG believes that PSD's proposed I-6 is a viable 
new interruptible rate option whose design is more directly tied to 
the overall large power rate design than is the current 
interruptible rate design. Edison's proposed 1-6 schedule is 
flawed, in CLECA/CSPG's view, tor its tailure to- consider the value 
of saved transmission and distribution capacity valuing 
interruptibility to utilities. 

CMA believes, however, that interruptible rates 
should be based on the cost of serving the interruptible customer 
and not the value of curtailability in an excess capacity 
situation. For a cost-based interruptible rate,. CMA states that 
the existence or non-existence of excess generation capacity is 
irrelevant and that those rates must ultimately reflect a cost,. and 
not a value, analysis. Because such a cost analysis was not 
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presented in this proceeding, CKk.asks the Commission to consider 
such cost issues in the tuture. 

CMA. also asserts that while penalties should exist 
for failures to curtail or interrupt, those penalties should be 
reasonable. In CMA's opinion, the existing graduated penalty 
provisions ot Schedule I-S, adjusted to the amount of interruptible 
discount provided in the 1-6 schedule, should be fully adequate. 
The concept ot an escalating penalty is, 1n CMA's view, far more 
reasonable than PSD's and E~ison's proposal to eliminate the 
discount ($33/kw/year tor Edison and $80.80/kW/year tor PSD) for a 
single failure to curtail. CMA also argues that subsequent 
failures using this approach would produce charges tor service far 
in excess of firm rates. 

While the parties concurred in the need for an 1-6 
schedule, there was substantial 'disagreement on whether the 1-3 and 
1-5 schedules should in turn be closed to new customers. The 1-3 
and 1-5 schedules have an existing Wever greeningW provision 
requiring that a customer give Edison 5 years' notice in orcier to 
discontinue service under this schedule. These schedules, however, 
do not provide a notice period governing Edison's discontinuance ot 
the schedules. 

PSD states that it is aware customers incur some 
costs in adapting their facilities to interruptibility. As a 
compromise to accommodate the transition from I-3and I-5 to the 
1-6 schedule, PSO therefore recommended in its brief that the 
Commission allow Edison to· take new customers on the I-3 and I-5 
schedules, but that these two schedules be closedatter 1990 in 
favor of 1-6 exclusively. 

Edison does not believe that either I-lor 1-5 
should be closed to new customers. Edison states that its present 
1-3 and I-S rates are far more than just interruptible options. 
These two schedules, according to Edison, are the only available 
large power rate options which currently result in an average rate 
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which is roughly equivalent to what ra't:es should be if they were 
based on EPMC. Edison states that these rates are therefore needed 
until a full EPMC revenue allocation is achieved. to permit Ed.ison 
to compete with uneconomic alternatives. 

Edison also states that the proposed. I-S rate was 
specifically d.esigned to meet the intent of Section 743 of the 
Public Utilities Code requiring Ed.ison to provid.e sufficient 
incentives to steel and food producers. Edison states that PSD did 
not consider this intent in its proposal and. therefore did. not 
develop a rate for th:Lt sehedule designed to permit Edison to
compete with rates available in other states. 

If PSDj's current recommend.ation to keep Sehed.ules 
I-3 and I-5 open through 1990 were ad.opted., Edison believes that 
there would. be no need to d.ecid.e the issue of the status of these 
sched.ules in this proceed.inq. Edison states that since its next 
general rate case will be undertaken in 1990, the d.isposition of 
the I-3 and I-5 schedules is best left to that proceeding-

CLECA/CSPG similarly advocate the retention of 
Edison's 1-3 and 1-5 sched.ules. According t~ CLECA/CSPG, being on 
interruptible rates with the present level of incentives is the 
only way its industry members can achieve low enough rates to 
economically compete in their difficult markets. 

CLECA/CSPG assert that 1-3 and 1-5 sh.ould be kept 
open in. recognition of the long-term. commitments which the 
interruptible customers have made to the utility and the 
substantial investment of these customers in protective and load
shed.ding equipment needed for safe and timely interruptions. 
Cr.:ECA/CSPG state that one of the benefits of the 1-3 and 1-5-
schedules is to bring large customers closer to the Commission's 
stated long-term goal of cost-based. rates. The absence of these 
schedules will, according to Cr.:ECA/CSPG, require these customers to 
shift to the 1-6 sched.ule _ CI:ECA/CSPG assert that the rate 
increase to these customers caused. by this change only increases 
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the incentives for these customers to bypass the utility system, 
negotiate contract rates with the utility, or reduce or terminate 
operations in Edison's service area. CLECA/CSPG also note that 
rates under the 1-3 and I-5 schedules are still above short-run 
marginal costs. 

If Schedules I-3 and I-5 are to be closed as 
suggested by PSD, CLECA/CSPG ask that these schedules remain open 
indefinitely for customers who are currently on those schedules. . 
Based on the five-year notice provision to leave the schedule, 
CLECA/CSPG ask that the sehedules be elo~ed to new customers no· 
sooner than Januaxy 1, 1993, and that customers be given the 
opportunity to shift, if they wish, to another interruptible 
schedule at that time. CLECA/CSPG also recommend that if the 
Commission adopts the proposed I-& schedules, those customers on 
the 1-3 and I-5 schedules be given the opportunity to convert to 
I-6 at any time, due to its cost-based nature. 

IU states that fairness and other sound policy' 
considerations dictate that Edison's existing inte~~ptible 
Schedules I-3 and I-5 remain open and that contract!> already 
concluded under those schedules be honored. IU not.~s, as 
CLE~/CSPG did, that interruptible rates involve a long-term 
comxci tment by customers. According to I'O', PSD' s proposed 
elillliination of these schedules ignores the fact that these 
customers entered contracts in good faith reliance .and with a 
reasonable expectation, of continued rate benefits justifying 
capital investments necessary to becoming an interruptible 
customer. XU also notes that in terms of avoiding bypass, many of 
the customers that are cur.~ently purehasing interruptible service 
from Edison would choose to leave the system absent the present 
discounts. 

ro also o~jects to PSD's present recommendation to 
reudn the 1-3 and I-5 schedules through 1990 ~ In IU's view, the 
neg-ati ve ilnpaets of even this change would be silnilar to those 
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whiCh interruptible customers would experience with an immediate 
el~ination of I~3 and I-5. 

CMA recommends the closinq of Schedules I-3 and I-5 
as long as the contracts of existing customers continue' t~ 
evergreen. According to CHA, the need to recognize stability in 
rates and equity for customers who have made changes in their 
operations to accommodate interruptible service requires the 
continuanee of these contracts. 

(2) DiSC!lssiQn 
In 0.86-12-091, among the criteria which we applied 

to the design of interruptible rate options for PG&E was the 
continuation of the requirement of a customer commitment to· a 
three-year contract and the imposition of penalties for failure t~ 
curtail or interrupt. With respect to the three-year contract 
commitment, we found it reasonable for existing customers to- expect 
some consistency in design criteria for the life of this contraet. 
We therefore determined that existing incentives should be 
maintained for the remaining life of all contracts signed prior to 
the effective date of 0.86-12-091. For new contracts and contract 
extensions signed after the effective date of that order, we based 
the interruptible incentives on full marginal cost without 
adjustment. (0.86-12-091, at p. 66.) 

To ensure that customers on these rate options 
partiCipated in the program by interrupting or curtailing service, 
we also determined that a penalty should be imposed for 
nonconformance. For each time a customer failed to interrupt after 
notification for PG&E, we found that the customer should be 
required to pay 1.1 times the incentive received in that month for 
the load not interrupted or curtailed. CUstomers would therefore 
be allowed to fail to comply with approximately 11 such requests 
before the penalties assessed would equal the annual interruptible 
discount. (D.86-12-091, at pp. 66-67.) 
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By Resolution E-304,4 issued August 26, 1987, we 
altered these penalty provisions by authorizing PG&E t~ amend that 
penalty te> provide that only three instancE~s of noncompliance would 
cause the resulting penalties to equal the annual interruptible 
discount. This penalty approach was based on a set of graduat~~d 
excess demand charges. Therefore, for the first failure to 
interrupt or curtail within twelve months the charge would be one
sixth of the annual incentive per kilowatt.. For the second nOl:l
performance, the incremental charge would increase to one-third of 
the annual incentive with total charges assessed equaling one-half 
of that incentive. For the third and any Subsequent non
performance, the incremental charge would be one-halt of the annual 
incentive .. 

In authorizing this amendment to PG&E's 
interruptible penalty, we relied on the analysis of our Evaluation 
and compliance (E&C) Division that this change would increase 

I 

customer incentives to reduce load when requested. The change was 
tound to also provide the utility with a high degree of reliability 4It 
from these customers tor load relief during emergency situations. 

In this proceeding, issues similar to those raised 
with respect to PG&E's interruptible rate desiqn have been 
presented. Specifically, we have before us the proposal by PSD to 
commence a new interruptible schedule based on marginal costs (1-6) 
and to close two previous schedules (1-3 and I-S) which are to be 
superseded by the new schedule. We tind that PSD's proposed 1-6 
schedule, to which the maj ori ty ot the parties have agreed in 
concept, achieves the goal ot providing cost-based rates and in 
turn accurate price signals to interruptible customers. Certain 
modifications ot this proposal, however, are required. 

Specifically, we find ~e penalty for failure to 
interrupt as proposed by either PSD or Edison is too harsh al:ld 
would act as a significant deterrent te> customers, moving to· 'Chis 
schedule. As CMA has pointed out, the levels of the penalti,es 
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recommende~ by these parties would essentially eliminate the 
discount upon a single failure to curtail with subsequent failures 
producing charges far in excess 'of firm rates. 

While we find PSD's and Edison's proposals unduly 
harsh, Resolution E-3044 reflects that the opposite extreme of up 
to 11 failures to curtail or interrupt in a 12-month period is a 
too lenient penalty. ~~ that resolution indicates, the result of 
such an approach is to reduce the customer's incentive to reduce 
load when requested. Since the goal of this schedule is to provide 
lower rates for less reliable service, we believe that reasonable 
penalties ensuring that the custo~er respond to requests to 
interrupt are essential. We find that the graduated approach for 
such penalties, adopted in Resolution E-3044, provides for such 
penalties. 

, We therefore find reasonable the inclusion of 
penalties for the new I-6 schedule similar to those adopted for 
PG&E in Resolution E-3044. Specifically, the penalties provided 
under the I-6 schedule for failure to respond to an Edison request 
to reduce load will be based on the same set of graduated excess 
demand charges adopted for PG&E in Resolution E-3044. 

In this proceeding, we have again also been faced 
with e~istin9 interruptible schedules which require a specified 
contract term commitment and a new schedule which is based on 
marginal costs. As we concluded in D.86-12-09l, we find that it is 
reasonable for the interruptible customers to expect consistency in 
rate design for the term of their contracts signed in response to 
that rate design. Additionally, CLECA/CSPG, IU, and CMA have 
raised valid arguments for maintaining the existing schedules for 
customers who have made investments in reliance on the availability 
of those schedules. 

We are also concerned with Edison's assertion that 
PSD may not have considered the intent of Section 743 of the 
calitornia PUblic utilities Code in developing it proposed I-6 rate 
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schedule. Section 743 specifically requires a utility to provide 
interruptible rates to steel producers and food proces~ors lower 
than the utility's system average rate. The statute, with wh.ich we 
are required to comply, is designed to ensure a competitive level 
of incentives for these customers. 

While we believe that these circuxnstancel~ require 
that the I-3 and I-S sched\~les remain open for a periodl. of time, we 
do not wish to prolong- service under these s,chedules at a time wh.en 
an interruptible schedule based on marginal costs has also, been 
made available to these customers.. Our goal for charge:s incurred 
for interruptible service is the same as that for all other 
services -- eost-based rates. 

For these reasons, we find tl:~at it is rE~asonable to 
leave the I-3 and I-S schedules open for ne~r customers until 
January, l, 1991. At that time, Edison's nE:xt general rate case 
will have concluded, any "'imperfeetions" in the I-6 schedule will 
have been resolved in that proceeding, and customers will have • 
received three-years notice of the intended closing of these 
schedules. To ensure the communication of this notice, Edison's 
tariffs should specifically state that the 1-3 and I-S schedules 
will be closed to new customers after January l, 1991. 

For existing customers, we believe that it is 
reasonable for those customers who had signed a contract with 
Edison under the I-3 and I-S schedules prior to the effective date 
of this decision to complete that contract term under those 
schedules.. Therefore, the 1-3 and I-S schedules will be closed . 
effective January ~, ~993, to this group- of eXisting customers .. 
For those new customers signing contracts under the I-3 and I-S 
schedules between the date of this decision and ,January 1, 1991, 

the terms of their contracts should provide for their termination 
with respect to Schedules I-3 and I-S no later than January 1, 
1993, with the remainder of any unexpired contract commitment bein~ 
served under Schedule I-6 after that time. Our goal in adopting 
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this approach is to ensure that Edison can rely on the five-year 
interruptible commitment whether that commitment relates to 
Schedule 1-3, 1-5, or 1-6. As recommended by PSD and Edison, 
Schedule 1-2 should be closed and Schedule 1-4 should be eliminated 
effective with this decision. 

Finally, we address CLECA/CSPG's suggestion that 
current I-3 and I-5 customers be entitled to switch to the 1-6 
schedule at any time due to the cost-based nature of that schedule. 
The assurance provided by a contract commitment under the 
interruptible schedules is that Edison can estimate into the future 
the level of energy which will be available for Edison to respond 
to emergeney situations. The specific schedule under which this 
commitment is made should not c!Llter Edison's ability to rely on 
that load being available. 

We therefore find reasonable CLECA/CSPG's 
recommendation which will also promote the use of the cost-based 
interruptible schedule, 1-6. We will therefore direct Edison to 
include in its tariffs a provision permitting 1-3 and 1-5 customers 
to switch to the· 1-6 schedule at any time conditioned on the 
remaining term of its 1-3 and 1-5 contracts being completed under 
the 1-6 schedule. ~he customer's change to the 1-6 schedule should 
not result in the customer being billed the difference between the 
1-6 and I-3 or I-5 rates based on receipt of service under those 
schedules for part of the ~verall contract term. 

credits and penalties provided under Schedules I-1, 
1-2, I-3, and I-5 are not changed on an annual basis, but are 
recalculated to reflect a reduced number of on-peak hours resulting 
from the el~ination of the on-peak period in the winter months. 
For Schedule 1-5, however, the off-peak credit of $O.025/kWh 
applied to the off-peak floor rate of $O.OS/kWh results in a 
$O.025/kWh rate, a rate which is less than the marginal energy 
cost. Rather than adopting a charge below the marginal energy 
cost, we will direct Edison to take the difference between the 
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I 
marginal energy cost and the off-peak rate and reduce the 
customer's bill by an amount equal to that difference. 

With respect to the interruptible rates provided 
under SChedule I-6, we tind that PSO's approach most accurately 
bases those rates on the value of interruptibility to Edison. It 
is necessary to adjust these 'rates, however, to reflect our adopted 
ERI value for Edison of 0.43. With this change in assumption,. we 
otherwise find reasonable P$O's proposed methodology for 
calculating these rates. We a'lso adopt ,the two super off-peak 
interruptible rate options to which Edison and PSD have agreed 
(TOU-S-SOP-lA and TOU-S-SOP-1B). 

As we have noted ~ sug~osts that our adopted 
approach of basing interruptible rates on the value of such 
interruption t(:> the utility fails to reflect the cost of serving 
the interrupti1:>l'e customer. CMA has acknowledged, however, that 
'this issue was not sufficiently addressed in this proceeding to 
warrant a change in our approach. For Edison's next qeneral rate • 
case, however, we will dir~ct Edison and PSO to develop an 
interruptible schedule based on cost of service to the 
interruptible customer, in addition to a schedule based on the 
current consideration of the value of interruptiblity to the 
utility. In this way,. we will not only have the schedules to 
compare, but also the insights of the parties as to the merits of 
changing our approach for determining interrUptible incentives to a 
cost ot service basis. 

d. ~ctRaW 

As we have stated previously, the Commission has 
concluded that special contracts or contract rates can serve as a 
means of mitigating uneconomic bypass. In this proceeding, Edison 
has proposed two contract rate options: the Incremental Sales Rate 
and the Selt-Generation Deferral Rate. Edison believes that these 
options will enable it (1) to reduce its rates to levels which are 
closer to its marqinal cost ot providinq service, in order to-
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retain the loads of credible bypass candidates; (2) to, provide 
I cost-based price siqnals to promote new sales from customers with 
'growing loads: and (3) to promote economic e~ticiency by permitting 
Edison to make better use of its existing generating capacity. 

According to Edison, the Incremental sales Rate, proposed 
schedule TOU-S-CR-l, consists of a high fixed charge and reduced 
demand and energy charges with the initial term of 5 years. The 
fixed payment would be based on a portion of the contribution 'co 
margin the customer would haye made had they remained on the 
regular applicable rate. 

Under the Self-Generation Deferral Rate, proposed 
schtedule TOU-S-CR-2, a customer with self-generation' potential 
would be charged the same costs which the customer would incur by 

self-generating. For those with an economic option to' leave the 
system, Edison proposes to charge these customers the cost which 
the customer would incur acquiring the capacity and energy from 
another source. For the remaining customers, Edison would charge 
its costs of producing electricity in terms of total revenue 
requirement. 

Ed:Lson believes that the Commission should adopt the 
Incremental Sales Rate in this proceeding and endorse the Self
Generation Deferral Contract Rate in concept for Edison's use 
beginning in 1985. Edison states, however, that implementation 
consiclerations tor TOt]-8-CR-2 should be deferred to the 3-Rs 
Rulemaking (R.3G-10-001) in which contract guidelines are being 
considered. 

PSD agrees with most aspects'of Edison'S proposal. PSD 
therefore urges the Commission's adoption of the Incremental Sales 
Rate in this proeeedinq with implementation considerations tor the 
Self-Generation Deferral Rate deferred to R.86-l0-001. 

Ottl. states that consideration of both of Edison's special 
contract tariff proposals should be deferred and studied as part of 
the policy metters being considered by the Commission in the 3-Rs 
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Rulemaking, R.86-10-001. CMA points out that D.87-05-071 in that 
matter contemplates special contracts for large light and power 
customers under guidelines to be developed by the Commission in 
that proceeding.. CMA believes that the Co:omission's actions on 
this subject should be consistent for all utilities. 

We concur with CMA.. We have made clear in D.87-05-071 
that the guidelines and terms of special contracts and contract 
rates are to be examined and adopted in R.86-10-001.. This effort 
will not only achieve consistency between utilities, but will also 
provide a single forum in which the appropriate responses t~ 
uneconomic bypass can be coordinated.. In R.86-l0-00l, we will also 
be presented with the tools re1quired to mo:~t efficiently achieve 
our goal of at;idressing uneconollUic bypass.. These tools will include 
contract guidelines proposed by all utilities and new forecasts of 
sales and revenue for the larg11a power customer group which. take 
into account regulatory revisil:)ns adopted in D.87-05-071. 

I 

As we have discussed in the Revenue Allocation portion o·f • 
this order, the impl~~mentation of contract rate schedules requires 
more than the adoption of speCific tariff terms.. We must also be 
able to d~~terxnine the level of revenue deficiency resulting from. 
implementation of these schedules, and the manner in wh.ich that 
deficien~J is to be allocated to customers. All of these coneerns 
are best addressed in R.86-10-00l to ensure· uniform and. appropriate 
standards. 

We therefore find that Edison's prclposed' generic special 
contract schedule, TOU-CR-2, should not be aeopted in this 
proceeding. This proposal, however, does appear to be responsive 
to the bypass issue and would properly be presented in the context 
of R .. 86-10-00l.. We find, however, that. it is appropriate to· 
consider the design of Edison's proposed rate option, ~OU-8-CR-l in 
this rate case, but we will defer consideration of its revenue 
allocation effect to R.S6-10-001.. Therefore, we will authorize the 
T0t7-8-CR-l rate AS part of Edison's tariff structure arl.d direct 
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that it ~e covered ~y ERAM until ~uch ti~eas a decision in 
R.86-10-001 separates Edison's customers into an ~ and a non
ERAM qroup. 

e. standby Charg~ 

In response to the needs of customers who have chosen to 
provide their own generation, Edison offers backup or WstandbyW 
service. This service is provided when the customer, for whom the 
installation of its own backup faeilities would not be eeonomic, 
requires utility serviee due to an outage at its generation 
facility. 

In this proceeding, PSD has proposed a standby schedule 
to which Edison has agreed. The effect of this proposal would be 
to close current Edison SChedules SCG-1 through 3 and establish new 
SChedule S which would be available to standby customers along with 
new Schedule I-6. Edison does not aqree, however, with PSD's 
additional suggestion to impose a Wrate limiterH on standby 
charges. This proposal, as well as all other suggested Wrate 
li~iters,w are discussed in a separate section below. 

(1) Eartism Positions 
Under PSO's proposal, standby customers would 

contract for a certain level of standby service on any non-standby 
schedule. The customer would pay the applicable customer charge 
for that service schedule every month and the maximum demand 
charges for that schedule for the demand speeified in their 
contract. If the standby customer takes service under the non
standby schedule, the maximu:m. demand charge on the service taken 
would be waived up to the contract level. 

In support of its proposal, PSD states that standby 
customers, like all other customers, should pay for services based 
on the costs Edison incurs in providing those services. In PSD's 
opinion, the costs for which standby customers should be 
responsible should therefore include those costs which they impose 
on the system even when no active demands are placed on the utility 
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. 
system. PSD states th~t such serv.l.ces include ~ meter, service. 
drop, billing, and local distribution facilities sized to-the 
maximum. demand potential of the sta.n~y customer. With respect to 
this latter cost, PSD and Edison concur with the use of the full 
noncoincident demand costs, reflecting both marginal distribution 
costs and a portion ot marginal transmission costs. 

Edison has agreed with both PSD's proposed standby 
charges and terms as well as the principles supporting that 
proposal. PSD's approach, according to Edison, is required to 
ensure Edison of full recovery of distributio.n-related costs from 
customers with self-generation. Edison states that for a customer 
with both standby and supplemental loads, the coml>ination of the 
standby and non-time related demand charges is intended to 
compensate Edison for its costs of serving both types of loads. 

In the future, Edison also· believes that a 
generation and transm.ission component may be appropriate to include 
in the determination of the standby charge in addition to the 
distribution component. Edison states that some consideration 
should also. be given in the future to the equity of allowing a! 

I 

standby customer to be charged for Teplacement and backup service 
at average rates. 

With respect to the interested parties, CMA, OGS, 
and the esc all agree that standby rates should be cost-based. 
However, each has urged the commission to· consider means of 
mitigating rate shock in order to avoid discouraging customers from 
taking this service. 

CMA therefore concurs with PSO's approach to 
calculating these rates and requiring a rate limiter. CMA also 
proposes that the same transitional phase-in be adopted for standby 
eh~rges as has been proposed for domestic customers with respect to 
the move to a full EPMC revenue allocation. 

To ensure that standby charges reflect the true 
costs imposed on the utility system. by standby customers, DeS 
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recommends that standby eustom4elrs be eharged for energy and demand 
when it is taken and that standby tariffs reflect the special 
charactElristies of this service. Specifically, OGS supports the 
suggestions made by CMA during hearings in this· proceeding (1) to
permit all standby customers to> select the~r own level of contract 
demand for standby service; (2) to phase-in standby rates; (3) to 
avoid imposing both a standby charge and a ratcheted maximum demand 
-charge on standby eustom~rs; and (4) to reduce on-peak and mid-peak 
charges for regular service to standby customers in recognition of 
their lower coincidence demand. By adopting these recommendations, 
OGS asserts that the standby customer will be able to more 
ef!eetively manage his own loads in response to, accurate price 
si-gnals. 

The ese generally supports PSO,' s proposed standby 
charge as modified by PSO's proposed rate limiter. ~he esc 
disagrees, howcv.er, with Edison's and PSO's proposal to apply the 
standby charge al;Jainst the standby load of all customers. The esc . . 
as:serts that eustolll.ers that have paid for all facilities necessary 
fo:r intercoM-ection with Edison's transmission system must be 
eXlempt from the standby charge. According to the esc, the goal of 
cost-based rates would not be achieved for standby customers if 
th,~t customer's ::ates include equipment and construction costs 
as:soeiated with distribution or transmission facilities for which 
th4a customer has paid. Therefore, the esc urges the waiver of the 
costs of these f;lcilities in standby rates if they have been paie. 
by the self-gene:::'ating customer. 

III its briefs, Edison responded to the 
recommendations of each of the interested parties. Specifically, 
Edison disagrees with the suggestion of CMA and DeS that standby 
charges should be phased-in in the same :manner as the EPMC revenue 
allocation. Edison states that the tmpact of the increase proposed 
by Edison and PSO for standby charges on the total energy costs of 
the standby customer should be small.. Even if the impact were 
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greater, Edison states that there is no connection in this rate 
ease between the substantial rate impacts for domestic customers 
which would result from the immediate move to EPMC revenue 
allocation and rate impacts for standby customers. 

I 
Edison also disagrees with CMk's and DeS's proposal 

that standby customers be allowed t~ select their own level of 
standby demand. According to Edison~ this customer determination 
of standby demand would alter the current and better practice of 
this level being decided by Edison and the standby customer working 
together. Edison states that once this ,level has been determined 
and facilities have been installed, a commitment if~ made by both 
parties. To permit a customer to 'back down" their standby demand 
level, according to Edison would be detrimental to other customers 
to whom the cost recovery of the "excess facilitieH" would be 
shifted, but who would receive no benefit from thof~e facilities. 

Edison also asserts that OGS's claim that Edison 
will collect excessive revenue from standby customers by levying 
both the ratcheted maximu:m demand charge and the standby charge is 
no longer valid. Specifi~lly, Edison states that it has agreed 
with PSD to charge standby charges higher than it had originally 
proposed, but provide an exemption from the non-tix:1e related demand 
charges for the standby portion of a standby custo~er's load. 

Edison states, contrary to the positions of CMA and 
DeS, that full on- and mid-peak demand charges should apply to 
standby customers. According to Edison, the charges which have 
been proposed properly focus on the total (standby plus 
supplemental) load which can be metered and billed. Therefore, 
Edison asserts that it is appropriate to view the loads of these . 
customers collectively, even though if viewed separately these 
loads could appear to be random with little coine:Ldenee with 
system peak loaCls. Ed.ison states that when viewed collectively the 
loads of the standby customers exhibit many of the characteristics 
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o! the TOU-S customer group and r~quire their being charged at the 
same rate level. 

Edison also rejects DeS's suggestion that standby 
customers be charged for energy and demand when it is taken. 
According to Edison, noncoincident demand-related costs are a 
function of the level of facilities installed and do not fluctuate 
with the actual level of use by the customer. These costs should 
therefore be recovered through a standby charge applied to' a fixed 
level o! standby demand which reflects the level of facilities 
installed to serve the customer's standby load. 

Finally, Edison states that it disagrees with the 
esc's proposal that customers who have paid for all facilities 
necessary for interconnection with Edison's transmission system 
must be exempt from the standby charge. Edison believes that the 
extremely low standby char~e is required to compensate Edison for 
interconnection costs still incurred by Edison, i.e., the costs of 
interconnecting the~e customers into the uti~ity grid • 

(2) »isCQss19n 
In D.86-12-091 we eoncluded for PG&E that charging 

standby customers the same rates as other customers was not 
discriminatory and would result in eost-based rates. We found that 
taken as a group, these customers had very little energy usage 
relative to the demand whieh they placed on the system. When these 
customers did take service, however, they imposed eost~ in the same 
manner as other large power customers with similar load 
characteristics. We found that for periods when service was not 
taken, it was appropriate to charge standby customers the cost of 
customer-related services and.reserved facilities • . 

We find that the standby charges and terms to Which 
PSD and Edison have agreed properly result in the uniform treatment 
of standby customers and other large power customers with similar 
load characteristics. PSD's standby proposal also e~feetively 
achieves the goal of providing eost-baseQ rates and accurate price 
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I 
signals to customers who have cho:>en to self-generate and to those 
who are considering such a move. We ,believe that th¢se charges 
properly take into consideration the load characteristics of the 
group as a whole and include ~ixed monthly charges needed to 
reflect the noncoincident demand of these customers. 

The specificity in the cost to rate relationship 
sought by the interested parties cLppears to be aimed not so much at 
achieving cost-based rates as recognizing this customer group"s 
wunique eharacteristics. w We are certain that other TOU-S 
customers can offer us instances in which their rates do not 
reflect their exact usage eharacteristics.. While we have attempted 
to ensure rates that are cost-based and time-related, usage 
characteristics of the affected customer groups as a whole are an 
important consideration in ensuring that subsidization of the group 
by other customers does not result. To the extent that adverse 
bill impacts for these customers result from our adopted rate 
design, we find that PSD's rate limiter proposal for standby 
charges, discussed below, is a more appropriate means of adjusting 
these charges based on the standby customers' "unique 
characteristics.w 

In this regard, we note that the fact that a self
generator may have paid some costs associated with distribution and 
transmission facilities should not lead to the waiver of the 
standby charge which is based on All costs incurred by the utility 
to serve that customer. In the future, we suggest that Edison and 
PSD, however, continue to refine and clarify those costs are 
directly imposed on the system by the self-generator in receiving 
standby service. Edison, as stated previously, has in fact urged 
this course of action in asking that the Commission recognize the 
need for the inclusion of transmission and distributio~ components 
in the stan~y charge in the future. 

Finally, we reject any request to wphase-in* standby 
charge increases. We fully concur with Edison that such a 
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suggestion is appropriately reserved for such significant class 
rate impacts as will result to the domestic customer group from our 
move to an EPMC revenue allocation. As stated previously, the rate 
limiter proposed by PSD and discussed below is a more appropriate 
response to adverse bill impacts. We therefore adopt as reasonable 
PSD's standby rate proposal which requires the closing of ScheQulcs 
SCG-1 through 3 and the establishment of Schedule s. 

3. Rate Limiters 
In this proceeding, three interested parties (FEA, CMA, 

and I'O) have proposed that a "cap" be applied to the mcLximwn 
effective change in TOU-S custom¢r bills to mitigate any adverse 
ilnpacts caused by the adoption o~~ cost-based rates for this 
customer group. PSD has also proposed a cap or "rate limiter" on 
its proposed standby charges. Edison opposes any cap on TOU-8 or 
standby rates. 

a. Rate Limiter PrOPOsals 
FEA, CMA, and ru·propos~ that to reduce the rate ;mpact 

produced by the move toward cost-based rates a transitional "rate 
limiter" or maximum acceptable charge per kilowatt-hour should be 
adopted tor the TOU-S rate schedule. CUstomers whose average rate 
exceeds the limiter would be billed based on the limiter, rather 
than the filed tariff. CMA states that a phase-in of rate 
increases to the TOU-S customer is required to afford that customer 
the opportunity to change its load patterns, based on long-standing 
price signals from Edison, in response to the new price signals 
which will result trom this proceeding. CMA claims that based on 
PSD's and Edison's proposals, increases ot between 20% and lSl.l% 
could result for many TOU-8 customers, with one customer receiving 
an increase of 267.7%. 

These parties also agree that the rate limiter adopted by 
the commission for PG&E's large customer group in 0.86-l2-09l 
should serve as the model for the rate limiter to be considered in 

i this proceeding. These parties cite the commission's conclusion in 
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that decision that the combination·of cost-based rates and a rate 
lfmiter provide customers a clear signal of future bill increases 
while shielding those most severely impacted from the full 
immediate impact of the rate change. 

FEA, ro, and CMA. concur that the fact that none of these 
parties recommended a specific level for the cap or an estimate of 
the revenue impact should not be a reason for rejecting a rate 
limiter in this proceeding_ IU states that the Commission was 
faced with the same situation in PG&E's proceeding but was still 
able to impose rate limiters. FEA asserts that the absence of a 
recommended cap relates directly to Edison's failure to provide 
customer impact data as PG&E hac1 in its proceeding. Based on the 
absence of the necessary information, both parties recommend that 
Edison be directed to work with the Commission to develop an 
appropriate level for the rate limiter based on the actual revenue 
allocated and rate structures adopted in this proceeding for TOO-S 
cust~mers. CMA states that revenue deficiencies should be 

reallocated to the TOO-8 class as a whole. 4I~ 
PSD acknowledges that an inevitable consequence of moving . 

to marginal cost based pricing is the potential for adverse bill 
impacts for some customers. PSD therefore does not oppose rate 
limiters like those adopted for PG&E's large power customers when 
the rate impact is beyond a reasonable level and affects a 
significant number of customers. 

In fact, PSD proposed such a specific rate limiter for 
standby charges. PSD bases its limiter on the difference in on
peak usage between firm and standby customers. According to PSD, 
firm customers, by taking service continually, are likely to take 
service during actual hours of system peak. PSD states that in 
contrast, there is no assurance, but only a probability, that 
standby customers, taking only intermittent service will take 
service during any hours of actual system peak. PSO notes that 
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standby customers are also capable of selecting a time of lowest 
cost incurrence for scheduled maintenance. 

PSD has therefore proposed an ""on-peak rate limiter"" for 
standby charges to reflect the ""probability"" of standby customers 
taking service during the ""on-peak"" period. PSD states that it 
developed the limiter, which would be applied to· adjust the on-peak 
charges otherwise applicable to a standby customer taking service, 
using a complex simulation model. While PSD notes that Edison has 
disagreed with its proposal, PSD states that Edison's witness did 
in tact acknowledge that standby customers should pay th~ir 
·relative share of that on-peak capacity based on the prol:lability 
that they may contribute to that on-peak load."" (,1'r. at p .• 4Z11.) 

DGS and the esc both support the rate limiter proposed 
for standby customers by PSD. 'I'hese parties coneur in PSD' s 
analysis that standby service is rarely required during the 
system's peak and that the rate limiter would reflect the utility's 
lower cost of supplying standby power • 

Because the proposed increased in standby charges are 
dramatic, OGS also believes that a rate limiter is needed to avoid 
extreme rate impacts which would be unfair and might encourage 
uneconomic bypass. OGS therefore endorses both an on-peak and mid
peak rate limiter for standby eustomers. 

'I'he esc believes that PSD's rate limiter is the ""best 
effort"" to develop a fair, cost-based charge for standby service. 
'I'he esc also states that Edison's rebuttal to the rate limiter . 
focused on irrelevant and otherwise unsupported testimony that 
self-qenerators do not operate at high annual capacity factors. 
According to the esc, annual capacity factors do not reflect a 
selt-generators' capacity factors during peak hours. 

In its brief, the esc also proposed that a separate rate 
limiter be considered for standby customers purchasing under the 
1-6 interruptible schedule. Specifically, the esc proposes the 
adoption of a rate limiter developed using the same methodology as 
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PSO applied to the standby rates, ~ut als~ takingint~ account the 
0.75 ~ associated with the 1-6 schedule. 

Edison rejects all of the rate limiter proposals maQe by 
PSD and the interested parties. Edison states that with respect to 
the proposals of ro, FEA, and CMA, none have included a 
specification of the cap or an estimation of the resulting revenue 
shortfall, the number of customers impacted, or the manner in which 
the revenue deficiency is to be recovered. Edison notes that only 
CMA proposed to set an upper limit on the revenue shortfall ~f 13 

to 16% over the system average percentage change resulting from 
this proceeding. 

I 

Edison further believes that there is no need for a wcapw 
on TOU-8 rates since the impact of the rate changes has already 
been moderated by Edison's proposed rate design. Edison also 
believes that a r~te limiter would permit a customer to impose 
loads during the summer on-peak period, but escape the resulting 
costs imposed on Edis,on' s system. 

Edison similarly Objects to the application of rate • 
l~iters to, standby customers. It is Edison's position that since 
the profiles of standby customers' loads, in the aggregate, are 
very s~ilar to those of TOU-S customers in the aggregate, they 
should be fully subj elct to all pricing terms and conditions of the 
TOU-8 schedule whenever these customers take service. Edison is 
again concerned with the potential of a resulting subsidy of this 
customer group by other customers. 

Edison's qreatest concerns, however, arc reserved for 
individual rate limiters like those proposed by CMA and OGS. 
Edison believes that individually determined limiters would be 

, extremely difficult and prohibitively expensive to administer. 
b. Discgssion 

In D.86-12-091, we found for PG&E that, while our goal 
was to achieve cost-l:>ased rates, full implementation of such rates. 
could result in severe bill impacts for some customers. We 
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concluded that the best approach for mitigating adverse bill 
impacts involved adjustments tc m~rginal cost-based demand and 
energy charges coupled with the use of rate 'limiters. 

In 0.86-12-091, for PG&E's mar.ldatory large power 
schedule, £-20, we adopted a summer rate limiter for primary and 
secondary voltage customers of 1 cent[k~\h above the average summer 
rate for the secondary voltage level. This rate limiter was found 
to have a 0.8% effect on industrial ratE!S. We alt;o adopted on-peak 
rate limiters based on the upper limit clf the value of ·energy 
during the on-peak period at the coincid,ent capacity co:s.t plus the 

on-peak energy rate without capacity costs. (0.86-12-091, at 
pp. 58-59.) 

In this proceeding, we similarly find that thi~ rate 
limiter is an appropriate means of mitigating adverse bill impacts. 
By using the limiter, we are able to· address this probl~~m while 
still ensuring the adjustment of marginal cost-based rates which 
more aecu~ately re~lect the costs which the· customer imposes on ~e 
utility system. 

Only PSD, however, has provided. us with a basis upon 
which to determine a specific rate limitfer under any of Edison's 
large power schedules - in this case, for standby rates. Those 
parties urqinq the adoption of rate limi1~ers for TOO-S c;renerally 
have, as Edison ha.s noted, provided nc formula from which the 
Commission could determine those limiters or the resulting revenue 
ilnpact. 

We aqree with these parties that the level of the rate 
limiter is dependent on the reve~ue adopted. The overall revenue 
allocated to cUstomer groups in this proceeding, however, is tar 
less than that requested QY Edison. FUrther, our adoption ot a.n 
EPMC revenue allocation will result in substantial decreases to· the 
large power customer group. We have also rejected Edison's and 
PSD's request for ratcheted demand charges which should mitigate 
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the impact of those charges on seasonal customers when their demand 
on the system is low. I' 

We recognize,'however, that even under these 
circumstances, certain customers may still be adversely impacted by 
our rate design adopted for TOU-S. We therefore believe it is 
reasonable to adopt certain rate limiters aimed at mitigating 
adverse bill impacts at periods of peak demand. In determining 
these rate limiters, we will follow the approach taken in 
0.S6-12-091 and adopt a summer rate limiter for primary and 
secondary voltaqe customers of 1 cent/kWh above the average summer 
rate for the TOU-8 secondary voltage level, excluding customer 
eharqes. The revenue deficiency resulting from the imposition of 
this rate limiter will be spread on an EPMC basis back to primary 
and secondary customers receiving service under TOU-S. 

For on-peak'rates for TOU-S and standby customers, where 
applicable, we also find PSD's proposed on-peak rate limiter to be 
reasonable and well-supported in this record and will adopt rate 
limiters based on the value of energy during the on-peak period at ~ 
the coincident capacity cost plus the on-pea:t energy cost, adjusted 
to EPMC. By using a rate limiter, we are able to adjust these 
rates in recognition of the unique characteristics of this qroup of 
customers, while continuing to ensure rates which more accurately 
reflect the cost of serving these customers. Revenue deficiencies 
resulting from the adoption of PSD's proposed on-peak rate limiter 
should similarly be spread on an EPMC basis back to all large ~wer 
customers served under TOU-S, but these customers should pay no 
less than their customer cost. 

No other limitations on standby rates, i.e., mid-peak 
rate limiters or interruptible rate limiters for standby customers, 
however, are require~. The rate limiters which we have adopted for 
all 1OU-S customers coupled with the specific rate limiter proposed 
~y PSO for standby customers should ~e SUfficient to mitigate any 
adverse rate impacts resulting from our adopted standby rates. 
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E. Agricu~tul3l1 ~nd Pumping CUstQl!lcr Group 

1. Introducc:ti2n 
Agrieultural rates are a continual focus of concern for 

this Commission. Over the years, the Commission has attempted to 
respond to the needs o,f this major California industry which is 
characterized DY a significant electrical requirement and diversity 
in load patterns. ~ong the industries receiving electric service 
from Edison, agriculture represents one for which service options 
provide a key to economic stability. 

In response to this need legislation was adopted in 1986 
to require alternative service options for agricultural customers. 
Specifically, Section 744 of the California Public Utilities Code 
provides that all California electric utilities must ofter tariffs 
to agricultural producers, where economically and teehnol·ogically 
feasible, which provide "optienal alternative interruptib'le 
service" and "optional oft-peak delnand service." 'Xhe lat'ter option 
is to include the avail~ility of time-differentiating me'ters o;r 
other measure~ent devices. The criteria governi~9 these tariffs is 
similarly provided in Section 744. Section 744 also stat.~s that 
the optional rates should not be less than the cost of serving 
these customers·. 

In D.87-04-028, the Commission considered a stipulation 
entered between PG&E, PSD, the Farm Bureau, and the Power Users 
Protection Council related to an agricultural TOU rate structure. 
This structure, which included a series of options for ~gricultural 
service, was adopted by ~~e Commission with. certain modifications. 

In this proceeding, both PSD and Edison have presented 
comprehensive recommendations tor modifying existing agricultural 
rate schedules and offerillg new options to these customers. While 
these two parties disaqref~ on certain 'issues, their proposals. 
reflect a joint. effort to relate agricultural rates more closely to 
marginal costs. Both parties have also provided options designed 

, . 
to meet the requirements of Section 744. PSD states that while it 
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I 
does not disagree with the t~~ options proposed by Edison, PSO 
believes that its proposal offers a much greater number·of options 
(9) more fully reflecting the diverse operating patterns of 
agricultural Customers. 

The only party other than Edison and PSO which actually 
offer4~d testimony and a brief on agricultural rate design was ACWA. 
ACWA's testimony and brief focus on the demand charges proposed by 
Edison and PSO for the PA-1 and PA-2 schedules and the need for an 
optional PA-TOU schedule for a~l water pumpers currently served 
under the TOU-8 schedule. 

Concerns, however, were expressed by the Farm Bureau and 
the Citrus Growers Cooperative reqardinq certain aspects of the 
proposed aqricultural rate structure. 

These concerns focus on Edison's proposal to· close its 
GS-1 schedule to new customers. These parties claim that this 
change will have a significant neqative impact on citrus growers 
who have purchased existing wind machines with the ,expectation of 
continued service under the current GS-l schedule. Additionally, ~ 
the Citrus Growers Cooperative has asked that the off-peak credit 
provision of Schedule PA-l (Special Condition No.S) be reworded to, 
allow disconnecting of load during summer months only. 

Althouqh Edison believes that appropriate price signals 
must be provided to citrus growers who are considering the purchase 
of frost protection equipment, Edison also shares tho concerns of 
these parties. Edison therefore recommends that these customers be 
placed on the proposed GS-TP schedule which will provide three 
additional years of service at rates similar to the current GS-l 
rate. After that time, Edison states that these customers should 
be placed on Schedules PA-1 or PA-2 which provide cost-based rates. 
Edison also concurs with the change requested by the Citrus Growers 
Cooperative to Special Condition S of the PA-1 schedule. 

We concur with Edison that the citrus growers should be 
offered an opportunity to respond to a change in rate design which 
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could have an adverse effect on investments made in reliance on a 
'.prior rate structure. We find ~at Edison's suggested placement of 
citrus growers on the three-phase GS-TP schedule with movement to 
PA-~·or PA-2 after three years provides such an opportunity while 
moving these customers eventually to cost based rates. This change 
proposed DY Edison along with the amendment of special Condition 5 

of PA-l proposed by the citrus growers appropriately responds to 
the needs of these customers, and should be adopted. Since the 
load of most eitrus 9rowers exeeeds 7S ~, we will direct Edison to 
reflect a special condition comparable to Special Condition S for 
PA-2. 

In the following sections, we will review the parties' 
proposal first for changes to existing agricultural Schedules PA-l 
and PA-2 and second for,rate options for these customers. Within 
each of these sections, we will eiscuss each of the proposed rate 
structures and resolve the issues presented. 

2. Schedules Pb-l' and EA-Z 
Schedules PA-l and PA-2 are the primary schedUles 

specifically designed for agricultural customers. Scheaule PA-l is 
a flat rate energy sch~adule with a connected load charge based on 
the horsepower of the connected load. Schedule PA-2 is also 
currently a flat rate energy schedule, but provides a demand charge 
based on all kilowatts of billing demand, instead of a eonnected 
load charge. 

For these rate schedules, as with those which we have 
previously discussed, Edison and PSD were a:ble to reach substantial 
agreement on the appropriate rate structure:s. For PA-l, the 
parties are in complete agreement. Despite Edison's original 
proposal to close PA-l to new customers, Edison subsequently agreed 
with l?SO to keep this schedule open for thrl~e-phase agricultural 
customers. For PA-2, the only disagreement between the parties on 
rate structure involves the appro:priate cus1:omer eharge • 
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a. C.Q$2mex: Ch~ 
" Edison and PSD agree on'sett.ing the ~roposed PJ~-l 

customer charge at $10 per month. For the PA-2 schedule, Edison 
has proposed a customElr charge of $10 per month, while PSD has 
proposed a customer charge of $30.22 per month. Edison lLgrees with 
PSO that the PA-2 customer cllarg1e could and proDably should be 
higher than the PA-1 customer charge based on the marginal customer 
costs for PA-2 customers being approximately twice that for PA-1 
customers. Edison therefore states that it would not oppose a 
compromise of $20 per month for this SCh~dule. 

PSD bases its recommendation of a $30 customer charge on 
the need to reflect marginal customer costs. To this end, PSO 
states that its proposed customer charge would collect more than 
50% of the marginal customer cost for PA-2 customers. PSO does not 
believe that Edison's proposed eompromise, while recogni~ing the 
discrepancy in marginal customer costs between the two schedules, 
goes far enough in moving this charge toward a full marginal cost 
basis. PSO notes that by not reflecting 'these costs in the ' • 
customer charge these costs will be recovered in a component (i.e., 
energy charges) unrelated to their causation. 

We find that PSO's recommended customer charge is 
consistent with our policy to recover fixed cost components in 
fixed charges, with those charges based on marginal costs. The 
impact of a three-fold increase in a customer charge could, 
however, have the effect of causing customer contusion regardin~ 

, ' 

the need for such a significant increase in a fixed cost.. We would 
also be offering little notice or opportunity tor the PA-2 customer 
to respOnd to this change. 

We therefore find reasonable and adopt Edison's proposed 
compromise of a $20 per month customer charge tor the PA-2 
schedUle. This charge will reflect the difference between marginal 
customer costs between the PA-1 and PA-2 sched.ules and will move 
the PA-2 schedule closer to its marqinal customer cost 
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responsibility. These results will also be achieved without as 
significant an adverse impact as the charge proposed by PSD. 

b. JklDang,,.cbaxgc 

Edison and PSD agree on setting the PA-l connect charge 
at $7. per HP. The parties also agree on setting the proposed PA-2 

time-related demand charge at $6.00 per kW in the summer with nOo 
charge in the winter. The non-time related demand charge would be 
set at $2.30 per kW Oof the current billing period demand or 50% of 
the highest demand OVer the previous 11 months whichever is 
sreater. 

ACWA OoPPOoses the noncOoincident demand charges at the 
levels prOoPosed by either Edison or PSO. AccOording tOo ACWA, the 
revenues which would have been cOollectedby the nOoncOoincident 
demand charges should be collected thrOough on-peak demand charges. 

If the COommission determines that noncOoincident demand . 
charges are apprOopriate, ACWA asks that these charges be set at 
half the level proposed by EdisOon and PSD to account for longer
lived rural distribution equipment. ACWA asserts that 1t is 

~ 

inapprOopriate to assess a noncoincident demand charge at system 
average marginal cost because rural lines are sized for a lower 
coincidence factOor than urban lines. According to ACWA, the Edison 
and PSO rate designs also wrongly presUll1e that the amount of 
electrical diversity on rural lines is identical to heavily
industrialized urban lines. 

As a first item in addressing the demand charges proposed 
by Edison and PSD, we reference our previous finding in this 
decision ~at *ratchets,* which act tOo maintain demand charges at a 
constant level eVen during periods of low load, are not tOo be used 
~n calculating demand charges. This conclusion, the reasoning for 
which is reviewed at greater length in our discussion Oof demand 
charges fOor the TOU-S schedule, is equally applicable to the 
agricultural Schedule PA-2 • 
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I 
Whil~e our qoal is to reflect fixed costs in fixed 

charqes, we also wish to ensur(e that the fixed costs being included 
in those charges relate in fact to the costs which the customer 
imposes on the system. We find that agricultural customers do 
impose noncoineident demand eosts on the system and should be 
charged rates in accordance with those costs. We further find, 
however, that ACWA's testimony has demonstrated that PSD's and 
Edison's proposed noncoincidont demand charges reflect costs 
imposed by urban customers, rather than the rural customers for 
whom the agricultural schedules have been developed. 

For this reason, we will adopt ACWA's proposal to reduce 
PSD's and Edison's proposed noneoincident demand charges for PA-2 
by one-half, with a similar reduction, for purposes of consistency, 
in their proposed PA-1 connect charge. As these costs are 
unrelated to time-related demand, as ACWA's position suggests, it 
would, however, be inappropriate for them to be reflected in on
peak demand charges as ACWA has recommended. 

With the exception of these changes, we otherwise find 
reasonable the demand eharges proposed by Edison and PSD. ~hose 

charqes, as modified abo~e, should there tore be adopted. 
c. Energy Charge 

Edison and PSD agree that there should ~ no seasonal 
differentiation of the PA-1 and PA-2 enerqy charges. PA-l energy 
charqes are proposed by these parties to be set residually to 
ee.llect the revenue requirement not collected through the customer 
or connection charges. The PA-2 energy rate is proposed to be a 
blocked energy rate set at S.O cents/XWh for all kWh in excess of 
300 kWh/kW. The first block energy rate is proposed to be set to 
collect the remaininq revenue requirement not reeovered through the 
other rate components. 

We find reasonable the enerqy eharqes tor the PA-1 and 
PA-2 schedules proposed by Edison and PSO. These charqes, based on 
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sound rate design prineiples, wer~ not challenged by any other 
party and should be adopted. . ' 

3.. Agricultural Rate Options . 
Agricultural rate options have been proposed by three 

parties in this proceeding: Edison, as described in its 
Supplemental Exhibit on Agricultural Rate Options (Ex .. 16S), PSD, as 
presented in its original rate design exhibit (Ex .. 61), and ACWA, 
as included in Exhibit 96.. These proposals are summarized below 
followed by our resolution of the issues presented. 

a. Ealj:i~s POsitions 
Edison states that its proposed agricultural rate options 

are similar to those proposed by PSO. These options include an on
peak time period option (existing Schedule TOO-PA-2 with a six-hour 
or a four-hour S'WXllller on-peak period) and a three-day option 
(proposed SChedule TOO-FA-3D with a split week option providing 
rate differentials for three consecutive days (Monday through 
wednesday or we~~esday through Friday» .. Edison states that these 
options differ f:t:'om PSD's proposals in that the options do not 
include a qualifying criteria of 3~ kW for demand metered options, 
and do permit lal::'ge customers (above 35 kW) to choose the connect 
load basis TOU option .. 

Edison states that it has also proposed an interruptible 
option which would l::I,e available to all agricultural and pumping 
customers. According to Edison, this option would not only 
provide some measure of dispatchable load, but would also permit 
Edison to retain existing sales which might otherwise De lost 
through conversion to diesel pumping. Edison states that these 
objectives can only :be accomplished, however, if the proposee level 
of credit (1.5 cents/kWh) is permitted. 

Edison sta'tes that its proposee options for agricultural 
customers were developed jOintly with a working group of farmers 
representing all agrieultural areas within Edison's service 
territory. In contrast, Edison believes that PSD'sproposed 
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options merely repr,~sent a Wearry-,overw from the PG&E general rate 
ease and were not d,~siqned te> meet the re~irements of Edison's 
agrieultural customc~rs. Edison also believes that PSD's proposed . 
options are much more restrictive 'than those proposed DY Edison, 
especially with regard to smaller <customers. 

PSD states that it has no criticism of Edison's time-of
use proposals which, as Edison has noted, almost completely conform 
with two of PSD's proposed options. PSO's only objection is Edison 
providing a demand charge for TOU-PA-2 which differs from the level 
set for PA-2. PSD asserts that demand charges should be the same 
for these two rate schedules which reflect sfmilar size and cost 
causation characteristics. 

PSO' states that its primary objection to, Edison's 
proposal is ·that it does not offer a sufficient number of options. 
PSO states that it has proposed nine schedules, including a super 
ott-peak rate option !o~ agricultural customers. Each of these 
schedule~ has three components -- ?Ustomer charges, demand charges 
and energy rates -- developed consistent with overall PSD rate 
design policies. 

PSD states that eight options relate to· four basic 
schedules which are offered separately to customers with demands 
less than 35- kW and those with demands greater than 35- leW. These 
schedules include the following: 

1. TOU-PA: a standard TOU schedule. 

2. TOU-PA (SPLIT WEEK): tor agrieul tural 
customers who need a continual pumpin~ run 
to irrigate crops and are extremely l~mited 
by or cannot operate outside TOU peak 
periods. 

3. TOU-PA (REDOCED PEAK HOURS): For customers 
who must irrigate during daylight hours, but 
can choose shorter peak Jperiods to suit 
their oporations while sl~ifting peak use 
among hours of the peak ]~riod. 
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4. ~OU-PA (MINIMUM BILL): developed in response 
to evidence tr,om Edison and· growers that 
system bypass with diesel engine pumping may 
be economic for 'high load factor customers 
'with the current average electric rates. 

PSD states that its ninth option. is the super off-peak ra'ce, TO'O'
PA-SOP. This sChedule is proposed to be based on TOO-S-SOP, but 
with a simpler structure tor agricultural customers. 

PSD states that its basis tor providing separat.~ sets of 
schedules for aqricultural customers cerresponding to.' their demand 
level relates to the need to ensure that connected load based 
schedules are made available only to. customers below 35~. PSD 
notes that the Edison witness acknowledged the correctness of PSD's 
assumption, on which its differentiation in schedules is based. 
This assumption is that PA-l and PA-2 customers can be 
distinquished by the level ef their demand, with the demand of PA-2 
customer exceeding 3S kW and the demand o.f PA-l customers being 
less than 35 kW • 

PSD also. responded to Edisen's criticism that ~ts 
recomcendations are merely a Wcarry overw from those adopted for 
PG&E's agricultural customers. PSD states ·~t while it used the 
same co.nsiderations raised in the PG&E pro.e(~eding in develeping its 
agricultural rate eptiens for Edison, the options were in fact 
tailored to meet the needs of Edisen's customers. 

In its Exhibit 96, ACWA urged the commission to adept a 
PA-TO'O' schedule which would be optional for all water pumpers 
-eurrently served under the 'l'OU-S rate schedule. According to ACWA, 
PA-TO'O' would ~ identical to Too-a in its base, but would permit 
selection of a narrewer on-peak period with a higher demand cost 
co.mmensurate with the greater coincidence with system peak. PA-TOO 
wo.uld, in ACWA's o.pinien, offer a realistic oppertunity tor water 
pumpers to respond to TOO rates. 

Specifically, Acw.A's proposed PA-TOU wo.uld permit the 
water pu:m.per to Choose 2, 3, 4, or S hours on-peak as. an 
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alternative to the full 6-hour (12:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) pGriod. 
'ACWA states that PA-toU would difter from other Edison service 
reliability options in that the penalty (on-peak) period would not 
last as lonq as a curtailable or interruptible period. The shorter 
period is necessary, accordinq to ACWA, due to the inordinately 
high cost of additional storage, mains, and pumps. 

with respect to the agricultural rate options proposed by 
Edison and PSD, ACWA states that the menu of agricultural rates , 
proposed by Edison in Exhibit 165 is not as comprehensive as that 
adopted in 1).87-04-028 for PG&E.. ACWA therefore supports PSO's 
proposed options which ACWA finds comparable to those adopted for 
PG&E. 

b. Discus~ion 

As we have indicated previously in this order, our 

I 

reliance in this proceeding on recent rate decisions of other 
utilities is largely due to the need to ensure the application of 
consistent rate design policies to all utilities which we regulate •• 
We assure Edison and its agricultural customers, however, that the 
specific needs of Edison's customers, to the extent that they 
differ fro~ that of customers within another utility's, service 
territory, are considered in the rate design which we adopt. 

In this ease, PSI) has responded to our most recent rate 
design poliey applied to agricultural rates. that policy, 
reflected in 0.87-04-028, is to provide greater control to 
agricultural customers over their energy usage and costs consistent 
with the needs and usage characteristics of those customers and the 
statutory mandate of Section 744.. We tind that PSD's proposal 
meets and exceeds the minimum requirements of that statute. 

We find therefore that the pst) proposal, which includes 
the options recommended by Edison, as well as several more options 
for aqricultural customers is reasonable and should be adopted. We 
also believe that PSO has provided a reasonable basis tor 
distinguishing between customers based on their demand level being 
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in excess of or less than 35 kW. ,This distinction is based on and 
appears to be reflected in the demand levels of customers choosing 
either the PA-l (less than 35 kW) or PA-2 (above 35 kW) schedules. 
Edison, howevElr, should :be afforded a reasonable period of time to 
info~ its agricultural and pumping customers of this distinction 
based on connected load and to install the required metering. 
These tariff options·should therefore be implemented no later than 
June 1, 1988. 

With respect to ACWA's proposed PA-TOU schedule, in 
0.87-04-028 we found that agricultural TOU rate options appeared 
reasonable for some ACWA accounts. We wish to ensure in this 
proceeding, as we did for PG&E, however, that service under these 
schedules is reserved for purposes related to agriculture. We will 
therefore apply the same criteria adopted in D.87-04-028 that 
service under this type of schedule be limited to customers for 
whom at least 70% of the water pumped by an individual account is 
for agricultural purposes 

We therefore find reasonable the mandatory transfer of 
ACWA accounts and other large pumping accounts which meet this 
,standard from TOU-8 to the agricultural class. Under'these 
circumstances, such customers will :be able to take advantage of the 
adopted TOU-PA Reduced Peak Hours schedule which we :believe 
addresses the need of agricultural water pumpers for a service 
option baseQ'on narrower time periods than are currently available 
under TOU-S. It is therefore unnecessary to adopt the PA-TOU 
option proposed by A~. 

In evaluating the proposed ratE~ design fo:- the 
agricultural class, we note the significant contribution maae :by 
the members of PSD and the employees of Edison who developed and 
substantiated creative and responsive rate options, where none 
existed before. Specifically, we find these adopted schedules to 
be tully in accord with the purpose of Public Utilities Code 
section 744. This section requires time-differentiated otf-peak 
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rates to allow an agricultural pr~ucer the opportunity to utilize 
Cheaper off-peak electricity. By designing and substantiating a 
three-part schedule, PSD has provided an even greater opportunity 
'for agricultural producers to lower their energy costs. 

Indeed, we were disappointed in the area of agricultural 
rate design that there was not more active participation and 
information from. the ~LC;rieultural community itself during this 
proceeding. By law we cannot extend rates to· any class unless 
those rates have been shown to be just and reasonable in the 
context of the indiviClual class and the whole body of ratepayers. 
In this case, we believe that we have made substantial strides in 
implementing a responsive agricultural rate design. Because of 
lack of involvement by the agricultural ratepayers themselves, 
however, we are concerned with communicating the provisions and 
money-saving potential of these rates to agricultural ratepayers 
and assuring proper mitigation of detrimental impacts. 

I 

Consequently, we find that efforts must be made to reach 
out directly to this class of ratepayer~ and actively solicit input ~ 
from this qrou~. Edison is therefore directed to convene 
workshops, the purpose of which will be to explain the reasoning 
behind the new agricultural rate design and solicit input from 
ratepayers in this class on possible ways to Wfine-tunew these 
rates. PSD (now called Division of Ratepayer Advocates) should 
also participate. We note that there will be no reallocation of 
revenlles as a result of these workshops. We anticipate, however, 
that modification to the present rates will occur that will 
maximize the opportunity for aqricultural ratepayers t~ lower their 
individual rates consistent with our philosophy of marqinal cost 
pricing. 
F. str~t ansl Area Lighting custom~r GXQ3m 

l.. rntro4uxtion 
several of the issues which have been rais,cd with respect . 

to streetlighting by Edison, PSO, and CAL-SLA have ~een previously 
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addressed in this decision. These issues include our decision to 
inelude mar~inal customer eosts and energy charges assoeiated with 
streetlighting in the revenue allocation process. In this portion 
of our deeision, we will focus on the specific recommendations ~ade 
by Edison, PSD, and CAL-SIA with respect to the street and area 
lightinq sehedules L$-l (Edison-owned street lamps), LS-2 
(customer-owned street lamps), LS-3 (metered streetliqht service), 
OL-1 (outdoor lighting), and DWL (domestic walkway). 

Before we consider those issues, we note that PSD has 
expressed concern regarding the amount of time and effort devoted 
to streetlightinq issues when only one characteristic distinguishes 
this class from other customer qroups. That characteristic, 
accQ,rding to PSD, is that certain customers in the streetliCjhting 
class rent their streetlights fro~ Edison. PSD believes that this 
characteristic does not justify a totally different rate design 
approach than that applied to other customer groups. PSD asserts 
that th~ same basic, sound economic principles which ~ide the rate 
stru·ctures of other schedules should therefore be applied to the 
rate design adopted for streetliqhting_ 

With this last statement, we agree. While the usa~e 
char'!l.eteristics and other unique features of streetlighting 
customers should be considered, in rate design, recognition of those 
char.~cteristics do not require a wholesale departure from our 
a,dop1:ed rate design philosophy. We believe that these customers 
can benefit from and should be charged rates which reflect the 
costs which these customers impose on the utility system. Our 
inclusion of streetlightin~, with respect to· the enerqy component 
of streetlight charges, and streetliCjhting marginal customer costs 
in the revenue allocation process are a recognition that these 
customers, despite unique traits, also share characteristics common 
to all other Edison customers. 

As a frame of reference tor our analysis of the various 
streetlighting issues, we al$~wish to note that in Edison'S last 
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general rate ease (0.84-12-068), we directed Edison for this 
proceeding to undertake a current cost of serviee study tor 
streetliqhtinq. Additionally,. Edison was to provide alternative 
rate designs tor streetliqhtinq reflecting the WadditiveW and the 
wunbundledw approaehes. The wadditiveW approach to rate design 
essent~ally requires each of the cost components of the total rate 
for the streetlight schedules to be identified. With these tools, 
the Commission corl-cluded that revisions to the streetliqhting 
schedules could be undertaken. We note that in this proceeding 
Edison has responded to both of these orders which are in keeping 
with our goal of providing cost-based, unbundled rates. 

2. COst of Servisce study 

I 

CAL-SLA asserts that Edison's cost of service study for 
streetlighting fails to comply with D.86-12-068·. CAL-SLA believes 
that Edison has interpreted the Commission's mandate to perform a 
historical cost analysis as permission to undertake a Reproduction 

. Costs New analysis. CAL-SLA asserts that the proper approach WOUld. 
have been to reflect an Original cost Less Depreciation (OCLO) 
analysis. 

Edison objects to CAL-SLA's criticism of its cost study 
as unfounded. Edison states that it in fact performed its study 
the only way possible with the data currently available. 
Additionally, Edison cites page 370 of 0.84-12-068 as requiring 
that the cost of serviee study for the streetliqhtinq customer 
class be based on historical costs, if adequate records were 
available, ~ *build upw costs. 

Edison states that its asset accounts, in keeping with 
the FERC Uniform system of Accounts, include none that are 
exclusively for streetlights and do not contain any reserve for 
depreciation as implied by CAL-SLA. Edison also notes that a OCLD 
figure is not readily available to Edison. 

We tind that Edison's cost of service study is in keeping 
with our directives in 0.84-12-068". A Replacement Cost New 
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methodology was an appropriate basis on which to develop' that 
study. 

3. ~rgy aDs! DemSlnd Charqe:e 
~n this proceeding, Edison states that it has responded 

to the directives ot 0.84-12-068 by proposinq rate levels and rate 
design for streetliqhtinq based on a cost ot service analysis and 
reliance on both the additive and unbundled rate design approaches. 
Edison believes that the development ~y PSD and CAL-SLA of enerqy 
and demand rates for streetlights ~ased on an EPMC allocation is 
contrary to the Commission's directives in D.84-12-068 which 
excluded streetlighting from the marginal cost revenue allocation 
process. 

In calculating enerqy and demand charges for 
streetlights, Edison states that it ~ased these rates on a weighted 
average 'l'O'O'-GS rate. In addition to. the wElighte~, average TOO-GS 
rate, $2,500,000 of unallocated costs were spread on an equal
cents-per kWh basis tor all street and area lightinq customers • 
Edison states that its reliance of the TOO-GS rate is based on the 
reasoninq that, if streetli~ht rates were eliminated, the 
streetliqht customer would most likely be served under a qeneral 
service tariff along with other customers of similar size and load 
shapes. According to Edison, the TOU-GS schedule seemed to ~ the 
most likely general service tariff under which streetlightinq 
customers would :be served under these circumstances due to the 
primarily off-peak usage of streetlights. 

Edison questions the results of the PSD and CAL-SLA 
proposals which cut existing energy rates in half for all customers 
in the streetlight group in the face of rate increases to all other 
classes. Edison believes that there should :be some relationship 
between the rates charged for streetlighting and those charged 
others for similar service (i.e., TOU-GS). 

As noted by Edison, PSD and CAL-SLA advocate est~lishinq 
energy charges tor streetliqhtinq on an EPMC basis. PSO recommends 
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that an additional 5% of the deve~oped rate be added t~ reflect 
miscellaneous streetlight costs identified by Edison. PSO,believes 
that the EPMC approach which it advocates provides the proper price 
signals for streetlight customers and ensures uniformity in the 
rate design principles applied to all of Edison's customers. 

PSO believes that Edison's reliance on the TOO-GS 
schedule as the basis for its streetlightinq rate is unjustified. 
Edison's arguments regarding the size similarities between the 
streetlight and TOU-GS customer are, according to PSO, invalid. 
PSO asserts that the only specific link found by Edison between 
these two types of customers was that the average size of a 
streetlight customer was around 300 lamps. PSO states that the 
fallacy of Edison's logic can be seen in assuming that a customer 
with 3,000 streetlights would be analogous to a TOO-S customer, 
while one with 10 streetlights would be analogous to a domestic . 
customer. 

• • 

PSO ~sserts that in fact Edison has provided no basis for. 
asserting that the costs imposed on its system by a streetlight 
customer bear any relation to those imposed by a TOO-GS customer. 
Further, PSD states that there is absolutely n~ similari~y between 
the load profile of these two customer types. The determination of 
load profile requires, in PSD's opinion, an examination of the 
profile of the entire class which for TOU-GS would include' 
extensive on-peak usage that is absent from the load profile of 
streetlight customers. For the streetlight customer, PSD cites the 
testtmony of Edison'S own witness that streetlights are 
characterized ~y a uniform load curve, the bulk of which. is in the 
off-peak and mid-peak areas with a small portion in the on-peak 
area.' (Tr. at p. 4019.) 

CAL-SLA concurs with PSO's assertion that the evidence 
does not support Edison's proposed energy charge. Like PSD, CAL
SLA questions Edison's reliance on a schedule (TOU-CS) whiCh 
includes customers whose load in no way reflects·theusagc 
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characteristics of the streetlight customer gr~up. ,If TOO-GS is to 
be used, CAL-SLA questions why the TOO-GS-SOP (super off peak) rate 
was not selected since such a rate schedule would be more 
consistent '~ith the usage patterns of a streetlight customer. 

C.AL-SIA also questions Edison's proposal to allocate $2.5-
million on ,an equal cents per kilowatt-hour basis to' the 
streetlight class as a whole and not to the specific schedules to· 
which these costs can ~ attributed. CAL-SLA further asserts that 
Edison has failed tOo present the complete f~Lctual data necessary 
for a showing to justify the inclusion of these unallocated charges 
in rates. 

We concur with PSD's and CAL-SLA'~. recom:mend~~tion that 
streetlight energy and demand charges should~e based on marginal 
costs. This approach is consistent not only with the rate design 
policy applied to all other Edison customers but also ~rith our 
decision in this proceeding to include stre~~tlighting :Ln our 
marginal cost revenue allocation process. ~~he recommendations of 
PSD and CAL-SLA therefore mirror our effort to bring the design of , 
streetlight rates into the "'mainstreallll.'" 

The value of a marginal eost-base~ approach 'to rate 
design and revenue allocation as a means of providing cost-based 
rates and accurate price signals has :t:·een rE:peated nUlnE:rous times 
in this decision and is equally applicable to the streetlight 
cust:>!I\er. The fact that this approach might yield ratE~s which are 
substantially less than that of another customer group, of similar 
size should not lead to artificially imposing that sehE~dule on 
streetlights. We agree with PSD and CAL-SIJ. that Edison's reliance 
on the TOU-GS schedule to calculate energy charges for streetlights' 
is misplaced and is a significant departure from our'polices 
emphasizing rates based on customer-imposed costs and use 
characteristics. 

We therefore find reasonable PSD's proposed demand and 
energy charges tor the street and area lighting customer group • 
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Thlase charges include the additiol?- of 5% of the developed rate to 
the final rates to reflect miscellaneous costs'identified by 
Edison. The further inclusion of the unallocated $2 .. S:million 
identified by Edison is therefore unnecessary. 

4. Qlstom2r Cbm:ge 

Edison states that, based on its cost of service study, 
it properly included a minimum distribution system charge to 
streetlight rates to reflect the hook-up· cost of streetlight 
customers. Edison further asserts that its customer charge for 
LS-3 metered service of $11.00 per meter per month, which was 
challenged by CAL-SLA, is reasonable and relies on the same 
methodology which Edison used in calculating the customer charges 
for series customers which werE~ not opposed by CAL-SLA. 

PSD disputes Edison's imposition of a HOS charge. PSD 
states that PSD's marginal customer cost approach (TSM) meets all 
of the criteria for establishing cost-based streetlighting rates 
and eliminates the necessity ot an additional HOS charge. 

CAL-SLA also disputes Edison imposition of an HOS charge •• 
CAL-SLk states that no reason has been turnished by Edison to 
impose this charge in lieu of or in addition to PSD's TSM approach. 
CAL-SLA also recommends that customer charges be determined at a 
flat rate. 

As this decision reflects, we have previously adopted 
PSD's TSM appr~ach for determining marginal customer costs and have 
inc1ude~ in the revenue allocation process marginal customer costs 
for streetlighting developed on that basis. Having reflected 
marginal customer costs in revenues allocated to the streetlighting 
customer class, it is no longer necessary to· include an HOS charge, . 
as suggested by Edison, in streetlight rates. Edison's proposal is 
therefore rejected. 

With respect to the determination of customer charges, we 
are concerned with CAL-SLA's suggestion that these charges be 
determined on a I'flat rate""· basis, when for other aspects of the 
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streetlight rate structure CAL-SLA has supported marginal-cost, 
based rates. In keeping with our "adherence to marginal cost 
principles, we concur with PSO that the custo~er charges tor this 
group shoulcl De based, on the same methodology (marginal eustomer 
costs) applied to all other customer groups. We therefore adopt 
PSO's'proposed eustomer charges for streetlighting. 

s. ndlitk.$ Ch3:!rgc;: 
Seith Edison and PSD have concluded that the appropriate 

methodology for caleulating streetlight tacilities charges is a 
Reproduction Cost New with an Economic Carrying Charge analysis. 
In contrast, CAL-SLA believes these charges should be based on 
Original Cost Less Depreciation to set the revenue requirement and 
Reproduction Cost New Less Depreciation tor revenue allocation. 

PSD and Edison have proposed almost identical tacilities 
charges for streetlighting, except tor PSD counting part of the 
Regulating OUtput or HROH transformer as a tacilities charge, an 
approach which we have previously adopted. Both parties have also, 
agreed on a l:harge ot $1.00 per lamp per year for the transformer 
cbarq~ on Edison-owned lamps. 

PSO and Edison advocate pricing streetlight facilities 
based on a marginal cost approach. PSD states that this approach 
provides the proper price signals and approximates the long-run 
rental cost of providing streetlighting facilities to eustomers. 
PSO challenges CAL-S~'s approach which it states is not based on 
marginal costs and would not provide the proper price signals. 

PSD also notes that its facilities charges were not 
sealed upwards to reflect their contribution to overall revenue 
requirement, as Edison has claimed.. Rather, according to PSD, the 
facilities charges proposed by both itsel~ and Edison are priced at 
full marginal cost. 

We find that PSD and Edison have tollowed the correct 
approach to calculatin~ streetlight facilities charges -- one based 
on the cost of those facilities at the margin.. 'Xh,e parties have 
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also appropriately used a Reprodu~ion cost New approach. This 
approach, consistent with that used by Edison in Cleveloping its 
cost of service study, provides a reasonable basis upon which to 
develop the facilities charge. Edison has made clear 1:hat its 
accounts do not include an OCLO figure for streetlights and has 
correctly stated that the Commission has permitted Edif~on to rely 
on *build up* costs in the absence of reliable historical data. 
Edison has shown that an embedded cost of service stuay woula be an 
expensive undertaking which would necessarily be borne by the 
streetlight customers~ 

I 

We find no necessity of imposing such additional costs on 
the~e customers when the approach used by Edison in developing its 
cost of service study and by Edison and PSO in developing 
facilities charges is reasonable and should serve as the basis upon 
which to determine streetlight facilities charges. We therefore 
adopt PSO's facilities charges, which refleet our approval of the 
partial inclusion of the RO transformer in those charges. 

6. street1igbj:.,Bate Des1gn' • 
As stated previously, Edison responded in this proceeding 

to the Commission's directive in 0.84-12-068 to provide alternative 
rate designs for streetlighting based on the *additive* and 
*unbundled* approaches. Edison states that its rate design is 
thereforr based on the *unbundled* :ethod where individual cost 
components were identified and aggregated to a total rate (an 
"additive* rate form). According to Edison, this rate structure 
uses a marginal cost-based rate design, recognizes marginal 
customer costs, and sends appropriate price signals to· customers. 
In order to simplify the streetlighting tariffs and promote 
customer understanding, Edison has incorporated the existing 
Schedule LS-4 into the rate structure of Schedules LS-2 and LS-3, 
thereby eliminating the LS-4 schedule. Schedules LS-2' has also 
been revised to allow easier comparison to· Schedule LS-l. 
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Despite this showing, CAL-SLA claims that Edison has 
tailed to provide unbundled charges in its tariff sheets that a,re 
e~sily understood. CAL-SLA states that a review of Edison's tariff 
Sheets reveals that charges are not listed as energy, customer, 
maintenance, and facilities, as CAL-SLA has consistently proposed. 
Unless the charges are separated as in this manner, CAL-SLA states 
that streetlight customers will not be able to determine which 
schedule to choose. CAL-SLA therefore requests that the commission 
order Edison to prepare tariff sheets which provide for a clear 
distinction pctween energy, customer, maintenancc, and f~cilities 
charges based upon a common denominator (i.e., per lamp, per month 
basis). 

In contrast, PSD states that it has reviewed and accepted 
Edison's wunbundledw rate design and wadditivew rate form which it 
finds consistent with and directly responsive to Ordering Paragraph 
11 of D.84-12-068. PSO states that offering a completely 
wunbundledw rate structure as proposed by CAL-SLA would be 
difficult to administer. 

Edison also disputes CAL-SLA's assertion that its tariff 
sheets provide no division of major cost components. Edison 
believes that CAL-SLA has fail,ed to recognize the distinction 
between 'unbundled charges for rate design and the information which 
is provided on a tariff sheet. 

Edison states that its tariffs clearly identify the 
following charges: energy, series service power factor, relamping, 
and facilities and maintenance charges. The wother chargesW to 
which CAL-SLA refers are, accor1ding to Edison, fixed facilities and 
their related maintenance and customer billing charges. Edison 
states that since a customer never maintains Edison faoilities, it 
is not necessary to show the maintenance separate from the facility 
charge. Further, if a customer wants to examine the fully 
unbundle:d costs of streetlights, Edison states that it will provide 
the customer work sheets which in detail show all cost components • 
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Edison notes that if it were to provide fully ~undled tariffs 
there would be thirty times more intormation required in its tariff 
she~~ts, a result whieh Edison states would hardly promote customer 
und~~rstanding .. 

I 
We concur with Edison and PSO that Edison has complied 

with our order in 0 .. 84-12-068 in developing its rate structure for 
st:r,~etlighting.. A review of Edison's taritfs reveals that these 
tar:lffs do retlect ~unbundled~ rates. The level of detail 
requested ~y CAL-SLA was not intended by our last order, and we 
que:;.tion, like Edison, whether such detail would in tact heigh.ten 
customer understanding_ Given the amount of time and expense which 
would no doubt ~e required to- develop and explain such a tariff, we 
do not ~elieve that such costs are justified or that the 
streetlight class would significantly benefit from those changes. 

We there tore find reasonable and adopt Edison's proposed 
rate design for streetlighting. For Edison's next general rate 
ease, Edison should, however, consider what detail could be added 
to the tariff which would enhance customer understanding. • 

7.. RateJ,imiter 
CAL-SLA states that for many l~p-types, Edison's rate 

proposal results in significant rate increases over present levels .. 
CAL-SLA states that any such rate increase is untair given Edison's 
requested increase in revenue of 5.3% as compared to the increases 
tor certain lamp type which will range from 12% to 91% per lamp .. 
CAL-SLA therefore recommends that a 5% cap be placed on any rate 
increase for streetlightinq with no cap being placed on rate 
decreases. 

For streetlight rates, Edison states that it has no 
objection in concept to a rate cap providea that cap is funetional, 
fair to all customers, and applicable to both rate increases and 
decreases. Edison notes, however, that while individual lamps may 
have increases up to 130% or decreases up to 50%, any qiven 
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customer may have no net chanqe o~ very little change based on the 
customers' mix of lamps. 

PSO disputes the need for rate limiters for 
streetlighting rates. Like Edison, PSO states that for most 
streetlight customers, little or nc net change in rates will ~e 
experienced based on the customer's mix of lamps. 

For the large power customer qroup, we have adopted rate 
limiters on-peak period charges designed to mitigate adverse rate 
impacts resulting from our adopted rate structures for the TOO-S 
and standby rate schedules. In the case of streetlights, usage is 
al~ost entirely off-peak permitting these customers to take 
advantage of lower rates in the first place. The unique usage 
characteristics of streetlight cu~~tomers, in this instance, 
therefore, does not require that a mechanism designed for customers 
faced with ~~stantially different circumstances be extended to the 
streetlight class. We also find that the record reflects that the 
customer's mix of lamps will largely offset that customer ~eing 
faced with any of the significant increases attr~utable to, one 
particular lamp type. For these reasons, we reject CAL-SLA's 
request for a rate limiter on str~~etlight rates. 

8. His~llaneous Xs~~s 

Edison, PSO, and CAL-Sx..;~ agreed on a nwnber of 
miscellaneous issues. Among them PSO and CAL-SLA agreed on (1) the 
load shape used by Edison in determining the time-of-use 
characteristics cf this class, (2) the refined series kWh losses 
calculated by Edison for use in calculating energy consumption for 
L$-2 series customers, (3) the s~ries KVAR losses calculated ~Y, 
Edison and the "Series service Power Factor Charge" of $0.30 per 
kv.AR demand, and (4) the weighted average pole charge developed by 

Edison for inclusion in the LS-1 lamp-related charges. We find 
that these proposed charges and rate structures are reasonable and 
should be adopted • 
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In the following sections, we will review issues which 
remain in dispute. These issues were principally addressed by CAL-
SLA and Edison. 

a. customer .AcCQW Ex:wns~ 

Edison and PSO have agreed to a customer account expense 
ot $.12058 per lalnp ,per month. CAL-SIA has proposed a charge of 
$0.22 per lamp per month based on Edison's average cost stUdy. 

In designing its rates tor streetlighting, Edison states 
that it has developed all charges on a marginal cost basis. Edison 
therefore disputes CAL-SLA's reliance on Edison's average cost 
study which would improperly mix the results of that study with a 
marginal cost-based rate design. 

I 

We concur with Edison that, for consistency in the 
methodoloqy used to calculate structure rates, it is appropriate to 
::-ely on marginal costs to devejlop the customer aeeount expense. We 
therefore tind reasonable and ~ldopt a customer account expense of 
$0.12058 per lamp per month as Edison and PSD have aqreed. 

b. Dommie Walkway Lighting (,DWL) Rat.=- • 

CAL-SLA has questioned Edison's proposed cable and 
photoeontroller charge for customer-owned systems on Schedule OWL. 
Edison states that since CAL-StA proposes no alternate rate or 
solution, their simple lack of understanding of the rate negotiated 
on special contracts is not sufficient to eliminate the charge. We 
concur with Edison and will adopt its proposed cable and 
photoeontroller charges for the OWL schedule. 

c. Propose(l Special condition§ 
CAL-SLA asserts that Edison's proposed Special Condition 

2 relating to the installatio~ of LS-2 and LS-3 streetlights does 
not reflect present eircumstances. CAL-SLA has therefore proposed 
its own version of Speeial Condition 2. According to CAL-SLA, its 
proposal is consistent with the current arrangement of installing 
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LS-2 and LS-3 streetlights with ~e loca~ions decided on a case-by
case basis between local government, land developer, and the 
utility. 

We find that CAL-SLA has justified its proposed change to 
Special Condition 2, contrary to Edison's statements that no reason 
was offered for that change. In ~eeping with current installation 
practices, Special Condition 2 should therefore reflect the 
language proposed by CAL-SLA. 

CAL-SLA additionally recommends that Edison's proposed 
Special Condition 10 of Schedule LS-2 relating to kilowatt-hours be 
amended to reflect the lamp loads and kWh estimates for HPSV and 
LPSV lamps recommended by CAL-SLA. CAL-SLA notes that for PG&E 
the Commission agreed with CAL-SLA that the manufacturer's 
specifications should be used for determining energy usage of 
streetlights (0.86-12-091, at pages 90-91). In that proceeding, 
CAL-SLA notes that the Commission specifically rejected PG&E's 
contention that the manufacturer's specifications should be 
modified to include a 3% line loss factor. 

CAL-SLA states that its review of manufacturer's 
specifications for lamp loads does not show a 3% loss. CAL-SLA 
therefore recommends that Special Condition 12 of proposed Schedule 
LS-2 be amende~ to exclude the alleged 3% line loss factor. 

Edison states that in making these recommendations, CAL
SLA has ignored actual field operations affecting energy 
consumption and incorrectly characterizes the existing conditions. 
Edison asserts that the 3% is not a line loss, but a confirmed 
operational loss factor from the operation of a lamp in field 
conditions. CAL-SLA, in Edison's opinion, has also not provided 
any evidence to support its proposal that Edison's lamp loads 
should be other than authorized and based on manufacturer 
specifications which ignore these field conditions. 

We are concerned that Edison'S reliance on previously 
authorized lamp loads, as PG&E had, may als~ not reflect current 
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manu~aeturers speci~ieations or conditions. We believe that CAL
SLA has presented sufficient justification for our reliance on 
those specifications even if they d~ not completely reflect actual 
field operations. This reliance requires our adoption of the 
modifications proposed by CAt-SLA for Special Conditions 10 and 12 
of the LS-2 schedule. 

d. own~~tR or Photocells and Relat~ facilities 
and Regulated out,put n=anstorm~m 

CAL-SLA recommends that Special Condition 3 of Schedule 
LS-2 relating to ·Switching and Related Facilities· be removed 
from the tariff schedule. According to CAL-SLA, ·switchingN refers 
to an Obsolete arrangement under which the streetlight circuit is 
switched on and off. CAt-SLA states that the current, typical 
arrangement is t~ have a photoelectrie cell control a streetlight. 

CAL-SLA states that, based on its own. sUrv'ey, si" of the 
nine streetlight customers contacted indicated that they owned and 
maintained the photoeells which are part of the otherwise customer-. 
owned pedestal. Under these circumstances, CAL-SLA believes that 
the retention of Special Condition 3 is unnecessary and its removal 
would refleet that the customer owns and maintains the photoeell. 
CAL-SLA notes that neither PG&E nor SDG&E have a condition similar 
to Special condition 3 nor do these utilities claim they own. and 
maintain the photocells in customer-owned luminaries. 

Edison state:s that CAL-SLA's proposal does not relate to 
rate design, but rather to customer compliance with existing 
authorized tariffs. Edison asserts that these tariffs which 
clearly state Edison's ownership of streetlight switching e~ipment 
(i.e., the phot~ell) are not altered by the customer's belief in 
his ownership of that lequipment. Edison states that the solution 
to this problem is not to change the tariff to accommodate a 
minority of customers '~ho are in violation of the terms of the 
tariff, but to bring those customers into compliance wi'th the 
tariff. Edison analogizes customers' claims of ownership of the 
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. 
photocell,. which is loekled and sealed in a separate section of the 
service pedestal along with any applicable meters, timebloc:ks or. 
relays, to a residential customer claiming t~ own the service meter 
simply because it is attached to its residence. 

We similarly find that a review of CAL-SLA's testimony 
and argument reflects that its study merely revealed what the 
streetlight customers WDelievedN and not what was in fact the ease. 
While we certainly agree that the customer could be responsible for 
maintaining a photocell, the fact that ownership apparently resides 
in Edison does not guarantee that such maintenance would take 
place. We therefore find it more prudent for the protection of 
those streetlight customers who rent streetlights from Edison, for 
which equipment Edison is ultimately responsible, to maintain the 
current special condition to ensure continuous streetlighting_ 
G. OptiQDal Time=Ot-Use Meter Charges 

Edison has proposed monthly meter charges for its 
proposed optional TOU, schedules in addition to the proposed monthly 
customer charges. The proposed meter charges are set to cover the 
differential in metering costs between a conventional meter and a 
time-of-use meter. 

Edison has not inclUded the costs associated with its 
optional meter plan in its results ot operation showing. To ensure 
the appropriate recovery of revenue, we will therefore reflect the 
following estimated costs for time-ot-use meters in our adoptea 
results of operation: $369,500 in 1988: $1,012',600 in 1989, and 
$1,559,800 in 1990. 

H. Bate D!z;ign Between Gen~ral Rate Case Pxoeeeding;; 
Edison and PSD disagree on how to adjust the various rate 

components as a result o! revenue requirement changes occurring 
between general rate eases. Edison proposes to hold demand and 
customer charges constant between general rate eases and make all 
adjustments in the energy charges. In contrast, PSD proposes t~ 
increase demand and customer charges toward their EPMC 
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relationships for revenue requirement increases, but to hold them . , 
constant for decreases. 

Edison states that its concerns with PSD's approach are 
not only with the mechanics of calculating the adjustments, but 
also with the fact that that the attainment of full EPMC rates is 
not desirable for all rate components. Edison is particularly 
concerned that total reliance on EPMC will result in creating 
severe bill impacts and tilting of rates to an extent that would 
induce uneconomic bypass. Edison believes that its proposal 
strikes a balance between theoretical an~ practical considerations 
in the design of demand rates~ 

PSO asserts, however, that reliance on Edison's approach 
may leave demand and customer charges even further from their EPMC 
relationships than they are today, particularly if Edison's revenue 
requirement increases. PSD states that its approach ensures that 
steady progress toward EPMC will be :ade and makes any back-slide 
impossible. 

With our adoption of rate limiters and other rate design ~ 
features designed to moderate adverse bill impacts, we do not 
believe PSD's approach to rate design for intervening rate 
increases will result in any unwarranted rate impacts which might, 
independent of all other considerations, further uneconomic bypass. 
We also believe that PSD's proposal is consistent with ou: 
adherence to marginal cost principles for revenue allocation and 
rate desiqn~ The problems encountered in this proceeding which 
re1quired revenue allocation and rate design caps were created by 

revenues having been allocated and rates having been designed on 
concepts other than marginal costs in past years~ It is not our 
intention to retard this process of achieving cost-based rates any 
further by adopting a means of adjusting rates in the interim which 
could lead to further separation between rates and marginal costs. 
We therefore find reasonable and adopt PSD's proposal to increase 
demand and customer cl:Larges toward their E:I?MC relationships for 
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revenue requirement increases in the intervening ECAC proceedings 
between general rate cases, but to hold them constant tor 
decreases. 
!:i'Ddings of Fact 

1. On December 25, 1986 Edison filed A.S6-12-047 requesting: 
(1) authority to increase base rate revenues by $301.5 million or 
5.4% for test year 198·8" and (2) attrition increases for 1989 and 
1990. 

2. 1.87-01-017 'was issued and consolidated with A.S5-12-047 
on January 14, 1987 to consider a reduction in Edison's rates. 

3. Edison's revised reque:st increases base rate revenues by 

$79.0 million or 1.5 percent. 
4. Six days of public hearings, including a Commission en 

banc public hearing, were held during April 1985. 
5. The Administrative Law Judges' draft decision was issued 

on November 20, 1987. 
5. Edison and PSD have agreed-to a labor escalation rate of 

3.5% tor both 1987 and 1988. 
7. Edison and PSD have agreed to the methodoloqy for 

developing non-labor escalation rates and recommend rates of 2.99% 
for 1987 and 4.41% for 1988. 

8. Edison and PSD are in agreelncnt with respect to- the 
forecast of kilowatt-hour sal~s as shown in the table Summary of 
Kilowatt-Hour Sales on page 6 of this decision. 

9. with the exception of other operating revenues Edison and 
PSD have agreed to present rate revenues which include $19.4 
million in CLMAC revenues. 

10. Present CLMAC rates were established to recover expenses 
associated with conservation and load management progr~s incurred 
prior to test year 1988. 

11. Edison estimated certain ste~ production expenses using 
a seven-year historical average • 
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. 
12.. Edison proposes to inc~ease accounts 512 and 513 by over 

50% due to the development of new criteria for scheduling steam'.' 
generating unit overhauls. 

13. Edison expects the new steam generating unit overhaul 
criteria to reduce routine activities, but failed to· quantify this 
benefit .. 

14.. Repairs planned for the low pressure turbine rotor at 
Redondo generating station unit 7 are not performed on a routine 
annual basis. 

15. Edison and PSD recommend that $20.5 million be ,adopted 
for test year hydro production expense. 

16. Edison and PSD recommend that $17.2 million be adopted 
for test year other production expense .. 

17. Edison and PSD are in agreement with respect to the test 
year level of production expense for SONGS. 

18. SDG&E owns a 20% share in SONGS .. 

I 

19. 
20 .. 

Edison operates and maintains SONGS.. • 
Edison and PSD are in agreement that it is appropriate to· 

consider an increase ir. NRC fees during th~ test year through the 
attrition mechanism. 

21. Edison, PSD, and FEA are in aqreement with the 
continuation of the flexible refueling mechanism adopted in 
Edison's last general rate case for use with SONGS and Palo Verde 
refuelings. 

Z2. For Palo Verde O&M expense Edison utilized ANPP's zero
based estimate prepared by ANPP managers and supervisors with 
Edison as a participant. 

23. Witho~t changing ANPP's total O&M expense estimate, 
Edison scaled-up the Palo Verde refueling outage expense to reflect 
actual experience at SONGS 2 and 3. This resulted in a reduction 
in ANPP's budgeted O&M expense estimate of $1.2 million. 

24. Palo Verde 3 O&M and refueling expenses areadclressed in 
this decision .. 
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. 
12. Edison proposes to incx:ease accounts 512 and 513 by over 

50% due to the development of new criteria for scheduling steam',' 
qenerating unit overhauls. 

13. Edison expects the new steam generatinq unit overhaul 
criteria to r~duee routine activities, but failed to quantity this 
benefit .. 

14.. Repairs planned for the low pressure tur~ine rotor at 
Re~ondo generating station unit 7 are not performed on a routine 
annual basis. 

15. Edison and PSO recommend that $20.5 million be.a~opted 
for test year hydro production expense. 

16. Edison and PSO recommend that $17.2 million be adopted 
for test year other production expense .. 

17. Edison and PSD are in agreement with respect to the test 
year level of production expense for SONGS. 

18. SDG&E owns a 20% share in SONGS .. 

I 

19. 
20. 

Edison operates and maintains SONGS. • 
Edison and PSD are in agreement that it is appropriate to 

consider an i~erease in NRC fees durinq the test year through the 
attrition mechanism. 

21. Edison, PSO, and FEA are in agreement with the 
cor~tinuation of the flexible refueling mechanism adopted in 
Edison's last general rate case for use with SONGS and Palo· Verde 
refuelings. 

22. For Palo Verde O&M expense Edison utilized ANPP's zero
based estimate prepared by ANPP managers and supervisors with 
Edison as a participant. 

23. Without ehanqinq ANPP's total O&M expense estimate, 
Edison scaled-up the Palo Verde refuelinq outage expense to reflect 
actual experience at SONGS Z and 3. This resulted in a reduction 
in ANPP's bud.geted O&M expense estimate of $1.2 million. 

24. Palo Verde 3 O&M and refueling expenses are addressed in 
this decision. 
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25. A.87-08-054 will address the implementation o·'! rate 
changes associated with Palo Verde 3 O&M and refueling expenses. 

26.. Because ot an absence of operating history at Palo· Verde, 
PSO recommends that the O&M expense for these units be determined 
from the 1985 average O&M expense for 24 large nuclear units. 

27. The comparative study used by PSO does not consider 
ditferences among nuclear plants, shows O&M expense varied by $20 

mill~on above or below the average, reflects an increase in 1986 of 
11.8%, and does not exclude refueling expenses. 

28. PSD's comparative study is useful for developing a zone 
of reasonabless for nuclear O&M expenses. 
. 29. The chemical cleaning process that will be performed in 
conjunction with the replacement of the feedwater heaters is a one
time expense .. 

30. Edison plans to perform a chemical cleaning process in 
1990 on SONGS 2. 

31. Edison requests recovery of $2.9 million tor expenses 
previously incurred for the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from 
SONGS 1. 

32. Edison did not receive prior approval for the expenses in 
finding 31 nor did it receive approval of a mechanism for tracking 
these costs for later recovery. 

33. Edison and PSO recommend that $7S.3 million be adopted 
for test year transmission expense. 

34~ Edison's estimate tor account 582, station expense, is 
based on 1985 recorde,:l. without adjustment tor growth or 
productivity. 

35. PSD's estimate for account S82 reflects recorded downward 
trends in labor expense and as a result is $3.S million lower than 
Edison's estimate. 

36.. Edison has replaced a number of its tree trimming crews 
with contract labor and reflects this in its estimate for account 
583, overhead line expense • 
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37. PSO's estimate for account 583 does not reflect Edison's 
. transition to contract labor. 

I 
. 

38. Expenses for account 597, maintenance of meters, were 
lower for the years 1982-1985 than for the years 1979-198l bec~use 
all purchases of mecer lookinq rings have been assigned to the 
energy theft program. 

39. Unlike PSO, Edison rOflected the accounting change for 
meter locking rings in its estimate for account 597. 

40. Edison's underground switch failures have increased from 
27.5 per year to 85.8 per year. 

41. On April l, 1987, Edison implemented a new three-year 
program for the inspection of its underground facilities including 
a laboratory analysis of the insulating oil in all ·transformers and 
switches. 

4Z. The increase in Edison's labor expense tor the three-year 
underground inspection program comes from employees who were 
involved in new business construction. These employees will be 
replaced by contract crews. ~ 

43. PSO considers the increase in labor for the three-year 
underground inspection program to be double eountin·i3' because the 
labor will be performed by existing employees. 

44. PSD does not believe that the increase in underground 
equipment failures poses an immediate threat to Edison's 
underground distribution system and recommends agai:r1st an increase 
in laboratory analysis. 

45. A five-year average of account 598, storm damages, was 
adopted in Edison's last three general rate cases. 

46. PSO recommends an eight-year average of account 598 be 
adopted to consider more years of a climatic cycle. 

47. PSO has not presented evidence that more years of a 
climatic cycle will result in a more accurate estimate of storm 
dam.~qes. 
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48. Edison requests $4.3 million for posting termination 
notices on the customer's premises. due to 'PO' Section 779.1. 

49. Edison has not provided the record with documentation of 
the study it performed from which it concluded that termination 
notices by telephone are not less costly than termination notices 
posted on the customer's premises. 

50. PSO's estimated cost of providing termination notices to 
eusto~~rs assumes that telephone notices are less costly than 
posting notices. 

51. Edison's participation in Enercom produced savings of 
$225,000 in 1986 of which 10% was from former customers outside 
Edison's territory. 

52. PSO estimates that Edison's participation in Enercom will 
yield savings of $775,000 in 1988 based o~ an increase in the 
number of participating utilities. 

53. PSO did not present evidence that there would be an 
increase in the number of utilities participating in Enercom in 
1988. 

54. Edison's benefits from Enercom exceed its costs DY six to 
one. 

55. Edison agrees with PSD's use of a three-year average of 
uncollectibles. 

56. Increases during the test year for items minor in nature 
have not been authorized in the past. 

S7. A minor increase for postage is likely to occur during 
the test year. 

58. ~G expenses can be separated into two categories.: items 
over which Edison has control and items. over which Edison does. not 
have. direct control. 

59. CUstomer growth impacts A&G expenses. 
60. CUstomer growth from 1985 to 1988 is expected to be 8 

percent • 
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25. A.81-08-054 will address the implementation of rate 
changes associated with Palo Verde 3 O&M and refueling expenses. 

26. Because of an absence of operating history at Palo Verde, 
PSD recommends that the O&M expense for these units be determined 
from the 1985 average O&M expense for 24 large nuclear units. 

27. The comparative study used by PSD does not consider 
differences among nuclear plants, shows O&M expense varied by $20 

mill,ion above or below the average r reflects an increase in 1986 of 
ll.8%, and does not exclUde refueling expenses. 

28. PSD's comparative study is useful for developing a zone 
of reasonabless for nuclear O&M expenses. 
, 29. The chemical cleaning process that will be performed in 
conjunction with the replacement of the feedwater heaters is a one
tixne expense. 

30. Edison plans to perform a chemical cleaning process in 
lSl90 on SONGS 2. 

31. Edisc,n requests recovery of $2.9 million for expenses 
previously incurred for the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from 
SONGS 1. 

32. Edison did not receive prior approval tor the expenses in 
finding 31 nor did it receive approval of a mechanism for tracking 
these costs tor later recovery. 

33. Edison and PSO recommend that $75.3 million be adopted 
for test year 1~ansmission expense_ 

34; Edisl~n' s estimate for account 582, station expense, is 
based on 1985 :recorded without adjustment tor 9rowth or 
productivity. 

35. PSD's estimate for account 582 reflects recorded downward 
trends in labor expense an4 as a result is $3.S million lower than 
Edison's estimate. 

36. Edison has replaced a number of its tree trimming crews 
with contract labor and retlects this in its estimate for account 
583, overhead line expense • 
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2S. A.S7-0S-0S4 will address the implementation of rate 
changes associated with Palo Verde 3 O&M and refueling expenses. 

26. Because of an absence of operating history at Palo Verde, 
PSD recommends that the O&M expense for these units be determined 
from the 1985 averase O&M expense for 24 larqe nuclear units. 

27. The comparative stUdy used DY PSD does not consider 
differences among nuclear plants, shows O&M expense varied by $20 
mill~on above or below the average~ reflects an increase in 1986 of 
11.8%, and does not exclude refueling expenses. 

28. PSD's comparative study is useful for developing a zone 
of reasonabless for nuclear O&l-t expenses. 
. 29. The chemical cleaning process that will be performed in 
conjunction with the replacement of the feedwater heaters is a one
time expense. 

30. Edison plans to perform a chemical cleaning process in 
1990 on SONGS 2. 

31. Edison requests recovery of $2.9 million for expenses 
previously incurred for the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from 
SOl'-TGS 1. 

32. Edison did not receive prior approval tor the expenses in 
finding 31 nor did it receive approval of a mechanism for tracking 
these costs for later recovery. 

33. Edison and PSD recommend that $75.3 million be adopted 
for test year transmission expense. 

34: Edison's estimate for account S8Z, station expense, is 
based on 1985 recorded without adjustment for growth or 
productivity. 

35. PSD's estimate for account SS2 reflects recorded downward 
,trends in labor expense and as a result is $3.S million lower than 
J::dison's estimate_ 

36. Edison has replaced a n~~er of its tree trimming er,ews 
with contract labor and reflects 'this in its estimate for account 
583, overhead line expense • 
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48. Edison requests $4.3 million for posting termination 
notices on the customer's premises due to 'PO Section 779.1. 

49. Edison has not provided the record with documentation of 
the study it performed from which it concluded that termination 
notices by telephone arc not less costly than termination notices 
posted on the customer's pX'exrd,ses. 

50. PSD's estimated cost of providinq termination notices to 
customers assumes that telephone notices are less costly than 
postinq notices. 

51. Edison's paX'ticipation in Enereom produced savinqs of 
$225,000 in i986 of which 10% was from tormer customers outside 
Edison's territory. 

52. PSD estimates that Edison's participation in Enereom will 
yield savinqs of $775,000 in 1988 based on an increase in the 
number of participatinq utilities. 

53. PSD did not present evidence that there would be an 
increase in the n~er of utilities partieipating in Enerco:m in 
1988. 

54. Edison's benefits frc:m Enercom exeeed its costs by six to 
one. 

55. Edison agrees with PSD's use of a three-year average of 
uncollectibles. 

56. Increases during the test year for items minor in nature 
have not been authorized in the past. 

57. A :minor increase for postage is likely to occur during 
the test year. 

58. A&G expenses can :be separated into. two categories: items 
over which Edison has control and items over which Edison does not 
have direct control. 

59. CUstomer qrowth impacts A&G expenses. 
60. CUstomer growth from 1985 to 1988 is expected to. be 8 

percent • 
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25. A.87-08-054 will address the implementation of rate 
changes associated with Palo Verde 3 O&M and refueling expenses. 

26. Because of an absence of operating history at Palo Verde, 
PSD recommends that the O&M expense for these units be determined 
from the 1985 average O&M expense for 24 large nuclear units. 

27. The comparative study used by PSD does not consider 
differences among nuclear plants, shows O&M expense varied by $ZO 

mill~on above or below the average, reflects an increase in 1986 of 
ll.8%, and does not exclude refueling expenses. 

28. PSD's comparative study is useful for developing a zone 
of reasonabless for nuclear O&M expenses. 
. 29. The chemical cleaning process that will be performed in, 
conjunction with the replacement of the feedwater heaters is a one
time expense. 

30. Edison plans to perform a chemical cleaning process in 
19'90 on SONGS 2. 

31. Edison requests recovery of $2.9 million for expenses 
previously incurred for the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from 
SONGS 1. 

32. Edison did not receive prior approval for the expenses in 
finding 31 nor did it receive approval of a mechanism for tracking 
these costs for later recovery. 

33. Edison and PSD recommend that $75.3 million be adopted 
for test year transmission expense. 

34~ Edison's estimate for account 582, station expense, is 
based on 1985 recorded without adjustment for growth or 
productivity. 

35. PSD'S estimate for account 582 reflects recorded downward 
trends in labor expense ana. as a result is $3.5 million lower than 

Edison's estimate. 
36. Ea.ison has replaced a number of its tree trimming crews 

I 

with contract labor ana. reflects thi:s in its estimate for account 
583, overhead line expense • 
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37. PSO's estimate for account 583 doe~ not reflect Edison's 
'transition to contract labor. . 

38. Expenses for account 597, maintenance of meters, were 
lower for the years 1982'-1985 than tor the years 1979-1981 because 
all purchases of meter locking rings have been assigned to the 
energy theft program. 

39. Unlike PSD, Edison reflected the accounting change for 
meter locking rings in its estimate for account 597. 

40. Edison's underground switch failures have increased from 
27.5 per year to 85.8 per year. 

41. On April 1, 1987, Edison implemented a new three-year 
program for the inspection ot its underground facilities including 
a laboratory analysis of the insulating. oil in all transformers and 
switches. 

4Z. The increase in Edison's labor expense for the three-year 
underground inspection program comes from employees who were 
involved in new business construction. These employees will be 

I 

replaced by contract crews. ~ 
43. PSD considers the increase in labor for the three-year 

underground inspection program to be double counting because the 
labor will be performed by existing employees. 

44. PSD does not believe that the increase in underground 
equipment failures poses an immediate threat to Edison's 
unaerground distribution system and recommends against an increase 
in laboratory analysis. 

45. A five-year average of ilccount 598, storm damages, was 
adopted in Edison's last three general rate cases. 

46. PSD recommends an eight-year average of account 598 be 
adopted to consider more years of a climatic eycle~ 

47. PSD has not presented evidence that more. years of a 
climatic cycle will result in a more accurate estimate of storm 
damages. 
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48. Edison requests $4.3 million for posting termination 
notices on the customer's premises due to 'pu Section 779.1. 

49. Edison has not provided the record with documentation of 
the study it performed from which it concluded that termination 
notices by telephone are not less costly than termination notices 
poste~ on the customer's premises. 

50. PSO's estimated cost of providing termination notices to 
customers assumes that telephone notices are less costly than 
pos'cing notices. 

51. Edison's participation in Enercom produced savings of 
$22S,000 in 1986 of which 10% was from former customers outside 
Edison's territory. 

52. PSD estimC:Ltes that Edison's participation in Enercom will 
yield savings of $775,000 in 1988 ~sed on an increase in the 
number of participating utilities. 

53. PSO did not present evidence that there would be an 
increase in the number of utilities participating in Enercom in 
1983. 

54. Edison's benefits from Enercom exceed its costs by six to 
one. 

55. Edison agrees with PSD's use of a three-year averag'e of 
uncolloctibles. 

56. Increases during the test year for items minor in nature 
have not been authorized in the past. 

57. A minor increase for postage is likely to occur during 
the test year. 

58. A&G expenses can be separated into, two categories: items 
over which Edison has control and items over which Edison does not 
have direct control. 

59. customer growth impacts A&G expenses. 
60. CUstomer growth from 1985 to 1988 is expected to be 8: 

percent • 
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61. Pension, medical, denta~, and vision plan costs, 
,insurance, franchise taxes, and F/MBE program costs are items over 
which Ediso~, does not have direct control. 

62. Ed.ison's recorded insurance premiums have qenerally 
followed market trends. 

63. Recently insurance premiums have risen precipitously. 
64. Some insurance professionals indicate'a decline in 

insuranee premiums. 
65. Edison's estimate of insurance premiums does not reflect 

a softeninq in the insurance market. 
66. Directors and officers insurance protects ratepayers and 

stockholders. 
67. Edison and PSD have agreed to the est~ted insurance 

premiums tor crime, nuelear property, nuclear replacement 
qeneration, and nuclear liability. 

68. PSD reduced Edison's estimate of qroup life insurance 
because of insUfficient doewnentation to :rustify Edison's reql:est. 

69. PSD's estimate of outside provider medieal costs is based~ 
on the latest recorded data and assumes no growth in participants. 

70. Edison's annual energy, ECAC, and MAAC rates are 
calculated using Edison's latest adopted franchise tax and 
ur.,eolleeti~le rates. 

'71. 'l'he Superfund 'l'ax is a new tax which Edison and experts 
within the utility industry have interpreted as a deductible tax. 

72. Edison and PSD have incorporated the provisions of the 
Federal Tax Reform Act of 1986 in their tax calculations. 

73. Edison estimated 1988 plant-in-serviee by addinq 
forecasted plant additions from its ~ive-year plant and work 
element budget to 1985 recorded plant. 

74. Edison and PSD have agreed to the depreciation rates to 
be used in calculating depreciation expense and reserve. 

75. Edison and PSD have agreed to quidelines tor evaluating 
PHFU in future proeeedings. 
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76. Edison has aqreed to reduce its PHFcr estimate DY $1.1 

million it the PHFO guidelines are applied prospectively. 
77. Retroactive application of the PHFU guidelines would 

result in a $16.2 million decrease in Edison's original PHFU 
estimate. 

78. Without application of the PHFO guidelines 56 parcels of 
land would remain in PHFU an average of 27 years. 

79. A parcel of l~nd valued at $520,000 was doul:>le counted. in 
Edison's estimate of PHFU. 

80. With the exception of the lag for the State income tax 
deduction, Edison and PSD are in agreement on the methodology for 
calculating working cash. 

81. The appropriate working cash lag for State income taxes 
is under consideration generically tor energy utilities in A.85-12-
050. 

82. Edison and PSD are in agreement on the method of 
calculating attrition and recommend that the 1989 ~ base level 
be increased by $9.8 million to reflect a decrease in FERC sales. 

83. Edison and PSO have not reflected the impact ot Ed.ison's 
optional TOO meter plan in calculating attrition. 

84. Appendix D sets forth a format for developing Edison's 
attrition filings. 

8S. PSD has agreed to Edison's capital structure as revised 
in the September update hearings. 

86. Edison's revised capital structure reduced its base rate 
revenue increase by $18 million and its total revenues including 
MAAC by approxitlately $25 million. , 

87. ORI's November 1987 forecast of 1988 interest rates for 
AA utility bonds is 9.68%. 

88. Edison and PSO do not have the resources to develop and 
maintain forecasting mod.els for interest rates • 
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89. DRI is a forecasting s.~~ice with access to vast amounts 
of data and an aeknowledged expe:tise it the forecastin9 of 
interest rates. 

90. PSD's forecast of tax-exempt financing compares favorably 
with recent recorded data. 

91. SDG&E was authorized to recover the unamortize~ issuance 
costs associated with perpetual securities in 0.87-07-079. 

92. The financial models of the parties. provide a range for 
ROE of 11.5%-18.4%. 

93. Interest and inflation rates have been low and ,relatively 
stable an4 show a considerable improvement over test year 1985. 

94. Edison's recent tinancial performance indicates it is a 
strong company_ 

95. Edison does not face a major reasonableness review of 
SONGS 2 and 3. 

96. Edison's MAAC rates are calculated using, Edison's latest 
adopted ROE. 

97. In 1974 Edison entered into a lease arrangement to 
procure its nuclear fuel requirements. for SONGS. ~~he lease 
permitted Edison to finance its nuclear fuel at short-term rates 
and was not reflected on its balance sheet. 

98. An accounting change by the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board requires Edison, beginning in 1987,r to reflect 
capital leases on its balance sheet. 

99. Commission policy in recent years has re:~ul ted in fuel 
inventory assets being removed from rate base and ;~llowed carrying 
costs at short-term. interest ·rates throuqh ECAC. 

'100. D.87-05-059 authorizes Edison to guarantll~e short- and 
intermediate-term debt instruments for the express purpose of 
financing nuclear fuel. ' 

101. Edison is not required to terminate its lease arrangement 
for nuclear fuel. 
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102. FUll recognition of SONGS and Palo Verde nuclear fuel in 
rate base would increase Edison's rates' .by $48 million. 

103. Fuel is a commodity that can be used as collateral for 
financing and is d·istinquishable from fixed plant and land. 

104. carrying costs for Palo Verde nuclear fuel inventory are 
currently included in Edison's lMAAC. 

105. Coal inventory currently receives rate :base treatment. 
106. Edison spent $2.4 million in affirmative case costs in 

anticipation of demonstrating the reasonableness of Edison's 
investment in Palo Verde. 

107. Edison, did not seek or receive approval for Palo Verde 
affirmative case costs or a mechanism for tracking these costs 
prior to their incurrence. 

108. Edison has not provided value-based reliability criteria 
or a comprehensive study evaluating the range of alternative uses 
for its aging oil and gas generating units. 

109. Edison agreed to provide, coincident with its fall 1988 

resource plan, value-based reliability criteria which address PSD's 
concerns as stated in Exhibit 53. 

110. With the exception of Ormand Beach unit 2 and HUntington 
Beach ~~it 2 Edison has not provided PSD with adequate 
justification for plant modifications or two-shifting to reduce the 
minimum generation capability at certain oil and gas generating 
units. 

111. Edison requests rate base treatment for $104.6 million 
for the DC Expansion. 

112. PSD recommends, based on its cost-effective analysis that 
Edison be limited to recognition of an investment much less than 
$47.8 million. 

113. Time differentiating the value o·f energy purchased and 
capacity received over the DC intertie increases PSD's cost
effectiveness analysis by $19 million • 
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114. Excluding 1400 MW of pe~ng resource additions which are 
are not funded or not under construction from PSD's analysis may 
increase its recommendation by $5 million. 

115. PSD's analysis of the DC Expansion was developed using 
forecasted gas prices based on the 1986 price of LSWR. 

116. LSWR prices are subject to fluctuations and have 
increased sharply in 19S7. 

117. Edison's DC Expansion analysis does not reflect lower gas 
prices in 1986. 

118. On November 23, 1987 PSD filed a motion to set aside 
submi~sion with respect to the DC Expansion project and to compel 
production of documents, attachment 6 to the motion. 

119. Edison and LADWP signed a letter agreement dated 
December 2, 1985 which could impact the cost-effectiveness of the 
DC Expansion project by linking it with other transmission 
projects. 

120. Edison has accepted the responsibility and attendant 

I 

risk, of demonstrating the r~asonableness of its investment in the ~ 
DC Expansion project at the time it becomes operational. 

121. The cost-effective amount of investment in the DC Upgrade 
should be litigated in Edison's application for a CPCN to· construct 
the Devers-Palo Verde line. The amount of investment ultimately 
found to be reasonable may not exceed the amount of investment 
determined to be cost-effective in the context of the DeVers-Palo 
Verde proceeding. Should our subsequent cost-effeetiveness review 
yield different results, the DC EXpansion cap adopted in this 
aecision should be adjusted. 

122. Edison and PSD have jointly submitted a proposed 
procedure (Appendix A) which provides for modifieation of the 
existing MAAC to include reeorded investment-related revenue 
requirement and the recorded revenues related to specific plant 
additions estimated to cost more than $SO million. 

i 
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123. For this rate case EQis~n and PSD propose that MAAC rate 
level increases, equal to 75% ot the annualized revenue 
requirement, be authorized tor each ot tour pr~jects once they are 
commercially operational: Balsam Meadow, Oevers-ValleY-Serrano, DC 
Expansion, and Devers-Palo Verde. 

124. The annualized <:PUC jurisdictional revenue requirement 
for the projects to be included in MAAC :.5 $47.6 million tor Balsam 
Mcadow, $25.9 million for Devers-valleY-Serrano, $1$.9 million for 
DC EXpansion, and $39.1 million for Oevers-Palo Verde. 

12$. The Devers-Val ley-Serrano project became commercially 
operational on July 22, 1987. 

126. The Balsam Meadow project became commercially operational 
on December 1, 1987. 

127. Edison's competing for the customer program will provide 
customers with the opportunity to shift loads and reduce their 
overall energy bills and allow Edison to operate its generating 
stations at higher loads and efficiencies • 

128. EPRI is conductinq electric transportation research. 
129. Edison has not demonstrated that its electric 

transportation RO&D project is unique to, Edison or that,similar 
benef:l ts cannon be obtained from EPRI. 

130. Edison's alternate fuels, occupational and community 
safe~r, and advanced energy conversion RO&D programs are generally 
beneficial to the ratepayers, but are low priority. 

131. The natural resources management program is Edison's 
lowest priority RD&D pr09r~. 

132. Edison's actual 1988 EPRI dues are $14.7 million. 
133. There is a need for increased utility emphaSis on long

term, end-use RD&D that is consistent with the utility'S resource 
plan and coordinated with other california utilities and 
experienced research organizations. 

134. The Institute's recommendations do not conflict with 
Edison's bidding procedures • 
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13S. Edison has participated,with the COUl~cil in a review ot 
Institute proposals, and indicated that some o~ these projects will 
be funded. 

136. R.87-10-013 was issued to consider a generic proceeding 
for coordination and approval of all RD&O budgets. 

137. Account 930.2 is a miscellaneous A&G account in which 
RD&O program expenditures are recorded. 

l38. A one-way balancing account for RO&O expenditures will 
insure that RD&O funds are spent on RO&O programs. 

139. Edison can change RD&O programs without prior COX!llnission 
approval. 

l40'. Edison's analysis indicates that from 19·'6-1985 it 
experienced average annual productivity gains of 1.6 percent. 

141. PSO based on its econometric model forecasts a 
productivity gain of 3.4% tor test year 1988. 

I 

142. The adopted operating expense as shown in Appendix c, 
without a productivity adjustment, yields a 2.4% productivity gain. 

l43. ,Edison and PSO were not in agreement on the data base to ~ 
be used in evaluating employee compensation. 

144. PSO's analysis of employee compensation did not consider 
total employee compensation, provide" a range of data used for 
comparison, and adequately adjust the survey data for duplication 
of jobs and companies. 

145. Edison and PSO are in agreement on the ratemakinq 
treatment for gains on sales of utility assets to affiliates and 
net income of utility-related subsidiaries. 

146 ... In A.87-0S-007 Edison and PSD have submitted a joint 
exhibit agreeing to the markup royalty for services provided by the 
utility and the guidelines for utility employee transters to 
affiliates. 

147. PSD's recommended royalty to be paid by affiliates on 
gross revenues is addressed in A.87-0S-007. 
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148. Edisen has stipulated to PSD's recemmendatiens ter 
hazardous waste management. 

149. PSD's hazardous wa~te recommendatiens enly identify 
manufactured qas hazardous waste sites. 

150. PSO's hazardous waste recommendations require Edison to. 
file two different hazardeus waste reports each year. 

l5l. R.S7-02-026 was initiated to address long-term goal 
setting, verification procedures, and annual reporting for utility 
F I'MBE proqrams. 

152. Edison increased its dollar awards to., F/MBEs from $38.3 
million in 1984 to. $74.8 millien in 1986 and increased the nUInber 
of awards from 3,S05 to S,025 fer the same period. 

l53. Over the last three years less than 4.5% of all contract 
amounts have qone to F IMBEs. 

l54. Demand side management refers to· ratepayer funded 
programs undertaken by the utility to affect customer energy 
consumptien patterns. 

l55. A determination ef the appropriate funding levels fer 
demand side management requires consideration of the current 
economic and resource conditiens impacting the utilities regulated 
by this commissien. 

l56. The funding of demand side management programs is 
impacted by the Commission's eliminatien ef the Electric Revenue 
Adjustment Mech~nism (ERAM) tor large power customers in 
D.S7-05-071, ene of the policies adopted in the 3-Rs Rulemaking to' 
address the problems created by customer bypass of the utility 
system. 

l57 • Despite the elimination of ERAM for large power 
customers, the Commission has determined that the most cost
effective conservati,on programs should still be retained for this 
customer group and that the utilities' incentives to pursue 
effective conservation remains unchanged for the commercial and 
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residential classes ~ho are not i~paeted by the elimination of 
ERAM. 

158. The commiss.ion. continues to be:Lieve that l~ng-range 
conservation remains an important goal and that utilities should 
continue to promote reasonable conservation and efficiency options 
to ,customers. 

159. The Commission. has directed utilities to refrain from 
using ratepayer funds fo·r utility marketing programs aimed at 
increasing utility profits when' ERAM is .~liminated. 

160. As in the case of the developm.ant of marginal costs, . 
parties relying on computer models and r.elated data to develop 
demand side management 'recommendations m11lst provide this 
information for purposes of cross-examin;~tion and rebuttal. 

I 

161. Because the results of CEC's c'ost-effectiveness study 
were provided following the close of hearings and submission dates 
tor opening and repl)' briets on demand side management, this 
information cannot be considered part of the record in this 
proceeding- ~ 

102. Ethics and fairness dictate that an extension to file a 
brief granted to one, but not all, parti;es to a proceeding may not 
be used as an opportunity to respond to :briefs which were timely 
filed .. 

163. Because the CEC inappropriately responded in its reply 
brief to the previously tiled reply brief of PSD# that portion of 
CEC's reply brief cannot be considered in this proceeding. 

164. PSD's proposed funding level of $1.9 million tor the 
Residential Information progr~ provides SUfficient funds, based on 
an analysis of historic and current data, to' provide the 
information necessary to communicate the need and the manner in 
which residential customers can conserve energy and is there tore 
reasonable. 

165. Edison's proposed fUnding level ot $4,149,000 for 
residential Energy Management Services \t,I'ould maintain the current 
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audit mix and include a reasonable increase in audits under the 
Residential Survey Program and is therefore reasonable. 

l66. PSD"s proposed fundinq level of $768,000 for residential 
Weatherization and Retrofit Incentives inclUdes appropriate 
limitations on those incentives and designations of the areas to be 
targeted and is therefore reasonable. 

l67. The funding level of $l.4 million for Residential New 
Construction to which PSD and Edison have agreed provides tor 
sufficient incentives under these programs and is therefore 
reasonable. 

168. To ensure the proper allocation of funds for Residential 
New construction, it is not necessary to adopt PSD,' s proposed 
restriction on funding for central electric heat pumps, but it is 
necessary to adopt PSD's recommendation regarding the elimination 
of funding for the heat pump water heater found to be non cost
effective. 

169. To ensure that ratepayer fUnds are applied to only 
efficient and cost-effective conservation programs, it is 
reasonable to direet Edison to' investigate lower incentives for all 
such programs. 

170. The funding level for Edison's Residential Conservation 
Direct Assistance program of $5.4 million, adopted in Edison's 19S7 

CtMAC and proposed by cal-Neva in this proceeding, is based on the 
proqram's cost-effectiveness, the lack of market saturation by the 
program, the need for continued conservation by low income groups, 
the uncertainty of previously applied federal qrants, and the 
questionable applicability of the 1986 cost per measure recommended 
by PSO in the absence of those grants and is therefore reasonable. 

~7~. PSO's funding recommenQat1on of $767,000 for Non
Residential Information reflects a substantial increase over the 
previously authorizea level, takes into account a full year of 
activity under the Major Accounts Representative Proqram, and 
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provides adequate funding for "outreach" and is therefore 
reasonable. 

I 
172. PSD's recommended funding level of $8,028,358 for Non

Residential Energy Management Services is based on recent recorded 
costs and is therefore reasonable. 

173. PSD's original funding recommendation of $1,227,000 for 
Non-Residential Energy Management Incentives and its originally 
proposed allocation of funds between small, medium, and large power 
customers ensures continuation of this program at a reasonable . 
level to these customers, maintains cost-effective conservation 
progr~ for each of these customer groups consistent with D.87-05-
071, and is therefore reasonable. 

174. PSD's fundin9 level of $0.34 million for Non-Residential 
Energy Management Incentives-Administration properly re:f'14~ct$ the 
correlation between incentive levels and administrative costs and 
is therefore reasonable. 

175. A funding level of $2.5 million for Non-ResidE~n'tial New 
Construction ensures that Edison can achieve the legi tima'ce and • 
cost-effective goals of this program even with the inclusion of 
large power customers and is therefore reasonable. 

176. In numerous recent decisions, the Commission has 
considered funding for Thermal Energy storage programs; in none of 
these orders or D.87-05-071, however, has the Commission I~etermined 
that any load retention resulting from TES installations is the 
equivalent of a utility marketing function. 

177. Edison's Thermal Energy Storage program is a demand side 
management program clearly directed to the goal of improving load 
management for customers installing TES equipment, is potentially 
able to retain customers who might otherwise have chosen self-

. . 
generation, and is not specifically aimed at increasing Edison's 
sales and revenues. 

178. The load shifting and load retention aspects of Edison'S 
Thermal Energy Storage program, based on the previous findings, can 
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be considered in determining the program's cost-effectiveness and 
funding'. 

179~ It is reasonable to direct Edison to continue its efforts 
to quantify the g'as-side impaet of its Thermal Energy Storage 
program consistent with the recently revised Standard Practice 
Manual for Economic Evaluation of DSM Prog'rams to ensure the most 
accurate assessment of its cost-effeetiveness. 

180.' Edison's TES program is a cost-effective load management 
program which can be extended to small, medium, and large power 
customers. 

181. To ensure its continued cost-effectiveness, Edison's TES 
program should be closely monitored in the coming' years throug'h the 
reporting' requirements established by Resolution E-3053 and the 
establishment, for accounting and reporting purposes, of the 
categories of Load Shifting (Medium/Small and Larg'e CUstomer) and 
Load Retention (Medium/Small and Larqe CUstomer) suggested DY PSO. 

182. '1'0 ensure the continuation of Edison's TES program. at a 
cost-effective level, it is reasonable to adopt a funding level of 
$4 million, an amount which is based on recorded 1986 expenditures 
with allowances for a reasonable increase in program activity and 
an incentive level of $200/kW. 

183. Edison's proposed funding level of $1,64l,000 for its 
Water Storag'c Program ensures that the progr~ can achieve its 
legitimate program goals directed at the needs of Edison's 
agricultural customers and is therefore reasonable. 

184. To ensure the cost-effectiveness of its Water Storag~ 
Program, it is reasonable for Edison to undertake whatever 
reasonable cost-cutting measures are possible to limit any 
unnecessary and non-cost-effective spending. 

185. It is appropriate to defer fundinq for Edison's 
Residential and Non-Residential Marketing programs until further 
analysis of the marketing issue is undertaken in the 3-Rs 
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I 
Rulemaking in which marketing issues for both'ERAM ana non-ERAM 
customers should be reviewed. 

186. A funding level of $7,325,000 tor the Measurement and 
Evaluation Program covl~rs the costs associa.tea. with the technical 
assessments, data coll,ection, and analysis which are required to be 
undertaken in this pro;Jraxn ana is therefore reasonable •. 

187 _ To ensure th,e proper designation of ratepayer funds, it 
is reasonable to include the funding for Edison's load research 
activities as a demand side management expense. 

188. To provide consistency in the review of every utility'S 
demand side management programs, it is reasonable for the reports 
required for Edison's demand side manaqement programs to be 
developed usinq the same guidelines adopted tor PG&E in 0.86-12-095 

at paqes 111 through ll8. 
189. PSO's proposed funding level of $3.5 million for Edison's 

Support Programs take into account the needed l~wels of activity, 
promotion, management, ana. administration to support Edison's 
conservation programs and is the=etore reasonable. 

190. It is reasonable to consolidate all demand side 
management program funding in base rates starting with Test Year 
1988 with the exception of TES incentive paynlents related to 
contracts executed prior to January 1, 1988, which should continue 
to be reflected in the ERAM balancing account consistent with 
0.82-12-055. 

191. To enhance Edison's tl.exibility in managing its. demand 
side management program funding, the current $2.5 million allowance 
tor Edison to make tunding shifts within the three existing major 
program categories (Re:sidential Conservation, Commercial/ 
Industrial/Agricultural conservation, and Load Management) without 
a formal advice letter filinq, but with notice to our Commission 
Advisory and Compliance Division and the Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates. 
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192. For funding shifts betwel~n the three major conservation 
, . proqram categories or tor shifts. o:f greater than $2. S million 

within those categories, Edison is required to make an advice 

• 

• 

, letter filing. 
193.. Edison's management flex:i.bility would not :be improved by 

inereasing the major conservation pro9r~ eategories as recommended 
by PSO, and thle existing cateqories, named above, should be 
continued. 

194. Edison has eomplied with Orderinq Paragraph 12 of 
0.84-12-0&8 by reducing its Corporate Energy Management 'labor 
budget by over 20% and providing a numeric~l count by job category 
and salary range and a description of each job category .. 

195.. The Commission's n~ed to traek conservation program 
spending has increased proportionately with our need to ensure the 
cost-effectiveness of those programs. 

19&. The generic demand side management definitions being 
established in the Reporting Requirements Manual should be used by 

Edison in future rate case, offset, and advice letter filings to' 
assist the ColtllUission's tracking of program expenses .. 

197. The eontinued effective d.evelopment of QF resources is an 
important goal whieh will permit Edison to meet its resource needs. 

198. Overall program funding for Edison's Cogeneration/Small 
Power Production Program of $1,.76.5,000, with reductions of $200,000 
in 1989 and $550,.000 in 1990 if warranted on the basis of a 
periodic analysis to be undertaken by PSO and Edison, will ensure 
that the legitimate goal of this program is met and its continue~ 
cost-effectiVeness is monitored and is therefore reasonable. 

199. Bypass is ~ condition which occurs when a utility 
customer chooses to generate its own energy rather than accept the 
service available from the local public utility_ 

, 200. Of particular concern is wuneeonomic* bypass. 
20l. The Commission has found that *uneconomicw bypass results 

in Wan inefficient allocation of society's resources.' 
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202 •. To address the problems created by bypass tor the utility 

and its customers, the Commission has adopted several policies in 
R.86-10-001, the 3-Rs (risk, return and ratemaking) rulemaking, 
including a commitment to revenue allocation based on Equal Percent 
of Marginal Cost (EPMC), the elimination ot the Attrition Rate 
Adjustment and the Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism for the 
large light and power class, and the use ot special contracts 
between the utilities and customers in the large light and power 
class. 

203. While the appropriate forum for developing policies 
governing our response to bypass is clearly R.86-10-001, these 
l=,olieies play an important and integral role in our findings in 
this general rate case on issues related to marginal cost, revenue 
allocation, rate design, and demand side management programs. 

204. Bypass has also been made a separate issue in this 
l=,roceeding by Edison's inclusion, in its prepared testimony of an 
exhibit intended to quantify the extent of bypass expected in the 
future. 

205. Edison is to be commended for its attempt to quantify the 
effects of bypass; hO\ieVer, serious questions have been raised 
regarding the assumpt:Lons and approach used by Edison and the 
accessibility of Edison's models and data base. 

206. Our tinding:~ in this decision regarding the use of and 
access to computer models in developing marginal cost estimates are 
equally applicable to the parties' review of Edison's model and 
data base used in devc~loping its estimate of the bypass impact. 

207. While forecasts of bypass may be helpful in the future to 
determine the impact of our remedial actions, adoption of a 
particular estimate of bypass is not necessary in this proceeding. 

208. Because the Commission's goal is to stem the tide of 
uneconomic bypass, it is reasonable to continue to encourage self
generation, based on the use of renewable resources, to· the extent 
that it is required 'and economically efticient. 
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209. Wi~ 1:his decision, the Commission continues its 
commitment to marginal cost ratemakinq. 

210. Marginal costs provide cost-based rates and accurate 
price signals regarding a customer's energy consumption. 

211. Uniformity between marginal costs and the related concept 
of avoided cost which is used as the basis for payments to 
qualifying facilities is appropriate to the extent possible and 
practicable. 

212. CUrrent methodologies for developing avoided costs must 
be taken into consideration in calculating QF payments • . 

213. In Edi~son' s last general rate case, the Commission 
concluded that use of a uniform computer model in developinq 
marginal costs would end suspicion and enhance understanding of 
computer models. 

214. The Commission also directed Edison in it= last general 
rate case;to provide computer data upon the filing of its 
application to avoid the data gathering problems which PSD had 
experienced in that proceeding • 

215. Since the issuance of the Commission's decision in 
Edison's last general rate ease, AS 475 has been enacted adding 
statutory provisions requiring, among other things" that any 
computer model and related data base that is the basis for any 
testimony or exhibit in a commission proceeding shall be made 
avail~le to the co:rnmission and parties to bearings to the extent 
necessary for cross-examination and rebuttal. 

216. Despite t~e efforts of the commission and the 
Legislature, little progress toward uniformity in production cost 
models or availability of related data has been made within the 
context of the gener~l rate case. 

217. In this proceeding, instead of a uniform model being used 
by all parties, the Commission was presented with a total of three 
models, the efficaC'1 of each of which was the subject of debate • 
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218. The timely provision of ,computer data remained a problem 
in,this proceedinq as interested parties were still without such 
data as hearings on the issue of marginal cost commenced. 

219. The difficulty of assessinq the validity of various 
computer models is made more acute in the setting of a qeneral rate 
case in which the Commission is required to hear and decide a 
myriad of issues within a strict timetable. 

220. The problems associated with the Commission deciding 
issues related to the verification of complex computer models, a 
significant problem in the general rate case, will worsen if IERs 
(incremental energy rate) are to be updated annually in ECAC 
proceedings which are already burdened by SUbstantial time and 
staffing limitations. 

221. In adoptinq forecasted results, the Commission must not 
leave to chance its understandinq of the tools used to, achieve 
those forecasts. 

e' fl 

222. Based on the preceding findings, in the next general rate 
cases, ECAC proceedings, or other related proceeding identi~ied in ~ 
A.82-04-44, et al., of Edison, PG&E, and SOG&E, it is reasonable to 
require all parties presenting testimony requiring the use of a 
production simulation model to develop, marginal or avoided costs to 
provide a Wbase case* run using the same computer model. 

223. Each party will also have the opportunity to, present 
testimony using its model of choice and explain its preference for 
that model. 

224. Uniformity in computer modeling, as a starting point, 
will aid the Commission in determining whether model, assumption, 
or methodological ditferences are causing different results. 

22S. It is reasonable tor all parties to use the ELFIN 
computer model to perform the *base easeN run in tuture rate 
proceedings due to its accessibility and its current application to 
multiple uses. 
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226. Any shortcomings in the ELFIN model can be addressed by . . 
each part~ either suggesting a means ot adjusting the model to 
overcome any problem or citing the deficiency as a basis for 
reliance on an alternate model or approach. 

227. To ensure access by all parties to input assumptions and 
data related to computer models used to calculate a utility's IERs 
and marginal or avoided energy costs, a uniform procedure for 
exchanging this information prior to hearings in all utilities' 
ECACs, general rate eases, or any other proceeding adopted in 
A.82-04-44, et al. for updating IERs, is appropriate. 

228. It is reasonable tor the procedure envisioned in the 
above finding to include a workshop to be held no later than one 
week following the filing of the utility'S testimony tor the 
purposes ana in the manner aescri~ed in our discussion of marginal 
energy costs. 

229.. Work related, to the implementa.tion of AB 'l75o will 
ultimately determine the manner in whieh models are to be used and 
accessed. 

230. Due to sreater certainty rcsardins the mcthoaoloqies to 
be used for calculating marginal and avoided energy' costs, it is 
not appropriate in this proceeding for the adopted IER to result 
from the averaging of the parties' proposed IERs. 

231. The Commission has endorsed the 'calculation of two 
IERs -- one for marginal energy cost determinations and one for 
avoided energy cost determinations -- in order to properly reflect 
the contribution made by qualifying faeilities in avoiding utility 
energy costs. 

232. While the method tor 'calculating avoided energy costs 
will ultimately be developed in A.82-04-044, et al.,. the com:mission 
has' continued to move in the directio:n of applying the "QF In/QF 
out" methodology tor short-run, as well as tor long-run, avoided 
ene~=gy cost calculations .. 
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233. Although uniformity in the calculation of marginal and 

avoided costs greatly simplifies the task of determining those 
costs, such an approach does not allow the Co~~ission to meet its 
obligation lof providing the most accurate prices to QFs based on 
avoided cos't~s and, at the same time, to provide the most accurate 
price signals to consumers regarding their 'electric consumption. 

234. PSD was the only party to this proceeding presenting IER 
results based on a wQF InW (marginal cost) approach and a wQF In/QF 
outN approach. 

235. Because PSD's lER results were the least controverted in 
this proceeding, reflected the proper correlation between the two 
resulting lER estimates, were within the range of lERs proposed by 

the other parties, and were derived from the s~e model, it is 
reasonable to adopt PSO's estimate of 9,626 Btu/kWh to be used for 
the marginal energy cost calculation and 9,775 Btu/kWh to be used 
for the avoided energy cost calculation. 

236. It is appropriate to adopt an annual IER in this 
proceeding due to the likelihood of the IER being the subject of 
annual update; however, this value should remain in effect until 
updated as prescribed in A.S2-04-44, et ala ' 

an. 
237. Adoption of PSO's IER estimates is not an approval of 

PSO's NQF In/QF outW methodology, an issue properly reserved for 
A.82-04-044, et al., is not an endorsement of all of PSD's 
assumptions, and is not an acceptance of Edison's position that 
changes in such input assumptions have little impact on the 
'calculation of the IER. 

238. The sensitivity runs necessary to decide the issue of the 
impact of input assumptions on the IER calculation are not a part 
of the record in this proceeding. 

239. Because the external adjustment of ELFIN model results to 
reflect start-up and no-load costs may result in wdoUble-countingW 

of those costs, it is reasonable that the adjustment be reduced in 
the amount of the double-counting. 
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240. Due to the likelihood of the IER being updated on an 
, annual basis, the resolution of the assumptions at issue in this 

proceeding provides useful insight into the proper determination of 
similar ass'wnptions in the future. 

241. The guiding principle in evaluating input assumptions is 
that the best assumptions embody the most up-to-date, verifiable 
information. 

242. S~sed on more recent information and the correct standard 
of evaluation, the CCC has provided the Commission with the most 
r4easonable assumptions regarding Edison's base load. unit (coal and 
nuclear) production. 

243. Based on the most recently available data, Edison's 
estimate of PNW economy energy and the CCC's estilnate of PSW 
economy energy are reasona})le. 

244. The ba:sis for determining what is a "'firmA' power purchase 
is the same in c.~leulating an IER as it is in developing the 
utility's ERI (Energy Reliability Index) • 

245. In evaluating an agreement. in terms of its inclusion as a 
firm resource assumption used in calculating an IER, the focus is 
properly on the utility's commitment to purchase the power, rather 
than the economic benefits o,f the agreement. 

246. In assessing whether a utility is truly obligated in a 
power purchase, the totality of circumstances surrounding the 
contract (i.e., its status as to the two parties, its status as to 
the necessary governmental approval, and, least important , its 
acceptability as to price) must be examined. 

247. Based on the criteria outlined in the preceding finding, 
the BPA MOU cannot be considered a firm power contract under any 
circumstances while the PP&L and PGE contracts, having a history of 
a CJ%'eater level CIt c~mmi bent tJy the parties, can be considerecl 
firm. purchases. 

248. Based on the most recent data, th,e CCC's estimate of 
12,694, gWh of QF generation is reasonable • 
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I 
249. It is reasonable to assume that future forecasts should 

provide,more specific and verifiable results re~arding the causes 
and effects of minimum load conditions. ' 

250. PSO's forecasted average price of gas of $2.S2/MMBtu is 
accurate and therefore reasonabl.~ .. 

251. It is reasonable to adopt the undisputed portions o:e 
PSO's and. Edison's joint exhibit on marginal energy costs and 
Edison's undisputed changes to factors used in the calculation of 
avoided energy costs to the extent that these agreements and 
calculations are ,not altered by our preceding findings. 

252. In past general rate C~Lse decisions, the ColtlInissiol:'l. has 
concluded that a suitable proxy for the marginal demand. cost:; of 
generation is the annualized value of a combustion turbine. 

253. The generation ($69.48,kW) and. transmission ($33.1(~/kW) 

marginal demand costs jointly proposed by Edison and PSD, modified 
to reflect an updated O&M loading factor and the franchise tt~es 

adopted in this proceeding, are derived from the appropriate 
me1:hodol09ies and are therefore reasonable. 

254. The record in this proceed.ing does not include evidence 
to demonstrating that the basis for applying the ERI to adjust 
avoided capacity prices for QFs is equally applicable to an 
adjustment of generation marginal demand costs used. for revenue 
allocation and rate design purposes and therefore is insufficient 
to justify the application of the ERI to such demand costs at this 
time. 

255. To determine the applicability of the ERI to generation 
marginal demand. costs, it is reasonable to direct PSD and Edison to 
ex~ine this issue in Edison's next general rate ease • . 

256. The Coxnmission has made clear that the proper caleulation 
of avoided capacity costs requires an adjustment of the annualized 
value of a combustion turbine in order to reflect system 
reliability. 
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257. The Commission has indicated its preference for usin~ an 
Energy Reliability Index (ERI) based on an Expected Unserved Energy 

. (EVE) tarqet as the basis for adjustin~ the value of the combustion 
turbine used as a proxy for avoided capacity costs. 

258,. The ERI proposed by Edison in this proceeding relies on a 
consistent and integrated set of data, employs an analytically 
,supportable derivation of the expected unserved energy level, and 
is consistent with our findings in D.86-07-004 and D.86-11-071. 

259. The ERr proposed by Edision is appropriate to use as the 
basis tor calculating Edison's ERr in this proceeding as modified 
to correct certain flawed input assumptions ,related to Edison's 
firm resources. 

260. Based on our findinq that the status of a firm power 
purchase agreement depends on its status as to the two parties. 
involved, the acquisition of necessary qovernment approval, and the 
negotiated price, the BPA MOU cannot be included as an input 
assumption in calculating Edison's ERI, while the PP&L and PGE 
contr~ct, which have attained greater certainty, can and were 
properly included as firm resource assumptions. 

261. Because the ERI should equal the average EOE calculated 
with and without the block of additional capacity being valued, 
divided by the EVE target, Edison erred by failing to remove any 
as-available QF resources from its ERr calculation. 

262. The esc has provided a reasonable estimate of as
available OF capacity (45· MW) to be excluded from the calculation 
of Edison's ERI calculation. 

263. Based on the pre'lJ'ious :findings, an ERr adjustlnent factor 
of 0.43 for 1988 is reasonable and should remain in effect until 
updated or revised as prescribed in A.82-04-44, et ale 

264. The reinstatement of Stand~rd Offer 2 is an action 
specifically reserved to A.8Z-04-44, et al., and will not l:Je 
decided in this proceeding • 
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26S. Although marginal distribution and marginal customer 
costs are distinct concepts both in terms of definition and 
calculation, these two costs must be examined. t0gether for the 
purposes e't determining whieh of the eosts of customer access to 
the system are attributable to ll'.4rgin~1 customer costs and which 
are attributable to marginal distribution costs. 

266. 0.86-08-083 involving PG&E's adopted marginal costs was 
to have served as tkle basis tor establishing certain principles to 
be used in the calculation of marginal c'llstomer costs for all 
utilities. 

267. The principles adopted in 0.86-08-083 and intended to- be 
applied to all utilities included the inclusion of marginal 
customers costs in the revenue allocation process; the use of the 
weigh'ced average of incremental and decremental costs to calculate 
margi:rl~l customer costs: and the inclusion in marginal customer 
costs of the customer-related costs 4s-.sociated with meters, service 

I 

drops, final line transformers, access equipment replacement and • 
improvement, and distribution equipment directly assignable to a 

.customer class. 
268. The goal of marginal cost ratemak~ng is to provide 

accurate price signals regarding a customer's consumption and is 
achieved by relying on a methodolo~ which most precisely 
determines the marginal cost related to customer access and 
maintenance on the utility system. 

269. The weighted average ineremental/decrementalcost 
approach is a ]';'l!"l;'':.:vxiology which achieves the goal stated in the 
previous 

270. 

relevant 

findir,-:;:. 
, . 

The question of revenue shortfalls is not necessarily 
in determining the appropriate methodology for calculating 

marginal costs. 
271. The most equitable way in which to determine class 

revenue responsibility is by viewing the impact of such changes not 
in isolation, but in terms of their effect on a utility'S total 
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costs, a qoal achieved throuqh the Commission'~ adopted approach 
tCf caleulatin9 marqinal costs. 

272. While the parties to. this proceeding generally followed 
the principles adopted in 0 .. 86-08-083 in makinq their marqinal 
customer cost recommendations, all, except for TURN, ignored the 
commission's directive to use the weiCjhted average of incremental 
anddecremental costs in calc:ulatin9' marg'inal customer costs. 

273.. In this proceeding, no Nfully developed estimateN of both 
incremental and dccrcmental costs has been provided. 

274. Given the methodologies proposed in this proceeding, only 
PSD's 'l'SM (transformer, service drop, and meter) approach is a 
*usable" proxy for the weighted average of incremental and 
decremental costs .. 

275.. PSO's determination of iricrement~l costs based on the 'l'SM 
. approach is clo:::est to the int4ant o.f 0.86-08-08.3 to the extent that 
it is a conser\~ative estimate of those costs, a result achieved by 
treating final line transformers for residential and small light 
and power customers as demand-~:,elated costs .. 

276. To bring Edison's marginal customer costs eloser to those 
intended to ~ implemented following 0.86-08-083, it is reasonable 
to adopt PSO's incremental custo~er cost estimate exclusive of 
final line transformers as the proxy for the weighted average of 
Edison's incremental and decremental customer costs. 

277. It is reasonable for the incremental cost estimate 
adopted in this procecdin9 to reflect the exclusion of line 
transformers for all customer classes to ensure equal treatment of 
these elasses in the revenue allocation process. 

278. It is reasonable to direct all electric utilities and PSO 
in forthcoming general rate cases to base their recommended 
marqinal customer costs and numerical estimates of those costs on 
the wei9hted average of the utility'S incremental/decremental 
costs • 
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279. Once Edison's incrementa.l and decremental costs are 
properly presented, it will no longer be necessary to rely on a 
proxy which excludes an otherwise properly recognized customer 
access cost (i.e., final line transformers) from the calculation of 
marginal customer costs. 

280. PSD's approach to caleulating marginal customer costs for 
streetlight customers and the inclusion of those costs in the 
revenue allocation process is reasonable based on the co~~ission's 
approach to calculating marginal customer costs and to including 
streetlighting in the revenue allocation process except for the 
end-use costs'reflected in streetlight facilities charges. 

281. To ensure that all costs, including those related to 
distribution, are properly included in marginal customer costs, it 
is reasonable to direct Edison and PSD to undertake analyses and 
record-keeping to achieve this result. 

282. Edison's and PSD's proposed marginal distribution cost, 

I 

as modified to reflect our findings on marginal customer costs, is • 
based on the appropriate methodology and should be adopted. 

283. It is reasonable to direct Edison and PSO to ex~ine the 
effects of basinq their regression analysis used to calculate 
marginal distribution costs on the load measured by the sum of the 
maximum demands on distribution substations to ensure the most 
precise estimate of these costs. 

284. Time-differentiated marginal costs are an ~portant 
factor in developing rate design, evaluating conservation and load 
management programs, and making other resource decisions. 

285. In adopting marginal cost time-of-use or costing periods, 
consideration must be given to establishing periods which maximize 
differences between periods and minimize differences between hours .. 
within those periods, to enhancing customer understand ins of the 
Periods, to ensuring continuity over time, to avoiding rate shoek 
tromehanqes in time periods, and to- minimizing any resulting 
administrative burden. 
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286. ~.sed. on the record. in this proceed.ing, the costing 
periods to which Ed.ison and PSO have agreed. are supportable and. 
should be ao:opted. 

287. In future rate cases, parties are encouraged to provide 
information aimed at improving the largely judgmental science of 
developing costing periods. 

288. The Commission's reliance on marginal cost principles 
achieves equity in rates by relating the costs imposed. on the 
utility system to the customer responsible for those costs. 

289. In recent years, the Commission has adhered to a poliey 
that, to the extent praetical, total revenue should be allocated t~ 
ratepayers on the basis of their share of the utility'S marginal 
costs. 

290. In d~termining the appropriate metbod.ology to use in 
allocating revenues, the goal of achieving marginal cost-based 
rates must b,~ balanced against the potentially negative impact on 
certain customer groups resulting from the restructuring of revenue 
responsibilities. 

291. The Equal Percent of Marginal cost (EPMC) approach to 
revenue allocation allocates the revenue requirement on an equal 
basis relative to the marginal cost-based burden each customer 
class imposes on the system. 

292. The Commission has made clear its commitment to the EPMC 
approach for revenue allocation as the most accurate way to· reflect 
costs ,which customers impose on the system and as an effective 
response to the threat of bypass. 

293. Based. on the preced.ing findings, it is reasonable to 
ad.opt an EPMC revenue allocation for Edison. 

294. With the adoption of an EPMC methodology, the commission 
must also consider the ~anner in which it will ~e implemented. and 
the extent to which it will be applied to all customer classes and. 
to all rate sched.ules within those classes. 
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295. Because Edison's present rates are currently quite far 
from EPMC, it is reasonable for the Commission to adopt a phase-in 
of the tull EPMC revenue allocation adopted for Edison to mitigate 
the adverse impact on certain customer groups caused by the shift 
in revenu,e responsibility. 

296. A modification of Edison's phase-in revenue allocation 
approach is best suited to the'Commission's goals of achieving a 
full EPMC revenue allocation while ~itigating any adverse impacts. 

297. It is reasonable for the adopted phase-in approach t~ 
move each class 1/3 of the way to full EPMC, with a cap of 5% on 
increases to any class in the first year with any rema:tning revenue 
decreases to be spread to the large power classes in proportion to 
the deviation of each class from full EPMC. 

298. The adoption of a 5% cap for residential provides 
adequate relief from a rate shock while still providing significant 
rate reductions for large power customers. 

299. Because the intent of this decision is t~ achieve a full 

I 

EPMC revenue allocation for Edison by 1990, it is reasonable to' • 
reflect this intent in any revenue allocation proposed for Edison 
in ~9S9 and ~990. 

300. Due to our partial elimination of the Attrition Rate 
Adjustme~.t (AAA) proceeding and our reliance on ECAC fc)r PG&E 
revenue allocation and rate design between general rat~~ cases, 
Edison'S ECAC proceeding is the appropriate forum for c:onsidering 
any adjustments of Edison's inter-class revenue alloca1:ion in ~9S9 
and 1990. 

301. It is not reasonable for the consideration o:f revenue 
allocation issues in ECAC to include relitiqation of ~le marginal 
cost structure and levels adopted in this proceeding. 

302. To ensure the continued move toward an EPMC :~evenue 
allocation for Edison, it is reasonable to allocate re'V'enue changes 
to rate schedules occurring between this rate case and Edison'S 
1989 ECAC on the basis of the system average percentag,e change in 
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order to maintain the relationships adopted in this proeeedin~ and 
to identify in Edison's 1989 and 1990 ECAC proceedings the revenue" 
allocation to be applied to intervening offset filings made after 
each of these proceedin~s. 

303. Because of the minor nature of the adjustment involved, 
it is reasonable to except from the approach identified above any 
rate adjustments of less than 1% and allocate these increases on an 
equal cents per kWh basis. 

304. In the absence of marginal costs calculated for the small 
light and power class, it is reasonable to base the intra-class 
revenue allocation for that class on an equal percent of present 
rate revenues, except for Schedules TOU-GS,and GS-2 for which the 
revenue allocation will be determined by applying to the adopted 
rates the billing determinants to which Edison and PSD have agreed. 

305. ~he record is insutficient in this proceeding to order a 
cost-based intra-class revenue allocation for thE~ agricultural rate 
schedules • 

306. In the absence of a cost-based intra-class revenue 
allocation for the agricultural rate schedules, it is reasonable to 
allocate any revenue shortfall resulting from the implementation of 
new agricultural rate options equally among all agricultural rate 
'schedules. 

307. Because it is o~r goal to ac~ieve intra-class, as well as 
inter-class, revenue allocations based on EPMC, it is reasonable to 
adopt the EPMC revenue allocation to rate schedule in this 
proceeding for the large power customer group and to direct Edison 
to collect the data necessary to achieve such an intra-class ' 
revenue allocation for the small light and power and agricultural 
rate schedules in Edison's next general rate case. 

308. Despite the low, off-peak energy usage by streetlight 
customers, it is energy consumption nonetheless and as such the 
energy, demand, ana customer costs related to streetlighting are 
properly included in determining class revenue allocation • 
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309. Because the streetlight t~cilities ch~rge is rel~ted to 
an end-use and nl::>t to the components which are included in a 
marginal cost revenue allocation, it is reasonable to· continue to 
excl~de that charge trom the revenue allocation process. 

• • 
310. It is '~ecessary to include any forecasted contract rate 

revenue deficiency in the revenue allocation process at this time. 
3ll. Issues related to the manner in which the revenue 

deficiency resulting trom contract rates is to ~e determined and 
allocated are appropriately considered in the 3-RsRulemaking in 
which the guidelines for special contracts and contract rates are 
being developed. 

312. It is reasonable to include in the revenue allocation 
adopted in this proceeding the total revenue requirement adopted 
tor Edison as of January 1, 1988. 

313. The Commission's current rate design philosophy is to 
achieve easily understood, cost-based rates whieh.~re designed to 
provide accurate and understandable price signals 'co which the 
customer can respond, to reflect a customer's usag·e patterns and 
characteristics, to recover the customer group's revenue 
requirement, and to mitigate any negative bill ilnpacts. 

314. Our reliance on previous decisions relating to· PG&E's 
adopted rate Qesign is appropriate as ~ means of i·dentifying 
current Commission rate design policy; determining whether that 
policy is to be continued, modified, or abandoned; and ensuring, to 
the extent possible, consistent treatment of all ratepayers. 

31S. The baseline quantities proposed by Edison and PSD, 
including modifications required in the seasons and allocations for 
Zone: l5 customers~ are based on the appropriate meth09.ologies, 
considerations, and statutory requirements applicable to the 
determination of baseline allowances and are '~erefore reasonable. 

316. It is appropriate to implement the baseline quantities 
adopted in this proceeding effective with the next seasonal change • 
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317. The goal of achieving eost based rates is not outweighed 
by the need for simplieity in rate desiqn in an optional rate ai~ed 
at providing a residential customer with truly cost-based rates. 

318. PSO's proposed three-tier rate achieves the goal of cost
based rates for the proposed TOU-O schedule and is therefore 
reasonable; however, Edison should be afforded a reasonable period 
of time to implement the new schedule with that implementation 
taking effect no later than June 1, 1988. 

319. It is reasonable to allocate the estimated revenue 
deficiency created by TOU-O to all residential customers. 

320. Edison's proposed OS schedule coupled with PSO's proposed 
TOU-O schedule and the parties' agreed limitations on the 
availability of those schedules provide, to an appropriate level of 
residential customers, significant options f~r controlling their 
energy usage and reducing their electric bills and are therefore 
reasonable. 

321. The customer charge proposed by Edison and PSO for the 
domestie customer group, while reasonable in concept, would have an 
inequitable and negative impact on residential customers and would 
not reflect deeremental customer costs. 

322. Because of the shortcomings of the proposed customer 
charge, it is reasonable to continue Edison's minimum base rate 
charge at $O.lO/day and to reject implementation of a customer 
charge for domestic customers at this time • . 

323. It is inappropriate to aajust the submetering discount 
under the DMS-2 schedule to reflect an allowance for distribution 
energy losses in the absence of a line loss study. 

324. It is inappropriate to institute a balancing account for 
a single cost related to a specific customer group when such 
accounts are reserved for major proceedings affecting all utility 
customers. 

325. Because it has been demonstrated that sUbmetered 
mobilehome parks do incur aistribution energy losses, it is 
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I 
reasonable for Edison to undertake a study, in cooperation with 
WHA, to determine the actual line losses incurred by submetered 
mobilehome parks to ensure that the costs associated with those 
losses are properly refleeted in the DMS-2 discount. 

326. Edison's reliance on its interpretation of Public 
utilities Commission Section 739.5 to switch from a levelized to a 
nonlevelized fixed charge rate in calculating the OMS-2 discount is 
not a sufficient enough justification to' warrant a ch~nge which 
could have serious economic repercussions for the affected customer 
group. 

327. In order to make the chi~nge from the use of a levelized 
to a nonlevelized fixed charge ra~l:e in calculating the OMS-2 

discount, it is neees~ to know specifically whether the 
levelized fixed charge rate did i1:'1 fact represent Edison's average 
costs in prior years: the extent '1:0' which those costs were under
stated or over-stated, if at all, by using a levelized fixed charge 
rate: and the extent to which it fails to represent Edison's 
averaqe cost now. 

328. It is unlikely that the Legislature intended that, for 
purposes of determining the DMS-2 ciscount, the utility's averaqe 
costs were to be developed in isolation for each test year without 
regard to the manner in which those costs had been determined in 
prior years. 

329. The preceding findings justify the rejection of Edison's 
attempt to shift from a lcvelized to a nonlevelized fixed charge 
rate in this proceeding to calcul,ate the DMS-Z discount. 

330. A diversity benefit ari:ses when a master-metered customer 
is billed more sales at baseline rates and less sales at 
nonbaseline rates than are actually consumed by his submetered 
tenants. 

331. The need to adjust the submetering discount ~d charges 
for domestic master-metered customers to reflect a diversit¥ 
benefit was recently been recognized by the commission for PG&E in 
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D.86-12-091, but the.issue is a new one for Edison's mobilehome 
park custom.ers. 

332.. The application of a diversity adjustment to correct an 
inequity to other customers resulting from the billing' of 
submetered mobilehome parks is as necessary for Edison's domestic 
master-metered schedules as it was for PG&E. 

333. The methodology for calculating the diversity adjustment 
is not yet perfected, Edison having insufficient time to wcorrectW 

the errors in PG&E's study and perform a study based on usage 
patterns of individual mobilehome parks .. 

334.. In the absence of the appropriate study, it is reasonable 
and equitable to adopt a conservative estimate of the ,diversity 
adjustment. 

335. WMA'S proposed diversi;~y adjustment of $1.58 is a 
conservative estimate, is similar to the adjustment adopted·for 
PG&E, and is 'therefore reason~lle. 

336. It is. reasonable to apJ~ly the diversity adjustment 
adopted in this proceeding to retiucing the submetered discount, as 
opposed to base rate charges, under the DMS-2 schedule. 

337. To ensure an accurate testimate of the diversity 
adjustment for Edison's next general rate case, it is reasonable to 
direct Edison to derive that estimate based on a study which 
considers the usage patterns of mobilehome parks Which it 
individually meters and the usage related to each master meter. 

338. WMA's proposed discount for DMS-2 of $7.82 per space per 
month or $0.26 per space per day based on a levelized fixed charge 
~~ate and absent an allowance for distribution energy losses is 
reasonable subject if reduced to reflect the adopted diversity 
adjustment of $1.58 per space per month. 

339. The above calculation ~ields an adopted DMS-2 discount of 
$6.34 per space per month • 
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340. A diversity benefit exists with respect to all master
metered customers and it is therefore reasonable to apply such an 
adjustment to Edizon's OM and OMS-1 schedules. 

341. A diversity factor of $2.43 ~or DM and OMS-1 of $2.43 per 
space per month Qr $O.OS per space per day for the OM and OMS-l 
schedules represents a reduction in Edison's proposed diversity 
factor for these schedules proportionate with the reduction adopted 
for Edison's proposed DMS-2 diversity factor and is reasonable. 

342. Edison's proposed discount for OMS-1 does not appear to 
be based on a current study~ 

343. A Dt-'.s-l discount of $2.41 per space per month or $0~08 
per space per day represents an increase in that discount 
consistent with the increase in the DMS-2 discount and based on an 
approach which maintains the current ratio between the DMS-l and 
OMS-Z discounts and is therefore reasonable. 

344. The record in this proceeding includes none o'f the RV 

park own~rs' alternative rate design proposals set forth in their 
brief. ~ 

34S. On the basis ot the RV park owners having failed to 
present their specific rat~ design proposals during the course of 
hearings in this proceeding and thereby denying other parties and 
this commission the opportunity to cross-examine or respond to 
those proposals, the RV park owners' alternative rate design 
proposals cannot be considered in this proceeding. 

346. Despite'this failure, the commission is not foreclosed 
from considering the need for tariff changes like those proposed by 
the RV park owners in the future on the basis of the RV park 
owners' assertions regarding the residential ,nature of RV ~enants 

and parks. 
341. Before the Commission can consider the application of 

baseline allowances to RV parks, evidence must be presented which 
addresses the exact residence requirements to be applied to such 
parks and their tenants, the need for monitoring, and the 
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appropriate charqes for master-metered and submetered service for 
RV parks and their tenants. 

348. Before a submetering discount similar to that included in 
the OMS-2 schedule could be applied to RV parks, evidence must be 
presented on the costs a~sociated with installing, operating, and 
owning the sabmetering distri~ution facilities within the RV park 
and the propriety of applying the same statutory standards for 
establishing discounts for RV parks and mobilehome parks. 

349. Based on the preceding findings, it is reasonable to 
direct Edison to conduct a study tor its. next general rate case of 
the need for and feasibility fo~ tariff changes extending baseline 
allowances or master-metered discounts to RV tenants and RV park 
owners. 

350. The agreements reached by Edison and PSO regarding the 
rate structures of schedules applicable to the small and medium 
power cu~tomer group are for the most part based on sound rate 
design principles ancl are reasonable • 

351. An exception from the above finding is Edison's and PSD's 
agreement to *ratchet* the demand charge for small and ~edium power 
customers. 

352. *Ratcheting* refers to the setting of the demand charge 
at a percentage of the' highest demand over a fixed period of time 
and has been proposed by Edison in this proceeding for all demand
metered schedules. 

353. Based on the findings below which sup~ort the removal of 
*ratchets* proposed for demand charges for the large power customer 
group, it is 5imilarly not reasonable to adopt Edison's and PSO's 
ratchet proposal tor ,demand charges under the s~all and ~edi~l 
power rate schedules. 

354. Edison's proposed schedule TC-l ener9'1 rate provides 
proper price signals b~sed on marginal costs and the customer's 
usaqe charaeteristics.and is reasonable • 
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355. The agreements reached ~Y Edison and PSO regarding the 

rate structures for the TOU-GS and TOU-GS-SOP schedules are 
consistent with current rate design policies and'are reasonable to 
the extent that the wratchetingW of demand charges under these 
schedules is eliminated and Edison's proposed energy charqes for 
the two schedules are reflected. 

356. conjunctive billing for multiple meters at a single 
school site, subject to limitations similar to those imposed for 
PG&E in 0.86-12-091, permits schools to realize the benefit of 
consolidated billing without the need to incur additional costs 
solely to attain that goal and is equally appropriate for Edison's 
school customers as it was for those located in PG&~'s service 
territory. 

357. To ensure that the benefits of conjunctive billing are 
realized, it is appropriate to order Edison to offer conjunctive 
billing for multiple meters at a single school site on an 
expe~imental basis consistent with 0.86-12-091 and Resolution 
E-304S, to direct Edison to file an advice letter implementing the • 
necessary forms, and to undertake an evaluation of conjunctive 
billing for schools and for all customers for its next general rate 
case. 

358. SUfficient justification has not been presented in this 
proceeding to enlarge the conjunctive billing program for schools 
to include conjunctive billing for multiple sites. 

359. *Ratchetinq* of demand charges is as inappropriate for 
schools as it is for other customer groups. 

360. *Onbundledw and time-differentiated rates for schools arc 
adequate to ensure that schools pay those costs reasonably 
attributable to their usage characteristics without the need to 
waive non-time-related demand charges. 

361. Based on the above finding, it is reasonable to reject 
SCRUB's recommended waiver of non-time-related demand charges for 
schools. 
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362. PSD's proposed TOU-8 subschedules are in keeping with 
0.84-12-068 in Edison's last general rate case, provide rates 
related to the cost of servrice and load characteristics of TOU-8 
customers by voltage level, and are reasonable. 

363. Edison's and PSO's agreement on TOO-S demand charges 
achieves, for the most part, demand charges which are cost-based 
and load-related and, with the elimination of *ratehetsW on those 
charges, is reasonable. 

364. In reeent years, the commission has sought to move away 
from the concept of ratchets based on the discriminato~' effect of 
such a rate design tool on customer billings among customers with 
identical usage. 

36S. The use of ratchets is almost completely at odds with the 
Commission's efforts to accurately reflect the costs imposed by the 
customer on a time- and load-related basis. 

366. The Commissio~ also does not rule out the possibility 
that diversity in demand is reflected in non-time-related demand 
charges over a 12-month period. 

367. It is reasonable for the effort to unbundle rates not to 
be blind to detrimental impacts which may result from such design 
tools as ratchets. 

368. Based on the preceding findings, it is reasonable to 
reject Edison's and PSO's proposed ratchets on demand-related 
meters for small, medium, and large power customer rate schedules. 

369. To the extent possible each individual rate component 
should be based on margiILal cost, and it is more appropriate to 
offset adverse rate impacts through rate limiters, rather than to 
limit demand charges to C!L eertain pereentage of their EPMC level. 

370. Our finding regarding the impropriety of using the ERI to 
ealculate generation marginal demand eosts at this time is equally 
applicable to our eonsid'~ration of its use in determining demand 
charges ~or TOU-S customers • 
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371. It is therefore reasonable not to apply' the ERr at this 
time to the calculation of TOU-8 demand charges, but it is 
reasonable to require Edison and PSD to examine the issue of its 
applicability for rate designpurposes in Edison's next general 
rate case. 

372. Edison's proposed off-peak energy charge for TOO'-S is 
reasonable based on the need for consistency between the TOU-8 and 
TOO'-GS schedules. 

373 •. In developing TOU-8 rates, it is reasonable to develop 
the interruptible credits on an incurrence, rather than an EPMC, 
basis. 

374. To ensure that sUbtransmission energy rates are not 
nominally higher than primary voltage energy rates, it is 
reasonable to align these rates to be equal. 

375. PSD's proposed real-time pricing SChedule achieves the 
program goals of providing more specific price signals than are 
available under curr~nt time-of-use rates and is therefore 
reasonable. ~ 

376. The need for a TOO-8-S0P rate option is clear as a means 
of providing eligible customers with more accurate price signals 
and with the opportunity to change existing usage patterns in 
response to those signals. 

377. TOO-8-S0P encourages consumption and increases sales in 
the off-peak period thereby offsetting any minimum load problem 
which Edison might experience. 

378. PSO's proposed Tou-a-sop schedule achieves the goals of 
this schedule while providing an accurate estimate of the number of 
customers who will migrate from TOO-S to this new schedule and is 
therefore reasonable. 

379. In this proceeding, issues sfmilar to those presented in 
our recent decisions involving PG&E's interruptible schedules 
(D.86-12-091 and Resolution E-3044) have been presented. 
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380. PSD's proposed I-6 schedule, as modified below, achieves. 
the goal of providing cost-based rates to interruptible customers 
and is reasonable. 

381. The penalty l~or failure to interrupt or curtail proposed 
by PSD is too harsh and would act as a significant deterrent to 
customers moving to this interruptible schedule. 

382. The graduated approach for such penalities, as adopted in 
Resolution E-3044, is sufficient to ensure that an interruptible 
customer responds to a request by Edison to interrupt without 
deterring service under this schedule and is therefore reasonable 
to include in Edison's interruptible schedules. 

383. In considering whether existing interruptible schedules 
I-:'\ and I-5 should be closed to new custome:rs in the presence of a 
cost based interruptible schedule (I-6), tb,e commission must weigh 
our qoal of cost-based rates against the need of interruptible 
customers to expect consistency in rat~ design for the term of the 
contract signed under those schedules (5 years) and the 

requirements of any applicable statute (i.Et., Section 743 of the 
Public utilities Code). 

384. In balancing those interests, it is reasonable to leave 
thje I-3 and I-5 schedules open for n~w customers until January 1, 

1991, with language included in Edison's tC!Lriffs noticing that 
these schedules will be closed to new customers after that date. 

385. In recognition of the J::'easonable expectations of existing 
interruptible customers, it is rcaasonable to permit'those customers 
who had signed a contract with Edison under the I-3 and I-5 
s~edules prior to the effective date of this decision to complete 
that contract term under those schedules and to therefore close the 
1-3 and I-5 schedules for those customers c~ffeetive January 1, 
1993. 

386. For new customers signing contracts under the 1-3 and 1-5 

sehedules between the date of this decision and January 1, 1991, it 
is reasonable for the terms of ~~eir contracts to provide for their 
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termination with respect to Schedules 1-3 and 1-S no later than 
January 1, 1993, with the remainder of the unexpired, term of those 
contracts being served under Schedule 1-6 to enable Edison to, rely 
on the five-year commitment to interruptible service. 

387. Because of their lack of use by interruptible customers, 
it is reasonable to eliminate Schedule 1-4 effective with this 
decision and to close Schedule 1-2. 

388. In recognition of the cost-based nature of Schedule 1-6 
and the fact that the specific interruptible schedule should not 
alter Edison's ability to rely on that load, it is reasonable to 
adopt CLECA/CSPG's recommendation to permit 1-3 and 1-5 customers 
to move to 1-6 at any time conditioned on the unexpired terms of 
the 1-3 and 1-5 contracts being completed under 1-6. 

389. It is reasonable to adopt the two super off-peak 
interruptible rate options to which Edison and PSD have agreed. 

390. It is reasonable to develop credits and penalties under 
Schedules 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, and 1-5 consistent with our discussion in 

I 

this decision. 
39l. PSD's proposed interruptible rates, adjusted to' reflect 

our adopted ERI value of 0.43, most accurately reflect the value of 
interruptibility to Edison and are therefore reasonable. 

392. Although the record in this proceeding was not sufficient 
to warrant a change in calculating interruptible rates to a cost
basis, it is reasonable to direct Edison and PSD to develop 
interruptible schedules for Edison's next general rate case based 
on both a cost-of-service approach and a valuation of 
curtailabilit~r methodology to permit the Commission to compare and 
determine the merits of changing the approach for determining 
interruptible incentives. 

393. Because the 3-Rs Rulemaking (R.86-10-00l) is the 
appropriate forum for determining terms, rates, and sales 
associated wi 1:h special contracts and contract rates , it is not 
reasonable in this proceeding to adopt Edison's proposed generic 
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special contract schedule, TOU~CR~2, which would properly be 
presented in the context of R.86-10-001. 

394. It is appropriate to aut:b.orize the TOTJ'-CR-l tariff as 
part of Edis?n's tariff structure ,and direct that it be covered by 
ERAM until sueh time as a deeision in R.S6-10-001 separates 
Edison's customers into an ERAM anli a non-ER.i\M group". 

395. The standby charges and '!:erms to which PSO and Edison 
have agreed, rcquirinq the closing of Schedules SCG 1 through 3 and 

the establishment of Schedule S, p~operly result in the uniform 
treatment of standby customers and other large power customers with 
similar load, aehieve our goal of eost-based rates, and are 
reasonable. 

396. The eontinued effort to l:efine and clarify those costs 
directly imposjed on the system by the self-generator in receiving 
standby service is appropriate. 

397. It i:!> unreasonable to Hphase-inH ra.te inereases for a 
single customer group (standby customers), especially when any 
adverse rate impacts can be more appropriately addressed through 
rate limiters. 

398. The Commission has recognized that the full 
implementation of cost-based rates can result in severe bill 
impacts for some customers and that rate limiters provide a 
reasonable tool for mitigating this result. 

399. The rate limiter permits the Commission to· address the 
problems of adverse bill impacts while still ensuring marginal 
cost-based rates. 

400. While the parties, except for PSD with respect to standby 
rates, did not recommend any specific level for the rate limiter, 
0.86-12-091 provides a reasonable formula for detel:'mining those 
limiters to mitigate adverse bill impacts at periods of peak 
demand. 

401. Based on 0.86-12-091 and PSD's well-supported showing on 
standby rate limiters, it is reasonable to adopt rate limiters for 
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I 
TOU-8 and standby customers consistent with our discussion in this 
decision. 

402. It is reasonable to spread the revenue deficiency 
resulting from the imposition of the adopted rate limiters on an 
EPMC basis baek to all customers receiving service under TOU-8. 

403. The rate limiters adopted in this proceeding coupled with 
the reduction in rates, the use of an EPMC revenue allocation, and 
the rejection of demand charge ratchets, will provide reasonable 
and stable rates for TOU-8 customers. 

404. Aqricultural rates are a continual focus of concern for 
this Commission which, along with the Legislature, has attempted to 
provide for rate schedules and options which recoqnize the 
siqnifieant electrical requirelnent and diversity in load patterns 
of this customer group. 

405. Edison's proposed pl,acement of citrus growers on the 
three-phase GS-TP schedule with movement to PA-1 or PA-Z in three 
years coupled with the ci~rus growers' proposed amendment of 
Special Condition 5 of PA-l when made comparable to special ~ 
condition 5 for PA-Z, permits 'citrus growers to respond to the 
changes in r~te desiqn adopted in this proceeding while eventually 
moving to cost-based rates, recoqnizes load conditions unique to 
this group of customers, and are therefore reasonable. 

406. CUstomer charges of $10 for PA-l customers and $20 for 
PA-2 customers are based on marginal customer costs, reflect the 
differential in marginal customers costs between these two 
schedules and are reasonable. 

407. The demand charges p,roposed by Edison and PSD for the PA
l and PA-2 schedules, modified to reduce the noncoincident demand 
charge for PA-2 customers and the connect charge for PA-l customers 

,by one-half to reflect differences in costs imposed by rural, as 
opposed to urban customers, achieves cost-based rates for the 
agricultural customer group and are reasonable. 
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408. The energy charges prop~sed by Edison and PSO for the 
PA-l and PA-2 scbedules are based on sound rate desiqn p~inciples 
and are reasonable. 

409. The policy adopted in 0.87-04-028 t~ adopt alternative 
service options for agricultural customers based on their needs and 
usage characteristics and the statutory mandate of seetion 744 of 
the PUblic utilities Code is equally applicable t~ Edison. 

4l0. Tbe PSO proposed menu of alternative service options for 
Edison's agricultural customers is consistent with 0.87-04-028, 

provides a siqnificant number ~f option~ for these customers, 
properly distinquishes between customers based on their demand 
level, and is reasonable. 

4l1. The mandatory transfer from TOU-8 to the agricultural 
class of ACWA accounts or other large pumping accounts which meet 
the standard adopted in D.8:7-04-028 of customers for whom at least 
70% of the water pumped by an individual account is for 
agricultural purposes lprovides appropriate service options for 
these agrieul tural eus'comers and time periods narrower than those 
currently available under Tou-a and is reasonable. 

4l2. Based on the above finding, it is unnecessary to adopt 
the ~\-TOU option proposed by ACWA. 

4l3. It is reasonc:t.ble to permit Edison to implement the new 
agricultural tariff options no later than June 1,. 1988 due to the 
need to inform customeJ:'s ot the, changes and install require<:3. 
metering. 

4:L4. It is reasonable to direct Edison to conduct, in 
cooperation with PSO, ,{orkshops to explain and refine the 
agricultural tariff options adopted in this decision. 

415. Our inclusion of streetlighting, with respect to the 

energy component of streetlighting charges, and streetlightinq 
marginal customer cost!. in the revenue allocation process are a 
recognition that these customers, despite unique traits, also share 
characteristics common to all other Edison customers • 
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416. Strcetlighting custo~ers, like other customers, can 

'benefit from rates which reflect the costs which th4~se customers 
impose on the utility system. 

417. Edison's cost of service study performed for this 
proceeding is responsive to the Commission's directive in 
0.84-12-068 and is reasonable. 

418. It wa~~ appropriate for purposes of its cost of service 
study for Edison to rely on a Replacement Cost New methodology in 
the absence of adequate records upon which Edison could base an 
Original Cost Less Depreciation or historical cost analysis. 

419. Edison's reliance on the TOO-GS schedule to calculate 
streetlight energy charges is ~isplaced and is a substantial 
departure from our policies emphasizing rates based on customer
imposed costs and use characteristics. 

420. PSO's proposed energy and demand charges for 
streetlighting are based on marginal costs, reflect unallocated 
revenue, and are reason~ble. '. 421. Having reflected marginal customer costs in revenues 
allocated to the streetlighting customer class based on a TMS 
(transformer, meter, service drop) approach, it is unnecessary to 
include an MDS (minimum distribution system) charge in streetlight 
rates. 

422. PSO's proposed customer chargE~s for streetlighting based 
on marginal customer costs arc reasonable. 

423. PSO's proposed streetlight faeilities charges, modified 
to reflect its agreement with Edison of a $1.00 per lamp per year 
transformer charge on Edison-owned lamps, are based on the cost of 
those facilities at the margin, a Reproduction Cos'~ New approach, 
and PSO's partial inclusion of the RO transformer .and are therefore 
reasonable. 

424. Edison's proposed rate design for streetlighting complies 
with our order in 0.84-12-068, achieves the goal of reflecting 
-unbundled* rates, and is reasonable. 
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42S. The divers~ity in a stree,1:liqht customer's mix of la~ps 
and low off-pca'k us~,ge should mitigate any adverse rate impacts 
resultinS from this order, and a rate limiter for streetlight 
charges is thereforel unnecessary. 

426. The propos,ed charges and rate structures to which Edison, 
PSD, and CAL-SLA agreed are reason~~le. 

427. For consistency in the mE~thodolo9Y used to calculate 
streetlight rates, it is appropriate to rely on marginal costs to 
develop the customer', account expen:;~e and to adopt a rate of $.120S8 

per lalnp per month. 
428. Edison's proposed cable ~Lnd photocontroller charges for 

the OWL schedule are reasonable. 
429. Based on current install~ltion practices, CAL-SLA's 

Special Condition 2 for the LS-Z ar.Ld 15-3 conditions is reasonable. 
430. To achieve consistency with current ma,nufacturers 

specifications, it is appropriate to adopt CAL-SLA's proposed 
language for Special Conditions 10 and 12 of the LS-2 schedule • 

431. For the protection of those street1ig~t customers w~o 
rent streetlights from Edison, for which equipment Edison is 
ultimately responsible, it is reasonable to, retain the current 
special Condition 3 of Schedule LS-2. 

432. To ensure the appropriate recovery of revenue reiated to 
Edison's optional timc-of-use meters, it is reasonable to reflect 
the following estimate costs of those meters in the adopted results 
of operation: $369,SOO in 1988; $1,012,600 in 19S9i a;'ld $1,SS9,SOO 

in 1990. 

433. PSD's propOSAl with respect to adjustments in rate 
components due to revenue requirement changes occurring between 
general rate cases is based on increasing demand and customer 
charges toward their EPMC relationships for revenue requirement 
inereases and bolding them constant for decreases • 
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434. PSO's proposed rate des~9n for revenue require~ent 
changes occurring between general rate cases is consistent with our 
adopted rate design policies and is therefore reasonable. 
~vsions of Law 

1. Escalation rates for labor of 3.5% in 1987 and 1988 and 
non-labor of 2.99% in 1987 and 4.41% in 1988 are reasonable. 

:2. The sales forecast shown in the table S'WtIlnary of 
X!lowatt-Hour Sales on page 8 of this decision is reasonaple. 

3. CLMAC revenues should not be .ineluded in the adopted 
present rate revenues. 

4. The present rate revenues shown in Appendix Care 
reasonable. 

5. Edison has not provided adequate justification for its 
requested inerease in steam generating unit overhaul expense. 

6. A seven-year average of ste~ generating Unit overhaul 
expense is reasonable. 

I 

7. A th:ree year interval for low: pressure turbine rotor. 
repairs is reasonable. . ~ 

8. A test yetlr hydro procluction expense of $2"0.5 million and 
a test year other production expense of $17:2 million are 
r eas9nable. 

9. The level of SONGS production expense aqreed to- by Edison 
and PSD is rea~~onable. 

10.. SONGS O&M expense should not be relitigated in SDG&E's 
general rate case. 

11. SDG&E should be authorized to reflect in future base rate 
filings the level of SONGS O&M expense, adjusted for inflation, 
adopted in tnis decision. 

12. Edison should be authorized to refleet an inerease in NRC 

fees in its attrition filing. 
13. A flraX1ble refuelinq schedule is reasonable for SONGS and 

Palo Verde. 
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14. Edison's estimate of pa~o Verde O&M expense, including 
refueling outage expense, is,reasonable. 

15. Edison should refleCt in A.87-0S-054 the level of O&M and 
refueling expenses found reasonable in this decision for Palo 
Verde 3. 

16. Edison should submit in its ne~ general rate case filing 
a comparative study that can be used to develop a zone of 
reasonableness for nuclear O&M expense. 

17. Recovery of a one-time expense for a chemical cleaning 
process at SONGS 3 over three years is reasonable. 

l8. Recovery of $2.9' million for expenses previously incurred 
for the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from SONGS 1 without 
commission approval of the expenses or a tracking m~~chanism is 
inappropriate. 

19. A test year transmiscion expense of $7S.3 million is 
reasonal:>le. 

20. PSD's $3.5 million reduction to Edison's estimate for 
account 582 reflects recorded downward trends in labor expense and 
is reasonable. 

21. It is reasonable to reflect Edison's transition to 
contract labor for tree trimming in account 583. 

2"2. It is reasonable to reflect the accounting change for 
purchases of meter locking rings in account 597. 

23. Edison'S estimated cost for its three-year underground 
insp.ection prograln is reasonable. 

24~ Edison should provide in its next general rate case 
filing data on the percent of underground switch failures p~r year 
and ,:he age of failed switches. 

25. A five-year average of storm damages is reasonable. 
26. Edison has not provided adequate justification for its 

estimated cost of providing 'termination notices to customers. 
27. A $450,000 reduction in, Edison's estimated eost for 

prOviding termination notices to customers is reasonable • 
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28. Edison's 1986 savings o~ $225,000 from participation in 
Enercom should be included in the calculation of its uncollectible 
rate. 

29. An uncollectible rate of .214% and a franchise tax rate 
of .73% are reasonable. 

30. Edison should adjust its annual enerqy, ECAC, and MAAC 

rates, effective January l, 1988, to reflect the uncollectible and 
franchise tax rates adopted in this decision. 

31. Edison should be authorized to reflect an increase in 
postage expense in its attrition filing. 

32. It is reasonable to limit the growth from 1985-1988 in 
A&G expense items over which Edison bas control to 8%, the expected 
customer qrowth from 1985-1988. 

33. The adopte:d expense level for account 930 reflects the 
amortization of expenses due to the al:>andomnent of the Ivanpah 
project. 

34. A 10% reduction in Edison's estimated cost of general 
insurance, comp~ehensive general liability insurance, and direetors~' 
and officers insurance is reflective of market trends and should be 
adopted. 

35. PSD's estimated cost of group life insurance is 
reasonable. 

36. PSD's estimated cost of outside provider medical costs 
adjusted for employee growth is reasonable. 

37. The Superfund ~ax should be used as a deduction for 
calculating income taxes. 

38. It is reasonable to reflect the provisions of the Federal 
Tax Reform Act of 1986 in ealculating income taxes. 

39. Edison's estimated 1988 plant-in-service is reasonable. 
40. The depreciation rates agreed to by Edison and PSO are 

raasonab1e. 
4l. The quidelinas for evaluating PHFU are reasonable and 

should be adopted. 
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42. The Evaluation an~ compliance Division should notify all . ' 

ener9Y utilities under CPOC jurisdiction that we expect guidelines 
for evaluating PHFO to be addressed in their next general rate 
case. 

43. Reductions in Edison's estimates of PHFU of $7.S million 
for 1988 and $16.2 million for 1989 arc reasonable. 

44. This proceeding should remain open to consider any 
changes in the calculation of working cash allowance adopted in 
A.86-l2-050. 

4S. The method of calculating att~ition agreed to, by Edison 
and PSD is reasonable. 

46. The 1989 ERAM base level should be increased by $9.8 
million to refleet a deerease in FERC sales. 

47. Edi~on should be allclwed to include th1e SONGS, 2 Chemical 
cleaning expense in its attrition filing for 1990. 

, 48. The impact of Edison's optional TOU meter plan should be 
refleeted in ealculating attrition • 

49 •. Edison should use the format shown in Appendix 0 to 
develop its attrition filings. 

50. Edison's capital strueture as revised in the September 
update hearings is reasonable. 

51. An incremental cost of long-term debt of 9.68% is 
reasonable. 

52. PSD's forecast of tax-exempt finaneing is reasonable. 
53. Edison should be authorized to· recover the costs 

associated with perpetual securities. 
54 • A ROE of 12. 75% is r~~asonable and should be adopted. 
55. Edison's MAAC rates for SONGS 2 and 3 post-commercial 

operating costs, pre-commercial operating costs for Palo Verde, and 
Section 463 projects should, effective January 1, 1988, reflect an 
ROE of 12.75% • 
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56. carrying costs on nuclear fuel inventory and coal 
. , 

inventory should be calculated using Edison's ECAC interest rate 
and recorded in the ECAC account. 

57. Recovery of $2.4 million for expenses previously incurred 
for Palo Verde affirmative case costs without Commission approval 
of the expenses or a traCking ~echanism is inappropriate. 

58. Edison should provide, coincident with its fall 191~S 

re:$.ource plan, value-based reliability criteria and a compreJ:lensive 
st'(ldy evaluating the range of alternative uses for its aging oil 
and gas generating units. These should be designe~ to address 
PSD's concerns as stated in Exhibit 53. 

59. Edison should be authorized to request funding for plant 
modification or two-shifting to reduce minimum generation 
capability at certain oil and gas generating units. 

60. A cost cap of $80.0 m.illion for Edison's share of the DC 
E)~ansion is reasonable. 

61. The proposed procedure~ attached as Appendix A, Which 
provides for modification of Edison's MAAC to include the recorded 
investment-related revenue r-aquirexnent and the recorded revonues 
r4elated to specific plant ad,ditions estimated to cost 'more than $50 

million is reasonable and should be adopted. 
62. Edison should be authorized to file for an increase in 

the MAAC rate, subject to refund, equal to 7St of the annualized 
investment-related revenue requirement for the DC Expansion, and 
Devers-Palo Verde projects. Edison's filing should :be by an advice 
letter submitted after each project becomes commercially 
operational. 

6l. Edison should fil'~ an application to determine the 
reasonable and prudent costs of the Balsam Meadow, Devers-Valley
Serrano, DC Expansion, and Devers-Palo Verde projects not later 
than six months after the tinal portion of each project is placed 
in-service. 
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64. Edison's MAAC revenue requirement should be increased by 
$7).7 million for Devers-Valley-Serrano and Balsam Meadow and the 
MAAC rate should be increased by $55.3 million or 0.08$ cents/kWh, 
subject to refund. 

65. PSO's motion to set aside submission of the DC Expansion 
project should be denied. 

66. Edison failed to disclose the existence of a letter 
agreement with LADWP, that could impact the cost-effectiveness 
analysis of the DC Expansion project and link it with other 
transmission projects. 

67. PSD's motion to compel the production of the 'documents, 
attachment 6 to the motion, should be granted. 

68. The cost-effectiveness analysis of the DC Expansion 
project and the adopted cap should be reviewed in conjunction with 
our analysis of Edison's other transmission projects and/or the 
agreements with LADWP. 

69. In order to insure consistent ratemaking treatment, 
SDG&E's portion of SONGS O&M expenses billed to it by Edison should 
be reflected in future SDG&E base rate changes at the level adopted 
by this order adjusted for inflation. 

70. Edison's requested funding for the competing for the 
customer RD&D proqram is reasonable. 

71. Edison's requested funding for the electric 
transportation RD&D project should be reduced to $100,000 for 
monitorinq the work of others. 

72. Edison should be authorized to spend $900,000 on its 
alternate fuels, occupational and community safety, and advanced 
energy conversion RO&O programs. 

73. Edison's natural resources mana9ement RD&D program should 
not be funded. 

74. Edison's actual 1988 EPRI dues of $14.7 million should be 

authorized in rates • 
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7S •. Edison should emphasize, long-term, end-use RD&D that is 
consistent with its resource plan and coordinated with other 
california utilities and experienced research organizations. 

76. Edison should allocate $1 million from its RD&D budget to 
the Institute (ClEE) for long-range end-use energy research. 

77. All RD&D program expenditures should be recorded in . 
account 930.2. 

78. A one-way balancing account for RD&D expenditures should 
be adopted. 

79. All expenditures on RD&D! program changes should be 
removed from the one-way balancing account, retroactively, if found 
unreasonable in a subsequent proceeding. 

80. A productivity qain of ap]i:,roximately 2.7S% for 1988· is 
reasona))le. 

81. Edison and PSD should jointly develop a data base for use 
in evaluating employee compensation in Edison's next general rate 
case. 

I 

82. Edison's and PSD's agreement on rate~aking treatment for ~ 
gains on sales of utility assets to affiliates, net income of 
utility-related subsidiaries and markup for services provided by 
the utility is reasonable and should be adopted. 

83. PSD's reconunend.~d royalty to- be paid by affiliates on 
gross revenues should not be considered in this decision. 

84. PSO's hazardous waste management recommendations are 
reasonable and should be adopted as modified. below. 

8S. PSO's recommendations concerning manufactured gas 
hazardous waste sites should be expanded t~ include all hazardous 
waste sites included in Edison's general rate case filing and/or 
its annual hazardous waste management report. 

86. Edison should be allowed to combine the two different 
annual hazardous waste reports PSD recommends into one annual 
report. 
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87.. Lons-term soal settins, verification procedures, and 
, . 

annual report ins for utility F/MBE programs should be addressed in 
R.87-02-026. 

SS. Edison had a significant increase in the amount and 
number of its contract awards to· F/MBEs from 1984-1986 .. 

89.. Edison should achieve significant increases in the amount 
and number of contract awards to F/MBEs for future proceedinss .. 

90. Ethics and fairness dictate that an extension to· file a 
brief sranted to one, but not all, parties to a proeeedins should 
:not be used as an opportunity to respond to briefs which were 
'timely filed. 

91. Edison should continue to promote reasonable and cost
.effective conservation measures and efficiency options for its 
·:::ustomers. 

92. To ensure its continued cost-effectiveness, Edison should 
closely monitor its Thermal Enersy Storase prosram in coming years 
'~ouSh the report ins requirements established in Resolution E-3053 
and the establishment, for accountins and reporting purposes, of 
~e eatesories of Load Shiftins (Medium/Small and Large CUstomer) 
and Load Retention (Medium/small and Larse CUstomer). 

93. Edison should be directed to continue its efforts to 
quantify the gas-side impacts of its Thermal Energy Storage program 
consistent with the recently reused Standard Practice Manual for 
Economic Evaluation of OSM Programs. 

94. To ensure the continued cost-effectiveness of its Water 
Storase Program, Edison should undertake Whatever reasonable cost
cutting measures are possible to limit any unnecessary and non
cost-effective spendins .. 

95. Funding for Edison's Residential and Non-Residential 
)[arketing programs sho\l.ld be deferred until further analysis of the 
marketins issue is undertaken in the 3-R$ Rulemaking, R.86-10-001 .. 
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96.' Edison should develop ~e reports required for its demand 
side :management 'programs using the salI\e guietelines adopted for PG&E 
in 0.86-12-095 at pages 111 through 118. 

97. The generic demand side management definitions being 
established in the Reporting Requirements Manual shoul,( be used by 
Edison in all future rate case, offset, and advice letter filings. 

98. The funding levels found reasonable in this decision for 
Edison's demand side management programs should be adop'ted with an 
overall funding level of $54,194,000. 

99. All demand side management pr09r~ funding sho~ld be 
consolidated and placed in base rates starting with the test year 
1988, with the exception of certain TES incel:'ltive pay:me:r1ts as 
described in our discussion. 

100. Edison should continue to be allow.~d to make :funding 
shifts of $2.5 million within the three majo): demand side 
management categories without an advice lett~~r, but with notice to 

. the Commission's Evaluation and Compl~ance Dj~vision. • 
101. Edison should he required to file ~~ advice letter for 

funding shifts between the three major demana side management 
progr~ categories or for shifts of greater than $2.5 million 
within those categories. 

102. Edison should continue the effective development of QF 
resources. 

103. The overall funding for Edison's Cogeneration/Small Power 
Production Program of $1,765,000, with reductions of $200,000 in 
1989 and $550,000 in 1990, it warranted on the basis of a periodic 
analysis to be undertaken by Edison and PSD, found reasonable in 
this proceeding should be adopted. 

~04. the results of operation as set forth in Appendixes C and 
o are reasonable and should be adopted. 

lOS. Based on the foregoing findings and conclusions a $48.5 
million decrease in Edison's base rate revenues is j.ust and 
reasonable and should be adopted. 
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106. The Commission's findinqs in this general rate case on 
issues related to marginal cost, revenue allocation, rate design, 
and demand side management proqraxnsshould take into consideration 
the policies adopted in R.S6-10-001 to zlddress the problem of 
uneconomi~ bypass. 

107. Marginal costs should continue to be the basis for the 
revenue allocation and rate design adopted in this proceeding. 

lOS. In the future general rate eases, ECAC proceedings, or 
other proceeding designated by A.S2-04-44, et al .. , of Edison, 
PG&E, and SDG&E, all parties presenting ~estimony requiring the use 
of a prod.uetion simulation model to develop marginal or avoided 
costs should provide a 'base case' run using the ELFIN model. 

1~9. To ensure access by all parties to input assumptions and 
data related to cumputer models used to calculate a utility'S IERs, 
a workshop should be held no later than one week following the 
filing of testimony by either Edison, PG&E, or SOG&E in their 
respective ECACs, general rate case proceedings, or other 
proceeding designated by A.82-04-44, et ala for updating IERs. 

110. The purpose of the workshop referenced in the preceding 
conclusion should be (1) to determine the data sets, resource 
plans, load shape, heat rate input, unit commitment and dispatch, 
minimum load conditions, resource assumptions, marginal fuel 
assumptions, and all other pertinent data which the utility has 
used to calculate its IER and (2) to provide a forum in which 
ac;rreements between the parties can l:>e reached.. 

111. Two IERs should be adopted in this proceed.ing", one for 
use in the calculation of m.arqinal energy costs and one for use in 
the calculation of avoid.ed energy costs, based on methodoloqies 
which reflect the differences in these two costs. 

112. The annual IERs found reasonable in this decision should 
be adopted and should remain in effect until updated as prescribed 
in A.82-04-44 et al • 
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I 
113. In the calculation of 1~, the adjustment of the ELFIN 

model to reflect start-up and rio-load costs should be reduced in 
the amount of any double-counting of these costs. . 

114. The input assumptions used in calculating marginal and 
avoided energy costs found reasonable in this decision should be 

adopted. 
115. The undisputed portions of PSI)'s and Edison's joint 

exhibit on marginal energy costs and Edison's undisputed changes to 
factors used in the calculation of avoided energy costs should be 
adopted except as otherwise modified by this decision. 

11&. The marginal energy costs and avoided energy costs found 
reasonable in this decision should be adopted. 

117. The qeneration and transmission marginal demand costs 
found reasonable in this decision should be adopted. 

~18. To determine the applicability of the ERr for calculating 
generation marginal demand costs and for determining demand charges 
used in rate d~sign, Edison and PSI) should be direct~d to examine 
this issue in Edison's next qeneral rate case. 

, .. 
119. An ERI based on an EOE target should be used as the basis 

for adjusting the value of the combustion turbine used as a proxy , 
for avoided capacity costs. 

120. An ERI ad:) ustment factor of 0.43 should be adopted 
1988 and should remain in effect until updated or revised as 

for 

preseribed in A.8Z-04-44, et al. 
121. The issue of the reinstatement of Standard Offer 2 should 

be decided in A.82-04-44, et al. 
122. Marginal customer cost~ should be included in the revenue 

allocation process, should be based on the weighted average of 
incremental and deeremental customer costs,.and should include the 
customer-relatled costs associated with meters, service drops, final 
line transform1ers, access equipment replacement and !~provement, 
and distribution equipment directly assignable to a customer class • 
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123. In the absence of a Wfu~ly developedestimateW of 
incremental and decremental costs in this proceeding, PSO's 
incremental cost estimate based on the TSM (transformer, service 
drop, and meter) approach, exclusive of final line transformers for 
all customer classes, should serve as the proxy for the weighted 
average method in this proceeding. 

124. In future general rate eases, all parties should base 
their recommendations and nwnerical estimates of marginal customers 
costs on the weighted average of the utility's incremental and 
decremental customer costs. 

125. Streetlighting marginal customer costs as calculated by 
PSO should be included in the revenue allocation process. 

126. Edison and PSD should be directed to' undertake analyses 
and record-keeping aimed at identifying all costs to be included as 
marginal customer costs. 

127. The marginal customer costs and marginal distribution 
costs found reasonable in this decision should be adopted • 

128. The lnarginal cost time-ot-use periOds found reasonable in 
this decision should be adopted. 

129. A revenue allocation based on an Equal Percent of 
Marginal cost (EPMC) approach should be adopted based on moving 1/3 
of the way to EPMC in the test year 1988, with a cap tor all 
cus~tomer and rate qroups of 5% on increases over the system average 
percentag~~ change. 

130. Because the intent of this decision is to achieve a full 
EPMC revenue allocation for Edison by 1990, this intent should be 

reflected in any revenue allocation proposed for Edison in 1989 and 
1990. 

131. Edison'S ECAC proceeding should be the forum :~or 

considering any adj ustments of Edison's inter-cla.ss rev~mue 
allocation in 1989 and 1990, but this consideration should not 
include th.e relitigation of the marginal cost structure. and levels 
adopted iD. this proceeding_ 
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132. For revenue chanqes oc~rrinq between general rate cases, 
a system averaqe percentaqe chanqe r4avenue allocation approach 
shcluld be applied to rate increases or decreases occurring between 
this rate ease and Edison's 1989 ECAC, with the revenue allocation 
tor intervening offset filinqs made after that time to be 
determined in Edison's 1989 and 1990 ECAC proceedings. 

133. Rate adjustments of less than 1% occurrinq between 
general rate cases should be allocated on an equal cents per kWh 
basis. 

134.' Intra-class revenue allocation should be developed on an 
equal percent of present rate revenues for Edison's small and 
medium power qroup, except for TOU-GS and GS-2 which should be 
based on PSD's and Edison's agreed billing determinants, and on an 
EPlo!C basis for Edison's large power custom.ers .. 

I 

13S. Any revenue zhortfall resulting from the implementation 
of new agricultural rate options should be allocated equally among 
all a~icultural rate schedules. 

l;~. Edison should be directed to collect the data necessary ~ 
to achieve an EPMC revenue allocation for its aqricultural and 
small and medium power customers for its next general rate case. 

l37. Streetlight energy charges, but not facilities charges 
associated with an end-use, should be included in the revenue 
allocation process. 

138. Any contract rate revenue deficiency s~ould not be 
included in the revenue allocation process. 

139. The total revenue requirement adopted for Edison as of 
January 1, 1988, should be included in the revenue allocation. 
adopted in this decision. 

140. The rate structures adopted for Edison's rate schedules 
should reflect, to the extent possible and practical r cost-based 
r6tes designed to provide accurate and understandable price signals 
to which the customer can respond, to reflect a customer's uS~1ge 
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patterns and characteristics, to recover the customer group's 
revenue requirement, and to mitigate any negative bill impacts. 

141. The Commission shoul~ consider previo'lls recent decisions 
relating to. the rate design of other utilities as a means o.f 
identifying curront commission rate desiqn policy: determining 
whether that poliey is to be continued,modi:fied, or abandoned: and 
ensuring, to. the extent possible, consistent treatment of all 
ratepayers. 

142. The baseline quantities and allocations proposed by 
Edison and PSO should be adopted. 

143. Edison's and PSD's requested imp,lementation of a customer 
charge for domostic customers should be rejected at this tim,e, and 
Edison'S minimum charge for this customer group· should be retained. 

144. Edison should be directed to undertake a study, in 
cO¢peration ~,,,ith WMA, for its n~ general rate case to determine 
the actual line losses incurred by stibmetered mobilehome parks 
served under Edison's DMS-2 schedule. 

~45. A dliversity adjustment should loe adopted for all of 
Edisc:l'~~ domestic master-meter.S!d schedules. 

146. Edison should be directed to conduct a study for its next 
general rate case of usage patterns of mobilehome parks which it 
individual meters and the usage related to each master meter as the 
basis for developing a diversity adjustment. 

147. Edison should be directed to conduct a study for its next 
general rate cas;e of the need and feasibility of tariff changes 
extending' baseline allowances or master-metered discounts to RV 
tElnants and 'RV par~t owners. 

148. EdisorL should be required to file an advice letter 
implementing conjunctive billing for schools with multiple meters 
at a single si tEl on an experilnental basis consistent with 
0.86-12-091 and Reso.lution E-3045 and to. undertake an evaluation 
tor its next general rate ease of conjunctive billing tor schools 
and for all customers • 
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149. Edison and PSD should be directed to develop, 
interruptible schedules for Edison's next general rate case based 
on both a cost-of service approach and a valuation of 
cu~~ilability methodology. 

150. If necessary, rate limiters should be usod to address the 
problem of adverse bill impacts in order to preserve marginal 
cost-based rates. 

151. Edison should be directed to· conduct, in cooperation with 
PSO, a workshop to explain and seek refinements to the new 
agricultural rate options adopted in this decision. 

152. The rate structures and charges found reasonable in this 
decision for each of Edison's rate schedules should be adopted. 

153. PSD's proposed rate design tor revenue rcraquirement 
changes occurring between general rate cases based on increasing 
demand and customer charges toward their EPMC relationships for 
revenue requirement increases and holding them con:>tant for 
decreases should be adopted. 

I 

154. The TOO-D tariff option and the ne~ agricultural tariff ~ 
options should be implemented by Edison no later ~~an June 1, 1988. 

155. The increases in rates and charges authorized by this 
clecision are justified, and are just and reasonable. 
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IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Southern California Edison company (Edison) is authorized 

and. directed to file with this Commission, on or after the 
effective date of this order, and at least 3 days prior tQ their 
effective date, revised tariff schedules for electric rates as set 
forth in Appendix I. 

2. The revised tariff schedules shall become effective on or 
after January 1, 1988 and shall comply ~ith General Order 9&-A. 

The revised tariffs shall apply to service rendered on or after 
their effective date. 

3. All transcript corrections received are incorporated in 
the record. 

4. Edison is authorized to file attrition adjustments for 
1989 and 1990 based on the results of operation adopted in Appendix 
C and D • 

5. Edison shall provide in its next general rate case filing 
data on the percent of underground switch failures per year and the 
age of failed switches. 

6. Edison is authorized to include in its att~ition filings 
increases in postage expenses and Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
fees .. 

7. Edison shall adjust its ERAM effective January 1, 1989 to 
reflect full implementation of the guidelines for plant held for 
future use contained in Appendix B. The guidelines shall apply to 
all plant held for future use regardless of the acquisition date. 

S. Edison is authorized to increase its MAAC revenue 
requirement ~y $73.7 million. and its MAAC rate ~y $5$.3 million or 
0.08S cents/kWh, subject to refund, for the Devers-Valley-Serrano 
and Balsam Meadow projects. 

9. within six months from the date of this order Edison 
shall file an application to establish the reasonable and prudent 
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level of reeo~ded costs of the De~ers-valley-Serrano and Bal~ 
Meadow projects. 

10. The procedures set forth in Appendix A for proposed 
projects in excess of $SO million are reasonable and shall be 
adopted .. 

11. Edison is authorized to file for MAAC increases, subject 
to refund, for the DC Expansion and Devers-Palo Verde projects in 
accordance with the adopted procedures in Appendix A. 

12. Edison shall produce the documents requested by PSD in 
attacbment 6 to its motion within 10 clays from the effective date 
of this decision. 

13. Edison shall file a cost-effectiveness analysis of the DC 
Expansion project and the adopted cap ,in A.85-12-012 for review in 
conjunction with our analysis of Edison's other transmission 
projects and/or the agreements with LAOWP. 

14. A.86-12-047 shall remain open to consider the impact of a 
final decision on working cash allowance in A.SS-12-0S0. 

15. The Commission's Evaluation and Compliance Division shall 
notify the energy utilities we regulate that guidelines for 
evaluating plant held for future use shall be considered in their 
nex~ general rate case. 

~6. Edison shall file as set forth in this order an annual 
report describing its hazardous waste effort, including its 
underground storage program. The report shall include the 
information described in Exhibit 6S-A. 

17. Edison is authorized to file an application(s) as 
discussed in this order to receive prior approval for funding its ' 
hazardous waste program. 

18. Edison is authorized to tile for funding plant 
modifications or two-shifting to reduce its minimun generation 
capability. 

19. Coincident with its tall 1988 resource plan, Edison shall 
provide value-based reliability criteria and a comprehensive study 
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evaluating the range of alternatiye uses for its aging oil and gas 
genera~ing units. , 

20. Edison is authorized and directed to reflect the adopted 
return on equity from this order in its MAAC revenue requirement, 
effective January 1, 1988. 

21. Edison is authorized and directed to reflect the adopted 
franchise tax and uncollectible rates from this order in its MAAC, 
EC\C, and AER rates, effective January 1, 1988. 

22. Edison is authorized to reflect in its ECAC account the 
carrying costs associated with nuclear fuel inventory and coal 
inventory, based on the ECAC interest rate. 

23. SDG&E is authorized to· reflect in future base rate 
filings the level of O&M expenses for SONGS, adj.usted for 
inflation, adopted by this order. 

24. Edison shall provide a comparative study in its next 
general rate case filing which establishes a zone of reasonableness 
for nuclear O&M expense • 

25. Edison shall establish a one-way balancing account for 
recording RO&D expenditures. 

26. Edison and PSO shall jointly develop a data base for use 
in evaluating employee compensation in Edison's ne~ general rate 
ease. 

27. Edison shall continue to closely monitor its ~her.mal 
Energy storage Program by meeting the reporting requirements 
established in Resolution E-30S3 and the establishment, for 
accounting and reporting purposes of the categories of Load 
Shifting (Medium/Small and Large CUstomer) and Load Retention 
(Medium/Slnall and Large CUstomer) and shall continue its efforts to 
quantify the gas-side impacts of this program consistent with the 
recently reu~ed Standard Practice Manual for Economic Evaluation of 
Demand Side Management Programs. 

28. Edison is authorized to offer an incentive under its 
Thermal Energy Storage program lilnited to $200/kW • 

I 
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29. Edison's shall develop '!;he reports required f,or its 
demand side management programs using the same guidelines adopted 
for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) in 0 .. 86-12-09$ and 
the Reporting Requirements Manual: being developed in response to 
that order. 

30. Edison shall use the generic demand side management 
definitions being established in the Reporting Requirements Manual 
in all future rate case, offset, and advice letter filings. 

31. Edison is authorized to consolidate all demand side 
management program funding in base rates beginning with test year. 
1988 with the exception that all TES incentive payments related to 
contracts executed prior to January 1, 1988, shall continue to be 
reflected in the ERAM balancing account consistent with 
0.82-12-055. 

32. Edison is authorized to make funding shifts of $2.5 

million within the three major demand side management categories 
(Residential Conserv'ation, Commercial/Industrial/Agricultural 
Conservation, and Load Management) without an advice letter, but 
with notice of the change to the Commission's Evaluation and 
compliance Division. 

33. Edison shall file an advice letter for funding shifts 
~etween the three major demand side management categories or for 
shifts of greater than $2.S million within those categories. 

34. Periodic analysis on the optfmal funding of Edison's 
Cogeneration/Small Power Production Program shall be undertaken by 
PSO and Edison, with the first report to be completed on August 31, 

1988, to determine whether reductions in program funding of 
$200,000 in 1989 and $550,000 in 1990 are warranted. 

35. All parties to the future general rate cases, ECAC 
proceedings, or other related proceeding identified in A.82-04-44, 

et al., of Edison, PG&E, and san Diego Gas and Electric company 
(SDG&E) presenting testimony relying on or requiring the use of a 
production simUlation model to develop marginal or avoided costs 
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shall provide a Hbase caseN run using the ELFIN production cost 
model. A party to these proceedings may also present testimony 
using its production cost model of choice, which may differ from 
ELFIN, and explain the basis for its preference of that model and 
the results which it produces. 

36. In the future general rate eases, ECAC proceedings, or 
other related proceeding identified in A.S2-04-44, et al., of 
Edison, PG&E, and SOG&E, workshops shall be held no later than one 
week following the filing of the utility'S testimony in those 
proceedings. The purpose of this workshop shall be to determine 
the d,ata sets, resource plans, load shape, heat rate input,unit 

, . 

conuni'l:ment and dispatch, minimum load conditions, resource 
assumptions, marginal fuel assumptions, and all other pertinent 
data 1flhich the utility used to calculate its Incremental Energy 
Rate (IER). In addition to data gathering, this workshop shall 
also serve as a forum in which the parties can agree, to the extent 
possi~le, on the assumptions to be used and the appropriate source 
of those assumptions. The Director of the Commission's Advisory 
and Compliance Division shall appoint a final arbiter of disputes 
relating to the achievement of a common data set. 

37. Edison and PSD shall present testimony in Edison's next 
general rate case on the applicability of the ERI to calculations 
of generation marginal demand costs and to determinations o·f demand 
charges used in rate desiqn. 

38. For the general rate cases of each electric utility, all 
parties shall base their recommendations and numerical estimates of 
marginal customer costs on the weighted average of the utility'S 
incremental and decremental customer costs. 

39. With respect to the determination of marginal customer 
costs, Edison and PSD shall undertake the following for Edison's 
next general rate ease: (1) establish record-keeping that will 
ele,~rly identify customler hook-up costs and distinguish new from 
existing customers, (2) analyze non-dedicated distribution 
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equipment ~or access versus demand function, and (3) .identify 
replacement and upgrading costs for access equipment. 

40. Edison'S ECAC proceeding shall be tho forum 'for 
considering any adjustments of Edison's inter-class E~~al Percent 
of Marginal Cost (EPMC) revenue allocation in 1989 and 1990. This 
con.sideration shall not include the relitigation of the marginal 
·cost structure and levels adopted in this proceeding. 

41. For rate changes occurring between this rate case and 
Edison's 1989 ECAC proceeding, Edison shall propose rate schedules 
showing changes by both EPMC and the system average percentage 
change. The revenue allocation approach to be applied to Edison's 
intervening offset filings made after Edison's ECAC proceedings for 
the 1989 and 1990 periods shall be id~ntified in those proceedings. 

42. For its next general rate case, Edison shall collect the 
data necessary to achieve an intra-class EPMC revenue allocation 
for Edison's small light and power and agricultural rate schedules. 

43. Edison shall undertake, in cooperation with WHA, a study 

I 

for its next general rate ease to determine the actual line losses • 
incurred by submetered mobilehome parks served under Edison's DMS-2 
schedule. 

44. Edison shall conduct a study for its next general rate 
ease of usage patterns of its domestic master-metered customers 
which it individually meters as the basis for deVeloping a 
diversity adjustment of the submetered discount or rates applicable 
to those customers. 

45. Edison shall conduct a study for its next general rate . 
ease of the need and feasibility of tariff changes extending 
baseline allowances or master-metered discounts to recreational 
vehicle (RV) tenants and RV park owners. Any standards proposed by 
Edison should take into account Edison's ability to objectively 
judge and realistically monitor the status of the RV tenant. 

46. Edison shall tile an advice letter ~plementing 
con.junetive billing for schools with multiple meters. at a single 
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site on an experimental basis. This filinq shall proviae tariffs 
or torms basea consistent with D.86-12-091 ana Resolution E-3045 in 
which PG&E was authorized to offer conjunetive billing to' schools_ 
Edison shall also conduct a study for its next general rate case 
'evaluating conjunctive billing for schools ana for all customers. 

47. Edison and PSD shall propose interruptible schedules for 
Edison's next general rate ease based on both a cost-of-service 
approach and a valuation of curtailibility methodology_ 

48. The Commission shall direct, at a date to bc set, that a 
workshop be held by Edison, in cooperati~n with PSD, to' explain and 
consider refinements to the new agricultural tariff options adopted 
in this order. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated December 22, 1987, at San Francisc~, California. 
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I.87-01-017 APPENOIX A 

JOINT EXHISIT OF PUBLIC STAFF DIVISION 
AND SOU1HERN CALfFORNIA EDISON COMP~ 

CONCERNING PR'o'ceDORn'o IMPLEMENT 
CALIFOR~PUBLIC Urrr!rr~COOE S~N 463 

'fHROUG~COuRS!'OnHE 
GENERAL RATE CASE PROCEEDING 

BASED ON AOMIN1STRATIVE LAW JUOGE1S RULING, 
DATEd MAY 5. 1987 

I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose 

The purpose of tbis joint Public Staff Oi-vision ("PSO") and Southern 
California EdisQI' Company ("Edison") exhib1t 1s to: (1) set forth a 
procedure .",Meh ,~nables the Commission to consider the I"'easonab'eness 
issues related to additions to Edison's plan.t 'Which are estimated to cost 
more than $50 million without the time constraints imposed by the Genera' 
Rate Case Pian, \~hl1e allowing Edison to uitimateiy recover the revenue 
requirement found reasonable by the California Public Utilities Commission 
("Commission") a'!ter a reasonableness revieW', and to recover. on an 
imterim basis and subject to refund, in current rates 75 percent of the 
estimated revenu~~ requirem@nt for such plant additions prior to the 
completion of th~~ reasonab-ieness review; (2) propose certain modifications 
to Edison's tari1'fs to impiement the proposed procedure; and (3) pr,ovice 
the basi s for th'~ Commiss10n to i mp,l ement the proposed procedure in its 
deCision in this proceeding, includ1n lg the proposed procedure and interim 
rate reHef. 

Summary 

The proposed procedure provides for the modification of the existing Major 
Additions Adjustment Clause (UMMC") procedure to include recorded 
investment-related revenue re~u1rement 1/ and the recorded revenues 
related to additions to Edison's plant which are estimated to cost more 
than $50 miiHon.. The procedure 'Iff" apply when such plant is to be 
reflected in raus for the first t'lme~ and 1$ eHgib·1e for inclusion in 
MAAC. Specifically. PSO and Edison propose that: 

o 

o 

Plant additions to be inc1uded in the MAAC W'i11 be determined 
through the general rate case proceed.1ng; 

The in-service criteria for each project to be included in the MAAC wi" be determined in the general rate case proceeding; 

53 
54 
5S 
56 
57 

11 The teT'lll "investment-related revenue requirement" is defined as the sum of 
- (1) depreciation; (2) ad va10rem taxes; (3) taxes based on income~ 

including any appropriate tax adjustments; and (4) return on California 
jurisdictional rate base as set forth in the applicable tariff. 
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1 0 The initial investment-related revenue requi'rement and resultant 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3S 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48-
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

o 

o 

o 

o· 

o 

MAAC rates for each project will be determined in the genera' rate 
case proceeding. The MAAC rate 'evel Sholl' be eqya1 to 7S percent of 
the revenue requirement which 1$ to reflect the utfl1ty's estimat~ 
investment-related costs- or the Commission's adopted cost cap level. 
whichever is less; . 

The noninvestment-re1ated expenses associated with each project shall 
be determined in the general rate case and reflected in base rates 
through the general rate caSI!; 

A. separate advice letter fiHng wi" be made to place each pT"oject 
into the MAAC on its. in-service date;. 

The previously deteT"min~ MAAC rate changes for a project wi n be 
implemented at the next T"egu1a.rly scheduled Energy Cost Adjustment 
Clause ("ECAC") or base T"ate level change after its 1n-service date 
to minimize the number of rate changes occu,rring during the year; 

Between the in-service date of a project and the 'fmp1ementation of 
MAAC rates reflecting that project. all recorded investment-relat~ 
revenue requfT"ement associated with that project Sholl' be recorded as 
an yndercollection in the MAAC Balancing Account pursuant to the MAAC 
procedure. thereafter both the recorded revenue and recorded 
investment-related revenue requirement shall be reflected in the 
Balancing Account; and 

The ultimately adopted reasonable level of investment for each 
project shall be reflected in rates pursuant to an application fi1ec: 
to establish the T"easonable and prudent level of recorded costs of 
the completed project. Such appl1cat1ons sha11 be filed no later 
than six months after the f1nal portion of each project is placed in 
service. 

?SO and. Edison propose that th,e revenue requirement associated with San 
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit No. 1 Integrated Living Schedule 
Cycl.es IX. X. and XI ("SONGS 1-ILS") be renected in base rates in this 
general rate case proceeding. The 1988 Test Year revenue requirement 
associated with SONGS 1 ILS is $21.& mlllion. base<! on Edison's. PT"O):loseC. 
rate of return and capita' stT"ucture. 

PSO and Edison propose in this Test Year 1988 General Rate Case ("GRe") 
that the follow1ng MAAC rate level increases .. equal to 75 percent of the 
annua1fzed revenue requi.rement. be authorized for each of the projects 
noted beloW': 
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Pl-ojected Annua11:ed MAAC MAAC 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
lS 
16 
l7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2:2 
23 
24 
25 
2:6 
27 
28 
29 
30 
:l.l 
32 
33 
3:4 
35 
26 
37 
38 
:3:9 
4·0 
~·1 
4.2 
4·3 
44 
45 
':'6 
47 
48 
409 
SO 
51 
52 
S3 
S4 
55 
S6-
57 

C. 

Project 

Sa lsam Meadow 
Hydl"oe 1 ectl"i c 
Generating 
Pl"oject 

Devers-Valley" 
Sel"rano 
500 kV TIL 

Sylmar-PacifiC: 
HVOC Intel"tie 
Expans10n 

Devers-Palo 
Verde No.2 
Transmission 
Line 

Initial 
In-$e1"'Vice Date 

Pl"ior.to 111/88 

Pl"ior to 1/l/88 

Cecember 31. 1988 

June 1. 1990 

Revenue 
Reguirement 1/ 

(SM) -

50.268 

27.078 

20.22.7 '?I 

o 11 

40,876 

Rate 
Increase 
(¢/kWh) 

0.059 

0.032 

Revenue 
Increase 

(SM) 

37.855 

20.532 

15,399 ~I 

o ~I 

30.797 

1/ Assumes Edhon' s Pl"Opositd rate of return (ROCE of 13~1S%) and' cal'i tal 
structure. 

21 Ed1son's position regarding the al'propriate revenue requirement. 
~I ?SD's pos1tion regal"ding the appropriate l"evenue l"equil"ement. 

The revenue requirements slat forth in the above tabl e al"e based upon 
Edison's proposed rate of l"eturn on common equity and proposed capital 
structUl"e. It is l'roposed that the revenue requirements and resu1ting 
MAAC l"ate level 1ncl"eases be adjusted to l"eflect the adopted l"ate of 
l"etUl"n on common. equity and capna1 stl"ucture and any other revenue 
requirement factors adopted by 1n the Commis!.ion in the 1988 G~C 01'" 
Attl"ition filings. 

Backql"ound 

On March 2. 1987, the PSO fi1e~ a motion requesting that Edison be orcered 
to exclude from this 1988 GRC .11' costs aSSOCiated with uncomp1eted 
capital projects in ~xcess of sSO m1"ion in accordance ~tn ~ub1ic 
Ut11ities Code Section 463 C'PUC §463"). Edison filed a response in 
opposition to PSQ's motion on March 16. 1987. The Administrative Law 
Judge ("AW") issued a rul1ng on May 5. 1987. whel"ein he denied PSD's 
motion to exclude certain capital projects from this 1985 GRC and d1rec~ed 
Edison and psa to develop -ror inclusion in the genera' rate case 
process~ng plan for this and future Edison general rate cases, a detaiiee 
procedure which would allow Edison to bill revenue when plant is placed in 
service; and enab1e the Commission to have an ample opportunity to 
consider the reasonableness issues without the time constraints imposed by 
the genel"al rate case proCI~ss., 
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1 The ALJ' s Ruli ng proposed the fo 1 1 0'1011 ng three-part crocedure: 
Z 
3 
4 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 

lO 
11 
12 
13 
14-
lS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Z2 
23 
24 
2S. 
26 
27 
lS 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3S 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
1~2 

43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
4S 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
5S 
56 
57 

General rate case decfs,ions would authorize utiHty to 
file Advice Letter rate increases subject to refund with 
interest for capital projects in excess of S50 million' 
once they have gone into servic~; 

Advice Letter increases would trigger an accounting 
mechan1 sm to track the revenues con ected subject to 
refund with interest pending a finding of reasonableness; 
and 

Uti liti es woul d be reCluired to fl1 e a separate app 11 cati on. 
for a finding of reasonableness for each project for which 
an Advice Letter increase has been requested~1I 

II 

PROPOSED PROCEDURE 

The apparent goal of the procedure contained in the ALJ's Ruling is to enable 
the Commission to review the reasonableness issues outside the schedule imposed 
by the General Rate Case Plan while a'low1ng Edi.son to ultimately recover the 
revenue requirement associated with reasonabl e and prudent expenditures for new 
additions to Edison's plant which are estimated to cost more than SSO million. 
The proposed procedure contained in the ALJ's Ruling provides for the tracking 
of revenues but does not provide for the tracking of the aSSOciated revenue 
requirement. In order to determine the rate levels for the Advice Letter 
filing. the forecast revenue requirement would have to be litigated in a 
general rate case, thus litigating the construction costs of the project at 
least twiee--once in the general rate case and again in an appHcat,ion to 
establish final rates. This could resu1t in a significant delay in the 
processing of the general rate case~ This difficulty can be eliminated by 
adopting a procedure, such as the MMC, which tracKs ~ recorded revenue a~d 
recorded investment-related revenue requirement. The current MAAC procedure 
provides an appropriate methodology to track both revenues and revenue 
requirement, enables the Commission to review the reasonab1eness of plant 
investment .. and. if appropriate. subsequently disal10w from historical rate 
recovery any costs found to be unreasonable since the revenue collected is 
subSect to refund. 

The procedure contained in the AW's ruling provides for implementation of rate 
level increases filed by Advice Letter coincident with the date on which a 
capital project is placed into service. This would result in numerous rate 
level increases during the year as entire projects and/or phases of projects 
are placed into service, such as segments of transmission l1nes~ The number of 
these rate level increases can be reduced by the adoption of the MAAC procedure 
which tracks both revenue and investment-related revenue requirement. This 
would enable Edison to ultimately recover its reasonable and prudent 
investment-related costs while initially deferring a rate level change~ This. 
in turn, would anow the Commission to increase MAAC rates at the same time as 
other rate level changes are made. 

The proposed modifications to the MAAC procedure. discussed below. provide for 
a tracking of investment-related revenue requirement and revenues, which should 
remove a.ny controversy surrounding the establishment of interim rate levels, 
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1 thus avoiding litigating the amount of plant investment in a general rate case 
2 and the reasonableness review ~roceeding. For MAAC revenue requirement 
3 ~urposes which result in the interim rate level increases. an estimate of plant 
4 costs would be used. and for reasonableness review purposes. the recorded costs 
5 would be available. The MAAC Balancing Account ensures that only the 
6 ultimately adopted reasonable level of investment wil' be reflected in base 
7 rates. In addition. the ~roposed procedure reduces the number of required rate 
8 level changes which would occur during the year under the procedure contained 
9 in the ALJ'~ Ruling. The procedure also specifically provides for equal and 

10 opposite rate level changes between ECAC and MAAC rate levels on the in-service 
11 date of the capital addition to reflect any fuel savings. It is therefore 
12 proposed that the procedure contained in the ALJ'~ Ruling be modified to 
13 provide for the tracking of both revenues and investment-re1ated revenue 
14 requirement by the 1nclus1on1nthe MAAC procedure of those projects wMch are 
15 ~stimated to cost more than SSO million. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3S 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
SO 
Sl 
S2 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

The proposed procedure would be administratively efficient and should minimi:e 
the issues arising in the general rate case proceeding. The proposed procedure 
modifies the existing MAAC procedure to include as Specified Major Additions 
the projects for which MAAC 'treatment has been adopted 1n i1 general ,rate ease. 

The proposed procedure requi'r~s that certain actions occur through the course 
of several existing ratemaki,ng procedures: the General Rate Case. Advice 
Letter filings, Annual Attrition filings. the MAAC procedure and an application 
for final rate relief. The s~ecific actions that are to occur during the 
cours~ of each of these ratel:nak:fng procedures are identif1ed and discussed in 
the following paragraphs. 

A. Items to Be Determined by .\ Commission Decision Rendered in a Genera' 
Rate Case Proceeding 

The fo" owing events and/or actions are to be addressed through tne norma i I 

course of the general rate case proceeding. It is intended that Edison 
file adequate documentation which provides sufficient support for the 
Commission's decision which addresses the following points: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 • 

Capita1 projects estimated to cost more than S50 million. which can 
reasonably be expected to be placed in service prior to. or during. 
the period commenCing with the genera' rate case test year through 
the subsequent attr1tion test years and which are to be reflected. in 
rates for the first time, are ~o be identified in the general rate 
case w'fth suff'fcfent specif1city to be included as Specified Major 
Additions in the MAAC; 

For each capita' project where major portions of the project are 
placed in service prior to the total project being complete. each 
major subproject shall be 1dent1fied. Examples of major subprojects 
would be a segm~nt of a transmission line or a substation component 
pa~ of a total transmission line project; 

The plant 1n-servic~ cr1ter1a for each project or subproject are to 
be determined; 

The plant 1n-service date for each project or subproject is forecast; 

The plant in-service amounts'for each project or subproject are 
estimated. (The 1n1tial plant in-service amounts are to be based on 
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the costs estimated by the utility except that such costs shall not 
exceed any previously determined cost cap es~b'ished by the 
Commission. In the event that a cost cap has not been previo~sly 
established by the Commission. the Commission shall determine such a 
lev~' of costs for the purposes of establishing a reasonable level of 
MAAC rates in the gene:al rate case decision.); 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 6. The deprl!ciated rate base for an annuaHzed period commencing on the 

forecast 1 n-servi ce date' for each project or subproject .,. s estimated; 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 B. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3S 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4S 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

7. The annu.1Hzed investment-related revenue requirement associated with 
each project or subprojec:t is estimated for the 12-month period 
commencing on the forecast in-serv1ce date for each project or 
subprojec:t; and 

s. The MAAC rate level to be fiTed by Advice Letter filing on the 
project's actual in-service date is to be determined. 

Rate and Tariff Changes to Be !mp1emented Through Advice Letter Fi'1ncs 

The following rate actions are to be implemented through the AdVice Letter 
filing proc:edure as contemplated by General Order No. 96A and are to be 
made effective on date of ffling. ' 

1. An Advice Letter filing shal' be made on the actual in-service date 
of each project or subproject imp1ementing the Commission's general 
rate c:ase decision which authorized the inclusion of the project or 
subproject as a Specified Major Addition undl~r the MMC; thus 
permitting the recording of investment-related revenue requirement in 
a separate MAAC Bala.ncing Account for each project. This Advice 
Le~ttel" filing sha" also conta1n: (1) an affidavit stating that the 
p1ant in-service criteria. as ~;et forth in the Commission's decision 
rendered of n the genera.l rate CcLse proceedi ng. have been met for each 
project or subproject; and (Z) identify a" Mticipated significant 
post-COD project completion 1nvestment which a.re also applicabie for 
inclusion in the MMC. 

2. An Advice Letter may be filed 'fIrhich requests implementation of t.he 
MAAC rate level change authorized in the Commission's decision 
rendered in the general rate case proceeding at an appropriate time 
so as to coincide w1th other rate changes. At the present time. it 
is anticipated that Advice Letters w11' be filed requesting MAAC r~t.e 
increases equa1 to the reduction in ECAC rate~. if any. due to fuel 
savings. associated with the project be f1led and made effective on 
the plant in-service date. Should additional MMC rate increases be 
required to reflect the full MAAC rate increase authorized by the 
Commission in its general rate case deCision. they are to be fi1ed by 
Advfce Letter to be made effective June 1 of each year to coincide 
w1th ECAC revision dates or on Januar,y 1 of each year to be 
coincident with base rate changes. However r for major projects where 
the rate increase is in excess of S50 mill1on. Edison may file an 
Advice Letter 1mp1ementing a rate increase on the in-service date of 
the project or subprOject. 
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1 C. Items. to B,~ Determined by a Commission Decision in the Annual Attrition 
Z Proceeaing 
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0 .. 

E. 

F. 

Through thl! course of the annua.l attrition proceeding. the MAAC rates may 
be modifie~:! to reflect rate of return changes or any other changes that 
a.re app11c'llble as a result of the attrit1'on fi11ng. 

Appl'fcatio" for Fina' Rates 

Edison shan f'fle within six months of a completed project's final 
1'n-serv~ce date an app1icati 1on which requests that the Commission 
estabHsh 1~he adopted Tevel ,of reasonable investment costs incurl'"ed 
through th~ date on which th~ applicat10n is filed; establish the 
reasonablen~ss of the recol'"de I'"evenue and I'"evenue requirement reflected in 
the MAAC ~Llancing Account for such project; set forth the specific time 
and procedure to transfel'" recover,y of the investment-related revenue 
requirement from MAAC recovery to base rate recovery; establi sh an a,dopted 
annuaHzed base rate reve-nue requirement; establish rates which wi1l 
amortize any ba'ance in the I~C BalanCing Account related to such p,roject 
over an appropriate period; and establish base rate level~ and the -
authorized leve' of baseratl! revenue under the ERAM. 

Procedural Reiationships to Rate Case Processing Phn and Attr1tion 
Procedure 

The above-noted actions are anticipated to occur within the existing rate 
case processing plan and Advice Letter,filing procedures. 

Tar1ff Changes Reauired to Implement the Proposed Procedure 

In order to implement the above-described procedure. it is proposed that 
the fo11ow1n9 modifications to the MAAC tariff contained in Part K of the 
Preliminary Statement are necessary to reflect 1'mplementation of this 
ratemak1ng procedure. 

1. Proposed Modifications to the MAAC Tariff 

It is proposed that the MAAC tariffs be modified to reflect the 
establishment of a separate Annua1 Major Additions Rate. a separate 
Major Additions Adjustment Account ("MAAC Balanc1ng Account") and a 
separate Balancing Rate for each Specified M'ajor Addition for the 
purpose of separately tracking the recorded costs and revenues 
associated with each project". 

The proposed modifications to the MAAC tariff are set forth below: 

c1. PSO and Edison propose to add the fo11ow1ng terms to Section 3. 
Oefinitions. in order to properly identify the investment -eypes 
applicable for inclusion in the MAAC and to define the 
termination date for proSects no longer includable in the MAAC; 

IIf. Pre-COD -Investment: 

The Pre-COO Investment sha'l be the investment in a 
portion of the Company's Electric Plant in Service 
made prior to the Commercial Operating Date • 
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IIg• Post-COD Investment: 

The Post-COD Investment shall be the investment in a 
portion of the Company's Electric Plant in Service 
made on or after the Commercial Operating Date. 

"j. Termination Date: 

The Temination Date shall be the date on which the 
costs incurred thereafter for a Specified Major 
Addition shall no longer be applicable for inclusion 
in the MMC. II 

b. Consistent with the proposed changes to Section K.3 olbove. 
Section K.4 should be changed to reflect the investment types 
applicable for inclusion in the MAAC and to modify the table in 
Section K.3.g of the currently effective tariff to include a 
Termination Date for incurrence of costs for each Specified 
Major Addition in order to clearly te~inate a project's 
inclusion in the MAAC procedure. Tne Average OwnerShip Rates 
and Average Noninvestment-Related Rates have been moved to other 
sections of the tari ff. Sect1: on K.3.g has been renumbered to 
K.3.i. The proposed Section K.3.i is as follows: 

"i. Specified Major Addition: 

A Specified Major Addition 1s an addit10n to the 
Company's Electric Plant in Service between general 
rate proceedings which has been authorized for 
inclusion in the MAAC by the Commission. For 
purposes of calculating revisions to the MAAC rates 
and the entries to the Major Additions Adjustment 
Account. those Pre-COO Investment and Post-COO 
Investment-related costs appHcable for inclusion in 
the MAAC associated with the fo·l lowing Specified 
Major Additions shall be included: 

Specified 
Major Addition 

AuthoriZation 
Date 

Termination 
Date " 

c. Section K.4 should be modif1ed to also reflect the inves~~ent 
types applicable for inclusion in the MMC consistent with the 
proposed changes to Section K.3. The proposed Section K.4 is. 
in relevant part. as fol1ows: 

114. Ca1culation of the Average Ownersh1p Rate. 
Individua1 rates to reflect those Pre-COO 
Investment and Post-COD Investment-related costs 
of owning each Specified Major Addition shal1 be 
calculated as authorized by the Commission. The 
Average Ownership Rate for each Specified Major 
Addition shal1 be determined from the following 
ca1cula.t1ons:" 
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d. S~ction K.4.~ sMould be changed as set forth be10w to reflect 

the most recently adopted Commi~~fon jurisdictional a1'ocation 
factor. 

lie. The som of 'a' through. 'd' sha11 b~ mu1tipHed 
by the most recently adopted retail 
jurhd'fct'fonal a11ocation factor." 

e. Edison proposes to modify Section K.4.f to replace the reference 
to "Section 3.g" with the phrase liAs set forth belowll. and to 
add a table whiCh sets forth the Average Ownership Rate for each 
Specified Major Addition which was deleted from Section K.3.g. 
Thus. the last sentence in Section K.4.f is proposed to read as 
follows: 

liThe result shail be the Avera9~ Ownership Rate. 
expressed in cents per kf'owatthour~ as set forth 
below. 

Specified Maior Addit10n 

Average 
OwnerShip Rate 

(¢/kWh) 1\ 

1. Ed1~n proposes to modify Section K.S to reflect the calculation 
of a Balancing Rate- for each Spec1f1ed Ma.jor Addition and to 
reflect the inclusion of a table which sets forth the Balancing 
Rate for each Specified Major Addition. This change is required 
in order to spec1fically quantify the MAAC revenues for each 
Specified Major Add1tfon. The proposed Section K.S is as 
follows: 

g • 

liS. Caleulation of the Ba1ancfng Rate for Each 
Specified Major Addition. The BalanCing Rate' 
for each Specified Major Addition shall be 
calculated by dividing the estimated balance in 
the Major Additions Adjustment Account~ plus the 
interest forecast to accrue dur1ng the 
amortiZation period~ on the Revision Date 
(calculated in accordance with the procedure set 
forth in Paragraph 7). increased to provide for 
Fra.nchise- Fees and Uncollectible Accounts. by 
the sales subject to the MAAC estimated to be 
sold during the amortization period. The result 
shall be the Balancing Rate. expressed in cents 
per k110watthour. The Balancing Rate associated 
W'ftheach Specified Major Addition authorized 
for inclusion in the- MAAC is set forth below: 

Specified Major Addition 

Ba1anc'.lng 
Rate 

(S/kWh) II 

Edison proposes to modify Section K.6 such that the MAABF is the 
sum of the Average Ownership Rates and Balancing Rates 
associated with a'l 'Speeified Major Additions authorized for 
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I.S7-01-017 A??ENDIX A 
inclusion in the MMe. This change is required to calculate t.he 
,MAABF based upon the changes previously made in Sect.ion K. 
Edison al$o proposes to update the table contained in 
Section K.S to reflect the MAABF proposed herein. The propose<:! 
Section K.6 is as follows: 

liS. Major Add1tions Adjustment Bill1ng Factor 
(MAABF). The MAABF shall be the sum of the 
Average Ownership Rates and the Balancing Rates 
for ea~h Spe~1ffed Major Addition. Su~h MAABF. 
expressed in cents per ki1 owatthour. sha" be 
applied on a uniform cents-per-kilowatthour 
basis to all sales subject to the MAAC. The 
application of the MAABF to sales shall be as 
set forth on the applicable rate schedule. 

The· MAABF listed below have been~ or are. in 
effect for the periods indicated: 

Effective 
Date 

10/09/S:3 
OllO1l84 
04/01/84 
01/01/85 

Major Additions Adjustment 
Bill1ng Factor (¢/kWh) 

0.311 
0.492 
0.767 
1.270" 

h. Edison proposes to modify Sections K.7 and K.7.f to reflect 
separate Balancing Accounts for each Spec1f1ed Major Addition 
and changed language concern1ng the jurisdictional allocation 
factor. such that Sections K.7. K.7.e. and K.7.f read as 
fol lows: . 

"7. Major Additions Adjustment Account for Each 
Specified Major Addit10n. The Company shall 
maintain a Major Additions Adjustment Account 
(Balancing Account) for each Specified M~jor 
Addition. Entries to be mal:!e to this account at 
the end of each month w1 1 1 :be determi ned from 
the following calcu1a.tions: 

e. Less:. The sum of la1through Id l 
multipHed by the most recently adopted 
resale jurisdi.ctionalallocation factor. 

f. Less: The amount of revenue attributable 
to ea~h Spe~1f1ed Major Addition. This 
amount o·f revenue shall be calculated' by 
mult1ply"fng the sum of the Average 
Ownership Rate and aa1,ancing Rate for each 
Specified Major Addition times the 
kllowatthourssold during the month 
applicable to the MAAElF, reduced to provide 
for Franch1'se Fees and Uncollectib1e 
Accounts." 
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1 i. Edison proposes to modify Section K.8.f to include a tab1e which 
2 sets forth the Average Noninvestment-Re1ated Expense Rates 
3 deleted from Section K.3.g p and reflects the most recently 
4 adopted retail jurisdictional allocation factor. The proposed 
5 Sections K.S.e and K.S.f are a.s follows: 
G 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
l3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21J 
21 
2Z 
23 
2'~ 
25 
215 
27 
23 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

z. 

lie. 

f. 

The sum' of 'a' through 'd' shall be multiplied 
by the most recently adopted retail 
jurisdictional allocation factor. 

The amount in lei above. increased to provide 
for Franchise Fees and Uncollectibl e Accounts. 
sha" be divided by the sa' es subject to the 
MAAC estimated to be sold during the Forecast 
Period. The result sha11 be the Average 
Noninvestment-Related Expense Rate. expressed in 
cents per kilowatthour. as set forth below. 

Specified Major Addition 

Average Noninvestment
Re l,a ted Expen se Ra. te 

(it/kWh) II 

Proposed MAAC Tariff Sheets 

The MAAC Tariff Sheets refTecting the proposed procedure and those 
projects identified ~n P'art III beloW' are conu.1ned in Attachment 2. 

III 

RATE RELIEF OETERMINED IN ACCOROANCE WITH THE PROPOSED PROCEOURE 

34 A. Applicable P~ojects 
3S 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4l 
42 
43 
44 
4S 
46 
47 
4& 
49 
50 
5l 
S2 
S3 
S4 
5S 
S6 
57 

1. Capita' P~ojects to Be Included in This Procedure 

The fonowing projects are expected to be p1aced in service prior to 
the start of the 1988 GRC Test Year. or during the 1988 GRC Test 
Year. or during the ensuing years 1989 and 1990 Attrition. and wil1 
be reflected in rates for the f1rst time on or after January 1. 1988. 
and are therefore applicable for inclusion in the MAAC as Specified 
Major Add'ft'fons: the Balsam Meadow Hydroelectric Generating Plant, 
the Devers-Va' ley-Serrano 500 kV Transmission Line. Sy1mar-Pacif1c 
HVDC Intertie ExpanSion 2/ and the Devers-Palo Verde No.2 
Tra.nsmission L'tne. '}/ -

2/ The PSD believes that this project should not be reflected in rates, 
- however. if the Commission grants rate recover.y for the project, it should 

be included in this procedure • 
3/ This project is to be included in this procedure only if the Commission 
- grants a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the project. 
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in This 

TMe'SONGS 1 ILS plant additions which Edison is seeking authority to 
include in base rate in this GRC Application are the same SONGS 1 !LS 
plant modifications that the Commission has already authorized (in 
OIl 83-10-02) Ed1son to implement for Fuel Cycles IX, X. and XI. In 
O,ec1s1on No. 85-12-024. the Commission authorized Edison to spend an 
amount of up to $201 mi11ion (in Janua~ 1. 1986 dollars) for SONGS 1 
ILS modifications through Fuel Cycles IX. X. and XI. In Application 
No. 85-05-008. filed May 1. 1985, Edison requested~ among other 
things. base rates to reflect the SONGS 1 ILS plant additions for 
Fuel Cycle IX. 

The modifications being implemented under the ILS program comprise 
numerous distinct and individual projects. The individual SONGS 1 
ILS plant additions for Fuel Cycles IX. X. and XI are each less than 
S50 million. and therefore PUC §463 is not applicable to them. 

Therefore. they should be reflected 1n base rates through the normal 
general rate case procedure 1n the same manner as any other plant 
add~t10n which costs less than $50 million. 

s. Requested R"ate Rel1@f for Includab1e Pl"ojects 

1. Summary 

PSO ~nd Edison propose that the follow1ng projects be authorized for 
inclusion in the MAAC as Specified Major Additions, and t~at the. 
follow1ng MAAC rate level increases. equal to 75· percent of the 
annualized revenue requ1remen.t. be authorized for each of the 
projects noted below: 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

./ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

. I 
'/ 
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Projected 
Initial 

In-Service Date 

Annuali:ed MAAC MAAC 
Revenue 

Increase 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
lS 
l6 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4l 
42 
43 
44 
4S 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
S3 
54 
5S 
56, 
57 

Project 

Sa 1 sam Meadow 
Hydroelectric 
Generation 
Projec.t 

Cevers-Valley
Serrano 500 k.V 
TIL 

Sylmar-Pacific 
HVCC Intertie 
Expansion 

Devers-Palo 
Verde 
Transmhsion 
Line No. 2 

Prior to 1/1188· 

Prior to 1/1/88 

December 31. 1988 

June 1~, 1990 

Revenue Rate 
R~guirement 11 Increase 

(SM) (~/kWh) (SM) 

50~268 0.059 37.855 

27.078 0.032 20.532 

20.227 g/ 0.024 £1 15.399 '5.1 

o ~/ o ~I o 2,1 

40.876 0.048 30.797 

11 Assumes Edison's proposed 'rate of return (ROCE of 13.75%) and capital 
structure. 

£/ Edison's position regarding the appropriate levei of plant investment and 
resultant revenue requireml!nt. 

~I PSC's position regarding the aPI)T"opr1ate level of plant investment and 
resultant revenue requirem(~nt. 

2. 

The revenue requirements set forth in tne above table arw based upon 
Edi son I s proposed rat.~ of return on common equity and proposed 
capita1 str.ucture. It is propose~ that the revenue requirements and 
resu1ting MAAC rate l~~vel increases be adjusted to reflect the 
adopted rate of return on common equity. capital structure and any 
other revenue requirement factors determined by the Commission. 

Balsam Meadow Hyd~o~'ectric Generation Project 

a. Oescription of ~roject 

The Balsam Meadow Hydroe1ectric Generation Project is a 200 MW 
hydroe1ect'l"'fc ger.erating sta:t1on. located between Huntington and 
Shaver Lak.es.. approximately 45 m11 es northea.st of 1=T"esno. It 
cons'fsts of an underground hydroe'ectr'fcpowerhous(~. forebay and 
dam. waterways and related' fac11ft1es. and approximately 
4.5 mi1es of 220· 'l.V transmission 11ne. 
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I.87-01-017 APPENDIX A 
b. In-Se~viee C~ite~1a 

The Balsam Meadow Hydroelectric Generation Project shall be 
considered commercfa11y operable when the fo11owing operational 
criteria have been met: 

(1) When Edison's Engineering and Construction Oepartment has 
completed the guaranteed performance tests as defined in 
purch.ase contracts with the turMne and generator 
manufacturers; and 

(2) When Edison's Engineering and Construction Department has 
completed other required operational testing in conformance 
with sound engineering practices and applicable industry 
standards; and 

(3) When the generating unit is ,synchronized with the Edison 
electric system grid and completion items are identified; 
and ' 

(4) When operation and maintenance Q·f the fac1'i1t;f has been 
turned over by Edison's Engineering and Construction 
Department to its Power Supply Department. 

c. Plant In-Serv1ce Date 

Commercial operation of the project is estimated to be 
December 1. 1987. 

d. Annualized Revenue ReqUirement 

e. 

Table III-A sets forth the estimated annualized revenue 
requirement associated with the Balsam Meadow Hydroelectric 
Generation Project based upon the plant in-service date of 
December 1. 1987. Since the project is expected to be placed in 
service prior Janua!"Y 1. 19S5. the rev~nue reQuirement 1$ set 
forth for the entire Test Year 1988·. The 1988 revenl,le 
requirement set forth herein i~ based on the same revenue 
requirement factors. such as rate of return (ROCE of 13.75~) anc 
the net-to- gross mu1t1pl1e~. and CPUC jurisdictional allocat101'l 
factor used by the Company in Exhibit No. (SCE-6) • 
"Results of Operations". Edison's estimates that the 1988 
revenue requirement for the Balsam Meadow Hydroelectric Facil~ty 
is $50.3 million on a CPUC jur1SQ1ctional baSis. 

T~e Balsam Meadow Hydroelectric Facility is to become a 
=jJec1fied Major Addition in the MAAC effective January 1. 1988. 
The proposed increase in the Average Ownersh1~ Rate ("AOR") 
results in an increase in ~he MAABF of O.059¢/kWh is proposec to 
be effective for service rendered on and after Januar,y 1. 1988. 
The increase in the MAABF resl,Ilts in an annuaHzed increase in 
revenue' of $37.8 mi" ion. which represents about 75 percent of 
the estimated revenue requirement. The calcu1at1on of the 
increase to the MAABF is set forth in Table III-B. 
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3. Devers-Valley-Serrano 500 kV Transmission Line 

a. Description of Project 

. 

The Devers-Valley-Serrano Transmission Line is an appro)~fmate1y 
SO-mne t 500 k,V Hne between Edhon's Devers Substation near 
Palm Springs, via' Valley Substation near Romoland to Serrano 
Substation in the City of Orange. 

b. In-Service Criteria 

This transmission line, or significant line segment or component 
of this transmission Hne, sha" be considered commercially 
operable when the following operational criteria have been met: 

(1) When a transmission l1ne~ or significant line segment or 
component of a transmission line. is electrically energi:ed 
and integrated with the Edison electr1c system grid and 
completion items have been identified; and 

(2) When Edison has completed required equipment testing in 
conformance with sound engineering' practices a.nd appHcabie 
industT"Y standards; and 

(3) When operation and maintenance of the transmission line. or 
si snificant line segment or component has been turned over 
to Edison's Power Supply Department. 

c. Plant In-Service Date 

The estimated final plant in-service date for this project is 
July 6. 1987. 

d. Annualized Revenue ReqUirement 

Table III-C sets forth the calculated annualized revenue 
requi rement asseci ated wi th the Oevers-Valley-Serrano 500 k-V 
transmission line faei1ity based upon the final ~'ant in-service 
date of July 6, 1987. Since the project, is expected to be 
placed in service prior to January l. 1988. the revenue 
requirement is set forth for th~ entire Test Year 1988. The 
1988 revenue requirement set forth herein 1$ based on the same 
revenue requirement factors. such as rate of return (ROCE of 
13.75~) and the net-to-gross multiplier. and CPUC jur~sdict1Q~a' 
allocation factor used by the Company in Exhibit 
No. (SCE-6) • "Results of Operations". Edi son's estimates 
for the 1988 revenue requirement for the Oevers-Va'1ey-Serrano 
500 k,V transmission line facility is $27.1 million on a CPUC 
jurisdictional basis. 

e. Proposed Increase in the MAABF 

The Devers-Valley-Serrano' 500 kV transmission Hne fac'l1ity is 
to become a Specified Major Addition in the MAAC effective 
Janua~ 1. 19as~ The proposed increase in the Average 
Ownership Rate ("AOR,'I) results· in an incr~ase in the MAABF of 
0.032¢/kWh, and is proposed to be effective for service rendered 
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I.87-01-017 APPENDIX A 
on and 4fter Januar,y 1. 1988. The increase in the MAABF results 
in.an annualized increase In revenue of S20.5 million. which 
represents abou,t 75 percent of the estimated revenue 
reQuirement. The calculation of the increase to the MAABF is' 
set forth in Table III-D. 

Syl mar-Pacif~ c HVDe In·tel"t1 e Expansion. 

a. Description of Project 

The Sylmar-Pacific HVDe Intertie Expansion (a1so known as the De 
Termina' ExpanSion). is a pl"oject to increase the transmission 
capacity of the Pacif~c Northwest/Southwest Direct Current 
Intert1e by approximately 1100 MW. Construction of the project 
involves the addfUo·n of ne.,., AC/OC converter eClu'fpment and 
related facilities at both terminals of the line (Ce1i1o; near 
the Da 11 es. Oregon. and Syl mar. in Los Ange 1 es) • 

As part of the project. a Static Val" Contr01 Oevice conSist,ng 
of shunt capaCitors and thyristors. w11l be installed at 
PGandE's Ma1in Substation. The device wi11 provide continucus 
and transient voltage support in the PGandE area in the event of 
a bipole outage. 

b. In-Service Critel"ia 

This transm1ssion line. or significant line segment or component 
of a transmission line. shall be considered commel"cially 
operable when the fo"ow'fng operational cl"iteri·a have been met: 

(1) When a t:ransmis:.'fon 11ne,. or signif1c:ant 1 ine segment or 
component of a transmission line is electrically energi:ed 
ana integrated with the Edison electric system grid and 
completion 1tem~ have been identified; and 

(2) When Edison has'completed required equi~ment testing in 
conformance 'J(itn sound engineering ~ractices and app1'fcab1e 
industr,y standards; and 

(3) When operation and maintenance of the transmission line. or 
sign'fficant line segment or component has been released for 
operation by the project manager at Los Angeles Department 
of Water and Power. 

c. ~'ant In-Servie~ Date 

The estimated in-serVice date 1$ December 31. 19BB. 

d. Annualized Revenue ReqUirement 

Edison and PSD disagree as to the need for and the 
cost-effectiveness of the Sy1mar-Pacff'fc HVDC Intertie ExpanSion 
(~'so known as the DC Termina1 Expansion Project). PSD be1ieves 
that the project should not go forward. however. if the 
Commission permits the project to go forward and be reflected in 
rates. ?SD proposes that a cost cap not to exceed S47 mil 11 on 
should be established for the project. whereas Edison believes 
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I.87-01-017 APPENDIX A 
that its entire forecast cost of $104.627 thousand should be 
reflected in base rates. 

Table III-E sets forth Ed1son'~ proposed annualized revenue 
reQuirement associated with the Sylmar-Pacific HVDC Intertie 
Expansion facility based upon the plant in~service date of 
December 3l. 1988: The annualized revenue requirement set forth 
herein is based on the same revenue requirement factors. such as 
rate of return (ROCE of 13.75~). the net-to-gross multiplier. 
and CPUC jurisdictional allocation factor used by the Company in 
Exhibit No. (SCE-6) • UResults of Operations". Edison 
estimates that the annualized revenue requirement for the 
Sylmar-Pacific HVDC Intertie Expansion facility is S20.2 million 
on a CPUC jurisdictional basis. 

Table III-G sets forth the annualized revenue re~uirement 
associated with the Sylmar-Pacific HVDC Intertie Expansion 
facility based upon the plant in-service date of December 31. 
1988. assuming that the project is permitted to be reflected in 
rates and that the maximum cost cap amount is, S47 million. as 
proposed by PSO. The annualized revenue requirement set forth 
herein is based on the same revenue requirement factors. such as 
rate of return. the net-to-gross multipHer. and CPUC 
jurisdictional allocation factor used by the Company in Exhibit 
No. (SCE-G) • "Results of Operations". PSD estimates that 
the annualized revenue requirement. assuming an adopted cost cap 
of S47 million. is $9.3 million on a ,CPUC jurisdictional basis. 

e. Proposed Increase in the MAABF 

Edison proposes that the Sylmar-Pacific HVDC Intert1e Expansion 
facility is to become a Specified Major Add1tion in tne MAAC 
effective on its in~service date currently expected to be 
December 1. 1988. The Edison-proposed increase in the AOR 
results in an 1ncreas~ in the MAABF of 0.024¢/kWh. and is 
proposed to be effective for service rendered on and after its 
in-service date. The increase in tne MAABF results in an 
annualized increase in revenue of'S15.4 million. wh1cn 
represents about 75 percent of the annualized revenue 
requirement. The calcu1at1on of the increase to the MAABF is 
set forth in Tab'e III-F. 

The increase. based Up011 PSD's alternative pl"'oposal (assuming 
the maximum cost cap of $47 million). results in an increase in 
the MAABF of O.Oll¢/kWh. and is proposed to be effective for the 
service rendered on and after its in-service date. The increase 
in the MAABF results in an annualized increase in revenue of 
$7.1 mi" 1 on. wh1 ch represents about 75· percent of the 
annualized revenue re~u1rement. based on an investment cost ca;J 
of $47 million. The calculation of the increase to the MAABF is 
set forth in Table III~H. 

-17-
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1 S. Devers-Palo V~rde No.2 Transmission Line 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
ZZ 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
S1 
S2 
S3 
54 
55 
56 
57 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Oescription of Project 

The proposed Devers-Palo Verde 112 Transmission Une is an 
approximate1y 23a-mi1e, 500 kV i1ne between the Pa10 Veroe High 
Voltage Switchyard near Phoenix. Ari:ona and Edison's Devers 
Substation near Palm Springs. Some modifications to the 220 kV 
system west of Devers will also be required. 

In-Service Criteria 

This transmission line, or signincant Hne segment or component 
of this transmission line, sha" be conSidered commercially 
oper~ble when the following operational criteria have been met: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

When a transmission line, or significant line segment or 
component of a transmiSSion jine, is ejectrically energi:ed 
and integrated with the Edison electric system grid and 
completion items have bee~ identified; and 

When Edison has completed required equipment testing in 
conformance with sound engineering practices. and applicable 
industr,y standards; and 

When operation and maintenance of the transmission' line, or 
significant line segment or component has been turned over 
to Edison's Power Supply Department. 

Plant In-Service Date 

The estimated plant fn·serv1ce date for this project is June 1. 
1990. 

Annualized Rp.venue ReqUirement 

The Devers-Palo Verde #2 Transmission Line is currently be1ng 
reviewed by the Commission ~n A~~11cat1on Nc. 85-12-012. wherein 
Edison has requested a Certificate of Pub1ic Convenience and 
Necessity (IICPCN") for the project. Assuming that the 
CommiSSion grants a C?CN for the project, it is anticipated :ha~ 
a cost cap w111 be established.. It fs intended that the 
increase in the MAABF be based upon 75, percent of the revenue 
requirement Md that the revenue requirement be based on 
Edison's share of the cost cap level or an estimate.d cost of 
$246 million, whichever 1s less. 

Table III-I sets.forth the' calculated annual1:ed revenue 
requirement usoc1ated with the pro!)osed Devers·Pa10 Verde #2 
TransmiSSion Line facility based upon the p·lant in-service date 
of June 1. 1990. The revenue requirement set forth herein 1s 
based on the same revenue r1equ1rement factors. such as rate of 
return. the net-to-gross multiplier. and C?UC jurisdictional 
allocation factor used by the Company in Exhibit 
No. (SCE-6) • "Results of Operations". The estimated 
revenue requ1rement for the proposed Devers-Palo Verde #2 k.V 

-l8-
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29 
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31 
32 
33 
34 
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36-
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I.87-01-017 APPENDIX A 
transmission line facility is $40.8 million on a CPUC 
jurisdictional basis based on an estimated cost of $246 minion. 

e. Proposed Increase in the MAABF 

The proposed Devers-Palo Verde 2 Transmission Line facility is 
to become a Speci fied Major Addition in thl~ MAAC effective on 
the project1s in"serv1ce date~ The increase in the Average 
Ownership Rat~ ("AOR") r~s.ults. in an 'fncreue in the MAABF of 
O.04SC/kWh. and is proposed to be effect1vl~ for sel"Vice rendered 
after the in-service date of the project. The increase in the 
MAABF results in an annualized increase in revenue of 
S30.8 million. which represents about 75 percent of the 
estimated revenue requ1.rement. The calcuh,t1on of the increase 
to the MAABF is set forth in Table III .. J. 
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: L1 ne : . No • . 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8 • 

9. 

10. 

11. 

APPENDIX A 
TABLE III-A 

1988 SUMMARY OF EARNINGS 
FOR THE BALSAM MEADOW HVOROELEerR!C FACILITY 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

: Total : CPUC 
Deserietion : Sfstem : Jurisdiction 11 

1) (2) 

TOTAL ~EVENUE REQUIREMENT 51.927 50,268 

EXPENSES 

Depreeiation Expense 4,976 4,817 

Ad Va 1 orem Taxl~s 2,242 2,170 

Income Taxes 12,008 ll,624 

Franehi se Fees 379 367 

Uncoll eetfbles US 124 

TOTAL EXPENSES 19,733 19,102 

NET REVENUE 32.194 31.166 

RATE BASE 284,655 275,560 

RATE OF RETURN (%) U.31 . l1.31 

,1/ Ba.sed on a CPUC Jurisdictional Allocatfon Factor of: 0.96805 

-21-
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: 
: 

. . 
: 

TABLE III-B 

CALCULATION OF THE AVERAGE OWNERSHIP RAiE 
AND R~MAABF'"""RA"I'EINCREASE ~OR THE 
--exLSAM MEADOW HYORCELEC'"TR!'C FACILI~ 

. . 
: : 

: Average 
: Owne""sI'l1~ . . . . : : Forecast :. Rate 

: Line : 
:' No. : Desc""~pt'fon 

1. Forecast 1988 Revenue Requ'frement 

Z. Forecast 1988 CPUC Jur1sd1ct1onal 
3. Revenue Requirement @ .96805 1/ 

4. Forecast 1988 Sales 11 gl 

: 
(SM) : 
(1) 

51,927 

50,263 

S.11es : Increase 
(GWh) : (e/kWh) 
(2) (3) 

64.161.4 

: 

. . 
: 

5. Forecast Average Ownership 
Rate Increase 0.059 .Y 

1/ The CPUC jurisdictional factor of- .96805, and th~i forecast 1988 sales are 
- as set forth in Edison's Test Year 1988 General Rate Case. 
2/ Includes DE Adjustment of 27.9 kWh. 
il 50,268 M .75 = O.059¢/kWh 

64,161.4 GWh 

..22" 
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TABLE III-C 

1988 SUMMARY OF EARN!NGS· 
FOR THE DEVERS-VALLEY-SERRANO SAO K.V TRANSM!SSION LINE 

(Thousands of Doll ars) 

. Line: : Total : CPUC . : 
No. Desel"iEtion ~ Ststem : JUl"isdiet'!on 1/ : 

1) (2) 
1. TOTAL REVENUE REQUIREMENT 27,972 27,078· 

2. EXPENSES 

3. Depreciation Expense 5,776 5,591 

4. Ad Valorem Taxes 1,113 1,077 

5. Income Taxes 6,354 6,151 

6. Franchi se Fees 204 197 

7. Uncollec:tibles 69 67 

8 . TOTAL EXPENSES 13,51& 13,083 

9. NET REVENUE 14,456· 13.995 

10. RATE BASE 127,819 123,735· 

ll. RATE OF RETURN (%) 11.31 11.31 

1/ Based on a CPUC Jurisdictional Allocat1on Factor of: 0.96805 

-23-
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TABLE !II-D 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

CALCULATION OF THE AVERAGE OW~ERSHIP RATE 
AND RESULTANT MAABF ~fE rNcREAS~ FOR fHt 

DEVERS-VALLEY-SERRANO 500 KV TRANSMISSION LINE 

: 
: . . 

Line 
No. : Deseriptfon 

l. Forecast 1988 Revenue Requirement 

2. Forecast 1988 CPUC Jur'!sd1ct1ona1 
3. Revenue Requirement @ .96805 1/ -
4. Forecast 1988 Sa.les 11 gl 
5. Forecast Average Ownership 

Rate Increase 

: 
· · · · : 

fSM
) l) 

27,972 

27,078-

: . . 
: 
: 
: 

: Avera.ge : 
: Ownership : 

Forecast: Rate : 
Sales : Increase: 
(GWh) (e/kWh): 
(2) (3) 

64,l61.4 

11 The CPUC jurisdict1ona.l factor of .96805 and the foreca.st 1988 sales are 
- as set forth in Edison'S Test Year 1988 General Rate Case. . 
21 Includes DE Adjustment of 27.9 kWh. 
~I 27,078 M .75= O.032¢/kWh 

64,l6l.4 GWh 
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TABLE III-E 

: Line : 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY'S 
PROPOSED 1988-ANNUALIZ~~ SUMMARY OF rA~N!NGS 

F6R THE SYLMAR=PACIFIC HVOC INTERY1E eXPANsfON 

(Thousands of Collars) 

: Total .. . CPUC . . . No. Descr'fet'fon : S~stem : Jurisdfetion 1/ : . 
1) (2) 

l. TOTAL REVENUE REQUIREMENT ZO.89S 20.227 

2. EXPENSES 

3. Depreciation Expense 4.242 4.106 

4. Ad Valorem Taxes 836 S09 

s. Income Taxes 4.314 4.176 

6. Franchise Fees 153 l48 

7. Uncol1 ect1bl es 52 50 

8 . TOTAL EXPENSes 9.597 9.289 

9. NET REVENUE ll.298 10.938 

10 .. RATE BASE 99.899 96.707 . 
11 .. RATE OF RETURN (%) ll.31 1l.31 

. Y Based on a CPUC Jur'fsdiet1onal A11ocat1on Factor of: 0.,96805 

-25-
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TABLE III-F 

I 
: 
· · : 
· · : 

• 

•• 

. . 
: 
: 

Line : 
No. : 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EOISON COMPANY'S 
P ROPOSEDCALcUCA'ff'ONonHDV~RAG:t"OWN ERSH I P RATE 

ANO-RfsuC'i'ANT MAABF RATE INc"REAsrnnHE 
SYLMAR-PACIFIC HvDC INTERTIE EXPANSION 

: : : Avera.ge : 
: : : Ownersh1 p : 
: : Forecast: Rate •. 
: : Sales : Increase : 

D~scription fSM) : (GWh) (e/kWh): 

1. Foreca.st 1988 Revenue Requirement 20.895 

2. Forecast 1988 CPUC Jurisdictiona' 
3. Revenue Requirement @ .96805 1/ 20.227 

4. Forecast 1988 Sales !! g/ 64.161.4 

5·. Forecast Average Ownership 
Rate Increase 0.024 ~! 

11 The CPUC juri sd1 cti ona 1 factor of .96805· and the forecast 1988 sa' es a.re 
- as set forth in Edison's Test Year 1988 Genera' Rate Case. 
2/ Includes DE Adjustment of 27.9 kWh. 
~! 20,227 M .75 = O.024¢/kWh 

64.161.4 GWh 
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TABLE III-G 

: L1 ne : 
No. 

1. 

2. 

. 3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

u. 

PUBLIC STAFF DIVISION'S 
ALTERNATE PROPOSAL 

FOR THE SYLMAR-PACIFIC HVOC fNiERTIE EXPANSION 
ANNUALIZED 1988 SUMMARY OF EARNINGS 

(T~ousanc1s of D011ars) 

: Tota 1 : cpuc 
Oescr'fet'fon : Ststem : Jur1sd~ct'fon! 

1) eZ). 

TOTAL REVENUE REQUIREMENT 9.576 9·~270 

EXPENSES 

DI!pree1at1on Expense 1.944 1.8a2 

All Valorem Taxes 383 370 

Income Taxes 1.9n 1.914 

Franch1 se Fees 70 68 

Uneolleet1bles 24 23 

TOTAL EXPENSES 4,398 4,257 

NET REVENUE 5·,178 5.013 : . 
RATE BASE 45.784 44,321 

RATE OF RETURN (~) ll.31 11.31 

II Based on a CPUC Jurisdictional Al'ocat1on Factor of: 0.96805 - . 

-2.7-
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: 

· · 
· · 

: . . 
Lfne : 
No. : 

l. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

s. 

TABLE III-H 

PUBLIC STAFF DIVISION'S 
CALCULATION or THE AV!RAGE OWN~RSHI? RATE 
ANa RESULTANT MAASf!" I~TE INCRffiE" FORO THE 

SYLMAR-PACIFIC HVOC rNfERTIE EXPANSION 

· · · · · · · · : : Forecast 
: Sales · · :- (GWh) 

(2) 
Description · fSM

) · 1) 

Forecast 1988 Revenue Requ~rement 9,576 

Forecast 1988 CPUC Jurisdictional 
Revenue Requirement @ .95805 11 9.270 

: Average 
: Ownershfp . Rate . \ 

Increase 
: (e/kWh) 

(3) 

Forecast 1988 Sales 11 gl 64.l6l.4 

Forecast Average Ownership 
Rate Increa.se 0.011 2.1 

: 

: 
: 

11 The CPUC jurisdictional factor of .96805 and· the forecast 1988 sa1es are 
- as set forth in Edison's Test Year 1988 General Rate Case. 
21 Incl udes DE Adjustment of '47.9' kWh. 
~/ 9,270 M .75 = O.OIl¢/kWh 

64,161.4 G'Wh 
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TABLE III-I 

: L.1 ne : 

SUMMARY OF ~RNINGS 
FOR THE PROPOSED DEVERS-PALO vERDE 2 TRANSMISSION LINE 

BASED ON 1988 REVENU~EgU!REMENT FACTORS . 
(Thousands of Collars) 

: Total : CPUC : . No. : Descr'f2tion : Ststem : Jurisdiction 11 : . 
1) (2) 

1. TOTAL REVENUE REQUIREMENT 42~22S 40,875 

2. EXPENSES 

3. Oepreciation Expense 6,,326 6.124 

4. Ad Valorem Taxes 2,382 2,306 

s. Income Taxes 9,585 9.279 

6. Franchi se Fees 30S 298 

7. Uncollect1bl es 104 10l 

S • TOTAL EXPENSES 18.706 la.10S 

9. NET REVENUE 23.519 22,768 

10. RATE BASE 207,952 201,308 

11. RATE OIF RETURN (Z) 11.31 11.31 

11 Ba.sed on a CPUC Jurisdictional Allocation Factor of: .96805 
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TABLE III-J 

: 
: . . 
: 

Line 
No. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 
s . 

: . . 
: 
: 
: 

CALCULATION OF THE AVERAGE OWNERSHIP RATE 
ANa-RESULTANT MAAe~ RA"TE" r'N"cROOe-FOR THE 

PROPOSED DEVERS-PALO VERDE 2 TRANSMISSION LINE 

Oescr1pt'fon 

Forecast 1990 Revenue Requirement 

Forecast 1990 CPUC Jurisdictional 
Revenue Requirement @ .96805 11 

Forecast 1985: Sa 1 es 1/ ~/ 
Forecast Average Ownership 
Rate Increase 

: . . 
: 
: 
: 

. . 
: 
: FOrE!C,Lst 
: Sales 

f$M) : (~~I 
1) (Z 

42.225 

40.876 

64.161.4 

. Average . . . 
: Ownersi'd ~ : 

Rate 
: Increase : 

(¢/ kWh 2 : 
(3) 

0.048 '1./ 

1/ The CPUC jur1sdfct:ronal factor of .96805 and the forecast 1988 sales ar-e 
- as set forth in Ed'tson's Test Year- 1988, Ge"er~' Rate Case. 
2/ Inc' udes DE Adjustment of 27.9 kWh. 
~/ 40! 8.7& M .75 = O.048¢/kWh 

64.16l.4 GWh 
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Revi~ed C4'. P.U.C .. Sheet No.. ..e: 

...,-&:::' Southern California Edison Cancei'1ng Rev1~ed Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No. -~ 
2%44 WIlnUl~ A_.~, c:&IifQfNat,770 

PRE1.IMINARV S'rATEMENT 

(Continued) 

K. MAJOR ADD I TIONS ADJUSTMe:N'I' CLAUSE (MMC) 

,. Purj)Ose. The pl,lrpos.o of the Hajor Addft10na Adjustmont Clause (HMC) is to .. efleet in 
"atoll. througt'! application of the Majo .. Additions AdJu:.tment 611 Hng Factor (MMSF) (Il'I(\ 
the Annual M."Ijor Additions. R4te {AHAR)~ certain CO~1:$ of 'o.tning. operating,. and 
maintaining (excluding all cos.~ recover~ through the Company's Energy Cost AdJI,Is.tm~t 
Clal,lllO or through the currently effeetfvo bue "atos) speciffod IMjor plant additions 
(Specified Major Additions.) .I,Ithor1%~ for ine1u&fon in the MAAC by the California Public 
Utilities Commfs.llion (Commission). The currently authorized S~ified Major Additions ar~ 
sot fortt'l in Section l.g. The costs applicable for inclusion in the MAAC for eact'! 
SpeeH'1ed HaJor Addition will be recovered through the MAAC until bue rates b«:ome 
effective wt'Iich include all such COIlt$. At such time as the MAAC provillion ~s te~inated, 
any accumulated differentia' in the Major Additions Adjustment Account. all dellcri~ lind 
limited in *tiOtl 7. Ilhall be trant-ferrod to the Enero:y Cost Adjustment Account or such 
other appropriate balancing account. 

2. AppHcabiHty. The MMC pl"Ov1&fon appl1H to ce .. tafn ro1to schedules lind ceruin Ilpedal 
controcts ~I,IbjO'Ct to 1:I'Ie JurhdfC't'fon of the ConIninion .. 

3. Definftionll. 

a. Authori zati on olte: 

The Autho .. izltfon Date $hall be the dater 01\ which the Commission author'r:Z:~ll tt'le 
incluaion of • Specif1ed Majol" Addition in ~:he MMe .. 

b. Effective oa~: 
TM Effective Date for the rev1aed HMC .. ate~ ~<!I11 be the RevisiOfl O.~ 01" s.~d'I 
o~er d.te •• the Commfs~fon may authorize. The revised HAAC .. ates. sha" be app1ieO 
to .. lea fOl" aervfc. l"ende .. 4td 01'1 and after the Effective Date and $han continue 
the,.eaftOr" lintil the next such MMC .-etos become effective or I,Inti1 the MMC h 
tel"lllfnated. 

c. Fo .. ecaat Pe .... locl:-
The FOl"ecut PerfOd for calculating tt'le WBF and the AHAR $ha" be the two7ve
c:alendllr~n1:h pel"1Od cOll'lllenc1 ng wi tt'I the Rnvh10n Oate. 

d. Fr.nchf&e F~ and Uncol'ectible Accounts: 
Fl"anchfse F~s and UncoT'ectfble Accoun~ aha" be the .. ate derived from the Company's 
moat .. ocent genel".'Il "lIte decision to p,.ovide for franchillO foea and uncollectible 
.ccounts expnnse. 

e. I "torellt R4t(l': 
The Intel"est Rate $hl" be 1/12 of the mollt recent month's interost rite on ~reial 
Pape .. (prime. three ,"onths) publhhed in the Foderal Reserve Stat'htical Reiea~. 
C.13. Should pubHcltion oOf the into .. est .. ate on C¢mnerc1al Paper (pnme. three 
month.) be cli~nt1nued. interest will 10 accrue at the .. ate of '/12 of tl'lo rnos.t 
,.ecent month'll interest r.t~ on CcnIIeroci.l P".,.ro • ..nich moat e'o~'y .approox'fmote$ the 
... te that wu dhcontinuod .and which fs pul)lhhed in the Federll Reserve Stat'htfcal 
Releue. C.1Z. or its $ueees:~1" pubHcllt1on. 

f. Pre-eOO Inve~tment: 

The Pre-COo Invell1;ment $h.n be the inveatment in • j)Ort1on of the CompllnY'$ Ei~tl*ic 
Plant In·Service made prior 'to the Come .. c1.ll Operating Date. 

g. Poat-COo Inveatment: 

The Post-coolnvfttment shal1 be the inves't2!lOnt in I portion of the Company's Electric 
Plant In·S. ..... ice IIIoIIdo 0fI or "fter the Comnel"cia1 Operatfng Oate • 

(fOM_ II\'IIIMY) 
Advice Letter No. 

O«:1&1on No. 

~70S::CO' (" 

(Conti nued) 

--II\' 

Mlchsef R. Peeve:'! 
~ 

Executive Vice President 

Date Filed _______ _ 

Effective 
Resoll,ltion No. ______ _ 
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Revhed Ca,. P.U.C. Sheet No.. ~E 

.J'&:e'Southern California EdiSon CanCe',ing Rovised eal. P.U.C. Sheet No. ~E 

2244 W.lnut~A~. AoIeIMI(I. CallfOI'niI9,7?O 

PRELIKINARY STATEMENT 

(Continued) 

IC. MAJOR ADDITIONS AOJUS~ENT Cl,..\USE (HMC) (Continued) 
3. Deffnition~. (Continued) 

h. 

i. 

Revhion OatJ': 

The R~'hion Cate for caTcUl14tin9' the MAABr and the AMAR sh.,n be Je'lnuary 1 of oact'l 
~or. Applications for HAAC rate rovi$10n$ calculated in accordance with tho ~rovi. 
~1on$ do~ribed herein sha1l be fOed with the CocmIi:wlon a't leut 90 da)'s ~rior 
'to tho Revb'J on Date. 
Specified Major Addition: 

A Specified Major Addi'tion i$ an addition to the Compan)'t$ Electric P1ant In-Service 
between gonol"a1 rato prOCeedings whic:t'l t'lu boen aythor1zod for 'inclusion in the MAAC 
by the Commis~ion. For pu~ses of calc:u1ating revisions to the MAAC ratos and tho 
entrfe:lo to the Major Mditions Mjul'otment ACCOt.lnt~ thoae Pro·COO I nveatlllent and 
Poatoo(:OC In.,.~tment rolated C:Ol'ota apptic:"ble fol' 1nc1u&ion in the MAAC auocfatod with 
the foHow1ng S~1fiod H"jOf" Additfons shan be in<:lude<!~ 

54n Onofr" ~iuclear C4;neratlng Statton 
Unit 2 

S.n Onofre ~lea" Cenerating Station 
Unit 3 

Balsam Meadow Hydl'o Electric 
Cenel'ating Plant 

OeYe~-V.'1~Serrano500 ~v 
Tran.mis$10n Line 

Syl",.r-Padfic HVOC InteJ"tie- Expansion 
Oevers-p.To Verde No. 2 Tran~is~ion 

L.fne 

Authori zat1 on 
Date 

09/01181 

~/OT/8l+ 

01/01188 

01101/88 

Termination 
Date 

J. Termination Date: 

Tho Termination C.te sh.ll be the d.te on which tho co~ts incurred th~reaftel' for a 
Spec::if1~ M.jOr Addition shal1 no longer ~ .~pTfc:able for inclu~10n in. the l'IAAC. 

~. Calculation of the Average OwneraM!) Rate. Individual rates to rof'~t tI'IO$e Pre-cClO 
Investment .nd PO&t-COO Jnve$tment reTated costa of owning eoeh Specified M.jor Add~t1on 
sho" be calculated as authorized by the Commission. The Average Ownershio Rate for e.ct'l 
Specified M.jor Addition sh.ll be determined from the following c:.lcul.tions: 

a. The 'orocast Period depreciation including decomm1:1osion1n9 reserve ex~nse; 
b. Plus: Th. Forecast Period .d valorem taxes; 

c. P'\I.~ The ':oroeast Period t.xe$ bued on 1ncOllle~ 1nc:luding the fonow~no ';.ox 
adjuatments: 
,. Tho tax dedu~ons resulting from items ~a~ .nd "b" above. 
2. I nvestment tax credits; 
l. The tax .ffect of the excess of HberaHzod depreciation OVer booked depre

ciation; 
4. Interest ch.rge deductions; 
S. Other a!)propri.te tax adjustment.; 

d. "us: Th. Forecast Period return .,1<:1'1 aha" be the rorecnt Pel"iod rote base 
mult1J)Hod by ttl. Cornpan)'ts aYlitem rate of return IIIOst recentl), authori:ted by the 
CoftInhsi on. 

e. The &um of ~a·· throug/'l "d~ ahan be multiplied by the \'AOst recently odoptod ret.1il 
jur1adict10n.l alloc.tion factor. 

(fOlie __ Ott .... 1My) 

Advi ce Letter No. -E 
Oec:hion No. 

810S22C01 (:) 

CContfnuod) 

--Ott 

Mlch~rel R Peevey 
Name 

ExecutivfJ Vice President 

(fOlie _ D\'CaI. ~.u.e.) 
O.te 'l1ed _______ _ 

Effective 
Resolution No .. ______ _ 
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."r&': Southern California Edison 

Rov1aod C.l. ~.u.e. Shoet No. -E 

C4ncolHng Revhed Cal. P.U.C. Sh~t No. -E 

NEW 

22" WaJMCtoYeA~.RoMmeIC!. ~jfom,,'D'"O 

I: Conttnued) 

IC. MAJOR ADOITIONS AOJUS1M£NT C!.AUSE (MMC) (~nt1nuod) 

~. CalculatiOn of the Average Ow~r~ip Rate (Continuod) 

s. 

f. The amounb. in "0" above. fnCloeued to provide fo,. Fr-ancl'lhe Fees and Unconectible 
Accwnt:.. ~a" be divided b)' tl'Ie sales subject to the MAAC ostimated to be sold 
duri ng the F'o"ecal!ot Pe,.i od. Ttle ,.e:.ul t sl'ta" be the Average OwnorsM pRate. expressed 
in cenb. per kllowatthou,.. on s,et forth below. 

Specified 
Major Addition 

S.n Onof,.e Nuclear Cene,.ating Station 
UnH: 2 

541'1 Onofre Nuclea,. CenerotfnO,Station 
Ul'lit 3 

ealwm MeadOW H)'d"o Elect,.ic 
Generating Plant 

Ceve,.s-Vaiiey-So,.rano SOO kV 
r"anamisaion ~ino 

Sylmar-Pacifie HVOC Interti. Expansion 
D~-PaTo Ve,.de No. 2 Transmission 

l.ine 

Avo,.aoe 
Owne"sM pRato 

(t/kWh) 

0.62% 

0.648 

0.059 

At 1lr.x:1't times a$ the Commission authorizes any adjustments ",Meh affect tho amount:. 
applicable for inclus10n in the Average Ownership Rate. the Average Ownership Rate sMal1 be 
approp,.iately revi~. 
Calculation of the eala~ino Rate for Each Spocffied Major Addition. The S.lancino Rate 
for e~ch Specified Major Addition anal' be calculated by dividing the estimated balance in 
the Major Additions Adjustment Account. plus the inte,.est forecut to aCc"ue duMno th~ 
amortf%a~fon per-1od~ on the Rovisfol'1 Date (calculated in accordance ,,'j,tI'I the prOCe<!l,Ire :.et 
forth in P.r-aoraph 7). incr-eased to provide fOI" Fr.nchf~ Fees and Uncollee~1ble Accounts. 
by the :wles subject to the MMC estfllWlted to be ~ld dl,lrinO the amo,.1t1%ation period. The 
resul~ ~an be the Balancing Ra~ •• eXj)I'eased in cents per kilowatthour. The Balat'l(:in9 
Rate Ur.oc1ate(l with Me" Sl>OCif'fe<l l'Iajol' Addition authorized for 1nclu~10n in the MMC h 
Ht forth below: 

Specffied ealancing Rate 
Majo~ Addition (e/kWl'l ) 

San Ol'lOf,.e Nuclear- Cene,.at1t\9 Station 
Unit % 0.000 

San Onofl'e Nuclear Ceneratfng Station 
Uni't 3 ' 0.000 

eal~m Meadow Hyd,.o ElectriC 
Cene,.,ting Plant 0.000 • 

Cevers-Valley-Ser,.ano SOC kV 
Tr.nl!om1:.:.fon Line 0.000 

S)'11lWl,.-P,c1f1c HVOC Intertie Expan:.ion 0.000 
Deve,.:.-Palo Verde No.2 Tr.n&miasion 

Line 0.000 

CContfnued) 

("I'ollre_r,y~) 
Adv1 ee L.ette,. No. -E " ......"" 

Michael R. PetJvey 
Oate FOed ________ _ 

Ooch1on No. 

870522CO, (3) 
~ 

Executive Vice President 

Effective 
Rosolution No. ______ _ 
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\ 
OIANCE 

t 

..,.,.,C8 Southern california Edison -E 
220&4 WalMCI'oveA_. R~eallf\)ml8~1770 

PRELIMINARY S,. ... TEMENT 

(Cont'fnued) 

K. MAJOR ADDITIONS ACJUS'TMENT Cl.AUSE (MMC) (Continued) 

8. 

6. Mljol" Additions A<:ju$tment B1111n9 Factol" (M,v,sF). The MMSF ah." bo trier :)um of the 
Ave~a9ct Owne~:)hfp Rates an4 the B.l.ncing R.te~ fOI" olch Specified Majol" Addition. SUCh 
MMaF.. exp"e~lled fn CItnU per kOo.."tthoul". 11'1111 be IppHed on a \,In1fol"'lll cents-per· 
kilowatthoUI" b"ai~ to 11' ~'ea subject to the MMC. The .pplic.tion of the MAABF to ~te, 
~11 ~ u ~t fo~ on thellppHc"I>'e ".to ~hodule. 

7. 

The MAASF' lhted below hIve l>eel'l, 01" Il"e. 11'1 effo<:t for the periods 'fndic.ted! 

Effective 
Oato 

10/09/83 
O'T/OU84 
04/01/84 
01'01/BS-
01/01/88 

Majol" A<I<l1t10n$ Adjustment 
Bfl'ing Faeeol" (c/kWh) 

O.3'n 
0.492 
0.7(;1 
1.270 

Majol" ~dit10nll Adju~tment Account fOI" Each Specified Majol" Addition_ The Comp.n~ shal' 
!Mintaf" " Mljor Additions Adju~1:ment Account (B.allncin9 AcCO\Int) fOI" each Spe<:1f1ed Major 
Addition. Entries to be made 1:0 these aceounu at the end of each IIIOnth ",'11' be detel"'lll1ned 
from ~ fo"~ng calculations: 
I. 

b. 
c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

Oepl"eciation fncludfng decommi.ssfoning l"eset"Ye expense u recorded dUl"ing th4' month. 
Plus: Ad valol"em tlxe& liS recol"ded during the month. 

P1us: Taxes based Oft income. including ~ppl"opri~te tax .djustments~ ~1' ~. I"ecord~ 
during the month; 

P1us: Return. which 111\.11 be one-twolY'th of the I"ate of retul"l'I authol"i::ed by the 
Comninfon fer e~c:h Speeiffed Majol" Addition multip11ed by tho a\fer~ge <1eS)l"ecia'eed 
I"lte base •. as I'OCOl"ded dUI"1n9 tho month; 

Len: The s..-n of "a" tnl"ough "d" IllUl tfpH ed by trle IIIOst l"ocent1y adopted re~al e 
JuM$dictiol'l." anocation l factor. 

Le~s: Tho amount of "ovenue att"ibutab'e to ellch Specified M.jor Addition. 
This amount of I"evonue shill be calculated by Multiplying the sum of the 
Average OwllfJl"ship Rate and a.alancing Rate for eacl'l Sp~1f1ed Major Addition. t1me~ 
th. kilowatthO\ll"s sold durino the month appHcable to the MMBF. I"~uced to provide 
fOI" F'l"anchiso Foes and UnCO"ectible Acc~nt •• 

If the aboYe calculation pl"odueos a !>Osit1ve amount (undel"collection). ~uch amount wi" 
be clebited 1:0 the &1ancinlJ Account in C1)nj\ln~10n with tho Specified M.,jol" Addition a. 
apPl"oved b~ the Commission. If the calculation pl"oduces a neg.tive amount 
(oYel"co11ection). ~uch lII'IOunt win be cl"edited to the Bo1ancinO Account.. Interest win 
aCCl"ue month 1)' to the Sa lanci ng Account by apl> 1 ~i ng the I nterest Rate to the .vel"40e of 
the begillning and ending balance. 

c:.lculat1on of the Avel"ave Nonin\f.~tment-Re'ated Expense Rate. Ind1v1dual I"aee$ to ,.e"'ec't 
certain nonfnvestment-related coats I$~ociated with .,ch Specified Majol" Addition sh.n be 
calculated 4S authorized by the ConIIIiuion. The Avel"age Noninve,tment-R.lated Expen~e Rate 
fOl" each Specified Major Addition shan be determined fl"om the followinQ calculations: 

a. The FOl"ecast Pel"ioCl oporation .nd maintenance expenles (excludino·'" COstll recovered 
throuoh the Company's Eneroy Cost Adjustment C1au~ 01" through the cur"ently-effec:1ve 
ba~ I"ate~) 'I>Pl"opI"1.to fOl" 1nclus10n 1nthe MAAC; 

b. Plus: The Forecast Period pensions and benofit$ expenlo as~1atod with th~ '"bol" 
!>O~f on of "a" above. 

c. PlUll: The Foreea~t Period payl"ol1 tax expense nsociated wfth the labor- portion of 
..... above. 

(Continued) 

(Tolle --0 Dr IIIIIIVI 
Aerv1 ce l.etter No. -E 

I_Dr 

Michael R. Poovey 
Oate Filed _______ _ 

Dechion No. 

870S.::C01 C 4) 

Name 

Executive Vice President 

Effective 
Re~olution No. ______ _ 
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~&s Southern caiifornia Edison C4ncellinQ Revi$ed Cal. P.U.C. Sh&$t No. 
2244 Walnwt (it'OftA,_. ~_..:I. ~IQfTIoe 91170 

PRElIMINARY STATEMENT 

(Contfnued) 

K. MAJOR ADDITIONS ADJUSTl>lENT ClAUSe: (HMC) (Continued) 

8. CaleuT.tion of tho Average Noninve~t:nont-Related ~pense Rate. (Continued) 

d. P'lus: The IF'orecut Period property. liability ... nd replacoment generation insurance 
expenHs. 

e. The sum of "a" through "d" 301'1 .. 11 be multiplied b)' the mo~t recentl)' adopted retan 
jur1~iction .. ' ""ocation factor. 

f. The amount in He" .. bove~ incroned to provide for F'r .. nchise F'ee:. and Unco11ect1ble 
Accounts~ :.I~ .. n be divided by the s .. les aubject to the HMC estimated to be $old 
durinQ the F'orecnt Period. The re$ult shall be the Aver .. oe Noninve$tl!lent-Re'tated 
Expense Ratel. expre:.:.ed in cents per k110w .. ttnour. a:. $et fortn below: 

Specified 
~Iajor Addition 

San Onofre Nuclear cenerat1ng S£4t1on 
Unit 2 

San Onofre Nucle.r Cener .. ting Station 
Un1t l 

Aver"Qe Non1nve:.tment 
Rel .. ted Expen30e R .. te 

(e/kWh) 

0.000 

0.000 

9. Annual Majo .. AdGlit1on:. Rate (At1AR). The AHAR :.1'1 .. " be the :."'" of the Ave .... qe 
Noninvestment-Rel .. ted Expense Rate, fo.. e .. Ch Specified M .. jo.. Addition. SUCh AMAR, 
exp .... ,ed in cents pe .. kilowatthour. sha,l be applied on .. unifo~ cents-pe .. -kilowatthour 
buia tl>.n .. 1es 30ubject to the MMC. The application of the AHAR to sales ~al' be as 
Nt foM:l'l on the applicable r.te achedul •• 

The AHAR lhted b.low h.ve been, 0" .Ire, 1n effect for the periods ind1cated: 

(1'0 De-D¥'*'Y! 

Advice Lotte!" No. 
Oechion No. 

870522CO, (5) 

-E 

Effective 
Date 

10/09/83 
03/23/84 
OIt/Ol/84 
01/01/85 

Annu.l M .. jor 
Additions Rat" 

(e/kWh) 

(Continued) 

1-111 

MiCf'lael R;, Peevey 

Executive Vice President 

0.071 
0.017 
0.154 
0.000 

O .. te F11ed _______ _ 

Effect1ve 
Reso'ution No. ______ _ 
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APPENDIX B 

PLANT HELD FOR FUTURE USE GUIDELINES 

1 .. This exhil:fi t presents thl! analysis and recom.mendations 

of the Public Staff Division (PSD), Energy Operational costs 

'Branch.. 'rhe purpose is. to recommend a. set of guidel ines by wh.ich 

the reasonableness of including or maintaining items in Plant 

Held for Future Use (PHFO) can be judged.. These guidelines would 

be applicable to all energy utilities under the Commission's 

jurisdiction .. 

z .. At this time, the commission has not set forth specific 

criteria by which to judge the reasonableness of including or 

maintaining items in PHFU. PHFU issues are decided on a case-by-. 
case basis.. For this reason, treatment of ?HFtr issues is not 

necessarily consistent among the energy utilities in California. 

PSt) has developed this set of guidelines for use in determining 

the reasonableness of including or maintaining items in PHFU for 

en,ergy utilities.. The recommended guidelines are as follows: 

a. All items in PHFU must have a specific plan for use .. 

b.. The need for each item. must be justified before being 

placed in PHFt1 .. 

c.. If, at any time, the needs or plans for the use of an 

item change so that a specific plan for use no longer 

exists, the item shall be removed from PHFU .. 

d .. 

. . 
The maximum time period for maintaining any item in 

PHFO prior to its inclusion in a construction budget is 

shown on the followinq table and varies from three to 

-1-
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e. 

ten years dependin9 on the type of plant. 

If, after the allowed time period, an item has not been 

included in a construction budget, the item will be 

removed from PHFO until such time that it is included 

in a construction budqet. 

f. The maximum forecast p,eriod tor a proj ect in a 

construction budget will be no more than five years. 

9'. Therefore, the maximum time any item could be 

maintained in PHFU prior to the start of construction 

will be a to lS years depending on the type of plant .. 

ELECTRIC AND GAS UTILITIES 

Me of Plant Time Period 

~ Production Plant: 

Power Plant (New) .............................. lO years 

Transmission Plant: 

Transmission Line & Substation 
(related to new Power Plant) 

................ 10 years 

Transmission Line & Substation ••••••••••••••• S ye~r$ 
(not related to new Power Plant) 

Distribution Plant: 

Distribution Substation . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . -.. . . . .. . S years 

Gas Storaqe: _..................................... S years 

General Pl ant: ................................................ . 3 years 

A specific plan implies that the utility knows exactly 

what the item is going to be used for. 

-2-
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4 .. PSO ~elieves~ for the purposes above~ that a 

construction budget project shoul~: (1) have been reviewed ~y 

th1a utility for need and cost; and (2) be part of the capital 

budget prepared by the utility annually and authorized by the 

utility's management. 

s. PSO acknowledges that there may be special cases where 

strict adherence to a set of guidelines such as listed above :may 

not be appropriate. Such exceptions ca~ be judged on their O°Nn 

merits on a case-by-ease ~asis. In these cases~ should the 

utility exceed the maximum time period for an item without 

inclusion in its capital budget~ it must satisfactorily establish 

the following items in order to keep the item in PHFU: 

. 
A • There is still a· definite plim and need to retain the 

i te.m in PHFU; 

b. Economic analysis justifies 1:.he retention; and 

c. There are mitigating circumstances to require the 

retention. 

It is desirable to establish criteria in order 

to minimize the amounts of PHro to be included in rate base. 

As such, the adoption of the foregoing set of guidelines is 

necessary to provide utilities and ratepayers with reasonable 

ratemakinq treatment of PHFU .. 

-3-
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7 .. Nothing in this eXhibit should be interpreted as 

pre,::luding the ability of the rat"epayers to' recover gains on 

sal.as of plant that has at some time earned a return as PHFU .. 

-4-
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON. COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 
OPERATING REV'E'NTJES AT PRESENT RATES 

DeseriA;)tion 

Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 
Test· Year 1988 

~------~-----~~---------------

Domestic 
Lighting-Sm « Med Power 
Large Power 
J:~9'X'iC'lll tural & PumpinC] 
Street & Area Lighting 

Five CUstomer Groups and 
santa Catalina Island 

TOO-Resale 
Sequoia 
Fringe 

Net Edison 

SWP 
MWD 
Resale - Special 

S~total 

'Other Operating Revenues 

Total Operating Revenues 

Adopted -------.. _-
$895,665 

972,160 
645,303 
77,90l 
5-3,607 

----------
$2,644,636 

64,639 
13 
o 

$2,709,288 

o 
7 

6,679 

------~-----2, 7~5,974 

$-5-l,416 

$2,767,390 
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SOU~HERN CALIFORNIA EOISON COMPANY 
Eleetrie Department - Total Company 

CALCULAl'ION OF FRANCHISE FEES AND 'O'NCOL:t.EC'l'IBLES 
~housands Of 19SB Dollars 

Test ~ear 1988 

Description 
-~------~--------~~-----

At Present Rates 
-------------~~-Revenues at CUrrent Rates 

Uncollectible Factor 

Uncollectiblcs 

Revenues From CUstomers 

Franehise Requirement Faetor 

Total Franchise Requirements 

Adopted 
-----------

$2,644,636 

.-..... _-_ .. _----
$5-,660 

$2,715-,974 

0.0073 
-------------

$19,827 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

TOTAL PRODUCTION EXPENSE 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 

Test Year 1985 

Description 
-~-----------~~---------

Operation 

Steam 

Nuclear 

Hydraulic 

Other 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 

Steam 

Nuclear 

Hydraulic 

Other 

Total Maintenance 

TOTAL PRODUCTION (1985$) 

Escalation Amounts, 19$5 to 1988 
~r 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL PRODUCTION (19S8$) 

Adopted -.. -... --~--~ 

$72,608 

91,037 

8,,550 

8,356 
-~ ... --... ----

$180,5051 

134,277 

76,422 

11,922 

5, S6-9 
..,~---.. --... -

$231,4~90 

-----~-.... -

16,,9~~S 
23,9"1 

o 
$40,896 

$452,937 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

STEAM PRODUCTION EXPENSE 
(Thousands Of 1985 D10llars unless Otherwise Indica~ed 

Test· Year 1985-

Account 
No. Description 

------ ----------~~---~~----~-------

500.0 
501.0 
502.0 
5 105.0 
506.0 
507.0 

510.0 
511 .. 0 
512 .. 0 
5l3.0 
5l4.0 

Operation 
---~-----Supervision and Engineering 
Fuel Related Expenses 
Steam Expenses 
Electric Expenses 
Misc.. Steam Power Expen:;es 
Rents 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 

SUpervision and Engineering 
Structures 
Boiler Plant 
Electric Plant 
Miscellaneous Steam Plant 

Total Maintenance 

TOTAL STEAM PRODUCTION (1985$) 

Escalation Amounts, 1985 to 1988 
Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL STEAM PRODUCTION (1988$) 

Ad.opted. 

$7,431 
25,080 
14,091 

6,856-
,18,97S 

l75 ----.... _---
$72,608 

19,480 
6,736-

65,390 
34,241 

8-,430 

$134,277 

--~--------. 
$206,886 

7,02S 
12,987 

o 
$2,0,012 

$226,897 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

NUCLEAR PRODUCTION EXPENSE exel. PALO VERDE UNIT '#3 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indieated 

Test· Year 1988 ' 

Aeeount 
No. Deseription 

------ ------------~~--------~---~~-

517.0 
519.0 
520.0 
523.0 
524.0 
525.0 

528.0 
529.0 
530.0 
53l..0 
532.0 

operation 

Supervision and Engineering 
Coolants and Water 
Steam E}:penses 
Electric Expenses 
Misc. Nuclear Power Expenses 
Rents 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 
-~ ... --------
Supervision and Engineerinq 
Structures 
Reactor Plant Equipment 
Electric Plant 
Miscellaneous NUclear Plant 

Total Maintenance 

TOTAL NUCLEAR PROD. (1985$) 

Escalation Amounts, 1985 to 1988 
Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL NUCLEAR PROD. (1988$) 

Adopted 

$32,440 
5,977 

12,258 
1,923 

37,969 
470 

--"-------~ $91,0:n 

25,168 
8,448 

18,195 
'1l.,176 
l3,435 

$76,422 

-,...-------~ 
$167,459 

8,098 
S,901 

o 
$1&,999 

$184,458 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

HYDRAULIC PROD~CTION EXPENS~ 

Page 6 

(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test- Year 198& 

Account 
No. Description 

------ ---~-------------------~~----

535.0 
536.0 
537.0 
538.0 
539.0 
$40.0 

541.0 
542.0 
543.0 
544.0 
545.0 

operation 

Supervision and Ensineerinq 
Water for Power 
Hydraulic Expenses 
Electric Expense 
Misc. Hydro Expense Generation 
Rents 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 

Supervision and Engineering 
Structures 
Reservoirs, Dams and Waterways 
Maintenance of Electric Plant 
Miscellaneous Hydraulic Plant 

Total Maintenance 

TOTAL HYDRO PRODUCTION (1985$) 

Escalation Amounts, 1985 to 1988-
,Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL HYDRO PRODUCTION (1988$) 

Adopted 

$1,783 
1,309 
2,104 
1,840 
1,311 

203 

$8,550 

l.,099 
1,102 
2,069 
5,930 
1,.722 

$11,922 

$20,472 

1,073 
1,047 

o 
$2,l.20 

$22,592 
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SOOTHERN c)~IFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric DepartmE~nt - Total Company 

OTHER POWER PRODUCTION EXPENSE 
(Thousands Of 1985 Oollars~ Unless Otherwise Indicated 

Test· YElar 1988 
I 

Account 
No. Descriptio1lt 

--_.-_.... -....... -... -----~-,~ ... --.-.-----------.. -

546- .. 0 
548.0 
549.0 
550 .. 0 

551 .. 0 
552 .. 0 
553 .. 0 
554 .. 0 

operation 

Supervision and Engineering 
Generation Expenses 
Misc.. Other Power Expenses 
Rents 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 

Supervision and Enqineerinq 
Maintenance I~f Structures 
Maintenance of Electric Plant 
Misc.. other l?ower Gen. Plant 

Total Maintenance 

TOTAL OTHER PRODUCTION (1985$) 

Escalation Amounts, 19'85 to 1988 
Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL OTHER PRODUCTION, (1988$) 

Adopted 
-~--------

$979 
2,489 
4,856-

32 

,$8,356 

912-
619 

6-,792 
546 

---~--.. ---
$8,869 

$,17,225-

799 
966 

o 
$1,76-5 

_ .. _-------
$'18,990 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

TRANSMISSION EXPENSE 

Paqc 8 

(Thousands ot 1985 Dollars unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test. Year 198:8 

Account 
No. Description 

------ -------------~~----~~----~~--

560.0 
561.0 
562.0 
563.0 
564.0 
565.0 
566.0 
567.0 

568.00 
569.00 
570.00. 
571.00 
572.00 
573.00 

Operation 

SUpervision and Enqineerinq 
Load Oispatching 
Station Expenses 
Overhead Line Expenses 
Underground Line Expe~ses 
Trans. of Elect. By Others 
Misc. Transmission ExPenses 
Rents 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 

Supervision and Engineering 
Structures 
Station Equipment 
Overhead Lines 
Underqround Lines 
Misc. Transmission Plant 

Total Maintenance 

TOTAL TRANSMISSION (1985$) 

Escalation Amounts,. 1985 to 1988 
Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL TRANSMISSION (198~$) 

Adopted 

$7,034 
3,081 

14,766 
1,135 

32 
lS,033' 

3,.742 
529 

$45,.352 

4,.179 
2",059 
8,.872 

10,869 
94 

3,918 

$29,99l 

$75,343 

4,014 
2",362 

o 
$6,376 

$81,719 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Ele~tri~. Department - Total Co~pany 

DISTRIBUTION EXPENSE 

Page 9 

(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test. Yeilr. 198-$ 

Account 
No. Description 

------ --------------------------~-~ 

SSO.O 
582.0 
5$3.0 
58-4.0 
585.0 
586.0 
5$7.0 
SS8.0 
58-9.0 

590.00 
591 .. 00 
592.00 
593.00 
.594.00 
595.00 
596 .. 00 
597.00 
598.00 

Operation 
..... ~------
supervision and Enqineerin«;J 
Station Expenses 
Overhead Line Expenses 
Underground Line Expenses 
Street Lighting & Signal Sys. 
Meter Expenses 
CUstomer Installations 
Misc. Distribution E)~enses 
Rents 

Total operation 

Maintenance 

Supervision and Engineerin'3' 
Structures 
Station Equipment 
Overhead Services 
Underground Lines 
Line Transformers 
Street Lightin9 & Signal Sys. 
Meters 
Misc. Distribution Plant 

~otal Maintenance 

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION (1985$) 

Escalation Amounts, 1985 to 1988 
LaDor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION (1988$) 

Adopted 
iII!IIII _____ ~ __ _ 

$16,482 
8,592 
5,508 
5,476 
1,196 

11,567 
10,093 
17,229 

1,18·8 

$77,331 

9,004' 
4,071 
6,378 

24,330 
6,523 
5,343 
2',117 
1,786 

16,971 

-~----------
$76,523 

$153,854 

9,735-
6,72'3 

o 
$1&,458 

$170,312 
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A.86-12-047, I.87~01-017* APPENDIX C 

SOOTHERN CALIFO~~IA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS EXPENSE 

Pag'e lO 

(Thousands Of 1985 Oollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test Year 198'8 

Account 
No. Description 

~---~- -----------~-------------~---

901.0 

902.0 

903.0 

904.0 

905.0 

supervision 

Meter Readinq Expenses 

customer Records and Collectibles 

Uncolleetiblta Accounts 

Misc. custonll~r Accounts Exp. 

TOTAL CUSTOMER ACC'l'S. (1985$) 

Total (Less Uncol1ectibles) 

Escalation Amounts, 1985 to 1988 
Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL CUSTOMER ACCTS. (1988$) 

'Total (Less Uncollectibles) 

Adopted 

$6,441 

21,987 

6l,353 

5,660 

6,,2l6-
... -----~---$101,057 

$95-,997 

7,363 
2,03$ 

o 
$9,397 

$lll,054 

$lO5-,394 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMi'A.W,{ 
Electric Department - Total COll:lpany 

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND INFORMATIONAL EXPENSES 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Othenrise Il").dicated 

Test· Year 1988 

AecQunt 
No. Descrip~ion 

~----- ---~---------~-----~-~---~~--

Residential & Non-Residential 
Conservation, Service Planning, 
and Load Management Expenses 

907.0 Supervision 

908.0 CUstomer Assistance Expense 

909.0 Inforlnational & Instruct. Exp. 

910.0 Miscellaneous 

TOTAL CUSTOMER SERVICES AND 
INFORMATIONAL (l985$) 

Escalation AXil.ounts,. 1985 to 1988-
Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL CUSTOMER SERVICES »tt> 
INFORMATIONAL (1988$) 

~~dopted 

$4S.2 

50,801 

2,910 

o 

$54,l93 

1,837 
2,l05 

o 
$3,942 

$58-,135-
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 
ADMINISTRATIVE & GENERAL EXPENSES 

(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test Year 1988 

Account 
No. Oescription 

------ ----~----~~-------~----------

920.0 
92l.0 
922.0 
923.0 
924 •. 0 
925.0 
92&.0 
927.0 
928.0 
930 .. 0 
931.0 

Operation 

Administrative & Gen. Salaries 
Office Supplies and Expenses 
Admin. & Gen. Transfer credit 
outside Services Employed 
Property Insurance 
Injuries and Damages 
Employee Pensions and Benefits 
Franchise Requirements 
Regulatory commission Expenses 
Other Misc. General Expenses 
Rents 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 

93S.0 Maintenance of General Plant 

Total Maintenance 

TOTAL ADMIN. & GEN .. (l98:5$) 

Total (Less Franchise Req.) 

Escalation Amounts, 1985 to 198:8 
Labor 

. Non-I.abor 
Other 

'rotal 

TOTAL ADMIN.. & GEN. (l988$) 

Total (Less Franchise Req •. ) 

Adopted -----... ---~--

$l09,273 
24,208 

(26, l62) 
7,ll2 

21,361 
23,96$ 

ll6,092 
19,827 

3,495-
33,148 

2,303 
~~----- .... --

$334,620 

11,68-3 ------_ ... _-
ll,683 

-~--------$346,304 

$326,477 

11,59l 
5,985-

o 
$17,5077 

$363,88:0 

$344,053 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Dep~l.rtment - Total COlnpany 

EXPENSE SUMMAR"lC 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 

Test Year 1988 

Description 
-------~--------~---~---TOTAL NON-ESCALATED 
------~-------~---~ steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 

$206,886 
167,459 

20,.472 
17,225 

Total Production 
'l'ransmission 
Distribution 
customer Accounts 
customer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total Non-Escalated (1985$) 

TOTAL ESCALATED --------.... ----.. ~ 
Ste~ Production 
NUclear Produetion 
Hydraulie Production 
Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
customer Accounts 

226,897 
184,458 

22,592 
18,990 

CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total Escalated (1988$) 

TOTAL ESCALATION (l985$ to 1988$) 
~---~-------~--------------~-----Steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total Eseal(1tion 

20,Ol2 
1&,999 

2,120 
1,765 

Adopted 
---------... 

$412,042 
75,343 

153,854 
),,01,657 
54,193 

346,304 
(22,832') --------... ~ 

$l,l20,560 

$452,937 
8:1,719 

170,312 
11l,054 

58,135-
363,880 
(24,722) 

$l,2l3,315 

$40,896-
6,376-

16,458 
9,397 
3,942· 

17,577 
(1,890) 

$92,755 
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A.86-12-047, I.87-01-017·~ APPENDIX C 

SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

. LABOR SOMMAR'lC . 
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('rhousands Of 19S:S Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test Year 1988 

Description 
--~-~----------------~--LABOR NON-ESCALATED (1985$) 

----------~----------------Steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity, 

Total Non-Escalated Labor 
Labor Escalation Factor 

LABOR ESCALATED (1988$) 

----------------~------Steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other 'Production 
Total Production 
'l'ransmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 

$62,285 
71,799 

9,51S 
, 7,082 

69,310 
79,897 
10,.588 

7,881 

CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total Escalated Labor 

LABOR ESCALATION (1985$ to 1988$) 
-------------~~~-----~~----------Steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Total Produetion 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General' 
Additional Productivity 

Total Labor Escalation 

7,025 
8,098 
1,073 . 

799 

Adopted 
-,.. ... _---.... -

$150,681 
3-5,590 
86,309 
6S,278 
16,28.6 

102,771 
(9,124) 

$447,791 
1.11279 

$167,676-
39,604 
96,044 
72,640 
18-,123 

114,362 
(10,153) 

$498,296 

$16,,995-
4,014 
9,735-
7,.363 
1,S37 

11,591 
(1,029) 

$50,506 
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SOU~HERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
NON-LABOR SUMMAR':! 

Page 15 

(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test ':!ear 1988 

Description 
-~----~---------~-------

NON-LABOR NON-ESCALATED (1985$) 

~-------------------~-------~--Steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic ProQuction 
Other Production 

$135,935 
93,174 
10,957 
10,111 

Total Production 
'I'ransmission . 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total Non-Escalated Non-Labor 

Non-Labor Escalation Fact'or 

NON-LABOR ESCALATED (1988$) 

Steam Production 
Nuclear Production' 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmis~;.ion 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additionnl Productivity 

Total Escalated Non-tabor 

148,922 
102,076-

12,004 
11,077 

NON-LABOR ESCALATION '(1985$ to 1988$) 

--------~---------------------~------Steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmis~~ion 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Aaditionnl Productivity 

Total Non-Labor Escalation 

12,987 
8,,901 
1,047 

966 

Adopted 

$250,178 
24,720 
70,374 
21,299 
22,034 
62,649 
(9,011) 

$442,243 

1.09553 

$274,079 
27,.082 
77,097 
23,334 
24,.139 
68,634 
(9,872) 

$484,493 

$23,901 
2,362 
&,723 
2,035 
2,l05 
5,985 

(861) 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
OTHER stml'1ARY 

Page 16 

(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indieated 
Test Year 1988 

Description 
-------~--~~--~--~------

OTHER NON-ESCALATED (1985$) 

-~----~--~---~----~--------Steam Produl:tion 
Nuclear ProductiQn 
Hydraulic P'~oduction 
Other Produ~:tion 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Aecounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and Genera.l 
Additional Productivity 

Total Non-Escalated Other 

Other Escalation Factor 

OTHER ES~.TED (1988$) 
-----------~---~--~----
ste~ Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer service & In~ormational 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total Escalated Other 

OTHER ESCALATION (1985$ to 1988$) 

$8,665 
2',486 

o 
32 

8,665 
2,.486-

o 
32 

---~--~---~------------~-----~--~ steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Produetion 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer· Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additional PrOductivity 

Total Other Escalation 

o 
o 
o 
o 

Adopted -----... _---

$11,18:3-
15,033 
(2,829) 
15,080 
15,873 

180,883 
(4,.697) 

$230,.526 

1.0000 

$11,18-3 
15,033-
(2,829) 
15,080 
15,873 

180,883 
(4,697) 

$·230,526 

$0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

$0 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

TAXES OTHER THAN ON INCOME 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

Test'Year 1988 

Description 

Page l7 

Adopted 
--~-~--~-~---~~---~~~~-~ -~----.. ---

Ad Valorem Taxes 
-~--.. --... -------" .. 
Ca., Ariz., N.H., Nev. 

Total Ad Valorem Taxes 

Payroll Taxes 
--..... -----~----
Federal Insurance Contrib. Act 
Federal Unemployment Insurance 
State Unemployment Insurance 

Total payroll Taxes 

Miscellaneous Taxes 
-..... -~----~---~-----~ 
Superfund tax 
Miscellaneous Taxes 

Total Miscellaneous Taxes 

Total Taxes OTOI (1987$) 

$82,298 

82,298 

36,907 
SS8 
90S 

----~--- .... ---
38,400 

l,OOO 
(~58) 

----------
----.. _----

$12l,240 
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s6TJTHERN' CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

INCOME TAX ADJUStMENTS 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

'rest Year 1988 

Description 

Page 18 

Aaoptea 
~---~~-~---------------- ------~---

California Income Tax Adjustments 
-~----~----~-----------~--------~ Tax Depreciation (liberalizea) 
Nuclear Fuel Amort. (liberalized) 
Fuel 'Oil Transp. Fac. (liberalized) 
Interest Charqes 
Nucl. Fuel Lease Int. Cap. 
A & G expenses ~ capitalized 
Payroll Taxes Capitalized 
Ad Valorem Taxes Capitalized 
Use Tax Capitalized 
Ad Valorem Lien Date Adjust .. 
Removal Costs 
Right of Way Easement Amort. 
Repair Allowance 
Salvage Warehouse Exp. 
Pension Reserves 
Amortization of PV review costs 
Interest Synchronization 

Federal Income Tax Adjustments 
-------------------~----~-----Tax Deprecia.tion (liberalized) 
Nuclear FUel Amort. (liberalized) 
Fuel Oil Transp. Fac. (liberalized) 
Interest Charges 
Nucl. Fuel Lease Int. Cap. 
A & G expenses - capitalized 
Payroll Taxes Capitalized 
Ad Valorem Taxes Capitalized 
Use Tax Capitalized 
Ad Valorem Lien Date Adjust. 
Removal Costs 
Right of Way Easement Amort. 
Repair Allowance 
Salvage Warehouse Exp. 
Pension Reserves 
Amortization of PV review costs 
Leased Property ITC 
Total State Taxes on Income 
Preferred Dividend credit 
Contrib. in Aid of Construct. 

$456,322 
(10&,581) 

(4,584) 
273,583 
13,318 
52,941 
14,933 

9,332-
5,SS8 
1,853 

28,000 
1,218 

13,000 
300 

o 
515 

(11,13&) 
--~-------$748,573 

342,.848 
(106,581) 

(4,584) 
273,583 

13,318 
12,076 

2,987 
1,866 
1,ll2 
1,$53 

19,000 
1.,21$ 

11,000 
300 

o 
515 

(221) 
o 

832 
o --.. ~ .. -.... --~ .... -

$5071,122 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Compan¥ 

TAXES ON INCOME - ADOPTED RATES 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

'rest· Year 1988 

Description 

California Corporation Franchise Tax 
--------------~~------~-~------~-~--Operating Revenues 

Operating Expenses 
Nuclear Decommissioninq Exp. 
Taxes Other Than On Income 
Income Tax Adjustments 

california Taxable Income 
CCFT Tax Rate 

TOTAL CCFT 

Federal Income Tax 

Operating Revenues 

Operating Expenses 
Nuclear Decommissioning Exp. 
Taxes Other Than On Income 
CCFT 
Income Tax Adjustments 

Federal Taxable Income 
FIT Tax Rate 

Federal Income Tax 

Inv.Credit-Rateable Flow-thru .. 
Accl. Amortization 
ACRS 
SUperfund Tax 

Total Federal Income Tax 

... 

Adopted 

$2,767,390 

1,213,315-
o 

121,240 
748,573 

----.------
$684,262 

0.08994 

$61,543 

$2',767,390 

1,213,31S 
o 

l21,240 
61,543 

571,l22 

$800,l70 
0 .. 34 

$272,058 

(14,670) 
(l,.384) 

o 
o 

$256·,004 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Oepartment - Total Company 

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE 
Thousands Of ~9S8 Dollars 

Test'Y'ear,1988 

Description 
----------~---~~--~~----

Steam Production 
NUclear ProdUction 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Transmission 
DistriDution 
General 
Experimental Plant 

Page 20 

Adopted 

$80,759 
$27,640 

$4,490 
$12,245 
$60,989 

$153-,933 
$39,3,49 

8,358 
-------.. ---

Subtotal 

Amort. of PV review costs 
Nuclear decommissioning 

Total Depreciation Expense 

$387,763 

515 
o 

$388,278 

Depreciation expense embedded in other ~ceounts 
---~-----------~----~---~-----------~------~---

Other Depreciation (General) 
FUel Oil Transportation Facility 

Total Depreciation Expense 

1,411 
4,584 

5,995 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

DEPRECIATION RESERVE 
Thousands Of '1988 Dollars 

Test ":lear 1988 
Deseription 
---~~----~~-------------Depreciation Reserve - BOY 
---------~---------~-~----Steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
General 
Experimental Plant 
Retirement work-in-progress 
Nuclear decommissioning 
other depr. (General) 
FUel Oil Transp. Fac. 

Depreciation Reserve - BOY 
Other Adjustments (excl. Depr. expense) 
-----------------~----~~-----------------steam Production , 
NUclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
General 
Experimental Plant 
Retirement work-in-progress 
Nuclear decommissioning 
Other depr. (General) 
FUel Oil Transp. Fac. 

Oth,er Adj ustments (excl. depr.) 
Depreciation Reserve - EO":l 
-------------~---~-----~~-steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
General 
Experimental Plant 
R~tirement work-in-progress 
Nuclear decommissioning 
Other depr. (General) 
FUel Oil Transp. Fac. 

Depreciation Reserve - EO":l 

Depreciation Reserve ~itd. avg. 

Adopted 
---~--- ... ~-

$949,636-
150,947 
1l3,168 
l86,2l9 
54 7,836-

1,319,333 
112',906-

26-,540 
(11,048) 

o 
5,936-

44,476 

$3,445,949 

3,829 
276 
374 

40 
6,083 

49,.220 
9,233-

122 
O· 
o 

1,112 
12 

70,300 

1,026,566-
178,3l1 
l17,284 
198,424 
602,742 

1,424,046 
l43,022 
34,776 

(11,048) 
o 

6,235 
49,048 

3,769,407 

$3,607,678 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

PLANT IN SERVICE - EO~ 
Thousands Of 1985 Dollars 

Test· Year 198'8 

Description 
-~--~-~~----------------Plant in Serviee - BOY 

Intangible 
Production Plant 

steam 
Nuclear 
Hydraulic 
Other Production 

Total Production 
Transmission Plant 
Distribution Plant 
General Plant 

Total Plant in service : BOY 

Plant in Service - Net Additions 
---~~---------------------------Intangible 
Production Plant 

Steam 
NUclear 
Hydraulic 
Other Production 

Total Production 
Transmission Plant 
Distribution Plant 
General Plant 

Total Net Additions 

Plant in Service - EO~ 

--------~---------~---Intangible 
Production Plant 

Steam 
Nuclear 
Hycirau1ic 
Other Production 

Total Production 
Transmission Plant 
Distribution Plant 
General Plant· 

Total Plant in Service : EOY 

Adoptec1 

$113 

1,899,064 
637,078' 
28'3,398 
386,3l8 

$3,205,S.58' 
l,756,68S 
3,886,420 

710,153 
~-----~---9,55-9,229 

$0 

50,l94 
42,603 
34,893 
l2,5026 

$140,216 
148',673 
322,,811 

85,340 

697,040 

$113 

1,949,25S 
679,681 
3l8,29l 
398,844 

$3,.346,'~74 
1,.905,358 
4,209,231 

795,493 

10,256,269 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

PLANT IN SERVICE - WTD. AVG. 

Description 

Thousands Of 19S~ Dollars 
Test· Year 1988 

--~------------~~---~--~ 
Plant in Service - BOY 
~~-----~----~-----~~~-
Intangible 
Production Plant 

Steam 
Nuclear 
Hydraulic 
Other Production 

Total Production 
Transmission Plant 
Distribution Plant 
General Plant 

Total Plant in Service : BOY 

Adopted 
.. _--------

$113 

1,899,064 
637,078 
283,398 
386,318 

----------
$3,20S.,858 
1,756,685 
3,886,420 

710,153 

9,559,229 

Plant in Service - Weighted Average Net Additions 
--~--~--~------------------~---------------------Intangible 
Production Plant 

Steam 
Nuclear 
Hydraulic 
Other Production 

$0 

.32,.849 
54,099 

9,.616-
10,97S. 

----------Total Production 
Transmission Plant 
Distribution Plant 
General Plant 

Total Wtd. Avg. Net Additions 

Total Plant in Service - Weighted Average 
---~-------~-~----~-~~----~--~----------~ Intangible 
Production Plant 

Steam 
Nuclear 
HydrauJLic 
Other Production 

Total Production 
TransmissiO':l Plant 
Distributior.~ Plant 
General Plar.Lt 

Total Plant in Service :'Wtd. Avg. 

$l07,.539 
70,367 

l61,888 
59,098 

--------~-398,892 

$ll3 

1,931,913 
691,177 
293,014 
397,2093 ___ ............ _IIIIIIt~_ 

$3-,313,397 
1,827,052 
4,048,308: 

769,251 
-~--.. -~---

9,958,'121 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

OTHER FIXED CAPITAL 
Thousan~s Of 1988 Dollars 

Test ¥ear 1988 

Deseription 
-~--~---~---~-----------

Nuclear FUel 
-.. ------~---Nuelear Fuel - BOY 

NUelear Fuel - Net Additions 

NUelear Fuel - EO~ 

Nuclear Fuel - Wtd. Avq. Net Additions 

Nuelear Fuel - Wtd. Avq. 

Unclassified Electric Plant 
---~--------------------~--Unclass. Elect. Plant - BOY 
Unclass. Eleet. Plant - Net Additions 

Unclass. Elect. Plant - EO,,{ 

Adopted 
----------

$0 
o 

---------... --* 

o 

o 
----~-----.. -o 

293,057 
(14,577) 

------.. ---... -
278.,480 . 

Unclass. Elect. Plant - Wtd. Avg_ Net Ad (57,9l0) 

Unclass. Elect. Plant - Wtd~ Avq. 

Plant Held for Future Use 
---------~--~--~--~~-----PHFO - BOY 

PHFU - Net Additions 

PHFO' - EOY 

PHFU - Wtd. Avq. Net Additions 

PHFtT - Wtd. Avg. 

_ ... tIIIII ___________ 

23S.,147 

116,948 
7,2'21 

-~-- ... -------
:1.24,169 

3,606 
-------------

120,554 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

m~IGHTED AVERAGE DEPRECIATED ~E BASE 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

Test Year 1988 

Description 
----~--~-------------~--

FI:ceD CAPITAL @ BEGINNING OF YEAR 

------------~-----~-------~~-----~-Plant in Service 
Nuclear Fuel 
Unclassified Elect. Plant 
PHFt1 

Total Fixed Capital - BOY 

WTD. AVG. NET ADDITIONS 
----~---~------~-------Plant in Service 

Nuclear Fuel 
Unelass~.:fied Elect. Plant 
PHFU 

Total Wtd. Avg. Additions 

Tot. Wtcl .. Avg. Fixed Capital 

AOJ~STM:ENTS 
- ........ _------

CUst. Aclv. for Construction 

Total Ael:)ustments 

WOP.I<ING CAPITAL 
---------------

FUel Stock - Coal/Mise. 
Material:;.. & Supplies 
Working Cash 

Total Working Capital 

Tot. Before Ded. for Reserves 

DEDUCTIONS FOR RESERVES 

----------~------------Wtd. AvgwDepreciation Reserve 
Taxes Def. - Ace. Amort. 
Taxes De~~. - ACRS 
Taxes Def. - Ret. Ret. JOebt 
Unfunded Pension Reserv~e 

Total DecL. for Reserves 

Weighted Average Depreciated Rate Base 

Adopted 
----~-----

9,559,229 
o 

293,057 
116,.948 

----------
9,969,234 

398,892-
o 

(57,910) 
3,60& 

------ ..... -----... 
344,588 

10-,313,822 

(SS,907) 

(S8,907) 

o 
l18,343 
(11,967) 

106,376-

10,361,291 

3,607,678 
3,436-

325,594 
69,689 
36,575 

..... _ .... -------
4,042",972 

6,318,318. 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

OETERMINATION OF AVERAGE AMOUNTS OF WO~NG 
CASH CAPITAL SUPPLIED BY INVESTORS 

Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 
Test Year 1988 

Description 
------------------------
Operational Cash Requirements 
--~------------~-------------Cash 
Special Deposits 
Working Funds 

Adopted 

$2,633 
481 

2,892 
-------------Total 

Less: Amounts Not Supplied By Investors 
---------------------------------------
Accrued vacation & Emp1. Witholdings 
Credit recd. for capitlized supplies 

$6,006 

37,447 
39,322 

----~---..----Total 

Subtotal, Total Company 

Electric Department Allocation Percentag 

Electric Department Allocation 
Prepayments - Electric Department 
Misc. Deferred credits - Electric 

Total Operational cash Requirement 

Plus: Averaqe Amount Required 
------------------------------

$76,769 

($70,763) 

100% 

(70,763) 
o 
o 

($70,763) 

Avg. Amt. Req. as a Result of Paying Expenses 
in Advance of Collecting Revenues 58,796 

~-----------Total $58,796 

Averaqe Net Amount of Working 
cash capital Supplied by Investors ($11,967) 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

DEVELOPMENT OF AVERAGE LAG IN PAYMENT OF EXPENSES 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

Description 
-----------------~~-

Fed. Income Tax 
FIT: SIT Oed. Ti 
FIT: SIT Oed.. Ti 
State ~ncom~ Tax 
Fed.. Misc. Tax 
Franchise Requir 
Fuel Oil 
Coal 
N~tural Gas Pure 
Nuclear Fuel 
Purchased Power 
Company Labor 
Property Insuran 
Injuries and. Dam 
Pension Expense 
Ad. Val. Tax - Ari 
Ad. Val.Tax - Nev 
Ad. Val.Tax - New 
Goods and Servic 
Materials From S 
Depreciation 
Ad. Val.Tax - CA 
FICA Tax 
Unemp. Tax - Fed. 
Unemp. Tax - cal 
Misc. taxes 
SIT - Az.,NM,Uta 
Hazardous waste 
Deferred. Income 
Ad.j. to ERTA Tax 

TOTAL 

Exp. Lag Days 
Revenue Lag Days 
Ad.j .. to Rate Bas 

Rate Base Factor 

New Rate Base 

Test Year 1988 

Average 
Expense Lag Days Product 

---------- ----~~---
(A) 

$231,384 
o 
o 

54223 
o 

35694 
67819 

125669 
531021 
162863 
~304150 

498-29& 
20563 
22711 

109008 
1930 

961 
18-18 

497389 
398&1 

388-278 
77589 
36907 

588 
90S 

-458 
163 
320 

67301 
-67301 

----~----~-------4209654 

34.51 - (C)/(A) 
39.&1 

58,796 

6,259,523 
-----------------

$6,318,318 

(:8) 

l21.19 
121.19 
486.19 
8~.59 

0.00 
269.15-

16.36-
31.24 
37.36 
75.25 
3$..1.S 
12.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

210.43 
-&1.36 

51.55 
29.27 

0.00 
0.00 

37.44 
6.62 

75.22 
73.49 

0.00 
126.78 
363.50 

0.00 
121.19 

28041481 
o 
o 

4532504 
o 

9606969 
11095·19 
3925900 

19338945 
12255441 
49753323 

5979555 
o 
o 
o 

406130 
-58967 

93718 
14558564 

o 
o 

2904932 
244325· 

44251 
6&51S 

o 
20699 

116320 
o 

-8156208 __ w. ________ _ 

145283917 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

SUMMARY OF EARNINGS AT ADOPTED PRESENT RATE 
REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

(Thousands Of 1988 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test Year 1988 

Description 
---------------~--~-----

Operating' Revenues 

Revenues 

Total Operating Revenues 

Operating' Expenses 

Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
Uncollectibles 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative & General 
Franchise Requirements 
Additional Productivity 

SUbtotal (19S5 Dollars) 

Labor Escalation Amount 
Non-Labor Escalation Amount 

Subtotal (1988 Dollars) 

Depreciation 
Nuclear Decommissioning' Exp. 
Taxes Other Than On Income 
CA Corporation Franchise Tax 
Federal Income Tax 

Total Operating' Expenses 

Net Operating Income 
Rate Base 
Rate of: Return (Total system) 

Adopted 
----------

$2,767,390 

$2,767,390 

412,042 
75-,343 

153,854 
95,997 

5,660 
54,193 

326,477 
19,827 

(22,S,32) 

$l,l20,560 

50,506 
42,250 

$1,213,3l5 

388,278 
o 

12l,240 
61,543 

256,004 

$2,040,380 

$727,010 
6,318,3l8 

11.5-l% 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - cpoe Jurisdiction 

SUMMAR~ OF EARNINGS AT ADOP'I'ED PRESl::NT RATE 
REVENOES AND EXPENSES 

(Thousands ot 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
'res.t: Year 1938 

Description 
Jurisdictional 

Factors: Adopted 
--~~--------------------------~---------- ----------
Operatinq Revenues 
--~----~----------Revenues 

Total Operatinq Revenues 

Operatin~ Expenses 
---------~--~-----Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
'O'ncolleetibles 
CUst. Serv. & Inform. 
Administrative & Gen. 
Franchise Requirements 
Additional Productivity 

SUbtotal (1985 Dollars) 

Labor Escalation Amount 
Non-Labor F.scl. .A:mount 

Subtotal (l988 Dollars) 

Depreciation 
NUclear Decommissioninq 
Taxes Other Than On Inc 
CA Corporation Franchis 
Federal Income Tax 

Total Operatinq Expenses 

Net Operatinq InCOme 
Rate Base 
Rate ot RetUrn 

0 .. 9805 
0 .. 9S1S 
0.99S$ 
0.9998 
1.0000 
l.OOOO 
0.9891 
0.9983 
0.9884 

0.9884 
0.9884 

0 .. 9858 
l.OOOO 
0.9872 
0.9880 
0.9880 

0.9873 

--.-.~--------
2'",702,l83 

404,007 
73,968 

153,623 
95,978 

5,66-0 
54,193 

32'"2,9l8 
19,793 

(22,56-7) 
----.. ---... ---

$1,107,572 

49,920 
4l,759 

--------... ---
$l,199,252 

382,765-
0 

119,689 
57,890 

242,907 

---~------$2,002,502 

$699,6-8l 
6-,238,076-

ll.22% 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - CPUC Jurisdiction 

AOOP'l'ED SUMMAR)!' OF EARNINGS 
(Thousands Of 1988 Dollars,Unless otherv;ise Indicated 

Test Year 1988 

Description 

operating Revenues 

Adopted Present Rate Revenues 
Authorized incr. in Revenues (*) 

SUbtotal 

Authorized TOU meter charges (*) 

Total Operating Reven~es 

Operating Expenses 

Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
Uncolleetibles 
CUst. Serv. & Inform. 
Administrative & Gen. 
Franchise Requirements 
Additional Productivity 

Subtotal.(1988 Dollars) 

Depreciation 
Nuclear Decommissioning Exp. 
Taxes Other Than On Income 
CA Corporation Franchise Tax 
Federal Income Tax 

Total Operating Expenses 

Net Operating Income 
Rate Base 
Rate o! Return 

$2,702,l83 
(48:,a89) 

2,653,294 

370 

$2,653,66~ 

444,l05 
80,227 

l70,056 
lOS.,373 

5,SSS 
58,l35 
340,30~ 

19,437 
(~4 ,435) 

$l,198,757 

382,765 
o 

119,689 
53,538 

227,933 

$1,982,681 

$670,613' 
6,238,076 

10.75% 

-----------------------------------------------------
(*) AtJ'TH .. CI-rutGE IN OPERATING REVENUES : ($48,519) 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NET-TO-CROSS MULTIPLIER 
Test Year 198-8 

Description (A) 

,; Gross OpE~ra tinq Re.venues 

Less: Uneoll. 0.002140 

Less: Franchise 0.007300 

Less: S.l.T. 0 .. 089940 

Less: F.l.Too 0.340000 

Net operating Revenues 

Uncoll. & Y.F. Factor 
State & Fed. Tax Factor 
N-T-G Multiplier 

(S) 

1.000000 

1.000000 

0.990560 

0.90l469 

1.000000 

0 .. 002'140 

0.997860 

0 .. 007300 
~--~ ..... ----~~ 

0 • .990560 

O.08909l 
-~----.. ------

0.901469 

0.306499 

0.594970 

-1.009514 
1.664892 
1.680758 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department 

ESCALATION FACTORS - Total Company 
COST OF CAPITAL - CPUC.Jurisdiction 

Test· Year 1988 

Description 

Page 32 

Adopted 
-----~--~--~-~~--~~-~-------- -.. -- .... ~--.. -... -
LABOR ------------> ESCALATION FACTORS 

NON-LABOR --------> 
ESCALATION FACTORS 

OTHER --~---------> 

1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

1986· 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

COMPOSITE ESCALATION FACTORS 
-------~------------~----~--LABOR 
NON-LABOR 
OTHER 

1985 TO, 1988-
198.5 TO 1988-
198-5 TO 1988 

3.880% 
3.500% 
3.500% 
4.840% 
4.720% 

1.880% 
2.990% 
4.410% 
4.640% 
4.860% 

0.000% 

ll.279% 
9.553% 
0.000', 

COST CAPITALIZATION WTO. COST 

o~t 
Pre!. stock 
COlDlnon equity 

I, 

-~~~----------------------~----~---9.22% 
7 .. 88% 

12 .. 75% 

47.00% 
7.00% 

46.00% 

4.33%· 
0.55% 
5.87% 

-------------------~--------~-----~--------------------~---Auth. Return on Rate Base (CPUC Jurisdiction) : 10.75% 
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A~~RI~ION YEAR. 1989 
...... ---.-.--*--.--.......... ~ .. -...... -... -.---.-.... -._.--.-.-

Expenses 
for AY1989 

in OOO's 
of 1988$ 

Expenses 
for AY1989 

in' OOO's 
of 198:8$ 
(Calif. ) 

Transfer 
or Other 
Expenses 

to- Labor/ 
Non-Labor 

Expc~nses 
:for A~t19S9 

in OOO's 
of 1985$ 

for AttJ::"i tion 
purposes 

------------~---~--------------------------~--~--ADOPTED I N GRe ~ ______ • ____________ • ___ • ___ • __ • __ •• ____________ • ___ • _ ____ n ____ _ 

Produetion (Juris. Alloc. Factor - 0.9805 

-~--~~---~------------------~------~----------------------~-----Labor 
Non Lal:>or 
etther 

167,676 
274,079 
11,l83 

164,406 
26S,734 

10,965 

o 
10,965 

(10,965) 

164,406 
279,699 

o 
----------------------------------------~--~-----452,937 444,l05 444,105 

Transmission (Juris. Allee. Factor .' 

o 

0.9818 

Labor 
Non Labor 
Other 

39,604 
27,082 
15,033 

38,881 
26,587 
14,759 

o 
14,759 

(14,759) 

38,881 
41,346 

o 
---------~---------------------------------------81,719 80,227 o 80,227 

Distribution (Juris. Alloc. Factor • 0.9985 

Labor 
Non Labor 
Other 

96,044 
77,097 
(2,829) 

95,900 
76,982 
(2",825) 

o 
(2,825) , 
2,825 

95,900 
74,l57 

o 
---------------------~---------------------------170,312 170,056 170,056 

CUstomer Accounts (Juris. Alloc. Factor 

o 

0.999S 

-------------~--~~--~-~----------------~~------~-----------~----Labor 
Non Labor 
Other 

72,640 
23,334 
lS,080 

72,626 
23,329 
lS,077 

o 
9,418 

(9,418) 

72,626 
32,747 

5,6SS 

-------~-------~~--------------------------------111',054 ,111,032 111,032' 

CUst.Serv.&In!o. (Juris. Alloc. Factor 

o 

1.0000 ) 

Labor 
Non Lal:>or 
Other 

18,123 
24,139 
15,873 

18,123 
24,139 
15,873 

o 
o 

° 
18.,123 
24,139 
15,873 

--------------~------~---------------------------S8,135 58,135 58,135 

Admin. & Gen. (Juris. Alloc. Factor • 

. 0 

0.9391 

~--~~--~-------------------~~------~----------------------------
Labor 
Non Labor 
Other 

114,362 
68,634 

180,883 

113,116 
67,886 

178,912 

52,697 
102,814 

(1550,511) 

165,8l2· 
1'70,701 

23,401 

--------------------~--------------------------~-363,880 359,914 (0) 359,9l4 
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----------------------------------------------------------------EXpenses 
for AY1989 

in OOO's 
of 1988$ 

Expenses 
for AY1989 

in' OOO's ' 
of 1988$ 
(Calif. ) 

Transfer 
of Other 
Expenses 

to Labor/ 
Non-Labor 

Expenses 
for A"i1989 

in OOO's 
of 1988$ 

for Attrition 
purposes 

ADOPTED I N GRC 
----------------------------------------------------------------Productivity Adj. (Juris. Alloc. Factor 

Labor 
Non Labor 
Other 

(10,153.) 
(9,872) 
(4,697) 

(24,722) 

(10,035) 
(9,757) 
(4,643) 

(24,435) 

Nucl. Refuel. Exp. (Juris. Allee. Facto-

Labor 
Non Labor 
Other 

TOTAL O&M EXPENSES 

Labor 
Non Labor 
Other 

(2,130) 
(25,046) 

o 

(27,176) 

496,166 
459,447 
230,526-

1,186,139 

(2,088) 
(24,558) 

o 

(26,646) 

490,92S 
453,343 
228,117 

1,172,388 

0.9S8-4 

o 
(4,643) 
4,643 

. 0 

0.98-05 

o 
o 
o 

o 

52,697 
130,489 

(183,lS5) 

o 

(10,035) 
(l4,400) 

o 

(2'4,435) 

(2,OS8) 
(24,5S8) 

o 

(26,646) 

543,625 
583,83l 

44,932 

l,172,388 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Labor Base for AY 1989 in 1988$ (Adopted in GRC) 
198-8 Labor Escalation (estimated in GRC) 
198-7 Labor Escalation (estimated in GRC) 
1986 Labor Escalation (estimated in GRC) 
1986 Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1987 Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1988 Labor Escalation (use updated estimate) 
1989 Labor Escalation ('l:se updated estimate of 

CPX-Wage Earners) 

Labor Base for AY 1989 in 1989$ 

Labor Escalation for AY 1989 in' 1989$ 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requi~ement 

$543,625-
3.50'& 
3.50% 
3.88% 
3.88% 
3.5,0% 
3.50% 

4.84% 

569,936 

26,311 
1.009514 

26,562 (l) 
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Non-Labor Base tor AY. 19189 in 1988$ (Adopted in GRC 
1988 Non-Labor Escalatioln (estimated in GRC) 
1987 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in GRC) 
1986 Non-Labor Escalatioln (estimated in GRC) 
1986 Non-Labor Escalation (recorded) 
1987 Non-Labor Esealation (recorded) 
1~88 Non-Labor Escalation (use updated estimate) 
1989 Non-Labor Escalation (use updated estimate) 

Non-Labor Base tor AY 1989 in 1989$ 

Non-Labor Escalation for AY 1989 in 1989$ 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase i~ Revenue Requirement 

583,8·31 
4.41% 
2.99% 
1.88% 
l.88% 
2".99% 
4.41% 
4.64% 

--------------
6-10,921 

27,090 
1.009514 

--------------
27,348 

Nuclear Refuelinq Expense (Juris. Alloe 0.9805 ) 
--~-------~-------------~-----~-~---~---~---~----------------~--Increase in Labor expense 
Increase in Non-Labor expense 
Increase in Other expense 

InCreaSE! in Nuclear Refueling' Expense 

IncreasE: in Nuclear Re!uelinq Expense (Calit) 
Oncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

(2,130) 
(25-,046) 

o 
- .. ------... ----

(27,176) 

(26,646) 
1.0095-l4 

(2) 

~nerease in Revenue Requirement (26,900) (3) 

Depreciation Exp. (Juris. Alloc. Factor 0.9858 ) 
--~-------------------~-~-~---~---------~----------~---~~-------System aV9. Depreciation Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in Wtd. Avq. Plant in Service 

tor AY1989 (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Depreciation expense 

. Inerease in Depreciation expense (Calif.:1 
Ne.t-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

Incr,ease in Revenue Requirelnent 

3.95-93% 

5,s5,&14 
-,.~--.. ~------

21,998 

21,&86-
1.680758: 

36,449 (4) 
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J~d Valorem Taxes (Juris. Alloc. Factor 0.9872 ) 
-------------~----~-~-------~-------------~---------------------System avq. Ad Valorem Tax Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in AY1989 EOY Plant in Service from 

TY1988 EOY Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC) 

Inerease in Ad Valorem Taxes 

Increase in Ad Valorem Taxes (Calif.) 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

0.8024% 

449,906 
.. ~----.. ------

3,610 

3,564 
. 1.009514 

3,.598 

J.ccel • .Amort. (Juris. Alloe. Factor - 0.9880 ) 
--~~-~------------~-------~-------~----------~------~~------~---Ji.ttrition Year 1989 (Adopted in GRC) 
Test Year 1988 (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Accel. kmortization 

Increase in Acccl. .Amortiz~.tion (Calif.) 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (AdoJ;:'ted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirexne:nt 

(1,384) 
(1,384) 

---------------
o 

o 
l.680758 

-----------.. -
o 

State Tax Depr. (Juris. Alloe. Factor - 0.9880 ) 
----------------~~----------------------------------------------State Tax Depr. Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in AY1989 EOY Plant in Servie~a from 
T~19S8 EO~ Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in State Tax Dcpre,eiation 

Increase in state Tax Depreciation (Calif.) 

Increase in CCFT ( Tax Ratel -
Increase in FIT ( Tax Rate -

Increase in State & Federal Taxes 
Net-to-Gross Multi~lier (Adopted in GRC) 

8.9940% 
34.0000% 

4.4492% 

449,906 

20,017 

19,777 

(1,.779) 
60S 

--------------
(1,.174) 

1.680758 
-------------

(S) 

(6) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement (1,973) (7) 
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Federal Tax Depr. (Juris. Alloc. Factor 0.9880 ) 
--~------~-------~----------~-~--------~~----~~----~------------Federal Tax Depr. Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in AY1989 EOY Plant in Service from 

TY1988 EOY Plant in service (Adopted in GRC) 

IncreaSe in Federal Tax Depreciation 

Increase in Fedcral Tax Depreeiation (Cali!.) 

Increase in Federal Taxes ( Tax Rate 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

34.0000% 

3.3428% 

449,906 

15.,040 

14,8S9 
-------------

(5,052) 
1.680758 

-'-----.-------
Increase in Revenue Requirement (8,491) (S) 

ITC Normalized (Juris. Alloc. Fact.or - 0.9880 ) 
(Applicable to IRC Sec. 46(f) (2) utilities only.) 
---------------~----------~----------~------------~-----~-------Attrition Year 1989 (Adopted in GRC) 
Test Year 1988 (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in ITC normalized 

Increase in ITC normalized (Calif.) 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

(13,327) 
(14,670) 

1,343 

1,327 
1.680758 

------~------Increase in Revenue Requiremcnt 2,230 

Interest synchro. (Juris. Alloc. Factor 0.9880 ) 
(Applicable to IRC Sec. 46(f) (2) utilities only.) 
----~-----------------~---~~---~~------------------------------~ ITC Normalized in TY1988 (from above) 
Wtd. cost of Lonq Term Debt (Adopted in AY1989) 

Increase in CCFT interest 
. 

Increase in CCFT ( Tax Rate -
Increase in FIT ( Tax Rate -

Increase in state & Federal Taxes 

Increase in state & Fe~era1 Taxes (Calif.) 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRe) 

8.9940% 
3·4.0000% 

14,670 
4.33% 

~------------
6·3S. 

(57) 
19 

~------------(38) 

(37) 
1.680758 

(9) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement (63) (10) 
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Rate Base (Juris. Alloc. Factor - 0.9873 ) 
----~-----------------------------------------------------------Wtd. avg. Depr Rate Base tor T'l1988 (Adopted in GRC 6,318,318 

Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC) 
----------------------------------
wtd. avg. Additions for T'l1988 
Net Additions for T~1988 
Wtd. avg. Additions for A'l1989 

Unclassitied Electric Plant (Adopted in GRC) 
~-~----------------------------------~-------wtd. avg. Additions for TY1988 
Net Additions for T'l1988 
Wtd. av~. Additions tor A~9S9 

PHFU (Adopted in GRC) 
----~--~~--~~~~--------
Wtd. avg. Additions for T~1988 
Net Additions for T'l1988 
Wtd. avg. Additions for A~19S9 

Depreciation Reserve (Adopted in GRC) , 
-----~-~~----~-----------------------~-Wtd. avg. Depreciation Reserve for T'l1988 
Wtd. avq. Depreciation Reserve for AY1989 

Taxes Deferred - ACRS (Adopted in GRC) 
-----------------------------------~~--Wtd. avq. Deterred Taxes - ~,CRS for 'l'Yl9SS
Wtd. avq. Deferred Taxes - ACRS for A'l1989 

(398,892) 
6-97,040 
257,466 

57,910 
(14,5-77) 
(~, 525) 

(3,606) 
7,.221 

(4,5-70) 

3,607,678 
(3,940,175) 

325,594 
(394,371) 

Wtd. avq. Oepr Rate Base for AY1989 6,511,512 

Wtd. avq. Ocpr. Rate Base in TY198S (Adopted in GRC 6,318,318 
Wtd. avq. Depr. Rate Base in AY1989 (Adopted in GRC 6,5l1,512 

wtd. avq. Oepr. Rate Base in 'l'Y 1938 (Calif.) 6,238,076 
wtd. avq. Depr. Rate Base in AY 1989 (Calif.) 6,428:,8l6 

Long-term Oebt 

Return on Debt in n 1913,8 O~doptec. in GRC) 
Debt capitalization in T'l 1988 (Adopted in GRC) 

wtd. cost of Debt for Test Year 198:8 

Return on Debt in AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) 
Debt capitalization in AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) . 

Wtd. cost ot Debt for Attrition "{ear 1989 

9.22% 
47.00% 

4.33% 

9.22% 
47.00% 

4.33% 
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Increase in Debt cost in Attrition Year 1989 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increa:se in Revenue Requirement . 

Preferred. stock 

Return on Pre!. Stock in T~ 1988 (A~opted in GRC) 
Pref.Stk. capitalization in TY198:8 (Adopted in GRC) 

wtd. cost of Preferred Stock tor Test Year 1985 

Return on Pret. Stock in AY19S9 (Adopted in AY19S9) 
Pret.Stk. capitalization AY19S9 (Adopted in AY19S9) 

Wtd. cost of Preferred Stock for Att. Year 1989 

Increase in Pre!. Stock cost in Att. Year 1989 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Conuuon EqI.1ity 

Page 7 

8,259 
1.009514 

------.,~-----8,338: 

7.8$% 
7.00% 

-~---.. -------
0.55% 

7.S8% 
7.00% 

0.55% 

1,049 
1.6807S$ 

1,763 

Return on COIn:mon Equity in TY 1988 (Adopted in GRe) 12.75% 
Com. Equity capitalization TY 1988 (Adopted in GRC) 46.00% 

-------~---~-Wtd. cost of Common Equity for Test Year 1988 

Return on Common Equity AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) 
Com. Eq. capitalization AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) 

Wtd. cost of Common Equity for Att. Year 1989 

Increase in Common Equity cost in Att. Year 1989 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

RATEBASE MONITORING 
-------------~-----
Wtd. avg. Depr • RateBase in TY19SS (Adopted in GRC) 
Wtd. avg. Depr.RateBase in TY198S (use updated est. 

wtd. avg. Depr.RateBase in AY1989 (Adopted in GRC) 
Wtd. avg • Depr .Rate~se in AY19S9 (use updated est. 

5 .. 87% 

12.75% 
46.00% 

-------------
5.87% 

11,196 
1.6-80758 

18,818 

6,318,318 
5,318,318 

5,51l,512 
6,5l1,512 

(ll) 

(l2) 

(l3) 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

RE\"ENUE REQTJIREMENTS FOR ATTRITION ~ l.989 
Thousands ot 1989$ 

Page 8 

-----_._------.. ---------------*-------------------------._------
ITEM 

AT'l'RITION 
YEAR 
1989 

---._-----------------------------------------------------------
o & M EXPENSES : 
----~-~------~~~ 

Labor Escalation 
Non-Labor Escalation 
Nuclear Refueling expense 

" $26,562 (1) 
, 27,348 (2) 
(26,,900) (3) 

Total O&M Expenses 

CAPITAL RELATED ITEMS : 
-----------------------

Book Depreciation Expenses 
Ad Valorem Taxes 
Accelerated Amortization 
State Tax Depreciation 
Federal Tax Depreciation 
ITC nor.malized 
Interest Synchronization 
Debt cost 
Preferred Stock cost 
Common Equity cost 

Total capital Related Items 

OTHER AUTHORIZED ITEMS : 
----~-------------------Jurisdictional Allocation change 

QF Program Adjustment 
Hydro Automation Adjustment 
TwO-Shifting Adjustment 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Fee 
Optional TOO meter charges 

Total Other Authorized Items 

- ........ _---.... _ .. _-
27,010 

36,449 
3,598 

o 
(1,973) 
(8,491) 
2-,230 

(63) 
8,338 
l,763 

l8,818 
-------------

60,669 

9,800 
(200) 
(356) 

o 
o 

l,013 .. -~---.. ------
lO,257 

----------------------~~---------~------~-----------------------ADD'L REVENUE REQUIREMENTS ----> 
Exclude % attributable t~ Large Light & Power 

(To be adopted in OIR 86-10-001) 

TOTAL ADO'L REVENUE REQUIREMENTS ----> 

$97,936 

0.00% 

-------------97,93-6 ················ ........ --.----. __ . ______ .... _m ... " .......... IU •••• 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
ca)' 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
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ATTRITION YEAR 1990 

--------------.----------------------------------------._-------Expenses' 
for AY1990 

in ooo.'s 
of 1988$ 

Expenses 
tor AY1990 

in OOO's 
01: 198-8$ 
(Calif.) 

Transfer 
of Other 
Expenses 

to Labor/ 
Non-Labor 

Expenses 
tor AY1990 

in OOO's 
of 1988$ 

for Attrition 
purposes 

ADOPTED I N GRC 

----------------------------------------------------------------Nuclear Refuelinq (Juris. Alloe. Factor 

Lalx>r 
Non Labor 
other 

l,059 
28,505-

o 

1,039. 
27,949 

o 

0.980S. ) 

o 
o 
o 

1,039 
27,949 

o 
~~---------------------~~-~~--~---~-------------- . 29,564 28,988 

SONGS 2 Chemical Cleaning (Juris. Alloe 

o 

0.9805 ) 

28,988. 

-----------~--~--~~-~-~~-------------~--~--~----~--------~------
Labor 
Non Labor 
Other 

110 
1,691 

o 
108· 

1,658 
o 

o 
o 
o 

108 
1,658 

o 
-----------~--~~-~-~~----~--------~--~----~------

1,801 1,765 

Labor Base tor nuclear refuelinq and 
SONGS 2 chemical cleaning for AY1990 in 1988$ 

1988 Labor Escalation (estimated in GRe) 
1987 Labor Escalation (estimated in GRe) 
1986 Labor Escalation (estimated in GRe) 
1986 Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1987 Labo~ Escalation (use recorded) 
1988 Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1989 Labor Escalation (use updated estimate of 

CPI-wage Earners) 
1990 Labor Escalation (use updated estimate of 

CPI-Wage Earners) 

Labor Base for nuclear refueling and 
SONGS 2" chemieal cleaning for AY1990 in 1990$ 

Non-Labor Base for nuclear refueling and 
SONGS 2 chemical cleaning for AY1990 in 1988$ 

1988 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in GRe) 
1987 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in GRe) 
1986 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in GRe) 
1986 Non-Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1987 Non-Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1988 Non-Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1989 Non-Labor Escalation (use updated estimate) 
1990 Non-Labor Escalation (use updated es~imate) 

Non-Labor Base for nuclear refueling and 
SONGS 2 chemical cleaning for AY1990 in 1990$ 

o 1,765 

$1,146 
3.50% 
3.50% 
3.88% 
3.88% 
3.50% 
3.50% 

4.84% 

4.72% 

1,259 

29,607 
4.41% 
2.99% 
1.88% 
l.88% 
2.99% 
4.41% 
4.64% 
4.86% 
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Total Labor & Non-Labor expenses for nuelear 
refueling- and SONGS 2 chemical cleaning- for 
Ai:1990 in 1990$ 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Labor Base 
----------.. ----

Total Labor Base for Ai: 1990 in 1989$ 
1989 Labor Escalation (estimated in GRC) 
1988 Labor Escalation (estimated in AY1989) 
1988 Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1989 Labor Escalation (use updated esti~ate) 
1990 Labor Escalation (use updated esti~ate of 

CPI-Wage Earners) 

Labor Base for A'l 1990 in 1990$ 

Labor Escalation for AY 1990 in 1990$ 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Non-Lab~r Base, --_ ... _-..... _-----.. 
Non-Labor Base for AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) 

1989 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in GRC) 
1988 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in AY1989) 
1988 Non-Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1989 Non-Labor Escalation (use updated estimate) 
1990 Non-Labor Escalation (use updated estimate) 

Non-Labor Base for AY 1990 in 1990$ 

Non-Labor Escalation for AY 1990 in 1990$ 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Pag-e 10 

33,745-
1.009514 

------~-------34,066 '(14) 

569,936 
4.84% 
3.50% 
3.50% 
4.84% 

4.72% 
-------------

596,8:37 

26,901 
1.009514 

------~------27,157 

$610,921 
4.64% 
4.41% 
4.41% 
4.64% 
4.86% -.... ---.. ~------

640,612 

29,691 
1.009514 

-------------
29,973 

(15) 

(16) 

Depreciation Exp. (Juris. Allee. Factor 0.9858 ) 
-~---~---~--------------------~-------~-------~---------~--~~---System avg. Depreciation Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in Wtd. Avg. Plant in Service 

for AYl990 (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Depreciation expense 

Increase in Depreciation expense (Calif.) 
Net-to-Gross MUltiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

3.9593% 

441,711 .. ---~ .. -..... -----
17,489 

17,240 
1.680758 

~----~-------28,977 (17) 
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Ad Valorem Taxes (Juris. Alloe. Factor 0 .. 9872 ) 
, ' 

--~---------~---------~-------------------~------~~~-------~----System avq. Ad Valorem Tax Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in AY1990 EOY Plant in Service from 

AY19S9 EOY Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC) 

0.8024% 

. 43S.,saS. ---.. ---~----.. -
Increase in Ad Valorem Taxes 

Increase in Ad Valorem Taxes (Calif.) 
Oncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

3,495 

3,450 
1.009S14 

--------------
Increase in Revenue Requirement 3,4~3 

Aceel. Amort. (Juris. Alloe. Factor - 0.9880 ) 
~------~-~------------~------------~-~----~----~--~-------------Attrition Year 1990 (Adopted in GRC) 
Attrition Year 1989 (adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Accel. Amortization 

Increase in Accel. Amortization (Calif.) 
Net-t?-G=oss MUltiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

State Tax Depr. (Juris. Alloe. Factor - 0.9880 ) 

(24) 
(1,384) 

1,360 

1,344 
1.680758 

2,258, 

-----------------~----~--------------------------~---~----------State Tax Oepr. Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in AY1990 EOY Plant in Service from 

AY1989 EOY Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in State Tax Depreciation 

Increase in State Tax Depreeiation (Calif.) 

Increase in CCFT ( Tax Rate -
Increase in FIT ( Tax Rate -

Increase in State & Federal Taxes 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

8.9940% 
34.0000% 

4.4492% 

435,585 

19,380 

19,148 

(1,722) 
586 

(1,l37) 
1.680758 

(18) 

(19) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement (1,910) (20) 
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Federal Tax Depr. (Juris. Alloe. Factor 0.9880 ) 
-----~------------~~--~-~------------~-------~--~-~~-----~-----~ Federal Tax Depr. Rate (Ao.optedt in GRC) 
Increase in AY1990 EOY Plant ir.!, Service from 

AY1989 EOY Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC) 

3.3428% 

435,S85 
----.---------

Increase in Federal Tax Depreciation 

Increase in Federal Tax Depreeiation (Calif.) 

Increase in Feaeral Taxes ( Tax Rate 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopte~:1 in GRe) 

34.0000% 

14,5&1 

14,386 
-------------.. 

(4,.891) 
1.68075$ 

Increase in Revenue Requirement: (8,221) (21) 
I 

I'l'C Normalized (Juris. Alloc. F,actor - 0.9880 ) 
(Applicable to IRC Sec. 46(f) (2) utilities only.) 
---------~----------------------~-------~--------------------~--Attrition Year 1990 (Adopted in,GRC) 
Attrition Year 1989 (adopted in!GRC) 

(12,06S) 
(13,327) 

--.. ----------
Increase in I'l'C normalized 

Increase in ITC normalized (Cali!.) 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

increase in RevenlJ.e Requirement! 

INTEREST S':iNCHRO. (Juris. Alloc., Factor 0.9880 ) 
(Applicable to IRC See. 46(!) (2) utilities only.) ) 

1,.252 

1,.247 
1.6807SS 

2,096 

~-"'--~-----------------"-"'------'''.---------------'''-''-- ... ----------
ITC Normalized in AY1990 (from above) 
wtd. cost ot Lon~ Term Oeb~ (Adopted in AY1990) 

! -----------... ~ Increase in CCFT interest 

Increase in CCFr ( Tax Ra~e -
Increase in FIT ( 'I'ax Rate -

I 

Increase in State & Federal Taxes 

Increase in State & Federal Taxes (Cali!.) 
Net-to-Gross MUltiplier (Adopted, in GRC) 

8.9940% 
34.0000% 

522 

(47) 
16 

(31) 

(31) 
1.680758 

~--... ---------

(22) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement ($1) (23) 
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Rate Base (Juris. Alloe. Factor - 0.9873 ) 
------------~---~--~--~------------------------~----~---~-------Wtd. avg. Depr Rate Base for AY1989 (Adopted in GRC 6,5-11,5012 

Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC) 
--------~-------~---~-------------Wtd. avg. Ac:1ditions for AY1989 
Net Additions for AY1989 
wtd. ave;. Additions for AY1990 

Unclassified Electric Plant (Adopted in GRC) 
------------~--------------------------Wtd. avg. Additions for AY1989 
Net Additions for AY1989 
wtd. ave;. Additions tor AY1990 

PHFO (Adopted in GRC) 
--~-~------------~-----wtd. avg. Additions for AY19S·9 
Net Additions for AY1989 
wtd. avg. Additions tor AY1990 

Depreciation Reserve (Adopted in GRC) 
~--~~---------~--------------~~--------wtd. avg. Depreciation Reserve tor AY1989 
Wtd. avg. Depreciation Reserve tor AY1990 

Taxes Deferred - ACRS (Adopted in GRC) 
-~---------------------~---------------wtd. avg. Deterred Taxes - ACRS tor AY1989 
Wtd. avg. Deterred Taxes - ACRS tor AY1990 

Wtd. avg. Depr Rate Base tor AY1990 

Wtd. avg. Depr. Rate Base in Attrition Year 1989 
Wtd. avg. Depr. Rate Base in Attrition Year 1990 

Wtd. ave;. Depr. Rate Base in AY 1989 (Calif.) 
wtd. avg. Depr. Rate Base in AY 1990 (Calif.) 

Long-term Debt 
------ ...... _-------
Return on Debt in AY 1989 (Adoptea in AY1989) 
Oebt capitalization in AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) 

WtCl., cost of Debt for Attrition Year 1989 

Return on Debt in AY 1990 (Adopted in AY1990) 
Debt capitalization in AY 1990 (Adopted in AY1990) 

wtd. cost of Debt tor Attrition Year 1990 

(257,466) 
449,906 
249,271 

3,5250 
(887) 

(2,638) 

4,570 
(9,15-1) 

o 

3.,940,175 
(4,288,895) 

394,371 
(466,055) 

---------~---6,528.,238 

6,511,512 
6,528,238 

6,428,816 
6,.445-,330 

9.22% 
47.00% 

4.33% 

9.22% 
47.00% 

,..,-.. --.. --... ~---
4.33% 
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Increase in Debt cost in Attrition Year 1990 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

. Paqe 14 

7l5-
l.009514 

----------.-.---
Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Preferred Stock 

Return on Pref. stock in AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989 
Prc:f.Stk. capitalization AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989 

7.S8% 
7.00% --... --~-------Wtd. cost of Preferred stock for Test Year 1989 

Return on Pref. Stock in AY 1990 (Adopted in AY1990 
Pre:f.Stk. capitalization AY 1990 (Adopted in AY1990 

Wtd. cost of Preferred Stock :for Att. Year 1990 

Increase in Pref. Stock cost in Att. Year 1990 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Common Equity -------_ .. -_-._--

0.55% 

7.88% 
7.00% 

.---------... _-.. 
0.55% 

91 
1.680758 

-----~--.. ----
l53-

Return on Com. Eq. in AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) . 12.75% 
Com. Eq. capitalization AY 1989 (Adopted in AY198~) 46.00% ---.. _-.. ------

Wtd. cost of Common Equity for Test Year 1989 5.87% 

Return on Com. Eq. in AY. 1990 (Adopted in AY1990) 
Com. Eq. capitalization AY 1990 (Adopted in AYl990) 

Wtd. cost of Common Equity for Att. Year 1990 

Increase in Common Equity cost in Att. Year 1990 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRe) 

Incr~ase in Revenue Requirement 

RATEBASE 'I'RAClCtNG 
-------~-~~-~----. 
Wtd. avq. Oepr.Rate Base in TY198S (Adopted in GRe) 
Wtd. avg. O~epr.Rate Base in TY'19SS (estimated at 

the time of filing for AY 1939) 
Wtd. avg. Oepr.RateBase in TYl988 (reeorded) 

Wtd. aV9· Oepr.RateBase in AY1989 (Adopted in GRe) 
Wtd. ave;. Oepr.RateBase in AY1989 (estimated at 

the time of filinq for AY 1989) 

12.75% 
46.00% 

-----.. _------
5.87% 

969 
1.680758 --.. -~----- ... --

1,629 

6,3l8,318 

6,3-18,318 
6,318,318 

6,511,512 
6,511,512 

Wtd. avq • Depr.:RateBase in AY1989 (use updated est. 6,511,512 

wtd. avq. Depr.RateBase in AY1990 (Adopted in GRC) 6,528,238 
Wtd. avq. Oepr .~teBase in AY1990 (use updated est. 6,528,238 

(25) 

(26) 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMP}~ 
Electric Oepartment - Total Company 

REVENUE REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTRITION YEAR 1990 
Thousands Of 1990$ 

------------------------------------------_ .. _------------------
ITEM 

ATTRITION 
~ 
1990 

------------------------------------------------------------_ .. -
o & M EXPENSES : 
---~-------~-~--NUclear Refueling & SONGS 2 Chem. Cleaning Exp. 

Labor Escalation 
Non-Labor Escalation 

Total O&M Expenses 

CAPI'I'AL RELATED ITEMS : 

--------~--~---------------Book Depreciation Expenses 
.Ad Valorem Taxes 
Accelerated Amortization 
State Tax Depreciation 
Federal Tax Depreciation 

. ITC nonnalized 
Interest Synchronization 
Debt cost 
Preferred stock cost 
Common Equity cost 

Total Capital Related Items 

OTHER AUTHORIZED ITEMS : 
--~-------------~-----~-Jurisdictional Allocation change 

QF Program Adjustment 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Fee 
Optional TOU meter charges 

Total Other Authorized Items 

34,066 
$27,15.7 

29,973 -.... --~~--.. ----
91,196 

28,977 
3,483 
2,2SS 

(1,910) 
(8,221) 
2,09& 

(51) 
72'2 
153 

1,629 

29,135 

o 
(350) 

o 
1,560 

1,210 

---------------------------~--~---~--~----------------~~--------ADD'L R:EVENUE REQ'OIREMENTS ----> 
Exclude % attributable to Large Light & Power 

(To be adoptea in OIR 86-10-001) 

TOTAL ADDrL REVENUE REQUIREMENTS ----> 

$121,541 

0.00% 
_-._ ... 111_ .... = 

12l,541. 
._---------------------------------------------------------._---

(14) 
(15) 
(16) 

(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25-) 
(26) 
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A P PEN D I X E 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
TEST YEAR 1988 - CALIFORNIA JURISDICTION 

REVENUE CHANGES- ADOPTED FOR REVENUE ALLOCATION AND RATE DESICN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRESENT RATE : 
ITEM REVENtJES *:1: : 

ADOPTED 
REVENUES 

REVENUE 
CHANGES ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BASE: 
Base (ORC) $ 
DECOMM'G 

* MAAC pre-COD tfr 
* IMAAC PV-l,2 tfr 

Palo Verde 3 
PV Phase-in Pree 

Subtotal 
MAAC: 

SONGS 2,3 prCOD 
* SONGS 2,3 poCOD 

Amort.Bal.Ac. 
* Sec.463 (in GRC) 

IMAAC: PVNGS-l,2 

OTHER OFFSETS: 

• 
Cl.MAC 
Haz.Waste 

ECAC Regular 
AER 
Uran. 
Chvrn Bal Amort. 

ERAM Amort. 
lMAAC Amort. 
SONGS-1 Memo Ac 
Tax Aet'8i refd 
Res.3053-E 
Deeommg Taxes 

Tota.l (all above) 

GRC: 
* Results of Oper. 

Other Revenues 

Subtotal 

CPUC remb.fees 

.GRAND TOTAL 

($ million) 

(see below) 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

-------~ 
0.000 

819.154 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

46.440 

(5.8:05) 
0.000 

1,562.991 
179.956-

76.755 
147.706 

(87.720) 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

------ .. -
2,739.477 

2,644.636 
57.547 

2,702.183 

7.740 
--------

5,449.400 

($ million) 

$ (see below) 
100.327 
501.626-

41.5·95 
0.000 
0.000 

643.548' 

0.000 
52.599 

8.240 
55-.271 

0.000 

(16.770) 
0.000 

1~562.991 
179.956 

76.755 
201.886 

(8-7.720 ) 
50.195 
87.6-00 

(44.8:58,) 
(3.6-35) 

(10.725) 
----~---

2,755.333 

2,596 .. 117 
57.547 

2,6-53.66-4 

7 .. 740 

5,416-.737 

Notes: x Amounts based on adopted ROE. 

$ 

($ million) , 

(see 'below) 
11~0. 327 
5101.6-26-
41.595 

0.000 
0.000 

-IIIIIIIIIIIIII ___ ~-

6-43.548 

(819.154) 
52.59:9 

S-.2'4:0 
S5.271 

(46-.440) 

(10.965) 
0.000 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

54.18:0 

0.000 
50.195 
8:7.600 

(44.858) 
(3.6-35) 

(10.725) 

15.856 

(48.519) 
0.000 

(48:.519) 

0.000 

(32.6·63) 

** Based on adjusted sales of 64,500.3 GWH. 

( END OF APPE~DIX E ) 
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PACE 1 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON' COMPANY 

REVENUE ALLOCATION'DETAII. 

TARIfF SALES PRESENT PltESENT ADOPTED AOOPTEO ADOPTED Cl!AHG(S 

SCHEDULE E'FECTI.VE AVERAGE: E'FECTlVE AVERAC£ ..•..••..•..••.• --...............• 
REVENUE RATE REVENUE RATE AIOJMT P!RCENT (S/IC'oIM) 

CVSTCMEJt CROUP (H\IH) (OOO'a) (S/~H) (OOO·a) (S,t1C\I!I ) (ooo·s) 
..... -•..•...•...•..••.•..•...•..••..•.•.••..•..••..••.... -... -.. -.... --............ ~ .....••.•..••....••.....•.••..•..•..•..•....••..• 

DCIIESTIC 19.832,000 1,610,007 0.08114 1.689.171 0.08517 7'9.164 4.9% O.03m 

SHALL ANO MEO IUM POWER 
cs·, 3.~,600 396,017 0.10360 398,486 0.10424 2,410 0.6X 0.00646 
GS·2 17,OS9.eoo 1,503,966 0.08816 1,463,~' 0.0357'8 (40.604) '2.'1% ·0.0238C 
Te·1 130,000 11,594 0.08919 " .667 0.08974 ?'2 0.6X O.OOS56 
TOU'CS 78S,eoO 6s..m 0.08310 10,788 0.09008 5,490 4.4X 0.069e6 

SUBTOTAL 21,7'98.20tl 1,976,875 0.09069 1,944,303 0.08920 <32,572) '1.6% '0.01494 

LARCE POWER 
TOU'4:SEC 6.781,600 567,362 0.08366 ~,OM 0.OM5Z (Z1,274) ·3.?x ·0.o:n3T 
TOU·8.:PIU 10,406,400 785.268 0.07546 '/47.596 0.07'184 <37,672) -4 • .ex ·0.03620 
TOU·4;SlJ8 3,163.00C 196,880 0.06224 183,841 0.0S31Z (13,039) '6.6% '0.04122 

SUBTOTAL 20.351,000 1,549,510 0.07614 1.4'77.5~ O.07'Z60 (7'1.985) ·4.6% ·0.0353'7 

ACItICULTUItE 2.077,000 112,584 0.083C»' 1'71,093 0.08238 (1,495) -0.9% '0.00720 

STREtTLrCHTINC 4'71,000 7'5 .. 137 0.15m 69,362 0.14727 (5,T15) ·7:rx. ·0.12260 

w •••••••••• w ••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••• * •••••••••• a •••••••• ~ •• ~ •••• _ ••••• _ •••• _ •••••• _~ 

TOTAL. 64.529.200 5.384.1'7 0.08344 5.351,454 0.08293 (32.663) ·0.6% '0.00506 
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PACE 2 
~JTHERM CALIFORNIA EOrSON COMPANY 

AI.LOCABLE RevENUE REOUIREMENT 11 

Al)JIJSTEI) REVENUE FAeIt.ITrES ECAe "fit ewe ERAM JoIMC N4A u.st 
SAI.ES REO CHARCfS 

CUSTCtlER CROJP (M) (OOO's) (OOO's) (OOO's) (OOO's) (OOO's) (OOO's) (OOO's) (OOO'a) (OOO's) 
••..••...••... _ .....•......•................•.........••.................•.......•.•.....•...•..•.•......•.......•...................•....•.......• 

DOMESTrC ~9,ao3.3 1.689,'7'0.9 m.6 438,6??S SS,2S1.2 (S,148.9) (2,172.5) 35,645.9 0.0 1. '61",Z'l.0 

SMIMED !>Mit 
CS·1 3,822.6 3~,4M.4 0.0 1Z5,.3a1.3 10,66S.1 (993.9) (~3S.2) 6,&0:' 0.0 257.OU.4 
cs·z W,059.8 1.'.63,36" .3 0.0 54S,842.2 47,596.8 (4,435.5) CZ,ZM.4) 30,7'07.6 0.0 3'6,039.0 
Te·' 130.0 11,666.5 0.0 4,165.2 362.7 <33.8) (18.2) 234.0 0.0 6.956.6-
TOO·CS 7a5.8 7'O,iU.2 30.6 25,89$.6 2 .. 192.4 (204.3) mo.O) ~.414.4 0.0 4't,569.~ 

/;ROO!> TOT"1. 2'! ,7'98.2 1,944.302.9 30.6 701,2!54.3 60,817.0 ($,661.5) (3,05' .7> 39,2Z6.8 0.0 ',tS1,6S3.$ 

!.ARc,( I>MIt 
'TOO'8:SEC 6,181.6 5.46,088.0 0.0 221,20' .6- '8,920.7 (1,763.2) (949.4) 12,206.9 0.0 296,'T"lo$ 
"c-.H3:PItI 10,406.4 747,$~.6 0.0 3~3,S33.3 29,033.9 ,2,70S.?') ",456.9) 18,73105 0.0 390.459S 
Tou·e:SU9 3,16'S.0 115l,MT .4 0.0 86,131..$ 8,824.8 (822.4) (442.8) 5,693.4 0.0 84,403.9 

/;ROOP TOTAl. 20,351.0 "1,477,525.0 0.0 620,919.4 56,719.3 1($ ,291.:5) <2',31.9. n 36,631.8 0.0 771.334.9 

"CRIClJLTURE 2,077.0 1i"'1,09Z.9 65.3 65,:l'75.0 5.7'94.8 (540.0) (290.8) ~,.m.6 0.0 ge. '549.9 

STREETI.%CWTtNC 4i"'1.0 69,362.1 33,asS.2 14,973.1 1,314. T (,22.s, (6S.9) !547.8 0.0 18,560..3 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ~ •••••••••••••••••••• _ •• _ •••••••• w •••• 

TOTAl. 64,SOO.5 S,351,453.8 34.Z24.7 ',31.1,631.3 17'9,956.4 (16,.m.1) (9,030.1) 116,100.9- 0.0 :!,20S,340..7 
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• APPENOIX G 
TAB~E 1 

SOUTHERN CAL.tFOR~I"" ED1SON COMPANY 
ADOPTED MARCI~AL. COST REVENUE RESPO~SI8IL.ITY 

TEST YEAR 1988 
CS MIL.UON!:) 

MARCINAL. CENERATION TRANS. orSTRIB. 
ENERCY DEMAND DEMAND DEMAND CUSTOMER TOTAL. PERCENT 

DOII\I:stic: 592.1 355.6 164.9 331.5 140.4 1584.5 35.9 

CS·1 1Z0.5 9Z.3 41.9 74.4 15.6 344.6 'T.8 

CS·2 534.9 300.4 135.7 222.5 21.4 1214.9 27.5 

PA" 51.2 23.8 11.4 27.3 3.4 117.1 2'.7 

PA·2 10.5 5.1 2.3- 4.3 0.1 22.3 0.5 

Streot I.igl'lt 13.1 0.4 0.5 3-.3- 2.6 19.9 0.5 

TOIJ·a (Sec) 203.6 98.2- 43.9 70.6- 2.3 418.6- 9.5 

• TOU·S (Prim) 303.9 123.2 55.3 74.9 1.5- 558.8 12.7 

TQU'8 (Sub) 88.8 29.9 13.4 0.0 0.0 132.1 3.0 
, 

Total 1918.6 1028.9 469.3 808.7 187.4 "12.9 100.0 

• 
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(l) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
(12) 
('13) 

('14) 

APPENDIX G 

TABLE --L 
Southern California Edison Company 

ADOPTED MA:RGINAL DEMAND COST OF GENE:RM:'ION 

Test Year 1988-

COMBUSTION TURBINE 
Direct Investment 

General Plant Loadin; (Ll*1.03SS) 
Working Cash Loadin; (L2*1.017) 

Annualized Cost .Y 
including A&G Loading (L3*O.1004) 

INTERCONNEC',r PLANT 
Direct Investment 

General Plant Loading (LS*1.038S) 
Working cash Loading (L6*1.017) 

Annualized Cost ~, 

ineludin; A&G Loading 
(L7*0.1029) 

Subtotal - Total Investment (L3+L7) 
• SUbtotal - Annualized Cost (L4+L8-) 

FUel Inventory (L9+$1.19) 
O&M loading (L10+$S.8-6) 
Franchise Fees (Lll*1.0073) 

Annual Marginal Demand Cost of Generation 

.!U . 
Real Economic Carrying Charge for combustion turbine 

S/KW 

5ll .. 63 

53l.33 
540.36 

504 .. 25 

70.63 

72.25 
74.60 

7.68-

6l4.96 

61.93 

63.12 
68-.98-
69.48 

69.48 

and interconnection plant are 10 .. 04% and 10.29% respectively. 
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APPENDIX G 

TABLE 3 

Southern California Edison Company 

ADOPTED MARGINAL DEMAND COST OF TRANSMISSION 

Test Year 1988 

'" 

(1) Direct Incremental Investment 

(2) General Plant Loading (L1·1.03SS) 
(3) Working ca~h Loading (L2·1.017) 

(4) Annualized Cost .li 
Includinq A&G Loading (L3·0.1090) 

(5) O&M Loading (L4+$4.15) 
(6) Franchise Fees (L4·1.0073) 

(7) Annual Mar9'inal :Oemand Cost of Transmission 

~ 
Real Economic Carrying Charga of 10.90% 

$/KW 

249.40 

259.00 
263.40 

2·S~71 

32.86 
33.10 

33.10· 
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APPENDIX G 

Southern Californi~L Edison Company 

ADOPTED MARGINAL DEMAND COST OF DISTRIBUTION 

Test Year 1988 

(1) Direet Ineremental Investment 

(2) General Plant Loading (L1*1.038-S) 
(3) Working cash Loading (L2*1.017) 

(4) Annualized Cost ..AI 
Includinq A&G Loading (L3*O.130S) 

(S) O&M Loadinq (L4+$-10 .16) 
(6) Franchise Fees (LS*1.007l) 
(7) CUstomer contribution in 

aid to construction (L6/1.01641) 

(8) Annual Marqinal Demand Cost of Distribution: 
-- Seeondary Voltage 

(9) -- Primary Voltage (LS*86.3%) 

~ . 

Real Economic carrying Charge of 13.08% 

$/KW 

307.86 

319.71 
325.15 

42.S3 

S2.69 
53.07 

S2.22 

45.06 
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APPENDIX G 

TABLE 5 

Southern California Edison Company 

ADOPTED MARGINAL DEMAND COST 
AOUSTED FOR LINE LOSSES 

Test Y'ear 198:S 

(1) SUB'I'RANSMISSION LEVEL 

(2) Demand losses 1.033 

(3) Generation (-$69.48*1.15*1.033) 
(4) Transmission 

(-5) Total 

( 6-) PRIMARY LEVEL 

(7) Demand Losses 1.086 

(8) Generation 
(9) Transmission (-$33.10*1.086) 

(10) Distribution Primary 

(11) Total 

(12) SECONDARY LEVEL 

(13-) Demand Losses 1.107 

(14) Generation 
(15) Transmission 
(16) Distribution Primary 
(17) Distribution Secondary 

(-$52.23*1.107) 

(lS) Total 

$/KWfiR . 

S2.54 
34.19 

116-.73 

86.77 
35.95 
48.94 

171.6& 

'SS.45 
36.64 
49.88 

57.S1 

232.,78 

capacity Response Ratio of Generation 1.15 
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APPENOIX G 
TABLE § 

SOUTHERN CAL%'ORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED MAR~INAL ENERGY COSTS 1, 
TEST YW 19M 

.. ' ..... __ ........ _-...... _-....••......••......••.................................• -- ....••.....•.....•.......... 
I S\mner I "'{rlt.r I AM4.Ial -_ ... _--.. _--.. _------ ....... -••...•...•..••.. -...................••......•......••... _--•..••..•..•..•..•..•..•. 

DESOtIPTION I On Hfd Off 
Peak Peak! 

Average Hfd 01'1' I A~ragct I Peak Peak Peak .••.•.....••............. _- ..........................•••......•.....••.................. _-.....................•. 

Hargfr'llll Fuel Co.t (c/~) 2.33 2.30 2.22 2.26 2.32 2.24 2.27 2.27 
FUll Prfce (S/mBtu) 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.5~ 2.52 
II'\Cl'emefltal EI'ICII'Qy Rate (tER) 
(Btu/k'Jl'l) 

9238 9'121 a~8 8959 9221 8900 90Z! 9001 

Startus> al'\d No·Load AdJustmont CBtu/k\oIII) 2883 45a 0 623 1647 0 43l 624 
Incl'emefltal El'Iel'gy Rate CBtu/kWh) 1212'1 9$79 8798 95~ 1QU9 8900 9647 9626 
MarofMl Energy Cost Cc/kWh) 3.0S 2.41 2.22 2.4' 2.74 2.24 2.1,3; 2.43 ... --....... ---....... --... ~ ... -.•...•...••..•• -.... -....••..•..••..••. -.....................•.... -•..••..•.....• 
Va~fable O&H (C/kWh) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 Ool 0.3 I 

3.3S 2.7"1 2.S2 2.7"1 
••••••••••••••••••• -~ •••••••••••••••••••••• --•••••••••••••• --••••••••• - ••••••••••••• - •• * ••••• ~ •••• - •• - •••••• ••••• 
Subt~anamf •• fOl'l 

0.3 

2.7.5 3.04 

••..••...•...•.. 
ErI4!l"gy Lon '~tor 

'.OZ6 
"'."OiNl El'lClrgy Co.t (c/kIJII) 
•• ~ ••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *~ ••••••• - •••••••••••••••••• ~~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1.03 1.02a 1.025· 1.027 

3.46 2.79 2.58 2.79 

1.028 1.024 

3.12 2.60 

1.026 

2.8el 2.80 
p .. rlNl!'Y L.wl ..... _-...... 
Energy Loa. Faeto~ 1.076 1.07 1.061 1.066 1.068 '.OS! 1.062 1.d63 
Mar!:fr'llll Energy Coat (c/kWh) 3.61 2.90 2.67 2.89 3.25 2.69 2'.90 2.90 .....•••........•.... _- ................................ -••..••.••...••..•..•••.••..•...•..•...•..•......•......•. 
SecOr'lda!'Y LtMtl ............... 
El'lClrgy Lon '~to~ '.089· 1.078 1.OQ 
Mal'gir'llll Energy Coat (c/kWh) .. , ••..••..••...••.••...••..••.... --.. --.---~.-----.....••.••..•...•..••. -..................••....••.....•........ 

, .097 1.091 1.OQ 1.087 

3.68 2.960 2.72 2.'~S 3~1 2.74 2.96 

1.084 

2.95 

U Reflect. ~evf sed Teu pe~1 ods adopted f n th fa deef lI·f 01'1. f •••• 
wfrlte~ 01'1 peak I>'~fod fa combined wit" wfrltor mid peak pe~fod 

(End of Appen~ix G) 
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APPENDIX H 

SOUTHERN CA~I'ORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED AVOIDED tNERCY COSTS " 
TEST YEAR '98/5 

...... ~ ...... --.--~-..... -.-..... --...... -....... -.. -.. -....... -............. -.-........ ~ ...•••... ~ ...... . 
I SloIIIIIer IJ{nter 

••••••......•••.•......••.......•••.....•••......•••.. --.....................•••.........•••.........••... 

I en· MId· otf· A~D~ I Mid· Off· Average I 
Peak Peak Peak Peak Peak .. ········ •••••••••••••• ·····-•••••••••••• ___ ··w •••• __ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••... 

Marginal Ene~ Coat (c/~) 2.40 2.3S 2.23 2.29 2.39 2.27 2.31 2.3' 
11'1C1'eII\ef'\tal EMrg'f Rate(ltR) 9531 9329 8843 9090 9468 900S. 9'80 9'51 
CBtu/k;\lh) 
StartuP Ind NO'Load Adjustment 2883 4sa 0 623 1647 0 62S 624 
CBtu/~) 
lER. (Btu./k\lh) '24'4 9"n;7 w.3 97'13 "',S 900S 9805 97'75 

Marginal Fuel Price (S/MMBtu) 2.S2 2.52 2.S2 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52' 
••.........••••••......••••..•...•••.....•••.....•••.............. -............... --~ ........ -.....•..••• -. 
Avofded Coao: of tnergy (c/klJh) I 3.13 2.41 2.23 2.4S, I 2.80 2.27 2.47 I 2.46 

.. ~ ... ------.--.. ~------~~---.----.------.......•• ---.-.~ ......... -.--..... --.. ~ .. -....................... . 
Variable O&M (c/kWh) 
Ceneratlon ~evel Avoided 
tnergy Coat (c/k\o'h) 

0.3 

3.43 

0.3 

2.77 

0.3 

2.53 

0.3 

2.75 

0.3 

2.S7 

0.3 

2.77 

0.3 

2.76 ...............•.....•••••.............•••......•.....••••..........•..................................... 

1.023 
3oS1 

1.023 
2.83 

1.023 
2.59 

1.023 
3.11 

1.023 
2.~ 

1.023 
2.83 

1.023 
2.83 

-...........................•.................... -.......••••.........••••.........••••....... --.. ~ ...... . 

Energy ~o&s Factor 1.026 1.026 1.026 
Avoided Eneray Cost (c/~) 3.52 2.84 2.S9 

1.026 
2.82 

1.026 
3.18 

1.026 1.026 
2.64 2.Slo 

1.026 
2.84 

..... _.-............................ -.............................. -.•...•.•••..........••••........••••... 

tM~ ~oss Factor 
Avoided Ene~ Coso: CC/k\JtI) 

1.000 
3.43 

1.000 1.000 
2.77 2.53 

1.000 
2.75 

1.000 
3.10 

1.000 
2.57 

1.000 
2.77 

1.000 
2'.76 

...........•••••..........•••••..........••••••........ -..... -.... -.. ~ ...................... --............ . 

" Ren.eta reYiaed TOU perioda .cjopted in thf,. decfafon. i ..... 
wfnter on pealt period fa COlft)ined with winter mid pellt period 

• (End of App~ndix H) 
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APPENDIX X 

SOC'tllERN CALXFOmr.tA EDISON COMPANY 

RATE DESIGN APPENDIX 

o Residential Rates 

o Small and Medium Power Rates 

o TOO Periods tor super otf-Peak Rates 

o Larqe Power Rates (ineluding interrup1:ible) 

o Standby Rates 

o Real Time Prieing 

o Incremental Sales (TOU-8-CR-l) 

o Aqricultural Rates 

o Streetliqhtinq Rates 

1 - 3 

4 - 6 

7 

8 - 16 

17 - 18 

19' - 21 

22' 

2'3 - 27 

28 - 36 

NOTE: Rates in this appendix 'reflect PUC surcharqe tee 
of $.00012/kWh which is added after rate design • 
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SCHEDULE 

APPENDIX I 
PASE 1 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COHPANY 
ADOPTED RESIDENTIAL RATES 

EFFECTIVE 01-01-88 
(f/KMIi) 

D TOU-D il --------------__________________ ~._W_ .. _ .. _ .. _~ ____ . __ M~ __ ___ 
SEASON ANNUAL SUKHER MINTER 

"INIKUK BASE RATE CHARGE ('/DAY) '0.10 $0.10 '0.10 

bl 
TIER 1 ENERGY RATE '0.07061 
TIER 2 ENERGY RATE $0.10~O 

ON-PEAK ENERGY RATE '0.l5480 
"IO-PEAK ENERGY RATE '0.13687 $0.11118 
OFF-PEAK ENERGY RATE '0.07012 '0.07012 

c/ 
TOU-D BASELINE CREDIT '0 •. 03689 $O.0:s689 

I!£TER CHARGE ($/DAY) 10.15 '0.15 

II Ti.t of USI p.riods I,.t II fer TOU-SS ,nd TOU-S. Schldul. TOU-D to br 
ilpl'lIInttd by Junl 1, 1998. 

bl Th. Tinr 1 ,n.roy rit. (8Is,lin,) il 951 of th. SYStl. AVlrIQ' Rit. (SAR), 
IIh,r. 1:h. SAR is tot.l r.VlnUf r.quir.aent fro', nlts dividld by totd 
1111S ($5,351.454 K" I 04,529.2 ""KWH • 0.08293 ./KWH). 

cl TOU-D IIntrQY r.tts ir. rtduc.d by burlln. cr.dit for .n uount .qu,l to 
th.ir Ilth.rlliH .ppliCiblt bUllin. illolllncl, but no lor. thin their 
Ictuil kWh Uli; •• 
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SCHEDULE DM 

APPEND.IX I 
P'age- 2 

SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED RESIDENTIAL RA~ES 

Adopted Daily Baseline kWh Allowance. 

s..-.~ S.UOft • 
a. .. Hne 

RegfOft 

10 
13 ,. 
15 

" 17 

10 
11 ,. 
15 

" " 

a..rc Xil·~.ctrrc 
Alloc.~~on. A"oc.tton 

,.., 
12 ... 
10.2 
20.7 ".1 
7.1 

9.-
17 .. 0 
'7 •• 
13.0 
20\.1 
,., .7 

• S~,. Se.Mf' ahoM! .t»<w. fo,. a. •• lf",. ~'Ion. 10. 13. '4. 16, .nd " h M'r '. thro..Qh 
~r 31. $.-,. S ••• on Ihown .boYI. fol' 8 ... 1tn. ~1on ,~ 16 Ju,.. " tl'U'O\Io;1'I 
Septllllllbe,. 30. 

.. Wint.,. s..&Oft ~ .1>0 .... for' a ... 11". ~1o",. 10, 13. ", " ,nd 17 t. Hcly.o.r '. 
tJ\I"OIoIg1I ~rt1 30. Wtnter S.non ahoNI .bo". for a. .. 11". ~ton 1$ h OctOOer " 
tI\~VI'I' MA,. 11. 

SCHEDULES OM, DMS-i, DMS-2 

OM: Diversity factor of $.08/unit/day .. 

OMS-l: Diseount of $.08/unit/day adjusted by diversity 
factor of $.08/unit/day. 

OMS-2: Discount of $.26/unit/day adjusted by diversity 
factor of $.OS/unit/day. 
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SCHEDULE OS 
AP'IIt. , CM r L ,,., 

I.97-0'-Oi7 /'A.W/FS~,SS~1/j,: 'It 

. 
. APPE~roI~ I 

P:!1ge3 

ADOPTED "RESI'OE:7r!ru:. ~.:r:es 
POMESTIC SBASONA~ 

Appl1c.able .. an 09tfOt\ to Q,latCIM"a .. .-ved ""d.,. Sl:1'\~ut. Mo.. 0'. eo.. .. t1c s.""'.ce ",,",0$. 
.. ~ r • 

• ".raOlt DOnt2'l,y QIIsuQ4)t;on OY." tM lIIIO,t ,.ec."t 1. ~lt.'\ ••• e-d, 1.lQl.) kllh, Ind .no. ~ ..... 
.. tJlbltah.4 •• tl\~_ of 11 ~C'I' bi"inQ hhtD.-y .t th.f" p".Mftt KCOW'IC .. 'nih IC:"I.dwl. h 1101: 

apf)Hc.abt. to ~.~,., "ecah'4nq .. ,..,Ice ~M.r Sd'le<lwT. "oa. D·APS-l. OM. CDCS-,. CKS-Z, or TC)J-(I .. 

T~I'TC," 

"'tiM" tn. tntir. t.rr1tDry "Ned • 

.... n:~ -
Th. rat. of th. '1n91e f.fly do-.'{.ic ,.ae •• c/'l~",l •• Sclledul. No. D'. "'an apply e""c_j)c VIae. 

tha ~~taM .. '. ~n' fol' ~ '~r and ,,1n~,. .... on ClI,., wn ... fnc:r.ue4 or o.cr ... e4' Dy UI. 
fot1o.int "JU.~tl 

• 
AdJW.CMf\t.l 

S..-r s..'cn '~_f \III, 

Th. ¢ai1y Su...,. s..~ ~ u.~9. 'or ~. CIoIrr9nt b("'n9 period 
1t1 a-.c ... ,. of trI .... .., .... ~. "'n~r 5 ••• 01'1 0 •• ')' ..... 9. *, pe .. k~ ••••••••••••• 1.OCCc 

. 
The d .. ",. WiAt.r S.UOtI k'Jtl 101&10_ fo,. th. e",r,..nt bt11t1\9 oe,.iod . 
tn e.a.c.ea& Df t:\e A" ... ~. S~,. 5 ••• on C.t,)' loI.a~. *, ,. .. kllh ~.............. -1.OCICIc 

• ~ \"'" l'''oIl~fn9 frc- the .bov. c~l.It.1tfon ,1'1.11 noe .Ae»ecf'tl\. Nonb ... H'" ka\. Un,. ""9-
for tf\e 5~" 0" J1nur S.uon ~Y' d"r1n~ tl'I. bO Hn9 period. 

!P£C1AL COM)ITto.cs. 

1. 5o. .. OI'l&: The S~r S.uon .1'1.11 c~n'l on Jl.ln.. 1 and continue t2',,·o~1'I s.pt...o.r 30 of 
.. ~ , ... r. ~ ""c..t' ~ .. on &h&n c~f'lC' on O.c""O"r 1 and cont1n ..... t!'1rOl4' Ma~ It of "c!l ,...,.. 

%. Ay.,.a~. D.n,. U&,aq.l Th. Av.".~_ S~r s.uon C.Oy U.a~. t. the ''''I'.~' cS.&Hy k.'m\ 
cOfta~tiOtl r.cord~ dl.lM"9 tM p,.KadinQ S ....... ,. S ••• on.. Th, Av.ra; •• 1nt.1' ~ .. on D.O)' u .. q. h 
~ &y~ra~. 4.~,y \~ con~~t1on r.cor~ dl.lr~~9 the ?,..~fn9 'int.,. s.a.on. 

1. Coftttact "O'i1,'(lI\" S. .... ic. under th!, ,ched~le h a"'lfhbl. only on liftnlol~l centr.c':. 
Th. contract. &Pl." nn. .ut.c:Mt~c,\1y \lnl ... the c\I,tcowr Mt111., ~. ec-p.anr. ot:\o,...., .. , .t ".:a.t 
30 Ik,.. prior to tt ...... pfrat1on. I.cept ",.t cu.'t..,,,, ,hall b. r..we4 f,.o- ~ , ..c::I'MId",1. It thl It'!<! 
o! .ft ... nu.' Cotlu.et ~.r Ii\ ..... y.,.~. IIOftthl,. con' __ peion ",.,. the put 1:: .on~'1 b 11 .. tJ'Wft: 
1,000 k~ for 3 ,on.~~ty. b1Y\tn9 ~"1od, .. 

SCHEDOt.ES DX 

Experimental domestic schedules to be eliminated as of J~nua:y l~ 1988 • 

• 
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APPENDtx 1 
PA6E 4 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EoisONCOHPANY 
ADOPTED S"ALL AND IIEDIU" POWER RATES 

EFFECTIVE 01-01-8B 
("KNHl 

------------------------------------_ .. --.. _--
SCHEDULE 65~SP/T? TC-1 

=« 

SEASON ANNUAL ANNUAL 

65-2 

SUIIIIER WINTER 
_______ ~ _____ ._ •• _._ •• _ •• _.III _____ ._._ ••• ,__ .M. . ... 1I'1I ... RP'Sf _____ , 

CUSTOIIER CHARGE '0.25/DAY '0.25/DAY $~O/IlDNTH $ZO/IlDNTH 

II 
DE/IAND CHARGE ("KN/IIDNTH) '8.~0 '2.bO 

TIER 1 ENERGY RATE 'FIRST ZOO KWH PER KNl '0.07506 .0.07506 

TIER 2 ENERGY RATE (EX~ESSl '0.05012 '0.05012 

FLAT ENERGY RATE '0.09579 '0.08304 

SCHEDULE CHANGES: 

1. 65-1 r.plic.d by 6S-SP (IinQle phiS" lnd GS-TP (thr •• ph.I". 

2. SS-TP: li.ittd to .xistinq 6S-1 thr •• phil. CUltO.trl it prfs,nt ind to b. phl"d out by 12131/90. 
Th,r,.ftrr. thIS' thr.e phiS. cUlto •• rs _ill be ilsiQn.d·to 65-2. TOU-GS. PA-1 or PA-2 blstd on 
op"ltionll chlrlcteristitl. 

3. 6S-P61 clos,d to n .. Cijsto.lrl I' of 01/01/8B. 

• 4. SC&-lt-2.-~ ind S r.pllctd by r.villd S or Itlndby Ichtdult. 5., P'Q~ 17-18 04 thil lPP.ndix. 

" Unr,tch,ttd. 
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SCHEDU1.E 

APPENDIX I 
PASE ~ • 

SOUTHERN CALIFOR~IA £PISON' COHPANV 
ADOPTED SHALL AND MEDIUH POIlER, TIME-OF-USE RATES 

EFFECTIVE 01-01-88 
(S/KIIHl 

.~ ~~. ........... ----.... --.~~----
TOU-G5 TOU-5S·S0P 

,., .. III.n •••••••• > 111l1li,.,.. ........ _____ • __________ ........,..,.. ........ . 

SEASON SUHMER IIINTER SUMMER SPRING/FALL IIINTER 
, ..... --------._ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _._ .. _ .. _ .. _._ .. _ .. _ .. _ ... _._ .. _.-----------.--_._ .. _ .. _ .. _ .... -..., --_ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _,--

CUSTO"ER CHARSE 

TIME RELATED DEMAND CHARGE (I/KW/MONTH); 
ON-PEAK 
"ID-PEAK 

./ 
NON-TIME RELAT£P DEMAND CHARGE (./KII/HONTHl 

DN-I>Et.K ENERGY RATE 
"ID-PEAK DIERGY RATE 
OFF~PEAK ENERGY RATE 
SUPER OFF-PEAK ENERGY RATE 

"ETER CHARGE 1$/MONTHl 

SCHEDULE CHANGES: 

'0.10402 
.0.08419 
$O.0~012 

'7.00 

.0.09458 
'0.05012 

'7.00 

$30/HONTH '~O/MONTH' .30/MONTH 

'33.00 
$0.90 

,2.60 

'0.10329 
.0.10329 
$0.06S19 
'0.03~12 

$7.00 

$0.4~ 

$O.078~ 
.0.onS3 
'0.om2 

'7.00 

$0.4~ , 

'0.08529 
'0.07283 
SO.03~12 

'7.00 

1. TOU-5S-S0P: "til 'I:htdlll. far TOU-55 I:llStol.rs. I)rovidin; faurth TOU pl!riad li.t., lidniQht to 6 AMl. See 
dttlil on TOU-S5-S0P .and TOU-S-SOP ptriad~ Pi;I' 7 of this ipptndix. 
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Page.6 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ED'ISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED SMALL AND MEDIUM POWER RATES 

CHANGES TO SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 
SCHEDULE <7S-2 

I. Votta'i\. Ohcoul\ts Th. *>nth')' 5...-,. o-nct Ch.roe of $8.30'pe .. kW win be ,.dlolC-.d by 
1." for .. ,...,1ce c1eUyltf'lICl and Mt.red .t '10't~., of frca 1 kV ttlrouvn 50 ltV Irld b)' 7.~ for l.rv1cI 
4.ltv.rod .nd .,terltd .t 'IOlt.~ ... <N." 5(1 kV ~ Th. e.H R.t. En.rgy OIa"OI. wi" be ,.ducld by S..3% 
fo,. ,.Nice deHve .. 1d .nd .. t.red .t voltl9u of frCII ::t 'r.V ~"ouQh 50 kV 'Inc:t by ll.8% for , • ....,1c. 
d.T1veI"K .tld .. tal".-d It vo't~ .. eN." ~ tr.v. ' 

SCHEDULE TOU-GS 
,. Ti .. pe,.fed • • re d.fined ., fo1t~: 

l' On-Pe.k: "00I'I to £.:00 1>.111. ,\,IIIIIer ... \I.~.y' exc.pt hoHdl),' 
% H!d-!>ac~: t:OO a~m. to ~oon .1'1<1 6:00 I)_III. to 11:OC p .... ,\MMr ...... d.y' 
• ."CaPt holfd~ 

8:00 a.m. to ':00 p~ •• fnt~~ weekday' •• cept holfday' 

3. M •• 1m~ O~nd: M.xfMUm O~ndl 11'1.1' be •• t.bl1,hld for On-P.ak, Mfd-P •• k •• nd Off-Pelk 
T1N p.,.104I. 1M lIuf ... "" deNnd for •• ch pe,.104 IN1' be the ... ,u,.ed l1li"1 ... ",, ,,,,.,..~e kilo..ltt 
{nput. 1 nd1c.ted O~ reeo,.ded by 1n~tr\IIICnts to b. luppT1ec1 by O\e 1:0lIl\)'1"1)'. duri ng .n)' '5-1111 n",to 
_te,.ed. interv.' fn the IIIOtIth. Where tho d .. 1'ICI 1& fnt'r'IIIfttetrt 0" lubJect to yfolent fluctu.tions • 
• ~"'nu1:,. f,,1:,.,...,.' Ny be u.ed. ' 

0\. O ... ~ 0\."01: T'I'I. C ... nd Ch'''oe &ha" 1nclud. the fo11ow1"9 bUlfn<i cOll'Ponent~.. The 
T1 .. R.,.t~ Co-ponent IhI" be the ~flow.tt' of Ha~1~ D~nd record.o dur't\9 the .ontnly bl"1nq 
~1Od for •• en of the Cn-p •• k. Mtd-P'4~ •• nd Off-p •• k Tf~ Period... The Non-TiMe Rel.ted C~oonent 
,hen be the kn0lll4tts 0' Hu1111Yrn DOIMtId ".co"decr dll,.fnQ the /IIOntl'\lv h11H""" ?ftl"iocf. 

'I'CO!)t .s 
• 9rOY1d.a ,,,, ~p.c1.\ Cond1t1on Ho. 5 hlow. Sep,rat. O .... nd Ch'''9.ts) for' tM gn-~ .. k, M1d..j:le.k • 

• 1'ICl Off-P •• k t~fIit period, ",.n be •• tlbH,hed. fo" •• en .otlthly bl1HI'I41 per104. The DtlMl'Id Charo· 
for •• ch t1. period ,h." be bned 0t'I the a",ia"" d ... nd for th.t tiN per10d occurr1no dur1n~ 1;."
r'lpoct~"'e ~nthly billing perfod. The M.~1m~ C~I'ICI ahl" be d.t .... fn.d to the ntarelt kW. 

~. Hfn1mlJllt 8nHnc O.-.ndt A Monthly M1nt,."", Bn11~ O-..nd .. h." be .,t,blilhe<! .nd lOP')' 
fo .. the Hon.Tf. ~llted CoeIponent of t:le O ... "d CI'Iarge ..n4tfl .. in the COIIIP.nyt, opfnion •• C\la.tOlW"·' 
'old c .... tn deNnd .. ..tI1ch c.tlnot be .ccur,tel), ..... ured by ~. CQIIp.ny·, ,,~"'nO equ1PNnt. It 
.!\an ~ b .. ed on the 1 ..... r of tT) the t\OIIIftl., kl1oyolt·~re-r.tin~ of the C:~n)'t, ,.rvftIQ 
tren,fonne"(,) o~ (2) ~ Itlnd,rd tr,n .. form.,. .,,. det.rmfned by ~. C~ny ., required to a.erve 
th. C\I~tC*'ler" know.tt " .. nc!. !'to_ve ... " a ~nt"'Y lIIintllUl b11lit!9 d .... nd ..... p,..v1ou"y 
•• tabH&h-r fo,. c1f..,.,..1f1e<S .... hUnc:. welde" lo,d. COIII9l1t..-1 tn .ecl")"d.~. wi ttl· the S4'C:tIOl' dull:
~t~ ".10e .. Sel"Vf« 11"1 Rule Nc>. 2. it .. h." 'pp'y untll Iyeh t1 ... II the .ppl1c.b'~, t ... ",fOf"MO~ 
a1%1

t 
.. ,uted .boYe. fa d.t.I"II\~".d by tt-.. COIIII).IIY. The H1ntlll~ a011"9 DeNnd .hoI" ~ bln.G 

11"1 '1", of but .It tho ... r.te II the Non-Tfmo Relate'lf CoMponent of the O4IUnd OIargo. 
~ .. ..-__ t 
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SOU'rHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED TIME-OF-USE PE:RIOOS 

FOR SUPER OFF-PEAK RATES 

,SCHE~ULES TOU~B-SOP AND TOU-5S-S0P: 

SUller SprinQ/Ful Mlnbr 

Plonths .July. Au;ust. April. PI,y, Noyt.btr. De'!lbrr. 
Srptubrr June, October J~nulry, Febru.ry, ",rch 

On-Pell: Hour, 1 pi to 5 Pit, 
Ilrei:dlYs 

!lid-Pux Hours 10 II to 1 ~I, 9 "to 4 PI,. a II to 11 '1, , 
~ 5 pi to 9 PI, lIee~dlYS 5 pa to a PI, 
.reidlYs lIerkdlYS 

Off-Puk Hours It •• to 10 u. k It II to 9 II, II It " to e lit 
9 PI to 12 pt, 4 pi to 12 PI, 11 II tc 5 PI, II 
IIrekdlY', . .nd MeekdlYS,. lnd 8 pi to 12 Pit 
It II tc 12 PI It II tD 12 PI' .lInkdIYs,. ItId 
IIrrkends lIukrnds It II to 12 pi 

Wuktnds 

Su~rr-O;f-Pllk Hours 12 pa to It n, 12 pit to It 11, 12 pi to 6 II. 
IInkdays IIld WeekdlYS .nd lI!fkd.ys .nd 
IIf!krnds lIukl'lnds lIukrnds 

S~~ULE TOU-PA~SOP: 

Sl,I,lIer Minter 

ftonths July, AUQust, October 
Srptubef to June 

On-Pr." HC\1N 1 pi tc 5 PI, 
lleekdays 

Off-Pule Hours It .. to 1 PI, \ It II to 12 PI 

5 PI to 12 PI, lI~kd.y, .nd 
IInkd.ys, .nd lieekrnds 
It .1 to 12 pi 
IIrer.ends 

Suprr~Dff-Pr,k Hours 12 pi to it u, 12 pi t~ It '1, 
lIeekdlYS Ind IInkd.ys .nd 
lIeekenc!5 hekends 
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• APPENDIX I 
PAGE 8 . • SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 

ADOPTED LARGE PO~ER RATES 

EFFECTIVE 01-01-S8 
(S/K~H) 

................ -- ...... ~ ....... .. ----..................... ~ 
SCHEDUI! TOU-B TOU-8-S0P 

............ '" 111'1'1 ... ., pnpr" - ........ __ . . ....... .... _-----
VOLTAGE SECONDARY PRIMARY SU8TRANS SECONDARY PRIMARY SU8TRANS 

•••••• ___ III .... IIIf ........ 111l1li _______ .,.. .. 

CUSTO~eR CHARGE 1250.00 1250.00 I~O.OO '250.00 '250.00 '250.00 

TIME RELATED DEMAND CHARGE ('/KW/MDNTH> 
SU~~ER ON-PEAK S1~.2S $l~.OO '11.20 'l~.OO '~.OO '~.50 
SUM~ER HID-PEAK .2.05 12.00 $1.7~ .0.90 .0.90 '0.85 
SPRING/FALL HID-PEAK '0.45 '0.45 '0.45 
WINTER IUD-PEAK $0.45 .0.45 .0.45 

.1 
NON-TIME RELATED DEMAND CHARGE (./KW/MDNTH) '2.70 12.00 '0.25 $2.70 12.00 '0.25 

SUMMER ENERGY CHARGE: 
ON .. PEAK $0.09305 .0.08517 .0.06798 . '0.09907 '0.09n4 .0.07528 
~IP-PEAK '0.07580 '0.0689:> lO.05S02 '0.099CI7 '0.09724 ' '0.07528 

• OFF-PEAK '0.OS012 '0.OS012 '0.OS012 lO.06S38 10.06443 : $0.04989 
SUPER OFF"PEAK '0.0~12 '0.03512 . $0.03512 

SPRING/FALL ENERGY CHARGE: 
ON-PEAK 
HID-PEAK lO.0~13 SO.07404. 'O.osm 
OFF-PEAK .0.06976 .0.06874 ' '0.0~4 
SUPER OFF-PEAK $0.03512 .0.03512. '0.03'.S12 

~INTER ENERGY CHARGE: 
MID-PEAK '0.08S15 '0.07744 '0.061Bl $O.OB19l '0.08121 .0.06:>29 
OFF-PEAK '0.OS012 SO.05012 '0.05012 '0.06976 $0.00874 'O.om4 
SUPER OFF-PEAK $0.03512 '0.03512 '0.0~12 

RATE LIMITER: 
AVERAGE SU~~ER 10.11344 SO. 11344 
SU~~ER ON-PEAK $0.67480 '0.66199 '0.5ml 

SCHEDU~E CHANGES: 

1. TOU-S ippliCibility chino!: CustOI.rs .ith d'iind, in IXCI,S of 4.000 k. for 9 of th. prtCtldino 12 IOnths, .ho other.isf 

• 
Quilify ••• y .ltct int.rruptiblt sfrvic. on Sch.dult No. I-~. Any custoler .h05e lonthly "xilul d.lind h.s rf9isterRa 
bela. 450 k. for 12 cons.cutivt lonths 1, in.liQible for srrvi~t under this schldul~. 

2. Revis.d TOU periods: SII TOU~GS for ptriods. 
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I APPENDIX I 
PASE 9 . 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED LARGE POWER RATES (CONTINUED) 

EFFECTIVE 01-01-8B 
(f/KllH) 

SCHEDUl.E C~lAN6ES (CONTINUED]: 

A. AVtri;e sUI .. r rit~ lilittr. For ncondiry ilnd priury cu~tours.. tht cU5tour's totd lonthly bill Wldtr thi5 
~hedulf, .xcludin; tht Public Utilities COI~ission R.ilburseltnt Fet, surchir;.s or ficilitifs chilr;e" shilll bt 
rfducfd if n.cessilry~ 50 thilt the ilv,rilgt riltt durinq i sual~r lonth does not .xc~td SO.11l44 per kwh. This Spe~iil 
Condition is not ilpplicilble to customers tikin; service under Schedule S~ 

B. On-puK riltt lilibr. Tht custolerG tohl lonthly bill under this sehedult, Ixc1udin; the Public Utilitiu 
CO.lission Reiabursilent Fte, lurch.rges or filcilities ch.rges, shdl bt riductd if necessiry. so thilt the ilv,rilq' 
rilt. durin; t~lt on-pe.k p.riod in iI SUller lonth dots net 'xce~ SO.Sl733 per kwh fer serviei aetered ilnd delivtred 
At voltilq.s .xceedinq ~O kv. $0.66199 per kwh for sirvice letered ilnd delivtrtd it voltil;es frol 2 kv through SO kv 
.nd SO.67480 per kwh for serviCf I.~.rfd ~nd d~livtred ilt vo1t~g~s beloN 2 kv. This Spiei.l Condition i~ il150 
applic~le to tustolers tilkino s.rviet und.r Sthtdulr S. 

4. SCG-1~-2,-Z ilnd S r,pl~efd by rlvised S or stilndby sehtdul •• 

~. I-I: tontinuts to b. closed; credit r.vis.d, to refl.et 4 ('IS 12) lonth on pt~k ptriod. 

6. 1-2: cloud 1/1/BBi credit rtvisrd to rtnlet 4 (VI 12) lonth on puk period. 

7. I-l Il1d I-~: Ilf discussion in' dmsion t pp. l27-:3lS. 

s. 1-4: ~lilinilt.d (no cuetolers). 

10. Real Tilt Pricin; Exp,ril.ntil Sch,dult RTP-21 Applic~blt to cO'ltr~iil ind industri~l eustol!rs ~liQibl! for s,rviCt 
uncer Sehedul. TDU-8~ 6.nlril1 StrviCf - Lilrqf. This schtdul. is li.ittd to custolfrs thi-t hiVt bun srle~ted by the 
Co.piny to PilrticiPiit. in iI R,ill Ti •• Pricin; .xptriaentil pro;ril. This schtdull is subjtCt to A.tlr ~v~il~bility, This 
schedule i~ ilso ilviihblt to cUlton" currtntly urvtd und.r SChtdult RTP, who dtdr, ti) tr~nsff!r to this Ithedul. ilftfr 
they h~v. succtSsfully cOlplet,d on. or tNo yeArs of s.rvie. und,r Sch'dul, RT~ • 

• 
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I APPENDIX I 
PAGE 10 . 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON" COMPAHY 
ADOPTED LARGE PO~ER INTERRUPTIBLE RATES 

EFFECTIVE 01-01-Ba 
(S/KWHI 

II _ ..... II .... 11. .. -~ ....... ----
SCHEDUU: TOU-S"SOP-I-A TOU-S-SOP-I-S 1. _______ . ....... -.-,-- • ilL ... 

YOLTAGE SECONDARY PRIMARY SUBTRANS SECONDARY PRl~ARY SUS TRANS 
.. "III II . .. II .. II" 'III 

CUSTO"ER CHARGE $2~O.OO S~O.OO S2~O.00 J2S0.00 '~O.OO S250.00 

TIllE RELATED D~AND CHARGE ('/K~/"ONTH) 
SUIIKER ON-PEAK S22 .. 20 m.20 S21.15 $2l.~0 $2l.S0 $22.50 
SUI!I!ER HID-PEAK SO.~S 'O.~5 'O.~S sO.oO '0.60 SO.oO 
SPRING/fAll !lID-PEAK SO.30 '0.30 SO.lO 'O.lO SO.30 SO.30 
WINTER !lI~PEAK '0.30 '0.30 SO.30 'O.lO SO. 30 '0.30 

.1 
NON-TIME RELATED DE!lAND CHAR6E ('/KW/MONTH) $2.70 S2.00 SO.2S $2.70 '2.00 SO.25 

SUMMER ENERGY CHARGE: 
ON-PEAK '0.09561 $0.09483 $0.0729B '0.09603 '0.09513 '0.om7 
IIIO-PEAK '0.09S61 '0.09483 '0.0729B '0.09603 $O.O9~13 10.om1 

• OFF-PEAK $0.00226 '0.0623~ 10.04790 SO.06204 SO.0626L '0.04815 
SUPER OFF-PEAK SO.o:ms .0.o:s3~~ SO.0:m5 SO. 03374 10.03374 so.om4 

SPRING/FALL ENERGY CHARGE: 
ONMPEAK 
!lID-PEAK SO.0729l '0 .. 07191 SO.0:S~29 so.orno 10.07217 10.055:54 
OFF-PE;lK SO.0614S 1O.060S0 '0.05110 SO.Obm $0.06676 10.05137 
SUPER OFf-PEAK so.oms $O.o~~:s lo.om~ so.om4 10.03374 so.om4 

WINTER ENERGY CHAR5E: 
KID-PEAK 10.07969 10.07903 .0.06121 10.07991 '0.07217 '0.06147 
OFF-PEAK '0.06754 '0.06b~9 '0.0~118 '0.06161 $0.066~ '0.0~!44 

SUPER OFF-PEAK 'O.O~:S SO.0~~5 '0.033!1S 'O.0m'4 SO. 03374 '0.03374 

• Nott: ThlP p'n~lty provisions for TOU-8-S0P-I fA .nd 81 .rt th, .nl' IS thon of 1-6 CA.nd B) .nd .re shOlln in sChtdl11t I-b 
Sp.ci.l Condition No. 10 in tniJ Ipp.ndix. 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON CO~PANY 
ADOPTED LARGE POWER INTERRUPTIBLE RATES 

EFFECTIVE 01-01-88 
($/KWH) 

I-~-B 
____ • ______ •• _ •• _._. _ •• ___ III __ • __ IIII_IiE __ IIt __ •• __ •• __ iII_.1III_"'~ ___ ""' ____ ' ____ I1...... . 
OLTASE 

........ "'.... ..Ii&:IIII&. IE 

USTOMER CHARGE 

I~E RELHTED DEMAND CHARGE (./KW/MCNTH) 
SUMMER ON-PEAK 
SUM~ER MID-PEAK 

II 
ON-TIME RELATED DEMAND CHARSE C.IKW/MONTHl 

UMMER ENERGY CHARGE: 
ON-PEAK 
IUD-PEAK 
OFF-PEAK CTIER 1) 

~FF-PEAK (TIER 2) 

~TElt ENERGY CHAR6Et 
MID-?EAK 
OFF-PEAK (TIER 1) bl 
OFF-PEAK (TIER 21 bl 

IEDULE CHANGES: 

:-1: R.lb A 
Rltt B 

:-2: btt A 
Rat. B 

:-3: Rib A (Enlrqy Crtdi t) 
!btt B 
!tat, C 
Rlt. D 

t-~: Rib A (EntrQY Crloitl 
Rib B (EnlrQY Crldi tl 

SECONDARY PRIMARY SUBTRANS 

$2S0.00 1250.00 $2~0.00 

'lZ.~ .13.00 '11.20 
'2.0S $2.00 $1.7S 

.2.70 $2.00 'O.~ 

'0.07SbS .0.07017 .0.052.98 
$0.06080 $0.0~3 .0.04002 
'O.O~lZ '0.02S12 .0.02512 

'0.0701S 
'0.0~12 

.0.06244 '0.0~681 

.0.02512 '0.02512 

PrK.nt Cr,dit 
(Slkw/lo) 

$3.10 
$1.60 

'2.50 
$2.00 
$1.S0 
'1.00 

SECONDARY PRIMARY SUBTRANS 
... .---- .......... 

'250.00 

$.13.25 
'2.05 

$2.70 

'0.09l6S 
$0.0~80 
$O.OS012 
$0.02~12 ' 

$O.OS51~ 
$0.05012 
$0.02512 

Adoptto Cr.dit 
($Ikw/SUMMER 101 

.8.10 
'0.70 

'B.lO 
16.90 

NO CHANGE 
'5.lo
$.4.00 
12.70 

110 CHANGE 
NO CHAH6E 

'250.00 

'13.00 
$2.00 

$2.00 

.0.08517 
$0.06893 
'0.050t2 
.0.02512 

$0.07744 
'0.05012 
$0.02512 

.250.00 

$.11.20 
'1.7S 

$O.~ 

'0.06798 
SO.0~~02 
$0.05012 
$0.02512 

'0.06181 
$0.05012 
.0.02512 

~: I-~A rltei tq~l TOU-8 rlt,,' linu5 1.S c/k"h fer on-prlk Ind lid-pelk InerQYl Ind linus 2.5 c/kwh for off-Pllk tnerQY. 

I-SB rites ,q~l TOU-8 rites, tllCtpt off-puk kwh btyond 300 kwh/k" of th. Fir. S.rvice Llv.l tqull TOU-S off-pelk 
tntrQY rlt" ainu5 2.5 clk"h. 

a/ Unr~tcheted. 
~I See pp. 337-33S of dtcision for note on off-pelk r.ltt floor • 
• / !\ .... ~, ...... ~ Iov _II'~'''' v; .................. ,. .... ~ ... k.., ..... , '" .. , ~,,~a' Tnll-O .... _ .. av if .. t~ ~11""f'" Tou-e O~-".~\O kll. 
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ADOPTED LARGE POWER INTERRUPTIBLE RATES 

EFFECTIVE 01-01-S8 
(./KWH) 

SCHEDULE 1-0 A 1-6 B 
a- ••• - ••• IE .""J"' •• .... -- "' ... _.- .. 

VOLTAGE SECONDARY PRtMARY SUBTRANS SECONDARY PRIMARY SU9TRANS 
.. - .. -

CUSTOMER CHARGE .250.00 .250.00 '2Z0.00 .250.00 1250.00 ~O.OO 

TIHE RELATED DEMAND CHARGE ($/KW/HONTH) 
stJIIIIERON-PEAK .8.69 $8.58 '6.97 $9.~ $9.13 $7.49 
SUtlllER tlID-PEAK ,1.34 n.3l '1.09 '1.43 '1.40 '1.17 
SPRING/FALL "to-PEAK 
WINTER. HID-PEAK 

V 
NON-TIHE ~ELATED DEMAND CHARSE C'/KW/tlONTH) S2.70 '2.00 '0.25 $2.70 12 .. 00 'O.2S 

SUM tiER ENERGY CHARGE: 
ON-PEAle ~.OB607 .0.079:4 '0.06171 '0.087504 '0.07919 $0.06249 
HID-PEI~K .0.07040 'O.OOlbl SO.05021 SO.07107 .0.06429 $O.050BO 
OFF-PEAK '0.04554 'O.O-i554- '0.04554 '0.04011 .0.04611 $0.04611 

• SUPER OFF-PEAK -
Wl~TER ENERSY CHARGE: 

HID-PEAK SO.079~2 SO.07207 SO.05686 10.08022 '0.07274 SO.OS741 
OFF-PEAK $O.04s:a '0.04538 '0.04538 .0.04597 .0.04597 '0.04597 
SUPER OFF-PEAK -

• 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOP'XEI> IN'XERRTJP'I'IBLE RATES 

AAL SERVICE - I.ARCE - INTERRUPT 1 BtE 

- T~-MtN\,IT[ -wu,CAT!Q~ 

• 

• 

SPECIAL COND1T1C)MS 

1. Voltage: SeNice will ~ ~uppHed at OI'Ie ~tand."d "oltaO •• 

2. HaxflllUm Demand: Maxim"", d"mand~ 1.1'1111 ~ o~tabl hhe<l for ttle On-Peak. Mi d·Pea\(,. and 
Off-Poak Time P.I"'1od.. The maxim"", dl~nd for e.cl'l per10d aha't1 1>0 th~ meuured III4Ixim"" .... torIl9to 
kl1011tltt input indiClted 01'" I"'ocol'ded by {n.tr,,""t .. to- b ... uppT1ed by ttlo Company, <lwr11'19 a"'1 
'S-",inute lIIOtered int.""a' in the IIIOntl'l. WI'Ie1". ttle dOllllnd 110 1nterm1ttent or aubj.ct to ,,'o1ef1t 
11 uctulti 01'110, I 5-"" nute 1 ntel"'Y.' mly b'e u.ed. 

3. Interrupt1bl. !.Dad: 'Tho Interruptible LoI<S f .. ttlo ntfmated 'InCf'ement of the cu.tomer-s 
Maximum Domand th.t norma"y occu,. •• bove tho Firm SomCe t ..... l and. undo" norma' operating 
Condition .. , "ou'd be ttl. emount of lo"d to be disconnected from the Company-a Hnes within the 
.~f1e<1 time period fonow1ng Notice clf Int.,.rupt1on. 

\. F1I"111 Semc. I. ..... l: Firm Serv1ce t.v.l flo the Max1m~ Oenlllnd tho Company ill oxpecte<l to 
.uPP'y duril'l9 any P.l"ioc! of Int.,.,.uptfon. Th. F'irm Sol"'Yice lov.' sl'I." be specified by the 
cuatome,.. Inc,. ... n in F'il"lll Sol"'Y1ce L"",.l lIIay be lII.do no lIIO"e often than once pe,. year .nd on')" 
.... 01'1 the <:w~tOft\e,. 1'1 .. IIIId •• bone fide addition of '04d.' Such Ch.t'I9&l~ in Firm Sel"'Y1ce' l..e<YeP1 al'e 
~ubjeet to tho app"ova' of ttle' CCIII"''''y. CustOlfte" .... Ned und." thh .ch~uTCI .han cPstabl1sh a F''frm 
Sel"Y1co lov.' of z.ro o~ 9,..at ..... 

S.. Int.ffUptfb'e Demand end E"'e'-OY: Interruptible Demand fa e" kW of Hax1m~ Cemend in 
excen of t~ F'1 rm Sel"'Yiee L .... el.. I nt'!:rruptib'. En.,.oy is the n\lllbe,. of kWh in •• ch Time Penod 
"""ch exceeds ttle p,.oduct of the F'irm Service L.".T kW IllUltfl>Hed by the total numb.r of h~rs in 
ttl. Time P.,.1od. ' 

6. Not1cr of Int.,.,.uption: Notie. of lnte,.,.upt10n c.'" be given under thi. achedul. ~en. in 
the Company'. judgment. 41 .hol"'tege of .upp')' o",hta.. Th. COIItpln)" .h.n notify the c:ustOfnOl' to 
redwcct the' Ha~~mum Demand imposed on thcr Company to the F't l"1li ~l"'Yice Level. Upon f't'cefpt by e 
customer,. of I Notice of Inte"ruption. the cu.tomer .1'1." ,.educe the MaXimum Demend imposed on the 
Company to tho Firm Sel"Y1c. l ..... ' withfn '0 "'{nut ..... 

7. Period of Inter,.upt1on: A P.riod of Int.,.rupt1on is • til!)(! interva' ..t'Iicl'l commences 
1mmedi.te'y .ftel'" Notice of Interruption and ~icl'l end. upon notific.tion by the Comp.ny of the ond" 
of Pol"1od of Inte,.,.upt10n. • 

6. Exces. Oemend: The Mlx1mum Demand occu,.r1t'19 durino each Pel"1od of lntor,.upt10n ..t'I1cl'l 
1 n exce.. of F'1 rm S.rv1 c. 1.1'1." be cons'f d.r.d Exc •• 1. Demand .. 

,. £Xc ..... En.,.oy: Th. numbe,. of k'Wt'l Conl.\.IIIed in HCI'I Time Pel"'locl involve<! in a Pel"1od of 
lnt.,.,.upt1on which exceed. the product of tho F'irm Sel"'Vice LeY.' kW multip'1ed by tl'l. total number 
of howr. of Into,.,.upt1Of' "'th1n the T1 .... P.r1od. 101'1." be con.1dered £J!,c .... tner9)'. 

10.. Charges for Excess Demand and Ener9Y~ Language for Special Condition 
10 fOllows' 1-6-B. 

1'. o.m.,..h1p and Co,,-t"o' of Fac111t1 ... z CoIIInwn1cat1on. IIIOt.,.1ng. and 1 nte,.,.upti "'9 
1.<:i11t1 ...... apeeif1ed by the Company, fIn, b. 1n.tall.ct, owned~ end _intained in accordance with 
Compan)' .pee1ficat1on~ at cuatOlllOr' •• xpen ••• inc'uding .uett f.c111ti •• not 'ocete<l on the 
cuatome"'. Pl"Opel"'ty. :TI'I ••• facl1iti'" ,,11' b •• 01.')' under operationa' cont,.ol of th~ Company 
u~' ••• otl'lorw1.e I.pecif1ed ~y tl'l. Company_ 

Such cOlftllUn1c.tionl. .nd inte""upt1ng f.c1Tftfn may 1nc'ude. but trill not be limited to, the 
following: 

•• Nece .... ry f.cfl1ti .. between the C\lstomel'" .nd th. Compln), to Pl"OVide Not~ce of 
Inter"uption. 

b. Equipment to pctmit ,..mot. monitoring of tho cu.tome,.'. 10ed. 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED INTERRUPTIBLE RATES 

I .6-A (Cont 'd.) 

INTERRUPTIBLE -
TEN-MINUTE NOTIFICATION 

1%. Contractll: A contract f& required for ,e!'Vice under tMIl $chedule. Ou""no the infdal 
year of MMe. the C\I~<:;Oft\eI' Ny tel"minate ,e",,1ce under thh .ch.cSul. upon not , .... then 30 da)'~ 
""ittet'l notic. to tl'l4r ~.ny_ Aft.,. the initi.l '1 •• " not loaa th.n fivo )'o."a "","itt." notice 'Co· 
1IIOd1fy 01" terminate ~e""1ce und ... thh. ~chedulo win be required. A cu:\tomer II1II)' not obtaill 
interruptible $~rv1ce within three year. followino termination of interruptible le"""c. under th1$ 
Khedu'e. CU$tomerll ~,"",1tted by the COInpany to <t\enoe to thi. ~hedule from another interruptibl. 
ra~ achedul_ IIhel'. without further ect10n by the Company. retain the termination r.qu1rementll. if 
eny. of the prior ~hedule and any contract a~sociated therewith. 

13. Numbe .. and Duration of Inbl"rUPtion: the n\lllbel" of Periods of Intel"ruption "in not 
.xc~ 2S time. per calendar '1.411". Th. duration of the Per~ods of Interruption w1" not exc~ 300 
houl"$ POI" calendar year. 

,.... Interco""ection: Se""fc. under thfs ~hedule NY. upon approyal by the Company. include 
electric service supplied by • cOQener.tfon 01" ~l' ~er production ,ource to • 1 1n9'e customer on 
the Wille prem1 ... n provid.cS in the t.""s .nd condit1onl of • contract. 

SCHEDULE NO. 1-6-B 

INTERRUPTIBLE -
ONE-HOOR NOTIFICATION 

Special Condi tions for I-6-S ar~ the same as for 1-6-A, excep,t fo-r 
the following: 

6. Notfce of Interruption, Kotfce of Interl"uption can be 9fvon under thfs lIehedule when. "" 
tho -Comp.n)'·. jud9"'Ont. 41 .hortaoe Of .uppl)' exiatll. The Company ,h .. n notify the cu~tQlner to 
I"~uce the "";{III\II\ Demlnd 1mP<>"ed on th .. Company to the ,.,"" SeN", ee Leye'. Upon ree.ipt by a 
cust~1" of 41 Notfco of Interl"uption_ tho cust~er Ih.lt reduce the M.~1mum Cemand (mpO$~ on ~~e 
Ccllllpany to the F'1rm SO""ic. Leve' with'n one hour • 

. 7. I Period of Interruption1 A. Pt'riod of Interrupt10n h a t'me fnterval .n1ch COII'I'lonCO$ 
on. hour .ft~ Notiee of Interruption and which end. upon· notification by tho Company of the _"d 
of Period of Interr~tion. 

10. Charges for Excess Demand and Energy: See following p~e for Special 
O:mQi tion lO • 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COM~ANY 
ADO~TED INTERRUPTIBLE RATES 

SPECIAL CONCITION NO. 10 

Chargls for Excess Demand and Energy: 

For lach period of interruption during which the customer fails to interrupt 
and hence incurS Excess Demand and therefore Excess Ener~y. Excess Demand 
shAll be l\ultipHed by the appl1cable :/kW pen41ty as show .. -.H;:lcw- and the 
Exeass Ener~ shall be multiplied by the 4ppl1ca~le $/kWh penalty as shown 
below And both products shall be added to the customer's I>i"ing as otherwise 
provided in th1s schedule. 

-service Voltage 
A2211clble Penalties 

Str-J1 c:. ;0 1 tage service Yo luge 
in Excess of 50 kV • 2 ltV - 50 ltV BelOW' 2 ltV 

-mR ¢lkwb 1M(, ¢7~f. 1M( ¢/EWh 
. 
F1'rst Failure 3.26 13.932 3.4l 14.5-0S 3.52 14.958 

$Kono fail,," 6.5-3 27.863 6,.62 29.016 7.03 29.916 

3rd & Subsequent 
Failures 9.79 41.795 10.22 43.524 10.55· 44.674 

Sacond. third .nd subsequent fl11ures ara Glnnld " periods of interruption' 
during which tht customer incurs Excess Demand within twelve months of the 
f1rst failure to interrupt. 
Aftar twe've consecutivt months of service on thi& schedule without recorded 
Excess Oem4nd or Energy the chArge for Exce~$ Demond and Excess Energy wi" 
re~c'. to the charges for the first foi'ure to· interrupt • 
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SCHEDULE I-6-B 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED INTERRUPTIBLE RATES 

SPECIAL CONDITION NO. 10 

Charges for Excess Demand and Energy: 

For each period of interruption during which the c~tomer fa~l$ to ~nterrupt 
and hence incurs Excess Demand and therefore Excess Ener~)'. Excess DemAnd 
shall be multiplied by the appl1cable :/kW penAlty os sho'tm "",low- And the 
Excesl Energy sho" be multiplied by the ~pp"cable $/kWh p8na'~ as shown 
below lnd bOth products shall be odded to the customer's bfl'1ng as otherw15e 
provided in this schedule. 

W!irvica Voltage 
A22l1cable Penaltios 

seY"Vfca Volti~t .. servfce Voltage 
1r. Excess of 50 kV • 2 leV W 50 leV BelOW' 2 kV 

l& ¢7JCwh 1lli: §l~ti 1m SZkWb 

• ~irst Failure 2.86 12.204 2.98 12.709 3.08 13.103 

• 

Sctconc1 Fall un 5.72 24.408 5 .. 97 25.417 6.16 26.206 

3rd 1 Sub~.qu.nt 
Failures 8 .. 57 36 .. 611 8 .. 95 38.126 9.24 39.309 

Second, third Ind sub~,quont fAl1ures. aN ciefineci os period, of interruption' 
during wh~eh tht eu~tcmer 1ncur$ Excess Demand within twelve months of the 
first rl1lure to interrupt. 
After twelve consecutive months of servi" on thi$ 5chedu'e without r.corde~ 
Excess Demand or Energy the charge for Excess Demond and Excess Energy .rt', 
recycle to the charges for the first fa1lure to, interrupt • 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED STANDB~ RATES 

Applicabl. t~ cUltom.rl t.kfnO ~.rv.co under a regular .erv{cI rat •• ch.dul •• nd Rh.r. I part or 
.11 of the .lectric.' r.qufr..-nt' 0' t~ CUltom.r can be lupplfed fro- • c~.n.rat1on or ~" ~r 
prodl.M."'t~"'1 IOU reI which .... ta the critlri. for Qua11f;1inO F.ciHty II clef11'1ed 1,11'10"" 18 Cf'R. Ch';ltor 
'. Plrt r.J2, I~Plrt 8 of the Feder.' Enervy Requ1atory Cc-1 .. 1 on (FERC) reoul.t10nl.. TM coqon.r,
tion or .... 11 power production lOurCI .. y b. connected fOl": (" p.r.".' .rltion witrl trll "1"'II1c:e 
of tho Coap.nn or e:Zl flot.t.d opel"at~ on "i th lur,db), or b"oalr.(lown ,.rvf c. pI"O'Ii cled tI)' the CCllp.n)' 
by nllnl of I double-throw ,,,itch. Thf. IChedule f. "'0 Ippl1Clbl. to '~ftdby 0" br.akdown ,erviC, 
Mh.ro the ,ntiro electric,' requirement, on tho cu'tomer', premi." .r. not I"eoularly ,uppl1ed by ~I 
Cc.pany ,nc! trI. Olnerlt1on •• rvinv 1;tI. CUltOlWlr is C', not • 0",H1'11n9 F'4JCfl1t)' •• nd (2) not fn 
par.n.l wfth the "Nice of the CaRlp.ny. 

T£RRI TORV 

S'I"'Vic. Vol tag. 

Al' kW of atlndby dClllllnd, per kW Below :% kV 
An kW of lUMby d.arod. f"JI" kW Z kV to SO kY' 
An I'" of .~ndtly dONnd,. per kW A!)0 .... 50 kV 

AppHcAbl. Scl'\ed",l. OIer .. o. tto be ~ded ~o Standtly ~,. ... ): 

P." "-te,. P.,. Month 

$2.70 
S2.OO 
$0.25 

Tho d ... nd ch.r;_ on Schedul. NOI. CS"l 01" PA"l. 01" trI. Non .. T1M R.lated 
D-tId Char-;n dn1c;nated in the I'IOl"INlly IppHcab'te I"l9u1lr •• rvic. rate achodul., "".11 ~ 
app'.1ed to en kW of ".~111\+,1M O_"d 11'1 ttl. CU":"lne IIIOntl\ , ••• SeaMStly D ... nct ~ . . 

A" oer .. r c:h.rg .. 1nell.ldfnQ "fnflNll enl1nq O .. nd char'll'$ Ind 
p,.oviaiOf\& of the IpI>H~bT. r~"I" Mme. r.U Id'\.o",l, d •• 1gnat.o in tho Gener.tfon Agree
Mnt or ttl. Contr.ct for E'1ectric Serv1c:. ah.l1 apply_ 

SPECIAL CONOITICNS 

1. Contract: A Contract 1& required fOl" Mrv1c. unCer thh achodulo. 

2.. C.nor.tfon Al;roement: A Cenor,t10n AgrMftlent .ftrl et. c",.tQMr lI'Ial1 be I".qu1reod fot' 
.. ,...,fel und.,. ttlh &Chedu1. ""'.r. the coq.nerltion or 1N11 power production lOurc. fa conM'C1:.d 1'0t' 
per.n., oPO"a~1on .ftrl the .. rv1e. of the CoIIIp.n)'. 

3. Standby o.n.ncI: Th. , ..... , of .tandby d .... nd ,han be Nt forth in th. Gener.tion Agl" ... nt 
or Contract for Electrfc Servic.. The , ..... 1 of at.ndby demand aha" I>t d.tel'lllfned by the eo..p.ny 
and ah." be tho 10l'I'0'' of (., tho na.plato cap.cfty of the C\I,tOMr'a gene,.ating facility. 0,. (bl 
trI. COIIf>Iny'~ eat1 .. te of the cUlt!:.,.', peak d.-nd. 

Tho Cca~ny r ... rv •• the rigl'lt to tnltaTl,. .t tho C\Aat..;llOI"·, 'lII.~n •••• d __ nd _ter to _uunt 
the CI.Ilto.l"'& d ... nd.. T~ Mgheat recon:led deNncr ah.ll be uaod to deUNine the cuatoMr·, 1...,.1 
of atlnclby delMftd .. 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 

ADOPTED STANDBY RATES 

SCHEDULE S (Cont'd.) 
SPECIAl. C:ONOITI~S (C<lntinued) 

(Continued) 

~_ Al"Io.oef'IC:e for M.int.".ncer Aftitt'". cu,tOller !'I.~ received service under tMa achedule fo,. • 
pet"iocS oi" ~1A lIOII~s. the .dded d-.nd C""ated by scheduled lIIa1ntenance O\!tAO" of the oone .. at1no 
facility will be ignored for \XIr-pos •• of dotenn1n1no ~o first b10ck deund 01'1 SChedu'. N~. cs-:z or 
PA-2. Of" the Time Related Component of the dem.nd Cl'la .. oe. unde .. the app11cabl. regular servic. rate 
schedule. in IIIOnths acceptable to the Company upon "dvance notice and .ubJect to· prevail1no syatem 
pe.k conditiona, subj.ct to the condition. Itat"d h.r.in. Such conditions ar. that cuatom"r schedule 
.nd perlOI"'lll .. 1nteNnco in accordanc. ,,1th the "Ivanc .. notice. outaO. du r"t1on •• nd outaoo frequency 
requ1rell8flu Nt fol"ttl in the CAneratio" "Or""*'t, and fo"()11111~ the period of loCI'Ieduled 
lU1ntenance. cuatQlller ahowa. to the wthfaction of lttIe CoMpany. wh4It part of the recorded tIIIIxil111.1!1 
dtllUnd utilized fo" b1"1nO ·In any of tho IIIOnthl " .. added dCIIMnd due to outaoe for IUCh SCheduled 
N1ntenanc •• Thh cor.d1t1on '1. applicable for one continuous <MoItag. per yea,. of up. to- 30 consecut1ve 
day •• 

Th. Company Ny, at 1tl option. requ1,.. that the C\lato-te,. def.r scheduled .. 1nton4nco. If 
aeheduled N1nten.nco 11 41.1'41,. .. 0<1. the COIIpany wi" a110N an outaoe for ma1nt.nance at a lilt ... cSa~e 
"ith allowance for .. int.na"'l:e in accordance herewith. Notice of such def",.r.'. ff requ1rod. ~." 
be prov1cSed to tho cu:atOlMr "ot 1 ... than 60 dey~ pt"io,. to custQlne,.'s actI.cSuTeeS ouetge dat~ •• xc~~ 
in the ... ent of ..... f"9ency. The Allowanco fo,. Maintenance appl1es only to C\I~tOllle"S Mrvoc:! on 
ScI'Iedule No •• CS"2. PA-2. Of' a rate aehedule wI'Ifd'l !'In a Tillie R.l.teeS CClftpo",ent witf'\11'1 the cSeNncS 
cNrge. 

5. Exceu £1'101"0)': Fo~ pa,.a"el cOI'Inec:t1ona. the cu:atClfte,. l114y sen pow.r to ttle Canpany unde" 
the 1:0I"I1II of the eene,.a1:1 on "~r ... nt. 

6. On-peak ~te Limiter: '!be lTOnthly bill under the .customerts regular schedule, 
excluding the l?IJblic Utili ties COmmission Reimbllrsement Fee, surcharges or 
facili ties charges, shzUJ. be reduced if necessary, so that the average rate during 
the on-peak period in ZL sumner lTOnth does not exceed 52.051 cents per kh"h for 
service metered Mel delivered at voltages exceeding SO kV, 64.'27 cents per k'i-lb for 
service metered and delivered at voltages from 2 kV thru 50 kvand 65.367 cents 
per kWh for service metered and delivered at voltages belOW' 2kV • 

.. "" - . 
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SOJTHERlI CALl'ORNtA mISCH' tc:f!IPAHY 
AI)OPTEI> REAL TIME P1tICINC RATES 

Hour 
tl'lct(ng Q: 
......... 
'requency: 

1AM 
2 
:5 
4 

~ 

6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 Noon 
1 PM 
2 
:5 
4 
5 
6 
1 
a 
9 
10 

" 12 Mfdl'lfght 

I!xtr~~y Hot 
$loII'II\er IJHkclly 
............... 

6 days 

SCHEOULE RTP' 
O~ILY PRICE. SCENARIOS 

Very HOt 

$loII'II\er IJeekday 
.. ............... 

9 daya 

s.03966/klJh s.03913/k'oln 
.03908 .03867 

'.03863 .03832 
.038S1 .03827 
.038S0 .03830 
.039S1 .03912 
.05156 .05112 
.0522'1 .05200 
.05444 .05431 
.06031 .0sa45 
.33530 .1'393 
.66650 .14914 

1.0ZS16 .23940 
1.7319& .76842 
2.70000 1.11025 
1.9'1~ .97893 
1.53898 .48523 
1.20882 .20621 

.972M .19810 
'.130Tl .2247l> 

.16306 .08310 

.05336 .05320 

.05230 .OS1W 

.05158 .0509$ 

Hot 
$l,IIIner IJeekday 
. ...... -- ...... --

13 daY" 

$.O:s83:s/k\Ih 
.03798 
.om~ 

.03T78 

.Olm 

.03824 

.05m 

.05436-

.05504 

.05179 

.06&1 

.07407 

.097'12 

.20069 

.35410 

.18222 

.0U04 

.06216 

.07409 

.07141 

.05512 

.05559 

.05429' 

.05265 

SUllMr 
IJeekday 

69 days 

$.038Oa/k\Jh 
.03m 
.O:sao1 
.03793 
.03791 
.03aS1 
.OS1'6 
.05~'4 

.05462' 

.05741 

.06324 

.0S833 

.06347 

.08722 
~Q9I.79 

.07'55·' 

.05542 

.0S34'5 

.05607 

.05595· 

.05569 

.05246. 

.0520' 

.05096 
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HO\.II" 

Ending ;): 
.. -....... 
, 1"eqI.Ienc:y: 

1AM 
2 
1 
4 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

" 12 Noon 
1 PM 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

" 12 Midnigt'lt 

APPENDIX I 
Peg. 20 

SOUTHERN CA~I'ORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPT£]) REA~ TIME PIUCIN~ RATES 

SCHEDULE RTP" 

DAI~Y PRICE SCENARIOS 

Spring/Fell High Cost 
Weekday \Ii nt.,. \Ieekday 

...... --...... 
54 days 18 days 

S.03893/k\l1'\ S.03875/k'o11'1 
.03871 .O~ 

.03867 .03854 

.03860. .03854 

.03858 .03810 

.03892 .04015 

.06165 .05129 

.06408 .06147 

.06270 .08675 

.07528 • "669 

.08847 .10413 

.07627 .0719S 

.07418 .06459 

.08203 .06155 

.07863 .05599 

.06291 .05402 

.05921 .05982 

.05623 .08977 

.05492 .18081 

.05448 .08507 

.05~ .05852 

.06589 .05412 

.05952 .05513 

.05399 .05425 

\Ifnt ... 
Weekday 

83 days 

S.03931/kWII 
.0391~ 

.03910 

.03910 

.03922 

.04049 

.05595 

.06513 

.06958 

.0'7384 

.07656 

.. 06l48 

.06275 

.06387 

.05962 

.05700 

.06651 

.07698 

.08520 

.06860 

.06191 

.05986 

.06046 

.~7'6 
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sourHERN CA~IFORNIA EDISON· COHP~Y 
ADOPTED REA~ TIME IIRICINt; RATES 

Hour 

Enclfl'lll Q: 
•........ 
Frequency: 

1~ 

2 
:s. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 Noon 
1PM 
2 
;$ 

4 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

" 

SCHEDUI.E Rrl' 
DAILY PIUCf SCENI\ItIOS 

WEflCENDS 

weeke!'ld 

66 days 

S.03839/k'.lh 
.0:s833 
.03819 
_03816 
.03810 
.03816 
.04933 
.04991 
.05161 
.05215 
.05198 
.05200 
.051"" 
.051"" 
.05182 
.05208 
.05223 
.05229 
.05244 
.05259 
.05254 
.050110 
.051" 

'2 MfdnfOht .04917 

Hfgh Coat 
Weekoncl 

47 days 

S.03930/k'oltl 
.03913 
.0390~ 

.03908 

.03910 

.03942 

.05598 

.05635 

.05628 

.05608 

.05502 

.05330 

.05280 

.05652 

.05737 

.05715 

.05840 

.06174 

.06057 

.05749 

.05748 

.05510 

.05299 

.05092 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
AOOPTED LARGE POHER RA'l'ES 

Schedule NO. TOU-8-cR-l 

CENERAL S£RVI ct - LARa: CONTRACT RATE , - --
rNOD4ENTAL SALES -

~LtCl.BtLI'TY 

Applicable to general service, fncludinq l1ghting and ~r. for 'any customer whose demend has 
exceeded 500 kW fn at 'Tont threo of the p,ut 12 months, and 1'or 'IItIcm recorded demands a,.. avanab'Te 
for the PU1! 12 IIIOnth .. 

TERRITORY 

'Withi" the entire to,.,.1tol")' served. 

~ 

Specific formulas lind procedures 1'or calculat1nq the applicablo monthly and IInnual Fixed Char~e • 
Energy o-..r90, and OeNnCl OIa,.ge s/'laTT be aet forth 11'1 • Standard Cont"act Form on 1'no ""t.., 
,nd 'PPl"OYe(I by the COI'IIftisa1'on. 

The fol1~n~ charges shaTl ,pply: 

Fixed Charger Th. Fixed Chllrge set forth in the Standard Contract Form sh.ll be the d~1'1'e"enc~ 
S~~ est1mrted IInnuII' revenue unde" Schedul. No. TOU-a, 0,. .ny ,..te op1!ion unde,. 'IItIich the 
custome,. h grovided ~rv1ce. and estimrted IInnuaT revetnue under the Oem.nd Ch.rges and Ener~ 
Chal"ges prMded fo,. 1n thh Schedulo. The Fbed Cha,.ge is calculated using Bas. Per'foe .ner~ 
and demand bnHnO determi"anu and h adjusted IInnuany '1'0,. forecut 1n1'ht1on frQIII the s.,se 
Perl Od. eue Peri ocr ene,.gy and dOlMnd 1>1111nO determi nants .ha11 be def1 ned by the COInOany 
using '2 repl"esentlltivo montl'l& 01' recorded consumption; this 1% IIIOnths' consumption sha" be 
derivecl 1'rom the cu:,\t.Qme,.·s I'ecordecl con:.umpt1on for the put 2~ months. 

C-.nd Ch.rge: The Oemal'ld Charge set forth in the Standa,.d Cont,.act Fo"," sha" be the ~osted 
xvo,aea eo~t. Capacity p,.1ces in doll a,.:. pe,. kW/month. including 111'1e 10:ls Idju:.tments by 
time-of-day and Ha:iOn. plus S'T.oo per sull'lner on-peak .k' pet,. month fol" Col'ltl"ib~'fon to Fixed 
Cos'b.. 

Energy O'Iarqe: The Ener~ Char~e set forth in the StIIl'ldard Contract Form shll" be the Poste(! 
bua~erl1 Avofded Cost Ene"~ Pl"ices in cenu pe,. kWh. incTudfn9 111'1e Ton «Ijustillents

p 
1'11,1, 

2.0 cents pe" k~ for Contl"ibut'fon to F'i'xed Coats. 
, 

Added FllciHt'fn Charge: Any facfT1t1es required to- be inluned '11t11Ch, in the opinion 01' the 
comp.al'lY, ere to ICcOlllllodlte expanded electriC MMee pl"ovfded under this rato ~he<lul. shan 
be Added FaciHties. Ch.r90s. to""s., and condftfons 'ror auch added f.cilities shan be in 
aC:CO,.danc. wfth RuT. No. 2.H. 

SPEcr At COHOrT! ONS 

'.' Contract: A. fiv.-year contract h roqll'fred for MMC. unde,. thb Sch.dul.. Service ""', 
not be provided on thb achtlduTe in eXCess of for..,. y.ers UnTO:l5 fllUtuaT1y ao~ ~ b:f both Edison 
ancr the custolllttl". Tn addition, Iny CQnt,..ct foro .ervice und.,. this schedule """ not become 
effecti..,. until the contract hn been agpl"OYed by the C(IIIIft1uiOt\. 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED AGRICULTURAL RATES 

CUSTOMER /'IEm DEMAND CHARGE 
CHARGE CHARGE (SlKW OR HPl 

lJ/I'IONTHl (S/I'IONTH) . SUMER IIINT£R 

ENERGY CHARGE 
(SlKWHl 

TIER 1 TIER 2 
.. : ....... 11'.:._"' ....... :- .... ---:· ........ III.~_: 

'20.00 S7 .1S S1.1~ • 0.08298 0.OS012 , PAm, -------------_ .. : ..... . .. .. l1li .. !._~ ___________ •• _n_._ .. _._ .. ___ .. _._. __ : __ ....... _. 

IIINTER 
:-,-""-------- zllIIlIII ............... ! _____ :_ .•••••..• :, ________________ : 

: PA-l S10.00 '1 .. 00 $1.00 0.07924 0.07924 _____ •• _._ •• _._ •• ________ .. _lia:_ •• _._ •• _._111l1li_ .. __ :_. ___ _ 
••• -:-............ :.. .II'II'IIIW .. "' ..... _ .. ""111"'" .: 

: TCU-PA-l 

ON-PEAK 
OFF-PEAK 

S10.00 

-----------_._._ •• _.:- :-~~:' •• 111 •••••• 1111 ••• 

ON-PE~K 
OFF-PEAK 

'21.00 
$l.50 il 

'2.75 

121.00 
'l.50 •: 

,------------_ .. _._._&l1li-:-.. _-._~_~ _______________ : ____ . ____ . 
: TOU-ALMP-2 

ON-PEAK 
,OFF-PEAK 

'10.00 

'--• 

_________________________ ... :_n ___ •• ___ • _____ ... __ _ 

: TOU-PA «ZS KW) 

ON-PEAK 
/'lID-PEAK 
OFF-PEAK 
CONNECTED HP 

SlO.OO $4.00 

'1.00 
-------------------------:~.. :~ .:~.~-------------.. 

: TOU-PA-l (<35 KWl -SP~IT WEEK 'lO.OO $4.00 

ON-PEAK 
"ID-PEAK 
OFF-PEAK 
alNHECTED HP '1.00 

---------------------------.. -~:---------- ----------t-----------------: TOU-PA-4 (35 KWl -REDUCED PEAK HOU~ s~o_oo '6.00 

• , 
ON-PEAK 
"ID-PEAK 
OFF-PEAK 
CONNECTED HP $1 .. 00 

________________________ :. .. •• 1I1II'1IF ___ : ___ • _____ _ 

il A chir;f of 121.00 il lpplird to tht ;irlt 0 kw or ltSI of on-pelK billinO dr.ind. 
h;lli"" ~.~~~~ ,~ a~~ •••• " ~ ~hlr". nt S3.50 ~.r ~N. 

0 .. 08859 
0.0546l 0.06765 

--: 

O.ll02l 
0.59972 0.06454 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED AGRICULTURAL RATES 

CUSTOMER /!Em DEMAND CHARSE 
CH~RGE CHARSE (S/KW OR HP) 

($IHONT~) ($/MONTH) SUMMER WINTER 

ENERSY CHARSE 
(,/KWH) 

SUHHER WINTER 
MM •• : .: .... ... .. -:' ..---_. 

: TOU-PA 1)35 KII) SZO.OO $0 .. 00 

ON-PEAK $6.00 0.10760 
HID-PEAK 0.08708 0.097B~ 
OFF-PEAK 0.05012 0.05012 
NON-TIME RELATED DEMAND CHARGE Sl.lS '1 .. 15 -

~"'''''II ••• . .. - :---
: TOU-PA-Z I)~ !<WI -SPLIT WEEK ,~O.OO $6.00 .. , 

ON-PEAK 10.00 0.12031 
HID-PEAK 0.09136 O.109~B 
OFF-PEAK 0.05012 0.05012 
NON-TIME RElATED D~AND Sl.lS $1.15 

".~::aI" .... :zI_: 
: TOU-PA-4 ()35 KII) -REDUCED PEAK HOUR .~O.OO '6.1)0 

• ON-PEAK '6.00 0.11936 
, MID-PEAK 0.088Sl O.Oqq~ 

OFF-PEAK 0.0501.2 0.05012 
NON-TIME RELATED DEMAND CHARGE $1 .. 1S Sl.lS 

.. -: ... - .: --~""-:'- ---r 
: TOU-PA-S (>~ KWl -MINIMUM BIll bl 'ZO.OO $6.1)0 

ON-PEAK 1e.00 0.112~1 

'lID-PEAK - 0.09089 0.10211 
OFF-PEAK 0.05012 0.05012 
NON-TIME RElATED D~AND CHARGE 11.15 $1.15 

~--~~ ... : ". 
: TOU-PA-SOP -SUPER OFF-PEAK S~.OO '6.00 

ON-PEAK '33 .. 00 0.08219 
OFF-PEAK 0 •. 05969 0.06140 
SU~ER OFF-PEAK 0.03512 0.0~12 
NON-TIME RElATED DEMAND CHARGE Sl.tS $1.15 

".:. •. ! _: ••• "_:1& _______ !"Iia:zl 

CHANGES TO SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

PA-l: 

• 
S. Off-PeiK Credit: The lonthlv service chirQ' will be r.duced bv in off-pelK credit of $O.~ plr horsepower of 

connlcted lOid. C~stolers 1~5t iQrte to ptrlit thl COlpiny to instill, it custollr ,xp.ns" In iutelitic 
utility-controll,d lOid discDnnectino device desioned to pr.vent the lervic. ;rol bRin; .n,rQiztd durin; th, 
r.~II.r on-pRiK hours of 12:00 - 6:00 P", "ondlY throu;h FridiY. Servici under this provision will be required tor 
• linilul of enf ve.r. 

,. , 

,. 
w.' 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED AGRICULTURAL RATES 

CHANGES TO SPECIAL CONDITIONS (CONTINUED): 

PA-21 
Add Specill Condition is follows: 

Dff-P'ik Credit: The non-coincident de.ind or linilul delind chirQI will be reduced by in off-peik credit of $O.~O 
per kw. Custol,rs lUSt ~Qree to perlit the Co.piny to instill, it custoler ,xpense, in iutol~tic utility
controll.d lo.d disconnectino devict desiGned to· prevent the service fro I bein; tntroized durinQ the SUller 
on-peik hours of 12:00 - 0:00 PM, MandiY thrauoh FridiY. Service under this provision Mill be required for i 
linilul of on. ye.r. 

SCHEDW'£ CHANGES: 

• 

• 

1. PA-1 .nd .11 connected laid schtdul,s Mhtr. Rite A is .pplicib1el This schedule is .pplic.ble to iccaunts hivinQ i 
tot.l conntCt,d laid of less th.n l5 hp. 

2. P~-2 lnd .11 d~.~nd I.t.rtd sch.dule: whir. Rlt. i is ippliciblt: This schedule is ipplicible to· lccounts h~YinQ 
~ hp or lor, of totll connected laid or ~ KM or lore of I.xilun de •• nd. This schedule'!, subject to leter 
ivlil.bility. 

3. NEW SCHEDULES: 
A. TOU-PA: R.t~ A - connected lo.d, Rite B - del.nd Ittered. 
B. TOU-PA-3 (3 D.y On-Pe.k R.t.): Rite A - cenn.ct.d leid, R.te B - d.l.nd Itt.r.d • 
C. TOU-PA-4 CR~duced On-Pe.k Heurs R.t,)f R.t. A - connected lo.d, Rite B - del.nd lit.r.d. 
D. TOU-PA-~ 'Minilu, Bill ~tr): delind Ilt.r,d. 
E. TOU-PA-SOP (SuP,r Off-P •• k R~tt)1 d.llnd I.tered (S,e P'Qi 7 ef thi, IPPRndix for TOU-PA-SOP 

til .. cf-u't period,). 
4. PA-1-P6r closed Jlnulry 1. 198B. 
~. TOU-PA-l: cle,td J.n~.ry 1. 198~. 
6. TOU-AL"P-l: te b, superstd.d by TOU-PA. 
7. TOU-ALMP-2: clo,fd Jinu.ry 1, 198B. 
B. OTHER SCHEDULES: 

A. AP-l: CAqri=ulturil .nd PUlpinQ - Int.rruptibl.) •• s tst.blish.d by Advi=. Lett.r 7~7-E, ~fl=tiv' 10/28/87. 
S.t ipplic~bility ind rit, cr.dit beleM. 

APPLICABIL!TY: 
Appliclble to cu,tel.rs .ith • I •• ,ured d.l.nd of ~O k. or Qrllt.r, with. connect.d lo.d 0; ~O hersepoMfr 

er Qr'It,r .ho Ire serv,d und.r .n AQricultur.l .nd PUlpin; r.t. ,ch.dule,. Ind who .lect to provide 
int.rruptibl, lo.d iutol.tic.lly. HOMev.r, this Ichedu1t is not Ipplic.ble to custoler, r.ceivinQ th. Off-P,.k 
Credit provid.d by Sp.ci.l Conditien Ne. ~ of Sch.dul. PA-l or calp.rlbl. speci.l condition ef Schtdul. PA-2, or 
to custol.r, s.rv.d under plrlll.l oener.tion or Ixp.rilent.l r.t. schedules.. Servict under this schedule is 
lubjlct to th •• viil.bility of , centrel d.vic •• nd I.y nat be iv.il.bIe in c,rt'in .r.iS of Edisen', s.rvice 
territory where cel.unic.tien siQn.1inQ 'quip lint h.s not btln inst.lled er s1;n.1 strenGth is inldeq~.tt to 
.ctiVlt. or d"ctiv.tl inttrruptien. 

RATESf 
Th. ntt billing .. aunt deterlin.d under the .pplicibl., reoulir r.t. schedule will b. cr.dittd $O.Ol~ plr 

kwh plr lanth. • 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED AGRICULTURAL RATES 

ADOPTe~-TIME-OF-OSE PERIODS 
ScheduT c No. TOU-P" 

,Tfmc ~l"f04:.' "I"~ deffned u foHows: 

On-Peak: 'Noon to 6:00 p.m. ~vmmOI" weekday:. exce~t hoTiday:. 

Hfd-Peak: 8:00 a.m. to noon and 6:00 p.m. to "!OO p.m. :.ummOr" weekday:. except 
hoHd&~ , 
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. w1ntel" weekday:. except ho'ida~ 

Off-Peak: An othol" 1"10\11":'.' 

Ho1id'~y:. are New Yeal"':' Day (Janual"Y ,,~ 'itnhin9ton ':. Birt~day (tl'" rd Mond"y 
in ~ebr"u,,~). ~emOr"i.l Oay <1,,~t MO~day in May). Independence Day (July 4)~ 
Labor" Oay (fil"$t Mond~y in Sept~ber). Vetel"an:. Oay (November ",. T~ank:.-
91vfng Oay (1' 01,1 r" ttl T~ul"$day in Novembel").. and CI'Il"htmu (Oecemb~r" :5l. 

When any hOHday lhted above fal1:. on Sunday. the fo"0'1¥'f"9 Monday will be rI!!C09!"1~%ed 
n an off~peok per"foC. No cl"!ange wnl be m~de 1'01" l'IoHday:. hlHn9 on Saturday. 

T~ ~UlllTlel" :.e4:.on :.~,," CO!mIence at 12:00 a.m. on the fil"~t Sunday 'in June lInd 
, continue until 12:00 a.m. of tl'lo fir:.t Sunday in October" of e"c~ year. Tl'lo wintel" 

:.enon ':.l'Ia11 c~ence at U:OO a.m. on t~o fir",t Sunday in Octobel" of eac~ ye,,1" lInd 
contfnue untfl '2:00 a.m. of tl'le fir":.t Sunday in June of tl'le l' 01 1 O'I¥i ng year". 

, Under ":hi~ ,el'leduie the Cu:.o:.CI!'1el" ,1'1"" 'elect. 01'1 " one-time bui:... one of the fOl'O'I¥in9 
Summel" On-Peak weekday oPtion~: 

Optfon 1: Mond~y~ Tue~day. ~nd Wedne:.d~y ~I"e On~Pe~k weekday,; 

Optfon:~ Wedne~day~ Thu~~d~y. lInd ~I"id"y are On-Pea~ weekday:.. 

'T~ Company. in ol"der to main':afn " b4,,,nce between t~e numbel" o~ cu~tomer"~ 01'1 Opt,on , 01" 
Option 2, may tempo~~ri'y elo~e eithel" Option to now c:u~tomel"~. 

The Time Pe~fod~ al"e defined ,,~ fo"ow:.: 

Optfon ,: 

On-Peak: Mond~y. Tu~~d"y. Wednesday. Noon to 6:00 p.m. summe~ weekd~ys., except 
l'IoHd~y, .. 

Mid-Pe"k: Tl'lul"sday and rl"id"y. Noon to 6:00 p.m. ~ummel" w('el(d"ys~ except hond"y~ and 
8:00 ~.m. 0:.0 Noon and 6:00 p.m .. to ":00 p.m .. summer" weekdays .. except 
hOHdhy:.; 
8~OO a.m. to ':00 p.m .. winter weekdays" except hOlidays. 

Off-Peak: "', other" houl"s. 

Optfon 2: 

On-Peak: Wedne~day. Tl'lursd"y. ~r1 d">,, Noon to 6:00 p .. m. :'UlI'rI\er weekd"Y$. e"'ce'l't. 
holfdays. 

Mf e-Pe~k: Monday ~nd Tue~d"y. Noon to 6:00 p.m. summer' weekdays,. except l'Iot~ d"y~ and 
8:00 a.m. to Noon and 6 ~OO !:l.m.. to' n :00 p~,"~ 5UrMIe~ woeei(ea~s~ ex~eot 
hol1day,; 8:00 a .. m. to 9:00 p.m •. winter weekd~ys .. except hOtid"!"~. 

Off-?e~k: A" other 1'101,11":'. 

Holid"y~ are N~ Ye"r"-, Oay (J~nu"l"y 1)~ Wasl'lin9,:on-~ Bfl"':l"!d~y (tl'l;r(\ ~ond"y 
in rebl"uary), Memorial Oay (1nt Mond"y in May). Independenc(' O,,~ (JU':-- 4). 
Labol" Oay (1'11":''; Mondav in SePtem~el"). Vetel"4nS Day (NovemOe,. 'i', Tl'llIn~:.
gfvfng Oay (fourtl"l Thu"Sdll)' in NOveml)e~),. and CI'Irhtl'nu (OecemOer :~). 

When "ny ~o'hj"y lhted "bove ""'1$ on Sund"y. tl'le 1'oT10'1¥1nQ Mond"y wi" be reeocni:ea 
n an off-j)ellk' pet"iod. No change wil' be m"de fof' hondays .,.,,'in; 01'1 Sa,;ur;~~. 

The ~ulllTler senon sl'l"" c~nce at '2:00 a.m. on tI'Ie f1'"~t Sunday in June and 
continue \,Intn i2:.00 a.!II. 01' t~e fil":.t Sunday in Oetobel" of ('"cl'l ye"r. Th~ winter 
se,,~on ,h~" C:OrMIenc:e at '::00 a.m. on tl'lt' fi I",t Sunday in OctOOer of ('ecl"! year and 
continue untfl '2:00 a.m. of the fir"st Sunday in June of the fo11owinc: year. 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY. 

ADOPTED AGRICULTURAL RATES 
ADOPTED TIME-OF-OSE PERIODS 

Schedu' e No. TOtl-P"-c. 

~ha" $e'eet~ on a one-t~me basis. one of the fo"ow{nq . Under th{s schedu'e the CUitomer 
opt{on$ for Summer On-Peak hour~t 

Option 1: Noon to 4:00 ~.m. 
Option 2: 1:00 p.m. to ~:OO p.m. 

Option 3: 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

The Time Periods are defined as fol'ows: 

OPtion 1: 
On-Peak: Noon to 4~00 p.m. summer weekday~. e~cept ho'ida~~. 

Mid-Peak: 8:00 a.m. to Noon and 4:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m .. sumner weekdays .. toxcept 
hoHdays and 
8:00 a.m. to ~:OO p.m .. winter weekdays. except ho'ida~. 

Off-Peak: "'1 other hour~. 

Option 2: 
On-Pl~ak: ':00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~u"",er weekdays. except hoHdays .. 

Mh1-PI,ak: 8:00 a.m. to , :00 p.m. and ~:OO p.m. to 'hOO p.m. sUlmler weew.t1ays. exceot 
1'I0Hdays. and 
8:00 a.m. to ~:OO p.m. winter w~kdays. except l'IO'idays~ 

Off-Peak: ,,'1 other hours. 

Option 3: 
Oll"~eak: 2:00 p.m. to 6~00 p.m. sunvnor woekc1ays .. except hoHdays. 

Mid-Peak: 8:00 a.m. to 2~00 O.m. and 6:00 !:I.m. to ":00 p.m .. SU"'ITU~r' weekdays. exceO'; 
ho11days" and 8:00 011.11' •• to 9:00 p.m. ¥!'Inter w~kdays .. e)(ceot h01it1ays; 

Off-Pcak: A" other' hour'S. 
Ho'idays ar'e New Year's Oay (J.lluar'Y 1). Wa~hinQtoll's eir'~ht1a~ (~~irt1 ~o~t1ay 
in February). Me:Tior-i a' Oay (1011St. MOllday i II May).. I ndeoel"ldence Cay (Ju' y 10 1 .. 
~abor Cay (fir'st ~olldav ill Seotembe~). Ve~eran~ Day (Nov~:~r ~'l. ~a~~~-
01v;no Cay (fou~th niursday ill November). and Cl'\rh':llla~ (~ecerl~er :5). 

"""ell .ny 1'I0Hday H:..ted 4bove fa,h on Sunda)'. the foHowl ll9 Mo"da~ wn, be reeo~~i::ed 
n an off-peak period. No ehalloe wn, be m.de for l'Io'idayr. h'1i"~ 01'1 Sat\.:rcay. 
The SufMler' !oeason !ol'la"cOl:lme!'lce at '::00 a.m. on the firs':. SUlldav in Ju!'lto anel 
cOl'ltillue UtltO '2~OO •• m. of tne fir'!ot Sundav in Oc':.ober of each velli-. The wil"l';er 
~euoll ~h.a" COrmletlce a'; , %rOO a.m. Oil the f1 rr.t Sunday ~II OctOber of e~,=h '1oa r' ane: 
continue un,;i' '2:00 a.m. of the f{r~t Sunday 11'1 June of the fo"owin9 year. 

Schedule No .. TOU-PA-S 
Same time-of-use periods as TOO-PA. 

Schedule No. TOU-PA-SOP 
See page 7 of this Appendix for TOO periods. 

MINIMUM DEMAND CHA:RGE (For TOU-PA,TOU-J?a.-3, TOO-PA-4, .TOU-PA-S, 
and TOU-PA-SOP') 

Minimum Demand Charge: Where a contract demand is established, 
the monthly minimum demand charge shall be $1.00 per kilowatt of. 
contract demano. 
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SOU~HERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOP~ED STREET LIGHTING RATES 

CHANGES TO SPECIAL COND1XIONS 
SCHEDULE LS- 2: 

1.. SCE proposed Special Condition 2 as amended by this 
decision: 

2a. The point or points of service connection shall 
be mutually agreed upon by the Company and the 
customer. 

b. Distribution line extensions to reach a street 
light or a street light system shall be in 
accoro.an.:e with the applicable Rule No. lS, .15.1, 
or 15.2. 

2. SCE proposed Special Condition 10 as amended by this 
decision is r,~f1ected on the following page. 

3. SCE proposed Special Condition 12 (reflecting existing 
Special Condition lO) as amended by this decision: 

l2... '!he total nonthly kl-b usage for e~ch ty?e of setvice sh~ be 
colTputed app1yin.; the following \(io,"h per kW billing factors to t.""1e 
applieable lmrp load wattage ratinq. '!he kWh. shall be corr;?uted to· 
the nearest watthour. 

kWh. Per kW of L3Irq? lOad 
High 

Pressure 
Incan- . Mereury Sodiwn 
descent Va'OOr Vapor 

'l';:tPe of Service: 
All Night 

M.1l tiple Service ••••• 34S.0 
Series Servic~~ ........... 3~3 ... 7 

Midnight or Equi ~laJ.ent . 
I-tJl tiple Service ...... 174 .• 2 
Series servict~ •• ••••• 198.9 

·.34S~O 
413.4 

174.2 
208.9 

345.0 
480.4 

174.2 
·242.8 

I.rJil 
l?:ressure 

Sodium 
V'aEOr 

345 .. 0 
47S.0 

174.2 
.240.0 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
ADOPTED STREET LIGHTING RATES (Cont'd.) 

4. SCE proposed Special Condition 10 (reflecting a 
consolidation of existing Special Conditions 8 and 
9) as amended by this decision: 

The kilowatthours used to determine the Energy Charge 
Components changed for HPSV and L?SV lamps as follows: 

L~ Load fneLuclil'lg 
BaUut - IJattll M~LtfpLe Service ~wH Se~ies Service ~wK 

pe~ month pe~ lIIOI'I1:h 
Average ~ 

IJatugo InitfaL M~ltfpl. S.~;.~ A a c 0 
LI.ITIe!'I:J Service Service All-Nfght Hfd.Night All'Night M~d'Nig"'t ••.....•.....•.... --................•..... 

Incandescent L~ 
Extel"lCfod SeI"V'! co 

600 
1Cl 1000 
20Z 2500 
327 4000 
~ 6000 
690 10000 

Mercury V8!)Or 

100 
175 
250 
400 
700 

1000 

4000 
7900 

'2000 
21000 
41000 
55000 

High P~ess~re Sodium VI!)O~ 
50 4000 
70 saoo 

100 9500 
150 16000 
ZOO 22000 
250 27500 
310 37000 
400 50000 

Low Press~~e Sodium Vapor 

3S 4800 
55 ~oo 

90 13500 
1::SS 22500 
'eo 33000 

55 
103 
202 
327 
44a 
690 

131 
216 
::SO, 
474 
e03 

1135 

63 
84 

131 

182 
229 

42 18.975 
75 35.535 

161. 69.690 
248 112.815 
347 154.560 
578 238.050 

125 45.195 
207 74.5::0 
us 103.845 
445 163.530 
760 217'.035 

1070 391.575 

64 20.010 
85 28.635 

121 40.365 
174 66.585 
m 84.870 
2M 107.9M 
349 132.135 
441 167.32$ 

51 21.73S 
72 ~.98Q 

130 45.'9:1 
'8S 62.790 
2'9 79.00S 

9.581 16.53S 8.354 
17.943 29.52a 14.918 
35.1M 64.567 32.620 
56.9~ 97.~ 49.321 
7a.042 13~6'4 69.018 

120.198 227.559 "4.964 

22.820 51.675 
37.621 as.574 
5Z.4l4 117.819 
82.S'" '1l3.963 
139.~ 314.184 
197_"7 442.338 

10.104 30.746 
14.459 40.834 
20.381 58.128 
33.621 83.590 
42.853 "1.933 
54.5ZS' '36.914 
66 .. "'9 167.660 
84.487 211.856 

10.975 Z4.225 
14.633 34.200 
22.820 61.750 
31.704 a7.875 
39.892 104.025 

26.113 
43.242 
59.537 
92.961 

158.761. 
223.'23 

15.539 
20.6:SS 
29.379 
42.247 
56S'n 
69.198 
84.737 

107.075 

12.240 
17.2aO 
3'.200 
44.400 
52.560 
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GamERN C&lIFtJRNIA EDISON ~ 

_TED STRmlIGKT RAT£S 

LupTyPt 
& Sizt 

I~: 

600L ", 

800L ", 

100«. 

10000{. 

lSOOOL ", 

2SOOoI.. ", 

Totil Incm:lKCtl'lt 

All Mila 
All StI"\ 
Mid Mult 
Mid 5tI"I 
All "",U 
All Sirs 
IUd Mult 
Mid Sm. 
All Ifult ' 
~ll s.~ 
Mid Mull 
'Ud S," 
All Mla.t 
All 9tI"'I 
Mid MlLU 
'Ud Sf,., 
All Mw.t 
AU Strs 
lIid MlLlt 
IIid &n 
All Itult 
All~ 
Mid ~lt 
M111 Serr. 
All ICult 
AU StI"& 
Rid ""It 
"1': s.,.. 
All Mlllt 
All Sa"" 
Mid Millt 
.Ud s.r. 
All MIllt 
Al1~ 
Mid Mutt 
IUd StrI 

- 30 

0 0 
0 ~ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

69Z .. 
T3 z.m 
0 0 
0. 0 

182 'J:jf 
0 4,1~ 
0 0 
0 1& ga. 91~ 
0 l,OI7 
0 0 
0 0. 

43 104 
0 • 62~ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 'lJ 
0 117 
0. 0 
0. 0 
0 0 
0 0 
o· 0 
0 0. 
0 0 
0. 0 
0 0 
0 0 

1.068 2O,m 

17.6& 12.22 
.7.66 ~.83 
17.03 '1..:18 
'7.03 .... 28 

t8.~ t3.46 
'8.92 ~nJ 
17.n ta.~7 
'7.~ M.1J4 

.11.:50 16.04 
tll.~ S8.53 
'9.10 tJ.70 
'9.1& t6.J7 

'14.7&, '9.i!9 
'14.76 111.07 
'10.97 IS. so 
tIo." '7.110 
117.8:5 .1Zojl.l 
.17 .. 85 '14.08 
'12'.67 17.~ 
'1Z.67 n.:iO 
'24.15 'l8.n 
tZ4.15 t21.0! 
116.16 SI0 •. ;r4 
t16.16 t13 .. j~ 

", Rates for these'lwps are presented for illustrative purposes 
only. Actual rates will be caleulated under Special COndition 
#10 • 
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~RCJRY VAPOR: 

4000L 

12OOOC. 

21000t. 

410001.. 

Total Hm:w-y VIpO" 

~IXI 

SClffi£1W CAUFORNIA EDISON ~ 

Al)Q'Ttl) STRWUGHT RATES 

~ 31 

All Mutt 330 1,~ 
All Srrt. 6S z,72:i 
Mid "1.l1t 0 0 
Mid ~ 0 0 
JUIIMt 1,22& 2."~ 
All~ ..so 8 7~ 
Mid MIllt 0 ' 7 
Mid s.r-s 0- 0 
All MlLlt: 188 869 
All SI~ 61 1,~ 
Mid Mutt Z , U 
'lid ~ 0 61 
AlllMt 487 &.904 
AU ~ 274 13,071 
Mid "",It 0 17 
Mid Str5 0 17. 
All MI.llt 4:5 1,,752 
All~ 10 ~610 
"1d MlLlt 0 0 
Mid Set-s 0 0 
All Plult 16 159 
All s.r-. • 31~ 
Mid Mu1t 0 0 
Mid Se\"'I 0 0 

l.~ ~S21 

LOW PRESSURE SCOtt.»! ~RJ 

48OC\. AU ,.I&lt 0 91 
All s.r-s 0 ~ 
MiIS~lt 0 0 
Mid St~ 0 0 

&OOOL All Mult 109 ii,06S 
All Smo 0 l1,laB 
Mid "ult 0 116 
Mid s.., 0 l"ago 

1~ All Mult 49 126 
All St~ 0 a19 
Mid lCult 0 0 
Mid 5e!"'l 0 6 

~ All "Ult 26 ~~ All SIre 0 
IUd, Mult 0 l 
IIid'Sef"S 0 Tl 33000\.. All Mult 0 666 
AU s.rs 0 "~1 Mid ~t 0 0 
M1d s.r. 0 0 

Tolll !.PSV' 1&4 25,~ 

'9.64 14.19 
'9.M '7.:if 
t8 .. 12 t2.68 
$S.la :tt 111.81 

111.81 '10.20 S9.:n S3..90 
19.31 f7 .. J4, 

'14.0& 58.61 
.1 ... 0& .12.71 
'10.$7 t:5.1~ 
110.:57 la, 77 
.18..93 .11.11 
118.93 '17.86· 
113.43 f7.SZ 
113..43 111.69 
SZ7.~ 121.6&. 
w.~ ~7.58 
'18.2() '12.37 
118.1!6 '17.~ 
t36.18 . C30.30 
tJ6.18 137.94 
I?l.o. '17.1f. 
t23..o. 'RJ.ll 

18.41 ~42 
t8.41 ".41 
'7.68 11.70 
17.68 ".67 
18..96 12.97 
M.$ t6..28 
17.96 t2.00 
.7 .. 98 t:5.14 

'11.10 *4.19 
'11.10 ta..47 
'9.~ ~68 
'9.S9 16.40 

.12.70 ..s.5a 

.1Z.-m. 110 .. ~, 
flO. 50 tJ.41 
"10.60 17."-
.13.67 16.74 
'13.67 '11.83 
'11.42 14.09 
'11.02 18.~ 
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~IXI 

SClITlON Cfl.n:OPJUA EDISON CQI)AN'( 

ADCPTED STRttTUGHl' RATES 

PAS( 32 

TOTIl. LJ5I' INVENTORY 
n.s-l,. ,LS-2) I 

Series v. Multipl., 
Burning Sc~ul. lS-1 

HIGH PRESSlJRE SOP!!.V'I VAPOR: 

40¢01. AlllMt 28.098 873 
All s.r. 0 3,249 
Jlbel No.IU 0 0-
Mid Sirs 0 :s& 

~L All ~lt 144,S09 8,344 
All St'I"S ~ 2.9&2 
Mid Mutt 0 J9 
Mid 9t!"I 0 0 

S'".NOI.. All MuU 150 :m S,6£O 
All s.~ ' 27& ' 603 
Mid ~lt 0 109 
'Ucl~ 0 0 

1~ All MW,t 24.&08 ',186 
'Ul ScI"'S 14:5 1,~~ 
Mid Mult 48 2 
'lid ~ 0 87 
AlllMt "9,299 11,061 
An~ :!2 3,967 
Mid f4ijlt 0 45-
IUel~ 0 7 

27SOOL All Mutt 7,498 ',1"7 
All ~ 0 0 
.Ud Ml.Ilt 0 4 
/!lid ~ 0 0 

:rt000l. AU Mult 0 :l~-
All Sf", 0 0 
M1d 1W1t 0 0 
"lei SlI"$ 0 0 
AU IIlllt 1,841 5,172 
All Se~ Z 0-
Mid "ult 0 0 
'lid ~ 0 0' 

Totu II)S\J 407,726 se,~3 

TOTrL 412.200 14&,158 
TDT$l MI.l. TXPI.E stRVICf: f 

--All Ni~ht Serv1e. 
--Midnig t Sorvie. 

~,741 
SO 

14,875 
.509 

TOT;L SERIES SERVICE: 

--Midni!ht ~ic- 0 1,417 
~ll N Dht StrviC't 2,-'05 . 71,~ 

LS-l 

.7 .. 74 t2.29 
t'1A74 16.()1 
'7.07 .1 .. 6e 
t'1AO"! " .. 98 
~J5 ~.~ 
sa..3S t6.81 
17.39 '1.98 
17.39 t!!.44 
19.25 t3.83 
'9.25 18.20 
.7.89 t?.41 
'7.89 t6.25 

$11.as IS. 80 
$11.26 .10.22 
n.el fl.:57 
t9.~ '7.4a 

tl3.(lO .7.18 
$13.00 112.48 
'10.1~ 14.34 
110.15 ,tS.73 
.14.7& ta.9I!-
"4.7& 11l.87 
.11.11 ':5.30 
t11.13 1~.29 
'1l.~9 110.74 
'13. 919 116.19 
.9.$ 16.31 
19.:~ 'IO.S7 

119.~1 113.40 
119.:!i1 119.52 
113.&9 17.76 
.13.69 112.42' 
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SOJTloERN crLr.FORNIA £DI~. ~ 

~ STR£ETUEM' MTES 

'PAI'£ 33 

CustOl~ Chlrg'l 

R.at • 

• 
StroiK SrrYlct 106.7:S 
Jlultlpl. Servic:e e.~ 

Subtotll 

£nerosy Ch.~11 

0.07536 

CIIctOlOr' OI.arogK deteN1ned ~ 

All Tl"olMfo""", 
CustOirr B1111ng (1) 
Syctec Confttcti01l (1) 
Mrll'l"'ing m 

Tottl C\lstOMI" 1)1'1' 

SlI"i6 Jlultipl. 

74.:s7 0 
4.7~ 4 •. 7. 
3.17 3..17 

26.27 0.71 

1oa..~ a.sa 
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SMlERN OUFO~IA EDI~ ~ 

ADOP'IU STRE£n.ISHT T~TES 

ME 34 

High PrK,," SodiUlil 
Vapor l.u~: 

~ 
70 

100 
lSI> 
200 
c:;o 
400 
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SOOMRN C{(.IFOp)1IA EllISON-~ 

ADOPml STREnUSIiT RATES 

~ 35 

Mercury Vipor ~: 

1~ ',900 
400 21,000 

High PI'tUW"r SodiUl 
V~Lups: 

70 
100 
20() 

10Tft 

5Oell.£ NO. Cl.-1 

1,856 
&SO 

t~ 
',tlS 
la;~r 

6,250 

11.81 
18.93 

I 

a.3S 
,.~ 

1l.oo 

1.11 
1.11 

, 1 .. 11 
1.11 
1.11 

10.70 
17.~ 
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Fci1Uin Cost 
81l11~ 
S~tlll Connrction 
blM;l 
~inte~l'IC. (~l"Il1> 
~blt .nd Photo ~ll 

~IXI 

5am£RN CALIFORNIR EDI~ ~. 

AOOPT£D STRf:ETl..IGHT RATES 

PIlE 36 

:5.25000 0..00000 0.01> 
0.1~ O.1S5S0 0.00 
0.1B360 0.18360 0.00 
o..o\0Z70 0.00000 O.o\() 
C.SSSo. 0.00000 c.OO 

Encorvy 'DeMnd <32.341 kWh ~.Om6) 
0.00000 1 .. 81000 0.00 
~~ 2.4:mz 0.00 , 

Per I.up P"'" ,lbIth a:99I--"T"~S9~--O:I'I""W' 

(END OF APPENOIX I) 

, '. 
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APPENDIX J 
Pl&ge 1 

~;i.st of Appear~nc!:s 

Applicant: Mark L. Sutton, Richard K. Durant, Carol B. Henningson, 
Stephen E. Pickett, and )l,ames M. Lehrer, Attorneys at Law, for 

Southern california Edison Company. 

Interested Partics: Jaekson, Cole, Tufts & Black, by ~ 
lh2mpson ancl Linda Jones, Attorneys at Law, for CLECA 
(california Large Energy Consumers Association): Barbara E. 
;aarkovielJ" for california Steel Producers Group and. CLECA: 
Drazen-Brubaker, by Donald W. Schoenbeck, Paul J. Kaufman, 
Attorney at Law (Oregon), Messrs. Lindsay, Hart, Neil & Weigler, 
by Clyde E. Hir::.chfeld., Attorney at Law, and. Lindsay & Hart, by 
Michael ~ter AJ.~ntat:, Attorney at Law, for Cogenerators of 
SOuthern California: 12ill L. lSUrtZJ Jr.., Attorney at Law 
(Colorado), for Champlin Petroleum Co.: E,gward Duncan, for 
Consumers Coalition of Calif~rnia; EtDest E. ~lbe~, Attorney 
at Law, for Ricl:lard. H. Wessel ink, et al.; Roger Schwartz, Jon 
Elliott, and. Mike Florio, Attorneys at Law, and. Sylvia M. 
Si~~l, and Law Office of Kathryn Bu=kett Dickson, by Joel R. 
Singer, Attorney at Law, for Toward. Utility Rate Normalization; 
Mccracken, Byers & Martin by David ~. Bvers, Attorney at Law, 
and. Read v. Schmidt, for California City & County street Light 
Association: Morrison & Foerster, by Robe~ ~ and Jerry R. 
Bloom, Attorneys at Law (New York), for California Cogeneration 
council: William L. ~eed, Stephen A. Edwards, and Michael R. 
Weinstein, Attorneys at Law, and Barton M. Mycrson, for San 
Die90 Gas & Electric Company; Brobeck, Phle9cr & Harrison, by 
Gordon t. D~vi~, Attorney at Law, for California Manufacturers 
Assoeiation: Graham & James, by Boris L,$\kUga, Martin Mattis, 
Robert Loparcio, anc1 Jam,es V. Shepherd, Attorneys at Law, for 
california Hotel anc1 Mo'tcl Association: Harry K. Winte-t.~, for 
University of Calitorni;~; Willian-. L. Rnecht, Attorney at Law, :by 
PhiliP C. Presbe~, for \:alifornia Association of Utility 
Shareholders: D~v.id_ B • .,;~ and Roy M. Rawlin9s, Attorneys at 
Law, for Southern Calif\~rnia Gas Company: Norm~:o Fu:r:yta, 
Attorney at Law, and G. Douglas Ivins, for Fec1eral Executive 
Agencies; Gilbert Chong, Attorney at Law, for Department of the 
Navy; lom palzell, Atto:~ey at Law, for Loeal 47, International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and Local 246, Utility 
Workers Union of America: Don SalQw, for Association of 
california Water A9'encicas; S:;.even A. GeriDq~r, Attorney at Law, 
tor California Farm Burc~au Fec1eration: Bic1dle & Hamilton, by 
Richard L. Hamilton, At1:orney at Law, for Western Mol:>ilehome 
Association; J:.9hD o. ay;Lnley, by W. Walzer, for . 
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APPENDIX J 
Pa.ge 2 

Hist of ~ppearanees 

C09'encra'tion Service Bureau; Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan, by 
;Earle H. O'Donnell, Attorney at Law (Oistrict of Columbia), for 
Federal paper Board Company; DO'Wney, Bral'l.d, Seymour & Rohwer, }:)y 
fhilip ~. ~oht, Attorney at Law, for Union Carbide Corporation: 
Grueneich & Lowry, }:)y £dwin F. ~ and Oian Grueneich, 
Attorney:~ at Law, for Oepa:rtment of General Serviees, State of 
California; J:ljl11am ;a. Harevs, for JBS Energy, IX'l,eo~oratcd; 
Gary-A. ~, for El Paso Natural Gas Company: D'avJ.d R. 
run~h92~, for HI~nwood Energy Services, Inc.: RobQrt <tn~.i."M., 
Attorney at Law, for Amerian G.I. Forum, Filipino American 
Political Associa~cion; l1aureen ChyX'ch, for Barakat, Howard & 
Chamberlin; Messrs. Kronick, Moskovitz, Tiedemann & Girard, by 
~n L. ~key, Attorney at r~w, for Schools Committee to Reduce 
Utility Bills: ~dith Alpe;c, Attorney at Law, for Independent 
POt,,'er Corporation: ~ beMaan, Attorney at Law, for 
Bonneville Power Adxninistration; Downey, :Brand, Seym'our & 
Rohwer, by G.htis;toRb,er Ellison, Attorney ;,.t Law, for Mobil Oil 
Corp., Air Products & Chemical, Inc., Big ~hree Industries, 
Inc., General Motors Corp. (Oelco), and MI~tal Container Corp. of 
California; Bob WQisepmil1et, for Morse, l~ichard, wcisenmiller & 
Associates, Inc.; A. ~i:tk Mc~nzie and An1:onio Radillo, 
Attorneys at Law, for California Energy Commission;- J~uglas A· 
~, for Thermal Energy Storage Manufact'lrers'/Contractors' 
Assoeiation; W111i~m L.~~myers, for self~ Egger J.~~ters, 
Attorney at Law, for Pacific Gas and Elee1:ric company; 
J~ffrey P. Harris, for California Institute for Ener~ 
Efficiency; and BQbert Lob~e and Chris Hash, for Cal~fornia 
Citrus Mutual. 

Public Staff Oivision: Tb2maf~. COrr and ~ilip Se9~t Weismehl, 
Attorneys at LaW, Robert Fe;carq, ~alie t1aD~on, John A. Yager, 
and Da.v.ig :fuk\ltOIn~. 

(END OF APPENDIX J) 
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A. - Application 
AS - Assembly Bill 

APPENDIX K 
Page.l, . 

List of aCXonyms' 

A&G - Administrative and General 
ACW}~ - Association of California water Agencies 
AER - Annual Energy Rate 
ALJ - Administrative Law Judge 
ANPP - Arizona Nuclear Power Project 
APS - Administrative, Professional, and Supervisory 
ARA - Attrition Rate Adjustment 

BCR - Benefit Cost Ratio 
BPA - Bonneville Power Authority 

Cal-Neva - CaliforniajNevada community Action League 
CAL-SLA - California City and county Street Light Association 
CCC - california Cogeneration Council 
CEC - california Energy commission 
CKMA - California Hotel and Motel Association 
CIA - Commercial/Industrial/Agricultural 
CLECJI .• - california Large Energy ConsUlD.ers Assoeiation 
CLMAC - Conservation Load Management Adjustment Clause 
CMA - California Manufacturers Association 
Council - california Utility Research Council 
CPCN - Certificate of Public Conv,enienee and Necessity 
CPO'C - California Public U'I:.ilities Comlllission 
CSC - Coqenerators of Southern california 
CSPG - california steel Prociuee.rs Group: 
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D. - Decision 
DC - Dire·ct CUrrent 

APPENDIX K 
Page '2' 

List of Acronyms 

• 

DC Expansion - Sylmar-Pacific High Voltage Direct CUrrent Intertie 
Expansion Project 

DCF - Discounted cash Flow 
DGS - State Department of General Services 
DRt - Data Resources Incorporated 
DSM - Demand Side Management 

E&C - Commission's Evaluation and Compliance Division 
ECAC - Electric Cost Adjustment Clause 
Edison - Southern California Edison Company 
EPMC - Equal Percent of Marginal Cost 

, . 
ER 6 - Electricity Report 6 
ERAM - Electric Revenue Adjustment Clause 
ERI - Energy Reliability Index 
EOE - Expected Unserved Energy 

F,lMBE - FemalejMinority Business Enterprises 
Farm Bureau - california Farm Bureau 
FEA - Federal Executive Agencies 
FERC - Federal En.~rgy Requlatory Commission 
Four State Committee - california/ArizonajNew Mexico/Texas 

GNP - Gross National Product 
GRI - Gas Research Institute 
gwh - Gigawatt Hours 
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APPEND:tx K 
Page '3 

List of Acronyms 

I. - Order Inl:.tituting Investigation 
:tAM - Xnercmol:'ltal Analy~is Model 

IEP - Inqependent Energy Producers 
IER - Increme:n.tal Energy Rate 
ILS - Integra'ted Living Schedule 
IMAAC - Intermediate Major Additions Adjustment Clause 
Institute - Organizing Committee for the California Institute for 

Ener9Y Efficiency 

kW - Kilowatts 
kWh - Kilowatt-hour 

LADWP - Los Angeles Department o~ Water and Power 
LOLP - Loss of Load Probability 

MAAC - Major Additions Adjustment Clause 
lotOS - Minimum Distribution System 
110'0' - Memorandum of 'O'nderstanding 
lotW - Megawatts 

NOI - Notice of Intent 
NRC - NUclear Regulatory Commission 

O&M - Operations and Maintenance 
OCLO - Original Cost Less Depreciation 

Palo Verde - Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Units 
PCAM - Produetion Cost Analysis Model 
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APPENDIX K 
Page '4-

List of ),cronYltl:z 

PERC - Plant Expenditure Review Committee 
PGE - Portland General Electric Company 
PG&E - Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
PHFO - Plant Held for Future Use 
PNW - Pacific Northwest 
PP&L - Pacific Power & Light company 
i~O - Commission's Public Staff Division 
PSW - Pacific Southwest 
PO - Public Utilities Code 
PORPA - Publie Utility Regulatory Poliey Aet 

QF - Qualitied Facilities 

4It:~~ ~r:::i~::~~:~t~~~s:u~:~~:!n;inanCing 

• 

RCN - Replacement Cost New 
RO&D - Researeh demonstration and Development 
RIM - Rate Impact Test 
RO - Regulated Output 
ROE - Return on Common Equity 
RXP - Real Time Pricing 
RV - Reereational Vehicle 

SAPC - System Average Percent Change 
SCRUB - Schools Committee To Reduce Utility Bills 
SDG&E - san Diego Gas & Electric Company 
Socal - Southern california Gas Company 
SONGS - san Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Units 
SOP - Super otf Peak 
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APPENDIX K 
Page- 5 

List 2.t ).eronvm:;e 

XES - Thermal Energy storage 
TESMAC - Thermal Energy Storage Manufacturers' and Contractors' 

Association 
TFP - Total Factor ~oduetivity 
TOU - Time of Use 
TSM - Transfor.rc.er, Service Drop and Meter 
TORN - Toward Utility Rate Normalization, 

WMA - western Mobilehome Assooiation 

3-Rs - R.86-10-001 (Risk, Return, and Ratemaking) 
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Additional language for Item S, Presldent Hulett's alternate on 
the OC upqrade. After the first full Ptragraph on page 7S, to 
insert the following: . 

WWe are encouraged that Edison is using more sophisticated 
modeling techniques such as the decision tree model used in it~ 
showing here. Any model, however, is only as good as the 
assumptions upon whieh it is based. In this regard, we put all 
parties on notice that in cost-effectivenQss calculations it is 
inappropriate to use a nominal carrying charge rate, to not 
account tor seasonal differences in c~pacity values, ~nd ~o not 
recognize existing excess capacity circumstances." 
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I. . §mqpary Of Decision 

.l 
This decision orders Southern Calitornia Edison Company 

; 
(Edison) to reduce its base revenues by $57.7 mil~on or 1.0% and 
authorizes Edison to increase its major additio~ adjustment clause 
(MAAC) by $73. 7 mill~on or 1.4 percent.. These#ate changes, which 
are to become effective January 1, 1988, wil~result in an increase 
of $1.64 or 4.0% per month for a typical residential customer using 
500 kWh per month. / 

In approving the increase in M1~C rates a special 
proeedure is established to review the ~~asonableness of Edison's 
expenditures for capital projects cos~ng over $50.0 million. 
Through this proeedure Edison will b,f allow,cd to increase rates by 
an amount equal to 75% Q,f a project!s revenue requirement, subject 
to refund. / 

Additionally, a return;on common equity (ROE) of 1Z.75% 
is authorized, $91.8. million is/aclopted as a ratemaking cost cap 
for Eclison's Sylmar-Pacific Northwest intertie expansion project 
(DC Expansion), Ed..ison's elecfric Vehicle pr09%'u is not funded, 
increased funding for an expanded female/minority busir:less 

,r 

enterprises (F/MBE) proqram/is authorized, quidelines for 
evaluating' plant held tor ..future use (PHFU) are adopted and a 
procedure is created for Iitundinq Edison's hazardous waste 
management proqram. '.t'he'i signit'icant reductions in Edison's 
requested revenue requiTement are listed below~ 

/ 
! 

./ 

I 

I 
j 

.' 
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• UfTERIX OPINION 

I. ~l®~ry of Decision 

This decision orders Southern C~lifornia E son Company 
(Edison) to reduce its base revenues by $S6.0 mill' n or 1.0% and 
authorizes Edison to increase its major addition~adjustment clause 
(MAAC) by $26.0 million or 0.5%. These rate ch~ges, which are to 
become effective January 1, 1988, will result~n an increase of 
$1.64 or 4.0% per month for a 'eypical reside~ia1 customer using 
SOO kWh per month. / 

In approving the increase in MAbC rates a special 
procedure is established to review the r/asonableness of Ediso:n'S 
expenditures for capi'tal proj eots costin'g over $50.0 million. 
Through this procedur~e Edison will be;lllowed t~ increase rates by 
an amOUll:t equal to 75% ot a project'o/ revenue requirement, subject 
to retUll,d. 

• 
Additionally, a return 0 common equity (ROE) ot 12.75% 

is authorized, $91.8 million is a opted as a ratemaking cost cap 
for Edison's Sylmar-Pacific No . est intertie expansion prpject 
(DC Expansion), Edison's electric vehicle pr~ram is not funded, 
increased funding for an expan;'ed female/minority business 
enterprises (F/MBE) pr~am is authorized, guidelines for 
evaluating plant held tor ~u lure use (PHFO') are adopted and a 
procedure is created for fu ding Edison's hazardous waste 
management progr~. ~he s qnificant reductions in Edison's 
requested revenue requir ent are listed below • 

• - 2 -

) 
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Ifajgr Revenue Requix:.ement RedUsctioDS 
(Dollars in mil1igns) 

Return on Equity 
Additional Productivity 
steaJn Production Accounts: 512 & 513: 
A&G 

CUStomer Growth 
Medical 
Insurance 

NUclear Fuel 
Demand Side Management 
NUclear Production 
Distribution 
Coal Inventory 
Plant Reld tor Future Use 
CUstomer Accounts 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

// 
AIloUDt 

$- 47.6 
34.8 
16.0 

3.2 
4.3 
1.8 
9.3 
6.3 
4.3 
4.0 
1.8 
1.1 
0.5 
1,' 

$136.7 

By this decision, the C~ission continues its commitment 
to marginal cost ratemaking. Marginal energy, demand, 
distribution, and customer costi are adopted and used in the 
revenue allocation proeess. A~cUtionallY, avoided enerqy' and 
capacity costs are adopted felr use in developing prices for power 

/ 
purchased by Edison from qualifying tacilities. 

. Revenue allocati'on is ~ased on an Equal Percent of 
I 

Marginal Cost methodOl~ aixned at achieving cost-based rates, 
providing accurate price signals related to energy consumption, and 
discouraginq uneconom~ bypass ot the Edison system by customers 
with the potential t6 generate their own power. A cap on the 

.I 
revenue increases to customer classes and rate groups, however, is 

.' 
adopted tor the test year set at 5% ove: the system average 
percentage ehanqe / 'l'his cap is necessary to mi tiqate the adverse 
rate impacts t,~k(!~tain customer qroupswhich would result from 
moving to a t:ull~PMC revenue allocation ,tor 1988. 

I .' ' 
I 

/ 
I 

- 3 -
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MAjor Revenue Rleggix:eme~ Reductions 
(Dolla~ in millions) 

Return on Equity 
AdQitional ProQuctivity 
steam Production Accounts: 512 & 51l 
A&G 

customer Growth 
Medical 
Insurance 

NUclear Fuel 
Demand Side Management 
NUclear Production 
Distribution 
Coal Inventory 
Plant Held for Future Use 
CUstomer Accounts 
Miscellaneous 

'l'otal 

47 .. 6-
34.S 
13 .. l 

4:.7 
4.3 
1 .. S: 
9~ .. 3 
6· .. 3 
4.3· 
4 .. 0 
1.8 
1.2 
0 .. 9 
0·, § 

$134 .. 9 

By this decision, C 'mmission continues its commitment 
to marginal cost ratemaking. ginal energy, demand, 

• distribution, and customer cos are adopted and used in the 
revenue allocation process. dditionally, avoided energy and 
capacity costs are adopted ;or use in developing prices for power 
purchased by Edison ~r~OlifYinq facilities .. 

Revenue allocat' n is based on an Equal Percent of 
Marginal Cost methodol aimed at achieving cost-based rates, 
providing accurate pricJ signals related to energy consumption, and 
discouraging uneeonomi bypass of the Edison system by customers 
with the potential to generate their own power. A cap on the 
revenue increases to customer classes and rate groups, however, is 
adopted for the tes year set at 5% over the syste~ average 
percentage change. 'l'his cap is necessary to mitigate the adverse 
rate impacts tor ertain customer groups which would result ~rom 
moving to a full EPMC revenue allocation for 1988. 

- 3 -
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• The rate structures adopted for eaeh customer group allCl. 
for each sched.ule within those qroups are based. on current /", 
Commission rate d.esiqn polieies. The ad.opted. rate struct~es 

. d i ,/ therefore reflect, to the extent poss:l.ble an . pract calyeost-b.~sed 
rates d.esiqned to provide aceurate and. und.erstandabl~rice si~~als 
to which the customer can respond, to reflect a cus . mer's usagle 
patterns and characteristics, to recover the cust er qroup's 
revenue requirement, and to mitigate any negati bill impacts. 

• 

II. 

This decision is the culminatio 
process which began in September 1986 w' 

of a fourteen month 
Edison's tendered Notice 

into three major o! Intent (NOI). 
sections: 

1. Results of O~eration traditional revenue 
requirement :l.tems, ch as operating 
expenses, taxes, dfPreciation, and plant • 

2. Major Issues -~ picy issues which affect 
Edison's revenue equirement ineluding: 
cost of capital resource planning, 
research, desigh and development (RD&D), 
productivitYimPloyee compensation, F/MBE, 
affiliate tra sactions, hazardous waste, 
and demand s e mlll.naClement. 

3. Rates - iss~s associated with how Edison's 
revenue re~lrement should. be recovered. and 
payments tb qualified. facilities (QFs). 
This see~on is divided into five 
categories: marginal cost, revenue 
allocat:ilon, rate d.esign, bypass, and 
coqenerftion. 

With the ~ception of the summary of the decision and. 
procedural backgro~d sections, all dollars in this deeision are on 
a total eompany bris and. in 19S:S dollars, unless otherwise noted. 
Dollars refereneed in the summary of decision and proced.ural 

- 4 -
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~baCkqround sections are in 1988 dollars and cali~ornia 
Utilities commission (CPUC) jurisdictional. Attached to· 
decision are tables setting ~orth the adoptee revenue r 
and rate design. The adopted summary of earning is 
30 of Appendix C. Included as the final attachment 
acronyms to assist the reader. 

Typically, general rate cases for utili ies the size of 
Edison are long and ditficult. ~~ile we have c e to expect this, 
two items have made this proceeding even more ing than previous 
Edison general rate cases. First, to comply ith Publie Utilities 
Code (PU) Section 311, which requires the r 'aase of AdlDinistrative 
Law Judge (ALJ) proposed decisions at leas 30 days prior to 
issuance of the commission's decision, th rate case schedule was 
shortened. This resulted in multiple b efing dates and a 
condensed hearing schedule. Second, parties have intensified 
their participation in the areas of m rqinal cost, rate design, and 
resource planning. Because 'of these changes we have issued Order 

• 

Instituting Rulemaking (R.) 87-11- 2 to consider modifications to 
the c:urrent rate case plan. , 

~. 

Finally, although the ailing was often rough, we wish to 
thank the interested parties, P. 0, and Edison tor their cooperation 
in quidinq this rate case thr gh the uncharted waters ot PO 
Section 3l1. 

III. Procedural Ba<ckgrollDd 

On December 26, 1986, Edison tiled Application CA.) 
36-12-047 requesting a ority to increase base rate rev~nues by 
$301.5 million or 5.4 tor test. year 1988. Edison also requested 
attrition increases r 1989 and 1990. Since the tiling of 

- 5- -
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&'.86-12-047, Edison has made considerable revisio 
is requesting an increase of $79.0l million or 1 4 

The major causes for the reduction i 

and currently 
percent. 1 

were the removal from base rates of $79 milli n in revenue 
requirement associated with three large pla additions: Balsam 
Meadow hydroelectric generation plant, Dev s-ValleY-Serrano 
transmiss~on line, and DC Expansion, a r,tuction in the requested 
return on equity and a change in the c~tal structure, 
$67 million, and lower depreciation ra es, $96 million. 

On February 2, 1987, a pre~ aring conference was held in 
Los Angeles to discuss procedura~lters inclUding a modified rate 
case schedule to reflect the requi ents of PO Section 311. 

Additionally, five days of public earings, a Commission en banc 
pUblic hearing in Pomona, S3 day of evidentiary hearings, and 
Commission en banc oral arqu:rnen;'Is. were held.. During the course of 
this proceeding 5S public witnesses made statements, 96 expert 
witnesses testified, and 317 'Xll.~its were received. 

An Order Institut?i(q Investigation (I.) 87-01-017 into .e rate changes and pract~eEls of Edison was issued on January 14, 
1987. This order serves ~ the procedural vehicle for considering 
a reduction in Edison's r.'te~~ and was consolidated with 
A.86-12-047. t 

In accordance with PU Section 311 the ALJ's draft 
decision, prepared by s S~~a S.. Meye~ and Francis S. Ferraro, 
was issued on Novembet 20, 1987. 

1 This decis' n increases Edison's request to· reflect the 
exclusion of $1~.4 million of CLMAC revenues from present rate 
revenues. FUrther details are provided in the section of revenues 
at present ra s • 

• - 6 -
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CI:E.CA/CSPG, PG&E, SDG&E, WMA., RV Park owners, Farm Bureau, and. 
A~. ; 

These comments h.ave been reviewed. and. carefully I 
considered. by the commission. Any changes ret;:uired. by tho e 
comments have been incorporated' in this tinal decision.. . 

IV. Results 9: ~i9l1:! 

A. EScalAtign 

1. IiSMr 
Edison and PUblic Staff Division (PS~ are in agreement as 

to the labor escalation rates to be used to esealate nominal dollars 
into constant dollars and to forecast wage a~ salary increases for 
operation and. maintenance expense. The laJ:>ir escalation rates for , 
the years through 1988 are to- be ~ased on~dison's actual negotiated 
union contract agreements, adjusted to reflect 'the effective date of 
the agreements. The labor escalation ;/tes for the years 1989 and 
1990 are to be determined in Edison's;attrition filings by the prior 
years percentage change in the Cons~r Price Ind.ex-Waqe Earners. 
For this decision we ~ill adopt thel'~eed upon labor escalation rate 
of 3.5% tor both 1987 and 1988. / 

2. Non-t.abor ' 

Ed.ison and PSD are in jaqree:J1J.ent regard.inq the method.ology 
to be used in developing non-labor escalation rates in deriving the , 
test year's and attrition yeal:S' expenses. Th.is methodology uses 
Data Resources, Incorporated.2~ (OR!) forecast of 2S material and 
labor price indexes and a gross national product deflator index to 
d.evelop utility specific ndri-labor escalation rates. We will adopt 
Edison's and PSD's recom:m~ded non-labor escalation rates ot 2.99% 
for 1987 and 4.41% for li8s. 

I 
I 

'I .. 
/ 

I - 7 -
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IV • Results 2' S:~ati9nS 
A~ Es~alation 

1. Labor 
Edison and Public staff Division (PSt» 

as to the labor escalation rates to be used to 
dollars into constant dollars and to- forecast 
increases for operation and maint·enance eXloex;rse 

agreement 
~""'.""Qte nominal 

and salary' 
The labor 

escalation rates for the years ~rough 1 are to be based on 
E~ison's actual negotiated union l:ontraetb~~Ete~Le~~s, adjusted to 
reflect the effective date of the The labor escalation 
r~.tes for the year.s 1989 and 1990 are 
attrition tilings by the prior years 
Consumer Price Inde~-Wage Earners~ 
the agreed upon lllbor escalation 
l.988. 

2. Non-Labor 

be determined in Edison's 
ta<je change in the 

this decision we will adopt 
of 3.5% for both 1987 and 

• 
Edison and PSO are in a~~e~~E!nt regarding the methodology 

Ito be used in developing non-l escalation rates in deriving the 
test year's and attrition 
Data Resources, ~ncorporated 
labor price indexes and a 

Elxpenses. This. :methodology uses 

(DP.!) forecast of 25- material and 

ss national product deflator inde~ to 
develop utility specific nan-.~~JOX escalation rates. The adopted 

2.99% for 1987 and 4.41% for 1988. non-labor escalation ra 
~les And Reyenue 
3 • Sales Foreeasj: 

Edison and 
forecast of kilowa 

are in agreement with respect to the 
(kWh) sales. We will adopt their 

forecasted 1988 kWh ... ~ .. " ... ~ as shown below: 

• - 7 -
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• ~upmarv or Kil~watt-Hour Sales 
(MiJ.J.iOrlS of kWh) 

,lass or SeXYle~ 
Residential 
Agricultural « Pumping 
small & Medium Power 
Large Power 
Streetlightinq 

19 832 
,077 

1,798 
20,351 

471 
85;0 Resale 

Net Edison 
ReSAle - Special Contracts 

Total 

4. BeEnll~ At Pressmt Rates 

6$,379 
SSO 

65,959 

The present rate revenue cal~lated by Edison for the 
1988 test year were eeveloped ~r~ the b~se rate levels in effect 
at the time this tiling was prepared. PSO is in aqreement with 

~Edison's present rate revenuesJ'as derived trom the sales forecast 
~reviously discussed. A rev~w of these revenues indicates that 

the conservation/l~ad manag,ment adjustment clause (CLMAC) revenues 
are included in pre:ient re~nues. 

'l'he CLMAC reven...les are d.~siqn to recover prior years' 
conservation and load maJagement expenses and are not adjusted by 

this decision. As ~.Uth I it is inappropriate to inelude CtMAC 
revenues in this decis on's adopted. present rl~venues. While this 
has no affect on the ,dopted revenue requirement it does increase 
the difference betwe,fn present and ad.opted base rate revenues by 
$19.4 million. We ~'ill adopt Edison's present rate revenues 
excluding CtMAC reJenues. The adopted present rate revenues are 
shown in Appendix Ic .. 

5. Qther ~ating Re~DU~ 
I per'!ltinq revenues are revenues obtained by a 

utility er than the sale of electric energy. Other 

- s -
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~ operating revenues include return cheek charge, service 
establishment charges, transmission of electricity forr:rrs, 
joint pole rentals, added facilities revenues, and misc laneous 
revenues .. 

PSD agreed with Edison's original estimate f other 
operating revenues. However, PSD proposed the addi ion of certain 
revenues pertaining to the qains on property sold timber sales, 
and subsidiary operations. The issue of Subsid;ary revenues is 
addressed in the section on affiliate transactJbns. 

PSD's recommendation on gains tromjProperty sold involves 
three distinct proposals. , PSD's first propQ'Sal involves the 
inclusion o~ an estimate tor account 411 )~ains/losses on the 
disposition of '~tility property) in the test year to- reflect future 
qains or losses on property held for fu~re usc. PSD utilized a 
five-year historical averaqe in dete~ninq thE! estimated 1988 
revenue level for account 411. ~ 

PSO's second proposal iS~~ include an estimate for 
revenues derive~ from properties sold from account l2l (non-utility 

• property) that ",ere oriqinally irl account lOS. PSt) recommends that 
these revenues should be recor~d in account 411, an above-the-line 
revenue account for test year)L988. PSD proposed a two-year 
historical average in deter.m~ing the 1988 estimated revenue for 
this item. / 

• 

PSD's 1:nird prop,&sal relating to qains or losses on the 
sale of utility plant in lves property sold directly out of 
account 101 (electric p ant-in-service) and account 103 
(experimental electric lant unclassified). PSD recommends that 
revenues derived from property sold directly out of these accounts 
at any time during t eir useful life should qo directly to the 
ratepayer. The qa· or loss on property originally in accounts 101 
or 103 and transf,~ ed to account 121 prior to sale should be 
allocated betwee~the shareholder and ratepayer based upon the time 
it was in rate ~ 5e and in non-utility property. PSD again 
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~'proposecl a two-year average in c!~bter:minin9' the 1.9&& 
revenue for this item. 

The last item PSD proposed tor inclusion 
operating revenues is revenues derived from timber 
proposes th~ use of a five-year historical a 
the estimated 1988 timber revenue. 

Edison agrees with PSO that revenues~'~~~~W~.Q 
gains or losses from property sold and 
included in the 1988 test year. l~owever, 

test year estimates should be ba~ed upon 
average so that all of PSD's proposals 
agreed with Edison's proposal. 

should :be 
believes that the 

ve-year historical 
consistent. PSD has 

Based upon a five-year aver~e for Elach of the above 
items, Ediso:n increased its estimare t other operatinq revenues 
tor test year 198& :by $2.4 million. 
B. Operatin4; Expenses 

o~~ratin9' expenses a~e 11 costs associatecl with 
_operating' th.~ uti~ity, includin the cost of operating' and 
vmaintaininq 1:he utility'S fac' ities. 

l. SGlIl Production Expgnse 
St4~am production IxpensElts repr.~sent th4~ cost, excluding 

tuel, of operating and~ mi 'taining Edison's fossil,fuel electric 
qeneration units. Ediso requests $209.2 million for ste~ 
production e)~enses in st year 1988.. PSD recommends that 
Edison's request :be reluced :by $3.1 million for three specifie 
projects onal $5.9 million in the area of overhaul 
expense. 

To estima e steam production expense, Edison collected 
seven years of re rdecl expenses (1979-1985:), :by Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commi ion (FERC) aceount. Adjustments were applied to 
remove unusual 
appropriate f,o 

ivities or items of expense that were not 
estimating :based on recorded data. The ree,oraed 

data, after a4justments, was escalated t~ eonstant 1985 dollars and 
( 
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~trended usinq a linear least-squares ~alysis on a labor, 
basis by account.. Trended results that met one of the 
accepted statistical measures of a coefficient of 
R2, of .60 and qre ter or a T-statistic of 2 or =~'~~L~P 
retained if jiudgment also indicated that the that 
caused the trend in the recorded data would contin~ into· the 
estimated period. Trenas not meeting these meas~es were discarded 
and in most cases a seven-year historical avera~ was substituted. 

Future year adjustments sueh as thos,f removed trom the . 
recorded years were estimated in 1985 dOllarsj'and added to the 
trended/averaged amounts in the years in Wh~Ch they are expected to 
occur. The total or the adjustments and ~ trended/averaqed 
portion were escalated as appropriate resudtinq in the estimated 
amounts for 1986-1988. / 

PSO followed Edison' s estimati~q methodolO<3Y with the 
exception of tour specitic adjUstments/ As part ot the examination 
process, PSD made a detailed on-site Jield review ot overhaul work 
scopes and specific adjustments witblmost generatinq station 

~ management and engineerinq staftS.;!AdditionallY, PSD reviewed 
accounting and administrative praotiees and reviewed the 
application and workpapers. J' 

The remaining issues ~etween Edison and PSD involve: (1) 
proposed moditication ot 480 ~ boilers tor minimum load operation, 

I 

~ 

(2) proposed moditieationi:: olS MW units to permit two-shifting, 
(3) research, development demonstration expenses, and (4) level 
ot overhaul expenses. An aditional issue was raised by Federal 
ExecutiVe Aqencies CFEA).;lFEA asserts that Edison should not fully 
recover expenses for abnOrmal/non-recurring maintenance tor turbine 
rotor repairs. This isiue amounts to a test year reduction of $4.4 
million. A complete dscussion ot the boiler modifications and 
RD&D expenses is con~ined in the resource plan and the RD&D 
section, respective~. The remaining issues are discussed in the 
following sections~d detailed in the table below: 
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• 
l.$sue 

~ments; 

Overhaul Expense 

Abnormal/Non
Recurring 
Maintenance 

~eam ErQguetion ExQen~e 
(1985 Dollars) 

EdisoO ~ 
(Dollars 

$40,68.0 $34,817 

5,947 

2. Q,xerhaul ~D:{~ 

$37,lSS. 

1,982 

PSt) recommends that Edison's expenditures for 
steam generation unit overhauls be by $5.9 million. PSO 
states that Edison proposes to. increaseJ'~ccounts 512 and 513 by 
over 50% due to the develepment of new/criteria to. schedule steam 
g~~eratinq unit everhauls. While th~e new criteria are intended 
to reduce the numl:>er and duration o.tfoverhaul outages, pst) argues 
that Edisen has not demenstrated b9' 4'hese reductions relate to. . 

• 
avings o.f forecasted O&M expense'. To recognize the yearly 

fluctuations in overhaul activitles, PSt) recommends a seven-year 
average (1979-1985) o~ overh~Ul expenses be used to. for test year 
1983. 

We agree with PSt) at Edison has neglected to fully 
justify a sizable increase o.verhaul expenseG. Edison states 
that it expects the new ov ha'.ll criteria to. reduce routine 
activities during every ov. rhaul, but fails to. quantify this 
benefit.. Without adequa ju:.::.tification, such as a cost
effectiveness analysis, e will average everhaul expenses. 
Hewever, consistent wit the averaging methodology used for ether 
operating revenues and certain expense estimates, we find the use 
ef a five-year averaq ef recerded overhaul expenses more 
appropriate than PSt) s seven-year average. We will adopt a five
year average o.f rec raed overhaul expenses and reduce Edisen's 
requested steam pr ~uction expenses by $3.5 million • 

• - 12 -
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• 
l,$~ 

Adjustments; 

OVerhaul EXpense 

Abnonnal/Non
Rec:urrinCJ 
Maintenance 

~~Am EtodUetion ExPense 
(1985 Dollars) 

Edison ~ 
(Dollars in 

$40,680 $34,817 $ 

5,947 

2. ~Aul EXPe~se 

$37,.185 

1,.982 

PSD recommends that Edison's to casted expenditures for 
steam generation unit overhauls be reduced by $5.9 million. PSD 
states that Edison proposes to increase accounts 512 and 513 by 
over 50% due to the development of new, criteria to sChed.ule steam 
qeneratinCJ unit overhauls. While th e new criteria are intended 
to reduce the number and duration 0 overhaul outaqes,. PSD arques 
that Edison has not demonstrated h these reductions relate to 

~vinqs of torecasted O&M expense. To recoqnize the yearly 
"'~luctuations in overhaul activit es, PSO recommends a seven-year 

averaqe (1979-1985) ot overhaul expenses be used to for test year 
1988. 

We aC]l:'ee with PSD at Edison has neglected to fully 
justify a sizable increase' overhaul expenses. Edison states 
that it expects the new ov haul criteria to reduce routine 
activities durinq every ov~rhaul, but fails to quantity this 
benefit. Without adequa~ justification, such ~s a cost
effectiveness analysis, e will averaqe overhaul expenses. 
However, consistent wit the averaqinq methodology used for other 
operatinCJ revenues and certain expense estimates, we find the use 
of a five-year averaq of recorded overhaul expenses more 
appropriate than PSD s seven-year averaCJe. We will adopt a five
year averaqe of rec rdedoverhaul expenses and reduce Edison's 
requested steam pr ~uction expenses by $3.5 million • 

• - 12 -
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~ 3. AbDormal/Non-ReeurriUg Maintenau>§ 

• 

FEA contends that repairs planned tor the 
turbine rotor during Redondo generating station unit 
overhaul are abnormal/non-recurring maintenance and 
should not Qe tully recovered in the test year. 
expenses be recovered over a fifteen-year period 
repairs of this magnitude are not done 
annual basis, Edison states they are 

on a routine 
ac:ti vi ty on 

a cyclic basis. As Edison's witness 

~ ••• this type of work is 
units in this class in SUDSeQUe~ 

requirement for one unit every1S , Edison's re~est assumes 
this type of repair will occur ~.U~4~.~~J 

appropriate expense level for 
years to be representative of 

these approaches yi.elcls an 
1988. We considAu· three 

of this type of repair 
$4.0 million to reflect this. and will 

4. 

Edison's 
was $20.9 million. 
to $20.5 million. 

adopted 
5. 

. 
was 
million tor UQ.~Q.~.~ 
proceec:1inq have 

Both .w~'''',",'-''''' 

of hydro production expense 
Edison have lowered this amount 

recommend that $20.5 million be 
produ~tion expense. 

estimate for other production expense 
by Edison and the transfer of $lO.O 

waste management costs to a subsequent 
this amount to $l7.2 million. 

and PSD recommend that $17.2 million be 
other production expense. 

I 
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• 6. Huclear Power Pr~ction EXPense 
Edison and PSD are in aqreemen~ with to the test 

year 198:8 leyel of operation and maintenance (0 expense for the 
San On!r.e nuclear generating station units ( ). Edison and PSD 
are also in agreement that an increase in Requlatory 
commission (NRC) ~ees should receive rate re~f for test year 1988 

if it is enacted by legislation during thisjProceeding • If 
legislation is enacted subsequent to this proceedinq, both Edison 
ana PSD consider rate relief through the ~trition mechanism 
appropriate. Since leqislation has not leen enaet,!d, we will allow 
Edison to seek rate relief tor inerease;lNRC fees throu9h its 
attrition mechanism. Finally, Edison'l'PSD, and rEA are in 
agreement with the continuation of the flexible refuelinq mechanism 
adopted in Edison's last qeneral ra~ case for use with SONGS and 

• I 
Palo Verde nuclear plant re~ue11nq1. 

Although PSD agrees wi~Edison's SONGS O&H expense 
estimates, it recommends a $Z.3 xlillion reduction in Edison's O&M 
expense level for Palo Verde n~!lear generatinq station units (Palo 

.verde), including refueling. ,While this decision only authorizes 
O&M and refueling expenses f~ Palo-Verde 1 and 2, Edison should 
use the same level of expe~s for Palo Verde 3 when it becomes 
commercially operational. (Edison'S A.87-08-054 will address the 
implementation of rate eh~qes associated with Palo Verde 3 O&M and 
refueling expenses. Ad~tionallY, FEA takes exception to Edison's 
O&M estimate with reqa~ to two items totaling $5.9 milli?n. 

Each of thej1ssues and their dollar impact on test year 
1988 are identified j,In the following table: 

I '. 
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Nuel~ar Power Erodu;tion EXpense I§sue~ 

Issue 

SONGS 3 Steam Generator 
Chemical Cleaning-

SONGS 1 Spent 
Nuclear Fu4al 

Palo Verde 
~etueling Outage 

Palo Verde O&M Expense 

Edison ~ ~ 
(Dollars in Thou 

$ 4,884 $ 

970 

3,960 

l8,464 

o 

o 

2,772 

17,379 

$ 1,628 

o 

3,960 

18,464 

Edison aeveloped its revise estimate of nuclear 
production expense tor SONGS 1,2 anct3 using recorded O&M expense 
data tor the years 1984-198&. Hist6'rical adjustment~ were applied 
to the 'recorded O&M expense data ~r each year to remove unusual, 
one-time, or cyclical expenses. Tone resulting average-year 
expenses were then adjusted tor. expenses expected to occur in 
future years. These tuture-y r adjustments included reductions in 
expense because ot several i entified productivity measures. 
Refueling outages were spec'fically identified tor each year by 
unit rather than normalize because ot Edison's request to have a 
tlexible retuelinq outage schedule durinq the test and attrition
year period of 1988-1990. 

1, 2 and 3, Edison utilized the zero-base 
O.'M expense estimates rovided by Arizona Nuclear Power Proj ect 
(ANPP). With the so exception of the addition of new NRC fees 
(i~posed on all nuc ar units) not included in ANPP's estimate, 
Edison accepted 
but coneluded tha 

's total O&M expense esti~ate as reasonable, 
the base O&M and refueling outage expense needed 

out changing ANPP's total O&M expense estimate, adjustment. 
Edison scaled-u the refuelinq outage expense estimates provided by 

70-day refueling outages rather than the 49-aay 
es assumed in the expense estimate. Since the total 

- lS -
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.O&M expense does not change, scaling-up refueling 
results in a lower anti-cipatf~d base level O&M expense. 

PSt> recommends that t.he level of O&M exp;t::ns tor Palo 
verde be determined from the 19S5 average O&M expens s for 24 large 
nuclear units. This estixna'eing methodology is pro sed by PSt> 

because Palo Verde land 2 have recently gone inyo commercial 
operation and as a result there is an absence ~ operating history 
for developing ratemakinq estimates. In support of this approach 
PSO states that the initil~l ratemaking O&M ~ense estimates for 

I 
SONGS 2 and 3 were develo)~ed from an aver¥-Je of other nuclear 
units. Finally, PSt> points out that SONt 2 and 3 O&M expenses in 
the early years were well in excess offhe average of other nuclear 
units, but atter approxi'll\at1aly two ye~s of operation Edison was 

I able to reduce O&H expenses below th! avera~ie. Since Palo Verde 1 

and 2 are approaching t'''o years of peratiol.'I., pst> believes that 
they should follow the pattern of SONGS and approach the national 
average for O«M expenses. 

• 

Edison is opposlad to D's averaf;ing methodoloc]y for 
determining the Palo Verde 1 land Z 0&11 eXF,ense level. Edison 
states that the comparativefStudy used by PSO is not precise, does 

• 

not consider the tundame::'lt~ differences which exist among- nuclear 
plants, and is only usefu;{ to establiSh. a zone of reasonableness. 
Additionally, Edison ar~~~ that the comparative study used by PSt> 
shows that O~ expense~ varied by at least $20 million above or 

I 
below the average andti'ere 11.8% hi9her .in 1986. 

For the costs associated wi':.h Palo Verd.e refueling 
outages PSD recomme~d.s that ANPP's estimate based on 49-day outages 
be used in place 01 Edison's proposed 70-day outages. This results 
in a $1.2 million/redl.lction in Edison's requested outage costs. 
Edison responds Jy stating that ANPP revised its outag-e dUration 
estimate to 70-tO days and that Edison's use of 70 days reflects 
its experience at SO:~GS 2 and 3 • 

- l6 -
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Because ot the lack of recorded data from which to-
the reasonableness of Edison's O&M e)~ense level for Palo, V 
PSD proposes that an average O&M expensel level for other 
units be used. Although PSD's approach is conceptually 

de, 
clear 

'alid, its 
application is flawed. 

First, PSD's average dces not take into co sideration 
geographical ditferences among units. Second, re~ ling expenses 
were not excluded. Third, PSD did not attempt to~econcile the 
sizable difference between 1985 and 1986 averagelO&M expenses. In 
contrast the ANPP managers and supervisor~ pr~ared a detailed 
zero-based budget in which Edison was a part~iPant, PSO reviewed 
ANPP's budget and had no specific adjustme~s, and Edison reduced 

I 
its share of ANPP's budgeted O&M expensesJby $l.2 million. 

Because of the detailed analysls and review process used 
to develop and judge ANPP's estimat7:s, ~e tind Edison'S O&M expense 
estimates tor Palo Verde reasonable. With respect to Edison's 
refueling outage expense estimate, e consider Edison's use of 70-

.:- '. . 
• 

day outages a reasonable approx~~4on !or ratemak~ng based on 
recorded experience at SONGS 2 ~ 3. 

FEA recommends that ~~mical cleaning costs totaling $4.9 
million for SONGS 3 be disallowed and $2.9 million for SONGS 1 
spent n'llclear fuel reproeess~g be excluded from rates. These 
adjustments would reduce E~son's request tor test year 1988 by 
$5-.9 million. / 

Edison states that the chemical cleaning process will be 
performed in COnjuncti~ with the replacement of feedwater heaters 
with new components that do not contain copper-bearing material. 
FEA cites Edison's t~timony which claims this is a one-time 
expense whieh does zlot represent a normal refueling outage 
activity. As a r,tUlt FEA recommends the entire amount be excluded 
from rates. Edi~n argues that· this expense is included in its 
estimate ot refueling outage expense and as such is part of the 

allows tor a flexible refueling schedule. Finally, 
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~while Edison agrees that this is a one-time expense fO~S GS 3, it 
also plans to clean SONGS 2 in the future. 

The ~act that this is a one-time expense doe not 
preclude Edison from recovering its cost. We are sa~sfied with 
Edison's justification for cleaning the steam gene 
mitigate the eftects of copper contamination. Ho ever, because 
this is a one-time expense we will allow Edison o· recover this 
cost over the rate ease cycle of three years. 

Edison also included an adjUstment~or test year 1988 to 
cover the planned wri te-o,tf to expense of ~e-third of the costs 
derived trom a contractual agreement with neral Electric Company. 
This contract was tor the reprocessing 0 SONGS 1 spent nuclear 
fuel leased from the Atomic Energy Co FEA takes the 
position that the recovery of this e ense which was incurred from 
1976 through 1983 is retroactive ratemaking and should be 
disallowed. ~ 

Edison states that the yu,clear Waste Policy Act enacted 
'. ~nto law in Jan~ary 1983,made i;t~:cessary for Edison to analyze 

1ts accounts Wh1Ch conta1ned s~nt nuclear fuel costs. As a 
consequence of Edison's evalu~~n ot those accounts, the cost 
associated with the reproces~Jg aqreement were identified as 
appropriate for write-oft tl 'xpense in October 1986. This general 
rate case is the tirst opp.6dunity tor Edison to seek rate recovery 
~or that expense. FinallJ~, Edison claims that a similar write-ott 

• 

. I 
of spent nuclear pluto~~m salvage costs was allowed in test year 
1983. I 

J 
We agree with, that recovery of expenses previously 

incurred without our~r~r approval ot a mechanism tor tracking 
these costs tor later 7~covery is retroactive ratemaking. Edison 
claims that it wasl'at1orded similar ratemaking treatment in its 
test year 1983 rate case. However, our review of Edison's 1983 
general rate eas~ deciision, Decision (D.) 82-12-055, indicates that 

I 
Edison was O~al wed to recover projected expenses associated 

/ 
/ 
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• with permanent disposal of spent nuclear fuel. We will diso.,now 
Edison's request tor $2 .. 9 m:lllion in spent nuclear fuel co:~s 
amortized. over three years. . /' 

• 

c _ :tranSl!!ission EXQense '. 

Edison's oriqinal estimate for transmission~xpense was 
$77.7 million. Reductions hy Edison have lowered th~ amount to
$75.3 million. 

Both Edison ana PSD recommend that 
acloptecl for test year transluission expense. 
D. Distribg,:S;ion Expense . 

Eclison's estimate of distribution e ense exceeds PSD's 
estimate by approximately $9 million. The t/olloWinq table details 
PSD's ana Edison's differences. 

pistribution Expense ~sues 
IsS~ / ~ Ado.pted 

in 'l'b.ousands) 

Trending 

Underqrouncl 
Inspection Program 

$61,807 $57,545 $58,306 

SS8 3,894 

Storm DalDaqe 15-,280 16,971 

1. jLX'ending I 
ExclUding accounts 5~, rents and 598, maintenance of 

miscellaneous distribution Pl~t, Edison used 1985 recorded 
expenses as adjusted, to est;(mate test year 1988 expenses for 
distribution accounts. Th~ method was utilizecl because of the 
fluctuations in recorded ~enses that resulted from the 
curtailment ot expenses ~ 1981 and 1982, and the completion of 
unbudqeted expendituresjin 1984. Test year estimates for account 
589, rents, were based jOn existinq contractual agreements. For 
account 598, 'maintenance of miscellaneous distribution plant, a . , 
f~ve-year average of e recorded expenses (19S1-1985) was used to 
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• estimate the test year 1988 e~enses. Edison states th~S 
consistent with the methodology adopted in its l~st ee general 
rate cases. No adjustments were made in distri~utio expenses for 
growth as Edison maintains that additional system rowth will be 
offset by increased prod.u.ctivity. 

PSD made adjustments tor productivity. and operation 
efficiencies in six of the distribu.tion accou s based on trends 
usinq expenses per eustomer, per sUbstation, and per m.ile of line 
of individual labor and non-labor elements ithin these accounts. 
The adjustments PSD made were designed t reflect the estimated 
improvements in the efficiency of ope~aiOn$ that were recommended 
in 55 operational audit reports and i the productivity proqrams , 
listed by Edison. As a r,esult of PS 's trend:i:nq methodolO<]ies it 
recommends that Edison's request beJ'reduced by $4.3 million. 

z. Account 532, station ~es: 
Account 533, OVerhead Li~ Expenses; 
Account 586, Heter ~s; 
&teount 594« Haint.f:Dan~ or IDldergrguns2 Lin!!~ 

• 
As stated above, E~on used 1985 recorded expenses to 

estimate the test year 19S8txpenses for these tour accounts. 
'!'here were no adjustmentslI'l'ade tor qrowth as Ed',ison maintains any 

• 

new productivity will serV~ to offset the continued 9rowth of these 
expenses. / 

PSO also use~recorded 1985 expenses ,to estimate test 
year 1988 for the non-~abor expense in these accounts. However,' 
for the labor expens~ PSD b~sec1 its estim~tes on the c1ownw~rd 

I trenc1s of the recorded years' labor expenses per customer I per 
substation, per ov~head line mile and per underqround line mile. 
As a result of its' analysis PSD adjustec1 Edison's estimat~s 
ciown'..tard by $3.S~11ion to reflect q~~ins in productivity ana 
operation efficiencies. 

WhilJEdison ~ssucec1 that increased productivity would 
ctfset g'rowth PSD went beyond Edison's asswnption and calculatea 
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~productivity ~ains and increased operating efficiency based on the 
recorded data for these accounts. We find PSO's analysis more 
accurately reflects the past experience tor these accounts and 
should be adopted. 

3. Account 59,. Maintenance ot overh~ad Lines 
PSO's downward adjustment of $541,000 was based on a 

slightly downward trend of the recorded years (1979-198S) ~. 

labor in function account 5252, trimming' and reIDovinq trees.·:" 
Edison states that the reason for the downward trend o~~~ect 
labor is that the number of Edison tree trimming crewsr(direet 

. • J; 
labor) has been reduced and replaced ~th contract~crews (non-labor 
expense). In addition, Edison arques that its te~t year estimate 

;/' assumes no change, in constant 1985 dollars, ;n the level of 
expenses for account 593. (.l~ 

Since PSO's adjustment does no:;take into consideration 
the transition to contract labor and Ed~on's estimate does, we 
will adopt Edis,on's test year 1985. estf~ate for account 593. 

I )~' 

4. ~cc<nmt ~7, HaintenaD~ or M'~~ 
• PSD ~~de a downward adjus~ent of $220,000 based on a .... 

• 

trend of the total account's non~abor repair costs per customer.' 
d ' ~ E ~son argues that the non-labor trend was downward 

fI' 
because the recorded expenses;!for 1979-l98-1 were high compared to· 

~ . 
1982-1985. J' 

if 

Edison. states that the recorded non-labor expenses were 
• ;< 

lower and relat1vely morellevel during the years 1982-1985 because 
~, 

all purchases of meter lOcking rings (non-labor expense) were 
assiqned to the energy ~fheft proqram. This changed the account to 

" which meter loekinq rinqs were being char~ed ·from account 597 to 
account 587, customeJ'installations expenses. Because PSO, unlike 
Edison, does not 9i~~ consideration to· the accounting change for 

f. 

meter locking ringd--' we will adopt Edison's estimate. 

( 
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S. ]r!orkpapers 
From the sparrinq that took place between Edison and PSD 

over the data tor tree trimming and meter locking rings, it appears 
that Edison's workpapers did not provide a through explanation of 
the estimates for accounts 593 and 597. Edison is reminded that a 
thorough justification is required tor program changes and 
estimating methodologies proposed in NOI and application tilings. 
If Edison does not follow this procedure in the tuture, it stands 
the risk ot delaying its rate case. 

6. Inspt:ction or UXlderqrgund Facilities 
In its application Edison has included funds for an 

accelerated inspection program tor its underqround distribution 
network. Edison's position is that an extensive program of 
equipment inspeetion is necessary to insure the utmost reliability 
and satety ot its distribution system and reduce equipment failure 
rates. On April 1, 1987, Edison implemented an eXpansion and 
acceleration of its inspection ot underground facilities. This new 
three-year program, which is an accelerated version of the tormer 

~ ~ive-year proqr~, utilizes a sophisticated computer-based system 
wbich allows for more effectiVe management of the proqram and the 
monitoring of results. It also includes more comprehensive 
inspection procedures than were previously required. In addition, 
this program requires a laboratory analysis of the insulating oil 
in all trans~ormers and switches to determine the existence of 
properties such as moisture, neutr~.lity, and interfacial tension. 
The new program was initiated because of the increase in 
underground switch failures (27.S Per year during the period 1979-
1982 to SS.S per year during the period 1983-1986). 

• 

PSO removed all of the incremental increase in labor 
~equired to perform this program in the three-year time frame on 
the :basis that the l~Lbor woulcl be pE~rform.ed by eXisting employees 
ancl therefore was included in the company's recorded history for 
this account • PSO'S witness concluded that the inclusion of an 
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~additional increment of labor expense double ted the labor 
requirement for this account. 

PSO has also recommended that the of 
insulating oil ~e completed in conjunction ith the five-year 
program, stating that the increases in equ'pment failures did not 
appear to be an immediate threat to Ediso 's underground 
distr~ution system. 

In response to PSD's positio the 
incremental increase in labor expense epresents employees who 
form.erl~' worked on new b\l~siness plan construction, and that the 
employees would be replaced with co raet crews. The l~or dollars 
includea. in the plant ~uclget for ose employees will now ~e 
utilized to fund additior~al contr ct crews. consequently, there is 
no double counting of this requi ed labor expense in the estimated. 
years. 

lncrease in switch failures, we find. 
Edison's arguments for the ne to improve the reliability of its 

• 
underground distribution sys convincing'. In adeli tion, PSO'S 

claim of double counting em oyee labor does not take into· 
consideration Edison's u:;e f contract labor for capital projects. 

• 

We will adopt Edison's ria ested fundinq level for its three-year 
underground inspection pr qram. 

7 _ storm Dama~ 

Edison utiliz a five-year averaqe as its estimating' 
methodoloqy for account 598-, storm damages. In support of its 
estimating methodoloqy Edison states that it was adopted in 
Edison's 1981, 1983, d, 1985 general rate cases. 

PSO used a eight~year average, 1979-l986, t~ consider 
more years of a cli:m tic cycle. PSO's methodoloqy resulted in a 
downward adjustment f $1.7 million. 

PSD did n t provide convincing evidence that 
consideration of a ditional years of a climatic cycle would result 
in a more accurate forecast over time. .consistent with Edison's 
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• prior 9'eneral rate cases ancl other avera9'.~s adopted in this II 
clecision, we will adopt a five-year b.veraqe of storm damage~ .. 
E. CUstome:z:: ~~o'm'ts Expense 

There are three areas of customer accounts expe~ In 
which Ec:lison and ~·SD are not in aqreement; notice of te%'m'!nation of 

• 

resiclential service, uncollectibles, and postage incre 
PSt) has estimated that Edison c01~ld save $SO, 000 in 

accounts 901 and 9'0), clue to- Assembly Bill (AS) 2721 (1986 Stats. I 
Ch. 479). AS 2721 amended PO' Section 779 .. J~ to r 
requirement of phy~;ically posting a notice on th 

delinquent customer at least 48 hours before 5 

premises of a 
ice is terminated. 

PO Section 779.1 states: 
*(b) Every .:orporation shall maxi a reasonable 
attempt to contact .an adult perso residing at 
the premi,ses of the customer by .~lephone or 
personal contact at least 24 ho rl> prior to- any 
terminati(~n of service, except a.t, whenever 
telephone or personal contact annot be 
accomplished, the corporatio shall give, 
either by mail or in person, a notice of 
termination of service at 1 ast 48 hours prior 
to termiMltion. * 

PSI:) has in,ter)?reted PO' Se tion 779.1 to' permit 
by means o~er than posting 

er's premises, including by mail 
etion 779-.1 permits- notification 

rsonal contact cannot be 

notification of service terminatio 
notice of termination on the cust 
or phone.. Edison argues: that PO 

by mail only when telephone or 
accomplished. 

At issue is whether 
in person is less costly than 
premises. Edison does not a 
2721.. In support of thi!; po 

ontacting a customer by telephone or 
sting a notice on the customer's 

icipate any savings as a result of AB 
ition Edison states a pilotproqram 

reveAle~ no savings by t~le oninq service termination 
notifica.tions. In ad.ditio , Ed.ison interprets personal contact to 
mean notification by posti q. 

/ 
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• Since AB 272:L permits telephoning termination notices in 
lieu of posting, we believe PSO's position, i.e., teleph,oninq 
should be less costly 1:han posting, h.,"s merit. While Edison 
disp\Jtes this, it has only ma.(le vaque references to a study tho..t 
does not support PSO's position. Edi~~on has not provided us /ith 
convincinq evidence th~Lt its request of $4 .. 3 million for 
notices is justified ir.L liqht of AS 2721. PSO's estim ed savings 
appear cor~ervative when compared to Edison's re~es and we will 
adopt them as reasonable. 

The second ao.justment which PSO made ' volves the 

calculation of the uncollectible rate.. PSD eO. a two-step 
approaeh. First, the uncolleetible rate w calculated using the 
last three years' recorded data, adjuste for inter-utility 
information exchanqe proqram (Enercom) vings in 1986. PSD claims 
that the three-year average is appro 
Edison's siqnifieantly .improved co ection practices, including 
Edison's new credit seo:l:'ing syst and its recent success at 

•
maXimiZing collections :~rom cus omers in bankruptcy proceedings. 
Next, PSO adjusted the .:aleul ed uncollectible rate by factoring 
in the estimated saving!~ fro Edison's participation in the Enercom 
system. PSO estimated 1:ba this system, which. produced savings of 
$225,0100 in 1986, would al ieve $775,0100 in savings in 1988 if 
expand.ed to other utili-t,;ies. For this reason, PSO recommends that 
the Commission give tn/strongest encouraqement t~ other large 
investor-owned and m~cipal utilities to partiCipate in the 
Enercom progra:m. 

Edison's uncolle 
fig'ure that PSD 

djustment tor Enercom PSD estimated that 
Soble rate for the te~.t year would be .203%, a 
lieves compares favorably to' the recorded 1986 

value of .204% The revenue requirement ilDpact of this adjustInent 
is $295,000, l:ksed on PSD's estimate of 198:8 base rate revenues. 

Ed'son agrees with PSD's use of a three-year average of 
uncollectib es adjusted tor recorded Enercom savings, but does not 
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4It agree with PSD's projected increase in Enercom savings. ison 

• 

believes there is no basis tor PSD's assumption that Pac'tic Gas 
and Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California Gas mpany 
(SoCal), and/or Los Angeles Department ot Water and 
will join Enercom. In support of this assertion Eison states that 
the PSD's witness indicated that LADWP manaqemen was opposed to- an 
Enercom concept, PG&E was not contacted, and S al had not reached 
aqreement with Enercom. Finally, Edison ar s that only ~O% of 
the savings realized in 1986 was derive~ by' locating tormer Edison 
customers outside ot its own service terr' ory. 

Enercom is an independent com y that maintains 
intormation on accounts determined to e uncollectible and matches 
this data to turn-on applications on weekly basis _ Enereom 
retains the turn-on information in 
six months and retains the intorm 
for .'5, period ot three years. Th 
Enerj:om is a flat monthly fee 

air data base tor a period of 
ion on uncollectible accounts 

cost ot Edison's participation in 
$3,050. 

We consider Enercom 0 be an important tool in minimizing 
the ;~ount of uncollectibles utilities experience. In Edison's 
ease Enercom is cost-ette ve by a factor in excess of six to one. 
With increased participat' n by utilities, both investor-owned and 
municipal, the cost-etfe tiveness ot Enercom would increase. We 
expect the utilities we regulate to seriously consider 
participating in Ener m and they should anticipate that their 
progress will be rev' wed in future general r~te cases. 

Because 0 the uncertainty that other major utilities 
will participate i Enereom during the test year, we will enly 
refl,ect Edison's ecorded Enercom savings tor ~986 in our ac.opted 
uncollectiDle ra We will adopt an uncollectible rate of .214% 
based on PSD's ee-year average of uncolleetibles and Enercom 
savings ot $22 ,000. Since this is a change from Edison's last 
aciop'ced uncol e<:tible rate, Edison's annual energy rate and ECAC 
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.ShOUla. reflect thle uncollectible rate of .2'l4% as of January l, 
1988. 

The final area of disagreement between PSO ~nQ E 
concerns postag4e in.creases. Edison proposes that postag increases 
occurring during the test year be noticed by advice ng during 
the test year lL~d eredited to the electric revenue 'ustment 
lnl!chanism (ERAM) balancing account. PSD recommen that postage 
i:Clcreases occurring a.uring the test year should. n1y be reflected. 
i:n Edison's attrition filings. 

consistent with prior general rat 
which prospective increases due to gove nl:al actions were at 
issue, we will not consider increases ding the test year for 
itams which are minor in nature. Howe er, we will allow Edison to 
reflect postage increases in its att tion filing!~. 
F. 

Edison's estimate of A& expense exeeeds PSD's estimate 
by $26.4 million, excluding fra ise taxes, Rri&D, and load 

•
metering expense. PSD a.evelopea. its aa.justment by making specific 
recommendations after analyz 9 Edison's requested budget and by 
placing a ceiling on the am unt of increase Edison should be 

authorized. The table details the dollar amounts at 
issue: 
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Administrative and ~Deral Expense Issues 

Edison ~2D Adopted 

School Representative ;~etivities 
CUstomer service Activities 
Load Meltering' and CUStomer Survey 
Executive Incentive Compensation 
Outside: serviees 
General Advertising' 
Corporate communicatiollS-Annual 
nirector's Pension Plan 
Annual Report Mailing' 
Directors and Officers Insurance 
Group Life Insurance 

(Dollars i~~bousands) 

$ 391 54 $ . N/A 
924 , N/A 

0 '" 
818 N/A 

4,05-6 N/A 
0 N/A 

100 N/A 
0 N/A 

50 N/A 
2,432 4,378-

801 801 

• 
Other Insurance 
Medical 

1,10S 

456 

751 

80 

4,864 

938: 

12,182-

66,688 

(28,434) 

9',938 10,964 

6J.,788 62',418 

Miscellaneous Benefits 
RD&D 
A&G Transferred 
A&G Ceiling' Ad.justment 

• $725,000 included . 

24,721 

(26,70S) 

o 

(29,497) 

21,799 

(26,.3-13) 

(13,627) 

N/A 
2 411,416 

N/A 
(5,03,0) 

service and information expenses 

ilized a modified budg'et-based methodoloqy to 
estimat,e of A&G expense, whieh it claims is consistent 
with th,e commis ion's directives in Edison'S 1983 test year qeneral 
rate eaise deci ion. The mOdifieci ~ud9'eta:ry estimating methodology 

rded. expenses as an estimating' base from which 
a decreases in activities are identified for the ji'ears 
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/ 
PSD's recommendations adjust Edison's re~ested ~G 

expense in two ways. ,First, speoific adjustments totali $17.6 • 
million are made. Second, PSO recommends a lO% ceiling 
customer qrowth be applied to Edison's total increase n A&G expense 
from 1985-1988. This results in an additional redu ion of $13.6, 
million. 

A&G E)Xpense is an extremely di!fieul t yea in which to 
control costs. NUmerous items from paper Clipyto- the president's 
salary to medical and insurance premiums are ~corded in A&G 
accounts. Because of this variety in expensef categories and their 
sometimes volatile incroases, A&G has not ~nt itself to- anyone 
estimating methodoloqy. In past decision we have adopted A&G 
expense estimat,es using trends, budgets, recorded expenses, and 
growth in employees, customers, and sa 

Again, we tind ourselves in the dilemma ot determining a 
reasonable level of ~G expense. s task is particularly 
difficult due to the inability to ;/ontrol certain items, such"as 

•
pension, medical and insurance;:o ts, which together comprise nearly 
50% of all A&G expense. Since G expense can be divided into- oosts 
over which Edison bas control d those over which. it does not, we 
will develop our estimate ~n I is basis. 

1. Controllable Costs 
First, we will a dress those items over which Edison has 

control. For this decis~n we will exclude insurance (accounts 924 
'& 925 and qroup life insUrance), penSion, dental, vision, and 

medical plan costs, F E program costs, franchise taxes, and RD&O 
from the items over w ich Edison has control. The remaining item.s 
mainly consist of aries and office supplies for which Edison is 
requesting a 11% i rease in constant dollars over record.ed 19S5. 
For this same per'od Edison's customer g'ro'Wth is about st. Edison's 
showing tor thes I items is vague with only general references to' 
various proqr changes and hardly it provides adequate 
justification or' its request • 
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• Edison carries the :burden of proving' that its 
reasonable. This is especially true for A&G accounts 
catch all for expenses which have no specific identit 
stated above, Edison has not provided adequate justi 
requested increase. Due to this deficiency in Edi '5 presentation 
we will limit the increase for the A&G items "'~"''''.'''' • .I' are within 
Edison's control to 8%, the expected customer ~ll'l~'l'\ trom 1985 to 
1988. Since these items are impacted by growth, we believe 

in a $5.0 million this is a reasonable adjustment. 
reduction in Edison's request. 

Our adopted expense modifies second recommendation 
to apply only to the A&G items ove.r has control and 
limits the increase to the percentag'e ~~~nqre in customer qrowth for 
the 1985-1988 period. This approach not endorse any specific 
programs or activities proposed by ~~~~~~" the adjustments made ~y 
PSD, or Edison's 1985 expense level It will be lett to Edison to' 
manage A&G expense within its 
rate application we expect 

~methOd0109Y, to provide a deta 
account. This should include 
activity together with five 
explanation of all siqnif 
clata. 

However, in its next qeneral 
regardless of its estimating 
justification for each A&G 

description of each A&G pro~r~ or 
of recorded data and an 

changes in the recorded and projected 

Excluding RD&D, which is discussed in the section on RD&D, 
the remaining A&G expens issues are addressed below. 

• 

, 
2. 

a. Insrance / 
PSD reco~tfnds that Edison's requested funding' of 

insurance premiums;tor property, general liability, directors and 
of!icers, and qro~ life be reduced by $4.8 million. PSO's 
adjustment a~s Is that insurance premiums generally are in decline 
atter a period of precipitous increases. This assumption was based 
on a review literature related to the insurance industry and 
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~d' , 'th . • ' 1 i 1 d' b k 4seuss4ons W4 4nsurance pro.ess4ona s, nc u ~n~ severa ro ers 
and a risk manager ot a large U.S. corporation. Addition lly, PSD 
observed that Edison's insurance premiums, having incre 
recently preceded by a decrease in the 19S3-~9S4 peri , ~enerally 
tollow market trends. PSD asserts that the combinat'on ot the 
softening of the insurance market and Edison's pow in that market 
as a significant consumer present opportunities r cost savings. 

Besides the qeneral chanqes in the in rance industry, 
PSO believes that the Fair Responsibility Act t 1986 (Civil Code 
Sections 1431.1-1431.5) and enactment ot the 'sk Retention 
Amendments of ~9S6 (P.L. 99-563, 100 Stats 3170) should exert a 
downward pressure on qeneral liability p ~iums. Accordingly, PSD 
reduced Edison's estimates for certain' urance premiums by 20% 
and 15%. Finally, PSO recommends a $ 7,000 reduction in Edison's 
estimated group lite insurance premi dUE~ to the lack of billed 
invoices and a split of director~/d o!tice~s insurance premiums 
between shareholders and ratepaye s. 

• 
PSO's proposal that d' ectors and officers insurance 

premiums should be split betw ~ shareholders and ratepayers is 
premised on a sharing of the nefits. Insurance covering 
directors and officers of a corporation is designed to protect 
aqainst shareholder deriv ive law suits. In the event ot a 

ivative law suit, the insurance policy 
e shareholders whole tor damages caused by 

wron~tul or negligent cts of corporate directors or otficers. 
Ratepayers also deri e :benetit trom this type of insurance. In the 

absence of such in rance, there could be a legitimate claim 
against an otfice or director resultinq in a substantial damage 
award that couldJ'increase the cost ot capital. 

Edisd believes that PSO's perception of a softening of 
the insurance 'arket is based on'a limited analysis and that 
property and general liability insurance pose unique risks. In 
:!;.upport of ts position Edison pre!~ents the following argwnents: 

successful shareholder d 
provides funds to make 
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• l. Growth in the size of Edison's assets, and 
the increased replacement value of those 
assets due to inflation, will prevent 
property insurance premiums from deelining 

2. Edison's boiler and machinery coverage 
specialized part of property insurance 
coverage and does not follow the gene 
insurance market. 

3. Edison's earthquake coverage has b~n 
difficult to obtain at any price. 

4. Involvement in a number ot alte ative 
insurance companies insulates dison from 
the ups and Clowns of the co rcial 
insurance :market. 

5. Dramatic increases j.n lit' ation and 
changes in the way that . surance policies 
are interpreted by cou have caused 
insurers to pay for 10 es that they never 
intended to cover. 

and officers insurance, Edison 

• 
believes it is i~ normal cost of oing business, which not only 
covers the directors and. of tie s but also the corporation. Edison 
argues that directors and off' ers coverage provid.es for defense 

• 

costs without regard to the erits of the law suit and is necessary 
to attract and maintain we~-quali!ied and able directors and 

ofticers. i: 
Due to the in ease ot derivative law suits 1n recent 

years, directors and 0 icers insurance has become commonplace in 
the corporate world. ithout this protection the risks of serving 
as a director or of! cer would outweigh the rewards. A well 
managed and etfici t utility is pred.ieated upon having qualified 

ors and officers and this type of insurance is 
critical in obta ning and maintaining these individuals. For this 
reason PSD's r ommendation would impose' an unwarranted penalty on 
Edison's shar olders and will not ~e adopted • 
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In estimating Edison's insurance premiums we 
a heavy emphasi's on PSD's arguments that there is a 
the insurance ~rket and that Edison's insurance 
generally followed. market trends. We also consider 
concerning the difficulty in obtaining earthquake 

.w1.ll',.L.i:>\,IU'S claims 
and its 

involvement in alternative insurance companies to it from 
market surges persuasive. Atter weighting these we have 
concluded that PSD's proposed reductions of 20% are too 
drastic. Instead, we will assume that com~,re~ins~~ve liability, 
directors and officers, and property premiums will be 10% 

lower than Edison's projections. Since .w~,~\,1~~ has not provided PSD 
with the necess:l.ry invoices to justify 
life insurance we will adopt PSD's 
adjustments result in a $1.8 million 
estimated 1988 premiums. 
estimated premiums for crim~, 
generation, and nuclear liability~~.Li:>~~.a 

•
appear reasonable and will not 

b. Medical Costs 

These combined 
to Edison's 

These estimates 

The method. used by 
medical costs took into ~Q'~~Q,e. 

son to estfmate outside provider 
tion three factors: (1) overall 

as provided by the actuary, (2) 

and (3) the ratio of dependents 
its estimate from 1985 recorded data 

medical cost escalation 
growth in employee 
to employees .. 
using the three 

PSD 
estimated 
roesult of 

Edison's 
medical costs. PSD's adjustment is the 

recorded data, a lower ratio- of dependents to 
~~'~~:p4_n~5, and no growth in the number of participants. 

adopt PSD'S use of 198& recorded data adjusted 
in employees from the 1986-l988 period.. This 
that the existing relationship of total employees 

participating in the plan remains constant through the 
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... test year. We believe this is a reasonable assumption 
absence ot d.ata in record to support Edison's or PSO'S 
Our adopted. estimate ot outsid.e provider medical 
million lower than Ed.ison's requt!st. 

c. 
consistent with our discussion 

and intormation section we will move Edison's 
customer survey expense to account 90a. 

stomer service 
d meterinq and. 

d. Franchise Taxe§ 
Edison and. PSD are in agreement 0 the use ot a franehise 

tax rate of 0.73%. Since this is a chanqe ~rom Edison's last 
adopted. franehi;s.e tax rate, Edison's ann 
should reflect '~e franchise tax rate 0 

1 energy rate and ECAC 
0.73% as ot Janua~ 1, 

G. ~xes 

With the exception ot the Super 'lund Tax, Edison, PSO, and. 

1988. ~ 

FEA are in aqret'!ment on the metho¥logy to be use tor calculating 
~ payroll, ad valorem, and income tfaxes. Differences in tax 
- estimates are due to differenz' in payroll, plant, and expense 

estimates. 

• 

The amount of the uperfund Tax' is not at issue, only 
Edison's classification Wh~ treats it as a deductible tax in the 
computation of income tax~. Edison states that its interpretation 
and of the SUperfund Tax is supported by the opinions of tax: 
experts within the uti PSO's classification treats 
the new SUperfund Tax s a nondeductible addition to·to Federal 
income taxes. We wi 1 adopt Edison's position which results in a 
lower estimate ot ~tate and Federal income taxes. 

While nQ'longer in dispute, FEA raised the issue of the 
appropriate ad v'lo%em tax rate to be used in determininq Arizona 

I 
property 1:.axes. ~or ?alo Verele. Edison and PEA agreed to. use the 
rate ot 2.95%/ 
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• Besides the supertund Tax treatment, I.86-11-019 
considering the etfect ot the Federal Tax Reform Act of 1 6 on 
re9"llattad utilities. Edison and PSI) have endeavored t,o- . ncorporate 
the provisions of the Tax Reform Act ot 1986 in their, owings. We 

will reflect those provisions in this decision. It ::1itional tax 
changes are required, Edison, should tollow the dir 
in our decision in I.86-11-019. 
H. ElAllt-in-Seaiee 

For this proceeding PSD 
estimating plant-in-service that compares pri utility estimates 
with actual recorded weighted average plant- n-service. Using this 
methodolO9'Y PSD found that over a seven-ye period, t'or whieh data 
was av':ilable, Edison had overestimated 1Is weighted average plant
in-service by an average ot 2.28%. PSI)" application lot this 
factor to Edison's test year estimate~esu1ted in a difference ot 
$223.9 mil;tion in test year plant. / 

Edison argues that PSI) agjeed with Edison's J'"eqinninq of 
I 

Avear 1987 plant-in-serviee estima e and did not rceommll~nd adjusting 
WEdison'~~ capital projects for 19 7 and 1988. Not only does Edison 

believe that it is ineonsisten to adjust its wei9hted average 
plant without adjusting Plan;r'in-serviee or plant addi~:ions, it 
also points out that PSI)'s ~thodolOCJY could result in plant 
estimat4i~s that are lower tJ:Ian recorded. 

In contrast, E~son'developed its 1988 plant-in-service 
estimatE~ by adding forecasted plant additions to 198$ ~ecorded 
plant-in-service. Est~ted plant additions tor the y41~ars 
1986-19S18 were obta~~'d from Edison's five-year pl~nt and work 
element budget and ~reeast. Edison's plant addit~ons are 
c:a.teqorized by clals of plant and by month and year of operation. 
Fl::'om thj~s data mon'th-by-month plant balances by class of plant, 
incluairL9' const1ction overheads and plant retirements" were 
calculated for e forecast period. 
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The testimony of PSO's witness reflects little 
preparation and a lack of understanding of how plant est' 
developed for ratemaking_ First, PSO's witness was un 
provide basic infonnation concerning estimated plant ditions for 
1987 and 1988. Next, PSO's witness developed an adj stment factor 
from an analysis of recorded versus budgeted plant. Finally, this 

total plant 
and resulted in 

adjustment factor was applied to Edison's estimat 
which reduced Edison's net plant additions by 44 

no recovery for .7% of recorded plant. 
W~ find PSO's approach of adjusting, total plant based on 

a factor developed from using budgeted vers recorded plant 
inappropriate. Even if PSO's adjustment w s corrected for this 
flaw, we find its methodology a poor sub itute tor a detailed 
analysis of Edison's estimated construc ion projects taking into 
consiaeration their need, estimated c t, and expected operation 
date. We consider Edison's detailed estimating methodology 
reasonable and will adopt its plan in-service estimates for test 

• ye.ar 1988. 
I. pepreciatism 

Durin~ the September peate hearin~s Edison revised its 
average service lives and net salvage amounts for transmission and 
distribution classes of plant. This change resulted in lower 
depreciation rates and decr'eased Edison's depreciation expense by 
$69.3 million. PSD has a/reed to Edison's revised depreciation 
rates. The only differeJ.ce between Edison's and PSO's esti:mates of , 
depreciation expense ~d reserve is due to differing plant 
estimates. We will adopt Edison's revised depeciation rates for 
use 
J. 

PHFU in udes land and plant related items that have been 
acquired by Edi,o'n for use in the future. In its application 
Edison requested that it be allowed to earn a return on $128.2 

I 
million in P tor test year 1988. Since its application was 
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~iled' Edison :reevaluated its PI!FU es'oimate in 
guidelines it and PSD developed and agreed to 
$7.0 :million. 

During the course of the its audit, PSD quest'oned 
Edison's specific plans for using 56 parcels of land' PHFU. PSD 

claims that under current plans, the average time 
parcels would remain in the PHFU account is 27 yea 
January 1, 1987 they have averaged over 16 years n 
Additionally, PSD points out that the carrying arges for the 
ratepayers (18.10%, return times net to gross is substantially 
greater than tor Edison (10.17%, return on r te base). Faced with 
this circumstance, PSD recommends that allf the 56 parcels be 
excluded from rate base for the test per , an adjustment of $20.4 
million. Finally, PSD identified a par valued at $520,000 that 
was double countea in Edison's applic 

In response to a request b AI:! Ferraro, PSD propounded a 
series of guidelines to govern the enqth ot time that items could 

APe retained in PHFU. The guiclel s, attachecl as Appendix S, 
~provide for the following: 

1. Distribution subdtations and transmission 
plant (not rela1fed to new power plants) 
could be held ~ PHFU and not placed in 
Edison's plant/expenditure review committee 
(PERC) budge~for five years. If by the 
end ot five years, the property has not 
been includtrd in the PERC budget, it will 
be removed/trom PHFU until it is included 
in a tutu~ PERC budget • 

. 1 d ..' 1 2. Generat~n an transm~ss~on p ant (related 
to newl'ower plants) can be held in PHFcr 
.and no, })e included it the PERC budget for 
ten years. It at the end ot ten years, the 
pro~y has not been included in the PERC 
budq~t, it will be removed until it is 
incl~ded in a future PERC budget. 

. I 
Wh~le PSD states that the guidelines may ~e valuable tor 

the future, imp ementing them on a prospective basis will not 

• 
, 

~, 
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~remedY the injustice that ratepayers have endured by abSOrbi~ 
siqni!icant carrying costs over past years. .~ 

Edison worked with PSD in developing the guide ~nes and 
~lieves that they should be adopted prospectively. 
that the guidelines give guidance, are fair and wor le, and 
benefit Edison and its ratepayers. Finally, Ediso points out that 
the quiclelines give Edison appropri,llte flexibili , provicle 
reasonable compensation, and qive r~~tepayers 
tor property that may ultimately end up not 

Adoption of the 9Uicleline:~ prosp ively results in a 
$7.0 million reduction from the amount E son originally requested 
be included in PHFU. ent with this reduction, 
but is opposecl to PSD's recommended e elusion of $20.4 million from 
PHFO.. Edison arques that PSO's rec I endation is unfair :because 
the needs for the property were no ~onsiderecl and it was ~ased 
solely on PSD's judgelnent that p,roperty has been in PHFC' too 
long .. 

PHFU is an area in ich we do not have any specific 
4Itcriteria tor juclqinq the rea onableness of a utility'S property 

acquisition policies. Bec se of this, utilities c10 not have a 
strong incentive to close monitor their procedures tor acquirinq 
and maintaining PHFUoo A Ferraro directed PSD and Edison to work 
together to develop quO elines which could be used to judge the 
reasonableness of uti ty expendi turllaS on PHFOoo As a result, pst> 

and Edison develope7S. idelines and agreed to their use in the 
future. We tind th se quidelines reasonable and will adopt them 
for use in this an Edison's future general rate cases. In 
addition, we will/direct our Evaluation and Compliance Division to 
notify the ener91' utilities under our jurisdiction that we expect 
to adopt stmilal guidelines in their.next general rate case. 

Al thdU9h PSO and Edison are in agreement that the 
guidelines Sho'Uld :be \\Sed in future g',eneral rate cases, they are in 
disagreement over their use in this proceedinq. PSO's au~itors are 
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.concerned over the length ot time that ratepayers have paid 
carrying Charqes on 56 parcels in PHFU, while Edison hasooijentitied 
c s~cific use tor most of these properties and argues at it 
would be untair to apply the guidelines retroactively, 

Because Eaison has identitied a specific e tor most ot 
the properties at issue, we will not adopt PSO's ecommendation in 
its entirety. However, startinq January 1, 198 we will apply the 
adopted guidelines as it they were effective ior to the 
acquisition date of all items in PHFU. Thi will result in a 
reduction of $16.2 million trom Edison's iginal request tor 19S9. 

-For test year 1988 we will reduce Edison s original request by $7.S 
million. This represents $7.0 million Edison's agreed reduction, 
and $520,000, PSO's double counting justment. 

By delaying full implemen tion ot the quidelines Edison 
should have ample opportunity to age its PHFcr account to the 
level adopted in this decision. dison can accomplish this by 
delaying future purchases, sel nq property not needed in the near 

•

future, placing property in p nt-in-service as it becomes used and 
useful, or by transferring p. operty to nonutility property. We 
believe, by providinq rate yers with lower carrying charges now 
and in the ~uture and sha eholders with. the opportunity to adjust 
to this change, the inte ests ot ratepayers and shareholders are 
fairly balanced. 
K. 

With one e ception Edison and PSO are in agreeme~t on the 
methodology tor ea~lating the allowance for working cash. The 
only remaining is~e concerns the weight that should be qiven to 

I 
the laq in the State income tax deduction used in determinin~ 
Federal income ~e$. In its estimate of working cash allowance 
Edison retleetsfthe tact that the previous year's rather than the 
current year" state income taxes are used as a deduction for 
calculating !orporate Federal income taxes. Consistent with prior 
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~ Commission decisions, PSD recommends that no ~~u~·~~.~ given 
to this issue in estimating workingeash allowance 

~his issue was first raised in PG&E's g~,nera.~ case 
A.8S-12-0S0. By 0.86-12-095 in that proceeding 
workshops to be conducted which would include 
utilities. Edison has participated in those~C)r~~~lO~IS at this 
time there has not been a final resolution 
Accordingly, we will adopt PSt)'s releol:n:mEmCi~ , but allow Edison's 

issue is ~inally 
resolved. in a memorandum account 
the difference between the adopted and those Edison's 
proposed workinq cash methodology yield. The difference in 
revenues recorded in the me~clr~mcLUD~account should accrue interest 
at the enerqy cost adjustment (ECAC) balancinq account rate. 
L. Attriti.~ 

Edison and pst) are t on the method ot 
calculating attrition. Addi ..... j ................. .z, both recommend that the 1989 

• 
ERAM base level 5hould be by $9.8 million to reflect a 

. change in jurisdictional due to a decrease in FERC 

jurisdictional sales. 
jurisdictional ~ ....... ~_~ 

PSO recommend no change in the 
for 1990. Finally, the revenue 

Edison's optional time of use meter 
calculating attrition for 1989 and 1990. 

~~.~wW~~~'~ in more detail in the section on rate This item 
design. 

A. 
v. Major Issues 

general rate eases for the large electric 
utilities, we indicated that a utility should be authorized a 
return on comm.·an equity (ROE) that is commensurate with market 
returns on having corresponding risks. We also haVe 
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4ItrepeatedlY stated that there are three 
rely upon' to implement this objective: 

considerations 

1. Cost of capital varies in the same 
direction as changes in the g~meral 
of inflation anc. interest r~Ltc~s. 

2. Market cost of equity capi t~Ll reflec 
risks, such as the exposure of a ut~ity/s 
earnings to variability in fuel eo 
sales levels, as well as uneertai 
regarding the eost of prior capi 
investments. 

/ 

3. The application and interpret ion of 
financial models may not ac~ately reflect 
all of the intricaeies o~. financial 
market. 

In evaluatinq the proposals fore us from Edison, PSD, 
and FEA we will place heavy emphasis these principles. Each 
parties I position on the various cost of capital issues is 
summarized in the table below follated by a detailed discussion of 

• the issues • 
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• 

• 

componen1i 

Long-term ~t 
Preterred Stock 
Co:mxnon Equity 

Total 

~QlIl'RQn@t 

Long-term Debt 
Pre~erred Stock 
Co:mxnon Equity 

':total 

component 

Long-term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total 

~, 

capitalization 
Batio-

47% 
7 

JL 

100% 

Cost 
Faxto:r;; 

* Midpoint of Range. 

ESJis2D 

capitalization 
Ratio 

47% 
7 

....4.ft... 

lO(I% 

9.2'6% 
7.88 

13 .. 75 

9.l7% 
7.80 

l2.55 

4 .. 35% 
.. Ss. 

5,52 

10.42% 

weightecl . 
Cost 

4.35% 
.. 55 

6,33 

ll.23% 

Weighted 
Cost 

4.31% 
.. 47 

5,99 

10.68% 

to th(! cost ot capital issues in this 
noted that this decision will only address . 

Edison's cost of for 1:est year 1988'. To more accurately 
reflect changes rate cases, we expect utilities, as 
discussed in D.8~-J1I .... -076, to ~lddress return on equity in their 
annual attrition In addition, we wish to make it clear 
that the util are also expected to reflect in, these filings 
any changes would affect their last adopted capital 
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• structure. Finally, Edison's MA1to.C and lMAAC should be 
of January 1, 1988 to reflect the adopted ROE in this 

1. capi,.al Structure 
Edison and PSD lIlade specifiC reconunendat' ns on capital 

structure, while FEA reviewed the estimat,es and a opted PSO's 
0:z::iginal capital structure. The specific recommend.ations are sho'ltln 
in the table below. / 

Comparison or Ediso~ And ESP 'CAPitA~tructUres 
Edison / ~ 

1983-1990 I'~ l2l2 l222 

Long-Term Debt 47% L 41% 46% 45% 
Preferred Stock 7% 6% 6% 5% 
Common Equity 46% 47t 48t sot 

* Table Reflects PSD's c'riqinal Pos' ion. PSO Adopted Edison's 
Revised capital StruC'!:ure After e September Opclate Hearings. 

Edison's recommendation s based on a target capital 
structure which was designed to lp ~intain its financial 

• integrity while minimizillg cost to ratepayer.s. Although. Edison 
oriqinally forecasted thilt ito/common equity ratio would increase 
to 4at or more durinq th4a 19~-1990 period, in the September update 
hearings it lowered its tor~ast to 46%. Ed.ison's change in common 
equity percent red.uced i 1:sJbase rate revenue increase by $18 
million and its total r~/'nues including MAAC by approximately $ZS 
million. According~ t· dison's chief financial Officer the reasons 
for this revision are: (l) to mitigate uneconomic bypass and (2) 

facilitate the move t marginal cost-based ra't:es. . 
PSD origin ly proposed a separate capital structure for 

each. year Of the te:ft pel::iod based on Edison's financing plan. In 
support of that re ommendation PSO argued that: (l) it accurately 
refleC'!t:s Edison's financing year by year rather than Edison's tront 
load.ing the expe sive cOIllponents of capital costs and (2') if the 
capital structu e requ.ir4~s adjustment, it can be made in the 
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• context of the attrition rate adjustment mechanism. After the / 
September update hearings, PSO submitted Exhibit 245 in which :itt 

• 

adopted Edison's revised capital structure. 
In light of E~isQn's updated testimony we have a 

opportunity to provide ratepayers with lower rates withou 
jeopardizing Edison's financial standing. We will 
revised capital structure for test year 1988. 

2. Long-Tea Debt 
Edison, PSO, and PEA made recommendatio regarding t.~e 

cost of new debt and the resulting embedded cost o!de~t tor the 
1988-1990 period. Their estimates of the incr~ental cost of long
term debt are set forth in the fOllOWingz tab ~ 

Incremental ~o:rt Of I,cmq-_Debt 

Edison 
PSO 
FEA 

.12.U .l2ll2.l.22.2 

10.00t 10.00t 10.00% 
9.49% 10. 1% 9.82t 9.60% 
9.63% 10 94% 12.06% ll.06% 

PSD relied on the DRIjSeptember 1987 forecast of interest 
rates for AA utility bonds, ~adopted the Wharton Econometrics 
forecast, and Edison reviewe~current forecasts and used judgement 
to develop its recommendation. 

FEA finds fault lith Edison's judgement because Edison 
lowered its requested re~ on common equity from its original 
application to reflect ~wer interest rates, but retained its , 
estimated cost of new debt. PSO argues that neither PSO or Edison 
has the resources ~~-~evelop'and maintain forecasting models for 
interest rates; bo~~ust rely upon forecasting services with 
access to vast am~ts of data and an acknowledged expertise in the 
field. I 

WhilefChere are many areas in developing estimates for 
the test year tio which judgement must be applied, we find Edison's 
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~ approach unnecessary in light ~f the availability of acknow~dged 
expert forecasting services. Since DR! forecasts are use 
develop the non-labor escalation factors in this decisio in 
the attrition rate adjustment mechanism, we will use PS 's 
estimated cost of long-term debt. 

3. :tAx-Exempt Financing 
A portion of Edison's debt is represente by variable

rate tax-exempt pollution control bonds. Based c£ their historical 
relationship with Moody's doU))le-A utility bon~ields, Edison 
estimates an interest rate of 6.4% for its ta~exempt issues in 
1988. PSO derived its estimated interest ratle o,f 50.38% by using 
the historical relationship between tax-ex,lpt issues and the primEl 
rate. PSD slightly increased its forecas~d interest rate to 
recoqnize the deeline in marginal tax 

Act of 1986. 

Both of these approaches ap ear to be flawed. PSO 
critieizes Edison's forecasting mod for yielding a poor 
correlation between interest rates or tax-exempt bonds and double

~ A utility bonds. In response, Ed son states that the interest rate 
for its tax-exempt bonds is no nger based on the prime interest 
rate. 

to judge the results o~ 
these recommendations is a mpal:ison with recent recorded data. 
PSO's prior forecast for 1 87 was only 0.1% higher than recorded. 
o.ata for the first quartE]t' of 19a7. Since there was only a slight 
difference between PSO'sfforecast and recorded data, we will adopt 
PSO's estimated. cos;t0 variable tax-exempt bonds. However, \lore are 
not convinced that PS 's methodology will always yield the best 
results and instru PSO to add.ress Edison's concerns before 
recommending its u/e in future proceedings. 

4. Preterx~stock 
Ediso 

and perpetual. 
issues two typel!; of preferred stock: sinking fund 

Sinking fund securities have a fixed-term and are 
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4ItessentiallY equivalent to debt instruments, because 
for a specific term at a fixed dividend rate. Pero.~~~l~ 

are similar to common equity in that they do not have 
fund provision or a specific term. 

issued 
. securities 
sinking-

Tho issue whie~ PSO raises is Edison's recovery 
of j~$suance costs on per:petual securities which hive been c::allecl .. 
Edis~n proposes to recOVer these costs by incre~in9 the embedded 
Cos1: of preferred s1:ock. This is c::onsistent fth the recovery ot 
unamortized issuance costs when sinking tund referred stock is 
called. PSO takes the position that perpe al and common equity 
stock are s~ilar and should be treated i a like manner.. Since 
issuance costs for common equity stock a e not recovered from 
ratepayers, PSO recommends that issuance costs for perpetual stock 
not be recovered from ratepayers. l' 

In Edison'S reply brief i;!points out that San Diego Gas 
& Electric Company (SOG&E) in D .. 87~7-079 was authoriZed to recover 
the unamortiZed issuance costs associated with perpetual 

I 

• 
Isecurities. Consistent with D .. ~-07-079 we will allo~ Edison to· 
recover the unamortized issuance costs for the perpetual securities 
it requested. ;' 

Edison's request tpr recovery of issuance costs only 
inc::reases the cost ot prefef:red stock by 8 basis pOints. Due to 
rounding, this small incr~se actually has no impact in the overall 
rate ot return and does ,rot affect the revenue requirement for test 
year 1983. / 

S.. C9mmQD Egpi~ 
Of all thej1ssues in the cost of capital area, ROE, due 

to the dollars invo:Wed, was the most heavily contested. A sum:mary 
of the various pO$:iA~ions of the parties is shown in the following 

table. / 
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• 

• 

~Ary or ROE ReeOmmenda~ions 

Earty 

Edison 
PSO 
FEA 

R2E: . 

13.75% 
ll.75%-12.2'5% 

12.55% 

While all three parties submitted test~ony showing the 
results of various financial models as the sta inq point for 
establishinq ROE, they cautioned that the moo results must be 
tempered by judqment- Risk premium-and dis unted cash flow (OCF) 
moaels were presented by all parties. Ad tionally, PSO developed 
a capital asset pricing model and FEA e an analysis of the 
earnings of comparable utilities. The ollowinq table summarizes 
the results of these models. 

Edison 

PSO 

• sk Premium 
ocr 
Comparable 
Earnings 

~ 

13.$%-15.0% 
12.4%-14.5% 

13.5%-18.4% 
11.5%-12.5% 

11.7%-12.6% 

l2.3%-14.0% 
ll.5%-13.0 

13.l% 

Because these models are only used'to establish a ranqe 
for ROE, we will nbt repeat the detailed descriptions of each model 
contained in the~arties' exhibits. Additionally, the parties have 
put forth arguments in support of their analyses and critiCizing 
the .:i:np~t ass~tions used by others. As can be seen from the 
above table tnfese models yield a wide range of results depending 
upon the cho~e of various input assumptions. Our review of these 
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"'arquments indicates that they do not significantly alter the mo~ 
results shown above. We believe these model results provia,!! / 
reas~onable range from which to choose an appropriate ROE a~.,(will 
be \l,sed as a <;uide in selecting Ed.ison' s ROE. In the fina1 
analysis it is the application ot our judgement that7s /rueial, 
not the accuracy ot a particular model. 

In applying judgement to the results of ita models, 
Ed.is,on, as detailed by the testimony of its chief fir~aneial 
o:l!fi':er, John Bryson, iclentitiec!. the major items~h~eh justify its 
proposed ROE. These are: maintaining its :fi~cial integrity and 
the increased risk associated with re9Ulato~changes, competition, 
system operations, and uncertain economic itnditions. 

Ed.ison argues that it is in the/];)est interest of both its 
customers and inve~tors to maintain its ~inancial intl!qrity and 
thus retain access to the lowest cost tUnds a~'ailable cluring all 
~~rket conditions. This, Edison. ela~, requires a ROE ot 13.75% 
i~l order to keep its double-A creeli rating. 

As further justificatio for its proposed. ROE, Edison 
• states that in recent decisions, two broad cat,egories of risk 

allocation have been reflected- (1) retroactive imposition of 
ri:sks to the utility based o{results of prior conduct, and (2) 
prospective allocation of r1sk associated with uncertain future 
eV4~nts. Edison believes ~t investors perceive these as new risks 
an~ demand a higher ret~ 

Second, Edison/identifies competition from third-parties 
'And. self-generators as f new risk in t.h,e eyes of investors. This 
risk occurs because ~se companies are not subject to traditional 
utility constraints ~d obligations, but are allowed to compete 

.. 

with utilities for I~stomers and. new resources. . 
Third., ~dison argues that it: no longer has sole 

responsibility and control over its sources of enerqy. This 
results fro~ Ed~on'S increased reliance on third-party generation 
and purchases 1'fom distant utilities.:ln addition, a significant 
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~ amount of EdiSO~'S generating resources are nuclear which can be 
adversely affected by events wholly outside Edison's faeiliti 
service area, or control. 

Finally, Ed.ison points to the volatility in the conomy, 
especially the uncertainty in the prospective levelSZ~ ~lation, 
interest rates and oil prices. 

PSI) counters by stating that the last deca has seen the 
implementation or refinement of a variety of rate ~ehanisms and 
policies, all of which have generally served to o{minish the risks 
a~:tendant to operating an electric utility. Trse includ.e: ECAC 
which protects the utility from the Variab~'l.ey of fuel costs: ~ 
which insulates the utility from the vagar s of electric system 
~~les: the attrition rate adjustment whi provides opportunities 
f.::>r base rate adj ustments in the years ~tween general rate cases: 
M~C which provides rate recoqnition /r major capital projects: 
a.nd the rate ease. plan which insures of utility 
rate applications. 

• 
In addition, PSO arques that Edison's recent financial 

performance indicates it is a song company, with a risk profile 
that is relatively low. To su~ort this claim PSD points to the 
following Edison financial i~i~tors: . 

~ 

1. 1986 was the Lxth consecutive year of 
record earnings. 

2. Allowance lor funds used during 
construct~on has declined as a percentage 
of earni~s for five consecutive years. 

3. In 1986~0% of capital needs were provided 
through internal generation of funds, the 
highest level in 2S years. 

4. Ea~nqs have averaged over 30 basis points 
in excess of the authorized return on 
e~ity during the last fiVe years. 

s. ~lclared dividends on common shares have 
outpaced the consumer price index over the 
ast five years. 
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• 6. Common shareholders have realized an 
averaqe annual return of 28.5% over the 
last five years. 

7. Common shares were selling at a 54t premium 
above book value at the end of 1986. 

8. A doUble-A bond rating has been maintainE' 
for more than a decade. ~ 

Besides these healthy tinancial indicato?, PSI) points 
out that Edison no longer faces uncertainty with eqarcl to the 
~inal disposition ot SONGS and, through sUbsid ries, has made 
investments in the area of .QF energy producti Finally, PSI) 
believes that today's market reflects a per eption :by investors 

I· 
that risks are lower than in the past and roposes that Edison 
receive a rate ot return at the lower e ot the recommended 
ranqes. 

As we stated at the outset determination is 
largely influenced by ehanqes in~ the level ot intlation and 
interest rates in combination wi the results ot various financial 

~models. other factors, such as e financial condition of the 
utility and changes in requlat~ and business risks, are 
considered, but typically have' a lesser impact on the tinal ReIE. 

I 
In Edison's last ~neral rate case, tor-test year 1985, 

we authorized a 16% ROE. ~nce that decision, there has been a 
considerable reduction injlnterest and inflation rates. These 
lower and more Stableifaetors support a siqniticant reduction in 
the: authorized return. Some ot this reduction has already been 
reflected by the neqo ated agreement between Edison and PSI) which 
resulteQ in authoriz~ returns ot 14~6t for 1986 and 13.9% for 

1.987. I: 
All part'es, including Ediuon, recoqnize that further 

rec:lucticlns below e currently authorized ROE of 13.9% are 
I . 

justifiec:l. 'I'helnlY qu~stion is the maqnitude of the reduction. 
'l'oday'seconomi indicators paint a m.uch rosier picture than those 
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~Of three years ago. Interest rates for long-term debt are 
estilnated to be in the 10% range, inflation is projeeted.ar d 4%, 
~nd Edison has just had the best financial performance in ts 
history. This is a considerable improvement over test 
which long-term interest rates were expected to be 

estimated around 6%, and Edison was tacing a major 
review ot SONGS 2 and 3. 

Edison's showing places a 
its financial integrity. While we teel this . 

s on maintaining 
an important goal 

for Edison and its ratepayers, it is not th. Commission's charge to 
insure Edison achieves this goal. Our obj ctive is t~ authorize a 
ROE commensurate with market returns on vestments having 
corresponding risks. In this way we pr. vide Edison with the 
opportunity to maintain its financial ntegrity through effective 
management. 

Finally, Edison·claims it faces substantial risk due 
to recent regulatory changes, sys em operation changes, and 
uncertain economic conditions. e agree with Edison that all of 

~these are factors considered b investors and we will give 
recognition in our adopted RO~ to certain changes in risk. 
However, three years ago th~e also was uncertainty in the economy 
and Edison's nuclear opera~ons and purchases from distant 
utilities were essentiall as they are today. No change from the 
treatment provided these items in Edison's last general rate case 
appears warranted at th s time. 

In sUlDmary, e believe that the low and stable levels of 
interest and inflatioJl rates coupled with the financial ~odels 
presented by the pa~ies all point toward a significant reduction 
in Edison's author~ed ROE. After taking into consideration allot 
the evidence rela~ve to market conditions, Edison's financial 
health and exposu e t~ risk, and the testtmony on financiai models, 
\j'e conclude that a ROE of 12.7St is just and reasonable for test 
year 1988. Our adopted ROE produces an overall rate of return of 

.~ 
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l~lO.77% which we feel is sufficient to attract 
investors. 

As discussed previously our adopted ROE is onl test 
year 1988. For subsequent years it will be subject tOJreview in 
Edison's attrition filings. The following table det~ls our 
adopted cost of capital. 

Aagpted Cgst or capitAl 

Low"';term De:bt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total 

Contribution 
Ratio 

47% 
7 

JL 

lOOt 

B. m,tcl,ar Fuel and Coal ru,l Inven1;Qrv Financing 

Weighted 
~ 

4.35% 
.505-

S.S7 

10;77% 

Edison proposes to phaSe-Q~t its nucle~r fuel lease for 
SONGS and include all nuclear fue,land coal inventory in rate base. 

e PSO recommends that the carryr·ng osts on all nuclear fuel an. d coal 
inventory be calculated using short-ter.m\debt rate in ECAC. 

1. Nuclear Fu~l. . 
In 1974 Edison enteed into a lease arrangement to 

procure its nucle,!lr fuel re~irements for SONGS. This lease 
arrangement permitted Edisofl to finance its nuclear fuel at 
favorable short-ter::n rateS; which, because of the lease structure, 
was not reflected O:rl the fompany's balance sheet. Due to an 
accounting change ~!lde ~ the Financial Accounting Standards Board, 
Edison, beginning in 1~7, must reflect capital leases on its 
balance sheet. Accor~n91Y, Edison plans to purchase its nuclear 
fuel and phase-out thVe nuclear lease over time. In its application 
Edison has requested rate ~ase treatment for a portion of the 
nuclear fuel it will own. 

/' 
PSO seesjthe issue differently and proposes that SONGS 

nuclear fuel carry nq costs continue to be recovered throuqh ECAC, 
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/ • based on short-term rates. In addition, PSO recommends t-hat Pale 
Verde nuclear fuel carrying costs be recovered in a li~.manner 
through ECAC. PSD believes this is appropriate for ~e following 
reasons: . / 

1. The Commission has pursued a pOli~n 
recent years of removing fuel inventory 
assets from rate base and allowiy9 the 
recovery ef carrying costs at s~rt-term 
rates through ECAC. There is X(O reason to 
make an exception tor nuclear~uel. 

2. The Commission recently iss~d 
D.87-05-059, authorizing Edison to 
guarantee short- and inteimediate-term 
debt instruments is&ued ~ one o.f its 
subsidiaries for the express purpose of 
financing nuclear fuel;' 

3. Edison is not require8 to. terminate its 
lease and there is ~ reason why ratepayers 
should pay higher ~rrying costs :because o,f 
a change in how ~ital leases are treated 
in Edison's fina/Cial statem~nts. 

• PSD estimates that the increased 'cost for full 
recognition in rate base ot iuclear tuel, including Palo Verde, 
would be over $48 million ~d even with Edison's phased-in approach 
the increased cost would ~ over $8.5 million in test year 1988. 

• 

Edison argues that nuclear fuel should not :be attorded , 
the same treatment as other fuel because o.f its tour to six year 
life and unique chara~ristics. Edison states that nuclear tuel 
has a much longer lifJ than other fuels, cannot :be used (:burned) 

, I 
tor up to. two. years,j9oes through extensive processing before it 
can :be leaded into ~plant, and is plant specific. Edisen believes 
financing nuclear ~el with permanent capital as reflected in its 
imbedded-cest of ~bt appropriately matches asset and liability 
lite and risk. / 

SinceJlt entered into. the nuclear leasing arrangement, 
Edison states t t accounting standards, :bond rating agencies, and 
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4It investor perceptions toward ott-balance sheet financings ve 
become more stringent. As a result Edison believes tha ,equity 
support is needed for nuclear fuel and proposes to ach'eve this 
through rate base treatment. 

To minimize the impact on rates Edison p poses to· phase 
nuclear fuel financing into rate base over a 10- ar period. 
Because Edison believes that its credit ratings ill not be 
affected if it is perceived as moving toward appropriate capital 
structure and ratemaking treatment, it is witling to· forego full . 
equity support for the lease to mitigate r~e increases. Edison 
estimates that its proposal tor the SONGs/nuclear tuel will 
increase rates by only $2.1 million in 1~S8 and $12.3 million over 
the three-year rate cycle. ;I 

Although Edison points outjthat the operating and lite 
cycle characteristics of nuclear f~~ are not the same as coal, 
qas, and oil,. we believe that thio/ is not enough to warrant a 
different ratemaking treatment. fn fact, Edison proposes to 

• 

finance nuclear fuel with a co~ination of short- and intermediate
term debt. While this might in'dicate that there is a need to 

f 
factor in the cost of intermediate-term debt in deriving the 
carrying cost associated wi~ nuclear fuel, it does not justify 
rate base treatment. / 

Edison also bel~ves that the accounting change in and 
I 

investor perceptions tow~d off-balance sheet financing require a 
change in its finaneinq~~ nuclear fuel. We feel that these 
ractors may affect ris~ bond ratings, and the benefits of leases, 

I 
but, again, they do i necessitate a change in ratemaking 
treatment. 

As stated)1n prior decisions, we consider short-term debt 
instruments to be ~eferable in determining carrying charges on 
fuel. mmodity that can be used as collateral for 
financing and is istinguishable from fixed plant and land. These 
factors lead us conclu~ion that fuel should not be afforded 
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~rate base treatment, regardless ot its characteristics. 

• 

result, we ,.il1 not adopt Edison's proposed rate base trea tor 
SONGS unspent nuclear fuel and will direct Edison t~ calo' ate 
carryinq costs on Palo Verde unspent nuclear fuel using of 
short-term debt. 

We will authorize Edison to record 
unspent nuclear tuel based on short-term debt ~nd ddress these 
costs in ECAC proceedings. Since the carrying ': sts tor SONGS 
unspent nuclear tuel is currently included in 
balancinq account, no ratemaking change is n 

ison's ECi\.C 
essary tor this fuel. 

However, carrying costs tor Pal~ Verde unsp nt nuclear tuel are 
included in Edison's intermediate major itions adjustment clause 
(IMAAC). Consistent with our discussio above, Edison should as of 
January 1, 1988 stop accruing carryinq osts on Palo Verde unspent 
nuclear fuel in the IMAAC account an start accruing 100% of these 
costs in the ECAC balancinq account ased on the ECAC interest 
rate. 

2. Coal 'fuel Inventory 
Edison has included rate base $ll.S million tor the 

minimum coal inventories neces ary to support its coal-tired 
generation resources at MOha~' and Four Corners. These minimum 
coal inventories are requir~ in the event of a mine strike or 
other event which could intJerrupt the supply of coal. Both Four 
Corners and Mohave genera~ng stations are remotely located, lack 
rail conneetion and wate~ays, and cannot be economically supplied 
trom other mines should.,k supply interruption oceur. 

consistent w/t:h its ;ec:ommendation tor nuclear tuel, PSD 
proposes that Edison,J coal inventory be removed from rate base ana 
carryinq costs on coil inventory be based on short-term debt, 
recoverable throu:tgCAC. 

Again we acknowledge that some fuels such as coal have 
unique chara<:teri ics, but this aoes not justify rate base 
treatment. Our 4~sc:ussion in the nuclear fuel section above 
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• concerning carrying costs is equally applicable tor coal invento~ 
We will not authorize Edison to receive rate base treatment on 
inven'l;ory. Start'inq January 1, 1988, Edison shall be allowe to 
accru~~ in its ECAC balaneinq account carryinq costs j~n its oal 
inventory ~ased on the ECAC interest rate. Edison's coa inventory 
level is not in dispute, we ~ind its requested level re sonable tor 
calculating carrying costs until Edison's next reason 

f 

revie'W'. ~ 
C. hle VeX'de ReasoDAAleness ReviW 

Edison requests recovery of the costs ssociated with the 
california" Arizona, New Mexico and Texas (FOu~ State Committee) 
investigation into the management and const~ion o~ Palo Verde. 
The costs ~or which Edison is requesting re~very were incurred tor 
the purpose ot paying tor the investigatiot,eondueted by the Four 
state Committee and preparing an wa~firm~ive casew• The 
affirmative case was intended ultimate~ to demonstrate the 
reasonableness o!.Edison's investmen~t Palo Verde in the Palo 

• 

Verde MAAC proceeding_ The estimat~ cost associated with the 
investigation conducted by the Fouxfstate Committee and the 
preparation of Edison's atfir.mat~e case is $3.9 million. Edison 
is requesting that this amount ~ recovered in equal amounts over 
three years beginning in 1985.~ . 

• 

rEA recommends thatithe Commission not allow the Company 
to recover $2.4 of the amo requested by Edison. According to 
FEA, these costs are relat to the preparation of Edison's 
affirmative case not intended by the Commission to· be 
recovered. 

Edison argue that its affirmative case costs are similar 
to expenses associated with utility partiCipation in (and 
preparation for) re~latory proceedinqs before the commission and 
other aqeneies. T~ latter costs, Edison states, are normal costs 
o~ doin~ business / d currently recovered in rates • 
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• Although Edison's affirmative case costs tor Palo
are similar to regulatory Commission expenses normally re 
through rates, Edison's request ~or recovery is not aim 
First, Edison has not provided adequate justification 
costs were reasonably incurred. Second, regulatory mmission 
expenses are recovered prospectively, but Edison is requesting 
retroactive recovery. 

Other than stating that its atfirmativ' case was intended 
to demonstrate the reasonableness ot its Palo, 
Edison has not provided an explanation of wh the costs were tor 
and to whom they were paid. Assuming adequ e justification, 
recovery of these costs requires Edison to seek our approval prior 
to their incurrence. Either by separate 
earlier proceeding, Edison should have 
e~~ected cost of an affirmative ease requested the establishment 
of a mechanism for tracking these co s for later recovery. For 
these reasons Edison will not be aujhorized recovery of $2.4 

•
million in affirmative case costs or Palo Verde. 
o. Res2)lrce Plan 

PSD is the only party that addressed the reasonableness 
ot Edison's resource plan. inq its participation PSD made 
specific recommendations eon ming three Edison resource items: 
1) the tuture status forl m older and less efficient olil and gas 
generating units, 2) reduc ~ minimum operating levels tor various 
oil and qas generating pl ts, and 3) expansion ot the Pacitic 
Northwest (PNW) direct ~rrent CDC) intertie (discussed in a 
separate section).;f . 

1. v· W loning 

In sharp co trast to thla situation Edison and other 
california utilities found themselves in less th·an a decade a9'o, 
Edison now has exce s capacity that will last until well into- the 
1990's. This brin s the "stay tl:lie course"" policy of recent general 
rate cases into under "stay the course" budget levels 

- . 
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~ tor resource related proqrams, such as research and deve opment, 
conservation, and load management, were ~aintained at istinq 
levels. 

• 

The approach which Edison now seems to e race is to 
reduce high cost supplies and reduce expenditures on conservation 
and load ~anagement proqrams while ~aintaining 
necessary to gear up these proqrams. This po 

e intrastrueture 
cy would keep-

Edison's options open consistent with a leas -cost strategy. 
In support of its flexible poli for resource planning 

Edison provided a tairly detailed examina ion of its resource plans 
and associated forecasts spanning nearl twenty years and conoluded 
that: 

'It is futile to pretend t t our predictions 
ot the future will be any more aocurate than 
those of the past. The ly certainty about 
the future is change: a 

What does this tell u about our future plans? 
We should separate foreoasting function 
from planning in the sense that even if the 
foreeast turns out 0 be wrong, our planning is 
right.' 

In support of its new planning approach, Edison has 
presented a seri.as of 12 s enarios, endeavoring to show the 
flexibility in its curre (tall 1986) resource plan. Using this 
resource plan as the bas case, there are a total of tour resource 
options identitied it 1 wer demand forecasts were to result 
lower by as much as SO 0 megawatts (MW). These are: 

1. Change the nUlDber of units placed on cold 

• 
2. 

stan (a storage option for older, less 
effi ent oil and gas units) • 

!nate the Big creek expansion project 
augmentation of Edison'S Big Creek 
oeleetric system) • 
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3. Reduce the number of QFs: independent 
energy producers whQ's output Edison is 
required by law to purchase. 

4. CUt back on energy management pro9rams 
(conservation and load manaqement). 

In the event higher qrowth or an array of problems lead 
to the need for additional resources -- as much 5000 MW more --
Edison has identified s~ resource options. The 

in cold 1. Reduce th~~ n\llDber of units. pla 
standby. 

2. Increase' lPurchases. 

3. Develop Edison renewable nd alternative 
resources (only in the cenario involving 
competitive ratemakingy. 

4. Install combustion tufbines. 

5. Increase energy maJge:ment. 

6. Build coal Plantsi.' ' 

• PSI) generally aqreJ. with Edison's policy, but does not 
consider its resource plan tfo be very flexible or dramatically 
different from past Plans! '1'0 support its position pst) points out 
that Edison: . ;I 

1. Has n07 e· ective control over the number of 
Qh. ' 

2. Is cu~ntly planning on filing for a 
certificate of public convenience and 
necesSity (CPCN) in the fall of 1987 for 
the Big Creek expansion proj ect. 

3. Nee~ 8 to 9 years to build a coal plant: 
sl~htly less for Ivanpah whieh has 
r~eived partial california Energy 
Commission (CEC) approval. 
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4. May not be able to rely'on purchases trom 
other utilities tor the s~e reasons that 
Edison would require additional resources •. 

Additionally, PSD states that with the except'on of the 
Ivanpah proj ect the bi9'gest sin9'le sourc.~ tor Edison 
increase or decrease its resources is by adjustin9' 
units in cold standby. PSO is concerned that the conomic 
r~itications associated with the units recomme eO. for cold 
standby can not be ascertained. These units a e older, less 
efficient units, which in PSD's view could h~ e high operation and 
maintenance costs and are sensitive to chan~~s in oil and gas 

prices. ' ~ 
PSD's views, ~s detailed abov , form the basis for its 

specific recommendations concernin9' Ed' on's plant refurbishments 
and retirements, minimUltl 9'eneration ~rovemE~nts and expansion ot 
the DC intertie. These are discus:~~ below. 

2. Elant Beturbislm]eDts aDd ~~remgnts 
OVer the last several 1~rs Edison has analyzed the need .to refurbish or retire its oil ~d gas 9'enerating units which have 

approached or exceeded their o~ginal design or economic lives. In 
this proceedin9' Edison has noJ'Plans to retire or returbish 
(preserved retirement) any oj thesc~ units. Edison does plan to
place various units totalinp 894 MW into standby reserve by 1989. 

These units are identiti,ed/ in the following table. 

! 
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Etiwancla 

Highqrove 

Alamitos 

units Planned tor standby Reserve 

Capacity 
(MW) 

1 13~ ... 0 
~ 132 .. 0 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 

San Bernardino 1 
2 

Total 894.0 

/ 
Pl.acement 

.12m 

1987 
1987 

1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 

1988 
1988 

1988 
1988 

The cost of placing ese units into standby reserve 
totals $343,000 of which Edis~ has requested $245,000 for test 
year 1988. Rather than refurbish any units, Edison is currently 

eproceedin9 with the concep;/of sequenced maintenance, repair or 
replacement of deterior:z:t parts during routine maintenance 
outages. 

CEC in prepar ion of its Electricity Report 6 (ER 6) 
revie'W'ed Edison's plan/ for these aging units. As a result of th4~ 
CEC analysis it made ckrtain recommendations in its ER 6. PSO , . 
argues that Edison'sJPlans are inconsistent with the CEC 

recommendations. As! summarized by PSO, these recommendations sta~e 
that Edison should· 

1. 1,760 MW by 1991. 

2. ;p ce 191 MW into stand):)y reserv-e for three 
to five years beginning in 1990.' 
/ 

3. Not proceed with ;~ returbishment proqram 
tor most of its oil and gas units • 

. ' 
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• //' 
Of primary concern to PSO is the absence of information 

i
' / 

on which to evaluate Edison's proposals and the nconsistency in 
the information that does exist. 

PSO's specific concerns are listed below: 

1. Edison's proposals are inconsistent ith 
the CEC recommendations in ER 6. ether 
the CEC conclusions are appropria e or not, 
the inconsistency needs to be ad essed. 

2. There has been no comprehens~'V update to 
the tall 1983 study performe by Edison, 
even thougl'l, there have been I amatic 
changes in Edison's resoz situation, 
fuel pricet;., etc. 

3. Edison has repeatedly r ected PSO's 
requests to provide updated studies or 
intormatior.t supportinq/its proposals tor 
the oil and gas units] 

l ' i I . PSO be 1eves that w tho~ a comprehens~ve study 
evaluatinq the ranqe ot alternat:L~es for the oil and gas units and 

e a value-based reliability erite~a, it is inappropriate to make 
commitments as to the tutl\lre 01 these# units. As a result, PSD 

recommends that: el) a s1:udy hloCh conforms with the guidelines 1e:' . shown in Exhibit 53 be provi ed in conjunction with Edison's fall 
1988 resource plan, and (2)/a value-based reliability criteria be 

submitted within three mOIl~s from ettective date ot this decision. 
Edison agrees wIth PSO's recommendations, however, it 

requests that: el) the Jalue-based reliability criteria be 
, , 

suJ:)mitted coincident with its tall 1988 resource plan and (2) it be 

allowed to deviate trorl ps,o's guidelines in Exhibit 53 in order to 
develop an appropriatJ stuay that ~eets PSD's needs. 

; 

We tind psa's recommendations as ~oditied by Edison's 
requests reaSOnablet' 

3. Hinimum Generation ImProyement~ 
Edison points out that as aaditional non-dispatehable OF 

capacity system there is a neee tor increased 
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"'flexibilitY in dispatchinq its other resources. In recognit~t 
thi:; problem Edison's resource plan addresses six possible 
::olutions: 

1. Shift on-peak demand to ott-peak. 

2. Redu<:e 1:he minimum gen,eration 

3. Pureh.asE~ peaking power .. 

4. storage of off-peak energy 

5.. QF dispatchability 

6. Shift otf-peak produ<:tion to 

Of the six items Eaison has on requested funding in 
this proceeding for items 1 and 2. Ite 1, programs which shift 
on-peak demand to off-peak, are addre ed in the demand side 
management se<:tion of this decision. Item 2 is the only item with 
which PSO's resource witness takes ssue. 

Edison has requested $4~ million in test year 1988 to 
• reduce its minimum operating loao/ for certain oil and. gas 

generating units. In ad.dition'Jit capitalized $15 .. 1 million in 
1986 and expects to incur a like amount in 1989; both for reducing 
the m,inimum operating load. '!:he following b.ble details the units 
which Edison has and proposeJ to modify ana the cost of 
mod1tication • 
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• :!:lD.i..t.;; Planned tor a Redusction in the Hinimy:m Ge 

Ormonel Beach 

Alamitos 

Redondo Beach 

Hunington Beach 

Mandalay 

. (Dollars in T.nousanas) 

2 
1 

5 
6 

7 
8 

2 
1 

~mpletion 
.uw 
(MW) 

198& 
1989 

1988 
1988 

1988 
1988 

1988 
1988 

SO 
50 

$l5,050.0· 
l5,050.0 

652.3 
652.3 

652 .. 3 
652.3 

395· .. 0 
595.0 

2 1988. 595.0 
1 198 595.0 

. Edison proposes to re~~ce the minimum generation 
capability at the Ormand Beach,/ Alamitos, anel Redondo Beach units "y making plant modifications) At the HUntington Beach and 
Mandalay units Edison propos~ to go from three daily operating 
~hitts to two, two-shifting' I with the unit shut elown during' the 
third shift. I 

~ter pertormini cost-effective analyzes on Edison's 
proposed projects, PSO cdneluded that only the ormand Beach unit 2 

i' 
project is cost-effective. PSO recommends that the costs for an 
experilnental two-shifting proj ect at ormond Beach unit 2 and 
Huntington Beach unit!2 be allowed. For all other projects, PSD 

I 
recommends no rate recovery in this proceeding, but that Edison 

" consider a separateJapplication or review in an attrition 
f 

proceeding to present these projects when it has the requisite 
~ 

information 1~O support them. 
I 

Edison'& major concern with PSD,'s recownenelations is not 
~ 

the need for further justification, but recovering its costs in a I ' 

• / 
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~ timely fashion. Since Edison bears the burden of proving the cost
effectiveness of these expenditures, its cost recovery is m~~lY 
within its control. We will adopt PSD~s recommendation bj¢ause it 
provides ample opportunity for Edison to receive timely atemakinq 
treatment on the expenditures it can justify to be -effective. 
E. Sylmar-pacific High Voltage Direct current 

Xntextie 'EXPansion ?rgj eClC (PC 'Expansion) 

In its application Edison has included 
estimated plant additions for the DC EXpansion This project is a 
major augmentation of the existing high volt e DC line which 
connects southern Ca1i:fornia with the PNW. 
Expansion would increase the transfer cap 

completed, the DC 
for power bet'llcen 

california and the PNW by 1030 MW. 
The DC Expansion is a j oint Edison and LA:O~or? 

Edison's 50t share is on behalf of it and SDG&E. '1":) 

date Edison has spent approximately ~4 million. A portion of '~e 
$4 million has been paid for engineering and construction services 

~as part of a $70 million fixed pr~e contract with Brown-Beveri • 
.., If Edison were to withdraw form ~e project it would remain 

responsible for one-half of itsl'SO% interest in that agreement, or 
approximately $17.5 million. 1he project is currently under 
construction ancl is expected fO be completed by December 1988. 

This was the mostjlctively debated issue in the resource 
planning area. The sour~ce'Of the controversey was the assumptions 
usedl to evaluate the proj 's cost-effectiveness. As a result PSD 
devEtloped its own cost-ef ectiveness analysis ancl concluded that 
Edison should not partic pate in the project. ' 

Edison tAkefe position that the DC Expansion is a 
cost-effective project ancl the lowest cost alternative to securing 
additional transmissi n capacity to the PNW. To evaluate the cost
effectiveness EdisonjUsed a decision analysis model or *decision 
tree lP in which one 0 more alternative values for each of the input 
assumptions are pla ed in the computer model, weighted by the 
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.respective probabilities ot their occurrence. 'rhe output%!<>t t£~ ... 
. model is a range of possible benefits with a probability ·as iqned 

to each. Only capital related items are included in the ost 
calculations. Expenses are treated as a reduction to b~efits. 

'rhe decision analysis evaluation Edison per~rmed shows 
the present value of expected benefits ot 729 C1i~ter t 
sensitivities to be $206 million. As a result of's analysis 
Edison believes that the estimated cost of $104. million is 
unquestionably prudent and that the project Sho~d be pursued to 
the benefit ef its ratepayers. I' 

While PSD does net take issue with e use of a decision 
tree, it identitied some problems with the ay Edison set up its 
model: 

1. The model was biased by us q a nominal 
carrying charge rate to 1 elize the 
capital costs associatedJWith the project's 
avoided capacity. In its cost ot service 
study, used to devO:lo~:rqinal costs tor 
revenue allocation~ ra e desiqn, QF 

• 
payments and evaluati ef conservation and 
load manaqement pro~, Edison used a 
real carryinq charge/rate. 

2. 'rhe model does notk;OJ?erlY account tor the 
reduced benefit o~itakinq capacity during 
the summer onlYJ.nstead ot all year. 

3. J::dison's curren excess capacity situation 
,;as not taken iJito consideration. In 
~,aluing capacit,Y from QFs, Edison applied 
.m energy reli~ility index (ERJ:) to. 
:I:'eflect the rJl.ative value based on its 
lrleed for caprity., 

PSD'S analysis ~ed a LOTO'S spreadsheet. to compute annual 
cos·t:s and benefits over t."be project's 30 year life (1989-2018.) A 
real carryinq Charge ratJ was applied to· Edison's share of the 
project costs t~ qet a Jtream 'ot leve11zed payments analoqous tQ 
the real cost Qf rentidq the line. Annual operation and 
maintenance costs W~~dded t<> get a stream of total costs. 
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~ PSO ran a base case and 11 scenarios which tested ~ 
sensitivities to chanqes in the critical variables, incluainq ERIs, 
capacity prices, capaci~y avail~ility in summer on1~' ana all year, 
duration of purchases, quantities of economy energy and Edi on's 

• 

avoid.e:d energy cost. 
The net present values for the base case are 

$171.1 million (capacity all year) and neqative $100. 
(capacity summer only). The correspondinq benefit cost ratios 
are 0",09 and 0.46 respectively. Allot the seenar"os have net 
pres1lmt values that are negative and benetit to, st ratios that 
are less than one. 

While it does not recommend the us~~t PSO'a cost
ettectiveness analysis, Edison disagrees wi~ some of the 
assumptions used and has calculated their . pact on PSO'a present 
value estimate. The tollowinq table summ rizes these assumption' 
differences: 
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• Ufe¢ 9: EdisQD's Assumptions on ESP's 

~sw.ptions Q1ange in Ra~ Base" 
(Dollars in "llions) 

1. value of summer Only capacity -
Edison 97%; PSI) 72% 

z. Full Value of PNW capacity -
Edison 1993: PSI) 1997 

3. PNW capa'city Availability - Edison 
Throughout Froject Life; PSI) Ending 
In 1996 

4. Gas Prices - Edison Averaqe Prices; 
PSI) Marqinal Prices 

s. Value of PUrchased Ener9'Y 

6. SPA EeonolDY Energy Priee 

7. Forecasted Gas Prices 

Total 

3& 

14 

lO 

13 

--12. 

$127 

* Assumes benefit to;eost rati~ of 1.0. 

• l. as~ion Dittereooes I' 
a. Value ot Summer Only capaci~ , 

Edison claims that PSO chose the wronq marginal demand 
cost allocation for summer Onl~ capacity by usinq the allocation 
factor for transmission and P'rimary distribution in"stead of 
qeneration. PSD's alloeatiJn factor assumes that capacity is 
cominq from a sinqle qener'tinq unit rather than the entire PNW 
system. In addition, Edi/on believes that PSI) incorrectly used. the 
on-peak factor to apPlro the yalue of the combustion turbine. 
Edison recommends usinq the sum of the on-peak and. mid-peak 
allocation factors sin e these re~lect the amount of combustion 
turbine capacity tha~l'woUld be ~eterred. 

As a reSUlt of the~ed:tterenees Edison's allocation 
factor for summer 0 y capac~ty ~s 0.97 as compared t~ PSI)'s factor 
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~ot 0.72. PSD's present value calculation would increase by $9 

million it Edison's 0.97 allocation factor were used. 
b. Value or ENW capacity / 

In determining- the vallIe of excess capacity PSt) i~'J.uded 
the Big creek Expansion Project, the California-Oregon TrMismission 
Proj ect, and unfunded energ-y manuqement pro:) eots. Thesei' amount to 
approximately 1,400 MW of peaking resource additions.~Edison 
argues that these resources are 'lither not funded o:t.lriot und.er 
constru~ion and should. be remOVEIQ in determininq e capacity 
value factor. 

If these peaking resources are remov capacity would 
receive full value in 1993 rather than 1997 estimated by PSD. 
This would increase PSD's present value cal lationby $5 million. 

c.. PNW Capacity lOOti1abilitl': / 

PSt) assumed that PNW firm eapa~ty would be availaDle to 
california only through 1997. This wa~based on PSO's view that: 

1. Bonneville Power AU1:hO~Y' s (BPA) most 

• 
recent resource plan ~uld require PNW 
utilities to commit ~in9 combustion 
turbines, old, small; inefficient oil, qas 
and diesel generato~s, and interruptinq 
load as needed to dIrect service 
industries, prima~ily aluminum industries. 

2.. The proposed LoJ-TEirm Intertie Access 
Policy of BPA~its capacity exports on 
the intertie ('ncludinq the DC Expansion) 
to 2550 MW, e en when the intertie will be 
6300 MW (550o/MW :firm) .. 

3. The conservltion proqrams included in BPA's 
resource puan WOuld have less than the 66% 
capacity ,actor assumed by BPA. 

4. BPA's relouree plan shows that the PNW will 
have lilnoited capacity '!,or firm sales to. 
calitorpia by the planning year 2003-2004. 

Edison dis&qrees with PSD's conclusion and believes that 
there will be sUf:f~ient surplus summer capacity available to, fill 
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~e alternating current CAC) intertie, AC intertie uprate, DC 
intertie, and DC Ex~ansion well into the 2lst century. In ar 
at this conclusion Edison relied on the resource plans o·! BP. and. 
the Northwest Power Planning Council and the March 1987 No west 
Regional Forecast of the Pacific Northwest utilities Con erence 
Committee. Edison's interpretation of these forecasts ndicates a 
need :beyond 1997 for additional capacity to- serve th PNW winter 
load, thus resulting in additional surplus summer c acity. 

The difference :between PSD's and Edison' estimate of 
available surplus summer capacity is $36 million 
analysis. 

d. Q§ Prices 
PSO used Edison's marginal gas pr~e in its analysis to 

evaluate the DC Expansion's eost-etfectt-,ve ess against other 
resource options. The marginal gas pric PSD used represents the 
Tier II rate that Edison pays Socal. 

. CUrrently Edison pays SoCal~n a tixed monthly demand 
charge and a declining block Tier I/~er II commodity rate. Based 

~n the adopted sales torecast in;t:0 a1's recent consolidated 
, adjustment mechanism. decision, o. -01-046, the current Tier I 

quantity is about 18t of Edison' total purchases from SoCa::'. The 
volumes Edison is billed at the/higher Tier I rates is adjusted 
perio-dically based on Edison's/purchases. 

Edison recommends ~ing its average gas priee because it 
better reflects this linkag~between Tier I and Tier II and is used 
as 't:he basis tor QF energy/payments. 

If average gas rices are substituted tcr marginal prices 
PSO's present value ana sis would increase by $14 million. 

e. Xv~~~~~~~~~~ 
PSO did not ;fime differentiate the value of energy 

purchased over the Oc!intertie. Edison :believes this tails to 
. th I j . • 

recogn~ze that e me cr~ty of the energy ~s expected to be 
purchased duri:nq ~ on-peak and mid-peak tilDe periods. To-
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~prOperlY reflect the value of the energy at the time received 
Edison suggests that the incremental energy rates (IERs) ,used in 
determining utility payments tor QF energy be applied. Edison ro ' 

estimates that using PSO's IERs would increase the present valul~ ot·" 
PSD's cost-effectiveness analysis by $10 million. /,i 

f. BFA Economy Energy Price ",/'" 
.' PSD's analysis assumed economy energy costs we~~'Zl.8 

mil1s/~h in 1989. However, EcUson points out this i51'1n sharp 
conflict with PSD's Exhibits 60 and 60-A, marginal c:o~t, where it 
recommends a price ot 18 mills/kwh in 1988. Edisorfc:onsiders PSD's 
latter estimate of 18 mills/kwh more appropriate/because it better .. ' 
retlects the historical relationship ot economY energy prices being 

I," 
60% of Edison's avoidecl energy price (natur~l gas). 

~.;" 

PSD believes that the price of ~eonomy energy should be 
.~ . 

based on the BPA proposed rate cap formula to be consistent with 
" current pric:e behavior under BPA's Intertie Access Poliey. It is 

PSO's view that the oVElrall objecti~l of BPA is to maximize its 
II 

revenues on sales to Q:I,lifornia. ~o support this view PSI) cites 
~testimony in Edison's ECAC A.87-~2~019 which refers to BPA's 

increased rates and spilled wate? to avoid producing electricity 
1 . rni ,$ for sa e to call-fo a. .l' 

The differenc:e bet~een PSD's la and 21.8 mills/kWh price 
tor BPA's economy ener9Y ~es impa~s PSO's analysis by $13 

f million. i 
q. Forecasted Ga3 oPrls<es 

PSO torecastecrgas prices using the projected cost ot low 
,~ 

sulfur waxy residue (LSWR), No. 6 fUel oil. A 1986 price of 
$12.S0/barrel tor sincfopore fuel oil was used as PSD's bas'e price. 
Following adjustments{tor sales tax, shipping cost, and import tax, 
PSD applied a qro~/rate ot 5 percent until 1991. Atter 1997 PSD 
used the CEC's 19S6Jreal growth ,rate torecast and gross national 
product (GNP) implfbit 'price detlation. I ' . 

~ 

{ 
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• Edison's major concern with PSO's forecast is its 
startinq point. This yie1~s a ~orecast for 1990 of $lS.3 /barrel 
which is considerably be 1 O\lr the postings for Singapore WR of 
between $16.60 and $17.70 for the first part of this 

Edison, in it~;. analysis usinq tlle pst> co uter 
spreadsheet, evaluated the present value benefits of usinq both the 

CEC ER-6, moderate pric4~ forecast as well a;s th Edison proj ection 
used in its Auqust 1986 decision analysis eva ation of the DC 

EXpansion. Use of these forecasts resulted n the present value 
benefits of the DC Expansion being increas I~ by $32 million for the 
CEC forecast and by $40 million tor the 

2. Discussion 
Tone testimony in this proce inq clearly shows that 

Edison intended to participate in th DC Expansion project with or 
without our approval. By letter led August 27, 1986 Edison 
stated that: 

~ ••• we do not believe ~ Certificate of Public 

• 

Convenience and Neces~ity is required for this 
upgrade •••• We have a~o accepted the 
responsj»ility and a.ttendant risk, of 
demonstrating the rjasonableness of our 
investment in the ippropriate rate case at the 
time the expandT-ec facilities become 
operational.~ 

Edison's action involvinq the DC Expansion cause us deep 
concern. First, Edison'Jprel~inary estimate of the project's 
costs as provided to psr/ was $55 million. This estimate was 
considered to be incom~ete and revised to $104 million a year 
later. Second, EdisonlsteadfastlY refused to file a CPCN statinq 

. J 
that the project was fn1y an upqrade and that there was no'~ 
adequate time to pr~cess a CPCN and construct the faciliti,es to 
meet a BPA completion date. Tonird, Edison informed the PS1D that 
the reaSOnableneSS/Of project expenditures would be demons'crated 
after the projectjbecame operational. However, Edison neglected to 
tell PSD that ~O~ld re~est ratemak1nq treatment prior to the 
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~operational date. Finally, before Edison's qeneral rate ease 
application it justified the cost-effeetiveness of the DC Expansion 
to PSD based on the the avail~ility of BPA economy ener9Y,,/ In 
this procee~ing E~ison has premised the need for the project 
primarily on the availability of firm capacity. ~ 

that: 
PO' section 1102· Code (Ch. 1430, Stats. of J,986) states 

• H ••• an electrical corporation proposin to 
construct an electrical transmission ine to 
the northwestern ~nited States shal provide 
the Commission with sufficient rel'~le 
information thllt the proposed 11 ••• will be 
cost-effective." 

PSD is responsible for ar:Lalyzinq all pr . ects affected by PO' 

Section ~~02 and providing independen recommendations for our 
consider~~i~n. While pstl diliqentl attempted to fulfill its 
responsibilities, we believe Edis 's efforts in providing PSO the 
most complete and reliable info less than 
exemplary. 

• Al thouqh this deeie. on does not address the issue of when 
CPCNs are required, we CA'llt:!"On Eclison and other electric utilities 
that in the future we willJ'expeet a complete showing justifying the 
cost-effectiveness of S~{lar projects prior to their receiving 
ratemaking consideration! In addition, utilities will be expected 
to cooperate with PSD ~ t~nsure that a utility'S showin~ meets the 
minimum requirements ~ a CPCN application. ~his procedure should 
be similar to that ujed for NOI filings, i .. e., deficiencies 
identified by PSD~d corrected by the utility before acceptance. 

The cri cal issue involving the DC Expansion project is 
the appropriate r, temakinq treatment to be afforded Edison's 
expenditures. ~ison has included $104.& million in plant-in
service for th~ project and its cost-effectiveness analysis yields 
a present V:!;: of $206 million. PSD based on its oost
effeetivenei analysis nco_ends that Edison be. limited to 
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411becognition ot an investment no greater than $47.8 million ~ 
irrespective of the actual expenditures. / 

As previously discussed Edison believes that a ~CN is 
not required tor this project, but is requestinq ratemak1~q 
treatment prior to completion. For us to address Edi,~,S request 
we must determine what is an appropriate amount to ~. included in 
rates. This requires a determination of the cost ~fectiveness of 
this project as performed in CPCN proceedinqs. dditionally, PSO 
recommends that a cap be placed on the amount 0 be included in 
rates as required in CPCN applications. 
recommendation. 

Since Edison has quantified i ~ifferences with PSO's 
cost-effectiveness assumptions, we wi use PSO's analysis to 
determine an appropriate ratemaking alue to' be placed on the DC 
Expansion. The followinq discussi will address each PSD 
assumption which Edison contests 

Value of er Only 

,/ 

~ Edison disaqrees w th PSD's lack ot time difterentiatinq 
the value of enerqy pureha d and capacity received over the DC 
intertie. We believe it s appropriate to reflect the va'lue of 
ener~.r and capacity by me of day. This is clone in rate desiqn 
with time-of-use rates d with OF energy payments. Time 
differentiating ener 
$19 million. 

an.d capacity will incrElase PSO's analysis by 

PSO, in aluing' PNW capacity, has included 1400 MW of 
peaking resource addi tiOll.S which are not fundC:ld or not under 
construction, b excluded similar uncertain capacity in 
cletermininq th availability ot· PNW capacity. We agree with PSI) 
that a conserv: tive apprc:·aeh should, be taken with respect to· 

ability, b~~ tind its approach is inconsistent in its 
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a present value ot $206 million. PSD based on its cost
effectiveness analysis recommends that Edison be 
recognition ot an investment no 9reater than $4 .8 million 
irrespective of the actual expenditures. 

As previously discussed Edison bel'eves that a CPCN is 
not required for this project, but is requ tin9 ratemakin9 
treatment pri,or to completion. For us to address Edison's re~est 
we :must deter.mine what is an appropriat alI10unt to :be included. in 
rates. This requires a determination f the cost-effectiveness of 
this project as performed in CPCN' p·r eedings. Additionally, PSD 
recommends that a cap be placed on e amount to be included in 
rates as required in CPCN applica We concur with PSD's 
recommendatio:n. 

Sin,ce Edison has quan ified its differences with PSD's 
cost-effectiv,eness assumption, we will use PSD's analysis to, 
determine an appropriate rat aking value to be placed on the DC 

The following dscussion will address each PSD 

ees with PSD's lack of time differentiating 
the value chased and capacity received over the DC 
intertie. it is appropriate to reflect the value of 
energy and capacity, by time of day. This is done in rate design 
with time-of-use r. tes and with OF energy payments. Time 
differentiatin9 er9Y and capacity will increase PSD's analysis by 
$19 million. 

b. • Val~e and Availability 

in valuing PNW capacity, has included 1400 MW of 
Ce additions which are not funded or ~ot under 

, but excluded simil~runcertain capacity in 
the availability of PNW c~pacity. We' agree with PSD 
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.treatment of capacity rElsources. We believe that the cost- / 
effectiveness analysis ~'ill be consistent in its asses~ment~t 
expected capacity by excluding 1400 MW in valuing capaCity/. This 
will increase PSD's analysis by $5 million. 

d. GaS Exices 
In evaluating '~e DC Expansion PSO used E son's marginal 

gas price as opposed to its average gas price. Al ough Edison's 
marginal gas price does ]~ot represent its true a oided cost under 
SoCal's current rate structure, our evaluation! this project is 
on a lonq run basis. OVer the lonq-term. we ect the rate 
struetures under consideration for the gas ndustry will result in 
Edison's incremental gas purchases priced t the margin. We will 
use PSD's marginal gas prices for analy nq the cost-effectiveness 
of the OC Expansion project. 

1:. 

price of SPA's economy energy 
should be 85% ot Edison's avoided nergy price to be consistent 
with BPA's current price behavior. under its Intertie AClcess Policy • 

• NO change ness analysis is warrantea. 

fl· 
PSD's forecasted 9a prices are based on the 19S6 price 

of LSWR. While 1987 has see a considerable increase in LSw.R 

prices, it is not un.usual t see large fluctuations in these prices 
over a short time period. Because of this and the wide divergence 
in projected gas prices w will average PSO's and Edison's 
forecasts. This results in a $20 million increase in PSO's present 
value of the DC EXpansion. 

As a result ~f our adjustments to PSO's assumptions ~e 
find the present vatl of the DC Expansion to be $9l.8 million. We 
will authorize Ediso to rate base the actual cost for Edison's 
share of the proje~ or $91.8 million, whichever is lower. 
Whatever the 1J1JJ.ountf. rat1emaking treatment will not become effective 
until the DC ExpanSion is operational and will be subject ,to. refund 
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that a conservative approach should be 
capacity availability, but find its approach is inconsistent in its 
treatment of capacity resources. We belie that the cost
effectiveness analysis will be consisten in its assessment of 
expected capacity by excluding 1400 MW n valuing capacity. This 
will increase PSI)'s analysis by $5- m.i 

d. ~s Pri"S 
In evaluating the sion PSI) used Edison's marginal 

gas price as opposed to its aver e gas price. Although Edison's 
marginal gas price does not rep esent its true avoided cost under 
Socal's current rate structur , our evaluation of this project is 
on a long run basis. e long-term w~ expect the rate 
structures under considera on for the gas industry will result in 
Edison's incremental gas rchases priced at the margin. We will 
'Ilse PSD's marginal gas p ces for analyzing the cost-effectiveness 
of the DC Expansion pro ect. 

'L • 
We agree wi price of BPA's economy energy 

should be 8S% of Edi on's avoided energy price to be consistent 
with BPA's current rice behavior under its Intertie Access Poliey. 
No change in PSD's cost-effectiveness analysis is warranted. 

9'. 
PSD's orecasted gas prices are based on the 1986 price 

of LSWR. While 1987 has seen a considerable increase in,LSWR 
prices, it is ot unusual to see large fluctuations in these prices 
over a short ime period. Because of this and the wide divergence 
in projected gas prices we will average PSD'S and Edison's 
forecasts .. 
va.lue of 

~is results in a $20 million increase in PSD's present 
e DC Expansion. 

a result of our adjustments to· PSD's assumptions we 
find the ;present v..a~;'!c,. Y...of the DC ExpanSion to- be $91 ... 8 million. 
will au~orize Edison to rate base the actual cost for Edison's 
share-£f the project or $91.3 million, whichever is lower • 
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~nding a reasonableness review. These items are addressed in more 
detail in the section that discusses PU section 463. .~. 

F. Treatment ot certain Pl~lnt Items 'fm'suaro; to W S~ion 4053 
On March 2, 1987, PSD filed a motion reques ng that 

Edison be ordered to amend its Application to exclud ·all costs 
associated with uncompleted capital projects in ex ess of $50 
m;lllion. Specifically, PSO moved that Ed.ison be equired to file 
separate applications in order to seek rate re 
projects: Balsam Meadow Hydr1:>electric Generat' q Plant, Oevers
Valley-Serrano 500 lW Transmission Line, DC xpansion, and SONGS 1 
capital additions in connection with the . teqrated living scbedule 
(Its). PSD's motion was based on the ar~ent that PO Section 463 
precludes consideration of uncompleted pital projects in excess 
of $50 million in future tes1: year ra e' proceedings. Edison tiled 
a response to PSO's mo'cion, on Mar 16, 1987, arguing that the 
requirements of PO Section 463 are ompatible with future test year 
ratemaking and that post-operatio al reasonabl~ness reviews can be 

•

made in a subsequent general ra~ case proceeding. 
On May .s, 1987, AI:J - rraro- is~ued a ru'linq denying PSO's 

motion, finding that PU Secti 463 does not require a 
reasonableness review prior 0 establishing rates for capital 
projects or restrict the Co ission from setting rates for capital 
projects on a prospectiVi:asise In that ruling Edison and PSO 
WElre directed to develop, for inclusion 'in the rate ease plan tor 
this and future Edison neral rate cases, a detailed procedure 
which would allow for e continuance of the Commission's 
traditional ratemakin process with respect to the projects 
addressed in PSD's mo ion. Attached as Appendix A is the proposed 
procedure jointly su mitted by Edison anel PSO. 

The proposed procedure provides for modification of the 
existing MAAC to iJclude recorded investment-related revenue 
requirement and e recorded revenues related to- specific plant 
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Whatever the amount, ratemaking treatment w~ll not beconle 
until the DC Expansion is operational and will be subje 
pending a reasonableness review. These items are addr ssedin more 
detail in the section that discusses PO section 46~. 

On November 2~, ~9S7 PSD filed a motion 
submission with respect to the high voltage DC t 
project and to compel production ot docwnents. 

set aside 
inal expansion 

Edison has failed to ,disclose the existence 0 various agreements, 
including a December 2, ~9a5 .... letter agreem with LADWP-, that 
significantly alter the anticipated usage t several transmission 
projects including the DC Expansion proj Since Edison's 
antiCipated usage ot these projects is ivotal in establishing its 
need tor and the cost-effectiveness 0 the projects, the withheld 
information has a significant bearin on whether the projects 
should be pursued. 

In the case of the DC 
that it be withdrawn from the s 

ansion project the PSD requests 
mitted test year ~988 general rate 

case and be conso~idated with y subsequent consideration of the 
Devers-Palo Verde transmissio line No.2. PSD's request for 
consolidation is based on E son/LADWP agreements which link the 
two projects and the need, consider trans~ssion projects 
together so that their in errelationships can be assessed. 

In response to PSD's motion Edison argues that the letter 
agreement dated Decemb 2, ~985 was merely a letter in which the 
parties expressed the'r intent to work toward a definitive 
agreement at a late time. Additionally, Edison states that: 
(~) it is not nece~ary to set aside the sUbmission of the nc 
Expansion proje~to protect the interest of ratepayers, (2) there 
is no- final aqrlement to consia.er, (3) Edison and'LADWP agreed that 
the proposed eement will not be disclosed to third parties, and 
(4) without ommission authorization psn cannot compel pr~uet~~~ 
of the prop' sed agreement • 
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~additions estimated tQ eost more than $50 million. !nvestment
related revenue requirement is defined as the sum Qf (1) 
deprE~ciation~ (2) ad valorem taxes: (3) taxes based on income, 
including any appropriate tax adjustment$~ and (4) return o~PUC 
jurisdictional rate base as set forth in the applicable taritf. 

~ 

Edison and PSD propose that the procedure app when 
plant is to be reflected in rates for the first time, and is 
eligible for inclusion in MAAC. Specifically, PSD nd Edison 
propose that: 

1. Plant addi11:ions to be included 
determined through the general 

3. 

proceeding. 

In-service criteria for ea project to be 
included in MAAC be de:~~ned in the 
general rate ease proc~~nq. 

The initial investm~n related revenue 
requirement and resu ant MAAC rates tor 
each project be det ined in the general 
rate case proceedi , the initial MAAC rate 
level be equal to 5% of the revenue 
requirement, and e revenue requirement 
reflect the uti ity's estimated investment
related costs r the Commission's adopted 
cost cap leve , whichever is- less. 

4. Noninvestme -related expenses associated 
with each oject be determined in the 
general r e case and retlected in base 
rates ugh the general rate case. 

s. te advice letter tilinq be made t~ 
place ach project into the MAAC on its in
servi e date. 

6. Prey, ously determined MAAC rate changes tor 
a p oject be implemented at the next 
re larly scheduled ECAC or base rate 
leVel change atter its in-service date to 

nimize the number ot rate changes 
curring during the year. 

Between the in-service date ot a project 
and the implementation ot MAAC rates 
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Althouqh we share PSD's concerns that information}3A Y ~r 
exist which could have a bearinq on the cost-effectiveness 0 the J 

DC Expansion project, we· do not find it necessary to remov this 
project from Edison's qeneral rate ease. However, Ediso~is put on 
notice that we intend to qive turther consideration to e eost
effectiveness evaluation adopted in this dacision in onjunction 
with our analysis of Edison's other transmission p jects and/or 
aqreements with LADWP. The cost-effectiveness c placed on the DC 
upgrade by this decision is for the upgrade pre ented to, us by the 
utility. If the aqreements called to our att tion by the staff 
motion affect the nature and use of the upg 
effectiveness cap will have to be redete ned in the new context. 
Should our subsequent cost-effectiveness eview yield lower 
results, we will adjust the DC Expansi~ cap adopted in this 
decision. Finally, we consider our f~er review of the DC 
Expansion cap appropriate because EaLson has freely assumed the 
risk of buildinq this proj act wi thc:t6t a CPCN and two years aqo 
siqned a letter aqreement with ~wp Which could impact the cost
effectiveness of the DC Exp~ioh and other transmission projects 
without informinq this commiss on or our staff. 

PSD's motion to se aside submission of the DC Expansion 
project is denied. However we will qrant PSD's motion to compel 
Edison to produce the d ents requested in attachment 6 to the 
motion. Edison will byrquired to respond to· PSD's data requests 
contained in attachment 6 within 10 days from the effective date of 
this decision. 
F. Treatment 0: ce~in Plant ttems Pursuant to PO' sesrtion :\63 

On Marc;:~1987, PSD filed a motion requesting that 
Edison be ordered;to amend its Application to exclude all costs 
associated with '\Xncomple~ted capital projects in exeess of $50 
million. Speci ically, PSD moved that Ed~on .~ required to file 
separate appli tions.in order to seek rate relier ror four 
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• reflecting that project, all recorded 
investment-related revenue requirement 
associated with that project be recorded 
an undercolleetion in the MAAC balancing 
account pursuant to MAAC procedures. After 
implementation of MAAC rates both the / 
recorded revenue and recorded investme~-
related revenue requirement be refle~ed in 
the MAAC balancing account. I' 

8. The ultimately adopted reasonable .A eve 1 of . 
investment tor each project be r~lected in 
rates pursuant to an applicatio filed to· 
establish the reasonable ana p dent level 
of recorded costs of the comp eted project. 
Such applications should be iled no later 
than six months after the nal portion of 
each project is placed i~ervice. 

For this general rate case Edison and PSD propose that , 
~c rate level increases, equal to 7. of the annualized revenue 
requirement, be authorized for each of four projects. These 
proj ects tog-ether with their est' ted in-service date, proj ect 
cost, and annualized revenue re~rement are listed below: 

PrOjk.ed 
Xnl.tial. •• Project In-Service Date 

I 
1. Balsam Meadow ~ior to 1/1/88 

Hydroelectric 
Generating Project 

2. Devers-Val ley-Serrano July 22, 1987 

500 kV TIL /' 
3. DC Expansion December 31, 1988 

~. Devers-Palo Verde June 1, 1990' 
No. 2 Transmission 
Line I 

Project. 
Cgst 

(Dollars 

$284,655 

127,819 

9,1,631 

207,952 

Amlualizedt 
Revenue 
RequireJ!~nt 

in Thousands) 

$ 47,730 

25,965-

17,652 

39,189 

• First year's ~te base on date eligible for inelusion in ~.c . 
• lOOt of CPOC ,urisdictiODAl revenue requirement. 
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projects: Balsam Meadow hydroelectric qeneratinq plant, Oeve 
Valley-Serrano SOO XV transmission line, OC Expansion, and ONGS 1 
capital additions in connection with the intec;.rated livil schedule 
(ILS). PSO's motion was based on the arqument that PU ection 463 
precludes consideration of uncompleted capital proje 
of $SO million in future test year rate proceedings. 
a response to PSD's motion, on March 1&, 1987, ar 
requirements ot PO' Section 463 are compatil:>le wi 
ratemakinq and that post-operational reasonable 
made in a subsequent general rate case proceed 

in excess 
Edison filed 

on May 5, 1987, A:LJ Ferraro issued,. ruling- denying PSO's 
motion, findinq that PO' Section 463 does not/require a 
reasonableness review prior to establiShin~ratesfor capital 
proj eots or restrict the Commission from petting rates tor capital 
projects on a prospective basis. Inth~ ruling Edison and PSD 
were directed to develo~, tor inclus~.O in the rate case plan for 
this and future Edison qeneral rate ses, a detailed procedure 
which would allOW tor the eontinuan e of the commission's . 
traditional ratemakinq process witt respect to the projects 
addressed in PSD's motion. 'Atta~ed a~ Appendix A is the proposed 
procedure jointly submitted bY!dison and PSD-. 

The proposed proced~e provides tor modification of the 
existing MAAC to include rec ded investment-related revenue 
requirement and the recorde revenues related to specific plant 
additions esttmated to co more than $50 million. Investment
related revenue requirem t is defined as the sum of (1) 
depreciation; (2) ad v orem taxes; (3) taxes based on income, 
includinq any appropr' te tax adjustments; and -(4) return on CPOC 
jurisdictional rate ase as set forth in the applicable tariff. 

Edison ~ PSD propose that the procedure apply when 
plant is to be retlected in rates for the first time,. and is 
eliqible tor in usion in MAAC. Specifically,. PSD and Edison 
propose that: 
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~ The difference in the revenue requirements shown ~e 
and those contained in Appendix A reflects the adopted cOS~Of 
capital and other revenue requirement items contained i~iS 
decision. / . 

, Additionally, PSD and Edison agreed that ~ SONGS 1 ILS, 
which comprises many numerous distinct and individual projects, 
should not be subject to this procedure, but sho d instead be 
reflected in base rates through the normal gene al rate case 
procedure in the same manner as any other pla addition which 
costs less than $50 million. 

We adopt the criteria set forth n the joint PSD/Edison 
exhibit, Appendix A, for ilDplementinq PO' ection 46~. Our only 
modifications are to reflect the raven requirement factors 
adop'ced in this decision al:ld the fact at the Devers-Valley
Serrano project is presently in-se~ ce. 

In Exhibit 240 Edison re ested that the ratemaking 
treatment discussed above 10e imp ented for the Devers-Valley
Serrano project. Based on Exh' t 240 we c::onclude that this 

~ project was placed into servic on July 22, 1987 'and meets the 
cx:iteria set forth in Exhi:bit 203 ana aaopted above. As previously 
discussed the initial MAAC te for PU Section 463 projects will be 
set at 75% of the project' revenue requirement. For the Devers
Valley-Serrano project we/~ill increase Edison's MAAC rate by $19.5 
million or 0.03 cents/kwi'~hieh equates to 75% of the CPUC 
jurisd.ietional t-re1atod. revenue requirement. 
G. 

Edison has~equested authorization of $40.1 million (1986 
dollars) in test ye~ 1988 funding for its RD&D plan.. This 
repres1ents approxi~telY a 10% reduction from, the authorized level 
of fun t:3.ing for 19a.t. 

As prop6sea by -Edison the RD&D plan consists of 12 
progra=s qroupea!under six research areas. These areas are 
intended to co I espond to the RD&D objectives and guidelines 
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1. Plant additions to ~e included in MAAC be 
determined throu9h the general rate case 
proceeding. 

2. In-service criteria for each project to be 
included in MAAC ~e dete~ined in the 
general rate ease proceeaing_ 

3. The initial investment-related revenue 
requirement and resultant MAAC rates fo 
each project ~e determined in the gene al 
rate ease proceeding, the initial rate 
l~vel be equal to 75% of the revenu 
requirement, and the revenue requi ment 
reflect the utility's estimated i estment
related costs or the Commission' adopted 
cost cap level, whichever is Ie s. 

4. Noninvestment-related expens associated 
with each project be determ' ed in the 
general rate case and refl ted in base 
rates th:t:'ough the general atje case. 

S. A separa1:e advice lette filing be made to 
place each project int the MAAC on or 
after its in-service te. 

6. Previously determin d MAAC rate changes for 
a project be impl ented at the next 
regularly schedul d ECAC or base rate 
level change aft r its in-service date to 
minimize the n er of rate changes 
occurring duri q the year. 

7. Between the 'n-service date of a project 
and the imp ementation of MAAC rates 
reflecting at project, all recorded 
investmen related revenue requirement 
assoeiat with that proj~ct be recorded as 
an under. ollection in the MAAC balancing 
account pursuant to MAAC procedures. After 
implem ntation of lO~C rates both the 
recor ed revenue ancl recorded investment
rela ed r,evenue requirement be reflected in 
the C loalancing .e~ccount. 

8. Th ultim.)tely adopted reasonable level of 
vestlnen1: tor each proj ect be reflected in 

I
tes ~ur:>uant to an, applieation tiled to' 

stabllsh the reasonable ana prudent level 
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• . /' 
stablished in O.82-~2-005. Edison's research areas and programs 

are outlined in the table below. All amounts in this section are 
in 1986 dollars. 

Edison's 1988 ROuP ~lan 

Resears;b Arela 

1. System Operations and 
Efticiency Improvements 

2. Advanced Enerqy Technoloqies 

3. Health and Satety ·c. Renewable Energy Resources 

s. Environmental Improvement 

6,. Enerqy Conservation 
Etficient Resource 
utilization 

1. psP's EPsition 

1. Load Contr. l/CUstomer 
Intertac 

2. Storaqe and Energy 
Manaqe ent Technologies 

3. Faci ities.Conversion tor 
opt 1 Operation 

4. C petinq for the CUstomer 

5 •. dvanced Energy Conversion 

Lonq Ranqe/Hiqh Pay-back 
Technoloqies 

Occupational and Community 
Satety 

Renewable Enerqy Conversion 

9. Air Quality Enhancement 

10. Natural Resources Manaqement 

11. CUstomer Energy Manaqement 

12 • Alternate Fuels 

After reviewin Edison's RD&D plan, PSO believes that the 
competinq for the custo er proqram and the electric transportation 
project are diametriea y opposed to the guidelines. These are 
described as follows: 
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• 

• 

ot recorded costs of the completed project. 
Such applications should be filed no later 
than six months after the tinal portion ot 
each project is placed in-service. 

For this general rate case Edison and PSO pro 
MAAC rate level increases, equal to 75% of the annual" ed revenu.~ 
requirelllent, be authorized for each of four projects These 
projects together with their estimated in-service te, project 
cost, and annualized revenue requirement d below: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Proiect 

Balsam Meadow 
Hydroelectric 
Generating Project 

Devers-Val ley-serrano 
500 kV TIL 

oe Expansion 

Devers-Palo Verde 
No. 2 Transmission 
Line 

Projected 
Initial. . 

In-Service QAte 

December , 1988 

Annualized# 
Revenu.~ 

C2st Regyixmnent 
(Dollars in '.rhousmds) 

$284,655 

l27,819 

91,631 

207,952 

$ 47,730 

25,965 

l7,552 

39,189 

* First year's rate base o~, date eligible tor inclusion in MAAC. 
# 100% of CPcrC jurisdietio 1 revenue requirement. 

The difference in .e revenue requirements shown above 
and those contained in Ap c:1ix A reflects the adopted cost of 
capital and other revenue eqlllirement items contained in this 
decision. 

Additionally, PSO ar.Ld Edison agreed that the SONGS 1 lIS,. 
which comprises many erous distinct and individual projects, 
should not be subje to this procedure,. but should instead be 
reflected ~ ~'b~:~.;l r es through the. normal general rate ca.se 
procedure in tllLe e lDalmer ~LS other plant additions which cost 
less than $50 lXLil 

) 
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• 

a. Competing tor the CUstomer 

b. 

TQtal Ener~ Faeiliti,~ - determine the 
feasibility of Edison ~eeominq a total 
enerqy supplier both near existing 
generatincr stations and also- to comple 
requiring"a central energy supply loe 
away from existinq generating statio 

AdVAne~aee Conditioning - work oward 
increasin~: the efficiency of spac 
condition1n~ equipment and provi ing 
customers w~th cost-effective 0 tions for 
shifting electric space coolin loads from 
on-peak to· oft-peak periods. 

on-Si 1~tru:;W;1Sl~DmU;gg~ml.U~...E:I~~ 
- exp:~ore and develop var;i. 
generas.ting' teehnoloqies w ch can provide 
an alternative to tradit nal electric 
service. 

Storage and Energy Man qement Technologies 

- accelerate 
cial electrically 

powered transportat on involving prototype 
vehicle evaluatio , development and 
evaluation of adv ced vehicle~attery 
concepts, tormul ion o! commercialization 
strate9Y, and el ctrified roadway 
demonstrations. 

PSO states that th se are marketing' programs designed to 
develop additional sales, b ild load, and to avoid losing sales to 
self-qeneration. PSO beli I es that marketinq and load building 
programs are very short-sO hted and, while they take advantage of 
eurrlent excess capacity, romote usaqe that ul tilnately needs to :be 
eurt1iled. In addition, PSD is concerned that Edison's use of 
ratepayer monies for th development of these proqrams will 
primarily benefit its ~vestors, either through the utility company 
or its unregulated subSidiaries. Finally, PSD arques that Edison's 
participation in the ~ectric transportation project should be 

• .I 
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We adopt the criteria set forth in the joint PSO/Edison 
Extd.bit 203, Appendix A, for implementing' PU section 4.63. Our only 
modifications are to reflect the revenue requirementl'factors 
adopted in this decision and the fact that the Oev. rs-Va11ey
Serrano and Balsam ~:«~adow proj ects are presentl in-service. 

In Exhibit:~ 240 and 241 Edison reque ted that the 
ratemaking' treatment discussed above be impl ented for the Devers
Valley-Serrano and Bnl.sam Meadow proj ects. Based on these exhibits 
we conclude that the Oevers-Valley-Serr . project was placed into 
service on July 22, :L987 and the Bal eadow project was placed 
in service on DeceIDb~~r 1, 1987. Add,i onally, both these projects 
meet the criteria se1: forth in Exhib t 203 and adopted above. As 

previously discussed the initial ~c rate for PU Section 463 
projects will be set at 75% of project's revenue requirement. 
For the Oevers-valle~r-Serrano a the Balsam Meadow proj ects we 
will increase Edison"s MAAC ra e by $55.3 million or 0.085-
cents/kWh which equa1:es to 75 of the CP'C'C jurisdictional 
investment-related revenue 

Finally, Edison 'n its comments raised the issue of the 
impact of the Financial counting' Standards Board statement 92, 

Reg'Ulated Enterprises - ccounting' for Phase-in Plans, impact on 
EXhibit 203. only impact would be of an accounting' 
nAture, 
future. 
G. 

open to be addressed in the 

s requested authorization of $40.1 million· (1986· 
dollars) in test ear 1988 funding' for its RO&O plan. This 
represents appr tely a 10% reduction from the authorized level 
of funding' tor 986. 

As Edison the RD&O plan consists of 12 
" ed under six research areas. These areas are 

correspon~ to the RD&O objectives and g'Uidelines 
in D.82-12-005-. Edison's research areas and programs 
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~OU9h the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), 
~! dOing work ot a parallel nature. 

Another area in which PSO recommends a redu ion in 
Edison's buc3.qet is the high performance peaking tec c1loqies 
project. PSD recommends that Edison's budget tor is project be 
~~ b¥ $225,000 by combining the monitoring res rch activities. 

PSO also disagrees with Edison's sh' t in priorities trom 
developing new resourc~s to consuming exist,. 9 conventional 
resources At an expanding rate. Edison r9duced its original budget 
tor the alternate tuels, occupationa~ community safety, and 
advanced energy conversion programs by 2.4 million and other 
programs by $2.S million. These red tions were made to' provide 
tundin9 tor the competing for the ~tomer and load 
control/customer intertace progr~ and the electric transportation 
project without increasing the ~v'erall RD&D budget. PSO recommends 
reinstatement of $1 .. 5- million program. cuts tor the alternate fuels, 
oecupational and. community safety, and ad".~anced energy conversion 
programs. / 

• 
The following t~e summarizes Edison's and PSD's 

recommended RD&D program expenditures. 
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are outlined in the table below. All amounts in this seetion ar 
in 1986 dollars. 

MisOD'S 1988 MiD· Plan 

Research Area 

1. System Operations and 
E,fficiency Improvements 

1. Load Control I 
Interface 

2. 

3. Facilit es Conversion for 
optima Operation 

2. Advanced Ener9Y Teehnc:.logies 4. Comp, tins for the CUstomer 

5. A anced Energy Conversion 

6. nq Ranqe/Hi9h Pay-back 
'l'echnoloqies 

3 • Health and Safety Occupational and Community 
Safety 

4. Renewable Enerqy Resources Renewable Energy Conversion 

5. Environmental Improvement 9. Air Quality Enhancement 

10. Naturi1l Resources Management 

6~ Ener9"Y Conservation an 11. CUstolller Energy l'tanagement 
Efficient Resource 
Utilization 12. Alternate Fuels 

1. ESP's Position 
Atter revie~ ng Edison's RO&D plan, PSO believes that the 

competing tor the cu omer program and the electric transportation 
project are diam~tr.callY opposed to the guidelines. These are 
described as tollo s: 

Zl. C tinS for the C1:w..tOlD('~ "'1 Energy FAeilit:~s - determine the 
easibility of Edison becoming a total 

energy supplier both near existing 
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• ~2U!:g~l:i~Qn ~t EaiSgD AD~ ESD EniD ExDeDdi~~s ~ 
(1986 Dollars) 

Edison ;ESCceeds · .. .. .. : · . .. .. .. PrograJp Area Edison . ESp . 2SP .. · . . . . 
(Dollars in Thousands) 

1. Load Controll 
CUstomer Interface $5,075 $5,075 $ 0 

2. Competinq tor the 
CUstomer 2,540 2,540' 

3. Storaqe & Energy 
MAnagement Technologies 3,00S 1,000 

4. CUstomer Energy 
Management 3,700 0 

s. Alternate Fuels 1,850 (675) 

6. Air Quality 
Enhancement 2,000 2,000 0 

7 • Facilities Conversion !so • tor Opt~ operation 1,750 0 

s. Renewable Energy 
Conversion 1,18,0 0 

9. OCcupational & 
Community safety 1,000 1,550 (550) 

1.0. Ad.vancecl Energy 
Conversion 500 525 (25) 

11. Natural Resourc s 
Management / 500 ,500 0 

:t2.. Lonq Ranqe/High ' 
Pay-back Technologies 475 475 0 

/ 
Research Support/ 
EPRI / 17,22Z 17,227 Q 

/ Total $40,.12'7 $37,837 $2,290 

/ 
.! :~ 

" . , 

• , 
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b. 

generating stations anQ also to complexes 
requiring a central energy supply 10ca~eQ 
away from existing generating stationS. 

I 
Advanced Space conditioning - workjtowarQ 
increasing the efficiency of space 
conditionin~ equipment and providing 
customers Wl.th cc'st-effective o,Ptions for 
shifting electric space cooli 10aQs from 
on-peak to off-peak perioQs. 

small 
can proviQe 
electric 

- accelerate 
development of co ercial electrically 
powereQ transpo tion involvinq prototype 
vehicle evaluati ns, development and 
ev'aluation of a vanced \tehicle/battery 
concepts, form at ion of commercialization 
strategy, and electrified roadway 
demonstratio 

PSD states that these are marketing programs designed to 
develop additional sales build load, and to avoid losing sales to 
self-generation. lieves that marketing and. :Load. ):)uild.ing 
programs are very sho -sighted. and., while they ta'ce advantage of 
current excess capaci y, promote usage that ul tima~:ely needs to ):)0 

curtailed. In addit'on, PSO is concerned that Edi:son's use of 
ratepayer monies to 

primarily benefit 
the development of these prOC]::-alIls will 

s investors, either through the utility company 
or its unrequlate subsidiaries. Finally, PSD argues that Ed.ison's 
participation in ~e electric transportation project should. be 
through the Ele~ric Power Research Institute (EPRI), since it will 
bc doing work Of a ~~rallel nature. 

Ano~er are~ i4 which PSD recommends a reduction in 
Edison's ):)udg t is the high performance peaking technologies 
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• Bes:i.cles its clifferences with Edison on specific RD&.D/' 

programs, PSD has addressed four policy issues: (1) ratep~r 
1 

""/ . 
benefits from EPRI dues, (2) approva of RD&D program c~anges ln 
excess of $$00,000, (3) establishment of a one way ba~cing 
account for RD&D funds, (4) coordination of large ~. programs 
with other california utilities, and CS) inclusio~f all RD&D 
expenses in the same account. ~ _ 

. While PSD has accepted Edison~s re~st for full funding 
of EPRI dues~ it is concerned about EPRI~s ~arent shift in 
research direction and whether ratepayer ~efits from EPRI exceed 
contributions. First, PSO recommends thdt:. Edison in its next . / 
general rate case be required to proviae a comprehensive assessment 
of the benefits from EPRI. Second, ~ is concerned that the 
labels (creating the future, build~ markets, reducing risks, and 
controlling costs) used by EPRI for its program expenditures for 
1987-1989 seems to indicate a sh~t in research direction. This 
leads PSO to recommend that if;l single proceeding is established 
to investigate all utility RD~ programs EPRI, its orientation, and 

•
ratepayer benefits should ~inclUded. . 

Next, PSD statesjthat it does not wish to deter Edison 
from making shifts in itsl'RD&O budget and priorities when 
appropriate. However, ~D believes that it and the Commission 
should be given SUfficient information to allow oversight of 

I 
Edison's decisions. ~cause PSO feels that it was not provided 
detailed information/concerning shifts in Edison'~~ RD&D budget and 
priorities (see dislcussion below), it recommends that Edison 
receive approval 'efore shifting funds. Specifically, PSO proposes 
that an advice ~tter procedure be required to shift funds between 
programs in excess of $500,000 or 50% of the budget, Whichever is 

I 
less. In add~ion, PSD recommends that a one way balancing account 
be imposed to/insure that RD&D funding is spent on RD&D projects. , 

PSO is also concerned with the amount of coordination 
among Cali:!ornia utilities in their RD&D efforts. While PSD 
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'. 
project. PSD recommends that Edison's Dudget for this project be 
cut by $225,000 by co:ml:>ininq the :monitoring research aetivitie:~. 

PSD also di:~grees with Edison's shift in priori t . es from: 
developing new resourees to consuming existing conventio 
resources at an expan(iinq rate. Edison reduced its or' inal budget 
for the alternate fuels,.. occupational anel community s tety, and 
advanced energy conversion programs by $2.4 million nd other 
programs DY $2.5 million. These reductions were de to provide 
funding tor the competing tor the eustome:~ and 1 ad 
control/customer intel~face programs anel the el ric transportation 
project without inc:reasiX:lg the overall RD&D D dqet. PSD recommends 
reinstatement of $1 .. 5 ,million in program eu for the alternate 
fuels, occupational and community safety, d advanced energy 
conversion programs. 

The following Ulhle summarize. Edison's anel PSD's 
recommended RD&D program expenditures . 
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~stronS1Y supports our statements in 0.87-07-02l that there 
need to ensure that RO&O is coordinated and cost-effectiv t~ 

ratepayers, its recommendation in this proceedins is th~ Edison 
avail itself of existing opportunities for coordina~io;f. 

Therefore, PSO recommends that effective J~uary 1, 1989, 

Edison not be permitted to undertake larse demonst;{tion projects 
(exceeding $5 million on an aggregate rather thanj'annual basis) 
having statewide benefits without presenting evLdence that it was 
reviewed by the california Utility Research C~Cil (Couneil). 
Although this is not intended to give the council a veto, over these 
projects, PSO states that Edison ShOUldjrecJive an endorsement from 
the council. 

PSO's last policy issue conce s Edison's accounting 
practices for RD&D expenses. To simpl~y record keeping PSO 
recommends that all RD&O expenses be ~counted for in Edison's A&G 
account 930.2. ~ 

As a final item, PSO has~xpressed considerable 
displeasure with Edison's handlin;r ot program revisions. PSD 

• 
argues that after Edison's appliCation was tiled 'it made dramatic 
changes in the RO&O program wi~out informing the Commission or the 
PSO, except in a cursory fashx'on. Because of this, PSD claims that 
it was unable to make a detailed review of the recent 
~odifications. PSO state~/lhat after Edison's witness testified 
that he could not think or any other significant changes in the 
RO&O budget, Edison le~san three weeks later: 

1. Added an ntirely new program area called 
competin tor the customer which was given 
the second highest priority and a budget of 
$2.5 m~lion. 

• 
I 

I 
~ 

2. oecre~ed the storage and energy management 
technOlogies program by $l.$ million. 

3. Red~ed the alternate fuels program by $1.1 
mi ~ion • 
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• ~2J!1a;r::i"sm 2f ~:i.sm An!! ~ lmiJ2 ;exoen~:i.tur!i:::i-
(:l.2§§ J2211Aal 

. . . . : .. . .. ' .. 
: .. . 

(Dollars in Thousands) 
• 

1. Load control/ 
customer Interface $5,075 $5,075- 0 . 

2. Competing' tor the 
customer 2,540 2,540 

3. Storage & Energy 
Management Technologies 3-,00S. 1,000 

4. cu.stolD.er Energy 
Management 3,700 0 

5. Alternate Fuels 1,175 (675) 

6. Air Quality 

• Enhancement 2,000 2,000 0 

7. Facilities Conversion 
tor Optimal Operation 1,. 750- 0 

8. Renewable Energy 
Conversion 1,180 0 

9. occupa.tional & 
Community Safety 1,550' (550) 

lO. Advanced Energy 
Conversion SOO 525 (2S) 

ll. Natural Resources 
ManagelD.ent SOO SOO 0 

12. Long Range/High . Pay-back Tecnnoloq s 475 475 0 

Research Support/ 
EPRI 17·42.7. 17,427.· _, 0 

$40,lZ7 $37,837' $Z,290 
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• 4. Reduced the renewable energy conversion 
program by $S70,OOO. 

In addition, PSO points out that les~ than 24 
to- Edison's witness testifying to these revisions, PSI> 

additional prepared testimony concerning a multi-year, 
million dollar program to develop an electric vehicle 

ho\lXS prior 
/. r eloved 

ulti-

not 'believe there is any reason for Edison's action and, in fact, 

" is unaware of any other area in this general rate . as~~ where major 
updates were not provided well in advance. 

2. The O:rc:Janizing committee for the 
california Institute for Energy 
Efficiency's (Institute) Position 

The Institute is proposed as a iversity-based research 
institution with participation by Calif~ia utilities, our 
Commission, the CEC, and others. The c6uncil has reviewed a number 
ot Institute-proposed projects for m ium-to long-term, end-use 
rese~reh with statewide significanc. These would be co-funded by 
Calitornia utilities, State agenc and others. While not an 

ng, the Institute did file a 
•

aeti ve participant in the procee 
brief. The following summarize its position as contained in that 
brief: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

There is a n~ for increased utility 
e:nphasis on 1 nq-term, end-use RD&O that is 
consistent w'th the utility'S resource plan 
and coordin~ed with other california 
utilities ~d experienced research 
organizat¥ns. 

The Inst#tute is the appropriate mechanism 
tor imp~menting the objectives above. 

Edison~hould be authorized and encouraged 
to pa~icipate in the Institute, as part of 
its &0 and related ener~ management and 
end- se load research act1vities, at a 
min' um level of $1 ,million to $2 million 
pe year. 
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Besides its differences with Edison on speei~ie RD& 
programs, PSt) has addressed four policy issues: (1) ratep er 
benefits from EJ::'RI dues, (2) approval of RO&D program cha ges in 
excess of $500,CI00, (3) establishment of a one way bala cing 
account for RD&D funds, . (4) coordination o~ large RD& programs 
with other California utilities, and (5) inclusion all RD&D 

expenses in the same account. 
While PSt) has accepted Edison's reques for full funding 

of EPRI dues, it is concerned about EPRI's app ent shift in 
research direction and whether ratepayer ben its from EPRI exceed 
contributions. First, PSD recommends that 
g(meral rate case :be required to provide comprehelnsi ve assessment 
o:! the benefits from EPRI. Second, PSD s concerned that the 
l(~ls (creating the future, buildinq rkets, reducinq risks, and 
c~~ntrolling costs) used by EPRI for' s program expenditures for 
1987-1989 seem to :~dicate a shift' research direction. This 
l,aads PSD to recolDln,end that if a s nqle proceeding is established 
t,o investiqate all 'Iltility, RD&D 'oqrams EPRI, its orientation, and 
ratepayer benefits should be in uded. 

Next, PSD states th it does not wish to deter Edison 
from ~nq shifts in its RD budget and priorities when 
appropriate. However, PSD elieves ~at it and the Commission 
should be qiven sufficient information to allow oversight of 
Edison's decisions. Be se PSD feels that it was not provided 
detailed information co eerning shifts in Edison's RD&D budqet and 
priorities (see discus ion below), it recommends that Edison 
receive approval bef~e shifting funds. Specifically, PSD proposes 
that an advice letter procedure be required to shift tunds between 
programs in excess;lof $500,000 or 50% of the budget, whichever is 
less. In additi,n, PSD recommends that a one way balancinq account 
be imposed to iljSure that RO&D funding is spent on RD&D pro:) ects. 

PSD :its also concerned with the amount of coordination 
among utilities in their RD&D efforts. While PSt> 
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3. Edison's po:e,itism • In support of its competinq for the customer progra 
Edison states that in late 1986 it aeted to refoeus the dire ion 
of its research programs to provide customers with a bette value 
for their energy dollar. Greater emphasis is now being 
technoloqies that will help customers reduce their ene 
through improved efficiency. Through this program E 
to: 

• 

1. Provide existing customers with co 
effective technologies to shift a ortion 
of their load from peak to off- periods 
to take advantage of lower time f-use 
rates. 

2. Operate the existing qenerat 9 stations at 
higher loads and efficienci s resulting in 
lower costs to existing cu omers. 

3. oevelop high effiCiency, ow cost on site 
generators which contri tes to the CEC's 
goal of greater effici.ncy and cost 
stability and COUl(.:r ult in substantial 
royalty revenues bei flowed through to' 
ratepayers. 

Edison justifies its e ectric transportation project by 
stating that it will improve s~tem load factor, reduce the amount 
of economy enerqy rejected at~inim~ load, and increase the 
'oper~ting efficiency of Edisdon's generating units. In addition, 
Edison estimates that with libe technology that could be achieved in 
the next three years (lS0-~ile vehicle ranqe), its off-peak load 
would increase by 600 MW pompared to· its 2000 MW of excess base 
load durinq minimum loaa!conditions. This, Edison arques, will 
help stabilize electric/rates and benefit all customers, not just 
the owners of electric/vehicles. 

The last p~ject which PSO opposes is in the area of high , 
performance peaking ;teChnOlogies. Edison points out that this 
project involves the transfer of intormation on new technologies to 
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strongly supports our statements in 0.87-07-021 that ere is a 
need to ensure that RD&O is coordinated and cost-e ective ,to 
ratepayers, its recommendation in this proceed in is that Edison 
avail itself ot existing opportunities for coo 

Therefore, PSO' recommends that etf tive January 1, 1989, 
Edison not be permitted to undertake large emonstration projects 
(exceeding $S million on an aggregate ra er than annual basis) 
having statewide benefits without prase ing evidence that it was 
reviewed. by the California :otility Re ' arch Council (Council). 
Although this is not the Council a vet~ over these 
projects, PSD states that Edison s uld receive an endorsement trom 
the Council. 

PSD's last policY iss concerns Edison's accounting 
practices for RD&~ expenses. simplity record. keeping PSP 
recommends that all RD&D expe ses be accounted for in Edison's A&G 
account 930.2 • 

.AS a final item, SD has expressed considerable 
displeasure with Edison's andlinq of program revisions. PSP 
arques that atter Ed.iso s al?plication was tiled it made dramatic 
chanqes in thle. RD&D pr am ,,,i thout informing the Commission or the 
PSD, except in a curs ry fashion. Because of this, PSD claims that 
it was unable to mak ,~detailed review ot the recent 
modifications. PSD states that after Edison's witness testified 
that he could not ink of any other significant changes in the 
RD&D budget, Edi on less than three weeks later tiled newtestmony 
that: 

Added an entirely new program area called 
competinq for the customer which was given 
the second highest priority and a budget of 
$2.5 million. 

Decreased the storage and energy manaqement 
technologies program by $l.S million. 

3. Redueed the alternate fuels progr~ by $1.1 
million • 
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.ther Edison departments and the monitoring or keeping abreast (' 
other research organizations, is cost-effective and eliminat 
duplication. Edison believes that PSO's recommendation to ombine 
monitoring efforts ot ~ifferent technologies to reduce c t is 
cosmetic: the activity must still ~e performed by the ~search 
scientist with expertise in the individual teehnol~ 

Finally, on the issue of pr09r~ fund~.ng, dison agrees 
with PSO's position that $1.5 million in funding or the alternate 
fuels, occupational and community safety, and a anced,energy 
conversion pr09r~ should be restored. 

In response to the policy issues t at were raised by PSO 
and the Institute, Edison states that: 

• 

1. 

2. 

3. 

It has consistently adopte a research 
budget equal to or greater than the 
authorized Commission f~in9 for RO&D and 
intends to use funds co~itted to RD&O on 
RO&O projects. ! 
All future RO&D expe~~itures will be 
accounted for in A&r.taccount 930.2. 

It has participatea' in a review of 'the 
Institute's propoSed projects through the 
Council and that/some of these projects 
will receive funding. However, the 
Institute's r commendation is inconsistent 
with Edison's competitive bidding policies. 

4. Djscyssi@ 

PSD eriticizes the competing for the customer program and 
the electric transport~tion project because they are ,marketing and 
Ioad building proqr~ primarily intended to benefit Edison's 
investors. Because ~D was not provided sufficient time to review 
these programs, we ~el the true benefits of providing customers 
with the opportunit~ to shift loads and reduce their overall energy 

I 
bills were overl~kecl. This coupled with Edison's ability to 

I 
operate its generating stations at higher lQads and efficiencies 

, justifies these/types of programs .. 
. ; 
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4. ReQuceQ the renewable energy conversion ~' 
program by $570,000. 

In addition, PSD points out that less than 2 hours prior 
to Edison's witness testifying to these revisions, P received 
additional prepared testimony concerning a multi-y ar, multi-
~illion d~llar program t~ develop an electric ve 
not believe there is any reason for Edison's 

PSO aoes 

is unaware of any other area in this general 
updates were not provided well in advance. 

te case where major 

2. 'rhe Org'anizinq Commi. ttee for tbe 
California Institute for Enerqy 
Efficiency's CID;;titgte) Positi9D 

The Institute is proposed as resea.rch 
institution with participation by Cali ornia utilities, our 
Commission, the CEC, and others. The Council has reviewed a number
of Institute-proposed projects ~or dium-to long-term, end-use 
research with statewide signitiCAn These would be co-tunded by 
Calitornia utilities, State aqenc'es, and others. While not an 
active participant in the preeee inq, ~e Institute did tile a 
:brief. The following swnmariz its position as contained in that 
:brief: 

1. There is a ne tor increased utility 
emphasis on ~ng-term, end-use RD&O that is 
consistent ~th the utility's resource plan 
and coordi~~ed with other california 
utilities d experienced research 
orqanizat ons. 

2. 'rhe Ins itute is .an appropriate mechanism 
tor imp1ementing the objectives above. 

3. Edis should:be authorized and encouraged 
to P. rticipate in the Institute, as part of 
its &0 and related ener~ management and 
~ -'lse load research act1vities, at a 

, .":.l,./oIJ:m level of ~.1 million to $2- :million 
r year • 
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• / 
While Edison's proposed budget for the ~ompeting for~the 

custc1mer program should be authorized, we feel that the ele~wi~ 
transportation proje~t should not be approved as requested. Edison 
has not demonstrated that this project is unique for Edi nor, 
more importantly, that similar benefits ~annot be obtai ed trom 
EPRI, which is performing work of a parallel nature. owever, we 
will authorize Edison to in~lude $100,000 in its bu et to monitor 
the work ot EPR! and other organizations in this ~ea. 

PSD's other progr~ tunding re~ommendailons ~on~ern the 
high performance peaking technologies project ~d the alternate 
fuels, occupational and community satety, anc:Y'advanced energy 
conversion programs. With respect to the gh performance peaking 
technologies project, we find Edison's ju itieation satisfactory 
and will not cut its budgeted amount. 

For the remaining programs issuer both PSD and Edison 
reeommend that $l.S million be resto d t~ Edison's RO&D budget. 
Edison made these cuts to partial1z offset increases in other 
areas. Our review of the alternate fuels, occupational and 

~communitY safety, and advanced e~r9Y conversion programs indicates 
that they are generally beneficial to the ratepayers. Because 
these are lower priority pr~s we will authorize Edison t~ 
restore only $900,000 in tunding tor these three proqrams.· 

J 

At ALJ Ferraro'sjiireetion Edison was permitted to revise 
its RD&D showing to retlect the electric transportation project, 
but not allowed to incre~e its overall budget request from that 
contained in its applidtion.. As a result of this ruling, Edison 
identified the oecupa;'onal and community safety and natural 
resources management~roqrams as the lowest priority and reduced 
their budget ~ommens6rate with the increase for the electric 
transportation pro~ct. Since neither Edison or PSD made a 

f 

recommendation wi~ respect to the natural resources management 
program, we will I ot restore funding tor this low priorit~r program.. 
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3. Edison's Position 
In support of its competing tor th customer 

program Edison states that in late 1986 it acted t9"retocus the 
direction of its research programs to provide cu~omers with a 
better value for their energy dollar. Greater ~Phasis is 'now 
being placed on technoloqies that will hel~ ~tomers reduce their 
energy bills through improved efficiency. TOUgh this proqram 
Edison proposes to: 

1. Provide existing customers ~ th cost 
effective technologies to shift a portion 
of their load trom peak tol off-peak periods 
to take advantage of lOZ' time-of-use 
rates. 

2. Operate the existing 9 nerating stations at 
higher loads and efficiencies resulting in 
lower costs to existi~g customers. 

3. Oevelop high effic~~, low cost on site 
generators which G6ntr~utes to the CEC's 
goal o:~ qreateri!ficiency and cost 
stabil:Lty and co ld result in substantial 
royal t~r revenue being flowed through to 
ratepayers. / 

Edison justifies;!ts electric transportation project by 
stating that it will imprQ"lle system load factor, reduce the alI10unt 
o~ economy energy reject d at minimum load, and increase the 
operating efficiency ot Edison's generating units. In addition, 
Edison estimates tha~1: i th the technology that could be achieved i1'1 
the next three years (150-mile vehicle range), its ott-peak load 
would increase by 670 M'N' compared to i11:s 2000 MW of excess base 
load during minimwn load conditions. This, Edison argues, will 
help stabilize ellctric rates and benefi'c all customers, not just 
the owners ot el/fctric vehicles. 

, The 7Ast project which pst> opposes is in the area of high 
, ":"~;c'formance ~ng technologies. Ediso:n points out that this 

proj ect invoJkes the transfer of information on new technologies to, 
other Ed~ departments and the monitoring or keeping abreast of 
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~ Finally, consistent with prior qeneral rate decision~or 

Edison and other enerqy utilities, we will re~le~ Edison's actual 
billinq ~or EPRI dues of $14.7 million. This is an increas~of 

/ 
approximately $247,000 ov~ar Edison's estimated dues for 1968. 

The next area w~a will address is the policy i~es raised 
by the parties. In 0.87-07-021 we expressed our inte~st in 
pursuinq a qeneric proceedinq that would conside~ merits. of all 
energy utility RD&O programs on a consolidated bas·s. In 
R.87~10-013 we directed Edison, Socal, PG&E, and OG&E.to comment 
on the establishment of a qeneric proceedinq ~ approval of all 
RO&O budqets. While it will take ttme to y coordinate the 
budqets o~ these utilities, EPRI, and the G s Research Institute 
(GRI), the benefits o~ a more cost-e~~ect e.RO&O program should be 
well worth the e~!ort. 

CUrrently the four major ene utilities that we 
requlate spend nearly $100 million a ually on RO&O proqrams, 
includinq dues to EPRI and GRI. Si ce this is a siqni~ieant 
expenditure o~ ratepayer ~unds we elieve that a simUltaneous 

~eview o~ each utility's RO~O pr am will reduce duplication, 
provide uni~orm policy direetio , and increase the eost
e~fectiveness o~ utility run RD&O programs as well as EPRI and GRI 
benefits. / 

Although a consol~~ated proceedinq will provide the 
mechanism throuqh which th~,e accomplishments can be made, it in 

I 
itself is not the solutio. For us to have a record from which to 
direct the utilities, it is necessary to have an orqanization such 
as the Council assist The Council was created in response to 
~.u. Sections 9201 thr. uqh S1203. These code sections require us 
and the CEC to meet ually with representatives ~rom the four 
enerqy utilities n d above. In addition, representatives of 
municipal utilitie , public utility districts, EPRI, GRI, and 
consumer or rate er orqanizations may be invited. As stated in 
P.U. Section 9203 • 
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other research organizations, is cost-effective and el~nates 
duplication. Edison believes that PSD's recommendati~ to combine 
monitorin~ efforts of different technoloqies to red~e cost is 

... 

• 

~ .; 
cosmetic: the activity must still be performed by e research 
scientist with expertise in the individual techn 

Finally, on the issue of progrn:m. fun ng, Edison agrees 
with PSO's position that $1.5 million in fund' g for the alternate 
fuels, occupational and community safety, 
conversion programs should be restored. 

In response to the policy issu~~ that were raised by PSD 

and the Institute, Edison states that: 

1. It has consistently adop~ed a research 
budget equal to or gre~er than the 
authorized Commission funding for RD&O 
intends to use tunds ommitted to RO&O 
RO&O projects. 

2. All future RD&O e nditures will be 
accounted for in G account 930.2 • 

and 
on 

3. It has participa ed in a review of the 
Institute'S pro osed projects through the 
Council and th~ some of these projects 
will receive ding. However, the 
Institute's r. commendation is inconsistent 
with Edison' competitive bidding policies. 

4. Discussion 
PSD criticize the competing for the customer program and 

the electric transport tion project because they are marketing and 
load building proqr 4' primarily intended to benefit Edison's 
investors. 0 was not provided SUfficient time to· review 
these programs, we eel the true benefits of providing customers 
with the opportun' y to shift loads and reduce their overall energy 
bills were over:, oked. This coup,led with Edison's ability to 
operate its generating stations at hi\T1:~~ ! .. >.)ads and efficiencies 
justifies the~ types of programs • 
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• WThe purpose of the meeting shall be to work 
towards achieving all of the following goals: 

(a) Promoting consistency of research, 
development, and demonstration programs with 
state energy policy. 

(b) Preventing unnecessary duplicative 
research, development, and demonstration 
efforts. 

(c) Where appropriate, freely exchangi~ 
information related to research, develoPi~tl 
and demonstration projects. 

(d) Identifying opportunities fOr' int 
funding of research, development, and , 
demonstration projects.-

With this mandate from the legislature we expect that the 
Council will develop a repo~ which addressfs the items listed 
above and can be used in our generic proc-'ding as a guide to
establish each utility'S RD&D bUdget. Ll is not our intent to 
control the Councilor give it controJl'over the RD&D budgets we 
authorize, but rather to work with ~e Council to insure that RO&O 
expenditures arIa made in the best ~terest of utility ratepayers. 

To ac~omplish this we w~l direct Edison, SoCal, PG&E, 
• SOG&E, and PSI) ~I:o work toward th~ objectives outlined above. In 

addition, we expect Edison, SoCl1, PG&E, and SDG&E to· set forth in 
their future RD •• D budget reque'sts how their proposed bUdgets meet 
the guidelines ~astablishedL:' I prior Commission decisions and the 
objectives of the Council. We want to emphasize that we are 
committed to this coord in ion effort and expect the utilities and 
PSD to inform Ul; of aznrOb1ems which would impede its 
ilDplementation. 

With the es lishment of R.87-10-013 we will not adopt 
PSO's recommendation/requiring Edison to receive approval of 
prosram changes. 17owever, Edison will be held accountable in 
either the qeneri~proceedinq or its next general rate ease, 
whichever comes ~rst, for any changes made in its RD&D programs. 

We alio feel that in liqhtof the qeneric RD&O proceeding 
it is prematuri for us to address specific recommendations 
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While Edison's proposed budget for the 
customer program should be authorized, we feel that the eleetric 
transportation project should not be approved as re~sted. Edison 
has not demonstrated that this project is unique for Edison or, 
more importantly, that similar benefits cannot b~btained from 
EPRI, which is performing work of a parallel nafoe. However, we 
will authorize Edison to include $100,000 in ~s budget to' monitor 
the work of EPRI and ,other organizations in ?is area. 

PSD's other program funding recommendations concern the 
high performance peaking technologies pro~ect and the alternate 
fuels, occupational and community safet~-and advanced ener9Y 
conversion programs. With respect to~e high performance peaking 
teChnologies project, we find Edison;s justification satisfactory 
and will not cut its budgeted amounlF. 

For the remaining progr~ at issue, both PSD and Edison 
recommend that $1.5 million be r~tored to Edison's RD&D budget. 
Edison made these cuts to part~llY offset increases in other 
areas. Our review of the alternate fuels, occupational and ' 
community safety, and advanc~ energy conversion programs indicates 
that they are generally be~ficial to the ratepayers. Because 
these are lower priority ~oqrams we will authorize Edison to 
restore only $900,000 in unding for these three programs. . , 

At AtJ Ferrar 's direction Edison was permitted to, revise 
its RD&D showing to re lect the electric transportation project, 
but not allowed to i 
contained in its ap 
identified the oc 

rease its overall budget request from that 
ieation. As a result of this ruling, Eaison 

ational and community safety and natural . 
resources managem nt programs as the lowest priority and reduced 
their budget co ensurate with the increase for the electric 
transportation roject. Since neither Edison or PSD made a 
recommendatic.. .;.~-... respect to the natural resources management 
program, we ill not restore funding for 'this low priority program. 
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~onCerning coordination of RD&O programs, benefits from EPRI ~ 
and tunding of Institute programs. In the interim, we enco rage 
Edison to coordinate its end-.use research activities wi other 
utilities and the Institute. we also expect Edison to 
the Institute in rj~solving any dif!ic:ulities surround ling Edison's 
coxnpetitive bidding policies for RD&O. 

The last policy issues which were raise 
recommendations to establish a one way balancing 

coneern PSO's 
or RD&O funds and 

to record all RO&O expenses in account 930.2. cause, Of the 
unique nature ot RD&O, we will adopt a one w~ balancing account 
tor Edison to insure that RD&O tunds are spent on RD&O proqrams .. 

I 
This is consistent with our discussion in)O.87-07-021 in which a 
one way balancing account was adopted tor'PG&E. Additionally, to 
tacilitate the analysis ot RD&O expend:riures, we will adopt' PSO's 
recommendation that all RO&O expenses)be accounted tor in Edison's 
A&G account 930.2. I' 

Finally, while Edison's presentation in this proceeding 
was generally very pre,fessional, lIe consider its conduct in the 

ARD&O area unacceptable:. Ed'iS~n' attempt to revise its RD&D 
"'showing at the public hearings ln Pomona undermines the rate case 

plan. 
At the Pomona pUb~c hearings Edison in its opening 

statement and without ~my ~identiary basis proposed a new multi
year, multi-million dOllat electric transportation project. While 
it was thoughtful ot ECl.1ion to inform the public ot its new 

J 
program, the public he~i,l:'ings were not the proper time 'or place to 

t 
initiate such a reques-t. Not only d04as the rate case plan not 
provide tor this typelC~f presentation at public hearings, but 
Edison had just revi"ec:l its RD&O budg.~t seven days earlier without 
any mention o~ th~electrie transportation project. Edison is pu~ 
on notice that it should take steps to insure that this does not 
reoccur and that any tuture late additions or substantial changes 
will simply not considered • 
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'11 ' 'th' 1 c1" / F~na y, cons~stent w~ pr~or genera rate ec~s~s .or 
Edison anc1 other energy utilities, we will refleet Ec1ison;s aetual 
billing tor 'EPlU dues of $14.7 million. 'Xhis is an~" nc ase of 
approximately $247,000 over Ec1ison's estimated c1ues to 1988. 

The next area we'will address is the polic issues raisec1 
by the parties. In 0.87-07-021 we expressed our iuterest in 
pursuing a generic proceeding that woulc1 conSic1e~the merits of all 
energy utility RD&O programs on a consolidated asis. In 
R.87-10-013 we directec1 Ec1ison, Socal, PG&E, d SDG&E to comment 
on the establishment of a generic proceec1in for approval of all 
RO&O budgets. While it will take time to ully coorc1inate the 
budgets of these utilities, EPRI, and th Gas Research Institute 
(GRI), the benefits of a more cost-eflf~ive ROSO program should be 
well worth the effort. 

currently the four major ~ergy utilities that we 
regulate spend nearly $100 million~uallY on RO&O programs, 
including dues to EPRI anc1 GRI. lin~~ this is a significant 
expenc1iture of ratepayer func1s we believe that a simultaneous 

. review of each utility'S RO&O ~oqr~ will reduce c1uplication, 
provide uniform policy direction, and increase the cost
effectiveness of utility runiRO&O programs as well as EPRI and GRI 

;, 
benefits. I 

Although a consolidated proceeding will provide the 
, ....( 1" .... - d i i meehalUosm through which ,ww.ese accomp l.Suwents can be lila e, t n 

itself is not the solution. For us to have a recorc1 from which to , 
direct the utilities,jit is necessary to have an organization such 
as the Council assistfus. The council was created in response to, 

#' 

P.u. Seetions 9201 through 9203. These code sections require us 
and the CEC to me~' annually with representatives from the tour 
energy utilities~amec1 above. In ac1dition, representatives of 
m.unicipal utili~es, public utility districts, EPRI, GRI, and '':j.., 

consumer or ratepayer organizations may be invited. As stated in 
I 

P-.o. Seetion 9'203: 

L 
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rrmc;tivity 
A new area which has been addressed in recent gener 

rate eases is the use of econometric models to measure the 
productivity for total utility operating expenses. ~hese 

relate changes in a utility'S level of production, to c 
the level of required resources. The percentage chan 
productivity index from one period to the next meas 
due to productivity. 

the savings 

Both Edison and PSD developed economet c models to 
evaluate the the productivity savings contained in Edison's test 
year operating expense level. Edison, based its total !actor 
productivity (TFP) model, determined that no adjustment to its 
requested expense level was warranted. PS concluded from its 
multi-factor productivity :odel that Edis~'s requested operating 
expense should be reduced by $211.5 mtl on to adequately reflect 
productivity savings. , 

Edison's,model estimated pr uetivity for the historical 
period 1976-l985 and the projected y, ars 1986-l98a. Over the 13 4It year study period, Edison's ~FP in x increased at an average rate 
of 1.6% per year as compared to e annual rate of more than 2% 
reflected in Edison's test year Although Edison believes 
that the TFP index conti~. the rea$onableness of its test year 
operating expense, Edison !~ta7 s that it is an inexact measure of 
performance. Other factors b~sides productivity affect the year to 
year change in the index, s as variations in the availability of 
hydro power. Additionally, Edison arques that a productivity index 
should not be used as are case adjustment mechanism because it 
double counts productivi gains and is applied to only one segment 
of utility costs, opera nq expense. 

Because a pro uctivity index measures productivity 
already embedded in E son's rate case cost estimates, Edison 
states that any adjus ent to expense based on an index will ~e 
double-counting. Next, Edison points out that over the past 
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WThe purpose of the meeting shall be to work 
towards achieving all of the following goals: 

(a) 'Promoting consistency of research, 
development, and demonstration programs with 
state energy policy. 

(b) Preventing unnecessary duplicative 
research, development, and demonstration 
efforts. I 

(c) Where appropriate, freely exchang~g 
information related to research, develop nt, 
and demonstration projects. 

Cd) Identifying opportunities tor 
funding of research, development, an 
demonstration proj ects. 'w 

With this mandate trom.the legisl ure we expect that the 
Council will develop a report which addres~s the items listed 
above and can be used in our generic pro~eding as a quide to 
establish each utility'S RO&O budget. t is not our intent to 
control the Councilor give it contro over the RO&D budgets we 
authorize, but rather to work with e council to insure that RD&O 
expenditures are made in the best . terest of utility ratepayers. 

To accomplish this we w' 1 direct Edison, 50cal, PG&E, 
SDG&E, and PSD to work toward objectives outlined above. In 
addition, we expect Edison, So 1, PG&E, and SDG&E to set forth in 
their future RD&D budget requ;lsts how their proposed budgets meet 
the guidelines eStabliShei: prior Commission decisions and the 
obj,cctives of the Council. We want to emphasize that we are 
committed to this coordin ion effort and expect the utilities and 
PSt> to inform us of any /rOble:J!J.s which would impede its 
iInplementation. I _ 

With the establishment of R.S7-10-013 we will not adopt 
PSD"s recommendati0n;!requiring Edison to' receive approval of 
program changes. ~owever, Edison will be held accountable in 
either the generid' proceeding or its ne:¢ 9'(.;..~.eral rate c."se, 
whichever comes for any changes' lnaae in its RO&O programs. 
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~QeCade, in response to higher fossil fuel prices, it ha~ovea from 
a reJ.iance on conventional oil and gas fired generati~ to the use 
of a variety of technologies, including nuclear, hy /oelectric, and 
renewable enerqy sources. Because the index show overall 
productivity gains, no consideration is given t the ~act that fuel 
savings outweigh the increased use of cap~'tal nd labor. 
Accordingly, it is inappropriate to apply a tility-wide measure to 
only one seqment o~ costs such as operatiexpense, since 
productivity savings d~ not occur eVenl1f . 

Edison is critical of PSD's ~oductivity model for the 
reasons stated above and because it ~ difficult to· interpret, 
exceedingly complex, subject to errof, and does not account ~or 
chan~es in Edison's operating env~onment. Also, Edison believes 

- I 
that PSO's use of the ECAC fuel and purchased power forecast to· 
determine operating expense fro' it!,; model is inappropriate. PSO's 
model predicts fuel and pur~ed power will ·be 54% of variable 

i' 

costs in 1988 as compared tOjS8% for recorded 1986, but Edison 
states that PSD chose to usd the. ECAC forecast which is 64% of 

• variable costs. / 
Finally, EdiSO~ClaimS that'PSD's recommendation is not 

plausible and ereates a ferverse incentive. First, PSD'~. 
econometrie forecast results in an unrealistically low level of O&M 

( 
expense. The O&M e~e recommendation of PSO is $122 million 
below actual 1986 and!siqnificantly lower than the expense . , . 
est:ua.ates of PSD's 7.j,esults of operat~on witnesses. Second, the 
more productive a utility has been historically, the greater the 
reduction in the rJcommendea level of operating expense. A utility 
which has been prJductive will reeeive less money to operate than a 
utility which has/been less' or not productive. 

I 
In devfloping its model PSD investigated the historical 

relationship be~een five input variables (fuel, purchased power, 
capital, labor/ and materials) and Edison's output Ckilowatthour 
sales). The relationship between the changes of the inputs and the 
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All expenditures for proqram Qhanges found unreasonable will be 
deleted from the one-way balancing account retroactively. 

We also feel that in li9ht of the generic RD&D pr'OC4~Cl~~la 
it is premature for us to address specific reQommendations 
concerning coordinat1on of RD&O programs, benefits from 
and funding of Insti~tute proqraIns.. In the interim, we 
Edison to coordinate its end-use research activities 
utilities and the In:!;titute. We also expect Edison 
the Institute in resolving any difficulities 
competitive bidding policies tor RD&D. 

The last policy issues which were concern pstt'S 
recol!m1endations to e~.tablish a one way for RD&D fund.s and 
to record all RD&O e)~enses in account 930.2. 
unique nature of RD&D, we will adopt a one balancing account 
for Edison to insure that RD&D funds are 
This is consistent with our discussion 
one way balancing account was adopted 
facilitate the analysis of RD&O ~~er~a~ 
recollXmendation that ~.ll RO&D expenses 
A&G account 930.2. 

~~@n.~ on RO&D prograIa.s. 
D.87-07-021 in whiCh a 
PG&E. Additionally, to 

, we will adopt PSD's 
accounted for in Edison's 

Finally, wh.ile presentation in this proceedin9 
we consider its conduct in th,e 

~~.~Q~~'s attempt to revise its RD&D 
was generally very pr,o:,eSl~1<)~~~J 
RO&D area unacceptable. 
showing at the pUblic in Pomona undermines the rate ease 
plan. 

At the Pomona iQ hearings Edison in its opening 
statement and without evidentiary basis proposed a new multi-
year, multi-million l,~r electric transportation project.. While 
it was thoughtful of di:!:Oon to inform the p~lic of its new 
proqr~, the publi hearings were not tbe proper time or place to' 
illitiate such a 
provide tor thi 
Edison had 

Not only does ~ne rate case plan not 
type of presenta~ion at :publiQ hearings~ but 

revised its RD&O ):)udget sleven days earlier without 
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~Changes of the output over the historical period defined Edison's 
historical productivity and formed 'the basis for PSO's projection/1 

of productivity in the test period. PSO Observed an annual ~. 

productivity growth over the recorded period of 2.4% and projected 
a productivity growth of 3.4% for 1988. Based on its projeefed 
productivity growth, PSO recommends that Edison's request,{d O&M 
expense be reduced by an additional $11S.8 million ove the 
recommendations of PSO's results of operation witnes 

Finally, after analyzinq Edison's TFP m 1 PSO concluded 
that with some minor refinements it is the same del used by PSO 
in PC&E's general rate case and rejected in 0.8 

In arriving at a reasonable level 0 

for utilities we typically consider producti ity q~ins due to 
changes in technology, economies of scale, nd improved efficiency. 
However, it is difficult to quantify the mpact these have in the 
test year. While individual witnesses 
depending on their estimating methodo 
indirectly reflected productivity ga 

or Edison and PSO, 
, either directly or 

~ estimates, until recently no attem was made to determine how 
these compared to recorded produ vity qains for total operating 
expense. The producti vi ty model of Edison and PSO do this by 
Analyzinq recorded productivityJ'gains in order to forecast 
productivity gains in the test! year. From the 'l'FP analysis, Edison 
concluded that its requestedjOperating expense level projected 
productivity gains in excesJof historical qains and should be 
adopted. PSO's analysis 10& it to recommend an additional $115.8 
million reduction in Edis~'s requested level of operating expense. 

We feel that a)~Omparison of recorded versus projected 
productivity gains is useful. However, due to the complexities in 
and the divergent resu~s of the models, their application will be 
limited to determining!a range of productivity gains t~be adopted 
in the test year. As/defined by these models, the ranqe is between 
1.6% and 3.4%. Since our adopted operating expense, as discussed 

I 
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""'-y mention of the electric transportation project. Edison i~ 
on notice that it should take steps to insure that this aoe~not 
reoceur ~d that any tuture late additions or substantial Changes 
will simply not be considered. 
H. E2=<Nuc'tmt;x 

A new area which has been addressed 
rate ~ses is the use of econometric mod4!ls to me 
productivity tor total utility operatinq expense. These models 
relate changes in a utility's level ot product' n, to changes in 
the level of required resources. The pereen: goa eb.ange in the 
productivity index from one period to tho n measures the savings 
due to productivity. 

Both Edison and PSO developed onometric models to 
evaluate the the productivity savings c ~tained in. Edison's test 
year operating expense level. Edison, based on its total factor 
proauctivity (TFP) model, determined at no adjustment to' its 
requested expense level was warrant d. PSD concluded trom its 
multi-factor productivity model t Eci'ison's requested operating 
expense should be redueed by $21 .S million to. adequately reflect 
productivity savings. 

Edison's model est' ted produ~ivity tor the historical 
period 1976-1985 and the proj cted years 1986-1988. Over the 13 

year study period, Edison's FP index increased at an average rate 
of 1.6% per year as compar Q to the annual rate of more than 2% 
reflected in Edison's tes year expense. Although Edison believes 

. that the TFP index confirms the reasonableness ot' its test year 
operating expense, Edi~6n states that it is an inexact. measure of 
performance. other~a ors besides productivity affect the year to 
year change in the i ex, such as variations in the availability of 
hydro power. Addit' nally, Edison argues that a productivity index 

1:. "~':}.c'~J.d not be used),.s a rate case adjustment mechanism because it 
doul::>le counts proo.6.ctivity gains and is applied to· only one se<;ment 
of utility costs, operatinq expense. . 
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~in other sections of this decision, incorporates productiv;f~ ~ains 
of, approximately 2.4%, which is sli~;htly ))elow the middle" of the 
ranq~, we will increase it by an additional 0.2%. Thi adjustment 
results in an additional reduction in Edison's opera ng expenses 
of $33.6 million. We believe this is warranted to ut Edison in a 
po,sture to respond to an increasing level of comp 
I. Employ~ Compensat12n 

AS part of its review ot Edison's r ults ot operations, 
PSO performed an analysis of Edison's emplo levels. 
Based on this study PSD de~er.mined that a nistrative, 
professional, and supervisory CAPS) empl ees are paid 10.2 percent 
over the prevailing market and that Ed' on's ratemakinq payroll 
expense should ~ reduced by $19.7 mi ion. 

PSO's recommendation was ~veloped trom a variety of 
employee compensation surveys and ~lated data obtained trom 
Edison. ~he two key surveys use~n PSD's evaluation ot APS 
salaries were Edison's 1986 APs.fSalary survey conducted by 
Organization Resource counselldrs, Inc. and SoCal's 1986 survey of 

~executive, administrativ~, prcftessional an supervisory positions, 
conducted by Sibson & Compa . , Inc •• 

Edison objects t PSD's use of these surveys for a number 
of reasons: 

l. 

3. 

4. 

• 

The survey were desiqned·1S years ago for 
the pu::po~ of tracking labor market salary 
movement·1 

The &am6/jobS that were included in the 
oriqinatsurveys are still used even though 
many a~ now vacant and certain areas are 
not represented. 

l ' , , d' samp;;Ae Sl.zes. contal.ne .l.n the surveys. are 
too .imited, introducing the potential for 
bia1 

D~~ from nine or the companies is common t'l both surveys • 
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• /i 

• 

• 

Because a productivity index measures productivity 
already embedded in Edison's rate case cost estimates, Edison 
states that any adjustment to expense based on an index wil 
douDle-counting. Next, Edison points out that over the st 
decade, in response to higher fossil tuel prices~ it h 
a reliance on. conventional oil and gas fired genera on to the use 

droeleetric, and 

s overall 
of a variety of technologies, including nuclear, 
renewable energy sources. Because the index sh 

productivity gains, no consideration is give o the tact that fuel 
savings outweigh the increased use of capi and labor. 
Accordingly, it is inappropriate to appl a utility-wide measure to 
only one seq.ment of costs such as oper 
producti vi ty savings do not occur eve 

Edison is critical of PSD s productivity model tor the 
is difficult to interpret, reasons stated above and because 

exceedingly complex, subject to rror, and does not account for 
changes in Edison's operating nvironment. Also, Edison believes . 
that PSD's use of the ECAC el and purchased power forecast to 

from its m?del is inappropriate. PSD's 
model predicts fuel and urehased power will be 54% ot variable 
costs in 1988 as compa ed to· 58% for recorded 1986, but Edison 
states that PSD chos~to use the ECAC forecast which is 64% of 
variable costs. / . 

FinallY;!Edison cla~ that PSO's recommendation is not 
plausible and creates a perverse incentive. First; PSD's 
econometric to~cast results in an unrealistically low level of O&M 

expense. Th~O«M expense recommendation of PSD is $122 million 
below actua~1986 and significantly lower than the expense 
estimates ,If PSD's results of operation witnesses. Second, the 
more proauctive a utility has been historically, the greater the 
reQ.ueti~ in the recommended level of operating expense .. ~·,~ • ~'ility 
Which ~s been productive will receive less money to operate than a 
util' y which has been less or not productive • 
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• i 
Additiollally, Edison arg'Ues that PSO's analysis co~ains 

siqniticant technical errors which render its conclusions t£valid, 
and inappropriate as the basis tor an adjustment ot esti~ed 
payroll expense.. Edison identities the followinc; as err6rs in 
PSD's analysis: . I 

1.. The impact of employee turnover, whic 
involves such considerations as stab~ity 
of the work force, average experience 
level, individual employee perform~ce, 
seniority, and Edison's investmentfin 
training and development, is iqn~ed. 

2. PSO did not consider the affects 
compensation levels have on EQ!son's 
ability to attract qualifiez-nd 
experienced employees. 

3. The nature of Edison's org nization, its 
size, the characteristicslof its service 
territory, its customer Ddx, and the 
methods used to providzervice were not 
included. 

, 
• 

4. PSD failed to evaluat the relationship 
between APS pay leve~ and pay levels for 
bargaining unit emP1Pyees. 

s. The survey data wa~improperlY weighted. 

While Edison did not ~tempt to evaluate employee 
compensation based on salary slrveys, it did make a comparison of 
payroll to revenue. This apploach provides a quick indicator of 
overall payroll costs relatiJe to a selected marketplace or 
industry. Using the 1986 eieeutive compensation survey conducted 
annually by Sibson & compa~y, Inc., Edison concluded that for 108 

companies the average perc'entage of payroll to revenues is 12.44% 
which compares faVOrablY~O Edison's 12.07%. 

Edison also adjusted PSD's analysis to correct for the 
improper weighting of )bbs and the doUble counting of companies. , . 

PSD's overpayment of Ms employees is reduced from 9.2% to 7.5% 
basel:i on Edison's ca I lations • 
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In developing its model PSO investigated the histo~ 
relationship between five input. variables (tuel" purchase<yp0wer, 
capital, la)jor, and :materials) ana. Edison's output (kiloYatthour 
sales). The relationsl:Lip between the changes of the i~uts and the 
changes of the output over the historical periocl de~ed Edison's 
historical productivity and formed the basis for PSO'$ projection 
of productivity in the test periocl. PSD o:bse~e an annual 
prcductivity growth QV4ar the recorded periocl 0 2.4% a.n~ projected. 
a productivity growth of 3.4% for 1988. Bas on its projected 
productivity growth, PSD recommends that E son's requested O&M 
expense be reduced by an additional $115,. million over the 
recommendations of PSD"s results of ope ation witnesses. 

Finally, aft4ar analyzing Ed' on's TFP model PSD concluded 
that with some minor r40finements it . s the same mod.el usea. by PSD 
in PG&E's general rate case ana. re cted in D.86-12-095. 

In arriving ;~t a reaso le level of operating expense 
for utilities we typically cons er productivity gains due to, 
changes in technology, economi s of scale, and improved efficiency. 
However, it is difficult to antify the impact these have in the 
test year. While individua witnesses for Edison and PsO, 
d,ependinC; on their estima ng methodology, either directly or 
indirectly reflected proc;tuetivity gains in their test year 
estimates, until recen,(y no attempt was made to determine how 
these compared to recorded prod.uctivity gains for total operating 
eXl~e. The prod.uet4vity models of Edison and PSD do this by 
analyzing recorded;froductivity gains in order to forecast 
plrl~uctivity gains/in the test year. 

Edisonj=0ncluded from its TFP analysis that its requested 
clperating expens'e level reflected historical productivity qains and 
should be adop;ted. PSD's analysis led it to recommend an 

/" 

~Ldditional $l1.5.8 million recl::.:...'::ti~ :i.n Ed:i.son's requested level of 
operatinq e~nse. Compared 'Co Edison ~ s original O&M expense level \ 
request 0 $1,374 million PSD's recommended operating expense 
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... Final1y. Edison eites D.S6-~2-09S for PG&E in whi~' 
management salary levels exceeded the utility industry av 
approximately 8% as recoqnition that paying a small pr over 
market benefits the ratepayer as well as the shareho 

In support of its recommendation, PSD st its 
study of employee 'compensation focused on the ma et from which 
Edison draws it labor, categorized payroll dat by type of 
employee, and relied on five independent sal~ surveys. PSD 
grouped Edison's work force into five cate~ries: (1) executive, 
(2) APS, (3) clerical, (4) physical, and fS) technical. PSD found 
Edison's executive, clerical and Physic~ salaries to ~ reasonably 
in accord with market salary levels, ~ did not reeommend an 
expense reduction for those categories. Since there was 
insu!fici~~t data available for Edis6n's technical work force, PSO 

I 
made no ratemaking recommendation;t0r that category. For APS 
employees, althouqh a benefit co~arison was not made, PSO 
concluded that salary levels ar/ excessive andreeommended a 9.2% 

or $l9.7 million reduction in;tabOr expense tor this category. 
... In concl~ding, pso;states that it is puzzled by Edison's 

argument that the salary surveys used by PSO are inappropriate tor 
evaluatinq the reaSOnableneiss of compensation t~ APS employees. 

• 

I 
PSO wonders why these salary surveys are commissioned it they 

I 
r~ould not be used to stUdy salaries. 

We believe PSo"s analysis in this proceeding is a 
/ 

significant improvemen~ over its PG&E proposal. However, before it . / 
can Qe used to judge the reasonableness of Edison'S level of 

I 

payroll expenses, th~e are further refinements that should be 
considered. First, comparisons should either be made on a total 

. . / j 
compensat~on bas~s or ad usted to reflect the employees' benefit 
package. second, ~n addition to point comparisons based on 

I 
averages in!ormatLon indicatinq the range of data should be 
provided. Last~ Ed1son's~itieisms concerning samp1e sizes and 

I 

/ 
I 

I 
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level, ineluding its productivity adjustment, reflects addi __ \~la._ 
productivity gains of $317 million. 

We feel that a comparison of recorded versus 
pr~uctivity gains is useful. However, due to the comp}rexities in 
and the divergent results of the models, 'their applic«fion will be 
ltmited to determining a range of productivity gain~to, De adopted 
in the test year. As defined ~y these models,. theirange is between 

. i / 1.6% and 3.4%. S:l.nce our adopted operat nq expense level o,f $l,205 
million without a productivity ~djustment inc~orates productivity 
gains of 2.56%, approximately the middle of the range, we will 
increase it to a level of 2.75%. This adj~tment results in an 
ad~itional reduction in Edison's operating( expenses of $33.5 
million. We :believe this is warranted t.£ put Edison in a posture 
to respond to an increasing level of c~petition. 
I. Employee compensation / 

, ~s part of its review Of~dison's results of operations, 
PSD performed an analysis of Edison's employee compensation levels • 
Based on this study PSO determi~'d that administrative, 
professional, and supervisory ~S) employees are paid 10.2' percent 
over the prevailing market ~~ that Edison's ratemaking payroll 
expense Sh01lld :be reduced :b~ $19 ... 7 million. 

PSO's reeommenda;tion was developed trom a Variety of 
employee compensat~on su~eys and related data obtained from 
Edison. The two key surveys used in PSO's evaluation of APS 
salaries were Ediso:n.'s/1986 APS salary survey conducted by 
Organization Resource!counsellors, Inc. and SoCal's 1986 survey of 
executive, adminiS~ative, professional an supervisory positions, 
conducted by Sibson & company, Inc •• 

Edison objects to PSO's use ot these surveys for a number 
ot reasons: 

he surveys were designed 15 years a90 tor 
the purpose ot tracking labor market salary 
movement. 
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• tJ::Le duplieation of jobs ~d companies in the survey data s 

• 

addressed. 
Our objective is to ensure that ratepayers ar 

burdened with paying for employee compensation levels 
whieh is necessary tor Edison to provide sate reli e service at 
reasonable rates. This type ot evaluation is dit cult because of 
the subj eeti veness involved in quantifying the v riables used. To· 
minimize this, we expect both PSD and Edison i future general rate 
proeeedinqs to develop an agreed upon data b e for judginq the 
reasonableness of employee compensation lev ls. For this 
proceeding, we tind Edison's just1ficatio for its APS compensation 
levels reasonable. 
J. ~ttiliated TtAnsaetions 

PSO raised tive issues con~rnin9' the aftiliated 
relationships ot Edison and its sub~diary companies. In this 
proceeding Edison and PSD have cowl to aqreE~ent on two· ot these 
issues: 9'ains on sales ot utili* assets to. affiliates and net 
income of utility-related subsi/iaries. For these issuEls Edison 
and PSD recommend that: / . 

1. All gains on ~~~s ot utility assets to 
nonutility s~sidiaries should be recorded, 
above-the-line at lllarket value. 

2. Utility-re~ted Subsidiaries should be 
treated, ~pr ratemakinq purposes, as 
utility departments~ and all transfers of 
utility ~sets to those Subsidiaries should 
be at ~6k value. 

3. Net inoome from utility-related 
subsidiaries should be recorded above-the
line.; 

Edison ~d PSO are~lso in agreement that a $1.0 million increase 
in Edison's test y,ear estimate of other operating revenues should 

t 
be adopted to reflect the impact of these recommendations. 

I 
l 

!/ 

I 
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2. 'The same jobs 'that were included in the 
original surveys are still used even tbouqh 
many are now'vacant and certain areas are 
not represented. 

3. Sample sizes contained in the surveys 
too limited, introdueinq the potenti 
bias. 

4. Data from nine of the companies 1-$ common 
to both surveys. / 

Additionally, Edison arques that D's analysis contair.s 
significant technical errors whiCh render its conelusions invalid, 
and inappropriate as the basis for an a ustment of estimated 
payroll expense. Edison identifies ~ following as errors in 
PSD's analysis: " 

1. The impact of emplOy.~ turnover, which 
involves such eonsi erations as stability 
of the work foree, averaqe experience 
level, indiviaual employee performance,. 
seniority, ana Eison's investment in 
training and d;>~elopment, is ignored. 

2. PSO did not consider the affects 
compensatio~levels have on Edison's 
ability to attract qualified and 
experienced employees. 

3. The natu~ of Edison's orqanization, its 
size, ~e characteristics of its service 
territ¢:y, its customer mix, and the 
metho«s used to provide service were not 
ineluaed. 

4. psoitailed to evaluate the relationshi~ 
between APS pay levels and pay .levels for 
~rgaininq unit employees. 

The survey dAta was improperly weiqhted. 
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PSO's remaining three issues address royalty payme 
from subsidiaries. For these issues PSO recommends that
suDsi~iaries pay: 

1. 

2. 

A royalty or affiliate payment of 5% 
gross revenues. 

A markup royalty of lOt tor service 
provided by the utility. 

A royalty upon the transter o·f employee 
from the utility to the subsi¥ary equal to 
50t of the employee's annual lary. 

The three issues above were al 0 addressed in 
A.87-0S-007, Edison's request to testa}:) sh. a holding company 
structure. In A.S7-0S-007 EdisOX'l1 an PSO submitted a joint exhibit 
aqreeing to: (1) the markup royalt! tor services provided by the 
utility and (2) the guidelines to~utility employee transfers to 
attiliates. As stated in the j~bt exhibit a 5% markup on fully 
loade:d labor costs will be bil¥d to nonutility affiliates for the 
use ot Edison employees. The oint exhibit also sets forth the 

• following guidelines for the transter ot utility 'employees to 
aftiJ~iates: 

• 

. 
1. The s.taftir'!fl of the nonrequlated atfiliates 

will not_~ to the detriment of utility 
operatio,. 

2. In inst¥ces where it may be desirable to 
move an/Edison employee to an unregulated 
aftili~e, senior management approval ot 
both 5~mpanies involved in the transfer 
will oe required betore the transfer ean occur 

3. Edison employees will be tree to aeeept or 
rejeet employment with the unregulated 
af~liates and no involuntary tr~nsfers 
will take place. 

I 
4. ~ an Edison employee elects to accept ~ 
~ sition with an unrequlated a~~iliate, he 
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While Edison did not attempt to evaluate employee 
cOlnpensation based on salar:y sur.reys, it did make a comparison of 
payroll to revenue. This approaen provides a quick indicator ot 
overall payroll costs relative to a selected marketplace or 
industry. Using the 198& executive compensation survey ~A'~A'~'~A 
amlually by Si})son & COlDpany, Inc., Edison concluded that 
companies the average percentage of payroll to revenues 
which compares favorably to Edison'S 12.07t. 

Edison also adjusted PSD's analysis to ~O'~~I~et 
ilDproper weightinq of jobs and the double .... "'".,., ... 
PSD's overpayment of APS employees is reduced 
bas4ed on Edison's calculations. 

Finally, Edison cites D .. 86-12-095o 

of companies. 
9.2% to 7.5% 

management salary levels exceeded the industry average by 
approximately 8% as recognition that pay~g a small premium over 
market benefits the ratepayer as well ~ the shareholder. 

In support of' its recomm~n~tion, PSD states that its 
study of employee compensation fo~ed on the market from which 
Edison draws it labor, cateqoriz~ payroll data by type of 
employee, and relied on five in~pendent salary surveys. PSD 
grou,ped Edison's work force rf.o fiye categories: (1) executive, 
(2) APS, (3) clerical, (4) physical, and (50) technical. PSD found 
Edison's executive, cleric 11 and physical salaries to be reasonably 
in accord with market sa ary levels, and did not recommend an 
expense reduction for . ose categories. since there was 
insutticient data av~lable for Edison's technical work foree, PSD 
~ade no r~temakinq~COmmendation tor that category. For APS 
employees, althou,¢l a :benefit cQ~parison was not :made, PSO 
concludea that ~lary levels are excessive and recommended a 9.2% 
or $19.7 milli ~ reduction in labor expense tor this category. 

I;-. o"'.,~'.uding, PSD s'Cates that it is puzzled by Edison's 
argument ~ the salary surveys used ~y PSO are inap~ropriate tor 
evaluatin the reasonableness o~ compensation to APS employees • 
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5. 

or she will be required~o resign from 
Edison. 

Edison will provide to the Commission 
annual report identifying nonclerieal 
personnel transferred from Edison to 
Holdin9 Company or any of the nonutil 
suDsidl.aries. 

We find the aqreement between Edison a as adopted 
in our decision in A.S7-05-007 appli~le in r olving these same 
issues in Edison's general rate ease. As a ~ sult of the agreement' 
we will increase Edison's other operating r enues by $70,000 for 
the test year. 

Finally, we note that our cleci , on in A .. S7-0S-007 also
addresses the royalty to be paid by a~~ iates on gross revenues. 
Since that decision provides an in de analysis of PSD's pro],:'osal 
and concludes that it should not be opted, we will not repeat 
that discussion here. AcCOrdinqlY~We will not adopt PSD's 
proposed royalty payme:nt on atfil:Late gross revenues. 
1<. l'azardous 'WAste Ma'oaqement / 

• Edison and PSO were tjie only two parties that addressed. 
this issue. Edison had reque&~ed $10.1 million annually tor three 
years ~or its hazardoul5 wasttl' program and $11.7 in capital 
expenditures for its UJ.'lderglound storage tank program. After 

• 

....... I 
revJ.ew.l.ng Edl.son' s hazllrdous waste management proposal PSD 
introduced Exhil:>i t ~5-~\. wjich recommended. a nu:mber of changes in 
Edison's request. Since/Edison has stipulated to PSD's 

I 

recommendations, we wiJll adopt them with slome minor modifications 
concerning reporting ~tes and the inclusi,:>n of hazard,ous wdste 
sites, other than manu'factured gas. 'rhe ad,:>pted recommendations are 
detailed / 
belo'N': ; 

l. Edi~on should tile an a~plication for 
tunding prior to expendl.ng funds when its 
hazardous waste program for the sites it 
oWns is more definite. 

/' 
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PSD wonders why these salary surveys are commissioned 'it they 
shoUld not be used to study salaries. 

We believe PSD's analysis in this proceeding is a 
significant improvement over its PG&E proposal. However, 
can be used to judge the reasonableness ot Edison's level 'ot 
payroll expenses, there are turther refinements that should 
considered. First, co=parisons should either be made 
compensation basis or adjusted to reflect the 
package. Since employees choose employment 
total compensation basis, we consider it 
utility compensation in the s~e manner. 
point comparisons based on averages 
;r",nge of clata shoulcl b~~ provided. Lastly, 
concerning ~ple sizes and the dupl 
in.the survey data should be addressed. 

criticisms 
jobs and companies 

ratepayers are not 
cOlnp~~ns:~tion levels beyond that 

Our objective is to ensure 
burdened with paying tor employee 
which is necessary tor Edison to ~~.~.~ 
reasonable rates. This type of 
the subjectiveness involved in 

safe reliable service at 
on is difticult because of 

To 
minimize this, we expect both PSO and Edison in future 9cneral rate 
proceedings to develop an aqretd upon data base for jud9inQ the 

. I 
re~Lsonableness of el!J.plc:,yee compensation levels. For this 
proceeding, we tind EdiSO~ justification tor its APS com~ensation 
levels reasonable. l'-_ 
J. Affiliated Tran~kti2Ds . 

PSD raised five issues concerning the attiliated 
relationships of Edis'on and its subsidiary companies. IIi: this 
'. J proeeedl.n9 Edison and PSD have come to aqreement on two Olt these 

issues: gains oni'sales of utility assets to affiliates and net" 
I 

income ot util~~-relateQ subsidiaries. For these issues Edison 
and PSD recommend that: 

, 

/ 
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2. For hazardous waste sites that Edison does 
not currently own, it should file an 
application to receive prospective fundinq 
for remedial investigations or work when 
Edison is ordered by a regulatory agency' or 
a court to perform such work or is not' ied 
by a requlatory agency that it is 
considered a potentially responsible/arty 
for these costs. )' 

3. Upon approval Edison should be all~ed to 
place actual program costs into a I 
memorandum account for recovery ~ a 
subsequent ECAC or general rate/ase 
proceeding. This account ShoU~j accrue 
interest at the ECAC interest ~ate~ 

, I 
4. No retroactl.ve recovery O!rardOUs waste 

costs incurred prior to 1988 should ~e 
authorized. 

5. Edison should tile with the Executive 
Director and the PSD's R~ources Branch a 
comprehensive overview 01 Edison's 
hazardous waste managem~t effort, 
including its underground storage program, 
by March 31, 1988 and ipdate it annually by 
January 31 until ordered otherwise .. ' 

I 
5. $1 million of Ediso~s requested budget for 

mitigating contamin~tion from underground 
storage tanks shou~d be redirected to the 
alternate teehn;{l ~ies described in Exhibit 
65-A. 

We will adopt Ediso 's requested funding level for the 
underground storage program s agreed to by PSD. FUnding for the 
investigation and clean up df hazardous waste sites will be 
deferred until Edison filed an applicatio::'1(s) as discussed above. 
A description of the info~ation which Edison should include in its 
application(s) ana annuai filings is detailed in Exhibit 55-A. 
L. Fgmale/HinoIitv Business Entetprise~ 

Edison imple~ented its F/MBE program in 1979 to identity 
FfMBE suppliers an~ ~ovide them with inereased opportunities to 
partieipate in Ediso 's procurement activities. Sinee that time by 
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1.. All gains on sales of utility assets to 
nonutility subsidiaries snould De recorded 
aDove-the-line at market value~ 

2. Utility-related subsidiaries should be 
treated, for ratelMking' purposes, as 
utility departments and all transfers f 
utility assets to those subsidiarie should 
be at bo~k value. 

3. Net income from utility-related 
subsidiaries shoul~ be recorde 
line. 

Ed:Lson and PSD are also in aqreel:D.ent tha a $1.0 million increase 
in Edison's test year estimate of other operating' revenues should 
be adopted to reflect the impaet 'of ~se recommendations. 

PSD's remaining' three i:ssues address :royalty payments 
from subsidiaries. For these iSS~ PSD recommends that 
subsidiaries pay: 

1.. A :royalty or aff' iate payment of $% of 
qross reV,Emues .. 

2.. A :markup ~:oy ty of 10% tor services 
provided by jt:he utility .. , . 

3. A royalty Apon the transfer of an employee 
from tte ~Ltility to the subsidiary equal to 
sot of ~he employee's annual salary. 

The three~ssues above were also addressed in . 
A .. S7-05-007, Edis~'s request to establish a holding' company 
structure. In A.I87-0S-007 Edison and PSD submitted a joint eXhibit 
aqreeing to: c/> the markup royalty for services provided by the 
util:.ty and (21) the guidelines for utility employee transfers to 
affiliates. fs statea. in the joint exh~it a 5% markup on tully 
loaded labor costs will be billed to nonutility affiliates for the 
use of Ed~on employees. The joint exhibit also sets forth the 
tOllOwin;(quidelines tor the tr~~~,~~ utility employees to 
atfili~es: 

J 
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• D.82-12-l0l, our generic investigation of utilities' em 
practices, and D.84-12-068, Edison's ~98S qeneral rate case~ 
Edison's F /MBE pl:'oqram has' been expar.lc:led and modi fie to include 
reporting requirc~ents. CUrrently, Edison's repo ng requirements 
include the development of a data collecti~n sys m to track F/MBE 
proqram results by ethnic classifications, ann 1 goal setting, and 
demonstration of significant progress in the ollar amounts an~ 
number of F/MBE contacts awarded. " 

R.87-02-026, c:lat~d February ll, ~87, was initiatec:l in 
response to PO Sections 828l-8296. This~lemaking proceeding will 
address long-term goal setting, verificdtion procedures, and annual 
reporting. Accordingly, Edison's gen,tal rate decision will focus 
only on proqr~ funding requireme1ts nd past performance in 
compliance with 0.84-12-068. 

In addition to Edison's resentation, PSO and American 
G.I. Forum; Filipino ~erican Po 'tical Association (PUblic 
Advocates) mac:le recommendatiLoconcerning Edison's F/MBE proqram. 

~. EX'os:nm Funding . 

~ Edison requests $6 ,390 to fund its F/MBE proqram for 
test year 1988. As propose~ its budqet includes the annual 
salaries of one F/MBE aami'i~trator, one clerk, and eight analysts. 
This funding level is intinded to maintain Edison's F/MBE data 
base, verity the status}t. F/MBE t.irms, and. set UlX"g'ets in over 800 
procurement categories/and nine ethnic/gender classifications. 
Edison uses the targ~s to participate in outreach activities and 
arriv,e at annual qoatls for commodities, services, and construction. 
Although Edison's pfoposed F/MBE budget does not specifically 
include funding td comply with PO Sections 8281-8296, E~i~on 
believes it is nieessary not only to maintain the current proqram, 

• 

I 
but to respond Ito current and future program demands, including 
requirements associated with PO Sections 8Z81-8296. , 

PSoIrecommends a budget of $505,544. PSD's lower budget 
level is dut! to a. reduction of $ZO ,.000 tor certification and the 

I 
! 

/ 

I' 
I 
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1. 'l'he staffing of the nonrequlated affiliates 
will not be to the detriment of utility 
oper~tions. 

2. In instances where it may be desirable to 
move an Edison employee to an unregulated 
affiliate, senior management approval of 
~oth eompanies involved in the transfer 
will be required before the transfer can 
occur. 

3. Edison 'employees will be free to ace 
reject employment with the unrequla d 
affiliates and no involuntary tzan ers 
will take place. 

4. It an Edison employee elects t accept a 
position with an unregulate~ ~filiate, he 
or she will be re~ired to r~iqn from 
Ed.ison. I 

s. Edison will provide to ~e Commission an 
annual report identifyi~ nonclerical 
personnel transferred ;tom Edison to the 
Hold.in~ Company or an~of the nonutility 
sul:>sid1aries. i 

We find the agreement tween Edison and PSO applicable 
in resolving these same issues n Edison's general rate ease. As a 
result of the agreement we wiJ1 increase Edison's other operating 
revenues by $70,000 for~ thest year. 

. Finally, we note t A.~7-0S-007 also addresses the 
royalty to be paid by af liates on gross revenues. Accordingly, 
we will not consider tnf issue in this d4~cision. 
1<:.. W 

o were the only two parties that addresserl 
this issue. Ediso had requested $10.1 million ~nnually for three 
years ~or its haZ~dOUS ~aste program and $11.7 in capital 
expenditures tOo/its underground storage tank proqram. After 
reviewi r~:J Zaiso/1' s hazardous waste management proposal PSO 
introduced Exbibit 55-A which recommended. a nUlXlber ot changes in 

Since Edison has stipulated to PSO'S" 
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~ exclusion of two analysts. Public Advocates has not ma 
reco:mmendation concerning Ec1ison'&;. proqram :funding lev • 

2. ~rm§,D~ . / 

0.84-12-06a directed Edison to submit spec{tic 
information relative to its F/MBE program and dem~strate that it 
had achieved significant proqress in the dollar amounts and n~er 
of FfttBE contracts awarded. Exh~'it 10 containl Edison's 
compliance with 0.84-12-068. While no party ciaims that Edison has 
not complied with 0.84-l2-068, PUblic Advoca~s elaims that Edison 
has made no proqress in furthering the development of F/MBE's. 

In support of its claim Public ~voeates cites Edison's 
I 

performance over the last three years 0;tess than 4.5% of all 
contract amounts to F/MBEs and less tha 0.3% to blacks. PUblic 
Advocates states that Edison has not a ieved significant progress 
in the award.ing of contracts to F~ and. recommend.s that: 

1. Top executive compen~tion be tied directly 
to F /MBE aehievemen;: 

• 
2. SUbstantial long r~qe goals be set. 

" i ,I 3. Ed~son be penal zed by requiring that a sum 
equal to one-ha;f of 1% of its total 
outside contra~s in 1986 ($5 million) be 
allocated to assisting in direct Ff,MBE 
development. I ' 

d " j . i 4. E ~son be a~on~shed for ts poor record. 

s. This ease ~e treated separately from 
R.87-02-02l6. 

. I 1 6. Ed~son ~eve op a program to encourage and 
:~acilittte joint ventures, develop 
meehan~ms to improve equity and capital 
sourc~ tor minority and women 
E~ntre'preneurs, and assist F/MBEs in 
acquiring insurance coverage at favorable 
rate's. 

7. A~te90ry tor FilipinO-Americans be 
included in Edison's F/MBE data collection. 
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recommendations, we will adopt them 'with some minor modifications 
concerninq reportinq dates and the inclusion of hazardous waste 
sites other than manufactured qas. ,The adopted 
detailed below: 

1. Edison should file an application for 
~undinq prior to expending funds when 
hazardous waste program for the sites 
owns is mo~e detinite. Applications 
this procedure are only intended for 
hazardous waste cleanup at sites 
in Edison's general rate case f ••. _~ 

2. 

in its annual hazardous waste ma,~[qE~E!n~ 
report. 

For hazardous waste sites Edison does 
not currently own, it Should~ile an 
application to receive prospective tunding 
tor remedial investiqations or work when 
Edison is ordered by a re~latory agency or 
a court to· perform such work or is notified 
by a regulatory agency ~at it is 
considered a potentz' al responsible party 
for these costs. 

3. JUpon approval Ediso should be allowed to, 
place actual progrcnn costs into a 
memorandum account for recovery in a 
subsequent ECAC or general rate case 
proceeding. Th;(s account should accrue 
interest at ~ ECAC interest rate. , 

4. 

s. 

No retroact~~e recovery of hazardous waste 
costs in~ed prior to 19S8 should be 
authorizecY. 

/ 
Edison ~ould file with the Exeeutive 
Oir~r and the PSO's Resources Branch a 
comp ensive overview of Edison's 
haz dous waste management effort, 
inQ1udinq its underqroundstorage program, 
by March 31, 19S5 and update it annually by 
ianuary 3luntil ordered otherwise. 
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• 8. Contract awaras be :eportea by 
service/purchase type • 

.... 
Aaditionally, Public Advocates argues that EdiL 

outreach program has not addressed the inability Qt F 
competitive with white contractors and top managemen 
lack of interest in the F/MBE program. 

/ 
Es to ~e 

/ 

In spite ot Public Advocates' desires / ~ deal with all 
F/MBE issues in general rate cases we will reaf!irm our intentions 

.. 1MB /. 1 to- address only spec1t1c F E proqr~ matte~ ~ genera rate 
cases. Acccrdingly , items 1,2,5,7 and 8 wdl be addressed in R. 87-
02-026. The remaining items are discuss~below. 

The record demonstrates that E6ison increased its dollar 
awaras to F/MBEs from $38.3 milli,on i('1984 t~ $74.8 million in 
1986 and increased the number cf aW"ds from 3,805 to 5,025 for the 
same period. By any measure this was a siqnifieant increase for 
this period. Al thcugh these n4'rs pale in ccmpariscn t~ Ediscn' s 
tctal awards, Ediscn has compliw,with D.84-12-068 and we will not 
adopt Public Advocates' recc~'ndaticns contained in items 3 and 4 

.above. We will, however, e~ct Edison to. continue to. achieve 
siqnificant increases in tht! nUllll:>er and amount cf awards t~ F/MBEs. 

We aqree with P'Ulflic Advocates that mcre can be dcne to. 
assist F/MBEs in success~lly competing fcr Edison ccntracts. To. 
accomplish this Ediscn shculd develcp a program which encourages 
and tacilitates jcint v1entures and provides assistance to. F/MBEs in 
acquiring financing ~d insurance coverage at rates competitive 

I 
with Edison's non-F~E contractcrs. We will increase Edison's 

. I $ ,:_. requested fund1ng 70, 700,000 tor test ye~r 1988 to. .wplement th~s 
expandea F /MBE pro,qr~ and. we expect to. see the trui t of this 
enhanced. funding future proceedings. 
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6. $1 million cf Edison's requested ~udget for 
mitigating contamination from underground 
storage tank$ should be redirected to the 
alternate technologies described in Exhibit 
65-A. 

We will adopt Edison's requested funding level 
underground stcrage proqrbJII. as agreed to. by PSD. 
investigation and clean up cf hazardous waste sites 
deterred until Edison files an application(s) as d 
A description of the information which Ediscn 
application(s) and annual filings is detailed 
L. EgmalelHinority Business :E'nt$mrises 

Edison iJnple:mented its F l'J:.ImE ,.., .... ,.....,.,~JIII'It\ 

F/MBE suppliers and provide them with incre 
participate in Edison's procurement 
D.82-~2-~O~, cur generic investiqation 

in 1979 to identify 
opportunities t~ 
since that time ~y 

practices, and D.84-~2-068, Edison's general rate case, 
Edison's F/MBE proqram has Deen ~~~~,~~,~'and modified to include 
reporting requirements. CUrrently, 's reporting requirements 
include the development of a data collection system. to track F/MBE 
program results by ethnic cla~si cations, annual goal 'setting, and 
demonstration of significant pr ess in the dollar amounts and 
n1.Ul!.ber cf F/MBE contacts awar d. . 

. R.87-02-026, da~td ebruary 11, 1987, was initiated in 
response to PO Sections 828 -8296. This rulemaking proceeding will 
ad(iress long-term goal se ing, verification procedures, and annual 
:eporting. Accordingly,}tdison's general rate decision will focus 
cnly on program tundin~requirements and past performance in 
compliance with D.S4-~-06S. 

In additicl'_to Edison's presentation, PSD and American 
G.I. Forum~ Filipin American Political Association (Public 
Advocates) made re omm.endatic~s c':'T).cerning Edison's F I'MIJE program. 
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VI. Demand Side Management 

A. Introduction 
Demand Side Hanaqement COSH) refers to rate~yer funded 

programs undertaken by the utility to affect custom~ energy 
consumption patterns. Over the years our fund.ing O'f such 
consE~rvation and. load. manaqement programs has tricked. the 
a'ilailability and. price of energy resources"i: T.I, in the 1970's, 
when fossil fuels were at a costly premium, we arked on a course 
of a~lproving and. funding a nu:mber of conserva ion programs. We 
further stated that it was our intention to,take the vigor, 
imagination, and effeetiveness of a utilit~s conservation efforts 
a key question in future rate proceedingsJ' (0.84902, 78 CPOC 638 
at 74,0 (1975).) / 

At that time, we also made clear our reliance on marginal , 
C,ost principles in assessing the need. for conservation programs. 
Specifically, we observed: WWhere the marginal cost of conserved. 

l 
energy is less than the marginal cost of neW' supply the former 

• should always be the investment ot;lehoice. w (O.9'll07, 2 cpue 2d. 
596 at 706 (l.979) .. ) I 

More recently, we hav"reduced. our emphasis on large and 
o,ften costly conservation pr091;am.s in the face of changing economic 
and resource cond.itions impaetdng the utilities which we regulate. 

I 
For Edison, these changes, si~ilar to those being experienced by 
other utilities, have inclu~d the fOllowing: (l) greater 
stability in the utilitY'S~financial condition, (2) embedded. costs 
lI.bove marginal costs due to dramatic decreases in the price of oil 

I 
and gas, and (3) an excess of available capacity over the next 

I • 
several years due to the complet1on of large baseload plants and. 
the successful develop£ent of qualifying facility resources .. 

In light Of/these changes, we have adhered. to a policy of 
I 

'staying the coursej'With respect to conservation and load 
management proqram .. development and funding. With O.86-l.2-095 in 
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1. Pxo9xam Funding 
Edison requests $636,390 t~ fund its F/MBE program 

test year 1988. As proposed, its budget includes the 
salaries of one F/MaE administrator, one clerk, and eight~ .. __ ~ 
This tunding level is intended to maintain Edison's F 

A~a~~. in over 800 

ications. 
Edison uses the targets to participate in outrjeac~activities and 
arrive at annual goals :for com:mod:ities, ana construction. 
Although Edison's proposed Ff,MBE budget does specitically 
include tunding to comply with PO Sections. 
believes it is necessary not only to main 
but to respond to current and future ~~.~~~,~ 
requirements associated with PO 

PSD recommends a budget of 

the current program, 
including 

PSO's lower budget 
the level is due to a reduction 

exclusion ot two analysts. 
recommendation concerning ~~'.~'V~~ 

has not made a 
program funding level. 

2. Eerurmansce 
0.84-12-0 68 Q~:reC;:1;E~c;t 

information relative to its 
had achieved significant 
of F IMBE contracts AW;!'l~~1ac. 

compliance with D.~~-~.£~·u 

that it 
in the dollar amounts and number 

Exhibit 10 contains Edison's 
While no party cla~ that Edison has 

not complied with 0.8 068, Public Advoeates claims that Edison 
has made no in furthering the development ot F/MBE's. 

In of its claim PUblic Advocates cites Edison's 
pertormance over last three years of less than 4.S% ot all 
contract to F/MBEs and less than 0.3% to blacks.. Public 

s that Edison has not achievea siqnifieant progress 
in the awardtnq of eontracts to F/MBEs and reeommends that: 
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~PC&E'S most recent general rate case, we reduced proqr funding 
below previous levels. In taking this action, sUPPO~~'bY our 
lessened concerns regarding supply availability and price, however, 
we also recoqnize~ that future needs required that/lonservation and 
load management programs continue in place as a v~uable long-term 
resource. PG&E, pst), ~nd all other parties werelencouraged to 
continue to evaluate demand-side proqrams on anfequal footing with 
new supplies. (l,Q.., at p-. 94.) J 

In addition to the influence whic a utility's available 
resources have in determining the level~f /onservation program 
funding, the Commission has also recently ecoqnized the need to 
consider the effects on such programs 0 competition in the field 
of electric generation. The competition on which the Commission 
has focused comes in the form of MbYP~s,M a situation in which the 
customer chooses to generate its o~ener9Y rather than accept the 
service available from the local public utility. 

This phenomenon, of partiCUlar concern to the Commission 
when the se1f-qeneration is *uneJonomic,M has been addressed in a 

~separatQ section of this decisi~n. However, the 'Commission's 
recent decision on this issue;ln its 3-R's (Risk, Return, and 
Ratemaking) Rulemakin9 (R.86~O-OOl) adopted policies desiqned to 
address the problems create~by bypass. (D.87-05-071.) Among 
these policies is one whict!directly impacts our evaluation of 
funding for DSM proqr91s./ 

specifically, ~e commission concluded that the Electric 
Revenue Adjustment Mechlnism (~) should be eliminated for the 
large light and power ,ilass. In O.S7-0S-071, we found that the 
risks which ERAM had.}>een intended to neutralize (i.e~, instability 
in interest rates, Mgh rate of inflation, and poor utility 
financial health) ~d diminished. Further, we concluded that its 
elimination for ~ large power· class would ere ate a greater 
incentive for the/utility to- ~aximize revenues from that class and 
thereby more ~ef~ctivelY respond to· emerqinq competition • 
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1. Top executive compensation be tied directly 
to F/MBE achievement. 

2. Substantial long range goals be set. 

3. E~ison be penalized by requiring that a sum 
equal to one-half of l% of its total 
outside contracts in 1986 ($5. million) b 
allocated to assisting in direct Ff.MB:;( 
development. 

4. Edison be admonished for its poor re rd. 

S. This case be treated separately tr~ 
R.87-0Z-026·. I 

6. Edison develop a program to encourage and 
facilitate joint ventures, devea.op 
mechanisms to improve equity and capital 
sources for minority and wome~ 
entrepreneurs, and assist F~Es in 
acquiring insurance coverage at favorable 
rates. .; 

7. A category for Filipino-~ericans be 
included in Edison's F/1!fI!E data collectio%'l. I . 

s.. Contract a'''ards be reported by 
service/purchase type;, 

Additionally, )~lic Advocates argues that Edison's :., . 
outreach progr~ has not addressed the inability of F/MBEs to be 
competitive with whi te cl~ntractofs and top management has shown a . . / 
lack of ~nterest ~n the :Ff,MBEjProqram. 

In spite of PUbliefAdvoeates' desires to deal with all 
F/MBE issues in general r~ cases we will reaffirm our intentions , 
to a~~ress only specific/F/MBE program matters in general rate 

/ 
cases. Accordingly, items 1,2,S,7 and 8 will be addressed in R.S7-
02-026. The remainiy~ items are discussed below. 

The reco~ demonstrates that Edison increased its dollar 
,/ 

awards to F /MBEs from $38.3 million in 1984 to $74.8 mi.J.lio:: in 
1986 and increas!ed the nUlllber of awards from 3, SOs. to !). ~ OZS for the 

/ 

same per~f any measure this was'a siqni~icant increase ~or 
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• The utilities and intereste.d parties had noted, Lr, 
that ERAM had allowed the utilities to pursue conserv~ti , load 
~anage~ent and soeial programs required by the Commisso n without 
working directly against the utilities' own interests Despite 
this circumstance, we concluded that the ~ost cost-effective 
conservation programs should still be retained inJfthe large light 
and power class. We also noted that since our deeision on !RAM did 
not impact the commercial and residential clas~s, the utilities' 

,/ 
inceX'l:tives to pursue ettective conservation :eor those classes 
remained unchanged. ~ 

0.87-05-07l also included our recognition that many 
. i / \,. . . short-term conservat~on proqr~s 111 ght not now ~e cost-ettect~ve 

due to changing economic and resource donditions. We tound, 
however, that this concl\1sion was not/to be SE~en as a weakening. ot 
our commitlnent to conservation and Ioaa management programs. As 

stated in 0.87-05-071, ·Cw)e ti~ believe long-range conservation 
is still very important, and ut~ities should continue to promote 

I 

reasonable conservation and efficiency options to their customers.· • . ~ (1£., at p. 4.) We noted ~n .,Particular that ~'hen' a new taetory or 
new produetionpr~ess is de&iqned, ·iqnorinq energy effieiency 

~ 

would be short-sighted.· ~.) We admonished the utilities, 
hOWeV4!l'r, to retrain from jrt.sing ratepayer funds for utility 
marketing programs aimedl.~t increasing utility profits when ZRAM is 
eliminated.. 

,I 
I 

/ 

• 

/ 
/ 

:I 
/ 

/ 

f 
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this period. Although these numbers pale in comparison to Edison's 
total awards, Edison has complied with 0.84-12-068 and we will 
adopt Public Advocates' recommenaations contained in items 3 
above. However, we are not satisfied with the level of Ff,MBE 
pa.rticipation and expect Edison to- achieve substantial and 
siqnifieant increases in the number and amount of awards ~ each 
major ethnic group and for women. ~ 

We agree with PUblic Advocates that more ca~e done to 
assist F/MBEs in successfully competing tor Edison otntracts. To 
accomplish this Edison should develop a program W;r.(Ch encourages 
and facilitates even greater participation of F~ES in Edison 
cor.tracts through j oint ventures and through ~sistance to Fll'mEs 
in meeting financinq and insurance eoveraqep rates compet:i.t:i.ve 
with Edison's non-Ff,MBE contractors.~ W' l.inerease Edison's 
re~Jested funding to- $700,000 for test y r 1988 to' implement this 
exp<Ulded F IMJ3E proqram and we expect t see the fruit ot this - . , 
enhanced funding in future proeeedin~. 
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• S. !lasicPQ:;itiolU! on pSI! Flmding . I 
In its application, Edison had oriqinally requested tor 

1988 a funding level of $69.8 million for OSM proqr~;t'In March, 
1987, this amount was reduced to $60.l million. In rQtponse to 
Edison's request, the PUblic Staff Oivision (PSO) pro~sed an 
overall DSM budqet of $47 million. As the folloWi~ table 
illu.strates, funding levels tor direct proqram exp'enses are the 
source of the most significant differences bet7in the Edison 
request and the PSD recommendation. 

Edison/psD 1.988 Overall Demand-Side Kanagement Program 
Expenses CompAXisQD I 

(Thousands. ot 1.985t=1 ) 

Description Edison ~ 

Resi,Clential Conservation $17,06 $15,679 
Non-Residential Conservation 1.9

2
,9 2 14,893 

Load Management 12, 53 5-,456 
Mark,eting 0 0 
Meas'\lrement and EvalUation ,600 7 , 325-
Support Programs 4.Z8~ 3.528 

VariaD~ 

$(1,382 
(5,049) 
(6,791) 

o 
72$ 

(1,256) 

• Total DSM Programs 46,881 

(3~O) 

46,$31 

(13,759) 

CQ) 

• 

Adj ust. tor Program Emphasis (350) 

60,290 (13,759) 

In ad.di tion to th issue of program funding, Edison and 
PSD also provid.ed ratemaki,tg and non-budgetary recommendations. 
Thes~~ proposals focused 0/1 the consolidation of all DSM tunds into 
base rates, the shifting! o! tunds amonq proqrams, the handling oi , 
bUdget changes between;.rate cases, the funding of programs tor 
customer groups remov~d from ERAM, the ~anging of reporting 
requirements, and th/use of a consistent set of generic terms tor 
program descriptioru/ and reporting breakdowns. 

Several ;£arties offered testimony on both the Edison and 
PSD proposals. Among them were the california Ener9"Y Commission 
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VI. Demand Side Management 

A. Xntroducti9D 
Demand Side Management (DSM) refers to r epayer funded 

progr~ undertaken by the utility to affect cas mer energy 
consumption patterns. OVer the years our fund 9 of such 
conservation and load management programs has tracked the 
availability and price of energy resources. 
when fossil fuels wero at a costly premi , we embarked on a course 
of approving and funding a number of co~rvation programs. We 
further stated that it was our intention to make the vigor, 
imagination, and effectiveness of a ~lity'S conservation efforts 
a key question in future rate, proceeaings. (D.84902, 78 CPUC 638 

at 746 (197S).) J' 
. At that tilDe, we also ='de clear our reliance on marqinal 

cost principles in asseSSin~1 need for conservation programs. 
Specifically, we observed: ere the marginal cost of conserved 
energy is less than the mar nal cost of new supply' the former 
lshould always be the inves ent of choice .. * (D.9l107, 2" CPtTC 2ci 

.596 at 706 (1979).) 
we have reduced our emphasis on large and 

o~t,cn costly conservat' on programs in the face of changing economic 
and resource conditio s impacting the utilities which we regulate. 
For Edison, these changes, similar to those being experienced by 

oth ... r utilities, h~e incluaea the following: (l) greater 
. stability in the ~tility's fin~ncial condition, (2) embedded costs 

above marginal:;'sts due to dramatic decreases in the price of oil 
and gas, and (3 an excess of available, capacity over the next 
several years flue to the completion of large baseload plants and 
the successftA development of qualifying facility resources. 

IIli9ht of these changes, we have adhered to a policy of 
*staying ~e courseN with respect to conservation and load 
= .. g7 p"ogralll development and fUnding- With D_B6-l.2-09~ in 
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• 
1/ 

(CEC), the california/Nevada community Ac:tion Association (Catl

Neva), and the Thermal Ener9Y Storage Manufactux:ers' and' 
Contraetors' Association (TESMAC) .. The CEC generally sup 
fundin9 levels proposed by Edison in the area of load 
and asserts, along with Edison and TESMAC, that the PS has 
provided an overly broad definition of "'marketin,9'" i daterminin9 
which programs may be !unded through rates. The CE also believes 
that its funding and cost-effectiveness recomme;td ions have been 
appropriately based on examining Edison's long-t resource needs. 

Both the Edison request and the PSO r commendation 
propose reduced OSM expenditures relative t~ ;ecent levels. The 
differences in these proposals relate primar~y to different 
interpretations of recent Commission deeisi~s and utility trends. 
While Edison has basically made proqram-s~citiC recommendations, 
PSD believes that current economic and r~ource conditions and 
0.87-05-011 require certain major chan9~ to the entire OSM area. 

Alnon9 other thin9s, PSO recokends the elimination of DSM 

• 
funding for virtually all of the lar~ light and ,power programs and 
the ellimination of ratepayer fund in for any utility marketing 
program or programs with no potent al ratepayer benefit. For this 
purpo!~e, PSO has defined "'market g'" programs as those proqrams 
which increase the use of at le t one fuel (electricity or gas) . 
relative to what would have ha ened in the absence of the pro9ram. 
PSO states that load retentio , which PSO defines as the promotion 
of the installation of devic s which utilize electricity instead of 
qas, should be considered m rketing because resulting increased 
electric: sales would not hive existed in the absence of the 

• 

proqr~. / 
PSD also· reco~ends that in the event the Commission 

authorizes any strate~~ marketinq programs in this proceedinq, 
p~rticipating custome~ be requirec1 to. aqre~ to Nqive up'" or 
'returnN something, el.g ., become interruptible customers or 
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PG&E's most recent general rate case, we reauced program 
below previous levels. ' In takinq thl.s action, support a. by our .. 
lessenea concerns regardinq supply availability and ice, however, 
we also recognized that future needs required::;: tht onservation and 
load management proqrams continue in place as a v uable long-term 
resource. PG&E, PSO, and all other parties wer encouraged to 
continue to evaluate demand-side programs on ~ equal tooting with 
new supplies. (1£., at p. 94.) !. 

In addition to the influence wh~ a utility's available 
re$ources have in determining the level ~ conservation program 
fundinq, the commission has also recent~ recognized the need to 
consider the effects on such programs;?f competition in the field 
of electric generation. Tbe competi~on on which the Commission 
bas focused comes in the form of ~ass,w a situation in which the 
customer chooses to 'generate its own energy rather than accept the 
service available from the 10ea~PUblic utility. 

~bis phenomenon, ot ~ieular concern to the Commiss10n 
When the self-generation is ~~economic,~ has been addressed in a 
separate section of this de9ision. However, the Commission's 
recent decision on this is:lue ill. its 3-R's (:Risk, Return, and 
Ratemakinq) Rulemaking (~86-10-001) adopted policies desiqned to 
address the problems crlated by :bypass. (0.87-05-071.) Alnong 
these policies is one ;lhieh directly impacts our evaluation of 
funding for DSM pr~. 

Specifieal~y, the commission concluded that the Electric 
Revenue AdjUstmen~echanism (ERAM) should be eliminated tor the 
larqe light ani~ ppwer class. In O.S7-05-071~ we found that the . 
risks which ERAMlhad. been intended. to neutralize (i.e., ins~ility 
in interest ra~s, high rate of inflation, ana poor utility 
financial heatth) had. diminished. Further, we concluded that its 

I 

elilUnation for the large power clas!-...,:wou!.d. create a qreater 
incentive ~r the utility to maximize··r,=,venues tr~m that class and 
thereby l!1ore effectivelY,respond to emerging competition. 
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otherwise reduce their demands. It is PSD's overall v' w of 
marketing which was the source of much debate in* th's proceeding_ 

with respect to cost-effectiveness analys' , all parties 
generally used the tests established by joint CEC/ OC statf 
publication known as the wStandard Practice for st-Benefit
Analysis of Conservation and Load Management 
addressed in that guide include the utility, rticipant, non
partiCipant, all ratepayer and societal pers ectives. Edison did 
not take issue with certain PSD suggested menclature changes to, 
the standard practice nor PSO"S redefinit·on. of the nonparticipant 
test as the rate ilnpaet ·test (RIM). Ec:li on noted, however, that 
any such changes would be finalized as art of ongoing workshops on 
standard practice revisions. 

While all parties were 9'U' ed by the sa:ne standard, 
differences existed between Edison~nd PSD with respect to input 
assumptions and computation as we~ as the manner in which the 
tests were to be applied to the /arious p'roqralllS. In evaluating 
these programs, PSD and the CEclagreed that greatest emphaSis 
should be placed on the all rafepayer test which 'compares the total 
device costs to the benefits;'ssOciatea with marginal cost impacts. 
PSO and the CEC also concuved in using other test results,. i. e. , 
the RIM and participant t$tS,. as a means of accountinq for the 
cost-effectiveness imPli~tions measured by these tests, 
particularly equity cO~derations among customers. Edison stated 
that it placed priorit on the all ratepayer test tor 
intor.tnAtional, ectueat onal and survey type programs ana the RIM 
test tor programs in olvinq incentives. 

Despite e agreement between PSO and the CEC on 
applicable cost-et: eetiveness tests, PSO objects to the CEC's 
criticism that thk PSD viewed loac!. management ana conservation 
proqrams in the 'hort-term. PSD states that it did consider the 
long-run ramifications of the conservation anci load management 
programs and ~t it evaluated the cost-effectiveness ot these 
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~The utilities and interested parties had noted, however, . 
that ERAM had allowed the utilities to pursue conserv"ation, load. 
management anc:1 social proqralllS requirec:1 by the Commission 
workinq directly against the utilities' own interests. 
~is circumstance, we concluded that the most cost-ett 
conservation programs should still be retained in the 
and power class. We also. noted that since our ~~:~~~4~. 
not impact the commercial and residential classes, 
ineentives to. pursue eftective conservation tor 
remainec:l unchanqec:l. 

D.87-05-071 also included our re.c~nn 
short-term conservation proqrams might not ~w be cost-effective , 
due to changing economic and resource concl!.i.tions.. We found, 
however, that this conclusion was not ~be seen as a weakening ot 
our commitment to. conservation and lo~ management pr09'ra:ns.. As 

stated in 0.87-05-071, *CwJe firmly~lieve long-range conservation 
is still very ilnportant, and util~es should continue to' promote 
reasonable conservation and eft¢ency options to. their customers." 
(I.2.., at p. 4.) We noted in pF'tiCUlar that when a new factory or 
new production process is de~qned, *ignorinq energy efficiency 
would be short-siqhted.* ~.) We Admonished the utilities, 
however, to retrain from -Ising ratepayer funds fo.r utili1:'y 
lDarJ:etinq programs- aime at increasinq utility pro.fits when E'RAM is 
eliminated. 
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• proqrM1S on the same basis as it would other resource options 
available to E4ison.' PSO also expresses its concern regar4ing the 
CEC's failure to provide evidence o,f its own cost-effectiveness.-
analysis in its testimony or in response to a PSD' data request'~ 

/ 
With respect to this final point raised by PSO, we note 

" that While we greatly appreciate the CEC's participatio~in this 
case , it is necessary to address ce:rtain procedural flaws in the 

" CEC's presentation in order to ensure the integrity ~ our rules. 
The first of these deficiencies relates to the CEc'.(tailure to 

I 
respond to a PSO 4ata request tor the results ot its cost-

I 
effectiveness evaluation of the Thermal Energy Storage (TES) 

program. As we have stated in our discussion ~ marginal costs, 
I 

parties relying on computer models and related data must provide 
this information-for purposes ot cross-ex~ation and rebuttal. 
This requirement is based not only on statute (Cal.Pub.Util.Code, 
Section 1821, et al.), but is also dicta~d by the rules ot 
fairn,ess anc1 4ue process. The CEC witness acknowlec1ge4 its tailure 

e to provide this information, but indi~ted on th~ record during 
hearings on June 12, 1987, that the ~ormation would be provided 
·early next week.· (,rr. at p. 491~/.) , 

The CEC, however, never I et this 4ea4line and did not 
provide the information until af~ the tiling dates tor opening 
and reply briefs in this proceeding- When the information was 
tinally provided to PSO on se~iember 2, 1987, the cover letter 
revealed that in tact the CEClhad relied on PSO's tiles and output, 

/' 
varying this information only to include a $500/kW installed cost , . 
tor TES equipment and the PSO's proposed TOO-8 rate schec1ule. This 

I 
representation, however, ~ike the CEC's cost-effectiveness study, 
cannot be considered part' of the record in this proceeding having 
been provided outside ~e context of the hearing and briefing 
process. / 

• 
Another procedural issue related to the CEC'a showing' 

must also be noted. Specifically, the CEC was given an extension 
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B. Basic Positions on DSK funding 

In its application, Edison had originally requeste~ 
1988 a funding level of $69.8 million for DSM programs. In •• ,u..-._., 
1987, this amount was reduced to $60.3 million. In response 
E~ison's request, the PUblic staff Division (PSD) propose~;an 

overall DSM bud~et of $47 million. As the following tablte 

illustrates, fun~ing levels for direct program jexpense~re the 
sO'urce of the most significant differences between th/ Edison 
request and the PSO recommendation.. I 

Edison/PSD 1988 OVerall Demand-Side Management P:togxam. 
EXPenses COmparison / 

Description Edison ~ ~A:t:1AXl~~ 

Residential Conservation $17,061 $15-,679 $(1,382 
Non-Residential Conservation 19,942 14,893 (5-,049) 
Loa~ Manaqement 12,253 5-,456- (6,797) 
Marketing 0 0 
Measurement and Evaluation ::ig~ 7,325- 72S, 
SUpport Programs 3,528 (:I.. 2~§) . 

Total DSM Programs 
, 
,640 46,881 (13,759) 

A~just. for Program Emphasis (350) (350) (0) 

60,290 46,531 (13,759) 

In addition to the ssue of program fun~ing, E~ison and 
PSD also provided ratemakinq and non-budgetary recommend~tions. 
These proposals foeu,sed or:! the consolidation of all DSM fun~s into 
base rates, the Shifting/of funas among programs, the handling of 
budget changes betwee~ate cases, the funding of programs for 
customer groups remo~d from ERAM, the changing of reporting 
requirements, and ~e use of a consistent set of generic terms for 
program descriptio~ and reporting breakdowns. 

se~era' parties offered testimony on ):loth the Edison and 

PSD proposals. Among them were the california Energy Com:mis~l'~:"', 
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/ 
of time beyond that offered to other parties to file its'rjPly 
brief. Ethics and fairness dictate that an extension granted to 
one, but not all, parties to a proceedinq may not be u;ed as an 
opportunity to respond to briefs which were timely f~ed. This 
rule is particularly important in the general raEe / se setting in 
whieh numerous parties are involved and lim~ted me is available. 
To protect the rights of every party, no party ould be granted an 

. ; 1 . advantage over another, anc:1 the partl.es' comments shou c:1 end W.l.th a 
final, single reply brief. ;I 

In its reply brie~, however, th~/CEC did in fact respond 
at length to the reply brief of PSO. Tha{CEC's brief not only 
addresses PSO's reply brief in the main;!diSCUSSion, but then 
examines PSO's reply in a point-by-potnt analysis contained in an 
appendix. This approach goes beyond~e limits of fairness and 
prevents our consic:1eration of thoso/portions of the CEC's reply 
brief directed to the PSO's reply/brief. 
e. Specific Prpgr8ms I 

In this section each ,Of the OSM programs is reviewed with 
respect to c:1ifferences in func:1t1.ng requests anc:1 non-budgetary 
recommendations. For each p/ogram area, the parties' positions are 
summarized followed by our r~solution of each of the issues 
presentec:1 and our approval;iof a specific func:1ing level. 

1. Residential CODSerya~ion 
• In the Residential Conservation category, Ec:1ison and PSO 

differ by approximatel~'$1.4 million in their funding 
I 

recommendations. The/source of this differel'lCe are acljustlnents 
recommenc:1ecl by PSO in two areas: (1) Resiclelltial Infor.mation 

" activities and (2) ~erqy Management Service:s.. PSO has also 
proposed non-buclge~ry restrictions related '~O' the Energy Efficient 
Home Builders' an~ the Direct Assistance Pr~;rams. The following 
table s",nmarizes/Edison"s anc:1 PSO's proposal:s for· residential 
conservation • 
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(CEC), the california/Nevada Community Action Association 
Neva), and the Thermal Energy Storage Manufacturers' and 
Contractors' Association (TESMAC). The CEC generally sup 
funding levels proposed DY Edison in the area of load m aqement, 
and asserts, along with Edison and 'rESMAC, that the PS has 
provided an overly Droad definition of wmarketingW i determining 
which programs may De funded through rates. The ~ also Delieves 
that its funding and cost-effectiveness recommend~ions have been 
appropriately based on examining Edison's long-ttrm resource needs. 

Both the Edison request and the pso-~commendation 
propose reduc4~d OSM expendi tures relative t0t'ecent levels. The 
differences in these proposals relate pri ily to different 
interpretations of recent Commission deci 
While Edison has basically made program pecific recommendations, 
PSO believes that current economic and resource conditions and 
0.$7-05-071 r~~quirecertain major ch ges to the entire OSM area. 

Among other things, PSO ricommends the elimination of OSM 
funding for the large light and. poter incentive programs and the 
elimination of ratepayer fund.ino/'tor any utility marketing program 
or programs w:lth no potential ~tepayer benefit. For this purpose, 
PSO has defin.ad wmarketinc;w p/Q(Jr~ l).S those programs which 
increase the use of at least/one fuel (electricity or g~s) relat.ve 
to what would have haPpenei in the a))sence of the program. PSO 
states that load retentia6, which PSO defines as the promotion of 
the installation of d.ev~es which utilize electricity instead of 
gas, should. be consid,led. marketing because resulting increased 
electric sales WOUZd ot have existed in the absence of the 
program. . • 

PSO als recommends that in the event the Commission 
.authorizes any s~ategic marketing programs in this proceeding, 
participating istomers be req\:.J.~ec",:·~o aqree to Wqive upw or 
·returnw somet . g, e.g., become interruptible customers or 
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Residential Conservation 
EdisODlPSD Expenses C2mparison 

(Thousands ot 1985 Dollars) 

pescx;iptiQIl 

Besidential Conservation 

Residential Information 
Energy Management services 
Weather & Retrofit Incentives 
Energy Ett. Home Builders 
HP W~Lter Heater/Solar Selrvice 
Appliance Ett. Incentives 
Dir4~et Assistance 

Total Residential Conservation 

a. Eesidential Xnr2tmation 

EdisOIl 

$. 2 .. 626-
4,149 

76a 
1,000 

40 
4,105-
4,373 

Variane~ 

,919 $(707) 
3-,474 (675) 

76S 0 
J.,OOO 0 

40 0 
4,105 0 
i.37;} 0 

l.5-,679 (1,3-82) 

Residential Information indludes tw~ programs: (1) the 
I 

Energy Management Action Line and ~) Give Your Appliances the 
Afternoon ott. PSD recommends f~ding tor Residential Information 
at $l,919,000, a $707,200 red ton from Edison's proposed funding 
level of $2,626,200. 

• With respect to the Energy Management Action Line, Edison 

• 

as]($ 't:hat its funding reques,t of $626,200 be approved. PSD, on the 
other hand, recommends thaJ the budget be constrained to the 1986-
recorded level Of'$4S4,000~ Edison challenges PSD's recommendation 
on the grounds that, wh~e no increase in calls is anticipated 
betwe~~n 1987 and 1988, Ithe calls will represent a siqnificant 
inere,!lse over 1986. ~~er, Edison argues that despite call 
volumla stability in /9:3.7 and 1988, the calls will be longer and 
more c:omplex requi~~9' more operator time and training. 

PSD responds, however, that it bad already taken an 
expected increase!in calls into account in making its 
reeomlendation. / Additi~~nally, PSD states that it ~ccepted Edison's 
fiqures tor cal,). increal~es, even though prior historic experience 
indica't~ed that! a lower estimate was appropriate. 

/ 
/ , . 
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otherwise reduce their demands. It is PSO's overall view 
marlcetinq which was the souree of much debate in this 'D%:iO<:::eecli.no 

With respect to eost-effectiveness analysis 
qenerally used the tests established by joint CECI 
publieation known as the ·Standard Praetice tor ~o~t·-~~n~ 
Analysis of Conservation and Load Management 'Doooo ............. 

addressed in that quide inelude the utility, , non
Edison did participant, all ratepayer and societal 

not take issue with certain PSO sUg'qested nol~ellCl.a chanqes to 
nonparticipant the standArd practice nor PSO's 

test as the rate impaet test (RIM). 
any such ehanqes would be finalized 
standard practice revisions. 

~~.~~.~n noted, however, that 
part of onqoing' workshops on 

differences existed between ~~_~~H 
by the same standard, 

PSD with respect to input 
as the manner in which the assumptions and computation 

tests were to be applied to In evaluating 
aqreed that greatest emphasis these proqrams, PSO and the 

should be placed on the all test which compares the total 
device costs to the benef 
PSO and the CEC also "'~l'.I.,,"l,110 

associated with marginal cost impacts. 
in usinq other test results, i.e., 
as a means of accountinq for the 

.~w.~~~~~on~ measured by these tests, 
the RIM and 

progrrams 
long-run 
proqra:ms 

amonq customers. Edison stated 
on the all ratepayer test for 

and survey type proqrams and the RIM 

veness tests, PSO objects to the CEC's 
the PSO viewed load manaqement and conservation 

short-term. PSO states that it did consider the 
fieations of the conservation and load management 
that it evaluated the cost-effectiveness of these 
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• The record supports and we find reasonable PSI)"s /... 
recommended funding of $454,000 for Re&idential ~nform~t~~. PSO 
properly took into account both historic and anticipate~call 
volume in making its reeommendation. I' 

with respect to the Give Your Applianees O~ program, 
Edison believes that its proposed funding level*,f 2,000,000 is 
appropriate to reestablish and reinforce the load nagement 
message at a time when public awareness and con rn for energy 
issues have diminished. PSI), however, recomm~ds eonstraining 
funding for this program to the 1986 recorded'level of $l,.465,000. 
PSI) notes that although Edison eites inere~ing media advertising 
costs as the justification for proposing «'37% funding increase, 
recorded. 1985/1986 expenses and. PlanneL987 expenses reflect a 
decrease in funding requirements. 

We again find reasonable an adopt PSI)'s $1,465,000 
funding level for the Give Your APp1'ances Off program. This 
amount, based on historic and currqht funding levels, is SUfficient 
to, provide the information necessil'ry to communicate the need and 

~ the manner in which residentia~stomers can conserve energy. 
b. l1Derqy M'anASRmenl= Se ieD 

In the category of ~er9Y Management Services, PSD 
proposes a $674,857 or 16% r/c!uction froXll the $4,148,600 funding 
level requested by Edison. rhiS reduction is attriDutable to PSD"s 
proposed funding for the Residential En~r9Y Survey ProqraXll. 

Sp,ecifically, PSI) recommerids the elimination of Class A (on-site) 
surveys, the institutiO~Of a revised mix of survey options,. and 
the liXllitation on the total number of audits to the 1986 recorded 

~ 

I 
level of 60,000 as opposed to the 28t increase ove~ that level 
reeom:ended by EditO • 

In suppo of its position, PSO states that costly Class 
A (in-home) audits are not required by either tederal or state law. 
Should the CEC de ide, as the result of current workshops, to 

A audit, PSI) believes that Edison has su~ficient 

- liS -
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programs on the same basis as it woula other resource 
available to Edison. PSO also expresses its concern re9ard' g the 
CEC's failure to provide evidence of its own cost-effecti~ness 
analysis in its testimony or in response to a PSD data quest~ 

With respect to this tinal point raised by , we note 
that while we qreatly appreciate the CEC's participa ion in this 
ease, it is necessary to address certain proceaura flaws in the 
CEC's presentation in order to ensure the integr y of our rules. 
The first of these deficiencies relates to the~c'S failure to 
respond to a PSD data request for the result~f its eost-
effectiveness evaluation of the Thermal Ene storage (TES) 
proqra:m.. As we have stated in our discuss on of marginal costs, 
parties relyin9 on computer ~odels and rated data must provide 
this information for purposes of er~os-~amination and rebuttala 
Th:!.s requirement is based not only on statute (Cal.PUb.Util.Cod~~,. 
section 1821, et al.), but is also etated'by the rules of . 
fairness and due process. The CEC fitness acknowledged its failure 
to provide this information, but ndicated on the record durin9 
hearings on June 12, 1987, that e information would be provided 
-early next week.- (Tr. at p. 4919.) 

The CEC, however, never met this deadline and did not 
I 

provide the intormation unt~ after the filing dates for opening 
anel reply briefs in thr!S p loceedling.. When the information was 
finally provieled to PSD September 2, 1987, the cover letter 
revealed that in fact e CEC had relied on PSD's files and output, 
var.ring this information only to, include a $SOO/kW installed cos'!: 
tor TES equipment an~the PSO's proposed TOU-8 rate schedule. ~his 
representation, hower, like the CEC's cost-effectiveness study, 
cannot be consider d pa~ ot the record in this proceeding having 
been provided out ide the context of the hearin9and briefing 
process. 

r procedural issue related to the CEC's showing 
tec1. Specifically, the CEC was qiven an extension 
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• :bUQgElt flexi:bility to accomxnod.ate any needed funding. It '1/' also 
PSO's position that adequate information can :be provided. ~~ the 
customer :by a Wd.o it yourself'" Class B aud.it. PSD's. n~)les that it"s 
recommend.ations provide Edison the opportunity to provide whatever 
direct personal assistance is required after that a~it is 

~
'. completed.. In PSO's opinion, with a well-develope -self audit 

guide, the need for personal assistance should. ~ the exception, 
not the qeneral rule. / 

In response, it i~ Edison's positioalthat it requires the 
flexi,bili ty to respond to customers who reque'st an in-home survey 
l:)ecau:se of the impact on resid.ential custo.rs which would result 

J 
from '~e adoption of its proposed increased rates. In Edison's 
opinil~n, the Class A on-site survey is ~e only tool with the 
technical sophistication to give the ~stomer an in-~epth'~nalysis 
of re~ioidential energy usaqe. Furthel, Edison notes that while PSO 

,/' 
ackn.owledqed. that some on-site follOw-up to the Class B Gurvey 
would be necessary, no funcUng was'recommend.ed by PSO to account 
for '!:his activity. / 

~ While we commend. psD~or its cost-cutting efforts in the 
field. ot conservation, we clo ,ot agree that this area is one which 
shou:Ld. be a target for such restrictions. Not only can we not :rule 
out the possibility that tnt Class A survey may ~e required :by the 
CEC in the test year, but;' e believe that the need for the survey 
could escalate in the co ing years as we move toward a revenue 
allocation based on Equ 1 Percent of Marginal Cost CEPMC). As our 
cliscussion of revenue illocation ind.icates, the aaoption of EPMC 
has the qreatest im~~ in terms of inereased rates on the 
residential customE7~ For this customer group, which does not have 
purchase or genera~on alternatives to accepting utility service, 
energy conservatioh is the only means by which the resid.ential 
custolner can contfol his utility bill. 

I 

As 0.87-05-071 makes clear, despite changing needs tor 
co~~:vation pr'oqrams tor the large power class, the resiclential 
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// 
of time beyond that offered to other parties to file its reply ~ 
brief. Ethics and fairness dictate that an extension grante~o. 
one, but not all, parties to a proceeding may' not De u~ed ~ an 
opportunity to respond to briefs which were timely fil~ThiS 
rule is particularly important in the general rate~a . setting in 
which numerous parties are involved and limited tim is available. 
'Xo protect the rights of every party, no party sh ld be granted an 
advantage over another, and the parties' eommentL should end with a 
final, single reply brief. J' 

In its reply brief, howE~ver, the ole did in fact respond , 
at length to the reply brief of PSD. The CEC's brief not only 
addresses PSD's reply brief in the main 4scussion, but then 
eXalIlines PSO's reply in a point-b;r'-pointl analysis contained in an 
appendix. This approach. goes beyond yfe limits of fairness and 
pr4~vents our consideration of those portions of the CEC's reply 

. , 
brief directed to the ~D'S reply bEief. 
e. smtscitic Prngntma I' 

In this section each 0 the DSM programs is reviewed with 
respect to differences in fundirig requests and non-budgetary 
reeomm.endations. For each pr~a:m area, the parties' positions are 
summarized followed by our re'solution of each of the issues 

I . 
presented and our approval/of a specific funding level. 

. 1. Be:U.dential COnse:r;vation 
In the Resident.'ial Conservation category, Edison and PSD 

differ by approximatel~$1.4 million in their funding 
recommendations. ThejSource of this difference are adjustments 
recommended by PSD i~two areas: (1) Residential Information 

I 
activities and (2) rnerqy ManA9'elI1ent Services •. PSD has also . 
proposed non-budgetary restrictions related t~ the Energy Efficient 
Hom,e Builders' the Direct Assistance Programs. The following 
table sUlDlIlariz\:.: 
conservation. 

PSD~s proposals for residential 
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• and eOmInercial customers still require ef~ective means of ~l£~ring 
or rl~strietinq their energy consumption. We therefore tiXlQ that 
Edison's proposed fundinq level Of $4,149,000 for Energ;l'Management 
Services, which would maintain the current audit mix ~d include a 
reasonable increase in audits under the Residentia survey Proqram, 
is r~~asonable and should be adopted .. 

c. , . 
Edison accepted PSD's $768,000 budget recommendat~on for 

Weatherization and Retrofit Incentives. pso1s proposed limitation 
on funding for the Residential Energy Man~ment Incentive Program 
to attic insulation, wall insulation, st~ windows, and duet 
insulation is also appropriate. FUrth,!, PSO has properly tarqeted 
the Xl.on-coastal areas of Edison's serlice territory as the focus 
for Edison's promotional efforts t~~this proqram. We therefore 
find reasonable and adopt PSO's re~mmended funding level and 
program specificatiOns for weathefization and Retrofit Incentives. 

d. Re§j~entiAl NeK constrGction 
Two ~roqrams are inc;(uded in the category of Residential 

• New Construction: the Ener~ Efficient Home Builders' Program and 
. the Heat PUlnp Water Heater/s-Olar Service Aqreements. Edison and 

I PSI) are in aqr1eexnent on ~e funding levels of $1,000,.000 tor the 
home builders' program and $39,700 for the heat pump progr~. We 

f 
find reasonable and adopt these funding levels. . 

Edison disaqx(ees, however, with PSO's non-budgetary 
reco~endation that tUriding be allowed for central electric heat 
pumps (a part of the;iEnergy Efficient Home Builders' Program) only 
where natural ~as is not available. Edison states that the program 
is c3.e:~igned to encC:uraqe the installation of high efficiency 
electrical equipm~nt in a residence that' has already been designed 

/ 

with electricity/as the choice of fuel. Edison believes that it is 
in the best in~erests of all parties to encourage ma~imum energy 
efficiency regardless of the availability of other types of energy. 

i 
./ 

". 

/ 
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Residential Conservation 
EdisonlMm Expenses Comparison J :.- ' 

(nousands of 1985 Dollars) ; 

~~iption Edison ya~an~e 

Residential consgryatioD 

Residential Znformation 
Enerqy Management Services 
Weather & Retrofit Incentives 
Ener97r~ Eff. Home Builders 
liP Water Heater/SOlar Service 
Appli~~ce Eft. Zncentives 
Oirect Assistance 

a. Residential Xntorution 

$ 2,626-
4,149 

768 
1,000 

40 
4,10 
4·;rz4 

./ 
:;..-
.;" , 

It"r. 
1,919 
3,474 

768: 
1,000 

40 
4,10S 
4.373 

lS,679 

$(7.~7.) 
(6715) 
~o 

o 
.0 
o 
o 

I 
'.ro~,l Residential conservation; 1, 61 • 

Enerqy ~::!::~t!:!i~:t~~:t!:~;{~~l~~:: ~::rP~~:::~es~~~e _ 

Afternoon ott. PSO reeommends ;onding for Residential Into~a~ion 
at $1,919,000, a $707,200 reduction from Edison's proposed ~ding : 
level of $2,626,200. / (: .. 

With respect to ~e Enerqy Management A~ion Line, Edison' 
asks that its funding request of $626,200 be approved. PSO, on the . 

I 

. 
" . 

-,; 

':':' 

other hand, recommends tluIct the budget be' constrained to the 1986 t...' • 

recorded level ot $454,010. Edison challenges PSD's recommendation ~ 
on the grounds that, While no increase in ealls is antieipated. ~. . 
between 1987 and 1988,/the calls will, represent a siqniticant ' .. 
inerease over 1986. ~er, Edison argues that despite call e ~ 
volume stability 1n;1987 and 1988, the calls will be longer and ; 
more complex requi~in9 more operator ti=e and training. -

I PSO responds, however, that it had already taken an 
. . 

expected increasJ in calls into account in making its 
recommendation./ Additionally, PSO states that it accepted Edison's: .... 
tigures tor cafl il\C't'~~::;<:$, even thouqh prior historie experience •• 
indicated tba a lower estimate was appro.priate. ' 
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~ We'concur with Edison and will not place the rest~ion 
proposed by PSD with respect to fund in; for central elect~ heat 

• 

/ 

pumps. We do adopt, however, PSD's recommendation that~Wlding not 
be extena.ed. to the heat pwnp water heater as this element of the 
h,ome builders' prO<jram was found not to be cost-effeGtive. We also 

~ 

follow PSD's suggestion to direct Edison to inve;tiqatelower 
incentives for this progralll. 'l'his direction, however, is . / applicable to all conservat~on and load management programs as we 

.I 
seek to ensure the application of ratepayer unds to only efficient 
and cost-effective programs. 

e. , 
Edison accepted PSD's $4/105~00 budget recommendation 

tor :the Appliance Efficiency Ince~tiv. s Proqram. Based on PSD's 
c,ost-effectiveness analysiS, PSI) ha properly identified those 
program elements for which fund in will apply (i.e., room. air 
conditioners, evaporative coole7' central air conditioning, 
c,entral heat pwnps, and precooJ/ers). PSD's recommendation 
r1astricting eligibility for ;'ntral air conditioning rebates and, 
for central heat pumps to customers with existing systems is also 
reasonable. We therefore tind reasonable and adopt PSI)'s proposed 

I 
funding and specifications for this proqram.. 

t. Residential C~rvation Direct 
Assistance I 

Residential;!conservation Direct Assistance is a progr~ a 
part of which (the low income Energy Assistance Program) involves 
direct grants to l~ income customers for hardware installations. 
These installations include weatherization, evaporative coolers, 
replacement air e6nditioners, clock thermostats, portable heaters, 

1 
I . . 

and wb.o e house fans. In th~s proceed~ng, while Edison accepted 
PSD's budget recommendation of $4,373,000 for the low income 

I • i program, Cal-Neva, a statew~de associat on of community action 
i 

I . 
agcnces, proposed a tundl.ng level of $5,470,000 • 
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The record supports and we find reasonable PS s 
recommended funding o~ $454,000 for Residential Info 
properly took into account both historic and antici 
volume in making its recommendation. 

with respect to the Give Your Applian s Off program, 
Edison believes that its proposed funding lev of $2,000,000 is 
appropriate to reestablish and reinforce the oad m~nagement 
message at a time when public awareness an concern for energy 
issues have diminished. PSD, however, r ommends constraining 
funding for this program to the 1986 re orded level of $1,46~,OOO. 
PSD notes that although Edison cites ~creasinq media advertising 
~osts as the justification for propo.inq a 37% funding increase, 

I 
recorded 1985/l986 expenses and pl~ed 1987 expenses reflect a 
decrease in funding requirements1' 

We again find reaso e and- adopt PSO's $1,465,000 

funding level for the Give You Appliances Off program. This 
amount, based on historic an current funding levels, is sufficient 
to provide the information ecessary to communicate the need and 
the manner in which residential customers can conserve energy. 

b. 
In the catego of Energy Management Services, PSD 

proposes a $674,857 0 16% reduction from the $4,l48,600 funding 
level requested by E'ison. This reduction is attributable to PSO's 
proposed funding t~ the Residential Energy Survey Program. 
specifically, PSD recommends the elimination of Class A (on-site) 
surveys, the in itution of a revised mix of survey options, and 
the limitation n the total number of audits to the 1986 recorded 
level of 60,0 0 as opposed to the 28% increase over that level 
recommended y Edison. 

1 support of its position, PSO states that costly Class 
A (in-hom audits are not required by either federal or state law. 
Should e CEC decide, as the result of current workshops~ to 
require the Class A audit, PSD believes that Edison has sufficient 
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Accordinq to PSO, its recommendation was based 0 

funding of cost-effective elements, excluding the non-co t
effeetive portable heater from funding, and constraini q the cost 
per measure to the levels adopted in the 1987 Conse tion Load 
Manasement Adjustment Clause (0.87-05-021). PSO n es that 
0.87-05-021 resulted in establishing a $5.5 mill' n budget for the 
low income program for 1987. PSO states, howev r,. that this 
decision is not dispositive of the issue of f ding in this 
proceeding. specifically, PSO cites this C~ission's statement in 
0.87-05-021 that the $5.5 million budget w~ wan equitable course' 
to, take until our review of all of Ediso~s energy management 
programs in this proceeding. (0 .. 87-05-/21, at p. 24A.) PSO also 
believes that its proposed funding le~l for the Energy Assistance 
Program is properly proportioned to~e program's all'ratepayers 
test cost-ef~ectiveness ratio ot 2JO which tell between the 2.10 
for ~~pliance Efficiency Incentiv.(s and 1 .. ~4 for Weatherization and 
Retrotit Incentives. ;f 

cal-Neva states that~e funding which it has recommended 
• for the Energy Assistance P:r':~ is based on the funding level 

approved for 1987 in 0 .. 87-0jr021. Cal-Neva disputes PSD's, and 
Edison's recommendation to~t 20.1% from,1987 funding for test 
year 1988 and PSO's propo$'al to limit the cost per measure to, 1986 
levels .. cal-Neva asserts/that this funding reduction was 
improperly based on the;'Wparityw or proportion of the~total of the 
-residential DSM funds spent on low-income progralnS. According to
cal-Neva, the prope;taSiS for determining the funding level tor 
this program is not e percentage of funds spent on'poor people, 
but rather the le~ of market saturation and cost-effectiveness. 

In this {egard, Cal-Neva states that only it pr.esented 
direet evidence r".eqardinq market s~.'turation. Cal-Neva st;~tes tha't 

its testimony indicates that only 140,000 of approximately 1 

:illion low-incbme customers of Edi~on have been served by the 
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budget flexibility to ~ccommod~te any needed funding'- It is ~lso 
PSD's position that adequate information can be provided to the 
customer by a Wdo it yoursel!W Class S audit. PSO's notes that 
recommendations provide Edison the opportunity to provide 
direct personal assistance is required after that audit is 
completed. In PSD's opinion, with a well-developed self 
guide, the need for personal assistance should be the 
not 1:he qeneral rule. 

In response, it is Edison's position that 
flexi~ility to respond to customers who request 

requires the 
zn.-·.c.c)me survey 

W.l.l.~1l\oo.r..\ would result because of the impact on residential customers 
from the ~doption of its proposed increased 
opinion, the Class A on-site survey is,the 

In Edison's 
tool with/the 

COll1eJ~ an in-depth analysis 
~~,.~~u notes that while PSD 

techILical sophistication to give the 
of residential energy usage. FUrther, 
acknowledged that some on-site follow-up th~ Class B survey 
would be necessary, no fundinq was re~COXIlmE~nCl~eCl by PSO to account 
tor this acti vi ty. 

While we commend PSD for eost-cutting e~torts in the 
field ot conservation, we do not that this are~ is one which 
should be a target for such Not only can we not rule 
out the possibility that the __ .4;>p;;l> A survey may be required by the 
CEC in the test year ~ but we that the need tor the survey 
could escalate in the coming as we move toward a revenue 
allocation based on Equal ot Marginal Cost (EPMC). As our 
discussion of revenue 
bas the qre~test impact 
residential customer. 

indicates, the adoption of EPMC 
terms of increased rates on the 
this customer qroup', which does not have 

alternatives t~ accepting utility se:z:-vice, 
the only means :by which the residential 

purchase or creloel:'a-c 
energy conserv~tion 
customer can ""'lJlcn::...r:-~ his utility bill. 

As o. 
conservation n:rI~~.MII 

makes clear, despite ~qing needs tor 
tor the large power class~ the residenti~l 
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• program, with lDArket saturation not expected until 2016 at ~son' s 
current rate of service. 

Cal-Neva believes that the Energy Assistance is 
clearly needed to enable low-income eustomersto bette manage 
their ener9Y use at a time when the residential clas may 
experience disproportionate bill increases due to~the move to an 
EPMC revenue allocation. Further, Cal-Neva asserts that the cost
effectiveness of the program is beyond questi~and clearly exceeds 
that of the TES Proqram supported by Edison and the CEC .. 

Cal-Neva also asserts that the e~ination of portable 
heaters from this program should not resut't in a funding reduction, 

~ 

but in a funding redirection to more cost-effective proqram 
elements. This approach, accordinq to/cal-Neva, would permit more 

J' 
poor people to be served by the proq,ram. Cal-Neva also asks the 
Commission not to rely on eurrentlj non-existlent federal qrant 
money as a reason to cut either a9greqate or per measure funding 
for low-income conservatj~on. I ' 

Despite its acceptance of PSO's tundinq proposal for the 
• Energy Assistance Proqram, Ect1son's statements in its opening brief 

appear to mirror cal-NevA'';concerruJ regarding the existence of 
~ederal fundinq for thisproqram and. in turn PSD's recommendation 
to cOl~train 1988 costs ~er measure to 1986 costs. Edison states 
that in 1986 it used a ~.mt from the Federal Solar and Energy 

I 
. Conservation Bank to <ffS.~t the cost of its direct installation 

proqram. According to Edison, the actual eost per conservation 
measure was actually.!highcr than the costs reported to the 
Commission which r~leeted only Edison's costs and not the 
additional contrib~tions made by grant funding. Edison states that 

/ 
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and commercial customers still require effective means 
or restricting their energy consumption. We therefore 
Edison's proposed funding level of $4,149,000 for Ener Management 
Services, which would maintain the current audit mix~d include a 
reasonable increase in audits under the Residentia~Survey Proqr~, 
is reasonable and should be adopted. /p 

c.. w,eatherizatioD ADd Retrofit l~entiye 
Edison accepted PSD's $76$,000 b~U90 recommendation ~or 

Weatherization and Retrofit Incentives. PSD' proposed limitation 
on funding tor the Residential Energy Mana ment Incentive Progr~ 
to attic insulation, wall insulation, sto windows, and duct 
insulation is also appropriate. FUrthe, PSD has properly targeted 
the non-coastal areas of Edison's serv'ce territory as the focus 
for Edison's promotional efforts ~or s program. We therefore 
find reasonable and adopt PSD's recommended funding level and 
program speci~ications ~or weather~ation. and Retrofit Incentives. 

d. bsidential New CODstGCtioD 
TWo programs are incly&ed in the category of Residential 

New construction: 'the Energy jEtficien~ Home Builders' Program and 
the Heat Pump Water Heater/SQ1ar Service Agreements. Edison and 
PSO are in agreement ontheJ'funding levels. of $1,000,000 for the 
home builders' program and!' $391,700 for the heat pump program. We 
find reasonable and adoptithese funding levels. 

Edison disag~es, however, with PSD's non-budgetary 
recommendation that funding be allowed tor central electric heat 
pumps (a part of theJ'Energy Efficient Home Builders' Program) only 
where natural gas d. not available.. Edison states that the program. 
is designed to enc6urage the installation of high efficiency 
electrical e~i~ent in a residence that'has already been designed 
with eleetrici~ as the choice of ~uel. Edison believes that it is 
in thE-:"~':' ;;'.:, in'terests of all parties. to encourage maximum energy 
efficiency :r: 'gardless of the availability of other types of energy • 

. 
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• it has exhausted i'Cos grant funding and is not assured that 
additional funding of this type will be available in 1988.2 

Edison ther4:kfore asks the Commi·s.s.ion to allow Edison to
negotiate individual costs. per measure according to actual market 
value. l::r these costs. are restricted. to t...'le l.986 level, Ecli~n is 

concerned that available funds will be insufficient to

7
proY{de 

targ(~ted customers with a free installation. 
As our previous statements indicate, we sha~ Cal-Neva's 

desire to continue providing adequate funding tor r~idential 
conservation programs which are cost-effective an~ill aid 
rlesidential customers in coping with increased ra"fes. We consicler 
the Energy Assistance Proqram to be an impo~ means to this end 

/ 
fl~r that qroup of customers who are least able to al:>sorb rate 
increases--low income residents. i 

We also concur with cal-Neva t cost-effectiveness and 
market saturation are factors which sho d be accorded significant 
weight in determining funding level~. That level should therefore 
not just be determined by apportioni q targeted funds between 

• proqr~ ailned at ~e same custome/ qroup on the '~asis of the cost
effectl.veness rankinqs of those p.roqrams. We bell.eve that the 
evidence in this proceeding su~rts a funding level for the Energy 
Assistance Program greater than that proposed by PSD. 
Specifically, the record re;iects the high cost-effectiveness of 
the program, the lack of market saturation, the need for continued 

I 
energy conservation by l~W income groups, the uncertainty of 
federal grants, and the/questionable applicability of the 198& cost 
per measure recommended by PSD in the absence of those grants. 

2 PSO states in its reply brief that it learned of Edison's 
concerns regar ing the availability of federal funding for the 
t1rst time ~dison's openinq brief. 
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We concur with Edison and will not place the 
proposed by PSD with respect to tunding tor central electric 
pumps. We do adopt, however, PSD's recommendation that 
be extended to thQ heat pu:mp water heater as this ellell1~an1:;~ 

home builders' program was tound not to be cost-e 
follow PSD's suggestion to direct Edison to 
incentives for this prQ9ram. This direction, 
applicable to all conservation and load manac;~~e~ 
seek to ensure the application of ratepayer 
and cost-effective proqrams. 

e. AP.Plianc¢ Efficiency InscentiYes 

to only effieient 

recommendation 
Based on PSD's 

identified those 

Edison accepted PSD's $4,lOS,OOOJ~LIQY 
tor the Appliance Efficiency Incentives ~~.~ •• ~ 
cost-effectiveness analysis, PSD has ~~'M~IA~'l 
pro<;ram elelll.ents for which tunding 
conditioners, evaporative coolers, 
central heat pumps, anel pr'eC::001le:r 
restricting eligibility tor cel~tl~l 
for central heat pumps to cu:st(~mE~rS 

(i.e., room air 
air conditioning, 

PSD's recommendation 
air conditioning rebates and 
with existing syst~ is also 

reasonable. We therefore 
funding and specifications 

reasonable and adopt ?SO's proposed 
this procp:am. 

t. Residential COI~~,t1C)n Direct 

Residential on Direct Assistance is a program a 
part of which (the income Energy Assis.tance Program) involves 
direct qrants to income customers tor hardware installations. 
These installa include weatherization, evaporative coolers, 
replacement air ,/nditioners, clock thermostats, portable heaters, 
and whole houseJfans. In this proceeding, while Edison accepted 
PSD's budget recommendation of $4,373,000 for the low income 

I 
proqram, caljNeva, a statewide association ot community action 
agencies, pxioposed a funding level of' $5,470,000. 

/ 
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• Based on this record, we find that it is reasonable to· 

• 

continue funding for the Energy Assistance Program at the level 
• ,I 

adopted in the 1987 Conserv~tion/Load Management Adjustment Clause 
I 

(CLMAC). For this program, we therefore adopt the fundinq~evel 
proposed by cal-Neva of $5,470,000. I' 

2. Non-Residential Conservation ~ 

The followinq table presents an itemized li~ing of the 
differences between Edison and PSO for non-residentia1 conservation 
proqrams. The overall $5,049,000 difference relate! primarily to· 
PSD's recommended reduction for the New Construct~n (Award 
Building) program, but also includes PSD adjustmirits in the Non
Residential Information, Energy Management servfce (Commercial), 
and Energy Manaqement Incentives (Administrati~e) categories. 
Edison and PSO also disagree on the participa'tion of large power 
customers in the commercial and industrial .lncenti ve programs. In 
this instance, this issue, however, did not affect funding • 
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Non-Residential Conservation 
Edison(ps~ Expenses ComparisoD 

(Th~usandS of 1985 Dollars) 

Description 
Non-Residential conservation 

Non-Residential Information 
Energy M~t. Serv. (Commercial) 
Energy Mc;mt. 5erv. (Industrial) 
Energy Mc;mt. Serv. (Agricul tural) 

Subtotal Non-Res. serviees 

EM Incentives (Commereial)-Small 
EM Incentives (Commercial)-Med. 
EM Incentives (Commercial)-Larqe 

Subtotal Comm. Incentives 

EM Incentives (Ind.)-SmalljMedium 
EM Incentives (Ind.)-Large 

Subtotal Ind. Incentives 

EM Incentives (Admin.) 

Edison 

$- 1,110 
4,403 
2,731 
1«2Q~ 

9,452 

3,446 

$ 

I 
8,7,96-

1(g12 
,534 

o 

3,446-

1,227 
Q 

1,227 

$ (343) 
(313) 

o 
o 

6-56 

o 

o 

• New Construction 

337 

leOn 

(341) 

(4« 0~2) 

Total Non-Residential 
Conservation 

a. 'CIA) InfOrmation 

19,942' 14,893 (5,049) 

Edison's Non-Residential (Commereial/Industrial/ 
Agricultural (CIA» Informat~n category is comprised of two 

/ proqrams: CIA Energy Management Outreach and the Maj or Accounts .. 
Representatives Program. jEdison states that it considered 1986· 
expenditures to determine the appropriate overall tunding level for 
this category of $1,10~900. Edison notes, however, that the Major 
Accounts Representati~e Program was in operation for only six 

• 

, 
months in 1986 and that expenses tor this component were therefore 
• I 1 .. increased to re!l~et a ful year's aet1v1ty. 

PSO states that its recommended ~!unding level of 
$76-7,000, $343,0100 below Edison's request, still represents a 96% 

.I 
/ 

/ 
;' 

I 
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,./ 

According to PSP. its r~commendation was based ~ 
fundinq of cost-effective elements, excluding the non-c05t
effective portable heater from funding, and constrain~ the cost 
per measure to the levels adopted in the 1987 Conse /ation Load 
Management Adjustment Clause (I>.87-0S-021) .. PSO otes that 
Do.87-05-02l resl.!l ted in establishing a $5.5 mil loon budget for the 

low income proqram for 1987. PSO states, hower, that this 
I 

decision is not dispositive of the issue of~ding in this 
proceeding. specifically, PSD c:Ltes thiSr0mmission's statement in 
0.81-05-021 that the $5.5 million ):)udqe;twas Nan equitable courseN 
to take until our review of all of Edison's energy management 
programs in this proceecling. (D ... S.7-~021' at p. 24A.) PSI> also 
believes that its proposed funding level for the Energy Assistance 
Program is properly proportioned to'the program's all ratepayers 
test cost-e~~ectiveness ratio OfJ'_O which fell between the 2.10 
for Appliance Efficiency Incentives and 1.64 for WeatheriZation and 
Retrofit Incentives. l' 

cal-Neva states that the funding which it has recomme:nded 
tor the Energy Assistance 70gram is based on the ~undinq level 
approved ~or 1987 in D.87jOS-021. Cal-NeVa disputes PSD's, and 
Edison's recommendation t'o cut 20.1% from 1987 funding for test 

o I 
y~ar 1988 and PSD~s prrsal to limit th~ cost per . measure to 1986 
levels. cal-Neva asserts that this fund1ng reduct10n was 
improperly based on ~e I'Ppari ty" or proportion of the total of the 
residential I>SM funds spent on low-income programs. According to 
cal-Neva, the propter basis tor determining the funding level for 
this program is ~ot the percentage of funds spent on poor people, 
but rather theJievel of market saturation and cost-effectiveness. 

In this regard, cal-Neva states that only it presented 
direct eVid,<ce regarding market saturation. Cal-Neva states that 
.its testim~Y indicates that ocl-y J;"'~O ,000 of approximately 1 
million low-income customers o~ Edison have been served by the 
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~ increase over the 19S5 authorized funding level. PSD also asserts 
that its proposal includes an increase in funding for the ~or 
Accounts Representative element to reflect a full year o! activity. 

. i' / However, PSD proposes a reduetlon n funding for CIA Energy 
Management Outreach to a level which PSD believes will~e 
completely adequate, in conjunction with Edison's Energy Management 
Services Program, to cover the cost$ of providing ~for.mation to 
Edison's CIA customers . ~ 

We concur with PSD and find reasonab~ its recommended 
funding level for this~ category. PSD'S proP~l·represents a 
substantial increase over the previously authorized level, ta~es 
into account a full YEtar of aeti vi ty unde/ the Maj or Accounts 
Representative Program, and provides ad~ate funding for 
*outreach.* it 

b. J;nergy Hanac;te;ment Services/ 
Edison propc~se$ a func1ing1total for all Non-Residential 

Energy Management Services of $8, ~ 1,590 as eom~red to PSD' s 
. $ / recommendatl.on of a 8,028,35-8 blldget. The source of the 

~ difference in funding proposalg'relates to PSD's'recommended 
reductions in the Small commeicial Energy Management Services 
budget. PSD bases its recomiended reduction on an assumed cost per 

I survey of $100, an amount ~ased on the recent recorded average cost 

• 

per survey. / 
Edison disagrees with PSD's proposal to- limit the .average 

I 
cost-per-survey in this category to 1986 recorded levels. Edison , 
states that in 1988 it plans to offer surveys at the same level as . ,.~ . prl.or years, but on~ to those customers respondlng to Edison's ,. 
survey ofter. It is Edison's belief that those customers will be 

I 

more likely to take action to implement the survey recommendations , 
and that PSD's recommended fundinq will compromise Edison's ability 
to sufficiently/administer this program. 

I 

We find that PSO's recommended tundinq tor the Small 
t 

Commercial Enerqy Management Services program based on recent 
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program, with market saturation not expected until 2016 at 
current rate of serviee. 

cal-Neva believes that the Energy Assistanee 
clearly needed to enable low-income customers to better _u~.~,~ 
their'energy use at a time when the residential class 
experience disproportionate bill increases due to- the 
EPMC revenue allocation. 
effectiveness of the program is beyond question 
that ,of the TES Prograltl supported by Edison and 

Cal-Neva also asserts that the 
heaters from this program should not result 
but in a tunding redirection to more cost-e 
elements. This approach, according to Ca , would permit more 
poor people to be served by the program. also asks the 
Commission not to rely on currently non~xistent federal qrant 
money as a reason to cut either aggres te or per measure funding 
for low-income conservation • 

Oespite its acceptance 0 PSD's funding proposal for the 
Energy Assistance Program, Edison's statements in its opening :brief 
appear to mirror cal-Neva's con~rns regarding the existence of 
federal funding for this proqr~ and in turn PSD's recommendation . / . to constra~ 1988 costs per measure to 1986 costs. Ed~son states 
that in 1986 it used a gran;!from the Federal Solar and Energy 
Conservation Bank to of!s~ the cost of its direct installation 
program. According to Edison, the actual cost per conservation 
measure was actually hit/her than the costs reported to the 
Commission which refl~ed only Edison's costs and not the 
additional contribut' ons made by grant funding. Edison states that 
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it has exhausted its grant funding and is not assured that 
additional funding of this type will be available in 1988.2 

Edison therefore asks the Commission to allow Edison 0 

negotiate individual costs per measure according to actual ~ et 
value. If these costs are restricted to the 1986 level, Ectrson is 
concerned that available funds will be insufficient to ~vide 
targeted customers with a free installation. ~ _ . 

As our previous statements indicate, we share cal-Neva's 
desire to continue providing adequate funding fo~sidential 
conservation programs which are cost-effeetive ~d will aid 
=esidential customers in coping with increase~ates. We eonsider 
the Energy Assistance Program to be an impo¢ant means to this end 
for tha~ group of customers who are leas;t ~le to' absorb rate 
increases--low income residents. 

We also concur with cal-Neva~at eost-effectiveness and 
market saturation are factors which ~ould be accorded significant 
weight in determining funding leve),{. That level should therefore 
not just be determined by apportioning targeted funds between 
programs a~ed at the same eusto~r qroup on the basis of the cost
effectiVeness rankings of those/proqraIns. We believe that the 
evidenee in this proceeding ,~ports a funding level for the Energy 
Assistance Program greater than that proposed by PSO. 
Specifically, the reeord )/fleets the high cost-effectiveness of 
the program, the lack o~~rket saturation, th.e need for continued 
energy conservation by ~ow income groups, the uncertainty o~ 
federal grants, and ~ questionable applicability of the 19S6 cost 

/ 
per mea.sure recom:menaed by PSD in the absence of those (jrants. 

2 PSD stat s in its reply brief that it learned of Edison's 
concerns req rding the availability of federal funding for the 
first t~e' Edison's openin9 brief. 
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~recorded costs is reasonable and should be a?opted. Edison's 
statements regarding its proposed change in approacn to ~ffering 
the surveys does not appear to be one which will lead to- any 
significant increase over ~rent recorded costs. 

c. Energy Hanaqement Incentives: 
(commercial i Large Industrial) 

Initially, Edison accepted PSO's funding reco~endation 
of $1,227,000, for Non-Residential Energy Management ~centives, 
with incentives allocated between small, medium, anallarge 
commercial customers on the basis of load. While~ison still 
~oncurs with this funding level, it disagrees with PSO's subsequent 
decision, based on PSO's interpretation of De8y!OS-071, to 
eliminate funding for the larqe commercial customers and to 

. I 
reallocate those tunds to the small and medtam customers. 

Edison believes that PSO's exelu~on of the large 
commercial customer (above 500 kw deman~/anqe) trom this incentive 
program is based on a misinterpretation of 0.S7~05-071. Edison 
states that in 0.87-05-071 the Commiss on indicated its intent to· 

~continue cost-effective conservat;:::.on roqr~ for large light and 
power customers. Further, Edison a serts that it is premature and 
unfair to define -large customers- as all TOO-S customers. Edison 
notes that workshops are currentl~ being held to implement the 
policies adopted in D.S7-0S-071;!and that the definition of -large 
customer* has yet to be resolved. 

we' concur with Edi;6n. Our intention in 0.87-05-071, as 
we have indicated in our intf<XI.uction to DSM, was not the complete 
elimination of all conservition proqrams for large power customers. 
Rather, our concern was t£at with the elimination of ERAM for the 
lar~e power customer, tbk utilities would feel constrain~d to 

_'" II I . • pursue su .... proqrams ... cr these customers. To avol.d thl.S result r we 
I 

specifically ordered that the most cost-effective proqrams be 
retaine~ tor the larqie power qroup_ There has been n~ challenge in . 
this proeeading ~the cost-effectiVeness of this incentive program 

~ 
/ 

j 

I 
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Based on this record, we find enat it is rea~nable to 
continue fundinq for the Energy Assistance Program at/the level 
adopted in the 1987 Conservation/Load Manaqcment A91ustment Clause 
(CLMAC). For this proqram., we therefore adopt / fundinq level 
proposed ~y Cal-Neva of $5,470,000. 

2. Hgn-Besidential C9nsetYatign 
The following table presents an 

differences between Edison and PSO fo~ro -residential conservation 
proqrams. The overall $5,049,000 diffe ence relates primarily to 
PSI)'s recommended reduetion for the N Construetion (Award 
Building) program, ~ut also include~o adjustlDents in the Non
Residential Information, Energy ~qement Service (Commercial), 
and Energy Management Incentives tcAdministrative) categories. 
Edison and PSD also disagree onjthe participation of large power 
customers in the commercial andfindustrial incentive programs. In 
this instance, this issue, ho diel not affect funding. 
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~for the large commercial customer. Further, we have yet to adO~ 
definition, as Edison has indicated, of the large power eusto~r, 
an issue properly resolved in the 3-R's Rulemaking. For'th~ 
reasons, we believe that PSD's original funding recommendar§on, 
both as to the funainq level ana as to the allocation or ~se 
funds between small, medium, AD£ large commercial eusto~s, is 
reasonable and should be adopted. ~ 

d. Energy Hanag~ment XD~entiyes--AdmiDistration 
For the administration of the Energy Manaqement 

Incentives Program, Edison and PSD disagree on ~ appropriate 
fundinq level. Edison !~Upports a budget.of $O~S million, while 
PSD recommends tunds of $0.34 million. PSD's!recommendea 
adjustment of Edison's request is ~sed~n ts corresponding 
adjustment of C~ incentives. PSD testi ed that the C~ 
administration level is direetly relate to the incentive level. 
PSD states that despite Edison's appa~nt denial of this 
correlation, its witness, on cross-~amination, acknowledged that 
comparable percentage changes had occurred in incentives and 

~administrative expenses between 7'8$ and 1986. ' 
Edison, however, disputes PSD's assertions. According to 

Edison, althouqh the incen;ttv levels may have decreased over those 
originally proposed by Ediso , its original estimate of costs to 
conduct program administrat on is still appropriate since the 
customer base qualifying ~r incentives will remain the same. In 
Edison's view, the costs of providing information and promoting the 
program are not altered y a decrease in the incentives level, and 
a change in that leve does not result in a proportional change to 
administrative costs 

• 

Despite Eison's stated position to the contrary, the 
record appears to /upport PSD's contention that there is a direct 
correlation betwein incentive levels and administrative costs. We I . 
therefore find reasonable and adopt PSD's proposed expense level of 
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~33a,453 for the aaministration of the Energy Management Incentives 

Program. . tif:/ / 
e. Non-Residential New Construct ism j/ 

The category of Non-Residential New Construc /ion includes 
programs designed to promote energy efficient buildi~ and 
appliances. Edison's and PSO's tunding recommenda~¢ns for this 
program are widely divergent. Specifically, Edi~ has requested 
funding of $5.1 million, while PSO recommend7sleduction of this 
budget to $1.1 million. 

PSO states that it developed its ~commendation by 
conducting an historical analysis of the 50~ts associated with this 
and other related programs and by determi~inq the cost
effectiveness of the various elements. ~PSD states that for the 
Oaylighting portion of this program PS6 did not rely on the 
building ~tandard requirements, but~n the historical spending for 
the Day-lighting element alone ($S.~,ooo in l.986). For all other 
elements in this program area,'PSC adopted a figure of $92S,000 or 
25% of Edison's proposed $3,70~fooo for Other New Energy Management 

~Measures. PSO notes that the)Significant element of the 'Other' 
category is Space conditionirig which is marginally cost-effective. 

PSD's recommendation also ineludes restricting the 

program to non-TOtT-8 custobers on the basis of PSO's interpretation 
I $' . of 0.87-05-071. The re~lt was to reduce the 1,813,000 or1g1nally 

resulting from PSO's analysis by 40% to PSO's proposed 
$l.l million. PSO fu~er recommends that eligibility tor 
incentives for heat~Umps be restricted to facilities located in 
areas where natural/'gas is unavailable. PSO acknowledges that 
while this restridtion is not included jn its testimony it is 

II 
consistent with PSO's recommendations for Residential New 

/., 
Construction (En'ergy Efficient Home Buildtar) and Residential 

,II 
Appliance Efficiency Incentives. 

,i 
EdiSon states that its proposal is needed to fund not 

I 

only the Daylighting program included by PSD, but also Edison's 

I 

I 

• 
I 

/ 
I 
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Non-Residential Conservation 
E,siiscmlPSD ExPenses ~mpatison 

(Thousands or 1985 Dollars) 

~scripti£>D 
Non-Residential conservation 

Non-Resiaential Information 
Ener9Y Mgmt. Serv. (Com:mercial) 
Energy Mgmt. Serv. (Industrial) 
Energy Mgmt. Serv. (Aqricul tural) 

Subtotal Non-Res. Services 

EM Incentives (Com:mereial)-Small 
EM Incentives (Comme:C'cial) -Mea. 
EM Incentives (Commercial)-Large 

SUDtotal Com:m. Incentives 

EM Incentives (Ind.)-Smallf,Medium 
EM Incentives (Ind.)-Large 

SUbtotal Ina. Incentives 

EM Incentives (Admin.) 

New construction 

Total Non-Residentia 
Conservation 

a. 

$ 

1,227 

678 

5-,139 

19,942 

767 
4,090 
2',73l 
1,60a 

8,796 

1,912 
l,534 

o 

3,446 

l,2'27 
o 

1,2'27 

337 

1,082 

14,893 

Variance 

$. (343) 
(313) 

o 
9 

o 

o 

(34l) 

(4,952) 

(5,049) 

. Edison's Nod-Residential (Commercial/Industrial/ 
Agricultural (CZA» ;(nformation category is comprised of two 
programs: CIA Ene79Y Manaqement OUtreach c:md the Maj or Accounts 
Representatives ~am. Edison states that it considered 1986 
expenditures to determine the appropriate overall tunding level tor 
this category 0:'$l,109,900. Edison notes, however, that the Major 
Accounts Repres'entative Program was in operation for only six 
months in 198' and that expenses tor this component were therefore 
increased to/reflect a tull year's activity. . 

Pdo states that its recommended tunding level of 
$767,000, 343,000 below Edison's request, still represents a 96% 
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"'proposed Award BUildinq Program in which the Oayliqhtinq ~rah 
has been included. Edison states that the Award BUil~i Pro~ram 
will encourage other energy mana~ement measures that crease the 
overall efficiency of new commercial/industrial buil in~s above 
state buildin~ standards. 

Edison believes that PSD's recommendat' n is improperly 
based on historic spendin~ for the Daylighting roqram, which would 
therefore exclude recognition of the Award Bu' ding Proqram, and on 
old building standards. Edison is also con med that the funding 
reduction recommended by PSD will not fun the program at a level 
sufficient to influence,commercial and i ~ustrial customers t~ 
Wbuild-inw energy management teChnOl!" S during the new 
construction process. 

Edison further asserts th~ PSD has misinterpreted 
0.87-05-071 by limiting the proqr~to non-TOU-S customers and 
reducing the funding level by $72 ,200. Edison believes that it is 
incorrect to exclude ~OU-8 eust ers from participation in this 
program which has been shown t be cost-effective. 

~ In its reply brief, Edison strongly opposed PSD's 
introduction in its opening rief of its recommendation to- exolude 
heat pumps from eligibilit in the incentive proqram. Edison 
states that PSD improperl assumed that the construction practices 
and use of heat pumps ar the same in the residential and non
residential sectors. 

We note the egitimacy of many of the arguments which 
Edison has raised wi respect to PSD's proposal. While PSD's 
approach may be con~stent with historic spending and may take into
consideration some~tundinq tor new programs, we are nevertheless 
conoerned that adopting PSD's proposal may prevent Edison trom 
achieving the lerfitimate and cost-eftective goals of this program. 

We Alf'O do not concur, as we have stated previously, with 
PSD's conclus~n that 0.87-05-071 requires the exclusion of TOU-S 

customers ~a& participatio~ i~ OSH programs. The availability ot 

/ 
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increase over the 19S5 authorized tunding level. PSI> also- ~~.~~. 

that its proposal includes ~ increase in funding tor the Maj 
Accounts Representative element t~ reflect a full year of 
However, PSI> proposes a reduction in tunding for C~ ~A.'~'-' 
Management Outreach to a level which PSI> believes will 
completely adequate," in conjunction with Edison's ~~A~~ 
Services Program, to cover the costs of providinq 
Edison's CIA customers 

We concur with PSI> and find reasonable 
funding -level for this cateqory. 
substantial increase over the previously dll.~.OD~Z 

recommended 
sents a 

level, takes 
Major Accounts 

tundinq for 

b. Energy Management Services 

into account a full year of activity under 
Representative Program, and provides ade1a e 
·outreach.· 

Edison proposes a funding total tor all Non-Residential 
Energy Managell1ent Services of $8,341~0 as compared to PSD's 
recommendation of a $8,028,358 budget. The source ot the 
4itterence in funding proposals re;(ates to PSO's recommended 
reductions in the Small commerci~ Energy Management Services 
budget. PSO bases its recommended reduction on an assumed cost per 

I 
survey of $100, an amount based on the recent recorded average cost 
per survey. / 

Edison clisaqrees with PSD's proposal to- limit the averaqe 
cost-per-survey in this c~eqory to 1986 recorded levels. Edison 

I 
states that in 1988 it p~s to offer surveys at the same level as 
prior years, but only td those eust~mers respondi~g to- Edison's 
survey offer. It is EJ.ison's beliet that those customers will be 
more likely to take ~ion to implement the survey recommen4ations 
and that PSD's reco='ended funding will compromise Edison's ability 
to SUfficiently actlinister this program-. ;\ 

We find/that PSI>'s recommended funding for the small 
Comm4~rcial Enerq/· Management Services program based on recent 
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~onservation programs to larqe power customers aqain ¢epends~e 
cost-effeetiveness and the need for the proqr~ with respert to 
that customer class. We believe that this proqr~ is on~t~ which 
larqe power customers are entitled to participate. 

We note that PSD's tundinq level inclusive 
customers was $1,8l3,000. T~ ensure the sufficient fundinq for the 
Award Buildinq Program, we believe that it is rea nable to 
increase that fundinq level to $2,500,000, appr imately half of 
Edison's oriqinal request. We therefore adopt a budqet of 
$2,500,000 for the Non-Residential New Cons ction Proqram. 
Consistent with our findinq in the area of esidential New 
Construction, we also reject PSD's propo 'Co limit incentives, for 
heat pumps to facilities located in are~ in which natural qas is 
unavailable. 

3. Load Hanage1Dent 
Edison's fundinq request or load manaqement exceeds that 

recommended by PSO by approximate~ $&.8 million. This difference 

•

is attr~utable to PSO's propose'reductions in fundinq of $5.2 
million in the Thermal Storage/troqram and $l.6 million in the 
water Storaqe proqram. The fOllowing table illustrates the 

4irferences in recommendatiots between Edison and PSO in this area. 
~ad Manaqement 

EdisonlESP Expenses >omparisQD 
('rholisancls of 1985 Dollars) 

pescription 
~!d l1aDagement 

Ea,ison 

AC cyclinq - Residen $ l,846 
Pool Timer 209 
DSS III 1,7l8 
~C Cyclinq - N~Si¢ential 109 
'rher. Storage/Of Peak Cool 6,515-
Interrupt./curta lable 215 
w:a.ter Storaqe l.~~l. 

. Total Lo~ Management 12,2$3 

- l29 -

~ ~:l::1~D~~ 

$1,846 $- 0 
209 0 

1,718 0 
109 0 

l,359 (5, l5&) 
215 0 

0 Cl.l~~l.l 

5,456 (6,797) 
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recorded costs is reasonable and should be adopted. Edison's 
statements regarding its proposed change in approach ,to 
the surveys does not appear to ~e one which will lead to 
significant increase over current recorded costs. 

e. Energy Hanagement xncentives: 
C~~reial i Large Xn4pstria1 ) 

Initially, Edison accepted PSO's 
ot $1,227,OCO, tor Non-Residential Energy Mana,geime~~ 
with incentives allocated between small, medium, 

Incentives, 
large power 

customers on the ~asis ot load. While Edison 1 concurs with 
this funding level, it disagrees'with PSD's subsequent decision, 
~ased on PSO's interpretation of O.87-0S-07l to- eliminate funding , 
tor the large commercial customers and to;reallocate those tunds to 
the small and medium customers. L' 

Edison belie~es ~at PSO's e,elusion of the large 
commercial customer (above SOO kw dem~d range) from this incentive 
program is ba'scd on a miSinterpretation of D.87':'05-071. Edison 
states that in D.87-05-07l the coZlllldssion indicated its intent to 
continue cost-effective'conserva;!6n programs for large light and 
power customers. Further, Edison asserts that it is premature and 
unfair to detine *large custo~s* as all TOU-8 customers. Edison 
notes that workshops are ~ntly being held to implement the 
policies adopted in 0.87-07/071 and that the definition of Wlarge 
customer* has yet to be rGSolved. 

We concur wi~Edison. Our intention in 0.87-05-071, as 
we have indicated in O?;6: introduction to OSM, was not the complete 
eltmination of all c~servation programs for large power customers. 
Rather, our concernfas that with the elimination ot ERAM for the 
larqe power CUEs to r, the utilities would feel constrained to 
pursue such proq ams for these customers. To avoid this result, we 
specifiC4}.ly' ':I ered that the most eost-et~ective prOC]ram5 be 

retained for e larqepower group. There has been no challenge in 
ng to the cost-effectiveness of this incentive program 
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0.. Thermal En~ storage / 
The most significant controversy in this proeeed~ 

related to OSM centered on funding for Edison's TES proqr~. 
Testimony was presented by Edison, PSD, CEC, and TESMAC The CEC 
and 'I'ESMAC support Edison's proposed budget of $6,5l5 000 for the 
TES pr09ram. PSI> recommends total TES funding of $ ,359,000, a 
tiqure equivalent to 40% (the percentage of non-Tp -8 customer 
participants) of Edison's 1986 expenditures of ~.4 million. The 

/ 
positions of each of the parties are summarized below followed by 
our resolution of the issues presented. 

(1) E,dison 

Edison states that its TE proqram, as currently 
operated, is a cost-effective enerqy m agement proqr~ with long
term impacts and one for which Edis~nJhas received local and 
national recoqnition for its effect~eness and success. Edison 
further asserts that the program ;' one which the commission, under 
the quidelines established in 0.&7-05-07l, intends the utility to 
continue to promote. 3 In Edi~n's opinion, PSO's funding 
recommendation is inadequate tb operate an effective progr~ in 
1988 and would devastate theJ'industry. 

According toiEdison, the benefits of the TES program 
include the mitigation ~t~eeonomie bypass and the improvement of 
Edison's minimum load P~~l~. It is Edison's experience that TES 

offers customers a com titive alternative to self--generation by 
allowing customers ift a portion of their cooling load to take 

3 Edison ci es thOSEl portions of 0.87-05-07l in which the 
commission in~eated that utilities shOUld continue to promote 
reasonable and cost-effective conserv-ation and efficiency optiOl:lS 
for their large power customers. (D. 87-05-071, pp'. 4, 9.) 
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for the large commercial customer. Further, 
definition, as Edison has indicated, of the large powe customer, 
an issue properly resolved in the 3-R's Rulemaking. or these 
reasons, we believe that PSD's original tunding ree mmenc1.ation, 
both as' to the funding level and as to the alloea ion o~ those 
funds between small, mediUlll, AD$1 large eommerci is 
reasonable and should be adopted. 

d. Enngy lfanagmDen.t Incentiyes-Mmi"niSntion 
For the administration of the En~qy Management 

Incentives Program, Edison and PSI) disa~e on the appropriate 
funding level. Edison supports a bUd9~ of $0.68 million, while 
PSI) recommends funds of $0.34 millio~ PSI)'s recommended 
adjustment of Edison's request is bASed on its corresponding 
adjustment of CIA incentiv~s. Ps~estitied that the CIA 
administration level is direetly;related to the incentive level. 
PSO st4tes that despite EdisonjS apparent denial of this 
correlation, its witness, on cross-examination, acknowledged that 
comparable percentage ehange£ had occurr,ed i~ incentives and 
administrative expenses be~een 1985- and 1986. 

Edison, however;,' disputes PSD's assertions. According to 
Edison, although the in~tive levels may have decreased over those 
originally proposed b~Edison, its original estimate of costs to 
conduct program admiDistration is still appropriate since the 

I 

customer base quali!ying tor incentives will remain the same. In 
Edison's view, the/costs of providing intormation and promoting the 
program are not a'ltered ~y a decrease in the incentives level, and 

. I 
a change in ~t level does not result in a proportional change to 
administrativefcosts. 

DesPite Edison's stated position to the contrary, the 
record ap~rs to support PSD's contention that there is a direet 
correlation between incentive levels and administrative costs. We 
'~erefore( tiDd reasonable and adopt PSO's proposed expense level of 

/ 
J/ 
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• 
4 /' 

advantage ot otf-peak rates. Edison turther states thatIPSO 
has acknowledged that if TES has load retention benefits!,' the co t
eftectiveness results of ~oth Edison and PSO would ~~derst ed. 

With respect to load retention, Edis;m has es imated 
that with the TES option 3-& MW' ot load will ~e rettained 0 the 
Edison system in 1988. without TES as an optio , Ediso elieves 
that this load would ~ypass the Edison system d all ~aining 
ratepayers would be financially impacted. I TES is funded as 
proposed by Edison, Edison states that the nticip, ed net ~enefit 
to nonparticipating customers would be $3 milli )I (net-present 
value). -;£.. 

Edison strongly disaqre s wi~ ~O's assertion that 
load retention is synonymous with 'marketi ~, for which ratepayer 
funding would be inappropriate. It~s E ~n's position that load 
retention means 'keeping a customel Wh~~ already an Edison 
customer on our system.' (Tr. atl pp .;fj163-4764w) By otfering TES 
as an option, Edison believes ~t;;,~AS providing its customers an 
additional and appropriate me~ t~ the customer to manage its 

.energy use wisely and ett5.c~'ntlY/ . . 
Edison al~O isp~tes PSD's decision to ~ase its 

. • 1/ i . 
f~nd~ng recommendat~on on 9S6~corded expend tures. Ed1son 
states that program acti ity h~ siqniticantly escalated over the 
last 18 months due to~' cre~~q customer interest and awareness, 

1 · .. I I .,'" i d coup ed W1th enthus1a 1C support from ~e TES n ustry. 
Final*, orl;fhe issue of determining the impact of 

TES, given its load et~tion attributes, on qas utility customers, 

. II 
4 Edison no d that its current ott-Peak Coolinq program 

installatio~Sreement contains a clause which disqualiries 
customers' el qib~lity tor any incentive payments on systems using 
any electric'ty not/purchased from Edison tor a period ot five 
years. In dison's"view, this clause mitigates the potential for 
selt-qener~ion bypass to occur as a result ot a ~ES incentive 
trom Ediso·. / 

/ 
I 

.' 
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$338,453 for the administration of the Energy Management Incentives 
Proqram. 

e. Non-Residential New Construction 
The category of Non-Residential New construction .U'_.~~~:~ 

proqrams desiqned to promote energy efficient buildings and 
appliances. Edison's and PSD's tundinq recommendations 
program are widely divergent. 
funding of $5.1 million, while PSD recommends a recJ.uc 

budget to $1.1 million. 
PSD states ~t it ~eveloped its re~COlamE~~~a 

conducting an historical analysis of the costs a~~oc:~ated with this 
and other related programs and by determining cost-
effectiveness of the various elements. PSD thAt for the 
Daylighting portion of this proqru PSO rely on the 
building stanc.ard requirements, but on 
the Daylighting element alone ($888,00 
elements in this proqram area,. PSD 

25% of Edison'S proposed $3,700,000 

historical spending for 
1986). For all other 
a figure of $925,000 or 

Other New Energy Management 
o:>."ul.ficant element of the ·Other" Measures. PSO notes that the 

category is Space Conditioninq W~~~.~ is marginally cost-effective. 
PSO's includes restricting the 

proqr~ to non-TOU-8 on the basis of PSO's interpretation 
of 0.87-05-071. to reduce the $1,813,000 originally 
resulting from PSD's by 40% to PSD's proposed 
$1.1 million. PSO further recommends that eligibility for 
incentives for heat p~s be restricted to facilities located in 
areas where natural ~s is unavaila))le. PSO acknowledges that 
while this restri~on is not ineluded in its test~ony it is 
consistent with ~'s recommendations for Residential New 
Construction (En~qy Efficient Home Builder) and Residential 
Appliance Eftic:jeney Incentives •. '." . 

Edison states that its proposal is needed to fund not 
only the OaY~9'htinq proqram included by PSO, but also Edison's 

) 
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Edison maintains that the lack of data on gas utility ~ar~ 
~osts pre~l~des the evaluation of a gas utility customer.( 
perspective at this time. Edison states that the favo able RIM 
results, upon which it relied, are independent of an are not 
affected by the quantifi~tion and inclusion of ga side effe~ts of 

the 'XES program. I 
(2) ~ 

PSD states that its tunding recommendation is based 
on 1986 re~orded expenditures, the exclusion~f TOU-8 customers 
from participation in TES, and the restri~~on of program fundinq 
to the load shifting r as opposed to load letention, attributes of 
TES. PSD considers the load retention a~pect of TES represents 
marketinq for which ratepayer tundinq~ 1nappropriate. 

PSD acknowledqes that/TES installations have a load 
shifting effect and that for custo~r's eligible for TOO rate 
schedules TES can substantially reauce monthly ele~trical bills. 
PSD also re~oqnizes that becaus,ithe initial cost of the system is 
relatively high, a utility reb~e is a valuable incentive to· invest 
in such a system.;I . 

PSD states, however, that even assessed as a load 
. shiftinq program, the TES /roqram demonstrated marginal cost
etfectiveness. PSD stat~ that the cost-effectiveness analyses 
condueted by Edison, Pst{, and the CEC for TES showed an all
ratepayer benefit cost ratio ranging ~rom .94 tOo 1.3. The RIM 

threshold for fundinq, were not, in PSD's 
view, *very robust.* PSD believes that these results demonstrate 
that any major exp sion of this program relative to re~ent 
authorized level,ris unwarranted. 

~D notes that Edison's testimony reflected that by 

includinq the load retention benefits of TES, the proqram's 
benefit-cost lelationships for ~le RI.M test were improved 
considerabl. In contrast to thla .53 RIM benefit cost ratio (BCR) 

of the loa shiftinq portion of 'rES participants,. PSD states that 
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proposecl Award Building Program in which the Dayliqhtin proqram. 
has been included. Eclison states that the A~ard Buil 
will encouraqe other enerqy management measur4~S tha increase the 
overall efficiency of new commercial/industrial ldings above 
state builcling standards. 

Edison believes that PSD'$ recommend ion is improperly 
based on historic spending for the Oaylighti program, which would 
therefore exclude recoqni tion of the Award uildinq Program, and on 
old building standards. Edison is also· c ncerned that the funcling 
reduction recommended by PSO will not~d the program at a level 
sufficient to influence commercial an industrial customers to 
*build-in'" ener9'Y managel!lent teebnol ies during the new 
construction process. ~ 

Edison further asserts ~at PSI) has misinterpreted 
.... l' , . I d 0.87-05-071 ~y 1m~t1ng the program to non-TOO-8 customers an 

~ 

reducing the funding level by 1'25,200. Edison believes that it is 
incorrect to exclude TOU-S CU$tomers from participation in this 
program which has been sho~to be cost-effective • 

In its reply br~f, Edison strongly opposecl PSO's 
intr04uction in its open~g brief of its recommendation to· exclude 
heat pumps from eligibVity in the incentive program. Edison 
states that PSI) impro rly assumed that the construction practices 

are the same in the residential and non-
residential sectors 

We note e legitimacy of many of the arguments Which 
Edison has raise with respect to PSD's proposal. While PSO's 
~pproaCh may be consistent with historic spending and may take into 
considerationj&ome funding tor new programs, we are nevertheless 
concerned th~_adoPting PSI)'s proposal may prevent Edison from 
achieving the legitimate and cost-effective goals of this proqram. 

~ also do- not concur, as we have stated previously, with 
I 

PSO's eon¢usion that :1).87-05-07). requires the exclusion of 'l'OU-8 
customer' from participation in OSM programs. The availability of 
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1"" 

~e "load retention portion of TES showed a favorable RIM BCR o~ 
1.34 and the combined proqram averll,ge (load. shifting and ·10 d. 

retention) RIM BCR became 1.25,. 

PSD states, however, that the Edison an 
purports to capture the load retention benefits of ~E omits an 
accounting for the gas-side costs and lost gas reve es. PSD 
states that Edison has admitted that gas-side imp~ts should be, 
but were not at this time, included in the anal~is. 

In addition tc concerns with the cost-effectiveness 
of the TES program, PSD also asserts that theiload retention aspect 
of ,this program represents -marketing- for ;(arqe power customers 
for which the commission in 0.87-05-071 h~ prohibited ratepayer 
funding. In this proceeding, PSt> define! marketS~9' proqrams as 
those programs which increase the use ~ at least one fuel 
(electricity or gas) relative to Wha~ould have happened in the 
absence Qf the program. According to PSO, the load retention 
portion of Edison's TES proposal w~ld clearly have the effect of 
increasing electricity use co::z:mar./d to what would have happened 

.i thout the TES incentive. . 
For the TES pr ram, PSI) again asserts its position 

that 0.87-05-071 bars ratepa~r-funded OSH programs for the large 
customer class. In develop~q its proposed funding level for TES, 
PSt> relied on Edison's est~te that 60% of TES funds we~e 
allocated to the 1'00'-8 qrdup. PSI> therefore reduced the 1986-
recorded TES expenses b;/this amount. 

In the ~~ent the Commission were to authorize any 
funds for either the J.bad retention portion of 'rES or the 
participation of lar~ light and power customers, PSI) urges that , 
the overall funding/Level be divided into s.everal categories. 
These categcries wdbld include Load Shifting TES and Electric Load 
Retention TES witi the further breakdown. of each of these \ 
categories betwe'n Medium/Small and Large customers. PSO proposes 
that these cat lories should also be used for any accounting and 
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conservation programs to larqe power customers aqain depen s on the 
cost-effectiveness and the need for the proqram with res ect to 
that customer class.. We believe that this proqram is one to which 
larqe power customers are entitled to partieipate~ '" 

We note that PSD's funding level inelus~ of TOU-S 
customers was $1,813,000. To ensure the sUftici~t tundinq for the 
Award Buildinq Program, we believe that it is ;easonable to 
increase that funding level to $2,500,000, ap~oximatelY half of 
Edison's original request. We therefore ad9Pt a budget of 
$2,500,000 for the Non-Residential New Con.truction Program. 

" Consistent with our findinq in the area of Residential New 
construction, we also· reject PSD's prop/sal to limit incentives tor 
heat pumps to facilities located in arias in which natura.l gas is 

unavailable. ? 
3. Load BMag~nt 

Edison's f~~ding reques for load management exceeds that 
recommended by PSD by approximately $6.8 million. This difference 
is attributable to PSO's propojed reductions in funding of $5.2 
million in the Thermal StoraJe program and $1.6 million in the 
Water Storage program.. Th7'tollowinq table illustrates the 
l:lifferences in reeonune,ndatiions between Edison and PSD in this area. 

I Load Jf.anageaent 
EgisonlPSP. ExQ,enses COJ!lR3lDfl2D 

(~bousands 01' 198$ Dollars) 

Desctiption Edison 
Load Management 

AC CYcling - Resi $ 1,8'46 
Pool Timer 209 
OSS III 3.,73.8 
AC Cyelin9' - N~-ResidElntial 109 
'l'her. Storage/,ott-Peak Cool 6,5l5 
Interrupt./curtailable 21S 
Water Storaqe l.~~l 

I 
ad Manaqement 12,253 

- 3.33· -

~ yari~UlS"& 

$1,846 $ 0 
209 CI 

3.,7lS 0 
109 0 

1,,359 (S,15~) 
215- 0 

0, .• el. ~l) ,. 

5,456·· (6,797) 
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~ reporting requirements. PSD further recommends that customers/ 
receivinq TES incentives be required to reimburse Edison ,in th 

event the customer installs a cogeneration unit in the next ~e 

• 

/ years. 
(3) 

As stated previously, the CEC supports Edison's 
fundinq request for the 'l'ES proqram.. The CEC' s pr~ obj actions 
to PSD's proposal focus on PSO's clefinition of ze "rm 
"'marketinq.1f 

The CEC believes that PSO has qi en the term 
"'marketinqlf a broader dQ~inition than the Co~ssion intencled in 
0.S7-05-071. It is the CEC's position that marketinq,'" as used by 
the Commission in that order, refers to u lity programs tor which 
the primary objective or predominant eft ct is to· increase a 
utility'S sales to the exclusion or.mi mization of conservation 
efforts. Accordinq to the CEC, pr09' which are designed to make 

the system more efficient and red~ customer bills should be 
encouraqed even it they may inci~ntally increase a utility'S 
sales. Those proqrams which d~rve continued tundinq, in the 

CEC's opinion, include those ~siqned to shift loacl, to reduce 
utility bills, to promote s;r'tem efficiency, and t~ deter costly 
resource aclditions. The CEC believes that Eclison's TES, water 
st~raq~, and inclustrial load shaping programs all meet' this 
crlo terl.a. / 

The CEC also aqrees with Edison that the 'rES program 
I 

is desiqned both t~etain load (i.e., avoid or mitigate uneconomic 
bypass) and shi~t lo~d. The CEC states that these dual 9'oa1s are 
not aimed at increasinq sales and will in fact provicle a cheaper 
and more effici/nt alternative to- the adclition by Edison of a new 
peakinq qentr lion resource. 

(4) TESMAk 
Like the CEC, '1'ESMAC fully supports the fundinq 

level proposed by Edison :~or the TES proqram. TESMAC Delieves that 
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a. Thermal EDeL9Y ~ong~ 
The most significant controversy 

related to OSM centered on fundinq tor Edison's TES n~,~'~~ 

Testimony was presented by Edison, PSD, etc, and 'l'E~SMJ~~ 
and TESMAC support Edison's proposed budget of $6,51 tor the 
TES proqram. PSD recommends total 'rES tundinq ot ,359,000, a 

customer 
million. The 

below followed by 

tiqure equivalent to 40% (the percentaq~ ot no:n~DOT.]-8 
participants) of Edison's 1986 expenditures of 
positiOns of each of the parties are SUltDllUU:: 

our resolution of the issues presented. 
(1) Edison 

Edison states that its 
operated, is a cost-effective enerqy ~~~g~~eI~ 
term impacts and one for which __ '''_''''"," 
national recognition for its 
~urth.er asserts that the proqram 
the quidelines established in D 
continue to promote.3 In Ed 
recommendation is inadequate 
1988 and would devastate 

and success. Edison 
one which the Commission, under 

-05-071, intends the utility to 
'$ opinion, PSD's fundine; 

an effective proc;ram in 

According Edison, the ~enetits ot the 'rES program 
include the mitiqation 0 uneconomic bypass and the tmprovement of 
Edison's minimum load It is Edison's experience that 'rES 
offers customers a tive alternative to self-generation by 
allowinq customers shift a por:t:ion of their cooline; load to take. 

tes those portions ot D.8:7-05-071 in which the 
'-\oI,~.""i:I>~;o"""U ... ulo4.loWQ.ted thAt utili tiEls should c10ntinue to· promote 

and cost-effective conservation ~nd efficiency options 
~~ •• ~ larqe power e~stomers. (D.87-05-071, pp. 4, 9.) 
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~ provides a cost-effective and important long-term resource f~ 
california ratepayers. / 

. . d th ' TESMAC also agrees w~th Ed~son an e CZC that PSD 
has improperly defined cost-effective load retention as al' 
wmarketing activity.w TESMAC believes that PSD's overl~road 
definition of marketing is a formula for the promotio~Of 
inefficiency and is inconsistent with 0.87-05-071 i~hich ~e 
Commission continued its support for cost-effect

7
i.ve conservation 

and load management programs. 
n:sMAC also. challenges PSD's assertion that Edison's 

analysis of the load retention benefits of TESf should be rejected 
for its failure to consider any Wgas-sidew ~pacts. TESMAC states 
that it is problematic to quantify wgas-si~ew impacts when gas 
marginal costs cannot be adequately dete~ined at this time. 

l 
Further, 'l'ESMAC asserts that PSD's fail'Ure to perform. such an 
analysis &uggests the substantial,metiodole>gical and even 
philosophical problems in eurrentlY~dertaking such an analysis. 
TESMAC believes that a progr~ whi,Ch is cost-effective for the non-

• 
. . 1 II' 

rt~c~pant and al ratepayers w~ld also. serve gas consumers who 
represent those same ratepayersJ 

l In TESMAC's vi~w, TES provides a much more cost-
effective and efficient alte;native to, Edison adding a new peaking 
generation resource to meet;:euture peak demands. The present $200 
per kW TES incentive offerid by Edison, in TESMAC's opinion, is 
much less than the $800 ;t $1200 per kW cost required for a peaking 
turbine. In addition, ~ shifting load to. the nighttime, off-peak 
hours, TESMAC believes/that TES may aid any wminimum loadllP problem 
being experienced by Edison. 

(5) Discu~ion 
over/the past year, we have addressed the issue of 

funding for '1'ES in/several decisions and resolutions. In 
0.86-12-095, in ~&E'S most recent general rate case, we concluded 
that TES was a cst-effective means of shifting peak load and that 
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advantaqe of off-peak rates. 4 Edison further states that PSO 
has acknowledged that if TES has load retention benefits, the 
effectiveness results of both Edison and PSO would be 

With respect to load retention, Edison has 
that with the TES option 36 MW of load will be retained 
Edison system in 1988. Without TES as an option, Edison believes 
that this load would bypass the Edison system and aif remaining 
ratepayers would be financially impacted. If TES ;S funded as 
proposed by Edison, Edison states that the antic~ated net benefit 
to nonparticipating customers would be $32 mill)fon (net-present 
value). ~ __ 

Edison strongly disagrees wi~ PSO's assertion that 
load retention is synonymous with wmark~ti I,w for which ratepayer 
funding would be inappropriate. It is E son.'s position that load 
retention means 'keeping a customer who s already an Edison 
customer on our system.. w (Tr. at pp. 763-4764.) By offering -rES 
as an option, Edison ~elieves that i~is providing its customers an 
additional and appropriate means f7' the customer to manage its 
energy use wisely and efficiently 

Edison also.diSP~~S PSO's decision to base its 
funding recommendation on 1986;recorded expenditures. Edison 
states that program activity pas significantly escalated over the 
last 18 months due to incre~ing customer interest and awareness, 
coupled with enthUSiastic;fupport from the TES industry. 

Finally, dn the issue of determining the impact of 
TES, given its load re~tion attributes, on gas utility customers, 

4 Edison note that its current Off-Peak Cooling program 
installation agreement contains a clause which disqualifies 
customers' eli~ibility for any incentive payments on systems using 
any electrici~ not purchased from Edison for a period of five 
years. In E~ison's view, this clause mitigates the potential for 
self-qenera~ion bypass to occur as a result of a T.ES 'incentive 
from Edison. 
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~ its use was becomin~ increasin~ly widespread. 
Electric company's (SOC&E) eLMAC proceeding, we determined at, 
:zs program would be funded at $ZSO/kW, but that amounts at could 
not cost-effectively be used would be returned to ratep~rs. We 
also directed SDG&E to file with the Commission's Eva~~ion and 
Compliance (E&C) Division a cost-effectiveness anLl~ is tor each 
funded TES project. (See D.a7-0a-04&.) 

The subject of fundin~ for TES ha also been 
recently considered with respect to· Edison.~ReSolution E-30S3, 
dated september 10, 1987, we were presented w. th an Edison advice 
letter requesting the reallocation of $6 .. 4 illion ot unspent 1985-

I 
and 1986 energy mana~ement tunds. Edison~roposed t~ refund part 
of the unspent funds and devote the rest/to -:rES and Load Research. 
PSO protested the advice letter citin~e concerns whieh it has 
raised in this proceeding. The advice letter was supported, as in 
. ,. I 

thl.S proeeedl.nq, by the CEC and Transphase Systems, Inc .. I a member 
of TESMAC. / 

By Resolution E-3d53, we concluded that Edison 

• 
• I 

should be author1zed to redirect its tunds as proposed, but that 
wthe tunding limit (for XES) of $200 per kilowatt such as was 
required for Pacific Gas and;!Electric Company in Resolution E-3012W 

would be imposed. (Resolu~on E-30S3, at p. 4.) We also ordered , . 
that amounts directed to the TES program which could not be used 
eost-effectively Should;6e returned to ratepayers. Edison was 
further directed tQ undertake the same reporting requirements as 

I 
ha~ been or~ered for $OG&E in 0.87-0S-046. 

In noxie of these decisions, however, have we 
determined that anY;flOa~ retention resulting from TES installations 
is the equivalent of a utility marketinq function. Neither do we 
believe that 0.87/05-07l, upon which PSO has apparently relied for 
its definition 01 marketing, intended this resultan~more than 
that deeision can be read to exclude TOU-8 customers from 

. I -

PartiCiPat~n any conservation program. With respect t~ that 
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Edison maintains that the lack of data on gas utility margin 
costs precludes the evaluation of a gas utility customer 
perspective at this tilDe. Edison states that the favor 
res1l1ts, upon which it relied, are 
affected by the quantification and 
the TES program.. 

(2) ES.l2 
PSD states that its funding rec endation is based 

on 1986 recorded expenditures, the exclus~on If TOU-8 customers 
from participation in TES, and the restric on of proqr~ funding 
to the load shifting', ."5 opposed to load. etention, attributes of 
TES. PSD considers the load retention aspect of TES represents 
marketing tor which ratepayer funding~ inappropriate. 

PSD acknowledges thatJrES installations may have a 
load shifting effect and that for ~stomer's eligible for TOU rate 
schedules TES could substantial:t;Y 'educe monthly electrical bills. 
PSD also recognizes that because the initial cost of the system is 
relatively high, a utility reb e is a valuable incentive to invest 
in such a system. /. 

PSO states, hOwever, that even ,assessed as a load 
shifting' program, the 'l'ES pfoqram Clemonstrated marginal cost
effectiveness. PSD stat~ that the cost-effectiveness analyses 
conducted by Edison, psr{, and tho CEC for TES showed an all
ratepayer benefit c~ot atio ranginq from .94 to 1.3. The RIM 
tests, while over the threshold tor fundinq, were not, in PSD'S 
view, Wvery robust. W PSD believes that these results demonstrate 
that any major exp~ion of this proqram relative to reCEtnt 
authorized level~is unwarranted. 

~D notes that Edison's testimony reflected that by 
including the ~ad retention benefits of TES, the program's 
benefit-cost t'elationships for the RIM test were impr~vee 
considerably In contrast to the ~S3 RZM benefit cc~~· ~4tio (BCR) 
of the load shifting portion of TES participants, PSD states that 
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tIlxclusion, we reject aqain PSO's assertion and restate our ~ 
expectation ~or utilities to retain reasonable and oost-e~feotive 
conservation and load management progr~s for large pow/e 
customers. 

Although we believe that a de~inition of 
*marketing,w which was not inoluded in D.a7-0S-071, should be 
developed in the 3-Rs proceeding, we tind that certai~oonolusions 

. I 
about the relation of load retention to marketing oan be drawn in 
this proceeding. To begin with, 0.87-05-07l makes~lear our 

# 
continued oommitment to reasonable and oost-effeetive oonservation 

of 

and load man.agem.ent proqrams even tor large power customers and our 
desire to mitigate uneconomic bypass. The TEsiproqr~ is a OSM 
proqr~ olearly directed to the goal o~ imp~ving load management 
for customers installing 'l$S eq'J.ipment. yte fact that the TES 
proqr~ oould result in retaining a customer that might, without 
TES, have chosen to selt--qenerate woulalalso- have the desirable 
apact of pr1eventing bypass. Nowherel'in this reoord is their 

~testimony demonstrating that Ediso~seeks funding for TES as a 
~pecifio means of increasing its ~les and revenues. 

We tCerefore ~inalthat both the load shifting and 
load retention aspects of TES clan be oonsidered in determining the 
program's oost-e~fectiveness/'nd that its load retention attributes 
can De considered in determi~ing the funding for TES. We do not 
believe that Edison's inab;!lity to quantify the gas-side impact of 
this program is sufficient to discredit the cost-effectiveness , 
ratios achieved by the TES progr~ under Edison's analysis at this 
time. We do direct Edison, however, to continue to endeavor to 
quantify this i'JfJpact! 

We therefore find that TES is a oost-effective 
. l' program wh~ch shou d be extended to small, medium, and large power 

customers. We ari oonol~rnea., however, that if the load retention 
aspect of TES ooritinues to be emphasizea. to the a.egree representea. 

. - I 
by Edison (50% of -rES p:!:'ogram funding) that it will .inoreasingly 

/ . 
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the load retention portion o~ TES showed a tavorable RIM BCR ot 
J..34 and the combined proqram averag'e (load >shifting and load 
retention) RIM BCR ~came 1.25. 

PSD states, however, that the Edison ----.z 
purports to capture the load retention ~nefits of TES 
accounting' for the g'as-side costs and lost gas 
states that Edison has admitted that gas-side 
but were not at this.time, included in the analysi 

In addition to concerns with the c~t-etfectiveness 
ot the 'rES proqram, PSt) also asserts that the l~d retention aspect 
of this program represents *marketing* tor la74e power customers 
tor which the Commission in D.g7-0S-07J. has prohibited ratepayer 
tundinq.. In this proceeding', PSD define~ ~rketinq proqrams as 

J 

those proqrams which increase the use ot at least one fuel 
(electricity or qas) relative to what W~~ld have happened in the 
absenee of the proqraln.. Aceording' to PSD, the load retention 
portion ot Edison's 'rES proposal wouyf clearly have the e~~e~ o~ 
increasing electrieity use eompared~~What would have happened 
without the 'rES incentive. . I' 

For the '1'ES program, PSD again asserts its'position 
that 0.87-05-071 bars ratepayer.!tunaed DSM programs for the large 
customer class. In develoPin;7'its proposed funding level for 'rES,. 
PSO relied on Edison's estimite that 60% of 'rES funds were 

I 
allocated to the '1'00-8 ~~oup. PSD therefore reduced the 1986 

; 

recorded TES expenses by this amount. 
I . i . In the ev.ent the Comm1SS on were to author1ze any 

funds tor either the lo'd retention portion of 'rES or the 
participation of larsl1ight and power customers, PSD urges that , 
the overall fun~ingJ1evel be divided into several categories. 
These categories ~oUld include Load Shifting 'rES and Electric Load 
Retention,~ ~·"i th the further breakdown of each of these . . . I 
cate90ries De~een Medium/Small and Large CUstomers_ PSD proposes 
that these ca~e90ries should also be used for any accounting and 
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• appear that the program is one designed more to increase load than 
"" to manage load. For these reasons, While we f~n~ that the ps 

program i$ currently cost-effective and both its load shi~ing and 
load retention attributes should be funded, "the expend~tlres 
related to this program should be closely tracked 1n~tbe coming 
years. This tracking can take place by continuing~e reporting 
requirements required by Resolution E-3053 and bl'e~tablishing, for 
accounting and reporting purposes, the categor;es of Load Shifting 
(Medium/Small and Large CUstomer) and Load R~t'ention (Medium/Small 
and Large CUstomer) suggested by PSD. ~ 

With respect to funding le~ls, we will continue to 
limit funding to $200/kW. For overallJP~Ogram funding, we believe 
that PSO has provided us with the ap~~~riate direction for this 
funding level in its testimony. Specifically, PSD has stated that 
its funding recommendation for thefTES program, had it included 
TOU-8 customers, would have beenl$3.4 million based on recorded 
1986 expenditures. Although Ed1son has indicated an increase in 

. . . l 
act~v~ty, our prev~ous comme~ts reflect our concern that the 

~ emphasis in providing incentives for ~ES installations not shift to 
a utility marketing effo~ For this reason, we adopt and find 
reasonable a $4 million ~dget for TES, a funding level which is 
consistent with rece~tl;f recorded expenditures and will allow for 
reasonable growth in the program. 

/ 
):). :wa~er Sto~ 

• 

The water/storage Program is another area in which the 
f,:mding proposals of Edison and PSD significantly differ. Edison 
requests, and the~CEC supports, a budget of $1,641,OO? for the 
water Storage ~ogram. PSD, on the other hand, recommends that no 
funds be autho?Zed tor this proqram. 

Aco~ding to PSO, this program would result in energy 
consumption 70r water pumpinq by large agricultural customers and 
water diS~ets to be shifted to off-peak periods. Because PSO's 

/ , 
/ 
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reporting requirements.. PSD further recommends that cus~ ers 
receiving TES incentives be required to re~urse Edisan in the 
event the customer installs a cogeneration unit7n next. five 
years. 

(3) ~ 

As stated previously, the CEC s ports Edison's 
funding' req\lest for the 'rES proc.;rram. The CE s prilnary objections 
to PSO's proposal focus on PSD's detinitio of the term 
"marketing'." 

The CEC believes that PS has given the ter.m 
"marketing''' a broader definition than e Commission intended in 
D.87-05-011. It is the CEC's posit' n~that "marketing," as used by 
the Commission in that order, ref~S to utility proqr~ for which 
the primary objective or predomi~t effect is to increase a 
utility'S sales to the exclusi~ or minimization of conservation 
efforts. According to the CE', proqrams which are designed to make 
the system more efficient 
encourag'ed even it they 

reduce customer ~ills should ~e 
incidentally increase a utility'S 

sales. 'rhos.~ programs w en deserve continued funding, in the 
CEC"s opinion,. include ose designed to shift load, to reduce 
utility bills, to pro te system efficiency, and to deter costly 
resource addjLtions~ /'rhe CEC believes that Edison's TES, water 
storage, and industfi~l load shaping programs all meet this 
criteria. J' 

w£.e CEC also agrees with Edison that the 'rES program 
is designed bO~ to retain load (i.e., avoid or mitigate uneconomic 
~ypass) and E.r£itt load. The CEC states that these dual g'oals are 
not aimed at/increasing sales and will in fact provide a cheaper 
and more e,(ficient alternative to the addition by Edison ot a new 
peaking ~neration resource. . 

L (4) TESMAC 
Like the CEC, 'rESMAC fully supports the funding 

leve proposed:by Edison,' for the TES program. 'l'ESMAC :believes. that 
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~nd Edison's cost-effectiveness results for this program wer~ 
marginal, the PSD ~elieves that the program should not be ~ded. 

It is Edison's position, to which the CEC has c6ncurred, 
that this program is dE~signed to enhance Edison' s abi~y to help 
major agricultural customers to shift load and lowe~eir 
operating costs. By eliminating funding for this yrogram, Edison 
states that DSM program incentives will be inequ1iably distributed . ~ 

amon~ EQison's customer groups. According to Edison, using PSD's 
proposed funding levels, approximately 56% o~ll incentives will, 
be distributed to the residential seet01~' % to the 
commercial/industrial sector, and ot to e agricultural and water 
supply customer qroup. 

We concur with E~ison that ~is program should be funded , 
to achieve its legitimate program. g~a~s. As we have stated 
repeatedly in this order, we reco~ze the need for cost-effective 

.I 
and reasonable conservation and ;oad management programs for large 
power customers as well as for r'esidential and small commercial 
customers. clearly, the agriciltural customers should not be left 

~out of this equation especial~Y when their need to control enerqy 
costs is as 9reat as any ~tomer class. We therefore adopt AnQ 

~ 
finQ reasonable Edison's ;equeste.:l funding level of $1,641,000 for 
the Water storage Progr~. Because we had no, other record on 
reasonable tunds for ~s program, however, we ask Edison to 
un~ertake whatever re~onable cost-cutting measures are possible to 
limit any unneceSGar/ and non-cos'c-effecti ve spending. 

4. Besi51entia..1. /and Hon-nsid.::m;ial MAtketing 
DeSPiteJ'n original funding request ~or residential and 

non-residential ~rketing programs totalinq $8.3 million, Edison 
accepted PSD's ~commendation of no funding for these pro9rams. 
PSD's recommen~tion, as well as Edison's acceptance of that 

I 

position, areJbased on the Commission's determination in 
0.87-05-071 that ratepayer tunds are not to be used for marketing 

I 
programs. the CEC, however, continues to support the funding of 

/ 
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TES provides a cost-etfective an~ tmportant long-term rQ!~n~l~~~ 
california ratepayers. 

TESMAC also agrees with Edison and the 
has improperly defined cost-effective load retention 
Wmarketing a~ivity.w TESMAC believes that psO's 
de~inition of marketing is a tormula for the nr.o~~~~ 
inefficiency and is inconsistent with 0.87-05-0 
Commission continued its support tor cos~'-e:rr4e~~ 
and load management programs. 

PSO 

TESMAC also challenges PSO's ~;.;;:>~; ... that Edison's 
should be rejected analysis ot the load retention benefits 

tor its failure to consider any 
that it is problematic to quantity 

impacts. TESMAC states 
tmpacts when gas 

marginal costs cannot be adequately ~termined at this time. 
Further, 'rESMAC asserts that PSO's ~ilure to pertorm such an 
analysis suggests the sUbstantial;lethodoloqical and even 
philosophi~l pro~lems in currentiy undertaking Guch an analysis. 

TP~C believes that a program~hich is cost-effeetive tor the non
participant and all ratepayers'would also serve gas consumers who 

I 
represent those same ratepa~rs. 

, In TESMAC'sjView, TES provides a much more cost
effective and efficient ~ternative to Edison adding a new peaking 
generation resource to meet tuture peak demands. The present $200 
per kW TES incentive of'tered by Edison, in TESMAC's opinion, is 
much less than the $~O to $1200 per kW cost required tor a peaking 
turbine. In addition, by shiftin9 load to the nighttilne, off-peak 
hours, 'TESMAC belilves that TES may aid any wminimum loadw problem 
beinq ~ien~y Edison. 

(S )scussion 
~Over the past year, we have addressed the issue of 

funding for TES in several decisio~~ aT":~ resolutions. In 
0.S.6-12-09S!in PG&E's :most recent cjeneral rate case, we concluded 
that TES w~ a cost-etfecti~e means ot shifting peak load and that 
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• the Industrial Load Shaping Program which is part of non
residential marketing-

• 

Additionally, Edison also urges the Commission in thi51 
proceeding, as ie has in comments tiled in the 3-Rs Rulemakin~to 
carefully consider the merits of marketing programs in case~here 
the cost-effectiveness to rate~ayers can be demonstrated. ~dison 
also notes its objection t~ PSO's reeommendation that ifjStrateqic 
marketinq progr~ are adopted, customers Ngive up somethingN to 
participate in those programs. . / 

At the present time, we believe that it ;s'appropriate to 
defer any funding for marketing programs until further analysis of 
this issue is undertaken in the 3-Rs Rulemakinq'/ As the parties 
have recognized, D .. 87-05-071 speci!ically prohibited ratepayer 
funding for utility marketing which we find W~Uld generally include 
the type of activities to have been covered/in these programs. , 

s. MeDSJlx:em~nt. Evaluation. and Reporting Requirements 
In this section, we consider b~th the funding level ot 

the Measurement and Evaluation Proqramla~d the reporting 
requirements tor this program and fO/lOSM generally. With respeet 
to funding, Edison and PSD agree ort:,;. level o! $7,3250,000 for the 

A l' 1/ .- d . Measurement an\,\, Eva uat.l.on Program,_ 'rhese ... un s cover outsl.de . . 
consultant costs associated with/technieal assessments of new 
technologies, data collection I and analysis in support of sales and 
demand forecasts. This fun~ln9 level refleets Edison's agreement 
with PSO t~ transfer $750,000 from FERC Account 923 in the A&G , , 

budget to this budget ano/;o transfer an additional $20,000 from 
A&G expenses to the CUstomer Survey element of the Commercial Floor 
space studies. /;/ . 

Edison, howey'er, does not agree with PSO's recommendation 
1/ 

that the expenses associated with the Load Metering and CUstomer 
(/ 

Survey program ($1~,000) be included as DSM, as opposed t~ A&G, 
expenses. Edison~tates that it has traditionally categorized 
these expenses ~s A&G and that it is appropriate t~ continue to do 

• 
" ;' 

l 
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its use was ~coming increasingly widespread. In San Oieg~ Gas 
Electric company's (SOG&E) CLMAC proceeding, we determined that 
'l'ES program would :be funded at $250 /kW, :but that amounts 
not cost-ettectively Qe used would be returned t~ ra 
also directed SOG&E to tile with the Commission's 
complianee (E&C) Division a cost-effectiveness analys 
tunded TES project. (See D.87-08-046.) 

The subj ect of funding for '.reS has been 
recently consider47d with respect to Edison. In I\or,;;.:. ....... ution E-3053, 
dated September 10, 1987, we were presented an Edison advice 
letter requesting the realloeation of $6.4 ion of unspent 198$ 
and 1986 enerqy management funds. Edison I1rIO~()SE~C1 to- refund part 
of the unspent funds and devote the rest 
PSO protested the advice letter Citing 
raised in this proceeding. 
this proeeeding, by the CEC and cap;:o.p.lG;:;I.e Systems, Inc., a member 
of TESMAC • 

53, we concluded that Edison 
should be authorized to 
wthe funding' limit (tor TES) 
required for Pacific Gas 

its tunds as proposed, but that 
$200 per kilowatt such as was 

Electric Company in Resolution E-3012 W 

E-30S3, at p. 4.) We also ordered would :be imposed. 
TES program which could not be used 

cost-effectively Edison was 
the same reporting requirements as 

SDG&E in 0.87-08-046. 
further directed to ..,.. .......... 
had been ordered 

is the equi 
believe that 

In ot these decisions, however, have we 
load retention resulting from TES installations 

of a utility marketing function. Neither do we 
87-0S-071, upon which PSO has apparently relied tor 
of marketing, intended this result any more than 

customers trom 
in any conservation program. With respect to that 
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.50 since the prilnary purpose 'of th.~se ac'.:i vi ties is to support / 
Eaison's load research efforts. According to Edison, these load' 
research activities are tor the most pa~ undertaken to determufe 
marqinal cost allocations and rate desiqn. .~ 

In addition to the its recommendation to shift funds for 
load research activities from A&G to OSM, PSO also· proposts that 
Edison's current Measurement and Evaluation and generaVlOSH , 
reporting requirements be changed consistent with O.S6-~2-095_ In 
that order, the Commission provided a detail listi~ of reporting 
requirements and filinqs. ~ 

We find that the overall funding level for this program 
to which the parties have agreed is reasonabl.(and that PSD'S non

,/ 
budgetary recommendations also have merit. lITO ensure the proper 
design~tion of ratepayer funds, we tind ~at it is reasonable to 

II 
include the funding for Edison's load research activities as a OSM 
expense. Edison ~dmitted that while ttrese activities are not 
necessarily related to OSM, they ar~n fact useful in that regard. 
Research on load appears to be app:opriately included in an area in 

4ItWhich load management is a fOCUS.;' 
To further provide cO~istency in the review of every 

utility's DSM programs, we al,o a9'%'ee with PSO that the reports. 
required for Edison's OSM programs should be developed using the 
same quidelines which we rec'ently adopted for PG&E. Those 

" reporting requirements andlquide1ines are set forth at pages 111 " ' 

through 118 of D.86-12-09S and are incorporated by reference in 
this decision. We WillJ'direct Edison to follow those guidelines in 
meeting its reporting;requirements. While Edison has suggested 
that the restructuri99 required to meet these new reporting 
criteria may increaie Edison's costs, we tind that the overall OSM 

I 
budget which we haye approved in this proceeding should be adequate 
for Edison to meet any such increased costs. / . 

/ 
/ 
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exclusion, we reject again PSO's assertion and restate our 
expectation for utilities t~ retain reasonable and eost-effective 
conservation and load management progr~s for large,power 
customers. 

Although we believe that a definition of 
~~arketing,- which was not included in 0.87-05-071, 
developed in the 3-Rs proeeedin<;, we tina that certain 
abOut the relation of load retention to marketing can 
this proceeding. To begin with, 0 .. 87-05-071 makes .... -.~;::cu. 
continued commitment to reasonable and conservation 
and load management programs even for large eustomers and our 
desire to mitigate uneconomic bypass. 'rhe 'I'Es.;tr09raJ1J. is a OSM 

program clearly directed to the goal of'impr~ing load management 
for customers installing 'rES equipment. 'rbi fact that the 'rES 

. I 
program could result in retaining a eusto er that might, without 
'rES, have chosen to self-generate woul also have the desirable 
impact of preventing bypass. Nowhere' In this record is there 
testimony demonstrating that Edison -while aware of the potential 
of a 'rES to increase its sales an revenues, specifically sought 
funding for this program for th~reason. 

We therefore fiDa that both the load shifting and 
load retention aspects of ~can be considered in determining the 
progr~'s cost-effectivene~ and that its load retention attributes 
can be considered in determining the funding for 'rES. We do not 
believe that Edison's ~~ility to quantify the gas-side ~pact of 
this program is SUffi~~~~ to discredit the cost-effectiveness 
ratios achieved by t~ 'rES program under Edison's analysis at this 
time. We do direct;lEdison, however, to continue to endeavor to 
quantify this impz:rct consistent with the recently revised Stand'o.rd 
Practice ManUXl or Economic Evaluation of Demand Side Management 
Programs. 

We therefore tind that TES is A cO$t-effe~iv~ 

program whiel'i should be extended to ,small, mediUJl)., . and large l?ower 
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6. SUpport Programs 

Th~ followinq table summarizes the reeommendatio~ of 
Edison and PSD in the support proqrams cateqory. Reductions in 
fundinq have been reeommended by PSD for each element O~this 

/ proqram (Public Awareness, Advertisinq, and Manaqementf 
Administration/Requlatory Support) yieldinq a total difference 
between PSD and Edison Ol~ $1.3 million. 

SUpport Programs 

Description 
Support ProgrAms 

Public Awareness 
Aavertisinq 
Mc;.mt. /Ac1min. IReq • Support 

Edison 

Total Support I' 84 

a. Public Awarene:5S 

$l,031 
492 

2.00S· 

3,528 

yariapc~ 

$ (351) 
(508) 
(397) 

(l,256.) 

The $351,000 difference between Edison's request and 
~PSD'S recommendation in the ~liC Awareness area relates primarily 

to PSD's proposed reduction ~ the fundinq requested by Edison for 
the Save Enerqy a.t School p/ogram. Edison states that it h~~s 
requested an increase in f~dinq for this proqram (67% over 1985 
authorized tundinq) basedlon tw~ factors. The first, accordinq to 
Edison, is the expansiolof the elementary school proqram to 
increase visits from 7d to 250. The second is the development and 
. 1 . I d ~mp ementat~on of a ~oqram tarqeted to the secon ary school level. 
Because PSD did not;allow for these chanqes, Edison believes that 
PSD's recommended ~dinq level is not'suffieient to properly. 
implement the pr~am. 

PSD states, however, that while it approves of the save 
Enerqy at schooi project, it cannot endorse the Edison's proposed 
80% increase i~ fundinq over recorded 1986 expenses. PSD believes 
that its reccimmended ~S% increase over 1980 recorded expenditures 
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customers. We are concerned, however, that it the load reten on 
aspect ot TES continues to be emphasized to the degree repr sented 
by Edison (50% of TES program funding) that it will iner singly 
appear that the program is one desiqned more to increas load than 
to lDanage load. ],<"or these reasons, While we find tha the 'rES 
proqram is currently eost-effective and both its 10 shitting and 
load retention attributes should be funded, the e~enditures 
related to this program should be elosely track~ in the eoming 
years. This tracking can take place by conti~ng the reporting 
requirements required by Resolution E-3053 ~ by establishing, for 
aceounting and reporting purposes, the cat~ories of Load~hifting 
(Medium/s=all and Large CUstomer) and LoadfRetention (Medium/Small 
and Large CUStomer) suggested ~y PSD. .1' 

With respect to tunding/levels, we will continue to 
limit tunding to $200/l:W. For overan program funding, we :believe 
that PSD has provided us with the ~tpropriate direction tor this 
funding level in its testimony. . ~eeifieallY, PSt) has stated that 
its funding reeolDlDendation for de 'XES program, had it ineluded 
TOtT-S customers, would have :bein $3.4 millioln based on recordeQ 

I . 
1986 expenditures. AlthOU9hjEdison has indicated an inerease in 
activity, our previouscOlDlDe'nts reflect our coneern that the 
emphasis ~ providing ine~t1ves tor TES installations not shift to 

I 
a . utility marketing eft,~rt. For this reason, we adopt and tind 
reaso~le a $4 milli0l}/:bUc1get for 'rES, a tUlnc1ing level whieh is 
eonsistent with recen~~ recordec1 expenditures and will allow for 
reasonable growth in;lthc program. 

l:>. Water st~rage 
The watef Storage Program is another area in which the 

:eunding proposal/ of Edison anc1 PSD significantly differ. Edison 
I . 

requests, and ~e CEC s~~ports, a budget of $1,641,000 for the , 
Water Storage rogram. PSD, c..-:. tl" ... ~. other hand, reeolDlDends that no 
funds be au orized for this proqram .. 
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~Will allow Edison to begin penetration 
without signi!ieantly increasing funding requirements. 
remaining programs, PSO recommends constraining the t t year 1988 
funding level to the 1986 recorded level. 

We tind that PSD has taken into account e activities 
required by Edison to implement its Save Energy t School program 
and has proposed a reasonable increase in fund'nq over recorded 
~986 expenditures to adequately cover those ivities. We also 
concur with PSO~ in our etforts to reason y constrain 
conservation and load management expend it es, to hold the 
remaining proqr<uns to funding levels re rded tor 1986. We 
there tore adopt and tind reasonable a undinq level of $1,03l,000 

tor the Public JI~wareness proqram. 
b. Adyett,ising 

Edison and PSO also va on the appropriate funding for 
advertising. PSO has recommend a reduction of Edison's request 
of $1,000,000 to. $492,000. / 

• 

It is Edison's pos~ion that its funding request is 
necessary to meet its Obliqa'tion to educate and remind customers 

f
' "I • ot the bene ~ts of energy~agement~ Ed~son asserts that this 

role will become increasi~gly significant in 1988 with the media's 

::::~::::tl~p~~:S en energy issues in general and energy 
, 

PSO no'!:es, t-0wever, that Edison had also- asserted an . 
increased need for advertisement in its test year 198~ general rate 

O k' . case. PS states/at ~n 0.84-12-068 at page 202, the Comm~ssion 
rejected Edison'~arqument, concluding that *qeneral advertising 

I 

costs should bejkept to a minimum especially since many of Edison's 
programs proviae for their own promotion. * PSO believes that t:'1is 
~inding is still as *currentW as the media trends cited by Edison. 

wel'coneur with PSO. The fact Qf individual program 
.' i pro~ot~on ~s not changed s nce Edison's last general rate case. 

We do nO~lieve that it is warranted for Edison to engage in 
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Accordinq to PSD, this program would result in energy 
consumption tor water pumping by large agricultural customers and 
water districts to be shifted to ott-peak periods. 
and Edison's cost-effectiveness resul~s for this program were 
~arginal, the PSD ~elieves that the program should not be 

It is Edison's position, to which the CEC has 
that this program is designed tc enhance Edison's ~ ••• 
~ajor agriculturAl customers to shift load and lower 
operating costs. By eliminating fundinq for this 'DrA:)Q'l~aIn, Edison 
states that OSM program incentives will be ineql.1i_._J distributed 

son, usinq PSD's 
11 incentives will 

to' the 

amonq Edison'S customer groups. According to E 
proposed fundinq levels, approximately 56% of 
be distributed to the residentia~ sector, 44 
commercial/industrial sector, and 0% to th agricultural and water 
supply customer groupo. :I: 

We concur with Edison that s proqram should be funded 
to achieve its legitimate program qo s. As we have stated 
repeatedly in this order, we rec~x'ze the need-for cost-effective 
and reasonable conservation and l~d management programs for larqe 
power customers as well as for ~sidential and small commercial 
customers. Clearly, the aqri~tural customers should not be left 
out of this equation especial~y when their need to control enerqy 
costs is as great as any cwttomer class. We therefore adopt and 
find reasonable Edison's Ieql.1ested funding leveJ. of $1,641,000 for 

/ 
the Water Storaqe Proqr~. Because we had no other record. on /. . . 
reasonable. funds tor ~is program, however, we ask Edison to 
undertake whatever relsonable cost-cutting measures are possible to 
limit any unneeessa~ and non-cost-ettective spendins-

4. Residenti§i and N9n-~identiAl BArketing 
Despi t' an oriqinal tundinq request for residential ~\nd 

non-residentia~marketing programs totaling $8.3 million, Edison 
accepted pso',(recommendation of no funding for these programs. 
PSD's recomm6ndation, as well as Edison's acceptance of that 
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4ItdUPlicative'spending and find that the expenses for general 
advertising should be minimized. We therefore find reasonable and 
adopt PSD's proposed budget for Advertising of $492,000. ,~ 

c. HanagementlAdministratioOLRggylatorv Su'Q.PQC; / 

The difference between PSD and Ed..ison for the funding of 
the Management/Administration/Requlatory Support pro9'r~is 

/ 
$398,000. PSD states that its re~omm.ended funding level ot 
$2,003,760 tor this proqr~ is based.. on historical stending 
patterns whioh reflect that administrative and ~gement expenses 
should not exceed 4.5% of total program costs. ~n developing its 
rEtcommendation for support program funding, p~ applied this . 
formula to its own total program costs of $44,528,000. 

Edison states that its request~d/:fundin9' level of 
$2,402,000 for this program is necessary~o increase the efficient 
use of electricity through the development, implementation, and 
~oordination of cost-effective ener~anagement programs. Edison 
states that it does not agree With;fSO's method of funding based on 
a proportional allocation of aamirr'istrative and management costs to 

~program costs. Reduced proqram~unding, according to Edison, does 
not proportionally reduce the/effort~equired to manage and 
maintain accountability for energy management activities. 

Our only problem~n adopting the funding level 
recommended by PSD is tt,{a~ it is based on an overall level of 

. hi . / I fund4nq W en d4ffers/~70m our adopted level. We also seek to 
ensure adequate fundd.nq tor Edison to administer ~d manage its OSM 

I I 
programs. We therefore adopt a fundinq level of $2,200,000 for 
Manaqement/Admiruitr~tion/Requlatory Support, a' level which we 'lind 

I ,.. 
is more Closely;m. atched to our adopted level.of funding and Which 
will enable Edtson to properly implement its OSM programs. 

7. otheriotmond side M§naqement IS§Qes 
, 'id . . a. ~onsol atl,QD of; 'QSM EAogram Fundl.ng 

Edison proposes two changes relating to the consOlidation 
, ",. 

ot all::>S program funding in base rates starting with 'I'est 'lear 
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position, are based on the Commission's determination in ~-
0.87-05-071 that ratepayer funds are not to be used tor marke~nq 
prosrams. The CEC , however, continues to support the t:7uni / of 
the Industrial Load. Shaping Program which is part ot non-
residential marketing. 

Additionally, Edison also urges the commit:Si in this 
proceeding, as it has in comments filed in the 3-Rs emakin9', to 
carefully consider the merits of marketing programs in cases where 
the cost-effectiveness to ratepayers can :be demonstrated. Edison 
also notes its objection to PSO's recommendationl'that if strategic 
marketing programs are adopted, customers "9iV'/up something''' to 
participate in those programs. i 

At the present time, we believe t it is appropriate to 
defer any funding for marketing' proqrams u til further analysis of 
this issue is undertaken in the 3-Rs Rulemakl.nq. As the p~rties 
have recoqnized, 0.87-05-071 specitical~ prohibited ratepayer 
fundin9 tor utility marketing which we/find would qenerally include 
the type ot activities to have Deen ~vered in these programs. 
Edison should therefore pursue th~~ri ts of marketing to all 
customer classes in the 3-R proce ing. 

5. Measqremeroc, Eval.!1¢ion« and Re'Qprting Reguirmnent§ 

In this section, we ~nsider both the funding level of 
the Measurement and :c:valuatio! Proqra:m. and the reporting 
requirements tor this proqr~ and tor OSM generally. Withrespect 
to funding, Edison and PSI) /lqree on a level ot $1,325,000 for the 
Measurement and Evaluatiod Proqram. These funds cover outside 
consultant costs assoei"ed with technical assessments of new 
technologies, data col~ction, and analysis in support ot sales and 
demand forecasts. Thi's fundinq level reflects Edison's agreement 
with PSI) to transfe"l$150,OOO from FERC Account 923 in the A&G 
budget to this bUd'~t and to transfer an additional $~O,O~O trom 
~G expenses to e CUstomer survey element of the co~o~~ial Floor 
Space studies. 
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. / 
These changes include (1) the elimination of tunding ot~e 

Residential Conservation Financing Program (RCFP) through therC~C 
balancing account and (2) the elimination ot ~ tunding ~r the 
Ott-Peak Cooling (TES) program. PSt> fully concurs with th'ese 
recommendations which are also consistent with tundin~hangeS made 
in the PC&S qeneral rate ease. (O.86-~2-09S.) We co~r with the 
parties and adopt these changes as reasonable and 06nsistent with 
D.86-12-095. In implementing this change, EdiSO;rfS C~c billing 
factor shoulc1 be reduced in an' amount consistent with D.87-05-021, 
in Ec1ison's ~ost recent CLMAC proceeding. ;I 

-1988. 

b. $2.5 Million Limit on funding shitts 
Edison proposes to eliminate thel$2.5 million limit on 

func1ing shitts within major program cateq'ories (i.e., Resic1ential 
Conservation, commercial/Industriai/A~cultural Conservation, and 
Load Management). Edison states thatlthis limit, establishec1 in 

I 
Edison's last general rate ease (D~4-12-06S), hampers its ability 
to respond to changing needs. Edfson states that it has a , 

• 
demonstrated. track record. of ilDpriementing programs consistent w,ith 
Commission policy and conside5' energy management an important 
resource alternative. Elimi;ration o~ the funding limit, in 

• 

Edison's view, will increaslEdison's flexibility to derive the 
• '-~ I· ./ 

~um ~ne.~t from ene~ management. 
PSt>, however, .strongly recommends that the cap remain in 

place and that advicejt'tter filings for funding shitts of $2.5 
million or more conti~ue to be required. PSD does recommend, 
however, that the ca:tegories be modified to give Edison more 
flexibility With~prOgram areas. 

speci~cally, PSD recommends that the current three 
proqram eatego~es be replaced with the following six categories: 

r 
(1) Energy Services and Information Proqrams (Residential and Non-
Residentialy!. (2) Residential and Non-Residential Conservation 
Incentive Proqrams; (3) Load Management PrO<Jl:'ams. (4) Marketing 
Programs it any are funded in spite of PSD's recommendations and 
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Edison, however, does not agree with PSO's 
that the expenses associated with the Load Meterinq and,'CUstomer 
Survey prOC]raln ($705,000) be included as DSM, as opposed to' 
expenses. Edison states that it has traditionally eategor 
these expenses as A&G and that it is appropriate to cont 
so since the prilnary purpose ot these activities is to s~ppor1: 
Edison's load research efforts. According to Edison, load 
research aetivitiesare for the most part undertaken 
marginal cost allocations and rate desiqn. 

In additio:n to the its recommendation 
load research activi't::.ias trom A&G to OSM, PSI) proposes that 
Edison's eurrent Measurement and Evaluation qeneral DSM 
reporting requirel!1en'ts be chanqed with O.S6-12-095.. In 
that order, the Commission provided a listing ot reporting 
requirements and filinq~;.. 

We tind tho,.t the overall level tor this pr09'X'ruD. 
to which the parties have agreed is/reasonable and that PSO's non
budqetary recommenda~l:ions also hav.e meri ~I:. To ensure the proper 
desiqnation of ratepayer tunds, w'e tind ~~at it is reasonable to 
include the funding for EdiSOz;,~ load re:~earch activities as a DSM 
expense. Edison adlni tt'~d that while the:~e acti vi ties are not 
necessarily related to DSM;!they are in :~act useful in that reqard. 
Research on load appear!~/o be appropria1:ely included in an are~ in 
which load management ~£ a tocus. 

To further provide consistency in the review of every 
utility'S DSM proqranis, we also agree with PSO that the ,reports 
required tor Ediso~s OSM programs should be developed using the 
same guidelines w~iCh we recently adopted tor PG&E. Those 
reporting requi;.!ements and guidelines ar(~ set forth at pages 111 
through 118 otl O. 86-12-095- and are incorporated by reter,ence in 
this decisic~,-.' :rif' .. will direct Edison to tollow those guidelines in 
meeting i tJ reporting requirements and to use the generic OSM 

det:i.:tU iris beinq eSt4l>lishe~ in the Reportinq Requirements Manual 
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4ItEdison's withdrawal ot those labeled as such)~ (5) Measurement and 
Evaluation; and (6) Energy Management Support. PSO further / 
proposes that any funding shift over $2.5 million within cat.egories 
or any funding shift between the categories should be re~~ted by 
an advice letter filing. PSO notes that its proposal w~~ provide 
Edison with more flexibility in manaqing its conservat~on ,and load 
management prOCjram budgets since Edison will not need/to submit an 
advice letter to shift the dollars covered by the ctP• 

PSO refutes Edison's assertion that PSOldid not provide 
/ 

any evidence to support it~ recommended continuation of the cap on 
1 

I . 
funding shifts. PSO states that the deve op:nent ot lots new prOCjraln 
categories was based on an independent cozt-/ffectiveness analysis 
and proqr~atic review. 

We note that the $2.$ million limit on funding shifts at 
I 

issue in this proceeding has been maintained since Edison's 1983 
( 

test year general rate case. (See, O.S2-1Z-0SS, 0.84-1Z-068.) 
Specifically, we ha~ intended by ou~prior orders to grant Edison 
the discretion to reallocate up tols2.s million within its three 

.basic conservation program cate~.o'ries. Advice letter filings were 
required, however, for shifts ~ong the three major program 
categories or tor shifts of ~eater than $2.5 million within the 
proqram category. II 

Edison now suggests that instead of improving its 
, I 

management flexibility ,/this funding limit has hampered its abil i ty 
to respond to commissi"i .:onservation directiv,es. We are slightly 
perplexed by this astertion, unless Edison's proposed elimination 
of the $2.5 millio='~p includes the elimination of advice letters 
for inter-eateg07/'-nd intra.-category funding shifts. 'Xhis 
position is untenable especially with our increased need to control 
conservat~on a . / oa management spen lonq. • ~f l' d d.. 

To e ~nce Edison's flexibility in managinq its OSM 
proqr~ fund/nq, we are at most willinq to· continue to maintain the 
$2.5 million' allowance on funding shifts within the three major 
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drafted in response to D.S6-12-095. While Edison has sU9gest~ I 
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that tho restructuring required t~ meet these new reporti~g~ 
criteria may increase Edison'S costs, we find that the o~~all DSK 

budqet which we have approved in this proceeding sh7U1 e adequate 
for Edison to meet any suCh increased costs. 

6. SUpport Er99rn":t 
The following table summarizes the recommendations of 

Edison and PSI) in the support programs categOry/Reductions in 
funding have been recommended by PSI) for each lement of this 
program (Public Awareness, Advertisinq, and anagement/ 
Administration/Regulatory Support) yieldin a total difference 
between PSD and Edison of $1.3 million. 

Support Progn,as. 
Edi§onlpsO EXpenses &9mparison 

(Thousancls ,o:t 1985 Dollars) 
/ DescriT3i9n 

~YPPOrt Pr2Sram~ 

Public Awareness 
Advertisinq 
Mqmt .. /Ad:fJJ.in./Req • Support 

Total Support 

a. 

Ed~9D ~ 

/ 
1$1,l82 

1,000 
2,402 

4,7S4 

$l,.031 
492-

2,005 

YArianc~ 

$ (351) 
(50S) 
(327) 

(1,25&) 

The $351,000 difference }:)etween Edison's request anQ 
PSD's recommendation i~the Public Awareness area relates primarily 
to PSD'S proposed re¥etion in th.e funding requested by Edison :for 
~Che Save Energy at SChool proqram. Edison states that it has 
::-equested an increfse in :funding for this prQ9'ram (67% over 1985 
authorized fundi?q) based on two :factors. The :first, according to 
Edison, is the ~ansion of the elementary school prQ9'ram to 
increase visitsftrom 70 to 250. The second is the development and 
implementatioi o:f a proqram targeted t~ the secondary scbool level. 

I . 
Eeeause PSD id not allow tor these changes, Edison, believes that 
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tltproqram categories and to reject PSD's suqqestion ror increas~ 
the number of categories. PSD's suggestion would not seem to 
improve Edison's flexibility since advice letters would b~equired 
for every shift between categories, and the increase in~ategories. 
would obviously result in an increase in the instances' when advice 
letters would be required. We continue our admonit~n to Edison 
stated in 0.84-12-068, however, that our E&C Oivi~onShould be 
advi$ed ot all changes in program emphasis whe~r or not an advice 
letter is required. We therefore find reaso~le and adopt the 
continuation of the three basic OSM proqr~ategories of 
Residential Conservation, Commercial/Industrial/Agricultural 

~ 

Conservation, and Load Manaqement, and ace advice letter filings tor 
funding shifts between these three ma~ program categories or tor 
shifts of greater than $2.5 million/~thin those categories. 

c. J;nergy Management $.Alary 1Ndg~t 
As required by ordering/paragraph 12 of 0.84-12-068' in 

Edison's last general rate cas~Edison has reduced the Corporate 

• 

Energy Management labor budqet'by over 20% an~ provided a numerical 
count by job category and s~ary range and a description of each 
job category. Based on the'e actions, we tind that Edison has 
complied with 0.84-12-06&1. . 

• 

d. ESP Px:og"l3lm X2i'tiDi3;i.2DS 
PSO recomme?ds that for future reporting requirements and 

applications Edison be directed to use the proqram definitions 
I 

established and used by the PSO in this proceeding. According to 
PSO, its definiticlns use generic names rather than Edison 

I 
promotional name$ (e.g., non-residential new construction rather 
than Award BuiJiing Program), distinguish between participating 
c::ustomer elas/es, and refleet the program purpose. PSO believes 
that this ap,rroach is essential to tracking similar proqrams with 
different names over time and to providing meaningful cost-

o I 
e!fect~veness analyses • 
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PSD's recommended funding level is not SUfficient 
implement the program. 

the Save 
s proposec:1 

PSD believes 

PSO states, however, that while it approves 
Ener9Y at SChool project, it cannot endorse the Ec:1 
80% increase in func:1inq over recorc:1ed 1986· expenses 
that its recommenc:1ec:1 25% increase over 1986 rec::Ol::'CU!!!c:1 
will allow Edison to begin penetration into selc~la~l%l schools 

104'''''~.II.ow.,ts. For the 
the test year 1988 

without significantly increasing func:1inq 
remaining programs, PSO recommends 
funding level to the 1986 recorded level. 

We finc:1 that PSO has taken into p ........... 'Io4.U, ... the activities 
required by Edison to implement its 
and has proposed a reasonable increase 

FET\~"J"·t!r'.T at School program 

1986 expenc:1i tures to adequately <..::.:::nr.,., r """\ .. ~ ... 

concur with PSD, in our efforts to ~'Q~\~"~~. constrain 
conservation anc:1 load management e~[;)e%lCll.tures, to holc:1 the 
remaining programs to funding 
therefore adopt and find 
for the Public Awareness prIOCJl~~ 

l>. Aclyertisi.nq 

Edison and PSO 

advertising- • PSD has recol~~~nCLea 
of $1,000,000 to $492,00 

15 recorded for 1985. We 
a funding level of $l,Oll,OOO 

appropriate funding for 
a reduction of Edison's request 

position that its funding request is 
necessary to meet its iqation to ec:1~cate and remind customers 
of the benefits of management. Edison asserts that this 
role will become significant in 1988 with the media's 
continued lack of e~lP~lS~.5 on energy issues in general and energy 
management in 

PSO 
increased need 
case. PSD sta 

s, however, that Edison had also asserted an 
I r advertisement in,. ~ts· -::;.~st year 1985 qeneral rate 
s that in 0.84-12-068 at page 202, the Commission 

's argument, concludinq that *qeneral advertising 
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• We find PSD's &uqqestion to be meritorious. We be 'eve 
that as our scrutiny of conservation programs and their eo 
effectiveness has intensified so has our need to traek se 
programs and ensure that duplicative spending does not~sult. In 
the rate ease setting, such consistency is even more;critical as 
multiple programs are reviewed and funding levels ~~approved. We 
therefore adopt PSO's definitions and direet Edison t~ use these 
definitions in all future rate, offset, and7dv~e letter 
proceedings .. 
o. Adopted Results 

The following table summarizes 0 adopted funding levels 
for Edison's OSM proqrams: 

• 
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costs should be kept to a minimum especially since many 0 Edison's 
programs provide for their own promotion.* PSO believe that this , 
finding is still as *current* as the media trends citea by Edison. 

We concur with PSD. 'l'he tact of i~di Vidul proqram 
promotion has not chanqed since Edison's last general rate case. 
We do not believe that it is warranted for Edis "to- enqaqe in 
duplicative spending and find that the expens for general 
adVertising should be minimized. We therefo e find reasonable and 
adopt PSD's proposed budqet for Advertisin of $492,000. 

c. Jlanag@\entlAdministra'tiQD/BegUlAtorv SUpport 

The difference between PSD ~Edison for the fundinq of 
the Manaqement/Aaministration/Requlatory Support proqr~ is 
$398,000. PSD states that its reco~ended fundinq level of 
$2,003,760 for this program is basG'a on historical spendinq 
patterns which reflect that aami~strative and management expenses 

'J' • • should not exceed 4.5% of totaljProqra:m. costs. In develop:long :lots 
recommendation for suppo.rt pr"ram fundinq, PSD applied this 
formula to its own tCltal prog,ram costs of $44,528,000. 

Edison states thatfits requested funding level of 
J . , 

$2,402,000 for this ~Iroqra,n is necessary to increase the efficient 
use of electricity thrOU~ the development, implementation, and 
coordination of cost-ef{ective energy management proqrams. Edison 
states that it does n~{ agree with PSD's method of funding based on 
a proportional all~~ion of administrative and management costs tc> 
program costs. Redu~ed program' funding, accordinq to Edison, does 
not proportionall~/reduce ~e effort re.~1ired to- manage and 
maintain accountability for energy manage~ent activities. 

1 

Our on1y problem in adoptinq the funding level 
recommended by.fi>sD is that it is based Or.l, an overall level of 
fundin~ Whichi~i:fers from our adopted lelvel. We also· seek to' 
ensure ~t~)-r~te fundinq for Edison to a<:btinister and manage its DSM 
programs. ~e therefore adopt a funding' level of $2,200,000 for 
Manaqement1Adm.inistration/Requlatory SUp];:lort, a level which we find 
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AdQPte4 19a5 pemand Side Mana~ment 

~tsidential Conservation 

Residential Information 
Energy Management Services 
Weather & Retrofit Incentives 
Energy Eff. Home Builders 
HP Wa~er Heater/Solar Service 
Appliance Eff. Incentives 
Direct Assistance 

Hon-Residential ~9nservat12n 

Non-Residential Inform."tion 
Energy Management services 
Energy Management Incentives (Comm.) 
Energy Management Incentives (Ind.) 
Energy Management InCel'ltives (Ac:lm.in.) 
New construction 

Load Hanagemen;t 

AC Cycling - Residential 
Pool Timer 
DSS III 
AC Cycling - Non-Residontial 
Therm. Storage/Off-Peak Cool 
Interrupt./CUrtailable 
Water Storage 

Measurgment & Eyalua:tioD 

~pport Programs ( 

Pul::>lie Awareness ,/ 
Advertising 1/ 
M9'lllt./Admin./Req. Support 

/1 
Grand TotaL/OSM Progr~ 

/ 
Adjustments for Progr~ Impacts 

/, 
Grand Total DSM Programs 
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Program Expenses 

" 

$1:91/ 
4,l49 

76, 
l,O.oO 
/40 

/,(,105 
_ S,470 
l7,45-l 

767 
8,029 
3-,446-
l,227 

3-38 
2.S00 

16,.3-07 

l,8'46, 
209 

l.,7l.S-
109 

4,0100 
2:l5 

1. 6~1. 
9,733 

7,32'S 

1,.031 
492 

2.20<t 
:3,72'3 

54,544 

(350.) 

54,194 
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is more closely matched to our adopted level 
~ill enable Edison to properly implement its 

7. 0tMr Demand Side ltfanaggmeD1:i Xs~ 

a. ~ns91idati2D 2: J)SM: Program It)mdinq 
Edison proposes two changes r(!lating to e consolidation 

of all DSM program funding in base rates startin with Test Year 
1988. These changes include (1) the eljJninati90- of fUndinq of the 
Residential Conservation Financing Program (~FP) through the CLMAC 
balancing account and (2) the eliminatiO~O ERAM fundinq tor the 
Off-Peak Coolinq (TES) program. PSD full concurs with these 
recommendations Which are also consiste with funding changes made 
in the PG&E qeneral rate case. (0.86- -095.) 

We concur with the parties d generally adopt these 
ehanses as reasonable and consiste witn D.86-12-09S. To, provide 
an orderly transition to base r~t / recov,ery o,f 'rES incentive 
payments, however, all TES ince ive payment related to contr~cts 
executed prior to January 1, 1 88 should continue to be reflected 
in the ERAM balancing accountlin accordance with the procedures set 

I 
forth in 0.82-12-055. All TtS incentive payments related to 

I contracts executed on and atter January ~, 1988, should be 
reflected in base rates ~ke any other enerqy management expense. 
Finally, in imPlementin;(the change to base rate recovery of OSM 
proqram funding, Edis~'~ CLMAC billinq factor should be reduced in 
an amow:t consisteznt ith 0.87-05-021 in Edison's most recent CLMAC 
proc:eedl.nq. 

b. $2. S iii . LilIlit em Funding Shifts 

Edison roposes to eliminate the $2.5 million limit on 
funding shifts ithin major proqram cateq,ories (i.e., Residential 
Conservation, ommereial/rndustrial/Aqrie~ltural conservation, and 
Load Manaqem t). Edison states that this limit, established in 
Edison's la t general ra'l:e ease (D.8'4-12-068), hampers its ~,?ili~.:y 
to respon to chanqinq needs. Edison states that it has a . 
<:iemonstr ed track· record of implementing' proqra:ms consistent with 
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VII. ,ogsneration/sma11 Power Pr~Yction PrQSXAm~ 

A. Edison and ESP R~eOl!W)endat10ns / 
Edison has estimated the cost for its cogeneration and 

l 
S~ll Power Development program in 1988 to be $1,76S,OOO. Tn~s 

II 
level ot funding, according to Edison, is required to maintain new 
OF projects already on-line and to ensure their integrat~ 
operation with the Edison system. J' 

Edison states that it continues to be comm;tted to the 
success ot reasonable alternative resources as an iJ:1tegral part of , 
its resource plan. According to Edison, by the e~d ot September 

t 
1986 it had executed 407 contracts representinq/7,277 MW of 
nameplate capacity. To more efficiently utilize OF generation, 
Edison states that it is currently ne90tiat~ aispatchability 

" provisions with QFs who have executed contracts. The growth in OF 
generation expected by Edison into the ~-1990'S will, in Edison's 
opinion, reduce 1:ne need to commit res~ces to build base load ;. 
generating units in the foreseeable ~ture. 

~ The six major components~ Edison's Ccigeneration and 
Small Power Development proqram aXe execution of contracts, OF 
project development management,;!contract administration, regulatory 
interface, outreach and commu~cation, and special studies. Edison 
believes these components a~ necessary to maintain and integrate 
cogeneration and small p~L~r production into the Edison electrical 
system. According to ~~json, the implementation of these program 
components requires th~maintenanee ot current statfin9 levels. 

PSO states!that its review ot the Edison cogeneration and 
small power proqra~naicates that Edison's ettorts in signing QF 
projeets and intersrating them into the utility electric system have 
been successf~~~PSD aqrees with Edison's funding request of 
$~, 765, 000 ~P'rjthiS proqram, which matches the levels approved in 
1985 and 19'86 

/1 
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• VII. Coqenerati2p/$mall Power Production Programs 

A. Edison and FSD Recommendations 
Edison has estimated the cost for its Cogeneration a~ 

. $ ! Small Power Development program ~ 1988 to be l,765,000. ~~s 

level 0: funding, according to Edison, is required to maintiin new 
OF projects already on-line and to ensure their integrate~ 
operation with the Edison system. ~ 

Edison states that it continues to be comm~ed to the 
success of reasonable alternative resources as an integral part of , 
its resource plan. According to Edison, by the e~d of September 

" 1986 it had executed 407 contracts representinq/7,277 MW of 
nameplate capacity. To more efficiently util~e QF generation, 
Edison states that it is currently negotiat~ dispatchability 
provisions with QFs who have executed contr~cts. The growth in QF 
generation expected by Edison into the ~-l990's will, in Edison's 
opinion, reduce the need to commit reso'~ces to build base load 

. .. .. '-1 // 
generat~nq un~ts ~n the .oreseea~ e tnture. 

~ The six major components/of Edison'S COgeneration and 
small Power Development program ~e execution of contracts, OF 
project development management,;fcontract administration, regulatory 
interface, outreach and communioation, and speoial studies. Edison 

t ,/1 . t 

bel~eves these oomponents a~ neoessary to mainta1n and integrate 
t' d 11 // od . . th· . 

:;;:::a ~::o:in:m:o E~1s::, P~e u:~~:m:~~=tiO: :~1::s:1;::~:1 
components requires th~maintenance of current staffing levels. 

PSD state/sjthat its review of the Edison cogeneration and 
small power program;lindicates that Edison's efforts in signing OF 
projects and in~grating them into the utility electric system have 
been successf¥-/ PSD agrees with Edison's funding request of 
$~, 76-5-,,000 ~o'r ;this program, which matches the levels approved in 
l.985- and 1~6./ 

/1 
.' .' 
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commission policy and considers energy management an ~lPol~~mt 
resource alternative. Elimination of the funding limit, 
Edison's view, will increase Edison's flexibility to 
maximum benefit from energy management. 

PSD, however, strongly recommends that cap remain in 
place and that advice letter filings for funding s£ifts of $2.5-
millie~ or more continue to be required. PSD aots recommend, 
however, that the categories be modified t:zg Y'e Edison more 
flexibility within program areas. 

Specifically, PSD recommends tha the current three 
program categories be replaced·with the t6llowing six categories: 

I 
(1) Energy Services and Information Pr~ams (Residential and Non-
Residential): (2) Residential and NoniResidential Conservation 
Incentive Programs: (3) Load Management Programs: (4) Marketing 

/ 
Programs (if any are funded in spite of PSO's recommendations and 
Edison's withdrawal of those labe~d as su~h); (S) Measurement and 
Evaluation: and (6) Energy Management Support. PSI> further 
proposes that any funding shift' over $2.5- mi'llio~ within categories 
or any funding shift between/the categories should be requested by 
an advice letter filing. PSI> notes that its proposal will provide 
Edison with more flexibil~£Y in managing its conservation and load 
management program budgets since Edison will not need to· submit an 

I 

advice letter to shift the dollars covered by the cap. 
I 

PSD refutes Edison's assertion that PSI> did not provide 
any evidence to suppoft its recommended continuation of the cap on 
funding shifts. psd states that the development of its new program 
categories was basid on an independent cost-effectiveness analysis 

I 
and programmatic review. 

We note that the $2 .. 5 million limit on funding shifts at 
issue in this ~oceeding has been maintained since Edison's 1983 

I 
test year general rate ease.. (S<1'~., D .•. ~2-12-05S., 0.84-12-068·.) 
SpeCifically;f we had intended by~our prior orders to grant Edison 
the discretion to reallocate up :to, $2.5 million within its three 
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PSO recommends, however, that for the attrition years 
during which currently pending projects will have either-beco e 
operational or have been abandoned, funding should be reduc a by 
$200,000 in 1989 and $550,000 in 1990. Edison has accePt~ these 

/ 
adjustments conditioned on the adjustment being subjec~o a 
periodic analysis on the optimal funding for the pro~. PSO 

accepts this request, with the first such report~o-e received on 
August 31, 1988. , 

We concur with Edison and PSO that the continued . 
effective development of QF resources is an impOrtant goal which 
will per.mi t Edison to meet its resource n,eedf The fundinq level 
for this proqram requested by Edison and ·t~hich PSD has agreed is 
SUfficient to fund the program eomponents1' We also aqree with PSO 
that proqram costs should be tracked t~ ~rovide for the most cost
effective development of this resource~ We therefore find 
reasonable and adopt the overall proq/am funding of $1,.765-,000, , 
with reduction:. of $200,000 in 1989

l
and $550,000 in 1990 if 

• 
warranted o~ the basis of the periodic analysis to be undertaken :oy 
PSO and Edison ... 

" 

• .i 

" / 

/ 

/ 
l 

/ 
./ 

/ 
/ 
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basic conservation program categories. J\dvice letter filings were 
required., however, for s~hifts alnonq the 1:hree major proqram /' 
categories or for shiftsf of greater than $2.5 million within tne~ 
program category. . z::: 

Ediso~ now suggests that instead of improving i 
manaqell1ent flexibility, this funding limit has hampered ts at>ility 
to respond to Commission conservation directives. We slightly 
perplexed by this assertion, unless Edison's propos 
of the $2.5 million cap includes the 'elimination 
for inter-category and intra-category funding s fts. Tllis 
position is untenable especially with our Z'ncr ased need to control 
conservation and load management spending. 

To enhance Edison's flexibility managing its OSM 
program funding, we are at most willing ~. continue to maintain the 
$2.5 million allowance on funding shifts/within the three major 
program categories and to reject PSI)' suqgestion for increasing 
the number of categories. PSI)'s sug estion would not seem to 
improve Edison's flexibility since dvice letters would be required 
for every shift between cateqorie , and the increase in categories 
would obviously result in an increase in the instances when advice 
letters would be required. weI'continue our admonition to' Edison 
stated in 0.84-12-068, howeve?, tllat our E&C Oivision should be 
advised of all changes in ~oqram emphasis whether or not an advice 
letter is required. We ~erefore find reasonable and adopt the 
continuation of the thr~ basic OSM program categories of 
Residential conservat~tn, Commercial/Industrial/Agricultural 
Conservation, and ~ Management, and of advice letter filings for 
funding shifts bet~en these three major proqram categories or for 
shifts of qreater an $2.5 million within those categories. 

c. 
ired by ordering Paragraph 12 of D.84-12-068 in 

Edison's last qeneral rate case, Edison has reduced the corporate 
Energy Manag ent labor budget by over 20% ana provided a numerical 
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• VIII. Bypas~ 

On October 1, 1986, the Commission issued Rulema nq CR •. ) 
86-10-001. This rulemakinq, also known as the *l-Rs* (r' ~, 
return, and ratemakinq), was intended to revise electr' utility 
ratemaking mechanisms in response to chanqing condit' £s in the 
electric industry. With the issuance of 0.87-05-0 0n 
R.S6-10-001, the commission indicated that its c cern with one of 

I 
these changing conditions, the phenomenon kno*bypass,* had 
become paramount. 'I 

As described in 0.87-05-071, *byp /' occurs when a 
customer chooses to generate its own ener~ rather than accept the 
service available from the local public.A iity. Because of lower 
fossil fuel prices and revitalized gene(rit!on technology, we 

, • I/, / • 
reeoqn4zed 4n 0.87-05-071 that sclf~ rat~on had become 
attractive to many customers especiJ: y~When the utility'S rates 
exceed the cost of self-qenerati~!j ~e. further found, however, 

•
th~t this loss of customers from e Isystem could negatively affect 

, / . 
remaining customers who would be aced with increased rates due to 
the utility's fixed costs bei~ me by a smaller sales base. 
(0 .. 87-05-071, at PP. 2-3.) / . 

Our particular con as explained in 0.87-05-071, is 
/ 

that a customer with se~fJ:~eration costs exceeding the utility'S 
short-run marginal costs/~ 1 bypass the utility system, an 
~economie* bypass. Whe this situation occurs, we have found 
that the eustomer~s se;{f generation results in Wan inefficient 
allocation of society/s resources.* (0.87-05-071, at p. 3.) We 
have also observed th~ when the customer is able to generate for 

I 
less than the util~ s long-run marqinal cost, but more than the 
utility'S short-~ rginal cost, the customer should be induced 
to remain on the ... ~ tem and to postpone construction ot its- own 

I 

:facility until ad. .i.tional capacity is needed by the utility_ (~ .. ) 
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count by job cateqory and salary range and a description of each 
job- category. Based on these actions, we find that Edison has 
complied with 0.84-l2-068. 

d. ESP Pr99XAm Petinttions 
PSD recommends that tor t~ture reporting 

applications E,i:1ison be' directed to use the proqrD defltnitions 
estal)lished aIli:l used by the . PSI) in this proceeding.. Jccording to 
PSI), its definitions use generic names =ather than)Edison 
promotional names (e.g_, non-residential new con~ction rather 
than Award Building Program), distinquish betw,e~ participating 
customer classes, and reflect the proqr8ll1 p~ose. PSO· believes 
that this approach is essential to traz:cki9' imilar programs with 
different names over ti=e and to providin meaningful eost
effectiveness analyses. 

We find PSD's suggestion to e meritorious. We believe 
that as our scrutiny of eonservation/troqrams and their cost
effectiveness has intensified so h~ our need to track these 

. , 
proqrams and ensure that duplieati'V'e spending does not result. In 
the rate ease setting, sueh consistency is even more critieal as 
multiple programs are reviewe~and funding levels are approved. We 
therefore adopt the generic demand side management detinitions 
being establiShed in the Re;fortin9 Requirements Manual and direct 
Edison to use these defin1iions in all future rate, offset, and 
advice letter proceedings(. 
0.. Mopted Bes.g1ts j 

'the followi q table s"'nm~rizes our adopted funding levels 
/ 

for Edison's DSM pr~ams: 
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We concluded in 0.87-05-07l. that to address the 
created by bypass certain general solutions suggested the elves. 
These solutions included: (l) the efficient use of the ility's 
capacity helping to lower rates ~y spreading costs ov a larger 
base, (2) the lowering of overall rates by bringing 
mar~inal costs, and (3) the efficient management 0 the system 
permitting the utility to act more competitively 0 retain existing 
customers and to increase sales when short-run arqinal costs are 
low. (0.87-05-07l, at p. 3.) 

Guided by these basic principles, e adopted in 
0.87-05-07l several policies aimed at les ninq the detrimental 
impact of ~ypass on tho utility and its ustomers. These policies 
included a commitment to revenue alloe ion based on Equal Percent 
of Marginal cost (EPMC), the elimina on of the Attrition Rate 
Adjustment (ARA) tor the large ligh and power class, the 
elimination of the Electric Reven Adjustment Mechanism (!RAM) for 
the large light and power class, and the Use of special contracts 

• 

between the utilities and the 
power class. To implement th 
ordered to examine guideline 

stomers in the large light and 
policies, further proceedings were 
special contracts, rate options 

and rate unbundling for dif erent customer classes, and revised 
forecasts of sales and rev nues. 

In adopting th e policies, however, we indicated that 
ynamics of changing utility conditions and 

could be altered in reo Additionally, we 
made clear that these policies were not aimed at diminishinq our 
support for alternr: generation, but rather to design regulatory 
mechanisms to prom e efficient use of an inte9rated syste~ of 
electric resouree. (0.87-05-07l, at p. 4.) 

We believe that the appropriate forum for developing 
policies governl.ng our response, to bypass is clearly R.S6-l0-00l. 
Those pOlieie!, however, play an important and integral role in our 
findings in is general rate case on issues related tomarqinal 
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Adopted 1988 Demand Side HaoASe;ment Program 'EXDen~es 

• 

• 

~sidential Conservation 

Residential Information 
Energy Manag-ement Serviees . 
Weather & Retrotit Ineentives 
Energy Eft.. Home Builders 
HPWater Heater/Solar serviee 
Appliance Eft .. Incentives 
Direct Assistance 

H2n-Residential Conservation 

Non-Residential Information 
Enerqy Manag-ement Services 
Energy Man,agement Ineenti ves 
Energy Management Incentives 
Energy Management Ineentives 
New Construction 

IQad Management 

AC cycling - Residential 
Pool Timer 
DSS III 
AC cyeling - Non-Residential 
'Xherm.. storagefott-peak7cool 
Interrupt.fcurtailable 
Water Storage ' 

$U!POrt Pl:slgramli I 
Public Awarenes~ 
Advertising I 
Mgmt .. fAdmin .. fReg.. SUpport 

I. 1 Grand 'rota DSM Programs 
I 

Acljustments !O~.:o:t'c:'sralll. Impacts 7d. :rotal DS:II Pr09"alIIS 

/ - 153 -
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1,919 
4,149 

76S 
1,000 

40 
4,105-
5,472 

17,451 

767 
8,029 
3,446-
1,2'2'7 

338 
2,500 

16,307 

1,846 
209 

1,71S 
109 

4,000 
2'15-

1,641 
9,73·S. 

7,32S 

1,.031 
492 

2,200 
3,72'3 

54,544 

(35Q) 

54,194 
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4Itcost, revenue allocation, rate design, and demand side management 
programs. This role is. re~lected in both the parties' positions 
and our resolution of each of these issues. 

Bypass, however, was made a separate issue in this 
proceeding by Edison's inclusion in its preparecl testimony o'f an 
exhibit (Exhibit 21) intenclecl to, quantify the extent of ass 
expected in the future. The stud,y included in Exhibit 1 was later 
revised ancl the results of the new study were presen d in Exhibit 
21-A. Because insUfficient time was available tor e parties to 
tully review Exhibit 21-A, this exhibit was not c 
supersecled Exhibit 21, and both exhibits remain in the record in 
this proceeding. 

Basecl on these exhibits, Eclison is tore casting 
significant amounts of bypass over the ne sev,aral years .. S. 

Edison's forecast was developecl by exa:mi ng several non
residential market segments which had b en identified by Edison as 
prospective candidates for uneconomic ypass. These segments 

•

included oil refining and processin , process in~ustries (TOO-a), 
~,ssembly inclustries (TOO-a), and c ercial ('1'00-8) and general 
service (GS-2) customers. 

While presentinq no f recasts of their own, both PSO· and 
the California Coqeneration C cil (CCe) seriously questioned ~oth 
studies performed ~y Edison. PSO cited flaws in these stUdies 
related to the method of ev. luation, the assumptions used, ancl the 
information *qaps* which 0 believes *prevents the stucly from 
leaclinq to a useful anal sis.* (PSD Opening Brief, at p. 107.) 

PSO also states that E son has acknowledged that the studies did 
not include an evalua on of the eustomer'stinancial ability to 

5 In Exhibit 2 -A, Eclison inclicated a sales reduction for the 
ear on which Edison had focused, of between 9.9 

BkWh, based th rate cesign proposed by Edison in this proceecling, 
ancl 14.3 B~ based on present rate desiqn • 
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VII.. Cogeneration/Small Power gxoduSf3;iQD gxngrnm§; 

A.. Edison and PSD~omm~ndA.tions 
Edison has estimated the cost tor its Coqenera 

Small Power Development proqraln in 1988 to :be $1,765-,0 o. 
level of funding, accordinq to'Ed1son, is required t maintain new 
OF projects already on-line and to ensure their in~qrated 
operation with the Edison system. l' 

Edison states that it continues to ~ommitted to the 
success of reasonable alternative resources ~ an integral part of 
its resource plan. Accordinq to Edison, b~e ena of September 
1986 it had executed 407 contracts representing 7,277 MW of 
nalneplate capacity. '1'0 more efficientlr.tili,ze OF qeneration, 
Edison states that it is ~ently negotiatinq dispatchability 
provisions with QFs who have execute~ontracts. The growth in OF 
qenera~ion expected :by Edison into ~e mid-1990's will, in Edison's 
opinion, reauce the need to commit~esources to build base load 
generatinq units in the toreseeaote future. 

The six major componejfs of ~dison's Coqeneration and 
small Power Development proqr~ are execution of contracts, OF 
project developmen~ m~~qement, contract administration, requlatory 
interface, outreach ana co~ication, and special studies. Edison 
believes these components Ire necessary to maintain and integrate 
cogeneration and s~ll Pf?ler pro<1uction ir.lto the Edison electrical 
system. According to EMson, the implem.er.ltation of these pr09ram 
components requires the/maintenance of current staffing levels. 

~ 

PSO states that its review of the Edison coqeneration and 
s~all power program indicates that Edison'S efforts in siqning QF 
projects ~d inteqritinq them into the utility electric syste~ have 

I 
been successful.. !SO agrees with Edison's tundinq request of 
$1,765,000 tor ~s program, which matches the levels approved in 
1985 and 1986. 
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~Self-generate or the choice a customer would make, given limited 
finances, Detween the cogeneration alternative and other.options. 

The ccc similarly criticizes Edison's studies and eve 
finds that Edison's definition of ~uneconomic~ bypass is flaw 
Specifically, the CCC charges that Edison has failed to' con~' der 
the long-term economic perspective in evaluating the bene 
self-generation. In addition to identifying errors in 
forecast methodology and assumptions, the CCC also ar 
Edison's failure to make available to the CCC its m 
base, which Edison asserts are proprietary, render 
forecasts suspect. 

In addition to challenging Edison's s dies, bothPSO and 
the CCC offered their own insights into the i ue of bypass. PSO 

e those annclunced in 
at the ratepayer should 

concurs with the effort to follow policies 1 
0.87-05-071. PSO also believes, however, 
not shoulder the responsibility for st ng uneconomic bypass 
alone. Speci~ieally, PSI> states that' a ac:1c:1itiona1 mechani:sm ~or 

• 

avoiding bypass, in which shareholder and the utility would have 
an in~luence and a stake, is the eff ctive and efficient management 
of the system designed to reduce utility'S revenue re~~irement. 
In PSO's opinion, wever increasin revenue requirements will, if 
unchecked .. make all the allocat' n and rate design modifieations 
moot as methods to control byp ss~ and will result in rates which 
will be *non-competitive on (PSO Opening Brief, at, 
p. 104.) 

gnizes that measures should De taken to 
relieve pressures result' q from uneconomic bypass, including the 
immediate move to an EP C revenue allocation for all customers. On 
the other hand, the C warns that other proposals aimed at 
uneconomie bypass, ludinq Edison's contract rate proposal, 
should be examined ith care to ensure that these *solutions~ to
short-term concern do not discourage or sacrifice the long-term 

ration and economic bypass. 
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PSO recommends, however, that for the attrition years, 
durinq whi~ currently pendinq projects will have either beeome 
operational or have been abandoned, funding should be reduced ~y 
$200,000 in 1989 and $550,000 in 1990. Edison has accepted 
adjustments conditioned on the adj~stment beinq sUbject to a 
periodic analysis on the optimal funding for the pr09'ra:m.. 
accepts this request, with the first such report to be 
August 31, 1988. 

We concur with Edison and PSO that the 
effective development of QF resources is an lmlPOl~ 
will permit Edison to meet its resource needs. funding level 
for this proqr~ requested by Edison and to PSO has'aqreed is 
su~~icient to ~und the program components. also agree with PSD 
that program costs should be tracked to p~vide for the most cost
effective development of this resouree./'We therefore 'lind 
reasonable and adopt the overall proqr~ funding of $1,76$,000, 
with reductions o~ $200,000 in 1989 ald $550,000 in 1990 if 
warranted on the basis o~ the periO<:Ile. analysis to be undertaken by 
PSD and Edison • 

./ 
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• We applauQ Edison's effort to quantify the effects of 
bypass, l:>ut, likc~ PSD and the CCC, have grave re~ervations 
regarding the methodology and assumptions used by Edison t make 
its forecasts. Problems associated with ensuring the ce ainty of 
forecasted results are made more acute in dealing with 
untested area. 

We are therefore reluctant to adopt any 
ised regarclinq 

ity to adequately 
provided by Edison due to the serious questions 
assUlIIptions and approach and the parties' ina):) 
review the models and data base. Our finding 
relating to the use of and access to comput 

in this decision 
models in developinq 

marqinal costs, based in part on Sections 821, et al., of the 
California Public Utilities Code, are e ally applicable here. In 
summary of those findings, if the util y chooses to rely on a 
computer model to support testimony i an evidentiary hearing, the 
utility must permit access to and v ification of the model and 
related clata bases to the extent n cessary for cross-examination 

•
and rebuttal. 

Further, while foreca s of bypass may be helpful in the 
future to determine the impa of our remedial actions, we do not 
find that adoption of a part cular estimate of bypass is necessary 
in this proceeding. Our cle ision in R.S6-10-001 makes clear that 
we are aware of the signi cance and potential of uneconomic bypass 
and will follow policies aimed at deterring its spread. This 
present decision takes nto account the findings of 0.87-05-071 anc;l 
implements them in tb areas of marqinal cost, revenue alloeation, 
rate desiqn, and loa manaqement. We believe, however, that any 
further study or c elusions related to the issue of bypass are 
appropriately lef to R.86-~0-OOl. OUe to' the absenee of 
sufficient need d analytical support we QO' not adopt Edison's 
bypass estimat • 

We o 'wish to assure the CCC and other representatives of 
alternate ge eration entities that our goal is in fact to stem the 
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VIII.. Bypass 

On October 1, 1986, the commission CR.) 
86-l0-00l. This rulemaking, also known as the ~3-Rs~ (r.'sk, 
return, and ratemaking), was intended to revise elec c utility 
ratemaking mechanisms in response to chanqin9 condi 'ons in the 
electric industry. With the issuance of 0'.87-05-0 in 
R.86-10-001, the Commission indicated that its cQhcern with one of 
these changing conditions, the phenomenon kntas *bypass,~ had 
become paramount. 

As described in 0.87-05-071, ~byp s· occurs when a 
customer'chooses to generate its own ener~ rather than accept the 
service available from the local p~lic utility. Because of lower 
fossil fuel prices and revitalized gene/ation technology, we 
recognized in D.&7-05-07l that self-q~eration had become 
attractive to many customers especi~lY when the utility's rates 
exceed the cost of self-qeneration~ We further found, however, 

I 
that this loss of customers from j~e system could negatively affect 
remaining customers who would De/faced with increased rates due to 
the utility'S fixed costs beinql~rne DY a smaller sales base. 
(0.87-05-071, at pp. 2-3.) ;I . 

Of particular con1ern in 0.87-05-071 was ~uneconomicH 
byPass, defined in that ordkr as occurring when a customer with 
self-qeneration costs exc~din9 the utility'S short-run marginal 

, . I , 
costs bypasses the ut~11~ system.. Under these c~rcumstanees, we 
found that the customer1s selt-qeneration results in Wan 
inefficient allocatio;'of society's resources. W (D.87-05-071, at 
p. 3.) We also obse~ed that when the customer is able to q~nerate 
tor less than the utality's long-run marginal cost, but more than 
the utility'S ShortLrun marginal cost, the customer should be 
induced t~ :-:-.'J'·:.:..in/on the systu and to· postpone construction of its 
own tacility until additional capacity is needed by the utility. 
(~.) 
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~ tide of Yneconomic ~ypass. We will encourage, to the extent tha~ 
it is required and economically efficient, self-generation ~as on 
the use of renewable resources. We believe that the precisi with 
which we have strived to identity Edison's marginal and av ded . 

• 

costs will ensure the receipt of proper price siqnals by 
customers considering bypass of the utility system and 
have already chosen self-generation. 

Finally, we note PSD's concern with the of Wever 
increasing revenue requiremontsW on bypass. As w 
previously, efficiencies in utility management ave been recognized 
in 0.87-05-071 as a means of stemming unecono c bypass. We 
believe that we have carried out this poli in this proceeding in 
our careful review of ana ultimate finainq on Edison's revenue 
requirements and management programs. I is our hope therefore 
that our adopted revenue requirement a rate desiqn will prove 
effective in redressinq the negative ffects of bypass on Edison 
and its ratepayers • 
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We concluded in D.87-05-071 that to address t~e problems 
created by bypass certain general solutions suggeste~emselves. 
These solutions included: (~) the etticient use ot~e utility's 
capacity helping to lower rates by spreading costs over a larger 
base, (2) the lowering of overall rates by bri~nq them closer to 
marginal costs, and (3) the efficient managem6nt of the system 
permitting the utility to act more competi vely to retain existing 

• 

customers and to increase sales when sho are 
low. (D.87-05-071, at p. 3.) 

Guided by these basic prine les, we adopted in 
D.87-05-071 several policies aimed lessening the detrimental 
impact of bypass on the utility an4 its customers. These policies 
included a commitment to reven~e llocation based on Equal perc~nt 
of Marqinal Cost (EPMC), the e ination of the Attrition Rate 
Adjustment (ARA) for the larg light and power class, the 

I 
elimination of the Electric~evenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) for 
the large light and power class, and the use of special contracts 
between the utilities an~the customers in the large light and 
power class. To implement these policies, further pr~eeQings were 
ordered to examine gui~lines for special contracts, rate options 
and rate unbundling. tfr diffe~~ent customer classes, and revised 
f~recasts of sales ~d revenues. 

In adoPt~g these policies, however, we indicated that 
each was subject to the dynamics of changing utility conditions and 
could be alteredjin response to those changes. Additionally, we 
made clear tha~these policie$ were not aimed at diminishing our 
support for alJernate generation, but rather to design regulatory 
mechanisms tcy promote efficient use of an integrated system of 
electric resources. (D.87-05-071, at p .• 4.) 

.t believe that the appropriate forum tor developing 
policies overning our response to bypass is clearly R. S6-10-0~ql., 
Those po icies, howlever, play an important and inteqral role ir;'our 
~in~ in this qe~l rate ease on issues related t~marqinal 
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• IX. Marginal Costs 

A. In3;Xoduction 
With this decision, the Commission continues its 

commitment to marginal cost ratemaldng. Marginal cost is an 
economic concept which reters to the change in total costs 
resulting from a change in output. As applied to an elec ric 
utility, marginal cost is the change in costs resultinq trom a 
change in the number o! kilowatts (kW) 
hours (XWh) of energy produced. 

Over the past six years, the commission 
costs to allocate the utility revenue requiremen ~ong customer 
groups and to design the rate levels tor indiv' ual rate schedules 
within each customer group. Marginal costs 
measure the cost-effectiveness ot resource 
and load management proqr~. 

e also used to 

Our need to rely on marginal sts tor ratemakinq has 
~come more acut.a in recent years as e commission seeks to, ensure 
~e financial integrity of the utili system and in turn the 

utility'S ability to discharge its bliqation to- provide and 
maintain adequate and reasonable ervice. It has been the 
Commission's long-held view tha by using marginal costs in 
ratesettinq each customer will be provided the most accurate price 
signals regarding his consum ion. Not only will this promote 
conservation and the ettici nt use of ~esourees, but equity will be 
achieved by the utility r9Covering the costs of providing service 
to each customer in prop'rtion to the costs that customer imposes 
on the utility system. By providing such cost-related rates, it is 
additionally our hope that the uneconomic bypass of the utility 
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cost, revenue ~Llliocation, rate design, and demand, side mana;rement 
proqrams. This role is reflected in both the partiez, pq 'tions 
and our resolution of each of these issues. 

Byp~ss, however, was made a separate issue n this 
proceedinq by Edison's inclusion in its prepared teStimony of an 
exhibit (Exhibit 21) intended to quantify the e~t of bypass 

/' 
expected in the :future. The study included t;n xhibit 21 was later 
revised and the results of the new study wer presented in Exhibit 
21.-A. Because insutticient time was avail~ e ~or the parties to 
tully review Exhibit 21-A, this exhibit w~ not considered to have 
superseded Exhibit 21, and both exhibits/remained in the record in 
this proceedinq. L ' 

Based on these exhibits, E 'son is forecastinq 
signitiCant amounts of bypass oV~~Jthe next several years.S 

Edison's forecast was developed b;r examining several non
resi4:lential market seqments whic;ll had been identified by Edison as 
prospective candidates for unee'onomic bypass. These seqments 
incl~llded oil refininq and yproe'eSSinq , process industries (TOO'-8), 
assembly industries (TOO'-B) and commercial (TOO'-B) and general 
service (GS-2) customers. 

While presenti~q no forecasts of their own, both PSO and 
thEI california coqeneratdon Council eCCC) seriously questioned both 
:tudies performed by E~son. PSO cited flaws in these studies 
related to the method/Of evaluation, the assumptions used, and the 
information .9'ap~. w ieh PSO believes ·prevents the study from 
leading to a usefu analysis.· epSD Opening Brief, at p. 107.) 
PSO also states t Edison has acknowledged that the studies did 
not include an e luation of the customer's tinancialability to· 

," 

S In Exhib t 21-A, Edison indiea~eQ a sales reduction for the 
year 1992, the year on which Edison had focused, of between 9.9 
BkWh, base~the rate design proposed by Edison in this proceeding, 
and 1.4.3 Wh, based on present rate design. ' -
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~system by customers with the capability of self-generation will be 
averted. 6 . 

The three principal components of an electric utility' s 
marqinal cost are (1) the cost of providing energy, (2) the c st ot 
meeting- a customer's demand, and (3) the cost of providing
customers with access to the utility system. The first 0 these 
components, marqinal energy costs, measures the change' total 
costs caused by a kWh ehanqe in energy demand. The s 
component, marginal demand or capacity costs, mea sur s 
in total costs caused by a kW change in demand. 
costs are calculated in terms of the incremen~~nvestment in 
physical plant needed to serve the next unit ~:~ad and are 
subdivided into three categories: generation transmission, and 
distribution. The third and final componen , marginal customer 
costs, measure the charllg-e in total system osts required to hook up 
anew customer to a utility's distributi n system. Ideally, 
marginal customer costs should reflect e price a subscriber must 
pay to secure a service connection to nlaintain access 

~regardleSs of area load .. 
A variation on the theo of marg-inal costs is the 

concept of avoided costs. Avoi d costs are the costs of producing 
additional units of energy or apacity which the utility avoids by 
purchasing power from anothe source. While marginal costs are the 
basis for ratesetting, fede al statute (the Public Utilities 
Requlatory Policies Act 0 1978 (PORPA» has dictated that a 
utility'S avoided costs re to be the basis of payments to 
coqenerators and small ower producers (qualifying facilities (QF» 
who sell their output 0 electric utilities. The rules governing 

largely been dictated by the commission's 

6 The subje t of bypass is discussed in more detail in a 
separate pa of this order • 
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self-generate or the choice a customer would make, given limited / 
tinances, between the cogeneration alternative and other optionv. 

The CCC similarly criticizes Eaison's studies and even 
finds that Edison's definition of *uneconomic* bypass is flawed. 
Specifically, the CCC charges that Edison has tailed to consia.er 
the long-term economic perspective in evaluating the beneti~ ot 
self-generation.· In addition to identifying errors in Ed~on's 

/ 

~:~:::~: ~:~::l~ m:: :::~:~:n~~ :: ~~~ ~~SrO m:~: a:a:ata 
base, which Edison asserts are proprietary, renders dison's 
forecasts suspect. 

In add~tion to challenging Edison's ~dies, both PSO and 
the CCC offered their own insights into the i;r.sue ot bypass. PSO 
concurs with th,a ettort to tollow policies Jl.!ke those announced in 
0.87-05-071. PSO also believe:>, howev~r, at the ratepayer should 
not shoulder the responsibility for st ing uneconomic bypass 
alone. Speeifically, PSO states that additional mechanism tor 
avoiding bypass, in which shareholde~ and the utility would have 
an influence and a stake, is the e~ctive and efficient management 
ot the system designed to reduce ~e utility'S revenue requirement. 
In PSO's opinion, Never increas~q revenue requirements will, it . 
unchecked, make all the alloc~on and rate desiqn modifications 
moot as methods to eontrol bypass* and will result in rates which 
will be *non-eompetitive jany basis.* (PSD openinq Briet, at 
p. 104.) 

The CCC also recognizes that measures should be taken to 
relieve pressures resU~inq trom uneconomic bypass, including the 
tmmediate move to an ~MC revenue allocation tor all customers. On 
the other hand, the icc warns that other proposals ailned at 
uneconomic bypass, ineludinq Edison's contract rate proposal, 
should. be examined/with care to ensure that these *solutions* to 
short-term conce~ do not discouraqe or sacrifice the long-term 

t' 



econselidated. standard. effer proceedinq, Application (A.) 82-04-044, 

et al. However, the updatinq and. refinement ef the actual prices 
to be paid QFs takes place in each electric utility's general 
ease lOr Energy Ces·t Adjustment Clause (ECAC) proeeedinq. 

The similarities between marginal and aveicled. costs de, 
net end with their cenceptual link. Altheuqh the Commissie is en 
the eve of finalizing the terms cf .~ lenq-run standard of er in 
A.82-04-044, et al., the ecenemic time frame fer ealeul 
marginal and. avoid.ed costs within the context ef the eneral rate 
case remains the .... ~r.hert-run..... 'l'he ,..shcrt-run .... rete tc a 
situation in which the utility's plant remains cc tant, but the 
cperatien of that plant can be varied. In the .... cnq-run, .... all 
aspects of the ecencmic equaticn can be chang'e including fixed. 
assets (utility plant) and all vari~le inpu In the shcrt-run, 
the prices paid tc qualifyinq facilities ar based en twc 
cc:nponents--an energy l?ayment based en th utility's ClOst of 
producing an additicnal kWh cf energy w· the reseurces that are 

•
on the marqin and a capaeity payment b sed IOn th~ utility's the 
ClOst cf proclueinq an acicUtional ltW cf capacity in the short-run. 

Previcusly, the Cemmissic has indicated its intention in 
calculatinq marginal and avoided c sts of achieving uniformity in 

enomic and rescurce decisiens 
d QFs alike. This geal was 

the price siqnals impactinq the 
made, l:,y utilities, custcmers, 
realized by the ccmmission in 
(Ediscn) last qeneral rate c 

outhern Califcrnia Edison Company's 
e by applyinq the same shert-run 

methodclogy tor the calcula ion lOt beth marqinal and a .... oided costs. 
(Decision (0 .. ) 84-12-0&S'/t p. 230 .. ) . 

To the extent ~ssible and practicable, a similar effort 
toward uniformity betwe~in marqinal and avcided costs w~ll be made 
in this decisicn. te 4~eoqnize,. however, that chanqes to the 
methodology tor pric· 9 ~;ualifyinq facility plOwer which have been 
adcpted since the 1 t gl~neral rate case must be taken intc, 
consiclE:ratien in c lcula1:inq QF payments • 
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We applaud Edison's effort to quantify the 
bypass, but, like PSO and the CCC, have grave reserv.; {ions 
reqardinq the methodology and assumptions used by dison to make 
its forecasts. Problems associated with ensur' the certainty of 
forecasted results are made more acute in deal q with a previously 
untested area. 

We are therefore reluctant to ad t any of the results 
provided by Edison due to the serious que ions raised reqardinq , 
assumptions and approach and the partie~ inability to adequately 
review the models and data base. Our ?ndinqS in this decision 
relatinq to the use of and access to~omputer models in developinq 
marqinal costs, based in part on Sections 1821,. et al., of the 
california PUblic Utilities Code,~re equally applicable here. In 
summary of those findings, if th~~tility chooses to rely on a 
computer model tOo support~ tst' /ony in an evidentiary hearinq, the 
utility must permit access to d verification of the model and 
related data bases to the ent necessary for cross-ex~ination 
and rebuttal. . ;I . . 

Further, while ~recasts ef bypass '1/J1J.y be helpful in the 
future to detemine the ~paet of our remedial actions, we do not 
find that adoption of a~articular estimate of bypass is necessary 
in this proeeedinq. or decision in R..86-l0-00l makes clear that 
we are aware of the ~qni:tieance and potential of uneconomic bypass 
and will fellow pol~ies aimed at deterrinq its spread. This 
present decision takes into account the findinqs of 0.87-05-071 and 
implements them i the areas of marqinal cost, revenue allocation, 
rate desiqn, and oad management. We believe, however, that any 
further study 0 conclusions related to the issue of bypass are 
appropriately eft tOo R.86-l0-00l. Due tOo the absence of 
suffici~nt ne'd and analytical support we do· not adopt Edison's 

I 
bypass estimate. 

I . WI do wish to assure the cee and other represent.(I:ti ves of 
alternate generation entities that our qoal is in fact'to stem the 
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Our use and calculation of marginal costs over the past 
six years has been an evolutionary process. Our increasing 
commitment to and sophistica'tion in developinq marqinal cost~~~s 
been matched by the parties. The ultimate ~esu1t in this a$Cision 
will hopefully be greater precision in identifying these ~sts. 

During the course of the hearings in this pro eeding, a 
number of parties participated in litigating the iss 

included marginal cost and revenue allocation. ~hese parti 
Edison, Public staff Division (PSO), the Calito a Cogeneration 

tornia (CSC),. the council (CCC), the cOCJenerators ot Southern Ca 

calitornia Manutacturers Association (CMA), e Industrial Users 
(IU), the Calitornia Large Energy Consumer Association and 
Calitornia Steel Producers Group (CLECA/ 
Energy Producers Association (IEP), th Federal Executive Agencies 
(FEA), the Association of Calitornia 
calitornia Farm Bureau Federation ( 
Utility Rate Normalization (TORN). 

Bureau),. and Towards 

, agreement was reached by Edison 
and PSO on a number of issues related to costing periods, marginal 
demand cost, marginal custo r cost,. and marginal cost revenue 
responsibility. This agre ent was p~esented in the torm of a 
jo,int exhibit (Exhibit 41. The tollowing table,. based on the 
joint exhibit, summariz 
parties.. No similar e 
or capacity value adj 

the areas ot agreement between the two 
1bit was presented tor avoided energy costs 

tments used tor OF payments. 
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tide ot lmeconomic bypass. We will encourage, to the extent / 
it is required and economically efficient, self-qeneration sed on 
the use ot renewable resources. We believe that the prec ion with 
which we have strived to identify Edison's marginal and voided 
costs will ensure the receipt of proper price signals y both 
customers considering bypass ot the utility syste~ d those who 
have already chosen selt-generation. 

Finally, we note PSD's concern with 
increasing revenue requirements" on bypass. 
previously, efficiencies in utility managem 

e' effect ot "ever 
we stated 

t have been recognized 
in D.87-05-071 as a means of stemming une nomic bypass. We 
believe that we have carried out this po icy in this proceeding in 
our caretul review ot and ultimate fin nqs on Edison's revenue 
requirements and management programs. It is our hope therefore 
that our adopted revenue requiremen and rate design will prove 
effective in redressing the negat' e effects of bypass on Edison 
and its ratepayers • 
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• ~ OF PSD AND EDISON· AGREEMENT 
MARGINAL COST AND MARGINAL COST REVENOE RESPONSIBILITY 

Issue 

Marginal Generation Cost: 
MethoClology 
Total Investment Cost 
O&M Cost 
Economic Carrying eharges 

Marqinal Transmission Cost: 
MethoClolO9'Y 
Total Investment Cost 
O&M Cost 
Economic carrying Charge 

Marqinal Distribution Cost: 
MethoClology 

Total Investment Cost 
O&M Cost 
Economic carrying Cost 
Primary Voltage Portion 
CIAC Acljustment 

eMarqinal CUStomer Cost: 
MethoClology 

O&MAlloeation 
O&M Cost 
Economic carrying Charge 

Marginal Energy Cost: 
Variable O&M 
Line Loss Factors 

Costing PerioCls: 
seasons 
Su:mmer On-Peak 
Winter On- ancl Mid-Peak 
Other 

Revenue Responsibility 
coinciclent/Non-coinci 

Classification: 
Generation 
Transmission 
Primary Distrib 
secondary Dist 

Coincident Demand 
Non-Coincident D and Allocation 
Franchise Fees & neollectible Acets. 
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Agreement 

CTProxy 
$614.96/kW 
PSD Escalation 
10.04% and lO 9% 

Reqressio Analysis 
$263 .. 40 
PSD Esc 
lO.90% 

ession Analysis of 
on-TSMInvestment 

40.00/kW 
SD Escalation 

13.08% 
8:6 .. 3% 
Included 

Typical New CUstomer, 
T-S-M Aeeounts 

On capital Investment 
PSD Escalation 
l3.08"% 

0.3¢/kWh 
Revised Average Losses 

Four Month Summer 
l2:00 n - 6-:00 pm 
Combine Into One Period 
Same as CUrrent 

100%/0%' 
93%/7% 
40%/60% 
0%/100% 
1988 LOLP 
Adjusted NC Demand 
Includes FF 
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IX. laruinal COsts 

A.. :Introdllcj:ign 
With this decision, th~e Commission continues i 

commitment to marginal cost ratemaking.. s an 
economic concept which refers to:. the change in total csts 
resulting from a change in output.. As applied to Ml electric 
utility, marginal cost is the change in costs res&iting from a 
change in the number of kilowatt$ (kW) of capacity and kilowatt-
hours (kWh) of energy produced.. -/. 

OVer the past six years, the CO~Sion has used marginal 
costs to allocate the utility revenue re~rement among customer 
groups and to design the rate le,rels fo~individual rate schedules 
within each customer group •. Marqinal 66sts are als~ used to 
measure the cost-effectiveness of re~urce additions, conservation, 
and load managament proqrams.. I . 

Our need to rely on ma5qinal costs for ratemaking has 
become more acute in recent years as ~e Commission seaks to· ensure 
the tinancial integrity of th~utility system and in turn the 
utility's ability to discha~e_its obligation to provide and 
m.aintain adequate and reasonable service. It has been the 
Commission's long-held vi~ that by using marginal costs in 
r~tesetting each customef will ~e provided the most accurate price 
siqnals regardinq his cbnsumption. Not only will this promote 
conservation and the jtfic:ient use of resources, ~ut equity will be 
achieved by the uti1ity recovering the costs of providing service 
to each customer ir!proportion to the costs that customer imposes 
on the utility sy,/tem• By providing such cost-related rates, it is 
additionally 0 hope that the uneconomic bypass ot the utility 

I 
, . 
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~ The agreement reached by Edison and PSD represents 
agreements on both methodoloqy and results, as well as comp mises 
on such issues as costing periods, marginal customer cost , and 
marginal cost revenue responsibility. with respect to e latter 
two areas, Edison and PSD found that the results of 
methodoloqical approaches did not produce significa 

ir different 
ly different 

overall results. While PSD and Edison each conti e to believe 
that their own methodoloqi,es are superior, agree ant to use the 
results of one of the parties was reached to a id protracted 
disputes on issues of minor direct impact on atepayers. The table 
reflects that no agreement was reached on t e calculation of the 
incremental energy rate (IER) or the marq al fUel price. 

Despite this agreement betwee Edison and PSD, many 
parties took issue with both the aqree ent and even the original 
positions of Edison and PSD. Becaus of this circumstance, issues 
remain even though they were the s ject of an agreement between 
PSD and Edison. 

In this proceeding, issues which were litigated and 
~ briefed by the parties related 0 the followinq areas: (1) the 

calculation of marginal and oided energy costs, including the 
ll:lodeling approach ancl the a :w:nptions to be used; (2) the 
calculation of marginal de and and avoided capacity cost; (3) the 
calculation of marginal stribution and customer costs; and 

• 

(4) the appropriate cos ing periods to De used. Each of these 
areas will be examine with respect to the concepts involved, the 
specific issuj!s and the parties' positions on those issues. 
c. Marginal. 

1. Backs: 
Mar'3'in¢ energy cost is the cost of producing an 

additional XWh df electricity. Marginal energy costs reflect the 
change in a u;Llity's total operating costs due to an increll:lental 
change in en~qy demand. Changes in total operating costs include 
:fuel expens/s, variable operations and maintenance (O&M) costs, and 
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system by customers with the capability o~ selt-generation wi be 
averted. & ~ 

The three principal components ot an electric ut!lity's 
marginal cost are (1) the cost ot providing enerqy, (2) e cost of 
meeting a customer's demand, and (l) the cost of provo ing 
customers with access to the utility system. The fi st of thes~~ 
components, marginal energy costs, measures the ch ge in total 
costs caused by a kWh change in energy demand - ;i.e second 
component, marginal demand or capacity costs, ~asures the change 
in total costs caused by a k:W change in dema~cf. Marginal demand 
costs are calculated in terms ot the incremental investment in 
physical plant needed to serve the next ~t ot load and are 
subdivided into three categories: genera{ion, transmission, and 
distribution. The third and tinal comp6nent, marginal custom,er 
costs, lneasure the change in total sy}-tem costs required to hook u,p 
a new customer to a utility'S distrjbution system. Ideally, 
marginal customer cc.sts should redect the price a subscriber must 
pay to secure a service connect/io~ and to ma.intain access 
regardless ot area load. 

A variation on the/theory of marginal costs is the 
concept ot avoided costs. AVoided cost~. are the costs ot producing 
a~ditional units ot ene:rc;;ylor capacity which the utility avoids by 
purchasing power trom another source. lolhile marginal costs are the 

II 

basis tor ratesettinq, lederal statute (the Public Utilities 
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PORP}I~»), has dictated that a 
utilit~'s avoided c~s are to be the basis ot payments t~ 
cogenerators and small power producers (qualifying tacilities (QF) 
who sell their o~t~ut to electric utilities. The rules governing 
these purchases ~ve largely been dictated by the commi:ssion' s 

/ 
/ 

l -----1 
6 The subject ot bypass is discussed in more detail in a 

separate part of this order. 
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,.purchase power costs. 'l'be avoided, as opposed to. marginal, energ'Y. 
cost would measure the cost the utility would have incurred t~ 
produce an additional kWh but for the presence of the OF. 

Both marginal ~~nd avoided energy costs va~ with 
of plant used to serve a particular load at a specific poi in 
time and the type of fuel used to operate the plant. Mar inal and 
avoidea energy costs are therefore calculated using the ame basic 
approach. Specifically, the generating unit which wo d produce 
the extra kWh (the marginal unit) is identified. 'l' utility's 
generating efficiency at the margin is then mea sur in terms of an 
IER which is multiplied by the cost ot-the fuel w. ch would be usea 
~o operate ~e mar~ina1 unit (incremental ~uel 
calculation, which tor the test year in a gen 

ost). This 

al rate case 
requires a forecasting of both the IER and t e incremental fuel 
price, yields the marginal or avoided ener Since costs 
va~ according to when the energy is pr ced, marginal and·avoiaed 
enerqy costs are calculated on a time d'tterentiated basis by both 
time of day and by season.' 

~ '1'0 provide the necessa~ f recast' of marginal and avoided 
energy costs, the parties have com to. rely increasingly on 
production cost models. Producti cost models simulate the manner 
in which utility resources meet ystem loads. This s~ulation is 
clri ven by the resource and loa assumptions which are chosen as 
inputs into the model. 'l'hese inputs generally operate to. produce a 
least cost result, using av lable resources (utility plant, QF, or 
purchased power) in the mo economical fashion. 

7 Marginal costs are differentiated by time ot day between on
peak, mid-peak, and/off-peak periods with defined hours, and by 
season, between s~er and winter. The same basic daily and 
seasonal periods a ply to avoided costs. In this proceedinq, 
however, the IEP as proposed that for OF pricing a super off-peak 
period (l:OO a.m to. 5:00 p.m. daily) be added • 
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consolidated standard offer proceeding, Application (A.) 82-
et al. However, the updating and refine~ent of the actual rices 
to De paid QFs takes place in each electric utility's ge ral rate 
case or Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) proceedin 

The s~ilarities between marginal and avoi 
not end with their conceptual link. Although the C issio~ is on 
the eve of finalizing the te~s of a long-run sta ~ard offer in 
A.82-04-44, et al., the economic time frame for alculating both 
~arginal and avoided costs within the context 
case remains the wshort-run. w The wshort-~W refers to a 
situation in whieh the utility'S plant remdns constant, but the 
operation of that plant can :be varied.. ~ the Wlonq-run,w all 
aspects.of the economic equation can ~ t~ged includinq fixed 
assets (utility plant) and all variab inputs. In the short-run, 
the prices paid to qualifying facil ies are based on two 
components--an energy payment base on the utility'S cost of 
producing an additional kWh of e rgy with the resources that are 
on the ~rgin and a capacity pa ent based on the utility'S the 
cost of producing an addition kW of capacity in the short-run. 

Previously, the Co ission has indicated its intention in 
calculating marginal and,aJOided costs of achieving uniformity in 
the price signals impact~g the economic and resource decisions 
made by utilities, customers, and QFs alike. This goal was 
realized by the commis~on in Southern California Edison Company's 
(Edison) last gene~a rate ease by applyinq the same short-run 
methodology for the lculation of both marginal and avoided costs. 
(Decision (0.) 84- 2-068" at p .. 230.) 

To the txtent possible and practicable, a similar effort 
toward unitor.mi~ between marginal and avoided costs will be ~de 
in this decisioh.. We recognize, however, that changes to the 
methodology ti~ p~icing qualifyinq facility power which have been 
adopted Sin~ the last general rate case must be taken into 
consideratl.on in calculating QF payments. 
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• Both Edison and PSO have aqreed that the same appro h 
and input assumptions s~ould. be used. in this proceed.ing for 
detcr.mininq the IER used in both the ~arginal and avoided. 
cost calculations. This position is based in part on th 
Commission's endorsement of sueh uniformity in the las Edison 
general rate case (D.84-12-068, at p. 252.) The me aologies 
chosen by Edison and PSO permit such a result by be' g suitable, in 
their view, for calculating both ~arginal and. avo ed energy costs. 

Since the last Edison general rate cas , however, the 
Commission has recognized a factor which may taken into 
consideration in calculating IERs tor QF pri ng, but which is not 
required in calculating the IER us,~d to pr ce marginal energy 
costs. (See 0.85-07-022.) Specifically, or the long-run standard 
ofter for purchases from QFs, the Commis ion has determined that 
t.1h.e IER should reflect the fact th~,t Qr. constitute not just the 
source for replacing the incremental it of energy avoided, but 
also constitute a siqnifieant and qr, wing portion of the total 
resources on which the utility res To capture 

• 
this occurrence, the com:mission h s endorsed the 'use of a "QF In/QF 
out" methodology, as opposed to "QF In"" ~ethodoloqy, for the 
long-run standard otfer. 

• 

A "QF In" or margin 1 energy cost simulation essentially 
assumes th.at existing QFs ( ose operating prior to the beginning 
of the test year) are exis inq resources, and. the IER is developed 
to include them. The "QF In/QF Out"" simulation involves two model 
runs. As defined by D.8 -07-022, the first run dete~ines the 
total cost ot producin power without QFs who will receive the 
short-run ~arqinal co price. The second run determines the total 
cost of producinq po er with the QFs who receive the short-run 
marginal cost price The difference between these two cost runs 

e of the short-run costs that the utility can 
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Our use and calculation of marqin4l costs over the 
six years has been an evolutionary process. Our increasing 
commitment to and sophistication in developing marginal 
been matched by the parties. The ultimate result in 
will hopefully be greater precision in identifying ~~»~ 

During' the course of the hearings in this ~r'oclee(:l1%lC1 
number of parties participated in litigating the 
marginal cost and revenue allocation. These included 
Edison, Public staft Division (P50), the cal Cogeneration 
c<;>uncil eCCC), the Coqenerators of Southern 'fornia (CSC), the 
California Manufacturers Association (CMA) Industrial Users 
(It)'), the california Large Ener~' co:nS'llIlE~rs Association and 

California Steel Producers Group e ), the Independent 
Energy Producers Association (IE!», Federal Executive Agencies 
(FEA), the Association of cali 
california Farm Bureau Federation 
utility Rate Normalization (TORN 
B. 

ter Agencies (ACWA), the 
Bureau), and Towards 

During this proceedillg, agreement was reached by Edison 
and PSO on a number of issu;rfrelated to costing periods, marginal 
demand cost, marginal customer cost, and marginal cost revenue 
r~sponsibility. This a97cfement was presented in the form of a 
joint exhibit (Exhibit «I.). The followinq table, based on the 
joint exhibit, su:m:mar' ~s the areas. of agreement between the two 
parties. No similar exhibit was presented for avo,ided energy costs 

I , 

or capacity value justments~~sed for QF payments. 
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~avOid by purchasing OP power. (D.85-07-022, at p. S5.)8 At i lue 
in this proeeeding is whether the *OP In/OF OutW methodolQqY. can be 
used to calculate the IER used to develop short-run avoide 
and whether those wOP In/OF outW methodologies proposed 
parties in this proceedinq are eonsistent with prior C 
orders. 

with this background, it is apparent tba the two 
eontrolling faetors in determining a utility's m ginal and avoided 
energy costs are invariably the model or compu tional approach 
used and the assumptions made in calculating e IER and 
incremental fuel cost.. It is in :fact these ubjeets which are at 

'While the parties were un 
using production cost models t~ cal 
ener9'Y' costs, the same unanimity 

ous in their support for 
late marginal and avoided 

d not apply to identityin~ whiCh 
model or associated methodology 0 use. Certain parties also 

~expressed concerned with respe to their access 'to the production 
cost model and the data which dison used. 

• 

of both marqinal and avoided ener9'Y' 
PROMOD production costing model and the costs, Edison relied on it 

·zero-intercept methodol ,W a *QF-in* approach. The purpose of 
olegy is to reflect start-up and no-load the zero intercept meth 

S The IER s determined by the change in total energy in British 
thermal uni s (Btu) in the two simulations divided by the ehange 
in total g·gawatt-hours (gWh) between the two- simulations • 
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~ OF PSD AND EDISOJ~ AGREE:M:.e::N'r 
KARGJ:NAL COST AND KARGXNAL COST JREVENOE RESPONSIBXLITY 

Xssue 

Marginal Generation Cost: 
Methodology . 
Total Investment Cost 
O&M Cost 
E~onomi~ carrying Charges 

Marginal Transmission Cost: 
Methodology 
Total Investment Cost 
O&M Cost 
E~onomie carrying Charge 

Marginal Distribution Cost: 
Methodology 

Total Investment Cost 
O&M Cost 
E~onomic carrying Cost 
Primary Voltage Portion 
CIAe Adjustment 

Marginal CUstomer Cost: ' 
MethoClology 

O&M All~tion 
O&M Cost 
Economic carrying Charge 

~rginal Energy Cost: 
Varial:>le O&M 
Line Loss Factors 

Costing PerioCls: 
seasons 
S'WDlI1er On-Peak 
Winter On- and ~·~ ... ' .... -~r'~I"'" 
Other 

Primary tion 
second%: Distribution 

Coincident emand Allocation 
Non-eoinc'~ent Demand Allocation 
Franehis~Fees & Uncollectible Acets. 

- 16& -

Agreement 

CTProxy 
$614.96/kW 
PSD Escala 
l.0.04% and 

'Db,,,",,,j£~C!C!ion Analysis of 
Non-TSM Investment 

$240.00/kW 
PSD Es~alation 

,13.08% 
86.3% 
Included 

Typical New CUstomer, 
T-S-M' Accounts 

On capital Investment 
PSD Escalation 
l.3.08% 

0.3¢/kWh 
Revised Average Losses 

Four Month SUlDmer 
12:00 n - 6:00'pm 
Combine Into, One Period 
same as CUrrent . 

l.00%/0% 
93%/7% 
40%/60% 
0%/100% 
1988 LOU> 
Adjusted NC Demand 
Includes FF 
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~ fuel expenses9 which are costs avoided by OFs, but not inclua a 
in the calculation of the marginal energy costs direetly,pr ucea 
by PROMOO. 

PSO performed its marginal and avo,ided energy ost 
analysis using the Incremental Analysis Model ClAM) i conjunction 
wi th the Proc1uetion Cost Analysis Model (PCAM). PS presented. both 
a ""QF In/OF Out,. and a "'OF In"" simulation. ps~r ommended, 
however, that the ""QF In" approach be used in th general rate case 
for calculating both marginal and avoided enElr costs until a 
final commission determination in the consolS,.dated standard offer 
p'roceecUng CA. 82~04-044, et al.) on the pro riety of using the ""OF 
In/OF out"" methodology t,o caleulate short avoided energy costs_ 
PSD adjusted its marqinal and avoided en rqy costs for start-up ana 
no-load fuel expenses,. wl:lieh are not r leeted in the PC1\H 
calculations, by using rlacore1ed value from an Eciison 
s'l;udy. 

Two interested parties, J P and CCC, alsO' presented 
production cost model results. EAch chose a model developed by the 

• 
Environmental Defense Fund call~ ELFIN. Additionally,. both 
parties included a separ~lte up lard adjustlnent for start-up and no
load fuel expense based on same recorded Edison values used by 

• 

PSO.. Both parties also pro osed the use of a similar -OF In/OF 

9 No-loa~ costs ar ~a costs of an incremental a~~ition of loa~ ineurre~ at t~ ~er than periods of incremental ~ettan~. 
For ex~ple, if dis~tchin9 a unit to meet a peak load requires 
more off-peak gener~tion, the fuel burneQ in the off-peak hours to 
make a plant avail~le for on-peak use is really an on-peak 
expense and thus t no-load cost. 

Start-up costs are the costs for fuel burned to' bring an 
incremental unit/on line to meet load before the unit generates 
electricity. ~ile fuel costs attri~utable to start-ups represent 
a relatively small portion of to~l fuel costs, start-ups may be a 
significant pOrtion of marginal costs • 
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The agreement reached by Edison and PSD represent actual 
/ . 

agreements on both methodolO9Y and results, as well as c~proml.ses 
on such issuets, as costing periods, lnarginal customer c~s, and 
ma=ginal eost revenue responsibility. With respect ;0 the latter 
two areas, Edison 'and PSO found that the results o~eir different 
methodolQ9ical approaches did not produce significantly different 

11 
overall results. While PSO and Edison each cont!nue to believe 
that their own methodologies are superior, ag~ement to use the 
resul ts of on~a of the parties was reached t0void protracted 
disputes on issues of minor direct impact on ratepayers. The table 
reflects that no agreement was reached o~the calCUlation of the 
incremental energy rate (IER) or the m~ginal fuel price. 

Despite this agreement between Edison and PSD, many 
parties took issue with both the a95'~ent and even the original 
positions of Edison and PSO. BecauSe of this circumstance, issues 
remain even though they were the s'ubj ect of an agreement between 
PSD and EdisonM ! ' 

In this proceeding, the issues which were litigated and 
I 

briefed by the parties relate,do to the following areas: (1) the 
calculation of marginal and;'voided energy costs, including the 
modeling approaCh and the assumptions to be used: (2) the 
calculation of marginal d~mand and avoided capacity cost~ (3) the 
c2lculation of marqinalfistribution and customer costs: and 
(4) the appropriate costing periods to be used. Each of these 

I 

areas will be examined with respect to the concepts involved, the 
I 

specific issues raised, and the parties' positions on those issues. 
c. Marginal ana Ay~ided Energy C9st§ 

I 

1. Bac~ 

Marginal energy cost is the cost of producing an 
additional kWh 16f electricity. Marginal energy costs reflect the 
~ange in a utility's total operating costs due to an incremental 

/ 
ehange in energy demand. Changes in total operating costs include 
:fuel 7./$' variable operations ancl .... intenance (o&K) eost", anel 

I 
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'rhe position of 
interested. party, the esc. 

the CCC was endorsed b 

(1) E5ti.J:t2n 
It is Ed.ison's position that 

cC1uplcd with the use of the zero-intercept method oqy, withoU1: an 
acljustment for start-up and no-load fuel expens , produces 
rElasonable IERs and ultimately reasonable mar nal and avoided 
energy costs. According to Edison, the *zer -interceptN 

mcathodoloqy, used to capture start-up and -load. tuel expenses, 
starts with a base case load forecast th is then both increased 
and decreased for all hours in each mid peak and on-peak costing 
period to determin.e the impact on mar nal oil and gas 
requirements. The ·zero-intercept* t a curve representing the 

changes in marginal oil and. gas re irements due to the changes in 
the load. torecast represents the evel of marginal heat rates at 
the base case level of the load in the test year. 

nq, Edison implemented. its zero-

•
intercept methodology by mak'ng a total of five production cost 
model runs: a base case and. tour runs which reflect the 
varying of on-peak and mi -peak loads by plus and. minus 500 

megawatts (MW). lieves that itsehoice of plus and. minus 
ercept* methodoloqy produces reasonable 

results. While Ediso can cite no mathematical study to support 
its position, Edison believes that its use of the 500 MW increment 
is supported by it considerable experience with production cost 
modelinq. Furthe, the closeness with which the *zero-interceptN 

methodology mate es the recent historical periods, in Edison's 
vie~, sUbstanti tes the ehoiee of the SOO MW increment and. the 
methodology it elt. 

Ed.ison sees several additional benefits in using the 
Al'zero-interc ptAI' methodology. Among them, Edison states that only 
the Al'zero-' tereeptN methodology, of those proposed., produces 
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purchase power costs. The avoided, as lopposed t~marginra, nerqy 
cost would measure the cost the utility would have incurr to 
produce an additional kWh but for the pref~ence of the QF 

Both mart;inal and avoided energy costs vary ~ tb the type 
ot plant used to Starve a particular load at a specifil point in 
time and the type of fuel used to operate the Plant~ Marginal and 

"d 1 . I th . avo~ ed energy costs are therefore calcu ated us~~ e same bas~c 
. I 

a~proaeh. Specifically, the generating unit whiCh would produce 
tOe extra ~ (the marginal unit) is identifiea( The utility'S 
generating efficiency at the margi:n is then ~/asured in terms of an 
IER whieh. is multiplied by the cost of the :eQel which would be used 
to operate the marqinal unit (incremental :fuel cost).. This 
calculation, which for the test year in aI~eneral rate case 
requires a forecasting of ~th the IER ~d the incremental fuel 
price, yields the marginal or avoided e'nergy·cost. Since costs 
vary according to when the energy is Jroduced, marginal and avoided 
energy costs are calculated on a ti* diff,erentiatec1 basis by both 
time of day and by season.' i 

To provide the necessa forecast of marginal and avoided 
energy costs, the parties have ome to rely increasingly on 
production cost models. Prod~~ion cost models simulate the manner 
in which utility resources meet system loads. This simulation is 
driven by the resource and ~ad assumptions which are chosen as 
inputs into the model. Thefse inputs generally operate to- produce a 
least cost result, using ivailable resources (utility plant, QF, or 
purchased power) in the lost economical fashion. 

7 Marginal costs are differentiated by time of day between on-. 
peak, mid-peak, and off-peak periods with d.efined hours, and·~*y 
season, between SUmmer and winter. the same basic daily ana ; 
seasonalperioddapply t~ avoided costs. In this proceedin~, 
however, the I~ has proposed that for QF pricing a super off-peak 
period (1:00 m. t~ 5:00 p.m. daily) be added. 
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4It time-differentiated IERs. FUrther, Edison notes that the 
interceptN methodology was previously adopted in Edison's 
qeneral rate ease (0.84-12-068). 

• 

With respect to the proposals of the parties, 
Edison believes that errors in PSD'S P~ modeling ex' t which are 
too severe to accept PSO's PCAK results as accurate 
pl~~ing or pricing purposes. Specifically, Ediso asserts that 
PCAK modeling of unit dispatch is not correct an that a comparison 
of PSO's PCAM modeling with that of other part s shows PSO's 
results to be substantially at variance with e results of other 
parties' modeling. 

Edison's greatest concerns egarding modeling and 
related methodology are reserved tor th proposals "made by IEP and 
the ccc. Specifically, Edison takes ilsue with the wQF In/QF OutW 

methodologies proposed by IEP and Cco( Edison argues that (1) the 
'QF in/QF out' method adopted by Commission in 0.85-07-022 
applies to long-run standard otte s while IEP and CCC apply the 
approach to short-run standard ters and (2) the wQF in/QF outW 

method adopted in 0.85-07-022 eludes in one run and includes in 
the other only ,tyture QFs ( 'se QFs expected to sign up tor the 
contract in question during e period being forecast). Edison 
asserts that IEP and CCC e clude in NQFs outN and include in NQFs 
inN not only the future s, but also existing QFs who already have 
contracts, a position a odds, in Edison's opinion, with 
0.85-07-022. 

Ediso believes that the 'fundamental tlaW- of the 
IEP and CCC proposa s is that by analyzing wQF In/QF"OutW in a 
static, short-run ontext, IEP and CCC ignore that short-run 
standard offer QF can result in deterring utility resources. In 
Edison's view us ng the NQF In/QF OutW methodology to set prices to 
all existing QF. would result in over-payments due to artificially 
high IERs, e the utility would have installed its own resources 
to lower I in the absencEl ot these existing QFs • 
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Both Edison and PSO have agreed that the same a'O'~r().ae:n 

and input assumptions should be used in this proceeding· 
determining the IER used in both the marginal and 
cost ca.lcul~ tions. This position is based in part 
Commission's endorsement of such uniformity in the 
general rate case (0.84-12-068, at p. 252.) The;methocloloqies 
chosen by Edison and PSO permit such a result by beinq suitable, in 
their view, for calculating both marginal an~voided energy costs. 

Since the last Edison general rate/case, however, the 
Commission has recognized a factor which ~y be taken into 
consideration in calculating IERs for QF~ricing, but which is not 
required in calculating the IER used to! produce marginal energy 
costs. (See 0.85-07-022.) SpeCifiC~Y, for the lonq-run standard 
offer for purchases from QFs, the commission. has determined that 
the IER should reflect the fact thlt QFs constitute not just the 

I 
source for replacing the incremental unit of energy avoided, but 
also constitute a significant a~ growing portion of the total . 
resources on which the utilitY/resource plan relies. To capture 
this occurrence, the commiss~n has endorsed the use of a wQF In/QF 

I 
OutW methoclology, as oppos~ to a wQF Inw methodology, for the 
long-run standard offer. I 

A wQF Inw or m~ginal energy cost simulation essentially . , 
assumes that existing QFs (those operating prior to the beginning 
of the. test year) are~~isting resources, and the IER is developed 
to include them. The wQF In/QF outW simUlation involves two model 
runs. As defined 't;f 0.85-07-022, the first run determines the· 
total cost of proclucinq power without QFs who will receive the 

." 

short-run marginal cost price. The second run determines the total 
cost of proclucitq power with the QFs who receive the short-run , 
marqinal cost)price. The difference between these two cost runs 

. procluces an estimate of the short-run costs that tt",~. u.".:.:!.lity can 
/. 
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4It It is Edison's position that the iSSUEI o~ whe er 
*OF In/OF Out* should be extended to pricinq tor short-run standard 
o:eter OFs is an issue to be resolved in the eonsolid~~ted standard 
otter proceedinq, A. 82-04-044, et ala until that tilne 
r4acommends that the zero-intercept methodology conti e to· be used 
tor short-run marginal cost pricing in the general 
Edison disputes the precedential etfect ot the * In/QF out-
methodology being adopted in recent general ra Edison 
observes that in the san Dieqo Gas & Electric Company (SOG&E) 
general rate case, SOG&E had proposed a -OF n/QF out* methodology. 
Additionally, Edison states that 0.86-12- 1, in Which the 
Commission adopted such a methodology to OF pricing tor Pacitic 
Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), was s ecitieally intended not to 
be precedential.~O 

With respect to, mode and methodoloqical adjustments 
made by the other parties, Edison s critical ot 1EP' and CCC"s 
external adjustment to the ELFIN production cost runs to account 
for start-up and no-load costs. Edison notes that most (i.e., 95%) 

~Of the adjustment is related 0 no-load fuel costs. Edison states 
that such an adjustment~ oIN results is unnecessary since the 
ELFIN runs already capture e no-load tuel expense by including as 
an input the first produ ion block tor each oil/qas unit as an 
average value. Edison s tes that the average value, as opposed to, 
the incremental etlects no-load fuel expenses associated 

• 

lO It a *QF In/ ou~* methodology is adopted r Edison states that 
the commission may be required to determine the quantity of OF 
production removed trom the *QFs InN scenario in order to develop, 
the *QFs Out* seenario. Edison believes that the CCC erred in its 
estimate ot 1i of QF production receiving short-run standard 
otter enerqy rices and removing this amount of OF production. 
According to dison, this estimate assumes that all non-standard 
contracts a~ variable priced and. thereby overstates the amount ot 
variable pr ced. QF production • 
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avoid by purchasing QF power. (0.85-07-022, at p. 55.)8 
in this proceeding is whether the wQF In/QF outW ~ethOdolO" can be 
used to calculate the IER used to develop short-run avoid6d costs 
and whether those wQF In/QF Out* methodologies proposedlhy the 

/ 
parties in this proceeding are consistent with prior;C0mmission 
orders. ;I. 

With this backg-round , it is apparent tha't the two 
controlling factors in determining a utility's ~rginal and avoided 
energy costs are invariably the model or comp~i'ational approach 
used and the assumptions made in calculating e IER and 
incremental fuel cost. It is in fact thes 
issue in this proceeding_ 

2. Parties Pgsitions 
a. MQslels and ~ling AuPr9aWS 

While the parties were una=fmous in their support for 
using production cost models to ea~late marginal and avoided 
energy costs, the same unanimity fid. not apply to id.entifying which. 
model or associated ~ethodolo9Y flO use. Certain parties also 
expressed concerned with respe~t to their access to the production 
cost model and the data wh.icblEdison used. 

For the caleulaticfn of both lnarginal and avoided energy 
costs, Edison relied on it~ PROMOO production costing model and the 

. . I 
wzero-intercept lnethodolpqy,w a wQF-inw approach. The purpose of 
the zero intercept me I 0109"/ is to reflect start-up and no-load 

8 The IER,is determined by the change in total energy tn British 
ther:mal units (Btu) in the two simulations d1 vided by the change 
in tot<:41 g;iqawatt-hours (gWh) between the two simulations • 

. / 
/ 

/ 
! ' 
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~With the operation Of the unit at its minimum loading level. 
Edison notes that this level is the same as that at which ~p. eifie 
resources are forced to remain on-line as -must-run- units which 
is when the no-load fuel expense is incurred. For these easons, 
it is Edison's opinion that IEP's and the CCC's separa e adjustment 
for no-load tuel expenses double-counts these expens 

Edison,'however, does not find PSD' error in 
making an adjustment tor no-load and start-up co s tor its PCAM 
analysis since PSD's modeling results reflect instantaneous 
marginal enerqy cost calculation tor which su an adjustment is 
appropriate. Edison objects, however, to P 's suggestion that the 
Commission should require further investiq tion of start-up and no
load fuel expenses in future proceedings ince all parties adopted 
the results of Edison's studies and PS s problems seemed limited 
to the need tor additional back-up do entation. Edison is 
willing to provide the intormation,;6ut does not teel that a 
mandate to conduct an additional S;UdY is warranted. 

Finally, Edison responds to' concerns regarding the 
I 

~ access by other parties to PROMJb And data related to its use. 
Edison states that it fully eo~plied with the statutory 
requirements by disclosing d~ bases, input and output 

• 

I 
intormation, and meeting with intervenors to provide them all 
intormation -to the.extenwlnecessary for cross-examination or . 
rebuttal- (Section l822 (~). On'the subject· of the timeliness of 
data responses, EdiSOtltes the substantial time constraints that 
face all parties due t the strict schedule t~whieh a general rate 
ease must adhere. Ed son believes that given those ttme 
constraints, Edison sed its best efforts to r~spondtully and on a 
timely basis. 

(2) 

Edison, PSD proposes that the Commission use 
the same methodo 0CJ':l to calculate both marginal and avoided ener9Y 
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fuel expenses9 which are costs avoided by QFs, but not include 
in the calculation ot the marginal energy costs directly pro uced 
by PROMOD. 

PSD performed its marginal and avoided enerqz cost 
analysis using the Incremental Analysis Model (!AM) in conjunction 
with the Production cost Analysis Moclel (PCAM). Pst presented both 

a wQF In/OF outW and a wQF InN simulation. PSO rtcommended, 
. '*' however, that the WQF InN approach be used 1n the general rate case 

tor calculating both marginal and avoided ene/gy costs until a 
final Commission determination in the cons~{idated standard offer 
proceeding (A.SZ-04-44, et al.) on the p~priety of using the NQF 

, . d In/OF OUtN methodology to calculate sh -run avo1de energy costs. 
PSD adjusted its marginal and avoide energy costs for start-u~ and 
no-load fuel expenses, which are no reflected in the PCAM 

calculations, by using recorded v~ues derived from an Edison 
study. / . 

Two interested partie'S, IEP and CCC, also presented 
production cost model results! Each chose a model developed by the 
Environmental Defense Fund ~lled ELFIN. Additionally, both 
parties included a separatt upward adjustment for start-up and no
load tuel expense based ori the same recorded Edison values used by 
PSD. Both parties alsolpro~sed the use o~ a similar wQF In/o.F 

9 No-load cos.ts are the costs of an incremental addition of 
load incurred at times other than periods ot incremental demand. 
For examPle~i dispatching a unit to meet a peak load requires 
more otf-pc generation, the fuel burned in the off-peak hours to 
make a plant available for on-peak use is really an on-peak 
expense and thus a no-load cost. 

Start~p costs are the costs for fuel burned to· bring an 
incremen~ unit on line to meet load betore the unit generates 
electric~y. While fuel costs attributable to start-ups represent 
a relatively small portion of total fuel costs, start-ups may be a 
signifieant portion of marginal costs. 
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• costs. 
such an 

PSD similarly cites this commission's decision endorsin 
approach in Edison's last general rate case (0.84-12- S). 

TQ accomplish this goal, PSD believes that 1 
modeling approach based on the combined use of the P~/I 
was the most accurate forecasting tool presented in the roceeding. 
This approach involves the use of two separate input las for 
resources. These two files represent resources whic 
"energy limited" (Edison's hydro and certain :firm.. d.re purchases) 
or "'capacity limited" (all steam units, co11lbust:i. turbines, fossil 
purchases). PUrchases are placed in one or th other tiles 
depending on their characteristics. 

PSO believes that modeling 
virtually any resource type, includinq eco 
storage, and different hydro types, prov 

characteristics of 

flexibility. Units can be dispatched onomically, in a 
predetermined order, or economically th alterations to reflect 
dispatch limits such as for QFs,"m run" units, and purchased 
power. PSO states that its model calculate on-, mid- and oft-

• peu marginal energy costs for up' to- 20 rate perj;ods and reports 
1ERs and. unit data on all model resources. 

• 

PSD states that its model directly calculates the 
lEas and marginal costs for 1 costing periods. only one 
aajustment is made external 0 the model ·and that is an adjustment 
to the en-peak incremental energy rate to retlect start-up and no
load fuel. In making its adjustment, PSD utilized a detailed study 
performed by Edison on 
costs using historic d 
of historic start-up 

e impact of start-up and no-load fuel 
PSO believes the use of Edison's study 

nd no-load fuel relationships provides the 
most accurate means f f,orecastinq those costs. 

With resp,ect to the mOd.els and approaches used by 
the other parties, PSD notes that, unlike lAM/PCAM, the PROMOD 

model used. by Ed.i on does not produce a direct calculation of 
costin<:J periods. Instead,. PROMOD is 
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Out"" methodolO9Y. The position of the CCC was endorsed b 
interested party, the esc. 

(1) EdiSQll 

It is Edison's position that 
coupled with the use of the zero-intercept meth 109Y, without an 

/ adjustment ~or start-up and no-load ~uel expe~, produces 
reasonable IERs and ultimately reasonable ma;Sinal and avoided 
energy costs. Accordinq to Edison, the wz~~intercept"" 
methodology, used to capture start-up- ancyno-load fuel expenses, 
starts with a base case load forecast_~t is then both increased 
and decreased for all hours in each m~-pea~.and on-peak costinq 
period to determine the impact on marqinaL/oil and qas 
requirements. The ""zero-intercePt~ot/~curve representinq the 
chanqes in marqinal oil and qas 5equirements due to the chanqes in 
the load forecast represents th~l'V'l of marqinal heat rates at 
the base case level of the lO~' J!1 the test year. 

In this proceed~q, Edison implemented its zero
intercept methodoloqy by ~~q a total o~ five production cost 
model runs: a :base ease r/J:r{ and four runs which reflect the 
varying of on-p~ak and m~peak loads by plus and minus 500 
meqawatts (MW). Eclis0+alieves that its choice of plus and minus 
SOO MW for the ""zero-~tercept"" methodology produces reasonable 
results. While Eclisdri can cite no mathematical stUdy to support 
its position, EdiSr believes that its use of the 500 MW increment 
is supported by ~ consiclerable experience with production cost 
modelinq. ~r, the closeness with which the ""zero-intercept"" 
methodolOqy.m.ai6hes the recent historical periods, in Edison'S 
view, Sub1s' ates the choice of the 500 MW increment and the 
methodoloqy~tself. 

?I Edison sees several additional benefits in using the 
""zero-in reept"" methodology. Amonq them, Edison sta:e..(\~ t;;''1t only 

intercept" methodology, of those proposed, produces 
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~used directly t~ compute only off-peak marginal costs with ~ 
wzero intercept* methodology being used to calculate on-. d mid
peak marginal en~~rqy costs .. 

Additionally, PSO questions and conside s arbitrary 
Edison's use of the plus and minus 500 MWvariations ! on-peak and 
=id-peak loads in developing marginal energy costs 
period. PSO criticizes the lack of scientific 
of this particul~lr increment other than Edison' assertion that the 
.adjustment yields more reasonable results th the adjustment is 
:o.ot made. PSD also notes that the plus an minus 500 MW adjustment 
in this case differs from Edison's last neral rate case in which 
1:wo alternative adjustments were used- '/- 400 MW and +/- 800 MW". 

On the subj ect of the e of ELFIN by IEl> and the 
CCC, PSD states that it uses ELFIN ensively for resource 
planning purposes and for the long run marginal costs used in 
evaluating the cost-effectivenes of resource additions and demand 
~;ide managelllent proposals. It s not clear to the PSO, however, 
that ELFIN is capable of comp inc; marginal enerqy costs for 

• various time periods. Whil there are no o:bvious inherent 
problems, PSD notes that e ELFIN simulations produced 
consistently higher incr ental enerqy rates than PSD or Edison 
without an explanation. 

• 

PSD al references ELFIN's potential for doU):)le
countinq of start-up and no-load fUel. PSO notes in particular 

ELFIN uses average heat rates at the minimum 
MW level of a uni , thereby accounting for no-load costs. If the 
average heat rat option is used on ELFIN then an external 
adjustment of s rt-up and no-load Btus should not be made to the 
IER. 

Wi th resp4~ct to the calculation of avoided energy 
payments to QF pricinq, PSD supports a "QF In* approach. In doing 
so, PSD po. nts out that the *QF Inw approach was the one last used 
for Edis • In addition" while the Commission appears to· have 
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time-differentiated XERs. Further, Edison notes that the 
intercept* methodology was previously adopted' in Edison's 
qeneral rate case (0 .. 84-12-068). 

with respect to. the propo~als of the 0 er parties, 
Edison Delieves that errors in PSD's PCAM modelinq ist which are 
too severe to. accept PSO's PCAM results as accura for future 
planning or pricing purposes. Specifically, Ed~on asserts that . 
PCAM modeling of unit dispatch is not correct d that a comparison 
of PSD's PCAM modelinq with that of other pa ies shows PSD's 
results to be substantially at variance wi the results o.f other 
parties' modelinq. 

Edison's qreatest conce regardinq modelinq and 
related methodology are reserved for e proposals made by 1EP and. 
the CCC. specifically, Edison takes~ssue with the *QF 1n/QF out'" 
methodoloqies proposed by 1EP and sec. Edison arques that (l) the 
"'QF in/QF out'" method adopted by the Commission in 0.85-07-022 
applies to. long-run standard~f rs while IEP and CCC apply the 
appro.ach to. $hort-run stl:lnc:larc:l otters and (2) the "'QF in/QF out* 
method adopted in 0.85-07-02 excludes in one run and includes in 
the other only !ll:tur~ QFs '?',ose QFs expected to sign up for the 
contract in question during the period beinq forecast). Edison 
a~serts that IEP and CCC exclude in "'QFs out'" and inclUde in "'QFs 
in'" not only the futur QFs, but also eXistinq QFs who already have 
contracts, a position t odds, in Edison's opinion, with 
0.85-07-022. 

Edison believes that the ·fundamental fla""'" o.f the 
IEP and CCC proPO~ls is that by analyzing "'QF In/QF out'" in a 
static, short-rub, context, IEP and CCC iqnore that short-run 
standard offer QFs can result in deferring utility resources. In 
Edison's view using the "'QF In/QF out'" methodoloqy to' set prices to 
all existin QFs would ':- .4~.'C in over-payments due to artificially 
high 1ERs, ince the utility would' have installed its own resources 

in the absence of these existing QFs. 
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4itcnosen the results trom a wQF In/QF out* simulation for the mos 
recent PG&E test year, the PSD does not believe that the.co 
expressed any commitInent to that method. Thus, the PSO r 
that until the commission makes it clear as to what app 
be utilized, consistency requires the continued use InN 
method.. 

Recoqnizing the possibility ot a * In/OF Out" 
approach being adopted in this proceeding, PSD, owever, also· 
offered results trom using such a methodology. The "OF In/OF Out~ 
methodology upon which PSO relied was one re ently proposed by PSO 
in the consolidated standard otfer proceed' q. PS~ states that its 
new approach would recognize the maturin ot the OF industry and 
the difficulty of doing a traditional " In/OF OutW analysis. 
This difficulty, according to PSD, is ue to the large n~er ot 
QF's Which, were they to have not be n developed, would have 
necessitated the utility adding ne resources rather than merely . 
running the same resources differ ntly. The new PSO· wQF In/QF Out" 
approach therefore requires not erely removing the existinq QFs 

~ tor the stmulation, but develo inq the hypothesized resource plan 
that would have existed iflbodY of QFs had not developed.11 

(3) ~ . 

For this pr ceedinq, the CCC endorses the use of the 
I 

ELFIN model and a "OF Inl F Out" methodology tor calculating 

• 

avoided energy costs. eCce notes that this methodology was 
adopted in the last tw general rate cases involving SDG&E 
(0.85-12-108) and PC& (0.86-12-091), and its use for OF pricing 
has been reaffirmed n 0.86-07-004. Although the CCC is aware of 
the Commission's i ention to clarify the "OF In/OF out* 

11 In perform·ng the "QF In/QF Out" simulation, PSD removed 793 
MWs of QFs an~4,715 qWh. These numbers were based on information 
provided by ison as to the level of OF capacity.paid on the 
basis of var able IERs • 
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It is Edison's position that the issue ot wn,~~llA~~ 
*QF In/QF OutW should be extended to p~iein9 for short-run 
otfer QFs is an issue to be resolved in the consolidated 
otfer proceeding, A.82-04-44, et ala Until that time, 
recommends that the zero-intercept methodology continue;t~ be used 
tor short-run marginal cost pricing in the general ~ati case. 
Edison disputes the precedential effect of the wQF ;nIQF out* 
methodology being adopted in recent general rate ca'ses. Edison 

'I.. ...... • l' I o~serves ~at ~n the san D~ego Gas & E ectr~c Co~any (SDG&E) 
I 

general rate case, SDG&E had proposed a *QF Inl,QF out* methodology. 
Additionally, Edison states that D.86-12-071, ln which the 
Commission adopted sueh a methodoloqy for Q pricing tor Pacific 
cas and Electric Company (PG&E), was spec' ically intended not to 
be precedential. 10 

With respect to model methodological adjustments 
made by the other parties, Edison is critical of IEP and CCC's 
external adjustment to the ELFIN pr~uction cost runs to account 

I 
tor start-up and no-load costs. Edison notes that most (i.e., 95%) 
ot the adjustment is related to n'o-load tuel costs. Edison states 
that such an adjustment of ELF~ results is unnecessary since the 
ELFIN runs already capture ~.(nO-load fuel expense by including as 
an input the first production block tor each oil/gas unit as an 

. I 
average value. Edison st~es that the average value, as opposed to 
the incremental value, reflects no-load tuel expenses associated 

10 If a *QF In/Q methodology is adopted, Edison states that 
the Commission maY be required to determine the quantity of QF 
production removed from the wQFs In* scenario in order to develop 
the ~'QFs out* sCenario. Edison believes that the CCC erred ir..· it:: 
estimate ot' 76% of OF production receivinq short-run. standard ,"~, ' 
offer enerqyJprices ana removing this amount of QF production. ' 
Acc,;)raing to' Edison, this estimate assumes that all non-standard 
con'tracts a.re variable priced and thereby overstates the amount of 
variable priced. QF production.. . 
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• methodology in A.82-04-044, et al., the CCC believes that 
there is a change in policy, the -OF In/QF Out- methodol 
JOe followed. 

In implementing the NQF In/OF OutW meth ~olo9Y, the 
CCC included all QFs expected to be generating power n the wOF InN 
ease. For the -QF OutN case, all OFs whose pricin is variable are 
removed, while those OFs with fixed prices are i luded. The CCC 
recommends that the Commission characterize 76% ot OF contracts as 
variable priced, based on Edison'& responses data to the CCC and 
on the assumption that only QFs with Inter Standard Offer 4 
eontracts have fixed priees. 

The CCC believes thai: it s correctly implemented 
the NOF In/OF Out- methodology and proa rly relied on the ELFIN 
model. The CCC notes that NCaJmong th range of possible ehoices, 
ELFIN is the most widely used publi y available produetion 
simulation modelN and -utilizes a rObabilistic dispatch algorithm 
eonceptually identical to that w ich underlies PROMOD.- (Exhibit 
102, at p. 4-2 - 4-3.) FUrtbe, the CCC states that the ELFIN 

• model has :been shown to provi ~ both reliable and accurate 
simUlation results and is u d by both the PSO and the california 
Enerqy commission. 

The CCC s tes that it took the' initial step in 
using ELFIN ot ea.librat· g or matching the model with PROMOD to 
ensure that the two m04els were run with consistent empirical 
foundations. In th~CC'S opinion, the success ot its efforts were 
contirmed by the fa that the CCC's calibrated runs resulted in a 
deviation below 5% for all categories. After calibration, the CCC 
then changed Edison's assumptions that, in the CCC's opinion, were 
tl.!lwed, oU~odel, or incorrect. The corrected simulations resulted. 
in a marginal;'nerqy cost of 25.2 mills/kWh. Based on a gas eost 
of $2.S2,IMMBt'\l., an IER of 9,988 Btu/kWh resulted. This simulation 
included an adjustment for start-up ,~nd no-load. costs • 
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with the operation ot the unit at its minimum 
Edison notes that this level is the same as that at 
resources are torced t~ remain on-line as "'must-run· 
is when the no-load fuel expense is incurred. """""' ...... '<;> reasons, 

te adjustment it i:s. Edison's opinion that IEP's and the CCC's ,._.~_._ 
for no-load fuel expenses double-counts these 

Edison, however, does not f in error in 
making an adjustment tor no-load and 
analysis since PSD's modeling results re 
marginal enerqy cost calculation tor 
appropriate. 

.. _,- costs for its p~ 
ct an instantaneous 
such an adjustment is 

PSO's suggestion that the 
Commission should require further start-up and no-
load fuel expenses in future proc.e~11r.lqs since all parties adopted 
the results of Edison's studies PSCI'S problems seemed limiteo. 
to the need for additional documentation. Edison is 
willing to provide the in! , but does not teel that a 
mar.Ldate to conduct an addi study is warranted • 

Finally, Edison responds to concerns regarding the 
access by other parties tOJ'PROMOO and data related to its use. 
Edison states that it tuUy complied with the statutory 

.. .. I . 
requ~rements by d~sclosi~g data bases, 1nput and output 
inforlDation, and meetilg with intervenors t~ provide them. all 
i~to~tion ~'to the eftent necessary tor cross-examination or 

I . 

rebuttal'" (Section lJ8:2:2 (a». On the subject o! the timeliness ot 
data responses, Edison eites the substantial time constraints that 

l 

tace all parties due to the strict schedule to which a general rate 
ease must adhere!. Edison believes that given those time 

" eonstraints, Edison used its best ettorts to· respond tully and on a 
timely basis. / 

(2)/ ES2 
./ Like Eclison, PSD proposes that '¢.~ c:.:o.:unission use 

I . 
the same methodology to calculate both marginal and Avoided energy 
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• unlike PROMOO, the CCc confirms that ELFIN does not. 
have a unit commitment capability and does not capture no-load and' . ./' 
start-up costs. The ccc states that 1t compensated for the abs~nce 
of these features by selecting the most likely marqinal uni~to be 
wmust-runw units and by making an external adjustment for~-load 
and start-up costs. Specifically, the- CCC used time-we~qhted 
adders from Edison's historical studies to adjust its ~ to 
capture these costs. The CCC notes that Edison does~ot disp~te 
the need tor a separate adjustment to the ELFIN m~l to account 
for start-up expenses. 

With respect to the no-load adju ent, the CCC asks 
that the cownission reject Edison's assertion at this adjustment 
results in double-counting no-load cost~. T eCce agrees with IEP 
that with ELFIN there may be some potentia for double-counting of 
these costs, but that this dOuble-c:ountil}*1' is insignificant. 
Specifically, the cost effect on the $ss(,ooo,ooo production. cost 
difference between IEP's *OF In/OF out! runs was merely $26,000 and 
had no effect on the ultimate IER re~lt. 

~ The CCC also believ~ that two other adjUstments are 
required to translate the marqina;( enerqy cost and IER estimates 
into actual OF payments. FirstJ'in a manner consistent with the 
overall valuation of OF produciion, each of the marginal energy 
costs and IER estimates shou~ be adjusted for the appropriate 
level of line losses and vatlable O&K expenses that would have been 
incurred by the utility b~" for the presence of QFs. The CCC 

aqrees to the use of EdisGn's calculations of these factors. 

• 

Second, each of the res 1 tinq payments sh-ould be time-
xtent that variati,ons in marginal energy 

costs are expected t be significant across days, weeks, or months 
ot the year. 

In ~esponse to Edison's proposed methodology, the 
I 

CCC challenges both the access provided by Edison to' PROMOD as well 
as Edison's model"ing approach. The CCC s't:.ates that :because Edison 
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costs. PSD similarly cites this Commission's decision~ndorsing 
such an approach in Edison's last general rate case (;0.84-12-068). 

To accomplish this goal, PSD believ~that its 
/ modeling approach based on the combined use of ~ PCAK/~ models 

. " . was the most accurate forecast~ng tool present~ 1n the proceed1ng. 
This approach involves the use of two separate input tiles for 
resources. These two tiles represent resour6es which are either 
*energy limitea* (Edison's hydro and ce~n firm hydro purchases) 
or Ncapacity limited* (all steam units~ombustion turbines, fossil 
purchases). Purchases are placed in ~e or the other files 
depending on their characteristics.!' _ . 

PSD believes that m.Odeling the characteristics of 
virtually any r,esource type, incl~aing economy energy, pumped 

, I 
storage, and different hydro t~es, provides a qreat deal of 
tlexibility. Units can'be di'patched economically, in a 
predetermined order, or econtmically with alterations to reflect 
dispatch limits such as tol QFs, Nmust run* units, and purchased 

~ . power. PSD states that 7-- model can calculate on-, ~d- and off-
peak marginal energy costs tor up to- 20 rate periods and reports 
IERs and unit data on ill modeled resources. 

?SO stites that its'model directly calculates the 
IERs and marginal c~ts tor all costing periods. Only one 
adjustment is Inade/external -to the model and that is an adjustment 
to the on-peak incremental energy rate to, retlect start-up and no
load tuel. In ~g its adjustment, PSD utilized a detailed study 

I 

performed by Edison on the ilupact of start-up and no-load tuel 
costs using historic data. PSD believes the use of Edison's study 
ot historic 'tart-up and no-load fuel rel~tionships provides the 

I 
most accurate means of forecasting those costs. 

/ With respect to the models and approaches used t>y 
the othexjparties, PSD notes that, unlike IAK/PCAM, the PROMOD 
model USfd ~y Edison does not produce a direct calculation of 
marginal energy costs tor all costing periods. Instead, PROMOD is 

/ 
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• reqarc!s PROMO!) as propriety, Ec!ison refuses to submit the lI1oc!e/ 
for assessment. In turn, the CCC asserts that independent 
evaluation of the validity of the models has been impossib e. The 
CCC believes that Edison's position prevents a fair eval of 
its approach to calculating marginal costs and is in 
ot Public Utilities Code Section 1822.12 The CCC be 
when a utility refuses to sUbmit its computer mode 
verification, the commission should impose string 

c travention 
eves that 

to- independent 
burdens of 

proof to ensure fair evaluation ot all forecast • 
The ccc also criticizes Edison' failure to respond 

to the data requests of intervenors in a tim y manner. This 
failure, in the CCC's opinion, severely iled the ability of 
intervenors to- fully analyze Edison's sho ing or complete their own 
presentations. 

with respect to Edison' proposed Nzero-interceptw 

methodoloqy, the CCC believes that s methodology is not 
consistent with the Commission's ad tion of the -OF In/OF Out~ 
methodology and has a n~er of f ws. Among them, the CCC 

~believeS that Edison's approach r calculating costs for the off
peak period ignores the effect f OF power on utility Nno-loadN and 
"'start-upN costs. Second,. th CCC asserts that the "'zero
intercept~ approach illustra es only the consequences of changing 
loads on utility operating osts. According to the CCC,. this 
determination does not t y measure avoided costs unlike the "'OF 
In/OF Out- methodology w ich calculates precisely the implications 
of QF production on a u ility's operating costs. The ccc also 

• 

l2 Section 1822 p ovides generally that, to the extent necessary 
~or cross-exami~non or rebuttal, the Commission and interested 
parties shall hav access to any computer model and related data 
that is the basi for any testimony or exhibit in a commission 
proceeding.. Th requirements of this statute and the status of 
the Commission les governing computer access are included in our 
discussion on arginal energy costs • 
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used directly to compute only off-peak marginal costs with the 
~zero intercept~ methodoloqy being used to calculAte on- and mid
peak marginal energy costs. 

Additionally, PSO questions and considers ~~I~~-~~ 
Edison's use of the plus and minus 500 MW variAtions ot O~~De~aK 
mid-peak lo~ds in developing mArginal energy costs for time 
period. PSt> criticizes the lack ot scientific bas 
of this particular increment other than Edison's 
adjustment yields more reasonable results than 
not made. PSO also notes that the plus and ...... ,....kI> 

~·",..........ion tha-e the 
adjustment is 

SOO MW adjustment 
in this case differs trom Edison's last ge:neJ~~ rate case in wbich 

00 MW and +/- 800 MW. two alternative adjustments were used--+/
On the subj ect of the use 

CCC, PSt> states that it uses EUIN ex"l;~lSl. for resource 
marginal costs used in 

resource additions and demand 
planninCJ purposes and for the 

side management proposals. 
that ELFIN is capable ot I"'1"'I'1ftl"\1"'" 

various time periods. 
problems, PSO notes that 

consistently higher 
w;thout an explanation. 

clear to the PSO" however, 
marginal energy costs tor 
are no' obvious inherent 
simUlations produced 

energy rA:tes than PSt> or Edison 

PSI> <:1-'-,"",UI terences ELFI~'s potential tor doUble-

IEP'S testimony 
MW level of a 
averACJe heat 
adjustment ot 
IER. 

no-load fuel. pst> notes in particular 
ELFI~ uses AverAge heat rates at the minimum .. 

thereby Accounting tor no-load costs. It the 
option is used on ELFIN then an external 

and no-load Btus should-not be made to the 

With respect t<> the calculation ot avoided energy 
QF pricinCJ, PSO supports a "QF In~ approach. In doing ,.~. 

ints out that the "QF InN approach was the one last used 
In addition, while the Commission appears to have 
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.... notes that At the time the Commission Adopted the *zero-int~t* 
methodology in Edison's last general rate case, the NQF I 7QF outN 

methodology was not before the commission. 
(4) In' 

IEP similarly proposed the use 
In/QF outN methodoloqy to calculate avo idea ener 
payments. IEP's calculations yielded an IER of 
According to IEP, the Commission has determine 

N and the wQF 
costs for QF 

0,147 Btu/kWh. 

Out· methodology is in 'keeping with PORPA's quiremcnt that the QF 
should~ be paid on the basis of those costs hich the utility avoids 
due to the presence of QFs. ~t is theref e reasonable t~ 
calculate that price without including ose QFs who are not in 
existence, but will be,brought on line s a result of that price. 
(0.85-07-022, Finding of Fact 25.) 

e short-run energy price 
methodologies developed to date, 0 y NQF In/QF OutN reflects the 
change in total system costs caus d by the QFs which will receive a 
price based on the utility'S av IEP believes that no 

• persuasive reason has Deen sho in this proceeding not to 
implement NQF In/QF Out.N 

With respect ,0 the adjustment for avoided start-up 
and no-load fuel consumpti n, IE? notes that Edison has chosen to 
rely on the interworkings of the PROMOO model t~ account for this 
consumption. lEI> belie s the Commission should reject this 
position due to Edison's own admission that PROMOO fails to 

ensurate with what recorded data indicates is 
dison proposes to· include an adjustment of 

calculate a value co 
appropriate. While 
approximately 550 B u/kWh, the PROMOO generated value, Edison 

ies of recorded data sho,w empirically that 620 testified that 
Btu/kWh is the a 
consumption. 

that double-c 

• 

ual level of avoided start-up ana no-load fuel 

EP ~lso believes that Edison argues erroneously 
ting will occur it the NQF In/QF outW results from 
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chosen the results from a wQF In'/QF out'" simulation 
recent PG&E test year, the PSI) dloes not believe that the "" .... ~~ .... 

, expressed any commitment to that i method.. Th.us, the PSO r~COlnmEmd.s 
that until the Commission makes it clear as t~what aD'On)aC~ 
be utilized, consistency require$ the continued use In" 
method. 

Recognizing the possibility of a 
approa~ being adopted in this proceeding, PSO, , also 
offered results from using su~ ~L methodology In performing the 

wQF In/QF Out" simulation, PSO re=oved 793 of QFs and 4,71~ 
qWh. 'rhese nUlllbers were based Oll:. informat:Uon provided by Edison as 
to the level of OF capacity paid on the "Sis 0' variable IERs. 

(3) ~ / 

For this proceeding, ~ CCC endorses the use of the 
ELFIN model and a "'QF In{QF out'" :methodoloqy for calculating 
avoided enerqy costs. The CCC nottfs that this methodology was 
adopted in the last two general rlte eases involving SDG&E 
(0.85-12-108) and PG&E (0.86-1;1091), and its use for OF pricing 
has been reaffirmed in O.86-oj-~04. ,A;Lthouqh the CCC is aware of 
the Commission's intention to clarify the "'OF In/QF Out'" 
methodoloqy in A.82-04-44,~t al.,the CCCbelieves that until 
there is a chanqe in POl;£Y, the NQF In/OF out· methodoloqy should 
b~ followed. ~ 

In ilnpJ.-ementing the wQF In/OoF OutW methodology, the 
CCC included all QFsj'expected to be generating power in the wQF InW 
case. For the WOF~t'" case, all OoFs whose pricing is variable are 
removed, while those OoFs with fixed prices are included. The CCC 
recommends that~e commission characterize 76% of QF contracts as 
variable price/, ~asec1 on· Edison's responses to data to the CCC and 
I' . 

on the assumpticn that only QFs with Interim Standard Offer 4 
contracts h~e ~~~~d prices. 

/ The· CCC believes that it has correctly implemented 
the wOF ~/OF outW methodology and properly relied on the ELFIN 
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~ELFIN are adjusted. IEP states ELFIN does not estimate plant 
start-ups, as PROMOD attempts to do, and does not have the ability 

,/ 
to account for plant ~el consumption at levels belowmin~mum 
generating levels (i.e., no-load fuel consumption). 
of these phenomenon is accounted for in ELFIN, IEP ar es that it 
is entirely appropriate and necessary to make the t e of external 
adjustment to the IER recommended by IEP to aeco for start-up 
and no-load fuel costs. 

(So) ~ 

~he esc expressly adopts the p. sitions and argument 
artieulated by the CCC in this proceeding. :Lke the CCC, the esc 

takes exception to Edison's failure to t ly respond to the data 
requests of the interested parties •. Add " ionally, the esc endorses 
the use of the ELFIN model using a -QF n/QF Out- me.thodolO9Y. 'nle 
esc also endorses IE?'s and CCC's adj tment to the ELFIN modeling 
results tor start-up and no-load co s of about 6Z0 Stu/kWh. 

b.. Input ASSJllDptions 
In addition to the type of computer mod4al and specific 

• methodolO9Y chosen, equally cri I cal to the calculation Of the IER 
are the assumptions which eachjParty used in performing their 
respective production cost lIltel simulations.. In this proceeding, 
the vast majority of input ~lues was used in common by all parties 
and was based on Edison dat'a .. 

Nevertheless, ,'rtain critical assumptions were the 
subject of debate between the parties. The resource assumptions at 
issue in this proceedi~ fall into the following basic categories: 
(1) base load unit P?~uction (nuclear and coal units), (2) economy 
energy availability;and purChases, (3) firm power (capacity and 
energy) purC'hases,/and (4) OF generation. Oi'tferences also exist 
between the parties regarding the assumptions used for the price of 

• 

natural gas and Jinimum. load conditions. . Concern in this 
proceeding was 1so expressed regarding the manner in which IERs 
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model. The CCC notes th.~t ""(ajll1ong the ranqe of possible choices, 
ELFIN is ~e ll10st widely used publicly available production 
simulation model'" and "'utilizes ~. probabilistic dispatch . gorithm 
conceptually identical to that which und,.arlies PROMOD."" (Exhibit 
102, at p. 4-2 - 4-3.) Further, the CCC· states that e ELFIN 
model has been shown to provide both reliable and accurate 

~ 
simulation results and, is used by both tlle PSD Zd e Calitornia 
Energy commission. 

The CC~ states that it took the . itial step· in 
using ELFIN of calibrating or matching the ll10ael with PROMOD to 
ensure that the two models were run with co~istent empirical 
foundations. In the cCC's opinion, the suctcess of its efforts were 
confirmed by the fact that the CCC's cal~rated runs resulted in a 
deviation below 5% tor all categories. ~ter calibration, the CCC 
then changed Edison's assUlDptions that/, in the CCC's opinion, were 
flawed, outmoded, or incorrect.. Tbe/correeted simulations resulted 
in a marginal energy cost of 25.2 Jlls/kWh. Based on a gas cost 
of $2.52/MMBtu, an IER of 9,.988 B~/kWh resulted.. This simUlation 
included an adjustment tor sta~up and no-load costs. 

Unlike PROMOD, ~e CCC confirms that ELFIN does not 
have a unit commitment Capab~ity and does not capture no-load and 
start-up costs. The CCC staJtes that it compensated tor the absence 
of these features by selecting the ll10st likely marginal units to be 

l 
""must-run'" units and by ,aking an external adjustment tor no-load 
and start-up costs. Spta(:ifically, the CCC used time-weigh.ted 
adders from Edison's h~~torical stUdies t~ adjust its IER. to· 
capture these costs. /Tlle ccc notes that Edison does not dispute 
the need for a sepa5ate adjustment to the ~ model t~ account 
for start-up expenses. 

I 
With respect to the no-load adjustment, the CCC asks 

th .. •.· '~e commission reject Edison's assertion that this adjustment 
results in dow;le-counting no-load, costs. The CCC agrees with lEI> 
that with ELFlN there :may be some potential tor double-counting of 
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~ShOUld be adjus~ed to reflect the commission's adopted 
assumptions and the need for,an annual update of the I 

(1) Base IQad D)li:t ptQd,uQtion AsumPtioDS 

annual long-For coal units, Edison proposes that 
range capacity of 62% be used. In support of this 
Edison cites the adoption by the California Ener 

sswnption, 
COlmUission of a 

6,3t capacity factor for Edison's coal units 
1987, Report. 

For its nuclear units, 
long-ranqe capacity factor of 65% for Edis n's mature nuclear 
units. Edison believes that its recomme ed value is based on the 
most current information regarding the intenance schedules ot 
such units. Edison also supports its ssumption of a full-year 
operation of its Palo Verde 3 unit b sed on the reasonable 
assumption of a considerable amoun of pre-release energy 
goneration in January and Februa of 1988. 

The ccc challenge Edison's proposed capacity 
factors tor both its coal and clear units. The CCC asserts that 

~ in ~nq its forecast of ge eration from its coal plants, Edison 
tailed to use historical ave ages, as the CCC believes the 
Commission requires (see O. 6-07-004), and failed to account for 
major outage factors. Th CCC, along with the PSD, base capacity 
forecast for each Plan~ actual performance ov~ the past five 
years, resulting in an erage of a 63% capacity factor. 

. With re ect to Edison'S forecast of nuclear power 
generation, the CCC nJtes that the 'Commission has determined that 
forecasts of the pert6r.mance of thermal units should be based, on a 
rolling historical ive-year averaqe for each specific plant. 
Alternatively, it ive years of operating data are not available, 
the commission pr scribes use of a national average of similar 
units. (See D.8 -07-004, at p'. 86.) Since only San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating stat' n (SONGS) 1 of Edison's six nuclear units included 

averaqe capacity factor is older than five 
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these costs, but that this dollhle-cOWlting is insign.iLt. 
/ 

Specifically, the cost effect on the $SS, 000,000 production cost 
difference between IEP's M'QF In/QF outM' runs was ~relY $2·6,000 and 
had no effect on the ultimate IER result. / . 

~he CCC also believes that tw~ther adjustments are 
required to translate the marginal enerqy cJSt and IER estimates 
into actual QF payments. First, in a m~r consistent with the 
overall valuation of QF production, eac~of the marqinal energy 
costs and IER estimates should be adjusted for the appropriate 
level of line losses and variable o&~xpenses that wo~ld have been 
incurred by the utility ~ut for the)presence of QFs. The CCC 
aqrees to the use of Edison's ealeu'lations of these factors. 
second, each of the resulting pa~ents should ~e time
differentiated to the extent that variations in marginal energy 
costs are expected'to be SiZieant across days, weeks, or months 
of the year. 

In response ,0 Edison's proposed methodoloqy, the 
CCC challenges both the a7~ess provided by Edison to PROMOD as well 
as Edison's modeling approach. The CCC states that because Edison 
regards PROMOD as propr~ty, Edison refuses to submit the model 
for assessment. In tu./n, the CCC asserts that independent , . 
evaluation of the va~dity of the models has been impossible. The 
CCC believes that Edison's position prevents a fair evaluation of 
its approach to ~culatinq marginal costs and is in contravention 
of Public Utilit~s C~e Section 1822.11 The CCC believes that 
when a utility ~tuses to submit its computer models to independent 

11 Sectiop 1822 provides generally that. to the extent necessary 
for cross:-exa:m.ination or rebuttal, the C':'MID':'::;:-:' ion and interested 
parties shall have access to any computo:l!"lU.:x1el and related data 
that is~e basis tor any testimony or exhibit in a commission 
proeeect'inq. The requirements of this statute and the status of 
the Commission rules governing computer aceess are included in our 

~Sion on marginal energy_c:::s~ 
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~years, the national averaqe should be used to forecast perto ance 
o! allot Edison's other plants. 

Under these criteria, SONGS 1 would be ~ with 
its five-year historical capacity factor of 53%. In c trast,. 
Edison proposes to adjust the historical averaqe for ONGS 1 to 
diminish the effect of the shutdown that occurred ring the five
year period, thus proposinq a capacity factor of 7%. The CCC 
calls this approach unaccepta}jle when the point ot the historical 
averaqe is to use the actual performance ot a 
whether poor, ayeraqe or exceptional, to' pr iet performance tor 
the torecast period. 

With respect to the remai inc; units with less than 
five years of operatinq data,. the ccc stitied that the national 
average performance ot units with cap cities in excess of 700 MW 
ranqes froll!. 37% to 86%. However, mean performance of all units 
averaqes between ~8% and 60%. The CCC recommends that the 
Commission adopt 59% as the appr riate capacity factor for these 
units. 

~ The ccc and the esc also question 'Edison's proposed 
capacity factor of 75% for P 0 Verde 3 based on an operatinq date 
of November, 1987. The c;tc oints out that evidence in Edison's 
ECAC reflects that this da e has slipped to no earlier than 
March 1, 1988. The CCC ks that the Commission assume March 1, 
1988 for peratinq date tor the Palo, Verde 3 unit. 

•• 

(2) 

the parties presented different assumptions 
regardinq the amount of ec~nomy energy available and 'expected to be 
purchased by Ediso from both the Pacitic Northwest CP~) and 
Pacitic Southwest PSW) regions. The differences were primarily 
due to the use 0 diftering estimation techniques. 

is Edison's position that because Edison alone 
toreeasted econ my energy availab~lity based on detailed eomputer 

of the geoqraphical reqions, more analytical 
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verification, ~" commission should impOll" stringent burclens 0/' 
proof to ensure fair evaluation of all forecasts. • ~ 

The CCC also criticizes Edison's failure to;respond 
to the data requests of intervenors in a timely manner. lhis 
failure, in the CCC's opinion, severely curtailed the ~ility of 
intervenors to fully analyze Edison's showinq or compl~te their own 
presentations. . I . . 

With respect to Ed~son's proposed ~ero-~nterceptW 
methodology, the CCC :believes that this methodO~09Y is not 
consistent with the Commission's adoption of ~e wQF In/OF OutW 

methoclolO<T,f o.nd. has a nu:m:ber ot tlaws. Amon~ them, the c~c 
:believes that Edison'S approach tor calcul~inq costs for the otf
peak period ignores the effect ot OF power'on utility Wno-load* and 

I 
Wstart-up* costs. Second, the CCC asserts that the *zero-
intercept- approach illustrates only ~ consequences of chanqin9 
loads on utility operating costs. Ac~ordinq to the CCC,. this 
determination does not truly meas~ avoided costs unlike the wOF 
In/QF out* methodology which calcUiates precisely the implications 
of OF production on a utilitY's;'peratinq costs. The CCC also 
notes that at the time the Commission adopted the wzero-intercept* 
methodology in Edison's l~st leneral rate case, the *QF In/OF Out* 
m~thodoloqy was not :before e commission. 

(4) .IR 
IEP similarly proposed the use of ELFIN and the *QF 

I 
In/OF out- methodOloqy~o calculate avoided enerqy costs for OF 
payments. IEP's calculations yielded an IER of 10,147 Btu/kWh. 

I 
Ji~ccordinq to IEI>, the Commission lu~s determined that the wQF In/OF 
outW methodology iJin keepinq with PORPA's requirement that the QF 
should :be paid oo/the :basis ot those costs which the utility avoids 
due to the presence ot OFs. It is therefore reasonable to 

I 
calculate thatjPrice withc.'IJ:'I: including those QFs who- are not in 
existence, b~t will be :brought on line as a result of that price. 
(D.85-07-0221, Finding of Fact 250 .. ) 
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~weight must be afforded to Edison's assumptions. Edison b 
that reliance on expert judq,ment and historical analysis s 
substitute 1!or the type ot extensive analysis o-t the s citic 
regional resources and loads which it undertook. Ed' on also notes 
that reliance on estimates proposed in ECAC is misp aced since the 
ECAC esti~ate is for the amount of economy energy xpected to be 
p'llX'chasec1, not the total that was assumed avail lea Ec1ison 
asserts that availability, and not price, shou Q be the criteria 
for determining economy energy purchases. 

Ec1ison's revised estimate ot economy energy 
available tor the PNW for 198$ was 5,072 13 Edison's final 
estimate of PSW economy energy for 1988 as 7,642 gWh (,rable 2, 
EXhibit 109). 

PSD, in developing its estimates of PNW and PSW 
economy energy availability, usec1, a base number, the full year 
recorc1ed figures tor Edison receip of non-firm energy from 
December 1985 through November 19 6. For this time period, the 
r.esul ts were 7,509 CJWh for the and 3,199 9Wh tor the PSW. By 

~1990, PSO is torecasting a dec ease on an annual 'basis to- 652 gWh 
to,r the PNW reqion and 735 q tor the PSW region, a total of 1,387 
gr~. ~hese estimates were b sed on PSD's resource plan *bridqinq 
tbe qap* between the 1986 corded figures and the 1990 torecast, 
with an equal percent red 

13 Edison's or4g4na estimate of economy energy purchases trom 
the p~~ region was 5,380 gWh. This estimate was revised in 
Edison's rebuttal t stimony (EXhibit 109) to reflect (1) a 
reduction in the p ion of the Wyodak Coal Plant output available 
tor surplus energy production; and (2) the use ot more recent 
forecasts for the stern Montana and wyoming loads. Edison 
e!.tilnated. that th effect of these chanqes in the PNW' mexlel would. 
be to reduce Edi on's estimate by about ~08 gWh of enerqy 
availability. th factors resultinq in the total reduction of 
30S gWh are att ibutable to economy energy purchases. 
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In IEP's view, among the short-run enerqy prioe 
~etbodoloqies developed t~ date, only 'QF In/QF Out' reflects the 
change in total system costs caused by the QFs which wil receive a 

persuasive reason bas been shown in this proceeding ot to 
implement -QF In/QF put.' 

, With respect to the adjustment to avoided start-up 
I 

and no-load fuel consumption, IEP notes that Ed!S.son has chosen to 
rely on the interworking$ of the PROMOD :mocteJl'to account tor this 
consumption. IEP believes the Commission siould reject this 
position dUl~ to Edison's own admission ~ PROMOD fails t~ 
calculate a value commensurate with whatfrecorded data indicates is 
appropriate. While Edison proposes tolinclude an adjustment of 
appro~telY 5S0 Btu/kWh, the PRoMotfgenerated value, Edison 

~ 

testified that studies of recorded eta show empirically that 620 
Btu/XWh is·the actual level ~f avoided start-up, and no-load fuel 
consu:mption.. / 

IE? also believes that Edison argues erroneously 
that double-counting will occ&r it the 'OF In/QF Out' results from 
ELFIN are adjusted. IEP s~es ELFIN does not estimate plant 
start-ups, as PROMOD attempts to do, and does not have the ability 
to account for planttuellconsumption at levels below ~inimum 
,q~neratin9 levels (i.e.l'no-load fuel consumption). Since neither 
of these phenomenon is;laccounted for in ELFIN, IEP argues that it 
is entirely appropri~e and necessary to make the type of external 
adjustment to the I~ recommended by IEP to account for start-up 

I 
and no-load fuel costs. 

(5) ~ 
Tbfe esc expressly adopts the positions and arqument 

I 
articulated. by the CCC in this proceedinq. Like the cae, the esc 
takes exception' to Edison's failure to timely respond to the dat.:\.:,." 
requests of ttie interested parties. Additionally, the esc endor~es 
the use ot tJ/e ELFIN ~odel using a 'QF In/QF out' methodology. The 
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PSD acknowledges that its forecasts for econ 
en~rgy are dramatically lower than Edison's and the vario 
interested parties. PSD also notes the variation betwe 
estimates and those presented ~y PSD in Edison's t ECAC 
proceeding. 

notes that in 
PSD states, however, that reasons 

differences in these estimates. Specifically, 
ECAC PSD uses short-term forecasts that have ose relationships 

and are intended to 
period. The rate case 

wlth the recorded usage in the immediate pas 
be applicable only to the immediate foreca 
forecasts, by de~inition, have to· ~e mor in tune with average year 
forecasts being applicable to the test ear and attrition year. 
PSD notes further that Edison's own f ecasts differed ~etween this 
proceeding and ECAC despite Edison's indication that the forecast 
period results for the two proceed" gs should be similar. 

PSD also believes t its estimates take into 
account the recent history of P transactions with california • 

. This history, in PSD's view, d onstrates that physical capability 
~ does not equate to availabili y. 

Finally, PSD sserts that Edison's models for PNW 
and PSW economy energy are lawed tor failing to consider the most 
critical element necessa in evaluatinq the availability of the 
resource--price. While dison's PROMOD runs include a price 
computation tor non-fi energy of 60% of the average cost of gas, 
PSD believes that this ratio is too low n?ting PSD's own assumption 
of the PNW non-firm p ice being 85% ot the Edison avoided energy 
price. 14 

IEP, the CSC, and the ~CC all challenge Edison's 
est~ates of IEP estimates that S,SS7 

~4 PSD states t its estimate is consistent with current price 
behavior under the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Intertie 
Access Policy. 
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" /'. /' 
/ .// 

esc also endorses IEP's and CCC's adjustment to the ELFI~od~ling 
results for start-up and no-load costs ot about 620 Btu1~~ 

b. Xnput Assumptions / / 
In addition to the type of computer m~e1 and specific 

methodology chosen, equally critical to the ealeuJ.a"fion of the I:ER 

are the assUlnptions which each party usecl infiedorming their 
respective production cost model SimUlatio~.~In this proceeding, 
the vast majority of input values was usea in common by all parties 
and was ~ased on Edison data. ... / I 

Nevertheless, certain eri~a?t~~ssumPtions were the 
subject of debate between the pa~s.J'The resource assumptions at 
issue in this proceedinq f~lll i~o ~e following basic cateqories: 
(1) base load unit production;tnuc;ear and coal units), (2) economy 
enerqy availability and purcbases/ (3) firm power (capacity and 

-'" - r / i' l' ener~J) pur~ses, and (4»)QF qenerat on. D~fferences n so ex~st 
between the parties reqa?din9/the assumptions used for the price of 
natural gas and minimum~oad/conditions. Concern in this 
proceedinq was also e~ress~d regarding the manner in which IERs 
should be adjusted ;cfrctiect the Commission's adopted input 
assumptions and the' need! for an annual update of the IER. 

(1) ~/e IQ§'d unit Prs>dP&tion Asumptions 
, I • • 

F:or coal un~ts, Ed~son proposes that an annual long--
range capacityj6: 6~% be used. In support of this ass~ption, 
Edison cites p'e a.doption by the california Energy Commission ot a 
63% capacity/factor tor Edison's eoal units in its ER-VI, January, 
1987, Report. ,/ 

/ ,For its nuclear units, Edison proposes an annual 
10n9-r~e capacity factor of 6S% for Eclison's m~ture nuclear 
units. /Edison believes that its reeommended value is based on the 
most current information reqardingthe maintenance schedules of 

I 
such~ts. Edison also supports its asswnptionoZ' ~ 'Zull-year 
~ation o~ its Palo Verde 3 unit based on the·reasonDble 

/ 
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~9Wh of economy energy purchases will ~e made from the P. region 
for 1988. IEP states that this estimate which is 190 gWh less than 
Edison has estimated for the ECAC period reflects 
price/quantity relationship, which affects econom 
decisions. ~he expected level of economy ener 
affected ~y Edison's decision to dispatch its 
incremental or spot price of gas. 

purchases is 
ystem based on the 

IEP's estimates tor the tes year are very similar 
to those made by Edison for the June 1987 through May 1988 ECAC 
period. IEP recognizes that these peri s are not identical, ~ut 
notes, as did PSO, that in this procee ing Edison testified that 
there was no reason to believe that e expectations of purchases 
would differ between these overlapp ng periods. 

The esc also belie~s that Edison's modeling of PNW 
energy availability is flawed. e esc states that both conceptual 
and mathematical errors in Edis n's model have resulted in 
substantial overstatements of oth the availability of PNW enerqy 
(by 1,876 ~rWh) and the actua purchases of PNW energy (by 2,690 

• qWh). ~he esc believes tha these errors include (l) Edison having 
understated the PNW reqion s load and the Eastern Montana-Wyoming 
load and overstated resou ce availability by ignoring resource 
generation cost and owne ship and (2) ignoring the physical 
capability of the trans ission system. resulting in purchases 
exceeding the interti capability for over 3,300 hours. 

The's approach in estimating PNW energy 
availability was to se instead only the Northwest Regional 
Forecast which the C believes provided a consistent set of , 

in a single pUblication. ~he CCC endorses the 
esc's position a results. 

W th respect to the PSW ~odel and assumptions, the 
CCC notes that dison assumed that in 1988 it would purchase 7,642 

gWh of non-fi energy from the Inland Southwest at a cost o~ 22.4 

mills/XWh in n-peak periods and 1&.4 mills/XWh in the otf-peak 
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assumption of a oonsiderable amount of pre-release energy 
generation in January and February of 1988. 

The CCC challenges Edison's proposed capacity 
factors for both its coal and nuolear units. 
in making its forecast of generation from its coal 
failed to use historical averages, as the ccc ~,~.~:y~:~ 
Commission requires (see D.86-07-004), and failed 
major outage factors. Tbe CCC, along with the 

forecast for each plant on actual performance 
years, resulting in an average of a.63% 

for 
base capacity 

the past five 

With respect to Edison's of nuclear power 
generation, the CCC notes that the Commio:;o.o:;o..;I.~11 has determined that 

should be based on a 

data are not available, 

forecasts of the performance of thermal 
rolling historical five-year average 
Alternatively, it five years of ~~'~~~I~ 
the Commission prescribes use of a 
units. (See D.86-07-004, at p. 86 

average of similar 
Since only san Onofre Nuclear 

Generating Station (SONGS) 1 of _ ... ;;p"", •• 's six nuclear units included 
in Edison's weighted average ty taetor is older than five 
years, the national average 
of all of Edison's other 

be used to forecast performance 

teria, SONGS 1 would be modeled with 
its five-year historical~'~Q.~ity factor of'53%. In contrast, 
Edison proposes to adj the historical average for SONGS 1 to 
diminish the effect the shutdo'Wn that occurred during 't:he five-
year period, thus sing a capacity factor of 57%. 'I'he CCC 
calls this approa~ unacceptable when the point of the historical 
a.'\rerage is to ud the a.ct~a.l performance of a particular unit,. 
whether poor, verage or exceptional, to predict performance for 
the forecast eriod. 

With respect to the :I:'emaininq units with le:ss than 
five year of operating data, the CCC testified that the national 

I ' 
average rtormance of units with ~~pacities in excess of 700 MW 
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j/ 

• periods. The ccc tinds these proj ections flawed for two reas~ri~":' 
First, CCC aserts that, as noted by PSD, Edison's out-of~state 
economy ener9Y proj ections were 4S much as 22% higher than/'recentlY 

. .f 

recorde~ levels. Second, the CCC states that for its updated ECAC 
tiling, Edison's expected. value tor InlanoisouthWe$t~i~onomy energy 
had fallen to 4,398 g'Wh, with an averag~priee ot e>nly 14 

r 
millsfkWb,. The CCC notes- that the mor current ECAC tore cast 
accounts tor the historical 1986 recolded price,$': the two-tiered 

~ 

GN-S rate, and operational consider tions. T~e CCC there tore 
l 

recommends the ad.option ot ECAC anergy forecast tor the 
Inland Southwest. // 

(3) / ;.: 

In this procee ing, the )issue aros~! as to whether or 
not three purchase power con racts wer~ properly considered by 

I 
Edison to be firm commitme s. The ,three agreements at issue 
include: (1) the BPA Mem andum otfunderstanding (MOO), (2) the 
Pacific any (P~'L) Memorandum of Agreement, and 

.1 
(J) the Portland Genera ElectriC Company (PGE) contract. 

~ .. Edison tates ~it it has consistently held the 
pos~t~on that all thr e of th~ contracts are committed resources. 
Since the close of h arings i~ this proceeding, Edison has advised 

l' 

the Commission that a definitive contract has now been executed 
between Edison and PP&L and.:· filed with the Federal Energy 

v • 
Re9Ulatory Commis ion (FERC) on July l, 1987 in FERC Docket No. 

• 

ER 87-521-000'• dison re~ests the Co~ission to take official 
notice ot this ilinq. l . ,. . 

1th respect to the PGE contract, Ed~son states that 
the parties s k to exdiuae this aqreement on the basis that . , 

purchases und r the contract would be too expensive. Edison states 
that the eco omics ot/the contract are not at issue in this 
proceeding, t the ~qreement represents a legally ~inding 
commitment hich Edi~on has made, and that exclusion of' the 

t 
\ 
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ranges ~rom 37% to aist. However, the mean performance of al 
averages Petween sa% and 60t. The.~cc recomm~ndS that the'" 
Commission adopt 59% as the appropr1ate eapac1ty factor ~r these 
units. 

The CCC and the esc also question Edis n's proposed 
capacity faot'or of 7!;.t for Palo Verde :l: }:)ased on an operating elate 
of November, 1981. The CCC points out that evide e in Edison's 
ECAC re!lects that this date has slipped. to no ~rlier than 
March 1, 1988. The ccc asks that the comm.issio~ aSSUlne March 1, 

1988 for the eomroereial operating date tot. Palo Verde 3 unit. 
(2) Econo~ergy PurchAse$. 

Each Cit the parties preser.~ d different assumptions 
reqardinq the ~ount ~f economy energy ~~~ilable and expected to ~ 
purchased by Edison from }:)oth the PaCific Northwest (PNW) and 
Paei~ic SOuthwest (PSW) reqions. Th~ditferenees were primarily 
due to the use of differinq estima~n teehniques. 

It is Edison's pos~ion that because Edison alone· 
forecasted economy energy avail~lity based on detailed computer 
model simulations of the geoqr,thieal regions, more analytical 
weight must be afforded to Ed~~on's assumptions. Edison believes 
that reliance on expert jUdfent and historical analysis is not a 
substitute for the type ofjCXtensive analysis of the specific 
reqional resources and lo'ds which it und,ertook. Edison also, notes 
that reliance on estima~s proposed in E~'C is misplaced since the 
ECAC estimate is for 10 amount of economy energy expected to be 
purchased, not the t~al that was assumed available. Edison 
asserts that avail~lity, anc1 not price, should be the eriteria 

energy purchases. 
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~contract would result in payments to QPs for duplicate 
which Edison is already committed to purchase. 

The SPA contract is, in Edison's View, 
of the existinq contract between the two parties. A 
Edison, the contract, which is scheduled for termi 
sum:mer of 1987, has been the subj eet of negotiat' ns for the last 
two years. While the original MOU was remov~d 
unfavorable economics perceived by Edison, Ed'son still expects to 
have a contract in effect by October, 1987. Edison believes that. 
the resources should be considered commit d until it is clear that 
a new silnilarly advantagElous contract c 
Edison's view, a ~indins that the arra 

causes the ratepayers to lose an oppo 
that have and will continue to exis 

In 
ement will not continue 

unity to reap the benefits 

In its testimony, indicated its reservations 
regarding these contracts by excl ding from its asswnptions o~ fir.rn 
purchase power all but the BPA eement, the certainty of which 

• 

PSt) also questioned. PSD &tat s that these agreements have not 
received all of the re~isite approvals necessarY to- allow them to 
go into effect. PSD also b ieves that urgency in negotiating 
these agreements has bee~ nimized by the adoption of the Intertie 
Access policy by SPA and e presence of excess capacity on the 
Edison system, a circums ce which is expected to exist well into 
the next decade. At s time, the PSD believes that the inclusion 

• 

done with extreme ca 
The 

nts in marginal cost calculations should be 
ion. 

C also challenged inclusion of the three 
agreements, bl.:.t wi respect to Edison's calculation of its Energy 
Reliability Index (ERI) calculation used in developing avoided 
e~paeity costs. o· ensure consistency in our findings regarding 
the status of eSe agreements, we note the C$C's objections here 
as well • 
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Edison's revised estimate of economy @n,e~I~/ 
available for the PNW for 1988 was &,072 9Wh.12 Edison' 
,estimate' of PSW economy energy for 1988 was 7,642 qWh 2, 
Exh:i.bit 109). 

PSO, in developing its estimates 0 

economy energy availability, used, as a base number 
recorded figures tor Edison receipt of non-f 
December 1985 through November 1986. For 
results were 7,509 gWh for the PNW and 

time period, the 
qWh for the PSW. By 

basis to 652 gWh 1990, PSD is forecasting a decrease on 
for the PNW region and 735 gWh for the 
9Wh. These estimates were based on 
the gap' between the 1986 recorded f 
with an equal percent reduction in 

region, a total of 1,~87 
s resource plan *bridging 

and the 1990 forecast, 

PSO acknowledges its forecasts for economy 
energy are dramatically lower th~ Edison's and the various 
interested parties. PSD also n~tes the variation between these 
estimates and those presentZd 'y PSO in Edison's current ECAC 
proceeding. 0 

PSO states, owever, that reasons exist for the 
differences in these estimltes. Speeifieally, PSD notes that in 

j 

o E?C PSO uses short-term forecasts that have close relationships 
with the recorded usageJin the immediate past and are intended to 
be applicable only to the immediate forecast period. The rate case 

12 Edison's ori9~estimate of economy energy purchases from 
the PNW region was s,3eo gWh. This estimate was revised in 
Edison's rebuttal testimony (Exhibit 109) to reflect (1) a 
reduction in the portion of the Wyodak Coal Plant output available 
for surplus ener9"i,.,pr~~ction: and (2) the use ot more recent 
forecasts for,;' the Z:,_·.:~rn Montana and wyoming loacls. Edison 
estimated that the effect of these changes in the PNW lIIodel would. 
be to reduce Edison's estimate·~y about 308 gWh of enerqy 
availa))ili ty • Both factors resulting in the total reduction of 
308 qwh are attributable to economy energy purchases • 
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Specifically, the esc notes that no definit" e 
aqreement, memorandum, arrangement, or contract of any k d exists 
between Edison and SPA. Further, Edison has admitted. the 259 MW 

MOO with BPA beinq *off-the-table.* The esc believe that the PP&L 
agreement is even less committed since it had not 
available for review at the time of the hearings 
notes that tl:Le PCE contraet is still subj ect t 

een made 
Finally, the esc 

by FERC and contains express. provisions call" g for a recision or 
reformation of the contract in the event of a material change 
caused by the regulatory approval process The esc also- questions 
the price negotiated under the' sinc4~ it is higher than 
the BPA MOO. 

(4) OF Generation 
During hearings in is proceeding, the CCC, IEP, 

and the esc all challenged Edison's original forecast of 1988 OF 
generation. According to the C , an artificially high OF forecast 
produces lower IERs and ultima ly results in underpayments to OFs. 

The cec states~that Edison's short-term forecasts of 
~ expected OF generation demo~trate the uncertainty with this type 

of forecasting and unders:te a pattern of needing to reduce 
forecasts to account for Ower levels of actual OF generation. 
Specifically, Edison's f recast has ranged from a high of 14,362 
gWh in its CFM-VI fili~ and 14,174 qWh in its 1986 Resource Plan 
to a low of 7,786 gWh~n its April ECAC update. The CCC recommends 
that the Commission ,copt Edison's April 8, 1987 forecast of 12,694 

~ 

gWh, reflecting a nuiaber of QF s't:art-up delays. This updated 1988 
current forecast contained in the record and 

the~efore the bes estimate provided to the Commission. 
I P has lestimated that QFs will produce 9,192 gWh 

for sale to Edi on in 1988, of which 2,420 qWh will be paid for 
based on float' 9 or variable energy prices. IEP believes these 
estimates are easonable and should be adopted for two reasons. 
First, IEP's alysis was based on information provided by Edison 
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forecasts, by definition, have to. be lDore in tune with ,.V ... .,.."II'T" 
forecasts being applicable to the test year and. attrition 
PSO notes further that Edison's own forecasts differed·~A~~~'A~ this 
proceeding and ECAC despite Edison's indication that 
period results for the two proceedings should be 

PSO also believes that its 

This history, in PSD's view, demonstrates that 
does not equate to availability. 

Finally, PSO asserts that 's lDodels for PNW 
and PSW economy energy are flawed for fa~n9 to. consider the most 
critical element necessary in evaluatin;fthe availability of the 
resource--price. While Edison's PROMOO runs include a price 

. . I 
computatlon tor non-tlrm energy of 60% of the average cost of gas, 
PSO believes that this ratio is t~crlow noting PSO's own assumption 
of the PNW non-firm price being &S% of the Edison avoided energy 
price. 13 ~J' 

IEP, the esc, ~d the CCC all challenge Edison's 
estimates of economy energy~urchases. IEP estimates that 5,S57 
qWh of economy energy pur~ases will be made from the PNW region 
tor 1988. IEP states th~ this estimate which is 190 qWh less than 
E~ison has estimated f~ the ECAC period reflects the 
price/quantity relationship, which affects economy energy purchase 
decisions. The eXP,c!t:ed level of economy energy purchases is 
affected by Edison;r.s decision to dispatch its system based on the 
incremental or slJ6t price of qas. " 

~P's estimates for the test year are very similar 
to those made Iy Zdison for the June 1987 through May 1988 ECAC 
period. IEP ecognizes that these periods are not identical, but 

13 PSO states that its estimate is consistent with current price 
behAvi under the Bonneville Power A~inistration (BPA) Intertie Aec<;j Policy • 
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• and '" review of Edis.on's initial and updated f.orecast repo~iled 
in their 1987 ECAC (A.S7-02-019). Second, like the CCC,. ~ notes 
the continual updating by Edison reducing its original 
match more current, recorded information. 

In Edison's re~uttal testimony (Exh' 

concurs that subsequent t~ the development of Edi 
109), Edison 
PROMOD 

simulations in the ~all or 1986, changes had oc rred in the 
schedules of some of the QF resources that wer expected to start 
operation in 198$. These changes were refle ed in the latest 
Edison ECAC update, ~ut were not included the Edison's general 
rate case ~iling. Edison there~ore revis its original est~te 
of 14,174 gWh of QF generation ~or 19S8 0 reflect the more current 
information ~y reducing that ~igure ~y 1480 gWh. The result was 
Edison's acceptance of the CCC's est 12,694 gWh. 

(5) 

The price of natur particularly critical 
input assumption. It is the pri ry tuel used in Edison's own 
oil/gas generation and is, the fore, the incremental or 

• marginal/avoided ~uel. Ditte ences between Edison, PSO, and the 
interested parties include b th the prices assumed tor the gas and 
the lnanner in which qas pr· es are modeled. 

• 

in; the price ot natural gas, Edison used 
a fuel cost u, which is Edison's forecasted weighted 
average price tor gas ing the test year. Edison recommends, 
however, that the Co ssion adopt the most current average price. 
Although Edison also forecasted an incremental cost ot gas 
($2.1S/MMBtu), the eig-hted averag-e was the only price used. in its 

the PSI> view 

co t calculations. 
used both a forecasted average price of gas at 

NcommodityN or NdispatchN price, also called the 
t $1.996,IMMBtu or 79% ot the average price. It is 

at while in the long term the price ot gas will 
in the near term, 1:he existing' gas 
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notes, ~s did PSD, that in this proceedinq Edison testified that 
the::::-e . was no reason to believe tha't the expectations of purch.a~es 
would differ between these overlap:pinq periods. 

The esc also Delieves that Edison's madeline; of 
ener9Y availability is flawed. The esc states that both. CO:OC4ro't~U 

and mathematical errors in Edison's model have resulted 
substantial overstatements of both the availability of 
(by 1,876 gWh) and. the actual purc:llases of PNW energy 
qWh) • The esc believes that these errors include (1 

understated the PNW reqion's load and the Eastern ~'U~.~'Q 
load and overstated resource availability by iqn~nq resource 
qeneration cost and ownelrship and (2) iqnorinq /the physical 
capability of the transmission system result~q in purchases 
exceedinq the ~ntertie capability tor over~300 hours. 

The esc's approach in est~ting- PNW ener9'Y 
availability was to use instead only the Northwest Regional 
Forecast which the esc ~elieves provi~d a consistent set of 

I 
forecast assumptions in a single p~ication. The CCC endorses the 
esc's position and results. ;II 

With respect to the PSW model and assu:m.ptions, the 
/ . 

CCC notes that Edison assumed;that in 19~5 it would purchase 7,642 
~Wh of non-firm enernv trom the Inland Southwest at a cost of 22.4 • , -:J,. / 

mills/kWh in on-peak periods and 16.4 mills/kWh in the off-peak 
I 

periods. The CCC finds these projections flawed for two reasons. 
First, ccc aserts that,;'s noted by PSO, Edison's out-ot-state 
economy ener9Y projeC'tlions were as much as 22% hig-h.er than recently 

I 
recorded levels. Second, the CCC states that tor its updated ECAC 

'1' . I 1 t~ ~nq, Ed1son's expected va ue for Inland Southwest economy energy 
I. i had tallen tc 4,~S gWh., w~th an averaqe pr ce ot only 14 

mills/kWh. The;ccc notes that the more current ECAC forecast 
accounts tor the historical 1986 recorded '."or:!' ::1::5, the two-tiered 

I ' 

GN-S rate, and <operational considerations. The CCC therefore 
/1 

I 
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~competition, combined with the restructurinq of the qas in~try, 
is expected t~ price gas at a discount to oil. Therefor 
forecasted price ~f natural qas is 9st of its forecast of 
Low SUlphur Waxy Residual oil (LSWR). 

The CCC endorses the 1988 gas price 
presented by PSD of $2.S2/MMBtu based on PSD pric 

oreeast 
and dispatch 

assessments. The CCC, however, challenges the 
and varied gas price forecasts which Edison h presented in its 
general rate ease and ECAC applications. Th CCC specifically 
cites four different gas price forecasts w ch Edison has offered: 
An overall gas price of $2.94/MMBtu for t e original GRC . 
applieation, an ECAC forecast of $2.68 
months of 1988, a revised ECAC foreca 
$2.70/MMBtu for all of 1988 used in 

tu for the first five 
of $2.90/MMBtu, and a 

s PROMOD simulation. 
Like Edison, IEP u a weighted average qas price 

in its production cost analysis. D points out, however, that the 
ELFIN model used by IEP does no permit the use of a fuel dispatch 
price.. 

• Edison takes i $ue with the use by PSD and the CCc 
of a Tier II price of gas f the purpose of model dispatch. Since 
the commission is now payi QFs using short-run marginal costs of 
energy that reflect the w ighted average price Edison pays tor gas 
rather than the Tier II rice, developing IERs based on models 
which dispatch at the T. er II price of gas would be incorrect. In 
reply to Edison's cha enge to. PSO's use of Tier II prices, PSD 
states that PSO's model has the capability to dispatch units 
based on the spot p ice of gas. ~ter fixing the dispatch order, 
however, PSD notes at the actual weighted average price of gas 
can then be input into the model for the purpose of marginal cost 
and IER calculat'on, a step which PSO took. In PSD'S view, this 
modeling appro a in fact most accurately reflects reality since 
the utility di atchers never dispatch units based on the average 
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recommends the adoption of Edison's ECAC energy forecast for the . 
Inland Southwest. 

(3) Eira Poxgr Purchases 
In this proceeding, the issue arose as to· whether or 

not three purchase power contracts were properly considered/'by .. 
Edison to be firm commitments. The three agreements at~ssue 
include: (1) the BPA Memorandum of Understanding (MOJ)' (2) the 
Pacific Power & Light Company (PP&L) Memorandum of ~reement, and. 

/ 
(3) the Portland General Electric Company (PGE) contract. 

Edison states that it has consist~ntlY held the 
, , / , 

pos~t~on that all three of the contracts are comm~tted resources. 
Since the close of hearings in this procee~fg, Edison has advised 
the commission that a definitive contract~as now been executed 
between Edison and PP&L and filed with the Federal Energy 
. Requlatory Commission (nRC) on July /1987 in FERC Docket No. 
ER 87-521-000. Edison requests th~ommission to take official 
notice of this filing. ;f 

With respect to the PGE contract, Edison states that 
the parties seek to exclude tbJ{s agreement on the basis that 
purchases under the contraot~ould be to~ expensive. Edison states 
that the economics of the c~ntract are not at issue in this 
p~oeeeding, that the agr~ment represents a legally binding 
commitment which Ediso~has made, and that exclusion of the 
contra~ would. resul tlin payments to QFs for duplicate eapaci':'y 
which Edison is alr~dy committed to purchase. 

TholBPA contract is, in Edison's view, an extension 
of the existing dontract betWQen the two parties. According to 

I 
Edison, the contract, which is scheduled for temination in the 
sUlIUner of 19S7~ has been the e.ubject ot negotiations tor the last 
two years." ,While the origi~al MOU was removed due to the 
unfavorable'economics perce1vf:G cy Edison, Edison still expects to 

I 

have a contract in effect by october, 1987. Edison believes that 
the resources should be considered committed until it is clear that 
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• price of gas. PSO further notes that it corr4ectly model 
payments on the basis of the average price of gas. 

(6) Minimum Lo~ conditions 
Minimum load conditions can be defin point 

where oil and gas fired power plants either have b en turned off or 
are being operated at their minimum level to- mee system security 
need,s or operational constraints. During mini load conditions, 
low-cost purchased power may be rejected. extent that 
Edison is required by contract to purchase 
minimum load conditions, a portion of the otential cost savings is 
not realized .. 

Edison states tha1: to calculate the 
anticipated minimum load conditions Eison used a simple regression 
analysis methoclology.. Edison aclO"l.o eag-os that this approach would 
not necessarily produce an exactly correct estimate of the minimum 
load hours. However, the regress on did show that the expected 
minimum load hours would increa over time and probably be at a 
maximum in the 1989 to 1991 t' e frame. Since the only major 

• resource additions to the Edi on resource plan in the next two to 
three years are QF resources, the correlation of increasing minimum 
load conditions due to OF source additions, as Edison did, is 

• 

j llstifiable .. 

following reasons: 
rejected economy ener 

ects to Edison's methodology for the 
Edison failed to validate its forecasts of 
(2) the assumptions contained in Edison's 

resource plans are in orrect due to erroneously high forecasts of 
the availability of conomy energy, QF generation, and nuclear and 
coal generation are too high: (3) the simUlations of the Edison 
system do not accu ately reflect the operational ~lexibility of the 
system failing to account for several factors that would reduce 
-must run- cons aints; and (4) Edison has provided no proof that 
its regression ation is valid. According to the CCC, it is 
unlikely that a simple regression over the years can be meaningful, 
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a new stmilarly advantageous contract cannot be negotiated. In 
Edison's view, a finding that the arrangement will not continue 
causes the ratepayers to- lose an opportunity to re~p the benefits 
that have and will continue to exist in the PNW region. 

In its testimony, PSD indicated its reservations 
regarding these contracts by excluding trom its assumptions of firm 
purchase power all but the BPA agreement, the certainty of which 
PSI) also questioned.. PSD states that these agreements have not 
received all of the requisite approvals necessary to allow them to 
go into effect. PSD also believes that urgency in negotiating 
these agreements has been minimized by the adoption of the Intertie 
Access Policy by BPA and the presence of excess capacity on the 
Edison system, a circumstance which is expected to exist well into 
the next decade. At this time, the PSD believes that th~~ inclusion 
of any of these aqreements in marginal cost calculations should be 
done with extreme caution. 

The esc also ehalle:l:lged. inclusion of the three 
agreements, but with respect to Ed:Lson's calculation ot its Ener9Y 
Reliability Index (ERZ) calculation us~d in developing avoided 
capaeity costs. To ensure consistency in our findings regarding 
the status ot these agreements, we note the esc's objections here 
as well. 

Specifically, the esc notes that no definitive 
ac;reement, memorandum, arrangement, or contract of any kind exists 
between Edison and BPA.. Further, Edison has admitted to- the 259 MW 
MOU with BPA ~ing Noft-the-table.- The esc believes that the PP&L 
agreement is even less committed since it had not been made 
available for review at the tilne of the hearings. Finally, the esc 
notes that the PGE contract is still subject to requlatory revi~w 
by FERC and contains express provisions calling for a recision or 
rEtformation of the contract in the event of a material change ~'~, 

caused l:~ the regulatory approval process. The esc also questions 
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~part~cularlY in light of the fact that the addition of SONG 

• 

3, the Palo verde units, and the Intermountain Power Plan Units 
present highly significant perturbations to the Edison 

The ccc also refutes Edison's assertio that QFs 
cause minimum load conditions. Due to additions of a substantial 
amount of base load capacity to the Edison syst in recent years 
and levels of new coal and nuclear resources, t ecce contends that 
Edison is precluded from attributing minimum 
single generation resource. 

(7) 

In its brief Edison expr sed concerns about four 
additional modeling or input differen (1) heat rate input, 
(2) load shape data, (3) unit commi 
choice of resource plan. Beginnin with heat rate input, Edison 
expresses concern with respect t the data sets and model 
manipulation undertaken by IEP d the CCC. Edison also claims 
that different load shape dat Was used by Edison and IE~ as 
opposed to the CCC. Edison elieves that no significant 
comparison can be made bet en the results of two simulation model 
outputs if the models use Qifferent load shapes. 

with rasp, at to unit commitment and dispatch, Edison 
notes that one major d' ference in the ELFIN simulation modeling 
and the PROMOD m04eli g is the treatment of *must run* units. 
Edison states that t e *must run* designation of the coal, nuclear, 
some hydro, and QF esources is essentially correct. Edison 
asserts, however, at the *must run* designation of oil and gas 
units used by be the CCC and IEP is not correct. With reference 
to historical d a, Edison would expect that the production from 
these units wo d amount to significantly less than the 72% of all 
oil/gas energYJ prOduction projected tor test year 198$. 

Edison is also troubled by the tact that the CCC, 
IEP, and PSO simUlations of the Edison system were not b~sed on the 

Accordinq to Edison, these resource 

• 



• 

• 

• 

the price negotiated under the agreement since 
the BPA MOO. 

e 4) OF GeJQa1~ 

During hearings in this proceeding, the ccc,jIEP, 
and the esc all challenqed Edison's original forecast of ~8 QF 
generation. According to the CCC, an a~~ificially high~ forecast 
produces lower :tERs and ul timately resu11~s in underpa~nts to' QFs. 

The CCC :l~tates that EdisOll'S Short~te "forecasts of 
expecte~ QF generation demonstrate the uncertainty ith this type 
of forecasting and underscore a pattern of needin to reduce 
forecasts to account for lower levels of actua~F generation. 
Specifically, Edison's forecast has ranged fr~ a high of 14,362 
gWh in its CFM-VX filin9 and 14,174 gWh in i~ 1986 Resource Plan 
to a low of 7,786 gwh in its April ECAC u~te. The CCC recommends 
that the Commission adopt Edison's April~ 1987 forecast of 12,694 
gwh, reflecting a number of QF start-u~ elays. ·This up~ated 1988 
estimate is the most current forecast ontained in the rjecord and 
therefore the best estimate provided 0 the Commission. 

IEP has estimated t QFs will produce 9,192 gWh 

for sale to Edison in 1988, of whlieh 2,420 gWh will be p.~id for 
based on floating or variable erl.rgy prices. IEP" believ4~s these 
e~timates are reasonable and Sruld be adopted for two r4aasons. 
First, IEP's analysis was bas~d on information provided by Edison 
and a review of Edison's in ial and updated forecast reports filed 
in their 1987 ECAC (A.87-0 -019). Second, like the CCC, IEP notes 
the continual updating b Edison reducing its original forecast to 
match more c::urrent, reco'rded information. 

In Edi~n's rebuttal testimony (Exhibit 109), Edison 
I 

concurs that subsequent to the development of Edison's PROMOD 
simulations in the fall of 198-6, changes had occurred in the . 
schedules of some pf the QF resources that were eXl4&ctc:~. to' start 
opera~ion in 198s1. ~hese changes were reflected, in the latest 
Edison ECAC upda'te, but were not included in the Edison's qeneral 
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• differences may be minor in some circumstances and maj or in./others, 
1 ' / Dut without the use of c~:)nsistent resource p an assUlUptl.QnS,. 

/ 
exclusive of the three contracts under dispute, no val~ comparison 
can :be macle. 

(8) Adjusting IERs to Reflect Commissio 
Adopted Xi ' 

It the COl:n:mission chooses to us assumptions 
different than those til~ed by Edison, Edison elieves that the 
commission must have some means for adjust q IERs. Edison 
therefore proposes use of Fiqure 3 of Exh' it 110 which shows IER 
sensitivity by plottinq '!1 line connecti recorded 1985 and 1986 
IERs with Edison's and the CCC's torec sted 1988 IERs as a tunction 
ot base loaded enerqy. The slope of is line is about -25 
Btus/kWh per 1,000 gWh increase in ase loaded energy_ Any change 
in economy enerqy purchase, base oad production trom Edison coal 
and nuclear units, or QF purcha s retlected in the input 
assumptions adopted by tl'l.6 Co 'ssion can be converted to the 
corresponding change in lERs sing this linear relationship • 

• Edison believes that the re onaDleness of this approach is further 
enhanced by Edison having emonstrated that the CCC"s and the CSC's 
claims ot high sensitivi' to changinq input assumptions are 
contrary to the facts. 

Additio 
CCC's (upon removing 
results reflect the 

ally, Edison notes that only its and the 
e start-up and no-load fuel adjustment) 
ected decline in IERs anticipated with 

increasing *base 1 

before the start
are higher than 

ded ~enerqy.w The lER values produced by IEP, 
, no-load tuel adjustment, and the PSO values 

86 recorded IERs despite projected increases in 

o dispu'~es Edison's assertion that only its Wzero
intercept* ap oach shows a proper trend in forecasted IERs on the 
basis that increase is expected in *base loaded energyW 
production t om 1986 to 1988. PSD counters this assertion by 
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rate case filinq. Edison therefore revised its oriqinal e9timate 
of 14,174 gWh of QF generation for 1988 to reflect the m~e current 
inrormation tJy red.ucing that figure by 1480 gWh. The ~sUlt was 
Edis~on's acceptance of the CCC's estimate of 12Z694 • 

(5) ,Price of Uatural <i;:&s 
The price of natural gas is a pa cularly critical 

input assumption. It is the prfmary fuel used n Edison's own 
oil/gas generation and is, therefore, the inc emental or 
marginal/avoided fuel •. Differences between dison, PSD, and the 
interested parties include both the price assumed for the gas and 
the manner in which gas prices are model~. 

In determining the price70f natural gas, Edison used 
, I 

a fuel cost of $2.94/MMBtu, whieh is;Eaison's forecasted weighted 
average price for gas during the test year. Edison recommends, 
however, that the Commission adopt/the most current average price. 
Although Edison also forecasted ~ incremental cost of gas 
($2.15/MMBtu), the weighted ave/age was the only price used in its 
marginal energy cost caleulat~ns. , 

PSO used bothfa torecasted average price ot gas at 
$2.S2/MMBtu and a -commodi~ or -dispatch- price, also called the , 
Tier II price, of $1.996~tu or 79% ot the average price. It is 
~e PSD view that while;;n the long term the price of gas will 
track the price of oil in the near term, the existing gas 
competition, cOmbine;x.ith the restructuring of the gas industry, 
is expected to pricefgas at a discount to oil. Therefore PSD's 

I 
tore casted price ~ natural gas is 95% of its forecasted price of 
Low Sulphur waxyjResidual Oil (LSWR). 

The CCC endorses the 1988 gas price forecast 
I 

presented by PSo ot $2.S2/MMBtu based on PSl) price and dispatch 
assessments.!7:b.e CCC, however, challenges the aecuracy of the many 
;~d varied sas price forecasts which Edison has presented in its 

{. 

general rate ease and ECAC applications. The CCC specifically 
cites tou::! clit:ferent gas. 'price' forecasts which Edison has offered: i ' 

,. 

/ 
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~ stating that even though the production from base loaded its may 
increase in 1988, economy energy and firm purchase contra ts are 
forecasted to decrease. PSD points out that these deer~ses ~ill 
have the eff~ct of increasing the IER. 

The CCC ~elieves that despite Edison' concession 
tha~ certain of the CCC's forecasts were ~etter d to the 
availability of more recent data, Edison has err ~ oy not rerunning 
its PROMOD model with the corrected assumption. The CCC disputes 
Edison's assertion that IERs are relatively i sensitive to changes 
in input assumptions and those changes can reflected as proposed 
above ~y Edison. The CCC assails Edison's attempt to diminish the 
importance of usinq the corrected assump ons as undermininq the 
very purpose of these proceedings--ac te formulation of Edison's 
marginal energy costs. 

The CCC also takes is e with Edison's argument that 
increases in forecasts of base load energy production intuitively 
mean other parties are in error in proposinq increases in the IER 
over the 1985 value. The CCC):)e eves that, by taking this 

~ position, Edison has ignored th fact that other 'significant 
assumptions have drastically anqed since the last qen,eral rate 

• 

case and that those assumptio also affect the calculation of the 
IER .. 

The esc, li the CCC, similarly refute the claim by 
Edison that chanqes in ba e load resource qeneration or purchased 
power inputs produce lit 1e enanqe in the IER. The esc notes that 
Edison'$ opinion, asse edly ~sed on historical analysis, does not 
withstand scrutiny ev when compared to' Edison's own production 
model runs. The esc sserts even Edison implicitly admitted in its 
rebuttal testimony at a sensitivity analysis using a produetion 
simulation model i the appropriate method for ca1eu1atinq IERs. 
~e esc concludes that since no such sensitivities were presented 
in the record, e Commission must decide the appropriate IER level 
~ased on the Ed son, PSO, IEP, CCC, or esc recommendations • 
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An overall qas price of $2.94/MMBtu tor the oriqinal 
application, an ECAC forecast of $2.68IMMBtu for th five 

tu,. ana. a 
'ulation .. 

months of 1988, ~ revised ECAC forecast of $2.90/ 
$2".70/MMBtu for all of 1988 used in its PROMOD 

Like Edison, IEP used a weight ~veraqe gas price 
in its production cost analysis. PSD point out,. however, that the 
ELFIN model used by IEP does not permit use of a fuel dispatch 
price. 

Edison takes issue With)fhe use by PSD and the CCC 

of ~ Tier II price of gas for the p~ose of model dispatch. Since 
the commission is now payinq QFs us' 9 short-run marginal costs of 
energy that reflect the weighted a er~ge price Edison pays for gas 
rather than the Tier II price, a. eloping IERs based on models 
which dispatch at the Tier II p ice of gas would be incorrect. In 
reply to Edison's challenge t PSI)'s use of Tier II prices,. PSI) 
states that PSD'S ~ model as the capability to dispatch units 
based on the spot price of as. After fixing the dispatch order, 
however, PSD notes th~t actual weiqhted average price of gas 
can then be input into e model for the purpose of marginal cost 
and IER calculation, a tep which PSt) took. In PSO's view, this 
modeling approach in act most accurately reflects reality since 
~e utility dispai:rs never dispatch units based o~ the average 
price of gas. PSt) urther notes that it correctly modeled OF 
payments on the b sis of the average price of gas. 

(6) Hi'ntmm IQA~ ~di.ti.9ns 
~imum load conditions can be defined as the point 

where oil and as fired power plants either have been turned off or 
are being 0 ated at their minimum level to meet system security 

ational constraints. During minimum load conditions# 
chased power may ~e rej ected.. To- the extent that 

Edison is equired by contract to purchase higher cost power during 
oad . conditions, a portion of the potential cost savings is 
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(9) ,annual lEE Update 
The CCC proposes that the Commission 

/ 

insti tut/ an 
~ual updatinq procedure tor the IER in order to minimize the 
risks associated with forecastinq. For ease of impleme ation, the 

load and resource assumptions adopted. in the annual E C proceeding' 
could be used as the basis for the update. Th.e util'ties would 
then tile an application proposinq avoided enerqy ayments to QFs 
based on the approved assumptions. 
commission ad.opt an annual IER in this proceed' q and deter to 
A.82-04-044, et al., issues related to updat' g. The CCC notes 
that the same approach was used in O.86-l2- 91 in PG&E's last 
q,eneral rate ease. 

c .. 

enter into the calculation of avo ide 'I'hese changes 
are as :follows: 

-- Varial::>le O&M expenses adder: $O.003/kWh 

-- Oil-qas efficiency nversion factor: 1.05 
-- Sub-transmission e erqy line loss factor: 1.023 
-- Primary level ene qy line loss factor: 1.026 

Edison asserts that no party 0 this proceeding has raised issue 
with these modifications. therefore recommends their 
adoption • 
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Edison states that in an atte~pt to calculate the ~ 

anticipated minimum load conditions Edison used a simple reqressio~ . " analysis methodoloqy~. Edison acknowledqes that this approach wQUld 
not necessarily proauce an exactly correct est~ate o~ the mi~um 

./ 
load hours. However, the reqression clid show that the exp ed 
minimum load hours would increase over time and probably at a 
maxl.mwn in the 1989 to 1991 time frame. Since the onl major 
resource additions to the Edison resource plan in th next two to 
three years are QF resources, the correlation of i~easinq minimum 
load conditions due to QF resource addit1ons~as IEdison did, is 
justifiable. 

Tone CCC objects to Edison's ~ oaoloqy for the 
following reasons: (1) Edison tailed to v idate its forecasts of 
rejected economy enerqy; (Z) the assumPti~s contained in Edison'S 
resource plans are incorrect due to erroteoUS1Y high :forecasts of 
the availability of economy enerqy,. QQ~F. qeneration, and nuclear and 
coal generation are too hiqb; (3) th!'simUlations of the Edison 
system do not accurately reflect the operational flexibility of the 
system failinq to account for se~al ~actors that would reduce 
Wmust runW constraints; and (4)/Edison has provided no proof that 
its regression equation is valld. Accordinq to the CCC~ it is 
~ikely that a simple regr~iOn over the years can be meaninqtul, 
particularly in light ot the tact that the addition of SONGS Z and 
:3, the Palo Verde units, J.nd the Intermountain Power Plant Units 
present hiqhly significant perturbations to the Edison system. 

The ccolalso refutes Edison's assertion that QFs 
cause minimum load cdnditions. Due to additions of a substantial' 
amount of base loa~capacity to the Edison system in recent years 
and levels of new/eoal and nuclear resources, the CCC contends that 
Edison is precl~ed fro~ attributinq minimum, load conditions to any 
single generation re~~~c~. . 
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d. Eroposed rEB Reslt:t 
The :followin,g' ~!1ble swnmarizes the results of each 

party's IER analysis: 

PartY 

Edison 
PSI) 
IEP 
CCc 

3. 

a. 

""OF In"" BYn 
(Btu/kWh) 

9,251. 
9,626 

Proposed 

9,775 
10,147 

9·,9:SS 

tDtor Qutw/ 
(Btu/kWh) / 

On Cljusted 

9,511 
9,369 

basic issues related to the litigation 0 marqinal costs which we 
tel t had been resolved. Primary among ese is the access by the 
parties to computer models and related data supporting testimony 

15 

~and recommendations in this case. I Edison's last general rate 
case, 0.84-12-068, we had endorsed D's suggestion of an OIl into 

~ 

the 's~j ect ot a unitorm. computer del. We tel t that such 
uniformity would end suspicion an 
computer models. As suggested b PSO, we also directed Edison ""in 
its next general rate case to pr. vide related computer data upon 
the tiling o'! its application"" 9 avoid the data gathering problems 
PSO had experienced in that pr ceeding. (0.84-12-068, at ~. 256.) 

Since the issuance 
also been active in the area 
Specifically, in September, 

! 0.84-12-068, the Legislature has 
of computer model access. 
98S, the ~qislature directed the 

15 These are the results achieved by the CCC and IEP usin~ the 
ELFIN model and their re ecti ve ""QF In/OF out"" methodologl.es 
prior to the external adjustment tor start-up and no-load costs. 
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(7) lSisceilaru;ous Xnput AsS'!XJgptions /' 

In its brief Edison expressed coneerns abo~u. f ~ 
additional modeling or input differenees: (1) heat rate i t, 
(2) load shape data, (3) unit commitment and dispatch,~. (4) 
choice of resource plan. Beginning with heat rate input, Edison 
expresses eoneern with respect to the data sets and e1 
manipulation undertaken by IEP and the CCC. Ediso also claims 
that different load shape data,was used by Ediso and IE~ as 
opposed to the CCC. Edison believes that no S~~ificant 
comparison can be made between the results o)/two simulation model 
outputs if the models use different load sh~es. 

With respect to unit commi~nt and dispatch, Edison 
notes that o:o.e major difference in the ~IN simulation modeling 
and the PROMOD modeling is the treatmer of "must run" units. 
Edison states that the "must run" designation of the coal, nuclear, 
some hydro, and QF resources is esstntiallY correct. Edison 
asserts, however, that the "must~" designation of oil and gas 
units used by both the CCC and rEP is not correct. with reference 
to historical data, Edison wo~{d expect that the production from 
these units would alIlount to ?9l1ificantlY less than the 72% of all 
oil/gas enerqy production projected for test year 1~88. 

• • I 
Ed~son ~s)!lso troubled by the fact that the CCC, 

IEP, and PSD simulations' of the Edison system were not based on the 
Edison resource plan. J'According to Edison, these resouree 
differences may be m~or in some circumstances and major in others, 
but without the use;lOf consistent resource plan assumptions, 
exclusive of the three contracts under dispute, no valid comparison 
can be made. L 

(8.) A:djustinq DRs to Reflect Ccnnmi ssion 
;adopted Input Assumpj;ioDS 

/ If the Comm~ss~on chooses to use ~nput assumptions 
f 

ditterent than those tiled by Edison, Edison believes that the 
I . 

commission/must have some means tor adjusting IERs. Edison 
,I 

I 

,I 
/' 

/ 
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~ Commission to. embark on a major proqram to assess and validat~ 
utility computer models and to. improve public understandin~d 
access to. such models. Assembly Bill 475 was enacted at at time 
adding sectio.n 585 and Sections 1821 through 1824 to. California 

• 

• 

Public Utilities Code. These code sections provide, 
things, that any computer model and related data b 
basis fo.r any testimony or exhibit shall be avai 

e that is the 
to. the 

Commission and parties to. hearinqs to the exten 
cro.ss-examination and rebuttal. The Commissi 

necessary for 
is turther required 

to adopt rules to govern access and verifie ion of the eomputer 
models. These rules are to inelude proce ral safeguards that 
protect data bases and models not owned y the publie utilities. 

Pursuant to. AS 47S, the Comm sion undertook and 
completed its first report to. the Le sllt.ture on DeceInber 31, 1986. 
This report focused on reviewing an explaining the eleetric 
utility production cost models. served to this year's (1987) 
study are the adoption of rules overning aecess to utility models. 

e find that little progress toward 
odels or availabi!ity of related uniformity in production cost 

data has been made within th eontext of the general rate case. 
sed by all parties, we were presented Instead of a uniform m04el 

with a total ot four mode 
subject of debate. Fu 

, the efficacy of each o.f which was the 
er, in spite ot our admonitions to Edison 

in their last qeneral r te case regardinq the early provision of 
data related to the u of its eomputer model, interested parties 
were still without $ data as hearings on the issue of marginal 
cost cOlDll1enced. 

The dift' lty of assessing. the validity o.f various 
computer models i made more acute in the setting of a qeneral rate 
ease. With a myr, ad o.f issues to hear and decide and a strict 
tilnetable with w ich to adhere, the Commission is ill-equipped to 
decide issues r lated to. the verification ot complex computer 
modelsdurinq rate case. We find that this situation 
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therefore proposes use of Fi<JUX'e 3 of Exhibit 110 wh.ich shows Itt ./ . 
sensitivity by plotting a l:i:ne connecting recorded 198$ and 1986- /' 
IERs with Edison's and the CCC's forecasted 1988 IERs as a functio~ 
of base loaded. energy. 'rhe slope of this line is llbout -2~ 
Btus/XWh per 1,000 qWh increase in base loaded energy- Any c nqe 
in economy energy purchase, base load production from Edis coal 
and nuclear units, or QF purchases reflected in the inpu~ 
assumptions adopted by the Commission can be converted 0 the 
correspondi:ng chanqe in IERs using this linear re1at" onship. 
Edison believes that the reasonableness of this ap oach is further 
enhanced by Edison having demonstrated that the ec's and the C$C's 
claims of high. sensitivity to changing input a sumptions are 
contraxy to the facts. 

Additionally, Edison notes at only its and the 

CCC's (upon removing the start-up and no oad fuel adjustment) 
results reflect the expected decline i IERs anticipated with 
increaSing W]:)ase loaded energy." 'l'b. lER values produced by lEP, 
before the start-up, no-load fuel a justment, and the PSD values 
are higher than 1986 recorded I despite projected increases in 
base loaded energy. 

PSD disputes Ed"son's assertion that only its "zero
intercept" approach. shows a oper trend 'in forecasted IERs on the 
basis that an increase ~s ected in ~ase loaded energy" 
production from 1986' to 1 88. PSD counters this assertion by 
stating that even thoug the production from base loaded units may 
increase in 1988, economy energy and firm purchase contracts are 
forecasted to decrea~. PSD points out that these decreases will 
have the effect o~ncreasing the IER. 

The CCC believes that despite Edison's concession 
that certain o~the CCC's forecasts were better due to the 
availa.bility rr- more recent data, Edison has,'e~~e :by not rerunnin9 
its PROMOD ~del with the corrected assumptions. The CCC disputes 
Edison's asse~:1on that IERs are relatively insensitive to ehanges 
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~Will only worsen should the possibility or an annual update ~the 
IER in ECAC proceedings be realized. The ECAC proceeding, even 
more than the general rate case, is already burdened by 
time and staffing limitations.16 

In this ease, we note that the results pr 
computer models used in this proceeding were remar 
However, it is not our job to gu~~ why this res t occurred, but 
to ~~ Alnong the reasons which suggest thems ves are (1) 

coincidence, (2) negligible 'impact of utilizi either PROMOO, 
ELFIN, or IAM/PCAM in calculating Edisoll'1's , (3) negligible 
impact of differing input assumptions, negligible impact of 
ditfering methodologies. 

It is our concern that i!Ven all of these circumstances 
were true in this p~rticular rate ca , such circumstances could be 
nCln-repeating. That is, the sum to al of the moclel, lIlethodology, 
or assumption differences did not lter the IER significan~ly in 
this case, but the sum or even 0 e of these factors in another case 
could yield highly diss~ilar sults. In attempting to forecast 

4itthe future, an already specul ive science, the Commission does not 
want to leave to chance the derstanding of the tools upon which 
we rely to provide the ado ed forecast. 

For these rea so , we find that in the future general 
rate case and ECAC proc dings of Edison, as well as PG&E and 
SDG&E, ~ll parties pr entinq testimony requiring the use of a 
production simulation odel must provide a "base case" run using 
the same model. Ea party will, of course, also have the 
opportunity to pr7 nt testimony usinq its ",odel or choice and 

16 We note th our belie! regarding the possibility of an annual 
upaate of the ER will lea.d us to ad.opt an annual IER in this 
p:oceeding, a suggested by the CCC. However, Whether or not this 
si~l:uation wil actually occur is appropriately to be decided in 

et al. 
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in input assumptions and those changes can be reflected as 
above by Edison. The ccc assails Edison's attempt to' diminish 
importance of using the corrected. assumptions as '"'"U\ ... 'g ............. 14 .... 4'~ 

very purpose of these proeeed.ings--accurate formulation 0 

marginal enerqy costs. 
The CCC 

increases in forecasts 
mean other parties are in error in proposinq 
over the 1985 value. the CCC believes that, 
position, Edison has ignored the fact that other siqnificant 
assWll. ptions have drastically changed. S4:T'nce ihe last general rate 
case and that those assumptions also atfe t the calculation of the 
IER. 

, the esc,. like the CCC~imilarlY refute the claim by 
Edison that changes in base load resource generation or purchased 
power inputs produce l,ittle Chang~n the IER. The esc notes that 
Edison's opinion, assertedly based on historical analysis, does not 
withstand scrutiny even when c~pared to Edison's own production 
model runs. the esc asserts~ven Ed~son implicitly admitted in its 
rebuttal testimony that a 5ensitivity analysis using a production 
simulation model is the appropriate method for calculating IERs. 
the esc concludes that ~nce no such sensitivities were presented 
in the record, the commission must decide the appropriate IER level 

/ . 
based. on the Edison,~D, IEP, CCC, or esc recommendations. 

(9) Annual rEB Update 
ThelccC proposes that the Commission institute an 

annual updating /roceodure tor the IER: in order to minimize the 
risks aSSOCiated with torecasting. For ease ot implementation, the 
load and reso~ce assumptions adopted. in the annual ECAC proceeding 

I 
could be uSjd as the basis tor the update. The utilities would 
then file &'.0. application propoa-;:':t:\';t ,:'w.J'oided energy payments to' QFs 

I 

based on the approved assumptions. The CCC recommends that the 
commissi6n adopt an annual IER in this proeeedinq and deter to 
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~eXPlain its preferences for that model. However, the re 
that the same model must Pe used to present a base cas 
the Commission, as a s~tarting point, in determining- ether model, 
assumption, or methodc1loqical differences are caus' q the different 
results. The need for such an approach may less over time as 
ours and the parties' sophistication regarding 
increases. 

To achieve our qoal, we find tha the ~odel which lends 
itself best to our pur.~ose is ELFIN. As s been shown in this 
proceedinq, ELFIN is the most accessibl 
computer model in use at the present 

production simulation 
e and has been employed for 

the greatest number of uses. 
We note certain parties' concerns reqardinq the efficacy 

of usinq ELFIN for short-run mar nal cost results. We believe 
that this shortcominq, if one e ists, can be addressed by each 
party either suggesting- a mea s or adjusting the model to, overcome 
any problem or citing the d iciency as a basis for reliance on an 
alternate model or approac. We discuss below the propriety of 

~adjUstinq the ELFIN mode to reflect start-up and no-load costs. 
In any event, LFIN results will be produced by all 

parties and can be co ared by the Commission between each party 
and between other m 1 results. We remind the parties that our 
goal is not to endo se ELFIN over all other models, but rather to' 
provide a common basis for the Commission to evaluate the parties' 
showings and to d'termine the proper forecasted result within the 
limited time ~ra/es provided by general rate ease and ECAC 
proceedings. 

~ 

Simi arly, ,we are concerned with continued problems 
related to ac ess to input assumptions. The CCC correctly notes 
~t issues elating to updating IERs will be ultimately decided in 
A..82-04-044, et al. We note, however, their comment that 
iJnplementa ion o~ this annual update can ,be "eased* by load and 

ssumptions adopted in the annual ECAC proceeding being 
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A.82-04-44, et al., issues related t~ updatinq. 
the same approach was used in D.86-12-091- in PG&E's last .... ""JCl"".c 

rate case. 
c. 

enter into the calculation of avoided energy costs. 
are as follows: 

-- Variable O&M expenses adder: 
-- Oil-qas efficiency conversion 1.05 
-- Sub-transmission energy line 
-- Primary level energy line 

factor: 1.023 
factor: 1.026 

Edison asserts that no party to this nr[~~edinq has raised issue 
with these modifications. fore recommends their 
adoption. 

d. Proposed DR Results 
The following table summarizes the results of each 

IER analysis: ;I party's 
I .-

§Wmparv 0: DRs 

~ WOF 

WOI Inw~ froposed 
(Btu~) 

9j,'Z51 Edison 
PSD 
IEP 
CCC 

/,626 9,77S 
10,147 

9,988 

/1 
____ I 

In/OF OutW Run 
(Btu/kWh) 

tTnadjusted 
ELFIN Resul~s 14 

9,511 
9,369 

14 These/ are the results achieved by, the CCC and IE? usin9' the 
ELFIN moclel anel their respective wQF In/QF outW methodoloql.cs 
prior t~ the external adjustment for start-up and no-load costs • 
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~used as the basis for the update. What this suggestion 0 

is the process by which those assumptions were adopted- amely, 
through complex liti~ation in the ECAC. Therefore, we als~ believe 
it is necessary to provide direction in this decisio t~ streamline 
that process as well. Similar to our tindin~s on e ELFIN base 
case run, it is our intention that procedures s lar to those 
adopted below tor Edison's ECAC will be followe by PG&E and SDG&E 
in their ECAC filin~s and by all three utilit s in their general 
rate case filings. J' 

. Specifically, we direct PSO tor slison's next ECAC to 
hold a workshop no later than one week t~lowing Edison's ECAC 
tiling. The purpose of this worksh.O~W 1 be to determine the data 
sets, resource plans, load shape, hea rate input, unit commitment 
and dispatch, minimum load condition , resource assumptions, 
marginal fuel assumptions, and all;6ther pertinent data which 
Edison used to calculate its ID../. We have included in our list the 
very items with which Edison too)t issue in this case and claimed 

~prevented comparisons between the results of the various parties. 
"'The purpose ot this workshop ~ll not only be to obtain data which 

Edison used in its clLlculatilm, but to also provide a forum in 
which the parties can a~ree/, to the extent possible, on the 
assumptiOns to be used an~the appropriate source of those 
assumptions. SUfficientjtime will be available following the 
workshop for PSD and in erested parties to prepare their ECAC 

• 

reports and testimony. 

In this c~e, we have carefully reviewed the record and 
I 

conclUded that thejtER to be used for both marginal and avoided 
energy costs ShOU~ not result trom the averaging ot the parties' 
proposals, an~ amative sug~ested by the outcome in 0.86-08-083 
(~&E). The re ons tor this approach are several. First, we 
believe that mu h of the uncertainty regarding the appropriate 
methodology to caleulating marginal and avoided energy costs will 
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3. Discu~i9il 

a. Computer Mod~l and Input Assumption Access and Use 
We are disheartened to ~e confronted in this caSe with ~. 

basic issues related to the litigation of marginal costs which 'j~ 
felt had ~~en resolved. Primary among' these is the access by;the 
parties to computer mOdelf~ and related data. supporting test~ony 
and recommendations in this case. In Edison's last qene'rj'{ rate 
case, 0.84-12-068, we had endorsed PSD's suggestion ot an OIl into· 
the subj ect ot a uniform computer model. 'WEl tel t tha~uch 
uniformity would end suspicion and enhance understa~ing' of 
computer models. As suggested by PSO, we also di~cted Edison Win 
its r.lext general rate case to provide relate;lco puter data upon 
the filing ot its applica.tionw to avoid the d a gathering problems 
PSD had experienced in that proceedinq. (0. 4-12-068, at p. 25-6., 

Since the issuance ot 0.84-12-00/. the Legislature has 
also been active in the area ot compute~~el access. 
Specifically, in September, 1985, the Legislature directed the 
Commission to embark on a major pr~m to assess and validate 
utility computer models and to imp~ve, public understanding and 
access to such models. Assembly ~ll 475 was enacted at that time 
adding' Section 58$ and seetion$;is2l through 1824 to the Calitornia 
Public Utilities Code. These ;:ode sections provide, among other 
things, that any computer mod'el and related data base that is the 
basis tor any testimony or;txhibit shall be available to the 
Commission and pa.rties to/hearings to the e~tent necessary tor 
cross-e~ination and r~uttal. The Commission is further required 

I . 
to adopt rules to govern access and verification ot the computer 
models. These rule~re to' include proceclurl"l safe9Uards that 

protect data bases;and models not owned by the public utilities. 
PUrsuanf to A:B 475, the Commission undertook and 

completed its ti'rst report to the Legislature on Oee~~ 31, 19~1G·. 

This report f~sec:l on reviewing and explaining.the electric 
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t_be removed. this year. Second., should. the IER, as we belie 
will, be updated. on an annual basis, we find it critical. 0 examine 
the input assumptions which were used in this ease and 011 no 
doubt be in issue again in any update. 

Specifically, we have ,concluded that the 
endorsed the calculation of two IERs--one for ma 
determinations and one tor avoia.ad. enerqy cost eterminations. 
This split is appropriate since the avoided e erqy cost is to be 
used to pay QFs and should in turn reflect e contribution made by 
the QF in avoiding utility energy costs. ile the ultimate 
methodology used to calculate this diffe ence will be developed and 
approved. in A.82-04-044; et al., we fi ~ that the commission has 
continued to move in the direction ovlapPlying the "QF In/OF Out" 
methodology for short-run, as well s for long-run, avoided enerqy 
cost calculations. (See 0.85-12- 8, 0.86-07-004, D.86-12-091.) 

As correctly stated b both the CCC and the esc, our 
reliance on PROMOO and the "ze o-intercept" methodology in Edison's 
last generi11 rate case was pxnmarily a default position. In 

• particular " the wQF In/QF 0 t* methodoloqy had not been adopted and. 
the models and related ma odologies available to us that 
proceeding were limited. This case provides a completely different 
seenario with several fferent models, methodoloC]ies, ~:md. 

assumptions h4vinq be~ presented. 

• 

We recogn~o ~ tbat our conclusion to use different IERs 
for ratemaking and F pricing represents a departure tor our policy 
announeed in Ediso 's last general rate ease. In that proceeding, 
as noted by PSD ~d Edison, we endorsed uniformity in marginal and. 
avoided. cost r~ults tor all purposes for which these costs are 

I 
used. AlthOU~ practically this approaeh greatly Simplifies our 
task of det'rining these costs, we do not believe that it allows 
us to meet jOur obligation to provide the most accurate prices to 
QFs based n avoided eosts and, at the same time, to provide the 
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utility produetion eost models. Reserved 'to this year's (1987) 
study is the adoption of rules governing access to utility models. 

Despite this effort, we fin~ that little progress towa 
uniformity in production cost models or availability of relate 
data has been made within the context of the qeneral rate ca e. 
Instead of a unitorm model used by all parties, we were l?r 
with a total ot three models, the efficacy of each of wh' 
subject of debate. Further, in spite of our admonitio 
in their last general'rate case regarding the early 
data related to the use of its computer model, int 

ovision ot 
ested parties 

were still without such data as bearings on the . sue of marginal 
eost eownenced.. 

The difticulty of assessing the va dity of various 
computer models is made more acute in the setting of a general rate 
case. With a myriad of issues to hear an decide and a strict 
timetable with wbich to adhere, the Co ssion is ill-equipped to 
decide issues related to the verificat'on ot complex computer 
models during a general rate ease. find that this situation 
will only worsen should the possib' ity of an annual update of the 
IER in ECAC proceedings be realiz a. The ECAC proceeding, even 
more than the general rate case~is already burdened by significant 
time and staffing limitations.]6 , 

, In this case, we no-ee that the results pro<.:luced by the 
cOlUputer models used in thil proceeding were remarkably similar. 
HO'~ev4er, it is not our jol:Y't~ gu~ss why this result occurred, but 
to~. Among the reas ~s which suggest themselves are (1) 
COincidence, (2) neqli ble impact of utilizing either PROMOO, 

. 15 ';;-:0: note that our belief regarding the possibility of an annual 
:"~',:;:t.';:e of the I:s.R will lead us to adopt an annual IER in this 
proceedj~ng, as foug9'est~d. by the CCC.. However, whether or not this 
situation wil¥aetually occur is appropriately to be. decided in 
A.82-0'~-44, e.t ala . 
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• most accurate price signals to' conswners regarding their el 

• 

consumption. 
Unfortunately, only one party to this proceed' q 

presented IER results base~ on a NQF InN (marginal~O ) approach 
an~ a NQF In/QF outN (avoided cost) approach--PSD. ortunately, 
the results produced by PSD were the least contrQV rted in this 
proceeding, provided the Ncorrect trendN which w06ld be expecte~ 
from using these two approaches (a slightly hi~er IER using the 
NQF In/ QF outW approach), were within the ra qe of IERs proposed 
by the other parties, and were derived from e same models. the 
models and methodoloqies employed by PSD so appeared to present 
the least concern to the other parties. 

In contrast, much debate cen ered on the propriety of the 
NQF In/QF OutN methodoloqies propose by the CCC and IEP. We note, 
as we have previously, that the dec sion on the appropriate 
methodology to be applied t~ a In/QF outN scenario is to be 

reached in A.82-04-044, et ale 

not determine whether or not 
NexistingN QFs in their impl 

e to this circumstance, we will 
eCce and IEP properly included 

entation ot this methodoloqy. 
Because ELFIN wil be used to provide the wbase caseN IER 

calculations in ECAC, how~er, we do teel it is appropriate to 
examine the issue ot whetber the CCC's and IEP's results include a 
-double-countinqN of st~rt-up and no-load costs. In this regard, 
we believe that the re60rd appears to support PSD's and Edison's 
position that such -o!ouble-countinqN does result when the ELFIN 
model output is 6xt/rnallY adjusted to reflect start-up and no-load 
costs. This ef!eci was· in tact aeknowleaged by IEP, but was 
dismissed on the~ounds that such *double-countingN had an 
insignificant impact on overall results. As we move to a period of 
potential rel~ce on ELFIN and the wQF In/QF outW meth04oloqy to 
calculated I~ for QF pricinq, the fact of NdoUble-countinq,* 
whether ins~ificant or not in this particular case,. could become 
critical' the future. We therefore find that the CCC and IE!> 
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ELFIN, or IAM/PCAM in calculating Edison's IER, (3) negligible 
impact ot 4iffering input assumptions, or (4) negligible impact ot 
diftering ~ethodologies~ ~/ 

It is our concern that even if all of these eireumstar.{ces 
were true in this particular rate ease, such cireumst~ces c~d ~e 
non-repeating. That is, the sum total of the model,. method6l.ogy, 
or assumption differences did not alter the IER siqnific~tlY in 
this case,. but the sum or even one of these factors infinother case 
could yield highly dissimilar results. In attempting'to forecast 
the future,. an already speeulati ve science,. th~CO iss ion does not~ 
want to leave to chance the understanding of the ools upon which 
we rely to provide the adopted forecast. 

For these reasons, we find that in/'Edison's, as well as 
PG&E's and SOG&E's, future qener~Ll rate c~,'s, ECAC proceedings, or 
other proceedings desi';nated by J!. •• S2-04~, at 801. for developing 
marginal or avoided energy costs, all..,parti1es presenting testimony 
requiring the use of a production s~'Ulatiol:1 model must provide a . 
W}:)ase easeH run usinq the same mo~e1. Each party will,. ot eourse, 
also have the opportunity to present testimony using its ~odel of 
choice and explain its pretereres for that model. However, the 
requirement that the same model must be used to present a base case 
will aid the Commission, a~ starting point, in determining 
whether model, assumPtio~or metnodological differences are 
causing the different results. ~~e need for such an approach may 
lessen over time as ods and the parties' sophistication r1eqarding 
computer models ine;~ses. Additionally,. work related t~ the 
implementation of ~ 475 will ultimately determine the manner in 
which models are~o be used and Aceessed. , 

To ae}iieve our goal, we find that the m~el which lends 
itself best to' our purpose is ELFIN. As has been shoWn in this 

I 
proceeding, rUIN is the most accessible production simulation 
computer model in use at the present ttme and has been employed tor 
the greatlst nUXllber of uses. 

/ 
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improperly adjusted their ELFIN results for start-U~l.and o-load 
costs. . 

For the reasons stated above, we find that e resulting 
IERs proposed by PSD~-9,626 Btu/kWh to be used forI e marginal 
energy cost calculation and 9,775 Btu/kWh to be used for the 
avoided energy cost caleulation--are rea~O~able~nd should be 
adopted as annual values in this proceeding. ~annual IER is 
appropriate for adoption in this proceeding dUe to the likelihood 
of the IER being the subject of an annual ~ate. 

Our conclusion to adopt the PSD~ estimates, however, 
should not be interpreted as approval Ot'PSD'S MQF In/QF outM 

I 
me.thodology, a me.thodology being conslAered with other proposals in 
A.82-04-044, et al. in which prOCeed~g the MQF In/QF outM issue 
will be resolved. Neither do we i~end by this result to indicate 
ad,option of all of PSO' s asswnpt}ons or acceptance of Edison's 
position that changes in sUchi' ut assumptions have little impact 
on the calculation of the IER • 

Instead, we find ¥t, in this particu,lar case, PSD's 
numbers are most in keeping~ith ou~ decision to rely on both a MQF 
InM approach and a MQF In'iQF outM approach, that PSD's results are 
clearly within a range of/reasonableness based on the totality of 
the evidence in this probeeding, and that both IER results emanate 
from the same source cj. e., same model, modeling, and assumptions) • 

We also do,rot intend ~or our adoption of the PSD results 
to indicate any a:t~esence to Edison's position regarding the 
ins;e.nsitivity o! IER calculation. The sole support tor this 
cor~tention is app ently the closen,ess of the parties' 
recommendations-~jI As stated previously, however, we cannot be s~re 
if this result fn this particular case will repeatedly occur. The 
sensitivity runs necessary to firmly decide this issue, as even 
Edison recogn;{zes, are not a part of this record. 

corsidering the. likelihood of the IER being updated on an 
annual basi, however, we do believe that our resolution of the 
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We note certain parties' concerns regarding the efficacy 
of using ELF~N tor short-run marginal cost results. we Delieve 
t;hat this shortcoming, if one exists, can be addressed bY' each 
partY' either suggesting a means of adjusting the model to OV4e~:Ott~ 
anY' problem or citing the deficiency as a basis for reli 
alternate model or approach. We discuss below the 
adjustinq the ELFIN model to reflect start-up and ~~w-.~~ 

In anY' event, ELFIN results will be 
parties and can be compared bY' the Commission ~e:~~'ee:n 

an 

and between other model results. We remind the 
goal is not to endorse or reflect a preference 
models, but rather to provide a common basis 
evaluate the parties' showings and to 
forecasted result within the limited time 

over all other 
commission to 

the proper 
provided DY' 

general rate case and ECAC proceedings. 
SimilarlY', we are concerned 

related to access to input as 
that issues relating to updating 

continued problems 
The CCC correctly notes 

will be ultimately decided in 
A.S2-04-44, et ala We note, nC'We!V8~, ~eir comment that 
tmplementation of this annual can be *eased* bY' load and 
resource assumptions adopted annual ECAC proceeding being 
used as the basis for the What this suggestion overlooks 
is the process by which thO,er assumptions were adopted--namely, 
through complex litigation~n the ECAC. Therefore, we also- believe 
it is necessary to provi~ direction in this decision to streamline 
that process as well. similar to our findings on the ELFIN base 
case run, it is our i~ention that procedures similar to those 
adopted below ~or Ed~on's ECAC will be.~ollowed by PC&E and SOG&E 
in their ECAC filin s and by all three utilities in their general 
rate case filings r any filings designated by A.S2-04-44 tor the 
development of a oid~Qo~'~r9inal energy costs. 

Speci ically, we direct PSO for Edison's next ECAC or 
forum desiqna d in A.S2-04-44,- et ala for the development of IERs, 
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assumptions at issue here will provide usetul insi~ht in 
proper determination of similar assumptions in the fut In all 
cases, we believe that the guidinq principle in evalu ing input 
assumptions is that the best assumptions embody the ost up-to
date, veritiable intormation. 

BaSS Load Unit Pr.9dw:tion MSUlDptions. 
provided the Commission with the most reasonabl assumptions 
regarding Edison's base load unit (coal and n clear) production. 
The CCC relied upon the correct standard for~evaluating Edison's 
nuclear power plants with less than five y~rs of operating data-
the national averaqe of similar units. Fjr those units, 59% is the 
appropriate capacity factor. Based on ~re recent information than 
was used by Edison, we also adopt the icc's assumption of a 
March ~, 1988, commercial operating ~te for the Palo Verde 3 unit. 
The CCC and PSO also correctly assU£ed an average of a 63% capacity 
factor tor Edison's coal plants ~ed on historical averages and 
consideration of major outage ta&tors. 

EConomy Ensrgy; PUrcb;:4e;;.. It is in this area that we 
found PSO's presentation to ~, the weakest. ~e 'tound insutficient 
support tor PSO's dramatica~y difterent economy energy assumptions 
and are unpersuaded by pso/s reasoning tor making those ' 
assumptions. This singl;7problem area in PSO's showing, however, 
is not sufficient to alt~r our adoption of PSO's final overall IER 
results. We find inst~d that based on the most recently available 
data that Edison's eS;£imate of 5072 gWh of PNW economy energy 
purchazes and the CCC's estimate (based on Edison's ECAC testimony) 
of 4,398 gWh of ~eeonomy energy are reasonable. 

Firm Po~r Purchases.. The question of what is a "firmH 

power purchase aiises not only in the context of calculatins 
Edison's IER, b,{t also in the context ot calculatins Edison's ERI 
used to dete~ne avoided capacity costs. This latter calculation 
will be discussed in the following section; however, our 
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to hold a workshop no later tl1lan one week following Edison's 
filinq. The purpose of this workshop will be to determine 
sets, resource plans, load Shl:llpe, heat rate input, unit .... "" .......... 
and dispatch, minimum load conditions, resource 
marginal fuel ass\tmptions, and. all other pertinent 
Edison used to calculate its IER. We have incl 
very items with which Edison took issue in this and claimed 
prevented comparisons between the results of various parties. 

Tbe purpose ot this workshop will only be t~ obtain 
data which Edison us.e:d in its calculation ':' to als~ provide a 
forum in 'which the p,lrties can aqree, the I!xtent poss,ible, on 
... '10.' ,/ , w.Le assumptl.ons to be used and the ap]j>2:'oprl.atc!I souree of those 
assumptiolns. 'rhe Director ot the C_ission'~; Advisory and 
Compliancl~ Division shall apPoint~ aribiter for the wort~hop to 
resolve any issues related to ~ development of a common data set 
upon which aqreement cannot beheac:hed DY the parties. Sufficient 
time will be available fOll~ng the 'Workshop for PSt) and 
interested parties to prepaore their ECAC reports and tes':'imony .. 

b. 1QQpted ResuJ.3:i" . 
In this ease,/we have carefully reviewed the rc~eord and 

concluded that the Imt to be used for both mar,;,inal and a.voided 
e~erqy costs ShOUld~ot result from the averaging of the parties' 
proposals, an alt~ative,suCJCJesteQ by the outcome in 0.86-08-083 
(PG&E). Tbe reas'Ons for this approach are several. First, we 
believe that mu£h of the uncertainty regarding the appropriate 
methodology fof calculating marginal and avoided energy costs will 
be removed ttis year. Second, should the IER, as 'We ~elieve it 

I 
will, be upaated on an annual basis., we find. it critical to· examine 
the inPr,t assu:mptions which were used in this case and will no 
doubt be in issue again in any update. • 

Spc~ifieally, we have concluded that the Commission has 
endor,ed the calculat~on of two IERs-:--one for marginal energy cost 
dete inations and one tor avoided energy cost determinations • 
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/ 
determinations regarding Edison's wfirmw power purchases/in this 
section are equally applicable to our discussion of ~~'ERI.l7 . 

We note the concerns of PSD, the CCC, the ~C, and Edlson 
with respect to this issue. In evaluating these aeements in 
tenlS of their inclusion as firm resource asswnpt' ons used in 
calculating an IER, however, it is our job to d ermine Edison's 
COIlUlU bent to purchase the power, rather than 0 adj udge the 
economic benefits of the agreement. In asse ing whether Edison is 
truJ.y obligated in a purchase, we do need 'tf> examine the totality 
of circumstances surrounding that contract'-its status as to the 
two parties, its status as to the neces,lry governmental approval, 
and last, and perhaps least important Un this regard, its 
accept~ility as to price. J' 

We find using this criterii that the BPA MOU cannot be 
considered a firm contract under ~ circumstances. CUrrently, the 
parties have reached no agreemen;( and Edison has ac~owledged the 
economic impropriety of its entering the contract as first 
proposed. We also note PSD's c6ncern regarding ,the current lack of 
urgency with respect to EdisoJ signing such an agreement. 

with respect to th' PP&L and PGE contracts, wh.ile both 
contracts still require g~/'rnmental review and certain price 
questions h.ave been raisei' we note that the parties have reached 
agreement and that thosetagreements have been tendered to the FERC. 
We find that this course/Of action indicates Edison's intent to 

~7 The only basis or a ditferin~ approach in evaluating the 
efficacy of firm p~chase assumptions for calculating IERs and 
ERIs is that the ERI may be in effect for a longer period of time 
than the IER. As !Stated previously, only an annual IER value will 
be adopted in this proceeding. The period of time in which the 
ERI will be in e fect is an issue to be resolved in.A.82-04-044, 
et al. CUrrentl, that period could be as long as the time 
between general rate eases (three years). We do not believe, 

,however, that 0 conclusions woul'li be siqni:ricantly c1if:rerent 
given a longer effective period. fo·r the ERI. 
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This split is appropriate since the avoided energy cost is to ~e 
used to pay QFs and should in turn reflect the contribution made 
the QF in avoidinq utility energy costs. 
methodology used to calculate this difference will be 

approved in A.82-04-44, et al., we find that the Commission 
'continued to move in the direction of applying the NQF 
methodo1oqy for short-run, as well as for long-run, 
cost calculations. (See D.85-12-108, 0.86-07-004, 

As correctly stated }:)y both the CCC and our 
reliance on PROMOD and the Nzero-interceptN 

last qeneral rate case was primarily a default 
in Edison's 

In 
particular, the NQF In/QF outN methOd.oloqy 
the models and related methodologies 
proceeding were limited. 
scenario with several different models,fm~~~l«10J.~ 
assumptions havinq been presented. 

We recogniZe that our to use different IERs 
for ratemaking and OF priCing rep~sents a departure for our policy 

; 

anno~nced in Edison's last qenera~ rate case. In that proceedinq, 
/ 

as no'ted :by PSI) and Edison, we;endorsed uniformity in marginal and 
avoid~~d cost results for all/purposes tor which these costs are 
u~ed. Althouqh praeticall~/thiS approach qreatly s~plities our 
task ot determininq thescjCosts, We do not believe that it allows 
us to meet our obligatiod to provide the most accurate prices to 
QFs based on avoided co~ts and, at the s~e time, to provide the 
most accurate price signals to consumers regarding their electric 

t ' / consump :Lon. / 
Unfortunately, only one party to this proceeding 

I . 

presented IER results based on a wQF InW (marginal cost) approach 
and a NOF In/Q~OutN (avoided eost) approaeh--PSD. Fortunately, 
the results produced by PSD were the least con:e=o\·~:cted in this 
proceeding, p~ovided the ·correet trendN which would ~e expected 
from usinq these two approaches (a sli9htly higher IER using the 

/ 

1/ 

/ 
I 
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pursue and honor these agreements and as such both 
be considered firm. p'lrchases. 

QF Genent:i..9.n. We adopt the :most recent 
generation recol%ll!lend~~d by the CCC and agreed to' Edison of 12,694 

gWh.· '/ 
Minimum Load coruiiti.<ms. We share?e CCC's concerns 

regarding Edison's forecast of substantial ~ereases in min~um 
load conditions, E4ison's reliance on a r~ression analysis, and 
Edison's attribution O'f :minimum load co~~tions to any single 
generation resource (i.e., QFs) in the;taee of increases in other 
base load resourees as well. We bel~ve that future forecasts 
should provide more specific and V~fiable results reqardinq the 
causes and effect of mini:mum loadjConditions. 

Hatpra&Gas Price. we/find reasonable and accurate PSO's 
forecasted averaqe price of gas/Of $Z.SZ/MMBtu. Unlike Edison, 
however, we have no difficult; with PSO's use of the WdispatchH or 
Tier II price as an input to/the lAM model in order to :most 
accurately reflect unit ddpateh.. As pointed ou:t by the CCC, the 
varied gas price forecas~ offered by Edison offered no, clear 
choice regarding the c~ect forecasted figure. 

We concludejthis section on marginal and avoided energy 
costs by adopting thd'se portions of PSD's and Edison's Joint 
Exhibit 41 on those/marginal enerqy cost issues on which these two 
parties agreed an~which our preceding findings do not impact. We 

I 
also find reason~le Edison's request to adopt its undisputed 
changes to the following factors which enter into the calculation 

• J. • of avo1ded energy costs--var1able O&M expenses adder, O'1l-9AS 
efficiency eoriversion factor, sub-transmission energy line loss 

I 
factor, and /primary level erter9'Y line loss factor. 
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NQF In! QF OutN approach), were within the range of I proposed 
. i / by the other partl.es, and were der ved trom the Salne mo<iels. The 

models and methodologies employed by PSD also apP7a (a to present 
the least concern to the other parties. 

In contrast, much dE~ate centered on ~e propriety of the 
NQF In/QF outN methodologies proposed by the;d6c and IE~. We note, 
as we have previously, that the decision onjthe appropriate 
methodology to be applied to a NQF In/QF o£tN scenario- is to be 
reached in A.82-04-44, et ala Due to this circumstance, we will 
not determine whether or not the CCC a~ IEP properly included 
NexistingN QFs in their ilnPlementatio~ of this methodology_ 

Because ELFIN will be us,, to prOvide the Nbase caseN IER 

calculations in ECAC, however, wejO:o feel it is appropriate to 
examine the issue of whether the!CCC's and IEP's results include a 
Ndouble-countinqN of start-up ~d no-load costs. In this reqard, 
we beli~ve that the record a~ears to' support PSD's and Edison's 
position that some Ndouble-cbuntingN does result wben the ELFIN 
model output is externallr'adjUsted to reflect start-up and no-load 
costs. This effect was :iIn fact acknow;ledqed by IEP, but was 
dismissed on the ground,(that such Ndouble-countingN had an 
insignificant impact o£ overall results. , 

As we move;t0 a period of potential reliance on ELFIN and 
the NQF In/QF OutN ;nethOdology to calculate IERs for QF pricing, 
the . fact of NdoUbJ..e-countingN of start-up and no-load costs in 

~ 

using ELFIN, whether insiqnitieant or not in this particular case, 
could become er;(tical in the tuture. We therefore find that the 
ccc and IEP f~led properly to take into account the potential tor 

, I 11' • 

double-eount~9 ana to reduce thel.r adjustment of thel.r proposed 
l 

IERs l:>y the ;amount of the doUble-counting. 
For the reasons stated above, we find that the resulting 

IDs propo'sed by PSD--9, 626 ,..tu./:<..v.o. to be used for the marginal 
energy cdst calculation and 9,775 Btu/kWh to be used for the , 
avoided/energy ~ost calculation--are reasonable arid should be 

/ 
I 

;' 
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:0. ~inaJ. DelDand. and 
Avo1ded CSt,aS;ity eosj;S / 
1. BaekgroU,;Qg • . 

~he marginal cost of demand measures the c~n~e in total 
costs caused by a change in demand. These eostsi:are'calculated ~.'n 
terms of the incremental investment in physical p. ant needed to 
serve the next unit of load, and therefore rela e principally to 
plant associated with ~enerating and transporting the electricity 
necessary to satisfy the marginal demand. c6mponents of mar~inal 
demand costs are the marginal costs ot gedration, transmission, 
and distribution. Because of the relati~ between marginal 
distribution and marginal customer cos~, the distribution 
component of marginal demand costs W~l be considered in our 
subsequent section on marginal eust~er costs. 

In past general rate ea~s, the marginal demand costs of 
generation have been based on ~, ut~lity's shortage costs. There 
has been general agreement thatfa suitable proxy for those costs is 
the annualized value of a comiustion turbine • 

Related to genera~on marginal demand 'costs are avoided. 
capacity costs. Under a ,Iort-run standard otter, the payment made 
to QFs for capacity are l:)e.sed. on the utility'S avoided. capacity 
cost WhiCh, like the :ma:r~inal demand cost, is based on the 
utility'S shortage 007's. ~he annualized value of a combustion 
turbine is similarlYjUsed as a proxy for those costs. Because 
transmission and di$tribution costs are not avoided b~ utility 
purchases of QF poler, such costs are not included in payments to 
QFs. Avoided ca~city costs are also used in evaluating resource 
alternatives ana7demand side management programs. 

Whill the unadjusted value of a com.bustion turbine has 
continued to lerve as the basis for determining marginal demand 
costs, the sl.m.e has not been true for the calculation of avoided 
capacity c~ts used as the basis tor payments to QFs. Since 
Edison's last qeneral rate ease, in which such an unadjusted value 
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aclopted as annual v.-lues in this proc:eeclil'lq. An annual IER I . " 

appropriate for adoption in this proceedinq due to, the likelihood 
of the IER beinq the subj ect of an annual update. The / 
determination of the forum and timinq for updatinq the LER, 
however, remain reserved tor A.82-04-44, et al. or opted IER 
va11;l.e shoulcl therefore ramin in effect until update as prescribed 
in A.82-04-44 et ala 

Our conclusion to adopt the PSD's est~tes, however, 
should not be interpreted ~LS approval of PSD's f QF In/o.F out* 
methodology, a methodology being considered w' other proposals in 
A.S2-04-44, et al. in which proceeclinq the * F In/QF outW issue 
will be resolved. Neither do we intend by, this result to inclicate 
adoption of all of PSD's assumptions or eceptance of Edison's. 
position that changes in such input assimPtions have little ilIlpact 
on the calC1J;lation of the IER. :tf 

I~~tead, we fincl that, in is particular case, PSO's 
numbers are ~ost in keeping with 0 decision to rely on both a *o.F 
In* approach, and a *Q.F In/OF out*J'approach, that PSD's results are 
clearly wi th,in a rangre of reaSo/ableness based on the totality of 
the evidence in this procee'di~, and that both IER results emanate 
from the saIIl,e source (i.e., :lame model, modeling, and assUlllptions) • 

We also do not in£end for our adoption of the PSO results 
to indicate any acquiesen~ to Edison's position reqarding the 
insensitivity of the I~caleulation. The sole support for this 
contention is apparentW th,e closeness of the parties' 
recommendations. AGitated previously, however, we eann!~t be sure 
if this result in this particular case will r,epeatedly occur. The 
sensi ti vi ty runs nefessary to firmly de'eide t:h.is issue, as even 
Edison reco<;nizesj are not a part of this rec'ord. 

consiaering the likelihood of the I:ER being updated on an 
annual basis, iowever, we do believe thi~t our resolution, of the 
ass\tID.ptions ~ issue bere will provide tlsetul insight into the 
proper dete~nation ot similar assumptions 1::1 the future.. In all 

I 
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was adopted for QF pricinq. the Commission has determine~'an 
adjustment of the combustion turbine value is necessaro reflect 
system reliability. Such an adjustment is genericall~ referred to 
as a capacity value multiplier. 

Specifically, in 0.86-07-004 (A.S2-04-04¥ e't al.), the 
Commission noted the general agreement among the )fa~ies that a 
utility's shortage cost payments may be less than the annualized 
fixed cost of a co~ustion turbine depending oulwhether the 
utility's generation reserves exceed an appr~riate reliability 
criterion. In the subsequently issued OaS6r1-071, we reviewed 
proposals submitted by Edison, PG&E, and SOG&E tor capacity value 
multipliers designed to reflect the syste~ reliability of the three 
utilities. In that decision we indicatld our intention to' use, 
when its development was complete, an~ based on an Expected 
Unserved Energy (EOE) target as;fe asis fo.r adjusting the value 
of the combustion turbine. 

'l'he E'O'E is a measure 0 the likely quantity of unmet 
demand in a. given tilnespan. 'I'h ERI is a formula that uses the EVE 

target of a utility to determiJe the value of additional capacity 
I 

to that utility. An ERI based. on an E'O'E target is therefore a 
I 

means of expressing Whether;the value of the additional capacity on 
an electric utility system!,~ a given year is the same as, greater 
than, or less than, the u;tility's marginal capacity investment, 
assu:med to be a co~usti.6n turbine. 

In O.S6-l1-0,{ we concluded that system operability, with 
one historical year al reference point, should be the basis at this 
time for developing ~ EOE target. If the projection of EVE for 
that year is less ttan the EOE 'target, then the capacity value will 
be less than the ~ualized cost of a combustion turbine. If the 
projection exceeds the E'O'E target, and. if the year- in question is 
not far enough In the future to allow the utility to build new 
capacity, then/the capacity value of new QFs in that year will 
exceed such annualized cost. (D.S6-ll-07l, at p. 9.) I· . 
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cases, we believe that the quiCiinq principle in eVo').luating input 
assumptions is that the ):)est assumptions emboc1y tht~ mos~:: up-to
date, verifiable information. 

Base Load VDi$ Exoduction AsS3XlDPtiQns- ~~he 

provided the Commission with the most reasonable 
reqarding Edison's base load unit (coal and nuclear) 
~hc CCC relied upon the correCt standard for 
nuclear power plants with less than five years of o~eca~1nq 
the national average of s~ilar units. For 
appropriate capacity factor. Based on more 
was used by Edison, we also adopt the CCC's 
March 1, 1988, commercial operating 4ate 
The CCC and PSO also correctly assumed 

59% is the 

factor for Edison's coal plants based averages and 
consideration of major outage factors 

Sons>my Energy Purchases_ ,area that we 
fOUIl,d PSO's presentation to be. We :fou:.'lQ insufficient 
support for PSO's dramatically economy ent~rgy assumptions 
and are unpersuaded by PSO's for making ~lose 
ass.umptions. Tb.is single em area in PSI)'s showing, however, 
is not sufficient to alter adoption of PSO's final overall IER 
results. We find instead based on the most recently available 
data that Edison's of 5072 gWh of PNW economy ener9Y 
purchases and the cce' estimate (based on Edison's ECACtestimony) 
of 4,398 9Wh of PSW energy are reasonable. 

r;irm P9wd Purch~· The question of what is a ""firmA< . ~. . power purchase ar~~es not only 1n the context of caleulat1nq 
Edison's J:ER, b"'£ also in the context of caleulating Edison's ERI 
used to determi'e avoided capacity costs. This latter calculation 
will be di~d in the followinq section: however, o~ 

/ 
I 

.I 
I 
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In 0.86-11-071, while tindinq that all of the utilities 
had presented thoughtful proposals, each utility, including Edison, 
was directed to revise and provide further explanation of their 
proposals in the June and July, 1987 hearings in A.S2-04~044, et 
al. The Commission, however, accepted in principle~ison's 
proposal to implement its EUE target in conjunetiofi with a target 

/ 
reserve margin. This approval, however, was conditioned on 
Edison's valuing capacity tor the selected ye / on whichever target 
resulted in a lower total EUE for that time 

In PG&E's most recent general r e case, the Commission 
recognized the ongoinq study ot capacit value multipliers taking 
place in A.82-04-044, et al. The comm'ssion concluded that in the 
interim the ERI methodology adopted' PG&E's last general rate 
case (D.83-12-068) would be usedZdetermine the ERI adjustment 
!actor adopted in 0.86-12-091. 

In an A~inistrative w Judge's (ALJ) Ruling issued in 
this proceeding on March 4, 1 7, the ),l;J acknowledged that the 
methodology for calculating djustments to avoid~d capacity costs 
is an issue in A.82-04-044 et al. The ALJ further stated, 
however, that the qeneral rate caSE~ remained the forum tor the 
adoption of the preCise alues which would be used to determine 
those costs. Because ro capacity value multiplier had been adopted 
in Edison's last genett-al rate case, as it had. been for PG&E, the 
parties were d.ireet~ to utilize an', ERI adjustment, despite its o~"J.
going study in A.S!-04-044, et al., in calculating Ed.ison's avoided. 
capacity costs~n the absence ot .~ reasonable EOE ·target at the 
time of hearing in this proceedinql the parties were asked to 
present a *def lt position, 4 e.g., the target reserve lnargin,'" for 

's consideration. 
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determinations regarding Edison's wfirmw power purchases in this 
section are equally applicable to our discussion of the ERI.l6 

We note the concerns of PSO',. the CCC, the esc, and 
with respect to this issue. In evaluating these agreements 
terms of their inclusion as firm resource assumptions used 
calCUlating an IER, however, it is our job to, determine ~~_~'J. 
commitment to purchase the power, rather than to· adj 
economic benefits of the agreement. In assessing 
truly obligated in a purchase, we do need to 
of circumstances surrounding that contract--its as to the 
two parties, its status as to the necessary ao,ve:~~elnt:~l approval, 
and last, and perhaps least important 
acceptability as tQ price. 

We find using this criteria 
considered a firm contract under any ci.w~m~ •• ~n~;~ CUrrently, the 
parties have reached no agreement·, and 
economic impropriety of its entering 
proposed. We also note PSO's concern 
urgency with respect to Edison 

With respect to the PP&L 

the current lack of 
such an agreement. 
PGE contracts, while both 

contracts still require governm ~eview and certain price 
questions have been raised, we that the parties have reached 
agreement and that tho!;e agre ts have been tendered to· the FERC. 
We find that this cour~;.e of a.etion indicates Edison" s intent to 

h . II. . . 
16 T e only bas~s for,~ d~ffer~ng approach ~n evaluatinq the 

efficacy of firm pU5e~,se assumptions for calculating IERs and 
ERIs is that the ERJ.~ay be in effect tor a longer period ot time 
than the IER. As stated previously, only an annual IER value will 
b-- adc'Qtea in this' ,.;proceeding. 'I'he period of time in which the 
E:.:u: .. ~·~ .. :" .. l be in et':reet is an issue to be resolved in A.8Z-04-44, et 
a~. currently, ,that period could be as long as the ti~e between 
general rate cases (three years). We do not believe, however, 
that our conclu'sions would be signifieantly dit:ferentgiven a 
longer effective period tor the ERI • 
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2 • brties EQ;?i.'tism:t 
a. Ha,rg:inAl ~md Cos'§ 

(1). Edi~n nnd. PSQ 
Both Edj'~son and PSD agree on the XII 

assumptions for calculating marginal demand cost 
transmission. Edison and PSD have used the co of a combustion 
turbine as a proxy for calculatin9 generatio marginal demand cost 
and a regression analysis of transmission i estment costs versus 
peak load increases tor calculating trans ssion marginal demand 
costs. I' 

In order to complete th~calculation of the 1988 O&M 
expenses, one of the components of the/marginal demand cost, O&M 
escalation rates were need.ed. PSD'o/0&M escalation rates differed 
slightly from Edison's, but Edison;agreed to accept PSD's rates •. 
~he jOintly proposed numbers of qeneration and transmission 
marginal demand costs are $69.3rj/kW and $33.12/kW, respectively, as 
shown in ~ables 2 and 3 of Exhjbit 41. Edison ~nd PSO believe 
these nUlrlbers to be reason<~l' and. urge their ad:0ption by the 
commission. ' / 

(2) gm. I . 
CMA propose~~ that generation marginal demand costs, 

like avoided capacity eo;'ts. should also· reflect an ERI. CMA states 
that Ed.ison currently MS Elxcess generating capacity so that PSO 

I 

a.nd. Edison both show FAison.'s ERI is substantially lower than the 
1.0 which it would beli! an appropriate balance of loads and 

I 
resourc,es existed. )::MA believes that failure to recognize the 
existence of excessfcapacity in determining the marginal demand 
cost of qeneratior.lmeans that rates based on that cost will 

I 
incorrectly siqn~ the customers that the excess capacity does not 
exist. /. • 

~ also states that its testimony demonstrated that 
the recognitiop of the ERI in marginal generation costs makes 
little differ~nce in the revenue allooation to olasses. However, 
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pursue and honor these aqreements and as such both contract~h lei 
be considered firm purchases. ;' ~ 

Of Generation. We adopt the ~ost recent foreoast f QF 
generation reoommended by the CCC anel agreecl to- by EdistS of 12,694 
~. ' / 

IJinilDgm IQad conditions. We sharel the CC~ ooncerns 
reqardinq Edison's forecast of substantial increas~ in minimum 
load conditions, Edison's reliance on a regress~~ a~alysis, and 
Edison's attribution of minimum load condition~o- any single 
qeneration resource (i.e., QFs) ill the face oJ'increases in other 
base load resources as well. We believe ~( future forecasts 
should provide more specific and verifial:>l"e results regarding the 
causes and effect of minimwn load conditt.i:"ons,. 

, NM;Ural Gas Price. We :inc1 itfaso'rJ~l!J}:)le and accurate PSD's 
torecasted average prioe of gas of $~J.52/MMBtu. Unlike Edison, 
however, we have no difficulty Wi~SO'S use of the *dispatch* or 
Tier II price as an input to the ~~ model in order to m.ost 
accurately reflect unit dispatch~r As pointed out by the CCC, the 
varied gas price forecasts ot;e(r'ed by Edison offered no clear 
choice regarding the correct~recasted tigure. 

We conclude this ,ll~ction on marginal and avoided enerqy 
costs by adopting those ~ions of PSD's and Edison's Joint 
EXnibi t 41 on those m.arg.:[~al energy oost issues on Which these two 
parties aqreed aI'ld w~c:ib. our preoeding findings do not impact. We 
'also tind reasonabl~dison's request to adopt its undisputed 
changes to the folloOwin'g factors which enter into- the calculation 
of avoided ener~~osts--varial:>le O~ expenses adder, Oil-gas 
efficiency con~~iSion factor, sub-transmission energy line loss 

factor, 7~ level energy line loss factor. 

I 
,.' 
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use of the ERI would have significant impact on rate des~n. CMA 
asserts that with generation marginal demand costs va ~q 

significantly, the appropriate allocation of Large Po er revenue 
requirement within that class would be affected sub antially. 
Specifically, different proportions of the class evenue 
requirement would be allocated to the on-peak d ~and portion of 
scheduled rates. 

b.. AVQid~ CApacity ems 
(1) Eslisn 

It is Edison's position that it has properly 
implemented the Commission's 0.86-07-00 and 0.86-1l-071 by 
proposing an ERI using target EUE as 
reserve margins for future years. 
which stem from detailed computer 

basis to project the target 
ison states that its results, 

delinq and the development o,f a 
:mathematically equivalent linear elationship of an exponential EUE 
curve, should therefore be adop ed. 

. Additionally, ison de!ends the assumptions which 
it made in developing its pr sed ERr. Edison ~irst states that 
its ERI, in compliance with 0 .. 86-ll-07l, does represent a 
calculation using a groupjOf QFs (150 MW) projected for 1988. 
Second, Edison asserts ~at its assumptions properly included the 
following legally bind~g aqreement--the BFA MOU and the PP&L and 
PGE agreements discussed previously. 

Ediso~contends that, in contrast to its own 
approach, PSO's prop'osal fails to meet the requirements of 
0.86-11-07l and ta;fls to include consistent and appropriate 
resource assumpt~ons. Edison points out that PSO's resource 
assumPtions'are~either consistent with the CEC ER-VI Report or 
with PSO's Res~rce EXhibit 51. Edison asserts that PSO has 
incorrectly excluded from its resource assumptions the Balsam 

I 
Meadows and 550 MWs of Pacific Northwest Purchase. Edison states 
that, despi"t4 recognition of these errors, PSO failed to submit new 

• I • or rev~sed values ineorporat~ng the needed changes • 
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D. 

1. :QlJ,ekground 

The marginal eost ot demand measures the ch~ge in total 
costs caused by a change in demand. These costs ar~alculated in 

/ 
terms of the ineremen'bl.1 investment in physical pJ..ant needec:l. to 
serve the next unit ot loac:l., anc:l. there tore relati principally to 
plant associated with generating anc:l. transpo~ng the electricity 
necessary to satisfy the marginal c:l.emanc:l.. c6mponents ot marginal 
demand costs are the marginal costs ot ge~ration, transmission, 
and c:l.istribution. Because of the relat10n between marginal 
distribution and marginal customer co~, the distribution 
component ot marginal demand costs ~~l be considered in our 
subsequent section on marginal customer costs. 

In past general rate c~es, the marginal demand costs ot 
generation have been based on ~ utility'S shortage costs. There , . 
has been general agreement ~ a suitable proxy for those costs ~s 

I 
the annualized value of a co~ustion turbine. 

Relatec:l. to· gener~~ion marginal c:l.emand costs are avoided 
I 

capacity costs. l.1nc:l.er a sthort-run standard ofter, the paYlllent made 
to QFs tor capacity are;tased on the utility'S avoidec:l. capacity 
COGt which, lue the mi'rqinal demand cost, is based on the 
utility'S shortage c~ts. The annualized value of a combustion 
turbine is similarlyiused as a proxy tor those costs. Because 
transmission anc:l. distribution costs are not avoided by utility 

I 
purchases ot QF power, such costs are not included in paYlllents to 
QFs. Avoided ca~acity costs are also· used in evaluating resource 

I alternatives anc:l. demand side management programs.. . 
While the unadjusted value of a combustion turbine has 

continued to/serve as the basis tor determining marginal demand 
I -

costs, the;same has not b~h true tor the calculation ot avoided 
capacity costs used as the basis tor payments to- QFs. Since 
EdiSOn'~last 9~ral rate case, in which such an unadjusted value 

I 

/ 
/ 

I 
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• 

• 

• 

Only Edison in this proceeding raised the issue.,of 
the status of suspended Standard Offer 2. Edison is very c~~erned 
that any reinstatement of the Standard Offer 2· levelized pacity 
payment schedule is premature and would present a siqnif'cant risk 
of encouraging additional OF overs~scription. 
requests that the Commission defer from taking actio 
reinstatement of Standard Ofter 2 until necessary i~ications to 
the standard ottcr are given tull and due consid ation in 
A.S2-04-044, et al. 

(2) ~ 

PSO states that at this time t does not have the 
ability to calculate an ERI based on EUE. PSD has, however, 
developed a different methodology Which elies on the difference 
between a utility's actual reserve mar n and its target or 
planning reserve margin. lS 

PSO acknowledges tha its method is not the one 
mandated by D.S6-ll-07l, but that ACt is simple and straightforward, 
easily replicable without rccour~ to computer models ot any type, 
and achieves the goal of retle~ing the value ot additional 
capacity to the utility syst~ PSO further testified that its 

. / 
approach should capture the e basic effect as an ZOE based ERI. 

lS 'In its testimony, PSD explained that its a,pproach uses an 
actual reserve margin based on the utility resource plan, adjusted 
as appropriate to re ect the antiCipated resource situation, and 
the load forecast a~opted by the California Energy.commission in 
ER 6. The target ~scrvc margin is also based on ER 6 figures for 
Edison. In applying this data, the PSD concludes that if the 
actual reserve m~qin is higher than the target reserve marqin by 
10 percentaqe po~nts or more (e.g., actual reserve margin o!31% 
and target of 20%), the capacity value multiplier is set at zero·. 
While the lO% tiqure is based on judgment, it is PSD's opinion 
that it was ~ reasonable range within which the corresponding 
EUE would drqp to zero. If the actual reserve margin is e~al to 
or less than/the target, the multiplier is set at one. It 1$ a 
linear scale between 'these two points. . . 
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was adopted for QF pricing, the Commission has determined that 
adjustment of the combustion turbine value is necessary to re 
system reliability. Such an adjustment is generically ref 
as a capacity value multiplier. 

Specifically, in D.86-07-004 (A.82-04-44, et ala 
Commission noted the general agreement among the parties 
utility's shortage cost payments may be less than the CI.lUl .. C1 

the 
reliability 

fixed cost of a combustion turbine depending on 
utility'S generation reserves exceed an appropr 
criterion. In the subsequently issued 0.86-11-0 
proposals submitted by Edison, PG&E, and 'SOC«E 

multipliers designed to retlect the system 
utilities. In that decision we indicated 

, we reviewed 
capacity value 

...,... .... g",,, ........ ity of the three 
intention to use, 

when its development was completel, an 
Unserved Ener9Y (EOE) target as the ........ ,,~ ... ..,. 

/ s;J<:l;:O~~1;j, on an Expected 
tor adjusting the value 

of the combustion turbine. 
The EOE is a measure of 

demand in a given timespan. 
tarqet ot a utility to "'~~,"b"'-="_~~'_f 

likely quantity of unmet 
. is a tormula that uses the EUE 
~~lue of additional capacity 

to that utility. An ERI base~n an EUE tarq~t is therefore a 
mea.~s of expressing whether jhe value of the additional capacity on 
an electric utility systemjfn a given year is the same as, greater 
than, or less than, the UJdlity's marginal capacity investment, 
assumed to be a eOmb~us' n turbine. 

In 0.86-11-0 we concluded that system oper~ility, with 
one historical year reference point, should be the basis at this 
time tor develoPing;!an EOE target. It the projection of EO! tor 
that y 4ear is less th~ the EOE target, then the capacity value will 
)be less than the annualized cost of a combustion turbine. It the 
projection exce ds the E'O'E target, and it the year in question is 
not tar Qr.~n9. in the future to allow the utility to build new 
eapaCi~~~ the capacity value o~ new QFs in that year will 
exceed ~ annualized cost. (D.86-11-071, at p. 9.) 
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. / 
With respect to its assumptions, PSD acknow~dges 

1 · "''''''e "',",~c.;~/ .. the the inadvertent, but erroneous exc USl.on of......... ......1:"-... .10 

Balsam Meadow project, inclusion of certain erroneous gures tor 
/ levels of cold standby, and use of a long-term, as_o~osed,to 

short-term, demand forecast. PSO further aCknowle~es that it did 
not provide new ERr values to reflect the necessa~ corrections. 
PSD states, however, that it should be very cleJ thnt these 
values, while not themselves on the record, ar/ derived using the 
Edison resource plan contained in Exhibit 1~ PSO therefore 
believes that its formula for calculating ~e ERi can be modified 
according'lco record information. I 

(3) ~ 

The esc states that to/determine the appropriate 
levels of as-available capacity payments for QFs, a choice must be 
made between the ERI methodoloqies;(resented in the record by PSD 
and Edison. If PSD's methOaolO9Yjis selected, corrections to PSD's 
assumptions, as acknowledged by PSO, must be made in order to 
calculate the appropriate ERI.-;lIf Edison's proposed ERI 
methodology is selected, additional determinations must be made 

J 
concerning the viability ofl'0ur individual resources. According 
to the esc, PSO's "uncorrected" proposed ERI for 1988 is st. 'I'he 
esc states that this fiqur'e would increase to 43% with the required 
a~justments. Edison's p/oposed ERr for 1988 is 4% which would 

I d' change to a ranse betw~n 37% to 72% epend~ng on the treatment of 
the four questioned resource assumptions. 

I 
The esc asks that its position in this proceedinq 

not be taken as an Indorsement or rejection of either methodology. 
With that in mind,/the esc concludes that for purposes of the 
general rate caSe/Edison'S calculation of the BRI, with adjustments 
to the four inpuf assumptions as proposed by esc, is preferable. 

I 

According to the esc, the funda:mental shortcoming of 
PSD's proposed! ERI methodology in this proceeding is the use of an 
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In 0.86-11-071, while finding that all of the utilit' s 
had presented thoughtful proposals, eaoh utility, including 
was directed to revise and provide further explanation of eir 
proposals in the June and July, 1987 hearings in A.82-04- 4, et ala 
The Commission, however, accepted in principle Edison' proposal to 
ilnplement its EUE target in conjunction "r1th a targetfeserve 
margin. 'rhis approval, however, was cond~1tioned on/Edison'S 
valuinq capacity for,the selected year or.~ whiChe7e target resulted 
in a lower total E'O'E for that time period. 

In PG&E's most recent general rate c~e, the Commission 
recognized the onqoing study of capacity valuetmultipliers taking 
place in A.82-04-44, et ale The commission~oncluded that in the 
interim the ERI. methodol,09Y adopted in PG&AE's last genera.l rate 
ease (0.83-12-068) would be used to det~ine the ~ adjustment 
factor adopted in D.S6-~2-091. ;' 

In an Administrative Law Judge's (AI.J) Ruling ~.ssued in 
this proceeding on March 4, 1987, ¥e AL:J acknowledged tl:Lat the 
methodoloqy for calculating adjustments to avoided capacity costs 
is an issue in A.82-04-44, et aJi 'rhe AL'J further statedl, however, 
that the general rate ease remlined the f,orum for the adoption of 
the precise values which wo~ be used to determine those costs. 
Because no capacity value multiplier had lbeen adopted in Edison's 
last qeneral rate case, a£ it had been fo:~ PG&E, the parties were 
directed to utilize anfo adjustlnent, de:spite its on-going study 
in A.82-04-44, et al./in calculating Edi:son's avoided capacity 
costs. In the aJ:)seYJe' of a reasonable EmS target at the time of 
hearinqs in th~'S a o~eedinq, the parties '~ere asked to present a 
""'default positio ;/e.g., the target reser/e mug-in,' for the 
Commission's c deration. 

I 
.' 
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inconsistent set of data. This inconsistence, in the esc's view, 
serves to artificially deflate PSO' s ERI calculation. ' /'. 

With respect to Edison's proposed ERI, thE/eSe 
states that Edison has presented an ERI methodolo9Y WhiCh relies 
upon a consistent and integrated set of data and emp 
analytically supportable derivation of the EOE lev The esc 
found that the flaws in Edison's calculation of e capacity value 
~ultiplier did not stem from the methodology, b t from Edison's 
input assumptions related to supposedly firm, committed resource~ 

In the ese':s opinion, :four r ources have been 
erroneously included in thd~ Edison's ERI alysis: (1) the SPA 
MOU, (2) the PP&L aqreemen':, (3) the PGE agreement, anc3. (4) 45 MW 
of as-available capacity from cogenera on resources. The ese 
believes that the Commission has made clear in 0.86-07-004 and 
0.86-11-071 that in determining a u ~lity's ERI resources should be 
evaluated on a critical planning sis and that the *QF In/QF out* 
methodology should be used. ~n e esc's opinion, this *bare 
bones* assessment necessarily lls for the incl,usion of only firm, 
committed resources which are ikely to be available in terms of 
both physical availability ~d a reasonable price. The esc 
concludes that the tour qu,stioned resources cannot meet this 
standard. We note that ~ese three contracts and the esc's 
position with respect tr/ their l::>einc; firm purchases have been 
discusscd previously irl our scction on av~)ided' energy- costs. 

With r/spect to the inclusion by Edison of 4S MW of 
as-available eapaciyY as a firm resource, the esc states that the 
Commission adopted~ formula ca;ls tor an ERI which is equal to 
the average EOEzalculated with and without the block of 
additional capa ty being valued (including the QF as-available 
capacity) divi d by the EOE target. The esc states that Edison 
admitted tha~O QF resource was taken out of its ERI calculation 
even though e resource to be valued was as-available QF capacity. 
In the esc' opinion, the proper calculati.on of the E:RI therefore 
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2. brties Positions 

a. Haxsinal Pcmand Costs 
(1) Edison and PSD 

Both Edison and PSD ag'%'ee on the methodOlogy and 
assumptions for calculating" marginal demand costs o~eneration and , 
transmission. Edison and PSD have used the cost of a combustion . .. ,/ 
turb~ne as a pro~~ for calculat~ng generat~on marginal demand cost 
and a reqression analysis of transmission inves'tment costs versus 

I 

peak load increases for calculating transmission marginal demand 
costs.. / 

In order to complete the calculation of the 1988 O&M 
.I 

expenses, one of the components of the marginal demand cost, O&M 
escalation rates were needed. PSD's ~ escalation rates dif!ered 
slightly from Edison's, but Edison ~eed to- accept PSD's rates. 
The jointly proposed numbers of generation and transmission , 
marginal demand costs are $69.J6/kW and $33.12/kW, respectively, as 
shown in Tables 2 and '3 of Exhil>i't 41. Edison and PSO believe 

; 
these numbers to be reasonab

7
le I'and urge their adoption by the 

commission. . ', 
(2) .all. 

CMA proposes that g~neration marginal demand costs, 
like avc.ided capacity cos~s should also reflect an ERI. CMA states 

I 

that Edison currently has excess generating capacity so that PSD 
and Edison both show E~ison's ERI is substantially lower than the 
1.0 which it would be if an appropriate balance of loads and 
resources existed. CMA believes that failure to recognize the 
existence of excess capacity in determining the marginal demand 
cost of generation means that rates based on that cost will 
incorrectly signal the customers that the excess capacity does not 
exist. 

CMA also states ~t !~ test~ony demonstrated that 
the recognition of the ERI in marginal'generation costs makes 
little difference in the, 'revenue allocation to classes. However, 
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• calls for the exclusion of the 45 MW of as-available QF capa.c~ 
identified in the Edison resource plan. . ~ 

Accordinq to the esc, exclusion Of the BPA OU would 
increase Edison's ERI to 37%, with increases of an addi onal 6% 
for the exclusion of the 45 MW of QF as-available cap city, another 
29% tor the exclusion of the PP&L aqreement, and a rther 10% tor 
tile exclusion of the PGE aqreement. The eumulati effect of these 
four adjustments would be to increase Edison's to 82% in 1988. 

3 • piscuss12D 
We adopt as reasonacle the generat on ($69.48/kW) and 

transmission ($33.10/kW) marginal dema.nd c ts jointly proposed by 
Eclison and PSO, but with the O&M loading 
reflect O&M levels and adopted franchis fees in this general rate 
ease. We find that these parties fol~wed the appropriate 
methodologies in calculating genera on marginal demand costs 
(unadjusted annualized value of a ombustion turbine) and 
transmission marginal demand cos (reqression analysis ot 
transmission investment costs v rsus peak load increases). 

• 
We do not believe, b6wever, that the record is SUfficient 

in this proceedinq to suPportfCMA'sproposal that qeneration 
marginal demand costs, 1 ikelavo ided capacity costs, should reflect 

·an Energy Reliability I~d,rx. Specifically, we believe that further 
evidence is required to~etermine whether the concerns which lead 
to the adoption of ~ ~j~$ted combustion turbine value tor 
calculating QF capae~y prices are the same tor ealculatin~ 
marginal costs used~n revenue allocation and rate design. We 
will, however, dir'ct PSt) and Edison to examine the issue ot the 
propriety of refl,teting the ERI adjustment in generation marginal 
demand costs in;edison'S next general rate case. 

• 

With)tespect to the determination of Edison's avoided 
capacity costs/, we believe that the starting point is the s~e as 
for the cal ation of generation marginal demand costs--the 
annualized alue ot a combustion turbine. As noted above,. PSt) and 
Edison aqr ed to that value in Joint Exhibit 41 • 
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,/ . / 

use o~ the ERl would have siqni~icant impact on rate ~gn. CMA 
asserts that with qeneration marqinal d,ell:land costs' v(ryinq 
siqnifica.ntly, the appropriate allocatior.L of Larq~power revenue 
requirement within that class would be affected~UbstantiallY. 
Specifically, different proportions of tbe cl~S revenue 
requirement would be allocated to the on-pe~ demand po~~ion of 
scheduled rates.· ! 

D. ~1desL0UXL9ity Costs 
(1) Edisn / 

It is Edison's POsitio~~at it has properly 
implemented the Commission's O.86-0~~004 and 0.86-11-071 by 

proposinq an ERI usinq tarqet EOE as a basis to project ~ehe target 
reserve marqins for future years'Oj Edison states that its results, 
whj,eh stGln from detailed computet' model inq and the deve14~pment of a 
mathematically equivalent linea? relationship of an expol:lential E'O'E 

I curve, should therefore be aqppted. 
Additionallyl'Edison defends the assumptions which 

it made in developinq its ;troposed ERI. Edison first states that 
its ERI, in compliance w~ 0.86-11-071, does represent a 
calculation usinq a qroup of QFs (150 MW) projected for 1988. 

l 
Second, Edison assertsjthat its assumptions properly included the 
following legally binding aqreement--the BPA MOU and the PP&L and 

. I . 1 PGE aqreements d~scussed prev~ous y. 
Edis6n contends that, in contrast to its own 

approach, PSD's prbposal fails to meet the requirements of 
D.86-11-07l and tails to include consistent and appropriate 
resource assum~iiOns. Edison points out that PSD's resource 
assumptions a1e neither consistent with the CEC ER-VI Report or 
with PSD's Resource Exhibit 51. Edison asserts that PSO has 
incorrectly ~xcluded from its resource assumptions the Balsam , 
Meadows an~/5S0 MWs of Pacific Northwest Purchase. Edison states 

I • 

that, despoi te recognition o'1! thes.e errors, PSD 
I 

or ruv~ ERI values inco~ratinq the needed 

,. 
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~ However, our calculation of avoided capacity costs d~ 
not end with the adoption ot this value. ~he commission.has~ade 
quite clear that an adjustment ot the combustion turbine v~e is 
appropriate to retlect system reliability. Although tin approval 
ot the methodology to be used in making this adjustment tor Edison 
is still to be resolved in A.82-04-044, et al .. , it is n~'ent 

upon the Commission to adopt an adjustment factor 
proceedinq based on the parties' proposals due to 
Wfall-backW position to be used in the interim. 

e absence of '" 
stated. earlier, 

in PG&E's most recent qenceral rate case, the C ission was able to 
rely on the ERI which had been adopted in PG~s previous general 
rate ease. ~he absence of an adjustment o~e shortage cost proxy 
in Edison's last general rate case preven~ the Commission from 
following the same course in this procee~ng. 

Based on our decisions in A.~-04-044, et al., to date, 
we find that the Commission in O.86-0~O~4 and D.86-11-071 has 
indicated. its preference to. r adjus:t" g the annualized value of a 
eombustion turbine by usinq an ERI ased on an EUE target. In 

~eviewin9 the proposals made in is proceeding, we note that PSD 
has urged the adoption ot its 'get reserve margin methodology as 
being more aving the same effect as an EOE 
based ERI. We find, however, that the Commission has not yet 
endorsed a wproxyw for an based on an EVE target. We also 
:believe that it was PSD'~~L~ot :this commiSSion,s,. responsibility to 
eorrect the assumptions Wfich PSO made in calculating its capacity 
value multiplier and to rovide the Commission with the final 
reccm:mended adjustment. Thtese steps, however, were not taken by 
PSD, and we are n~t i lined to complete PSD'S showinq in this 
decision. 

with an ERI 

• 

y, in this proeeeaing we have been presented 
the concepts announced by the Commission in 
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Only Edison in this proceedinq raiSe~ th~ot 
/ 

the sUltus ot suspended Standard Ofter 2'. Edison is very concerned. 
that any reinstatement of the Standard Otfer 2 leveu{zed capacity 
payment schedule is premature and would present a~iqniticant risk 
of encouraging additional QF oversUbscriPti~n. Edison therefore 
requests that the commission deter from takin action on 
reinstatement of Standard Otter 2 until nec sary modifications to 
the standard otter are given tull and. du/e eonsideration in 
A.82-04-044, et al. 

(2) lB / 
PSO states that at thi.$ time it does not have the 

al:>ility to calculate an ERI based 0 E'O'E. PSD has, however, 
developed a different methodoloqy hich relies on the difference 
between'a utility's actual rese e margin and its target or 
planning reserve margin. 17 

PSO acknowledg that its method is-not the one 
~dated by 0.86-1l-07l, bU~that it is simple and straightforward, 
easily replicable without ~course to computer moclels ot any type, 
and achieves'the goal ot r'tlecting the value of additional 
capacity to the utility 'ystem. PSD further testified that its 
approach should. same basic effect as an EOE based ERI. 

l7 In its test~ny, PSD explained that its approach uses an 
actual reserve margin based on the utility r(esource I?lan, adjusted 
as appropriate to refle<:t the anticipated re:source sJ.tuation, and 
the load forecast adopt(~el by the California J~ner9'Y Commission in 
ER 6. '!'he target reser __ e margin is also bas~i!d on ER 6- figures for 
Edison. In applyin~ this elata, the PSO concludes that if the 
actual reserv.e marqJ.n is higher than the target reserve ~argin by 
10 percentaqe points or more (e.g., actual reserve margin of 31% 
and target ~f 20%), the capacity value multiplier is set ~:~ ze_':'t:). 
While the ,:x.0% ti9'"llre is based on judgment, it is PSD's op,~.".:i:.e:. .. , 
that it was the reasonable ranqe within which the corresponainq 
EOE would drop to. zero. If the actual reserve margin is ec;rual to 
or less ;than the target, the multil[)lier is set at one. It 1:5 a 
linear cale :between these two poi:l1ts. 
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0.86-07-004 and 0.86-11-071. Although this proposal, whi 
made by Edison, may not have changed significantly sinc 
first proposed in A.82-04-044, et al., we find that out a wfall 
back" position it is sufficient for :this proceeding As noted by 
the esc, Edison has presented an ERr methodology icn relies upon 
a consistent and integrated set of data and emp ys an analytically 
supportable derivation of the expected unserv energy level. 

We note, however, the several wfla SH which the CSC has 
identified in Edison's input assumptions u d to calculate its ERI 
related to firm resources. Three of the assumptions we have 
dealt with in our section on marginal a d avoided energy costs--the 
BPA MOT], the PP&L aqreelUent, and the E agreement. We Delieve 
that our findings regarding the Hti essW of these agreements tor 
purposes of calculating avoided en 9Y costs are equally applicable 
here. As we stated in that sect' n, our fOCus in determining 
Edison's obligation to purchase s on the status of the agreement 
as to the two part;es involve , the acquisition of necessary 
government approval, and las , but least, the p~ice negotiated. We 
conclude, as we did preViO~lYr that the BPA MOT] appears to be 
uncertain from DOth of th~e standpoints with the parties havinq 
failed to even reach ~greement. As such the BPA MOTJ should not 
be included as an inpu assumption in calculating the ERI. 

We find, ho ver, that the PP&L and PCE contracts have 
attained greater ce~inty--aqreements ha. ve been siqned and 
proffered for gove~ental approval. Although questions of the 
propriety of th~ice Edison is to pay for this power did arise, 
we do not believ the evidence is sutficient to warrant a finding 
that the resour e will not be available or that Edison is not 
committed to~rchase the power. We therefore find that the PP&L 
and PCE contr ct were properly included as input assumptions. 

Fi ally, the esc correctly notes that in O.86-1l-07l we 
determined phat the ERr should equal the average EOE calculated 
with and without the block of additional capacity being valued, 
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/ 
With respect to its assumptions, PS)) aCknow}eCig'es 

the inadvertent, but erroneous ex~lusion of the ~apa~itY~f the 
Balsam Meadow project, inclusil:>n of certain erroneous t{gures for 

,;' , 

levels ot cold. stancU:>y, and uSia of a long-term, as ?posed to 
short-term, demand forecast. l?SD further acknowledges that it did 
not provide new ERI values to ~:eflect the necess~ corrections. 
PSI) states, however, that it should be very c'lJ"r that these 
values, while not themselves on the record, a're derived using the 

I 
Edison resouree plan contained in Exhibit~. PSD therefore 
believes that its formula for calculatinc;lthe ERI ean be modified 
according to record information. / 

(3) ~ 

The esc states that to determine the appropriate 
levels of as-available capacity p~ents for QFs, a choice must be 
made between the ERI methodolo9'i~$ presented in the record by PSO 
and Edison. It PSO's method.Olo~· is selected,. corrections to PSO's 
assumptions, as acknowledqed * PSD,. must be made in order to 
calculate the appropriate ERI'. It Edison's proposed ERI 
method.ology is selected, at.clitior.Lal determinations must be made 
~oncerninq the viabilitY,ot four individual resources. According 
to the esc, PSD's *uncox."'t'ectedAl' J,:,roposed ERI for 1988 is 5%.. The 
esc states that this f/c;u:re WOUld. increase to 43% with the re';uireci 
adjustments.. Edison;! proposed ERI tor 1988 is 4% which woulc3. 
chi!l.llge to a range b~een 37% to 72% depending on the treatmel:'l.t of 
thl~ four questionecf resource asswnptions. 

'I:~' esc asks that its position in this proceed:Lnq 
not be taken as tn enc10rsement or rej~ction of either methodoJ~oqy. 
With that in mind, the esc concluo.es that for purposes of the 

I 
general rate case Edison's calculation of the ERl, with adjustments 
to the tour ~put assumptions as proposed by esc, is preferable • 

. , ~., / A~corcling to the esc, the fundamental shortco%l1in9' of 
PSD"s pro sed ERI methodology in this proc:eedinq is the use of an 
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• divided by the EtlE target. (0.86-11-071, at p. 9.) Sine 
capacity being valued in this proceeding is QF as-avail 
capacity, we concur with the esc that Edison erred by ailing to 
remove any as-available QF resources from its ERI ca culation. We 
therefore adopt the esc's recommendation of exclud~q 45 MW of as
available capacity from this calculation. L 

The results of adopting the CSC's rec endation of 
I 

excluding' the BPA MOO' and the 45 MW of as-ava:iJ1able capacity is to 
raise Edison's proposed ERI from 4% to' 43%. An ERI adjustment 
factor of 0.43 tor 1988 is therefore adopt 19 This value will 
remain in effect until updated or revised as prescribed in 
A.82-04-044, et ala 

Finally~ we respond to Ediso 's concerns regarding 
r4~instatement of Standard Otfer 2. - Edison has correctly noted, 
the reinstatement of Standard Offer 2 is an action specifically 
reserved to A.82-04-044, et al.~ d will not be decided in this 
proceeding_ 

• 
E. Baxginal Distributism and lSOrgina1 custo:me;r Costs. 

1. DAckground / 

• 

As explained in the( previous section, marginal 
distribution costs are one;tf the three components of the marqinal 
cost of demand. Marginal;customer costs are the costs of providing 
access to the utility system to an additional customer and the 
costs of maintaining existing customers on the system. Marginal 
customer costs are not/intended to reflect eith~r energy 
consumption or capaciiy demand. 

Both by det'inition and method of calculation, marginal 
'diztribution and ma/ginal customer costs are distinct concepts. 

I However, because tlle costs of customer access to- the system (a 

19 We note th t the esc has pointed out that PSO's ·corrected" 
ERI would sim~arlY be 43% for the test year as well • 
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inconsistent set of data. This inconsistence, in the esc's L 
serves to artifieially deflate PSO's SRI calculation. - ~ 

with respect to Edison's proposed BRI, thefese 
states that Edison has presented an ERI methodology Wh~ relies 
upon a consistent and integrated set ot data and emp~ys an 
ana:Lytically supporta:ble cieri v~t:i.on o'! the ETJ'E level- The esc 
tound that the flaws in Edison's calculation of ~ capacity value 
multiplier did not stem trom the methodology, b)* :rom Edison's 
input assumptions related to supposedly tirm';committed resource. 

In the esc's opinion, tour r~ources have been 
erroneously included in the Edison's SRI ~lysis: (1) the BPA 
MOtT, (2) the PP&L aqr~ement, (3) the PG~/greement, and (4) 45 MW 

ot as-available capacity trom cogenera~on resources. The esc 
believes that the Commission has mad~lear in 0.86-07-004 and 
0.86-11-071 that in determining a U~lity's ERI resources should be 
evaluated on a critical planning b~is and that the wQF In/QF outW 

methodology should be used. In;'e esc's opinion, this W):)are 
bonesw assessment necessarily ~ls tor the inclusion of only firm, 
committed resources which ar~;tikelY ~o be available in terms of 
both physical availability ~ a reasonable price. The esc 
concludes that the tour qu tioned resources cannot meet this 
standard. We note that ese three contracts and the esc's 
position with respect to their being firm purchases have been 
discussed previously i our section on avoided energy costs. 

With respect to the inclusion by Edison ot 45 MW ot 
as-available capacitl as a firm resource, the esc states that the 

/ 

Commission adopted ~ formula c.alls for an ERJ: whiCh is equal to 
the average E'O'E, calculated with and without the block ot 
additional capa~ty being valued (including the QF as-available 
capacity) divi~d by the EUE target. The esc states that Edison 
admitted thatfo QF resource was taken out ot its ERI calculation 
even though~e resource to be valued was as-available QF capacity. 
In the esc' opinion, the proper ca~culation ot the ERI therefore 
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marginal customer cost) include some elements of the electric 
di$tr~ution system, for this purpose these two types of m ginal 
costs must be ex~ined together. Specifically, the Comm' sion must 
determine which of those distribution costs are demand elated and 
which are customer-access related and if such a dete 
given current accounting data, can be made. 

The need to ex~ine th~ separate compo ents of marginal 
customer costs has arisen due to our decision~n PG&E's ECAC 
proceeding which adopted marginal costs tor G&E's test year 1987. 

(0.86-08-083.) In that decision, we aband ed our previous policy 
of including customer costs with other c ts and allocated them on 
~l demand basis to each customer class. We determined that it was 
appropriate to separately identify allocate customer costs, 
which are a function of the n~e/r o't utility customers and not 
demand or energy. ' 

In undertaking this task, we needed to resolve two 
issues: (1) the appropriate ,elthOdOlogy for determining customer 
costs, and (2) the appropriate classification of costs as either 

I 
customer-related or demand~elated. For methodology, we concluded 
in D.86-08-083 that Na we~hted average of the incremental cost for 
new customers and thet:e emental cost tor existing customers ••• 
refl.ects the marqinal stomer costs attributable to each customer 
class. N (1£., at p. b.) We defined the incremental co~;t as 
those costs which tha!utility would incur in adding a new customer, 
and the decremental;lcost as those costs which the utility would not 
incur it an exist' 9 customer were to leave the utility system. 
(I.Q.., at p. 49a.) 

absence of a weighted average of incremental and 
in the PG&E proceeding, we selected the 
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calls tor the exclusion ot 'the 4$ MW of as-available QF capac' Y 
identified in the Edison resource plan. 

According to the esc, exclusion of the BP OU would 
increase Edison's ERI to 37%, with incr\~ases of an add ional 6% 

for the exclusion of the 4S MW of OF as-available cap city, another 
29!1; tor the exclusion of the PP&L aqreem.ent,. and a rther 10% for 
the exclusion ot the PGE aqreement. The C\llnulativ-e effect of these 
tour adjus'bnents would be to increase Edison's r:I.::r. to 82% in 1988. 

3. Di§S;9ssion / 
We adopt as reasonable the generat~n ($69. 48/kW) and 

transmission ($33.10/kW) marginal demand colts jointly proposed by 
Edison and PSD, but with the O&M loading t'actor updated to better 
reflect O&M levels and adopted franchis~tees in this general rate 
case. We find that these parties fOl,~,ed the appropriate 
methodologies in calculating generat~n marginal demand costs 
(unadjusted annualized value of a ctmbustion turbine) and 
transmission marginal demand costsicreqression analysis ot 
transmission investment costs ver'sus peak load increases). 

We do not believe, hQtever, that the record is sufficient , 
in this proceeding to support~'s proposal that generation 
marginal demand costs, like~voided capacity costs, should retlect 
an, Energy Reli@ility Index!. Specitically, we believe that further 
e~idence is required to de~ermine whether the concerns which lead 
to the adoption of an a~usted combustion turbine value for 
calculating QF capacit~ prices are the same tor calculating 
marginal costs used irt revenue allocation an,d rate design. We 
will, however, direcl PSD and Edison to exami.ne the issue of the , 
propriety of refleetinq the ERI adjustment i:~ qeneration marginal 
4emand costs in Elison'S next general rate case. 

With ~speet 'co the determination of Edison's avoided 
capacity costs/ we :belillSve ~:::I: 'the starting point is the same as 
tor the ealeu;tation of qeneration marqinal demand costs--the 
annualized ~lue of a combustion turbine. As noted above, PSD and 
Edison a~d to ,that value in Joint EXh£bit 41 • 
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~ PSO ne~ cu$to~er profile20 as the Nbest available proxyN for at 
nUlDber. We stated, ho'Wever, that N(iJn future proeeedings ith a 
more. fully developed estimate of both incre~ental and de emental 

• 

costs, we anticipate relying on the weighted average me to 
estimate ~arginal eusto~er costS.N (~.) 

With respect to the identification of ~ar 
components, we found th4~ following list of custom 
nppropriate at present for inclusion in determi 
customer costs for revenue allocation: 

1. New customer access costs incl 
meters, servi:I drops, and f' 
transformers. 

cost 
-related costs 

20 ?SO recommended the use of i remental new customer costs. 
PSD'$ method tor determining mar inal customer costs was a two-step 
approach called the Directly As iqnable Cost (OAC) methodolQ(T,{. 
'.this approach involves the cairleulation of variable and fixed costs 
assignable to a customer clas. In order to, identify the customers 
for which speCific meters, s rvice drops, and final line 
transformers were dedicated PSO developed a typical customer in 
each class. 

21 In its approach, PSO asserted that for the residential and 
small light and power stomers, final line transformers would 
be classified as deman -related costs. In 0.86-08-083, we found 
PSO's OAC methodology 0 be the :best measure of ~arginal cost and 
adopted PSO's estima- of new incremental costs to be the proxy for 
the weighted average incremental/decremental cost approach endorsed 
by the Commission. Our use of PSO's estimate was premised on the 
belie! that the es imate was quite ~onservative since it did not 
include line tran oromer costs in customer costs. The Commission 
learned, in a pet tiQn for rehearing of D.86-08-083 tiled by TORN, 
that this assump ion was in error and that PSO had included line 
transformer cost in customer costs. In O.87-0S-087~ we granted 
limited reheari 9 and directed PSD to' recalculate and make 
available for mment its incremental new customer eost estimate 
allocatinq lin transformer costs to demand costs rather than 
cu.stomer cost • 
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tit 'HOwever, our calculation of avoided capaCi~ costs ~ 
not end with the adoption ot this value. The commission ha~made 
quite clear that an adjustlnent of the combustion turbine rlue is 
appropriate to reflect system reliability. Although tinal approval 
of the methodology to be used tor Edison, 
is still to be resolved in A.S2-04-44, et al., it is incumbent upon 
the commission to adopt an adjustment factor in tb's proceeding 
based on the parties' proposals ,due to the absen of a *tall-baek* 
position to be used in the inter~. As stated arlier, in PG&E's 
most recent general rate ease, the Commissio was able to rely on 

• 

• 

,the ERI which had been adopted in PG&E's pr ious general rate 
ease. The absence of an adj,ustlnent of th shortage cost proxy in 
Edison's last general rate case prevent the Commission from 
to·llowing the same course in this proceeding. 

Based on our decisions in!:8.2-04-44, et al., to date, we 
find that the Commission in 0.86-0;-004 and D.86-1l-071 has 
indie~ted its preference for adj~$tingthe annualized ~/alue of a 
combustion turbine by using an ERI based on an EOE target. In 
reviewinq the proposals made i~this proceeding, we note that PSO 
has urged the adoption of its/target reserve margin methodology as 
being more straightforward ~d having the s~e effect as an ZOE 
based ERI.. We fincl, ho~~r, that the commission has not yet 
enclorsed a wproxy* for ~ ERI based on an EVE target. We also 
believe that it was PS~s, not this Commission's, responsibility to 
correct the assumPtio~ which PSD made in calculating its capacity 
value multiplier andjt0 provide the Commission with the final 
recommended adjustm~nt. These steps, however, were not taken by 
PSO, and we are not inclined to complete PSD's showing in this 
decision. ;' 

Addij!0nallY, in this proceeding we have been presented 
with an ER::-,~:. ad on the concepts announced by the Commission in 
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2. Replacement and improvement costs for 
existing customers' access equipment which 
includes the items above. 

3. Distribution equipment which is directly 
assignable to a customer class. 

- 4. Expenses which are related to meter
reading, record-keeping, and billing. 
(~.a6-0S-0S3, at p. 50.) 

We also determinea that further study of marginal 
customer costs was warranted. To this end, we directed PSD and 
PG&E to examine the subjects of record-keeping, the division of 
non-dedicated distribution equipment between access and demand 
functions, and the replacement and upgrading costs for access 
equipment. (~., at pp. 51-52.) 

2. Parties PQsitions 
In this proceeding, the primary focus of the parties was 

on the appropriate allocation of costs between demand-related and 
customer access-related costs. The appropriate methodology for 
calculating marginal customer cost was also an issue, but no party 
presented direct evidence supporting an estimate of the weighted 
average of incremental and decremental customer costs as discussed 
in D.86-08-083. 22 

22 During hearings in this proceeding, TORN, who- had not presented 
any direct showing on marginal customer costs, reques~ed to submit 
rebuttal testimony'to PSD's showing. Although no other interested 
party or PSD was given the opportunity to present rebuttal 
testimony, the presiding ALJ reluctantly granted TURN's request. 
In its *rebuttal* tes.tilnony; however, TORN sought not only to 
refute statements made by PSD, but also to introduce a proposed 
m.ethod of calculating decremental costs and a proposed '\1l'eighted 
average of incrementaljdecremental costs using PSD values and 
TORN's decremental cost approach. Because this testimony was in 
fact a direct showing, for which ample time and opportunity had 
been given TORN, and not rebuttal to PSD's testimony, it was not 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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0.86-07-004 and 0.86-11-071. Althou9h this proposal, wh~ was ,. 
made by" Edison, may not have changed siqnificantly since it was 

/ 
tirst proposed in A.82-04-44, et al., we tind that w~out a wfall 
backW position it is sutficient for this proceedin~ As noted by 
the ese, Edison has presented an ERI methOdoloqy~ieh relies upon 
a consistent and integrated set of data and emp!oys an analytically 
supportable derivation of the expected unserv~d energy level. 

We note, however, the several wfl~sw whieh the esc has 
identified in Edison's input assUlDptions uied to ealculate its ERI 
related to tirm resources. Three of the~ assUlllptions we have 
deal t with in our section on m.arginal aid avoi,:led energy costs--the 
BPA MOU, the PP&L aql:'eement, and the ~E agree::nent. We believe 
that our tindings regarding the Wtirmnessw of '~ese agreements for 
purposes of calculating avoided ener~ costs are equally appl"ieable 
here. As we stated in that seetiof, our focus in determining 
Edison's obligation to purchase ~ on the status of the agreement 

I 
as to the two parties involved,jthe acquisition of necessary 
government approval, and last,jbut least, the price negotiated. " We 
conclude, as we did previousl~, that the SPA MOU appears to be 
uncertain from both of these! standpoints with the parties having 
tailed. to even reach an ag/eelnent. As such the BPA MOU should not 

f 
be included as an input assUlDption in calculating the ERI. 

. We tind, howeve~, that the PP&L and PGE contracts have , 
attained greater certainty--a9reements have been siqned and 

/ 
proffered for governmental approval. Although questions of the 
propriety of the price Edison is to pay for this power did arise, 
we do not believe the evidence is sufficient to warrant a finding 
that the resource will not be available or that Edison is not 
committed to pur~se the power. We therefore find that the PP&L 
and PGE contract:' were properly included as input assumptions. 

Final'ly, the esc correctly notes that irQ.D~"o.G-ll-071 we 
determined that the ERI should equal the average EOE calculated 
with and without the block of additional capacity beinq valued, 
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a. Edis,Qn 
With respect to the distribution component of'marg~ 

demand cost, Edison states that both Edison and PSO used 
regression analysis of demand-related distribution inve ents 
versus peak load increases to ealculate the distribut'on marginal 
demand costs. Both parties assumed the demand-rel 
investment costs to be the portion of the total . eremental 
distribution investment costs that remains aft 
customer-related investment. Despite differ ces in opinion 
resarding the appropriate methodolosy for a oeating demand and 
customer access costs, Edison adopted the 
not substantially differe.nt from its 0 

D's results which were 

Edison disputes CMA's elaim at the marginal demand 
costs recommended by PSO and Edison e overstated beeause the 
noneoincident demand on the distr' tion system (represented by the 
sum of maximum demands on the distribution substations) was not 
taken into account in the PSo/Eot.son regression analysis. Edison 
understands that PSD did acco~ for the overstatement caused by 
the use of system peak deman~in its calculation by applying a 
factor which recognizes th~elationshiP between noncoineident 
distribution demand and s~tem peak demand. 

In calculatins ginal customers costs, Edison used the 
minimum distribution Sy' tem CMOS) ~ethod adopted by the Commission 

(Footnote conti ed from previous page) 
received into ~~idence. If the testimony of TURN had been heard, 
TORN would have been permitted an advantage that no other 
interested pa~y or PSD, espeeially in the context of a general 
rate case sc dule, would have or could have ~een qranted. 
FUrther, all parties to the proceeding would have been denied the 
opportunity 0 respond to or re~ut TORN's Wdireet showing. w 
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divided by the EtTE target. (D.a6-11-071, at p- 9.) Since,;the 
capacity beinq valued in this proceedinq is QF as-availa.b~ 
capacity, we concur with the esc that Edison erred by f~inq to 
remove any as-available QF resources from its ERIf-al ~ation. We 
therefore adopt the esc's recomxnendation of excludin 45 MW of as
available capacity from this calculation. 

The results of adopting the esc's recommendation of 
" excluding the BPA MOU and the 4$ MW of as-avai~le capacity is to 

raise Edison's proposed ERI from 4% to 43%. ~ ERI adjustment 
factor of 0.43 for 1988 is therefore adoptedt'lS This value will 
remain in effect until updated or revised ~ prescribed in 
A.82-04-44, et ala ::i 

Finally, we respond to Edison s concerns regarding 
reinstatement of Standard Offer 2. ~ Edison has correctly noted, 
the reinstatement of Standard Offer 2' is an action specifically 
reserved to A.82-04-44, et al., an~will not be decided in this 
proceeding_ J' 
E. Marginal Distti))W;i2n and l'I=Sinal ~stomet Costs 

As explained in th previous 'section, marginal 
1. Baekgx'ound ~ 

distribution costs are one the three components of the marginal 
,f" 

cost of demand. Marginal dUstomer costs are the costs of p~oviding 
access to the utility sy;(em to an~dditional customer and the 
costs of maintaining ex~ting customers on the system. Marginal 
customer costs are notj{ntended tc reflect either energy 
consumption or capac~y demand. 

Both by d~inition and method of calculation, marginal 
distribution and m~ginal customer costs are distinct concepts. 
However, because e costs of customer access to the system (a 

l8 
ERr 

We note ~t the esc has pointea out that PSD's *corrected" 
WOuld~larlY be 43% to: ::: :est year as well. 
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• in D,.92749 (OII 67).23 Edison explains that a min~um 
distribution system is a hypothetic~l distribution syst~ 
consisting of the minimum-sized components which would ectrically 
connect customers to the Edison system and would be c able of 
carrying onl~r minimal load. 
are minimally sized, the costs associated with' minimum 
distri~ution system are assumed to be customer- elated. The 
determination of the marginal customer costs fects the 
distribution marginal demand cost which is 
distribution investment costs that remain fter removing the 
customer-related distribution investmen costs. 

On the basis of accountinq d a alone, it is Edison's 
opinion that the distribution marqin customer costs cannot ~e 
separated from the distribution mar inal demand costs for joint 
cost components such as poles, li Is, and towers. Edison allocates 
such. j oint costs to customer cos s on the :basis of the minimum 
distribution system. While a eing that there are difficulties in 

• 
properly ~llocating the joint costs, Edison believes that PSD's 
methodology understates cusyomer costs :by assuming that these cost 
components are all demand-related costs. 

Edison determi 
methodologies proposed 

d., however, that even 'thouqh the 
Edison and PSD differed, both were 

ed to similar marginal cost results if 
Edison were to remove the joint costs from the calculation. On 
that basis and to av. id unnecessary controversy, Edison accepted 
PSO's marqinal cus mer costs for this proceedinq_ 

With r~ect to the incremental/decremental method of 
calculating marq'nal customer costs, Edison states thAt this method 
will' not recove loot ot an incremental new investment tor the 

23 This m~ od was discussed, but largely opposed by the parties 
to, the PG&E test year 1987 general rate ease. (See D.S6-0S-0S3.) 
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marginal customer cost) inelude some elements ot the ele 
distribution system, for this purpose these tw~ types 0 

costs must be examined tOC]ether. Specifically, the C iss ion must 
d-related and determine whieh of those distribution costs are dem 

which are customer-access related and if such a d 
given current accounting data, can be made. 

The need to examine the separate co:m?Onents of marginal 
customer costs has arisen due to our decision/in PG&E's ECAC 
proceeding which adopted marginal costs fO~&E'S test year 1987. 
(0.86-08-083.) In that decision, we abanaoned our previous policy 
of including customer costs with other ~sts and allocated them on 
a demand Dasis to each customer class_l'we determined that it was 
appropriate to separately identity and allocate customer costs, 
which are a function of the number of utility customers and not 
dema~d or energy. I 

In undertaking this ta$k, we needed to resolve two 
I .' . issues: (1) the appropriate me~odology for determ1n1ng customer 

costs, and (2) the appropriate/classification of costs as either , 
customer-related or demand-related. For methodology, we concluded 
in 0.86-08-083 that *a wei~ted average of the incremental cost for 
new customers and the dec;emental cost for existing' customers ••• 
reflects the marginal customer costs attributable to each customer 
class.* (~., at p. 49~) We defined the incremental cost as ., 
those costs which the utility would incur in addinq a new customer, 

I 
and the decremental cost as those costs which the utility would not 
incur if an existing/customer were to leave the utility system. 
(1St .. , at p., 49a.) / 

In the absence of a weiqhted average of incremental and , 
decremental customer costs in the PG&E proceeding, we selected the 
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• resi,dential class and should therefore be rej eeted by the 
Commission. Edison also objects to the Commission's eonsi eration 
of the incremental/decremental ~ethod in this proeeedinq since it 

• 

• 

was not the subject of cirect testimony and was suppo 
brief by arguments presented for the first t~e in s proceeding. 

Edison also asks that the Commission rej the proposal 
of the Farm Bureau. Edison states that the Farm ureau has 
requested that agricultural and pumping custom~s should not pay 
the same marginal customer cost as other cus~ers due to the 
deerease in consumption of agricultural eu~mers. Edison states 
that the effect of adopting such a propos~ would be eontrary to 
the adopted principle of marginal cost ~ ~L measure of the total 
cost change resultinq from a chanqe i~utPut variables. Edison 
believes that it is entirely appropr~te to require that 
agricultural and pumping eustomers~y the same marginal costs as 
other customers. Edison also notes that, despite the Farm Bureau's 
assertion to the contrary, PSD d~ ,determine the marqinal customer 
costs for a typical agriculturad customer Dased on data supplied to 
PSD by Edison. / 

b. ~ 

In this proceedi~, PSD recommends that marqinal euztomer 
costs should be calculated on the basis of the typical customer 

I 
approach adopted for PG~'s test year 1987 in D.86-08-083. This 
approach, according~o D, identifies final line transformers, 
connectinq service, meters as customer access equipment. In 
this proceedinq, PSD refers to its methodolesy as the "Transformer, 
Service Drop, and Meter" or TsM approach. 

PSD fu~er recommends the use of incremental marqinal 
customer cost in~etermining marqinal customer costs. It is PSD's 
opinion that th~weighted averaqe incremental/decremental cost 
methodolesy ad?pted in D.86-08-083 does not properly reflect 
marqinal cust er costs due to the systematic undercollection of 
plant inves nt which results from its use . 
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PSO new customer profile19 as the *best available proxy* 
number. We stated, however, that *Ci)n future proceed· qs with a 
more fully developed estimate of both incremental an decremental 
costs, we anticipate relyinq on the weiqhted avera to 
estimate marqinal customer costs.* (~.) 

With respect to the identification 0 marqinal cost 
components, we ~ound the tollowin~ list o~ tomer-related eosts 
appropriate at present tor inclusion in detefmininq marqinal 
customer eosts tor revenue allocation: k 

1. New customer access costs . cludin~ 
meters, servi20 drops, an final l.l.ne 
transfor.m.ers. 

19 PSO recommended the use 0 incremental new cUstomer costs • 
PSO's methoa for determininqJ,mar9inal customer costs was a two-step 
approach callEld the Directly Assl.Cjnable Cost (OAC) methodology. 
This approach involves the~alculation of variable and fixed costs 
assiqnable to a customer olass. In order to identity the customers 
for which specific meters!, service drops, and final line 
transformers were dedi7~ed' PSD developed a typical customer in 
e~eh class. . 

20 In its approach, ?SD asserted that for the residential and 
small li~ht and power customers, final line transformers would 
be c1assl.fied as demand-related costs. In D.86-08-083, we found 
PSD'S DAe methodolo9Y to :be the :best measure of marqinal cost and 
adopted PSD's est~ate of new incre~ental costs to be the proxy for 
the weighted averaqe incremental/deeremental cost approach endorsed 
by the commissiou. Our use of PSO's estimate was premised on the 
belie! that the~stimate was quite conservative since it did not 
include line transformer costs in customer costs. The commission 
learned, in a petition for rehearing of 0.86-08-083 filed Qy 'l'tT.RN, 
that this assumption was in error and that PSt) had includt:cl l·f.r:.~ 
transformer costs in customer costs. In 0.87-05-087, we ~:';:6.1"~ted 
limited rehe~rinq and directed PSD to recalculate and make 
."vailable fOl CODent its incremental new customer cost estimate 
allocatinq line transformer costs to demand costs rather than 
customer coSts. 

. ( 
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According to. PSI>, the fundamental advantages 
approach are that it (1) provides a loqical allocation of 
distribution plant between customer dedicated and common unctions, 
(2) uses clearly assignable accounting information, an (3) yields 
clearly defined verifiable cost estimates. PSD asse s that those 
components of the distribution system which are de cated to access 
by customer class include transtormers (customers ary by voltage 
level), service drops (each customer has one fo its sole use) ane 
meters (each serves one customer). PSI> point out that these 
components are typically si~ed accordin9 to e customer class 
virtually irrespective of load. inion the balance ot 
the distribution components, reterred to s the wcommon 
distribution systemW (towers, poles, an lines), are shared by all 
customers, are sized according to expe ted load, and are therefore 
demand-related costs. PSI> states th it also used an estimate o·t 
Edison's overall cost of capital to estimate annual charges tor 
CUstomer ~ccess equipment. 

Until more accurate 
PSD's position that its propo 

imates can be determined, it is 
should be accepted as a very 
of customer access costs. PSI> reasonable and balanced est" 

notes, however, that other 
have argued (1) that the 

arties critical of the TSM approach 
proach tails to reflect any portion of 

the common distribution stem (non-TSM) costs that are access
related, (2) that it dojS not reflect di~ferentials in the rates at 
which different eusto~r classes have added customers, and (3) that 
it tails to reflect drily the costs of changes in customer access 
(the ineremental/d,lremental method). 

with re~ect to the first criticism, PSI> acknowledges 
that because of geographic diversity amonq customers, some portion 
of the common 4~tribution system is relate4 to. providing access to 
remotely loeatea customers and is not exclusively demand-related. 
PSI> states, hotever, that further study is required to provide the 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

Replacement and improvement costs tor 
existing customers' access equipment whic 
includes the items above. 

Distribution equipment which is dire 
assignable to a customer class. 

Expenses which are related t~ mete -
reading, record-keeping, and bil ng. 
(0.86-08-083, at p. 50.) 

We als~ determined that further study ~t marginal 
customer costs was warranted. To this end/, we directed PSO and 
PG&E to examine the subjects ot record-~Ping, the division of 
non-dedicated distribution equipment ~Gtween access and demand 
tunetions, and the replacement anzu I ading costs tor access 
equipment. (~., at pp. Sl-S2.) 

2. Parties Positions 
In this proceedinq, th primary tocus of the parties was 

on the appropriate all~ationJ' costs ~tween demand-related and 
customer access-related costs The appropriate meth~oloqy tor 
calculating marginal customer/ cost was also an issue, but no party 
presented direet evidence ~pportinq an estimate ~t the weighted 
average ot incremental anc(decremental customer costs as discussed 
in 0.86-08-083. 21 

21 During hearing in this proceeding, TORN, who had not presented 
any direct sbowin~ on marqinal customer costs, requested t~ submit 
rebuttal testimony to PSO's showinq. Althouqh no other interested 
party or PSO wasl9iven the opportunity to present rebuttal 
testimony, the ~esiding ALJ reluctantly granted TORN's request. 
In its *rcbuttal* testimony, however, TORN sought not only to' 
retute stateme~s made by PSO, but also to introduce a proposed 
method ot calculating deeremental costs and a proposed weiqhted 
avera~~~~' :~eremental/deeremental costs usinq PSO values and 
TURN'~'u~cremental eost approach. Because this testimony was in 
fact a direct Showinq, tor which ample time and opportunity had 
been qiven , and not rebuttal to PSO's testimony, it was not 

(Footnote continues on next paqe) 
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~ proper means of precisely allocating common distribution syste/ 
costs. . 

PSO states that the second area of concern with its 
approach was raised by the Farm Bureau. According to PSO, Farm 
Bur.eau assertec:1 that marqinal customer costs should be dec~ 
for customer groups, such as agricultural and p~ping cu omers, 
whose numbers are decreasing. pst) points out that the ifficulty 
with this approach is that the marginal customer cost are 
calculated by using the costs of adding a new custo er in order to 
~stablish the marqinal cost. The marqinal cost v ue is therefore 
not derived from depreciated costs on an indivi al customer basis. 

The third objection to PSD's approa 
assertion that marqinal customer costs shou 
incremental/decremental methOd. As noted 

stems from TURN's 
be computed usinq the 

opinion, however, that the TURN approach as one basic and 
fundamental flaw--the systematic under lleetion of plant 
investment.24 

PSD's 

• 
PSD states that it does n object t~ the incremental/ 

deeremental method because it may ot exactly yield the revenue 

• 

requirement, a goal whieh PSD a not the purpose 

24 According to PSD, TORN estimates the· system rate as a weighted 
average of the full annua access equipment charge for new 
customers and 25% of the full annual rental charge for existing 
customers. PSD states ~at both PSD and TORN use an annual rental 
charge which would jus~ amortize an investment if applied for each 
and every year of the ;Service life of the investment. This annual 
charge is the econom~ carrying charge which remains constant in 
real dollar terms and would represent a good approxi~ation of a 
competitive Earket'~ annual rental charge. PSD applies this charge 
every year to evert eustOEer as it must be if investment costs are 
ever to be recove;ed. Th~ incremental/decreEental approach . 
proposed by TORN ystemat1cally reduces the annual charqe for rate 
determination t~ 25% of its necessa~f value whenever a customer is 
reclassified fr Itnew eustomerlt to "existing customer"', which will 
happen with eae successive rate case; thus systeEatic 
undercolleetio is inevitably guaranteed • 
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a. EslisoD 
With respect to the distribution C01[l1.'C)()nEltlt of marginal 

demand cost, Edison states that ~oth Edison and used ·a 
regression analysis of demand-related distr investments 
versus peak load increases to calculate the ~tribution marginal 
demand costs. Both parties assumed the dem~d-related distribution 

• JI 
investment costs to be the portlon of the :total incremental 
distribution investment costs that remai~ after removing the , 
customer-related investment. Despite differences in opinion 
regarding the appropriate methodOlogy~or allocating demand and 
customer access costs, Edison adopted the PSO's results which were 
not substantially different from ~~ own. 

Edison disputes CMk's c~aim that the marginal demand 
costs recommended ~y PSD and Ed~on are overstated ~ecause the 
noncoincident demand on the d~tribution system (represented by the 
sum of maximum demands on the" distribution substations) was not 
taken into account in the ~D/Edison regression analysis. Edison 
understands that PSO did ~count for the overstatement caused by 
the use ot system peak d{mand in its calculation by applying a 
factor which recognizeslthe relationship between noncoincident 
distribution demand ~d system peak demand. 

In calculating marginal customers costs, Edison used the 
minimum distributio~ system CMOS) method adopted by the Commission ;. 

" ,.. 
t:' 

;J 
;' 

;' .. ,.. 
/' 

(FO()tnote continued from previous page) 
received into evidence. If the testimony of TORN had been heard, 
TORN would have been permitted an advantage that no other 
interested party or PSO, especially in the context of a general 
rate case schedule, would have,or couldt have been granted. 
Further, all parties to the proceedinq would have been denied the 
oppo,rtunity to respond to or rebut ~·,s "direct showing." 
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• of marginal cost pricil:lg. Rather, PSI) objects to the method 
because it contains an error which invariably causes under 
of investment costs over the service.life of the capital'zed 
investment. PSI) believes that any representation of m ginal cost 
pricing which must necessarily forfeit investment is a defective 
representation of an otherwise useful priCing:?: tho .2S 

Finally, PSI) asserts that marginal cus mer costs for 
streetlighting should be developed using the 5 e TSM methodology 
that PSI) has used in calculating marginal cus omer costs for all 
other customer groups. PSD notes, however, at this analysis is 
distinct from the calculation of streetli t facilities charges 
which represent the rental :fee :for the and 
which PSI) recommends should continue 
revenue allocation process. 

PSI) and Edison have agree on the TSM marginal customer 
cost components :for streetlightin except for the cost of a 
Regulated Output (R.O.) transfo era Specifically, PSI) has 
proposed to allocate part (10% of the cost of the transformer as a 

~ marginal cost, while allocati g the remainder as a facilities 
charge. PSI) states that it as no objection to the Commission 
classifying the full cost;>f the transformer as a marginal customer 
cost, a position which Edison believes is more consistent with 
PSI)'s TSM approach. psi believes, however, that its allocation 
more appropriately repieets the fact that the R.O. transform~r has 
aspects of both an end-use appliance and a means of customer 
access. PSI) states at its allocation is therefore based on the 

2S PSI) also notes that the marginal costs of generation demand, 
transmission demand and distribution demand all contain an 
investme~t component which is amortiZed by an annual economic 
carrying charge. PSD states that TURN has never explained why an 
:Lncremental/decremental estimate should not also be applied to 
these other arginal costs. 
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in 0.92749 (OIl 67).22 Edison eh~lains that a mintm 
4istribution system is a hypothetical distribution ~stem 
cOJr:lSistinq of the minimu:m-sized components whieh wtUld electrically 
connect customers to the Edison system an4 wouldl'be capable ot 
carryinq only minilDal load. Since, under thio/method, components 
are minimally sized, the costs associated ~ the minimum 
distribution system are assume4 to be customer-related. The 

.. th . 1 I th dElterml.natl.on of EI marql.na customer costs attects e 
distribution ma2:'qimLl dellland cost which/1s assumed to be the 
distribution investment costs that re~in atter removinq the 
customer-related distribution invest£ent costs. 

On the basis of accounti~ data alone, it is Edison's 
opinion that the 4istribution ma~inal customer costs cannot be 
separated from the distr:i.butionparqinal demand costs tor joint 
cost components such as POles~::nes, and towers. Edison allocates 
such j oint costs to custom~r osts on the basis ot the minimum 
distribution system. While agreeinq that there are difficulties in 
properly allocatinq the j nt costs, Edison believes that PSO's 
methodology understates ~stomer costs by assuminq that these cost 
components are all demana-related costs. ,,-

Edison determined, however, that even though the ,. 
me~odoloqies proposed by Edison and PSD differed, both were 

, .: 

larqely judgmental and led to similar marqinal cost results it 
Edison were to remo;'e the joint costs from the calculation. On 
that basis and to)~void unnecessary controversy, Edison accepted 

lit 
PSO's marqinal cUstomer costs tor this proceedinq_ 

. ' ( 

With/respect to the ineremental/deeremental method of 
calculatinq mafqinal customer costs, Edison states that this method 

f 
will not recover loot of an incremental new investment for the 

/ 
~ 

l ,. 
"!.: 

22 This:method was discussed, but larqely opposed by the parties 
to the PG&E test.year 1987 qeneral rate·case. (See 0.86-08-083.) • ( 
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• di~ference ·l:>etween the cost ot a standard transformer which / 
provides *accesslJ' and the cost of an R..O. transformer which 
provides lJ'accesslJ' as well as the regulated output 0 the 
proper funetioning of the streetlight. 

c. ,gm. 
It is CHA's position that Edison erroneousl agreed to 

PSD's marginal distribution and marginal customer cost values. CMA 

states that witnesses for both PSD and Edison ac~ledqed that 
some part of the common distribution system is ~~essary tor 
customer access. Yet, according to CMA, PSD a~ocated zero percent 
of that system as customer costs, while Edisot,s original. method 
would have allocated 40% of that system~o ustomer costs. CMA 
believes that access costs must be distin ished and allocated as 
c'r.lstomer costs, not demand costs. In's opinion, Edison's 
original minimum distribution systemtlYSiS remains the best in 
this record tor achievinq that goal. 

With respeet to marginal istribution demand costs, CMA 

observes that PSD has determined ~ual marqinal distribution 
• demand costs at $37.91/kW. In i~~ testimony, ~ concluded that a 

comparable cost was $22.63/kW at secondary voltage and $19.S3!~N at 
primary voltage. CMA states that the source of the difference is 
in the direct incremental i~'/estment which CMA determined was 
$11S.04/XW while PSD dete~ned was $228.00/kW. CMA believes that, 
in major part, this diffe/ence is generated by PSD's allocation of 
all the common distribution system to demand costs instead of 

I 

• 

allocating 40% as a customer cos~c as Edison originally did ana CMA 

submits is correct. / 
In addition, CMA contends that the appropriate load on 

which to regress ~ distribution demand costs is not system peak 
demand, as PSD did, but the demand on the distribution system as 
measured by the 4U1D. of the maximum demands on distribution. 
substations. ~ believes that such a method is more accurate by 
analyzing ds on each distribution substation. CMA notes, 
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residential class and should therefore be rejected Dy~e 
Commission. Edison also oDjects to the Commission'~~onsideration 
ot the incremental/decremental method in this procGteding since it 
was not the subject of direct testimony and was s6pported in TORN's 
brief by arquments presented tor the first timel1n this proceeding. 

Edison also asks that the commissiod'reject the proposal , 
of the Farm Bureau. Edison states that the/arm Bureau has 
requested that aqricultural and pumping CU$tomers should not pay 

, .I' 
the same marginal customer cost as othe~;customers due to the 
decrease in consumption ot aqricultura~/eustomers. Edison states 

" that the effect of adoptin9 such a proposal would be contrary to 
. . . r the adopted pr1nc1ple ot marg1nal cost as a measure ot the total 

cost change resulting trom a change' in output variwles. Edison 
Delieves that it is entirely app~~priate to require that 
aqricul tural and pumping customlrs pay the same marqinal costs as 
other customers. Edison also~otes that, despite the Farm Bureau's 
assertion to the contrary, PSD did determine the marginal customer 
costs tor a typical aqricu~lural customer based on data supplied to 
PSD by Edison. il 

b. ~ / 

In this proce'ding, PSD recommends that marginal customer 
C?sts sho'u.ld be calcu,lted on ~e basis of tl:u~ typical customer 
approach adopted tor jPG&E'S test year 1987 in 0.86-08-08:3. 'I:his 
approach, aCCOrding., ito PSD, iclentities final ~line transt'ormers, 
con:necting service I and meters as customer access equipm,ent. In 
this proceedinq, PSD reters to its ltlethodolo9Y as the ""Transtorlner, , , 

Service Drop, and Meter"" or TSM approach. 
PSO t~er recommends the use of incremental marqinal 

customer cost fin determining marginal customer costs. It is PSO's 
opinion that;the weighted average' incremental/aecremental cost 
methodology tCJ:/:),;"'.N~~ in 0.86-08-083 does not properly reflect 
marginal customer costs due to the systematic undercollection ot 
Plant~tment which results from i~ use • 
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• . . / . 
however, that ~ts approach could have been ~proved by d~ta from 
substations being accumulated by Edison in a more cOZP ~e form. 

• 

• 

d. Ind.!,ls:tna1 U§e~ 

Like CMA, the IU objects to PSD's ~arginal customer cost 
proposal on the basis that it allocates all of th~costs of the 
common distribution system to demand and none t~customer costs, 
even though it is undisputed that the distrib ion system serves 
both a load and access function. The IO' bel 'eves that the effect 
of this error was demonstrated by their wi ess who compared the 
total marginal costs for Edison's major 
incorporating, first, the PSO's customer costs and second, Edison's 
originally proposed customer costs wh~ included 40% of common 
distribution costs. The IO' states ~at this comparison revealed 

I . 
that, by using the Edison values, the result would be a marked 
increase in the amount of the cos,s allocated t~ residential 
customers and a decrease in the costs allocated to all of the other 
major customer classes, large 

ro, however, stops short o~ endorsing Edison's approach • 
Instead, in its testimony, 0' proposed two alternate methods (the 
minimum customer method a the zero intercept method) which are 
variations of the MDS me ode According to the IU, time 
constraints prohibi ted ;~e refinement of marginal customer cost 
data in this proceedil}9' using either of these approaches. ITJ 
therefore asks that ~ the allocation of revenue adopted in this 
case is to be phase~in over more than one year, any revenue . 
allocation after ~ initial allocation be based on a marginal cost 
study that attemp~ to more accurately estimate the full level of 
marqinal custom~osts. . 

e. Farm ~au 
The r(arm. Bureau states that marginal cost pricing, in . 

theory and aS~dopted ~y the commission, is a method which measures 
how a ehan9~ a variable eomponent of providing electric service 
affects the otal cost of the electric service _ To remain true to 
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Accorclinq to PSI>, the tunda:mental advantaqes ctfthe TSM 
approach are that it (1) provides a loqical allocation at 
distribution plant between customer cleclieatecl ancl co~n functions, 
(2) uses clearly assignable accounting ~nformation~nd (3) yields 
clearly clefined verifiable cost estimates. PSI> asSerts that those 

.ff 
components of the distribution system which ar~declieated to access 
by customer class include transformers (custo"ers vary by voltaqe 
level), service drops (each customer has on~or its sole use) and 
meters (each serves one customer). PSO pol~ts out that these 
components are typically sizecl accordin~o the customer class 
virtually irrespeeti ve of load. In PS17. s opinion the balance of 
the distribution components, referr:c;cl . 0 as the -common 
distribution system- (towers, poles and lines), are sh~red by all 
customers, are sized according to ected load, ancl are therefore 
demand-related costs. . PSI> state~that it als~ used an estimate of 
Edison's overall cost of caPi1to estimate annual charges for 
customer access equipment. " 

until more accurat$ est~ates can be determined, it is 
. . i # 1 PSD's pos~t~on that ts proposa shoulcl be accepted as a very 

reasonable and balanced ~~ate of customer access costs. PSO 
notes, however, that other parties critical of the TSM approach 
have argued (1) that ~ approach fails to reflect any portion of 

, •• 11 /1 
the common d~str~but~on system (non-TSM) costs that are access-
related, (2) that itf~cloes not reflect differentials in the rates at 

~ 

which different euitomer classes have added customers, and (3) that ., 
it fails to refl~Ct only the costs of changes in customer access 
(the incremental:;jdecremental method) • 

With,4-espect to the first criticism, PSI> acknowleclqes 
that because at qeographic diversity among customers, some portion 

y 

of the common distribution system is relatecl to· providing- access to 
" 

remotely located eustomers and is not exclusively de~-~~latecl. 
PSO states/however, that further study is required to provide the 

./ 

-

~ 

I 
" I 

.1 
Y 
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~the marqinal cost methodology of pricinq the total ele~ic service 
on the lIla%'gin, the Farm Bureau states that each compon(tnt (i.e., 
demand, energy, and customer costs) must be measured~n the margin. 

The Farm Bureau believes, however, that t is analysis 
distorts the true cost of service for any class 0 customers who 
are not causing the variables of demand, energy or customer to 
increase. In the Farm Bureau's opinion, a lna inal cost pricing 
formula which fails to consider the fact th a *plateauing" of a 
class of service ereates a counter-balanci 9 effect on that class's 
d.emand, energy and/or customer eosts wil cause theelass to 
receive a eost allocation above its t~ eost of serviee. 

• 

It is the Farm Bureau's position that the commission 
should ~end its lnarginal eost pric~g lnethodology to recoqnize the 
proposition that increases which are caused by specific qroups of 
customers must ~ billed directl~to, those eustOlners. Until that 
time, in the Farm Bureau's opin)fon, a class of service remaining 
constant or lowering its dem~, such as the agrieultural class, 
will receive cost allocations which it did not cause the system to 
incur. l 

According to thQ Farm Bureau, for demand costs, the 
I 

matching of causation and cost dictates that new a44itions ~e 
I 1 . 1 ' eharge~ to those customer c asses eaus~ng the new oad. For 

I . 
customer costs, Farm Bureau states that both PSD's and Ed~son's 
calculations fail t~recognize the siq,nificant decrease in . 
agricultural customers in over the last ten years and the retention 

I 

by the aqricul turc:rl class of transformers, service drops and. meters 
I 

f.. :.to'BH 
far beyond the~'r ok lifea 

TORN opposes the'calculation of marginal customer costs 
based on the;:osts of adding new customers to the Edison system. 
TORN states~at the cost of adding new customers to the Edison 
system (in emental customer cost) is much greater than the cost 

e utility when an existing customer leaves (decremental 
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proper means of precisely allocating common. distribution system 
costs. 

PSO states that the second area of eoncern with it 
approach was raised by the Farm Bureau. According to PSD·, 

Bureau asserted that marginal customer costs should be 
for customer groups, such as agric:ul tural and pUlnping 
whose nu:ml:>ers are decreasing. PSO points out that 
with this approach is that the marginal customer 
calculated by using the costs of adding a new 

stomers, 
e d.itfieulty 

are 

establish the marginal cost. ~he marginal c t value is there tore 
not derived trom depreciated costs on an i ividual customer basis. 

The third objection to PSD's ayProach stems from TORN's 
assertion that marginal customer eosts~hOUld be compute~ using the 
ineremental/decremental method. ;tted previously, it is PSO's 
opinion, however, that the 1'Orul app oach has one basic and 
fundamental tlaw--the systematic dercolleetion of plant 
investment. 23 /.; 

~ P.SO states that it es not object to the incremental! 

• 

decremental method because i may not .. exactly yield the revenue 
requirement, a goal which P. 0 agrees with TORN is. not the purpose 

23 According to PSD, TORN estimates the system rate as a weighted 
average ot the full nnual access equipment charge tor new 
customers and 25% o~the full annual rental charge tor existing 
customers. PSD stl1'ces tba t both PSO and TURN use an annual rental 
~arge which woulQfjust amortize an investment if applied for each 
and every year~ the service life ot the investment. Th.is annual 
charge is the ec nomic carrying charge which remains constant in 
real 4ol1ar te an4 would represent a good apprOXimation of a 
competitive matket's annual rental charge. PSO applies this cha~ge 
every year t~/every customer as it ~ust be if investment costs are 
ever to be roeovered. The increment~~/d~~·e~ental approach 
proposed by~ syste~atieally reduce~ ~e annual charge for rate 
determinat~n to 25% of its necessary value whenever a customer is 
reclassif;ed from -new customer- to -existing customerN, which will 
happen w each su~cessive rate ease: thus systematic 
undercol ection is inevitably guaranteed • 
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~ customer ~ostS). Basing revenue allocation or. incremental 
costs thereto~e sends the wrong price signal as it overs 
savinqs to the utility when a customer leaves the sys 

• 

• 

It is TORN's position that if marqinal cu omer costs are 
to be used in this proceedinq, the Commission shO~ follow the. 
incremental/deeremental approach adopted for PG«l'in 0.S6-08-08l 
and recently reaffirmed on rehearing in 0.87-0 -076. In 'J."O:RN's 
opinion, this approach is a better proxy fo the economically 
efficient method of charging new customers a hook-up fee and 
existing customers decremental customer osts. TORN further notes 
that in 0.86-03-083, the commission re~qnized that using 
incremental customer costs in revenu~allocation provides an 
inaccurate price signal to existing/customers (0.8-6-08-083, at 
p. 49). / 

TORN also responds to/so's claim that blending 
incremental and decremental ~ost will result in revenue 
undercollection. TORN state;lthat PSO's objection is irrelevant 
because thle puxpose. of marqi'%'lal cost pricing is to provide accurate 
price sign,,,ls and not to ricover the utility'S investment. TURN 
also argues that PSO has;ilso dramatically·overstated the amount of 
revenue shortfall assert'edly caused by the incremental/decremental 
approach :by using ~. mod'el which fails to recognize that the n~er 
of existing customer~far exceeds the n~er of new customers on 
the Edison system. toreover, TORN states that the shortfall only 
exists if rates ar~ set exactly at marginal cost. If rates are set 

• 1
1

, 
on the ~as~s of Equa Percent of Marg1nal Cost (EPMC), TORN 
believes that th're may.~e not shortfall at all from using the 
incremental/ dedremental method. 

. TORN;ialSo asserts that all parties except itself have 
overstated incremental marginal customer costs. According-to TURN 1 

the PSO me~ of calculating marginal costs incorrectly assumes 
that custo~rs would rent interconnection equipment from utilities 
rather tha I purehase this equipment. Since the cost of purchasing 
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of marginal cost pricing. Rather, PSD objects to the method 
because it contains an error which invariably causes under ~p~n~~~' 
of investment costs over the service life of the capitalized 
investment. PSD believes that any representation of marg 
pricing which must necessarily forfeit investment is a 
representation of an otherwise useful pricing theory.2 

Finally,. PSD asserts that marginal 
streetlighting should be developed using the same 

for 
methodology 

that PSD has used in calculating marginal costs for all 
other customer groups. PSO notes, however, ~ this analysis is 
distinct from the calculation of streetligh~facilities charges 
which represent the rental fee for the st;~tlight appliance and 
which PSD recommends should continu:z:eo ~ excluded from the 
revenue alloCation process. 

PSD and Edison have agreed n the TSM marginal customer 
co~t components for streetlightinq~xcept for the cost of a 

~ ::~:::dt~:i~:~~;o;~~r~~~~;r~e~:!!!~a!!!'t:~~::mer as a 
marginal cost, while allocating the remainder as a facilities 
charge. PSD states that it ~s no objection to' the commission 

'" classifying the full cost L: the t~ansfor.mer as a marginal customer 
c~st, a position which Edfson believes is more consistent with 
PSD's TSM approach. ps~believes, however, that its allocation 
more appropriately refl~ets the fact that the R.O. transformer has 
aspects of both an en/-use appliance and a means of customer 

I . 
accless. PSO states :that its allocation is therefore based on the 

24 PSD also notes that the marginal costs of generation demand, 
tr~nsmission~emand and distribution demand all contain an 
investment component which is amortized by an annual economic 
carrying cb,o!rge - PSD states that 'rURN has never explained why an 
incrementa¥/deer~ental estimate should not,also be applied to 

~ these 07e marq1nal costs. 
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equipment is clearly lower than the rental cost assumed by th~~, 
/ 

TORN believes that utilities would be forced bY.competi~ion 0 

otter rates below the PSD's incremental rental rate. 
Despite PSO's arquments to the contrary, TURN oes not 

believe that customer ownership of access equipment p~sents any 
insurmountable problems. According to ~, requir~nts of 
safety, reliability and billing integrity could ~~ be met by . 
allowing customer access equipment to be servicejVonlY by qualified 
companies and limiting meter servicing, it nee sary, to the 
utility. 

Finally, 'l.'tJ'RN notes that in grant' c; its request tor 
rehearing of 0.86-08-083, the commission 0 dercd the PSO to 
recalculate incremental customer cost by mitting the cost of 
transformers (0.87-0S-076). Based. on le 4-1 of PSO's Exhibit 
60-0, TURN states that, by removing t anst'ormer costs, wh.ich. PSI> 
did not do in calculatinq its iner~~nt~l marginal customer costs, 
the residential customer cost prop~ed by PSD would be lowered by 
approximately one-third. i 

3 • DiS«!lssi.on 
It had been our opin on that in D.86-08-083 we had 

reached certain significant and final conclusions regarding the use 
and determination of margin~ customer costs. Specifically, in 
that decision we found, a;/recited at the beginninc; of this 
section, (1) that margin~ customer costs should be included in the 
revenue allocation proc~s, (2) that the weighted average of 
incremental and decrem~ntal costs should be used to calculate 
marginal customer co~s, and. (3) that customer-related costs should 
include ~eters, servIce drops, and final line transformers; the 
costs of replacinc; ~d improving such access equipment; and 
distribution equip~ent directly assignable to a eusto~er class. 

While ~e parties to-this proeeeding have followed our 
direction in D.8d-os-OS3 with respect to two of these findings, 
all, except for , have ignored the Commission's statement that 
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difference between the cost of a standard transformer which 
provides MaccessM and the cost of an R.O. transformer which 
provides MaccessM as well as the requlated output necessa 
proper functioning of the streetlight. 

c. ~ 
It is CMA's position that Edison erroneou agreed to 

PSD's marginal distribution and marginal customer~cost values. CMA 

states that witnesses for both PSD and Edison a owl edged that 
some part of the common distribution system is 
customer access. yet, according to CMA, PSD allocated zero percent 
of that system'as customer costs, while E~on's original method 
would have allocated 40% of that system t6. customer costs. CMA 

believes that access costs must be dis~{n9Uished and allocated as 
customer costs, not demand costs. IICMA'S opinion, Edison's 
original minimum distribution system analysis remains the best in ," 
this record tor achieving that goa~. 

With respect to margi~~l distribution demand costs, CMA 

observes that PSD has determined annual marginal distribution 
$ " . . demand costs at 37.91/kW. ;rn 1ts test~ony, CMA concluded that a 

comparable cost was $22.63UkW at secondary voltage and $19.S3/kW at 
, ,I • 

pr~ary voltage. CMA sta.tes that the source ot the Q.J.fference is 
,f 

in the direct incremental investment which CMA determined was 
, ~ 

$11S.04/kW while PSO determined was $228.00/kW. CMA believes that, 
in major part, this difterence is generated by PSD's alloc~tion of 
all the common dis;/ibution system to demand costs instead of 
allocating 40% a~~ customer cost as Edison originally did and CMA 

submits is correct. 
,I 

In addition, CMA contends that the appropriate load on 
which to regre'ss the ~istribution deman~ eosts is not system peak 

I 
demand, as PSD did, but the demand on the distri:Dution system as 

measureCL ):)1 the sum of the maximUlll demands on distribution-fI:.,..'. 
substatioxis. CMA :believes that such a method is more accurate by 
analyzinrf ~emands on each distribution substation. CMA. notes, 
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~in future proeeedings Nwe anticipate relying on the weighted ~. 
average methOCl to estimate lIlarg-inal customer costs."" (D.86-08--083, 
at p. 491:>.) In this case, we have been presented with no-~Vect 
evidence or ""a tully developed estimate"" of both incremen~ and 
d.ecremental costs nor, obviou'sly, a weig-hted average of )!hose 
costs. 26 Instead, the record in this proceeding inclu~s only the 
~ollowinq: (1) Edison's use of the MDS approach whi~ we did not 
adopt in D.86-08-083 to calculate lIlarginal custome~costs7 (2) 

PSD's proposed incremental customer cost estimate!,' a cost which was 
adopted in D.S6-ce-083 as a ""proxy"" for increme~al/decremcntal 
cost approach only because of the absence of ~weighted average of 
those two costs~ (3) Farm Bureau's propose~etreat from marginal 
cost pricing tor agricultural and pumPing~ustomers; and (4) TURN's 
endorsement of the incremental/decremen~lapproach unsupported by 
any direct evidence on the caleulationjbt those costs. 

In response to ar~~ents made by PSD and Edison that the 
incremental/decremental method wil~ndercollect the revenue 
re~irement, we concur with TORN that the question of revenue 

~shorttalls is not necessarily r~vant in determining the 
appropriate methOCloloqy for ca~lating- marginal costs. As we have 
repeatedly stated, marginal ~sts are used in ratemaking in order 
to provide the most aceuratG!price signals regarding the customer's 
electric consumption. In;tdoPting the incremental/decremental 
approach, we believed ancY remain convinced that this goal is 
achieved by relying on atlllethOdology which most precisely 
determines the marqi~{ cost :elated to customer access and 
maintenance on the U~lity system. 

26 We note, fo Edison's benefit, that its customary argument that 
prior rate'cas s of other utilities are not precedential with 
respect to it own qeneral rat.e case does not apply here. As our 
review of D.S -OS-083 makes clear, that decision was clearly 
intendea to ave precedential effect. 
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however, that its approach could have been ~proved by data from 
substations being aCCUlnulated by Edison in a more complete·torm. 

d. In.<iUstria1 Vsers 
Like CMA, the to objects to PSD's marginal custome~ost 

proposal on the basis that it allocates all of the costs o~e 
common distribution system to demand and none 'to custome~costs, 
even though it is undisputed that the distribution system serves 

. 1".L :both a load and access functl.on. The IU be l.eves thljll'l. the effect 
of this error was demonstrated by their witness w ~compared the 
total marginal costs for Edison's major customer classes 
incorporating, first, the PSD's customer costs and second, Edison's 
originally proposed customer costs which inc ded 40% of common 
distribution costs. The ro states that th"s comparison revealed 
that, by using the Edison values, the re$Ult would be a marked 
increase in the amount ot the costs al cated to resi~ential 
customors and a decrease in the cost allocated to allot the other 
major customer classes, large powe included • 

to, however, stops sho Edison's approach. 
Instead, in its testimony, IU p~posed two alternate methods (the 
minimum customer method and th/ zero intercept method) :which are 
variations of the MDS method/ According to the ITJ,. time 
c~nstraints prohibited the Fetinement ot mar9'in~ll customer cost 
data in this proceeding USing either of these approaches. IU 

. / 
therefore asks that it the allocation ot revenue adopted in this 
case is to be Phased-i;f over more than one year, any revenue 
allocation after the;dnitial allocation be based on a marginal cost 
study that attempto/to more accurately estimate the full level ot 
marginal customer;eosts. . 

e. Farm. befl9, . 
The Firm Bureau states that marginal cost pricing, in 

/ 
theory ~. 4$ /adopted by the Commission,. is a method which measures 
how a changejin 41 variable component ot providing electric service 
atfects they total cost of the electric service. '1'0 remain true to 

/ 

;' 
f 

! 

/ 
! 
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Further, as noted previously, we have no Wfully 
developedN est~tes of the inerem~ntal cost for new eus omers and 
the decrcmental cost for existing customers. without ese 
estimates, it is difficult to make the required comp ison between 
the PSD"s approach and the weighted averag~a increm;mtal/ 
decremental approach which we adopted in D.86-08~83 to determine 
whether and to what extent systematic undercol ction is caused by 
using this latter methodology. dison's and PSO's 
concerns regarding revenue shortfalls appea to relate more to 
TURN's approach to calculating decrementa~ costs than to 
fundamental problems with the weighted ~erage methodology itself. 
If ~is cirewnstance is in fact the:i:a ~, '\ole note that neither PSO 
nor Edison is in any way precluded f om taking into account and 
adjusting for the potential for un rcollection in determining its 
estimates of incremental and decr"ental customer costs in future 
proceedings. / 

We also reject the F~ Bureau's apparent attempt to 
return to ~edded costs to measur4a the customer costs to. be 
attributed to agricultural ~stomers. Whether a class is 
increasing or decreasing, wIe have concluded that the most equitable 
way in which to determine/class re'l1'enue responsibility is by 
viewing the impact of s~ch changes not in isolation, but in terms 
of their effect on a u'td.lity's tot;a.l costs. If the Farm Bureau 
believes that some ws~cial treatmentW of agricultural customers is 
warranted, this goaljis better achieved within the specific rate 
schedules under whieh those customers' rates are determined. 27 

27 We note tha the Farm Bureau has identified certain costs 
(i. e .. , those asSociated with nonco,incid.ent d.emand) as not among 
those imposed. on the utility system by the agricultural class. We 
are concerned.,/however, that, in ord.er to be consistent, it other 
costs, such as those related to access, were borne entirely by the 

I . ) (Footnote contJ.nues on next page 
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the marginal cost methodology of pricing the total electric service 
on the margin, the Farm Bureau states that each component (i.e.,. 
demancl, enerqy I and customer costs) must ):)e measured on th,e 

'I'he Farm Bureau believes, however, that this 
clistorts the true cost of service tor any class of 
are not causing ~he variables of demand, energy, or 
increase. In the Farm Bureau's opinion, a marginal 
formula which fails to consider the tact that a 
class of service creates a counter-balancing ett 
d.emand, energy and/or customer costs will cause 
receive a cost allocation above its true cost 

that class's 
class to 

It is the Farm Bureau's position 
should amend its marqinal cost pricing to recognize the 

specitic groups of 
customers. Until that 

class of service remaining 
as the agricultural class, 

proposition that increases which are 
customers must be billed directly to 
time, in the Farm Bureau's opinion, 
constant or lowering its demancl, 

I 

will receive cost allocations it did not cause the system to 
incur. I 

According to the Bureau, for demand costs, the 
matching ot causation 
charged to those 

far beyond their 
f. %2.BH 

based on the 

s't;~omc!r,:; ,... ... "' .......... :... causing the new load. For 
states that both PSD's and Edison's 

re~oan,~ze the significant decrease in 
over the last ten years and the retention 
of transformers, service drops and meters 

the caleulation of marginal customer costs 
adding new customers to the Edison system. 

the cost ot adding new customers to the Edison 'I"O'RN states 
system. (:LnC:rE~E~1: customer cost) is much greater than thE: cost 

utility when an existing customer leaves (decremental 
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Given the choices that have been presented in thi 
proceeding, it appears that only PSO bas provided us with 
HusableH proxy for the weighted average of incremental a d 

decremental costs. Specifically, we find that PSO's d ermination 
of incremental costs based on the ~SM approach is cloiest to the 
intent of 0.86-08-083. ';I 

As we mentioned previously, however, ouJ'adoption of 
PSD's approach for PG&E was premised on PSD's i remental marginal 
customer cost estimate being conservative. We concluded that this 
eonservatizm had resulted from PSO's treatme of final line 
transformers for the residential and small ight and power 
customers as demand-related costs. A limi~ed rehearing of 
0.86-08-083 was necessary to ensure that/numbers reflecting this 
treatment of line transformers were us~ in determining PG&E's 
marginal customer costs. / 

To bring Edison's margina~customer costs closer to, those 
intended to be implemented fOllOW~q 0.86-08-083, we will also 

• 

adopt PSO's incremental custome~ost estimate eXclusive, of final 
line transformers as the proxy for the weighted average of Edison's 
incremental and decremental CU$tomer costs. We do not find, 
however, a basis to discrimi~te between classes for purposes of 
this exclusion and will use/an incremental cost estimate which 
excludes the line transformers for all customer classes. ~his 

approach will ensure equ,t treatment of all customer classes in the 

• 

revenue allocation proe s. . 

(Footnote continue from previous page) 
aqricul tural clasd in proportion to their being incurred by that 
class, a siqniti~t ~urden would be 'created tor a~ieultur~l 
customers which ~s otherwise currently offset by our use of 
marginal costs • 
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. 11" It/ customer costs). BaSlng revenue a oeatlon on 1ncrementa cus o~r 
costs therefore sends the wronq price signal as it overstates ~e 
savings to the utility when a customer leaves the system~ 

It is TORN's position that i~ marginal customer osts are 
to be used in this proceeding, the Commission should fo ow the 
incremental/aecrem.ental approach adopted for PG&E ~'n D/s6-0S-083 
and recently reaffirmed. on rehearinq in D.87-05-076. In 'I'O'RN's 
op'inion, this approach is a better proxy for the e onomically 
efficient method of charqinq new customers a ~~~~UP'fee and 
existing customers aecremental customer costS.!'TURN further notes 
that in D.86-03-083, the commission recognized that using 
incremental customer costs in revenue allo~ion provides an 
inaccurate price signal to existing custo~rs (D.86-08-083, at 
p. 49). I 

TURN also responds to PSD'S Claim that blending 
incremental and d.ecremental cost wil~result in revenue 
unciercolleetion. TORN states that ~D'S objection is irrelevant 
because the purpose of marginal c~t pricing is to' provide accurate 
price signals and not to recove~e utility~s investment. Tcr.RN 

also argues that PSD has also ~amati~ally overstated the amount of 
revenue shortfall asserteclly I~used by the incremental/clecremental 
approach by using a model w~ch fails to recognize that the number 
of existing customers far;exceeds the number of new customers on 
the Edison system.. Moreover, 'l'OR.N states that the shortfall only 
exists if rates are se~exactlY at marginal cost. If rates are set 

I 
on the basis of EqualjPercent of Margin~l Cost (EPMC), TORN 

believes that there~ay :be not shorttall at all trom using the 
incremental/ decremental m.ethod. 

TORN a~o asserts that all parties except itself have 
overstated iner~ental marginal customer costs. ACeorQin~ t~ TURN, 
the PSO methoQ/'o~ cal.culating ~r.g~al costs incorrectly assumes 
that customerls would rent interconnection equipment from utilities 
rather than purchase this equipment. 'Since the cost of purchasing 
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We find that, by ordering the removal of transfor.mer 
costs, the resolution of the marginal customer cost iss~eI!or 
Edison will be s~ilar to that which we adopted by PG&~ For the 
next general rate cases for both utilities, we dire~all parties 
to follow the methodoloqy adopted in 0.86-08-083 and reaffirmed in 
this order based on the weighted average of the~ility'S 
incremental and decremental customer costs. Once these costs are 
properly before us in future proceedings, i tlwill hopefully no 
1 \0._ • / • onqer ~ necessary to rely on a proxy wh~ excludes an otherw1se 
properly recognized customer access Cos~(i.e., final line 
transformers) from the calculation Of~rginal customer costs. 

We also find that until turther studies are completed PSO 
has made a good faith eftort to at~il:>ute those costs to customers 
which are directly assignable tOJ~stomer access. PSD has followed 
the list'which we adopte~ in 0.~6-08-083 and has continued to 
include distribution costs fO~Which combined demand and customer
access functions cannot now ~ accurately segregated. 

We also concur w~ih PSO's approach to. calculating 
marginal customer costs tof streetlight customers and PSD's 
inclusion of those cost7/in the revenue allocation process. We 
~lieve that PSO's effort to differentiate between the dual 

( 

functions ot the R.OjltranSfOrmer (access-related and end-use-
related) is appropriate. This approach is not only consistent with 
our efforts to specificallY identity marginal customer costs, but 

I 
also with-our con~nued exclusion from the revenue allocation 

I 

process of streetlight facilities charges as costs associateQ with 
an end-use.! ' 

Finally, we are not insensitive to the concerns of the 
industrial cuitomers regarding the need to ensure that all costs, 
even those also. related to distribution, be properly included in 

I 
marginal customer costs. To this end and recognizing the need tor 

I 

further refinements in the development of marginal customer costs, 
we direct Edison to work with PSD to·: 
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/ 
equipment is clearly lower than the rental cost assumed b=V-the PSO, 
TURN believes that utilities would De forced DY competition to 
offer rates below the PSO's incremental rental rate. 

Despite PSO's arguments to the contrary, does not 
believe that customer ownership of access equipme presents ahy 
insurmountable problems. According to TORN, re irements of 
safety, reliability and billing integrity co~ all be met DY 
allowing customer access equipment to De se~iced only DY qualified 
companies and limiting meter servicing, i~necessary, to the 
utility. ~ 

Finally, TURN notes that in antlng its request for 
rehearing of 0.86-08-083, the co~nis ion ordered the PSO to 

• recalculate incremental customer c st by omitting the cost of 
transformers (0.87-05-076). BaSea on Table 4-1 of PSO's Exhibit 
60-0, TORN states that, by remo~in9 transformer costs, which PSO 

did not do in calculating it~incremental marginal customer costs, 
the residential customer cost proposed by PSOwould be lowered by 
approximately One-third!' 

3 • Piscussion 
It had been our opinion that in 0.86-08-083 we had , 

reached certain siqn~icant and final conclusions regarding the use 
a~d determination ~mar9inal customer costs. Specifically, in 
that decision we tound, as recited at the beginning o:f this 
section, (1) th~t!marginal customer costs should be included in the 
revenue allocation process, (2) that the weighted average of 
incremental a~ decremental costs should be used to calculate 

• I 
marg~nal cu;tomer costs, and (3) that customer-related costs should 
include me~rs, service drops, and :final line transformers; the 
costs of replacing and improving such access equipment; and 
aistribu~ion equipment directly assignable to a customer class. 

! 

/ While t>~ pdrties to this. proceeding have :followed our 
direction in 0.86-08-083 with respect to two of these findings, 
all,/except for 'l'ORN, have ignored the 0 Commission's statement that " . 

I 

\ 
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• Wl. Establish record-keeping that will clearly 

(1) identify customer hook-up costs and 

(2) distinguish new from existing 
customers. 

"2. Analyze non-dedicated distribution 
equipment for access versus demand 
function. 

"3. Identify replacement and upqradi 
for access equipment. w (D .. 86-0 
p. 52.) 

with respect to the calculation marginal distribution 
costs, we adopt the agreement reacbed by SO and Edison modified, 
as necessary, to reflect our adoPted~a inal customer costs 
exclusive of transformers. Edison and SO appropriately utilized a 
regression analysis of demand-relate distribution investments 
versus peak load increases to calcu;late the distribution marginal 
demand costs. For Edison's next ~neral rate ease, we will direct 

• 
PSD and Edison to examine the ef"cts of basing the regression on 
the load measured by the sum of/the maximum dcma~ds on di~tribution 
substations as proposed by ~ As stated prev~ously, we have 
endorsed PSD's approach to c~ssifying demand and customer access 
costs which produced distrib~tion marginal demand costs to which 

• 

F.. ~3ing Periods 
Edison acceded. 1 

In this secti , we will adopt the appropriate basis upon 
which to differentiate marginal costs on the basis of time-,of-use 
(~OU) or costing per' A costing period is defined as a group· 
o! contiguous hours hich are combined and treated as· a single unit 
when allocating sy em costs and developing a rate design. Time
differehtiated ~ginal costs are an important factor in developing 
rate design, ev~uating conservation and load management programs, 
~d ~ng othe resource decisions • 
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/ 

in future proceedings ·we anticipate relying on the Weighte~ 
average method to estimate marginal customer costs.* (0.86-08-083, 
at p .. 49b.) In this ease, we have been presented with no/direct 
evidence or If'a fully developed estimate'" ot both incremlntal and 

I 
decremental costs nor, obviously, a weighted average of those 
costs. 2S Instead, the record in this proceed.ing incjUdes only the 
tollowing: (l) Edison'S use of the MDS approach W~ch we did not 
adopt in 0.86-08-083.to calculate marginal custo~r costs: (2) 
PSO's proposed incremental customer cost estimate, a cost Which was 
adopted. in 0.86-08-083 as a "'proxy'" for incremintal/decremental 

I . 
cost approach only ~ecause ot the absence ~f~ wei~hted average of 
those two costs: (3) Farm Bureau's propose~retreat from marginal 
cost pricinq for agricultural and pu:rnPingrstomers: and (4) 'I"O'RN's 
endorsement of the incremental/decreme%ll;al approach unsupported by 
any direct evidence on the calculation of those costs. 

In response to arguments th~ the incremental/decremental 
method will undercollect the revenue/requirement, we concur with 
TORN that the question ot revenue ~orttalls is not necessarily 
relevant in determining the appro;{riate methodology tor calculating 
marginal costs. As we have repeated.ly stated, marginal costs are 
used in ratemaking in order to~rovide the most accurate price 
s~qnals regarding the customer's electric consumption.. In adopting 
the incremental/decremental lapproach, we ~elieved and remain 
convinced that this goal is/achieved by relying on a methodology 
which most precisely det~ines the marginal cost related to ' 
customer access and mainienance on the utility system. 

I . 
25 We note, tor Edison's ~enefit, that its customary ~~~~nt that 

prior rate ~ses pf other utilities are not precedential with 
respect to ~ts own qeneral rate case does not apply here. As our 
review of 0.86-0'8-083 makEIS clear, that clecision was clearly 
intended to have precedential effect .. 

r 
I 

/ 
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The goal in establishing costing perioas is to' gr p 
hours by time of day and by season so as to maximize ditf ences in 
the costing patterns between periods and minfmi:e the d' ferences 
between hours within periods. Data taken into accoun in 
determining the appropriate costing periods include arginal costs, 
load c~es, loss of load probabilities, and exce load 
probabilities. Consideration is also given to e ease of customer 
understanding of the periods,. the continuity 0 er time, the ability 
to avoid rate shock solely from changing tim periods, and the 
degree of administrative burden 
changes. 

1. 
a. 

Parties Positions 
Edison and PSP 
In Exhibit 41, jointly 

two parties compromised on a propo 

e utility from any 

ored by Edison and PSt), these 
to modify the existing ~OU 

periods for cost analysis and ra design purposes. Both parties 
had orig~nally sponsored indep~dent proposals based on analyses of 
1988 loads, hourly marginal coSt, and loss of load probability 
data. The proposal to whieniEdison and PSt) agreed would merge the 
existing winter on-peak ancrmid-peak ~ou periods, leaving unchanged 
the other TO'O' periods. / 

According to ;edison and PSD, during the hearings the only 
party to express concern with the proposed costing Periods was the 
CLECA/CSPG. Th:rOugh~eir cross-e:x:~ination of the PSt> and Edison 
witnesses sponsori 4 Exhibit 41, these organizations indicated a 
preference to sho en the summer on-peak period as originally 
proposed by PSD. In reply, Edison testified that the shortening 
originally prop sed had not been based on unequivocal data and 
could bring abdut lO~Ld shifting that would require a longer on-peak 
period in the next general rate case. 

Be Edison and PSt> note that no party, however, made any 
affirmative request for costing periods different than those 
identified in Exhibit 41. Edison and PSt> therefore ask the 
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Further, as noted previously, we have no 'tully ~ 
developed* estimates of the incremental cost tor new customers and 
the decremental cost for existing customers. Without t~se 
estimates, it is difficult to make the required compatfson between 
the PSO's approach and the weighted average in~rem~all 
decremental approach which we adopted in O.86~~~-¢S3 to determine 
whether and to what extent systematic underco~ection is caused by 
using this latter methodology. We note tha~dison's dnd PS~'s 
conce~ regarding revenue shortfalls app~r to relate more to 
TORN's approach to calculating decrement~ costs than to 
fundamental problems with the weighted~verage methodology itself. 
If this circumstance is in fact the c,(se, we note that neither PSO 

/ 

nor Edison is in any way preclude~rom taking into· account and 
adj.usting for the potential for undercollection in determining its 
estimates of incremental an:Zdc'remental customer costs in future 
proceedings. . 

We also reject th Farm Bureau's apparent attempt to 
I 

return to embedded costs ;0 measure the customer costs to be 
attributed to agricultur~ customers. .Whether a class is 
increasing or decreasi~, we have concluded that the most equitable 
way in which to' aeten&.ne class revenue responsibility is by 

I 

viewing the impact 0,£ such changes not in isolation, but in terms 
of their effect on;' utility'S total costs. If the Farm Bureau 
believes that so~e *special treatmentW of agricultural customers is 
warranted, this ~oal is better achieved within the specific rate 
schedules ~r which those customers' rates are determined. 26 

26 We note that the Farm Bureau has identified certain costs 
(i.e., tl:'iose associated with noncoinci,;M"nt./'P.l21and) as not alllon.g 
those imposed on the utility system by~,thc: agricultural class. We 
are concerned, however, that, in order tel' be consistent, if other 
costs,/ such as those related to access, were borne entirely by the 

/ . 
(Footnote continues on next page) 

I 
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~commission to adopt their jOint proposal 
and mid-peak costing periods. 

to merge winter on-pe 

In its brief Edison also responds to a proposal by 
IEP during the hearings, not with respect to costing per'bds for 
marginal costs, but with respect to the development of *super 
off-peak* period for avoided cost pricing for QFs. J!P's 
reeo~endation, which is based on producing more a~~ate price 
signals, would consist of adding a super Of!-pe~k eriod tor QFs 
for the hours from 1:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m. every ay. 

Edison believes, however, that the 5 sults of IEP's 
analysis do not support its recommendation. jEdison states that IEP 
had found the difference between avoided energy cost in the off
peak and super otf-peak periods to be onlY!0.05 cents/kWh in the 
summer and 0.06 cents/kWh in the winter~ Edison concludes that 
this small ditterential between costs iri the ott-peak and super 
oft-peak periods does not justify thelchange requested by IEP. 

l>. gm. - / 

• 
CMA states that time-d~terentiated costs are 

particularly susceptible to, var~tions in data. For this reason, 
CMA is concerned that current;frocedures for determining costing 
and rating periods are *high~ judqmental.* CMA theretore urges 
the Commission to eonsider;tore formally articulated principles for 
de~eloping costing p6riodsl. 

• - 238 -
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Given the choices that have been presented in this 
proceeding, it appears that only PSD has provided us with a 
wusablew proxy for the weighted average of incremental an 
decremental costs. Specifically, we find that PSD's d ermination 
of incremental costs based on the TSM approach iS71 est to the 
intent of D.86-08-083. 

, 

As we mentioned previo1llsly, however, ~ adoption of 
PSD's approach for PG&E was premised on PSD'~~cremental marginal 
customer cost estimate being con:servative. Z: ~oncluded that this 
conservatism had resulted from P.SD's trea~ent of final line 
transformers for the residential and sm~ light and power 
customers as demand-related costli. A~ited rehearing of 
D.86-08-083 was necessary to ensure that numbers reflecting this 
treatment of line transformers werel'used in determining PG&E's 
marginal customer costs. ;' 

To bring Edison's ma~inal customer costs closer to those 
intended to be ixnplementec1 tol1.owing' D.S6-0S-0S3, we will also 
adopt PSD,s incremental cust6mer cost estimate exclusive of final 
line transformers as the ~XY for the weighted average of Edison's 
incremental and decremental customer costs. We do not find, 
however, a basis to di~riminate between classes for purposes of 
this exclusion and wil~ use an incremental cost estimate which 
e~cludes the line t~nsformers for all customer classes. This 
approach. will ensure equal treatment of all customer classes in the 

1 
. I 

revenue a locat~o process. 

(Footnoto/continued from previous page) 
aqricultural ,class in proportion to their being incurred by that 
class, la siqnificant Durden would be created for agricultural 
customers which is otherwise currently offset by our use of 
marginal costs. 

/ 
/ 
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CLECA/CSPC agree with the position of PSt> Edison, as 
set forth in Exhibit 41, that current cost data sup rts 
consolidation of winter on- and mid-peak TOU perio s into a single 
mid.-peak period.. CLECA/CSPG indicate their conc , however, with. 
the failure to completely analyze the merits otl'reducing the summer 
on-peak TOU period. to five hours from six hOuls, as !irst propose~ 
by PSO. CLECA/CSPG believe that this issue should be considered 
more fully in the next Edison general rat case to determine 
whether a shorter summer s viable for large power 
customers. 

:2 • I2isSZlss1.2n 
The need for time-differ tiated. ~arginal costs is clear. 

By adopting such. an approach, TOU customers will be provided with 
the most accurate price signals egarding their electric 
consumption and can in turn ma e informed economic decisions about 
that consumption. We do not n this proceeding, however, have a 
record on which to base any efinements to costing periods beyond 
those to which Edison and SO have agreed. We encourage CHA, 
CLECA/CSPG, or any other nterested party, as well as PSI) and 
Edison, to provide us w' information in Edison's next general 
rate ease aimed at ilnp!oving the judqmental science of developing 
costing periods and irt turn furthering our goal of marginal cost 
ratemaltinq. SUch *qp.1>:Y Could include an exOlIlinat1on ot 
whether a shorter s er on-peak period is viable for large power 
customers as sugg]Sted by CLECA/CSPG. . 

Until ~at time, we will adopt the costing periods to 
which PSO and E~son have agreed in Joint Exhibit 41 which include 
the single enanpe of co~ining the winter on-peak and mid-peak 
periods. We concur with Edison, however, that the record does not 
support the addition of a super-off-peak period for QFs on Edison's 
system at th~ time. This finding does not pre~lude IE? or other 

I 
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'. / 
We find that~ by ordering the removal of transto~r 

costs, the resolution of the marginal customer cost issue/for 
Edison will be similar to that which we adopted by PG&~ For ~le 
next general rate cases of each electric utility, we dlrect all 
parties to follow an~i provide numerical estimates b/sed on the 
methodology adopted in 0.86-08-083 and reaffirme~n this order 
b~sed on the weighted. average ot the utility's ~cremental ancl 

I 
decremental customer costs. Once these costs;are properly before 
us in future proceed:Lngs , it will hopefUS::1Y 0 longer be neces:s~l%'Y 
to rely on a proxy which excludes an otbe ise properly recogT.lized 
customer access cost (i.e.~ final line ns!ormers) from the 
calculation of m~r~inal customer costs. 

We also filld that until fu er studies are completed PSD 
has made a good faittl e~fort to att ibute those costs to customers 
which are directly assignable to stomer access. PSD has followed 
the list which we adclpted in D. -OS-083 and has continued to 
include distribution costs tor which combined d.emand. and eusto:mer
access functions cannot now e accurately segregated. 

We also concur w~th PSD's approach to calculating 
marqinal customer costs ;ot streetlight customers and PSD's 
inclusion of those cost$' in the revenue allocation process. w.~ 

believe that psO's ef~rt to differentiate between the dual 
• f 

funetions of the R.e; tr;"nsformer (access-related and end-use-
related) is approp:cia't:e. This approach is not only consistent with 
our efforts to Sl7'CificaJL1Y identify marginal customer costs, but 
also with our continu.~d ~~xclusion from th.~ revenue allocation 
process of str'etlight facilities charges as costs associated with 
an end-use. ~ . 

F:iJnally, we are not insensitive t~ the concerns of the 
industrial~customers regarding the need to ensure that all costs, 
even those also related to distribution, be properly included i~;,~. 
mrqin1eustomer costs. 'r~ this end and recognizinq the need for 

,I 

I 

/ 
/ 

/ 
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~interested parties, however, from renewing this proposal in 
Edison's next general rate case. 
G. Adopted MaX'giD~l Co§ts 

Marginal costs, once determined by the Commiss' n, are 
,ultimately used to apportion the adopted revenue requi 
customer classes. The following table presents 
marginal ener9Y, demand, and customer costs. 
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/ 
further refinements in the development of marginal customer _osts, 
we direct Edison to work with PSD to: 

*1. Establish record-keeping that will clearly' 

(1) identify customer hook-up costs 

(2) distinguish new trom existing 
customers. 

W2. Analyze non-dedicated distributio 
equipment for access versus demaDa 
function. ~ 

w3. Identity replacement and upq~ing eosts 
'for access equipment. w (D.a4-08-083, at 
p. 52 .. ) ,/ .• 

With respect to the calculat~n of marginal distribution 
costs, we adopt the aqreement reache~y PSD and Edison modified, 
as necessary, to reflect our adopte~marginal customer eosts 

. exclusive of transformers. Edisonl'and PSD appropriately utilized a 

e regression analysis of demand-r~ted distribution investments 
versus peak load increases to calculate the distribution marginal 
demand costs. For Edison's ~e'xt general rate case, we will direct 
PSD and Edison to examine tbe effects of basing the regression on 
the load measured by the ~ ot the maximum demands on distribution 
substations as proposed D~ CMA. As stated previously, we have 
endorsed PSD's approac~to classifying demand and customer access 
costs which produce1d distribution marginal demand costs t~which 
Edison acceded. 
F .. co§.ting P!;rl04s 

In thi' section, we will adopt the appropriate basis upon 
which to ditte~ntiate marginal eosts on the basis of time-of-use 
(~OU) or cost1:rig periods. A costing period is defined as a group 
ot conti~out'hours which are combined and treated as a single unit 
when all~'~~g system costs and developing a rate desiqn. Time-

~ ditte~ated marginal costs are an impo~t,factor in developing 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
SUMMAR}:' OF ADOPTED MARGINAL COSTS 

TEST "lEA:R 1988 

MARGINAL ENERG}:, COSTS 

Generation 
Transmission 
Distr~ution: 

Primary 
Secondary 

MARGINAL DEMAND COSTS 

Gene=ation 
Transmission 
Distribution: 

Prim.ary 
Secondary 

MARGINAL CUSTOMER COSTS 

Domestic 
GS-1 
GS-2 
PA-l 
PA-2 
TOU-S.-Secondary 
TOU-s.-Prfmary 
'I'OU-S-SUbtransmission 
LS-~-PJ:'imary 
LS-3-secondary 

/ 

/ 
LS.!l 
LS'-2-Primary 
IS-2-Secondary 
OI.-1 

/

DWL-A 
DWL-B 
DWL-C 

_. 241 -

0.0273 
0.0280 

0.0290 
0.0295 

($/kW/YEAR) 

69.48-
33.10 

($/ CUSTOMER/YEAR) 

43.44 
43.10 

211.65 
128.53 
214.37 

1342.82 
2139.68-
2139.~S 

317.8S. 
80.04 

($/LAMP/YEAR) 

3.l0 
7.32 
S~34 
3.40 
3 .. 40 
3.40 
0.00 
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/ 
rate desiqn, evaluating conservation and load management programs, 
and makinq othe~ ~esou~ce decisions. ~ 

The goal in establishing costing periods is to poup 
hours ~y time of day and by season so as to maximize di~erences in 
the costing patterns ~~atween periods and minimize the ifferenees 
between hours within p~ariods. Oata taken into, accou t in 
determining the appropriate eosting periods includ 
load curves, loss of load probabilities, and exe 
probabilities. Consideration is also given to e ease of customer 
understanding of the periods, the continuity ver time, the ability 
to avoid rate shock solely from ehanqing t' e periOds, and the 
deqree of administrative burden imposed 0 

changes. 
1. Parties PositionS 

a. Edison and psP 
In Exhibit 41, jointly ored by Edison and PSD, these 

• 
two parties compromised on a pro~Jsal to modify the existing TOU 
periodS for cost analysis and r~e desi~ purposes. Both parties 
had originally sponsored indep~dent p~oposals based on analyses of 
1988 loads, hourly marginal eo'st, and loss of load probability 
data. The proposal to whic Edison and PSD agreed would merge the 
e~isting winter on-peak an mid-peak TOU periods, leaving ,unchanged 
the other '1'00' periods. 

According to dison and PSD, during the hearings the only 
party to express conc~ with the proposed costing periods was the 
CLECA/CSPG. ThrOUgh/their cross-examination of the PSO and Edison 
witnesses sponsori~ Exhibit 41, '~ese organizations indicated a 
preference to sho 
proposed by PSD. 

en the summer j~n-peak period as originally 
In reply, Edison testified that the shortening 

originally pro sed had not been ~ased on unequivocal data and 
;, .. ' could bring out load shifting that would require a longer on-peak 

I 
next 9eneral rate case • 
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x. Revenue Allocation /' 

A. lntX'OChlction . 

Revenue allocation is the process by which the total 
adopted revenue requirement is divided up among the I~rious 
customer classes (inter-class) and among scnedules;within a 
customer class (intra-class). For purposes of revenue allocation, 
Edison's ratepayers have been classified intc t~ fcllowing 

I 

customer groups: domestic, small and medium ~ght and power, large 
power, agricultural and pt~ping, and street;{nd area lighting. 
Issues related to revenue allocation inclu~e the methodology to be 
used in allocating the revenue requireme~; the manner in which 
that methodoloqy is to be imPlemente;:; nd the propriety of 
applying the same methodology to both inter-class and intra-class 
revenue allocation and including al customer classes (i.e., 
streetlight customers) in the reve~e allocation. 

In recent years the Com£ission has adhered to a policy 
that, to the extent practical, ~tal revenue should be allocated to 
ratepayers on the basis cf th~r share of the utility's marginal 
cost. As explained in our p~or section on marginal cost, we 
believe that the reliance ~marginal cost principles achieves 
equity in rates by relatinq the costs imposed on the utility system , 
to the customer responsible for those costs. 

, In determinin;! the appropriate methodolo9Y to use in 
allocating revenues, 7he Commission has had to balance its goal of 
achieVing marginal cost ratemaking against the potentially negative 
impact on certain ~tomer groups of restructuring re~enue 
responsibilities. ~ong, the methods considered by the Commission 
over the last several years have been the Equal Percent of Marginal 

/ . 
Cost (EPMC) approach, the System Average Percentage Change (SAPC) 
approach, and ~/weighted average coml:>ination of the two,. . 

EPM7Iallocates the revenue requirement on an equal basis 
relative to t e marginal cost-based burden eaCh customer class 
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Both Edison and PSD note that no party, howev , made any 
affirmative request. for costing periods.di:fferent tha those 
identified in Exhibit 41. Edison and PSD therefore sk the 
commission to adopt their joint proposal to merge inter on-peak 
and mid-peak costing periods. 

In its brief Edison also responds to a proposal made by 
IEP during the hearings, not with respect to costing periodS for 
marginal costs, but with respect to the de lopment of a wsuper 
off-peakw period for avoided cost pricin for QFs. IEP's 
recommendation, which is based on prod inq more accurate price 
signals, would consist of adding a su er off-peak period for QFs 
for the hours from 1:00 a.m. to 5:0 a.m. every day. 

Edison believes, howeve , that th~ results of IEP's 
analysis do not support its reco endation. Edison states that IEP 
had found the difference betwe avoided energy cost in the off
peak and super off-peak peri s to be only o. OS cents/kWh in the 
summer and 0.06 ,cents/kWh 
this small differential b 
off-peak periods does 

b. .am. 

Edison concludes that 
ween costs ,in the off-peak and super 

justify the change requested by IEP. 

time-differentiated costs are CMA states 
particularly suscep le to variations in data~ For this reason, 

at current procedures for determining costing 
are Whighly judqmental. w CMA therefore urges 

cMA is concerned 
and 'rating peri 
the commission 0 consider more formally articulated principles for 
developing cos ing periods. 

c. g.ttAls::sESj 

crlECA/CSPG agree with the position of PSD and Edison, as 
set forth In Exhibit 4l, that current cost data supports 
consolid~ion of winter on- and mid-peak TOU periods into a single 
mid-peaWperiod. CLECA/CSPG indi~t~ ,"":,.;',eir concern, however, with 

I ' 
the tai~ure to completely analyze the merits of redueing the summer 
o~ TOU period ~o five hours from six hours, as first proposed 
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imposes on the system. SAFe adjusts existinq revenue 
responsibilities for each customer class or sch~dule by' 
average percentage change in revenue requirement. 

Most recently, for PG&E we concluded that 
marginal cost ratemaking could be achieved only by of 
the EPMC methodology for both inter-class and intr class revenue 
allocation. Xn adopting a full EPMC methodology or PG&E, however, 
we recognized the need for moderating the effec which such an 
approach would have on certain customer class We therefore 
determined that the adopted EPMC revenue all cation should be 
phased-in prior to the next general rate e and that a cap 
limiting the percentage by which the aver ge class rate could 
change over the SAFe ~or the forecast p iod (1987) should be usea. 
Specifically, we tound reasonable a 5~rcentage point cap over the 
system average increase for classes other than aqriculture, and a 

I 
2.5 percentage point cap over SAFc;tor agriculture. Based on the 
revenue requirement adopted in PG¥t, the only classes which 
ultimately required any capping/tere the residential (5%) and 
agricultural (2.5%) classes. ~ee 0.86-08-083, at pp. 67 - 67a.) , 

In 0.S6-0S-083, we/conClUded. that our approach to 
implementing EPMC tor PG&E would achieve our goal of a ~arginal 
cost-based revenue alloca~n without a significant detrimental 
impact on any customer c~ss. Nevertheless, while we adopted a cap 
for the 1987 forecast period, we declined to adopt any caps in that 
proceeding for the 198s1 and 1989 periods. Parties were given the 
opportunity to renew 'uch proposals, it necessary, in subsequent 

~. I PG&E ECAC procee~~ngf. 
FollowingfO.86-0S-083, we issued 0.87-05-071 in 

~86-10-001, the c6mmission's rulemakinq on revisions to electric 
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by PSO. Ct:ECA/CSPG :believe that this issue should be considered 
more tully in the next Edison ~eneral rate ease to determine 
whether a shorter summer on-peak period is viable for large ~w~~ 
customers. 

2. niS!lssi.on 
The need for time-differentiated mar~inal 

By adopting such an approach, 'rOtT customers will be ,..r; .... ,"'.,..; 

the most accurate price signals re~arding their 
consumption and can in turn make informed decisions about 
that consumption. We do not in this pr'oc:ee:al,~, however, have a 

CLECA/CSPG, or any other interested 
Edison, to provide us with information 
rate case aimed at improving the jud~en,ta 
costing periods and in turn 
ratemaking. Such an inquiry 

periods beyond 
encourage CMA., 

as well as PSD and 
Edison's next general 

science of developing 

an examination of 
is viable for large power 

customers as suggested by CtEC~J~S:PG~. 
Until that time, 

which PSO and Edison have 
the single change of combj.¥~~"'~ 

adopt the costing periods to 
in Joint EXhibit 41 which include 

the winter on-peak and mid-peak 
periods. We concur with 
support the addition 
system at this time. 
interested parties, 

son, however, that the record does not 
super-oft-peak period for QFs on Ed.ison's 
finding does not preclude IEP or other 

~~w~'v~~, from renewing this proposal in 
Edison's next ge,nei~ rate case. 
G. 

costs, once determined by the Commission, are 
ultimately used to apportion the adopted revenue requirement among 
customer clafses~Z-I;'~~ . .:. following table presents our adopted annual, . 
marginal e rgy, Clemand, and customer costs • 
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~ utility ratemaking mechanis~.28 In 0.87-05-07l, the co~sion 
focused on ru.les aimed, among other things, at addressi~ the 
threat of customers' bypassing the electrie utilities' systems in 
favor of self-generation. 29 Our particular concern as explained 
in 0.87-05-071, is that a customer with self-gene tion costs 
excee~ing the utility's short-run marginal costs will bypass the 
utility system (uneconomic bypass). When this situation occurs, we 
have found that the customer's self-generati results in Wan 

• 

• 

inefficient allocation ot society's resour (0.87-05-07l, at 
p. 3.) 

Included in the policies anno ced in 0.87-05-071 to 
addres:s the problems created by bypass was our endorsement of 
utility revenue allocations based on PMC. We cited the following 
reasons as support for wembraeing C as a guiding principle for 
revenue allocationN (1£. at p. 5) (l) 'EPMC provides a fair way 
of relating each class's revenu requirement to the costs of 

'providing service to that clas ; (2) EPMC helps reduce inter-class 
subsidies that distort price iqnals and thus result in 
inefficieneies to the detriment of soeiety in general; and (3) EPMC 
is effective in bringing ra'tes closer to marginal costs in 
precisely those eustomer;6lasses most likely to bypass the utility 
system. I 
B. Mopted R~e AlJ&cati211 H~cxl2129X 

Against thiJbackqround, it is clear that we are fully 
committed to the EPMci approach for revenue allocation as the most 
accurate way to ref~et costs customers impose on the system ana as 
an effective res~e to the threat of Dypass. our intentions are 

28 This procee~inq is also known as the W3-RsW (risk, return, ana 
ratemaking) ru~g. 

29 The subje1 d~;c!~ass, to· the extent that it affects this 
proceeding, if. discussed 'in a separate section of this de~iSion • 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
SUMMARY OF ADOPTED MARGINAL COS'l'S 

TEST YEAR 198a 

MARGINAL ENERGY COSTS 

Generation 
Transmission 
Distribution: 

Primary 
Secondary 

MARGINAL DEMAND COSTS 

Generation 
Transmission 
Distribution: 

MARGINAL CUSTOMER COS 

Domestie 
GS-1 
GS-2 
PA-l 
PA-2 
TOTJ-8-Seco 
Tou-a-Pr" 
TOU-8- ransmission 
LS-3-Pr" ary 
LS-3-S ondary 

LSl 
-2-Primary 
-2-5eeondary 

L-1 
DWL-A 
DWL-B 
DWL-C 
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0 .. 0290 
0.0295-

($ /kW /":lEAR) 

69.48 
33 .. 10 

4$.06-
52.22 

( S/COSTOMER/'i'EAR) 

43 .. 44 
43.10 

211.65-
128 .. 53 
214.37 

l342.$2 
2139.68 
2l39.68 

3l7.8S: 
80.04 

3 .. l0 
7.32 
5:34 
3.40 
3.40 
3 .. 40· 
0.00 
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/ 
apparently well-lalown to the parties in this proceeaing who, most 
unanimously endorsed an allocation of Edison's revenue 
basea on EPMC. 30 

only one party to this proceeding, ACWA, en rsed a 
different approach. Specifically, ACWA recommended~at class cost 
responsi):)ility be ):)ased on an equal rate of return;method.ology.. As 

Edison correctly points out this ~pproach is based on the utility's 
embedded costs, a basis for ratemaking which ~ commission has 
clearly rejected in !avor of marginal costA~'s arquments 
concerning the potential long-term negative pact on certain 
customer classes of adopting an EPMC reven e allocation could have 
been more constructively applied to propoials relating to the 
ilnplementation of EPMC. / 

We therefore adopt in· this ~oCeedin9' a full EPMC 
approach for allocating Edison'S revenue requirement. Our adoption 
of this methodology, however, as e~lained in the succeeding 
sections, does not end the discus;ton 01: revenue allocation.. In 
tact, the use of EPMC requires the Commission to resolve such 
critical issues as the mannerif' which it will be implemented and 
the extent to which it will be applied to all customer classes and 
to all rate schedules within osc classes. 
C ~ Implementa:ti9n of EPMC pivenu.e Alloeati9n , 

It is the issue ~ implementation of a full EPMC revenue 
allocation for Edison which was the center of debate in this 

d
' I . procce ~ng. The reason or th~s controversy is clear. 

30 ~he ro organization notes that while it has traditionally 
ad.vocated the use of/the utility'S actual or embedded cost as the 
most appropriate blS for revenue allocation, it joins CMA., 
CLECA/CSPG, FEA, PS , and Edison in supporting a revenue allocation· 
based on full EPMC. IU states that its support is based on the 
substantial simila ity in results of embedded cost and marginal 
cost-based anAlyse;r and the potential of an EPMC methodology 
providing ac=ai price sic;nals and avoiding uneconomic bYPas,,~ 
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x. Revenue AllogtioD 

A. xru:roduetism 
Revenue allocation is 

adopted revenue requirement is divided up among the va 
customer classes (inter-class) and among schedules w' 
customer class (intra-class). For purposes of reve e allocation, 
Edison's ratepayers have been classi~ied into the ollowing 
customer groups: domestic, small and medium li~t and power, large 
polNer, agrieul tural and pumping, and street arj1 area lightinq. 
Issues related to revenue allocation inclux::e e methodology to be 
ustad in allocating the revenue requirement;- the manner in which 
that :methodology is to be imple:mented; an the propriety of 
applying the same methodology to both i~r-class and intra-class 
revenue allocation and including all ~tomer classes (i.e., 
streetlight customers) in ,the revenu,lallocation. 

In recent years the comm~ion has adhered to a policy 
that, to the extent practical, to~l revenue should be allocated to 
ratepayers on the basis of theiri'share of the utility's marginal 
cost. As explained in our priot section on marginal cost, we 
believe that the reliance o~"rqinal cost principles aehieves 
equity in rates by relating~e costs 'imposed on the utility system 
to the customer responsible for those costs. 

In determining~e appropriate methodology to use in 
allocating revenues, the commission has had to balance its goal of 
achieving marginal cosf ratemaking'against the potentially negative 
, . I , 
~pact on certa~n customer qroups of restructur1ng revenue 
responsibilities. ~Among the methods considered by the Commission 
over the last s;.feral years have been the Equal Percent of Marginal 
Cost (EPMC) ap]?t'oach, the System Average Percentage Change (SAPC) 

approach, andJ'a wei~hted average eombinati~n Q! the two. 
:i:C allocates the revenue requi~ement on an equal basis 

. relatiVj th" marqinal cost-based burden each oustome" class 
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• Specifically, the acloption of EPMC for Ec!ison as the exC1USi/ 

basis for revenue allocation, even if implemented over ,~~e?iod of 
years, will result in a significant rearrangement of re~nue 
responsibility among Edison's customer groups. This impact is in 
part due to the historic allocation of Edison's rev~es on a basis 
other than EPMC. In Edison's last general ra~e ~, for instance, 
an allocation formula of a weighted average of 5 EPMC, 95% SAPC, 
was adopted. (D.84-12-068 at pp. 270-271.) 

As a result, Edison's present rate are currently quite 

• 

• 

" far from EPMC. Our move to EPMC could the;efore result in 
significant increases to the domestic clas's and substantial 
decreases for the large power class. Thl Commission must consider 
if and to what extent these shifts ~venue responsibility should 
be lnitiqated in implementinq EPMC. 

1. PArties PQsitions 
a. Ediscm. 

Edison has determined that it is necessary to mitigate 
the adverse bill impacts on ce~in customers that would result 
from an immediate implementatioh of a full EPMC revenue allocation 
~ethodoloqy. To this end, Edison proposes a three-year phase-in 

I 
plan resulting in a full EPMC revenue allocation by 1990. 

Edison'S Phase-i~proposal calls for three annual revenue 
allocation adjustments. The first of these would take place in the 

t 
test year ~9SS when the total January 1, 1988 revenue requirement, 
including the revenue re~irement adopted in this proceeding, would 
be allocated on the basIs of a weighted average of 2/3 $APC and 1/3 

I. 
EPMC. The revenue requ~rement for 1989 would be allocated on the 

~ 

basis of a weighted average of 1/3 SAPC and 2/3 EPMC, with full 
EPMC achieved by 199d. In support of its approach, Edison states 

J 

that its phase-in m~thodoloqy:. (1) treats all customer and rate 
groups equitably an~ consistently since they all steadily converge 
on full EPMC; (2) ~ understandable and easily applied: and (3) 

\ 

best ensures the achievement of full EPMC within three years • 
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imposes on the system. SAPC adjusts existing revenue 
responsibilities for each customer class or schedule by 
average percentage change in revenue requirement. 

Most recently, for PG&E we concluded that 
marginal cost ratemaking could be achieved only by 
the EPMC methodology for both inter-class and 
allocation. In adopting a full l~PMC methodol 
we recoqnizec:l the need for moder~!lting the 
approach would have on certain customer cl~;~~:~. 
determined that the adopted EPMCrevenue ~_,_~w~ 

which such :Ion 
We therefore 

should be 
phased-in prior to the next general 
limiting the percentage by which ,the 
change over the SAFC for the ro:t'Elc:a:s:I'C 

ease and that a cap 
class rate could 

period (1987) should be used. 
S percentage point cap over the 

system average increase for ~~'~~~I~~ other than agriculture, and a 
Z.5 percentage point cap over for agriculture. Based on the 
revenue requirement adopted P~~E, the only classes whieh 
ultimately required any wlere the residential and small 
light and power (S%) and tural (2.5%) classes. (See 
D.86-08-083, at pp. 67 -

In 0.86-08-08 , we concluded that our approach to 
implementing EPMC for E would achieve our goal of a marginal 
cost-based revenue ~~.L~~oQtion without a significant detrimental 
impact on any class. Nevertheless, while we :Iodopted a cap 
tor the 1987 period, we declined to adopt any caps in that 
proceeding for 1988 and 1989 periods. Parties were given the 
opportunity to such proposals, it necessary, in subsequent 
PG&E ECAC J)r(x:eecl:~nc:r 

0.86-08-083, we issued D.87-05-071 in 
on revisions t~ electric 
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Edison has further proposed that the EPMC phase-in be 
implemented in the next ",two Attrition Rate Adjustment (ARAVtilings 
(i.e, 1989 and 1990). Edison supports the use of the ~ 
proceeding b~~cause it is the forum. in which a complet~Pdate of 
base rate factors is developed. According to Ediso , the ARA is 
also based on a calendar year which more naturall fits with the 
forecast process of billing determinants and bas rate costs. 
Edison rejects using the ECAC to implement the phase-in on ~e 
grounds that such an approach would unnecess ily complicate the 
a·lready burdened ECAC proceeding. / 

With respect to PSO's proposed~ethod of applying Hcaps" 
in phasing-in EPMC, Edison. states that~e adoption of this 
approach for PG&E in 0.86-08-083 is not dispositive of the 
propriety of applying a similar me~OlOqy to- Edison. Edison 
notes the following differences between the PG&E proceeding and the 
present one: (1) PG&E was requ~ting a significant decrease in 
revenues while Edison is reques~ng an increase, and (2) PG&E's 
present rate revenues were muc,t closer to EPMC to begin with than 
are Edison's present rate re~nues. 

Edison further ci~s three shortcomings wi~~ the PSD 
approach. First, Edison s~tes that PSO's methodology would result 
in some rate groups initi/lly moving further away from EPMC. 
Second, Edison believes tb.at it is unlikely that PSO can achieve 
its objective of reaehin'q full EPMC by 1990~ citing PSD testimony 

• I ...:I • that an ~nerea$C or decrease beyon~ a certaln range would mean that 
full EPMC could not b' reached using the proposed PSD caps. Third, 
Edison warns that psd,s proposal to forecast the third year's 
revenue reCfllirementLis an overly complicated process. 

Edison also rejects the proposals of other parties, like 
CMA and FEAr who sb.ggest a more rapid. movement to EPMC. Edison , 
believes that a mOre immediate move to full EPMC will result in 
severe bill impabts tor such customer groups as general service and 
agricultural and pumping customers; . 
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utility ratemaking ~echanisms.27 In 0.87-05-071, the 
focused. on rules aimed, among' other thing's, at addressing 
threat of customers' bypassing the electric utilities' 
favor of self-genera.tion. 28 Our particular concern, as 
in 0.87-05-071, is that a customer with self-g'enera~.~~.AI 
exceeding the utility's short-run marginal costs will 
utility system (uneconomic bypass). When this siw~'~~.~U occurs, we 
have found that the customer's self-generation 
inefficient allocation of society's resources." 
p. 3.) 

Included in the policies announced 
address the problems created by bypass was 

in "an 
0 .. 8-7-05-071, at 

0.8-7-05-071 to 
end.orselnent of 

utility revenue allocations based on EPMC 
re~.sons as support tc:.r "e~racing EPMC 

revenue allocation" (1£. at p. S): ( 

We cited the following' 
a guiding principle for 

of relating eaCh class's revenue ~6'~~ to- the costs of 
providing service to that class~ 
subsidies that distort price ~.~~uGr. 
inefficiencies to the detrtment 

EPMC helps reduce inter-c:La:ss 

(3) EPMC 

is leffective in bringing rates,..., ... ""'" ....... to marginal costs in 
precisely those custol~er cla.:).I:>~i:i most likely to bypass the utility 
system. 
B. 

, it is clear that we are fully 
for revenue allocation as the most 

costs customers impose on the system. an,:} as . 
reSl)onSeI to the threat of bypass. Our intentions .'1r,e 

accurate way to re 
an etfective 

al~;o known as the "3-Rs" (risk, return, and 

of bypnss, to the extent that it affects this 
discussed in a separate section of this decision • 
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b. ~ 
PSO proposes that 

adopted, but, like Edison, suggests that the impact 0 this change 
i~ revenue responsibility be mitigated by implement' 9 EPMC over 
the three-year general rate case cycle. PSD reco ends that this 
end be accomplished by setting an S% cap above 
increase for the first year for all customer 

e system average 

settin'q the second-year class revenue requir 
of the revenue requirements in the first 

ents At the average 
third years. 

PSO acknowledges that under its 
initially move further from EPMC than 

pproaeh some classes may 
y currently are. PSO 

states that this result occurs due to e cap limiting the 
increases to some, primarily the difme tic class, with the remaininq 
revenue requirement being allocated 0 the other classes. PSD 
believes, however, that those cust ers who would potentially mOVe 
in the Nwrong* direction WOUld:;l ~ be those who would view 
investment decisions on a multi- ear basis and would be able to 
view the allocation adjustment n a similar basis. PSD also noted 
that were the revenue requirement to ~e siqnificantly higher or 
lower than the range betwetEdison,s and PSD's proposals, the cap 
might require adjustment. 

With respect tO I e forum in which the phase-in would be 
implemented, PSt) believes! that the ECAC proceeding is the most 
convenient place for ~ transition to take place. PSD states 
that production s~ula~ons are already eonducted in ECAC, even 

, I • 
though on a d1fferentJYear ~aS1S than the general rate case. 
Further, PSD asserts~at ECACs are technical proceedings which 
already involve sub~tantial hearing time, utilize the experts and 
information neeessa to reestimate marqinal costs, and currently 
involve allocation and rate design issues. (See,. e.g., 0-.86-0S-083 
at 52; 0.87-01-05 at 24.) PSO rejects the use of the attrition 
proceeding which, in PSO's view is intended to be a fairly s~ple 
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apparently well-known to the parties in this 
unanimously en~orse~ an allocation ot Edison's revenue 
base~ on EPMc.29 

Only one party to this proceedinq, ACWA, ndorsed a 
~ifterent approach. Specitically, ACWA recommend that class cost 
responsibility be based on an equal rate ot retfn: methodolO9Y. As 

Edison correctly points out this approach is ~sed on the utility's 
embedded costs, a basis tor ratemaking Wh~'eh e Commission has 
clearly rejected in favor of marqinal cost. ACWA's arquments 
concerninq the potential lonq-term negati e ~pact on certain 
custome~ classes of adoptinq an EPMC re,tnue'allocation could have 
been more constructively applied to pr~osals relatinq t~ the 
implementation of EPMC. - / 

We therefore a~opt in this!proceedinq a full EPMC 
approach for allocatinq Edison's r/venue requirement. Our adoption 
of this methodolO9Y, however, as lained in the succeeding 
sections, does not end the dis ssion of revenue allocation. In 
faet, the use of EPMC require the Commission to resolVe such 
critical issues as the mannerlin which it will be implemented and 
the extent to which it will;lbe applied to all customer classes and 
to all rate sehe~ules ~n those classes. 
c. ImPlQentation of ~Revenue Allocation 

. It is the issJe of implementation ot a full EPMC revenue 
allocation for EdisonJ'hieh was the center of debate in this 
proceeding. The reason tor this controversy is clear. 

29 The IU orga,ization notes that while it has traditionally 
advocated the use of the utility'S actual or embedded cost as the 
most appropria,;te basis for revenue allocation, it joins CHA, 
CLECA/CSPG, FEA, PSD, and Edison in supporting a revenue allocation 
based on full' EPMC. IU states that its support is based on the 
substantial~imilarity in results ot embedded cost and marqinal 
cost-based analyses and the potential of an EPMC methodology 
prOVid~~ccur~te price Si~1:4~: avoiding uneconomic bypass • 
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and exped.itious proceeding, handled in "cookbook" fashion, 
should not qet bo9ged down in major allocation issues. 

c. gm. 
In CMA's opinion, for an extended per~od high r 

charged to large power customers have shielded other cu omers from 
Edison's increasing costs. CMA states that the Commis ion itself 
has recognized the need to redress the inequities in 
revenue allocation by ~oving to EPMC revenue alloc ions. 
(D.86-08-083, 0.87-05-071., ~ 

CMA acknowledges that principles of rafe stability 
justify a transition periodl to correct the in~ities in the 
existing revenue allocation. CMA differs, ~~ver, as to the time 
required for this transition and the manne;!in which such a phase
in should oceur. CMA sU9~ests that W~~th D's reduced revenue 
requirement, there is no reason to tak three years for the 
transition. Instead, CMA recommends two-year transition period 
using a 13% per year increase in~o /stic rates. 

CMA also endorses a tran ition to EPMC by capped 
adjustments and not by reliance SAPC as suggestea by Eaison. In 
CMA's view, the differences betw'een these methods is not in the 
impact on the domestic customeis, but in how quickly the large 
power customers are relievedjof their burden of subsidizing other 
classes. CMA notes that under the capped increase method, rates 

1
/. tor all other c asses exc~t GS-l converge l.n 1988 upon 

approximately the same pcfint at about 100% of EPMC. Using Edison's 
transition ~ethod, CMA;tsserts that major disparities in how the 
several classes bear the subsidy provided to domestic customers is 
perpetuated. ~ 

With respect to the appropriate torum for making 
transition adjustm£nts to tull EPMC, CMA concurs with the use of 
the ECAC proceed:i.~<J as proposed. by PSD.. In CMA's view, the ECAC 
proceeding prov~es qreater assurance of expeditious consideration 
of updated costls. CMA also notes that the continued existence of 
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Specifically, the adoption of EPMC for Edison as the e 
basis for revenue allocation, even if implemented 
years, will result in a significant rearranqement 
responsibility among Edison's eustomer groups. 

revenue ' 
is impact is in 

part aue to the historic allocation of Edison' revenues on a basis 
other than EPMC. In Edison's last gener~l r e case, for instance, 
an allocation formula of a weighted averag of 5% EPMC, 95% SAPC, 
was adopted. (0.84-12-068 at pp. 270-27 ) 

As a result, Edison's present rates are currently quite 
far from EPMC. Our move to EPMC coul therefore result in 
significant inereases to the domest· elass and substantial 
decreases for the large power cla ~he Commission must consider 
if and to what extent these shif s in revenue responsibility should 
De mitigatea in implementing E 

1. Parties Positions 
a. Edison 

ined that it is necessary to mitigate 
the adverse bill impacts on certain customers that would result 
from an ~ediate impl entation of a full EPMC revenue allocation 
methodology. ~o this end, Edison proposes a three-year phase-in 
plan resulting in a ull EPMC revenue allocation by 1990. 

Edison's phase-in proposal calls for three annual revenue 
allocation adjus The first of these would take place in the 
test year 1988 en the total January 1, 1988 revenue requirement, 
including the evenue requirement adopted in this proceeding, would 
be allocated n the basis of a weighted average of 2/3 SAPC and 1/3 
EPMC.The evenue requirement for 1989 would be allocated on the 
basis of weighted average of 1/3 SAPC and 2/3 EPMC, with full 
~C ach· ved. by 1990. In support of its approach, Edison states 
that it phase-in methodology: (1) treats all eustomer and. rate 
groups equitably and consi~~p.n~~ since they all steadily converge 

",'" 

on fu 1 EPMC;' (2) is understandable and easily applied; and (3) 
~!st ensures the achievement of full EPMC within three years. 
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the attrition rate adjustment proceedings remains at issue in 

R.86-10-001. ~. 
d • .m 

1U asserts that two policy considerations quire the 
earliest possible phase-in ot full EPMC on the Edis n system. 
These include the spector ot further indu:strial bJPass in response 
to Edison's excessive industrial rates and the ~lative impact on 
utility customers of revenue reallocation in t e test yenr versus 
revenue reallocation in sUbsequent years. I 
more gradual phase-in may tend to reduce r e shock tor some 
customers, it also postpones rate reliet or customers considering 
uneconomic bypass alternatives. XU als states that the Commission 
should carefully consider whether post~ning rate adjustments to 
future years will, in fact, reduce r~ shoek. 

With Edison's original r7vfenue request of $302 million, 
1'0' proposes a cap of 21% as the maoximu:m initial increase any 

I 
customer class should receive with a maximu:m full three-year phase-
in. under PSD's $37S million d/crease, XU recommends a 10% c~p 
with a 100% EP.MC reallocation/£o be attained within two rather than 
three years. Should the rev~ue requirement fall somewhere between 
th~se two recommended levels(, XU presented a third revenue 
allocation option based on/the level of Edison's present revenues. 
Under this scenario, a ~ of 13% would apply, and the move to full 
EPMC would be accomplished in two rather than three years. 

I • • IU asks that;any revenue allocat1on update occurr1ng 
between general rate eases be ministerial in nature and not result 

I 

in a full-blown recasting of marginal cost concepts, studies, or 
findings. with respkct to procedural forum, XU endorses PSD's 

I 

recommendation of the ECAC. IU believes that as ECAC has evolved , 
over the years, ~s type of proceeding offers. the most promising , 
time fra:me and hearing resources for this kind of issue. 1U 
~lieves that th}s position is further enhanced by the Commission's 
forthcoming elimination of the attrition proceedings, a type of 
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Edison has further proposed that the EPMC phase-in be 
implemented in the next two Attrition Rate Adjustment (A:RA) f ....... lojoi\oj 

(i.e, 1989 and 1990) .. Edison supports the use ot the AP:A 
proceedinq because it is the forum in which a complete 
base rate factors is developed. According to' Edison, the 
also based on a calendar year which more naturally fits 
forecast process of billing determinants and base ~~-L~ 
Edisol:l rej eets using the l~CAC to implement the phas 
qrounds that such an approach would unnecessarily_~._~.~ 
already burdened ECAC proceeding. 

With respect to PSO's proposed 
in phasing-in EPMC, Edison states that the of this 

..... .l.i» ... "',~itive of the appro~\ch for PG&E in 0.86-08-083 
propriety of applyinq a similar 
notes the following differences 
present one: (1) PG&E was 

to Edison. Edison 
PG&E proceedinq and the 

a siqnifieant decrease in 
increase, and (2) PG&E's 

present rate revenu~~s were much w.1.AJ5~~~ to EPMC to begin with than 
~re Edison'~ present rate r~~e%lU.[S 

Edison further eites shortcomings with the PSD 

approach.. First, Edison 
in some rate groups' ini ........... ., 

s that PSD's methodology would result 
moving further away from EPMC. 
it is unlikely that PSO ean achieve 

tull EPMC by 1990, citing PSO testimony 
beyond a certain range would mean that 

reached using the proposed PSO caps. Third, 
's proposal to forecast the third year's 

equ.:r~~el~~is an overly complicated proeess. 

S,econd, Edison believes 
its objective ot • ..:~:r.~"l""l'" 
that an increase or 
full EPMC could not 

rejects the proposals ot other parties, like 
C~ and FEAr suqgest a more rapid movement to EPMC. Edison 
believes that-, ~~~e immediate move to full EPMC will result in 
severe bill 
a9'%'icul 

... g. ...... ;;. tor such customer qroups as general service and 
and pumping customers • 
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proceeding the Commission has expressed a great desire 
cookbook fashion, quickly with few hearings. 

e. Ztl\. 

~in 

FEA urges this Commission to recognize tha movement 
toward marginal cost-based revenues should be syst atic, should 
present consistent signals to Edison's customers, and should be as 
rapid as possible. FEA finds numerous problems in this regard with 
both Edison's and PSO's revenue allocation pr 

According to FEA, the Edison form a is flawed because it 
allocates first-year increases to several ate classes that deserve 
rev~nue decreases, ignores the need to m e classes toward cost in 
an Absolute sense, and fails to produc~a systematic or logical 
pattern of movement toward marginal c~t revenue allocation. FEA 
recommenas rejection of PSO's reco~nded approach on the bases 
that is not sensitive to the levell'0t revenue increase granted and 
produces erratic movement towardfPMC reven.ues. 

FEA therefore recommeJds that the Commission attempt to
eliminate at least 50% of exi~ing revenue sUbsidies in the test 
year. FEA further reco'1JJ:Jr&enai that caps should be established to
constrain revenue increases/and decreases in each step and that the 
Commission should avoid atlocations that 'do not consistently move 
tow~~d cost-based revenuts. As the amount of revenue requirement 
found appropriate by ~ commission decreases, the FEA also 
believes that the speed at which classes can be moved to EPMC based 
revenue allocation sioUld increase. 

I . 
1: .. g:iEgl~ 

_ CLECA/CS~ believe that customer classes such as large 
power should not And cannot continue to subsidize other customer 

I ' 
classes. CLECA~esPG urge the commission to demonstrate our 
commitment to the goal o~ an EPMC revenue allocation by adopting a 
fixed imPl~e~tion sChedule in the qeneral rate ease. CLECA/CSPG· 
support 'lUI plemenb1:ion effectiVe JanUILry l., 1988 • 
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PSI) proposes that a 100% EPMC revenue all 
adopted, but, like Edison, suggests that the impact 
in revenue responsibility De mitigated by implementing 
the three-year general rate case cycle. PSI) 
ena be accomplished by setting an 8t cap above 
~ncrease for the first year for all customer 

average 
"'_Q.i;j~F-i;;>, and by 

setting the second-year class revenue the average 
of the revenue requirements in the first and 

PSD acknowledges that under its 
initially move further from EPMC than they 

some classes may 
tly are. PSD 

limiting the states that this result occurs due to 
increases to some, primarily the 
revenue requirement being allocated to 

, ... ,A.Q. ... ' .... , with the remaining 
other classes. PSI) 

believes, however, that those who would potentially move 
those who would view in the MwrongM direction would 

investment decisions on a mul 
view the allocation adjustment 

basis and would be able to 
similar basis. PSI) also noted 

e~~~]~e~len~ to be siqn1ficantly higher or 
lower than the range between __ ~ __ .. 's and PSD's proposals, the cap 
that were the revenue 

might require adjustment. 
with respect to 

iinplemented., PSD believes 
convenient place tor this 
that production i;;>_~~._a."' •. y'l~ 

forum in which the phase-in would be 
the ECAC proceeding is the most 
tion to take place. PSD states 

are already conducted in ECAC, even 
basis than the general rate case. though on a different 

Further, PSO asserts ECACs are te~ical proceedings which 
already involve 

proceeding 

hearing time, utilize the experts and 
to reestimate ~ginal costs, and currently 
rate design issues. (See, e.g., D.86-08-083 

at 24.) PSO rejects the use of ,~~~~trition 
intended to be a fairly simple 
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~ CLECAfCSPG recognize that Wbile favoring an immed~ 

• 

• 

shift to EPMC revenue allocation, such may not be acceptable to, the 
Commission especially in the event of an increase as pr~sed by 
E,:lison. If there is a phase-in, CLECA/CSPG recommend t.1lat it be 
a,:lopted in only two phases -- January 1, 1988, and J&£uary ~, ~989. 
CLECA/CSPG believe that a longer phase-in will inc7~se the danger 
of bypass by keeping lower power rates at unneces~rily high levels 
for a longer period and reducing the credibilit~Of the 
Commission's commitment to a full EPMC alloca~on. 

CLECA/CSPG also favor a phase-in using a capped EPMC 
. / 1 methodolocr.r_ CLECA/CSPG state that Edl.son' b end of EPMC/S'A:PC 

undermines the commitment to EPMC allocat'on. 
In CLECA/CSPG's view, 'however" in undertaking a phase-in 

there should not be any discretion or onditions precluding the 
J 

attainment of full EPMC by a certain;date, even potential rate 
shock. CLECA/CSPG therefore enaorse either the FEA's or IU's 
phase-in proposals as providing ~ greatest certainty and 
appropriate price signals. ;I 

Finally, CLECA/CSPG ~e a danger in linking the phase-in 
of a full EPMC allocation to· ARk cases especially in light of the 
potential tor their eliminat~n. (See o.e7-0S-07l.) However, as 

j 

long as the ARA continues, ;CLECA/CSPG state that the escalation 
factors developed in the ~ could be used in making adjustments to 
marginal demand and cust~mer costs adopted in the general rate ease 
'iTithout relitigating either these costs or the escalation faetors. 
If the ARA ceases to ~~ist, CLECA/CSPG suggest that the escalation 
factors would have to/be adopted in ECAC. 

,I 
g .. ~ /' , 

While not'addressing revenue allocation in an opening 
brief, TORN did so'in its reply brief filed on AUgilst 24, 1987. 

'XU'RN states that,/all parties recognize that the lIlovement to full 
EPMC should be phased-in to avoid rate shock to the residential 

/ 
I 

/ 
I , 
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and expeditious proceeding, handled in wcookbookw fashion, 
should not get bogged down.in major allocation issues. 

c. ~ 
In CHA's opinion, tor an extended period high 

charged to large power customers have shielded other 
Edison's increasing costs. CMA states that the 
has recognized the need to redress the inequities 
revenue allocation by moving to. EPMC revenue alloea~~ons 
(0.86-08-083, 0.87-05-071.) 

from 
itself 

CMA acknowledges that principles 
justify a transition period to correct the 
existing revenue allocation. CMA differs, 
required for this transition and the ~.~Ul'~fo 

stability 

~~~~v~~, as to the time 
in which such a phase-

in should occur. 's reduced revenue 
three years for the requirement, there is no reason to 

transition. 
using a 13% per year increase in QQ'me:s~ rates • 

tion to· EPMC by capped CMA also endorses a 
adjustments and not by reliance 
CHA's view, the differences 

SAP~ as suggested by Edison. In 
these methods is not in the 

stc::>mE~.t's, but in how quickly the large impact on the domestic 
their burden of subsidizing other 

classes. the capped increase method, rates 
for all other classes GS-1 converge in 1988 upon 
approximately the same at about 100% of EPMC. Using Edison's 
transition lnethod, CMA Ao:;.~e:;J;'1;.~ that lnajor disparities in how the 
several classes bear subsidy provided to domestic customers is 
perpetuated. 

Wi th re:S"'E~ee to the appropriate forum for making 
s~men~s to full EPMC, CMA concurs with the use of transition adj 

as proposed by ..t'lSO:.·. In CMA.' s view, the EChO 
s greater assurance of expeditious consideration 

CMA also notes that the continued existence of 
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class. TURN urges the COlDlllission to encourage rate st~ility and/' 
avoid rate sbock. ~ ~ 

To this end, TURN specifically recommends the adopt~n of 
PSD's cap ~ethodolo9Y. TORN believes that PSD's revenue.al~cation 
is also preferable to all other proposals because it red~~s the. 

incentive for larqe industrial users to seek speeial cog{racts and 
lessens those custo~ers' ability to use the threat of 
obtain even qreater c,oncessions in future proceedin 

2 • l2,is9U:?si2n 
We have car.efully considered the pro each of the 

parties regarding the ilDplementation of a.n E revenue alloea:l:ion 
for Edison. As in thc~ case of the EPMC~ mdology itself, we note 
a striking unani~i ty :Ln the positions whi have been taken. 
Although OIA, IU, FEA j , and CLECAjCSPG su gest that an immediate 
move be made to full l~MC revenue all~d(tion, eaeh has acknowledged 
the dramatie shift in revenue respon1ibility Which such a change 
could cause and have suggested var~us approaches to mitigate that 
impact. Further, despite their ~coqnition of the possible need to 
phase-in EPMC, these parties, ;r/wever, also seek assurance from the 
Commission, in the form of a fixed schedule of implementation, that 
the commission remains firm:;i committed to EPMC. 

~he dif!erences~tween the pa.rties eenter on the 
mechanism to be used forpitigating the effects of EPMC, the length 
of time which should belallowed to phase-in an EPMC revenue 
allocation, and the fcfum for implementing that phase-in. With 
respect to these is;'es, we again find similarities in the 
positions of the pa't'ties. Except for Edison, all of the other 
parties favor a cipping approach which stays NtrueN to' EPMC rather 
than an incorpo~tion of SAPC in the phase-in process. The 
parties' posit~ns also reflect endorsement of a phase-in that is 
no longer t.ba:rI three years and possibly as short as two years 
depending on the revenue requirement adopted for Edison in this 
proceeding. Finally, except for Edison, all other parties believe 
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the attrition rate acljlustment proceedings relDains at issue in 
R.86-10-001 .. 

d .. m 
IU asserts that two policy considerations 

earliest possible phase-in of fUll EPMC on the Edison ~v~~h~ 
These include the spector ot turther industrial ~ypass ~ response 
to Edison's excessive industrial rates and the relati~ impact on 
utility customers ot.revenue reallocation in the te$t year versus 
revenue reallocation in sUbsequent years. r,tr sta~ that while a 
more gradual phase-in may tend. te, reduce ratl"tedc:k tor some 
customers, it also postpones rate reliet tor tomers co~sidering 
uneconomic bypass alternatives. IO also sta1 s that the Commission 
should carefully consider whether postPo~i rate adjustments to 
future years will, in fact, reduce rate ock. 

With Edison's original revenu request ot $302 million, 
XU proposes a cap of 21% as the ~~xtm~ initial ,increase any 
customer class should receive with ~axim~ full three-year phase
in. Under PSD's $375 million decr~se, XU recommends a lO% cap, 
with a 100% EPMC reallocation to~e attained within two rathe~ than 
three years. Should the reven~e requirement tall somewhere between 
these.two recommended levels, presented a third revenue . 
allocation option based on e level of Ecliso:n's present revenues. 
Uncler this scenario, a cap of 13% would apply, and the move to full 
EPMC woulcl be accomplished in two rather than three years. 

IO asks that /ny revenue allocation update occurrinq .. 
between general rate ctses be ndn1sterial in nature and not result 
in a full-blown re~ing of marginal cost concepts, studies, or 
findings. With re~ct to procedural forum, XU endorses PSD's 
recommendation o;/,the ECAC. XU believes that as ECAC has evolved 
over the years,;tnis type ot proceeding ofters the most promising 
time fra:me alley hearinq resources for this kind of issue. IU 
believes thatfthis position is turther enhanced by the Commission's 
fortheomin elimination of the attrition proceedings, a type of 
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th ,. . f· .... h ..... "1 /d' at ~t ~s most appropr~ate or ~e p ase-.n to ~e ~p e7e e ~n 

ECAC, as opposed to the .A:RA (attrition) proceeding. ' , 
With these basic positions, we also aqrec. ~e need to 

mitigate the negative effects on certain customer~o ps caused by 

the shift to EPMC is even more pronounced for Ediso than it was 
for PG&E. Additionally, unlike PG&E, Edison's cu ent rates are 
not close to full EPMC, havinq not been allocated on that basis in 
the past, and will not be the subject of a sisn'ificant rate 

# 

decrease as a result of this proceeding. ~e we intend to ~atch 
eost responsibility to the appropriate customer ~oup, we do not 
i:l.tenc3. to cause rate shock to tl:lose c:ust~er groups (e.g_, 
Qomestie) who have no options ir.l purcha~ng or generating 
electricity other than accepting serv~e from the utility_ 

We also find that the elas~s (e.g., large power) who 
will ultimately benefit most from ~ adoption of EPMC are also 
thos.e, as PSD has noted, who arc: ~le to' make economic deCiSions, 
:Lncluding consideration of reven6e allocation adjustments, on a 
ltI.ulti-year basis. We believe J/nat our move to EP~C in this ease 
~{ill provide significant eno~h rate realignments and provide 
sufficient assurance of our~ommitment to' EPMC that the large power 
class can properly asses IS Jhether bypass of the utility system is 
economically warr,mted. 

We find that' is therefore reasonable to adopt a phase
in of the full EP1'!C relenue allocation for Edison. The method 
whieh we endorse and~as been endorsed by the majority of the 
parties is a Ncappi~qN approach. This approach will permit us to 
i~ple~ent a full EPMC methodology while allowing us SUfficient 
flexibility to tak~ in~~ account the need to mitigate any resulting 
rate shock • 

l . 
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proceeding the Commission has expressed a great desire to UQ.A~_~ 
cookbook fashion, quickly with tew hearings. 

e. .El2», 

FEA urges this commission to 2:,ecoqnize 
toward marginal cOGt-based revenues should be 
present consistent signals to Edison's customers, 
rapid. as possible. FEA finds numerous problems in ,............... regard with 
both Edison's and PSO's revenue allocation propo 

Accordin~ to FEA, the Edison tormula 
allocates first-ye~~r increases to several 
revenue decreases, ignores the need to 
an absolute sense, ~md tails to produce 
plLttern of movement toward marginal revenue allocation. 
recommends rejection of PSD's re,e~~E~~lea approach on the bases 
that is not sensitive to the level revenue increase granted and 
pr10duces erratic movem.ent toward revenues. 

FEA therefore reco;mme~~s that the commission attempt to 
eliminate at least 50% ot revenue subsidies in the test 
year. FEA turther reco:m:m,enll:l~ that caps should be estal:>lished to 
constrain revenue 
Commission should 

decreases in each step and that the 
~~.~'~~w ... '~u'.... that do, not consistently move 

toward cost-based ~~"~~"A~ As the amount ot revenue requirelllent 
commission decreases, the FEA also found appropriate by 

Delieves that the at which classes can be moved to EPMC based 
revenue allocation .~,v~, ... ~ increase. 

f. 

power 
classes. 

believe that customer classes such as larqe 
cannot continue to subsidize other customer 

"-,,w,r:./J'I.' CSPG urge the commission to, demonstrate our 
the qoal ot an EPMC revenue allocation by adopting a 

.w~~~~,tation schedule in the general rate case. ~/~~G 
" 

ilnplementation effective January 1, 1988. 
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In deteminin9' the most appropl:'iat~ caps to adopt ( we 
have developed .the following table to reflect tbe impact 
revlt'!nue allocation approaches would have on rates. Thi 
based for illustration purposes on a zero-dollar incr se, includes 
revenue allocations (1) proposed in this proceeding (2) adopted in 
PG&E, (3) based on full EPMC, (4) based on SAPC, d (S) based on a 
5% cap. for all classes • 
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CLECA/CSPG recO<plize that while favoring an immed 
shift to EPMC revenue allocation, such may not De acceptab 
Commission especially in the event of an increase as pr~op<~e:a 
Edison. If there is a phase-in, CLECA/CSPG recommend 
adopted in only two phases -- January 1,'1988, and 
CLECA/CSPG Delieve that a longer phase-in will 
of bypass by keeping large power rates at unneces 
for a longer period and reducing the credibili of the 
Commission's commitment to a full EPMC all 

1, 1989. 
the danger 
high levels 

CIiECA/CSPG also favor a phase-in _ ..... "'1 a capped EPMC 

blend of EPMC/SAPC methodology.. CLECA/CSPG state that Edi 
undermines the commitment to EPMC all 

In CI2.CA/ CSPG' s view, 
there should not be any discretion or tions precluding the 
attainment of full EPMC DY a date, even potential rate 

either the FEA's or :CO's 
greatest certainty and 

shock. CLECA/CSPG therefore ~.u'I.l""~.".~ 

phase-in proposals as providing 
appropriate price signals. 

Finally, CLECA/ CSPG a danger in linking the phase-in 
cases especially in light of the 

(See 0.87-05-071.) However, as 
of a full EPMC' allocation to 
potential ror their el"".u. ...... ~ .. ~l" 

marginal demand and 
without relitigating 
If the ARA ceases to 
factors would have 

g.. .11Jlm 

CLECA/CSPG state that the escalation 
could be used in making adjustments to 
costs adopted in the general rate case 

these costs or the escalation factors. 
, CLECA/CSPG suggest that the escalation 

adopted in ECAC. 

addressing revenue allocation in an opening 
in its reply brief filed on Auqust 24, 1987. 

all parties recognize that the movement t~ full 
EPMC should shock to the residential 
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,,,,8/lj.7. • SOUTKERN CALIFORNIA EDISON' C~PAHY 
ALTERNATIVE REVENUE ALLOCATION M(TKOOS 

(1) (Z) 0) 1:SC£i (~) (PG£) (REVIS£C» 
SALtS PRESENT SAPC FULL 2/3 SAPC C£NERAL SEt.ECTlVE ALTERNATE 

RATE EPMC Ul fPMC CAPPEl,) CAPPED CAPP£I,) 
REV (X) (%) (X) (PMC (%) EPMC (X) EPHC ex> 

CUSTOMER GROUP (GIJII) <000',) (000'.) INC. (000'.) INC. (000).) fNC. (OOO'a) INC. (000'.) INC. (OOO·~) tMC. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ___ .~. 

OOKEsnc 1,610,007 I~ ',92'.571 19 1,713 .. ~ 6- 1,7'38.742' 8 , .690.466 S 1.690.466 S 

SHIMEO POJER 
GS" 3,953 407,6" 417.741 2 1.10,988 1 440 .. 220 3 427.c:>92 5 427.992 ~ 

Gs-2 17,846 1,509,264 (6) '.537,095 (2) 1.551.201 (1) 1.553.211 1.581,270 

LAReE POIoIER 
Too·a:2HO 6.782 567,36l 567.362 0 (4) 534.429 (6) S4~,458 (4) 5104,789 (4) 
TOU·3:PRI 10,406 7&S.264 7M,2M 0 (5) 7'13,445- (9) 723 .. 16/3. (7) 70.275 (?) 

Tou-a:SUB 3.16l 196,880 196.880 0 (6) 164,676- (14) 172',157 (13) 17'1.946 (13) 

ACIU CUL TUllE 
PA·' 1,723 144.241 144.241 0 141.961 (2) 143,~1 4 147,&47 2 1~',4S3 5 
PA·2 3S4 za.347 2a,347 0 2'7.19a (4) 27 .. 964 29.0Sl ~ 29.194 3 

STREfTL.IGHTIN' 471 75,'137 75. ,17 0 57,957 (23) 69,410 (8) 59.764 (20) 59,732 (21) 

.. --•..•.......•.....•..•..•••...•••...•.......•.•.•••.••.•.•.....•..•...•..•.•.•.•••••.••.•••.•.•.•..••..•••..••... . ...••.••..•...•.•....•. _ ...... 
TOTAL 64,529 5.384.1117 5.,384. "7 5,3&4,"7 5,384,"1 

REVENUE R(OUIRE"E~r: 

(1) ~t~r Updot~. 
(2) saaed on $('ptembt'r Upc:late S41ln and Pr~nt Roter. .~ of November '5. 1967. 
e3) Bostd on M~rgi~l Costs 1rom thi~ Oeci.lon. 

5.384.117 5.384. ',7 
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class. TURN urges the commission to encourage rate 
avoid rate shock. 

To this end, TURN specifically recommends adoption ot 
PSO's cap methoaoloqy. TtT.RN beli4aves that PSO's rev ue allocation 
is also preferable to all other proposals because' reduces the 
incentive tor large industrial users to- seek spe 1al contracts and 
lessens those customers' ability to- use the at of bypass to 
o~tain even greater concessions in future pr 

2. J2is<c!lssicm 
We have carefully considered th proposals of each of the 

parties regarding the implementation of n EPMC revenue allocation 
for Edison. As in the case ot the EPM methodoloqy itself, we note 
a striking unanimity in the positio which have been taken. 
Al though CMA, nr, FEA, and CI:ECA/CS G suggest that an immediate 
move be made to full EPMC revenue llocation, each has acknowledged 
the dr~tic shitt in revenue re ponsibility which suCh a change 
could cause and have suggested arious approaches to mitigate that 
impact. recognition of the possible need to 
phase-in EPMC, these partie , however, also seek assurance from the 
Commission, in the form 0 a fixed schedule of implementation, that 
the Commi~sion remains f'r.mly com~itted to EPMC. 

The difteren s between the parties center on the 
mechanism to be used or mitigating the effects ot EPMC, the length 
ot time which shoul be allowed to phase-in an EPMC revenue 
allocation, and th torum tor implementing that phase-in. With 
respect to these ssues, we again find sfmilarities in the 
positiOns ot th parties. Except tor Edison, allot the other 
parties tavor capping approach which stays WtrueW to EPMC rather 

parties' po 

no longer 

oration of SAPC in the phase-in process. The 
tions also reflect ~~dorsement ot a phase-in that is 

an three years and possibly as short as two years 
n the revenue reqQirement adopted tor Edison in this 

Finally, except tor Edison, all other parties believe 
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Based on the record in this proceeding, we find th t 

P$I)'s approach. to- phasing-in an EPMC rc~venue alloeation'is est 
matched to our goals. our only ebange to that methodol is the 
adoption of a S% cap over SAPC, as ,opposed to S% cap o~r SAPC, for 
all classes in the first year of the thr(~e-year phas in of EJ?MC .. 
As the preceding table reflects, the imp~ct o~ adop inc; a 5% cap on 
revenue increases results in only a minor change the decreases 
resulting to the large power class.. We believe e:efore that our 
adoption of a S% cap over SAPC provides qreate relief from rate 
shock to classes who are negatively affected~y our move to EPMC 
while still providing significant rate reductions ~or large power 

customers~ if 
In applying the cap adopted i this proceeding, however, 

we find no basis in this record tor selectively applying different 
I 

caps to different customer classes. ;we therefore adopt a single 
cap (5% over SAPC) to be uniformly ~plied to all customer classes. 

For the two years tOllo"ng ~e test year, we understand 
the intent of PSD's recommendation to set the second-year class 
revenue requirement at the ave~ge of the revenue requirements for 
the first and third years. Itfis obvious that PSD seeks to ensure, 
as we do, the attainment of ;fUll EPMC at the end of Edison's 
current rate case cycle (1~0). 'I'his approach, however, steems 
nearly impossible to implement due to the complexities of , 
torecasting the utilitY'$ third-year revenue requirement in the 
second year. ;I 

We will the~fore tollow the approach adopted tor PG&E. 
Thus, a cap ot 5% ov~ SAPC will be adopted for the test year 
(19S8}, but no caPS/Will be adopted in this proceeding tor either 
1989 or 1990. Ins;tead, we ask the parties to provide such capping 
proposals, it necessary, on an annual basis, the nature of and 
~Or'l.U'll tor WhiChfre discussel:\ :below. We assure the parties that 
this finding in no way signals a retreat trom EPMC. We intena to 

I 
achieve 'lull me revenue al:Location tor Edison by 1990, and this 
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that it is Dost appropriate for ~~e phase-in to be ~plemented in 
ECAC, as opposed to thEl ARA (attrition) proceeding. 

With these basic posi til::>ns, we also aqree. The need to 
Ditigate the negative effects on certain customer qroups caused b 
tho shift to EPMC is even more prl::>nounced tor Edison than it w 
for PC&E. Additionally, unlike PG&E, EdisOIl'S current rates 

~ 

not close to full EPMC, having no't: been allocated on that 10 
the past, and will not be the sUbject of a siqni:ficant ra a 
decrease as a result of this proc1aeding.. While we inte 
cost responsibility to the appropriate customer group we do- not 
intend to cause rate shock to tho:~e customer groups e.g., 
dom~stic) who have no clptions in purchasing or goe rating 
electricity other than accepting l~ervice from utility. 

We also find that the classes (e .. q., 
will ultimat~ly benefit most trom our adopti 

who 

those, as PSD has noted, who are able to m e economic decisions, 
includinq consideration of revenue alloca ion adjustments, on a 
multi-year basis. We believe that our ve to EPMC in this case 
will provide significant enough rate alignments and provide 
sufficient assurance of our commitme to EPMC that the large power 
class can properly assess whether ass'of the utility system is 
economically warranted. 

We :find that it is th efore reasonable to adopt a phase
in of the full EPMC revenue al ocation for Edison. The method 
which we endorse is a phase-' approach '.lrith caps as necessary for 
individual classes. This proach will permit us to implement a 
full EPMC methodology vh! allowing us sufficient flexibility to 
take into account the ne d to mitigate any resulting rate shock • 

J 
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intent should be reflected in any revenue allocation proposed for 
Edison in 1989 and 1990. We believe, however, that to a~eve our 
goal of full E~1C and ensure rate stability the adz:oted ~venue 
all~ation fO,r the two years following the test year s ould :be 
based on the circumstances existing at that ti~e. 

with respect to the appropriate forum fo making the 
necessary revenue allocation adjustments, we con~r witn PSD and 
the majority of the parties that the ECAC proC7eding should ~e 
used. The initial reason for instituting th~-R'S rulemaking 
(R.S6-l0-00l) was specifically to consider ~ether the continuation 
of the ARA (attrition) proceeding ma,c3.e sen* in light of current 
and expected econom.ic conditions. 'W,e fourid in D.87-05-071 th~t low 
inflation and more stable capital costS;'cOUld lead to relatively 
small ARA increases over the next fel/l fears. Further, the 
elimination Of ARA could foster qreao,:.er productivity and cost-, 
cutting on the part of the utility.! In response to this situation, 
we considerec3. the complete elimin~ion of ARA. Based on utility 
concerns that not all growth in demand results in a net increase in 
revenues (i.e., as resulting fr~ an increase in residential 

I 
customers), however, we limited the elimination of ARA at this time 
to the larqe power class. CotS7-0S-0971, at pp. 6-7.,) 

Our partial elimi~tion of the ARA proceeding coupled 
with our belief in the benlfits to :be achieved :by its total 

I 
elimination suqsest thatjthis proceeding is not an appropriate 
forum to implement the ~ee-year phase-in of the EPMC revenue 
allocation adopted in/~iS proceedinq_ The uncertainty about the 
future of this proceeding~ as well as its elimination tor a • 
siqnifieant class, mrakes the ARA proceeding inappropriate for a 
process which ~take place in the next three years and must 
eonsider all clasS qroups_ ou~ decision to use the ECAC proceeding 
for eonsiderati~ of revenue allocation issues also mirrors our 

I 

conclusions injPG&E'S most recent general rate case. (See 
0.86-0S-0S3, ~ pa 52.) 
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In determining the most appropriate caps to adopt, w~ 
have developed the followinq table to reflect the impact v~us 
revenue allocation approaches would have on rates. ~his ~le, 

based for illustration purposes on a zero-dollar increa~ includes 
revenue allocations (1) proposed in this proceeding, > adopted in 
PG·&E,. (3) based on full EPMC,. (4) based on SAPC, an (S) based on a 

5% cap for all classes • 
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11/18/. • SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA £OlSON: COMPANY 
ALTERNATIVE REVENUE ALLOCATIONc HtTHOOS 

(1) (2) (3) (set) (!>SO) (PC() (RevlSi!n) 
PRESENT $APe fULL V3 SAPe CENERAL SELECTIVE ALTERNATE 

RATE EPMC 1/3EPMC CAs>PtD CAPPEO ,tAPPEO 
CX) ex> (X) EPMC (X) EPIIC ex> EPMC CX, 

CUSTOMER CROUP (000'.) INC. (000'.) INC. (000'.) INC. (000'.) INC. (OOO~.) INC. (000'.) INC. 
.. __ .........................•..•..•••..••••••••••••••..................................... -.... -... ~-.-...... ~. 

OOMESTIC 19,m 1,610,007 1,&\0..,007 0 1,921,571 19 1,713,862' 6 1,733,742 8 1,690,466-

SMIMEO POwER 
CS'1 3,953 407,611 407,6'1 2 410,988 1 440,220 8 427,992 
CS'2 17,846 1,569,264 1,569,264 0 (6) 1,537,m (2) 1,551,201 (1) 1,583,211 

LARCE POWER 
Tou·a:2NO 6,782 567,362 567,362 0 507,406 (4) 534,429 (6) 545.458 
Tou·a:PRI 10,406 785,268. 785,268. 0 6Tf;J69 (14) (5) 713.445- ~) 728.168 
Tou·a:SU8 3,163 196,880 196.880 0 160.147 (19) 168,676 (14) 172,157 

ACRICULTURE 
PA·1 1,m 144,241 144,241 0 141,961 (2) 14l,431 4 147.847 
PA·2 354 28,347 28,34" 0 27,198, (4) 27,964 (1) 29,053-

STREETLICHTrNC 471 75,137 75,137 0 57.957 (23) 69.410- (8) 59,240 

............•...•••.•••••••••••.•••..............................••••••.••••••••••••••......•..•.•••••...••••..••..•.•.•... 
TOTAL 64,529 5.384,117 5,384.117 5,384,117 5,384, ',7 

REVENue REOUIR£M£NT: S,384,117 

(1) ~tembe~ Updat~. 

(2) Based on ~tember Upciatt' Salt'll end Prt'Seflt Ratt'll as of Novembe~ 15, 1987. 
(3) Based on "arginol Costs from tni~ decision. 

5,384,117 

5 1,690,466- ~ 

5 427,992 5 
1,5051,210 

(4) 544,789 (4) 
(7) 72",27'S (7) 

(13) 171.946 (13) 

2 151,453 5 
2 29,194 :5 

(20) 59 .. 73l (21) 
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With respect to the issues to be heard in ECAC, we share 
those parties' concerns regarding the complete reliti9atio~f 
general rate case issues (i.e., marginal cost levels) in;ECAC. We 
find our direction in PG&E's current ECAC proceeding r~arding the 
prese~tation of revenue allocation and rate design i ~es in that 
proceeding to be dispositive. Specifically, in 0.8 -07-091, we 
concluded as follows: 

HOur past practice, with some exceptio s, is 
that rate desi~, revenue allocatio , and 
marginal cost 1ssues should be rev~wed in 
general rate eases and not in ECAc1proceedings. 
However, there are circumstanees;tnat justify 
deviation from that practice here. Moreover, 
the decision in PG&E's last an al rate case 
stated that the Commission wo ld allow for 
changes in the caps on EPMC n future tECACJ 
proceedings. 

." ." ." 

*Accordir.~gly, to provid 
reasonable flexibilit~ in addition to showings 
based on SAPC, the record in this phase should 
include showings based on EPMC for interclass 
allocations. Howevfir, in the interest of not 
allowing this pro~eeding to beeome bogged down 
in either major ~olicy arguments or the minutia 
inherent in full~blow rate design proceedings, 
we will limit EPMC showings ••• to adjustment 
of the caps applied to the EPMC interclass 
allocation pr~iously adopted.* (D.87-07-09~, 
at p. 5.) I 
We therefo~ find that Edison's ECAC proceedings for 1989 

and 1990 are the app~opriate forums for considering for inter-class 
revenue alloeatio~the necess~ty, if any, of cappin~ the EPMC 
revenue allocation for each of those periods and·the level of such 
a cap. As statea in 0.87-07-091, the consideration of revenue 
·allocation iss1es in ECAC, however, does not and should not include 
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• relitigation of the marginal cost structure and, levels adopted in 
this proceeding. 31 '/ 

For rate changes occurring between this rate case and 
Edison's 1989 ECAC, we find that the revenue allocati~ approach 
(EPMC with a 5% cap over SAPC) adopted in this proc ding should be 
applied to those intervening rate increases or de 
Similarly, the revenue allocation approach adop d in Edison's ECAC 
proceedings for the 1989 and. 1990 periods sho Cl be appl'ied. to 
Edison's intervening offset filings made a/!t each of these 
proceedings. 

The only exception to this app~ach will be for minor 
rate adjustm~nts. In those eases, for~se of administration, we 
will tollow the approach adopted. for P¢&E in 0.86-08-083 and permit 
Edison to use equal cents per kWh tol rate adjustments less than 

It. ~ 
D. Inter=Class and Xntra:<:lass RCven,u., Al1QCa;tioD 

In 0.86-08-083, the ,tmmission adopted for PG&E an EPMC 

• 

revenue allocation for bOth~er-Class and intra-class revenue 
allocation. In this procee nq, the parties' attention largely 
focused on the inter-class evenue allocation. For intra-class 
revenue allocation, howev r, Edison made a separat,e proposal for 
small and large light power customers, and PSD attempted to 
develop evenue allocation for agricultural and 
pumping customers. 

• 

Specifical y, tor those rate schedules within a rate 
costs have not been determined in this 

31 We note that Edison and PSO have sUggested some minor 
adjustments to customer and demand charqes to reflect changes in 
the revenue iequirelnent in the period between rate cases. These 
propriety o~such adjustments are discussed in the rate design 
section of ~is decision. Our conclusions, however, will be in 
keeping with our findings above. ' 

I . 
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Based on the record in this proceeding, ~~e tind that a ~ 
modification ot Edison's approach is best matched to our goals~~ I 
will adopt an approach that moves each class 1/3 o:~ the way J»- full 
EPMC, with a cap of S% on increases to any class in the t:i.."Est year. 
Any remaining revenue decreases will be spread to· rJle l~e power 
classes in proportion to the deviation of each class~om full 
EPMC. We believe that our adoption ot a 5% cap to~esidential 
provides adequate relief from rate shock while st~ll providing 
significant rate reductions for large power custt'mj~rs. Large power 
customers will see a decrease of greater than~3 of the percentage 
difference between present rates and full E~C. This faster 
approach to EPMC will assure large power cuStomers of our 
commitment to expeditiously achieve full~PMC. 

For subsequent years, we will~ontinue p~asing-in to full 
EPMC, mitigating rate shock as required ~y using caps. We ask the 
parties to provide such capping propO:als, as necessary, on an 
annual basis, the nature ot and fo~ for which are discussed 
below. We assure the parties tha~thiS finding in no way signals a 
re'treat from EPMC. We intend to ;achieve full EPMC revenue 
allocation tor Edison as soon a~possible, and this intent should 
be retlected in any revenue alJfocation proposed for Edison in 1989 

and 1990. We believe, howevel, that to achieve our goal of full 
I 

EPMC and ensure rate stability the adopted revenue allocation for 
the two years followil'l.g thl test year should be based on the 
circumstances existing a~that time. 

With respect to the appropriate forum for making the 
necessary revenue allo~tion adjustments, we concur with PSD and 
th4~ maj ori ty of the parties that the ECAC proceeding should be 
used. The initial 7'ason for instituting the 3-R's rulemaking 
(R.86-10-001) was ~ecifically to consider whether the continuation 
ot the ARA. (attri;1-0n) proceeding mad~ ... s:el"-=,,) in light of current 
and expected economic conditions. We ~ound in D.~7-05-071 that low 
inflation and m6re stable capital costs could leaa to relatively 
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proceeding (i.e., GS-l, GS-l-APS, GS-l-PG, ana TC-l), Edison 
recommends that the revenue :equirement be allo~ated t~'rate 
schedule ~ased on equal percent of present rate revenues. 3 For 
those rate schedules for which marginal costs have been alculated 
in this proceeding (i.e., Proposed Schedules ~OU-S-SEC TOU-S-PRI, 
and ~OU-S-SOB), Edison proposes to further allocate e revenue 
requirement for the customer qroup t~ those ratt· s edules on the 
basis of full EPMC. 

Edison notes that there was no disaqr ement concerning 
its proposal and asks that it therefore be a~~ted. In its brief, 
CLECA/CSPG has indicated itsaqreement with)Edison that allocation 
to service voltage sub-classes within the rge power classes 
should be made on a full EPMC ~asis. 

For agricultural and. pumping stomers, PSO had supported 
an intra-elass revenue allocation for A-l and PA-Z and PSD's 
proposed optional agricultural schled es based on specific 
cu~t~mer-incurred costs and use ch"aeteristi~s. As PSD has noted 
in i ~~ brief, the complexity of ~~ effort and the ~sence of 
SUfficient data, however, prev:tn ed ?SO from establishing the level 
of refinement which it sought thin the hearing time available. 
PSO therefore concludes that ch a revenue allocation for the 
agricultural class cannot be/undertaken at this time. PSO 
recownends, however, that Eiison b~h ordered. to- collect the 
necessary data on agrieul~al customers to- permit an intra-class 
revenue allocation for ~l agricultural rate schedules and options 
to be accomplished no later than the next general rate case. 

We find tha-elEd.ison's proposal tor small ligh.t and power 
intra-class revenue ~location is reasonable in this particular . \ 

32 For eXal'nple, once the GS-l Rate·. Group revenue requirel:lent is 
determined l:lase upon EPMC, that re'lenUe requirement should be 
allocatea to ~ rate schedules in that rate group on an equal 
percent ot pre 'ent rate revenues basis • 
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small ARA increases over the next few years. FUrther, the 
elimination of ARA could foster greater productivity and cost
cutting on the part ot the utility.. In response to this situation, 
we considered the complete elimination of ARA. Based on utility 
concerns that not all growth in demand results in a net increase 
revenues (i.e., as resulting trom an increase in residential 
customers), however, we limited the elimination ot ARA at th' 
to the large power class. (0.87-05-0971, at pp. 6-7.) 

Our partial elimination of the ARA proceeding oupled 
with our belief in the bene!i ts to be achieved by its otal 
elimination suggest that this proceeding is not an~propriate 
forum to implement the three-year phase-in of th PMC revenue 
allocation adopted in this proceeding. The un rtainty about the 
future ot this proceeding, as well as its el 
si'gniticant class, makes the A:RA proceeding: l.nappropriate for a 
process which should take place expeditio ly and must consider all 
class groups. Our decision to use the C proceeding tor 
consideration ot revenue allocation i ues also mirrors our 
conclusions in PG&E's most recent 
0.86-08-083, at p. 52.) 

with respect to the is es to be heard in ECAC, we share 
those parties' concerns regard' 9 the complete relitigation ot 
general rate case issues (i.eI, marginal cost levels) in ECAC. We 
tind our direction in PC&E' current ECAC proceeding regarding the 
presentation of revenue ocation and rate design issues in that 
proceeding to be dispos Specifically, in 0.87-07-091, we 

WOur past actice, with some exceptions, is 
that rat desi~, revenue allocation, and 
margi cost ~ssueG sbou14 be reviewed in 
gener rate cases and not in ECAC proceedings. 
Howev. r, there are circumstances that justify 
dev~ tion from that practice here. MoreOVer, 
th decision in PG&E's last annual rate ease 

ted that the Commission would allow tor 
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cas~~. Having no marginal costs calcul~.ted for rate schE:dules 
within the small' light and power group, it would be futile to order 
an intra-class revenue allocation based on EPMC. An alloca~n 

/ therefore based on equal percent of present rate re~enues~s an 
appropriate alternative in this context and should be ad6pted. 

We also find, as PSD has concluded, that ou~record is 
insufficient to order a cost-based intra-class reve~e allocation 
for the agricultural rate schedules in this proceeding. We will 
therefore adopt PSO's proposal, to which Edison/as concurred, to 
allocate any revenue shortfall resulting from the implementation of 
new agricultural rate options equally among ~l agricultural rate 
schedules. -/ 

To the extent possible, however;fit is our goal to 
achieve EPMC for all class revenue allo,ltions. To this end, we 
will adopt the EPMC revenue alloeation;to rate schedule for the 
large power class. Further, we will;4irect Edison to collect the 
data to develop the marginal costs pecessary to achieve an EPMC 
intra-class revenue allocation fo:ithe small light and power and 

I 
agricultural rate schedules for ~dison's next general rate case. 
With such information in the reford of that proceeding, an EPMC 
revenue allocation can be a~eved for both inter-class and intra-

I 

cla.ss revenue allocation at;that time. 
E. street ADd Area LightjJtg 

The costs impO~d on the utility system by streetlight 
customers fall into tw~~asic categories: a facilities component 
and an ener~J compon ~ •. Traditionally, the revenue requirement 
for the streetlight group had been excluded from the marginal cost 
revenue allocatio process. In Edison's last general rate case 
(D.84-l2-048), for instance, the Commission had found that the 
unique COmbination of operating charcteristics of the streetlight 

I 
group required their exclusion from the revenue allocation process. 
These characferistics includea non-metered service, uniform load 
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changes in the caps on EPMC in future (ECAC) 
proceedings. 

." ." ." 

*Accordingly, to provide the Commission w 
reasonable flexibility, in addition to 
based on SAPC, the record in this phas should 
include showings based on EPMC tor i erclass 
allocations. However, in the inter t of not 
allowing this proceeding to become 09qcd down 
in either major policy arquments the minutia 
inherent in full-blow rate desi proceedings, 
we will limit EPMC showings ••• 0 adjustment 
of the caps applied to the EPM interclas~;, 
allocation previously adopted (0.87-07-091, 
at p. 5.) 

We therefore 
and ~990 are the appropriate fo tor considering for inter-class 
revl~nue allocation the necessity, if lJ:nY, ot capping; the EPMC 
revenue allocation for each of ose periods and the level of such 
a cap. As' stated in 0.87-07-0 ,the consideration of revenue 
allocation issues in ECAC, ho ever, does not and should not include 
relitigation of the margina cost structure and leve.ls adopted in 
this proceeding. 30 

For rate change occurring between this ra~e case and 
Edison's 1989 ECAC, we nd that the rate schedules :ihould be 
changed by the system erage percentage change to ~lintain the 
relationships adopte in this proceeding. Similarly, the revenue 
allocation approach dopted in Edison's ECAC proceedings for the 
1989 and 1990 peri identity the methodoloqy to be applied 

30 We note at Edison and PSD have suggested some minor 
~ldjustlllents 0 customer and demand charges to reflect changes ,l.."'l .• 
the revenue requirement in the period between rate cases. TheGe 
propriety f such adjustnents are discussed in the rate desiqn 
section 0 this decision. Our conclusions,. however, will be in 
keeping th o,ur findin91l~ aDove. 
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~ shape, utility ownership of the end-use equipment or !acili~ 

• 

• 

(streetlights), and low, oft-peak energy consumption. 
In 0.86-08-083, in which we determined PG&E's 

costs for 1987, the commission departed from ~is trad' ional 
approaoh. speoifically, the Commission determined t the energy 
component of streetliqht costs shcluld be inoluded.' the revenue 
allocation process while the faoilities charges w~ld. continue to 
be excluded. 33 In doing so, we recognized the ~iqueness of the 
streetliqht facility ~eing associated with ena/use, but the· 
s~ilarity between streetlight enerqy charg~and energy charges 
incurred. by other customer classes. We determined that, in order 
to ~reat all classes equally, the revenue requirement associated 
with streetlight energy usage should be ncluded in the marginal 
cost revenue allocation. 

Despite this finding, Edis and Cal-SLA maintain in this 
proceeding that the streetlight qro should continue to ~e 
excluded in its entirety fr~m our;'arginal cost 'revenue allocation. 
Cal-SLA and Edison both point to~e small amount of energy usage 
by streetlights compared with ~e energy consumption of other 
classes. cal-SLA states that is usage does not justify adopting 
"'the fracpnented method'" (Cal LA Brief, at p.. S) used in PG&E for 
streetlight revenue allocat'on.. Cal-SLA argues that such an 
~Lpproach furthers no anal ical purpose and that exclusion of the 
energy component from hey, ue allocation ereat~$ no serious revenue 
shortfall. 

Edison simil rly relies upon the unique characteristics 
o,t streetlights as a basis for continuinq their complete exclusion 

Edison disagrees, however, with cal-SLA 

33 We also found that the exclusion of streetlight facilities 
would also permit us to unbundle that component of streetliqht 
rates and d/eter.mine its revenue re~~irement independentlY~ 
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to Edison's interveninq offset filings made after eaCh of these 
proceedings it other than SAPC. 

The only exception to this approach will be tor _ •• _. 
rate adjustments. In those cases, tor ease ot 
will tollow the approach adopted for PG&E in 0.S6-08-0 
EdisQ1n to use equal cents per kWh tor rate adjus'cn1en,:!V 
1%. 
D. 

In 0.86-08-083, the Commission 
revenue allocation tor both inter-c14ss and 
allocation. In this proceeding, the 
focused on the inter-class revenue ~_,_~_Q For intra-class 
revenue allocation, however, Edison made separate proposal tor 
small and large light and power CUS'1:o]n6%~S, and PSI) attempted to 
develop an intra-class revenue tor agricultural and 
pumping customers. 

Specifically, tor those 
group for which marginal costs 
proceeding (i.e., GS-l, GS-J..-I'~ 

schedules within a rate 

be allocated to rate recommends that 'the revenue 
schedule based on equal ~~'~~~~I~ of present rate revenues. 31 "For 

ft_~_~ marginal costs have been calculated those rate schedules tor 
in this proceeding (i.e. Proposed Schedules TOO-a-SEC, TOO-S-PRI, 
and Tou-a-StJ'S), Edison to further allocate the revenue 
re~irement tor the group to those rate schedules on the 
basis ot tull EPMC. 

that there was no disagreement concerning 
its proposal and that it therefore be adopted. In its brief, 

~~~,~~~, onee the GS-l Rate Group revenue requirement is 
~~,~~.~ upon EPMC, that revenue requirement should be 

rate schedules in that rate group on an equal 
pr'esene rate revenues basis. 
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that no serious revenue shortfall will result from such an 
approach. Edison states that simple logic dictates that if ~ 
streetliqht customers are excluded from the usual revenue ;I ~._ 
allocation process, revenues must then be allocated. in some other 

- I 
fashion. In Edison's view, the selection o.f ~ alternative method 
can indeed cause a serious revenue shortfall within ~ customer 
qrOl.l.p. / 

PSD urges the Commission to- fOllow its ~r~ach used in 
D.S6-0S-083. PSD notes that the very purposei:f stablishing 
c:us1:.omer classes is to group together customers that have si:tnilar 
characteristics, but are distinct in their ch acteristics from 
other groups. Thus, while PSD aCknOWledgeS~at the streetlight 
qroup might have a small tilllount of level, ,ff-peaJt energy usage 
relative to. total consumption, this circumstance, according to PSD, 
does not justify the excltLsion of the c;/oup in its entirety from 
the allocation of those rEtVenues requi.fed to meet energy needs. 

th I l' . d' PSD notes, howe"·er, at the oqJ.c of J.nclu J.nq 
streetlight energy charges~ in the ~venue allocation process does 
not extend to inclusion of the f~ilities charges in that process. 
PSD states that facilities char;fes, unlike streetlight energy 
charges, bear no relation to. the production, transmission, or 

I 
distribution of electricity ~d. therefore have no relation to a 
marginal cost revenue allclc'tion. 

I 
We find that PStfhas correctly interpreted and applied 

our most recent policy re~~arding the treatment of streetlight 
customers in the revenu' allocation process. We believe that 
0.86-08-083 makes cle~ our decision to exclude only the 
streetlight faciliti~ charge from this process. As that decision 
reflects and ?SO hasf indicated, this exclusion is appropriate for a 
charge which is reiated to end-use and w:tlich is not related to-

I -
those components which are included in a marginal cost revenue 
allocation. oesJitle the low, off-peak enersy usaqe by streetlight 
customers, it is en1ergy consumption none't.heless and. as such is 
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CLECA/CSPG has indicated its agreement with Edison that 
to service voltage sub-classes within the large power classes 
should be made on a full EPMe basis. 

For agricultural and pumpin9 customers, PSO had ~",~t'~'~~ 
an intra-class revenue allocation tor PA-l and PA-Z and ~YV'_ 
proposed optional agricultural schedules based on speci 
customer-incurred costs and use characteristics. As 

in it brief, the compl,exi ty of this effort and the 
sufficient data, however, prevented PSO trom 
of retinement which it SOU9ht within the hearing 
PSO therefore concludes that sucb a revenue al 

ime available. 
tion tor the 

agricultural class cannot be undertaken at PSO 
recommends, however, t~at Edison be 
necessary data on agricultural customers 
revenue allocation tor all agricultural 
to be accomplished no later than the 

We tind that Edison's prIOp~r!XILl. 

collect the 

permit an intra-class 
schedules and options 

general rate case. 
tor small li9ht and power 

intra-class revenue allocation is ~.~~~~nc~.,~ in this particular 
case. Having no margillal costs ted tor rate schedules 
within the small light and ~~~/~ group, it would be futile to· order 
an intra-class revenue based on EPMC. An allocation 
based on equal percent of 
appropriate alternative 
only exception to this 
which the revenue a1 
adopted rates to the 
schedules by both .w'oL .... ;;;O' ... 'u 

sent rate revenues is therefore an 
context and shOuld be adopted. The 

is tor Schedules TOU-GS and GS-2 tor 
should be determined by applying the 

ing determinants proposed tor those 
and PSD .. 

as PSO has concluded, that our record is 
insufficient to 
for the 

a cost-based intra-class revenue allocation 
rate schedul.as in this proceeding. We will 

PSO's proposal, to which Edison has concurred, to 
shortfall resulting ~rom the implementation o~ 
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properly includc~d in determininq class revenue responsibility. We 
therefore find reasonable and adopt the continued exclusion of 
streetlight facilities from the revenue allocation process, but the 
inclusion in that process of streetlight enerqy charges. " 
F.' contract Rate Revenue Deficiencies /' 

tor Incremental sales ;I 
As we discuss in the Rate Design section of this 

decision, Edison has proposed two contract rate sctredules as a 
means of mitigating uneconomic bypass. Edison h~ proposed to 

/ 
allocate the estimated contract rate revenu~e' iciency of $20 
million resulting from one of these rate sch ules (TOU-8-Cl-l) 
back to all customer groups and rate schedu es on an equal cents 
per kWh basis.. / 

We have concluded in our sectiQ~ on rate design that the 
'contract rate schedules being proposed;ty Edison should not be' 
adopted at this time and that issuei::lated to the development of 
those schedules are properly deferre to the 3-Rs Rulemaking 
(R.87-l0-001). 0.87-05-071 in the -Rs Rulemaking makes clear that 
the the policies adopted in that ~'cision are to be implemented in 
the 3-Rs Rulemakinq through the eXamination and development of 
guidelines for special contracts/, rate options and rate unbundling 
for different customer classes/and revised forecasts of sales and 
revenues. / 

It is therefore unnecessary tor any forecasted contract 
rate revenue deficiency to ie allocated to Edison's customers at 
this time. We also fin~d/at while revenue de!iciencies are 
appropriately considered n the revenue allocation process, an 
estimate ot losses whic may be incurred to ayoid a potential 
~ypass problem is prcscf1tly too speculative to warrant its adoption 
at this time. We bel~eve that MY issues related to the manner in 
Which this revenue~;:iciency i~. to be determined and allocated 
should first be COj dered in the same proceeding, R.87-0S-07l., in 
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new agricultural ,rate options equally among all agricultural r 
scb.eclules. 

To the extent possible, however, it is our goal 
achieve EPMC tor all class revenue allocations. To this we 
will aclopt the EPMC revenue allocation to rate sChedul for the 
larqe power class. Further, we will clire9t Edison to~ollect the 
data to develop the marginal costs necessary to ach~ve an EPMC 
intra-class revenue ~llocation tor the small light/and power and 
agricultural rate schedules tor Edison's next ge~ral rate case. 
with such intormation in the record ot that pr eeding, an EPMC 
revenue allocation can ~e achieved for ~oth 
class revenue allocation at tha~ time. 
E. street and Area Lighting 

The costs impose4 on the utili system by streetlight 
customers tall into two ~asic categori a tacilities component 
ancl an energy component. Traclitiona~, the revenue requirement 
to'r the streetlight group had been excluded from the marginal cost 
revenue allocation process. In E~on'S last general rate case 
(0.84-12-048), tor instance, the ommission hacl found that the 
unique combination of operating charcteristics of the streetlight 
qroup requirecl their exclusio from the revenue allocation process. 
These characteristics includ non-meterecl service, uniform loacl 
shape, utility ownership o?ithe end-Use equipment or facilities 
(streetlights), and low, off-peak ener9"J consUlllption. 

In D.86-08-083~ in which we determinecl PG&E's marginal 
costs for 1981, the Commission departecl from this traditional 
aplproach. SpecificalW, the Commission determined that the energy 
component of streetl ght costs should be included in the revenue 
allocation process hile the facilities charges would continue to 
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which the guidelines for special contracts and contract rates are 
being developed. 
G. Adopted RWenue A1120~ion 

/ 

The adopted revenue allocation reflected in the following 
table of this ALJ proposed decision is based on an estimate of the 
total revenue requirement which will be adopted tor Ediso~s of 
JanlJ,ary 1, 1988. This adopted revenue requirement is ~ently 
projected to include revenue changes resulting not on~y' from the 
decision in th.is general rate case, but also decisi~ relating to 
nuclear decommissioning (OII ·S6), the SONGS.2 and z!pre-commercial 
operation date and post-commercial operation datelrevenue 
requirement, amortization of various deferred ~it accounts, and 
refunds for 1987 impacts of the 'tax Reform Act of 1986. Present 
rate revenues reflect the November 1987 ra,el changes resulting from 
decisions in Edison's ECAC, AER, ERAM, c~c, and Chevron 
settlement and Uranium contract termina~on proceedings. (See the 

I 
attached appendices tor revenue detail~ . 

! 
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be exeluaea. 32 In aoing so, we recog~izea the uniquenes of the 
s'tre~etliCJht tacility being associated. with end.-use, b the 
silnilarity between streetlight energy char9'es and e rqy charges 
incurred by other customer classes. that, in order 
to treat all classes e~ally, the revenue requi ent associated 
with streetlight energy usage should be 1nclu d in the marginal 
cost revenue allocation. 

Despite this finding, Edison ana Cal~SLA maintain in this 
proceeding that the streetlight group ah ld continue to be 
e)'cludec1 in its entirety from our marq~(al cost revenue allocation. 
Cal-SLA and Edison both point to the mall amount of energy usage 
bj' streetlights comp4red with the e rqy conswnption ot other 
classes. Cal-SLA states that thi usage does not justify adopting 
lP'the !ra9ll1entec1 methodlP (Cal-SLA rief, at p. 5) used in PG&E tor 
s't.reetlight revenue allocation 
approach furthers no analytic 
energy component 
shortfall. 

Cal-SL~ argues that such an 
purpose and that exclusion of the 

allocation creates no serious revenue 

Edison relies upon the unique characteristics 
ot streetlights as a ba is for continuing their complete exclusion 
from revenue alloca~i • Edisl:;)n disagrees, however, with Cal-SLA 
that no serious reve e shortt."ll will result trom such an 
~pproach. Edison s tes that simple logic dictates that if 
streetliqht custo~rs are exc11.1ded from the usual revenue 
allocation procesS, revenues m1.1st then be allocatee! in some other 
fashion •. In Edson'S view, thea selection of an alternative method 
ca:n ind.eed cauie a se:t'ious reV4,nue shortfall wi thin the c:ustomer 
qroup. 

32 we~lso ~ound that the exclusion of streetli9ht facilities 
WO~;;:lSO·permit us to unbundle that component of streetlight 
rat;; and determine its revenue require:ent independently • 
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SOUTHERN CA~l'~NIA fOlSON eOMP~NY 
AOOPT~ wp~ ~H' RM~E Al.~CCATION tt 

EFFECTIVE JIJIUARY ',. ,9M 

SAI.ES PRf:SENT TOTA~ 'U~1. 5% CAPPED Al/ERACE 
2! RATE Me EPMC EPMC RATE 

R!'/ Revs '31 (%, 
OJSTOIoIER CROUP (CWH) (OOO's) (OOO'S) (OOO'a) IHC. INC. -....... -.... --..... -••........•..•..•....... -..... ~....•..•.......•........•. . ..•.....•.........•.. 

OOMES"l'IC 19,a:5Z 1,610,007 "Se~.30s. '.904,623 ,,, 4 0.0134 

$MIMED PO'w'ER (;S., 3.953 407,6tr 344,607 414,055 424.2'1"5 4 0.'07 
CS-: 17,846 '.569,264 ,,214.m ',567,l18 (0) 0.0138 

wet PO'.I£It 

TOU'8:2HO 6,7a2 S67~ 4'8.574 (m 539.982 (5) 0.080 
TOU·a:PItl: '0,406 7a5,2~ 558,182 (,S) nO,MS. (S) 0.069 
TOU'8:SUB 3. '03 196.880 1lZ,nO "9) ,70 .. 429 C't3) 0.054 

ACR I 0.11. TURe 

P"-1 '.n::s '44,24' 140.708 (2' 150, "., 4 0.087 
P"'2 '354 28,:47 26,959 (5) 28.'~37 2 0.082 

STRf:eTI.ICHTIHC 4'7't 75,137 57,,744 (~) 59,504 c:m 0.'26 

•..•......................•............. -.~ . .•.................•..•..•...........•...•..•..•....... 
TOTAl. 64.529 5,.336.9'7 5,336,9'ti' 0.083 
REltENUE 
REQUlltOI~T 

" ALthough 1aeflftY. dlarg~ and ol)tfOf'llll TOU meter Charges haw bHn excluded from the revenue 
allocation procO'S&. th~~ amounts hav" bHn -«led to the figures fn this tabL" fn ord"r to 

I 
obtain ttllt CO,,!K.t perCltntage incr"alea and av"rag .. r.t" calcloll"tfOf'lI. A breakdown of 
f.cH ftfflS cI\Irge. by CYlltomer grOU\:> fa giv.,., r" Appcndf/t ,. 

21 Sllles f;g~J.: are t41ken lrOlll th" September Update and r.flect ule. that have not ~ adjusted 
for wmplQ~df~OUnt~. / . 

. " .. ~ , ... , .. , eo." .. ood"'" by thl .... ",., • 
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PSO urges the Commission to- follow its approach 
0.86-08-083. PSO notes that the very purpose of establi 
customer classes is to group together customers that h e similar 
characteristics, but are distinct in their character' tics from 
other qroups. Thus, while PSO acknowledges that streetlight 
group might have a small amount of level, off-pe energy usage 
relative to total consumption, this circumstanc , according to- pso, 
dOEIS not justify the exclusion of the group i its entirety from 
the allocation of those rever.ues required t meet energy needs. 

PSO notes, however, that the 1 0 of including 
streetlight energy charges in the reven allocation process does 
not extend to- inclusion of the facilit'es charges in that process. 
PSD states that facilities charges, like streetlight energy 
charges, bear no relation to, the pr 
distribution of electricity and 

uotion, transmission, or 
retore have no· relation to a 

marginal cost revenue allocation 
We find that PSO has orrectly interpreted and applied 

our most recent policy regard'ng the trea1cnent of streetlight 
customers in the revenue al ationprocess. We believe that 
D.86-08-083 ~~es clear ou decision to exclude only the 
streetlight facilities rge from this process. As that decision 
retlects and PSO has in 
charge which is relate 

cated, this exclusion is appropriate for a 
to end-use and which is not related to, 

those components whic are included in a marginal cost revenue 
allocation. Daspit the low, off-peak energy usage by streetlight 
customers, it is e ergy consumption nonetheless and as such is 
properly included in determining class revenue responsibility. We 
therefore find 
streetlight fa 
inclusion in 

asonable and adopt the continued exclusion of 
ilities from the revenue allocation process, but the 
at process of streetlight energy charges. 
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A. XT(tro4uctiQD and. General PolilCY COD§idera'ti9Ds 
In 'the preceding section, we determine~ how 

adopted revenue requirement would be allocated to cu 
and to rate qroups within those C1'Jostomer groups (i ., domestic, 
small and medium power (GS-1 and GS-2), large po r ('1'0'0'-8 ($ec), 
'1'0"0'-8 (Prim), and '1'0'0'-8 (Subtrans;I), agricultu 1 and pumping (PA-l 
and PA-2), street and area li9htin9). We no 
task in this general rate ease of,determin· g the specific terms, 
conditions, and charges under each of Edi on's rate schedule 
included within each customer and rate OUp. 

As in the case ot adopting revenue allocation based on 
Equal Percent ot Marginal Cost (EPMC , our goal in rate design is 
to achieve rates which reflect the osts which the customer imposes 
on the system. This approach no only results in an equitable 
distribution of Edison's reven requirement, but also provides the 
most aecurate price signals t the customer regarding his energy 
consumption. To achieve th goals, we must also ensure that 
rates are structured in a ay so that customers can understand and 
respond appropriately to ose signals. 

For reasons w ich similarly supported our phase-in of an 
EPMC revenue allocatio for Edison, however, we also recognize that 
tull implementation ~ marginal eost-based rates may result in 
severe bill impaet:t'or some customers. For PG&E, tor instance, we 
recently found it cessary to temporarily limit the impact of 
certain charges t certain rate groups by imposing rate *limiters" 
or *oaps.* In aabpting these rate limiters, we sought, however,· to 

I ' still ensure re~very of the revenues allocated to the affected 
customer group r olass and to provide customers whose rates were 
capped with a lear signal of future bill increases. (O.S6-12-09l, 

at pp .. 57-59. 
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F. Contract Rate Revenue Deficiencies 
for Incremental Sales 

As we discuss in the Rate Design section of this 
decision, Edison has proposed two contract rate sehedules as a 
means of mitigating uneeonomie bypass. Edison has propose to 

I 
allocate the estimated contract rate revenue deficiency 9f $20 
million resulting from one of these rate schedules ('I'O~~-CR-l) 
back to all customer groups and rate schedules on an ~al cents 
per XWh basis. ~ 

We have concluded in our section on rate~~sign that the 
generic special contract rate schedule being pro sed by Edison 
('I'OC'-8-CR-2) should not be adopted at this time and that issues 
related to the development of that schedule a properly deferred 
to the 3-Rs Rulemaking (R.81-10-001). D.81- 5-011 in the 3-Rs 
Rulemaking makes clear that the the polici s adopted in that 
decision are to be implemented in the 3- Rulemaking through the 
examination and development of quideli 
rate options and rate unbundling for 

s for special contracts, 
fferent customer classes, 

and revised forecasts of sales and venues. 
We will permit Edison to implement the 'I'OU-8-CR-1 

schedule at this tilne, but will 
to R.87-10-00l as well. It is 
forecasted contract rate reve e 
Edison's customers at this t' e. 

fer any revenue allocation issues 
erefo're unnecessary for any 
deficiency to be allocated to 

We find that while revenue 
deficiencies are appropria ly considered in the revenue allocation 
process, an estimate of 1 sses which may be incurred to avoid ,a 

potential bypass pro}:lle is presently too speculative to warrant 
its adoption at this t We believe that any issues related to 
the manner in which is revenue deficiency is to be determined and 
allocated should fi st be considered in the same proceeding, 
R.81-05-01l, in w ch the guidelines to:':' spf'tcial contracts and 
contract rates a e being developed. \. . 
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In D.87-05-071 in the 3-Rs Rulemaking, we have also 
considered the impact of rate design and special contracts on 
bypass, the situation in which the customer chooses self-g~eneration 
over utility service discussed at leng-th. in prior seetions.;.'/ Among . ~ 

the policies adopted in 0.87-05-071 in the 3-Rs Rulemay-ng 
(R.86-10-001) to address the threat of uneconomic byp~SS was the 
need for the utility to ofter spec~al contracts an~ate options to 
customers in the large pO'wlrer class. We have madyclear in 
0.87-05-071 our intention to consider in the 3-:Qs, proceecling the 
quidelines and terms of the special contraets/.nd rate options 
referenced in that decision along with n~w 6recasts of sales and 
revenues tor the large po .... rer class which t e into aceount the 
requlatory revisions adopted in 0.87-05-0 1. 

The rate design principles whoCh are to quide the 
development of the rate options to be !onsidered in the 3-Rs 

Rulcmakl.ng , however, are ~Llso app~rp ately considered in the rate 
structures adopted in thi~~ proceedi g. These principles include 
the need to Hunl:>undleH rates (the rocess of pricing each of the 
various utility services :s:eparat¢y) and to differentiate between 
services and price. This appro,"ch, which, as an eXaIUple, would 
include the recovery of fixed e'osts in tixed charge components, 
offer another means of provid;(ng customers with accurate price 
signals. I 

Our current rate design philosophy can there tore be 
summarized as an effort tol'achieve easily understood, cost-based 
rates which are designed/to recover the customer groups' revenue 
requirement; to include any terms or conditions necessary to 

I 
mitigate, to the extent/possible and practical, any negative bill 
impacts; and to reflect a customer's usage patterns and 
characteristics. ThiJ·philosophyohaS largely been mirrored in the 
rate design recolDlllen~tions provided in this proceeding not only by . 
Edison and PSO, but ~y numerous interested parties. These parties 
inelude Toward Utility Rate Normalization ('l'ORN), the Western 

/ ... 
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G. Adoptc4 Revenue Allocation 
The adopted revenue allocation shown on the 

table of this decision is based on the total revenue ~~,~,-~,~~,~~ 
adopted for Edison as of January l, 1988. This aQc::;):9t~eQ 

requirement includes r,evenue chanqes. resulting 
decision in this gener~1 rate ease, but also ~~.~~.,~,~,~ relating to 
nuclear decomlllissionin,3' (OIl 86), the SONGS 2 3 pre-commercial 
operation date and post-commercial opera __ '~UI revenue 
requirement, aJnortization of various de 
retunds for 1987 ilIlpacts of the Tax Re 

debit accounts, and 
Act of 1986. Present 

rate revenues reflect 'the November 1987 changes resulting from 
decisions in Edison's ECAC, AER, ERAM CLMAC, and Chevron 
settlement and Uranium contract proceedings. (See 
Appendix E and Appendix F for detail.) The adopted ECAC 
and AER revenues shown in APlpeXlc:.l,~ E include adjustment for fuel 

~._~__ Meadow hydroelectr~c 
no revenue change because by 

is exactly offset by coincidence the fuel savings n~'cr'R~~R 
increases due to adopt,ed ~illLDl;j'\;'I~ in franchise fee and uncollectible 
factors. 
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Mobilehome Association (WMA), recreational vehicle (RV park 
owners, the Schools Committee to Red.uce Uti~ity Bill (SCR'Oa), the 

california Large Energy Consumers Association and e california 
Steel Producers ~roup (CLECA/CSPG), the Federal ecutive Agencies 
(FEA), the Industrial Users (IU), the Califo:rn· Manufacturers 
Association (CMA), the State Department of Ge eral Services (DeS), 
the Coqenerators of Southern California (CS 
california Water Agencies (ACWA), and the 
Street Light Association (CAL-SLA). 

, the Association of 
lifornia City-County 

·Before proceeding to those s cific recommendations, we 
note, for Edison's benefit, that we a reciate the differences in 
operations and customers between Ed·' on and PG&E. Edison has 
asserted this fact as a reason why e rate design approved for 
PG&E may not be suitable for Edis n. Our reliance on decisions 
relating to PG&E's adopted rate esign is, however, appropriate as 
a ~eans of identifying current ommission rate design policy; 
determining whether that poli is to be continued, modified, or 
abandoned; and ensuring, to e extent possible, consistent 
treatment of all ratepayers . 

Finally, Edison ~d PSD urge that the Commission 
recognize in reviewing th~r recommendations that their jointly and 
separate proposed rate s~ctures were based on the assumption that 
~1 would continue thrQ~gh the test year 1988. Because the 
commission has recently! eliminated ERAM for. large light and power 
customers in 0.87-05-071, Edison wishes to reserve the right to 
make needed modifieat&ons, if any, to its rate design through the 

it '.- • further proceedl.nq ~OVl.ded by D.87-05-071 l.n R.86-10-001. Our 
review of that dec' ion aoove makes clear that the Commission does 
intend to review i R.so-10-00l rate options and special contracts 
offered to the la ge power group. ':to the extent provided by that 
rulEmlaking, Edis and PSD are', of course, enti tled to participate 
and make rate d iqn recommendations • 
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CACO/lllI,lIc 

SOUTHERN CALI'ORNIA eDISON. COMPANY 
ADOPT~D PHAS~'lN SCAL~D REVtNU! ALLOCATION 1, 

!"ECTIV! JANUARY 1. 1988 

$ALES PREstNT TO'l'AL Me 'ULI. PIlASt-IN AVERAC! 
21 RA'I'! R£V ItM 31 ~PfoIC ex) SCALC RArE 

CUS'1'OM£R CROUP (C'WM) (000-.) (000'.) (000-.) INC. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - ••••••••• ~ ••••••• - •• •••• • ••••••••••••• F ••••••••••• 

DOM£S'l'IC 19,m 1,610,007 1,584.484 1,909,515 18.60 4.92 0.085 

$M/MEO PCWER 
CS·' 3,953 407.6'1 344,607 415,238 0.62 0.104 
cs·Z 17,t!46 1,569,264 1,2'14,887 , ,463,922 (2.24) 0.086 

WC£ POWER 
'I'OU-8:2ND 6,782 567,'J6? 418,574 504.365 546.088 (3.7'5) 0.081 
TOU'8:PRI 10,406 785,268 558.782 747.596 (4.80) o.on 
TOU'8:SUB 3.163 196.880 132 .. '10 '83,&41 (6.62) 0.058 

AClUCULTUR£ 2.077 "12~ 139.455 (2.60) 171,093 (0.87) 0.082 

STllE!TLICM'l'INC 471 75,131 19,882 (23.06) 69,3Q (7.69) 0.141 

••....•...•...••..••...•...•...••. -••..••...••..••.... ..••..••...•...••...•...••..••..••...•...••..•...•... 
'I'OTAL 64,529 5,384,1'" 5.351,454' 
REV!NUE 
REOUIREMENT 

" Altl'lOUgll ".efLftf .. char-gr and optfOt\al TOU ".t ... C:llar'll" IIa .... bee!'! e)(elua-d "r-0fII til. ~ 
aHoc:atlOt'. proc .... tll~ amounu lIave been ac:IcIofd to til. "fgur-.. In tl'll. table In order- to 
obtafn til. c:or-reet peroentaoe Incr.a ... and .ver-.;. r.te c:a~euLat{on.. A br.akdown 0" 

"..:llltf .. C:lla~r'IIbY. euatOfllltr- Or-oup f. Of.,." In A~tx If. 

V Sal_ ffllur-.. • r-. aken "rOfll til. Septetrbe,. fJ!XIate and ·r-"'~e<:t .. L .. tl'l.t l'Iave not bee!'! aclJuattd 
"or ~lO'fM' elf ta. • 

3/ 6aHcl on Mar'll l Costa from Exhibit 41 •• IIIOCIfffecl by thfa decf.ton~ 
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pomestic ~om~r Grogp 
In this proceeding, Edison and PSO reached agreement on 

almost all of the components of the rate desiqn tor the domestic 
customer group. Issues, however, remain for these two' parties with 
respect to the development of the optional time-ot.-use rate ",""-
schedule (toU-O) and the appropriate suDmetering/discount to be // 
applied to the master-meter schedules for mobttehome parks (OMS~). 

TORN, wMA" and the RV park owners also presented/,.... ... 
positions on several issues related to, res~ential rate design. 
TORN f~lsed on Edison's and PSD's reco~ndation to ~inate the 
minimmn bill, while WMA and the RV par~wners addretsed the 
discount and cbarges provided under ~ DMS-2 s~ule and the 
applicability of that schedule or a ew, simil~ schedule to RV 
park owners. ,1/ 

1. Dase1ine I' 
Edison and PSD are in greement' on the quantities to 

allow for baseline. Specifica y, Edistn and PSD have agreed that 
tor all customers, except all electric' customers and residents in 
Zone 15 of the CEC's climat" reqi~n~, baseline allowances should 

I 
De set at the mid-point of e r~ge allowed by PUblic Utilities 
Code section 739 (55 perc t of ~verage aggregate use). For all

I 
electric customers oth~r an those residing in Zone 15, the 
parties have agreed tha the lfaseline allowance sbould be set at 

. I 
the ~um allowed un er the statutory ranqe (60 percent of 
average agqreqate usa e fo:lsummer and 70 percent of average 
a9'grcqate usaqe for v'inter). Edison and PSD also agree that all 
usage at and below the bJseline allocation 'should be priced at 8S 
percent of the sys"m~a~ra9'e rate, the maximum charge allowed by 
law. (cal.Pub.~ti·l C , Section 739). 

For Zon ~5, the high desert area 'of the Coachella 
Valley, Edison PSD have agreed to an adjustment of the seasonal 
allocation of th; baseline allowances similar to that adopted in 
Edison's l~st 9' neral rate case (D.84-12-068). In that case, the 
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XI. BAte Design 

A. .~ 

In the preceding section, we d.e~rmined hl~w Edison's 
adopted revenue requirement would. be al~cated. to customer group 
anel to rate groups within those custom groups (i •. e., domestic, 
small and medium power (GS-l and GS-2), large power ('1'0'0'-8 (Sec), 
'1'0'0'-8 (Prim), and TO-q-S (S\Wtrans», gric:ultural and pumping (PA-l 

and PA-2), street and area lighting. We now turn to our final 
task in this general rate case ot 
cond.i tions, and charges und.er ea 
included within each customer 

etermining the specitic terms, 
ot Ed.ison's rate schedule 

rate <]roup. 
As in the ease of ad 

Equal Percent ot Marginal Cos 
ting a revenue allocation based on 

(EPMC), our goal in rate design is 
to achieve rates whicn refle t the costs which the customer i~poses 
on the system. '1'his approa not only results in an equitable 
d.istribution ot Edison's r venue requirement, but also provides the 
most accurate price sign s to the customer regarding his enerqy 
consumption. To aehiev these goals, we must also ensure that 
rates are structured i a way so that customers can understand and 
respond appropriately 0 those signals. 

For reason which similarly supported our phase-in of,an 
EPMC revenue alloca 
full implementatio 

on tor 'Edison, however, we also recognize that 
of marginal cost-based rates may result in 

severe bill impa 
recently tound i 

tor some customers. For PG&E, for instance, we 
necessary to temporarily limit the impact ot 

certain charges 0 certain rate groups by imposing rate WlimitersN 

or woaps.w In d.opting these rate limiters, we sought, however, to 
still ensure r covery of the revenues alloeated to the affected 
customer groul or class and to p,rovide customers whose rates were 
capped wi~h [clear signal o~ tuture bill increases. (D.86-12-091, 
at pp. 5"/- • ) 
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Commission had determined that thc total annual ~aseline lowance 
:for Zone lS should be no more than that established un the 
no~~al formula. However, the Commission concluded t the 
allocation of that allowance to season should be m 
a qreater allowance durinq the summer months whe the Zone 15 area 
experiences extreme heat. (D. 84-12-068, at p • 292-296.) As of 
June 1987, this allowance was 1,200 kWh per 

In this proceeding, Edison had 0 

nth for the summer. 
inally proposed that 

baseline quantities for customers residi in Zone 15 be 
established under the same methodology s that applied to the other 
CEC zones. SUbsequent to making this roposal, however, Edison was 
asked ~y the Coachella Valley Assoc' tion of Governments (CVAG) to 
reconsider its position and provid baseline quantities for Zone 15 

based on the Commission's method ogy adopted in Edison's last 
general rate case. In response 0 that request, Edison proposed a 
summer baseline quantity of 1, 00 kWh per month with the winter 
baseline quantities set such at the total annual baseline 
allowance for Zone l5 would e the same as Edison had originally 
proposed. This proposal, ith which PSO agreed, is considered by 
both parties not to have impact on customers outside of 
Zone 15. 

Edison and PSD also aqree that for master-metered 
Schedules DMS-l and O~-2 (applicable to submetered multifamily and 
mobilehome domestic Fustomers) the baselin~ quantities should be 
the same as for oth~r domestic and comparable non-master-metered 
customers. EdiS;6n and PSO also agree that baseline quantities 
for Sehedule OM, ~aster-metered multifamily domestic customers 
without submeter!ng, should be reduced in proportion to the lower , I 
average use of customers on this schedule. 

We f~d that Edison and PSO have applied the appropriate 
methodoloqiesfLn calculating the bas~line allow~ces for all zones 
and for all domestic rate schedules. We also find reasonable the 
allocation a justment for Zone lS customers in recognition of the 
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In D.87-05-071 in the 3-Rs Rulemak' q, we have also 
considered the impact of rate design and s cial contracts on 
bypass, the situation in which the custom chooses self-generation 
over utility service discussed at length in prior sections. Amonq 
the policies adopted in 0.87-05-071 in e 3-Rs Rulemakinq 
(l~. 86-10-001) to address the threat 0 uneconomic bypass was the 
need for the utility to offer speci:a contracts and rate options to 
customers in the large power class. We have made clear in 
0.87-05-071 our intention to cons' er in the 3-Rs proceeding the 
guidelines and terms of the s~pc al contracts and rate options 
referenced in that decision alo q with new forecasts of sales and 
revenues for the large power ass which take into account the 
regulatory revisions adopted 'n 0.87-05-071. 

The rate desi~ p inciples Which are to quide the 
development of the r;es.te op ions to be considered in the 3-Rs 
Rulemaking, however, ar~ ~lSO appropriately considered in the rate 
structures adopted in ~s proceeding. These principles 'include 
the need to "uru;,undl.~" fates (the process of pricing each of the 
various utility servi~s separately) and to differentiate between , 
services and price. fXhis approach, Which, as an example, would 
include the recover}of fixed costs in fixed charge components, 
offer another meanslc,f providing customers with accurate price 
siqnals. / 

Our curfent rate desiqn philosophy can therefore be 
su:m.m~,rized aSi' effort to achieve easily understood, cost-bas.~d 
rat-es which ar designed to recover the customer groups' revenue 
requirement; 0 include any terms or conditions necessary to 
mitigate, to/the exte:l'1t possible and practical, any ne9'ative bill 
impacts; an' to refle~:t a customer's usagl! patterns and. 
charaeteriJtics. This philosophy has largely been mirrored in the 
rate deSiJri recommendations provided. in this proceeding not only by 
Edison ~d. PSD, but by nl:t:merous interested parties. These parties 
include Toward Utility Ra.te Normalization (TURN'), the Wes~tern 
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extreme heat in that region during the summer and the absence o! 
any material impact on other customers. These baseline 'quantities . / 
tor Zone lS should also be based on the 4-month summer/S-month 
winter periods adopted for this zone in EQison's last qeteral rate 
case. (0.84-12-063, at p. 296.) We therefore find ~ the 

tolj.owing daily :baselin~~ quantities are reasonab=e f Schedules 0, 
DMS-1, and OMS-2 and should be adopted with impl ntation 
ettective as of the next seasonal change. The b seline quantities, 
adopted tor the OM schedule are included in an ppendix to this 
decision. 

Monthly Baseline 

Line Baseline SUltIlner 
....l!9..r.. ...B~s::i.2D ~~ 

(1) (2) 

1. 10 252 
2. 13- 441 
3-. 14 3-63-
4. 15 1,200 
5. 16 250 
6. 17 333 

Adopt.ed Oaily Baseline kr,v'h 

Line Baseline SUlnm.,er 
-E2.:- B~s:ioD ~~:i.,~. 

(1) ('2) ( 

1. 10 SI2 
2. 13 1~l.4 
3. 14 :w..S 
4. lS 9.3-
5 .. 16- 8.2 
6. 17 10.9 

2. - ~ 

S'I.ImlIler 
All-El~a:t:i.~ 

(3) 

9.S-
26..1 
17.3 . 
39.3 
14.5-
13.9 

Winter 
Bas:i$_ 

(4 ) 

259 
321 
292 
3-30 
279 
278 

Winter 
~:i:i.s:: 

(4) 

8.6 
10.6 
9.7 

10 •. 9 
9.2-
9.2 

Winter 
All-Electric 

(S) 

493-
1,072 

8SS 
670 

1,035 
615 

Winter 
.alJ,-~l~~D~ 

(5) 

16.3 
35.5 
28.3 
22.1 
34 .. 3 
20.4 

Edison 'roposes two new schedules for the domestic 
customer qroup: ~ seasonal option (Schedule DS) and a time of use 
optic'n (SchedUle! '1'O'O'-D).. Edison states that it has proposed these 
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Mobilehome Association (WMA), recreational vehicle (RV) 
owners, the Schools Committee to Reduce Utility Bills 
california Larqe Enerqy'Consumers Assoc~ation and 
Stleel Producers Group (CLECA/CSPG), the Federal E 
(F'EA), the Industrial Users (re), the Calitorni Manufacturers 
Association (CMA), the State Department of Ge eral Services (OOS), • 
the Coqenerators of Southern california (~' , the Association of 
california Water AgenCies (Acw.A), and th~alifornia City-county 
Street Light Association (CAL-SLA). 1'. ~ 

Before proceeding to those ~ecific recommendations, we 
note, for Edison'S ~enefit, that we ~preciate the differences in 
operations and customers between Eison and PG&E. Edison has 
asserted this taet as a reason w the rate desiqn approved for 
PG&E may not be suitable for E son. Our reliance on decisions 
relating to PG&E's adopted ra e design is, however, appropriate as 
a means of identifying currdt Com:missicln rate desiqn policy: 
determining whether that po!iey is to ~e continued, modified, or 

• aDandoned; and ensuring, /.0 the extent possible, consistent 
treatment of all ratepa;!ers. 0 

Finally, Ed}S0n and PSO urge that the Commission 
recognize in reviewi}'q their recommendations that their jointly and 
separate proposed ;ate structures were based on the assumption that 
ERAM would contin~ through the test year 1988. Because the 
Commission has r;fcentlY eliminated ERAM for large light and power 
customers in D.}7-05-071, Edison wis~es t~ reserve the right to 
l!1ak1~ needed modifications, if any, to its rate design through the 
further proe~ding provided by 0.87-05-071 in R.86-10-001. Our 
review of ~t decision above makes clear that the Commission does 
inte~d to~eview in R.S6-10-001 rate OPtions and special contracts 
offered to the large power group. 'ro the extent provided ~y that 
rulelnaki~g, Edison and ]?SO are,' o~." CO'l.:.:":"o-;e, entitled to participate 

I " 
and ~e rate design recommendati~. 
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• 

• 

• 

options to help mitigate the negative impacts on domesti 
ot increased rates and changed allocation procedures ~o provide 
these customers with more control over their electri ~ill$. 

For its propose~ optional Schedule TOO-O~dison 
established a ten cents-per-kilowatt-hour premiumJ'fO~ incremental 
summer on-peak energy and a five cents-per-kilowatt-hour discount 
tor incremental oft-peak energy. For the seadnal Schedule OS, 
Edison stmilarly charges a premium on all s~er month kilowatt
hours in excess of average winter month us~e and a discount on 
winter month kilowatt-hours in excess ot ~erage summer month 
usage. ..1' 

, PSO also recommends the uSle It rate options for the 
domestic customer group. PSO aceePts/Edison'S proposed seasonal 
option, Schedule OS. Additionally,~e two parties have reached an 
agreement to ope:o.. the optional tW-of-use program to all 
customers, but with a limit of lo/,OOO new meters per year. The 
parties have similarly agreed ~t Edison should target the 
marketing of the program prim~ily to its largest customers • 
Edison and PSO also concur ~t the seasonal option should be 
limited to customers with ad established billing history of one 

I . 
year and an average month?1 usage 1n excess of l,200 kWh seasonal 
option (Schedule OS). Tb.e parties agree that the expected revenue 
shortfall, whieh both pafties find will have no significant impact 
on the nonparticiPant'~hould be included in the domestic customer 
qroup revenue require~nt. 

PSI) dittersfWith Edison, however, on the rate structure 
I 

which should be adopted tor the optional TOO schedule. In contrast 
to Edison's Hpremium/discountH approach, PSO recommends a 
co~ventional TOU ~te structure requiring a three-tiered rate 

I 

structure with a~l three time differentiated charges ~ased on . 
marginal costs. ~PSI) also recommends that a floor be established 
for the TOU-D btll equal to the customer's usage times the off-peak 
energy rate. ~ccordin~ ~o PSD, this approach is necessary to 

I • 
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B. Domestic CUstomer GX:9'm 
In this proceeding, Edison and PSO reached agree ent on 

almost all o~ the components of the rate design ~or the 
customer qroup. Issues, however, remain ~or these two arties with 
respect to the development o~ the optional time-of-us rate 
schedule (TOO-D) and the appropriate submetering di count to be 
applied to the master-meter schedules ~or mobileh e parks (OMS-2). 

'I'OR."l, WMA, and. the RV park owners also presented. 
positions on several issues related to residen ial rate design. 
TORN ~ocused on Edison's and PSO's recommend ion to eliminate the 
mini::num. bill, while WMA and the RV park 0 rs addressed the 
discount and charges provided under the 0-2 schedule and the 
applicability of that schedule or a new, similar schedule to RV 
park owners. 

1. Baseline 
Edison and PSO are in aqr ement on the quantities to 

allow ~or baseline. Specifically, Edison and PSO have agreed that 
for all customers, except all-el ric customers and residents in 
Zone 15 of the CEC's climatic 
be set at the' mid-point of th 
Code section 739 (55 percent 

r gions, baseline allowances should 
range allowed by Public Otilities 

f average agqregate use). For a11-
those residing in Zone 15, the electric customers other th 

parties have agreed that e baseline allowance should be set at 
the statutory range (60 percent of the maximum. allowed unde 

average agqregate usage for summer and 70 percent of average 
aggregate usage for w' ter). Edison and PSO also· agree that all 
usage at and below e baseline allocation should be priced at 85 
percent of the syst m average rate, the maximum. charge allowed by 
law. (cal.Pub.'Oti • Code, Section 739). 

Valley, Edison 
allocation of 
Edison's las 

15, the high desert area, of the Coachella 
d ,pst' ='1ve agreed to an ad.j ustlnent of the seasonal 

e Daseline allowances similar to· that adopted in' 
general rate case (0.84-12-068). In that ease, the 
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• eliminate the possibility, even thouqh unlikely, that a casL 
could have a negative bill resulting from the interaction /f 

• 

exclusively off-peak usage and baseline allowances. 
The positions of Edison and PSD regarding t 

rate structure for the optional TOU-D rate schedule are summarized 
below. Our resolution of this 'issue and our find' gs on the OS 
proposal and the proposed ltmitations on both r~e options follow 
that su:m:mary. 

a. TOU-D Rate sebeg~ 
According to Edison, its season 

residential customers are designed to co lement each other. 
Edison states that the seasonal option rovides those customers who 
have low summer season usage a reduce rate without the need for a 
time-of-use meter. The TOU option, ccordinq to Edison, is 
directed to customers who can shit their daily usage to the off
peak period and will benefit fro a ttme-of-use meter. Edison 
believes that the complementary ature of these two- options depends 
on the premiUlll/discount featur as a common link to permit 
customers to understand and c mpare the two options. Edison 
asserts that by usinq the pr iUlll/discount approach, the customer 
can readily assess the cos of usinq energy in the on-peak period 
and the zed by shifting use to the off-peak 

. period. 

• 

Edison believ that the simplicity and ease of 
comprehension achieved/by its rate option proposals is critical. 
According to Edison, while its TOU-D option may be chosen by only 
one out of ten customkrs, Edison believes that it is obligated to 
clearly communicate ~e options to all qualifying customers to
permit them to make/an informed decision. 

With respect to the rate established by Edison for the 
TOU-D schedule, EJison states that an optional rate must be set 
below average co in order to be desirable. The level below 
average cost, ac ordinq to Edison, is a matter of jUdgment based on 
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Commission had determined that the total annual baseline 
for Zone lS should be no more than that established unde . 
normal formula. However, the Commission concluded tha the 
allocation of that allowance to season.should be mod;?ied to allow 
a greater allowance during the summer months when 6e Zone lS area 
experiences extreme heat. (D. 84-l2-068, at pp. 92-296.) As of 
June 1987, this allowance was l,200 kWh per mo for the summer. 

In this proceeding, Edison had orgi lly proposed that 
baseline quantities for customers residing ~ Zone 15 be ' 
established under the same methodology as)ehat applied to the other 
CEC zones. Subsequent to making this pr~sal, however, Edison was 
asked by the Coachella valley Associat~n of Governments (CVAG) to 
reconsider its position and provide b~eline quantities tor Zone 15 
based on the Commission's methodolos/ adopted in Edison's last 
general rate case. In response to;fnat request, Edison proposed a 
summer baseline quantity of 1,200~Wh per month with the winter 
baseline quantities set such th~ the total annual baseline 
allowance for Zone lS would biSe same as Edison had originally 
proposed. This proposal, wi which PSD agreed, is considered by 

both parties not to have a m terial impact on customers outside of 
Zone 15. J' 

Edison and PSD ~so agree that for master-metered . 
Schedules DMS-l and DMS-z' (applicable to' submetered multifamily and 
mobilehome domestic cus;tomers) the baseline ~antities should be 
the same as for other~omestic and comparable non-master-metered 
customers. Edison~nd PSO also agree that baseline quantities 
for SChedule OM, ~$ter-metered multifamily domestic customers 
without submeter~'n ~ should be reduced in proportion to the lower 
average use ot tomers on this schedule. 

We!i that Edison and PSO have applied the appropriate . 
methodologies ~ cale~lating the baseline allowances for_~ll 70nes 
and for all d;fmestic rate schedules. We also find reaso~aDle the 
allocation a justment for Zone 15 customers in recognition of the 
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• ~eighing the need to attract the customer against the neeL 
mitigate the ~ount of revenue shortfall. With these pr1nciples in 
mind, Edison established its optional rates apprOX~~lY halfway 
between average and marginal costs. Edison states that under this 
rate structure the customer receives approximatelvlhalf the 
difference between the average and'marginal costlin the oft-peak 
period in the form of a discount ~nd pays app~imatelY half the 
difference in the form of a premium in the s~er on-peak period. 

Edison believes that PSD's propof.d three-tier 'rOU-D rate 
is unduly complicated and will not achiev. the goal of attracting 
customers. Edison states that PSD' has aced too, much emphasis ,on 
the need to mirror marginal cost in rate desiqn and too little 
concern on the need for simplicity 0 desiqn and comprehension by 
the customer. 

PSD characterizes the d'spute between itself and Edison 
over the e for the optional TOU-O schedule 
as'a contrast between short te silnplicity and long term accuracy. 

• 
PSD notes that the basis for e Edison proposal is to provide a 
simple way for the average ~sidential customer to readily compute 
the costs they incur b~YS' g on- and off-peak energy, irrespective 
of what the base charge 111 y be. PSO asserts, however, that Edison 
has acknowledged that similarity of Edison'S proposed rates to 
marginal cost-based ra s is merely a coincidence. 

PSO assert tat its proposed TOU-D rate structure is 
preferable to Edison~s since it can not only be understood by 
customers, but also provides more accurate price signals with rates 
based on time-differentiated marginal costs. PSD believes that any 

. . I , customer s~qn1nq up tor a TOV schedule understands that he w~ll pay 
more for on-peak/usage and less tor off-peak usage, a differential 
which will ~ seen in a simple review of his :bill. In PSO's 
opinion, the Edison approach will only make tor simpler computation 
if the custom~ knows his instantaneous usage. 
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extreme heat in that region during the summer and the absence of 
any material impact on other customers. These baseline quantities: 
for Zone 15 should also be based on the 4-month summer/s-mono/ 
winter periods adopted tor this zone in Edison's last genera1 rate 
case. (0.84-12-068, at p. 296.) We therefore tind that e 
following daily baseline quantities are reasonable tor chedules 0, 
OMS-1, OMS-2, OAPS-2, DE, and D-PC, and should be ad ted with 
implementation effective as ot the next seasonal 
baseline qu,mti ties, adopted. tor the OM schedule 
appendix to this decision. 

Baseline Allowances 
~ 

Monthly Baseline 

Line Baseline Summer Winter 
...l:!2;:. ~~:iS~D b:.t:i.~ ~~~:i.~ 

(1) (2) (4) 

1. 10 2S2 02 259 
2. 13 44.1 800 321 . 
3. 14 363 532 292 
4_ 15 1,200 1,.200 330 
5_ 16 250 445 . 279 
6- 17 333 425- 278 

Adopted Daily Baseline k 

Line Baseline S\UIIlXler Winter 
~ ..B~S2D All-:E:l~s::t;:t1~ :e.i~:i.~ 

(1) (3) (4) 

1. 10 8.2 9.8 8.& 
2- 13 14_4 26.1 10.6 
3. 14 11.8 17.3 9.7 
4. 15- 39.3 39.3 10 .. 9 
5. 16 8.2 14.5 9.2 
6. 17 10.9 13.9 I 9.2 

2. 

The 

Winter 
~ll-:fa~~:.t1~ 

(S) 

493 
1,072 

85S 
&70 

1,035 
615 

Winter 
~ll-tl~~:.t1sc 

(5) 

16.3 
35.5-
28.3 
22.1 

·34.3 
20.4 

E son proposes two new schedulesl' 'fe'!:" ,the domestic 
customer ~up: a seasonal option (Schedule OS) and a tilne of use 
option (S9hedule TOU-O). Edison states that it has proposed these 
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. // 
PSD states that Edison has not made clear what steps it 

would take when the recommended discounts become fUrthe~estranged 
from marginal cost rEllationships. PSD asserts that ~ propel~ . 
functio~ of TOU rates is to reflect costs imposed o~the syst~~~ a 
goal achieved, according to PSO, only by PSD'S7e mmended TOU-D 
structure. 
l:>.~ 

It the goal of offering optional rAees to residential 
customers is to permit these customers to ~erstand the impact 'Of. 

their energy usage ar.ld to control that u:~~e, we believe that sueh 
a goal can only be achieved by offerinqt1~e most accurate price 
siqnals. As we have stated repeatedl~in this decision, these 
siqnals result from relying on margi~l cost-based rates. 

We have also endorsed, ho?ever l the need to achieve 
simplicity ~ rate design in orde~to enhance the customer's 
understanding of his bill. Thi0!0al, a~;, Edison has recognized, is 
particularly important in deve~ping a n.~w rate option and 
attracting customers to the sChedule • 

We do not believey!however, in this case, that the goal 
of simplicity in rate desi~ outweighs the need for cost-based 
rates. For an option sch/dule aimed at providing the customer with 
truly cost-based rates, ;the primary emphasiS should be on the 
relation of the charge;t0 the cost imposed by the customer on the 
system. ' I _' . 

We find ~at PSD's proposed three-tier rate design 
achieves the goal 9f cost-based rates for the TOU-D schedule. We 
further agree with" PSD that its approach is not so overly 
complicated' that~e customer will not be able to und,erstand the 
changes in his ~onsumption patterns which will be required to lower 
his bill. lso share PSD's concern that in the future the 

tween Edison's marginal costs and its proposed 
discount, w ch is not significant at this time, might increase and 
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options to help mitigate the negative impacts on do~estic customers 
of increased rates and changed allocation procedures and to provide 
these customers with more control over their electric bills. 

For its proposed optional Schedule TOU-O, Edison 
established a ten cents-per-kilowatt-hour premium tor 
summer on-peak energy and a five cents-per-kilowatt-hour Q~~~~n 
for incremental ott-peak enerqy. For the seasonal 
Edison similarly cha~ges a premium on all summer month 
hours in excess of average winter month usage and 
winter month kilowatt-hours in excess Of 
usage. 

PSD also recommends the use of rate ~'~.,V'l,~ for the 
domestic customer group. PSO accepts Edi 
option, Schedule os. Additiona.lly, the 
agreement to open the optional time-or 
customers, but with a limit of 10,000 
parties bave similarly agreed that ~~ .• ~v~£ 

parties have reached an 
program to all 

meters per year. 
should target the 

Th.e 

marketing of the program its largest customers. 
seasonal option should be 

limited to customers with an ished billing history of one 
year and an average monthly usage in excess of 1,200 kWh seasonal 

. / . 
option (Schedule DS) -= Te arties agree that the expected revenue 
shortfall, which both pa lcs find will have no significant impact 
on the nonparticipant, ould be included in the domestic customer 
group revenue require~nt. 

PSD differ,lwith Edison, however, on the rate structure 
which should be ad~ted for the optional TOU SChedule. In contrast 
to Edison's *prem~/discount* approach, PSD recommends a 
conventional Tog/rate structure requiring a three-tiered rate 
structure With;'ll three time differentiated charges based on 
~rginal cos~. PSO also recommends that a floor be establisbed 
for the TOOt' bill equal to the customer's usage times the otf-peak 
energy ra • According to PSD, this approach is necessary to 
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... thereby move the proposed rates further from marginal eost~d the 
very purpose of the schedule.. . / 

• 

We therefore find that PSD's proposed TOU-D ~Chedule is 
reasonable and should be adopted in this proceedinq.~e note that 
the TOU-O schedule is desiqned as an option. ShoulQ(Edison 
encounter significant difficulties in communicati~ the 
availability of the TOU-D schedule or its impa~ Edison can use 
that experience as a basis for offering a dif~rent rate structure 
in its next general rate ease. L 

We also find reasonable the OS s edule and the 
limitations placed on the availability o~the OS and TOU-O schedule 
to which Edison and PSD have agreed.. e adoption of these 
recommendations and both optional sch Qules will provide to an 
appropriate level of residential cu omers significant options for 
controlling their energy usage and reducing their electric bills .. 

3. 

Under Edison's curren domestic rate schedule, Edison 
provides for a minimum bill er which customers pay a certain 
amount each month even if th ir usage is less than that represented 
by the minimum. bill. In t:r1s proceeding, Edison and PSO have 
recommended that the exis~ng minimum bill or charge, which accrues 
on a daily basis, be rep~ced by a customer charge of 15 cents per 

I 
day or $4.65 a month. 1his proposal was opposed by TURN' .. 

a.. PArties PQs;i.:tiQns 

In this pr~eedin9' Edison and PSD have aqreed that the 
existinq minimum ch~ge should be replaced by a daily customer 
charge. Accordin~o Edison and PSD, the charge will reflect in 
rates administrat' e, costs associated with reading the meter and 
billing the acco t and a portion of the fixed distribution costs 
associated with providing service to the customer. The parties 
believe that this charge is therefore consistent with the process 
of unbundling ~ates and sending clearer price signals • 
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eliminate the possibility, even though unlikely, that a cu 
c<?uld have a negative bill resulting from the interactio of 
exclusively off-peak usage and baseline allowances. 

~he positions of Edison and ~SD regarding e appropriate 
rate structure for the optional ~oo-o rate schedul are summarized 
below. Our resolution of this issue and our fin ngs on the OS 
proposal and the proposed limitations on both r te options follow 
that su:mmary. 

a. 'l'QP'-p Bate sc~ 
According to Edison, its seasona 

residential customers are designed to eo lement each other. 
Edison states that the seasonal option rovides those customers who 
have low summer season usage a reduce rate without the need for a 
time-of-use meter. The ~OU option, ccording to Edison, is 
directed to customers who can shif their daily usage to the off
peak period and will benefit fro a time-of-use meter. Edison 
believes that the complementary ture of these two options ,depends 
on the premium/discount featur as a common link to permit 
customers to understand and mpare the two options. Edison 
asserts that by using the p emium/discount approach, the customer 
can readily assess the co 
and the savings to be 
period. 

ot using energy in the on-peak period 
ized by shifting use to the off-peak 

es that the simplicity and ease of 
comprehension achiev by its rate option proposals is critical. 
According to Edison while its TOU-D option may be chosen by only 
one out of ten <:us omers, Edison believes that it is obligated to 
clearly communi e the options to all qualifying customers to 
penni t them. to e an informed decision., 

With respect to the rate established by Edison for the 
TOU-D schedul , Edison states that an optional rate must be set ' 

. '.' 
cost in order to be desirable.. '!'he level below .. 
according ~o Edison, is a matter of judgment based on 
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Edison and PSI:) agree that the eusto~er cha~e should be 
$4.65 per ~onth based on a daily charge of lS cents', less than a 
one cent difference from the figure derived by ~ based on 
marginal eusto~er costs. The parties further r;ree that the 
proposed customer charge revenue should be doaucted from the 
baseline revenue requirement when determin~g the baseline rate. 

Both parties also agree that ~ function of the customer 
charge is to reflect marginal customer Josts. Whil.e, the proposed 
customer ~arge collects only a porti~ of Edison's marginal 
customer costs, Edison and PSD asse~ that their proposed customer 
charc;re will still ach.ieve the obj e ~ive of recoveril:'lg a larger 
portion of fixed costs through fixed component of the rate. 

some ratepayers ~ay experience bill 
increases, but that this resu is not solely from the imposition 
of a customer charge. Rath]X', PSI:) states that such increases 
result in the significant ~erease in revenue requirement 
responsibility of the dom~tic class due to the inclusion of 
marginal customer costs;ln revenue allocation and the move toward 
an EPMC revenue alloca~on for Edison. 

TORN opposes/replacing the current minimum bill with a 
I ,. . 

customer charg7. ~ states that under a m~n~mum b1ll consumers 
pay a certain lIIinimOm amount even if their usage is so low that 
11:h.ey would othe~e be billed less than the minimum amount. In 
contrast, accordi~g to TURN, a customer charge is a charge paid by 

all eonsUlllers iJ addition to the amount they are billed for the 
electricity th/y use. TORN notes that most consumers are not 
directly aftedted by the ~inimum bill because they use more than 
the minimum b'ill amount. 

I 

TORN states that similar proposals t~ replace the m1n1mum 
bill with J custo=er charge have been rejected in recent SDG&E and 
PG&E rate/proceedin9s. TORN notes that in both cases the 
COTIJ:JUssiJn" refused to adopt custo:mer charges tor reasons of 
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weighing the need to attract the customer against the need to 
mitigate the amount of revenue shortfall. With these prJ.-n~"'J.j,oIJ.Fo';;' 

mind, Edison established its optional rates approximately 
between average and ~arqinal costs. Edison states that 
rate· structure the customer receives approximately hal 
difference between the average and marginal 
period. in the form ot a discount ane. pays 
ditference in the to~ of a premium in the 

Edison believes that PSO's proposed 
is unduly complicated and will not achieve of attracting 
customers. Edison states that PSD has p.o'~'~ too- much emphasis on 
the need to mirror marginal cost in the design and to<> little 
eoncern on the need tor simplicity ot ~;;'J.~~' and comprehension by 
the customer. 

PSO characterizes the di between itself and Edison 
over the appropriate rate for the optional TOU-O schedule 
as a contrast between short ~ft' __ 

P$o notes that the basis tor 
simple way tor the average 
the costs they incur by 

ot what the base charge 
has acknowledged that 

customer to readily compute 
on- and ott-peak energy, irrespective 

be. PSO asserts, however, that Edison 
similarity ot Edison's proposed rates to 
is merely a coincidence. marginal cost-based 

PSO ~~::;;,e;J;:l; 

preferable to ow ...... r.;;. .... "" 

that its proposed TOU-O rate structure is 
s since it can not only De understood by 

customers, but al provides more accurate price signals with rates 
based on time-di~erentiated marginal costs. PSO believes that ;~ny 
customer siqnin up tor a TOU schedule understands that he will pay 
more tor on-pe usage and less to'r ott-peak usaqe, a differential 
which will be seen in a si,;nple review ot his bill. In PSO'S 
opinion, til. s~~";'son approach. will only make tor simpler computation 
if the cus instantaneous usage. 
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4It fairness and economic efficiency. (Citing, O.8S-1Z-068Zat • 97; 
0.86-12-091, at pp. 25-26.) 

TORN believes that this same reasoning is app cable to' 
this proceeding. TORN asserts that the application of/the customer 
charge results in penalizing customers living in ce ain regions 
and overcharging small users and that the charge . self is 
improperly based on the cost of connecting new stomers. The 
totality of the effect of imposing the custom~ charge, in TORN's 
opinion, is therefore to create inefficienc~s and waste in enerqy 
consumption by sending the wrong'price si~lS to customers 
encouraging greater consumption and cons~ption in summer periods. 

4It 

'I'O'RN further argues that almdt 74% of Edison's 
residential customers would receive ~creased rates solely from the 
imposition of a customer charge. ~ states that the customer 
charge also improperly results in ~e greatest rate increase to 
customers in temperate zones who generally impose lower costs on 
the system. TORN further asse s that PSD's testimony demonstrated 
that the smallest users, many of whom are low-income, will receive 
the largest percentage iner~se from the proposed customer charge. 
According to TORN, Edison ~d PSD have inappropriately based 

. I 1 customer charges on ~ncre ental customer costs when decrcmenta 
customer costs more clo ly reflect the actual customer cost 
ilnposed on the system. 

b. DiSC!l~si9n 

In our de sion adopting the rate design tor PG&E's most 
recent test ye~,r (d.S6-12-091), we supported. in principle PSD'S 
recommend.ation to/establish a customer charge tor reside~tial 
customers~ How,'er, because of the constraints which ~aseline 
placed on the establishment of Tier I anQ Tier II rates, we found 

I r • that a customer charge would d~stort these rates, thus obscur~ng 
its intended / u:rpose. 'the customer charge was therefore rejected 
in favor of a ~nimum charge which. was found to allow residential 
customers share of fixed costs and to ~etter understand 
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PSD states that Edison has not made ·clear what ste~t 
would take when the reeoeended discolllnts become further es;tranged 
from marginal cost relationships. PS:O asserts that the ~ oper 
function of TOT] rates. is 1:0- refleet c,osts imposed on th system I a 
goal achieved, according to PSO, only by PSO's recomm ded TOTJ'-O 
structure. 

b. Adopted SCl)edUles 

If the goal of offering 
customers is to permit these custom.ers to. unde stand the im.pact of 
their energy usage and to contro.l that usage we believe that such 
a goal can only ~e achieved ~y offering th most accurate price 
siqnals. As we have stated repeatedly i 
signals result from relying on marginal os1:-based rates. 

We have also endorsed, howev r, the need to achieve 
simplicity in rate d.~sign in order t enhance the cUstomer's 
understanding of his bill. ~his go 1, a~ Edison has recognized, is 
particularly ilnportant S.n develop· g a n.~w rate option and 
attracting customers to the scne le. 

We do not believe, ho ever, in this case, that the goal 
of silnplicity in rate design 0 tweighs tlle need for cost-based 
rates. For an option sehedu 
truly cost-based rates, the 
relation of the charge to 

aimed at providing the customer with 
rimary emphasis should be on the 

system.. 
We find that 

achieves the goal of 
further aqree with 

e cost ilnposed by the customer on the 

50's proposed three-tier rate design 
st-based rates for the TOU-O schedule. 
that its approach is not so overly 

We 

customer will not be able to understand the 
changes in his eon u:mption patterns which will be required to lower 
his bill. We als share PSO's concern that in the future the 

een Edison's marginal costs and its proposed 
is not significant at this time, might increase and 
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their rates. The minimum charge was adopted for both do'estic Totr 
and domestic non-TOO customers.. (D.86-12-091,. at pp .. 2s!26, 30.) 

In this proceeding, we similarly find SUP~~able the 
principle of the customer charge. We agree with E~son's and PSO'S 
reasoning that such a charge, based on marginal customer costs, 
would provide more accurate price signals to th domestic customer 
class regarding their usage. 

We must, however, also consider th 
proposal on all domestic customers. PSO ha recognized that the 

Edison customer, following this procee~d.nq,/must face increased 
revenue responsibility related to the co ined impact of the 
inclusion of marginal customer costs in e revenue allocation 
process and the move toward an EPMC in er-class revenue allocation. 
The impact of these changes on resid,ttial customers seems 
significant enough without a changeJ.Ln rate structure which will 
shift fixed charges into a single cbmponent. TURN has demonstrated 
that the effect of this change wo/ld be to impose a 
disproportionate inerease on the smallest users • 

As in the PG&E ease, 
interaction of the customer 

e are also· concerned with the 
rge with baseline rates. As shown 

by TURN, this interaction wo d result in increasing rates to 
certain temperate zone cust mers disproportionate with the costs 
which they impose on Edisori,s system .. 

Finally, as ou~seetion in this decision on marginal 
customer costs reflect, ,we have found that PSO's methodology for 
calculating those costslfailed to take into consideration 
deeremental customer obsts. We adopted PSO's approach at this 
time, with certain m ifications, only as a proxy for the approved 
incre~ental/decreme al approach. While the customer charge is 
appropriately Dase on marginal customer costs, we share TORN's 
concern that the e timate used by PSD tailed to take int~ 
consideration dec emental customer costs which should have been 
part ot that cal ulation • 
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.. 
thereby move the proposed rates further from marginal costs 
very- purpose of the schedule. 

We therefore tin4 that PSO's proposed TOU-O scneau~e 
reasonable and should be adopted in this proceeding. 
revenue deficiency from TOU-O should be allocated to 
residential customers. We note that the TOU-D 

• 
as an option. Should Edison encounter significant 
communicating the availability of the TOO-O or its impact, 
Edison can use that experience as a basis for ing a different 
rate structure in its next general rate case. to the 
complexities of the schedule, Edison however, have a 
reasonable period of time to implement new schedule, but should 
otter the tariff no later than June 1, 

We also tind reasonable the 
limitations placed on the availabil 

schedule and the 
ot the DS and TOU-O schedule 

The adoption of these to which Edison and PSO have 
recommendations and both 
appropriate level of 

schedules will provide to an 
customers significant options tor 

domestic rate schedule, Edison 
under which customers pay a certain 

their usage is less than that represented 
provi4es for a minimum 
alnount each month eVen 
by the minimum bill. this proceed.ing, Edison and PSD have 

existing minimum bill or charge, which accrues recommended that 
on a daily basis, replaced by a customer charge of 15 cents per 

I . 
day or $4.65 a mr-th. This proposal was opposed by TURN. 

a. ~igs Positi9D~ 
, In ~is proceeding, Edison and PSO have agreed that the 

existing min~um charge should be replaced by a daily customer 
charge. Acobrding to Edison and ~~~,t~~ charqe will reflect in 
rates admin'istrative costs associa'c;t5Q with reading the meter and 
billing ~e account and a portion of the fixed distribution costs 
associatoed with providing service to the customer. The parties 
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• / 
For these reasons, we adopt TURN's recommendation to 

continue the minimum charge at this time. PSD and Edison m£y renew 
their request in Edison's next general rate case at Whicalti~e the 
calculations of ~arginal customer costs should be basealon the 
proper methodology and our ~ove to EPMC revenue alloottion should 
be completed. These changes could be significant t/ctors in 
d~terminin9 the propriety of adopting a custo1er arge at that 
tl.mE~. 

4. P.K. D'KR-1 • .?Jl)d OMS-2 Scb.e4,ules 

Under master-metered SChedules DMS~l and DMS-2, Edison 
provides a monthly discount to mUltif~~'lY ccommodations and to 
mobilehome park owners who provide subme ring service to their 
tenants. The discount mobilehomE~ park· ers are provided. under 
the OMS-2 schedule stems from the sta itOry requirement (Public 
Utilities Code Section 739.5) that e ch. utility provide a 
sufficient differential in the rat charged to mobilehome park 
owners to allow rj~covery of the r, sona:ble average cost to such 

• 
customer for providing a Subm~te led service to individual 

Imobilehome residents. Th.e DMS sch.edule also ineluo.es baseline 
allowances, which along with e sUbmetered discount, were 
developed by the Commission after extensive hearings in Case Nos. 

I 
9988 and 10273 pursuant tOjSeetions 739 and. 739.5 of the PUblic 
Utilities Code. The present discount under the OMS-2 schedule is 
$.23 per space per day W~Ch equals $6.90 per space per month. 

I 
At issue in ttiis proeeeding is not only the calculation 

of the DMS-2 discoun:t' ~ut the need to adjust that discount to 
recognize a diversity, benefit and the applical:lility of the DMS-2 
schedule itself or e creation of a new, similar schedule for RV 
park owners. Thesefissues have been the focus of the testimony ana 

I 
briefs of Edison, jW'MA, al'ld. the RV park owners. Edison's 
recommended discdunt for DMS-l' and the d.iversity factors t~be 
applied to that d.iscount and to charges under SChedule OM were not 
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believe that this charge is therefore consistent with the process 
of unbundling rates and sending clearer price signals. , 

Edison and PSO agree that the customer charge should 
$4.65 per ~onth ~ased on a daily charge of l5 cents, less than 
one cent d~fference from the figure derived by PSO based on 
~arginal customer costs. The parties further agree that 
proposed customer charge revenue should be deducted from 
baseline revenue requirelnent ,,,hen detenining the basel 

Both parties also agree that thE~ function the 
charge is to reflect marginal customer costs. 
customer charge collects only a portion of Edison' 
customer costs, Edison and PSD assert that their~l~ot~S~~ customer 

a larger charge will still achieve the objective of ~Ar~UA 
portion of fixed costs through the tixed of the rate. 

~At~a~rAr'S may experience bill 
from the imposition 

PSO acknowledges that some 
increas4~s, but that this result, is not 
of a customer charge. Rather, PSO L~L~~ that such increases 
result in the significant increase in TeVSTIUe requi~ement 

responsibility of the domestic class 
~arginal customer costs in revenue 

to the inclusion of 
location and the move toward 

an EPMC revenue allocation tor ~~A~W44 
'1'URN opposes 

customer charge. 
pay a certain minimum 
they would otherwise be 

contrast, according to 
all consumers in addi 
electricity they use. 
directly atfected by 
the minimu:m. bill 

current minimu:m. bill with a 
t under a minimum bi~ll consumers 
it their usage is so low that 

less than the minimu:m. .m.ount. In 
customer charge is a d~arge paid by 

to ~.e ~ount the:y are bill'ad tor the 
notes that most consumers are not 

minimum bill becatLse they u~e more than 

TORN 

bill with a cust 
PG&E rate proce 

:::5 ~~t similar proposals to replace the ml.nJ.mum 
e~ cnarge have been rejected in recent SOG&E and 

ings. 'l'URN notes that in both eases the 
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. • d" / W:l.th respect to the ca.leulat:l.on o·f the OMS-2 l.scount,. 
i . "i / following the f l:l.ng of WMA's prepared test~ony, Ed so~cceded to 

several of WMA's recommended changes to Edison's calculation and 
increased its originally recommended discount of app~ximatelY 

I 
$5.10 per space per. month to $6.88 per space per ln7:th. Edison did 
not concur, however, with WMA's proposed allowance for distribution 
energy losses nor the need to use a levelized fi~ed charge rate in 
that calculation. WMA's proposed discount, which includes an 
allowance for distribution energy losses of Z.94 per space per 
month, yields a total recommended discount f $10.76 per space per 
month .. 

PSO's recommended discou.~t wa similar to that originally 
proposed by Edison. Specifically, psg/had found, based on Edison's 
original cost study, that sUbmeterinJ'costs were $S .. 14 per month. 
PSD's recommended discount, however was $.64 per month due to the 
inclusio~ in its calculation of a eduction for the customer charge 
of $4.36 per month. Such an adj stment of the submetered discount, 

Edison's proposal to initiate stomer charges for the domestic 
customer «;roup. 

The need to adju~ thl~ discount to recognize a diversity 
benefit 'las first recogn~. d by the Commission in our consideration 
of PG&E's rate design fo its ml~st recent test year. In 
D.86-12-091 in that pro eeding, we found that a diversity benefit 
existed '~hen a master ~etered customer had more sales billed at 
baseline rates and leis at nonbaseline rates than were actually 
used by llis submeterJd customers. While PG&E and WMA disagreed in 
that case regarding/the use of diversity factors and the method of 
thleir calculation, /We concluded that an adjustment of the discount 
was required to c~ect an inequity in the billing of submetered 
mobile homes. Fof this reason, we adopted PG&E's diversity factors 

I 

Has the best avaflable quantitication ot diversity benetits .. w 

(D.86-12-091, at ~. 35.) In response to W,MA's concerns regarding 
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commission refused to adopt customer charges tor rel:LS,OnS of 
fairness and. economic efficiency. (Citing, 0.85-12-068, at. 97: 
0.86-12-091, at pp. 25-26.) 

TURN ~elieves that this same reasoning is appl}Cable to 
this proceeding_ TORN asserts that the application of~e customer 
charge results in penalizing customers living in cert~n regions 
and overcharging small users and that the charge it~lf is 
improperly based on the cost of connecting new eu~~mers. The 
toullity of the effect of imposing the customer dharge, in TORN's 
op1n10n, is therefore to create inefficiencies d waste in energy 
con:su:mption by send.ing the wrong price signa to customers 
enc.ouraging qreater consumption and conswn ion in summer periods. 

TORN further argues that almos 74% of Edison's 
residential customers would receiVe inc eased rates solely from the 
imposition of a customer charge. states that the customer 
charge also improperly results in greatest ratje increase to 
customers in temperate zones who 9',.erally impose lower costs on 
the system. TORN further assert that PSO's testimony d.emonstrated 
that the smallest users, many 0 whom are low-income, will receive 
the largest percentage increa from the proposed customer charge. 
According to TURN, Edison PSD have inappropriately based 
customer charges on increm tal customer costs when decremental 
customer costs more close y reflect the actual customer cost 
imposed on the system. 

~. Discussism 
In our dec' ion adopting the rate design for PG&E's most 

recent test year;J:D 6-12-091), we supported in principle PSD's 
recommendation to stablish a customer charge tor residential 
customers. Howev r, because of the constraints which baseline 
placed on the e~ablishment of Tier I and Tier II rates, we found 
that a custom~i charge would distort these rates, thus obsC\:;.inq, 
its intended urpose. The customer charge was therefore rej eo·ted 
in favor of minimt.:LlU charge which was found. to- allow residential' 
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.the ac=a"Y of PG&E's cliversity fa.:tors, however, we clire?E 
in the future to base its diversity factors on the us~ae atterns 
of mobileh.ome parks individually me1~ered by PGScE. (I.£ 

In this proceeding, Edison did not initial~ recommend a 
diversity adjustment of the DMS-2 d:Lscount. Only ~er Edison had 
submitted its cost study suPportin9 its discount nd interested 

• 

party testimony had been filed did Edison dete 
adjustment was appropriate not only for the D -2 schedule, but 
also for the DMS-l and DM schedules. Beea e of WMA's objection to 
the lateness of this proposal, the presid' q A:I.J, with the 
concurrence of the parties, concluded t hearinqs on this issue 
would be deferred to September, 1987, ith prepared testimony being 
filed in advance of that date. On'S tember 22, 1987, testimony 
was presented by Edison and WMA wit concurrent briefs filed on 
this issue on September 30, 1987. PSD offered no, testimony on this 
issue and did not propose a disc unt adjusted to' reflect a 
diversity benefit. 

a. Allowance tor Distbfbution Energy Losses 
For PG&E'S most rent test year, WMA had recommended 

that line losses from the ster meter to the submeter be 
considered in calculating the master meter discou.~t. While we 
aqreed in principle wi WMA, we did not adopt WMA's line loss 
estimate since it was ~sed on PG&E's entire distribution system 
and might not be appl:L6able to mobilehome parks.. We also found 
that WMA's approach ~s further flawed by the failure to consider 
the amount of distrtbution wire required to serve the typical 
sUbmetered custome and by the esttmate increasing the existing 
discount by nearly, 40%. We directed PG&E, however, to conduct a 
study with ~ to determine the actual line losses of s~metered 
mobilehome parks and to present the results of that study in PG&E's 
next general ra e case proceeding. (D .. 86-12-091, at pp~ 36-37.) 

In is.proeeedin9, WMA aqain seeks to include an 
allowance for istribution enerqy losses. WMA asserts that 
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customers to pay a share of fixed costs and to better understand ~. 

their rates. The minimum charge was adopted for both domestic T~o/ 
and domestic non-TOU customers. (0.86-12-091, at pp. 25-26, 30. 

In this proceeding, we similarly find supportable 
principle of the customer charge. We agree with Edison's a 
reasoning that such a charqe, based on marginal customer 
would provide more accurate price signals to the domest" 
class reqarding their usage. 

We must, however, also consider the impact of such a 
proposal on all domestic customers. PSO has rec zed that the 
Edison customer r following this proceedinq, must ace increas~ed 
revenue responsibility related to the combined mpact of the 
inelusion of marginal customer costs in the r enue allocation 
process and the move toward an EPMC inter-e ss revenue allocation. 
~he impact of these changes on residentia customers seems 
significant enough without a change in restructure which will 
shift fixed charges into a single eomp~ent. TORN has demonstrated 
that the effect of this change would ~ to impose a 
disproportionate increase on theim lest users. 

As in the PG&E case, we re also concerned with the 
interaction of the customer char with baseline rates. As shown 
by TORN, this interaction WO~ld result in increasing rates to 
certain temperate zone custom s disproportionate with the costs 
which they ilnpose (),n Edison' system. 

Finally, as our ~ction in this deeision on marginal 
customer costs retlect, wJfhave found that PSO's methodology tor 
calculating those eoststailed to take into, consideration 
decremental customer c~ts. We'adopted PSO's approach at this 
time, with certain molifications, only as a proxy for the approvecl 
" Ii' l.ncremental/decremell\tal approach. Wh le the customer charge loS 

appropriately based(on marginal customer coe~s, ~p share TORN's 
concern that'the Is,.timate used by pst) taileG.,' 'co "Cake into 
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/ 
Edison's 1987 cost st'l.,dy of electric service in mobileho,me parl,Z is 

, 1 'ch / flawed tor its fa~lure to account for these os~es wh~ WMA~tates 

that even Edison admits do occur within mobilehome parks. /~ 
testified that an appropriate loss percentage was 8.02% ~iCh is 
based on an analysis ot Edison's losses from the prim~ 
distribution level to the residential distribution s~tem. Based 
on this fiqure, WMA caleulated the cost of losses &t an averaqe of 
$2.94 per space per month, an amount which was aded to 'WMi\' s 
initially caleulated discount of $7.82 per spa per month to yield 
the total reco~ended discount of $10.76 per 

WMk also believes that a special oss study would not be 
cost effective for either Edison or OMS-z;eustomers and therefore 
recommends aqainst the Commission order~q such a study in this 
case. If one is required, the WMA rec ends that its 8.02% 
discount be' adopted and that a balan nq account be established to 
record the amount paid OMS-2 custom s for losses. After the study 
is concluded, WMA suqqests that a adjustment to the discount 
based on under-payments or over-~yment be included in establishing 
the discount in Edison's next q'neral rate case. WMA believes this 
approach is needed to ensure tlat mobilehome park owners do not 
wait another three years to ~ceive an allowance for costs which 
the owners admittedly incur.1 

WMA states that its position in this proceeding is 
distinguishable from that/Which it asserted in the PG&E proceedinq. 
Specifically, WMA notes~at its current recommendation is not 
based on Edison's enti~ distribution system and includes a 
palancing account proplosal. WMA also asserts that since losses are 
a small percentage 0-1 all of the kilowatt-hours used by each 
resident,. the cost is thE~refore a small percentage of each 
resident's total bi~l and its impact on the aiscount should be 
irrelevant. / 

Edison~allen9'eS the W,MA's inclusion of an allowance for 
distribution en qy losses on the following grounds: (1) it is not 
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consideration decremental customer costs wh;ch should have b 
part of that caleulatj~on. 

For these reasons, we adopt TURN's recommendat' nand 
continue the minimum base rate charge at $O.lO/day. and Edison 
may renew their request in Edison's next general 
time the calculations of marginal customer costs 
the proper methodology and our move to EPMC reve 
should be completed. These changes could be s 
determining the propriety of adoptinq a 
time. 

4. PM. QMS-l. ansi DM$-2 sebe<l1J~ 

Under master-metered SChedule 

rat case at which 
s uld be based on 
e allocation 

ificant factors in 
charge at· that 

provides a monthly discount to multif ily accommodations and to 
metering service to their 

ark owners are provided under 
statutory requirement (PUblic 

mobilehome par): owners who provide 
tenants. ~he discount mobilehome 
the OMS-2 schedule stems fromth 
Utilities Code Section 739.5) at each utility provide a 
sufticient differential in rate charged to mobilehome park 
owners to allow recovery of the reasonable average cost to suCh 
customer tor providing a metered service to individual 
mobilehome residents. T e OMS-2 schedule also includes baseline 
allowances, which alon with the sUl:>metered discount,. were 
developed by the Co ssion after extensive hearings in Case Nos. 
9988 and 10273 purs t to Sections 739 and 739.5 of the Public 
Utilities Code. e present discount under the OMS-Z schedule is 
$.23 per space day which equals $6.90 per space per month. 

At is ue in this proceeding is not only the calculation 
of the DMS-2 scount, but the need to adjust that discount to 
recognize a versity benefit and the applicability of the OMS-2 
schedule it elf or the creation of a new, similar schedule for RV 
park owner. These issues have been the focus of the testimony and 
briefs of Edison, WMA, and the RV park owners. Edison's 

ed d.iscount tor DMS-l and the diversity factors to. be 
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~based on a loss study, (2) it is based on Edison's entire ~ 
~istribution system and therefore may not in ~any instan~ be, 
applicable to ~obilehome parks, (3) it increases the d'scount of 
over 40% from the currently authorized discount, and (4) it fails 
to recognize that the typical mobilehome park owne 
compensated for Edison system losses through the 

are 
omestic tariff. 

In Edison's view, the absence of a study and's reliance on 
Edison's entire distribution system renders's adjustment an 
uneducated guess unrelated to the losses sp ci!ically incurred by 
mobileh.omcs. 

Edison also rejects WMA's sug sted balancing account. 
Edison believes that such a proposal w uld be administratively 
burdensome and contrary to Commissio policy to limit the use of 
balancing accounts to address major issues affecting all of 
E~ison's customers. 

In this proceeding, has obviously attempted to refine 
its method of estimating the di tribution energy losses incurred by 

• 
mobilehome parks after first p;toPosing such an allowance for PG&E. 
Despite this effort, we still/find WMA's proposed approach to be 
flawed. WMA again has eons~4ered the general level of losses at 
thle primary and seco:'ldary ~stribution levels, which although 
experienced in some part Jy mobilehome parks, the exact level is 
unkno'Wn. We, in fact, dow of no way in which that level can be 

• 

I 
properly determined wi~out a line loss study. In this proceeaing, 
however, WMA indicatesl'that such a study is not cost-eff~ctive for 
Edison's ratepayers o~ even OMS-2 customers and should not be 
unCllertaken. / 

In the abJance of a line loss study, WMA asks that the , 
Commission implement a balancing account for'mobilehome park 

I, , 
customers. We note, as Ea4son has, that balanc1ng accounts have 
Deen reserved for/major proceedings affecting all utility 
customers. We tind unwarranted therefore the imposition of this 
administrative ~rden for a single cost related to a specific 
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applied to that discount and to charges un~er 
opposed by any party. 

OM were not 

With respect to the calculation of discount, 
following the filing of WMA's prepared. test' ony, Edison acceded to 
several of WMA's recommended changes to Ed'son's calculation and 
increased its originally recomm.ended dis unt of approximately 
$5.10 per space per :month to $6·.88 per pace per month. Edison did 
not concur, however, with WMA's propo ed allowance for distribution 
energy losses nor the need to use a evelized fixed charge rate in 
that calculation. WMA's proposed iscount, which includes an 
allowance for distribution ener losses o't $2.94 per space per 
month, yields a total recommend d discount of $10.76 per space per 
month. 

. PSD's recommended iscount was similar to that originally 
proposed by Edison. sp;tei cally, PSO had found, based on Edison's 
original cost study, that ubmeterinq costs were $5.14 per mon~~. 
PSD's recommended disco , however, was $.64 per month due to the 
inclusion in its calculation of a deduction for the customer charge 
of $4.36 per month. eh an adjustment of the submetered discount, 
however, is no lonqe 
Edison's proposal t 
customer group. 

necessary given our rejection of PSD's and 
initiate customer charges for the domestic 

. The nee to adjust the discount to recognize a diversity 
benefit was firs;! reeoqnized by the Commission in our consideration 
of PG&E's rate~esiqn for its most recent test year. In 
0.86-12-091 i?,that proceeding, we found that a diversity benefit 
existed when master metered customer had more sales billed at 
baseline ra s and less at nonbaseline rates than were actually 
used by hi submetered customers. While PC&E ana w.MA disagreed in 
that case eqardinq the use of diversity factors and the method of 
their ca culation, we concluded that an adjustment of the discount 

an inequity in the billinqof submetered 
For this reason, we adopted PG&E's diversity factors 
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customer qroup, the representative of which does no': eve 
the "er:; study needed to identify the existence and e 
costs in question. 

With respect to WMA's assertion that losses represent a 
:s:mall portion of overall bills, we note that our ocus is on the 
discount for which WMA's allowance for distrib ion enerqy losses 
would represent a significant portion. The gnitude of the 
increase in the discount caused by an allow ce for distribution 
~~nerqy losses requires even more that the ommission be assured of 
'I:he accuracy of the estilnate on which th t allowance is based. 

, For the foregoing reasons, commission will not adopt 
~~'s estimate of distribution energY, losses nor will we provide 
for an allowance for those losses i the OMS-2 discount at this 
time. The only remaining issue is nether Edison should ~e 
required, as PC&E was, to condu a study t~ analyze the existence 
and extent of these losses. It s WMA's position that no· study 
5.hould be conducted due to its ack of cost-effectiveness. We find 
it difficult to believe that ~ intended that position to result, 
as we have found, in distrib6tion energy losses never being 
included in the DMS-2 disc~t. We also are reluctant to resolve 
this issue in this "l1J.anner I especially with the acknowledglll.ent that 
m,oDileh.ome park owners do incur distribution enerqy losses. 

We therefore lind reasonable the undertaking by Edison of 
a study to determine tie actual line losses of submetered 
:mobilenome parks to erlsure that·the costs associated with those 

1 I . ..\0. • losses are proper y reflected ~n ~e DMS-2 d1scOunt. Due to 
~est1ons reqard1n~the study's cost-effectiveness, however, we 
further find reaso le that the costs of the study should be 
spread equally tofthe :beneficiaries of that study -- all submetered 
mobilehome park ofnGrs served ~y Edison under the DMS-2 schedule. 

b. FiXSd Bate Charges 

In a departure trom its approach in previous years, 
EcKison has pro~sed in this proceeding to· use a nonlevelized, as 
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Was the best availal:>le quantification o,f diversity benJits." 
I d' (D.86-l2-09l, at p. 35.) In response to WMA's conce~s reqar ~nq 

the accuracy of PG&E's diversity factors, however, ~ directed PC&E 
in the future to base its diversity factors on the/usage patterns 
of mobilehome parks individually metered by PC«EI.' (~.) 

In this proceeding, Edison di~ no~' 1tially recommend a 
diversity adjustment of the DMS-2 discount. Only after Ediso.n had 
submitted. its cost study supporting its di count and interest,ed 
party testimony had been tiled did Ed%fSO determine that such an 
adjustment was appropriate not only fo the DMS-2 schedule, b1lt 
also for the OMS-l a,nd. DM schedules. cause of W'MA's objection to 
the lateness of this proposal, the presidinq ALJ, with the , 
concurrence of the p."rties, concl~ed that hearinqs on this i~;sue 
would be deferred to September, ;§S7, with prepared testimony ~eing 
tiled in advance of 1:nat date.J'on Sept~er 22, 1987, testimony 
was presented. by Edi~;;on and ~ with concurrent briefs filed on 
this issue on september 30'jl~87. PSD offered no testimony Or.1 this 
issue and did not proPO~discount adjusted to reflect a 
diversity benefit. 

a. A1l.9.Y.Mc;:e l~o . tribution Eru:.r9Y Lo;;rses 
For PG&E's ,lost recent test ye~~r, WMA had. recommended 

)1 

that line losses fram; the master meter to the submeter be 
considered in calculating the. master meter discount. While we 
agreed in prinCi~e with WHA, we did not adopt W,MA's line loss 
4estimate since i~ was based on l?G&;&'s entire distribution system 
and miqht not b'e appli~~le to mobilehome parks. We also found 
that WMA's a"PjroaCh w,,,s :~urther flawecl lby the failure to consider 
the a:mount of distribution wire r~quired. '1:0' serve the typical . 
submetered~tomer and by the estimate increasing the existin9 
cliscount by nearly 40%. We directed PG&E, however, to conduct a 
study wifo WY~,to ,.actermine the actual line losses of submetered 
mOb!l~me pa~xs ancl to present the results of that study in PG&E's 
next; neral rate case proceeding. (0.86-12-091, at pp. ~6-37.) 
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opposed to a levelized, tixed charge rate in determining th 
mobilehome park discount. Edison states that ,this change 1s based 
on its interpretation of the applicable code section~ C ifornia 
PUblic utilities Code Section 739.5. Edison states 
739.5 provides that the discount cannot exceed Edis "s average 
cost that it wwould have incurred in providing co arable service 
directly to the users of the service. w Accordin to Edison, the 
l~se ot a levelized tixed charge rate in ealcul ing the discount 
for the test year (1988) would result in the iscount exceeding 
Edison's average cost ot service. 
cost can only be produc~~d by using the 
rate. 

serts that this average 
evelized fixed charge 

WMA objects t'::> Edison's use f the nonlevelized fixed 
charge rate to calculate the DMS-2 d' count in this proceeding. 
According to WMA, the tixed charge ate, which is used to compute 
the total ~~ual cost of capital ~vestment, has the same value for 
allot the years dUring the usefJJ. life of the asset when it is 

I 
levelized. A nonlevelized fix~ charge rate~ in contrast~ changes 
value for each year of usefuljlife to reflect Changes in return, 
taxes, and book value. WMA states that~ based on this distinction 
between the two rates, the f0nleVeliZed fixed. charge rate is higher 
than the levelized fixed ~arqe rate in the early years and lower 
in the later years of the/useful life. 

WMA asserts ~t because Edison relied on levelized fixed 
I 

charge rates in the ea~ier years of the discount, it will have 
understated the costs!.Ln those years should it now be permitted to 
change to a nonlevel:ik~~d fixed charge rate.. The DMS-2 c'Qstomer, in 
'WMA's opinion, is ~refore deprived of the full cost of the assets 
by this change in J:counting methodology.. '1'0, make this change, WMA 

also believes that/Edison should have first determined lL true need 
I 

tor doing so and en, i~ the Chang'Q were warranted, en:!~ure that 
ad:) usted to make . up tor the earlier de~!ici t • its·fiqures wer 
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I 

In this procl~eding, WMA again seeks to incluc!e an 
allowance for distribution energy losses. WMA asserts that 
Edison's 1987 cost study of electric service in mobilehom parks is 
~lawed for its failure to account for these losses whi WMA states 
that even Edison admits do occur within mobilehome pa WMA 

testified that an appropriate loss percentage was S 2% which is 
based on an analysis of Edison's losses from the tmary 
distribution level to the residential distribut Based 
on this fiqure, WMA calculated the cost of 10 es at an average of 
$2.94 per space per month, an am.ount which s added to WMA's 
initially calculated discount of $7.82 pe space per month to yield 
the total recommended discount of $10.7 

WMA. also believes that a sp ial loss study may not be 
cost ettective for either Edison or If one is 
required, the WMA recommends that's 8.02% discount be adopted and. 
that a balancing account be estab ished to record the amount paid 
DMS-2 customers for losses. At r the study is concluded,' WMA 
suggests that any adjustmen~ . the discount based on under
payments or over-payment be ' eluded in establishing the discount 
in Edison's next general r e case. ~ believes this approach is 
needed to'e~ure that mob' ehome park owners do not wait another 
three years to receive a allowance tor costs which the owners 
admittedly incur. 

WMA states at its position in this proceeding is 
distinguishable from that which it asserted in the PC&E proceeding_ 

tes that its current recommendation is not 
based on Edison's ntire distribution system and includes a 
balancing accoun proposal. WMA also asserts that since losses are 

resident, the 

~,~!:.'I ::'d.ent' s to 
irrelevant. 

qe of all o·f the kilowatt-hours used by each 
ost is therefore a small percentage of each 
1 bill an~ its impact on the discount should be 
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WMA contends that Edison's use of the nonlevelized fixed 
charge'rate is inappropriate for these additional reasons:~ 
(l) Edison's interpretation of Section 739.5, as requiri this 
change, is *highly technical*; (2) the change will re re complex 
accounting ad.justments, a result disputed by Edison; nd (3) the 

change will bring instability to the discount amou WMA also 
asserts that, even if a nonlevelized fixed charq rate were used, 
Edison's calculation is flawed as it fails to 'aentify the true 
average fixed charge rates for all assets 
of these reasons, WMA urges that, in the 
allocation, the DMS-2 discount be fixed 
~onth based ,on the application of the 1 

For all 
ence of a line loss 

$7.82 per space per 
elized fixed charge rates. 

We share WMA's concern with dison's decision to switch 
from using a levelized to a nonlevel'zed fixed charge rate in 
calculating the OMS-2 discount. W 

its interpretation of Section 739 
find that Edison's reliance 
alone is not sufficient to· 

on 

warrant a change which could hay serious economic repercussions 
for the affected custo~er grou. The distinction between levelized 
and nonlevelized fixed charg,trates makes inquiry into the impact 
of using the levelized fixe~charge rates for ~any years and 
switching now to a fixed c~rge rate critical to our approval of 
that change. In order to ~ake the change, we therefore need to 
know specifically whethex{tbe levelized fixed charge rate did in 
fact represent Edison's;'ver~e costs in prior years; the extent to 
which those costs were~der-stated or over-stated, if at all, by 
'~sing a levelized fixed charge rate; and the extent to which it 
fails to represent Edison's average cost now. 

We also f~d it unlikely that the Legislature intended 
that, for purposes;bf determining the mobileho~e park discount, the 
utility'S average costs were to be developed in isolation for each 
test year without/regard to the manner in which those costs had 
been determined in prior years.. Certainly, enough flexibility was 

1 

intended under~the statute to recognize the possibility that 
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/ 
Edison <challenges the WMA's inclusion of an 

distribution energy losses on the following grounds: 
allowance ~ 
(1) it ~~~ 

based on a loss study, (2) it is based on E~ison's entire 
distribution system and therefo,re may not in lD.any instan s be 
applicable to mobilehomc parks, (3) it increases the d" count of 
over 40% from the currently authorized discqunt, an (4) it fails 
to recognize that the typical mobilehome park own s are 
compensated for Edison system losses through th domestic tariff. 
In Edison's view, the absence of a study and '$ reliance on 
Edison's entire distribution system renders's adjustment an 
uneducated guess unrelated to the losses ecifically incurred by 
mobilehomes. 

Edison also rejects WMA's su ested balancing account. 
Edison believes that such a proposal ould be administratively 
burdensolD.e and contrary to' Commissi policy to limit the use of 
balancing accounts to address lD.aj issues affecting all of 
Edison's customers • 

In this proceeding, has obviously attempted to refine 
its method of estimating the istribution energy losses incurred by 
mobilehome parks after firs proposing such an allowance tor PG&E. 
Despite this effort, we~t 11 find WMA's proposed approach to be 
flawed. WMA again has c sidered the general level of losses at 
the primary and seconda distribution levels, which although 
experienced in some p by mobilehome parks, the exact level is 
unknown. We, in fa , know of no way in which that level can be 
properly determined 

sence of a line loss study, WMA asks that the 
nt a balancing account for lD.obilehome park 

customers. otc, as Edison has, that balancing accounts have 
been reserved or major proceedings affecting all utility 
customers. find unwarranted therc.!ou. ~e imposition of this 
actministratj..o\!e burden for a single cost re1~.ted to a s:pecific 

oup, the representative of which does not even support 
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methods ot calculating the average cost could result . 
investment costs being recovered in later or earlier 
depending on the accounting approach used. 

of the 

For these reasons, we reject Edison's shift 
from the use of the levelized to a nonlevelize fixed charge rate 
in calculating th.~ DMS-2 discount. If Ediso believes that this 
change is warrant4!d, Edison can use the op 
general rate case proceeding to provide e required justification 
of the change and quantification of its impact. 

c. Uiversity, Wustmen1; 
As stated previously, ~e ommission has =ecognized the 

existence ot a diversity benefit w ich arises When a master-metered 
customer is billed more sales at aseline rates and less sales at 
noribaseline rates than are actu ly consumed by his submetered 
tenants. (0.86-12-091, at pp. ;(4-35.) In this proceeding, Edison 
reco'mmends a diversity adjUs~ent similar to that adopted in PG&E's 
most recent general rate~e to avoid subsidization of master
metered customers by the r st ot the residential ratepayers due to 
an (wcrallocation of kilo att-hours at lower baseline rates. 
Edison proposes that a dAversity adjustment (1) be made to' base 

I 

ratEI charges tor S~hed~es OM, OMS-l, and DMS-2, (2) and that these 
adjustments, be set atlSO.13 per unit per day for OM and DMS-l and 
at $0.10 per unit pexfday for DMS-2, and (3) that these adjustments 
be updated in each ~sequent general rate case proceeding. 

Edison sates that its diversity adjustlM~nt tor DMS-2 is 
bas/ed on a. study f Edison's total population of it'ldividually 

allowances and 
methodology pr 

e customers and Ediso~'s proposed baseline 
Edison believes that its 

ides the best available approximation of the u~aqe 
characteristic of submetered mobilehomes and reflects the 
diversity tor this group- as a whole and not the diversity of any 
one mobileho e park. 
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/ 
e 

, 
the very study needed to identity the existence and extent of 
costs in question. 

With respect to WMA's assertion that losses re 
small portion of overall bills, we note that our focus 15 
discount for which WMA's allowance for distribution ergy losses 
would represent a significant portion. The magni de of the 
increase in the discount caused by an allowance 
energy losses requires even more that the Co 
the accuracy of the estimate on which that lowance is based.. 

For the forego.ing reasons, the ~mmission will not adopt 
WMA's estimate of distribution energy l~ses nor will we provide 
tor an allowance for those losses in ~ DMS-2 discount at this 
time. The only remaining issue is whether Edison should be 
required, as PG&E was, to conduct a study to. analyze the existence 
and extent of these losses. 

Based. on the tact tha mobilehome p~rk owners. <:10. incur 
distribution energy losses whi cannot be properly assessed. in the 
absence of such a stud.y, we find reasonable the und.ertaking by 
Edison, in cooperation With/~' of a study to. determine the actual 
line losses inCurred by suDmetered mobilehome parks. This study, 
to. be completed by Edisonls next general rate case, will ensure 
that the costs assoeiatea with '!:hose lesses are properly reflected 
in the DMS-2 discount./ 

b. Fixed Rate Chs:&rse:e 
~ 

In a depa~ure from its appreach in previeus years, 
Edison has propos'e/ in this proceedinq to.- use a nenlevelized, as 
oppesed to. a leve;(ized, fixed charge rate in determining the 
mebilehome park fisceunt. Edison states that this change is based 
on its interpr~tien of the applicable code sectien, Califernia 
PUblic Utilit~s Code Sectien 739.5. Edisen states that Sectien 
739.5 previa. that thc~:.dit':.c..,unt cannot exceed Edisen's average 
cost that itf·would haVe 1ncurred in providing eo~parable service {urec:t7 the users of, the service.' According to Edison, the , 
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Edison acknowledqes that an overst~tement of the 
diversity may have resulted from its not havinq.calculated~ . 
diversity by park. Edison states, however, that due to ~ lack of 
Schedule DMS-2 data at the stibmetered level for all D ~ 
customers, Edison is unable to determine the actual 
diversity experienced by master-metered customers_ Edison states 
that suCh a study of individually metered mobi~ome customers 
qrouped by park could be undertaken for its t t year 1991 qeneral 
rate case, as PG&E was directed to do in 
rate case. 

Edison finds that WMA's meth 
DMS-2 diversity adjustment using a non 
submetered mobilehome parks in Ediso s service territory is based 
on an unrepresentative small sample of OMS-2 customers' data. 
Edison notes that 29 mobilehome p ks represent less than two 
percent of the total OMS-2 custo ers in Edison's service territory 
and that a different set of 29 obilehome parks could produce quite 
different r,~sul ts. 

In contrast, WMA lieves that the diversity benefit 
which appears simple in pr eiple is much more difficult tc assess 
in application. until Ed son performs a study of usaqe patterns 
within mobilehome parks 's required for PG&E, WMA states that no 
diversity adjustment sbbuld be made at this tice. If the 
Commission determines~at an adjustment is necessary, however, WMA 
asks that the commisdlon rely on WMA's data from 29 submetered 
parks and the baseline allowances adopted in tl~is proceeding. 
Based on Edison's Iroposed rates, WMA proposes a diversity 
adjustment of $1.~8 per space per month. 

specificallY, WMA states that its study was based on a 
whiCh closely matches the profile of DMS-2 

customers and e percentage distributions ot both parks and spaces 
across the cli ate zones. WMA believes that Edison'S failure to 
study master eters in calculating its adjustment results in the 
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use of a levelized fixed charqe rate in calculating the discoun 
for the test year (1988) would result in the discount exceedi g 
Edison's average cost of service. Edison asserts that this averaqe 
cost can only be produced by using the nonlevelized fixed 
rate. 

WMh objects to Edison's use of the nonlevel~ed fixed 
charge rate to calculate the DMS-2 discount in thiS~OCeeding. 
According to WHA, the fixed charqe rate, which is~sed to compute 
the total annual cost of capital investment, ha~e same value for 
all of the years durinq the useful life of;i:e sset when it is 
levelized. A nonlevelizcd fixed charge rate, in contrast, changes 
value for each year of useful life to refle changes in return, 
taxes, and book value. WMA states that, :based on this distinction 
between the two rates, the nonlevelizedi'ixed charge rate is higher 
than the levelized fixed charqe rate i~the early years and lower 
in the later years of the useful lifet

r 

WMA asserts that because ~ison relied on levelized fixed 
charqe rates in the earlier years~f the discount, it will have 
understated the costs in those y~rs should it now be permitted 1:0 

change to a nOnlevelized fixed/~arqe rate. The DMS-Z customer, in 
WMA's opinion, is therefore d~rived of the full cost of the aSs4~ts 
by this eha,nge in acc,ountinq/methodology. To make this change, NMA 
also believes that Edison slould have first determined a true ne~~d 
for doing so and then, if~e change were warranted, ensure that 
its figures were adju:~t~ to make up for the earlier deficit. 

WMA contend:~~at Edison's use of the nonlevelized fixed 
eharge 'rate is inapp~opriate for these additional reasons: 
(1) Edison's intel:p~1:ation of Section 739.5, as requiring thi~. 
change, is -highly;teehnical-: (2) the change will require complex 
accounting adjustment:;, a result disputed by Edison; and (3) tl'.le 
change will brinj ins1:~ility to the discount amount. WMA. alsc~. , 
asserts that, e:6-en if a nonlevelizeCl tixed charge rate were us~~.:!,. 

I 
Edison's cal ation jLs flawed as it fails to identity the truE! 
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disregard of the fund~ental principle that diversity C~ only 
/ 

occur at the master meter level. WMA asserts that its separate 
/ 

consideration of each master meter identifies no diversity benefit 
at all~ WMA also believes Edison's study is flawed be~~se it (1) 
relies on kilowatt-hour sales forecasts which a~ri ~liCablY well 
above forecasted levels for DMS-2 customE~rs for identical period 
of time, (2) fails to consider distribution sys losses, and (3) 

fails to account for common area usage wh~ch 
sUbmetered parks. 

WMA states that for PG&E the Co ission accepted PG&E's 
study only because no alternate approach o calculating the 
diversity adjustment was available. 
presented such a reasonable alternat' e in this proceeding and that 
to adopt Edison's studies would be 0 duplicate the mistakes made 
by PG&E. Knowing of the flaws in &E's study, WMA. believes that 
Edison had the time and opportun' ty to- improve its study, but 
failed to do so. 

The issue of a dive sity benefit is a new one for 
Edison's mobilehome park cus omers. We recognize, as we did for 
PG&E in 0.86-l2-09l, howev ,that the need to make this adjustment 
exists presently to corre 
resulting from the billi 

an inequity to other customers 
o·f submetered mobilehome parks. The 

methodolo9Y for calcula 'ng this adjustment is obviously not 
perfected and requires dditional data that was not available at 
the time of this proc eding. We also do not believe, as ~~ 
suggests, that suffi ient time was available between the issuance 
of D.86-l2-09l and arings in this proceedin9 tor Edison to have 
HcorrectedH the e rs in PG&E's study ane performed a study based 
on usage patterns t individual mobilehome parks. 

We are 
estfmates of thi 

oneerned., however , with the discrepancy in 
adjustment between Edison's $.10 per space per 

day, equaling a approximate $3.00 per space per month adjustment, 
and WM,A's propo ed $l.58 per space per month adjus'tmlent. Edison 
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average fixed charge rates tor all assets in each account. 
'ot ~ese reasons, WMA urges that, in the absence of a line 
allocation, ,the DMS-2 discount be fixed at $7.82 per space 
month based on the application of the levelized fixed 

We share WMA's concern with Edison's decision 
from using a levelized to a nonlevelized fixed charge 
calculating the DMS-2 discount. We 'lind that Edison' , 
its interpretation of Section 739.5 alone is not 
warrant a change which could have serious eeonomic~E~np 
for the affected customer group. The dis 

For 

and nonlevelized fixed charge rates makes . into, the impact 
of using the levelized fixed charge rates~o many years and 
switching now to a tixed charge rate critic to our approval of 
that change. In order to make the change we therefore need to 
know specifically whether the leveli;t::ed ixed eharge rate did in 
tact represent Edison's average costs 'n prior years: the extent to 
which those costs were under-stated over-stated, if at all, by 
using a levelized fixed charge:t: rt • and the extent to which it 
fails to represent Edison's avera e cost now. 

We also find it unlik y that the Legislature intended 
that, tor purposes of determ~'n ng the mobilehome park discount, the 
utility'S average costs were 0 be developed in isolation for each 
test year without regard to the manner in which those costs had 
been determined in prior ¥Cars. Certainly, enough flexibility was 
intended under the statut'e to recognize the possibility that 
methods of calculating Jhe average cost could result in more of ~e 
investment costs being/recovered in later or earlier years 
depending on the accoUnting approach used. . 

For thes~reasons, we reject Edison's attempt to shitt 
from the use of the levelized to a nonlevelized fixed charge rate 
in calculating ~ OMS-2 discount. It Edison bel;.eves that this 
change is warra.;!ted, Edison ean use the oppor':t::l'\:~t.y of its next 
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has even aeknowledged the potential of an overstatement of the/, 

diversity benefit in its approach. We also note, although PG&E and 
Edison are different utilities with different rate struet~s, that 

. $ th' / PG&E's d~scount of 1.59 per space per mon for electr~ usaqe 
based on its proposed ~aseline allowanees more closel mirrors the 
proposal of WMA. 

In the ~sence of the appropriatEI stud , we believe that 
it is reason~le and equitable to adopt a conrative estimate of 
the div\~rsity adjustlnent.. Such an estilnate j,s represeI1.ted by ~rMA's 
proposed $1.58 per space per month which w~will adopt in this 
proceeding. We also will follow the co~ established. for PG&E 

metered discount, as 
ed by Edison. We will 

and apply this factor to reducing the 
opposed to base rate charges as pro 
similarly direct Edison to derive versity factors for its next 
general rate case based on the 
which it individually meters. 
requires the consideration of 

d. 

ge patterns of mobilehome parks 
concur with WMA that this stUdy 

at distribution energy losses will not 
be recoc;nized in the DMS- discount, but that the levelized fixed 
charge rate should conti ue to be used in its ealculation, we find 
reasonable WMA's propo d discount for DMS-2 of $7.82 per space per 
month or $0.26 per sp e per day, 'WMA,'s estimated discount aDseJ~t 
the line loss allowa ceO' Based on our findings regarding the 
diversity adjustme , the actual DMS-2 discount, however, must be 

ted diversity factor of $1.58 per space per , 
It\1:>nth to yield. 0 adopted cliscount for the DMS-2 schedule of $6.34 
per space per m th. 

As w ~entioned previously, Edison had also proposed a 
submetering d scount for the DMS-1 schedule and diversity factors 

DMS-l and DM (a master-meter schedule closed to' new 
customers a ter 1975. speeifically, Edison proposes to maintain 

ring discount for th.~ DMS-1 schedule at its current 
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general rate case proceeding to provide the re~ired 
of the change and quantitication of its impact .. 

c.. Diversity Mjpstm.E;n!« 

As stated previously, the Commission has 
existence of a diversity benefit which arises when a ma 
customer is billed more sales at baseline rates and sales at 
nonbaseline rates than are actually consumed by his~ubmetered 
tenants. (0.86-12-091, at pp. 34-35.) In this pro.ceedinq, Edison 
recommends a diversity adjustment similar to th~tfadoPted in PG&E's 

" most recent qeneral rate ease to avoid subsidization of master-
metered customers by the rest of the residen~l ratepayers due to 
an overalloeation ot kilowatt-hours at lower'baseline rates. 
Edison proposes that a diversity adjusaeni' (1) be made to :base 

~ 
rate charqes for Schedules OM, OMS-l, and OMS-2, (2) and that these 

'adjustments, be set at $0.13 per unitJP'r day for OM and OMS-l and 
at $0.10 per unit per day for DMS-z,~nd (3) that these aaj:ustments 
be updated in eaeh subsequent qene~l rate case proceeainq • 

Edison states that its diversity aajustment for DMS-2 is 
based on a study of Edison's totil population ot individually 
metered mobilehome customers an6 Edison/s proposed baseline 
allowances and domestic ratest Edison believes that its 
methodology provides the be~ available 'approximation of the usage 
characteristics of Submete:ed mobilehomes and retlects the 
diversity for this q~ou~as a wh~le and not the diversity of any 
one mobilehome park. ;I 

Edison ac~wledges that an overstatement ot the 
diversity may have;fesu~te~ from its not having calculated 
diversity by park)' Edison states, however, that due to the lack of 

I 
Schedule DMS-2 d,ata at the submetered level for all OM$-2 

c~stomers~ Edis6n is unable to determine the actual level of 
diversity e~rienced by master-metered customers. Edison states 
~~at such a~tudY of individually metere~ ~obilehome customers 
~~ouped by ark could be undertaken for 1ts test year 1991 general 
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Gltlevel of $2.12 per space per month to include a diversity !~. 
for both the OMS-l and OM schedules of $4.00 per space p~month. 
Edison's diversity factors tor these schedules were dev~oped ~ased 
on a study which used the same methodoloqy which Yiel~d Edison's 
proposed OMS-2 diversity factor. 

Although we did not adopt for PG&E a di ersity factor for 
other than mobilehome parks, it is clear that a iversity benefit 
exists with respect to all master-metered eus mers. For this 
reason, we believe that adjustments for thi diversity benefit 
should also be reflected in Edison's OM an OMS-l schedules. The 
diversity factors proposed by Edison for ese schedules, however, 
were developed based on the same metho loqy as was used in the 
study conducted for DMS-2 customers, e results of which we have 
not adopted. The OM and OMS-l diver ity factor proposed by Edison 
should therefore be redueed propo onately to reflect the 
difference between Edison's propo ed and our adopted OMS-2 
diversity factor. 

• 

We also note that th OMS-l discount, proposed by Edison 
does not appear to be based 0 a current study. Due to this 
circumstance, we tind that ~e DMS-1 discount should be 
proportionately increased if keeping with our increase in the OMS-2 
discount and should be b~S d on an approach which maintains the 
current ratio between the OMS-l and DMS-Z diseounts. 

We therefore a opt a diversity factor tor OM and DMS-~ of 
$2.43 per spaee per mon or $0.08 per spaee per day, and a OMS-l 
diseount ot $2.41 per ~aee per ~onth which similarly converts to 
$0.08 per spaee per d~. The etfect of redueinq the DMS-l aiseount 
by the a~ount of the iversity factor is obviously to provide an 
undiseounteQ rate to those customers. We further direet Edison to 
eonduct a diversity tUdy for OM ana DMS-l customers for its next 
general rate case e nsistent with the study ord~red tor DMS-Z 
eustomers. This s dy should therefore foeus on the usage patterns 
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rate case, as PG&E was directed to do in its most recent general 
rate case. 

Edison finds that WMA.'s methodoloqy for calculatin the 
OMS-2 diversity adj~stment using a nonrandom selection of 
stibmctered mobilchome parks in Edison's service tcrrito 
Ol:l an unrepresentative small sample of DMS-2 customers' data. 
Edison notes that 29 mobilehome parks represent less an two 
pt~rcent of the total OM$-2 customers in Edison's se icc territory 
and that a different set of 29 mobilehome parks c ld produce quite 
ditferent results. 

In contrast, WMA believes that the 
which appears simple in principle is much mo 
in application. Until Edison performs a s dy of usage patterns 

&E, WMA states that no 
is time. It the 

wi thin mol:>ilehom.e parks as reqllired 
diversity adjus~nent should be made 
Commission dete~~nes that an adjus 
asks that the Commission rely on 

is necessary, however, WMA 
's data from 29 sUbmetered 

parks and the baseline allowancei'!dopted in this p:c-oceedin9_ 
Based on Edison~s proposed rate7 WMA ~roposes a diversity 
adjustment of $1.58 per space per month. 

Specifically I 'WMA. ,.tates that its study W~LS based on a 
profile of parks which close'.l.y matches the profile of DMS-2 
custl:>mers and the pereent~e distributions ot both parks and spaces 
acro:ss the climate zones/ 'WMA. believes that Edison's failure to
stud:r master meters in !alculating its adjustment results in the 
disr.~c;;ard of the tund«mental principle that diversity can only 
occw:- at the master jeter level.. WMA. asserts that its separate 
cons,Lderation of each master meter ident:ifies no diversity benefit 
at all. WMA a~lo believes Edison's study is flawed because it (1) 
reliE!S on kilow t-hour sales forecasts which are inexplicably well 
.abovEI forecast Cl levels for DMS-2 customers for an identical period. 
of time, (2) ails to consider distribution system losses, and (3) 
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tit of the multifamily dwellings and mobilehomc parks indiV.~llY 

• 

metered and served under the OM and OMS-l 
e. A'PPligl:>jl ity 

in RV park owners 
for the inclusion of rEtcreational in the OMS-2 
schedule or, in the alternative, the establi ent of. a new, 
similar schedule for RV parks. The RV par owners state that these 
changes are needed in response to (1) th difficult economic 
conditions faein~ RV park owners; (2) chanqe in customers' 
choosing smaller, more portable, and 
residences in favor of large mobileh 

ss expensive RV units as 
es; and (3) the need, due to 

this change from mobilehomes to RV as residential units, to ensure 
baseline allowances for RV owners 

The RV park owners bel 'eve that the choice of living unit 
should not deprive any resident of his entitlement to a baseline 
allowance. Further, the RV p k owners assert that the permanence 
of the RV as a residence h~s een recognized by state law in which 
the provisions and rights 0 the Mobilehome Tenancy Law 
"Cal. Ci v. Code seetion~ 78, t seq.) has :been :ade applicable to 
recreational vehicle ten s which have established their tenancy 
in a park for nine mon or longer. (Recreational Vehicle 
Occupancy Law (cal.CiV~de section 799.20 et seq.).) 

In keeping w' these laws and changed social conditions, 
the RV park owners pro osed in their *closing* brie~ filed on July 
31, 1987, that the Co_ission adopt one of the following 
alternatives to ensute the extension of baseline to RV tenants: 

1. The dd'fini tion o·f *mobilehome park 
multitamily accommodation* under Edison's 
tariff Rule 1 should be changed to include 
resi~ential units as detined ~y the 
ReciGational Vehicle Occupancy Law and the 
MO}lehome Tenancy Law (9 month tenancy) 
an to include RV parks where 50% or more 
ot the spaces or lots submetered are leased 
to 30 days or longer and are occupied for 

, e months out of the year. . 
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fails to account tor common area usage which occurs in ~ost 
submetered parks. 

WMA states that for PG&E the Commission accepted PG&~S 
study only because no alternate approach to calculating the ;' 
diversity adjustment was available. WMA believes that it h~ 
presented such a reasonable alternative in this proceeding and that 
to adopt Edison's studies would be to duplicate the mist es made 
by PG&E. ~owing of ,the flaws in PG&E's study, WMA bel eves that 
Edison had the time and opportunity to- improve its st y, but 
failed to do so. J' 

The issue of a diversity benefit is a newfone for 
Edison's ~obilehome park customers. as we did for 
PG&E in D.86-12-091, however, that the need to e this adjustment 
exists presently to correct an inequity to· 0 customers 
resulting trom the billing ot submetered mo lebome parks. ~he 

methodology tor calculating this adjustmen is obviously not 
pertected and requires additional data t was not available at 
the ttme of this proceeding. 
suggests, that sufticient t~e was av lable between the issuance 
of D.86-12-091 and'hearings in this roceeding for Edison to have 
wcorreetedW the errors in PG&E's s dy and pertormed a study based 
on usage patterns ot individual bilehome parks. 

We are eoncerned, how ver, with the discrepancy in 
estimates of this adjustment tween Edison's $.10 per space per 
day, equaling an approximat $3.00 per spaee per month adjustment, 
and WMA's proposed $1.58 r space per month adjustment. Edison 
has even acknowledged th potential ot an overstatement ot the 
diversity benefit in approach. We also note, although PG&E and 
Edison are different ilities with different rate structures, that 
PG&E~s diseount ot .59 per space per month tor electrie usage 
based on its prc.:>o .,~ baseline allowances more closely mirrors the 
proposal ot WMA. 
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2. The OMS-2 schedule should De amended t~ 
alter the present Happlicability" paraqrap 
and to add a special condition so as to 
include and extend the discount to 
recreational vehicle parks which meet 
criteria outlined in the above alte 
The RV park owners'propose that the 
discount for RV parks with vacancy actors 
and transient load would De estab ~sh~d as 
a percentage of the total spaces sUbmctered 
upon ~roof of average number 0 spaces 
occup~ed on a month to month sis over the 
past 12-month period in the rk or upon 
actual spaces occupied on a onth to· month 
basis where the park has n established a 
record from which to comp~e the average. 

:>. In the aDsence of ei the I' ot these two 
alternatives, a new Sc~edule DMS-3 s~ould 
be established which ~ould De identical to 
DMS-2 except for the/followinq: (1) all 
references to HmoDi¥ehomeH would De 
replaced by Hrecre~ional vehicle,H and 
(2) the HapplicaD~ityH and special 
conditions of thqtariff would match those 
discussed above~elated to the modification 
of OMS-2. / 

The RV park owner~ assert that Edison objections to their 
proposals merely reflect Edison's unwillingness to change past 
practices despite a chan~ in residential dwelling habits. 
Specifically, the RV p~ owners charge that Edison has 
(1) misinterpreted,the application of OMS-2i (Z) denied Daseline 
benefits to individua s who have chosen to reside in a smaller, 
more portable dwelli 9 unit~ and (3) failed to recognize the 
similarities in the intentions and legal status of FN and 
mobilehome park 0 rs. 

Edison poses the inclusion of RV parks under either 
Schedule DMS-2 or a new, si~ilarly designed rate schedule. Edison 
states that it a ready ~s a rate schedule (DMS-l) which provides a 
:baseline allow 
is applicable t 

ce and a discount for submetered service and Which 
an RV park meter that meets certain criteria • 
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In the ~sence of the appropriate study, we li~e that 

it is reasonable and equitable to adopt a conserv~aiv estimate of 
the diversity adjus~nent. SUch an estimate is repr ented by WMA's 
proposed $1.58 per space per month whiCh we will opt in this 
proceeding. We also will follow the course est~ished for PG&E 
and apply this factor to reducing the $~~meter~ discount, as 
opposed to base rate charges as proposed by ison. We will 
similarly direct Edison to derive diversity, factors for its next 
g'cneral rate case based on the usage pat't: So ot lnobilehome parks 
which it individually meters. We concur with WMA that this study 
requires the consideration of usage re~t:ed to each master meter. 

l 
d. Adopted DMS-l MdPMS-2 PisC9U1Q.'t§ 

Having concluded that dis~~u~l:ion energy losses will not 
be recognized in the OMS-2 discoun~ but that the levelized fixed 
charge rate should continue to belu~ed il~ its caleulation, we find 
reasonable 'WMA's proposed discofot t'or 01'1S-2 of $7.82 per space per 
month or $0.26 per space per ~y, WMA's lestimated discount absent 
the line loss allowance. Ba~d on our findings regarding the 
diversity adjustment, the ,4tual OMS-2 discount, however, must be 
reduced by our adopted di~rsity factor ot $1.58 per space per 
month to yield our adopt'd discount tor 1:be OMS-2 schedule of $6.34 

per space per month. )t 
As we mentioned previously, Edison had also proposed a 

sUbmeterinq discount~or the OMS-l schedule and diversity factors 
for schedules oMS-l/and OM (a master-metllr schedule closed to' new 
customers after 1~78. Specifically, Edison proposes to maintain 
the submeterinq aiseount for the OMS-l schedule at its current 
level of $2.l2 p~r space per month t~ include a diversity factor 
for both the OMs-1 and DM schedules of $·~.oo per space per month. 
Edison's divetsity factors for these sch4~dules were developed based 
"=",::'\ a ~tudy wf.ich used the same methodology which y;elded Edison's 
p~oposed OMS-2 diversity factor. 
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This criteria includes the installation of the park. prior t~ 
December 7, ~98~, and the presence in that park of exclusi~lY 
nontransient, single-family accommodations used as per.ma~nt 
residences on a single Edison meter. Edison states th~RV parks 
with a mixture of" transient and nontransient load dO;n'ot qualify 
for OMS-~ service and ~lat the commission has rule~at after 
Oece.m):)er 7, ~98~, singll~-fa:mily dwellings, in otheo: than a 
mobilehome park, must hj~ve an individual metzr. (O.8865~, at 
p. 23: 0.88969, at p. S7.) " 

Edison addi ti;~nally states that th DMS-2 rate schedule 
is expressly limited to mobilehome parks~n was designed only for 
such parks. According to Edison, this sc edule does not take into 
account the RV park, but rather is base specifically on the costs 
to serve mobilehome parks and the reli ility of the COll:~truction 
and maintenance of their electrical stribution systems. Edison 
further notes that separate Califo ia laws apply to and define 
Nmobilehome parksN and ~V parks. N Edison also states that the 
commission did not intend that R parks with transient 
accommodations or transient te ts receive residential baseline 
rates. (0.86087 at p. 9.) ;I 

Edison also arque~a:ainst the commission's consideration 
of the RV park owners' proposed new rate Schedule OMS-3. Edison 
states that this proposal~was presente~ for the first time in this 
proceeding in the RV pa7k owners' Nclosing briefN and that Edison 
has therefore not had the opportunity to analyze or respond to this 
proposal. / 

Although Edison urges the rejection of this proposal on 
I , 

this qround alone, )Edison also asserts that the proposal is not 
supported by the ~cord or by reason. Specifically, Edison' 
believes that thefsame reasons which demonstrate that the DMS-2 
schedule is inap~licable to RV' parks also support the rejection of , 
the proposed 0t($-3 schedule. Additionally, Edison states that the 
new rate schedule would impose substantial administrative costs on 
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Although we did not adopt for PG&E a diversity factor tor 
other than mobilehome parks, it is clear that a diversity benefit 
exists with respect to all master-metered customers. For this 
reason, we believe that adjustments tor this diversity benefit 
should also be reflected in Edison's OM and OMS-l schedules. The 
diversity tactors proposed by Edison for these schedules, however, 
were developed based on the same m~thodolo9'Y as was used in the 
study conducted tor DMS-2 customers, the results of which we 
not adopted. The OM and OMS-l diversity factor proposed by' 
should therefore be reduced proportionately to reflect 
difference between Edison's proposed and our adopted 0 
diversity factor. 

We also note that the OMS-1 discount pr osed by Edison 
does not appear to be based on a current study. Due to this 
circumstance, we find that the OMS-l discoun should be 
proportionately'increased in keeping with r increase in the DMS-2 
discount and should be based on an appro h which maintains the 
eurrent ratio between the DMS-l and 0 2 discounts • 

We therefore adopt a diver ty factor for DM and OMS-l of 
$2.43 per space per month or $O.OS er space per day, and a DMS-l 
discount of $2.41 per space per m th which similarly converts to 
$O.OS per space per day. The e ect of reducing the OMS-l discount 
by ,the amount of the diversit factor is obviously to provide an 
undiscounted rate to those stomers. We further direct Edison to 
conduct a diversity study or OM and OMS-l customers tor its next 
'g'eneral rate case consi ent with the study ordered for DMS-2 
customers. This study' should therefore focus on the usage patterns 
of the multifamily d ellings and mObilehome parks who are 
individually meter 
level (apartment 

grouped at the master meter 
uildinq or mobilehome park). 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~RV ~tt~ e. 
request"'\'~f· .;:ert~in RV park owners 

tor recreational vehicle parks in the OMS-2 
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tit Edison's other ratepayers related to the application and ~onit ~ing 
of the new rate schedule. Edison further asserts that the ad and 
residency requirements proposed by the RV park owners are holly 

• 

inadequate to ensure the presence of nontransient, 
tenants. 

w.MA also opposes the inclusion of recrea 
parks in the DMS-2 schedule for the s~e reasons s 
by Edison. In the absence of adequate cost in 

those asserted 
and the 

detennination of the applical:>ility of reside 
residential vehicle park spaces, WMA states 
inappropriate to include RV parks within 

ial rates to- users of 
at it is 

Lilce Edison, we ~.lso have 
RV park owners' specific proposals. 

e OMS-2 SChedule. 
ficant problems with the 

begin with, a revi·ew of the 
record reflects that none of the RV rk·owners' alternative rate 
design proposals set forth in thei brief were similarly presented , 
in their testimony. A review of ,/he RV park owners' testimony 
r,eveals that this testimony focu'Sed on the nature of RV park 
tenants, the Edison billing' hiltories of certain RV parlcs, and the 

perceived need for the apPlicftion of the DMS-Z SChedule toRV 
parks. / 

For the RV park;o~mers to present specific rate design 
proposals in this procee~n~r after the close of hearings is 
inequitable and a deni~ of the opportunity of other parties to 
cr,~ss-examine the RV park owners and to respond to the owners' 

~ 

proposals. This appr~aeh also denies the commission the 
opportunity to examine these proposals in greater detail to 
determine their im;tact on all residential customers and to ensure 
their reasonable~ess. For these reasons alone, we find that we are 
foreclosed from;:onsidering the RV park owners' proposed changes 
and additions ;0 Edison's existing tariffs. 

We a,re not foreclosed, however, from. consideril'l,q the need 
/ 

!o,r such tariff changes in the future. In this regard" we believe 
that the RV ark owners have actually raised two separate issues: 
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schedule or, in the alternative, the establishment of a new, 
similar schedule for RV parks. The RV park owners state that Jiese 
changes are needed in response to (1) the difficult economic/ 
conditions racing RV park owners; (2) the change in CU$to~$' 
choosing smaller, more portable, and less expensive RV ~ts as 
residences in favor of large mobilehomes: and (3) the need, due to 
this change from mobilehomes to RVs as residential ~s, to· ensure 
baseline allowances for RV owners. . . ~ 

The RV park owners believe that the cho:ilee of living unit 
should not deprive any resident of his entitlem~ to a baseline 
allowance. Further, the RV park owners assert/~at the permanence 
of the RV as a residence has been recoqnize~y state law in which 
the provisions and rights of t.~e MObilehom~:enaney Law 
(Cal.Civ.Code Section 798, et seq.) have ~cen made applicable to 
recreational vehicle tenants which have~stabliShed a tenancy in a 
park for nin~ months or longer. (Rec5eational Vehicle Occupancy 
Law (cal.civ.code Section 799.20 et ~q.).) 

In keeping with these la~ and changed social conditions, 
the RV park owners proposed in the{r wClosingW brief filed on July 
31, 1987, that the Commission a~pt one of the following 
alternatives to ensure the ext/nsion of baseline to RV tenants: 

1. The definition~r wmobilehome park 
. multifamily aceommodationw under Edison's 

tariff Rule l! should be changed to include 
residentiallUnits as defined by the 
Recreational Vehicle Occupancy Law and the 
MOl:)ilehome' Tenancy Law (9 month tenancy) 
and to include RV parks where sot or more 
of the .paces or lots submetered are leased 
for 30/days or longer and are occupied for 
nine ~onths out of the year. 

2. The~MS-2 schedule should be amended to aile; the present wapplicabilityW paragraph 
d to add a special condition so as to 

nclude and'ex=e~~ the discount to 
recreational vehicle parks which meet the 
criteria outlined in the above alternative. 
The RV park owners propose that the 
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(1) the need to apply baseline allowances to recreation~1l v icle 
tenants and (2) the need to extend a master-metered disco t to, RV 
park owners similar to that in place for mobilehome par 

With respect to baseline allowances, to tho xtcnt that 
the alleged trend toward recreational vehicles as p anent 
residences can be demonstrated, the Commission wo d be remiss in 
not ensuring that each of these NresidentsN rec ved the 
appropriate baseline allowance. ~o do so, ho~ver, the Commission 
would need proof of the existence of such r~idential use and a 
reasonable basis for distinguishing betwe /transient and 
nontransient RV tenants. Without object' e criteria on 'which to 
judge entitle~ent to a baseline allowa e, the commission could not 
be assured that such allowances were eing properly limited to 
residential customers only. ~he Co consider the 
resulting administrative burden i osed on Edison and ensure that 
Edison ~ properly monitor its ystem and billing. 

The burden of provin change from 
mobilehome to recreational v~icle as a permanent residence has 
not, however, been met in ~~s proceeding. Additionally, the 
record is not sufficient ~ determine the exact residence 
requirements, the need tor monitoring, or the appropriate Charges 
for master-:met~ered and lubmetered service to recreational vehicles. 

The apPlica;ion of the DMS-2 schedule to RV parks 
requires the furtherjdetermination of the propriety of a master
metered discount bei~q provided to RV park owners. As Edison has 
correctly pointed dut, the oevelopment ot the DMS-2 schedule was 
the process of bo~ a legislative and an aaministrative 
(commission) effdrt which focused on the exact costs and needs of 
the master-metej{ed mobilehome park. Before any similar tariff 
could be adopted tor the RV park, a level of analysis beyond that 
undertaken in this proceeding would certainly be required. That 
analysis wo~ d, of course, need to include consideration of the 

installins, operating, and owning the 
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discount for RV parks with vacancy f,~ctor 
and transient load would be establi~ed 
a percentage of the total spaces sub::ne 
upon proof of average number of space 
occupied on a month to month basis 0 er the 
past l2-month period in the park or. upon 
aetual spaces occupied on a month 0, month 
basis where the park has not est lished a 
record trom which to compute th average. 

3. In the absence of either of t ese two
alternatives, a new Schedule OMS-3 should 
be established which would e identical to 
DMS-2 except for the 'loll inq: (1) all 
references to Nmobilehom would be 
replaced by *recreation vehicle,* and 
(2) the *applicability* and special' 
conditions of the tar' f would match those 
discussed above rela d to the modification 
of DMS-2. 

The RV park owners ass rt that Edison objections to their 
proposals merely reflect Ediso s unwillinqness tf:> chanqe past 
practices despite a chanqe in esidential dwellinf3' habits • 
Specifically, the RV park 0 ers charqe that Ed.isl~n has 
(1) misinterpreted the app cation ot DMS-2; (2) l:1enied baseline 
benefits to individuals w have chosen to reside in a smaller, 
more portable dwellinq 't; and (3) failed to, recognize the 
similarities in the int tions and legal status o-f RV and 
mobilehome park owners 

Edison oppo es the inclusion ot RV parks under either 
Schedule DMS-2 or a ew, s~ilarly desiqned rate Schedule. Edison 
states that it al~e ely has a rate sChedule (DMS-l) which provides a 
baseline allowance and a discount for submetered service and Which 
is applicable to RV park meter that meets certain criteria. 
This criteria in udes the installation of the park prior to
December 7, 198 , axlld the presence in that park of exclusively 
nontransient, 
residences on 
with a mixtur. 

ingle-falnily acc:ommod.ations used as permanent ._ 
single Edison meter. Edison states that RV par~ 

of transient and nontransient load do not qualify 
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I 

• sul>metering d.istribution fo.cili ties wi thin the RV park o.nd. the! 
propriety of applying the same statutory standa~ds tor estabUshing 
the discounts for RV parks and mobilehome parks. 

• 

• 

As our foregoing discussion makes clear, we ar not in a 
pOSition in this proceeding to adopt any of the rate d 
proposed by the RV park owners. We do find, however, that 
sufficient reasons have been suggested by the RV pa owners for 
this Commission to consider the need for tariff c nges extending 
baseline allowances or master-metered discounts 0 RV tenants and 
RV park owners. We will therefore direct Edi n to conduct a study 
of 'the need for and feasibility of such tar' f Changes and present 
the results of that study in its next gene al rate case. Edison's 
study should include the examination of riff language aimed at 
ensuring that RV "residents" ,receiv~b eline allowances to ~hich 
they are entitled. To undertake this ask, Edison will be required 
to provide standards by which it c objectively judge and 
realistically monitor the status ~the RV tenant. 
c. Lighting - §Pall and !!eSljJ=bwer custQPler croyp 

Testimony in this pro eeding on the rate design to be 
adopted for the small and medi power customer group centered on 
the recommendations of Ediso , PSD, and SCRUB. Edison and PSD in 
their joint exhibit on rate ~esign (Exhibit 87) reached agreement 
on most of the components of these rate schedules. SCRUB and 
Edison, however, failed ?6 agree on the issues of conjunctive 
billing and the waivel0 non-time related demand charges tor 
schools. 

The agreeme reached by Edison and PSD includes the 
following: / 

1. ~hed\Jl.e Changes. PSD has agreed to 
Ediso 's proposal to eliminate Schedule 
GS-1 creating two new schedules in its 
pla e.' The first would be GS-SP, for 
si le-phase customers. The second would 
~GS-TP for three-phase customers, but its 
u e would be limited to existing GS-l 

ee-phase customers, with new three-phase 
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for DMS-1 service and that the Commission has ruled that aft 
December 7, 1981, sinqle-t~ily Qwellinqs, in other than a 
mobilehome park, must have an individual meter. (0.8865, 

. p. 23; 0.88969, at p. 57.) 

Edison additionally states that the OMS-2 te schedule 
is expressly limited to mobilehome parXs and was,Q igned only tor 
such parks. According to Edison, this schedule es not take into 
account the RV park, but rather is based speci 
to serve mobilehome parks and the reliabilit of the construction 
and maintenance of their electrical distrib tion systems. Edison 
further notes th~t separate California la s apply to and aefine 
~mobilehome parksw and ~RV parks. w Edi n also states that the 
Commission did not intend that RV par with transient 
accommodations or transient tenants eeeive residential baseline 
rates. (0.86087 at p. 9.) 

Edison also argues aga' st the Commission's consideration 
of the RV park owners' proposed ew rate Schedule DMS-3. Edison 
states that this proposal was resented tor the first time in this 
proceeding in the RV park 0 ers' wclosing briefw and that Edison 
has therefore not had the portunity to analyze or respond to this 
proposal. 

urges the rejection of this proposal on 
this ground alone, Edi on also asserts that the proposal is not 
supported by the reco d or by reason. Specifically, Edison 
believes that the e reasons which demonstrate that the DMS-2 

schedule is inappl'cable to RV parks also support the rejection of 

Edison's other 
of the new ra 
residency re 
inad.equate 
tenants. 

schedule. Additionally, Edison states that the 
would impose substantial administrative costs on 

atepayers related to the applieatior.L and'monitoring 
e schedule. Edison further asserts that the load and 
irements proposed by the RV park Qwner~ are wholly 
en$ure the presence ot nontransie~t, residential 
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2. 

customers moving to the demand-metered 
Sehed.ules GS-2, 'rOU-GS, and PA-2 or PA-1, 
eonneeted load schedule based on their 
operation. In addition, Edison has 
accepted the PSD recommendation that 
Sehedule GS-TP be eliminated effective 
December 31, 1990, thus plaeing all 
phase customers on one of the above 
schedules. 

CUstomer Chal;94i:s. Edison and agree 
that the customer charge for edules GS-2 
and TOU-GS should be set at 0.00 per 
month. In addition, Schedu e 'rOU-GS should 
include a $7.00 per mon~ eter charge. 

3. Demand Ch~_ Edison nd PSI:> ~gree that 
tor Schedule GS-2, the ummer time-related 
demand charge ShOU~l set at $5.70 per kW 
with no demand charg in the winter. 
Edison and PSD also gree that the non
time-related deman charge should be set at 
$2.60 per kW of ~ent billing period 
demand or 50 per~ent of the highest demand 
over the previo~s l~ months, whichever is 
greater. I 

4. .Ein£'tW Cham". Edison an.d PSD agree that 
energy char~s for proposed Sehedules GS-SP 
and GS-'rP should not be seasonally 
different~ted and should be set residually 
to colle~ any revenue requirement not 
co1leete,d through the customer charge. 
Edison and PSD agree that Schedule GS-2 
should/not include seasonal differentiation 
of th~ energy charges and should have a 
blocked energy rate set at 5.0 cents/kWh 
for ~ll kWh in excess of 300 XWh/kW. The 
energy rate for the first block is proposed 
to/be determined residually to collect the 
remainder of the revenue requirement not 
~llected through the customer charqe, 
demand charges, and second block energy . 

Irate. 

These agreements of PSD and Edison were not opposed by 
any other pirty. We find, tor the most part, that each. is 

havinq ~en based on sound rate desiqn principles. 'rhe 
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~ also opposes the inelusion of recreation 
parks in ~e OMS-2 schedule for the same reasons 
by Edison. In the absence of adequate cost info 
aetermination of the applicability of residentia 
residential vehicle park spaces, WMA states tha 

ose asserted 
ion and the 

inappropriate to include RV parks within the -2 schedule. 
Like Edison, we also have siqnifi nt.problems with the 

RV park owners' spec1fic proposals. To bj/in with, a review of the 
record reflects that none of the RV par~owners' alternative rate 
desiqn proposals set forth in their br1ef were similarly presented 

, / ' 

in their testimony. A review of the T.N park owners' testimony 
reveals that this testimony focused In the nature of ltV park 
tenants, the Edison bi!linq historl.es of certain RV parks, and the 
~erceived need tor the apPlieatto of the DMS-2 schedule to RV 
parks. , 

For the RV park owne . to present specific rate design 
proposals in this proceeding ~ter the close of hearinqs is 

I 
inequitable and a denial of the opportunity of other parties to 
cross-~ine the RV park, o~ers and to respond to the owners' 
proposals. This app::'oaeh tlso denies the commission the 
opportunity to ex~ine these proposals in greater detail to 
determine their impact o£ all residential customers and to ensure 

j' 

their 'reasonableness. For these reasons alone, we find that we are 
foreclosed from conside'rinq the RV park owners' proposed chanqe:s 
and additions to Edi~~'S existinq tariffs. 

We are not foreclosed, however, from considerinq the need 
tor such tariff cha1ges in the future. In this reqard, we believe 
that the RV park o~ers have actually raised tw~ separate issues: 
(1) the need to a~lY baseline allowances to recreational vehicle 
tenants anel (2) .J.e neEld to extenc:1 a master-metered eliscount to RV , 
park owners simi}-ar to that in place to::' mobilehome park owners. 

With respect to basel,ine allo'N'ances, to the extent that 
the alleqed trJnd. toward recreational vlehicles a.s permanent 
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only exception is Edison's and PSD's recommendation to Hra~tChetH 
the demand charqc. "'Ratchetinq'" refers to- the settinq of the 
demand" charge at a percentage of the highest demand over a ixed 
period of tim.e. In this proceeding, Edison has propo'sed~atchets 
for all demand-metered schedules. Because this issue was discussed 
in qreater depth for the large power customer qroup,~e reserve our 
discussion of that issue to that portion of this ~er. We have 
found, Dased on that dis¢~ssion, however, that r chetinq of demand 
charges is inappropriate. consistent with tha findinq, we 
similarly do. not adopt Edison's and PSD'$ ra Chet proposal tor 
demand charges under the :;mall and medium wer rate schedules. 

1. N9n-TOlZ Sdledules 
For the non-TOU schedules fo small and medium power 

customers, the remaining issues betw, n Edison and PSD involve the 
calculation of customer aLarqes ancyener9Y rates. With respect to 
customer charqes, the parties aqre.e that these chnrqes should be 

set on a daily basis. Edison, ho'ever, proposes that the charqes 
be set at 25 cents per day, w~e PSD recommends a rate of 15 cents 
per day. PSD states that it~ailY rate is derived from a $4.50 

per month customer charqe :b~ed on marginal customer costs. 
Edison states th,~ its approach to calculatinq the non

demand customer charge is/more appropriate than PSD's method 
because it is desisned tb l~ecover a greater percentage of fixed 
costs in the fixed cus/omer charge without producing adverse bill 
impacts. We concur ~th Edison and will adopt its proposed daily 
customer charge of 25 cents per day tor Schedules GS-SP, GS-TP, and 

TC-l. L 
Edison tates that it h.as proposed the same methodology 

• I 
tor sett~ng the Schedule TC-1 energy rate as proposed for Schedules 
GS-SP and GS-To/ PSO has, in contrast, set the Schedule 'l'C-l 

average rate ~e same as the proposed Schedule GS-SP/TP average 
rate based o~_~imilarities in the size of customers served on 
Schedules GS-SP, GS-TP, and TC-l. Edison asserts that although 
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residences can be demonstrated, it may be appropriate tor RV 
tenants to receive baseline allowances. To do sc, however, the / 
Commission would need proof of the existence of such residential~ 
use and a reasonable basis for distinquishinq betwe~n transienf and 
nontransient PS tenants. Without objective criteria to d,v{lOP' 
a baseline allowance, the Commission could not be assured that such 
allowances were being properly limited to' residentia;l~stomers 
only. The Commission must also consider the resul~q 
administrative burden imposed on Edison and ensudthat Edison can 
properly monitor its system and billinq. / 

The burden of provinq the eXisten~of the chanqe from 
mobilehome to recreational vehicle as a pe~anent residence has 
not, however, been met in this proceedingt.' Additi~nallY, the 
record is not SUfficient to determine ~e exact residence 
requirements, the need for monitorin~_or the appropriate charqes 
for ~ster-metered and submetered s~ice to recreational vehicles. 

The application of the ~-z schedule to RV parks 
requires the further determinat~n of the propriety of a master
metered disco~t beinq provideo(to RV park owners. As Edison has 
correctly pointed out, the cldelopment of the 01$-2 schedule was 
the process of both a leQis;fative ancl an administrative 
(Commission) effort whichjtoeused on the exact costs and needs of 
the master-metered mObilehome park. Before any similar tariff 
could be adopted for / RV park, ~ level of analysis beyond that 
undertaken in this pr ceedinq would certainly be required. That 
analysis would, of urse, need to include consideration of the 
costs associated w' installing, operating, and owning the 
submeterins aist bution facilities within the RV park and the 
propriety of ap yinq the same statutory standards for establishing 
the discounts or RV parks and mobilehome parks. 

As ur foregoing discussion makes clear, we are not in a 
positi~ !~S proceedinq to adopt any of the rate desiqn ehanges 
propos; the RV park OWners~ We do, find, however, that 
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TC-l customers are similar in size to GS-SP and GS-TP cu 
1~eir usage charaeteristics are dissimilar since traff"c 

.. ""' ... 

operate 24 hours per day. In Edison's opinion, thei rate should 
therefore not be arbitrarily set at the average 0 GS-SP and GS-TP 

. whose load characteristics are primarily on-peak 
To the extent possible, it is our in nt in rate design 

to provide proper price signals based on mar nal costs and the 
customer's usage characteristics. We belie e that Edison's 
proposed Schedule TC-l energy rate accomp this goal and 
should be adopted. 

2. Timc:Ot-Vse Scb~es (TOU 
Both Edison and PSD propos that Edison's Schedule 

TOU-GS, applicable to small and med~ power customers with maximum 
I 

demands below 500 kW, should be k~t open and that a new schedule, 
TOO-CS-SOP, should be made avail~~le to the same group of 
customers. The structure of Ed~,on's proposed rate Schedule 

l 
TOU-CS-SOP is the same as the;rou-s-sop rate schedule and includes 
a fourth time period called the wsuper off-peakN period for ~~e 
hours between midnight and ~OO a.m. Edison believes that this 
proposed rate schedule canJPromote cost effeetive usage during the 
super-off-peak period an~thus help mitigate its minimum load 
problem. The availabil~y of the option, in Edison's opinion, will 
also help shift loads ~ch as air conditioning from on-peak ~o off
peak by giving cost-e~ective incentives and promoting thermal 
storage systems. ;I 

With respect to the charges under these rate schedules, 
Edison and PS:O havJ aqreed on the customer charges, the demand 

I 
charges, and the amount of revenue to be collected from the TOO-GS 

I 
and TOU-GS-SOP r~te·schedules. The revenue allocation for these 

/ 
rate schedules s ould be based on an equal percent of present rate 
revenues consis ent with our previous adoption of Edison's proposed 
intra-class re enue allocation. 
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sufficient ,"""sons have be~ su~~estec! by tile RV park owners fO/' 
this commission to consider the need for tariff changes exten~~g 
baseline allowances or master-metered discounts to RV tenants and 
RV park owners. We will therefore direct Edison to condu~ a study 
ot the need tor and feasibility of such ta~i!f changes ~d present 
the results of that study in its next general rate ca-'. '1'0. 

undertake this task, Edison will be required to pr~v(de standards 
by which it can objectively judge and realistical~ monitor the 
status of the RV tenant. ~ 
c. Lighting - small And !(edium Po!!§L.~stOlDe4roup 

'l:estilnony in this proceeding O:ll t.bl rate design to be 
adopted for the small and mediwn power cu~mer gro,:p cen'l:ered on 
the reconunendations of Edison, PSD, and SCRUB. Edison anl:l PSD in 
their joint exhibit on rate design (Exlvib1t 87) reached a'greement 
on most of the components of these r~~ schedules. SCRUB· and 
Edison, however, failed to aqree onjthe issues of conjunc.tive 
billing and the waiver of non-t~efrelated demand Charges, for 
schools. J . 

The agreement reache~by Edison and PSD includes the 
following: I ,. 

1. Schedule Cbanses. PSD has agreed to 
Edison's proposal to eliminate Schedule 
GS-l, creating two new schedules in its 
place. 'I'nel' first would be GS-SP, for 
single-pb~e customers. The second would 
be GS-'l'P /tor three-phase customers, but it:s 
use would be limited to existing GS-1 
three-phase customers, with new three-phase 
customers moving to the demand-metered 
Schedules GS-2, TOU-GS, and PA-2 or PA-l, a 
co~ected load schedule based on their 
operation. In addition, Edison has 
aeeepted the PSD recommendation that 
SChedule GS-TP be eliminated eftective 

f
ecp~r 31, 1990, thus placing all tbree

pha:;"li!. e-..:;.~~tomers on one of the above 
. sd~,;,: .... ;'t:s. 

/

• !=U§.tQ.JPer Charges. Edison and PSt> aqree 
that the customer charge tor Schedules GS-2 
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" 
Sin~e the conclusion ot the hearinqs, PSD and EdiSO~' 

rea~hed further agreement Ol~ certain modifieation to the 'I'OU::::GS 
schedules.. These modifications are as follows: ;I 

1.. The cus'toltler charqe is red.ueed. from /1 
$250/month to $30/month: /' 

/ 
2.. The non-time-:,elated. demand charge is / 

reduced from $2 .. 70/kW to $2 .. 601kW.. The 
abov~ cna~qes are made so that the ~ustomer 
and non-t4me-related demand charqcs conform 
with the equivalent charges on the GS-2 
rate schedule; /1 

, J 
3.. 'rhe t4me-related demand charg:es; are reducEld 

to conform with the correspondinq charges 
reflected in the joint eXhi-bit (Exhibit 
87); and / 

/ 
4. The revenue shortfall ~esulting from the 

above adjustments is allocated to the 
summer on- and mid-peak and winter mid-peak 
energy cbarqes on tb~ bases aqreed to by 
the parties.. /: 

For the TOU-GS and 'I'OU-GS-SOP rate schedules, the only 
difference between Edison anolpsD was the calculation of the energy 
charge. Instead of using ~ EPMC approach advocated by PSD, 

I 

Edison set the off-peak a~ super off-peak enerqy charges at 
predetermined levels of 5'.0 cents/kWh and 3.7 cents/kWh with the 
other time-differentiatid energy charges being set on an EPMC 

I 

basis.. Edison states;that this approach is consistent with the 
TOO-$ and TOO-8-S0P ~ate sched~tles and ensures a stable rate level 
for the off-peak ~ super off-peak energy charges. 

We fino/that the aqrc~ements reached by Edison and PSD 
result in rate structures for the TOU-GS and TOU-GS-SOP schedules 
which are consistent with our current rate design policies and 

I 
principles. ~he two schedules not only offer significant options 
to customers/served under these schedules in terms of controlling 
energy co~Ption and costs, but also ensure recovery of the 

I 

revenue al'located to the class.. We therefore find reasonable and 
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3. 

4. 

and TOO-GS should ~e set at $30.00 per 
month. In addition, Schedule TOU-GS shoul 
include a $7.00 per month meter charge. 

DemPnd Charge~. Edison and PSO agree tbat 
for Schedule GS-2, the summer time-rel~ed 
demand charge should be set at $5.70 ;fer kW 
with no demand charge in the winter./ 
Edison and PSO also agree that the pon
time-related demand charge should pe set at 
$2.60 per kW of current ~illing p,eriod 
demand'or 50 percent of the highest demand 
over the previous 11 months, w¥chever is 
greater. L 
~erqg Charges. Edison and PSO agree that 
energy charges for proposedJschedules GS-SP" 
and CS-TP should not be se~onallY 
differentiated and shouldJ,be set residually 
to collect any revenue r~irement not 
collected through the cuStomer charge. 
Edison and PSO agree tbbt Schedule G$-2 
should not include seaSonal differentiation 
of the energy charge~and should have a 
blocked ener~ rate~et at 5.0 cents/kWh 
for all kWh 1n exc~s of 300 kWh/kW. The 
energy rate for first block is proposed 
to be determined esidually to collect the 
remainc1er of the revenue requirement not 
collected throu the customer charge, 
c1emand charges anc1 ~eeond block energy 
rate. . 

These agreement of PSO and Edison were not opposed by 
any other party. We fin , for· the most part, that each is 
reasonable having been lased on sound rate design principles. The 
only exception is Edistn's and PSO's recommendation to *ratehet* 
the demanc1 charge. ~tchetin9* refers to the setting of the 
demand charge at a percentage of the highest demand over a fixed 
period of time. I;f this proceeding, Edison has proposed ratehets 
for all demand-metered schedules. Because this issue was discussed 
in grea.ter depttj for the ·large power eu~·: omp.~:- group, we reserve our 
discussion of ~at issue to that portioh. ..:r~ 'Chis order. We have 

. I . 
found, based on that discussion, however, that ratcheting of demand 
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/i 
~ .. 1/ 

adopt the rate structure for TOU-GS and TOU-GS-SOP to whl.ch Ectl..son 
and PSD have agreed and direct the implementation of these // 
scnedules in the manner proposed ~y these parties. To ensure 
consistency with our other findings, however, no IPratchet~£g" of 
demand charges should be included in these schedules. I 

With respect to the sole issue in dispute, w,.e find 
/ reasonable and adopt the enerqy charges for the two~Chedules as 

proposed :by Edison. Edison has a,:1equately demonstrated that these 
charges are required to ensure consistency and ~abilitY in rate 
levels and between rate schedules. / 

, 3'. Issues Impacting School Uistricts / 
In this proceeding, SCRUB has reqaested consolidated or 

"eonjunetivelP billing at a single rate o;/all meters at a single 
school site and all meters within an entire school district. SCRUB 

I 
also asks that the non-t~e related demand charge for distribution 

I' 
b·e waived for school districts if th~ district enters a formal 
agreement with Edison to limit ene~ usage during peak periods to 
a predetermined level. Edison oppbses ~oth of these . 
recommendations. L 

a. 0n"lunctive Billing 

Conjunctive billing for schools was addressed in PG&E's 
most recent general rate cas~. In D.86-l2-09l in that proceeding, -, 
we found that it was reasonable for PG&E to' provide schools taking 
service from more than~1 meter at the same site with the 
opportunity to have the r total usage consolidated for billing 
purposes. (0.86-l2-09 , at pp. 81-82.) This same finding, however, 
was not extended to e6nsolidated ~illing for multiple sites based 
on our conclusion ;£at no distinction should be maae between two or 
more customers ta)d.ng service at ind.ividual sites and one custome'r 
taking service ~ multiple sites. 

We ~retore required PG&E to offer conjunctive billing 
/ 

for multiple ~eters at a single school, and in its next rate ease, 
address ~ropriety of expandinq conjunctive ~illing t~ all 

/

1 _ 305. _ 
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charges is inappropriate. Consistent with that 
similarly QQ not adopt Edison's and PSD's ratchet propo 1 for 
demand charges under the small and medium power rate Chedules. 

1. Non-TOO schedules 
For the non-TOO schedules for small an ecium power 

customers, the remaining i'ssues between Edison. d PSD involve the 
calculation of customer charges and enerqy ra~s. With respect to 
customer charges, the parties agree that th~e charges should be 
set on a daily basis. Edison, however, p~poses that the charges 
be set at 2S cents per day, while PSD r~~mmendS a rate of lS cents 
per day. PSD states that its daily rate is derived from a $4.50 
per month customer charqe b~sed on m ~inal customer costs. 

Edison states that its ap oach to calculating the non
demand customer charge is more ap opriate than PSD's method 
because it is designed to recove a greater percentage ot tixed 
costs in the fixed customer ch~qe without prodUCing adverse bill 
impacts. We concur with Edi~ and will adopt its p;oposed daily 
customer charge of 25 cents r day for Schedules,GS-SP, GS-TP, and 
TC-1. 

Edison states at it has proposed the same methodoloqy 
for setting the Schedul TC-1 energy rate as proposed for Schedules 
CS-SP and GS-TP. PSD as, in contrast, set the Schedule TC-l 

average rate the sam as the proposed Schedule GS-SP/TP average 
rate based on simil ities in the size of customers served on 
Schedules GS-SP, G -TP, and TC-l. Edison asserts that although 

similar in size to GS-SP and GS-TP customers, 
their U5a9'e char. cteristics are dissimilar since traftic li9hts 
operate 24 hour. per day. In Edison's opinion, their rate should 
therefore no be arbitrarily set at the average o,t GS-SP' and GS-TP
whose load c acteristics are primarily on-peak. 

T the extent possible, it is our intent in rate design 
to provide roper price signals based on marginal costs and the 

characteristics. We believe that Edison's 
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/ customers. (D.86-12-091, at p. 82.) Under the terms of that / 
billing, the school wu.s not to be required to pay for any specii'l 
facilities needed to c!l.chieve consolidation of its bills, :buyt 
would be required to pay for the administrative and facilit4es 
costs associated with providing service on one site at diiferent 
locations. (.I,g., at p]~. 8l-82.) / 

In response to D.86-12-091, PG&E fileQ an a¢Vice letter 
earlier this year seelting Commission approval of twd" new forms 
related to conjunetiv/~ :billing for schools. Of ~se two billing 
forms, one reflected I,n the cost of allocated facilities necessary 
to provide service at multiple sites, while thefother, a simpler 
form, involved combining meter readings fro~ll accounts at a'site 
and billing them unde:r one rate. 'Xhese fot'mS were the result of an 

/ 
aqreement between PG&:e and SCRUB who haylso agreed that the forms 
should :be offered on a l~ited, experimental basis. Specifically, 
the parties a.qreed that, due to the co",ts and complexities of the 
facility cost aqreement, this form wtuld :be offered on a test :basis 
to a limited number of schools. ¥e second, Simpler option would 
be offered as a fUrther experiment limited to primary and secondary 
schools. J' 

By Resolution E-304~ dated August 26, 1987, PG&E was 
authorizea. to file these two/new forms. 'Xhe resolution .alsc 
directed PG&E in its next cfoneral rate C~lse to evaluate this 
conjunctive billing experiment on the basis, among other things, of 
its revenue effeet, the;£eed for its continuation, and the 
propriety of making the option available to other types of 
customers. ;I 

In this ptoceeding, as stated previously, SCRUB asks that 
Edison be required/as PG&E was, to undertake conjunctive billing 
for SChools. S~~'s request, however, includes not only 
conjunctive bil~g for all meters at a :~ingle school site, but 
also all meters/at multiple sites within a single school district • 

/ 
I 

.I 
/ 
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proposed Schedule TC-1 energy rate accomplishes this goal 
should be adopted. 

,2. TilDe=Ot-Use ~ml~s CTOU=<;5 and ".oIl::GS-SQP) 

, Both Edison and PSO propose that Edison's s~edule 
TOU-GS, applicable t~ small and medium power customers with maximum 
demands beloW' 500 kW, s:hould be kept open and that} new schedule, 
TOU-GS-SOP, should be made available to the same~~oup of 
customers. The structure of Edison's proposed~ate SCheclule 
TOO-GS-SOP is the s~e as the TOU-8-S0P rateJr.~edule and includes 
a tourth time period called the,*super ott~ak* period tor the 
hours between m.idnight ."nd 6:00 a.m. Edison believes that this 
proposed rate schedule c~ prom.ote cost~tective usage during the 
super-oft-peak period and thus help m~igate its minimum load 
problem. The availability ot the opt'ion, in Edison's opinion, will 
also help shitt loads such, as air e6'nditioning trom on-peak to oft
peak by giving cost-eftective t·nc tives and promoting thermal 
storage systems. . 

, With respect to 'the arges under these rate schedules, 
Edison and PSD have agreed o;/the custom.er charges, the dem.and 
charges, and the methOdolcx;/ tor determininc; the amount of revenue 

,r 
to be collected trom the TOU-GS and TOU-GS-SOP rate schedules. The 

I ' 
revenue allocation tor ?pe!~e rate schedules should be based on an 
equal percent of presel]A: r~lte revenues consistent with our previous 
adoption ot Edison's p~oposed intra-class revenue allocation. The 
only exception to ~s tind:ing is tor Totr-GS ~nd GS-2 the revenue 
allocation tor whi~, as previously discussed, is determined by 
applying the adopted rates to the billinq determinants proposed tor 
those schedules ~ Edison and PSD. 

Since;'the conclusion of ~e hearings, PSO and Edison 
reaebed turth~ agreement on certain modification to the TOU-GS 
schedules. T ese modifications are as follows: 

1 •. The customer charge is reduced from 
$250/month to $30/month~ 
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With respect to this latter request, SCRUB believes that 
conjunctive billing for multiple sites is required to per.mi~e 
school district to practice load management and to acCUr~lY 
aetermine the economies of self-generation. SCRUB sta~ that this 
type of billing could be undertaken by Edison on an ~ertmental 
basis subject to certain conditions. These condi~ns would 
include (1) Edison's installation of the necess~ equipment and 
implementation of the necessary billing proce~es, (2) computation 
of the bill under the rate schedule that is ~plicable to- the . 
combined usage,' ana (3) recovery by Ediso of the cost of any 
additional facilities and efforts relat to- conjunctive billing 
directly from the districts receiving e service in the form of 
predetermined, standard monthly serv. ce charges. 

Edison states that it ob'eets to conjunctive billing for 
schools for both single sites an multiple sites. Edison believes 
that conjunctive billing is no cost-effective, NbundlesN rather 
than Nunbundles" generation, ~ansmission, and distribution costs: 
and is not a proper means of/reflecting non-time related demand on 
its distribution system. 

with respect t this latter point, Edison believes that 
inequities in rate des' will result if the NOenefitN of 
conjunctive billing i extended to one customer group. 
Specifically, Ediso~asserts that diversity among accounts is 
already recognized~y virtue of the design billing parameters which 
are based on his,orical NnoncoincidentN demands. Edison states 
that as these b~ling parameters decrease under conjunctive 
billing, the d/mand charge must increase proportionately to recover 
Edison's cost:!Of service. Edison therefore concludes that if only 
schools are~rmitted conjunctive billing, all other customers, 
other than/SchOOlS, would be adversely affected. Edison notes, 
however, that conversely if all multiple-site customers were 
entitled to conjunctive billing, the concept would produce little 
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2. The non-tfme-related demand charge is 
reduced trom $2.70/kW to $2.60/kW. The 
above changes are made so that the custome 
and non-time-related demand charges conform 
with the eq1.li valent charges on the GS-2/ 
rate schedule; / 

3. The tfme-related demand charges are ;educed 
to conform with the correspondinq ~rges 
reflected in the joint exhibit (Z:it 
87); and 

4. The revenue shortfall resulting rom the 
above adjustments is allocateajto the 
summer on- and mid-peak and w~ter mid-peak 
energy charges on the :bases ~reed to' by 

. , 

the parties. / 

For the TOO-GS and TOO-GS-SOP,rate schedules, the only 
ditference between Edison and PSO was the calculation of the energy 
charge. Instead of using the EPMC ap/roach advocated by PSD, , 
Edison set the oft-peak and super of/-peak energy charges at 
predetermined levels of s.o cents/~w.n and 3.7 cents/kWh with the 

I 
other t~e-differentiated energy Charges :being set on an EPMC 
basis. Edison states that this I'pproach is consistent with the 
TOO-S and TOO-S-SOP rate sehed~es and ensures a stable rate level 
for the oft-peak and super ofrtpeak energy charges. . 

We find that the a;freements reached by Edison and PSD 
result in·rate structures for the TOO-GS and TOO-GS-SOP schedules 
which are consistent with;6ur current rate design policies and 
principles. The two schedules not only otfer si9Uiticant options 
to customers served undGf these schedules in terms of controlling 
energy consumption and/costs, but also ensure recovery of the 
revenue allocated to fbe class. We there tore find reasonable and 
adopt the rate stru~ure for Iroo-Gs and TOO-GS-SOP to which Edison 
and PSD have agreed/and direct the implementation of these 
schedules in the~~~r proposed by these parties. To ensure 
consistency with-fur other findings, however, no -ratchetinq- of 
demand charges ould be included in these schedules • 
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/" 
or no benefits since the rate would increase as billinq parame~rs 
decreased. ,'---~ 

Edison concludes therefore that SCRUB's propos~m~st be 
evaluated not just on the basis of the benefit, if any, eceivcd by 
sehOQls, but whether all of Edison's customers would. e,positively 
or adversely affected. DUE! to the high administra . e, metering, 
and billing costs, Edison believes that the final esult of 
conjunctive billing will bE~ an adverse impact 0 

r.~tepayers • 
While Edison has raised appropriate concerns regarding 

conjunctive billing, we do not believe th~these concerns warrant 
our rejection of conjunctive billing for ultiple meters at sinqle 
school sites on an experimc:ntal basis. We continue to believe that 
this form of conjunctive billing, s 
imposed in 0.86-12-091, will permit e schools to realize the 
benefit of consolidated billing w~thout the need to incur any 

I 
additional costs just to attain ~at goal. We also believe, 
however, that 0.86-12-09l as well as Resolution E-304$ reflect our 
need to ensure that the assertled benefits of conjunctive billing 
are realized. As aUthOriZe~~n that resolution, PG&E's offering 
of conjunctive billing forJ~chools is on·a limited, experimental 
basis subject to·an evaluition of the program in PG&E's next 
general rate ease. Thi~evaluation will examine conjunctive 
billing on the basis o/its revenue effect, the need for its 
continuation for sChodls, and the need tor its expansion to other 
customer groups. / . 

For these/reasons, we find that it is appropriate to 
I 

order Edison to o~er conjunctive billing for multiple meters at a 
single school si~ consistent with 0.86-12-091 ana Resolution E-
3045. We will erefore require Edison to file an aavice letter 
i:mplelnenting 

/ 

necessary tariffs or forms to .~ceomplish this goal . 
for its next general rate case ~l evaluation of 
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With respect to the sole issue in dispute, 'we find / 
reasonable and adopt the energy charges for the two schedules~s 
proposed by Edison. Edison has adequately demonstrated that/these 
charges are required to ensure consistency and stabi111tY' rate 
levels and between rate schedules. 

3. USes XlDPructing SChool Pistri c.3c:l . 
In this proceedinq, SCRUB has requested co~olidated or 

*conjunctive* billing at a ~ingle rate o! all met~7 at a single 
school site and all meters wi thin an entire schoOf _district. SCRUB 
also asks that the non-time related demand char~ tor distribution 
be ~laived for school districts if that distric enters a formal 
agreement with Edison to limit energy usaqe inq peak periods to 
a p:~edeterminecl level. 
recl:>lDlZIenda tions. 

a. .kon;unctive Billing 
Conjunctive billing for schoo s was addressed in PG&E's 

mo,st recent qeneral rate case. In 0.8/-12-091 in that proceeding, 
we. found that it was reasonable for ~&E to provide schools taking 
service from morE~ than one meter;tt the same site with the 
o~,portunity to hll.ve their total u qEI consolidated tor billing 
purposes. (0.86-12-091, at pp. 8 -82.) This same finding, however, 
w~s not extended to eonsolidat~ billing tor multiple sites based 
on our conclusion that no dis ~ction should be made between two or 
more customers taking servic 
takinq service at multiple 

at individual sites and one customer 
ites. 

We therefore 
for multiple meters at a 
address the propriety 

ired PG&E to offer conjunctive billinq 
singl'~ school, and in its next rate ease, 
expanding conjunctive billing to all 

customers. (0.86-12-0 
billing, the $chool 

, at p. 82.) Uncler the terms of' that 

facilities nee'ded t 

would be required 

as not to be required to pay for any special 
achieve c,ons.~;t';.':':"'-,,;.ion ot its bills, but it 

o pay for tb.e -adm1ni!'.trative and facilities 
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conjunctive billing tor schools and tor all customers consistent 

with these decisions. '7' 
We are unpersuaded by SCRUB's arguments to extend 

conjunctive billing beyond the single school site. ~he 

reservations expressed by Edison regarding single site~Onjunctive 
billing already require that that program be institu;ed only on a 
limited basis. We do not believe that sufficient ~stification has 
be~n provided to enlarge that program to include ~njunctive 
billing tor multiple sites. 

b. w ·v 
~ . 

SCRUB also proposes that the non-time-related demand 
charge for distribution be waived to~ Sch.~ ls, it the school 
district enters a formal agreement With~dison to limit energy 
usage during peak periods to a predete~ined level. SCRUB's 
request is based on the annual elect~cal usage pattern of schools 
and the flexibility which schools h~e in summer scheduling. 

. I.. Accord1ng to SCRUB these tactors ~eate a un1que OPPOrtun1ty to 
free electricity for use on 1:be saison system during peak times and 
save costs for both Edison andJ.'choOl districts. By adopting its 
recommendation, SCRUB testifi~ that net marginal cost savings to 
Edison of $23.88 for each peik kw not used by a school and made 
available to the system wO~d be realized. . 

Edison opposes stRUB's proposal as unnecessary since the 
proposed rates applicable'to schools are WunbundledW and already 
reflect the appropriate reduction in summer time-related demand 
charges. According to Edison, if a school has lower demands in 
s~er months, this 1 wer demand will be reflected in a reduced 
time-related demand arge. Edison asserts that this charge 
properly refle'cts e cost of distribution facilities which is 
determined by the 
Edison therefore 
portion of the d 
the rate • 

ighest demand occurring throughout the year. 
elieves that to reduce the non-time-related 
and charge would defeat the purpose of unbundling 
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"/ 
costs associated with providing service on one site at different 
locations. (1£., at pp. 81-82.) 

In response to 0.86-12-091, PG&E filed an advic 
earlier this year seeking Commission approval of two ne 
related to conjunctive billing for schools. Of these 
forms, one reflected on the cost of allocated facil' ies necessary 
to provide service at multiple sites, while the ot er, a simpler 
form~ involved combining meter readings from all ccounts at a site 
and billing them under one rate. These forms re the result of an 
agreement between PG&E and SCRUB who had als agreed that the forms 
should be offered on a ltmited, exper~enta basis. Specifically, 
the parties agreed that, due to the costs d complexities of the 
facility cost agreement, this form woul' offered on a. test basis 
to a l~ted number of schools. The s cond, simpler option would 
be offered as a further experiment l' ited to primary and secondary 
schools. 

By Resolution E-304S, d ed August 26, 1987, PG&E was 
authorized to file these two~ nw orms. The resolution also 
directed PG&E in its next gener, 1 rate case to evaluate this 
conjunctive billing experimen on the basiS, among other things, of 
its revenue e~fect, the needl'tor its continuation, and the 
propriety of making the option available to other types of 

customers. t 
In this preeee ing, as stated previously, SCRUB asks that 

Edison be required, as &E was, to undertake conjunctive billing 
for schools. SCRUB~s equest, however, includes not only 
conjunctive billing or all meters at a single school site, but 
also all meters at ultiple sites within a single school district. 

With re eet to this latter request, SCRUB believes that 
conjunctive bill' g for multiple sites is required to permit the 

d.etermine the 
type of billi 

o practice load management and to accurately 
onomies of self-generation. SCRUB states that this 
could be undertaken by Edison on an experimental 
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As we have p~eviously indicated, we have rejecte~ 
Edison's proposal to" ratch~t demand charges. This conclus7' 0 is 
equally applicable to demand charges for schools 

We concur with Edison, however, that dunDundle<;Y" and. 
ttme-ditferentiated rates charged to sc~oOls are adequ~e to ensure 
that the schools pay those costs reasonably attribU~le to their 
usage characteristics. Any further refinement of~e rates under 
which schools are provided service is therefore ~ecessary at this 
ttme. SCRUB's recommended waiver for schools o~ non-time-related 
demand charges should therefore be rejecte~.~ 
D. Large Pow4~X: CUstom~r Group ~. 

Edison's large power customer ~oup receives service 
primarily under the mandatory time-ot-us'e schedule, TOO-S. In 
addition to the Too-a schedule, these~stomers are offered 
optional time-of-use schedules prov~ding interruptible and super
otf-peak (SOP) rates and. service, «fs well as real-time pricinq. 

I 
Additionally, standby service iSjProvided to those customers who 
require backup service for theix'own generation facilities. In 
this proceeding, EQison has f~er proposed two contract rate 

, . , 
optlons for th~s customer group. 

Edison and PSD hale reached substantial agreement on the 
rate structure for these s'ehedules. Significant issues, however, 
remain between these two/"parties, as well as numerous interested 
parties including FEA, pA, IU, cr.:ECA/CSPG, OOS, and the CSC. The 
schedules and the posiitions of the parties are reviewed below 
followed by our re~ojution of each issue. 

l. TOQ'-8 I 
Edison ~d the PSD are in agreement with respect to 

virtually all as~cts of the basic 'X'OU-S schedule with the 
exception of th,'development of the 'X'OU-S energy charqes. Both 
Edison and PSD~gree that in the event that the adopted revenue 
requirement iJ different frOlll that upon whieh their p~,oposed rate 

r 
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• basis subject to certain conditions. These conditions ~~ 
/ 

• 

• 

include (1) Edison's installation of the necessary e~pment and 
implementation of the necessary billing procedures, (2) computation 
of the bill under the rate schedule that is appl' al:>le to the 
combined usage, and (3) recovery by Edison of e eost of any 
additional facilities ~d efforts related onjunctive billing 
directly from the districts receiving the s rvice in the form of 
predetermined, stand~rd monthly service c arges. 

Edison states that it objects 0 conjunetive billing for . ' 

schools for both single sites and mu11- ple sites. Edison believes 
that conjunctive billing is not cost effective, *bundlesw rather 
th~ "unbundles* generation, trans ssion, and distribution costs; 
and is not a proper means of ref eting non-tj.me related demand on 
its distribution system. 

inequities in rate design wi 
latter point, Edison believes that' 
result if the *benefit" of 

ded to one customer group. conjunctive billing is ext 
Specifically, Edison asse 
already recognized by vi 

s that diversity among accounts is 
ue of the design billing parameters which 

are based on historical *noncoincident" demands. Edison states 
that as these billing arameters decrease under conjunctive 
billing, the demand arge must increase proportionately to recover 
Edison's cost of se ice. Edison there tore concludes that if only 
schools are permi ed conjunctive billing, all other customers, 
other than schoo , would be adversely affected. Edison notes, 
however, that c versely if all multiple-site customers were 
entitled to co 'unetive billing, the concept would produce little 
or no beneti since the rate would increase as billing parameters 
decreased. 

Eison concludes therefore that SCRUB's proposal must be 
evaluated t just on the basis of the benefit~ if any, reeeiv~d b; 
schools, btt Whether all o1! Edison's 'customers woul<1 be posit:. ..... c:.;.::f 
or advers ly affected.. Due to the hi9'h administrative, metering, 
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design is based, the differenees should be reflected in the energy, 
as opposed to demand, charges. , 

FEA, CMA, IU, and CLECA/CSPG have also p~ovided testimony 
recommending energy and demand charges for the 1'00-8 schedUle. 
These parties state that their recommendations emPhasize!the need 
to implement cost-based rates for the 1'00'-8 SChedUles~hile 
prc~\c:rvin9' rate stability. I 

a. TOO-a Bates By VolBge Leyel )' 
In 0.84-12-068 in Edison's last gener~rate case, the 

Commission adopted a two-step approach tor revx'ing the manner in 
which voltage ditferences within the 1'0'0'-8 ~tomer group were 
recognized. ~e ~irst step, which was tak~ in 0.84-l2-068, was to 
adopt PSO's voltage discounts tor eaeh~f the three voltage 
categories of below 2 kV, 2 kV to 50 XV and g'reater than SO kV. 
The second step, whieh was to be take in this proc1aedinq, was the 
division of the 1'0'0'-8 rate Schedures 'nto the three voltage 

.eategories with rates based on marc;: nal costs developecl for each of 
those subgroups. . 

In this proceeding', PSD submitted a proposal to establish 
the three 1'00'-8 voltage levelS;'s separate schedules. Edison, 
while first declining to recommend this approach, subsequently 

I 
supported PSO's proposal. PSD's proposal was also supported by FEA 

I 
and I'O'. PSO, F:E:A, and :ro asree that separate rate schedules by 
voltage level yield ratesJ'hiCh refleet the different costs of 
service imposed at eaChlQltaQe level and the different load 
characteristics relateClito each of those levels. 

We find tha~(pSO's prQPosed ~oo-s sUbschedules are in 
l<eeping with. Qur deei';'ion in Edison'S last qeneral rate case and 
provide rates relate~ to the cost of service and load 

.I 
characteristics Of~OU-S customers by voltage level. This approach 
there:for~ ~u:rth.er/refines and improves the price signals which 
1'OU-S customers reeeive • 
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and billing costs, Edison believes that the final result 
conjunctive billing will be an adverse impact 
ratepayers.. 

While Edison has raised appropriate conce regarding 
conjunctive billing, we do not believe that these ncerns warrant 
our rejection of conjunctive billing for multipl meters at single 
school sites on an experimental basis. We cont ue to believe that 
this form of conjunctive billing, subject to· tM'e limitations 
imposed in 0.86-12-091, will permit the scho s to realize the 
benefit of consolidated. billing without the need. to incur any 
additional costs just to attain that goal We also believe, 
however, that 0.86-12-091 as well as Res ution E-304S reflect our . 
need to ensure that the asserted benef s of conjunctive billing 
are realized. As authorized in that 
of conjunctive billing for schools i on a limited, experimental 
basis subject to an evaluation of e program in PG&E's next 
general rate case. This evaluati~ will examine conjunctive 
billing on the basis of its revej~e effect, the need for its 
continuation for schools, ante need for its expansion to other 
customer groups. • 

For these reasons, we find that it is appropriate to 
order Edison to offer conj~ctive billing for multiple meters at a 
single s~ool site consis'tknt with 0.86-12-091 and Resolution E-
3045. equire Edison to, file an advice letter 
implementing the necess ry tariffs or forms to accomplish this goal 
and to perform for it next general rate case an evaluation of 

conjunctive billing r schools all'ld for all customers consistent 
with these decision • 

We are u persuaded :by SCRUB's arguments to. extend 
conjunctive bill~g beyond the s~lgle school site. The 
rese%"l:"p.tic~~ expressed by Edison ll:'eqard.ing single site conjunctive 
bi11it.i;,'·· ~lread.yJ require that that', proc;ram be instituted. only on a 
limited :basis/ We do no~ believe:~ that SUfficient justification has 
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b. Demand CI@l:ges. / 
,Agreement was also reached between Ed~son and 'PSD o~all 

demand charges (time-related and non-time-related) for the large 
power customer group. Several interested parties, hOWeVQ~ 
proposed different demand charges as well as *rate limit~s" 
designed to avoid rat~ shock by certain customers. Th~issue of 
rate l~ters is discussed in a separate section fO~Wing our . 
consideration of the TOU-8 schedule and other lar~e power customer 
rate options. Al'l parties state that their pro~ed demand charges 
are based on marginal costs. / 

(1) b¢ies Eosi:tions 

Edison and PSD assert tha:;the demand charges to 
which they have agreed best reflect mar~nal demand costs without 
produeing adverse bill impacts. In tn' case of time-related demand 
charges, Edison and PSD have agreed/~ eliminate winter off-peak 
demand charges and to use the higher on-peak demand charges 

/ . 
proposed by PSD. These demand charges are set at sot of the 
marginal on-peak demand costs :sir the on-peak period, 100% of the 
marginal coincident demand costs for the mid-peak perio~, and zero 
for the off-peak period. / 

With regar~o non-time-related demand charges, 
Edison and PSD reached a;eompromise position. Edison had proposed 
to base this charge on the highest demand in the previous year 
While PSD proposed th~' it be the highest demand for the month. 
The agreement provide~ for the non-time-related demand charge to be 

I 
the highest demandJfor the month or 50% of the highest demand for 
the preCeedingifl onths, whichever is greater. PS~ believes that 
this approach wi 1 provide an incentive to customers to reduce 
demand while s 11 ensuring rates which reflect the costs incurred 
by the utilitY!to meet noncoincident demand. . 

/ FEA and IU endorse the agreement reached by PSO and 
Edison to df~tarcntiate between time-related and non-time-related 
demand ~es. According to FEA, such a rate design approach 
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been provided to eruLarge that program to inelude conjunetive 
~illing for multiple sites. 

b. Waiver or Non::%ime=RelAtesl Q.emMd ChArges 
SCRUB also proposes that the non-time-related d 

charge for distribution be waived for schools, if the se 
district enters a formal aCjX'eement with Edison to limit energy 
usage during peak periods to a predetermined level. 
reqllest is based on the annual eleetrie~,l usage pat rn of schools 
and the flexibility which schools have in summer eduling. 
According to SCRUB these ta~ors create a uniqu 
free electricity for use on the Edison system 
save costs tor both Edison and school distri . 

inq peak times and 
By adopting its 

recommendation, SCRUB testified that net m ginal cost savings to 
Edison of $23.88 for each peak kw not use by a school and made 
available to the system would be realiz 

Edison opposes SCR'tJ"B.'s pro, 1 as unnecessary since the 
proposed rates applicable to schools are wunbundlcdM and already 
refle~ the appropriate reduction' summer time-related demand 
charges. According to Edison, if a school has lower demands in 
summer months, this lower deman will be reflected in a reduced 
time-related de~nd charge. Eison asserts that this charge 
properly reflects the cost 0 distribution faeilities which is 
determined by the highest d nd occurring throughout the year. 
Edison therefore believes at to reduce the non-time-related 
portion of the demand ch ge would defeat the purpose of unbundling 
the rate. 

As we have eviously indicated, we have rejected 
Edison's proposal to atchet demand charges. This conclusion is 
equally applicable 0 demand charges for schools 

We con with Edison, however, that Munbundledw and 
time-differentia ed rates charged to schools are adequate to· ensure 
that the school pay those costs reasonably attributable to- their 

Any further refinement of the rates under 
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permi'cs rates to reflect :more accurately cost differences across 
time periods. 

According to IU, the shift of fixed cost~ fro the 
ener<r.r eharge to aemana c:tlarge components of the TOU-S rate/' 
schedule should be su):)j ec'c only to the limitation that tMo- change 
not result in adverse rate impacts. According to, ru, ~Uil 
implementation of EPMC fo:C" these rate components coulA produce 
unacceptably severe bill impacts for low load fact~ and seasonal 
customers because of the extremely high costs as~iated with 
summer peak demand. . ~ 

To offset this result, IV pro~oses that the on-peak 
demand charge be set at 50% of the EPMC le/ei if the commission 
approves the revenue requirement propose~y Edison. In the ease 
of PSO's proposed revenue decrease, IU ~knowledges that adverse 
rate impacts will be less siqnifieant~nd proposes that the peak 
demand charge be set at 60% of EPMCZ 

As a means of recovering the remaining on-peak 
aemand costs, IU proposes that ~ winter demand charge not be 
eliminated as recommended by psofand Edison, but be retained at 
that its present level in ord~ to recover a portion of the aemand 
costs not recovered in the P~k demand charges. Alternatively, IU 
recommenc.s that the. balancrof unrecover,ed on-peak demand costs be 
recovered in the on-peak energy charges to ensure recovery of those 
costs in the same time ¥riod during' which the.y are incurred.. IU 
emphasizes that this approach would be mterely temporary until class 
revenues move close.r fo cost in future r."te proceedings. '1'0 the 
extent that seve.re ))ill impacts may occur despite such a demand 
charge limitation~u proposes ,that the Commission consider and 
adopt Nrate limiters. H 

/ 
~ proposes, consistent with its marginal demand 

cost recommen~tion that demand charges should be based on the use 
of Edison's ~oPted Energy Reliability Index (ERI). The ERI, as 
explained Irlier in this decision, is used in adjusting' capacity 
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/ 
which schools are provided service is therefore unnecessary~t this 
time. SCRUB's recommended waiver for schools ot non-time~elated 
demand charges should therefore be rejected. 
o. Large Pqwer CUsto1l1e%' CrouR 

Edison's large power customer qroup receiv s service 
primarily under the mandatory time-ot-use schedule, TOO-S. In 
addition to the TOO-S schedule, these customers a e offered 
optional time-of-use schedules providing inte tible and super-
off-peak (SOP) rates and service, as well as r al-time pricing
Additionally, standby service is provided to' ose customers who 
require backup service for their own genera on facilities. In 
this proceeding, Edison has further propos d two contract rate 
options for this customer group. 

Edison and PSO have reached s stantial agreement on the 
rate structure tor these schedules. S gnificant issues, however, 

ell as numerous interested 
I CSPG, DGS, and the CSC. The 

reviewed below 

remain between these two parties, as 
parties ineluding FEA, QtA., IU, CU; 
Schedules and the positions of th 
followed by our resolution of ea issue. 

l. TOO-8 

Edison and the 
virtually all aspects of the 
exception of the developme 

e in Ag-reement with respeet to 
asic TOO-S schedule with the 

of the 'l'OO-S energy charges. Both 
Edison and PSD agree that ~n the event that the adopted revenue 
requirement is different from that upon which their proposed ra.te 
design is based., the d' ferences should. be reflected. in the energy, 
as opposed. to demand, charges. 

FE..,\, CMA, , and r.::r.:ECA/CS'PG have also provid.ed. testimony 
recommending ener and demand. charges for the TOO-S schedule. 
These parties sta e that their recommend.ations emphasize the need 
to implement co -based rates for th9 TOO-S schedules while 
preserving rat stability. .. .. ' 
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values for QF pricing and in undertaking resource cost- ~ 
effectiveness analyses. According to CMA, inclusion of-the ERI in 
the calculation of de~and charges will provide recognition of ~{~ 
existing oversupply of generation capacity. Based on its ~ 
calculations, CMA also ~elieves that introduction of the ER! into 
the demand charge determination would have the additiona~ 
desirable result of reducing the problem of rate shOC~hich would 
exist if full EPMC rates were charged. ~ 

PSD opposes CMA's recommendation t~PP1Y the'ERI to 
customer demand charges. PSD notes that the us%f the ERI, used 
to adjust short-run marginal costs, would faill'to reflect the long
term costs of the system. PSD asserts tha;4'se of th~ ERI would 
therefore prevent '1'OU-8 dem.and charges from reflecting accurate, 
long-term price signals on which customefs could ~ase their 
investment decisions and changes in prtduction patterns. 

" CMA also requests th~t 'l'Ou-a rates should not 
include a *ratenct* on maximum de~nd charges. The *ratchet* to 
which CMA refers relates to Edi~'S and PSD's aqree~ent to set 
non-time-related demand charges'at 50% of the highest delnand over 

I 
the previous eleven months. jCMA notes that while PSD had proposed 
no ratchet at all originalLy, it co~promised with Edison by 

agreeing to a ratchet~f 0% of the highest demand over the 
previous eleven lnonths. CMA sUbmits that PSD's original position 
was correct and that a ratchet of any amount on a noncoincident 
demand charge fails to reflect costs or provide proper price signal 
to customers. / ' , 

In;response to CHA, Edison states that the proposed 
ratchet on demand charges is necessary to'ensure Edison's reeovery 

I . 
of the cost ofjiistribution facilities. According to Edison, these 
costs are a f~ction of the capacity of tho distribution facilities 
installed to! each customer, which. capacity is defined by the 
customer's ighest demand regar~less of when it occurs. Edison 
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a. TOU-8 .Bat~s By Voltage'Leye1 

In 0.84-12-068 in Edison's last general rate c se, the 
Commission adopted a two-step approaeh for revising th manner in 
which voltage differences within the TOU-8 customer g oup were 
reeognized. The first step, which was taken in 0.8 12-068, was to 
adopt PSO's voltage discounts tor each of the tbre voltage 
eategories of below 2 kV, 2 kV to 50 kV, and gre er than 50 kV. 
The second step, which was to be taken in this 
division of the TOU-S rate schedules into· the 

oeeeding, was the 
ee voltage 

categories with rates based on marginal cost developed ~or each of 
those subgroups. 

In this proceeding, PSO sUbmitt a proposal to establish 
the three TOU-S voltage levels as separaye schedules. Edison, 
while first declining to recommend thi~~pproach, sUbsequently 
supported PSO's proposal. PSO's propqsal was also supported by PEA [ 
and IV. PSD, FEA, :ro, and CIiE.CA/CSPQ! agree that separat~ rate ' 
schedules by voltage level yield r~es which reflect the different 
costs of service imposed at each ~ltage level and the different 
load characteristics related to ~ch of those levels. 

We find that PSD's prJ:Posed TOU-S subschedules are in 
I 

keeping with our decision in Edison's last general rate case and 
provide rates related to the~ost of service and load 
characteristics of TOU-S cu)'tomers by voltage level. This approach 
therefore further refines~d improves the price signals which 
TOU-8 customers receive.)' 

b. Demand Qarg •• 
Agreement w~ also reached between Edison and PSO on all 

demand charges (timetfelated and non-time-related) for the large 
power eustomer qro • Several interested parties, however, 
proposed differen demand charges as well as *rate limiters* 
designed to avo _ r~:'!e shock by c:e~in customers. The is-sue of 
rate limiters- i Q4seussed in a separate section following our 

f the TOU-S schedule and other large power customer 
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states that a 12-month ratchet ensures that seasonal variations i~ 
monthly demands do not disto~ the appropriate price signal. ~ 

Edison also, asserts that non-time-related demand 
charges are not designed to recover coincident. demand rel~~d costs . / 
and are 'therefore not intended to reflect diversity. Ed~son 

. " further does not ~elieve that noncoineident demand c3sts should ~e 
collected through energy rates a result which would/occur in the . / . 
absence of a ratchet. Edl-son states that, absen't lots compromise 
with PSD for a sot ratchet, it would have7ont~ued t~ support a 
100% ratchet. 

(2) Di;;cussion 

We find that Edison's and!PSO's a~reement, for the , 
most part, achieves demand charges wh~eh are cost-based and load-
related. We do not concur, however~ith Edison's and PSD's 
compromise on *ratchetinq* of demand charges nor wit,b, the ITJ's 
suqgestion of setting the deman<y6harQe at less than EPMC. Neither 
of these recommendations achiev~ our goal of providi~g cost-based 
rates and ensuring' accurate Fce signals to' the aff.,,~cted customer 
qroup~ I 

With respect to ratchets, the Co:m:miss~~on in recent 
years has sought to mov~way from this concept. For PG&E ratchets 
were used only for certain agricultural schedules. The reason for 
this policy is Clear! Specifically, ratchets have an, inequita~le 
effect on many customers. customers with stable levels of demand 
throughout the yea:!would not be greatly affected by ratchets, but 
seasonal industr~s would see their off-season energy bills 
increase even ~Ugh their off-season demand and energy usaqe would 
be relativelY;C0w. The ultimate effect could be discrimination in 
customer bill!inqs among customers with identical usag(~. 

~ We believe that such a result is almost completely 
at odds w~ our efforts to' acCurately reflect the costs imposed by 
the oust/mer on a time- and load-related basis.and would require 
siqnif' I ant justification on the part of the party proposin~ the 
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rate options. All parties state that their proposed 
are ~ased on marginal costs. 

(1) £attics Positions 
Edison and. PSO assert that the <!e:manz::arges to

which they have agreed best reflect marginal deman costs without 
producing adverse ~ill_impacts. In the case of t' e-related demand 
charges, Edison and PSO have agreed to eliminat winter off-peak 
demand char9'es and to use the higher on-peak d 
proposed by PSO. These demand charges are s at sot o~ the 
marginal on-~ak demand costs for the on-pe period, 100% of the 
marginal coincident demand costs for the d-peak period, and zero 
tor the off-peak period. 

With regard to non-time- elated demand charges, 
Edison and PSO reached a compromisea p Edison had proposed 
to base this charge on the hig-hest d and in the previous year 
while PSD proposed that it be the ghest demand for the month. 
The agreement provides for the no J time-related deInand charge to' be 
the hi9'hest demand for the month or 50t of the highest demand for 
the preceeding 11 months, whic: ver is greater. PSO believes that . 
this approach will provide an neentive to customers to reduce 
demand While still ensuring, tes which reflect the costs incurred 
by the utility to meet nonc/incident demand. 

. FEA and xu~ndorse the aqreement reaChed by PSO and 
Edison to differentiate ~tween tim.a-related and non-time-related 
demand charges. Aceord/nCJ to FEA, such a. rate design approach 
permits rates to re~~lect more accurately cost differences across 
tilne periods. 

Acco inc; to XU, the shift ot fixed costs from the 
energy char9'e to d~d charge components of the TOU-S rate 

'I schedule should b subject only to the limitation that this change 
not result in a erso :rate im.pe.c:ts. According to XU, <a.. fl!.~?. 

implementation f EPMC for these rate components could produce 
unacceptably evere bill impacts tor low load taetor and seasonal 
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ratchet. We have carefully reviewed the proposal of Edison and PSI!/ 
and Edison's arguments in support of the ratchet and do not fin~ 
the level of justification requirEl>,a to adopt this approaC:/h 

Additionally, we also do not rule out the 
possibility, despite Edison's argN~ent to the contrary, t at 
diversity in demand is reflected in non-time-related d~nd charges 
over a 12-month period, a time fr~~e which even Edis~used to 
ensure no distortions in the price. signal due to s~onal 
variations in demand. ~ 

Any resulting allocation of non-time-related demand 
costs to energy charges, as opposed to demand~harges, due to the 
absence of the ratchet is not a SUfficient~eason to impose 
ratchets. While we seck to, "unbundle" ,d correctly identify cCosts 
with the appropriate rate component, ~s effort should not be 
blind to detrimental impacts which m~result. We therefore reject 
Edison'S and PS~'s i=position of r~~chets on all demand-related 
meters for small, medium, and lar~e power customer rate schedules. 

We also do not believe it is appropriate to limit 
demand charges to a certain per~entage of their EPMC level. In an 
effort to achieve cost-based/~ates, we believe that each individual 
rate component should be b~ed, to the extent possible, on marginal 
cost. If adverse impacts;should result due to following this 
approach, we can, to th7lextent required, consider rate limiters 
which we believe maintain the proper price signal while affording 
relief from such imp,ets. The topic of rate limiters, as stated 
previously, is discussed later in this section. 

Fin;tllY, we turn to the suggestion of CMA to apply 
the ERI to the ca:1culation of the demand charge. Earlier in this 
decision, we r~~cted CMA's proposal that generation. marginal 
demand costs should reflect the ERr. We found that further 
evidence was;!required to detGrmine whether th~ concerns which lead 
to the adop~ion of an ERI to adjust QF capacity prices in the 
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/ 

customers because of the extremely high costs aSSOCiated'Wi~ 
summer peak demand. 

To offset this result, IU proposes that the on-peak 
demand charge be set at 50% of the EPMC level if the 
approves the revenue requirement proposed by Edison. 
of PSO's proposed revenue decrease, IO acknowledges t adyerse 
rate impacts will be less significant and proposes'~ at the peak 
demand charge be set ,at 60% of EPMC... J' 

As a means of recovering the rema.:iA:lillg on-peak 
demand costs, It] proposes that the winter deman/ eh.lrqe not be 
eliminated as recommended by PSO and Edison, ~t be retained at 
that its present level in order to recover ~portion of the demand 
costs not recovered in the peak demand eha/ges. Al ternati vely, XU , 
recommends that the Dalance of unrecovered on-peak demand costs be 
recovered in the on-peak energy charges 0 ensure recovery of those 
costs in the same time period during w 'ch they are incurred. ItT 
emphasizes that this approach would merely temporary until class 
revenues move closer to cost in fut e rate proceedings. To the 
extent that severe bill impacts ma occur despite such a demand 
charge limitation, It] proposes t the commission consider and 
adopt Nrate limiters. w J' 

CMA proposes, insis,tent with its marginal del1l.and 
cost recommendation that dem&nd charges should be based on the use 
of Edison's adopted Energy R'eliability Index (ERI). The ERI, as , 
explained earlier in this~eeision, is used in adjusting. capacity 
values tor QF pricing anolin undertaking resource cost
effectiveness analYS~e. According to CMA, inclusion of the ERI in 
the calculation of de nd charges will provide recognition of ~le 
existing oversupply generation capacity. Based on its 
calculations, CMA ~so believes that introduction of the ERI into 
the demand charge etermination would hav;'! th\:> additional, 
desirable result f reducing the problem. ~,~ r4te shock which would. 
exist if full C rates were charged • 
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short-run were the same as for the calculation of marginal costs ~ 
used in rev~nue allocation and rate design. . I' 

This finding reflects our concern, as even PSD las 
noted, that the purpose for which the ERI was developed 
currently ~eing used may.not be applic~le to designing 
have directed Edison and PSD to examine the issue of t 
of reflecting the ERI adjustment in generation margi 
costs in Edison's ne~c general rate case. We willjSimilarly direct 
Edison to consider its applicability for rate deslgn purposes as 
well. 

c. Energy Charge~ 

The only area I~f significant dis reement between PSD and. 
Edison with respect to the TOU-S schedulel elates to- the energy 
charge component of that schedule. CI:E~.ICSPG, FEA, and IU also 
provided testimony and argument on th' issue. 

Edison proposes to set th off-peak energy charge at 
5 cents/kWh with the on- and mid-a ak energy rates set. to collect 
the remaining revenue requiremen 
cost ratios. Edison states th 

and to reflect marginal energy 
its off-peak proposal is designed 

to reflect marginal costs ~~eloselY as possi~le While mitigating 
adverse ~ill impacts for so,~ customers. In Edison's op'inion, the 
S-cent level provides a s~le off-peak ~=ate, making it easier, for 
customers to make approp~ate investment decisions. 

I 
In contrast, rD recoIDlnends th;"t ~e off-peak energy rate 

be set at the full E~ level. PSD further proposes that the 
balance of the reven e requirement for this class, including the 
marginal costs for e on- and mid-peak periods and the residual 
demand marginal c sts not collected from the demand charges, 'should 
be recovered thr ugh the remaining energy charges. 

In Ed son's View, PSO's proposal places too much reliance 
on current mar inal cost relationships and in turn fails to 
recognize th. need for stability and consistency in ratlas. 
Further, acobrding to Edison, PSO's prop,osal results in allocating 
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PSO opposes CHA's recommendation to appl 
customer demand charges. PSO notes that the use of the ERI, used 
to adjust short-run marginal costs, would fail to ret:lect the long-
term costs of the system. PSO asserts that use of Ae ElU would 
therefore prevent TOO-e demand charges from reflecfing accurate, , 
long-term price signals on which customers coul~base their 
investment decisions and chanqes in production/patterns. 

CMA also requests that TOU-S r«tes should not 
I 

include a *ratchet* on maximum demand charges. The *ratchet* to 
I 

which CMA refers relates to Edison's and PSO's agreement to set 
non-time-related demand charges at sot ofJ'the hig-hest demand over 
the previous eleven months. CMA notes tlat While PSO had proposed 
no ratchet at all ori~rinally, it comprlmised with Edison ):)y . 
agreeing- to a ratchet of sot of 'the iJghest demand over the 
previous eleven months. CMA sub~tslthat PSD's original position 
was eorre~ and that a ratchet of fy amount on a noncoincident 
demand charge fails to reflect 7ts or, provide proper price signal 
to cUstomers. 

In response ~o CMA, Edison states that the proposed 
ratchet on demand charges is iecessary to ensure Edison's recovery 

I 
of the cost of distributionjtacilities. According to Edison, these 
costs are a function of the/capacity of the distribution facilities 
installed for each custom~, which capacity is defined ):)y the 
customer's highest demand'regardless of when it occurs. Edison 

..... _ I .. . states ~t a 12-monthFatchet ensures that seasonal var~at~ons 1n 
monthly demands do not/distort the appropriate priee signal. 

Edison/also asserts that non-time-relatea demand 
charges are not desi~ed to recover coincident demand related costs 
and are therefore ~t intended to reflect diversity. Edison 
further does not ~lieve that noncoincident demand costs should be 
collected throuq}i energy rates a result which would occur in the 
absence of a r~chet. Edison states that, absent its compromise 
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all uncollected capacity costs to the on- and mid-peak period 
energy rates based on loss of load probabilitie~ (LOLP); Edison 
states that this approach will result in an overstatement ot on
peak costs and an understatement of oft-peak costs which i 
could encourage uneconomic on-peak bypass. 

In taking issue with Edison's approach, PSD serts that 
Edison's number is not based rently 
intended to provide a stable round number as a bas and to ensure 
some contribution to margin. PSD states that the roblem with 
Edison's NstableN rate is that it may make too ~ch contribution to
margin and will act asa disincentive tor eus~mers to shift off 
peak. This result, according to PSO, confli ts with Edison's with 
its minimum load concerns. 

CLECA/CSPG support PSD's propos d off-peak rate. CLECA/ 
CSPG state that this rate is cost-based is consistent with PSD's 
EPMC allocation methodology, and resul s in relatively low ott-peak 
rates encouraging off-peak eonsumpti~. CLECA/CSPG share PSD's 
concerns that Edison's 5 cent off-p~ak energy rate is not eost
justified and may discourage desi~le incremental sales in the 
off-peak period. CLECA/CSPG notq!that Edison has admitted that 
this off-peak energy rate is:te 1 in excess of marginal energy cost 
and that its justification fo the rate is based only on its 
potential for stability and 'tigation of adverse bill impacts. 

FEA asserts that /ost-based rates require that demand 
costs be collected thrOUg~demand charges and energy costs through 
energy charges. FEA the fore recommends removing demand costs 
from off-peak and mid-p k energy charges and setting those charges 
at marginal cost. se customer impact considerations do 
require qradual movem nt toward cost-based rates in some instances, 
however, FEA also re ommends that rates for primary and secondary 

a portion of the demand costs through 
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with PSD tor a 

100% ratchet. 
(2) 

50% ratchet, it would have continued to' 

n" " Kl.SCUSSl.On 

We find that Edison's and PSO's a 
~ost part, achieves demand eharges which are eo t-~ased and load
related. We do not concur, however, with Edi$Cn's and PSO's 
compromise on wratchetinq" of demand eharge~nor with the ru's 
suggestion of setting the demand charge~t ess than EPMC. Neither 
of these reeommendations achieve our goal of providing eost-~ased 
rates and ensuring aecurate price signa to the affected customer 
group. While we understand that rcr's;froposal was intended solely 
as a temporary, transitional device to mitigate adverse rate 
impacts, we believe, as explained below, that the USe of rate 
limiters is a more appropriate me~ of aehieving this goal. 

I 
With respect to r~chets, the Commission in reeent 

. I 
years has sought to move away from this concept. For PG&E ratchets 

• were used only for certain agrIcultural schedules. The reason for 
this policy is clear. Specif).cally, ratchets have an inequitable 
effect on many customers. C&stomers with stable levels of demand 

I 
throughout the year would not be greatly affected DY ratchets, ~ut 
seasonal industries would~ee their off-season energy bills 
increase even thou9h thei~ ott-season demand and energy usage would 

I 
be relatively loW. ThejUltimate effect could De discrimination in 
customer billings amonq customers with identical usage. 

We believe that such a result is almost completely 
at odds with our eff/rts to accurately reflect the costs imposed by 
the customer on a t/me~ and load-related basis and would re~ire 
signifieant justification on the part of the party proposing the 
ratchet.. We have/carefully reviewed the proposal of Edison and PSD 
and Edison's ar~ents in support of the ratchet and do not find 
the level of justification required to adopt this approaeh • 

. !AdditionallY, we also do not rule out the " 
poSSil>ilijdeSPite Eciison's a:tgument to the contr""Y, that 
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ro recommends that the on-peak energy charge include on
peak demand costs only as an alternative means of recovering those 
demand costs not recovered under IU's proposal for demand eharg 
to ~ set at a percentage of EPMC. IU notes that this approa 
only temporary until a full EPMC revenue allocation is achi and 
that otherwise ro supports the recovery of fixed costs in ~emand 
charges. 

We find reasonable and adopt Edison's propo ed off-peak 
energy charges. This step is necessary to ensure c sistency 
between the TOU-S and TOU-GS schedules and to mit" ate any adverse 
effect which might result 
schedules. 

2 • BAj;e .Q;t i.2Il:l 

In this proceeding, several~ate ptions were proposed by 
Edison and PSD for ~stomers served uncle the TOU-S rate schedule. 
These options include a super-off-pe~k SOP) option, various 
interruptible options, two separate c tract rate options, and a 

• 

real-time prieinq option. The partils also focused on changes to 
standby rates offered for backup s~ice to those customers with 

. I 
their own generation facilities. ~n addition, to Edison and PSD, 
numerous interested parties res~onded 'to these proposals and 
offered their own recommendations. The parties' positions on each 
of these options is reviewed ~low followed by our discussion and 
resolution of each of the is;lues presented. 

a. EeAl ~ime Pricing{ 
, Real time prici~ is an experimental program designed to 

provide inn<;)vative ways J.. which customers can respond to costing 
periods which are more ~rrow1Y c:lefined. than the normal time-of-use 
periocls. In this procJeding, PSD has proposed schedule IttP (real 
time pricing). Edisodhas agreed to accept PSD's hourly marginal 
costing and rate design methodologies for this proposed schedule, 
and both parties ha e agreed to the phase-in methodology and 

related to its implementation • 
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diversity in demand is reflected in non-time-related demand cha 
over a l2-month period, a time frame which even Edison used t 
ensure no distortions in the price signal due to seasonal 
variations in demand. 

Any resulting allocation of non-time-rela 
eosts to enerqy charges, as opposed to demand charges, 
absence of the ratchet is not a sufficient reason to . pose 
ratchets. While we seek to *unbun.dle* and eorrectly identify costs 
with the appropriate rate component, this effort s uld not be 
blind to detrimental impacts which may result. 
Edison's and PSD's imposition of ratchets on al 
meters for small, medium, and large power customer rate schedules. 

As previously stated, we also ~ not believe it is 
appropriate,to limit demand charges to a ce~in percentage of 
their EPMC level. In an effort to achieve;=ost-based rates, we 
believe that each individual rate compone~ should be based, to ,the 
extent possible, on marginal cost.. If aQVerse impacts should 
result due to following this approach, w'e believe that rate 
limiters, discussed later in this sett.on, provide a more 
appropriate mechanism to offset those impacts while maintaining 
proper price siqnals. 

Finally, we turn to the suggestion of CMA to apply 
the ERI to the calculation of th; ... .iemand charge. Earlier in this 
decision, we rejected CMA's prop~al that generation marginal 

I 
demand costs should reflect the~. We found that further 
evidence was required to determine whether the concerns Which lead 
to, the adoption of an ElU totdj,J,st QF capacity prices in the 
short-run were the same as ~r ~le calculation of marginal costs 
used in revenue allocation And r'a.te design .. 

'rhis findi/g retllects our concern, as even PSD has 
noted, tl:;.",~ .. ,~~/;' purpose lor whiC:b. the ERI was developed and is 
currently being used ma;r not be applicable to designing rates. We 
have directed Edison a,nd PSD tOlexamine the issue of the propriety 
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PSO states that the real time pricinq periods reflected 
in the RXP sched~le represent times when the utility system is , 
often most strained. ?SO believes that the real time pricinq, 
program will therefore not only perm~t customers to dramati ally 
increase their control over their energy costs, but also the 
utility to red.uce its costs. 

We fin~ that PSD's real-time pricing propo~l is 
reasonable and should be adopted. The experimenta?IProgr~ 
designee. by PSD achieves the prQg'ralll goals of pr~din9 more 
specific price signals than are available underjCUttent time-of-use 
rates 'which will in turn serve to control bo~customer and utility 

costs. I 
b. ~lc TQ'O:,:,l3!-S9P 

In addition to its real-time-p~cing proposal, P$O in 
this proceeding also proposed a Too-a sdhedule with super-off-peak 

• I 
(SOP) rates. Accord1nq to PSO, SOP r~es are closely related to 
real time pricing, establishinq ani:itional time of use period 
during which energy rates are lowe ed below the off-peak rate. PSD 
believes that this rate structure/provides an opportunity for 
Edison to ad.dress its minimum liad A'problemA' by provid.inq custo~ers 
with an incen'l:ive to move theif consumption to the SOP period.s. 
Edison generally aqrees witn/PSO'S Too-a-sop rate proposal, 
including the redefined T~t!periods and proposed rate structure. 

The only differexice between the parties is the method which 
h . I th . each as used to est~~e e number of customers who w1ll move 

I 
from TOO-S to TOU-a ~p and the revenue shortfall which will in 
turn result. Edisop estimates approximately 730 customers will 
have the incentive/to move to the TOU-S SOP rate with a resulting 
revenue shortfall of $12.7 million. PSD estimates approximately 
125 customers vill be likely to change schedules based on the 
criterion of;!equiring a customer's ~ates to improve by 5% Defore 
assuming th~t a change would be made. This difference· impacts the 
exact rates/to be charged ToU-a-Sop customers since the 'parties / . 
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of reflecting the ERI adjustment in generation 
costs in Edison's next general rate case. We wil 

demand 

Edison to consider its applicability __ ~_~~_ purposes as 
well. 

c. ~rgy Charges 

The only area of significant di between PSD and 
Edison with respect to the TOO-S schedule ates the energy 
charge component of that schedule. , FEA, and IU also 
provided testimony and argument on thi~issue. 

Edison proposes to set the off-peak energy charge at 
5 cents/kWh with the on- and mid-pe~ energy rates set to collect 
the remaining revenue requirement ~d to reflect marginal energy 
cost ratios. Edison states that ~ts off-peak proposal is designed 
to reflect marginal costs as cl~ely as possible While mitigating 
adverse bill impacts for som~stomers. In Edison's opinion, the 
5-cent level provides a stab off-peak rate, making it easier, for 
custom.ers. to' make appropria investment decisions. 

In contrast, psD~ecommends that the off-peak energy rate 
be set at the full EPMC llvel. PSD further proposes that the 
balance of the revenue r/quirement for this class, including the 
marginal costs for the n- and mid-peak periods and the residual 
demand marginal costs ot collected from the demand charges, should 
be recovered through e remaining energy charges. 

In Edison' view, PSD's proposal places too much reliance 
on current marginal cost relationships and in turn fails to 
recognize the nee for stability and consistency in rates. _ 
Further, accord' g to Edison, PSD's proposal results in allocating 
all uncollected capacity costs to the on- and mid-peak period 
energy rates b sed on loss of load probabilities (LOLP). Edison 
states that is approach will result in an overstatement of on
peak costs aid an understatement of off-peak costs which in turn 

age uneconomic on-peak bypass. 
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0/ 
agTee that the revenue dl~ticieney would be added to the demand ani 

I 
ener9Y charges of the large power C'Ustome.r group on an EPMC :baSt!s. 

PSD states that its method was based on estimatin~ 
through multiple iteratio~s, which customers would choose~ach 
schedule and designing :Ooth ~OU-SOP and ~oo-a schedules~round the 
assigned customer qroup. Edison states that under its/approach, a 
first iteration TOO-8-S0P rate :based on ~ar9inal coS£ was designed 
and the revenue defiCiency resulting tr,om the mig/ation of 
customers to this hypothetical schedule was de~errmined. A second 
iteration of the rate was then designed t·o, re.cfover this revenue 
deficiency. . ~ 

Edison believe~~ that PSD's me1~odolO9'Y is unnecessarily 
complex, involving multiple iterations}~ achieve a Wstablew level 
of customers b~nefitting from the scheaUlc~, and results in a 

. . I TOU-8-S0P rate that loS te,¢' h~gh to 2):"ttraet a reasonable nwnber of 
customers. Under ~dison' s methodoio9'7:{, 98 '1'00' custom.ers will 
benefit by more than 5% o·f thei ~00'-8 bill for a total benefit (or 
shortfall) of approximately $6 'Onder PSD's methodology, 
Edison states that the optio would be :Lttraetive to a maximwn of 
48 '1'OU-8 custom.ers which i~all selected the PSD's rate option 
would produce approximat~ a $1.6 million revenue deficiency. PSD 
charges that Edison's ap~roach is based on a simpler method whiCh 
has little theoretical/basis and only by coincidence achieves 
similar rates. ;I 

CI:£CA/CSPC support PSD's proposed TOO'-S-SOP schedule. 
CLECA/CSPG finds;t multitude of benefits from this schedule 
includinq providlnq opportunities tor customers to respond to 

I . 
changes in ut~lity costs, greater certainty than real time pricing, 
and stimUlayon ot sales in the super-off-peak period. CLECA/CSPG 

also be~ieV that the schedule will provid,e benefits to all 
customers in the form of increased sales, the prevention ot 
unecono c bypass, the building of customer satisfaction, and the 
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In taking is:;,ue with Edison's approa~,)'ISo asserts that 
Edison's number is not based on a formula, but 7' apparently 
intended to provide a stable round number as a)base and to ensure 
some eontribution to margin. PSO states thatithe problem with 
Edison's wstablew.rate is that it may make~o much contribution to 
margin and will act as a disincentive for~stomers to shift off 
peak. This result, according to PSO, conflicts with Edison's with 
its minimum load concerns. / 

CUCA/CSPC support PSO's proposed oft-peilk r(1t~a.. CI:E.CA/ 

CSPG state that this rate is cost-~ed, is consistent with PSO's 
EPMC allocation methodology, and r~ults in relatively l4~w oft-peak . /, 
rates encouraging off-peak conswn,tion. CLECA/CSPG sl'lar~a PSO's 
concerns that Edison's 5 cent of4-peak energy rate is no'e cost
justified and may discourage d~irable incremental sales in the 
Off-peak period. CLECA/CSPG fote that Edison has ad:mitt.ad that 
this off-peak energy rate io/well in excess of marginal ~aX'l,er9Y cost 
and that its justificationJfor the rate is based only on its 
potential for stability aIfd mitigation of adverse bill im],:'acts. 

FEA asserts th~t cost-based rates require that demand 
I . 

costs be collected thr.~ugh demand charges and energy costs through 
, 0 

energy charges. FEA therefore recommends remov1ng demand costs 
from off-peak and miotpeak energy charges and setting thos.e charges 

I 
at marginal cost. Because customer ilnpact considerations do· 
require gradual mov~ment toward cost-based rates in some instances, 
however, FEA also/recommends that rates for primary and secondary 
customers be se~to collect a portion of the demand costs through , 
on-peak energy charge. 

l 
ro ~ecommends that the on-peak energy charge include on-

peak demand ,osts only as an alternative means of recovering those 
demand cost~not recovered under ru's proposal for demand charges 

I 

to be set at a percentage of EPMC., ~. notes that this approach is 
only tempo~ary until a full EPMC ::~venue allocation is achieved and 
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reduction in the need for Edison to negotiate separate contrac:/ 
rates with its customers. . 

The need for a TOU-8-S0P rate option is clear. Thi 
option is another step toward cost-based rates which provido/ . / 
customers with the most accurate price signals regarding their use 
and an opportunity to change those usage patterns to red~ce costs. 
Edison has indicated that it is also assisted by SUCh~ sche~ule as 
it encourages consumption and increases sales in the/ott-peak 
period thereby offsetti:n.g any minimum load 6probl~ which it might 
experience. ~ 

We have reviewed the methods by wh.icll Edison and PSD have 
attempted to estimate the number of customerslwho will migrate from. 
the TOU-8 schedule to TOU-S-SOP and find a;iiqnificant difference 
between these estimates. We believe thayPSD's approach, which was 
based on several refinements of its esti~ate, may provide' a more 
accurate and conservative basis for de~ermining the estimated 
change. We are reluctant to require/that the large customer group 
shoulder a si9'llificant revenue de¥Ciency w:Lthout a greater degree 
of assurance that this level of miqration will result. We 

/ 

therefore adopt as reasonable ~SD's proposed TOU-S-SOP time 
periods, rate structure, andfates .. 

c. Interruptible: Rat~s 
Interruptible rates have been available as options to· 

Edison customers for $I';)ml time.. These schedules allow a customer 
who has less need for ~aranteed service reliability to receive a 
lower rate in exchan~ for interruptions in his service. These 
lower rates appear a's ,discounts provided under the interrupti~le 
schedules. ~ . 

/ 

Ediso~as several exi:>ting interruptible schedules, I-l 
through I-5. ~ese schedules v~~ with the size of qualifying 
customer, the;fequired degree of notice for interruption, and other 
factors. In~this proceeding, Edison originally proposed that its 
interruptib e schedules should remain unchanged with the exception 

I 

f 
i 
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• that otherwise :ro supports the recovery of fixed costs Lnd 

charges. ~ 

• 

We f:~d reasonable and adopt Edison's pro~ ed off-peak 
energy charges. This step is necessary to ensure c sistency 
between the TOO-8 and TOU-GS schedules and to, mit~ate any adverse 
effect'which might result from customers havingjt'o change 
schedules. In developing the TOU-S rates, the;'~terruPtible 
credits are alloeate~ on an incurrence, rath than an EPMC, basis. 
Further, to ensure that subtransmission vol qe enerqy rates are 
not nominally higher than primary voltage ner9Y rates, these rates 
are aligned to ~e equal. 

2. Bate OJotiOUS 
In this proceeding, several ate options were proposed by 

Edison and PSD tor customers served der the TOU-S rate schedule. 
These options include a super-off-p,eak (SOP) option, various 
interruptible options, two separate contract rate options, and a 
real-time pricing option. The p~ies also focused on changes to 
standby rates offered for bac~ service t~ those customers with 
their own generation facilities. In addition, to Edison and PSD, 
numerous interested parties esponded to these proposals and 
offered their own recommend tions. The parties' positions on each 
of these options is revie d below followed by our discussion and 
resolution of each of th 

a. 
Real time priCing is an experimental program designed to 

provide innovatiye w~s in which customers can respond to costing 
periods which are mofe narrowly defined than the normal time-of-use 
periods. In this pfoCeedinq, PSD has proposed schedule RTP (real 
time pricing). Edison has agreed to accept PSD's hourly marginal 
costing and rat';deSiqn methodologies ~or this proposed schedule, 
and both parti~ t~~e ~;reed to the phase-in methodology and 
proqr~ e~ansion rate related to its implementation. 
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4It of closing I-4, a recommendation to which PSD agreed due to 
lack of use of this schedule by interruptible CU$tomers~ In ~s 

/ 
testimony, however, PSD proposed the closing of Schedules ~-z, I-3, 
and I-S to new custo~ers and the establishment of a new schedule, 
1-6.Schedule I-1 is already closed t~ new customers. ;I 

(1) Parties Position~ / 
PSO asserts that the interruptible diseounts should 

be based on the value of the system capaeity at ~ time of 
interruption. PSO states that the present inte~ptible schedules 

/ are not cost-based. PSD therefore proposes ~t the 1-2, 1-3, and 
1-5 schedules be closed and that the newz~c dule 1-6 be 
establish.ed. 

The newly proposed sched e, I-6, is described by 
PSD as being similar to TOO-8, but wit~four time periods instead 
of three. The four would include ~e regular time periods like 
those included in TOO-8 and refle~the applicable unbundled 
c~mponents of system savings, i.eI, energy and demand. PSD states 

• 
that demand charges in these P~ods would' be adjusted by the same 
ERI used to adjust OF capacity'payments in order .to reflect the 
value of the demand redUced;by these interruptible customers. 

•• 

PSO states that the fourth time period which it 
established in Schedule ~6 represents the 40 hours in the summer 
which are most likely ;cf experienee a call for interruption based 
on loss of load probabilities (LOLP). PSD states that a failure to 
interrupt when reque£ted during those periods would lead to a 
penalty rate ~ein~~imPosed. PSO has ~ased this penalty on the 
value of the ser'V"ice at the time of the interruption request. 
Under the 1-6- slhedule, PSD has also provided that customers COUld, 
as with I-3 an& I-5~ choose to designate a level of firm demand not 
subject to ~terruPtion. PSD states that its proposed 1-6 sehedule 

/ 
would alloj' a customer to seleet ei~er immediate interrupti~ility 
or l-houx!notice. I-6 would De available to standby customers, 

. 
i 

/ 
i 
I 
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PSO states that the real ttme pricing periods 
in the RTP schedule represent times when the utility system is 
otten most strained. PSO believes that the real time pricing 
program will therefore not only permit customers to dramatic ly 
increase their control over their energy costs, but ~lso e7le the 
utility to reduce its costs. 

• 
We find that PSO's real-time pricing proposal . 

reasonable and should be adopted. ~he experimental pr 
designed by PSO achieves the program goals ot providin more 
specitic price signals than are available under curr 
rates which will in turn serve to control both cust 
costs. 

b. ~c tQQ'-ji-SQE' 

t time-o:e-use 
er and utility 

In addition to its real-ttme-pricing roposal, PSO in 
this proceeding also propo~ed a TOO-S schedul with super-ott-peak 
(SOP) rates. According to PSO, SOP rates ar closely related to 
real time pricing, establishing an additio 1 time of use period 
during which energy rates are lowered bel w the off-peak rate. PSD 
believes that this rate structure provi s an opportunity :eor 
Edison to address its minimum load wpr lemw by providing customers 
with an incentive to move their eons 
Edison generally agrees with'PSO's 0-8-S0P rate proposal, 
including the redefined TOO perio~ and proposed rate structure. 

The only di:eference betw~n the parties is the method which 
each has used to estimate the n~er of customers who will move 
from TOO-S to TOO-S SOP and ~ revenue shortfall which will in 
tu~ result. Edison estimate's approximately 730 customers will 

I 
have the incentive to mo~vo the TOU-S SOP rate with a resulting 
revenue shortta:l ~f $l~.~ million. PSD estimates approximately 
125 customers w~ll be l~ ely to change schedules based on the 
c~iterion ot requiring ;( customer's rates to improve by S~ be~~re 
assuming that a chanqe!would be made. This difference Ul,t.;4C·;:S the 
exact rates to be 1qed TOU-S-SOP customers since the parties 
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I 

including coqenerators for whom current SchedUle,S 1-3 or I-S are~ 
not available. 7 

During hearings in this proceeding, Edison a1so 
endorsed the concept of an I-6 schedule. Edison, howeve~differed 
with PSD with respect to assumptions relating to the period of time 
during which the value of future capacity is to' be diS6ounted, the 
~asis on which capacity is to be valued, and ~e ~ice of ERI to 
be applied to that discount. Edison states tha~e ERI assumption 
is critical since interruptible rates are highly sensitive to that 
assumption. II 

With respect to Edison's ass~Ptions, PSD 
particularly objects to Edison having ba~d the value of capacity 
on the marginal cost of generation Onl~ In contrast, PSD states 
that it has based this value on the ma"rginal costs of generation, 
transmission, and distribution. / . 

Interested partie~o this proceeding generally 
supported the establismnent of a-n 1-6 schedule. Among these 
parties, CLECAI CSPG believes/that PSD's proposed I-6 is a vi~le 
new interruptible rate optiox!whose design is more directly tied to 
the overall large power rat~ design than is the current 
interruptible rate design/. Edison's proposed I-6 schedule is 
flawed, in CLECA/CSPG'0ieW, for its fa,ilure to consider the value 
of saved transmission/and distribution capacity valuing 
interruptibility to jutilities. 

CMA)~elieves, however, that interruptible rates 
I 

should be based on the cost of serving the interruptible customer 
and not the val~ of curtailability in an excess capacity .. / 
s~tuat~on. For a cost-based interrupti~le rate, CMA states that 
the existence/or non-existence of excess generation capacity is 
irrelevant/~d that those rates must ultimately reflect a cost, and 
not a value, analysis. Because such a cost analysis was not 
presented

i 
in this proceeding, CMA asks the commission to consider 

I 

such cost issues in the tuture. 

/ 
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aqree that the revenue deficiency would be added t~ the demand and 
enerqy eharqes of the large power customer group on an EPMC basis. 

PSD states that its method was based on estimating r 

through multiple iterations, which customers would choose each 
schedule and designing both TOU-SOP and TOU-S schedules around the 
assigned customer group. Edison states that under its approach, a 
first iteration TOU-S-SOP rate based on marginal cost was designed 
and the revenue deficiency resulting from the migration of 
customers to this hypothetical schedule was determined. A second 
iteration of the rate was then designed to r~cover this revenue 
cleficiency. 

Edison believes that PSD's methodology is unnecessarily 
complex, involving m!llltiple iterations to achieve a "stable" level 
of customers benefi t'ting from the schedule, and results in a 
Tou-a-sop rate that is too high t~ attract a reasonable number of 
customers. Under Edison's methodology, 98 TOU customers will 
benefit by more than 5% of their Tou-a bill for a total benefit (or 
shortfall) of approximately $6 million. Under PSD's methodology, 
Edison states that the option would be attractive to' a maximum of 
4a TOU-8 customers which if all selected the PSD's rate.option 
woulcl produce approximately a $1.6 million revenue deficiency. PSD 
charges that Edison's approach is based on a simpler method which 
has little theoretical basis and only by coinciclence achieves 
similar rates. 

CLECA/CSPG support PSD's proposed TOU-8-S0P schedule. 
CLECA/CSPG tinds a multitude of benefits from this schedule 
including providing opportunities tor customers to' respond to 
changes in utility costs, greater certainty than real time pricing, 
and stimulation of sales in the super-off-peak period. CLECA/CSPG 
also believe that the schedule will provide benefits to all 
customers in the form of increased sales,~e~revention of 
uneconomic bypass, the building of custom.:.z: .:.atisfaction, and the 
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~ CMA also asserts that While penalties should exis~ 
for failures to curtail or interrupt, those penalties should bel 
reasonable. In CMA's opinion, the existing graduated penal~ 
provisions of Schedule I-5, adjusted to the amount of i~~ptible 
discount provided in the 1-6 schedule, should be fully ~~~~te. 
~he concept of an escalating penalty is, in CMA's view tar more 
reasonable than PSD's and Edison's proposal to eli~~~e the 
discount ($33/kw/year for Edison and $80.80/kw/ye~fOr PSO) for a 
single failure to curtail. CMA also argues tba~ubsequent . 
failures using this approach would produce cha;qes for service far 
in excess of fi~ rates. ~ 

While the parties coneurred~ the need for an 1-6 
schedule, there was substantial disagreem~t on whether the 1-3 and , I 
1-5 schedules should in turn be closed to new customers. The 1-3 
and. 1-5 schedules have an Elxisting "evfi greening" provision 
requiring that a customer qive EdisotfS years' notice in order to 

~ 

discontinue service under this scheaule. ~hese schedules, however, 

• 
do not provide a notice period:l~o~rnin~ Edison's d.iscontinuance of 
the schedules. . 

PSD states ~la it is aware customers incur some 
costs in adapting their fac~ties to interruptibility. As a 
compromise to accommodate ~le transition trom I-3 and I-~ to the 
I-6 schedule, PSO therefote recommended in its brief that the 
Commission allow Edison/fo take new customers on the 1-3 and I-S 
schedules, but that th~se t~ro schedules be closed after 1990 in 
tavor ot 1-6 exclusi~lY. 

• 

Edisof,. does I),ot believe that either 1-3 or I-5 
sho~lci ~,e closed ;& new customers. Edison states that its present 
I-3 and I-S rate~are far more than just interruptible options. 
These two scheduies, according to Edison, are the only available 
large powe~ ra~e options which currently result in an average rate 
which is rou9~y equivalent to what rates should be if they were 

I 

based on EPMC. Edison states that these rates are therefore needed 
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reduction in the need for Edison to ne90tiate 
rates with its customers. 

The need for a TOU-S-SOP rate option 
option is another step toward cost-based rates 
customers with the most accurate price signals 

This 

their use 
reduce costs. and an opportunity to change those usage 

Edison has indicated that it is also Q~.~~.~ 
it encourages consumption and increases 
period thereby offsetting any minimum 1 

such a schedule as 
s in the off-peak 

NproblemN which it might 
experience. 

We have reviewed the ~~:~.~~.~ by which Edison and PSO have 
attempted to estimate the number 
the TOO-8 schedule to TOU-S-SOP 
between -these estimates. We bel 

tomers who will miqrate from 
find a significant difference 
that PSO's approach, which was 

based on several refinements of estimate, may provide a more ., 
accurate and conservative bas for determining the estimated 
ehange. We are reluctant that the large customer group 
shoulder a significant deficiency without a qreater degree 
of assurance that this of migration will result. We 
therefore adopt as .~:QQ'~~J.~,_e PSD's proposed Tou-a-sop time 
periods, rate 

c. 
available as options to 

time. These schedules allow a customer 
guaranteed service reliability to receive a 
tor interruptions in his service. These 

discounts provided under the interruptible 

Edison 
throu911 1-5. 
customer, 
factors. 

several existing interruptible schedules, I-l 
schedules var:x'" with the size of qualifying . 

~.~~,_.~Q degree of notice tor interruption, and other 
proceeding, Edison originally proposed that its 

should remain unChanged with the exception 
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// 
until a full EPMC revenue allocation is achieved to pe~it Edison~ 
to compete with uneconomic alternatives.. / 

Edison also statc~s that the proposed I-So rate was 
I' 

specifically designed to meet the intent of Section 743 of ~he 
PUblic Utilities Code requiring Edison to provide sufficie£t 
incentives to steel and food producers. Edison states ~at PSD did 
not consider this intent in its proposal and therefor/did not 

, / 

develop a rate for that schedule designed to permit dison to 
compete with rates available in other states .. 

If PSD's current recommendation 0" keep Schedules 
I-3 and I-So open through 1990 were adopted, ison believes that 
there would be no need to decide the issue of the status of these 
schedules in this proceeding. Edison st~s that since its next 
general rate case will be undertaken i~990, the disposition of 
the I-3 and I-S schedules is best le~to that proceeding. 

CLECA/CSPG Similarl~dvocate the retention of 
Edison's I-3 and I-S scbedules. ~cOrding to.CLECA/CSPG, being on 
interruptible rates with the .Piesent level of incentives is the 
only way its industry member~~ achieve low enough rates to 
economically compete in the~ difficult markets. 

/ 
CLECA/csPG;Assert that 1-3 and 1-5 should be kept 

open in recognition of the long-term. commitments which the 
interruptible customers/have made to the utility and the 
suDstantial investmeni of these customers in protective and load
shedding equipment ~eded for safe and timely interruptions. 

/ . 
CLECA/CSPG state that one of the benef:Lts of the 1-3 and I-S 
schedules is to ~ing large customers closer to the Commission's 

I 
stated long-tem goal of cost-based rates. The absence of these 
schedules wil~ according to CLECA/CSPG, require these customers to 
shift to thel"I-6 sehedule. CLECA/CSPG assert that the rate 
increase t~these customers caused by this change only increases 

/ 
the ince~ives for these customers to bypass the utility system, 
negotiatk contract rates with the utility, or reduce or terminate 

I 
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of eliminatinq Schedule 1-4, a recommendation t~ which 
due to the lack of use of this schedule by interruptib e 
In its testimony, however, PSO proposed the elosinq ! Sehedules 
I-2, I-3, and. I-S to. new customer;;" and the establ' 
schedule, 1-6. Schedule I-l is already closed new customers. 
PSO also proposed two new interruptible SChedu es TOU-S-SOP-lA and 
TOU-S-SOP-1S, which combine features of '1'OU- SOP and 1-6. 

(1). Parties PositionS 
PSO asserts that the inte ptible discounts Should 

be ~ased on the value of the system cap city at the time of 
interruption. PSO states that the prelent interruptible sched.ules 

/ 
are not cost-~ased. PSO therefore oposes that the 1-2', 1-3, and 
I-S schedules be closed and that e new schedule I-6 be 
estaDlished. 

The newly propos d schedule, I-6, is descri~ed by 
PSO as beinq similar to TO'O-S but with tOIU%' time periods instead 
ot three. The tour would in ude three re:qular tilne periods like 
those incluo.ed in Tou-a an, reflect the ap'plicable unbundled 
components of system savi~$, i.e., enerqy and demand. PSO states 
that demand charges in ~ese periods would be adjusted by the s~e 
ERI used to adjust OF ~pacity payments in order to reflect the 
value of the demand reauced by these interruptible customers. , 

PSO spates that the tourth time period which it 
established in Schedule I~6 rel~resents the 40 hours in the swnmer 
which are most li~lY to experience a call for interru~tion based 
on loss'ot load P'rObaDilities (LOLP). PSO states that a failure to 
interrupt when requested during those periods would lead to a 
penalty rate b'inq imposed. PSO has based this penalty on the 

ervice at the time of the interruption request. 
Under the I schedule, PSO has also provided that customers COUld, 
as with I- and I-S, choose to desiqnate a level of firm demand no~ . " 
subject t interruption. PSO states that its proposed 1-6 schcdulu' 
woul~ ~ a customer to select either imme~iate interruptibility 
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• operations in Edison's service area. CLECA/CSPG also note that 
rates under the 1-3 and 1-5 schedules are still above short-run 
marginal costs. 

If Schedules 1-3 and 1-S are to be closed as---. / 
suggested by PSD, CLECA/CSPG ask that these schedules remain open 
indefinitely for customers who are currently on thOSe~hedules. 
Based on the five-year notice provision to- leave the/schedule, 
CLECA/CSPG ask that the schedules be closed to newl'customers no 

d X
/ . sooner than January 1, 1993, an that customers e 9~ven the 

opportunity to shift, i:f they wish, to anothe interruptible 
schedule at that time. CI:ECA/CSPG also reco end that if the 
Commission adopts the proposed I-6 schedul s, those customers on 
the I-3 and I-S schedules be qiven the 0 ortunity to convert to 
I-6 at any time, due to its cost-based ature. 

IU states that fairne~ and other sound policY 
considerations dictate that Edison's'existing interruptible 
Schedule~ I-3 and I-5 remain open~d that contracts already 

• 
concluded under those schedules ~e honored. lU notes, as 
CLECA/CSPG did, that interruPt~le rates involve a long-term 

. ~ I . 
comm~tment ~y customers. Ac,ord~nq to lU, PSO's proposed 
elimination o:f these seheduUes ignores the :fact that these 
customers entered contra~ in good faith reliance and with a 
reasonable expectation otlcontinued rate benefits justi:fying 
capital investments necissary to becoming an interruptible 

/ th . . . customer. XU also notes at l.n terms of avol.dl.ng bypass, many of 
the customers that arfe currently purchasing interruptible service 
from Edison wOUlze~ose to leave the system absent the present 
discounts. 

. also objects to PSD's present recommendation to 
. th Id . retal.n e 1-3;an 1-5 schedules through 1990. In IU's Vl.ew, the 

negative impacts of even this Change would De similar to those 
which interrdptiDle customers·would experience with an immediate 
elimination/of 1-3 and 1-5. 
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or l~hour notice. 1-6 would be available to standby cust 
including coqenerators tor whom current SChedules 1-3 0 

not available. 
During hearinqs in this proceedinq, 

endorsed the concept of an I-6 schedule. Edison, owever, differed 
with PSI) with respect to assumptions relatinq the period ot time 
durinq which the value of tuture capacity is 
basis on which capacity is to be valued, an the choice ot ERI to 
be applied to that diseount_ Edison stat that the ERr assumption 
is critical since interruptible rates a hiqhly sensitive to that 
assumption. 

With respect to Ediso 's assumptions, PSI) 
particularly objects to Edison hav' q based the value of capacity 
on the marq~nal cost of qeneratio only. In contrast, PSI) states 
that it has based this value on e marginal costs of generation, 
transmission, and distribution 

Interested pa ies to this proceedin~ generally 
supported the establisrunent ot an 1-6 schedule... Among these 
parties, CLECAI CSPG believes that PSI)'s proposed 1-6 is a viable 
new interruptible rate oP{ion whose design is more directly tied to 
the overall large power}fate design than is the current 
interruptible rate des;iqn. Edison's proposed 1-6 schedule is 
flawed, in CLECA/CSPG/s view, for its failure to consider the value 
of saved transmissi~ and distribution capacity valuing 
interruptibi1ity tJutilities. 

~ believes, however, that interruptible rates 
should be based~n the cost of serving the interruptible customer 
and not the v~ue of eurtailabi1ity in an excess capacity 
situation. ~r a cost-based interruptible rate, CMA states that 
the eXistenofe or non-existence o! excess generation capacity is 
irrelevant/a..~d '.:...':.."t those rates must ultimately reflect a cost, and 
not a va~e, 'analysis. Because such a cost analysis was not 
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/ 
CMA recommends the closing of Sch.edules 1-3 and :t,-'S 

as long as the contracts of existing customers continue 'to ~/ 
.evergreen. According to CHA, the need to recoqnize stabilZty in 
rates, and equity for customers who have made changes in ;r~eir 
operations to accommodate interruptible service requires the 
continuance of these contracts. L 

(2) Discussion 
In O.S6-1~-091, among' the c:riteri wh.ich we applied 

to the design of interruptible rate options f~PG&E was the 
continuation of the requirement of a customer commitment to a , 
three-year contract and the imposition ot~enalties for failure to 
curtail or interrupt. With respect to the three-year contract 
co~tment, we found it reasonable fo~xistin9' customers to expect 
some consistency in design criteria~~ the life of this contraet. 
We therefore determined that exist}~g incentives should be 
maintained for the remaining lifefof all contracts signed prior to 

/ . 
the effective date of 0.86-12-091. For new contracts and contract , . 
extensions siqned after the effective date of that order, we based 
the interruptible incentives'on full marginal cost without 
adjustment. (O.86-12-091~at p. 66.) 

To ensure/that customers on 'these rate options 
participated in the pro~am by interrupting or curtailing service, 

. I . we also determlned that a penalty should be 1mposed for 
nonconformance. F~ each t£me a customer ~ailed to interrupt after 
notification for PG&E, we found th4t the customer should be 
required to. pay 1.1 times the incentive received in that month for 
the load not ~errupted or curtailed. CUsto~ers would therefore 
be allowed to/fail to comply with approxi~ately 11 such requests 
before ze ~nalties assessed would equal the a~ual interrupti~le 
<iiseount. (0.86-12-091, at pp'. 66-67.) 

By Resolution E-3044 issued Auqust 26, 1987, we 
altered these penalty provisions by authorizing PG&E to· amend that 
penalty to provide that only three instances of noncompliance would 

I 
I 
I 
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presented in this proceedinq, ~ 4sks the Commission ~nsider 
such cost issues in the future. ~ 

CMA also asserts that while pen~at'~ should exist 
for failures to curtail or'interrupt, those pen& ies should be 
reasonable. In CHA's opinion, the existing gr uated penalty 
provisions of Schedule I-S, adjusted t.o the_~ount ot interruptible 
disc~unt provided in the 1-6 schedule, ShO~d be fully adequate. 
The concept of an esealating pen~lty is, ~ CHA's view, far more 
reasonable than PSO's and Edison's proPo~l to eliminate the 
discount (S33/kw/year for Edison and S8.0.80/kW/year for PSO) for a 
sinqle failU%'e to curtail. CMA alsorques that subsequent 
failU%'es using this approach would ~oduce Charges for service far 
in excess of firm rates. " 

While the parti~sr.0ncurred in the need tor an 1-6 
schedule, there was substantiaJld~saqreement on whether the I-3 and 
I-S schedules should in turn be closed to new customers. The I-3 
and 1-5 schedules have an ex~tinq Hever qreeninq* provision 
requirinq that a customer ~~e Edison' 5 years' notiee in order to 
c:1.ise4:>ntinue service under t:':is schedule.. These schedules, however, 
do not provide a notice period. qoverning Edison's discontinuance of 
the schedules.. I 

PSO' st~tes that it is aware customers incur some 
costs in adapting th~r facilities to interruptibility. As a 
compromise to aeeo~od.ate the transition from 1-3 and I-S to, the 
I-6 schedule, PSO ~erefore recommended in its brief that the 
commission allowfEdison to take new customers on the 1-3 and I-S 
schedules, but that these two schedules be closed after 1990 in 
favor of I-6 exblusively. I Edison does not believe that either I-3 or 1-5 
should be closed to new customers. Edison states that its present 
I-3 and I-S~ates are far more than just interruptible options. 
These two sbhedules, accordinq to Edison, are the only available 

I 

larqe p~er rate options whi~ ~~tly result in an aver4ge rate 
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~ cause the resulting penalties to, equal the annual interrupti~l~ 
aiscount. This penalty approach was based on a set of qradu~d 
excess demand charges. Therefore, for the first failure tcvf ~ 
interrupt or curtail within twelve months the charge woula:be/o~e
sixth of the annual incentive pe.r kilowatt. For the see6n~r.0n
performance, the incre~ental charge would increase to dne?ird of 
the annual incentive with total charges assessed.equaii}9 one-half 
of that incentive. For the third and any subsequent! non-
~erfo~ance, the incremental charge would be on~ehi ,/ of the annual 
l.ncentl.ve. 

In authorizing this amendment to G&E's 
interruptible penalty, we relied on the analY~~ of our Evaluation 
and Compliance (E&C) Division that this chan~ would increase 
customer incentive.s to reduce load when r~ested. The change was 
found to also provide the utility with a ltigh degree of relial:,ility 

I 
from these customers for load relief during emergency situations. 

In this proceeding, is~es similar to those raised 

• 
wi~l respect to PG&E's interrUptible~ate design have been . 
presented. Specifically, we have ~fore us the proposal by PSD to 

/ 

commence a new interruptible schedule based on marginal costs (I-6) 

and to close two previous scheduies (I-3 and I-S) which are to, be 
superseded by the new schedulet We find that PSD's proposed I-6 
schedule, to which the majo~y of the parties have agreed in 
concept, achieves the goaljOf :providing cost-based rates and in 
turn accurate price signals to interruptible customers. Certain 
modifications of this p,6posal, however, are required. 

Specifically, we find the penalty for failure to 
I 

interrupt as J~roposedjb~ either PSD or Edison is too- harsh and 
would act as a significant deterrent to customers moving to- this 
schedule. As CMA. his pointed out, the levels of the penal ties 

I 
recommended by th~e parties would essentially eliminate the 
Ciscount upon a ~ngle failure to curtail with subsequent failUres 
producing charges far in excess of firm rates. 
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which is roughly equivalent to what rates should be 
based on EPMC.. Edison states that these rates are 
until a full EPMC revenue allocation is achieved t 
to compete with uneconomic alternatives .. 

Edison also states that the pro sed 1-5 rate was 
specifically designed to meet the intent of ction 743 of the 
Public Utilities Code requirinq Edison to ovide sufficient 
incentives to steel and tood producers. dison states that PSD did 
not consider this intent in its proposa and therefore did not 
develop' a rate tor that schedule desi ed to, permit Edison to 
compete with rates available in oth states. 

It PSD's current re ommendation to keep Schedules 
1-3 and I-S open through 1990 we adopted, Edison believes that 
there would be no need to decid the issue of the status of these 
schedules in this proceeding_ Edison states that since its next 
general rate case will be un ertaken in 1990, the disposition of 
the 1-3 and I-S schedules' best lett to that proceeding_ 

CLECA/CSPG~imilarlY advocate the retention ot 
Edison'S 1-3 and I-S s~dules.. Accordinq to CLECA/CSPG, being on 
interrupti~le rates wi the present level of incentives is the 
only way its indust~ members can achieve low enough rates to 
economically eompet in their difficult markets. 

inte:rruptible 
substantial . 
shedding equ' 
CIlECA/CSPG 

CLE ICSPG assert that I-3 and I-S should be kept 
of the long-term commitments which the 

stomers have made to the utility and the 
es'bnent of these customers in protective and load

ment needed for sate and timely interruptions. 
te that one of the benefits of the 1-3 and 1-5 

schedules '$ to bring large customers closer to the commission's 
stated 10 q-term goal of cost-based rates. The absence of these 

w;ill, aecordinq to Cr:ECAlc..--:.pr;" . :t'equire these customers to 
the 1-6 schedule. CLECA/CSPG assert that the rate 

e to these customers caused by' this change only increases 
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While we find PSD's and Edison's proposals und~ly 

harsh, Resolution E-3044 reflects that the opposite eXtreme ot up 
to 11 failures to curtail or interrupt in a 12-~onth perioalis a 
too lonient penalty. As that resolution indicates, the ~sult of 
such an approach is to reduce the customer's incentive 0 reduce 
load when requested. Since the goal of this schedule is to provide 
lower rates for less reliable serv-ice, we :believe at reasonable 
penalties ensuring that the customer respond to r~ests to 
interrupt are essential. We find that the gradu(ted approach for 
such penalties, adopted in Resolution E-30L':4, /rovides. for such 
penalties. 

We therefore find reasonable the inclusion of 
/ 

penalties for the new 1-6 schedule stmil~r to those adopted for 
PG&E in Resolution E-3044. specifica~{y, the penalties provided 
under the I-6 sche~ule for failure ~t respond to an Edison request 
to reduce load will :be :based on th~ same set of graduated excess 

_'10. d ,I, demand ~arges a opted for PG&E 1~ Resolut1on E-3044. 
In this proceed~£g, we have again also :been faced , 

with existing interruptible schedules which require a specified 
contract term commitment ana/a ne~ schedule which is :based on 
marginal costs. As we concluded in D.86-12-091, we find that it is 

/ 
reasonable for the inte~Pti:ble customers to exp~ct consistency in 
rate design fl::>r the term of their contracts signed in response to 
that rate desiqn. Add"tionallY, CLECA/CSPG, :ro, and O"A have 
raised valid argumen* for main1~aining the existing schedules. for 
customers who have Jade investl!u:mts in reliance, on the availability 
of those schedull~~ 

wi are also concerned with Edison's assertion that 
PSD lI1ay not hav) considered. the intent of Section 743 of the 
california PUQlic Utilities code in d.eveloping it proposed 1-6 rate 
schedule. S/ction 743 specifieally requires a utility to' provide 
interruptibie rates to steel producers and food processors lower 
than the u~ility's system average rate. The statute, with which we 

/ 
I 
/ 
I 
I 
i , 
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",/ 

the incentives for these customers to bypass the utility system, ~ 
negotiate contract rates with the utility, or reduce or termin~ 
operations in Edison's service area. CLECA/CSPG also note t 
rates under the 1-3 and I-$ sehedules are still above sho 
marginal costs. 

If Schedules 1-3 and 1-5 are to be clo 
suggested by PSO, CLECA/CSPG ask that these schedul remain open 
indefinitely for customers who are currently on ose scbedules. 
Based on the five-year notice provision to leav the sehedule, 
CLECA/CSPG ask that the schedules be elosed t new customers no 
sooner than January l, 1993, and that custo ers be given the 
opportunity to shift, it they wish, to an er interruptible 
schedule at that time. CLECA/CSPG alsol'ecollllnend that if the 
Commission adopts the proposed 1-5 s~dules, those customers on 
the 1-3 and 1-5 schedules be given t,b:e opportunity to' convert to, 
I-6 at any time, due to its cost-~ed nature. 

XU states that fal.ness and other sound policy 
considerations dictate that Edu(on's existing interruptible 
Schedules I-3 and 1-5 remain o~en and that contracts already 

I . 
concluded under those schedudes be honored. IU notes, as 
CLECA/CSPG did, that inte~Ptible rates involve a long-term 
commitment by eustomerS.~AccOrding to'IU, PSO's proposed 
elimination of these schedules ignores the fact that these 
customers entered con~acts in good faith reliance and with a 
reasonable expectat~tn of continued rate benefits justifying 
capital investments/necessary to becoming an interruptible 
customer. XU alsc! notes that in terms of avoiding bypass, many of 
the customers ~t are currently purchaSing interruptible service 
from Edison woUtld choose to leave the syst1e:m absent the present 

ro a~~o ~~jects to PSO's present recommendation to 
discounts. L 
retain the -3 and 1-5 schedules through 1990. In ro's view, the 
negative u/pacts of even this chang~ would be similar to those 
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/ 
• 'd l' d ' ~I 't' 1 /1 are requ~re to comp y, ~s es~gne~ to ensure a compet~ ~ve eve 

of incentives for these customers. . / 
While we believe that these circumstances ~quire 

that the 1-3 and 1-5 schedules remain open for a pe~riOd of time, we 
do not wish to prolong service und4er these schedules a time when 
an interruptible schedule based on marginal costs h also- been 
made available to these customers. Our goal for c arges incurred 
for interruptible service is the :same as that fof all other 
services -- cost-based rates. ~ . 

For these reasons, we find th~ it is reasonable to 
I 

leave the 1-3 and 1-5 schedules open for ne~ customers until 
January, 1, 1991. At that time, Edison~ext general rate case 
will have concluded, any Himperfeeti~~ in the 1-6 schedule will 
have been resolved in that. proceedin9j anel customers will have 
receiveel three-years notice of the ~teneled closing of these 
sc:b.eelules. To ensure the communicltion of this notice, Edison's 
tariffs should specifically state/that the 1-3 anel 1-5 schedules 

• 
will be closed to new customers/after January 1, 1991. 

For existing ~tomers, we believe that it is 
reasonable for those custom~s wh~ had signed a contract with 

• 

, 
Edison uneler the 1-3 and 1J5 scheelules prior to the effective elate 
of this decision to complete that contract term uneler those 

I 1 . schedules. Therefore, the 1-3 and 1-5 schedu es w~ll be closed 
effective January ~, ~~3, to this group· of eXisting customers. 

I . , 0. For those new custom~s s~gn~ng contracts un er the 1-3 and 1-5 
schedules between the date of this decision anel January 1, 199~, 
the terms of their;lcontracts should provide for their termination 
with respect to Schedules 1-3 and 1-5 no later than January l, 
1993, with the ~ineler of any unexpired contract eommitment being 
served under Schedule 1-6 after that time. Our goal in adopting 
~s approach;is to ensure that Edison can rely on the five-year 
interruptible commitment whether that commitment relates to 

I - 331 -
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/ 
which interruptible customers would experience with an imme~iate 
elimination of I-3 and I-S. 

CMA recommends the closing of Schedl.lles -3 and I-5 
as lont] as the contracts of eXistinq customers conti e to
evergreen. According to CHA, the need. to recoqniz stability in 
rates and e~ity for customers who have made chan es in their 
oper~ltions to accommodate interruptible service equires the 
continl.lance of these· contracts. 

(2) Qiscussion 
In D.a6-~Z-09~, among the c teria which we applied 

to the desiqn of interruptible rate opti~s for PG&E was the 
continuation of the requirement of a cuitomer commitment to a 
three-year contract and the impositio of penalties tor failure to 
curtail or interrupt. With respect o· the three-year contract 
commitment, we found it reasonable or existinq customers to expect 
some consistency ip design criter a for the life of this contract. 
We therefore determined that ex'~tinq incentives should be 
~aintained for the remaining 1 te of all contracts signed prior to 
the effective date of 0.86-1 091. For new contracts and contract 
extensions siqned atter the effective date of that order, we based 
the interruptible incenti~ s on full marginal cost without 
a<;t;ustment. (0.86-12-09, at p. 66.) 

To- ensu that customers on these rate options 
participated in the p oqram by interruptinq or curtailing service, 
we also determined ~at a penalty should be imposed for 
nonconformance. F~ each time a customer failed to interrupt after 
notification for ~&E, we found that the customer shol.lld be 
required to pay .1 times the incentive received in that month for 
the load not i errupted or curtailed. CUstomers would therefore 
be allowed to tail to comply with approximately 11 such requests 
betore the nalties assessed would equal the annual interru~.i'!;.'~.;, 

discount. 0.86-12-091, at pp. 66-67.) 
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/' 
schedule I-3, I-S, or I-6. As recommended by PSD and Edison, / 
schedule I-4 should be closed effective with this decision. 

Finally, we address CLECA/CSPG's suggestion t~at 
" current I-3 and I-S customers be entitled to switch to the~-& 

sChedule at any time Que to the cost-based nature of tha~schedule. 
, '/ 

The assurance provided by a contract commitment under the 
interruptible schedules is that Edison can estimate i~to the future 
the level of energy whiCh will be available for Edii'on to respond 
to emergency situations. The specific schedule ~der which this 

I 
commitment is made should not alter Edison's ability to rely on 
that load being available. ~ 

We therefore find reasonablel'CLECA/CSPG'S 
recommendation which will also promote ~use of the cost-based 
interruptible schedule" 1-6. We will tJierefore direct Edison to 
include in its tariffs a provision pe~itting 1-3 and I-S customers 
to switch to the 1-6 schedule a~ an~time conditioned on the 
remaining term of its 1-3 and I-S c'ontracts being com.plet~~d under 
the I-6 schedule. The customer's!Chanqe to the 1-6 schedule should, 
not result in the customer l:>eint{ billed the difference between the 
1-6 and I-3 or I-S rates basedfon receipt of service under those 

I 
schedules for part of the o~rall contract term. 

With respe~to the interruptil:>le rates provided 
under Schedule 1-6, we f~d that PSD's approach most accurately 
bases those rates on th'value of interruptibility to, Edison. It 
is necessary to adjUS~these rates, however~ to reflect our adopted 
ERI value for Edison~f 0.43. with this change in assumption, we 
otherwise tind reasonable PSD's proposed methodology for 

1
. I 

ca culat~ng these;rates. 
Ai we have noted CMA suggests that our adopted 

approach of ba;ing interruptible rates on the value of such 
interruption to the utility ~ails to reflect the cost of serving 
the interruptible eustomer. CMA has acknowledged, however, that 
this issue ~s not sufficiently addressed in this proceeding to 
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By Resolution E-3044 issued AU9Ust 26, 1987, we 
altered these penalty provisions by authorizing PG&E to amend~at 
penalty to provide that only three instances of noncomplia~ would 
cause the resulting penalties to equal the annual int~tible 
discount. This penalty approach was based on a set of raduated 
excess c.emanci charges. Therefore, for the first :fai re to' 
interrupt or curtail within twelve ~onths the eharq would be one
sixth of the annual incentive per kilowatt. For e second non
performance, the incremental charge would inere e to one-third of 
the annual incentive with total charges assess equaling one-halt 
of that incentive. For the third and anyrequent non
performance, the incremental charge would b one-half of the annual 
incentive. 

In authorizing thiS~ amn ent to PG&E's 
interruptible penalty, we relied on th analysis of our Evaluation 
and Compliance (E&C) Division that s change would increase 
,customer incentives to reduce lO~d hen requested. The change was 
found to also provide the utility ith a high degree of reliability 
from these customers for load rel ef during emergency situations. 

In this prOC;ted' Iq , issues similar to those raised 
with respect to PG&E's inte tible rate desiqn have been 
presented. Specifically, w have before us the proposal by PSD to 
commence a new interruPtib~ schedule based on marginal costs (1-6) 
and to close two previous/schedules (1-3 and 1-5) which. are to be 

I 
superseded by the new sJChedule. We find that PSD's proposed 1-6 
schedule, to which the'majority of the parties have agreed in 
concept, achieves " goal of providing cost-based rates and in 
turn accurate pric signals to interruptible customers. Certain 

is proposal, however, are required. 
ecifically, we find the penalty for failure to 

interrupt as p oposed by either PSI) or Edi::.~n, ~.:: too, harsh and 
would act significant deterrent to customers moving to this 
schedule. CMA has pointed out, the levels ot the penalties 
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• warrant a change in our approach. For EClison' s next general rat/// 
case, however, we will direct Edison and PSD to develop-an 
interruptible schedule based on cost of service to the ~ 
interruptible customer, in addition to a schedule basea on ~ 
currc~t consideration of the value of interruptiblity to thEf 
utility. In this way, we will not only have the seheClulesl'to' 
compare, but also the insights of the parties as to the~rits of 
changing our approach tor determining interruptible incentives to a 
cost of service basis. . / 

d. ~-Bates 
As we have stated previously, the Commission has 

coneluded that special contracts or contract ra~s can serve as a 
means of mitigating uneconomic bypass. In thiS'proceeding, Edison 

/ 

has proposed two contract rate options: th~ncremental Sales Rate 
and the Self-Generation Deferral Rate. Ed~son believes that these 
options will enable it (1) to reduce its~ates to levels which are 
closer to its marginal cost of providing service, in order to 
retain the loads of credible bYPass ca£didates; (2) to provide 

• cost-based price signals to promote~w sales from customers with 
growing loads; and (3) to promote economic efficiency by permitting 
Edison to make better use of its/'xistinq generating capacity. 

According to Edison, the Incremental Sales Rate, proposed 
schedule TOU-8-CR-l, consists;6f a high fixed charge ana reauced 
d.emana and energy charges with the initial term of S years.. The 

l 
fixed payment would be ~ased on a portion of the contribution to 
margin the customer wouldl'have maae had they remained on the 
reqular applicable ratEj/ 

Under the Self-Generation Deferral Rate, proposed 
schedule TOU-8-CR-2~a cus~omer with self-generation potential 
would be charged ~e same costs which the customer would incur by 
Self-generating_IIFOr those with an economic option to· leave the 
system, Eaison proposes to charge these customers th~ cost which 

• the custome;O'uld incur acqu:r:: ~e capacity and energy from 

.I 
{ 
/ 
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recommended by these parties would essentially eliminate the 
discount upon a single tailure to curtail with subsequent 
producing charges far in excess of tirm rates. 

While we find PSD's and Edison's propo ls unduly 
harsh, Resolution E-3044 reflects that the opposite relD.C of up 
to 11 failures to curtail or interrupt in a 12-mo~ period is a 
too lenient penalty. As that resolution indica s, the result of 
such an approach is to reduce the customer's . centive to reduce 
load when requested. since the goal Of thi schedule is to provide 
lower rates tor less reliable service, we elieve that reasonable 
penalties ensuring that the customer re ond to requests to 
interrupt are essential. We tind that/'the graduated approach for 
such penalties" adopted in Resoluti 'E-3044, provides tor such 
penalties. 

We therefore find easonable the inclusion of 
penalties for the new 1-6 sche le similar to those adopted tor 
PG&E in Resolution E-3044. ~cifiCallY, the penalties provided 
under the 1-6 schedule for ~ilure to respond to an Edison request 
to reduce load will be bastd on the same set of qraduated excess 
demand charges adopted t~ PG&E in Resolution E-3044. 

In this;froceeding, we have again also been faced 
with existing interruptible schedules which require a specified 
c~ntract term commi~ent and a new schedule which is based on 
marginal costs. Asfwe concluded in 0.86-12-091, we find that it is 
reasonable for the( interruptible customers to expect consistency in 

i Ii .. rate des qn for/the term of the r contracts s~gned ~n response to 
that rate desi~. Additionally, CLECA/CSPG, IU, and CMA have 
raised valid~guments for maintaining the existing schedules for 
customers who have made investments in reliance on the availal:>ili ty , . 
of those schedules. 

" We are also concerned with Edison's assertion that 
PSD ·may'.!:ot have considered the intent of Section 743 of the 
california Public utilities Code in developinq it proposed 1-6 rate 
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another source. For the remaining customers, Edison would charge 
its costs of producinq electricity in terms of total revenue. 
requirement. / 

Edison believes that the Commission should adopt/the 
:ncremental Sales Rate in this proceeding and endorse th~~elf
Generation Deferral Contract Rate in concept tor Edison:'s use 
beqinning in 1988. Edison states, however, that i:mpl~entation 

. . I 
cons~derat~ons for TOU-8-CR-2 should be deferred t~the 3-Rs 
Rulemaking (R.86-10-00l) in which contract guidelines are beinq 
considered. ;f 

PSD agrees with most aspects of EdisOn's proposal. PSD 
therefore urges the Commission's adoption o~fne Incremental Sales 
Rate in this proceeding with implementation considerations for the 
Self-Generation Deferral Rate deferred tolR.S6-10-001. 

CMA states that consideratio~/of both of Edison's special 
contract tariff proposals should be deferred and studied as part of 

/ . 
the policy matters being considere~by the Commission in the 3-Rs 
Rulemaking, R.86-l0-00l. CMA poiI:l'ts out that 0.87-,05-071 in that 

" matter contemplates special contracts for larqe light and power 
customers ·~der guidelines. to Ie developed by the Commission in 
that proceeding. CMA believes that the COllllnission's actions on 

I 
this subject should ~e consistent tor all utilities. 

J 

We concur withJCMA. We have made clear in 0.87-05-071 
that the guidelines and;tterms ot special contracts and contract 
rates are to be examined and adopted in R.86-l0-001. This effort 
will not only achiev~ consistency between utilities, but will also 
provide a single fofum in which the appropriate responses to 
uneconomic bYPaso/ean be coordi~ated. In. R.86-10-001, we will also 
be presented with the tools required to most efficiently achieve 

I 

our goal ot a~dressinq uneconomic bypass. These tools will include 
I 

contract gui~elines proposed by all utilities and new forecasts of 
sales and re'venue for the large power customer qroup which take 

/ 
into aC/C::OWlt regulatory ~"ViSiOns adoptec1. in D.67-05-071. • 
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schedule. Section 743 specifically requires a utility to provide 
interruptible rates to steel producers and, food processors 10 ~ 
than the utility's system average rate. The statute, with w ich we 
are required to comply, is designed to ensure a competitiv level 
ot incentives tor these customers. 

While we believe th~t these circumst~nc 
that the I-3 and I-S schedules remain open for a peri 
do not wish to prolong service under these schedule 
an interruptible schedule based on marginal costs 

we 
a time when 

made available to these customers. OUr goal for arges incurred 
tor interruptible service is the or all other 
services -- cost-based rates. 

For these reasons, 
leave the I-3 and I-5 schedules open for 
January, 1, 1991. At that time, Edison' 
will have concluded, any -impertections 

it is reasonable to 
n 

next general rate case 
in the I-6 schedule will 

have been resolved in that proceeding and customers will have 
received three-years notice of the i tended closing of these 
schedules. To ensure the communic ion of this notice, Edison's 
tariffs should speCifically stat that the I-3 and I-5 schedules 

,will ~ closed to new customers fter January 1, 1991. 
For existing 

reasonable tor those custome 
Edison under the I-3 and I 

tomers, we believe that it is 
s who had signed a contract with 
schedules prior to the etfective date 

of this decision to, compl te that contract term under those 
schedules. Therefore, e I-3 and I-S schedules will be closed 
effective January 1, ~3, to this group of existing customers. 
For those new custom~~ signing contracts under the I-3 and I-S 
schedules between e date of this decision and January 1, 1991, 
the terms of thei contracts should provide for their termination 
with respect to Chedules I-3 and I-5 no later than January 1, 11' ..... 

emainder of any unexpired contract commitment being " 
served under edule I-6 after that time. Our goal in adopting 
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this 
more 
~le 

• 
As we have discussed in the Revenue Allocation portion of 

order, the implementation of contract rate schedules requires 
than the adoption of specific tariff terms. We must alsol~e 
to determine the level of revenue deficiency resulting.from 

implementation of these schedules, and the manner in whic that 
c1eficiency is to be allocated to customers. All of the e concerns 
are best addressed in R.S6-10-00l to ensure uniform and appropriate 
standards. ~ 

We therefore find that Edison's propos~contract 
schedules, TOU-CR-l and TOU-CR-2, should not ~~dopted in this 
proceeding. These proposals, however, do ap~r to be responsive 
to the ~ypass issue and would properlY'7e p esented in the context 
of R.86-~O-OOl. 

e.. ~Nlsl:Ry Charges 
In response to the needs ofjCUstomers who have chosen to 

provide their own generation, Edisonfoffers backup or *standbyH 
service. Thi~service is provided"hen the customer, for whom the 

• 
installation of its own backup f~ilities would not be economic, 
requires utility service dulto an outage at its generation 
facility. . 

In this proceed in , PSD has proposed a standby schedule 
to which Edison has agreed/ 'rhe effect ot this proposal would be 
to close current Edison ,dhedUles SCG-~ through 3 and establish new 
Schedule S which would be available to standby customers along with 
new Schedule 1-6. Ed~scn does not agree, however, with PSO's 
additional sU9gestion/to impose a *rate limiter* on.standby 
charges. This propc!sal, as well as all other suggested *rate 
lilniters,* arc~ dis~sed in a separate section below. 

• 

. (1) ~ies Pclsitions 
I 

Under PSD's proposal, standby customers would 
contract tor a/~ertain level ot standby service on any non-standby 
schedule. The customer would pay the applicable customer charge 

I, 
tor that serv~ce schedule every month and the maximum demand 
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this approach is to ensure tha~ Edison can rely on the five-year 
interruptible commitment whether that commitment relates to 
Schedule I-3, I-5, or I-6. As recommended by PSD and Edison, 
Schedule I-2 should be closed and Schedule 1-4 should be eliminated 
effective with this decision. / 

Finally, we adc:lress CLECA/CSPG's s~estion that 
current 1-3 and I-5 customers be entitled to swit"'ch to the 1-6 
schedule at any time due to the cost-based nat e of that schedule. 
The assurance provided by a contract commitm t under the 
interruptible schedules is that Edison can sttmate into the future 
the level of energy which will be availab e for Edison to respond 
to em.erqency situations. The specific s edule under which this 
commitment is made Should not alter EZ· on's ability to rely on 
that load being available. 

We therefore find rea onable CLECA/CSPG's 
recommendation which will also pro,tte the use of the cost-based . 
interruptible schedule, I-6. We ~ll therefore direct Edison to 
include in its tariffs a pr,~visi~ permitt:lng 1-3 and I-S customers 
to switch to the 1-6 schedule af any time conditioned on the 
remaining term of its I-3 and)I-5 contracts being completed under 
the I-6 schedule. The custo~r's change to the 1-6 schedule should 
not result in the customer leiIli9 billed the difference between the 
I~6 and 1-3 or 1-5 rate;t/sed on receipt of service under those 
schedules for part of th overall contract term. 

credits d penalties provided under SChedules %-1, 

I-2, I-3, and I-5 are iot changed on an annual basis, but are 
recalculated to reflebt a reduced number of on-peak hours resulting 
from the eli1!J.inatioi of the on-peak period in the winter months .. 
For Schedule I-5, ¥owever, the off-peak credit of $0.02S/kWh 
applied to thetf -peak floor rate of $0.05/kWh results in a 
$0.02sikWh rate~ 14 ~ate which is less than the marginal energy 
cost. Rather adopting a charge below the marginal energy 

irect Edison to take the difference between the 
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charges for that sched.ule tor the d.emand. specified in their / contract. If the standby customer takes sex:vice under the nor 
standby schedule, the maximwn demand. charge on the service t-aken 
would. :be waived up to the contract level. . / 

In support of its proposal, PSD states that standby 
custc1mers, like all other customers, should pay for s~ice.s based 
on the costs Edison incurs in providing those servicfs. In PSD's 
opinion, the costs tor which stand.:by customers sholld be 
responsible should there tore include those costs/Which they impose 
on the system even when no active demand.s are)Placed. on the utility 
system. PSD states that such services incl~de a meter, service 
drop, billing, and local distri:bution taci)ities sized to the 
maximum demand potential of the standby ~stomer • With :-espect to 
this latter cost, PSD and Ed.ison COn~With the use of the full 
noncoincident d.emand costs, reflecti~both marginal distribution 
costs and a portion of marginal transmission costs. 

Edison has agreed. ~th both PSD's proposed standby 
charges and. terms as well as th,e~.rineiples supporting that 
proposal. PSD's approach, according to Edison, is required to· 
ensure Edison of full recove~of distribution-related costs from 
customers with self-generatidn. Edison states that for a customer 
with both standby and. supp~ental loads, the combination of the 
stand.:by and non-time rela~d demand charges is intended to 

. . I .... .... compensate ECil.son tor ;z. ts costs 0·£ servl.n9' bow.u. types of loads. 
In the t6ture, Edison also· :believes that a . 

generati~n and transmission component may :be appropriate to includ.e 
in the determinatioi' of the standby charge in addition to the 
distribution eompo~nt. Edison states that some consideration 
should ~lso be gy:en in the future to the equity of allowing a 
standby custome to:be charged for replacement ana ~ackup service 
at average rat $. 

With respect to the interested parties, CHA, DGS, 
and the esc 1 agree that standby rates should :be cost-based. 
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marginal energy cost and the off-peak rate and reduce the 
customer's bill by an amount equal to that difference. 

With respect to the interruptible rates)p ovided 
under SChedule I-6, we find that PSD's approach most ~curately 
bases those rates on the value of interruptibility t/ Edison. It 
is necessary to adjust these rates, however, to re~eet our adopted 
ERr value for Edison of 0.43. With this change in' assumption, we 
otherwise find reasonable PSD'S proposed methOdology for 
calculating these rates. We also adopt the1w super off-peak 
interruptible rate options to which Edison a PSD have agreed 
('l'0t1-S-S0P-lA and 'l'0t1-8-S0P-1B). 

As we have noted CMA su~ge s that our adopted 
approach ot. basinq interruptible rates 0 the valu.e ot. such 
interruption to the utility fails to re lect the cost of serving 
the interruptible customer. CMA has l)Cknowledged, however, that 
this issue was not sufficiently addr.'ssed in this proceeding to , 
warrant a change in our approach. )For Edison's next general rate 
case, however, we will direet Edis6n and PSt> to develop an 
interruptible schedule based on d6st of service to the 
interruptible customer, in add~{ion t~ a schedule based on the 
current consideration of the ~lue of interruptiblity to the 
utility. In this way, we Will not only have the schedules to· 
compare, but also the insights ot the parties as to the merits of 
changing our approach for~etermininq interruptible incentives to a 
cost of service basis. I' 

d. ContrAct Rates , 
As we havejStated previously, the commission has 

concluded that speci~l contracts or contract rates can serve as a 
means of mitigating'uneconomic bypass. In this proceeding, Edison , . 
has proposed two/contraet rate options: the Incremental Sales Rate 

. ~~d the Self~ration Deferral Rate. Edison believes that these 
options Wil~le it (1) to re~uce its rates to levels which are 
closer to~ marqinal cost of provi4inq service, in order to 

/ 
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411bwever, each has urged the Commission to consider means 0 

mitigating rate shock in order to avoid discouraging cust6mers from 
taking this service. ~ 

CMA therefore concurs with PSO's approach to 
calculating these rates and requiring a rate limite~. CMA also 
proposes that the same transitional phase-in be ~aoPted for standby 
charges as has been proposed for domestic custo£ers with respect to 
the move to a full EPMC revenue allocation. ~ 

To ensure that standby charqes refleet the true 
, '1' 7,,:1'0 ... costs 1mposed on the ut1 1ty system by st~~y customers, DeS 

/ 
recommends that standby customers be cha~ged for energy and demand , 
when it is taken and that standby tari~fs reflect the special 
characteristics of this service. Sptcifically, DeS supports the 
suggestions made by CMA during he~ings in this proceeding (1) to 
permit all standby customers~o ~lect their own level of contract 
demand for standby service: (2 to phase-in standby rates; (3) to 
avoid imposing both a standb charge and a ratcheted maximum demand 

- charge on standby customers!. and (4) to reduce on-peak and mid-peak 
~qes for regular servi~ to standby customers in recognition of 
. their lower cOineidence~emand. By adopting these recommendations, 

DeS asserts that thyandbY customer will be able to more 
e:fectively manage h's own loads in ~esponse to accurate price 
Sl.qnals. 

The esc generally supports PSO's proposed standby 
charge as modi~d by PSO's proposed rate limiter. The C$C 
disagrees, however, with Edison's and PSO's proposal to· apply the 

..:I.... I . 
stan~y cha;ge aga1nst the standby load of all customers. The CSC 
asserts th~ customers that have paid for all facilities necessary 
~or inte,ionnection with Edison's transmission system must be 
exempt trom the standby charge. According' to the ese, the g'oal of 
eost-ba'sed rates would not be achieved for standby customers if 
that ~stomer's rates include equipment and.construction costs 
-riat~d with distribution or transmission "acilities "or Which 

I e/ 
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retain the loads of credible bypass candidates; (2) to pro 
cost-based price signals to promote new sales from eusto ers with 
growing loads; and (3) to promote economic efficiency permitting 
Edison to make better use or its existing generating apacity. 

According to Edison, the Incremental Sale Rate, proposed 
schedule TOO-S-CR-l, consists of a high rixed ch~ e and reduced 
demand and energy charges with the initial term ! S years. The 
fixed payment/would be based on a portion of contribution to 
margin the customer would have made had they emained on the 
regular applicable rate. 

Under the Self-Generation Oeferr 
schedule TOU-S-CR-2, a customer with sel generation potential 
would be charged the s~e costs which 
self-generating. For those with an ec nomic option to leave the 
system, Edison proposes to charge th e customers the cost which 
the customer would incur acquiring e capacity and energy from 
another source. For the remaining customers, Edison would charge 
its costs of producing eleetricit in terms ot total revenue 
requirement. 

Edison believes that ~e Commission should adopt the 
Incremental sales Rate in thi;!proeeeding and endorse the Selt

I 
Generation Deterral contraetjRate in concept for Edison's use 
beginning in 1988. Edison 'tates, however, that implementation 
.• I 

cons1derat1ons for TOU-S-CR-2 should be deterred to the 3-Rs 
Rulemaking (R.S6-10-001) ;en which contract guidelines are being 
considered. / 

PSO agrees with most aspects of Edison's proposal. PSO 
therefore urges the C~ission's adoption of the Incremental Sales 
Rate in this proceeding with implementation considerations for the 
Self-Generation Det'rral Rate deterred to :R;.8:6-10-001. 

7 . 
CMA states that consicierativl'"I, .. o! ~oth of Edison's special . / contract tar~tt proposals should be deferred and studied as part of 

the policy matte'rs being considered by the Commission in the 3-Rs 
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• the customer has paid. Therefore, the CSC urges the waiver of the / 
costs of these facilities in standby rates if they have 'been pai7 

• 

• 

by the self-generating eusto~er. 
In its briefs, Edison responded to the 

recommendations of each of the interested parties. Speei cally, 
Edison disaqrees with the suggestion of CMA and OGS tha standby 
charges should be phased-in in the ~e manner as the~PMC revenue 
allocation. Edison states that the impact of the increase proposed 
by Edison and PSO for standby charges en the tota~enerqy costs of 
the standby customer should be small. Even~ ~f t e impact were 
qreater, Edison states that there is no connec ion in this rate 
case between the sUbstantial rate impacts fo domestic customers 
which would result from the immediate move;{o EPMC revenue 
allocation and rate ~pacts for standby ~stomers. ' 

Edison also disaqrees wi~ CHA's and DGS's proposal 
that standby customers be allowed to ;llect their own level of 
standby demand. According to Edison/thiS customer determination 
of standby demand,would alter tht:21 ent and better practice of 
this level being decided by Ediso and the standby customer working 
t0gether. Edison states that on e this level has been determined 
and facilities have been instalied, a commitment is made by both 
parties. 'l'o permit a eustome:r! to If'back dOwnlf' their standby demand 
level, according to Edison ~~Uld be detrimental to other customers 
to whom the cost recovery of the If'excess facilitiesif' would be 
shifted, but who would re~ive no benefit from those facilities. 

Edison a7'o asserts that DeS's claim that Edison 
will collect excessive;revenue from standby customers by levying 
both the ratcheted imwn demand charge and the ~tandby charge is 
no longer valid. S cifically, Edison states that it has agreed 
with PSO to charge standby charges higher than it had orlginally 
proposed, but pro ide an exemption from the non-time related demand 
charges for the tandby portion of a standby customer's load • 
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Rulemaking, R.86-~0-00~. CMA points out that O.87-05-07~ in that 
matter contemplates special contracts for large li~ht and~ower 
customers under guidelines to be developed by the Commission in 
'that proceeding. CMA believes that the Commission's aetions on 
this subject should be consistent for all utilities~ 

We concur with CMA. We have made clear~ 0.87-05-07~ 
that the guidelines and terms of special contrac~ and contract 
rates are to be examined and adopted in R.86~~ '001. This effort 
will not only achieve consisten~ between uti ities, but will also 
provide a single forum in which the appropr; te responses to 
uneconomic bypass can be coordinated. In .86-10-001, we will also 
be presented with the tools required to 
our goal of addressing uneconomic bypa These tools will include 
contract guidelines proposed by all u lities and new forecasts of 
sales and revenue for the large POwi' customer qroup which take 
into account regulatory revisions ~opted in 0.87-05-071. 

As we havQ discussed i~the Revenue Allocation portion of 
this order, the implementation of contract rate schedules requires 
more than the adoption Of spec;ftiC tariff terms. We must also be 
able to determine the level oj revenue d1aficiency resul tinq from 
implementation of these sch$dules, and the manner in which that 
d7ficiency is to be alloca/ed to customers. All of these concerns 
are best addressed in;l.8 -10-001 to· ensure uniform and appropriate 
standards. 

We therefor find that Edison's proposed generiC special 
contract schedule, TOU-CR-2, should not be adopted in this 
proceeding. This ~oposal, however, does appear to be responsive 
to the bypass issue and would properly be presented in the context 

I 
of R.86-10-001. ;We find, however,·that it is appropriate to 
consider the defiqn of Edison's proposed rate option, ~OU-8-CR-l in 
this rate casel, but we ,~1..1·defer consideration of its revenue 
allocation eFect to R.86-10-00~. Therefore, we will authorize the 
TOt1-8-CR-l ate as part of Edison's tariff structure and direct 
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• Edison states, contrary to the positions of ~~ 
OOS, that full on- and ~id-peak demand charges should apPl~O 
standby customers. According to Edison, the charqes which ave 
been proposed properly focus on the total (standby plus 
supplemental) load which can be metered and billed. T erefore, 
Edison asserts that it is appropriate to-view the lo~s of these 
customers collectively, even though 'if viewed sepa~telY these 
loads could appear to be random with little coi~idence with 
system peak loads. Edison states that when vi~ed collectively the 

/ 
loads of the standby customers exhibit many ot the characteristics 

/ 
of the TOU-8 customer group and require their being charged at the 
same rate level. / 

Edison also rejects OOS;S suggestion that standby 
customers be charged for energy and ~emand when it is taken. 
According to Edison, noncoincident ~mand-related costs are a 
f'Lmction or the level of tacili tie£ installed and do not fluctu,,,te 
with the actual level ot use by.fn.e customer. These costs shou:Ld 

• 
therefore be recovered through;a standby charge applied to a fixed 
level of standby demand whi~retlects the level of facilities 
installed to serve the cust~er's standby load. 

• 

Finally, Edson states that it disagrees with the 
esc's proposal that cust6mers who have paid for all facilities 
necessary for interco~'etion with Edison'S transmission system 
must be exempt trom -,' standby charge. Ed,ison believes that the 
extremely low stan~ ehar~e is required to compensate Edison for 
interconnection costs s'cill incurred by Ed.ison, i.e .. , the costs of 
interconnecting tse :ustOlllers into the '~tility grid. 

(2) ~SSl.gn 
;lIn D.86-12-091 we concluded for PG&E that charqing 

standby customers the same rates as other ~lstomers was not 
discrilninato'ry and would result in cost-:bas.~d rates. We found that _ 
taken as aI group, these customers had very :Little energy usage 

• J • 
relatl.ve 0 the demand. whl.ch they placed on the syste:n. When these 

I 
/ 
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that it be covered by ERAM until ,such time as 
R.86-10-001 separates Edison's customers into 
ERAM qroup. 

e. standby Charges 
In response to the needs of customers who, ave chosen to 

provide their own generation, Edison otters backup r 'standby' 
service. This service is provided when the custo er, tor whom the 
installation of its own backup facilities wouldJ,(ot be economic, 
requires utility service due to an outage at i~ generation 
faeility. . ~ 

In this proceeding, PSD has proposed a standby schedule 
to which Edison has agreed. The effect ot~is proposal would be 
to close current Edison Schedules SCG-l ~OU9h 3 and establish new 
Schedule S which would b4~ available to ytandbY customers along with 
new Schedule I-6. Edison does not~ee, however, with PSD's 
additional suggestion to impose a'r e limiter' on standby 
charges. This proposal, as well as all other suggested 'rate 
limiters,' are discussed in a sep~ate section below. 

(1) PArties EJ2SitioDo/ 
Onder PSD's proposal, standby customers would 

contract for a certain l.e,vel eff standby service on any non-standby 
I 

s~edule. The customer wou74 pay the applicable customer charge 
for that service schedule every month and the maximum demand 
charges for that Schedul~for the demand specified in their 
contract. If the standb~ customer takes service under the non-

/ 
standby sCheclule, the rimwn demand charge on the service taken 
would be waived up to the contract level. 

In dpport of its proposal, PSD states that standby 
customers, like ~, other customers, should pay for services based 
on the costs Ed:Lson incurs in providing those services. In PSD's 
opinion, the cdsts for which standby customers should be '.G...;. 

responsible ~OUld therefore include those costs which they impose 
on the system even when no active demands, are placed on the utility 
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• customers did tal<e service, however, they ilnposed costs in the L 
manner as other large power customers with similar load . / 
characteristics. We found that for periods when service w~ not 
taken, it was appropriate to charge standby customers th~ost of 
customer-related services and reserved facilities. ~. 

We !ind that the standby charges and terms to which 
PSD and Edison have agreed properly result in the unlfOr.ttL treatment 
of standby customers and other large power custo~s with similar 
load characteristics. PSD's standby proposal a~so effectively 
achieves the goal of providing cost-based_~~s and accurate price 
signals to customers who have chosen to se~-generate and to those 
who are considering such a move. We ~elieve that these eharges 
properly take into consideration the lo~ characteristics of the 

" 'group as a whole and include fixed moJ;l't:hly charges needed to-
reflect the noncoincident demand Of/these customers. 

The specificity in/the cost to rate relationship 
sought by the interested parties;appears to be aimed not so much at 

~ achieving cost-based rates as 7ecognizing this customer group's 
"'unique characteristics,." wejare certain that other TOU-S 

customers can offer us ins~ces in which their rates do not 

• 

I 
reflect their exact usage characteristics. While we have attempted 

I 
to ensure rates that are cost-based and time-related, usage 
characteristics of the ~fected customer groups as a whole are an 
important consideratio£ in ensuring that subsidization of the group 
by other customers doles no~ result. To the extent that adverse 
bill impacts for ~'se customers :esult from our adopted rate 
design, we ~ind ~t PS~'s rate limiter proposal ~or standby 
charges, discussed below, is a more appropriate means of adjusting , I 
these charges based on the standby customers' "'unique 
characteristic'." . -

/ :tn this regard,' we note that the t'act that a sel!
qenerator may have paid some costs associated with distribution and 
trans:missi~n ~acilities should not lead to the waiver of the 

/ 
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/ 
system. PSO states that such services include a meter, serviee 
drop, billing, and local distribution tacilitie.s sized to/the 
maximum demand potential of the stan~y customer. W~' respect to 
this latter cost, PSI) and Edison concur with the use f the full 
noncoincident demand costs, reflecting both margina distribution 
costs and a portion of marginal transmission cost • 

Edison has agreed with both PSI)'s roposed standby 
charges and terms as well as the principles su orting that 
proposal. PSO's approach, according to, Ediso , is required to 
ensure Edison of full recovery of distribut~n-related costs from 
customers with self-generation. Edison stttes that for a customer 
with both standby and supplemental loads,~the combination of the 
standby and non-time related demand cha~es is intended to 
compensate Edison for its costs of se ing both types of loads. 

In the future, Edison lso believes that a 
generation and transmission compone t may be appropriate to' include 
in the determination of the stan charge in addition to the 
distribution component. Edison ~tes that some consideration 
should also be given in the fut~e to the equity of allowing a 
standby customer to be charg~~for replacement and backup serviee 
at average rates. ~ 

With respect to the interested parties, CHA, OGS, 

and the esc all agree tha stan~y rates should be cost-based. 
I 

However, each has urged the Commission to, consider means of 
mitigating rate ShOCk!1 order to avoid discouraging customers from 
taking this service. 

CMA ~erefore concurs with PSD's approach to 
calculating these ~tes and requiring a rate limiter. CMA also 
proposes that the/same transi'cional phase-in be adopted for standby 
charges as ha~' en proposed tor domestic customers with respect to 
the move to a 11 EPMC revenue allocation. ~I., \ 

To ensure that standby charges reflect the true 
costs bn) on the utility system by. standl:>y customers, DGS 
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standby charge which is based on All costs incurred by the utilit 
to serve that customer. In the future, we suggest that 'Edison a d 
PSD, however, continue to refine and clarify those costs are~ 
directly imposed on the system by the self-generator in receiving 
standby service. Edison, as stated previously, has in f~ urged 
this course of action in asking that the commission re06gnize the 
need for the inclusion of transmission and distribu~n components 
in the standby charge in the future. / 

Finally, we rej ect any request t~Phase-inA' standby 
charge increases. We fully concur with Ediso~that such a 

/ 
suggestion is appropriately reserved for such significant class 
rate i~pacts as will result to the domes~ customer group from our 
move to an EPMC revenue allocation. As!Stated previously, the rate 

/ 
limiter proposed by PSD and discusse~elow is a more appropriate 
response to adverse bill impacts. ~ therefore adopt as reasonable 
PSD's standby rate proposal which}equires the closing of Schedules 
SCG-l through l and the establishment of Schedule S. . 

l. Bate 'Limiter;.; 1... 
In this proceedin~, three interested parties (FEA,. CMA, 

and IO) have proposed th~t a A'capA' be applied to the maxtmum 
effective change in TOO- customer bills to mitigate any adverse 
impacts caused by the a option of cost-based rates for 1:his 

I ' •• customer qroup. PSI> has also proposed a cap' or A'ratel:unl.terA' on 
its proposed standby/~rges. Edison opposes any cap on TOU-S or 
standby rates. I 

a. Bate LOOter Proposals . 
FEA, CMA, and IO propose that to reduce the rate impact 

produced by thelmove toward cost-based rates a transitional A'rate 
limiterA' or m~imum acceptable charge per kilowatt-hour should be 

I 
adopted for/the TOU-8 rate schedule. customers whose average rate 
exceeds the l~iter would be billed based on the ltmiter, rather 

I 
than the filed tariff. CMA states that a phase-in of rate 
increases to the TOO-8 customer is required to- afford that customer 

/ 

/ 
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, 
recommends that standby customers be charsed for enersy and 
when it is taken and that standby tariffs reflect the spe 
characteristics of this service. Specifically, DGS sup rts the 
suggestions made by ~ during hearings in this proce ing (1) to 
permit all standby customers to .select their own le 1 of contract 
demand for standby service: (2) to phase-in stan rates: (3) to 
avoid imposing :both a standby charge and a ratc ted maximum. demand 
charge on standby customers: and (4) to reduc on-peak and mid-peak 
charges for regular service to standby custo ers in recognition of 
their lower coincidence demand. By adoptiyg these recommendations, 
DGS asserts that the standby customer wilt be able to more 
effectively manage his own loads in r1s onse to accurate price 
signals. 

The esc generally su~orts PSD's proposed standby 
charge as modified by PSO's propos~ rate limiter. The CSC 
disagrees, however, with Edison's!and PSO's proposal to apply the , 
standby charge against the stanclby load of all customers.. The CSC 
asserts that customers that h&le paid for all facilities necessary 
for interconnection with EdisSn's transmission system must :be 

I 
exempt from the standby ch~ge. According to the esc, the goal of 
cost-:b~sed rates would not/:be achieved for standby customers if 
~at customer's rates inclUde equipment and construction costs 
associated with distri:b£tion or transmission facilities for which 
the customer has paid! Therefore, the esc urges the waiver of the 
costs of these faeil~ies in standby rates if they have :been paid 
:by the self-genera~ng customer. 

In ).'I:s briefs, Edison responded to the 
reeommendations df leach of the interested parties. Specifically, 

I Edison disagrees with the suggestion of ~ and DGS that stan~~y 
charges ShOUlo/be phased-in in the same manner as the EPMC reV4enue 
allocation. fdison states that the impact of the increase prol~osed 
by Edison an PSD for standby charqes on the total enerqy costs of 
the standb.j customer should be small .. ' Even if the impact were 
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/' 
• the opportunity to change its load patterns, »ased on long-stanclil)g 

price signals from Edison, in response to the ne~priee 'signal$~ 
which will result from this proceeding. ~ claims that ~ase~n 
PSO's and Edison's proposals, increases of between 20% and/{Sl.l% 

. .." . . could result for many TOU-S customers, w1th one customer rece1v1ng 
an increase of 267.7%. ,./ 

These parties also agree that the rate limit~ adopted by .. ' 
'Chc Commission for PG&E's large customer qroup in D~S6-12-091 

,/ 
should serve as the model for the rate li:llliter to/be confj,iacred in 
this proceeding. These parties cite the cOllllniss'ion's conclusion in 
that aecision that the combination of cost-ba~d rates and a rate 

./ 

limiter provide customers a clear signal o)/future bill increases 
while shieldinq those mO$~ severely impacted from the full 
immediate impact of the rate change. -;I 

FEA, XU, and CMA concur thaythe fact that none of these 
parties recommended a specific level;!'0r the cap or an es't.imate of 
the revenue impact should not be a;reason for rejecting a rate 

• 
limiter in this proceeding. Itt i:ates ·that the Commission was 
faced with the same situation i= PG&E's proceeding but was still 
able to impose rate limiters_/FEA asserts that the absence of a 

recommended cap relates directly to Edison's failure to provide 

• 

/ 

customer impact data as PG&t haa in its proceeding. Based on the 
I 

absence of the necessary !information, both parties recollllnend that 
Edison ~e directed to w~rk with the Commission t~ develop an 
appropriate level fO;i/~e rate limiter based on the actual revenue 
allocated ana rate struetures adopted in this proceeding for TOU-S 
customers. CMA s~tes that revenue deficiencies should be 

./ . 
reallocatea to th.e 1'O'O'-S class as a whole. 

psD/CknOWle~geS that an inevitable consequence of moving 
to marginal/cost based pricing is the potential for adverse bill 
impacts f~ some customers. PSD therefore aoes not oppose rate 
lilnit7ike those adopted tor PG&E';> large power customers when 

I 
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greater, Edison states that there is no connection in thi 
ease between the sUbstantial rate impacts for aomestic oQstomers 
whieh would result from the immediate move to EPMC re 
allocation and rate impacts for standby customers. 

Edison also disagrees with CMA's a 
that standby customers be allowed to select the' own level of 
standl:>y dexnand. According' to Edison, this. 
of stanciby demand woulcl alter the current 
this level being decided by Edison and th 

oxner cletermination 
better practice of 

toqether. Eclison states that once this evel has been cletermined 
ancl facilities have been installecl, a mmitment is made by both 
parties. To permit a customer to "'btk down"'their standby clemand 
level, according to Edison would b"detrimental to other customers 
to whom the cost recovery of the ~xcess facilities'" would be 
shifted, but who would receive rt· benefit from those facilities. 

Edison also asserts that DeS's cla~ that Edison 
will collect excessive reven~from standby customers by levying 
both the ratchetecl maxilnwn clemand charge ancl the standl:>y charge is 
no longer valid. speC%fiC ly, Edison, states that it has agreed 
with PSD to charge stan charges higher than it had originally 
proposed, but provide . exemption from the non-time related demand 
c~arges for the stancib7 portion of a standby customer's load. 

Edison/states, contrary to the positions of CMA and 
OGS, . that full on-/and mid-peak demand charges should apply to 
stanciby customers,! According to Edison, the charges which have 
been proposed pr~rly focus on the total (stanciby plus 
supplemental) l~d which can be metered and billed. Therefore,. 
Edison asserts~at it is appropriate to view the loads of these 
customers COl~ctivelY, even though it viewed separately these 
loads could appear to be random with little coincidence with 

L 

loads. Edison states that when viewed eollectively the 
e standby customers exhibit many of the characteristics 
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the rate impact is beyond a reasonable level and affeets a / 
significant number of customers. . 

In fact, PSO proposed such a specific rate li~iter for 
/ 

standby charges. PSD bases its limiter on the difference in/,on-
peak usage between firm and standby customers. According t6 PSO, 
firm customers, by taking service continually, are likeli/to take 
service during actual hours of system peak. PSO stat~that in 
contrast, thero is no assurance, but only a prObabi~ity, that 

/ 
standby customers, takinq only intermittent service will take 
service.during any hours of actual system peak~PSO notes that 
standby customers are also capable of selecting a time of lowest 
cost incurrence for scheduled maintenance.~ 

PSO has therefore proposed an won-peak rate limiter" for 
standby charges to refleet the wprobab~tY" of standby eustomers 
taking service during the "on-peak" period. PSO states that it 
developed the limiter, which would b~ applied to adjust the on-peak 
charqes otherwise applicable to a~tandby customer taking service, 
using a complex simulation mode~ While PSO notes that Edison has 

I 

disagreed with its proposal, ~O states that Edison's witness did 
in fact acknowledge that standby customers should pay their 

/ 
"relative share of that on;peak capacity based on the probability 
that they may contribute/to that on-peak load." (Tr. at p. 4211., 

DeS and the esc both support the rate limiter proposed 
~ 

for standby customers/.by PSO. These parties concur in PSD's 
I 

analysis that standby service is rarely required during the 
system's peak and .that the rate li~iter would reflect the utility'S 

J • 
lower cost of supplying standby power. 

r 
Because the proposed increased in standby charges are 

I . 

dramatic, DeS/also believes that a rate limiter is needed to avoid 
extreme rate/impacts which would be unfair and might encoUrage 

( 

uneconomic/bypass. DeS therefore endorses both an on-peak and mid-
peak rate/limiter for standby customers. 

I 
I , 

~ 
I 
) 
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of the 'l:OU-S customer qroup and require their bei1lq charqed at the 
salII:e rate level. 

Edison also rejects OGS's suq 
customers be Charged for energy and demand 
Aecording to Edison, noncoincident demand elated costs are a 
function of the level of facilities ins lled and do not fluctuate 
with the actual level of use by the cu omer. These costs should 
therefore be recovered through a S~y charge applied to- a fixed 
level of standby demand which retle s the level of facilities 
installed to serve the customer's andby load. 

- Finally, Edisontes that it disagrees with the 
esc's proposal that customers w 0 have paid for all facilities 
necessary for interconnection w..th Edison's transmission system 
must be exempt from the standl:W' charqe. Edison believes that the 

extremely low standby eharqe $ required to compensate Edison tor 
int.~rconnection costs still 
intereonnectinq these cust 

(2) Di§Ql!tPi2D 

'neurred by Edison, i.e., the costs of 
ers into the utility grid. 

In 0.86-l -091 we concluded tor PG&E that charging 
standl:>y cust'oxners the ske rates .as other customers was not 
discriminatory and wou d result in cost-based rates. We found that 
taken as a group, the e customers had very little energy usage 
relative to the dema d whiCh they placed on the system. When these 

ervice, however, they imposed costs in the same 
manner as other 1 ge power customers with similar load 
characteristics. We found that for periods when service was not 
taken, it was a~ ropriate to charge standby customers the eost of 

PSO and. Eciis 

of standby 
load 
achieves 

services and reserved facilities. 
We tind that the standby charqes and terms to- which 
have agreed properly result in the uniform treatment 

st',1."\err. ~d other large power customers with similar 
er~st~es. PSD's standby proposal also effectively 

e qoal of providinq cost-based rates and accurate price 
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// 
• I 

'rhe esc believes that PSt>'s rate limiter is the wbest / 
I' 

effortW to develop a fair, cost-based charge for standby serv'ice~ 
'rhe esc also states that Edison's rebuttal to the rate limiter/ .-
focused on irrelevant and otherwise unsupported testimony that 
self-generators do not operate at high annual capacity factors. . ~ 

According to the esc, annual capacity factors do not r~flect a 
self-generators' capacity factors during peak hours. ./ 

I 

In its brief, the esc also proposed that j separate rate 
lilniter be considered for standby customers pu:rcha~ing under the I-

.I 

6 interruptible schedule. Specifically, the esc proposes the 
adoption of a rate limiter developed uSinq,tht same methodology as 

I' 

PSt> applied to the standby rates, but als~taking into account the 
0.75 ERI associated with the 1-6 schedule 

Edison rejects all of the rate~imiter proposals made by 

PSt> and the interested parties. Edisa£ states that with respect to 
the proposals of IU, FEA, and CMA, n6ne have included a 
specification of the cap or an est~ation of the resulting revenue 

• 
shortfall, the nwnJ:)er of customds impacted, or the manner in which 
the revenue deficiency is to ~e(reeovered. Edison notes that only 
CMA proposed to set an uppe)llimit on the revenue shortfall of 13 

to 16% over the system average percentage change resulting from 
this proceeding. I 

.. .l.. " 
Ed~son further be11eves that there 1S no need :for a "cap" 

.f 

on TOU-S rates since/~e impact of the rate changes has already 
been moderate~ by Edison's proposed rate design. Edison also 
believes that a raie limiter would permit a customer to, impose 
loads during the/summer on-peak period, but escape the resulting 
costs imposed ~ Edison's system. . 

Edi~on stmilarly Objects to the application ot rate 
li%D.iters tOI/standbY customers. It is Edison's position that since 
the profiles of standby customers' loads, in the aggregate, are , 
'very simi:lar to those of TOU-8 customers in the aggregate, they 
should ~e fully subject to all pricing terms ana conditions of the 

.' I 
l 

,I 
,I' 

I 

/ 
~ 
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siqnals to customers who have chosen to self-gen 
who are considering such a move. We believe th t these charges 
properly take into consideration the load cha cteristics of the 
group as a whole and include fixed monthly c arges needed to 
reflect the noncoincident demand of these 

~he specificity in the cos 
sought by the interested parties appear 

stomers. 
to rate relationship 

to be aimed not so much at 
achieving cost-based rates as recoqnizung this customer group's 
~unique characteristics.~ We are cer.~in that other ~OU-8 
customers can offer us instances i~~hich their rates do not 
reflect their exact usage characte~stiCs. While we have attempted 
to ensure rates that are cost-based and time-related, usage 

. . I h 1 character1st1cs of the affectedpustomer groups as a woe are an 
important consideration in ensut-in9' that subsidization of the qroup 
by other cu~tomers does not r;lsult. ~o the extent that adverse 
bill impacts for these custo ers result from our adopted rate 
design, we find that PSD's ate limiter proposal for standby 
charges, discussed below, s a more appropriate means of adjustinq 
these charges based on e standby customers' ~unique 
characteristics.~ 

In this regard, we note that the fact that a self
generator may have;ta d some costs associated with distribution and 
transmission facilit es I!>hould not le.eLd to the waiver of the 
stancl}:)y charge whi is l:>ased on All. ·costs incurred by the utility 
to serve that cu~omer. In the future,. we suggest that Edison and 
PSD, however, co inue to refine and clarify those costs are 
directly imposed on the :Stystem by the self-generator. in receiving 
standby servici Edison, as stated previously, has in fact urged 
this course of action in asking that the Commission recognize the 
need for the 'nclusion of transmission and distribution components 
~n ~~ standiy charge in the future. 
. / Finally, we reject any request to ~phase-in~ stancl}:)y 
charqe in~ases. We fully concur with Edison that such a 
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TOU-S schedule whenever these customers take service. Edison is/ 
again concerned with the potential of a resulting subsidy of this 
customer group by other customers. 

Edison's greatest concerns, however, are reserved for/ 
, , 

individual rate limiters like those proposed by CMA and DGS. (' 
Edison believes that individually determined limiters wouldJ~e 
extremely difficult and prohibitively expensive to administer. 

b. Discussion , 
In 0.86-12-09l, we found for PG&E that, whil~ our goal 

was to achieve cost-based rates, full implementatior( of such rates 
could result in severe bill impacts for some custo~ers. We 
con4:1uded that the best approach for mitigating/adverse bill 
impacts involved adjustments to marginal cos~based demand and 
energy charges coupled with the use of rat~limiters. 

/' 
In 0.86-12-091, for PG&E's mandatory large power 

/' 
sch~dule, E-20, we adopted a summer rate limiter for primary and , 
secondary voltage customers of 1 cent/kWh above the average summer , 
rat~ for the secondary voltage leyel. This rate limiter was found 

• to have a 0.8% effect on industrial rates. We also adopted on-peak 
,,' 

rat~ limiters based on the upper limit of the value of energy 
during the on-peak period a~/the coincident capacity cost plus the 
on-peak energy rate withoui capacity costs. (0.86-l2-091, at 
pp. 58-59.) ,/ 

In this proce~dinq, we similarly find that the rate 
I 

limiter is an appropriate means of mitigating adverse bill impacts. 
By using the limite~, we are able to address this pro~lem while 
still ensuring thE( adj ustment of marginal cost-based rates which 

/' 
mo~e accuratelY/l%'eflect the costs which. the customer imposes on the-
utility system!. 

ont:Y PSO, however, has p=ovidea us with a basis upon 
I 

which to determine a specific rate limiter under any ot Edison's 
. I 

large power schedules - in this case,. for standby rates.. Those 
I 

Parti~in9 the a4option of rate limiters for ~OU-8 generally 

.I 
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suggestion is appropriately reserved for such significant clj£s 

• 

rate impacts as will result to the 'domestic customer qroup~rom our 
move to an EPMC revenue allocation. As stated previousl~ the rate 
limiter proposed by PSO and discussed below is ~ropriate 
response to adverse'bill impacts. We therefore adopt as reasonable 
PSO's standby rate proposal which requires the elos 9 of Schedules 
SCG-l through 3 and the establishment of Schedule 

3. RAte LilIliters 

In this proceeding, three interested arties (FEA, CHA, 
and IU) have proposed that a weapw be applie to the maximum 
effective change in TOU-S customer bills to~itigate any adverse 
impaets caused by the adoption of eost-ba~d rates for this 
customer group. PSO has also proposed a cap or Wrate limiterW on 
its proposed standby charges. Edison 
standby rates. 

a. Rate Limiter PrQpouls 

FEA, CMA, and :ro propose 

or 

t to reduce the rate impact 
produced by the move toward cost- ased rates a transitional Wrate 
limiterW or maximum acceptable ~arge per kilowatt-hour should be 
adopted for the TOU-S rate scholule. CUstomers whose average rate 
exceeds the limiter would ~ ~lled based on the limiter, rather 
than the tiled tariff. CMA~tates that a phase-in ot rate 
increases to the TOU-S cus~mer is required to attord that customer 
the opportunity to chang';i ts load patterns, based on long-standing 
price Signals from Edison, in response to the new price signals 
whiCh will result from is proceeding. CMA claims that based on 
PSD's and Edison's p increases of between 20%'and l5l.l% 
could result tor TOU-8 customers, with one customer receiving 
an increase ot 267 7%. 

These rties also agree that the rate limiter adopted by 
the commission or PG&E's large eustomc.:r_aro~p in 0 .. 86-12-09l 
should serve a the model for the rate 'limiter to be considered in 
this procee<:l' g. These parties cite the Commission's conclusion in 
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have, as Edison has noted, provided no tonula trom which the /' 
Commission could determine those limiters or the resulting revenue , 
i~pact. ~ 

We aqre(~ with. these parties that the level of the rate 
,.. .. • ",,0 

l~~ter ~s dependent on the revenue adopted •. The overall~evenue 
allocated to eusto~er qroups in this proceedins, howeve~~ is far 
less than that requested by Edison. Further, our adop(ion of an 
EPMC revenue allocation will result in substantial d~creases to the 
large power customer group. We have also rejecte~Edison'S and 
PSO's request for ratcheted demand charges Whi~Should mitigate 
the impact of those charges on seasonal custom"~rs when their demand 
on the system is low. ~. . / 

We recogn~ze, however, that even under these 
~ 

circumstances, certain customers may ~~ill be adversely impacted by 
our rate desi9n adopted for TOU-S. ~e therefore believe lt is 
reasonable to adopt certain rate ~ters aimed at ~itiqatin9 
~LQ.verse bill impacts at periods ,Of peak demand.. In determining 
these rate, limiters, we will follow the approach taken in 

l 
0.86-12-091 and adopt a summer rate limiter for primary and 
secondary voltage customers/of 1 cent/kWh abov~ the average summer 
rate for the TOU-8 second,a'ry voltage level. For on-peak rates, we 
will adopt rate l~iterslbased on the value of energy duri~g the 
on-peak period at the/6oincident capacity cost plus the on-peak 
enerqy rate without capacity costs. The revenue deficiency 
resulting from the;t~position of these rate limiters will be spread 
on an EPMC basis back to all customers receiving service under 
'rOU-B. . / 

We ~so find PSO's proposed rate limiter for standby 
customers to/be reasonable and well-supported in this record. By 
usinq a rate limiter, we are able to adjust these rates in 
rec09nitio;t of the unique characteristics of this qroup of 
customers/, While continuing to ensure rates Which more accurately 

I 

retlect~e cost ot servinq these customers. Revenue de!iciencies 

/ 
I 

,I 
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that deeision that the combination of eost-based rates and a 
limiter provide customers a elear signal of future bill in 
while shielding those most severely impacted from the fu 
immediate impact of the rate ehange. 

FEA, I'O', and CMA concur that the fact that one of these 
parties reeommended a speeific level tor the cap or~n estimate of 
the revenue impact should not be a reason for rejecting a rate 
limiter in this proceeding. IO states that the crommission was 
faced with the same situation in PG&E's procee&!ng but was still 
able to impose rate limiters. FEA asserts thlt the absence of a 
reeommended eap relates directly to Edison's!tailure to provide 
customer impact data as PG&E had in its pr*eeding- Based on the 
absenee of the neeessary information, bod parties reeomnend that .. 
Edison be directed to work with the comm1ssion to develop, an 
appropriate level for the rate limiterlbased on the actual revenue 
allocated and rate structures adoptealin this proeeeding tor TOU-S 
customers. CMA states that revenu~efieieneies should be 
reallocated to the ~OU-8 class as~ whole. , 

PSO acknowledges that an inevitable consequenee of moving 
to marginal eost based pricing Is the potential for adverse bill 

~ 

impacts for some customers~ ~D therefore does not oppose rate 
limiters like those adopted ror PG&E's large power customers when 
the rate impact is beyond ~reaSOnable level and affects a 
significant number of customers. 

In fact, PSD p~posed such a speeifie rate limiter for 
standby charges. PSD blses its limiter on the difterenee in on
peak usage between tir£ ana standby customers. Accordin9 to PSO, 
firm customers, by ~n9 service continually, are likely to take 

I 

service during actu&1 hours ot system peak. PSD states that in 
contrast, there ito assurance, but only a prObability, that 
standby customers/ takir".:.::r .CI,:,,~y intermittent service will take 
serviee d.uring a y houn; of actual systelll pe~. PSO notes that 
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• resulting from the adoption of no's proposed stancll>y rate lilnite~ 
should similarly be spread on an EPMC ~a$is ~ack to, all 'large power 
customers served under TOU-S. ' II 

No other limitations on standby rates, i.e., mid-pe"k 
rate limiters or interruptible rate limiters for standby ~tomers, 
however, are required. The rate limiters which we have~oPted for 
all TOO-S customers coupled with the specific rate limiter proposed 
~y PSD for standby customers should be sufficient tolmitigate any 
adverse rate impacts resulting from our adopted st'andby rates. 
E. AgricgltuX'a1 and Emmins CUstomer Grey» / 

1. Introduction 
/ 

A9ricultural rates are a continual focus of concern tor 
this commission. Over the years, the Co~ission has attempted to 
respond to the needs of this major ca~fornia industry which is 
characterized by a significant elect/ical requirement and diversity 
in load patterns. Among the industries receiving electric service 
from Edison, aqriculture represents one for which ~ervice options 

.-

• 
provide a key to economi~: stab,i'lity. 

In response to this"'need legislation was adopted in 1986 

• 

. ; 

to require alternative serv.~ce options for agricultural customers. 
" Specifically, Section 744/0f the California Publie utilities Code 

provides that all California electrie utilities must ofter tariffs 
• 

to agricultural producers, where economically and technologically 
/ 

feasible, which prov±~e Noptional alternative interruptible 
• 

serviceN and Noptional otf-peak demand service. N The latter option 
is to include th~~vailability of time-differentiating meters or 
other measureme~t devices. The criteria governing these tariffs is 
similarly prO~ded in Section 744. section 744 alsQ states that 
the optional;rates should not be less than the cost of serving 
these customers. 

I 

~n D.87-04-028, the commission considered a stipulation 
entered ~tween PG&E, PSO, the Farm Bureau, and the Power Users 
Prote~~n council related to an agricultural TO~ rate structure. 

/ , 
" 
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. . 1 / stanCl])y customers are also ca;pable. ot select:Lng a t:Lme ot owest 
// 

cost incurrence tor scheduled maintenance. ~ 
PSO has therefore proposed an won-peak rate li~erw !or 

standby charges to reflect the wprobabilityW of standb~customers 
taking service during the won-peakw period. PSO states that it 
developed the limiter, which would be applied to· ad~st th~ on-peak 
charges otherwise applicable to a standby custome~taking service, 
using a complex simulation model. While PSD not-' that Edison has 
disaqreed ~ith its proposal, PSD states tbat EaLson's witness did 
in fact acknowledge that standby customers:tb ld pay their 
wrelative share of that on-peak capacity bas d on the proba:b:i.lity 
that they may contribute to that on-peak 1 d. W (Tr. at p. 421l.) 

OGS and the esc both support ~, rate limiter proposed 
for standby customers by PSO. Tbese pa)1ties concur in PSD's 
analysis that standby service is rare~ required during the 
system's peak and that the rate limiter would reflect the utility's 
lower cost of suppl'ying standby pow/r. 

Because the proposed indeased in standby charges are 
dramatic, DGS also believes tba~ rate limiter is needed to avoid 
e:ctreme rate impacts whieh wou~ be unfair and might eneourage 

I 
uneconomic bypass. DGS thereiore endorses both an on-peak and mid-
peak rate limiter for stan~ customers. 

. The esc believes/that PSD's rate limiter is the *best 
effortW to develop a fai~ cost-based charge tor standby service. 
The esc also states tb~ Edison's rebuttal to the rate limiter 
focused on irrelevantJ'and otherwise unsupported testimony that 
self-qenerators do nbt operate at high annual capacity factors. 
According to the cst, annual capacity factors do not reflect a 
self-qenerators' ~p~eity factors during peak hours. 

In it~brief, the esc also proposed that a separate rate 
limiter be con'idered for stanclby customers purchasing under the....:.. ... 
I-6 interruptible schedule. Speci~ieally, the C$C proposes the .' 
adoption of rate limiter developed using the same methodology as 
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~ This structure, which included a ser~es o~ options ~or agricultur~ 
service, was adopted by the commission, with cert~in moQificati~. 

In this proceeding, both PSD and Edison have presented 
compreh~nsive recommendations for modifying eXisting agricuu(ural 
rate schedules and offerin~ new options to these customer~ While 
'these two parties disagree on certain issues, their proP'~als 
reflect ~ joint effort to relate aqricultural rates mox~ closely to 
marginal costs. Both parties have also provided op~ns designed 
to meet the requirements of Section 744. PSD sta~ that while it 
does not disagree with the two options proposed~ Edison, PSD 
believes that its proposal offers a much qrfeate~ n~er of optio~s 
(9) more fully reflectin~ the diverse operat 9 patterns of 
~qrieultural customers. 

~he only party other than Edison and PSO which actually 
offered testimony and a brief on aqrieuitural rate desiqn was ACWA. 
ACWA's testimony and brief focus on ~ demand charges proposed by 
Edison and PSD for the PA-l and PA-~schedules and the need for an 

. • optional PA-TOU schedule for all wfter pumpers currently served 
under the TOU-8 schedule. ~ 

• 

Concerns, however, ~ere expressed by the Farm Bureau and 
the Citrus Growers cooperative reg~rding certain aspects of the 
proposed agricultural rate~tructure. 

These concerns )focus on Edison's proposal to close its 
GS-l schedule to new customers. These parties claim that this 
change will have a Sig£ificant negative impact on citrus growers 
who have purchased e~sting wind machines with the expectation o~ 
continued service ~der the current GS-l schedule. Additionally, 
the Citrus Growe~ Cooperative has asked that the off-peak credit 
provision of S~dule PA-l (Special Condition No,.5) be reworded to 
allow disconne&tin9 of load durihg summer months only. 

I 
Althou9h Edison believes that appropriate price signals 

must be pr~ided to citrus growers who are considerin9 the purchase 
ot frost protection e~ipment, Edison also shares the concerns of 
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PSO applied to the standby rates, but also taking 
0.75 ERI associated with the %-6 schedule. 

Edison rejects all of the rate limiter 

account the 

PSO and the interested parties. Edison states at with respect to 
the proposals of IU, FEA, and ~, none have ' cluded a 
specification of the cap or an estimation of the resulting revenue 
shortfall, the number of customers impacte , or the manner in which 
the revenue deficiency is to be recovere Edison notes that only 
CMA proposed to set an upper limit on ~ revenue shortfall of 13 . I 
to 16% over the system average perceige change resulting from 
this proceeding. 

Edison further believes ~at there is no- need for a *cap* 
on TOU-8 rates since the impact o:rthe rate changes has already 
been moderated by Edison's propo~ed rate design. Edison also 
believes that a rate limiter would permit a customer to impose 
loads during the summer on-peak period, but escape the resulting 
costs imposed on Edison's si-tem. 

• Edison similarlYI'0bjeets to the application of rate 
li~iters to standby cust~ers. It is ~dison's position that since 
the profiles of standby;customers' loads, in the aggregate, are 
very similar to those of TOU-S customers in the aggregate, they 
should be tully S\1bje.6t to all priCing terms and conditions of the 
TOU-8 schedule when~er these customers take service. Edison is 
again concerned with the potential of a resulting subsidy of this 
customer group b~Other customers. 

• 

Ediso~~ greatest concerns, however, are reserved for 
individual rate limiters like those proposed by CMA and DeS. 
Edison belie~'s that individually determined limiters would be 
extremely d~fiCU:t and prohibitively expensive to administer. 

b. .P.hcuss~on 
An 0.86-12-091, ·w~_, :c:.;md for PG&E that, while our goal 

was to_~ieve cost-based rates, full implementation of sueh rates 
could ~sUlt in severe bill impacts for some customers. We 

-
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'~ese parties. Edison therefore recommends that these customers be~ 
placed on the proposed GS-TP schedule which wil; provide three ~ 
additional years of service at rates similar to the current GS~ 
rate. Atter that time, Edison states that these customers shOUld 
be placed on Schedules PA-l or PA-2 which provide cost~base~rates. 
Sdison also concurs with the change requested by the Cit~ Growers 
Cooperative to s~ecial Condition $ of the PA-1 sChedulc~ 

We concur with Edison that the citrus qrowe~ should he 
offered an opportunity to respond to a change in r~ design which 
could have an adverse effect on investments made~ reliance on a 
prior rate strueture. We tind that Edison's sU9'gested placement of 

,p' 
citrus growers on the three-phase GS-TP schedule with movement to 
PA-l or PA-2 atter three years provides sue£ an opportunity while 
moving these customers eventually to costlbased rates. This change 
proposed by Edison along with the amenatent of Special Condition 5 
of PA-l proposed by the citrus growe~'appropriatelY responds to 

JI 
the needs of these customers, and should be adopted. 

In the following secti~, we will review the parties' 
proposal first for changes to ~sting agricultural Schedules PA-l 
and PA-2 and second for rate 9Ptions for these custo:ll1ers. Wi thin 
each ot these sections, we ~11 discuss each of the proposed rate 
structures and resolve th~issues presented. 

2. Scb,edules EA-l ~ Plt,-2 

Schedules PA;i and PA-2 are the primary sChedules 
specifically desiqne~for agricultUral customers. Schedule PA-l is 
a flat rate energy SCheaule with a connected load charge based on 

I 

the horsepower of ~e connected load. Schedule PA-2 is also 
currently az: tat late energy schedule, but provides a demand charge 
~ased on all ki owatts ot billing demand, instead ot a connected 
load charge. , . 

Fo these rate schedules, as with those which we have 
I 

previously discussed, Edison and l?SD were able to reach substantial 
/ . 

aqreement n the approprJ.ate rate struetures. For PA-l, the 
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concluded that the best approach for mitiqatinq adve~ b~ 
impacts involved adjustments to marqinal cost-based demartd and 
e~er9Y charges coupled with the use ot rate limiters.;I 

In 0.86-12-091, for PG&E's mandatory larg~O~er 
schedule, E-20, we adopted a summer rate li=iter tor primary and 

/ 
secondary vol taqe custc:~mers of 1 cent/ltllh above tl'ie average swnmer 
rate for the secondary voltage level. This rate/limiter was tound 
to have a 0.8% effect on industrial rates. w~also adopted on-peak 
rate limiters based on the upper limit of t;e value of energy 
during the on-peak period at the coincident'eapacity cost plus the 

_'1.0 • • J ( on-peQA energy rate w~thout capac4ty costs. 0.86-l2-09l, at 
pp. 58-59.) , / 

In this proceeding, we simi~rly tind that the rate 
limiter is an appropriate means of ~igating adverse bill impacts. 
By using the limiter, we are al::>le to address this problem while 
still ensuring the adjustment Of~rginal cost-based rates which 
more accurately reflect the cost's which the customer imposes on the 
utility system. / 

Only PSO, however,jhas provided us with a basis upon 
which to determine a speci~c rate limiter under any of Edison's 
large power schedules - i~ this ease, tor standby rates. ~ose 

p~rties urging the adop~on ot rate limiters tor TOU-8 generally 
have, as Edison has not:ed, provided no formula from. whieh the 
Commission could d~te I ine those limiters or the resulting revenue 
impact. 

We agree with these parties that the level ot the rate 
limiter is dependent on tile revenue adopted. The overall revenue 

I 

allocated to customer groups in this proceeding, however, is far 
less than that/requested DY Edison. FUrther, our adoption of an 
EPMC revenu~lloeation will result in substantial decreases to the 
large powe~,~~~~~er group. We have also rejected Edison's and 
PSO"s re~st for ratcheted demand charges which should mitigate 

" / 

/ 
I ... 
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• parties are in eo,.p~ete aqrcement. Despite Edison's original / 
proposal to close PA-1 to new customers, Edison subsequently aqreed 
with PSO to keep this schedule open for three-phase aqricult~al 
customers. For PA-2, the only disagreement between the pa~ies on 
rate structure involves the appropriate customercharqe~ 

a. customer s;h~ / 
Edison and PSO aqree on setting the prop~d PA-l 

$
/. customer charge at 10 per month. For the PA-Z sched.ule,. Ed:loson 

has proposed a customer charge of $10 per month~ while PSO has 
/ 

proposed a customer. charge of $30.ZZ per mo~th. Edison agrees with 

" PSO that the PA-Z customer charge could and probably should be 
, / ~'Io. • 1 h:loqher than the PA-l customer charge based on ~e marg~na customer 

costs for PA-2 customers being approxi~telY twice that for PA-l . ~ , 
customers. Ed~son therefore state~that :lot would not oppose a 
compromise of $20 per month for ~s schedule. 

PSO bases its reeommend'ation of a $30 customer charge on 
the need to reflect marginal ~tomer eosts. To this end, PSO 

• .1 

• 
states that ~ts proposed custOmer charge would collect more than 
50% of the marginal customf cost for PA-2 customers. PSD does not 
believe that Edison's proposed compromise, While recognizing the 
discrepancy in marginal/~stomer costs between the two schedules, 
goes far enough in movi~g this charge toward a full marginal cost 
basis. PSO notes thai by not reflecting these costs in the 
customer charge thes~ costs will be recovered in a component (i.e., 
ene~qy charges) ~lated to their causation. 

We fino/that PSD's recommended customer charge is 
consistent with;bur policy to recover fixed cost c~mponents in 
fixed Charges~with those eharges based on marginal costs. The 
impact of a three-~old increase in a customer charge could, 
however, hale ttie effect of causing customer confusion re.garding 
the need ;or such a significant increase in a fixed cost. We would 
also be offering little notice or opportunity tor the PA-2 customer 

I th' 
• tC> re?ond to ~s change. 
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, / 
the impact of those charges on seasonal customers when the/'r de d 
on the system is low. 

We recognize, however, that even under these 
circumstances, certain customers may still be adversely impacted by 
our rate design adopted for TOU-8. We therefore bel~e~ it is 
reasonable to adopt certain rate l~iters a~ed at m~iqatinq 
adverse bill impaets at periods of peak demand. I~etermininq 

these rate limiters, we will follow the approach ~ken in 
0.86-12-091 and adopt a summer rate limiter for~imary and 
secondary voltage customers of 1 cent/kWh above/the average summer 
rate for the TOU-8 secondary voltage level, ~cludinq eustomer 
charges. The revenue deficiency resulting ~om the imposition of 

I 
this rate limiter will be spread on an EPMC basis back to primary 
and secondary customers receiving service/under TOU-8. 

I 
For on-peak rates tor TOU-8 ~d standby customers, where 

applicable, we also find PSO's proposed on-peak rate limite~ to be 
reasonable and well-supported in th~ record and will adopt rate 
limiters based on the value of ene;gy during the on-peak period at 
the coincident capacity cost P1U~the on-~eak energy cost, adjusted 
to EPMC. By using a rate limit~, we are able to adjust these 
rates in recognition ot the unique characteristics of this group, of 
customers, while continuing t6 ensure rates which more accurately 
r~fleet the cost of servin~~ese customers. Revenue deficiencies 
resulting from the adopti~ of PSO's proposed on-peak rate limiter 
should similarly be sprejid on an EPMC basis back to all large power 
customers served under)t0U-8, but these customers should pay no 
less than their custo~r cost. 

No other ~itations on standby rates, i.e., mid-peak 
rate limiters or ~erruPtible rate limiters for standby customers, 
however, are re~red. The rate limiters which we have adopted for 
all TOU-8 eusto~rs coupled with the specific rate;~,~~~er proposed 
by PSO for sta dby customers should be SUfficient to mitigate any 
adverse rate pacts resulting'from our adopted standby rates. 
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We there~ore ~ind reasonable and adopt EdiSO~'S prop~ 
compromise ot a $20 per month customer charge tor the PA-2- ~ 
schedule. This charge will reflect the ditference betwee~arginal 
eustomer costs between the PA-l and PA-2 schedules and w~l move 

" the PA-2 schedule closer to its marginal customer cos~' 
responsibility. These results will also be aehievedl'without as 
significant an adverse impact as the charge propostd by PSD. 

b. DemMd ChaJ:S9 / . 
Edison and PSO agree on setting the/PA-l connect charge 

at $2 per HP. The parties also agree on se~inq the proposed PA-2 
~. 

time-related demand charge at $6.00 per ~w in the summer with no 
charge in the winter. The non-time re~ed demand charge would be 

;-
set at $2.30 per kW of the current b·itlling period demand or 50% of 
the highest demand over the previouf 11 months whichever is 
greater. / . 

/. . d ACWA opposes the noneo~nc~dent deman charges at the 
levels propos·ed by either Edis'~n or PSD. According to AcWA, the' 
revenues whie~ would have be~n collected by the noncoincident 

..~ 

d.emand charges should be collected through on-peak demand eharges. 
If the commiss£~n determines that noncoincident demand 

.~ 

charges are appropriate~ ACWA asks that these charges be set at 
half the level proposed by Edison and PSD to account for longer
lived rural distribu{ion equipment. Acw.A asserts that it is 
inappropriate to a~ess a noncoincident demand charge at system 

iI 

average marginaljcost because rural lines are sized for a lower 
coincidence fa~or than urban lines. According to ACWA, the Edison 
and. PSO rate d/signs also wrongly presume that the amount of 
electrical d~~ersity on rural lines is identical to heavily-
industriali~d urban lines. . 

~ a first item in addressing the demand·charges proposed 
by Edison/and PSD, we reference our previous finding in this 
decision/that Hratchcts,* which act to maintain demand charges at a 

i 

constant level even during periods of low load, are not to' be used 

/ 
I 
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E. Agricu1;tural and Pmqping CUst9Mr GrouP 
1." " X~oduetion 

Agricultural rates are a continual focus 0 concern for 
this commission. Over the years, the commission h attempted to 
respond to the needs of this major CAlifornia stry which is 
characterized by a significant electrical re 
in load patterns. Amonq the industries rec vinq electric service 
from Edison, agriculture represents one f~ which service options 
provide a key to economic stability. ;f 

In response to this need leq~lation was adopted in 1986 
to require alternative service OPZiO / tor agricultural customers. 
Specifically, Section 744 of the itornia PUblie utilities Code 
provides that all CAlifornia ele ic utilities must offer tariffs 
to aqricultural producers, whereleconomically and te~ologically 
feasible, which provide 'oPti~l alternative interruptible 
service' and 'optional otf-peak demand service.' The latter option 

• 

is to include the availabill'ty of time-differentiatinq meters or 
other measurement devices~ The criteria governing these tariffs is 
similarly provided in se4tion 744. Section 744 also" states that 

/ 

the optio:l'lal rates should not :be less than the cost of servinq 
these cus'comers. / . 

In O.87-0~028, the Commission considered a stipulation 
entered be~een PC!E, PSO, the Farm Bureau, and the Power Users 
Protection counc~ related to an aqrieultural TOU rate structure. 
This structure,;!which included a series of options for agricultural 
service, was aAopted by the Commission with certain modifications. 

I 
" In~is proceedinq, bo~ PSO and Edison have presented 

comprehens~ve recommendations for modifying existing agricultural 
rate sched~les and offering new options to these customers. While 
these two/parties disaqree on certain issues, their proposals 
reflectja j oint effort to relate aCJ~.i~;.";;ural rates more closely to 
marginal costs. Both parties have also provided cptions designed • 7/et the requirements of section 744. PSI) states that while it 
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~ i~ calculating demand char~es. This conclusion, the reasoning for 
'rlhich is reviewed at qreater length ;,n our discussion of delnJhd 
charges for the TOU-S schedule, is equally applicable to tbe 
agricultural Schedule PA-2. I 

While our goal is to reflect fixed costs in f~ed 
charges, we also wish to' ensure that the fixed costs ~i~g included 
in those charges relate in fact to the costs which ~ customer 
ilnposes on the system. We find that aqricul tural ~stomers do 
impose noncoincident demand costs on the system ~d should be 
charged rates in accordance with those costs. We further find, 

, if 

however, that ACWA's testimony has demonstrated that ?SD's and 
Edison's proposed noncoincident demand chargis reflect costs 
iMposed by urban customers, rather than thefrural customers for 
WhOM the agricultural schedules have been/developed. 

For this reason, we will adoptiAcwA'S proposal to reduce 
PSO's and Edison's proposed noncoincid~t demand charges for PA-2 

I 
by one-half. As these costs are unrelated to demand, as ACWA's , . 

• 
position suggests, it would, howev:f~ be inappropriate for them to 
be reflected in on-peak demand charges as ACWA has recommended. 

• I 
With the exception of these changes I we otherwise find 

I 
reasonable the deMand charges ljoposed by Edison and PSD. 'l'hose 
charges, as modified above, should therefore be adopted. 

~ 

c. EnergY Chaxgt / 
Edison and ?SO a~ee that there should be no seasonal 

differentiation of the PA7~ and PA-2 energy charges. PA-l energy 
charges are proposed by these parties to be set residually to 
collect the revenue re~rement not collecte4 through the customer 
or connection charges.; ~he PA-Z'enerqy rate is proposed to be a 
blocked energy rate 7et at S.O cents/kWh for all kWh in excess of 

• 300 kWh/kW. The !i)St block energy rat~ is proposed to, be set to 
co,llect the rel!l.aining revenue requirelnent not recovered through. the 

I 
ether rate components. 

/ 
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does not disaqree with the two options proposed by Edison, PSO 
believes that its proposal offers a much greater number of op 
(9) more fully reflecting the diverse operating patterns of 
agricultural customers. 

,.,.~ 

The only party other than Edison and PSD which ctually 
offered testimony and a brief on agricultural rate;tE ds' was ACWA •• 
Acw.A's testimony and brief focus on the demand charge proposed by 
Edison and PSO tor the PA-1 and PA-Z schedules and e need for an 
optional PA-TOU schedule for all water pumpers c7~ntlY served 
under the Tou-a schedule. 

Concerns, however, were expressed by the Farm Bureau and 
the Citrus Growers Cooperative regarding cert~n aspects of the 
propose~ aqricultural rate structure. zf 

These concerns focus on Edison's proposal to close its 
GS-l schedule to new customers. These pies claim that this 
chanqe ·will have a siqnifican~ neqativ impact on citrus qro~ers 
who have purchased existinq wind ~c nes with the expectation ot 

-continued service under the current S-l schedule. Additionally, 
the Citrus Growers Cooperative ha asked that the off-peak credit 
provision of Schedule PA-l (Spec' al Condition No-.S) be reworded to
allow disconnecting of load du nq summer months only. 

Althouqh Edison be eves that appropriate price signals 
must be provided to citrus owers who are considerinq the purchase 
of frost protection equip nt, Edison also shares the concerns of 
these parties. Edison refore recommends that these customers be 
placed on the proposed S-TP schedule ~hich will provide three 
additional years of s ice at rates similar to the current GS-l 
rate. After that ti e, Edison states that these customers should 
be placed on SChed es PA-l or.PA-2 which provide cost-based rates. 
Edison also con s with the change requested by the CitrUs Growers 
Cooperative to S ecial Condition ~ of the PA-l schedule. 

We c cur with Edison that the citrus growers should be 

offered an op ortunity to respond to a change in rate design which 
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for the PA-l an/ We ~ind reasonaDle the enerqy charges 
/ 

PA-2 ,schedules proposed by Edison and PSD.. These charges ~ based on 
sound rate desiqn, principles, were not challenged by any o~r 
party and should be adopted.. // 

3.. Agricul~ Rate Qpj;ions ' 
Aqrieul tural rate I~ptions have belen propose'd by three 

parties in this proceeding: Edison, as described;.1~ its 
-"" supplemental Exhibit on Agricultural Rate options (Ex .. 165), PSCI, as 

presented in its original rate design exhibitl1EX. 61), and Ao:tA, 
as included in Exhibit 96. These proposal~re summarized below 

.. ., /'" 
follo\lTed by our resolutl.on of the l.ssues/presented .. 

a.. Pa:rj:ies Positions ,/ 
" Edison states that its pr~¢sed agricultural rate options 

are similar to those proposed by ~SD.. !hese options include an on
peak time period option (existing/Schedule TOU-PA-2 with a six-hour 

/ . . 
or a four-hour summer on-peak,Perl.od.) and a three-clay optl.on 
(proposed Schedule TOU-PA-3D/,c,ith a split week option providing 
ra'ce differentials for three consecutive clays (Monday through 

" Wednesday or wednesday tnrough Friday». Eclison states that these 
options differ from PSD"~ proposals in that the options do not 
include a qualifying cfiteria of 3S kW for demand metered options, 
and do permit large~stomers (above 3S kW) to choose the connect 
load basis !OU option. 

Edison/~tates that it has also proposed an i~terruPtible 
option which wO£ld be.available to all agricultural and pumping 

I 
customers. ~ccording to Edison, this option would not only 
provide somefmeasure of dispatchable load, but would also permit 
Edison toJ'etain eXisting sales which might otherwise be lost 
through. conversion to diesel pumping- Edison states that these 
objeeti~es can only be aeeomplish~d, however, it the proposed level 
of cridit (l.S cents/kWh) is permitted. 
~ Edison states that its proposed options for agricultural 

customers were d.eveloped j ointly with. a working group of farmers 

.j 
e/ 
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could have an adverse effect on investm.ents made in reliance on V 
prior rate structure. We find that Edi~son"s suggested placemell't of 
citrus qrowers on the three-phase GS-T? schedule with movem nf to 
PA-l or PA-2 after three years provides such an opportun' while 
moving these customers eventually to cost based rates. 
proposed by Edison along with the amendment of Spec' Condition 
of PA-l proposed by the citrus growers appropriat y responds to 
the needs of these customers, and should be ado ed. Since the 
load of most citrus growers exceeds 75 kW, w '11 direct Edison to 
reflect a special condition comparable to' ~ecal condition S :for 

PA-2. ~~ 
In the following sections, w will review the parties' 

proposal first for changes to existi agricultural SChedules PA-l 
and PA-2 and second tor rate o~tio tor these customers. Within 
each ot these sections, we will scuss each of the proposed rate 
structures and resolVe the iss s presented. 

2. SChedul!im, PA-1 and P~2 
Schedules PA-l PA-2 are the pr~ry schedules 

specitically designed to agricultural, customers. SChedule PA-l is 
a flat rate enerqy sch ule with a connected load charge based on 
the horsepower of the connected load. Schedule PA-2 is also, 
currently a flat rate energy schedule, but provides a demand charge 
based on all kilo~ts of billing demand, instead of a connected 
load charge. / . 

For 'ese rate schedules, as with those which we have 
previously di cussed, Edison and PSO were able to reach substan~ial 

the appropriate rate structures. For PA-l, the 
in complete agreement. Despite Edison's oriqinal 

agreement 0 

parties ar 
proposal 
with PS 

o close PA-l to new customers, Edison subse~ently agreed 
to keep this schedule open for three-phase agricultural 

For PA-Z, the only clisaqreement between the pa==HfI1:'~ ,~n 
appropriate customer charge. 
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representing all agricultural areas within Edison's service 
'territory. In contrast, Edison believes that PSD's proposed 
options merely represent a *carry-over* from the PG&E genera~ate 
case and were not desiqned to meet the requirements of Edison's 
agricultural customers. Edison also believes that PSD's ~oposed 
option~ are mueh more restrictive than those proposed b~Edison, 
especially with regard to smaller customers. II 

PSD states that it has no criticism of Ed~ton's time-of
use proposals which, as Edison has noted, almost c~pletely conform 
with two of PSD's proposed options. PSD's Only;tbjection is Edison 
providing a demand charge for TOO'-PA-2 which dtffers. from the level 
set for PA-2. PSD asserts that demand char;~ should be the same 
for these two rate schedules whieh reflec;l~imilar size and cost 
causation characteristics. ;f¥' 

PSD' states that its primary~bjection to Edison's 
proposal is that it does not offer a~ufficient number of options. 
PSD states that it has proposed nine schedules, including a super , 
off-peak rate option for aqricultural customers. Each of these 

I' schedules has three components ~- customer charges, demand charges 
and ener~J rates -- developed c~nsistent with overall PSD rate 
'desiqn policies. L 

PSD states that exqht options relatle to four basic 
.; 

schedules which are offered separately to cus·tomers with demands 
less than 35 kW and thosl with demands qreate:1:' than 35- }~w. These 
schedules include the ~llowing: 

1. TOO'-PA: 'standard TOO' schedule. 

2. TOD'-PA -{SPLIT WEEK): for aqricul'tural 
custo~~~ who need a continual p~\Unping run 
to irrigate crops and are extrem,ely limited 
by or cannot. operate outside TOO' peak 
pe~ods. ' 

/ 
~. TOO'-PA (REDUCED PEAK HOURS): For customers 

who must irrigate during dayliqht hours, b'lt 
.~ choose shorter peak periods to suit 

/ - 354 -
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a. CUstolIlI:r Charge 

Edison and PSD agree on setting the proposed PA-l 
customer charge at $10 per month. For the PA-2 schedule, Edison 
has proposed a customer char~e ot $10 per month, while PSD has 
proposed a customer char~e ot $30.22 per month. Edison agrees 
PSD that the PA-2 customer eha~e could and probably should 
higher than the PA-1 customer charge based on the ~~,ra'1n,a~~ustomer 
costs ~or PA-2 customers being approximately twice 
customers. Edison theretore states that it would n~'~ODDose 
compromise of $20 per month for this schedule. 

PSD bases its recommendation of a $30 

end,. PSD 
on 

the need to retlect marginal customer costs. 
states that its proposed customer charge W~~.,~ colll~ct more than 
50t of the marginal customer cost customer.~. PSD does not 
believe that Edison's proposed co,mD,ro,ml$e,. While recognizing the 
discrepancy in mar~inal customer CO'S1:'5 between the ~~wo schedules, 
~oes tar enough in moving this toward a full marginal cost 
basis. PSD notes that by not these costs in the 
customer charge these costs wi re~overed in a ~:omponent (i.e., 
energy charges) unrelated to ir causation. 

We 'lind that PSO' recommended customer charqe is 

fixed charges, with ~~.Q 
to reeover fixed cost eomponents in 
char~es based on marginal eo~ts., The 

increase in a customer charge could,. iJnpact of a 

to respond to 

compromise 
sch(,'6.~le~ 
customer 

ot causing customer contusion re~ardin~ 
signiticant increase in a fixed cost. We would 

ittle notice or opportunity for the PA-2 customer 
change. 

find reasonable and adopt'Edison's proposed 
$20 per month customer charge for the PA-2 

charge will reflect the difference between marginal 
move 

closer to its mar~inal customer cost 
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their operations while shitting peak use 
among hours ot the peak period. 

4. 'I'O'O'-PA (MINIMOM BILL): c:1eveloped in response' 
to evidence trom Eclison and growers that .. ," 
system bypass with diesel engine pumping may 
be economic for high load tactor customer's 
with the current average electric rate$~ 

i 
! 

l 

" 

PSO states that its ninth option is the super Of~~~ak rate, TOU
l' 

PA-SOP. This scheclule is proposed to be based ,o'n TOU-8-S0P, but 
,~ 

with a silnpler structure for aqricul tural cus;t"omers .. . -PSO states that its Dasis for pr~viding separate sets of 
schedules for agricultural customers corresponding to their clemancl .,. 
level relates to the need to ensure thatrconnected loacl based 
schedules are macle available only to dstomers below :3 S kW. PSD 

"""' notes that the Edison witness acknowtedged the correctness of PSD's 
assumption, on which its ditterent~tion in schedules is based • .. 
This assumption is that PA-l andn,PA-2 customers can be 
distinguishecl by the level ot tliEdr demand, with the clemancl of PA-2 

" customer exceeding 3S kW and ~eclemancl of PA-l eustomers being 
(' 

less than 35 kW. l 
.~ 

PSD also responclea to Edison's criticism that its 
/' recommenclations are merely a wcal~ overw from those adopted for 

PG&E's agricultural cust~mers. PoSO states that while it used the 
f 

same considerations raised in tnle PG&E proceeding in developing its 
; I 

agricultural rate op~lons for Edison, the options were in fact ' . ) '. 
ta~lored to meet the needs of Ecl~son's customers. 

I 
In its EXhibit 96, ACWA urged the Com:rnission to adopt a 

I • • PA-TOU schedule whl.ch would be optl.onal :for all water pumpers. 
I II • 

currently sel:Vod under the 'rOU-8 rate schedule. According to ACWA, 
PA-TOU wOUld~ identical to TOO-8 in its base, but would permit 
selection Of/a n~rrower on-peak periocl with a higher demand cost 
commensura/e with the greater coincidence with system peak. PA-'I'OU 
woulcl, inlAcw.A'S opinion, ofter a realistic opportunity for water 

I . 

pumpe~o respond to.~u rates • 
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responsibility. These results will also· be achieved w' as 
siqnifieant an adverse i~pact as the charge proposed 

b. DQand <;barge 

Edison and PSI) agree on setting the PA- connect charge 
at $2 per HP. The parties also agree on settins!'the proposed PA-2 
time-related demand charge at $6.00 per kW in~e summer with no 
charge in the winter. The non-time related ~mand ~arge would be 

set at $2.30 per kW of the current billing;P'eriod demand or 50% of 
the highest demand over the previous 11 mohths whichever is 

/ qreater. 
ACWA opposes the noncoincide~ de~and charqes at the 

levels proposed by either Edison or ~D. According to ACWA, the 
revenues which would have been collefted by the noncoineident 
demand charges should be cOllecte~thrOUqh on-peak demand charges. 

If the Commission dete~ines that noncoincident demand 
charges are appropriate, ACWA aSks that these charges be set at 

~ 
halt the level proposed by EdiSon and PSO to account for longer-
lived rural distribution equi.~~ent.. ACWA asserts that it is 
inappropriate to assess a ndricoincident demand charqe at system 

,t 
average marginal cost bec~use rural lines are sized tor a lower 
coincidence factor than ufban lines. According to ACWA, the Edison 
and PSI) rate desiqns a1/0 wrongly presu:me that the amount ot 
electrical diversity ~ rural lines is identical to heavily-

; 

industrialized urbanj1ines. 
As a firstritem in addressing the demand charges proposed 

by Edison and PSI) ,J~e re:!4erence our previous finding in this 
decision that wr~chets,W which act to· maintain demand charges at a 
constant level ,hen during periods of low load, are not to be used 
in calculatingt!demand charges. This conclusion, the reasoning tor 
which is rev~wed at greater length in our discussion of demand 

I)' 

charges :!or~e TOU-8 schedule, is equally applicable to the 
aqricul turai Schedule PA-2 • 

. '" ;/ 
if 

/ 
, 

.f 

/' 
,/' 
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• .. l' 1· . / Spec~f~cal y, ACWA's proposed PA-TOO wou ~ perm~t the ~ 
"rater pumper to choose 2, 3, 4, or ,5. hours on-peak as an / 
alternative to the full 6-hour (12:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) perZoa. 
ACWA states that PA-TOO would differ from other Edison serv~ce 
reliability options in that the penalty (on-peak) period/w~uld not 
last as long as a curtailable or interrupti~le period.~The shorter 
period is necessary, according to ACWA, due to the inordinately 
high cost of additional storage, mains,. and pu;mps./ 

With respect to the agricultural rate options proposed~y 
.1", 

Edison and PSO, ACWA states that the menu of ~.,9'rl.CUl tural rates 
proposed by Edison in Exhibit 16S is not aspomprehensive as that 

, , 
adopted l.n D.87-04-028 for PG&E. ACWA th;refore supports PSD's 
};:Iroposed options which ACWA finds compa:z;able to those adopted for 

AI 

PG&E. ./1' 
b. Dis£9,Ssion "l 

As we have indicated pr7v10usly in this order, our 
reliance in this proceeding on recent rate decisions of other 

• 
utilities is largely due to th~/~eed to, ensure the application of 
consistent rate design polieies to, all utilities which we regulate. 
'VI'e assure Edison and its ag£icultural customers, however, that the 
specific needs of Edison'sl'eustomers, to the extent that they 
differ from that of eusttmers within another utility'S service 

f 
territory, are consider~d in the rate design which we adopt. 

• I 
In thl.S case, PSD has responded to our most recent rate 

design policy appli/d to agricultural rates. That policy, 
reflected in D.S7~4-028, is to provide greater control to 
agricultural customers over their energy usage and costs cons~stent 

• '\N'i th the need.Yand. usage characteristics of those C'\lstomers and the 
statutory ma~ate of Section 744. . 

• 

" find therefore that the PSD proposal, which includes 
the oPtiO~ recommended ~y Edison, as well as several more options 
for agricultural customers is reasonable and should be adopted. We 

I 
also believe that PSD has provided a reasonable basis for 
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While our qoal is to reflect fixe~ costs in fi~e~ ~ 
charqes, we also wish ~o ensure that the fixed costs being;r.ncluded 
in those c.harge:~ relate in tact to the costs which the cuStomer 
imposes on the system. We find that agricultural custo~rs do 
impose noncoincident demand costs on the system and ~Uld be 
charged rates in accordance with those costs. We ~er tind, 
however, that ACWA's testimony has demonstrated ~t PSO's and 
Edison's proposed noncoincident demand charges ~flect costs 
imposed by urban customers, rather than the rural customers for 
whom the agricultural schedules have been dev.lloped. 

For this reason, we will adopt A~'S proposal to reduce 
PSO's and Edison's proposed noncoincidentjdemand charges tor PA-2 
by one-halt, with a similar reduction, tor purposes of consistency, 
in the PA-l connect charqe. As these ,tats are unrelated to time
rel.,.ted clelUano., as ACWA's position sUC]9'ests, it would, .however, be 
inappropriate tor them to be retlectea in on-peak demand charqes as 
ACWA has recommended. ~ 

With the exception of th.ese changes, we otherwise tind 
I 

reasonable the demand charqes pr~osed by Edison and PSD. Those 
t 

charges, as modi tied above, shoUld therefore be adopted. 
c. EMrsv Clw;qc / 

, Edison and PSO aqree that there should be no seasonal 
differentiation of the PA-~nd PA-2 enerqy charqes. PA-l energy 
charges ~~Q proposed by ~ese parties to' be set residually to 

." collect the revenue requ~~ement not collected through the customer 
or'connection charqes. I'The PA-2 enerqy rate is proposed to be a 
blocked enerqy rate set at 5.0 cents/kWh for all XWh in excess ot 
300 kWh/kW. The tirsf block energy ra.te is proposed to be set to 
<::ollect the remain~q revenue requirement not recovered thro<ugh the 
other rate components. 

we fin' reasona.))l~ 11::::.."- energy charges for the PA-l and 
J?A-2 schedules 'roposed by Edison and PSD. These charges, based on 
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~ distin9Uishin~ getween customers gased on their d~d level be~' 
in excess of or less than 3S XW. This distinction is based O~d 
appears to b~ reflected in the demand levels of customers choosing 
either the PA-l (less than 3S kW) or PA-2 (above 3S kW) sclle'dules. . .,/. 

• 

'. 

Wlth respect to,ACWA's proposed PA-~OU schedU~, ~n 
D.87-04-028 we found that agricultural TOU rate optio~s appeared 
reasonable tor some ACWA accounts. We wish to ensure in this 
proceeding, as we did tor PG&E, however, that se~ce under these 
schedules is reserved for'purposes related to ag/iculture. We will 
therefore apply the same criteria adopted in OtS7-04-028 that 
service under this type of sch.~dule be limited to customers for 
whom at least 70% of the water pumped by ~ individual account is 

I 
tor agricultural purposes ./ 

,'. 
We therefore find reasonable/the transfer of ACWA 

accounts which meet this standard to.-be agricultural class. Under 
these cirC1ll!1Stances, such custome~s"" will be able to takE! advantage 
of the adopted TOU-PA Reduced P~ak Hours schedule which we believe 
addresses the need of agricultural water pumpers for a service 
option based on narrower tim~~/periods than are currently available 
tInder TOU-S. It is thereto~e unneeessary to- adopt the PA-TOU 
option proposed by ACWA. ;.'/ 
F. stuet and ;\rea Liglrting CUst2Mr Group 

1. :rntr2slU&tion ,; ,-
Several of;the issues which have been raised with respect 

.' 
to streetlightinq by Edison, PSO, and CAL-SLA have been previously 

" 
addressed in thi,/Cieeision. ~hese issues include our decision to 
include :marqina~ customer costs and energy charges assoeiated with 
streetliqhtinglin the revenue all~cation process. In this portion 
of our decision, we will focus on the specific recommendations made 

• I 
by Edison~D, and CAL-SLA with respect to the street and area 
liqhtinq;Schedules ts-l (Edison-owned street lamps), ts-z 
(customer-owned street lamps), LS-3 (metered streetlight service), 
OL-~~6ntdoor li~htinq), and OWL (domestiC ~lkway). 

! -357 -
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sound rate design principles, were not challenged by an other 
party and sho~ld be adopted. 

3. Agricultural Bate Options 

Aqricultural rate options 
parties in this proceeding: Edison, as describe 
Supplemental Exhibit on Aqricul tural Rate Opti 
presented in its. original rate desiqn exhibi 

sed by three 
in its 

s (Ex.16S), PSO, as 

as included in Exhibit 96. These proposals are s1'mmarized below 
followed by our resolution ot the issues esented. 

a. hrtiies...PositioDS 
Edison states that its propo$ed agricultural rate options 

are silnilar to those proposed by PSO! 'rhese. options include an on
peak time period option (existing s~edule ~OO-PA-2 with a six-hour 
or a four-hour summer on-peak Pi:ri ~) and a three-day option 
(proposed SChedule TOO-PA-30 with a split week option providing 
rate differentials for three co ecutive days (Monday through 

I . 

• 

Wednesday or Wednesday thrOUqhjFriday)). Edi$on states that these 
options differ from PSO's proJO~ls in that the options do not 
include a qualifying criter~ of 3S kW for d~umd metered options, 
and do permit larqe eustomet"s (above 3S kW) to choose th.e connect 
load basis TOU option_i, 

Edison states at it has als~ proposed an interruptible 
option wh~ch would be a~lable to all aqricultural and pumping 

I 
customers. 0 Edison, this option would not only 
provide some measure of dispatc:hable load, but would als~ permit 
Edison to retain e sting sales which might otherwise be lost 
through conversio Edison states that these 
objectives can 0 y be accomplished, however, if the proposed level 
of credit (1.5 ents/kWh) is permitted. 

Edis n states that its proposed options for agricultural 
customers wer..~ev~loped jointly with a working group of farmers 
representin all agricultural areas within Edison's service 
territory. In contrast, Edison believes that PSO's proposed 
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Before we consider those issues, we note that PSO has 
expressed concern reqardinq the amount of time and effort devoted 
to streetlighting issues when only one characteristic distinguishes 
this class from other customer groups. That characterist~c~ ~ 
accordinq to PSD, is that certain customers in the streetl~tin9 
class rent their streetliqhts from Edison. PSD believe~ at this 
characteristic does not justify a totally different r e desiqn 
approach than that applied to other customer qroups ,PSO asserts 

/ 
that the same basic, sound economic principles wh.:i.c' guide the rate "/ . structures of other schedules should therefore be app11ed to the 
rate desiqn adopted for streetliqhtinq.. / ... / 

With this last statement, we aqre.e.. while the usage 
char~cteristics and other unique feature~f st;eetliqhtinq 
customers should be considered in rat~siqn,/recOg'nition of those 
characteristics do not require a who~esale departure from our 
ad.opted rat~e desig'Il philosophy. wefbelieve ,.fb.at these customers 

• .I/' I. 
can benef1t from and sho~ld be c~rqed rates Wh1Ch reflect the 
costs which these customers im~o{e on the ~tility system. Our 
inclusion of streetliqhting, Jrth respect/to the energy component 
of streetlight charges, anifotreetlighti~q marginal customer costs 
in the revenue allocation/process are ~recoqnition that these 
customers, despite uni~e traits, alSr share characteristics common 
to all other 'Edison custo'mers. / 

As a fram.e If reference for our analysis of the various 
streetlighting issues, we also wis~ to' note that in Edison's last 
general.rate caseJ(D.S4-12-06S), /Je directed E~ison for this 
proceed1ng to unle~ake a current cost of serv1ce study for 
streetli9hting~ AdditionallY';Edison was to provide alternative 
rate desig'Ils flOr streetlighting reflectinq the *additive" and the 
*unbundled* ~proaches. The fadditive* approach to rate desiqn 
essentially~requires each Of/the cost components of the total rate 
for the streetlight schedules to be identified. With"these tools, 

I . 
the Comm' sion concluded that revisions to- the streetlighting 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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opt1ons merely represent·a *earry-overW from the PG&E genera~rate 
ease and were not designed to meet the requirements of Edisonrs 

• 

aqricultural customers. Edison also believes that ~oposed 
options are much more restrictive than those proposed 
especially with regard to smaller customers. 

PSD states that it has no criticism of E sonrs time-of
use proposals which, as Edison has noted, almost ompletely conform 
with two of PSD's proposed options. PSD's onl objection is Edison 
providing a demand charge for TOU-PA-2 wh,ich it't'ers from the level 
set for PA-2. PSD asserts that demand char es should be the same 
for these two rate schedules whi~ refle similar size and cost 
causation characteristics. 

, PSD' states that its prima objection to Edisonrs 
proposal is that it does not offer a sufficient number of options. 
PSO states that it has proposed ni schedules, including a super 
off-peak rate option for aqricul al customers. Each of these 
schedules has three components - customer charges, demand charges 
and energy rates -- developed onsistent with overall PSO rate 
design policies. 

PSD states that ght options relate to' four basic 
schedules which are offer separately to customers with demands 
less than 35 kW and thos wi th demands greater than 35 kW. These 
schedules include the ~llowing: 

1. Tou-p;bA. standard TOU schedule. 

2. TOU-PA (SPLIT WEEK): tor agricultural 
custo ers who need a continual pumpin~ run 
to i~igate crops and are extremely l1mited 
by o~ cannot operate outside TOU peak 
pe~ods. . 

U-PA (REDUCED PEAK HOTJRS): For customers 
ho must irriqate during daylight hours, but 

can choose shorter peak periOd.s to suit ~';" " 
their operations while shifting peak us~/":'" 
among hours of the peak period. 
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schedules could be undertaken. We note that in this proceed in/ 
Edison has responded to :both of these orders which are in ke,ting 
with our goal of providing cost-:based, unbundled rates/.' 

2. ~st 9' S4:rviee study 
CAL-SLAasserts that Edison's cost ot servi~ study tor 

, , 
streetlighting fails to comply with 0.86-12-068. ~-StA believes ., 
that Edison has interpreted the Commission's m;~~c to, pertorm a 
historical cost analysis as permission to unde,~ ke a Reproduction 
Costs New analysis. CAL-SLA asserts that th~roper approach would 
have been to reflect an Original Cost ~ess Depreciation (OC~O) 
analysis. )1 

Edison o:bjects to CAL-SLA's ~ticism of its cost study 
as u:ntounded. Edison states that it s.L fact performed its study 
the only way possible with the data~rrentlY available. 
Additionally, Edison cites page 37?,~f 0.84-12-068 as requiring 
that the cost of service study f~ the streetlighting customer 
class be based on historical costs, if adequate records were 
available, .9.X: "build up'" costs! 

Edison states thatj!ts asset accounts, in.keeping with 
the PERC Uniform System otjlccounts, include none that are 
exclusively for streetlig~s and do not contain any reserve for 
depreciation as imPlied;ly CAL-SLA. Edison also notes that a OCLD 
figure is not readily ~vailable to Edison. 

We find th~' Ed.ison '·s cost of service study is in keeping 
with our direotives"dn 0.84-12-068. A Replacement Cost New 
methodology was an,,appropriate basis on which to develop that 
study. I ,. 

3. Ene:z:gy ADd Depand Charges 

In ~s proceeding, Edison states that it has responded 
to the direct~~es ot D.84-12-068 by proposing rate levels and rate 
design ~or s~eetlightin~ based on a CO$t of service analysis and 
reliance O~th the additive and unbundled rate design approaches. 
Edison bel eves that the development by PSO and CAL-S~ of enerqy 
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4. TOO-PA (MIN~ BILL): developed in response 
to evidence trom Edison and qrowers tha~ 
system b~as:> with diesel enqine pumpinq may 
be econom~c tor hiqh load tactor customers 
with the current averaqe electric rates. 

PSO states that its ninth option is the super ott-peak a~e, TOO
PA-SOP. This schedule is proposed to be based on TO a-sop, but 
with a silnpler structure tor agricultural customer .. 

PSD states that its basis tor providin 
schedules tor agricultural customers correspon nq to their demand 
level relates to the need to ensure that eo~ted load based 
schedules are %.'lade available only to' custo:m~s below 35 kW.. PSO 
notes that the Edison witness acknOWledqe~the correctness ot P$O's 
assumption, on which its ditterentiatio~n schedules is based. 
This assumption is that PA-l and PA-2 ~~tomers can be 
distinguished by the level ot their "mand, with the demand ot PA-2 
customer exceedinq 35 kW and the demand ot PA-l customers being 
less than 35 kW. / 

PSO also responded tordison's criticism that its 
recommendations are mere~y a ~earry over- trom those adopted tor 
PG&E's agricultural customer$'. PSD states that while it used the 
same considerations raised~ the PG&E proceedinq in developing its 
a~ricultural rate oPtions~or Edison, tbe options were in tact 
tailored to meet the needs ot Edison's customers. 

/' 
In its Exhi:b~ 96, ACWA urged the Commission to' adopt a 

~ 
PA-TOO schedule Whi~would be optional tor all water pumpers 
currently served un~r the TOU-S rate schedule.. According to ACWA, 
PA-TOU would be i~tical to TOU-S in its base, but would permit 
selection ot a n~ower on-peak period with a higher demand cost 
commensurate wi~ the qreater coincidence with system peak. PA-TOO 
WOUld, in ACW¥S opinion, otter a realistic opportunity tor water 

J , 
pumpers to r~pond to TOO rates. )~".",. " 

specitically, Acw.A's proposed PA-TOU would permit the 
I water pumper to choose 2, 3-, 4, or S. hours on-peak as an 

" 
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~ and d~nd rates for streetlights based on an EPMC allocation is 
contrary to the Commission's direetives in 0.84-12-068 which. 
excluded streetlighting from the marginal cost revenue alloca 
process. 

In calculating energy and demane charges f~r 
streetlights, Eeison states that it based these rates 0 a weighted 
average TOO-GS rate. In addition to the weighted age TOO-GS 
rate, $2,500,000 of unallocated costs were spread 
cents-per kWh ~asis for all street and area ligb. nq customers. 
Edison states that its reliance of the TOU-GS ~e is based on the 
reasoning that, if streetlight rates were el;minated, the 
streetlight customer would most likely be s~ed under a general 
service tariff along with other custome~s~f similar size and load 
shapes. According to Edison, the TOU-GJ's~hedule seemed to be the 
most likely general service tariff un r which streetlighting 
customers would be served under thes circumstances due to the 
primarily off-peak usage of street ights. 

~ Edison questions the r ~ults of the PSO and CAL-SLA 
proposals which cut existing en rqy rates in half for all customers 
:Ln the streetlight group in e face of rate increases to all other 

• 

classes. Edison believes t there should be some relationship 
between the rates charged ~r'streetlighting and those charged 
others for similar serviot (i.e., TOO-GS). 

As noted by Edison, PSO and CAL-SLA advocate establishing 
lanerqy charges tor st~etlighting on an EPMC basis. PSD recommends 
that an additional 5/ of the developed rate be added to reflect 
miscellaneous stre~light costs identified by Edison. PSD believes 
that the EPMC ap~oach which it advocates provides the proper price 
Signals for streetlight customers and ensures uniformity in the 
rate design prinCiples applied to all of Edison's customers. 

ps~believes that Edison's reliance on the TOU-GS 
e basis tor its streetlighting rate is unjustified. 

quments regarding the size similarities between the 
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alternative to the full 6-hour (12:00 p .. m .. to· 6:00 p.m.) period .. 
ACWA states that PA-TOO would differ from other Edison service 
reliability options in that the penalty (on-peak) period would 
last as long as a curtailable or interruptible period.. The sh(~l2~r 
period is necessary, according- to ACWA, due to the inordina 
high cost of additional storage, mains, and pumps. 

With respect to the agricultural rate options sed by 
Edison and PSO, ACWA s1:ates that the menu of agricul 
proposed by Edison in ]~ibit 165 is not as co:mp:rel~ell~ 
adopted in 0.87-04-028 for PG&E .. PSO's 

~,~... adopted for proposed options which ACWA finds comparable to 
PGScE. 

. 
As we have indicated previously this order, our 

reliance in this proceeding on reeent ~~'~Pldeeisions of other 
utilities 1s largely due to the need to the application of 
eonsistent rate design policies to al ilities which we regulate • 

. We assure Edison and its ac;ricul customers, however, that the 
specific needs of Edison's custo;;er~ to the extent that they' 
differ from that of customers wi n another util~ty's seJ~ice 
territory, are considered in th rate design which we adopt. 

In this case, PSO hal responded to our most reC.imt rate 
d~sign policy applied to ac;r~ltural rates. That policy, 
reflected in 0 .. 87-04-028 f i/to provide greater control to 
agricultural customers ovef their energy usage and costs consistent 
with the needs and usaq~/eharaeteristies of those customers and the 
statutory mandate of S .ion 744. We fin~ that PSO's proposal 
meets and exceeds the minimum. requ-irements of that statute .. 

We find erefore that the PSO proposal, which includes 
nded by Edison, as well as several more options 

. tor agricultural custome:C's is reasonable and should be adopted. We 
also believe t PSO has provided a reasonaDle basis for 
distinquishin between customers based on their demand level being 
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~ streetlight an~ TOU-GS customer are, according tG PSD, invali~~ 
PSD asserts that the only specific link found b~ Edison'betwe~ 

• 

these two types of customers was that the average size 
streetlight customer was around 300 lamps. PSD states 
fallacy of Edison's logic can be seen in assuming that 
with 3,000 streetlights would be analogous to a TOU
while one with 10 streetlights would be analogous 
customer. 

PSD asserts that in fact Edison~ hs ovided no basis for 
asserting that the costs imposed on its syst by a streetlight 
customer bear any relation to those impose by a TOU-GS customer. 
Further, PSD states that there is absolu~y no similarity between 
the load profile of these two· customer ~ypes. The determination of 
load profile requires, in PSD's opini~,- an examination of the 
profile of the entire class which f TOU-GS would include 
extensive on-peak usage that is ab ent from the load profile of 
streetlight customers. reetlight customer, PSD cites the 
testimony of Edison's own witn s that streetlights are 
characterized Nby a un~form 1 ad curve, the bulk of which is in the 
off-peak and mid-peak areas ith a small portion in the on-peak 
area. N (,rr. at p .• 4019.) 

CAL-SLA concur with PSO'S assertion that the evidence 
does not support Edison/s proposed energy charge. Like PSD, CAL
SLA questions Edison'slreliance on a schedule (TOU-GS) which 
includes customer~sose load in no way reflects the usage 
characteristics of e streetlight customer group. If TOU-GS is to 
?e used, CAL-SLA estions why the TOU-GS-SOP (super off peak) rate 
was not selected ince such a rate schedule would be more 
consistent with e usage patterns of a streetlight customer. 

also questions Edison's proposal to· allocate $2.5 
million on an equal cents per kilowatt-hour basis to the 
streetlight lass as a whole and not to the specific schedules to 
which these costs can be attributed. CAL-SLA further asserts that 
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/~ 
in excess of or less than 35 kW. This distinction is based O~d 
appears to be reflected in the demand levels of customers c osing 
either the PA-l (less than 35 kW) or PA-Z (above 35 kW) s edules .. 
Edison, however, should be afforded a reasonable peri 
inform its agricultural and pumping customers o~ thi Clisti~ction 

based on conneetedload and to install the require metering. 
These tariff options should therefore be impleme 
June 1, 1988 .. 

with respect to ACWA's proposed PA- OU schedule, in 
D.87-04-028 we ~ound that agricultural TOO te options appeared 
reasonable ~or some ACWA accounts. We wi$h to ensure in this 
proceedinq, as we clid for PG&E, howeveo/ that service under these 
schedules is reserved for purposes re~ted to aqriculture.. We will 
there tore apply the same criteria a¥pted. in D .. 87-04-028 that 
service under this type of schedul.(be l~ited to customers tor 
whom at least 70% of the water p~ped by an ind.ividual account is 
for agricultural purposes I . 

We th4~refore fin~aSOnable the mandatory transfer of 
ACWA accounts and other lar e pumping accounts which meet this 
standard from TOU-8 to th agricultural class.. Under these 

a~opted TOU-PA Reduced eak Hours schedule which we believe 
addresses the need 0 agricultural water pumpers for a service 
option based on na70wer time periods than are currently availabl.e 
under TOU-8. I~ therefore unnecessary to adopt the PA-TOU 
option proposed y ACWA. 

In ev. luating the proposed rate design for the 
agricultural ~ass, we note the siqnificant contribution made by 
the memberS;?f PSD and the employees of Edison who developed and 
substantiated creative an~ responsive rate options where none 
existed b fore. Specifically, we rind these adopted schedul~~;~o 
be fully: in accord with the purpose of Public !1tilities Ccxle 

This section requires time-aifferentiated ott-peak 
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~Edison has tailed to present the co~plete factual data neces ~ 
tor a showing to justify the inclusion of these unalloeate~es 
in rates. ~ 

We concur with PSD's and CAL-SLA's recommend~ion that 
streetlight enerqy and demand charges should ~e ~ased'on marginal 
costs. This approach is consistent not only With;~e rate design 
policy applied to all other Edison customers bU~lso with our 
decision in this proceeding to include streetl~hting in our 
marg'inal cost revenue allocation proeeSSi:' recommendations of 
PSD and CAL-SLA therefore mirror our effo t~ bring the design of 
streetlight rates into the *mainstream.* 

The value of a marginal cost-; sed approach to rate 
design and revenue allocation as a meMlS of providing cost-based 
rates and accurate price signals has/been repeated numerous times 
in this decision and is equally a~1iCable to the streetlight 
customer. The fact that this ap~oach might yield rates which are 
substantially less than that o;(another customer group of similar 

• 
size should not lead to artiti~ially imposing that schedule on 
streetlights. We agree Wi~D and CAL-SLA that Edison's reliance 
on the TOU-GS schedule to calculate energy charges for streetlights 
is misplaced ar.d is a signlticant departure from our polices 

• • J • 
emphas~z~ng rates based/on customer-~posed costs and use 
characteristics. I 

We therefore find reasonable PSO's proposed demand and 
energy charges for t;f.e street and area lighting customer group. 
These charges include the addition of 5% of the developed rate to 
the final rates to/reflect miscellaneous costs identified by 
Edison. The fu er inclusion of the unallocated $2.5 million 
identitied by Eison is therefore unnecessary. 

4. 

Ed· on states that, based on its cost <of se:vice study, 
it properly ncluded a minimum distribution syst1em charge to 

rates to reflect the hook-up' cost of streetlight 
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rat,es to allow An agricultural proClucer the opportunity /+::0 utilize 
cheaper ott-peak electricity. By desiqning and Subst~~iating a 
three-part schedule, PSO has provided an even greater opportunity 
for agricultural producers to lower their energy ~ts. 

Indeed, we were disappointed in the a~ of agricultural 
rate design that there was not more active pa~cipation and 
information from the agricultural community-~self during 
this proceeding. By law we cannot extend ~tes to any class unless 

J' 
those rates have been shown to be just ~ reasonable in the 
context of the individual class and th~hole body of ratepayers. 
In this ease, we believe that we h~ve de substantial strides in 
implementing a responsive aqricult 1 rate design. Because of 
lack of involvement by the agricul al ratepayers themselves, 
however, we are concerned with c~unicatin9 the provisions and 
moneY-$aving potential of these~ates to aqricultural ratepayers 
and assuring proper mitiqatio~of detrimental impacts. 

Consequently, we f~d that efforts must be made to reach 
out directly to this class ~ ratepayers and actively solicit input 
from this group. Edison il therefore directed to convene 
workshops, the purpose o~which will be to explain the reasoning 
behind the new agricult~al rate design and solicit input from 
ratepayers i~ this cla;ls on possible ways to· ~fine-tune~ these 
rates. PSD (now cal~d Division of Ratepayer AdVOCAteS) should 
also participate. "note that there will be no reallocation of 
revenues as a resul~ of these workshops. We anticipate, however, 
that moditicatio~to the present rates will occur that will 
maximize the op~rtunity tor"aqriculturAl ratepayers to lower their 
in~i~idual rat~ consistent with our philosophy of marginal cost 
prl.cl.ng. f . 
F. . 

1. '.: J:.~ . ,;duct ion 
veral of the issues which have been raised with respect 

iqhtinq by Edison, PSO, and CAL-SLA have been previously 
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customers. Edison f~er asserts that its customer char;e 
L$-3 metered service of $11.00 per meter per month, which 
challenqea by CAL-SLA, is reasonal:l:le ana relies on the s 
methodology which Edison used in calculatin; the custo r charges 
for serie: customers which were not opposea by CAL-S 

PSD disputes Edison'S ilI:,position of a MD charge. PSD 
states that PSD's marginal customer cost approa (TSM). meets all 
of the criteria for establishinq cost-based str. etliqhting rates 
and eliminates the necessity of an additional S charge. 

CAL-SLA also disputes Edison impo tion of an MDS c~arge. 
CAL-SLA states that no reason has been fished by Edison to 
impose this char;e in lieu of or in add' ion to PSD's TSM approach. 
CAL-SLA also recommends that customer arges be determined at a 
flat rate. 

As this decision reflect , we have previously adopted 
PSD's TSM approach for determinin marginal customer costs and have 
included in the revenue allocat" n process marginal customer costs 
tor streetlighting developed ~ that basis. Having refleeted 
marginal customer costs in revenues allocated to the streetlighting 
customer class, it is no 10 ~er necessary to· inclUde an MeS charge, 
as suggested by Edison, streetlight rates. Edison's proposal is 
therefore rejected • 

. With respect 0 the determination of customer charges, we 
are concerned with -SLA's suggestion that these ch~rges be 
determined on a Nfla;£ rateH basis, when for other aspects of the 
streetlight rate s;ructure CAL-SLA has supported marginal-cost 
based rates. In keeping with our adherence to marginal cost 
prinCiples, we c~cur with PSD that the customer charges for this 
group Should be)based on the same methodology (marginal customer 
costs) appliedft0 all other customer groups. We therefore adopt 
PSD's proposecrcustomer charges tor streetlighting_ 
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addressed in this decision. These issues include our decis~on to, 
include marginal customer costs and energy charges assoei~ted with 
streetligh.tinq in the rev.~nue allocation process. In thw portion 

. , 
of our decision, we will !oeus on the specific reco~e ations made 
by Edison, PSD, and CAL-SIA with respect to the stre ' and area 
lighting schedules LS-l (Edison-owned street lamps) LS-2 
(customer-owned street lamps), LS-3 (metered stre~light service), 
OL-l (outdoor lighting), ~~d OWL (domestic wal~). 

Before we consicler those issues, we l)Ote that PSO has , 
expressed concern regarding the amount of tim6 and effort devoted 
to streetlighting issues when only one char~cteristic distinguishes 
this class from other customer groups. ~t characteristic, 
according to PSD, 1s that certain customefs in the streetli9htinq 
class rent their streetlig,hts from Ecli,tn. PSD believes that this 
characteristic does not justify a tota1ly different rate design 

I . approach than that applied to other customer groups. PSO asserts 
':hat the same basic, sound economic/principles which guide the rate , 
structures of other schedules sholild therefore be applied. to the 
rate dc~sign adopted for streetlig-b.ting. 

. I , 
Wl.th this last statement, we agree. Whl.le the usage 

characteristics and other uni~e features of streetlighting 
customers should be considered in rate design, recognition of those 
characteristics do not re~re a Wholesale departure from our 
adopted rate design Philo~ophy. We believe that these customers 
can benefit from ~d sho~ld be charged rates which reflect the 
costs which these eusto=~rs impose on the utility system. Our 
inclusion of streetligiting, with respect to the energy component 
of streetliqht ehargel, and streetliqhting marginal customer costs 
in the revenue allod{tion process are a recoqnition that these , 
customers, despiteJUnique traits, also share characteristics common 
to all other Edison customers. 

As a tlame of reference tor our analysis of the various 
streetlighting ssues, we also wish to' note that in Edison's last 

I 
.' 
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5. Facilities Charg<:,S 
Both Edison and PSD have concluded that the ,appropriate 

methodology for caleulating streetlight facilities charges i~a 
Reproduction cost New with an Economic carrying Charge analfsis. 
In contrast, CAL-SLA believes these charges should be b~~ on 
Original Cost Less Oepreciation to set the revenue requ),rement and 
Reproduction Cost New Less Depreciation for revenue al~ocation. 

PSD and Edison have proposed almost ident~al facilities 
charges for streetlighting, except for PSD counti~g(part of the 
Requlating Output or HROH transformer as a facilXties charge, an 
approach which we have previously adopted. Bo~ parties have also 
agreed on a charge of $1.00 per lamp per year;tor the transformer 
charge on Edison-owned lamps. ;I . 

PSO and Edison advocate pricin9j&treetliqht facilities 
based on a marginal cost approach. PSO states that this approach 
provides the proper price signals and ~proximates the long-run 
rental cost of prOviding streetlight~£g facilities to'customers. 
PSO challenges CAL-SLA's approach ~Ch it states is not based on 

~ marginal costs and would not prov±ae the proper price signals. 
PSO also notes that itt facilities charges were not 

scaled upwards to reflect theixl contribution to overall revenue' 
requirement, as Edison has c~imcd. Rather, according to PSO, the , 

~ 

facilities charges propose~y bOth itself and Edison are priced at 
full marginal cost. ;I 

We find that PSO and Edison have followed the correct 
approach to caleulatinglstreetlight facilities charges -- one based , 
on the cost of those~acilities at the margin. ~he parties have 
also appropriately used a Reproduction Cost New approach. This 
approach, consisten't with that used by Edison in developing its 

I. .. 'cost of service ~tUdy, prov~des a reasonable bas~s upon which to 
develop the facl,.lities charge.' Edison has made clear that its 
accounts do not/inclUde an OCLO tigure tor streetlights and has 
correctly stat'd that the commission has permitted Edison to rely 
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// 
general rate case (0.84-12-068), we directed Edison ;or this 
proceedinq to undertake a current cost o~ service ~dy tor 
streetliqhtinq. Additionally, Edison was to prov~e alternative 
rate designs for streetlightinq reflectinq ~;i*/dditive* and the 
*unbundled* approaches. The *additive* approa to rate design 
essentially requires each of the cost compone ts ot the total rate 
tor the streetlight schedules to be identif~d. With these tools, 
the Commission concluded that revisions to~e streetlighting 
sched.ul.es could :be undertaken. We note t;hat in this proceeding 
Edison has responded to both ot these o~ers which are in keeping 
with our goal ot providinq cost-baseL' undled rates. 

2. ~Ost ot Servi.0 stu<l,y 

CAL-SLk asserts that Ediso 's cost of service study for 
streetl:!.qhti:nq tails to comply with 0.86-12-068. CAL-SIA believes 
that Edison has interpreted the ctmmission's mandate to perform a 
historical cost analysis as perm1ssion to undertake a Reproduction 
Costs New analysis. CAL-SLA atserts that the proper approach would 
have been to retlect an Origi~al Cost Less Depreciation (OCLO)' 
analysis. ;' 

Edison objects to CAL-SLA's criticism ot its cost study 
as untounded. Edison st~es that it in fact performed its study 
~e only way possible ~th the data currently available. 
Additionally, Edison cites page 370 of D.84-12-068 as requiring 
that the cost of' se~ce study for the streetliqhting customer 
class be based on ~storical costs, if adequate records were 
available, .2l: *bulAd up" costs. 

Edison;lstates that its asset accounts, in keeping with 
the PERC unifo~ System of Accounts, include none that are 
exclusively for streetliqhts and do not eontain any reserve for 
depreeiationjas implied by CAL-SIA. Edison also notes that a OCLO 
fiqure is not readily availabl&-~? ~dison. 

e find that Edison's eost of service study is in keepins 
irectives in D.84-12-068. A Repla~ement Cost New 
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/ 

on If'build upif' costs in the absence of reliable historical data. //' 
Edison has shown that an embedded cost of service study would be an 
expensive undertaking which would necessarily be borne by thel 

streetlight customers. . /1 
We find no necessity of imposing such additional costs on 

these customers when the approach used by Edison in de~loPing its 
cost of service study and by Edison and PSD in develoting 
facilities charges is reasonable and should serve ~ the basis upon 
which to det~r.mine streetlight facilities charge~ We therefore 
adopt PSO's facilities charges, which reflect our approval of the 
partial inclusion of the RO transformer in tho;e charges. 

6. streetlight Bate Design ;1 
As stated previously, Edison re~onded in this proceeding 

to the Commission's directive in 0.84-12;068 to' provide alternative 
rate designs for streetlighting based on the If'additiveH and 
If'unl:>undledlf' approaches. Ediso:o statelthat its rate design is 
therefore based on the If'unbundledlf' ~thOd where individual cost 
components were identified and agg/egated to a total rate (an 
If'additivelf' rate form). Accordingrto Edison, this rate structure 
uses a marginal cost-based rat~desiqn, recognizes marginal 

d I... 1 customer costs, an sends appropr1ate pr1cc s1qna s to customers. 
In order to simplify the streetlighting tariffs and promote 

," 
customer understanding, Edison has incorpo~:ated the existinq 

" Schedule L$-4 into the rate structure of Schedules L$-2 and LS-3, 

thereby eliminating th../ LS-4 schedule. Sclledules LS-2 has also 
been revised to allow!easier comparison to Schedule LS-l. 

Despite ~is showing, CAL-SLA claims that Edison has 
failed to provido/'unbundled charges in its t~Lri:U' sheets that are 
easily understood. CAL-$LA states that a review of Edison's tariff 
sheets reveal,lthat charqes are not 'listed as enerqy, customer, 
maintenance,;and facilities, as CAL-SLA has consistently proposed. 
Unless the charges are separated as in this manner, CAL-SLA, states 
that S7-!.lit;Jht customers will not be ISble to determine which 

/ 
I 

I 
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methodology was an appropriate basis on whiCh t~ develop 
study. 

3. Energv NlsJ J)e]pand Charges 
In this proceeding, Edison states that it 

to the directives ot O.84-~2-06S by proposing rat levels and rate 
design for streetliqhtinq based on a cost of se ice analysis and 
reliance on both,the additive and unbundled ra e design approaches. 
Edison believes that the development by PSD d CAL-SLA of energy 
and demand rates tor streetlights based on 
contrary to the Commission's directives i 0.84-12-068 which 
excluded streetlighting from the margin~ cost revenue allocation' 
process. - / 

In calculating energy and atmand charges for 
streetlights, Edison states that~"t ased these rates on a weighted 
average TOU-CS rate. In addition 0 the weighted average TOU-GS 
rate, $2,500,000 of unallocated osts were spread on an equal
cents-per kWh basis for all str~et and area lighting customers • 
Edison states that its relian~ of the TOU-GS rate is based on the 
reasoning that, if streetlig~ rates were eliminated, the 
streetlight customer would ost likely be served under a general 
service tariff along with ther customers ot similar size and load 
shapes. According to Ed"son, the TOU-GS schedule seemed to' be the 
most likely general;Cse ice tariff under which streetlighting 
customers would be se ed under these circumstances due to, the 
primarily off-peak u age of streetlights. 

Edison qvestions the results of the PSD and CAL-SLA 
t existing energy rates in half for all customers 

t group in the face of rate increases t~ all other 
classes. Edis believes that there should be some relationship 
between the r tes charged for streetlighting and those charged 

'l~~ ~~rvice (i.e., TOU-GS). 
noted by Edison, PSD and CAL-SLA advocate establishing 

ges for streetlighting on an EPMC basis. PSO recommenQs 
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schedule to ehoose. CAL-SLA therefore requests that the C~ission 
order Edison to prepare tarift sheets which provide tor'~~~ar 
distinction between energy, customer, maintenance, and eilities 
charqes based upon a common denominator (i.e., per 1 per month 
basis). 

In contrast, PSO states that it has rev' wed and accepted 
Edison's Nunbundled" rate desiqn and Nadditi;t:eN ate form which it 
:finds consistent with and directly responsive 0 Orderinq Paraqraph 
11 of 0.84-12-068. PSO states that otterin a completely 
NunbundledN rate structure as proposed by ~-SLA would be 
difficult to administer. ~ 

Edison also disputes CAL-SLAI' assertion that its tariff 
sheets provide no division of major cost'components. Edison 
believes that CAL-SLA has tailed to!eCOqniZe the distinetion 
between unbundled charqes tor rzae esiqn and the information ·,,,hich 
is provided on a tari~f sheet. 

Edison states that it taritfs clearly identity the 
followinq eharqes: enerqy, se/ies service power factor, rela:m;?i:nq, 
and facilities and maintenanc£ charges.. The Nother charges" tlO 
which CAL-SLA refers are, adbording to Edison, fixed facilities and 
their related maintenanee}nd. customer billing eharqes. Edison 
states that since a customer never maintains Edison facilities, it 
is not necessary to sho..j the maintenance separate from the facilitJ!' 
charge. Further, if ~eustomer wants to- examine the fully 
unbundled costs of stfeetlights, Edison states that it will provide 
the customer work sh"eets which in detail show all cost compone.nts. 
Edison notes that;(f it were to provide fully unbundled. tariffs 
there would be tMrty times more infonation required. in its tarifj! 
sheets, a resultl'which Edison states would hardly promote customer 
understanding'. / . 

We concur with Edison and PSO that Edison has complied 
with our or~r in 0.8·4-12-068 in developing its rate structure for , 
streetlight[ng- A review ot Edison's tariffs reveals that these 
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,/ 

that an additional 5% of the developed rate be added to reflect / 
miseellaneous streetlight eosts identified by Edison.. PSD believes 
that the EPMC approaeh whieh it advocates provides the proper prie 
signals' for streetlight customers and ensures uniformity 
rate c1esiqn principles applie4 to all of E4ison's customers. 

PSD Delieves that Edison's reliance on the TO'O"-GS 
schedule as the basis for its streetlighting rate is unjlll ified .. 
Edison's arguments regarding the size sfmilarities betw n the 
streetlight and TO'O"-GS customer are, according to PSD, invalid. 
PSD asserts that the only speei:fie link found by Ec1' on between 
these two types of customers was that the average 
streetlight customer was around 300 lamps. PSD tes that the 
fallacy of Edison's logie can De seen in assum~g that a customer 
with 3,000 streetlights would be analogous to a To'O"-a customer, 
while one with 10 streetlights would be ana ous to a domestic 
customer .. 

PSD asserts that in tact Ediso has provided no basis for 
asserting that the costs imposed on it system by a streetlight 
customer bear any relation to those ~posed by a TOU-GS customer. 
Further, PSD states that there is ~SolutelY no similarity between 

the load profile of these two cus)JOmer types.. The c1etermination of 
l~ad profile requires, in PSD'S

j
6Pinion, an examination of the 

profile of the entire class whfch for TO'O"-GS would include 
extensive on-peak usage that s absent from the load profile of 
streetlight customers.. For e streetlight customer, PSD eites the 
testimony of E4ison's own itness that streetlights are 
characterized Why a unif load curve, the bulk of which is in the 
off-peak and mid-peak teas with a small portion in the on-peak 

CAL-sa eo curs with PSD's assertion that the evidence 
does not support E 
sa questions Edi 

son's proposed energy eharge. Lik(lt ... ·~~,· CAL
n's reliance on a schedule (~OU-GS) which 

includes eustome s WhOSE~ load in no. way reflects the usage 
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The level of detail ~ 
requested DY CAL-SLA was not intended DY our last order,' and we 
tariffs do reflect *unbundled* rates. 

. ~ 

question, like Edison, whether sueh detail would in fact)leighten 
customer understanding. Given the amount of time and exPense which 
would no doubt be required to develop and explain suet a tariff, we 
do not l:>elieve that such costs are jl:.stified or that' the 
streetlight class would significantly benefit froi those changes. 

~ 
We therefore find reasonable and adopt Edison's proposed 

rate design for streetlighting. For Edison,slnext general rate 
case, Edison shoula, however, consider What/detail could be added 
to the tariff which would enhance custome:l understanding. 

7. Rat~ Limiter . ;1' 
CAL-SLA states that for many lamp-types, Edison's rate 

proposal results in si9nificant ratelincreases over present levels. 
CAL-SLA states that any such rate;(ncrease :Ls unfair given Edison's 
requested increase in revenUe 0;15.3% as compared to· the increases 
tor certain lamp type which wil~ ~ange from 12% to 91% per ., 
lamp. CAL-SLA therefore recommends that a S% cap De placed on any , 
rate increase for streetlightinq with no cap being placed on rate 

.1 
. I .1 0 0 For streetl~g~t rates, E~~son states that ~t has no 

decreases. 

objection in concept to/a rate cap provided that cap is functional, 
I 

fair to all eustomer~ and applicable to both rate increases and 
decreases. Edison JOtes, however, that while individual lamps may 
have increases up/to 130% or decrelLses up, to 50%, any given 
customer may :~avano net change or very little change based on the 

l 
customers' mix Jot lamps. I 

. PSD/disputes the need for rate limiters for 
streetlight~9 rates. Like Edison, PSO states that for most 
streetlight/customers, little or no net change in rates will be , 
experien~ed based on the customer's mix ot 1all'lps. 

,/ For the large power customer group', we have adopted rate 
I ' 

limiters on-peak period charges designed t~ mitigate adverse rate 
0' 

I • J .. 

/ 

J 
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characteristics of the streetlight customer group_ It TOt1-GS is/ 
be used, CAL-SLA. questions why the 'I'O'O-GS-SOP (super oft pc/a) ate 
was not selectod since such a rate schedule would be more 
consistent with the usage patterns ot a streetlight custome • 

CAL-SLA also questions Edison's proposal to:l al ~te $2.5 
million on an equal cents per kilowatt-hour basis to the 
streetlight class as a whole and not to the specitic s edules to 
which these costs can be attributed. CAL-SLA further)'asserts that 
Edison has tailed to 'present the complete factual d~a necessary 
for a showing to justity the inclusion o~ thestlocated charges 
in rates. 

We concur with PSD's and CAL-SLA's re ommendation that 
streetlight ,energy and demand charqes should be based on marqina.l 
costs. 'I'his approach is consistent not only~th the rate design 
policy applied to all other Edison custome~ but also with our 
decision in this proceeding to inC1Ude;lt ~etlighting in our 
marginal'cost revenue allocation proces~ 'I'he recommendations ot 
PSD and CAL-SLA therefore mirror our e fort to· bring the design of 
streetlight rates into the *mainstream.* 

'I'he value of a marginal co'st-based approach to rate 
design and revenue allocation as almeans ot providinl"l' cost-based 

.t ' ";I 

rates and accurate price signals as been repeated numerous times 
in this decision and is equall~ applicable to the streetlight 
customer. 'I'he tact that this pproach might yield rates which are 
substantially less than tha of another customer group of similar 
size should not lead to a ficially imposing that schedule on 
streetlights. We agree w th PSD and CAL-SLA that Edison's reliance 
'on the TO'O-GS schedule calculate energy charges for streetliqhts 
is misplaced and is a ignificant departure trom our polices 
emphasiZing rates ba d on customer-imposed costs and use 
characteristics.:tf .. 

We ther ore find reasonable ~D's proposed demand and 
energy eharg-es f the street ancl area lighting customer group. 
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/ 
impacts resulting from our adopted rate structures for the TOUi2 
and standby rate schedules. In the case of streetlights, usage is 
almost entirely off-peak permitting these customers to tak~ 
advantage of lower rates in the first place. The unique usage 
characteristics of streetlight customers, in this instan6e, 

I 
therefore, does not require that a mechanism clesiqned;f0r customers 
faced with substantially clifferent circ:u:mstanees be extended to the 

I 

streetlight class. We also find that the record rotlccts that the 
.., J. 

customer's ~x of lamps w1ll largely offset that;eustomer be1ng 
faced with any of the significant increases attributable to one 
particular lamp type. For these reasons, we ~ject CAL-SLA.'s 

I 
request ~or a rate limiter on streetlight rates. 

8. Hiscellan~\1,s Xssue'i / 
Edison, PSD, and CAL-SLA agree~on a number of 

.• Icl d m.l.scellaneous 1ssues. A:mong them PSD an CAL-SLA agree on (1) the 
load shape used by Edison in determi¥ng the time-o·f-use 
characteristics of this class, (2) the refined series kWh losses 
calculated by Edison tor use in caiculating energy consumption tor 

I 
IS-2 series customers, (3) the series KV':AR losses calculated by 

I 

Edison and the *Series ServicetPower Factor Charge* of $0.30 per 
kVAR clemand, and (4) the weig~ecl average pole charge cleve loped by 

I 

Edison for inclusion in the/LS-1 lamp-relatecl charges. We find 
that these proposed charges and rate structures are reasonable and 
should be adopted. L 

In the following sections, we will review issues which 
remain in dispute. Th~se issues were principally addressed by CAL-, 

I 

SLA. a:ld Edison. / 
a. customer Account Expense. 

Eclison ancl PSO have agreed to a customer account expense 
I 

of $.12058 per lamp per month. CAL-SLA has proposed a charge of 
I 

$0.22 per lamp/per month based on Edison's average cost stUdy. 
In designing its rates for streetlighting, Edison states 

I 
that it has developed all charges on a marginal cost basis. Edison 

I 
! 

I 
/ 

/ 
/ 

I 

/ 
I 
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These charges include the addition of 5% of the developed rdte to
the final rates to reflect miscellaneous costs identified by 
Edison. The further inclusion ot the unallocated $2.5 million 
identified by Edison is therefore unnecessary. 

4 • <:gSOPer Charge 

Edison states that, based on its cost of service 
it pro~~rly ineluded a minimum distribution system charge 
streetl~~ght rates to reflect the hook-up cost of ST:'I"'~~~'~l 

customers. Edison further asserts that its customer for 
LS-3 metered service of $11.00 per meter per month, was 
challenged by CAL-SLA, is reasonable and relies 
lI1ethodology which. Edison used in calculating 
for series customers which were not opposed by' ~~.~~~. 

PSO disputes Edison'S imposition a MDS charge. PSO 
states that PSD's marginal customer cost (~SM) meets all 
of the criteria tor establishing cos streetlighting rates 
and eliminates tl:l,e necessity of an ad.d. ional HOS charge .. 

CAL-SLA also disputes imposition of an MOS charge. 
CAL-SLA states that no reason has furnished by Edison to 
impose this charge in lieu of 
CAL-SLA also recommends that cu:s~()mE~r 

addition to· PSO's TSM approach. 
charges be determined at a 

flat rate. 
As this decision 

PSD's TSM approach tor 
included in the revenue a4,l~:at 

, we have previously adopted 
marginal customer costs and have 
process marginal .=ustomer costs 

for streetlightinq on that basis. Having :cetlected 
revenues allocated to the streetlighting 

customer class, it is 
as sUlqgested by "",,", .. A.;;;ao..,u 

longer necessary to include an MDS charge, 
in stre~tlight rates. Edison's proposal is 

the determination of customer charges, we 
CAL-SLA's suggestion that these eharqes be 

t rateN ~asis, when tor other aspects of the 
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therefore disputes CAL-SLA's reliance on Edison's averase cost 
study which would improperly mix the results of that stUdY/With a 
~arginal cost-based rate design. 

We concur with Edison that, for consistency in~e 
methodology used to calculate structure rates, it is aJ?l)ropriate to 
rely on marsinal costs to develop' the customer acco~t expense. We 
therefore find reasonable and adopt a e'\lstomer accocnt expense of 
$0.12058 per lamp per month as Edison and PSO hav£ asreed. 

b. J22pestic_Walkway Lighting (DWL) Rates! 

CAL-SLA has questioned Edison's pr9Posed cable and 
/ 

photocontroller charge for customer-owned S!stems on Schedule OWL. 
Edison states that since CAL-SLA propose~o alternate rate or 
solution, their simple lack of understa~ing of the rate negotiated 
on special contracts is not SUfficien~to eliminate the charge. We 
concur with Edison and will adopt itt proposed cable and 
photocontroller charges for the o~ schedule. 

It _ i~ 
c. Proposed $peCl.al Condl.tlODs .. 

CAL-SLA asserts tha~dison's proposed Special Condition 
2 relating to the installation of, LS-2 and LS-3 streetlishts does 

1 
. I 

not ref ect present c:J.rcums.tances. CAL-SLA has therefore proposed 
its own version of Specia;fcondition 2. ,According to CAL-SLA, its 
proposal is consistent with the eurrent arransement of installins 
LS-2 and LS-3 streetl~shts with the locations decided on a case-by
case basis between lofal government, land developer, and the 
utility. ;I 

We find!that CAL-SLA ha's justified its proposed chanse to
Special conditioh 2, contrary to Edison's statements that no reason 
was offered f~ that change. In keeping with current installation 
p~actices, ~ecial Condition 2 should' therefore reflect the 
language pr'oposed by CAL-SLA. 

;!CAL-SLA additionally recommends that Edison's proposed 
special;lcondition 10 of Schedule L$-2 relating to kilowatt-hours be 
amended to reflect the lamp loads, ana. kWh estimates for HPSV and 

) 

./ 

,I 
./ 
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streetlight rate structure CAL-SLA has supported marginal-oost 
based rates. In keep ins with our adherence to marginal cO'st 
principles, we concur with PSD that the customer charg,s'tor this 
qroup should be based on the same methodology (marginai customer 
costs) applied to all other customer groups. We th /etore adopt 
PSO's proposed customer charges ,tor streetlightin • 

5. Facilities Charges 
Both Edison and PSD have concluded appropriate 

methodology for calculating streetlight faci ties charges is a 
Reproduction Cost New with an Economic ca~ng Charge analysis. 
In contrast, CAL-SLA believes these charges should be based on 
Original Cost Less Depreciation to se~~ revenue r,equirement and 
Reproduction Cost New Less Oepreciatio tor revenue allocation. 

PSD and Edison have propos; almost identical facilities 
charges for streetlighting, except ~r PSD eountinq part of the 
Regulating Output or wROw transfo~r as a facilities charge, an 

• 

approach which we have preViO~Ul adopted. Both parties have also 
agreed on a charge of $1.00 per amp per year for the transformer 
charge on Edison-owned lamps. , 

PSD and Edison advocate pricing streetlight facilities 
based on a marginal cost appfoach. PSD states that this approach 
pZ:0vides the proper price/SignalS and approximates the long-run 
rental cost of providingjStreetlighting facilities to customers. 
PSD challenges CAL-SLA" approach which it states is not based on 

J 
marginal costs and wou[d not provide the proper price signals. 

PSD also n~es that its facilities charges were not 
, I 

scaled upwards to ~flect their contribution to overall revenue 
requirement, as EMson has claimed. Rather, according to PSD, the 
facilities charg~ proposed by both itself and Edison are priced at 

"I 
full marginal cost. 

f 
We flind that PSD and Edison have followed the correct .~ .. .; ',# ... 

approach to ~lculating streetlight facilities charges -- one based 
on the facilities at the margin. The parties have 
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LPSV lamps recommended by CAt-SLA. CAL-SLA notes that for PG&E 
the Commission agreed with CAL-SLA that the manufacturer's 
specifications should be used for determining energy usage of 

streetlights (0.86-12-091, at pages 90-91). In that procelding, 
/ 

CAL-SLA notes that the commission specifi.:ally· rejecteYG&E'S 
contention that the ~anufacturer's specifications showld be 
~odified to include a 3% line loss factor. ~ 

CAL-SLA states that its review of manu~cturer's 
specifications tor lamp loads does not show a ~loss. CAL-SLA 
therefore recommends that Special Condition ~ of proposed Schedule 
L$-2 be amended to exclude the alleged 3% v.(ne loss factor. 

Edison states that in ~aking t9e'se recommendations, CAL
SLA has iqnored actual field operatio~atfecting energy 
consumption and incorrectly characte~zes the existing conditions. 
Edison asserts that the 3% is not aIline loss, but a confirmed 
operational loss factor from the~eration ot a lamp in field 
conditions. CAL-SLA, in EdisojVs opinion, has also not provided 

• 
any evidence to support its proposal that Edison's lamp loads 
should be other than aUth07'zed and based on manufacturer 
specifications which iqn~e these field conditions. 

We are conce~ed that Edison's reliance on previously 
authorized lamp loadsJ'as PG&E had, ~ay also not reflect current 
manufacturers speci;fcations or conditions. We believe that CAL
SLA has presented sUfficient justification for our reliance on 
those specificati~ns even if they do not completely reflect actual 
field operation£. This reliance requires our adoption of the 
mOdificatio~roposed by CAL-SLA for Special Conditions 10 ane 12 
of the LS-2~chedule. 

d./~rshiP Qt Photocells and~la~ed facilities 
I and RecmlSated OUtput Transt9rmers , 

;I CAL-SLA recommends that Special Condition 3 of Schedule 
LS-~elating'to *SWitehing and Related Facilities* be removed 
~ the tariff schedule. According t~ CAL-SLA, 'SWit~hing" refers 
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also appropriately used a Reproduction Cost New approach. 
approach, consistent with that used by Edison in developing 
cost of service study, provides a reasonable basis upon w ch to 
develop the tacilities charge. Edison has made clear tits 
accounts do not include an octo figure for streetligh~ and has , 
correctly stated that the Commission has permitted Edison to rely 
on Irbuild up"" costs in the absence ot r,eliable hi,torical data. 
Edison has shown that an embedded cost of service study would be an 
expensive undertaking which would e borne by the 
streetlight customers. 

We find no necessity of 
these customers when the approach used 

such additional costs on 
Edison in developing its . / 

cost of $erv~ce study and by Edison and PSO in developing 
facilities charges is reasonable an~hould serve as the basis upon 
which to determine streetlight tac)lities charges. We therefore 
adopt PSO's facilities charges, ""iCh reflect our approval of the 
partial inclusion ot the RO tr~tormer in those charges • 

. / 
6. streetlight Bate ..Design 

As stated previou~y, Edison responded in this proceeding 
to the Commission's dire~ve in 0.84-12-068 to provide alternative 
rate designs tor streetl;(qhting based on the ""additive"" and 
""unbundled"" approaches~Edison states that its rate design is 
there tore ba~¢d on ~e ""unbundled"" method where individual cost 
components were ide~ified and agqregated to a total rate (an 
""additive"" rate form). According to Edison, this rate structure 
uses a marginal ~st-based rate design, recoqnizes marginal 
customer costs,~nd sends appropriate price signals to customers. 
In order to simplify the streetlightinq taritfs and promote 
customer und,istandinq , Edison has incorporated the existing 
Schedule LSt into the rate structure of Schedul:-es LS-2 and LS-3, 
thereby e~:\.!-~ting the LS-4 schedule. Schedules LS-2 has also 
been revi$ed to allow easier comparison to SChedule LS-l. 
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"'" 
to an obsolete arranqement under which the streetliqht circuit .~ 
switched on and off. CAL-SLA states that the current, tYPi~ 
arrangement is to have a photoelectric cell control a stre~ight. 

CAL-SIA states that, based on its own survey, s/x of the 
nine streetlight customers contacted indicated that theJ'owned and 
maintained the photocells which are part of the otherwise customer-

. .j l' owned pedestal. Under these c~rcumstances, CAL-SLA~e ~eves that 
the retention of Special Condition 3 is unnecessa~and its removal 
'WOUld reflect that the customer owns and maintaips the photocell. 
CAL-SLA notes that neither PG&E nor SOG&E have~ condition similar 
to Special Condition 3 nor do these utilities;elaim they own and 
maintain the photocells in customer-owned l~inaries. 

Edison states that CAL-SLA's p~o Qsal does not relate to 
rate deSign, ~ut rather to customer comp ance with existing 
authorized tariffs. Edison asserts tha these tariffs which 
clearly state Edison's ownership of stleetliqht switching equipment 
(i.e., the photocell) are not altereafbY the customer's belief in 

I 
his ownership of that equipment. Edison states that the solution 
to this problem is not to change the tariff to accommodate a 
minority of customers who are ix;!Violation of the terms of the 
tariff, but to bring those customers into compliance with the 
tariff. Edison analogizes cultomers' claims ot'ownership of the 
photocell, which is locked ~d sealed in a separate section of the 
service pedestal along Wi~~y applicable meters, timebloeks or 
relays, to a residential;customer claiming to own the service meter 
Simply because it is attached to its residence. 

We similarlyJ'find that a review of CAL-SLA's testimony 
and argument reflectslthat its study merely revealed what the 
streetlight custome;!s "believedH and not what was in tact the ease. 
~~ilo wo eertainl~aqree that the customer could be responsible for 
maintaining a ph~tocell, the fact that ownership apparently resides 
. . d I i ~n Ed~son oes~ot 9U~antee that such ma ntenance would take 
place. We therefore find it more prudent for the protection ot 
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Despite this showing, CAL-SLA claims that Edison has 
tailed to provide unbundled charge~ in its tariff sheets that are 
easily understood. CAL-SLA states that a review of Edison' tariff 
sheets reveals that charges are not listed as energy, cus omer, 
maintenance, and facilities, as CAL-SLA has consistentl proposed. 
Unless the charges are separated as in this manner, -SLA states 
that streetlight customers will not be able to dete 
schedule to choose. CAL-SLA therefore requests 
order Edison to prepare tariff sheets which pro 

t the Commission 
de for a clear 

distinction between energy, customer, mainten ce, and facilities 
charges based upon a common denominator (i. , per·l~p per month 
basis). 

In contrast, PSD states that i has reviewed and accepted 
Edison'S *unbundledw rate design and W ditivew rate form which it 
finds consistent with.and directly r ponsive to Ordering Paragraph 
11 of 0.84-12-068. PSO states tha Offering a completely 
wunbundled* rate structure as pro sed by CAL-SLA would be 
difficult to administer. 

Edison also disputes CAL-SLA's assertion that its tariff 
sheets provide no division 0 major cost components. Edison 
believes that CAL-SLA has iled to recognize the distinction 
between ~nbundled charges tor rate design and the information which 
is provided on a tariff;Cheet. 

Edison state that its tariffs clearly identify the 
following charges: ergy, series service power factor; relamping, 
and tacilities and aintenance charges. The wother chargesW to 
which CAL-SLA ref s are, according to Edison, fixed facilities and 
their related m ntenance and customer billing eharges~ Edison 

e a customer never maintains Edison facilities, it 
is not neeess ry to show the maintenance separate from the facility 
charge. er, if a customer wants to examine the fully 
unbundled osts of streetlights, Edison states that it will provide 
the eusto er work sheets whiCh in detail show all cost components. 
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those streetlight customers who rent streetlights from Edison, or 
which equipment Edison is ultimate,ly responsible, to llla:i:ntai the 
current special condition to ensure continuous streetlight' g. 
G. Optional Ti:mc=Of-Us(.': He:teL--Chargcs 

Edison has proposed monthly meter charges fo 
proposed optional TOU schedules in addition to the p oposed monthly 
customer charges. The proposed llleter charges are ~t to cover the 
differential in metering costs between a convent~nal meter and a 
tilne-of-use m.eter. ~ 

Edison has not included the costs sociated with its 
option meter plan in its results of operati showing. TO ensure 
the appropriate recovery of revenue, we W~l therefore reflect the 
following estimated costs for time-of-use meters in our adopted 
results of operation: $369,500 in 198"1 $1,01.2,600 in 1989;- and 

$1,559,800 in 1990. ~ 
H. ;Raj:e Design Bemcn General. RaW case Proceedings 

Edison and PSD disagree;6n how to adjust the various rate 
components as a result of revenue requirement changes occurring 
between general rate cases. E~son proposes to hold demand and 

I 
customer charges constant between general rate cases and make all 
adjustments in the ener9Y ch~ges. In contrast, PSD proposes to 
increase demand and custome;/ charges toward their EPMC 
relationships for revenue requirement increases, but to hold them 
constant for decreases. / 

Edison states at its concerns with PSD's approach are 
not only with the mecha ics of calculating the adjustments, but 

that the attainment of full EPMC rates is 
not desirable tor all rate components. Edison is particularly 
concerned that total reliance on EPMC will result in creating 
severe bill impacts and tilting ot rates to an extent that would 
induce uneconomic ~ypass. Edison believes that its proposal 
strikes a balance between theoretical and practical considerations 
in the design of demand rates • 
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Edison notes that if it were to provide fully unbundled tariffs 
there would be thirty times more information required in its tariff 
sheets, a result which Edison states would hardly promote ~.~~om~ 
understanding. 

We concur with Edison and PSD that Edison has 
with our order in D.84-12-068 in developinq its rate 
streetliqhtinq. A review of Edison's tariffs reveals 
tariffs do reflect wunDundledw rates. The level of 
requested DY CAL-SLA was not intended DY our last 
question, like Edison, whether such detail would 

... .,..~"...,.., and we 
fact heighten 

customer understandinq. Given the amount of 
would no doubt be required to develop and ~hW_~.~~ such a tariff, we 
do not believe that such costs are justified that the 
streetlight class would ~i9Diticantly benet trom those chanqes. 

We therefore find reasonable Edison's proposed 
rate design for streetliqhtinq. For Edi 's next general rate 
case, Edison should, however, considerJhat detail could ~e added 
to the tariff which would enhance cus~mer understandinq. 

7. BA,.te Li:miter / 
CAL-SLA states that for m'ny l~p-types, Ed~son's rate 

proposal results in significant ~te increases over present levels. 
CAL-SLA states that any such ra~ increase is unfair qiven Edison's 

d 
. . I requeste Jonj:rease Jon revenue fJf 5.3% as compared to the increases 

for certain lamp type which ~ll ranqe from 12% to 91% per lamp. 
I CAL-SLA. tberjefore recommenclS that a 5% cap, ~e placed on any rate 

increase for streetli9hti~ with no cap being placed on rate 
decreases. J' 

For streetli~t rates, Edison states that it has no 
objection in concept;t0 a rate cap provide~ that cap is functional, 
fair to all customers, and applicable to both rate increases and 
decreases. Edison otes, howev~, ~~t while individual lamps may 
have increases u to 130% or decreases up'to 50%, any qiven 
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PSO asserts, however, that reliance on Edison's approach' 
may leave aemand and customer charges even further trom their EPMC . ;' 

relationships than they are today, particularly it Edison's revenue 
requirement increases. PSO states that its approach ensures/~at 
steady progress toward EPMC will be made and makes any bact-slide 
impossible.. / 

With our adoption ot rate limiters and othe~ate desiqn 
features desiqned to moderate adverse bill impacts, we do not 
believe PSO's approach to rate desiqn tor interveni~g rate 
increases will result in any unwarranted rate impicts which might, 
independent of all other considerations, further uneconomic bypass. 
We also believe that PSO's proposal is consist:ent with our 
adherence to marginal cost· principles for ~enue allocation and 
rate desiqn. The problems encountered 1n;!this proceeding which 

~. 

required revenue allocation and rate deslqn caps were created by 
revenues having been allocated and rat~s having been designed on 
concepts other than marginal costs t£ past years. It is not our 

• 

intention to retard this process 0;( achieving cost-based ~ates any 
fUrther by adopting a means ot a~ustinq rates in the interim which 
could lead to turther separati~ between rates and marginal costs. 

We therefore find je'asOnable and adopt PSO' s proposal to 
increase demand and eustom~ charges toward their EPMC 
relationships tor revenu~equirement increases, but to hold them 
constant tor decreases.I'Revenue changes between ~eneral rate case 
properly attribUtable/to energy charqes, however, should be 

reflected in tha~te component. 

/l 
" . 

/ 
/ 
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customer may have n~ net change or very little change based on the 
customers' mix ot lamps. 

PSO disputes the need tor rate limiters tor 
streetlightinq rates. Like Edison, PSD states that for most 
streetliqht customers, little or no net change in rates: wil 
experienced based on the customer's mix ot lamps. 

For the large power customer group, we have a 
limiters on-peak period charges designed to, mitigate a~ erse rate 
impacts resulting trom our adopted rate struetures.:~ the TOO-S 
and standby rate schedules. In the case ot street~qnts, usage is 
almost entirely ott-peak permitting these eustome to- 'take 
advantage of lower rates in the first place. Th 
characteristics of streetlight customers, in s instance, 
therefore, does not require that a mechanism esiqned tor customers 
faced with substantially different cireumst ces be extended to the 
streetlight class. We also find that the ecord reflects that the 

• 

customer's mix ot lamps will larqelY;-of t that custome',r being 
faced with any of the si;nifieant incre es attributable to one 
particular lamp type. For these reaso s,. we rej ect CAL-SLA' s 
request for a rate limiter on street~ght rates. 

a. Hiscellaneous Is:me::t r;f 
Edison, PSD, and CAL-S agreed on a number of 

m£scellaneous issues. Alnonq the PSD and CAL-SLA agreed on (1) the 
load shape used by Edison in d 'ermining the time-of-use 
characteristics of this class (2) the refined series kWh. losses 
calculated by Edison for us in calculating energy consumption for 
LS-2 series customers, (3) e series Kv.AR losses calculated by 
Edison and the ~Series Setvice Power Factor Charge~ of $0.30 per 
kVAR demand, and (4) t:r!1 weighted average pole charge developed. by 
Edison tor inclusion ~ the LS-l lamp-related charges. We find. 
that these propo&E:c:tJ ... o:...;.rges and. rate structures are reasonable and 
should be adopted. 
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J:indings of Fact 
1 

1. On December 26, 1986 Edison tiled A.86-12-047 requeSting: 
. I 

(1) authority to increase base rate revenues by $301.5 mill~on or 
/ 

S.4% for test year 1988, and (2) attrition increases to)l1989 and 
1990.. ~ 

2. I.87-01-017 was issued and consolidated w~th A.86-12-047 
on January 14, 1987 to consider a reduction in Ed~on's rates. 

/ 
3. Edison's revised request increases base rate revenues by 

$79.0 million or 1.4%. ~ 
4. Six days of public hearings, inclu4ing a commission en 

banc public hearing, were held during APrill986. 
5. The Administrative Law JUdge'~draft decision was issued 

on November 20, 1987. 7' 
6. Edison and PSD have agree to a labor escalation rate of 

3.5% for both 1987 and 1988. 
7. Edison and. PSD have agreed to the methodoloc;y for 

developing non-labor escalatio~rates and recommend rates of 2.99% 
for 1987 and 4.41t for 1988.~ 

8. Edison and PSt) arel in agreelnent with respect to the 
/ 

forecast of kilowatt-hour;sales as shown in the table Summary of 
Kilowatt-Hour sales on page 6 of this decision. 

9. With the exce~tion of other operating revenues Edison and 
/ 

PSD have agreed to present rate revenues which include $19.4 
~llion in CLMAC re/enues. 

10. Presen~~c rates were established to recover expenses 
associated withJconservatiox: and. load management programs incurred 
prior to test year 1988. 

d ./ t ' d 5 11. E ~son proposes 0 1ncrease accounts 512 an 13 by over 
50% due to1ihe development of new criteria for scheduling steam 
generatinqiunit overhauls. 

12./ Edison expects the new overhaul criteria to reduce 
• 

routine"'aetivities, but failed to quantify this benefit. 

" 

l 
j 

e: 
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In the following sections, we will review issues hich 
remain in dispute. These issues were principally addres d by CAL
SIA and Edison. 

a. Cgstomer Account EXRense 
Edison and PSt) have agreed to a customer ccount expense 

of $.12058 per lamp per month. CAL-SIA has prop ed a charge of 
$0.22 per lamp per month based on Edison's aver ge cost study. 

In designing its rates for streetli ting, Edison states 
that it has developed all charges on a margO al cost basis. Edison 
therefore disputes CAL-SLA's reliance on Eison's average cost 
study which would improperly mix the res ts of that study with a 
marginal cost-based rate design. 

We concur with Edison that, for consistency in the 
methodology used to calculate stru e rates, it is appropriate to 
rely on marqinal costs to develop e customer account expense. We 
therefore find reasonable and ad a customer account expense of 
$0.12058 per lamp per month ~s;Edison and PSO have agreed. 

• b. ~Cstic Wal)M.y L~i:ns (00.) Rate§ 

CAL-SLA has questioned Edison's proposed cable and 
photocontroller charge for/customer-owned sy'stems on S~b.edule OWL. 

Edison states that sinCe~-SLA proposes no alternate rate or 
solution, their simple ~ck of understanding of the rate negotiated 
on special contracts i/ not sufficient to eliminate the charge. We 
concur with Edison ~ will adopt its proposed cable and 
photocontroller charges for the OWL schedule. 

c. /.. ~ . . 

asserts that Edison's proposed Special Condition 
2 relating to e installation of LS-2 and LS-3 streotlights does 
not reflect pr sent circumstances. CAL-SLA has therefore proposed 
its own vers~n of Special Condition 2. Accordi~g to CAL-SLA, its 
proposal 1s onsistent with the current arrangement of i:r.staJ.'::'!ng 
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13. Repairs planned for the low pressure turbine rotor at 
Redondo generating station unit 7 are not performed on a routine 
annual basis. 

,. 
14. Edison and PSD recommend that $20.S million be ,adopted 

for test year hydro production expense. / 
15. Edison and PSD recommend that $17.2 million .. /be adopted 

. ? 

for test ~'lIl!ar other production expense. // 
16. Edison and PSD are in agreement with reSPect to the test 

year level ot production expense for SONGS. 1/ 
17. Edison and PSD are in agreement th~~ it is appropriate to 

consider ~ increase in NRC fees during th~est year through the 
attri tio~ meehanism.. / 

18. Edison, PSD, anel FEA are in aq,reement with the 
continuation of the flexible refuel ins/meChanism adopted in 
Edison'S last general rate ease for ~e with. SONGS and Palo Verde 
refuel inqs.. 1/' 

19.. For Palo Verde O&M expenses Edison utilized ANPP's zero
based estilnate prepared by ANP7/~agers and supervisors with 
Edison as a participant. / 

J 
20. Without changing ANPP's total O&M expense estimate, 

. ,r 
Edison sealed-up the Palo 7erde refueling outage expense to reflect 

I 

actual experience at SONGS 2 and 3.. This resulted in a reduction 
in ANPP's budgeted O&M,e~ense estimate of $1.2 million. 

21. Because of an absence of operating histo~ at Palo Verde, 
/ 

PSD recommends that the O&M expenses for these units be eletermined 
from the 1985 ave~a~e O&M expenses for 24 large nuclear units. 

22. The comparative study used by PSD does not consider . 
differences amo~q nuclear plants, shows O&M e~penses varied by $20 

( 

million above!or below the average, reflects an increase in 1986 
expenses of .{l.st, and does not exclude refueling expenses. 

23. ~e chemical cleaninq process that will De performed in 
conjunction with the replacement of the feedwater heaters is a one-

f 

time expense for SONGS ~ • 
./ 

/ 
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LS-2 and LS-3 streetlights with the locations decided on a c 
ease basis between local government, land developer, and~the 
utility. 

We find that CAL-SLA has justified its propos change to 
Special Condition 2, contrary to Edison's statemeni:s t no reason 
was offered tor that change. In keepinq with cur:re installation 
practices, Special Condition 2 should therefore r lect the 
language proposed by CAL-SLA. ;if 

CAL-SLA additionally recommends tha dison's proposed 
Special Condition 10 of Schedule LS-2 relati to kilowatt-hours be 
amended to reflect the lamp loads and kWh ,stimates for HPSV and 
LPSV lamps recommended by CAL-SLA. CAL-~ notes that for PG&E 
the commission agreed with CAL-S~ tha~the manufacturer's 
specifieations should be used for det~ninq enerqy usage of , 
streetlights (D.S6-12-091, at pages~0-91). In that proceeding, 
CAL-SLA notes that the commission~ecificallY rejected PG&E's 
contention that the manufacture~ specifications should be 
modified to include a 3% line ?pss factor. 

CAL-SLA states tha~ts review of manutacturer's 
specifications for lamp loaQs does not show a 3% loss. CAL-SLA 
therefore reeommends that ~eeial Condition 12 of proposed SchedUle 

/ . 
LS-2 be amended to exclu~ the alleged 3% line loss factor. 

. Edison states~at in making these recommendations, CAL-
SLA has ignored aetua~fi~ld operations affecting energy 
consumption and incorrectly characterizes the existing conditions. 
Edison asserts thajlthe 3% is not a line loss, but a confirmed 
operational loss ~etor from the operation of a lamp in field 
conditions. ~L-'LA' in Edison'S opinion, has also not provided 
any evidence t~~upport its proposal that Edison's lamp loads 
should be oth~ than authorized and based on manufacturer 
specificationS whieh ignore these field eondit.:i.ons. 

wJ'are concerned. that Edison's .l;f:C~ianc:e on. previously 
authorized amp loads, as PG&E had,. may aluo not reflect current 
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,/ 

.f' 
/' 

24. Edison plans to perform a chemical cleaning proces~~ 
the tuture on SONGS 2.. / 

25. Edison requests recovery of $2.9 million for ~enses 
previously incurred for the reprocessing of spent nucle~ fuel from 

. /1 SONGS 1. ) 
26. Edison did not reeeive prior approval for ~e expenses in 

finding 25 nor did it receive approval of a mecha~m for tracking 
I 

these costs tor later r1ecovery. I 
27. Edison and PSD recommend that $75.3- lIl{llion be ~.dopted 

.i' 
for test year transmission expense.. / 

2S. Edison's estimate tor account 5s2,1 station .~xpen,ses, is 
based on 1985 recorded without adjusting ~r growth or 

"' productivity. ;I 
29. PSD's estimate for account 5&2 retlects recorded downward 

I 
trends in labor expenses and as a result is $3.5 million lower than 

l • Edison's estimate. ./ 
30. Edison has repl,aced a nwi1ber of its tree trimming crews 

with contract labor and r,etlectsithis in its estimate tor account 
5S3, overhead line expens,es. ,/ 

i 
31. PSD's esttmate for account 5S3 does not reflect Edison's 

transition to contract labor,: 
.. 

32. Expenses tor account 597, maintenance of meters, were 
lower for the years 1982~~9S5 than tor the years 1979-198-1 because 
all purchases ot meter locking rings were assigned to the energy .,. 
thett progralll. ./ 

33. trnlike PSD,/Edison reflected the accounting change for . ' 
meter locking rings/in its estimate for account 597. 

34. Edison'~/i.mderground switch failures h.ave increased from 
27.5 per year to,SS.S per year. 

35. On Apr~l 1, 19S7, Edison implemented a new three-year 
program for the· inspection of its underground facilities including 
a laboratory analysis ot the insulating oil in all transformers and 
switches • 
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manufacturers specifications or conditions. We believe 
SLA has presented sufficient justification for our relia on 
those specifications even if they do not "completely re ect actual 
field operations. This relianee requires our ad07{oti of the 
modifications proposed by CAL-SLA for Special Cond' ions 10 and 12 
of the LS-2 schedule. 

4. 2WDershiR of Photocells and Related nei1ities 
ADd Regulated output lXMstormers~ 

CAL-SLA recommends that Special Co ition 3 of Schedule 
LS-2 relating to NSwitching and Related Fa litiesN be removed 
from the tariff Schedule. According to ~-SLA, *switchingN refers 
to an obsolete arrangement under Whieh~estreetliSht circuit is 
switched on and off. CAL-SIA states t'Jiat the current, typical 
arrangement is to have a Photoelect~ cell control a streetlight. 

CAL-SLA states that, bas on its own survey, six of the 
nine streetlight customers conta ed indicated that they owned and 
maintained the photocells Which re part of the otherwise customer
owned pedestal. Under these e rcumstances, CAL-SLA believes that 
the retention of Special Con tion'3 is unnecessary and its removal 
would reflect that the cust mer owns and maintains the photocell. 
CAL-SLA notes that neitheylPG&E nor SOG&E have a condition similar 
t~ Special Co,ndition in r do these utilities claim they own and 
maintain the photocell in customer-owned luminaries. 

Edison stat that CAL-SLA's proposal does not relate to 
rate design, but rat er to customer compliance with existing 

Edison asserts that these tariffs which 
clearly state Edi on's ownership,of streetlight switching equipment 
(i.e., the phot ell) are not altered by the customer's belief in 
his ownerShiP%: that equipment •. Edison states that the solution 
to this probl is not to change the tariff to accommodate a 
minority of stomers who are in violation of the terms of the 
tariff, but 0 bring those customers into complianee wi1:h the 
tariff. Eison analO<]izes customers' claims of ownership of the 
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36. 'rhc increase in Edison's labor expense for the three-year 
unl~er9'X'ound inspection program comes, from employees who were 
involved in new business construction. These employees will be 
replaced by contract crews. 

37. PSD considers the increase in labor for the three-year 
underqround inspection program to be do,lble counting because the 
labor will be performed by existing employees. 

38. PSO does not believe that the increase in underground 
t' 

equipment failures poses an immediate threat to"Edison's 
,I 

undergrouncl clistribution system and recommencls',c against an increase 
in laboratory analysis. // 

# 

39. A five-year average of account 598, storm damages, was 
/ 

adopted in Edison's last three general rate cases. 
• ,I 40. PSD recolDlDends an el.ght-year average of account 598 be 

/ 
adopted to consider more years of a~limatic cycle. 

4l.. PSO has not presented evidence that more years of a 
climatic cycle will result in a~re accurate estimate of storm 
dalllages. /l' 

42. Edison requests $4,.'3 million for posting termination 
notices on the customer's premises due t~ PO Section 779.l. 

43. Edison has not "provided t!l.e record with docwnentation of 
the study it performed from which it concluded that termination 
notices by telephone ~re not less costly th~ termination notices 
posted on the customer's premises. 

44. PSD's estimated cost of providing termination notices to 
customers assumes,; 'that telephone notices are less costly than 

" . 
posting notices;' 

45. Edi~on's participation in Enercom produced savings of 
$225,000 in 1986 ot which 10% was trom tormer customers outsicie 
Edison's t~rritory. 

46. PSO estimates that E~ison's participation in Enercom will 
yield sayings of $775,000 in 1988 based on an increase in the 
nWDber :of participating utilities • 
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photocell, which is locked and sealed in a separate section 
service pedestal along with any applicable meters, timebloc 
relays, to a residential customer claiming to own the serv' 
simply because it is attached to its residence. 

We similarly find that a review of CAL-SLA's estimony 
and argument reflects that its study merely revealed ~{at th~ 
streetlight customers W:believed* and not what was 
While we eertainly agree that 1:be customer could 
maintaining a photocell, the fact that ownership 
in Edison does not guarantee that 

fact the case. 
responsible for 

pparently resides 

place. We therefore find it more prudent fo the protection of 
those streetlight customers who rent stree~9hts from Edison, for 
which equipment Edison is ultimately resp~sible, to maintain the 
current special condition to ensure contlnuous streetlighting. 
G. Optional Time=Qt-VAA Metel:, Cb.arg~r/ 

Edison has proposed mOnthlJ'meter charges for its 
proposed optional 'XOV schedules inj5-ddi tion to the proposed lnonthly 
customer charges. 'rne proposed meter charges are set to eOVEIl" the 

differential in metering costs t1etween a conventional meter ~\nd a 

time-of-use meter. ~ . 
Edison has not inc uded the costs associated with its 

optional meter plan in its esults of operation showing. 'ro ensure 
the appropriate reeovery of revenue, we will therefore reflect the 
following estimated costi for time-of-use meters in our'adopted 
results of operation: !s369,'500 in 1988; $1,012,600 in 1989: and 
$1,559,800 in 1990. ;I 
H. Rate Desi,gn Semen <ii:ne:z:;.al Raj;e case ~e,sling:.;. 

Edison aJd PSD disagree on how to adjust the various ra~e 
components al~ a ~sult of revenue requirement changes occurring 
between generaljtate cases. Edison proposes to hold demand and 
customer cha:gys constant between general rate cases and make all, 
adjustlnents 1'f .the ener9Y charges. In contrast, PSO proposes to'" ..,.-.,., 

increase ~d ~d eust~er charqes towa~ their EPHC 
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47. PSD did not present evidence that there would be an / 
~ncrease in the number of utilities participating in Enerco~n 

l'~8S. ' L.. _ 
48. Ed.ison's :benefits from Enercom exceed. its costSJ.':by six to 

~. / 
49. Ed.ison agrees with PSD's use of a three-year average of 

uncollectibles. /' 
50. Increases during the test year for items minor in nature 

~. 

have not :been authorized in the past. /~' 
51. A minor increase tor postage is li~eiy t~ occur during . ,. 

the test year. I 
52. A&G expenses can :be separated i~o two categories: items 

over which Edison has control and itZms i~er which Edison does not 
have direct control. 

53. CUstomer growth impacts A& expenses. 
54. CUstomer growth from 198s1to 1988 is expected. to be 8 

percent. ;I 
55. Pension, med.ical, dental, and vision plan costs, 

• • f • l.rui.urance, franchl.se taxes, and F /ltmE program costs are l. tems over 
which Edison does not have di4ect control. 

56. Edison's recorded/insurance premiums have qenerally 
followed market trends. I . 

57. Recently insu~nee pr~iums have risen precipitously. 
. 58. some.ins2~e professionals indicate a decline in 
l.nsuranCe pr~ums. 

59. Edison's/estimate of insurance premiums does not reflect 
a softening in the insurance market. 

60. Dire~~rs and officers insurance protects ratepayers and 
stoekholdersJ!' . 

61. Edison and PSD have agreed to the estimated insurance 
• 

premiums for crime, nuclear property, nuclear replacement 
generatioi, and nuclear liability. 

/ 
I 

,/ 
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relationships for revenue requirement increases, but to 
constant for decreases. 

Edison states that its concerns with PSD's approach are 
not only with the mechanics of calculating the ad:) tments, but 
also with the :fact that that the attainment of:f 1 EPMC rates .is 
not desirable for all rate components. Edison "particularly 
concerned that total reliance on EPMC will re 
severe bill impacts and tilting o:f rates to 
induce uneconomic bypass. 
strikes a balance between theoretical and 
in the design of demand rates. 

extent that would 
at its proposal 

PSD asserts, however, that rG1iance on Edison's approach 
may leave demand and customer eharqcs/even :further from. their El?MC 

relationships than they are today, ~rticularlY if Edison's revenue 
requirement increases. PSD stat~s that its approach ensures that 
steady progress toward EPMC will e made and makes any back-slide 
impossible • 

With our adoption ot/rate limiters and other rate design 
te~tures designed to moderateladverse bill impacts, we do not 
believe PSD's approach to"r:fe design for intervening rate 
increases will result in ~y unwarranted rate impacts which might, 
i~dependent of all otherj=0nsiderations, further uneconomic bypass. 
We also believe that PSU's proposal is consistent with our 
adh. erenc.t. to =a.rgin~l 'ost principles tor revenue allocation and 
rate des:lgn. The pr lems encountered in this proceeding Which 
required revenue al ocation and rate design caps were created by 

. . . 
revenues having been allocated and rates having been deSigned on 
concepts other tbin marginal costs in past years. It is not our 
intention tOte rd this process of achieving cost-based rates any 
further by a40 ting a means of adjusting rates in the interim which 
cotLld leao:;:.:tc. .::~er separation between rates and marginal 
costs. We eretore tind reasonable and adopt PSD's proposal to 
increase d d and customer cbarges toward their EPMC 
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62. PSD reduced Edison's estimate o~ group life ins~ance 
be~luse o~ insufficient docu:mentation to j usti~y Edison' request. 

63. PSD's estimate of outside provider medical c sts is based 
on the latest recorded data and assumes no growth in articipants. 

64.. Edison's annual energy, ECAC, and MAAC r¢es are 
calculated using Edison's latest adopted franchi~tax and 
uncollectible rates. / 

65. 'I:he Superfunc:1 'I:ax is a new tax Whicl1' Edison and experts 
within the utility industry have interprete~as a deductible tax. 

66. Edison and PSO have incorporate~the provisions of the 
Federal Tax Reform Act of 1986 in their,lax calculations. 

67. Edison estimated 19a8 plant-tn-service by adding 
forecasted plant additions from its ~e-year plant and work 

I 
element budget to 1985 recorded pl~. 

68.. Edison and PSD have aqre~d to the depreciation rates to 
be used in calculating depreciat~~n expense and reserve. 

69. Edison and PSO have a.t/reed to guidelines for evaluating 
PHFO' in future proceedings. I 

70. Edison has aqreedjCo reduce its PHFU estimate by $7 .. 0 

million if the PHFU guidel~es are applied prospectively. 
7l. Retroactive ap~ication of the PHFO guidelines would 

result in a $16.2 million decrease in Edison's original PHFU 
estimate. ;I 

72. Without application of the PHFO' guidelines 56 parcels of 
land would remain irtPHFtr an average of 27 years. 

73. A parce~of land valued at $520,000 was double counted in 
Edison's estimatef of PHFO. 

74.. With fte exception of the lag for ~e State income tax 
deduction, Edison and PSD are in agreement on the methodology for 
calculating wbrking cash. 

75. ;h'e appropriate working cash laq for state income taxes 
is under e'onsideration generically for energy utilities in A .. 8S-12-
050 • 
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/' 
relationships tor revenue requirement increases in the interveninq . . / 
ECAC proceed1nqs between general rate cases, ~ut to.h7ld them 
constant tor decreases. 
lindings of Fact 

1. on December 26, 1986 Edison tiled A.86-1~~47 requesting: 
(1) authority to increase ~ase rate revenues by $ 1.S million or 
5.4% for test year 1988, and (2) attrition inere ses :for 1989 and 
1990. 

2. 1.87-01-017 was issued and consoli 
on January l4, 1987 to consider a red.uction n Edison's rates. 

3. Edison's revised re~e.st increa s base rate revenues by 
$79.0 million or 1.5 percent. 

4. Six d.ays ot public hearinqs, 
banc public hearing, were held during 

ncluding a Commission en 
pril 1986. 

S. The Adm.inist.rative Law Ju~es;' dratt decision was issued 
on November 20, 1987. • ~ 

6. Edison and PSO have a7ed to a labor escalation rate ot 
3.5% tor both 1987 and 1988.

0
1 
, 

7. Edison and PSD have 9reed to the methodology tor 
developing non-labor escala~on rates and recommend rates ot 2.99% 

for 1987 and 4.41% for 1988'-

8. Edison and pso~e in aqreement with respect to the 
torecast of kilowatt-hou~ sales as shown in the table Summary' of 
Kilowatt-Hour sale;'spaqe 6 ot this decision. 

9. With the e eption of other operating revenues Edison and 
PSD have agreed to resent rate revenues which include $19.4 

million in ctMAC ~venues. 
10. Presen,! CLMAC rates were est~lished to recover expenses 

associated witnlconservation and load management programs incurred 
prior to test~ear 1988. 

ll. Eq{s~n esttmated. certain steam production expenses using 
a seven-ye~ historical average • 
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76. Edison and PSO are in agreement on the method ot /' 
calculating attrition and recommend that the 1989 ERAM base leVel 
should. be increased by $9.8 million to retlect a d.ecrease in/'nRC 

I " sales. 
. I 

77. Edison and PSD have not reflected the impact of Edison's 
J 

optional TOU meter plan in calculating attrition. ;I 
78. PSD has agreed to Edison's capital structure as revised 

in the september update hearings. )1 
79. Edison's revised capital structure redu~ed its base rate 

revenue increase by $18 million and its total ~~enues including 
MAkC by approximately $2S'million. ;I 

80. DRI's September 1987 forecast of 1~8S interest rates for 
AA utility bonds is 10.37 percent. / 

81. Edison and PSD do not have thJresources to develop and 
r 

maintain forecasting mOdels for interest rates. 
i in · I . 82. OR! s a forecast 9 serv~ce w1th access to vast amounts 

of data and an acknowledged expert~ it the forecasting of 

/" 
/ 

interest rates. ;I 
83. PSO's forecast of tax/-exempt financing compares favorably 

with recent recorded data. 
• 

84. SDG&E was authorized to recover the unamortized issuance 
eosts associated with perp~t'ual securities in 0.87-07-079. 

85. The financial models of the parties provide a range for 
;-

ROE of 11.5%-18.4%. I 
86. Interest and/Lnflation rates have been low and relatiVely 

stable and show a considerable improvement over test year 1985. 
~ 

87. Edison's recent financial performance indicates it is a 
strong company. /1 

88. Edison/does not face a maj or reasonableness review of 

SONGS 2 and 3. i l 
" 89. Edison's MAAC rates 

l 
adopted ROE./ 
, ;f 

~re calculated using Edison's latest 

/ 
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12. Edison proposes to increase aCI:ounts 512 and 513 by over 
50% due to the development of new criteria for scheduling steam 
generating unit overhauls. / 

13. Edison expects the new steam generating unit overhaul ~ 
criteria to reduce routine activities, but tailed to quantity ~ 
benefit. 

14. Repairs planned for the low pressure turbine roto 
Redondo generating station unit 7 are not performed on a 
annual basis. 

15. Edison and PSO recommend that $20.5 milZlon e adopted 
for test year hydro production expense. 

16. Edison and PSO recommend that $17.2 mil on be adopted 
for test year other production expense. J' 

17. Edison and PSO a-re in a9Teement wi th/respect to the test 
year level ot producti1on expense tor SONGS. / 

18. SOG&E owns a 20% share in SONGS.)' 
19. Edison operates and maintains SONGS • 
20. Edison and PSO are in a9%'eem~ that it is appropriate to 

consider an increase in NRC fees duri~ the test year through'the 
attrition mechanism. zf 

21. Edison, PSD, and FEA ar in agreement with the 
c~ntinuation of the flexible ref eling mechanism adopted in 
Edison's last general rate cas~for use with SONGS and Palo- Verde 
refuelings. ~ 

22. For Palo Verde o&~expense Edison utilized ANPP's zero
based estimate prepared b~ANPP managers and supervisors with 
Edison as a participanty! . 

23. without chanfing ANPP's total O&M expense estimate, 
Edison scaled-up the)palo Verde refueling outage expense to reflect 
actual experience atfSONcs 2 and 3.· ~his resulted in a reduction 
in ANPP's budgetecll'O&M expense esti1D4\·t~ of $1.2 million. 

24. Palo V~de 3 O&M and refueling expenses are addressed in 
this decision. 
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90. In 1974 Edison entered into a lease arrangement to 
procure its nuclear fuel requirements for SONGS. Th.e lease /' 

J .~. 

, 
i 

permitted Edison to finance its nuclear fuel at short-term rates 
and was not reflected on its balance sheet. .,,'/ 

/ 
91. An accounting change ~y the Finaneial Account . .:mg 

i 

'" Standards Board requires Edison, ~eginningin 1987, t~reflect 
,I 

eapital leases on its balance sheet. /" 
92. commission policy in recent years has resulted in fuel ..-

inventory assets being removed from rate base a,d allowed carrying 
costs at short-term interest rates through ECAC. 

93. D.87-05-059 authorizes Edison to ~rantee short- and 
intermediate-term debt instruments for; thlxpress purpose-of 
financing nuclear fuel. . 

94. Edison is not required to te;minate its lease arrangement 
for nuclear fuel. / 

95. Full recognition of SONGS;and Palo Verde nuclear fuel in 
rate ~ase would increase Edison'S tates by $48 million. 

,/ 
96. Fuel is a commodity that can ~e used as collateral for 

finanCing and is distinquishab~' from fixed plant and land. 
/ 

97. carrying costs for Palo Verde nuclear fuel inventory are 
currently included in Edisonl,s 'IMAAC. . / . 

98. Coal ~nventory currently rece~ves rate base treatment. 
99. Edison spent $2:4 million in affirmative ease costs in 

anticipation of demonstfating the reasonableness of Edison's 
I 

investment in Palo Verde. 
100. Edison did'not seek or receive approval tor Palo Verde 

~Ltfir.mative case cbsts or a mechanism tor tracking these costs . . . ,/ 
t=lrl.or to thel.r J.ncurrence. 

101. Edi~,cfn has not provided value-based reliability criteria 
or a comprehensive,:tudy evaluating the range of alternative uses 
for its ag~g oil and gas qeneratinq units. 

to' 
! 
i 

J 

/' 
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2S. A.S7-0S-0S4 will address the implementation or rate ~ 
changes associated with Palo Verde 3 O&M and refueling expenses. 

26. Because of an absence of operating history at Palo/Verde, 
• '10. d / . PSO recomlnends that the O&M expense for these un.l. tS,l,le eterm..l.ned 

I'. from the 1985 average O&M expense for 24 large nuclear ~its. 
27. The comparative st~dy used by PSD does not consider 

differences among nuclear plants, shows O&M expense ~ried by $20 

million above or below the average, reflects an incrfease in 1986 

of ll.8%, and does not exclude refueling expensesJ' 
28. PSO's comparative study is useful for d'veloping a zone 

of rcasonabless tor nuclear O&H expenses. l' 
29. 'rhe chemical cleaning process that ~./ill be performed in 

conjunction with the replacement of the fee~water heaters is a one-
time exPense. .• ,I' 

30. Edison plans to perform a chem~al cleaning process in 
1990 on SONGS 2. ~ 

31. Edison request,s recovery 002.9 million for expenses 
previously incurred for the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from 
SONGS 1. I . ' 

32. Edison did not rec;re.ve rior approval for the expenses in 
finding 31 nor did it receive proval of a mechanism for tracking 
these costs tor later recove ,. 

, 33. Edison and PSO re~mlnend that $75.3 million be adopted 
for test year transmissionl'e~ense. 

34. Edison's est~e for account 582, station expense, is 
based on 1985 recorded ~thout adjustment for growth or 
productivity. )' 

35. PSO's est~te for account'S8Z reflects recorded downward 
trends in labor exp~se and as a result is $3.5 million lower than 

Edison's estima~t. 
36. Edison .-~~. :J:'::jlJ.aced a number of its tree trimming crews 

with contract 1 r and reflects this in its estimate for account 
583, overhead ine expense .. 
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102. Edison agreed to provide, coincident with its tall 1$88 

resource plan, value-based reliability criteria which addres/PSD's 
concerns as stated in Exhibit 53. '" . 

103 • With the exception of Ormand. Beach unit 2~nd ting"ton 
Beach unit 2 Edison has not provided PSD with adequate 
justification tor plant modifications or two-shiftin to reduce the 
minimum generation capability at certain oil and 9~ generating 
units. ~ 

104. Edison requests rate base treatment }or $104.6 million 
for the DC Expansion. . I 

105. PSD reeommends based on its cost-effeetive analysis that 
Edison be limited to recoqnition of an i7nv.~tment mueh less than 
$47.8 million. 

106. Time differentiating the v~lU'e of energy purchased and , 
capacity received over the DC intert~ increases PSD'S cost-
effectiveness analysis by $19 mill~6~. 

I 
107. Excluding 1400 MW of pe«kinq resource additions which are 

are not funded or not under consfruction from PSD's analysis 
increases its recommendation Dj' $5 million •. 

108. PSD's analysis of the DC Expansion was developed using 
forecasted gas prices basealon the 1986 price of LSWR. 

109. LSWR prices are/~ubjeet to fluctuations and have 
increased sharply in 19&7. 

l10. Edison's DC ~ansion analysis does not reflect lower gas 
prices in 1986. /1 

111. Averaging/Edison's and PSD's forecasted gas prices 
increases PSD's pr~sent value of the DC Expansion $20 million. 

112. Edison;land ~D have jointly submitted a proposed 
procedure (Appendix A) which provides for modification of the 

I 
existing MAACjto include recorded investment-related revenue 
requirement ~d the recorded revenues related to specific plant 
additions e£timated to cost more than $50 million. 

I 
l 
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37.. PSD's estimate for account 583 does not retlect Edison's 
transition to contract labor. ~ 

38. Expenses tor account S97~ maintenance ot meters, were 
lower tor the years 1982-1985- th,an tor the years 197 -1981 because 
all purchases of meter lOCking r'inqs have })een ass' gned to the 
energ'y theft program .. 

39. Unlike PSO, Edison reflected the acco nting chanqe for 
meter lockinq rinqs ±n its estimate for acco~ 597 .. 

40. Edison's underground s~itCh failur.ls have increased from 
27.5 per year to 85.8 per year .. 

41. On April 1, 1987, Edison imple 
program for the inspection of its under 
a laboratory analysis of the insulatin 
switches. 

nted a new three-year 
ound facilities including 

oil in all transformers and 

42.. ':rhe increase in Edison ',s abor expense for the three-year 
underground 'inspection proqram co s from employees who were 
involved in new ~usiness constru ion. These employees will be 
replaced by contract crews .. i: 

43. PSO considers the i rease in labor for the three-year 
underground inspection proqr to ~e double counting ~ecause the 
labor will be performed by !xistinq employees. 

44. PSD does not beJAeve that the increase in underqround 
e~ipment failures posesJ'n immediate threat to Edison's 
underqround distributiop system and recommends aqainst an increase 
in laboratory analysis!. 

45. A five-yea:'averaqe of account 598, storm damages, was 
~Idopted in Edison' o/last three qeneral rate cases. 

46. PSO rec~ends an eiqht-year average of account 598 be 
adopted to consiaer more years of a climatic cycle. 

47. PSO h~ not presented evidence that more years of a 
climatic cycle will result in a more accurate estimate of ,~or.~ 
damages • 
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/ 
113. For this rate ease Edison and PSD propose that MAAC rate 

/ level increases, equal to 75% of the annualized revenue ~ 

requirement, be authorized for eaCh of tour projects once ~ey are 
commercially operational: Balsam Meadows, Devers-valley-s~rrano, 
DC Expansion, and Devers-Palo Verde. ~ 

114. The annualized CPOC jurisdictional revenue requirement 
I" 

/ 

for the projects to be included in MAAC is $47.7 :mil-lion for Balsam 
) 

Meadows, $26~0 million for Devers-valley-Serrano,;$17.7 million for 
~ 

DC Expansion, and $39.2 million for Devers-palo/verde. 
115. Devers-valley-serrano became eommerolally operational on 

July 22, 1987. ~ 
; 

116. Edison's competing for the customer proqr~ will provide .. 
customers with the opportunity to shift !oads and reduce their 

l . 
overall energy bills and allow Edison to operate its generating ,. 
stations at higher loads and efficie~cies. 

117. EPRI is conducting eleet~e transportation research. 
118. Edison has not demonstrated that its electric 

/ 
transportation RO&D project is unique to Edison or that similar 

.. ~r 

benefits cannon be obtained from EPRI. 
119. Edison's alternate/fuels, occupational and community 

" safety, and advanced energy conversion RO&D programs are generally 
,,' beneficial to the ratepay~rs, but are low priority. 

120. The natural resources mana9ement program is Edison's 
I 

lowest priority RO&D program. 
121. Edison's aCtual 1988 EPRI dues are $14.7 million. 
122. R.87-10-0~3 was issued to consider a generic proceeding 

for Coordination~d approval of all RD&D budgets. 
123. Account 930.2 is a miscellaneous A&G account in which 

/ ' 
RO&D program expenditures arc recorded. 

I 
124. A.:one-way balancinq account for RO&D exper.ditures will 

insure th~lt-' RD&D funds are spent on ROSeO programs. 
125. ,/'Edison's analysis indicates that from 1976-1985 it 

i 
experience~ average annual prOductivity gains-of 1.6 percent. 

I 
/ 

:1 

/ 
I 
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/ 

48. Edison requests $4.3 million to~.posting termin~n 
notices on the customer's premises due to PU Section 77 .1. 

, 
~' 

49. Edison has not provided the record with d of 
the study it performed from which it concluded that 
notices ~y telephone are not less costly than term' 
posted on the custo~er'$ premises. 

so. PSO's estimated cost of providinq te 
customers assumes that telephone notices are 
posting notices. 

ination notices to 
ess costly than 

51. Edison's participation in Enerco produced savings of 
$225,000 in 1986 of which 10% was from f er customers outside 
Edison's territory. 

52. PSD estimates that Edison's articipation in Enercolll will 
yield savings of $77S,000 in 1988 ba ed on an increase in the 
n~r of participating utilities. 

53. PSO did not present evi ence that there would ~e an 
increase in the number of utilit es participating in Enercom in 
1988. 

54 • Edison' s ~c~nefi ts m Enercom exceed its costs by six to 
one. 

55. Edison agrees wi a three-year average~ clf 
uncol1eetib1es. 

56. Increases duri the test ye~Lr for items minor in nature 
have not been authorize in the past. 

57. A minor incr ase for postage i~:.likely to occur during 
the test year. 

58. can ~ separated into" two categories: items 
over which Edison as control and items over which Edison does not 
have direct contr 1. 

59. r growth impaets A&G e~lenses. 
60. growth from 1985 to·1988.:.!r.'·~y'peeted to be 8 

percent. 
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126. PSD based on its econometric model forecasts a 

/ 
/ ,. 

productivity gain of 3.4% for test year 1988. , 
127. The adopted operating expense as shown in Append'~ C, , 

without a productivity adjustment, yields a Z.4% product{vity gain. ,,' 
l28. Edison and PSD were not in agreement on the,4ata base to .. 

be used in evaluating employee compensation. /1 

129. PSD's analysis of employee compensation ,did not consider 
I' 

. total elnployee compensation, provide a range of ;data used for 
comparison, 'and adequately adjust the survey dita for duplication 

• 

• 

of jobs and companies. ,I' 
130. Edison and PSt> are in agreement .. o~ the ratemaking 

treatment for gains on sales of utility assets to affiliates and 
" net income of utility-related subsidiaries. 

p 

131. In A.S7-05-007 Edison and PSD have submitted a joint 
exhibit agreeing to the markup royalty for services provided by the 

,r 

utility and the guidelines for ut!lity employee transfers to 
I 

affiliates. ',/ 
" 132. PSO's recommended r~yalty to be paid by affiliates on 

gross revenues is addressed ,in A.S7-05-007. 
133. Edison has stipu~ited to PSD's recommendations for 

hazardous waste management. 
134. PSD's hazardous waste recommendations only identify , 

manufactured gas hazardous waste sites. 
135. PSD's hazardous waste recommendations require Edison to 

file two different hazardous waste reports each year. 
136. R.87-02:-026 WI~S initiated to address long-term goal 

setting, verification pl~ocedures, and annual reporting for utility 
F I'MBE programs/ 

137. Edison increa:>ed its dollar awards to' F l'MBEs from $38.3 
million in,.1984 to $74.3 million in 1986 and increased the number 
of awards ~rom 3,805 to 5,025 for the same period. 

138./' Over the last three years less than 4.5% of all contract 
t lJl!l07' have ~on.. t<> F fM!JE<:. • 
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61. Pension, medical, dental, and vision plan costs, 
insurance, franchise taxe~., and F /l'mE prO<]raln costs. are items 
which Edison does not hav,~ direct control. 

62. Edison's recorded insurance premiums have genera 
followed market trends. 

63. Recently insurance premiums have risen preci ~tously. 
64. Some insurance professionals indicate a de ine in 

insurance premiwns. 

65. Edison's estimate of insurance premium 
a softeninq in the insuralLce market. 

66. Directors and officers insuran;r.,e pteetsratepayers and 
stockholders. 

67. Edison and PSD bave agreed to e estimated insurance 
premiums for crime, nuclear property, nuclear replacement 
qeneration, and nuclear liability. L . 

68. PSD reduc~d Edison's estim e of qroup life insurance 
~ecause of insufficient documen~t~n to justify Edison's request • 

. 69. PSD' s estimate C\f~ ot~' Ie provider medical costs is based 
on the latest recorded data and ssumes no qrowth in participants. 

70. Edison'S annual ene ,ECAC, and MAAC rates are 
calculated usinq Edison's la est adopted franchise tax and 
uncollectible rates. J' 

71. The Superfund Ta' is a new tax which Edison and experts 
within the utility indU,try have interpreted as a deductible tax. 

72. Edison and PSD have incorporated the provisions of the 
Federal Tax Reform ,1\,' of 1986 in their tax calculations. 

73. Edison es'Cimated 1988 plant-in-service by adding 
forecasted plant a~itions from its five-year plant and work 
cle=ent budget to/19SS recorded plant. 

74. Edison/and PSD have aqreed to- the depreciation rates to 
be used in eal~lating depreciation expense and reserve. 

75. Edi~n and PSD have aqreed to guidelines tor evaluating 

PHFtr in 70. proc:eedin9S • 
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139. Demand side management refers to ratepayer funded 
programs undertaken by the utility to affect 
consumption patterns. 

140. A determination of the appropriate funding l7e1s for 
demand side management requires consideration of the current 
economic and resource conditions impacting the util~ies regulated 

by this commission. '" 
141. The funding of demand side managel%lent~rogra:ms is 

impaeted by the Commission's elimination of the Electric Revenue 
Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) for large power ~stomers in 
0.87-05-071, one of the policies adopted inl~e 3-Rs Rulemaking to 
add:ess the problems cr.aated by customer /ypass of the utility 
system. / 

142. Despite the elimination of ERAM for large power 
customers, the Commission has dete~ed tha'c the most cost
effective conservation programs S;~ld still be retained for this 

(I 

customer group and that the utili"ties' incentives to pursue 
effective conservation remainsl~Changed for the commercial and 
residential classes who are not impacted by the el~ination ot 

l 

ERAM~43. The Collllllission -;/nt:i.nues to believe tha't: long-range 
conservation remains an ±mportant goal and that utilities should 

( 

continue to promote reaSonable conservation and efficiency options 
to customers. ;I 

,t 

144. The Commissio%l. has dire~~ed utilities to refrain from 
using ratepayer funds fQr utility marketing programs aimed at 

" increasing utility profits when ~~ is eliminated. 
l 

145. As in/the case of the development of marginal costs, ,. 
parties relying on computer models and related data to develop 

I 
demand side management recommendations must provide this 
information/tor purposes of cross-examination and rebuttal • .. 

. 146. ~eause the results of CEC's cost-effectiveness study 
were prC~ded following the close of hearinqs and submission dates 
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76. Edison has agreed to reduce its PHFU esti~ate 
~illion if the PHFU guidelines are applied prospective 

77. Retroactive application of the PHFU guidel' es would 
result in a $16.2 million decrease in Edison's orig'al PHFU 
estimate. 

78. Without application of the .PHFU guidel' es 56 parcels of 
land would remain in PHFU an average of 27 yea 

79. A parcel of land valued at $520,000 as double counted in 
Edison's estimate of PHFO. 

80. With the exception of the lag fo 
deduction, Edison and PSD are in aqreeme 
calculating working cash. 

the State income tax 
on the methodology for 

8l. The appropriate working cas lag for state income taxes 
is under consideration generically f enerqy utilities in A.8~-12-
050. 

82. Edison and PSD are in a eement on the method of 
calculating at~rition and recomm nd that the 1989 ERAM base level 
be increased by $9.8 million t reflect a decrease in FERC sales. 

S3. Edison and PSO have ot reflected the impact of Edison's 
optional TOU meter plan in c lculating attrition. 

84. Appendix 0 sets rth a format for developing Edison's 
attrition filings. 

85. PSD has agree to Edison's capital structure as revised 
in the September updat hearings. 

86. Edison's re ised capital structure reduced its base rate 
revenue increase by l8 million and its total revenues including 
MAAC by approximat y $25 million. 

87. DRI's N ember 1987 forecast of 1988 interest rates. for 
AA utility bonds is 9.68%. 

88. and PSD do not have the resources to develop and 
sting models for interest rates • 
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for opening and reply briefs on demand side management, this 
information cannot be eon~idered part of the record in this 
proceed.ing'. 

-'"' 
147.. Ethics and fairness d.ictate that an extension to , .. file a 

brief granted to one, but not all, parties to a proceeding may not 
be used as an opportunity to respond to briefs which wer~ timely 
filed. /,,-

.' 
148. Because the CEC inappropriately responded.:,'·'in its reply 

brief to the previously filed reply brief of PSD"./that portion of 
CEC's reply brief cannot be considered in this:/proceedinq .. 

.r
/ 

149. PSD's proposed funding level of $1~9' million for the 
Residential Information program provides sufficient funds, based on 
an analysis of historic and current data"lto provide the 
information necessary to communicate tl?;l need and the manner in 
which residential customers ean conserVe energy and. is therefore 

Ii' 

reasonable. .( 
l 

150.. Edison's proposed fundinq level of $4,149,000 for 
residential Energy Management S~ices would maintain the current 
audit mix and include a reasonable increase in audits under the 
Residential Survey Program and is therefore reasonable. 

t 
151. PSD's proposed furidinq level of $768,000 for residential 

" 
Weatherization and Retrofit Incentives inclUdes appropriate 

I 

limitations on those incentives and desiqnations of the areas to be 
targeted and is therefo~e reasonable. 

152. The fundinc/' level of $1.4 million for Residential New 
Construction to Wh±6h PSD and Edison have agreed provides for 

I 
sufficient incentives under these programs and is therefore 
re~sonable. / . 

153. To ensure the proper allocation of funds for Residential 
.' 

New Construction, it is not necessary to adopt PSO's proposed 
restrietion on funding for central electric heat pumps, but it is 
necessary to adopt PSD'$ recommendation regardinq the elimination 

.' 

, 
,/ 

./ 
,i 
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89. DR! is a forecasting service with access tova~ounts 

• 

of data and an acknowledqed expertise it of 
interest rates. 

90. PSO's forecast of tax-exempt financinq favorably 
with recent recorded data. 

91. SOG&E was authorized to recover the u ortized issuance 
costs associated with perpetual securities in .87-07-079. 

92. The financial moa.els of the parti provide a ranqe for 
ROE of 11.5%-18.4%. 

93. Interest and inflation rates h been low and relatively 
test year 1985. stable and show a considerable improvem 

94. Edison's recent financial p 
stronq company. 

9S. Edison does not 
SONGS 2" and 3. 

formance indicates it is a 

reasonableness review of 

96. Edison's MAAC rates ar calculated usinq Edison's latest 
adoptecl ROE • 

97. into a lease arrangement to 
procure its nuclear fuel re irements tor SONGS. The lease 
permitted Edison to financ~its nuclear fuel at short-term rates 
and was not reflected on ~s balance sheet • 

. 98. An accounting ehanqe by the Financial Accounting 
standards Board requir,t Edison, beginninq in 1987, to reflect 
capital leases on its;O~lance sheet. 

99. CommissionjPolicy in recent years has resulted in fuel 
inventory assets be~q removed from rate base and allowed carrying 
costs at Short-tern! interest rates through ECAC • 

. 100. 0.87-0570'59 autho~izeSEclison to· guarantee short- and 
intermediate-te~ debt instruments for the express purpose of 
financing nucle fuel. 

101. not required to terminate its lease arrangement 
for nuclear 
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of tundinq for the heat pump water heater found to· be non cost-~~ 
effective. . ./ 

154. To ensure that ratepayer funds are applied to- onl~ 
efficient and cost-effective conservation programs, it i~ 
reasonable to direct Edison to investigate lower ineentives for all 
sueh programs. ~ 

", 

155. The ~ding level for Edison's Residenti~Conservation 
'" Direct Assistance program of $5.4 million, adopte~ in Edison's 1987 

CLMAC and proposed by cal-Neva in this proceed~, is based on the 
program's cost-effectiveness, the lack of ma~t saturation by the 
program, the need for continued conservati~~~by low income groups, 

t 
the uncertainty of previously applied tedfS'ral grants, and the 

. ~ 

questionable applicability of the 1986 ~ost per measure reeommended 
by PSD in the absence of those grants/~nd is therefore reasonable. 

I •. ) 

156. PSD's fundl.ng recommendatllOn of $767,000 for Non-
Residential Information reflects ~/substantial increase over the 
previously authorized level, take" into account a full year of 
activity under the Major ~~ccounls Representative Program, and 

I 

provides adequate funding for/*outreaeh* and is therefore 
reasonable. ;f 

157. PSO's reeommended funding level of $8,028,358 for Non
.f 

Residential Energy Management Services is basad on recent recorded 
l 

costs and is therefore;:easonable. 
158. PSO's original funding recommendation of $1,227,000 for 

4' 

Non-Residential Ene:qy Management Incentives and its originally 
proposed allocatiot! of funds between small, medium, and large 
eommercial custom~rs ensures continuation of this program at a 
reasonable leve~to these customers, maintains cost-effective 
conservation p/ograms for each of these customer group~ consistent 

I 
with 0.87-057°71, and is thereforj~ reasonable. 

159. PSD's funding level 'of $0.34 million for Non-Residential 
Energy Mana,qement Incentives-Administration properly reflects the 
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102. Full recognition of SONGS and Palo Verde nuclear fuel 
rate base would increase Edison"s rates by $48 million. 

103. Fuel is a commodity that can be used as collateral fo 
financing and is distinguishable from fixed plant and land. 

104. Carrying costs for Palo Verde nuclear fuel invento~ are 
currently included in Edison's IMAAC. 

lOS. Coal inventory currently receives rate base tre tment. 
106. Edison spent $2.4 million in affirmative case in 

anticipation of demonstrating the reasonableness ot E 
investment in Palo Verde. 

107. Edison did not seek or receive approval Palo, Verde 
affirmative case costs or a mechanism for tracki 
prior to thoir incurrence. 

108. Edison has not provided value-based eliability criteria 
or a comprehensive study evaluating the ranq uses 
for its aging oil and gas generating units 

109. Edison agreed to provide, coin dent with its fall 1988 

resource plan, value-based reliability riteria which address PSD's 
concerns as stated in Exhibit 53. 

110. With the exception of Orm d Beach unit 2 and HUntington 
Beach unit 2 Edison has not provi 
justification for plant modifica 10ns or two-shifting to reduce the 
minimum generation capability certain oil and gas generating 
units. 

111. Edison requests e base treatment tor $104.6 million 
tor the DC Expansion. 

112. based on its cost-effective analysis that 
Edison be limited to r cognition of an investment muCh less than 
$47.8 million. 

113. Time diff rentiating the value of energy p,urchased and 
'}, .i~ .l:.I4city received over the DC intertie increases PSI:I'S cost-

effectiveness ysis by $19 million. 
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correlation between incentive levels and administrative costs a~ 
is therefore reasonable. ,/ 

160. A tunding level of $2.5 million for Non-Residenti&l New 
Construction ensures that Edison can achieve the legitimat(( and . ., 
cost-effective goals of this program even with the incluSion of .. 
large power customers and is therefore reasonable. /' 

161. In numerous recent decisions, the Commiss~on has 
considered funding for Thermal Energy Storage progr~s: in none of . ' 
these orders or 0.S7-05-071, however, has the Commission determined 
that any load retention resulting from TES instfllations is the 
equivalent of a utility marketing function. .;1 

162. Edison's Thermal Energy Storage pr~qram is a demand side 
I 

management program clearly directed to thc¢'goal of improving load 
management for customers installing TEs~quipmcnt, is potentially 

J 
able to retain customers who might otherwise have chosen self-

.' 
generation, and is not specifically a:1med at increasing Edison's 

~~ 

sales and revenues. / 
~. 

163. Xhe load shifting and load retention aspects of Edison's 
.-

Thermal Energy Storage program,}based on the previous findings, can· 
be considered in determining the program's cost-effectiveness and . 
funding. j:O' 

164. It is reasonable .to direct Edison to· eontinue its efforts 
" to quantify the gas-side impact 0: its Xhermal Energy storage 

" 

program to ensure the most accurate assessment of its cost-
. ,I effectl.veness. / 

" 165. Edison's T~.S pre<;ram is a cost-effective conservation 
program which ~ b~~/ extended to small, medium, and large power 

., 
~'! customers. 

", 
,166. TO ensure its continued cost-effeetiveness, Edison's TES 

program should ~ closely monitored in the coming years through the 
reporting requirements established by Resolution E-30S3 and the 

.1 

establishmen~,; tor accounting' and reporting purposes, of the 
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114. Excluding 1400 MW of peakinq resource 
are not funded or not under construction from PSD's analysis 
increases its recommendation by $S million. 

11S. PSD's analysis of the DC Expansion was develope 
forecasted qas prices based on the 1986 price ofLSWR. 

116. LSWR prices are subject to· tluctuations and 
increased sharply in 1987. 

117. Edison's DC Expansion analysis does not 
prices in 1986. 

118. Averaqing Edison's and PSD's forecas qas prices 
increases PSD's present value of the DC Expa ion $20 million. 

/ re 

119. On November 23, 1987 PSD tiled a otion to set aside 
submission with respect to the DC Expansi / project and to compel 
production of dceuments, attach:ment 6 t the motion. 

120. Edison and LADWP signed alter agreement dated 
December 2, 19S5 which could impact e cost-effectiveness of the 

• 

DC Expansion project :by 1inkinZit ith other transmission 
projeets. 

121. Edison has accepted e responsibility and ~ttendant 
risk, of demonstrating the re onableness of its investment in the 
DC Expansion project at the it becomes operational. 

122. Edison and PSD ve jointly submitted a proposed 
procedure (Appendix A) w ch provides for modification of the 
existing MAAC to inclu recorded investment-related revenue 
requirement and the r corded revenues related to specific plant 
additions estimated 0 cost more than $50 million. 

123. For this rate case Edison and PSD propose that MAAC rate 
level increases, qual to 75% of the annualized revenue 
requirement, be authorized for each of tour projects once they are 
commercially rational: Bal~ Meadow, Devers-ValleY-Serrano, DC 
Expansion, Q Devers-Palo Verde. ~..:.,.:.. 

124. T e annualized CPOC jurisdictional revenue requirement 
tor the pr. jeets to be included in MAAC is $47.7 million for Balsam 
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categories of Load Shifting (MediUln/Small and Large CUstomer) and ." 
Load Retention (Medium/Small and Large CUstomer) suggested by PSD&/" 

l67. To ensure the continuation of Edison's'TES program a;t~ 
cost-effective level, it is reas~nable to adopt a funding le~el of 
$4 million, an amount which is based on recorded 1986 expenditures 
with allowances for a reasonable increase in program ae~ity and 
an incentive level of $200/kW. ~ 

168. Edison's proposed funding level of $l,64~00 for its 
Water storage Program ensures that the program c~_~~ieve its 
legitimate program goals directed at the needs/of Edison's 
agricultural customers and is therefore reasonable. . /' . l69. To ensure the cost-effect1veness~f 1ts Water storage 
Program, it is reasonable for Edison to undertake whatever 

.I' 
reasonable cost-cutting measures are possible to limit any 

,t 

unnecessary and non-cost-effective spending. 
170. It is appropriate to de!~ funding for Edison's 

/ 

Residential and Non-Residential/Marketing programs until further 
'" analysis of the marketing issue is undertaken in the 3-Rs 

Rulemaking. / 
l71. A funding level,.,~ $7,325,000 for the Measurement and 

Jo' 

Evaluation Program covers' the costs associated with the technical 
assessments, data colle~ion, and analysis which are required to be 
undertaken in this program and is therefore reasonable. 

172. To E~nsure/the proper designation of ratepayer funds, it 
f 

is reasonable to include the funding for Edison's load research 
activities as a ~emand side management expense. 

J 

173. To provide consistency in the review of every utility's ,. 
demand side management programs, it is reasonable for the reports 
required fO?iEdison's demand side management programs to be 
developed using the same guidelines adopted for PG&E in D.86-12-095 

L at pages ~11 through 118. , 
174./ PSD's proposed funding level of $3.5 million for Edison's 

SUpPOrt/Programs take into account the needed levels of activity, 
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" 

Meadow, $26.0 million tor Oevers-valley-~errano, $l7.7 

DC Expansion, and $39.2 million for Devers-Palo Verde. 
l25. The Devers-valley-Serrano project be~e 

operational on July 22, 1987. 

for 

l26. The Bals~ Meadow project ~ecame commer ally operational 
on December l, 1987. ~ 

l27. Edison's,eompeting for the customer ~oqram will provide 
customers with the opportunity to shitt loaa5'ana reduce their 
overall enerqy bills and allow Edison to operate its generating 
stations at higher loads and efficiencies. 

128. EPRI is conducting electric tr sportation research. 
l29. Edison has not demonstrated at its electric 

transportation RD&D project is unique~o Edison or that similar 
benefits cannon ~e o~tained from E~ 

l30. Edison's alternate fuels oceupational and community 
safety, and advaneed energy eonv sion RD&D programs a~e generally 
beneficial to the ratepayers, b t are low priority • 

l31. The natural resourc management program is Edison's 
lowest priority RO&O pro9r~ 

l32. Edison's actual ~88 EPRI dues are $l4.7 miilion. 
l33. There is a nee9/'tor increased utility emphasis on long

t~r.m, end-use RD&D thatJis consistent with the utility'S resource 
plan and coordinated w~ other Calitornia utilities and 

. I . . 
exper~enced researchjOrqan~zat~ons. 

l34. The institUte's recommendations may contlict with 
Edison's bidding iocedures. 

l35. EdisonJhas participated with the Council in a review ot 
Institute propo~als, and indicated that some of these projects will 
be funde~. / 

l.36. R.~-lO-Ol3 was issued to consider a generic proceeding 
tor coordin~ion and ap;lrr:val of all RD&D budgets. 

137. ~ccount 930.2 is a miscellaneous A&G account in which 
I RD&D program expenditures are'recorded. 

I 
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. 
promotion, management, and administration to support Edison's 
conservation programs and is therefore reasonable~ 

175. It is reasonable to consolidate all demand side 
management program funding i~ base rates starting with Test Year 
1983. 

176. '1'0 enhance Edison's flexibility in managing,'its demand 
side management program funding, the current $2.5 mi'llion allowance 
for Edison to make funding shifts within the three existing major 
program categories (Residential conservation, co~ercial/ 
Industrial/Agricultural conservation, and Load'Management) without 
a formal advice letter filing, but with noti6e to our Evaluation ,. 
and Compliance Division. ' 

177. For funding shifts between the, three maj or conservation 
program categories or for shifts of greater than $2.5 million 
within those categories, Egison is required to make an advice 
letter filing. ./ 

i 

178. Edison's management flexibility would not be improved by 
'increasing the major conservation:' prO<]X'alZI. categories as recommended 
by PSD, and the existing categories, named above, should be 
continued. 

179. Edison has complied with Ordering Paragraph 12 of 
0.84-12-068 by reducing'it,s Corporate Energy Management labor 
budget by over 20% and prOviding a numerical count by job category .' 
and salary range and a description of each job category • 

." 

180. The Commission's need to track conservation program 
spending has increased proportionately with our need to ensure the 
cost-effectiveness/of those programs. 

181. PSD's proposed uniform program definitions should be used 
by Edison in fut&re rate case, offset, and advice letter filings to 
assist the commiSSion'S tracking of program expenses. 

182. The/continued effective development of QF resources is an 
important 'goal which will permit Edison to meet its resource needs. 

I' 
! 
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l38. A one-way balancinq account fer RD&O expendit 
insure that RD&O funds are spent on RD&O proqrams. 

l39. Edison can change RD&D programs witheut pr r Commission 
approval. 

l40. Edisen's analysis indicates that from 19 6-l98$ it 
experienced average annual preductivity gains et 

l41. PSD based en its econemetric model fo ecasts a 
productivity gain ot 3.4% tor test year 1988. 

l42. The adopted operatin9 expense as in Appendix C, 
without a productivity ad.justlnent, yields 2 .. 4% productivity gain. 

143. Edison and PSD were not in agre ent en the data base to 
be used in evaluatinq employee compensat en. 

144. PSO's analysis ot empleyee c pensatien did net censider 
tetal empleyee cempensatien, provide 
comparison, and ade~ately adjust 
of jebs and cempanies. 

range ot data used for 
survey data for duplication 

l45. Edison and PSO are in a reement on the ratemaking 
treatment fer gains on sales of tility assets to. affiliates and 
net income of utility-related sidiaries.. . 

146. In A.87-05-007 Edisln and PSD have submitted a joint 
exhibit agreeing to the mar~p royalty fer services provided by the 
u~ility and the guidelines fer utility empleyee transfers to. 
affiliates. 

147. cd royalty to. be. paid by affiliates en 
qross revenues is addr ssed in A.87-0S-007. 

l48. Edisen has~tipulated to PSD's recemmendatiens for 
hazardous waste man~ement. ' 

149. PSD's ha~rdo'lls waste recommendatiens only identify 
manufactured gas ~zardous waste sites. 

150. azardous waste recommendatiens require Edisen to. 
file nt hazardouS waste reports each year. .~: .. 
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i 
( 

183. Overall proqram fundinq for Edison's cogeneration/~al1 
Power Production Program of $1,76S,000, with reductions of $200,000 
in 1989 and $550,000 in 1990 it warranted on the basis of ~ 
periodic analysis to be undertaken by PSO and Edison, wild' ensure 
that the legitimate goal ot this program is met and it~ontinued 
cost-effectiveness is monitored and is therefore rea~able. 

184. Bypass is a condition which occurs when alGtility 
customer chooses to generate its own energy rathet'than accept the 
service available from the local public utility;! 

'.t 
·185. Of particular concern is wuneconomi~ bypass which occurs 

when a customer with self-qeneration costs ex~eeding the utility'S 
,...\:' 

short-run marginal costs bypasses the utili~y system • . , 
186. The commission has found that ~Uneconomicw bypass results 

in Wan efficient allocation of society,;lresources. N 
,~ 

187. To address the problems cre~ed by :bypass for the utility 
I 

and i1:s customers, the Commission haS adopted several policies in 
f' 

R.86-10-001, the 3-Rs (risk, retu~ and ratemaking) rulemaking, 
including a commitment to revenue''I''''allocation based on Equal Percent 
of Mar.ginal Cost (EPMC), the e;.b.ination of the A.ttrition Rate 

• J • 

Adjustment and the Eleetr.c ~~venue Adjustment Mechan~sm for the 
la%'C]e light and power elass'i/and the use of special contracts 
between the utilities and cUstomers in the large light and power 
class. l 

I 
188. While the appropriate forum for developing policies 

• I i govern~ng our response/to bypass s clearly R.S6-10-001, these 
policies play an important and integral role in our findings in , 
this general rate case on issues related to marginal cost, revenue 
allocation, rate design, and demand sioe management programs. , , 

189. Bypass~as also been made a separate issue in this 
proceeding by Edison's inclusion in its prepared testimony ot an 
::!~~ intj.k to qu=tity the extent of I>j'l>ass expected in the 

/ 
J 
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l5l. R.87-02-026 was initiated to address long-te~ goal 
setting, veritication procedures, and annual reporti I tor utility 
F /MBE proqrams. 

l52. Edison increased its dollar awards to 
million in 1984 to $74.8 million in 1986 and in 
of awards from 3,805 to 5,025 tor the same per'Od. 

l53. OVer the last three years less tha 4.5% of all contract 
amounts have gone to F/MBEs. 

154. Demand side management reters t ratepayer funded 
programs undertaken by the utility to at ect customer energy 
consumption patterns. 

155. A determination 
de~d sid~ management requires con 
economic and resource conditions . 
by this commission. 

riate funding levels tor 
deration of the current 

acting the utilities regulated 

l56. The funding Qf demand ide management proqrams is 
impacted by the Commission's e tmination of the Electric Revenue 
Adjustment Mechanism (ERAK) t r large power customers in 
0.87-05-07l, one of the pol' ies adopted in the 3-Rs Rulemaking to 
address the problems creat ~ by customer bypass o~ the utility 
system. 

l57. Despite the e mination of ERAM tor large power 
customers, the commisso n has determined that the most cost
effective conservatio programs should still be retained tor this 
customer group and t at the utilities' incentives to pursue 
,effective conserva 
residential class 
ERAM. 

on remains unchanged tor the commercial and 
who are not impacted by the elimination of 

l58. ission continues to believe that long-range 
conservation rains an important goal and that utilities should 
continue to p omote reasonable conservation ~~, ef~iciency options 
to customers 
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190. Edison is to be commended for its attempt 
effects of bypass: however, seri9us questions have been raised 
regarding the assumptions and approach used by Edison and the 
accessibility of Edison~s models and data base. 

191. Our findings in this decision regarding the use ~nd 

access to computer models in developing margi~al cost es~ates are 
equally applicable to the parties' review of Edison's.:m6del and 
data base used in developing its estimate of the byp~s impact. 

192. While forecasts of bypass may be helpful: n the future to .. ' 
determine the impact of our remedial actions, lI:d'o tion of a 
particular estilnate of bypass is not necessary" 'n this proceeding. 

193. Because the Commission's goal is ~o tem the tide of 
uneconomic bypass, it is reasonable to co~t" ue to encourage self
generation, based on the use of renewabl~ esourcos, to the extent 
that it is required and economically ef 

194. Wi th this deCision, the Comllii'ssion continues its 
commitment to marginal cost ratemaki 

195_ Marginal costs provide cost-based rates and accurate 
price signals regarding a custo~~s energy consumption. 

196. Uniformity between ma;ginal costs and the related concept 
of avoided cost which is used;/s the basis for payments to· 
qualifying facilities is app~opriate to the extent possible and 
practicable. ~ 

197. CUrrent methodo~oqies for developing avoided costs must 
be taken into considera,ton in calculating QF payments. 

198. In Edison's ~st general rate case, the Commission 
concluded that use:rot,a uniform computer model in developing 
marginal costs woul,' end suspicion ,and enhance understanding of 
computer models. ,i 

199. The Co~ssion also directed Edison in its last general 
rate ease to proVide computer data upon the filing of its 
application to 'void the data gathering problems which PSD had 
experienced in that proceeding. 

/ 
/ 
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159. The Commission has directed utilities.to refr~~ from 
using ratepayer funds for utility ~arketing programs,' ed at 
increasing utility profits when ERAM is eliminated. 

160. As in the case of the development of marg;nal costs, 
parties relying on computer models and related dat~to- develop , 
demand side management recommend~,tions must prov~e this 
intormation for purposes of cross-examination~ re~uttal. 

161. Beeause the results of CEC's cost-e ectiveness study 
were provided following the close of hearing and s~mission dates 
for opening and reply ~riefs on demand sid~anagement, this 
intormation cannot ~e considered part 0je record in this 
proceeding. 

162. Ethics and tairness dictate ]hat an extension to tile a 
~rief qranted to one, ~ut not all, parties to- a proceeding may not 
~e used as an opportunity to respzn to ~riefs which were timely 
filed. 

163. Because the CEC inappro iately responded in its reply 
~riet to the previously filelrd'lY ~rief of PSD, that portion ot 
etc's reply ~rief cannot ~e co ide red in this proceeding. 

164. PSD's proposed fund'nq level of $1.9 million tor the 
Residential Information program provides sufficient funds, based on 
an analysis of historic and'current data, to- provide the 
information necessary tOtlommunicate the need and the manner in 
which'residential customers can conserve energy and is therefore 
reasonable. ;I 

165. Edison's p~posed funding level of $4,149,000 for 
residential Energy ~nagement Services would maintain the current 
audit mix and inc,tde a reasonable increase in audits under the 
Residential survey Progr~ and is therefore reasonable. 

166. psD's~roposed funding l~vel of $768,000 for residential 
Weatherization/~d Retrofit Incentives includes appropriate 
limitations on those incentives and designations of the areas to· ~e 
targeted and is therefore reasonable.' 
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j
l/ 

200. Since the issuance of the Commission's decision in 
Edison's last general rate ease, AB 475 has been enacted a~ ing 
statutory provisions requiring, among other things, that a::f,.y . . / 
computer model and related data base that 15 the bas1s ~r any 
testimony or ~xhibit in a Commission proceeding Shall/tie made 
available to the Commission and parties to hearings to the extent 
necessary for cross-ex~ination and rebuttal. ~ 

2~1. Despite the efforts of the Commission ayd the 
Legislature, little progress toward uniformity ~ produetion eost 
models or availability of related data has been made within the 
context or the general rate case. ~ 

202. In'this proceeding, instead of a~iform model being used 
by all parties, the Commission was presented with a total of four 
models, the efficacy of each of whieh w/s the subject of debate. 

203. ~he timely provision of c~m'£ter data remained a problem 
in this proceeding as interestod parties were still without such 
data as hearings on the issue of nwirginal cost coxnmenced.· 

204. ~he difficulty of asseS'sing the validity of various 
computer models is made more a~te in the setting of a general rate 

/ 

case in which the commissio~s required to hear and decide a 
myriad of issues within a strict timetable. 

205. ~he problems a~ciated with the 'Commission deciding 
issues related to the v~ifieation of complex computer models, a 
significant problem i~the qeneral rate case, will worsen if IERs 
(incremental energy~ate) are to be updated annually in ECAC 
proceedings whieh are already burdened by substantial time and 
staffing limitat:i:bns .. 

206.. In a~ciPting forecasted results, the Commission must not 
leave to ehan~ its understanding of the tools used to a~ieve 

/ 
those forecasts. 

207. ~sed on the preceding findings, in the next general rate 
I 

case and ECAC proceedings of Edison, PG&E, and SOG&E, it is 
re~sonabie to require all parties presentinq testimony requiring 

/ 
I 

.I 
/ 
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167. The funding level of $1.4 million tor Residential New 
Construction to which PSO and Edison have agreed provides ,tor 
sufficient incentives under these progr~s and is therefore 
reasonable. 

168. To ensure the proper allocation of funds tor Res ~ential 
New Construction, it is not necessary to adopt PSD's pro 
re=trietion on funding for central electric heat pumps, but it is 
necessary to adopt PSD's recommendation regarding the 
of funding tor the heat pump water heater found t~ 
effective. 

169. To ensure that ratepayer funds are app 
efficient and cost-effective conservation proqr 
reasonable to direct Edison to investigatez lw r incentives for all 
such programs. 

170. The funding level for Edison's Re idential Conservation 
Direct Assistance program of $~.4 million1'adopted in Edison's 1987 
CLMAC and proposed by Cal-Neva in this p ceeding, is based on the 
proqr~'s cost-effectiveness, the lack 
program, the need for continued conse 
the uncertainty of previously applie 

f market saturation by the 
ation by low income groups, 
~ederal grants, and the 

questionable applicability of the 
by PSD in the absence of those gr 

17l. PSD's funding recommen 
Residential Information reflect 

1 86 cost per measure recommended 
ts and is therefore reasonable. 

tion of $7&7,000 tor Non-

previously authorized level, 
activity under the Major Acc 
provides adequate funding f 

reasonable. 

a substantial increase over the 
kes into account a full year of 
ts Representative Program, and 

r Woutreachw and is therefore 

l72. PSD's recommen ed funding level ot $8,028,358 for Non
Residential Energy Man ement Services is based on reeent recorded 
costs and is there!oreireasonable. . 

173. PSD's oriq;Cnal fundinq recommendation ot $l,227,000 tor 
Non-Residential En~9Y Management Incentives and its originally 
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the use of a production simulation model to develop marginal or // 
/ 

avoided costs t~ provide a Hbas~ caseH run using the same com~uter 
model. // 

208. Each party ~ill also have the opportunity to present 
testimony using its model of choice and explain its pref{rence for 
that model. / 

209. Unitormity in computer modeling, as a starting point, 
/ 

will aid the Commission in determining whether model, assumption, 
or methodological differences are causing diftefent results. 

210. It is reasonable tor all parties to/use the ELFIN 
/ . 

computer model to perform the Hbase caseH;run ~n future rate 

t/ 

proceedings due to its accessibility an~its current application to 
multiple uses. ;I' 

2l1. Any shortcomings in the ELFIN model can be addressed by 
each party either suggesting a me~ of adjusting the model to 
overcome any problem or citing ~ deficiency as a basis for 

/ . 
reliance on an alternate model~r approach. 

2l2. To ensure access b~all parties to input assumptions and 
data related to computer models used to calculate a utility's IERs, 

I 
a uniform procedure for exChanging this information prior to 
hearings in ECAC ~~d genefal rate case proceedings for all 
utilities is appropria~. 

213. It is reaso~able for the procedure envisioned in the 
above finding to inciude a workshop to be held no later than one 
week following th~ilingOf the utility's testimony for the 
purposes and in the manner described in our discussion of marginal 
energy costs. I. 

2l4. DUe,;=o greater certainty regarding the methodologies to 
be used tor calculating marginal and avoided energy costs, it is 
not approp~ate in this proceeding. for the adopted IER to result 
from the ~eraginq of the parties' proposed IERs. 

215. Tone Commission has endorsed the ealculation of two 
IERs -- one for marginal energy cost determinations and one for 

I 

/ 
/ 
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proposed allocation of funQS Detween small, medium, and large a wer 
custOlners ensures continuation of this pr09'raln at a reasonabl 
level to these customers, lnaintains cost-effective conserva on 
programs for each of these customer groups consistent wi~0.S7-0S-
071, and is therefore reasonable. " 

174. PSO's funding level of $0.34 million tor Non~esidential 
Energy M~gement In:entiv~S-AQministration ~r~perl;~flects the 
correlat~on between ~ncent~ve levels and adm~n~str~lve costs and 
is there tore reasonable. ~ 

l75. A tunding level ot $2.5 million for ~-Residential New 
Construction ensures that Edison can aChieve/~e legit~ate ana 
cost-effective qoals of this program even wyth the inclusion of 
large power customers and is therefore re~onable. 

• I 
176. In nwnerous recent decisions,;the commission has 

considered funding tor ~hermal Energy Storage programs; in none of 
these orders or 0.87-05-071, however~has the Commission determined 
that any load retention resulting ~om TES installations is the 
equiValent of a utility marketinq~unction. 

177. Edison's ~her.mal Ener~ storage program is a demand side 
management program clearly directed to the goal of improving load 
management for customers insta{ling TES equipment, is potentially 
able to retain customers Who/might otherwise have chosen self
generation, and is not specifically aimed at increasing Edison's 
sales and revenues. / 

178. The load shif~ng and load retention aspects of Edison's 
~hermal Energy storage~rogram, based on the previous findings, can 
be considered in deter.mining the program's cost-effectiveness· and 
funding. ~ 

179. It is reasonable to direct Edison to continue its efforts 
to quantify the ~s-side impact of its Thermal Energy Storage 
program consistynt ~i'~ the recently revised Standard Practice 
Manual for ECO?omic Evaluation of DSH Proqrams to ensure the most 
accurate asse$sment of its cost-effectiveness. 

I 
• 
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avoided energy cost determinations -- in order to properly reflee~ 
the contribution made ~y quali~inq ~acilities in av.oidinq utiu(ty 
energy costs. I' 

I 
216. While the method for calculating avoided energy costs 

. I 
will ultimately ~e developed in A.82-04-044, et al., the 90mmission 
has continued to move in the direction of applying the ;QF In/QF 
out'" methodol<XJY tor short-run, as well as tor long-run, avoided 
energy cost calculations. ~ 

217. Al though uniformity in the calculation O'f marginal and 
avoided costs greatly simplifies the task ot de~rmining those 
costs, such an approach does not allow the Com£ission to meet its 
obligation ot providing the most accurate prices to QFs based on 

/ 
avoided. costs and, at the same time, to PrQvide thQ most accurate 
price siqnals to consumers regarding their electric consumption. 

218. PSD was the only party to ~s proceeding presenting IER 
results based on a "'QF In'" (marginall6ost) approach and a ·QF In/QF 
out'" approach. L . 

2l.9. Because PSD's Itt re.su~ts were the least controverted in 
this proceeding, retlected thefiroper correlation between the two 
resulting IER estimates, were/within the range ot IERs proposed by 
the other parties, and werelderived trom the same model, it is 
reasonable to adopt PSD'~stimate ot 9,626 Btu/kWh to ~e used for 
the marginal energy cos~calculation and 9,775 Btu/kWh to be used 
tor the avoided ener~cost calculation. 

220. It is appr6priate to adopt an annual IER in this 
proceeding due 7to £he likelihood of the IER being the subj ect of an 
annual update. . 

221.. A~OP ion o~ PSD's IER estimates is' not an approval of 
PSD's "'QF In QF out· methodology, an issue properly reserved for 
A.82-04-04 , at al., is not an endorsement of all of PSD's 
assumptio~, and is not an acceptance of Edison's position that 
changeS;Cn such input assumptions have little impact on the 
ealcul~ion of the IER. 

/ 
;
1 
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180. E~ison's XES program is a cost-effective 10 ~management 
proqram which can :be exten~e~ to small, medi\lll1, 
cu.stomers. 

181. To ensure its continued cost-ctfectiv ess, E~ison's TES 
program should be closely monitored in the eo~g years through the 
reporting requirements established :by Resol~on E-30S3 and the 
establishment, tor accounting and reportinq!purposes, ot the 
categories of toad Shifting (Medium/Smal~nd Large CUstomer) and 

•• I-Load Retent10n (Med1u:m/Slnall and Large/customer) suggested by PSO. 
182. To ensure the continuation of Edison's TES program at a 

cost-effective level, it is reason~e to adopt a funding level of 
$4 million, an amount which is :bas~ on recorded 1986 expenditures 
with allowances ~or a reaSOna:bl.Le~ncrease i~ program activity and 
an incentive level ot $200/kW.I'_ 

183. Edison's proposed funding level of $1,641,000 for its 
'Water Storage Program ensw:el that the program can achieve its 
legitimate proqram goals d~eeted at the needs of Edison's 
agricultural customers andfis therefore reasonable • 

184. To ensure the~ost-effeetiveness of its water Storage 
Program, it is reason~e for Edison to undertake whatever 
reasonable cost-cutt~g measures are possible to limit any 
unnecessary and nonjCost-effective spending •. 

. 185. It is appropriate to defer funding tor Edison's 
Residential and N~n-Residential Marketing programs until further 
analysis of the;€arketing issue is undertaken in the 3-Rs 
Rulemaking in which marketing issues for both ERAM and non-ERAM 
customers Sho~d :be reviewed. 

J 
186. A~undinq level of $7,325,000 for the Measurement and 

Evaluation~oqram covers the costs associated with the technical 
assessmen,s ~ data collection, and. analysis which are required to be 

-, .:~,('!... n in this program and is therefore reasonable.. . 
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222. The sensitivity runs necessary to decide the issue of tee 
impact ot input assumptions on the IER calculation are not a part 
of the record in this proceedinq. ~ 

223. The external ad.justment of ELFIN model results to/reflect 
start-up M,d no-load c::osts results in II'double-countinqll' otithose 
costs and is therefore inappropriate.' ~ 

22~. Due to the likelihood ot the IER being updated on an 
annual basi$, the rosolution of the assumptions at ~ue in this 
proceedinq provides usetul insiqht into the proPO~detor.mination ot 
s~ilar assumptions in the future. ;f . 

225. The quidinq principle in evaluatinq ~put as~umptions is 
that the best assumptions embody the most up-to-date, veritiable 
information. -;I 

226. Based on more recent informatio~and the correct standard 
of evaluation, the CCC has provided the Commission with the most 
reasonable assumptions reqardinq Ediso~/s base load unit (coal and 
nuclear) production. I 

227. Based on the lIlost recently/available data, Edison'S 
es.tilnate of PNW economy ener9Y ancVthe CCC's estimate of PSW 

economy energy are reasonable. ~ 
228. The basis for determi~ing what is a II'firmll' power purchase 

is the same in calculatinq ~/IER as it is in developing the 
utility'S ERI (Energy Reli~ility Index). 

229. In evaluating i aqreelnent in terms of its inClusion as a 
firm. resource ass'WnptioD used in calculating an IER, the focus is. 
properly on the utili~' s commitment to purc::hase the power, rather 
....... . .... -.L . Wlan the econom.l.C ~netl.ts of the aqreelnent. 

230. In assestinq whether a utility is truiy obliqated in a 
power purchase, ~e totality of circumstances surrounding the 
contract (i.e.l'its status as to the tw~ parties, its status as to 
the necessary/90vernm.ental approval, and, least important, its 
acceptabili7Y as to price) must be examined. 

I 
! 
1 , , , 

i 
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187. -To ensure the proper designation of ratepayer funds, it 
is reasonable to include the funding tor Edison's load research 
activities as a demand side management expense. ;i' 

188. To provide consistency in the review of eve~ utility's 
demand side management programs, it is reasonable tor'the reports 
required for Edison's demand side management progr~s to, be 
developed using the same guidelines adopted tor PG'&E in 0.86-12-095-
at pages 111 through 118. ;' 

189. PSO's proposed funding level of $3.5- illion tor Edison's 
Support Programs ta~e into account the neede evels of activity, 
promotion, management, and administration t support Edison's . 
conservation programs and is therefore rea onable. 

190. It is reasonable to consolidat~all demand side ' 
management program funding in base rate~sta~ing with Test Year 
1988 with the exception of TES incenti e payments related to 
contracts exeeuted prior to Jan.ua,ry , 1988, which should continue 
to be reflected in the ERAM balanci account consistent with 
0.82-:1.2-055. 

191. To enhance Edison'S fl . ility in managing its demand 
side management program funding~ the current $2.5 million allowance 
for Edison to make funding shi s within the three existing major 
program ca'l:egories (Residenti/l conservation, commercial/ 
Industrial/Agricultural cons~rvation, and Load Management) without 
a formal advice letter fil~9' but with notice to our Commission 
Advisory and Compliance oi~ision and the Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates. ;I 

192. For funding ~tts between the three major conservation 
program categories orJfor shifts of .greater than $2.5 million 
within those categorf.es, Edison is required to make an advice 
letter tiling. - / 

193. Edison,slmanagement flexibility .-:-"iJ~d not be improved by 
increasing the m~or conservation program categories as recommended; 
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231. Based on the criteria outlined in the preceding finding, 
th~ SPA MOU cannot be considered a tirm power contract under any, 
circumstances while the PP&L and PCE contracts, havinq a history of 

. th . b . /0. a greater level of comm~tment by e part~es, can e cons~dere 
firm purchases. . . ' / 

232. Based on the most recent data, the CCC's estimate of 
I 

12,694 9Wh of QF generation is reasonable. ~ 
233. It is reasonable to assume that tuture' forecasts should 

/ 

provide more specific and verifiable results regarding the causes 
and effects of minimmn load conditions. /1 . , 

234. PSD's foreeasted average pr~ce of gas of $2.52/MMBtu is 
accurate and therefore reasonable. ~ 

235. It is reasonable to adopt the undisputed portions of 
PSO's and Edison's joint exhibit on mar~al energy costs and 
Edison's undisputed changes to factors~sed in the calculation of 
avoided energy costs to the extent that these agreements and 
calculations are not altered by our !preceding findings. 

236. In past general rate ca~ decisions, the Commission has 
/ 

concluded that a suitable proxy~or the marginal demand costs of 
qeneration is the annualized ~lue of a combustion turbine. 

237. The generation ($~.48,kW) and transmission ($33.10/kW) 
marginal demand costs jointly proposed by Edison and PSD, modified 
to reflect an updated O~loading factor and the franchise fees 
adopted in this proeee~g, are derived from the appropriate 
methodologies and arejtherefore reasonable. . 

238. The recorQlin this proceeding does not include evidence , 
to demonstrating that the basis for applying the ERI to adjust 
avoided capacitY/~rices for QFs is equally applicable t~ an 
adjustment of generation marginal demand costs used tor revenue 
allocation anofrate design purposes and therefore is insufficient 
to justify th"e application of the ERI to such demand costs at this 
time. / 

I' 
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by PSO, and the existing categories, named Above, should e 
continued. 

194. Edison has complied with order1ng paragrap 
0.84-12-068 by reducing its corporate Energy Manag 

of 
ent labor 

budget ~y over 20% and providing a numerical co 
and salary range and a description of each job 

195. The Commission'S need to track con 

by job category 

spending has increased proportionately w1 the 

cost-effectiveness of those programs. 
196. The generic demand side manag ent definitions being 

establish~d in the Reporting Requirem ts Manual should be used by 
Edison in tuture rate case, offset, d advice letter filings to 
assist the Commission's tracking 0 program expenses. 

197~ The continued ettective ~evelopment of QF resources is an 
important goal which will permi Edison to meet its resource needs. 

198. Overall program fund' 9 for Edison's Cogeneration/Small 
Power Production Program ot $ ,765,000, with red.uctions of $200,000 
in 1989 and $550,000 in 1990 it warranted on the basis of a 
periodic an~lysis to be un~rtaken by PSO and Edison, wiil ensure 
that the legitimate goal ~f this program is met and its continued 
cost-effectiveness is m~itored and is therefore reasonable. 

199. Bypass is a condition which occurs when a utility 
cUstomer chooses to g~erate its own energy rather than accept the 
service available trlm the local public uti11ty. 

200. Of partic6lar concern is wuneconomicw bypass. 
201. The Co~ssion has found that *uneconomicw bypass results 

in Wan inefficie~t allocation of society's resources. W 

202. To a~ess the problems created by bypass for the utility 
and its custo~rs, the commission has adopted several policies in 
R.86-10-001,~e 3-Rs (risk, return and ratemaking) rulemaking, 
including a oDi tment t-? .. rCV~;!lue allocation based on Equal Percent 
of Margina Cost (EPMC) I the elimination ot the Attrition Rate 

Eleetric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism tor the 
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• 239. To d.etermine the .. pplieal>ility of the ERI to geneLn 
/ 

marginal demand costs, it is reasonable to direct PSD and dison ~o 

• 

• 

examine this issue in Edison's next general rate case. 
240. The Commission has m~de clear that the prop calculation 

of avoided eap~city costs requires an adjustment of e annualized 
value of a combustion turbine in order to reflect ystem 
reliability. 

241. The Commission has indicated its pr erence for using an 
Energy Reliability Index (ERI) based on an ected Unserved Energy 
(EUE) target as the basis for adjusting th value of the combustion 
,turbine used as a proxy for avoided capa ty c'osts. 

242. The ERI proposed by Edison in this proceeding relies on a 
consistent and integrated set of data employs an analytically 
supportable derivation of the expe d unserved energy level, and 
is consistent with our findings in .86-07-004 and 0.86-11-071. 

243. The ERI prop~sed by Ed' ion is appropriate to' use as the 
basis for calculating Edison's in this proceeding as modified 
to correct certain flawed inp assumptions related to Edison's 
firm resources. 

2-44. Based on our fin ng that the status of a firm power 
purchase agreement depend on its status, as to the two parties 
involved, the acquisitiori of necessary government approval, and the 
negotiated price, the ~A MOU cannot be included as an input 
assumption in calculatfing Edison's ERI, while the PP&~ and PGE 
contract, which hav';attained greater certainty, can and were 
properly included ~ firm resource assumptions. 

245. Because e ERI should equal the average EUE calculated 
with and without the block of additional capacity being valued, 
divided by the target, Edison erred by failing to remove any 
as-available resources from its ERI calCUlation. 

246. Th esc has provided a reasonable est~ate of as
available QEfcapacity (45 MW) to be excluded from the calculation 
at EdisoD,J E:RI calculation • 
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/ 

large light and power class, and the use of special contrac~s 
between the utilities and customers in the large light a power 
class. 

203. While the appropriate forwn tor develop in policies 
governing our response to ~ypass is clearly R.86- -001, these 
policies play an important and integral role in r findings in 

, '1 d /, 1 th~s general rate case on ~ssues re ate to ma~~na cost, revenue 
allocation, rate design, and demand side management programs • ..L, , , 

204. Bypass has also ~een made a separq~e ~ssue ~n th~s 
proceeding ~y Edison's inClusion in its p~ared testimony of an 
exnibi t intended to quantity the extent oi' ~ypass expected in the 
future. / 

205. Edison is to ~e commended f~ its attempt to quantify the 
effects of ~ypass; however, serious estions have been raised 
regarding the assumptions an~ appr ch used by Edison and the 
access~ility of Edison's models d data base. 

206. Our findings in this cision regarding the use of and 
access to computer models in d vel oping marginal cost estimates are 
equally applicable to the pa ies' review ot Edison's ~odel and 
data base used in develoPinj( its estimate of the bypass impact. 

207. While torecasti:f bypass may be helpful in the future to 
determine the impact of r remedial actions, adoption of a 
pa'rticular estimate of ypass is not necessary in this proceeding. 

I 
208. Because the ."commission's goal is to stem the tide of 

uneconomic bypass, itfis reasonable to continue to encourage self
generation, ~ased 0 I the use of reneWable resources, to, the extent 
that it is requir and economically efficient. 

209. With is deCision, the Commission continues its 
commitment to m rginal cost ratemaking. 

210. Marczinal co~;.ts provide cost-based rates and accurate 
price signals1regardinq a customer's energy consumption. ~ 

2ll. formity between marginal costs and the related concep~ 
cost whiCh is used as the basis. tor :;;>ayments to 
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247. Based on the previous findings, an ERI adjustment facto 
of 0.43 for 1988 ~s reasonable and should remain in effect unt' 
updated or revised as prescribed in A.82-04-044, et al. 

248. The reinstatement of Standard Offer 2 is an acti~ 
specifically reserved to A.82-Q4-044, et al., and will n~be 
decided in this proceeding. :&. 

249. Although marginal distribution and marginal customer 
costs are distinct concepts both in terms of defini ion and 
calculation, these two costs must De examined t09~er for the 
purposes of determining which of the costs of ~tomer access to 
the system are attriDutable to marginal custo~ costs and which 
are attributable to marginal distribution co,fs. 

250. D.86-08-083 involving PG&E's adopted marginal costs was 
to have served as the basis for establishing certain principles to 
be used in the calculation of marginal ~stomer costs for all 
utilities. I 

251. The principles adopted in }'.86-08-083 and intended to be 
applied to all utilities included the inclusion of marginal 
customers costs in the revenu~eocation process; the use of the 
weighted average of incremental and decremental costs to· calculate 
marginal customer costs: and e inelusion in marginal customer 
costs of the eustomer-relateQ( costs associated with meters, service 
drops, final line transfo Irs, access equipment replacelXlent and 
improvement, and. d.istribu ion equipm~nt directly assiqnable to a 
customer class. 

252. The goal of ginal cost ratemaking is to, provide 
accurate price signal regarding a customer's consumption and is 
achieved ~y relying n a methodology which most precisely 
determines the mar inal cost relate~ to customer access and 
maintenance on th utility system. 

253. The w ghted average incremental/d.eeremental cost 
approach thodoloqy which achieves the qoal stated in the 
previous find'nq • 
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qualitying tacilities is appropriate to the e~ent possible 
practicable. 

212. CUrrent methodoloqies tor developing avoided 
be taken into consideration in calculating OF payment • 

213. In Edison's last general rate case, the 
concluded that use of a unitorm computer model in 
marginal costs would end suspicion and enhance 
computer models. 

of 

214. ~he Commission also directed Edison 
rate case to provide computer data upon the 
application to avoid the data gathering pro 

n its last general 
ling of its 

ems which PSO had 
experienced in that proceeding. 

215. Since the issuance ot the comm'ssion's decision in 
Edison's last general rate case, AS 475 has been enacted adding 
statutory provisions requiring, among ther things, that any 
computer model and related data base at is the basis tor any 
testimony or exhibit in a Commissi proceeding shall be made 
available to the Commission and p ies to· hearings to the extent 
necessary tor cross-examination d rebuttal. 

216. Despite the efforts ~ the Commission ,and the 
Legislature, little proqress ~ward uniformity in production cost 
models or availability ot~e ated data ha~ been made within the 
context of the qen~ral rat ease. 

217. In this proceed"ng, instead of a uniform model being used 
by all parties, the commission was presented with a total ot three 
models, the efficacy 01 each of which was the subject of debate. 

218. The timely)frovision of computer data,remained a problem 
in this proceeding interested parties were still without such 
data as hearings 0 the issue of marginal cost commenccQ. 

219. The dif iculty of assessing the validity of various 
computer models s made more acute in the setti::.;. o~ .. :: 9'eneral rate 
case in whiCh ~e Commission is required to hear and decide a 
myriad of issues wi thin a strict timetable .. 
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2'54. The question of revenue shorttalls is not necessaril 
relevant in determining the appropriate ~ethodology tor cal 
marginal costs. 

255. Th~ most equitable way in which to determine c ass 
revenue responsibility is by viewing the i~pact of suc changes not 
in isolation, but in terms of their effect on a uti~Y'S total 
costs, a goal a~ieved through the Commission's ad9Pted approach 
to calculating marginal costs. ~ . 

~56. While the parties to this proceeding/generallY followed 
the principles adopted in 0.86-08-083 in making their marginal 

• ' I. customer cost recommendat1ons, all, except ~r TORN, 1qnored the 
Commission's directive to use the weighte average of incremental 
and decremental costs in calculating mar inal customer costs. 

257. In this proceeding, no *full developed estimAte* of both 
incremental and decremental costs ha~een provided. 

258. Given the methodo;loqies pl':."Oposed in this proceed.ing, only 
PSD'S· TSH (transformer, service d;/P, and mete~) approach is a 
*usableN proxy for the weighted oVerage of incremental and 
decremental costs. I 

259. PSO's determination;ot incremental costs based on the 'rSM 
approa~ is closest to the ~tent of D.86-08-083 to the extent that 
it is a conservative est~e of those costs, a result achieved by 
treatinq final line tran;/ormers for residential and. small light 
and power customers as demand-related costs. 

260. To bring Edi~n's marqinal customer costs closer to those 
intended to be implemlnted tollowing 0.86-08-083, it is reasonable 

i 
I .. to adopt PSO's ncremental customer eost est~mate exclus~ve of 

final line transtori"ers as the proxy for the weighted average of 
Edison's increme~'al and decremental customer costs. ' 

261. It istreasonable for the incremental cost est~te 
adopted in this'proeeedinq to reflect the eXClusion of line 
transformers t6r all customer classes to ensure equal treatment o! 
these classel in the revenue allocation process. 
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220. The problems associa~eQ with the 
issues related to the verificationot complex computer mode 
si~ticant problem in the general rate case, will worsen tIERs 
(incremental energy rate) are to be updated annually in CAe 
proceedings which are already burdened by substantial 
stafting limitations. 

221. In adopting forecasted results, the comm~sion must not 
leave to chance its understanding of the tOO~lU d to achieve 
those forecasts. . 

222. Based on the precedinq findinqs, in e next general rate 
cases, ECAC proceedings, or other related p~ceedinq identified in , 
A.82-04-44, e~ al., of Edison, PG&E, and ~&E, it is reasonable to 
require all parties presenting testimonl'requiring the use ot a 
production simulation model to develop~arginal or avoided costs to 
provide a 'base case' run using the ~e computer model. 

223. Each party will also ha~~the opportunity to- present 
testimony using its model ot Choioe and explain its preference tor 
that model. / 

224. Uniformity in comput«f modelinq, as a starting point, 
will aid the Commission in d~ermininq Whether model, assumption, 
or methodoloqical difference's are causing different results. 

22$. It is reasonablq/tor all parties to use the ELFIN 
computer model to perfor=fthe 'base case' run in future rate 
proceedings due to its;'cceSSibility and its current application to 
multiple uses. /_ 

226. Any short~mings in the ELFIN mOdel can be addressed by 
each party either suggesting a means of adjusting the model to 
overcome any prob~m or citing the deficiency as a basis for 
reliance on an ~ternate model or approach. 

227. To erysure access by all parties to input assumptions and 
data related ~o computer models used to calculate a utility'S :ERs 
and marC]inal/or avoided energy costs,. a uniform procedure tor 
ex=M>lJinr" in:fOl:1llat1on prior to hearinqs in all utiHties' 
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/ 
262. It is reasonable to direct all parties in Edison's ne~' 

general rate case to base their recommended marginal eustome~sts 
on the weigh~ed averaqe ot the utility's incremental/deeremental 
costs. ~ 

263. Onco Edison's incremental and deeremcntal costs are 
properly prese~tod, it will no longer be necessary t~elY on a 
proxy which excludes an otherwise properly :ecognized customer 
access cost (i~e., final line trans~ormers) from tie calculation of 
marginal customer costs. ;I 

264. PSO's approach to calculating marginii cus~omer costs for 
streetlight customers and the inclusion of ~se costs in the . 
revenue allocation process is reasonable b~ed on the Commission's 
approach to calculating marginal custome~eosts and to- including 
streetlighting in the revenue allocatio£ process except for the 
end-use costs reflected in streetliqb facilities charges. 

265. To ensure that all costs, nclu~inq those related to 
distribution, are properly incluQ in marginal customer costs, it 
is reasonable to direct Edison ~ PSD to- undertake analyses and 
record-keeping to achieve thi~esult. 

266. Edison's and PSD'sjProposed marqinlll distribution cost, 
as modified· to reflect c,ur~indinqs on marginal customer costs, is 
based on the appropriate;nethoaoloqy and should be adopted. 

267. It is reasonab1e to direct Edison and PSD to examine the 
effects of basing the~ regression analysis used to calculate 
marginal distributio~costs on the load measured by the sum of the 

I 
maximum demands on~istribution substations to ensure the most 
precise estimate/of these costs. 

268. Time-differentiated marginal costs are an important 
factor in dev,loPins rate deSign, evaluating'conservation and load 
management programs, and making other resource decisions. 

269. x;t adopting marginal cost time-of-use or costing periods, 
considera~on must be qiven to establishing periods which maximize 
diffe~$ between periods and minimize differences between hours 

• / 
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ECACs, qeneral rate eases, or any other proeeedinq adopted i~ 
A.82-04-44, et ale tor updating IERs, is appropriate~ , ~ 

~~8. It is reasonable tor the procedure envisione~~ the 
above tindinq to include a workshop to be held no lat,r than one 
week followinq the filinq ot the utility's testimony/for the, 
purposes and in the manner described in our discuslion of marginal 
energy costs. J' 

229. work rel~ted to the implementation O~AB 475 will 
ultimately determine the manner in which mtde s are to' be used and 
accessecl. 

230. Due to greater certainty regardig the ~ethodoloqies to 
be used for calculating marginal and avo~J.ed energy costs, it is 
not appropriate in this proceeding !O~ the adopted IER to ,result 
from the averaging of the parties' pro~sed IERs. 

231. The COmll\ission has endorsedjthe calculation of two 
IERs -- one tor marginal energy costJ'd~terminations and one tor 
avoided energy cost determinations i- in order to properly reflect 
the contribution made by qualitYj facilities in avoiding utility 
energy costs. , 

232. While the method tor calculating avoided energy costs 
will ultimately be developed infA.S2-04-044, et al., the Commission 
has continued to move in the ~reetion ot applying the MOF In/OF 
outM'methodology tor Short-~, as well as for long-run, avoided 
energy cost calculations. l' 

233. Although unifo~ty in the calculation of marginal ancl 
avoided costs greatly simplifies the task ot determining those 

,I 

costs, 'such an approach~oes not allow the Commission to meet its 
obligation of providing(the most accurate prices to QFs based on 
avoided costs and, atl'the same time, to provide the most accurate 
price signals to con~umers regarding their electric consumption. 

234. PSD was the only party to this proceeding presenting IER 
results based on ~MQF In- (marginal cost) approach and a MOF In/OF 
OutM lJopproach • 
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wi thin those period.s, t~ enhancing customer 
periods, to ensuring continuity over time, to 
from. changes in time periods, and t~ minimizing' 
administrative burden. 

270. Based on the record in this ~rocee~~n~, the costing 
periods to which Edison and PSD have agreed supportable and 
should be adopted. 

271. In future rate cases, parties 
information aimed at improvin~ the l~rge 

encouraged to provide 
judgmental science of 

developing costing periods. 
272. The Commission's reliance 

achieves equity in rates by relat 
utility system to the customer res~~~n~>u)~e for those costs. 

273. In recent years, the _~am~ssion has adhered to a policy 
that, to the extent practical, revenue should be allocated to 
ra'tepayers on the basis of share of the utility'S marginal 
costs. 

274 • In determining 
allocating revenues, the 

~ 

rates must be balanced aQ'\a...J.",~~ 

certain customer groups 
responsibilities. 

appropriate methodology to use in 
of achieving marginal cost-based 
the potentially negative impact on 

ting from the restructuring of revenue 

275. The Equal of Marginal cost (EPMC) approach to 
revenue allocation locates the revenue re~irement on an equal 
basis relative to 
class imposes on 

276. The _~j~~.~~,_~," has made clear its commitment to' the EPMC 
approach for ... ""'.,,,""'.,, .. "'" allocation as the most accurate way to reflect 

impose on the system and as an effective 
threat ~f bypass. 

Q4::f~'" on the preceding findings .. it is reasonable t~ 
revenue allocation for Edison • 
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235. Because PSO's IER results were the least ~:ontroverted 
this: proceeding, 're!leeted the proper correlation b~l~tween the 
resulting IER estimates, were within the range of IERs pro sed by 
the other parties, and were derived from the same model, 
reasonable to adopt PSO's estimate of 9,626 Btu/kWh to 
the marginal energy cost calculation and 9,775 Btu/k 
for the avoided energy cost calculation. 

236. It is appropriate to adopt an annual in this 
proceeding due to the likelihood of the IER be' 9 the subject of an' 
annual update; however, this value should re in effect until 
up4ated as prescribed in A.S2-04-44, et al. 

237. Adoption of PSO's IER estimates is not an approval of 
PSD's wQF In/QF outW methocloloqy, an iS$'Ue properly reserved. for 

, I 
A.82-04-044, et al., is not an endorsement of all of PSO's 
assmnptions, and is not an acceptand of Edison's position that 
changes in such input assumptions ~ve little impact on the 
calculation of the IER • 

238. The sensitivity runs ecessary to, decide the issue of the 
impact of input assumptions 0 the IER calculation are not a part 
of th~ record in this procee ing. 

/ . 
239. Because the exte"nal adjustment of ELFIN model results to 

r~!lect start-up and no-,cfad costs may result in wdouble-countinqW 
of those costs, it is r~sonable that the adjustment be reduced in 
the amount of the doude-counting. 

240. Due (to th-ylikelihood of the IER being updated on an 
annual basis, the ~solution of the assumptions at issue in this 
proceeding provid~ useful insight into the proper determination of 
similar asswnpts.6ns in the future. 

241. Th~/iding principle in evaluatinq input assumptions is 
that the best assumptions embody the most up-to-date, veritiable 
information "', 

242. sed on more recent information and the correct standard 
of eva1iion, the CCC has provided the Commission with the most 

,/ 
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278. With the adoption ot an EPMC methodology, the Co 
must also cOl:lSid.er the manner in which it will be implem.e 
the extent to which it will be applied to, all customer 
to all rate schedules within those classes. 

279. Because Edison's present ~ates are curren y quite far 
from EPMC, it is reasonable for the Commission to dopt a phase-in 
of the full EPMC revenue allocation adopted tor dis on to mitiqate 
the adverse impact on certain customer qroups aused by the shift 
in revenue responsibility. 

280. The most appropriate means o~ ph ing-in EPMC is a 
HcappinqN approaCh which has been endorse by the'majority of the 
parties to this proceedinq and which in~ lves setting a percentaqe 
cap over the system average percentaqe change. 

281. PSD's approach to phasinq-' EPMC is best suited to, the 
Commission's goals of achieving a t 1 EPMC revenue allocation 
while mitigating any adve~se impa 

282. The only change requir to PSD's phase-in approach is a 

• 
modification of its proposed 8% cap over SAPC to a 5% cap over SAPC 
which will provide greater re ef to those customer classes most 
adversely affected by the mo e to a full EPMC revenue allocation, 
while ensuring sisniticant ecreases to the large power customer 
g'roup. 

283. to adopt a single cap (5% over SAPC) to 
be uniformly applied to all customer classes in the absence of any 
evidence to support a elective application or differentiation in 
caps between customer groups. 

284. Because of the complexities involved in PSD's proposed. 
capping of the reve ue allocation in the years betwe~ Edison's 
general rate case , no caps will be aaopted in this proceeding tor 
either 1989 or 19 0, and capping proposals, if necessary, will be 
consiaered on 

285.. Beca 

EPMC revenue 

annual basis .. 
e the intent of this decision is to achieve a full 

for Edison by 1990, it is reasonable to 
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reasonable assumptions 
nuclear) production. 

regarding Edison!s base load unit (coal an/' 

data, Edison,/ 243. Based on the most recently available 
/ 

estimate ot PNW economy energy and the CCC's estimate ot ~ 
economy energy are reasonable. 

244. ~he basis tor determining what is a *tirm* ~ er purchase 
is the same in calculatinq an IER as it is in develop' q the 
utility'S ERI (Energy Reliability Index). 

245. In evaluating an aqreement in terms of ~s inclusion as a 
firm resource assumption used in calculating an~, the tocus is 
properly on the utility'S commitment to purcha~ the power, rather 
than the economic bene!i ts ot the agreement. / 

246. In assessinq whether a utility isl'truly obliqated in a 
power purchase, the totality ot eireumstaxfees surrounding the 
contraet (i.e., its status as to the twa/parties, its status as to 
the necessary governmental approval, atd, least important, its 
acceptability as to price) must ~./ ined. 

• 247. Based on the criteria ou inea in the preceding tinding, 

• 

the EPA MOU cannot be considered firm power contract under any 
circumstances while the PP&L a~ PGE contraets, having a history of 
a greater level of commitmen~y the parties, can be considered 
tirm purchases.. / . ~ 

248. Based on the mose recent.data, the CCC's estimate ot 
l2,694 qWh of OF genera;t6n is reasonable. 

249. It is reason~le to assume that future forecasts should 
provide more specitiofand verifiable results reqardinq the causes 
and etfects ot min~um load conditions. 

250. PSD's tofeeasted average price of gas of $2.S2jMMBtu is 
/ 

accurate and th~etore reasonable .. 
'-51. It ~reaSOnable to adopt the undisputed portions of 

~!J'(; 'and :f:dilson's join't eXhibit on mar9inal energy costs and 
Edison's undisputed changes to· factors used in the calculation of 
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reflect this intent in any revenue allocation ~rO~'OS4~CV 
in 1989 and 1990. 

286. Due to our partial elimination of the 
Adjustment (ARA) p~oceeding and our reliance 
revenue allocation and rate design between rate cases, 
Edison's ECAC proceeding is the appropriate for considering 
any adjustments of Edison's inter-class ~e1~~lue allocation in 1989 
and 1990. 

287. It is 
allocation issues in ECAC to include 

tion of revenue 
itigation of the marginal 

proceedin9'-
toward an EPMC revenue 

~~,~~~~~le to, apply the revenue 

cost structure and levels adopted 
288. 1'0 ensure the continued 

allocation for Edison, it is 
allocation approach adopted in 
decreases for the test year 19 

approach adopted in Edison's 
intervening offset filings 

proceeding to rate increases or 
to' apply the revenue allocation 

289. Because of the _ ... ~ ... _ 

89 and 1990 ECAC proceedings to 
after each of thes~ proceedings. 

nature of the ad.justment involved, 
it is reasonable to 
rate adjustments of 

~yt"!"''I''l,r. from the approach identified above any 
than 1% and allocate these increases on an 

equal cents per kWh 1J~~;o. ....... 

aDlSef.lCe of marginal costs calculated for the small 
, it is reasonable to base the intra-class 

290. In the 
light and power 
revenue all ...... 'JUI for that class on an equal percent of present 

291. is insufficient in this proceeding to order a 
cost-based ... n~~-~i"'QI""~ revenue allocation for the agricultural rate 
schedules. 

292. In absence of a cost-based intra-class revenue 
the aqricultural rate schedules, it is reasonable to 

revenue shortfall resulting from the implementation of 
rate options equally among all agricultural rate 
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avoided energy costs to the extent that these agreements a 
calculations are not altered b~our preceding findings. 

252. In past general rate case decisions, the Co 
concluded that a suitable proxy tor the marginal de 
generation is the annualized value of a combUstion urbine. 

/ 
2S3. The generation ($69.48,kW) and transmi ion ($33.10/kW) 

marginal demand costs jointly proposed by Ediso and PSD, modified 
to reflect an updated O&M loading factor and~e franchise tees 
adopted in this proceeding, are derived fro~the appropriate 
methodologies and are therefore reasonablet 

254. The record in this proceeding oes not include evidence 
to demonstrating that the basis tor ap, lying the ERI to· adjust 
avoided capacity prices tor QFs is e ally applicable to an 
adjustment of generation marginal ~mand costs used for revenue 
allocation and rate design purpo;es and therefore is insufficient 
to justify the application otT ERI to such demand costs at this 
time • 

255. To determine the a~licability ot the ERI to generation 
marginal demand costs, it ~ reasonabl~ to direct PSO and Edison to 
examine this issue in Edis'on's next general rate case~ 

256. The commission/haS made clear that the proper calculation 
I 

o'~ avoided capacity co s requires an adjustlnent of the annualized 
value of a combustion turbine in order to reflect system 
reliability. 

257. The Co . sion has indicated its preference for using an 
Energy Reliabilit! Index. (ERI) based on, an Expected Unserved Energy 
(EOE) target as;tne basis for adjusting the value of th~ combustion 
turbine used a"a proxy for avoided capacity costs. 

258. Th~ proposed by Edison in this proceeding relies on a 
consistent d inteqrated set of data, employs an analytically 
supportable derivation of the expected ~~errcd energy level, and 
1,. eOn$iTt with our findinq" in 0.86-07-004 and 0.86-1~-071 • 

.... 
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293. Because it is our goal to, achieve intra-class, as as 
inter-class, revenue alloeations based on EPMC, it is rea nabla to 
adopt the EPMC revenue allocation to rate schedule in 
proceeding for ~e large power customer group and to 
to collect the data necessary to achieve such an 
revenue allocation for the small light and power 
rate schedules in Edison's next general rate ca 

a-class 
agricultural 

294. Despite the low, off-peak energy us e by streetlight 
customers, it is energy consumption nonethel ss and as such is 
properly included 'in determining class rev ue allocation. 

295. Because the streetlight facili es charge is related t~ 
an end-use and not to the components wh'Qh are included in a 
Itlarginal cost revenue allocation, it' reasonable to- continue to 
exclude that charge from the revenue llocation process'. 

296. Beeause the contract rate schedules proposed by Edison 
have no~been adopted in this pr eding, it is unnecessary to 
include any forecasted contr1ct ate revenue def~cienc:y in the 

• 
revenue allocation process. 

297. Issues related to e manner in which the revenue 
deficiency resulting from co;itract rates is to be determined and 
allocated are appropriately/considered in the 3-Rs Rulemaking in 
which the guidelines for pecial contracts and contract rates are 
being developed. 

298. It is reason le to include in the revenue allocation 
adopted in this proee ding the total revenue requirement adopted 

ary 1, 1988 .. 
299. sion's current rate design philosophy is to . 

achieve easily un erstood, cost-based rates which are designed to 
provide accurate and understandable price signals to which the 
customer can re pond, to reflect a customer's usage patterns and 

, to recover the customer group's revenue 
requirement, d to mitigate any negativG bill impacts. 
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259. The ERr proposed by Ed1sion is appropriate to use a~ 
basis for calculating Edison's ERI in this proceeding as mod~ied 
to correct certain flawed input assumptions related to Ediso~'s 
firm resources. i 

260. Based on our finding that the status of a firm ower 
purchase agreement depends on its status as to the two arties 
involved, the acquisition of necessary government app~tval, and the 
negotiated price, the SPA MOO cannot be included as ~ input 
assumption in calculating Edison's ERI, while the P~L. and PGE 
contract, which have attained qreater certainty, ci'n and were 
properly included as firm resource assumPtions.- ;I 

261. Because the ERI should equal the ayer~e EUE calculated 
with and without the block of additional ca~a~ty being valued, 
divided by the EO'E target, Edison '~rred by fr1ing to remove any 
as-available QF resources from its ERI'Cal~lation. 

262. The esc has provided a reasonab,r _estimate of as
available QF capacity (45 MW) to be eX7dea ~rom the calculation 
of Edison's ERI calculation. . 

263. Based on the previous find~gs, an ERI adjustment tactor 
of 0.43 for 1988 is reasonable and should remain in effect until 
updated or revised as prescribed ;rr A.82-04-44, et al. 

264. The reinstatement of stand.ard Offer 2 is an aetion 
sPecifically reserved. to A. 82/-0.1-44, et al., and will not be 
decided in this proceeding. 

265. Although marginal distribution and marginal customer 
costs are distinct concept;!botn in terms of detinition and 
calculation, these two cits must lbe examined tQgether for the 
purposes ot determining;Whieh of the costs of customer access to 
the system are attribu;tal)le to mar'ginal customer costs and which 
are attributable t~.~rqinal distribution costs. 

I 
266. 0.86-08-0.83 invo:.iv;.r.g- .:?G&E's adoptecl marginal costs was 

/ ' . 

to bave served as e basis for establishing certain principles t~ 
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~e used in the ~alculation of marginal customer costs for all 
utilities. 

267. The principles adopted in D.86-08-083 and intende 
applied to all utilities included the inclusion of margi~ 
cus'tomers costs in the revenue allocation process i the use of the 
,. " we~9hted average of ~ncremental and decremental costs/to calculate 

~arginal customer costs; and the inClusion in margi~l customer 
costs of the customer-related costs associated wi~meters, service 
drops, final line transformers, access equiPmr-nt /ePlacement and 
improvement, and distr~ution equipment direct assignable to' a 
customer class. . 

268. The goal of marginal cost ratemak1rlg is to· provide 
accurate price signals regarding a customer's consumption and is 
achieved :by relying' on a methodology whid most precisely 
determines the marginal cost related to;lcustom~r access and 
maintenance on the utility systEm. I 

269. The weighted average incremental/decremental cost 
approach is a methodology WhiCh! a 'eves the goal stated in the 
previous finding. 

270. The question of revenu shortfalls is'not necessarily 
relevant in determining the apprbpriate methodology for calculating 
lIlarginal costs. I 

' 271. The most equitable/way in which to determine class 
revenue responsibility is ~yviewin9 the impact of such changes not 
in isolation, ~ut in terms/Of their effect on a utility'S total 
costs, a goal achieved tbfough the Commission's adopted approach 
to calculating margina~costs. 

272. While the pafties to this proceeding' g'enerally followeQ 
.I 

the: prj:.nciplcs adopteQ in D.86-08-083 in lDaking their marginal 
. / 

customer cost recommendations, all, except tor TORN, ignored the 
l 

Commission's .dire,ctive to use the weighted aVerag'e ot increment<:.-.i." .. '. 
and Qccremental'costs in CAlculating marginal customer costs • 
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300. Our reliance on previo~s decisions relating to PG&E's 
adopted rate design is appropriate as a ~eans of identifying 
current Commission rate design policy~ determining whether/ 
poliey is to be.continued, modified, or abandoned~ and en ring, to 
the extent possible, consistent treatment o·f all ratepa ers. 

301. The baseline quantities proposed by Edison d PSO, 
including modifications required in the seasons an for 
Zone 15 customers, are based on the appropriate thodologies, 
considerations, and statutory requirements appl' cable to the 
determination of baseline allowances and are erefore reasonable. 

302. It is appropriate to implement th~baseline quantities 
adopted in this proceeding effective with e next seasonal change. 

303. The goal of achieving cost ba d rates is not outweighed 
by the need ~or simplicity in rate des'qn in an optional rate aimed 
at providing a residential customer th truly cost-based rates. 

304. PSO's proposed three-tie rate achieves the goal of cost
based rates for the .proposed TOU- schedule and is therefore 
reasonable • 

305. Edison's proposed OS schedule coupled with PSO's proposed 
"rOU-O schedule and the parti s' agreed limitations on the 
availability of those sChea6les provide, to an appropriate level of 
residential customers, S~ficant options for controlling their 
energy usage and redUCj' q their electric bills and are therefore 
reasonable. 

306. The customer charge proposed by Edison and PSD for the 
clomestic customer ioup, while reasonable in concept, would. have an 
inequitable and n~ative impact on resid.ential customers and. would 

/ not reflect dec;emental customer costs. 
307. Because of the shortcomings of the proposed customer 

Charge, it i~reaSOnable to continue Ed.ison's minimum charge and to 
reject imple=entation of a customer charge for domestic customers 
a.t this ti e • 

I 
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~ 30S. It is inappropriate to adjust the submetering discoune 
under the OMS-2 schedule to reflect an allowance for distrL'b ion 
energy losses in the absence of a line loss study. . 

• 

• 

309. It is inappropriate to institute a balancing ac ount for 
a single cost related to a specific customerqroup whe~uch 
accounts are reserved for major proceedings affectin~ll utility 
customers. / 

310. Because it has been demonstrated that s~metered 
~obilehome parks do incur distribution energy lo~es, it is 
reasonable for Edison to undertake a study to d~termine the aetual 
line losses incurred by submetered mObilehom~parks to ensure that 
the eosts associated with those lossesz ae foperly reflected in 
the OMS-2 discount. 

3l1. Due to questions regarding th cost-effectiveness ot a 
line loss study for sUbmetered ~obil~e parks, it is reasonable 
to spread the costs of that study e~llY to the benefieiaries of 
the study -- all submetered mObil~me park owners served by Edison 
under the DMS-2. schedule.. '1 

312.. Edison's reliance on ;,ts interpretation of PUblic 
Utilities Commission Section 749.5 to switch from a levelized to· a 
nonlevelized fixed charge r~ in calculating the OMS-2 discount is 

I 
not II sufficient enough justification to warrant a change which 
could have serious econo~c repercussions for the affected customer 
qroup. / 

j:13.. In order to ~ake the change from the use of a levelized 
to a nonlevelized fixed charge rate in calculating the OMS-Z 
discount, it is ne~ssary to know specifically Whether the 
~evelized fixed c~rge rate did in tact represent Edison's average 

, , I . . 
costs ln prlor years; the extent to Whlch those costs were under-
stated or oveXj-"stated., it at all, by using a levelized fixed charge 
rate; and thelextent to which it fails to represent Edison's 
average cos, now. ' 
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273. In this proceeding, no ~fully developed estimat~ of both 
incremental and decremental costs has been provided. ~. 

274. Given the methodologies proposed in this p~e~ding, only 
PSO's 'l'SM (transformer, service drop, and meter) ap oach is a 
~usable~ proxy tor the weighted average of increm tal and 
decremental costs. 

275. PSO's determination of incremental c sts based on the TSM 
approach is closest to the intent of 0.86-08 83 to the extent that 
it is a conservative estimate of those cos , a result achieved by 
treating final line transformers tor resi ential and small light 
and power customers as demand-related costs. 

276. To bring Edison's marginal stomer costs closer to those 
intended to be implemented following .86-08-083, it is reasonable 
to adopt PSO's incremental customer ost estimate exclusive of 
final line transformers as the pro for the weighted average of 
Edison's incremental and decremen customer costs. 

277. It is reasonable for e incremental cost estimate 
adopted in this proceeding to ~tlect the exclusion of line 
transformers for all eustom~r lasses to' ensure equal treatment of 
these classes in the revenue llocation process. 

278. It is reasonable 0 direct all electric utilities and PSO 
itL forthcoming general ratd cases to bas~ their recommended 
marginal customer costs add numerical estimates of those costs on 
the weighted average of the utility'S incremental/decremental 
costs. / . 

279. Once Edison's incremental 'and decremental costs are 
prl::>perly presented, i /. will no longer be necessary to rely on a 
proxy which excludes/an otherwise properly recognized customer 
access cost (i.e., iinal line transformers) from the calculation of 

.1 1 
marg1na customer costs. 

280. PSD's aJproach to calculating marginal ~~stQ~~r costs for 
streetlight eust?mers and the inclusion of those cos~s in the . 
revenue allocation process is reasonable based on the Commission's 
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314. It is unlikely that the Legislature intended that, jt:fr 
purposes of determining the DMS-2 eiscount,. the utility's av rage 
costs were to be developed in isolation for each test yea without 
regard to the manner in which those costs ~ad ~een dete 
prior years. 

315. TQe preceding findings justify the reject' n of Edison's 
attempt to shift from a levelized to a nonleveliz fixed charge 
rate in this proceeding to calculate the DMS-2 d'scount. 

316. A diversity benefit arises when a ma er-metered customer 
is billed more sales at baseline rates and 1 s sales at 
nOnbaseline rates ~n are actually consume by his submetered 
tenants. 

317. lhe need to adjust the submet ing discount and charges 
for domestic master-metered customers 0 reflect a diversity 
bent~fit was recently been recognized y the Commission for PG&E in 
0.815-12-091, but the issue is a new ne for Edison"s mobileh.ome 
park customers. -

318. TQe application of a d~ ersity adjustment to correct an 
I 

inequity to other customers res~ting from- the billing of 
sUb~etered mobi1ehome parks is/as necessary for Edison's domestic 
master-metered schedules as if was for PG&E. 

319. The methodoloqy fof calculating the diversity adjustment 
is not yet perfected, Ediscln having insufticient time to- ·correetW 

the errors in PG&E's stu~ and perform a study based on usage 
patterns of individual ~bilehome parks. 

320. In the absen~e of the appropriate study, it is reasonable 
and equitable to adtp· a conservative estimate ot the diversity 
adjustl'nent. 

321. WMA's pr sed diversity adjustment of $1.58 is a 
cons,ervative est~te, is similar to the adjustment adopted for 
PG&E, and is therefore reason~le • 
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approaeh to calculatin9 m&r9inal customer costs and to inCl~~ 
streetliqhting in the revenue allocation process except to;/the 
ena-use costs reflected in stree~li9ht facilities charge~ 

281. To ensure that all costs, including those re~ted to 
distribution, are properly included in marginal eus~ er costs, it 
is reasonable to direct Edison and PSt> to undertak analyses and 
record-keeping to achieve this result. 

282. Edison's and PSD's proposed marginal stribution cost, 
as modified to reflect our findings on marginaa customer costs, is 
based on the appropriate methodo~09'Y and shodld be adopted. 

. 283. It is reasonable to' direct Edis~/and PSO to examine the 
eff,ects O'f basinq their regression analyfs used to' calculate 
marginal distribution costs on the load;measured by the sum of the 
~aximum demands on distribution subsi~ions to ensure the most 
precise estimate of these costs. . 

284. Tfme-differentiated marginal costs are an important 
factor in developing rate desiqn,~valuating conservation and load 
management programs, and making o~er resource decisions. 

28$. In adopting ~~rginal~ost time-ot-use or costing periods, 
consideration must be qiven tclestablisning periods which maximize 
differences between periods/'nd minimize differences between hours 
within those periods, to efhancinq customer understanciinq of the 
periods, to ensurinq con~nui ~y over time, to' avoidinq rate shock 
from chanqes in time pe~ods, and to minimizing any resulting 
ac1lninistrative bu:J:denj' 

286. Based on ~ record in this proceeding, the costing 
periods to' which Edi'on and PSO have agreed are supportable and 
should ~ adoPted~ 

287. In tut~e rate cases, parties are eneouraged to provide 
I . 

information aimee at improving the largely judq,mental science ot 
.~~veloping eostling periods .. 
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• 322. .It is reasonable to apply the diversity adjustment 
adopted in this proceeding to reducing the submetered discount, as 

I 
opposed to base rate charges, under the OMS-2 schedule. / 

323. ~o ensure an aecurate estima~e of the diversity 
adjustment for Edison's next general rate case, it is rcaso~ble to 
direct Edison to derive that estimate based on a study wh~h 
considers the usage patterns ot mobilehome parks which ~ 
individually meters and the usage related to each m~s ~ meter. 

324. WMA,'s proposed discount tor OMS-2 of $7.82 per space per 
month or $0.26 per space per day based on a leveli ed tixed charge 
rate and absent an allowance tor distribution en~gy losses is 
reasonable subject it reduced to reflect the a<:16pted diversity 
adj us'tlnent of $1.58 per space per month. / 

325. ~he above calculation yields an adopted OMS-2 discount ot 
$6.Z4 per space per month. / 

326. A diversity benefit exists with respect to all m:l.ster-
metered eustom~rs and it is therefore~eaSOnable to apply such an 

• 
adjustment to Edison's OM and OMS-ljSchedules. 

327. A dive.rsity tactor ot $2..43 tor OM and OMS-l of $2.43 per 
/ 

• 

space per month or $O.OS per space per day tor the DM and DMS-l 
schedules represents a reduction'in Edison's proposed diVersity 
factor tor these schedules pr0.6ortionate with the reduction adopted 
tor Edison's proposed OMS-2 'i versi ty factor and is reasonable. 

32S. Edison's propose~discount for OMS-l does not appear to 
I 

~ based on a current study. 
I 

329. A OMS-l discount of $2.41 per space per month or $0.08 
per space per day rep~sents an increase in that discount 
consistent with the i~erease in the OMS-2 discount and based on an 

I 
approach which mai~ains the current ratio between the OMS-l and 
OMS-2 disco~nts ~ is therefore reasonable. 

330. 'rh'e record in this proceeding includes none of the RV 

park. owners' al 'emative rate design proposals set torth in their 
briet .. 
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288. The Commission's reliance on marginal cost pr' ciples 
achieves equity in rates by relating the costs impose 
utility system to the customer responsible tor thos costs. 

289. In recent years, the Commission has adhe ed to a policy 
that, to the extent practical, total revenue sho d be allocated to, 
rlltepayers on the bllsis ot their share ot the 
costs. 

290. In determininq the appropriatE~ me odolO9Y to' use in 
allocatinq revenues, the qoal ot achieving; qinal cost-based 
rates must be balanced against the poten ally negative tmpact on 

responsibilities. 
291. The Equal Percent ot Marqi al Cost (EPMC) approach to 

revenue allocation allocates the r enue requirement on an equal 
basis relative to the marginal co -based burden each customer 
class imposes on the system. 

292. The Commission has ma e clear its commitlnent to the EPMC 
approach tor revenue allocati~ as the most accurate way to, retlect 
costs which customers imposejOn the system ~nd as an ettective 
response to the threat of b~ass. 

293. Based on the pr~edinq tindinqs"it is reasonable to 
a~opt ,an EPMC revenue allOcation tor Edison. ' 

294. With the adoprlon ot an EPMC methodO'109Y, the Commission 
must also consider the;lm~nner in which it will be implemented and 
the extent to which ~ will be applied to all customer classes and 
to' all rate schedules within those classes. 

295. Because ifdison's present rates are currently quite tar 
from EPMC, it iS~eaSOnable tor the commission to' adopt a phase-in 
ot the tull EPMc'revenue allocation adopted tor Edison to mitigate 
the adverse im;tact on certain customer groups caused by 'Che shift 
in revenue r ponsibility. 
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• 331. on the basis ot the RV park owners having- tailecl to / 
present their specific rate clesiqn proposals during the course;6f 
hearings in this proceeding and thereby denying other parties/and 
this Commission the opportunity to cross-examine or respond/t~ 

, / 

those proposals, the RV park owners' alternative rate design 
proposals cannot be considered in this proceeding. // 

332. Despite this failure, the Commission is no~oreclosed 
from considering the need for tariff changes like those proposed by 
the RV park owners in the future on the basis of de RV park 
owners' assertions regarcling the residential natufe of RV tenants 
and parks. / 

333. Before the commission can consider/the application of 
baseline allowances to RV parks, evidence must be presented which 
addresses the exact residence requirements/Ito be applied to such 
parks and their tenants, the need for monitoring, and the 
appropriate charges for master-metered~d submetered service for 

,RV parks and their tenants. . / 

• 
334. Before a submetering discount similar to that included in 

the DMS-2 schedule could be appliec(to RV parks, evidence must be 
presented on the costs associated/with installing, operating, and 

• 

owning the submetering distrib~tfion facilities within the RV park 
/ 

and the propriety of applyingjthe same statutory standards for 
establishing discounts for &V parks and mobilenome parks. 

335. Based on the prec~ding findings, it is reasonable to 
dirl~ct Edison to conduct f study for its next, general rate case of 
the need for and feasib~lity for tariff changes extending baseline 
allowances or master-metered discounts to RV tenants and RV park 
ownc~rs. / . 

336. The agreements reached by Edison and PSD regarding the 
I 

rate structures ~ schedules applicable to the small an~ medium 
power customer ~oup are for the most part based on sound rate 
design prineipl."es and. are reasonal:>le • 
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296. A modification of Edison's phase-in revenue alloc ion 
approach is best suited to the Commission's goals of Achie ing A 
full EPMC revenue allocation while mitigating any adverS~impacts. 

. h . / h 297. It ~s reasonable for the adopted p ase-~n a~oac to 
move each class l/3 of the way to full EPMC, with a <:*I.p of S% on 
increases to any class 'in the first year with. any ~ining revenue 
decreases to ~e spread to the large power clas1e in proportion to 
the deviation of each class from full EPMC. 

298. The adoption of a 5% cap for re;;rSd tial provides 
adequate relief from A rAte shock while sti providing siqnificant 
rate reductions for large power customers 

299. Because the intent of this deots10n is to achieve a full 
EPMC revenue allocation for Edison ~y 990, it is reasonable to 
reflect this intent in any revenue a ocation proposed for Edison 
in 1989 and 1990. 

300. Due to our partial eli nation of the Attrition Rate 
Adjustment (ARA) proceeding an~ur reliance on ECAC for PG&E 
revenue allocation and rate design ~etween general rate cases, 
Edison's ECAC proceedingrs e approp~iate forum for considering 
any adjustments of Edison' inter-clASS revenue Allocation in 1989 
and 1990. 

301. It is not reasonable for the consideration of revenue 
all1ocation issues in ~~C to include relitigation of the marginal 
cos't structure and If)'Vels adopted in this proceeding. 

302. To ensur@J'the continued move toward an EPMC revenue 
allocation for Ed~O~, it is reasonable to allocate revenue changes 
to rate sChedulei occurring ~etween this rate case and Edison's 
1989 ECAC on ~ basis of the system average percentage change in 
order to mai~inthe relationships adopted in this proceeding and 
to identify in Edi~on's 1989 and 1990 ECAC proceedings the revenue 
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1 
337. An exception from the above finding is Edison,'s an¥SD's 

agreement to "ratchet" the demand charge for small and med~ power 
eus1:omers. . / 

338. "Ratchetinq" refers to the setting of the demand charge 
at a percentage of the highest demand ov~r a fixed p~iOd of time 
and has been proposed by Edison in this proceeding tor all demand
metered schedules. 

339. Based on the findings below which 
"ratchets" proposed for demand charges for e large power customer 
qroup, it is s~ilarly not reasonable to- a Edison's and PSD's 
ratchet proposal for demand charges unde the small and medium 
power rate schedules. 

340. Edison's proposed schedule C-l energy rate provides 
proper price signals based on margi 1 costs and the customer's 
usage characteristics and is reaso able. 

341. The agreements reached y Edison and PSO regarding the 
rate structures for the TO'O'-GS d TO'O'-GS-SOP schedules are 
consistent with current rate esign policies and are reasonable to 

I 
the I~xtent thl~t the ""'ratchetling"'" of demand charges under these 
schedules is elfminated ~d'Edison's proposed enerqy charges tor 
the two schedules are re:01.ected. 

342. Conjunctive ~lling for multiple meters at a single 
school site, subject ~ ltmitations similar to' those fmposed for 
PG&E in D.86-12-091, permits schools to realize the benefit of 
consolidated billi 
solely to attain 

without the need to incur additional costs 
at goal and is equally appropriate for Edison's 

school customers as it was for those located in PG&E'S service 
territory. 

343. To ure that the benefits of conjunctive billing are 
realized, it s appropriate to Q'rder Edison to ofter conjunctive 
billing ~or;nultiple meters at a single school site on an 
e:~eriment~ basis consistent with 0.86-12-091 and Resolution 
E-304S, to/direct Edison to tile an advice letter implementing the 
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d 

allocation to be applied to intervenJ.nq orfset ril~S ma<le arter 
each of these proceedings.' )/ 

303. Because of the minor nature of the adjuStment involved, 
it is reasonable to except from the approach id~tified above any 
rate adjustments of less than 1% and allocatzlese increases on an 
equal Cents per kWh basis. 

304. In the absence of marginal costs lculated for the small 
light and power class, it is reasonable t~ase the intra-class 
revenue allocation for that class on an equal percent of present 
rate revenues, except for Schedules TO~~S and GS-2 tor which the 
revenue allocation will be determined JOY applying to the adopted 
rates the billing determinants to w~ Edison and PSO have agreed. 

30S. The record is insutticien~ in this proceeding to order a 
cost-based intra-class revenuez: at tion tor the agricultural rate 
schedules. 

306. In the absence of a cst-based intra-class revenue , 
allocation for the aqricultura rate schedules, it is reasonable to· 
allocate any revenue short!a resulting trom the implementation of 
ne~ agricultural rate optio equally among all agricultural rate 
selled.ulE~s • 

307. Because it is our goal to achieve intra-class, as well as 
~ter-class, revenue all;6cations based on EPMC, it is reasonable to 
adopt the EPl-tC revenue tlloeation to rate schedule in this 
pl:'oceeding for the la79'e power customer group and to. direct Ed.ison 
to collect the data necessary to achieve such an intra-class 
r4elVenUe allocation ~r the small light and power and agricultural 
rate schedules :Ln Edison's next general rate case. 

I 

308. oespite?e low, otf-peak energy usage by streetlight 
customers, it is;enerqy consumption nonetheless and as such the 
ener~, ao~and,;and customer costs related to streetlightinq are 
PI=O};:~=:':. l.ncluQ!ed. in determining!' class :revenue allocation. 

309. Be~~se the streetlight facilities charge is related to 
an en<l-use ~ not to the components which are inclu<leQ in a 
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necessary forms, and to undertake an evaluation of cOnjunctiv",/ 
billing for schools and for all customers for its next gener~ rate 
~.. '/ 

344. Sufficient justification has not been pre~ent~in this 
proceeding to enlarge the conjunetive billing program ~r schools 
to include conjunctive billing tor multiple Sitessf 

. 345. *Ratcheting* of demand charges is as inap ropriate tor 
schl~ls as it is for other customer groups. 

346. 'O'nbundled* and time-differentiated ra.tes tor schools are 
/ ade'quate to ensure that schools pay those cost}- reasonably 

attributable to their usage characteristics without the need to 
waive non-time-related demand charges. i 

347. Based on the above finding, it S reasonable to' reject 
SCRUB's recommended waivor of non-time- lateddemand charges for 
schools. / 

348. PSD's proposed TOU-8 Subs~dules are in keeping with 
0.84-12-068 in Edi~on's last gener~ rate case, provide rates 
related to the·cost of service ano(load characteristics of TOU-S 

I 
customers by voltage level, and;Are reasonable. 

349. Edison's and PSD's a1reement on TOU~8 demand charges 
achieves, for the most part,;demand charges which are cost-based 
and load-related and, with tb.e elimination of *ratchets* on those 
charges, is reasonable. / 

350. In recent year , the Commission has sought to move away 
from the concept of ratchets based on the discriminatory effect of 

I 
such a rate design t~l on customer billings among customers with 
identical usage. 

351. The use ratchets is almost completely at odds with the 
s to accurately reflect the costs imposed by the 

customer on a t - and load-related basis. 
352. The C~ission also does not 'rule out the possibility 

that diversity;lin demand is reflected in non-time-related demand 
charges over a 12-month period. 
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marginal cost revenue allocation, it is reasonable to con nue to 
exclude that charge from the revenue allocation process~ . . ~ , 

310. It ~s unnecessary to ~nclude any forecaste~ ontract rate 
revenue deficiency in the revenue allocation process at this time. 

311. Issues related to the manner in w~ich th revenue 
deficiency resulting from contraet rates is to determined and 
allocated are appropriately considered iny th3 Rs Rulemaking in 
which the guidelines for special contracts an contract rates are 
being developed. . 

312. It is reasonable to include in t,he revenue allocation 
aaopted in this proceeding the total rev~ue requirement adopted 
for Edison as of January 1, 1988. i 

313. The Commission's current ra e design philosophy is to 
achieve easily understood, cost-bas rates which are designed to 
provide accurate and understandab,e'price siqnals to which the 
customer can respond, to refl;r:e customer's usage patterns and 
characteristics, to recover the customer group's revenue 
requirement, and to mitigate y negative bill impacts. 

314. Our reliance on pr~ious decisions relating to' PG&E's 
adopted rate design is app;tpriate as a means of identifying 
current Commission rate design policy: determining whether that 
policy is to be continue', modified, or abandoned: and ensuring, to 
the extent possible, co£sistent treatment of all ratepayers. 

31$. The baselin~ quantities proposed by Edison and PSD, 
including modificat~ns required in the seasons and allocations for 
Zone 15 customers,;'re based on the appropriate methodologies, 
considerations, and statutory requirements applicable to the 
determination of/baseline allowances and are therefore reasonable. 

316. It is/appropriate to implement the baseline quantitit~S 
adopted in thi~ proceeding affective with the next seasonal change. 

317. 1!h.,j goal of achieving cost based ~.te~ is not outwe"ighed 
by the need tor simplicity in rate design in"an optional rate aimed 
ai: provid' a residential customer with truly cost-based rates • 
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353. It is reasonable for the effort to unbundle rates not to 
be blind to detrimental impacts which =ay result from such design 
tools as ratehets. 

354. Based on the preceding findings, it is reasonable to 
reject Edison's and PSD's proposed ratchets on demand-relate 
~eters tor small, medium, and large power customer rate sc,edules. 

355. To the extent possible each.individual rater,0 onent 
should be ~ased on =arqinal cost, and it is therefore easonable 
'eo limit demand charges to a eertain percentage 07- ir EPMC 
level. 

356. Our finding regarding the impropriety 0 using the ERI to 
calculate generation marginal demand costs at tbis time is equally 

.I 
applieable to our consideration of its use /'n etermining delnand 
charges for TOO-8 customers. . 

357. It is therefore reasonable not to apply the ERr at this 
time to the calculation of TOO-8 demand~argeS, but it is 
reasonable to require Edison and PSO to- examine the issue of its 

• 
applicability tor rate designpurpos~ in Edison's next general 
rate case. I 

358. Edison's proposed Off-~eak eharge tor TOO-S is reasonable 
based on the need tor consisten9Y between the TOU-S and TOO-GS 

schedules. " 

• 

359. PSD's proposed rea~time pricing schedule achieves the 
proqr~ goals ot provi~ing lore specific priee signals than are 
available under current e-of-use rates and is therefore 
reasonable. 

360. The need fo a TOO-a-Sop rate option is clear as a means 
of providing eligibl customers with more aceurate price signals 
and with. the oPPO I ity to change existing- usage patterns in 
response to those ignals. 

361. TOO-S- P encourages consumption and increases sales in 
the oft-peak pe iod thereby oftsettinq any minimum load problem 
which Edison 
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318. PSO's proposed three-tier rate achieves the a1 of cost
based rates for the proposed TOU-O schedule and is t erefore 
reasonable; however, Edison should be afforded a r sonable period 
of time to implement the new schedule with that plementation 
taking- effect no later than June 1, 1988. .. 

3l9. It is reasonable to allocate the e imated revenue 
deficiency created by TOO-O to all resident al customers. 

320. Edison's proposed OS schedule c pled with PSO's proposed 
TOU-O schedule and the parties' agreed ~itations on the 
availability of those schedules provid~ to an appropriate level of 
residential customers, significant o~ons tor controlling- their 
4energy usage and reducing their eleofrie bills and are therefore 
reasonable. / 

321.. The customer charge prJPosed by Edison and PSD for the 
domestic customer group, while ~easOnable in concept, would have an 
inequitable and neqative im;:ta on residential customers and would 
not rerlect deoremental cust er costs • 

322. Because of the s rtoomings o't the proposed customer 
charge, it is reasonable ~ continue Edison's minimum base rate 
charg-e at $O.lO/day and '0 reject implementation of a customer 
charge for domestic zE0mers at this time. 

323. It is inapp priate to adjust the submetoring discount 
under the OMS-2 sche ule to reflect an allowance for distribution 
energy losses in ~ absenoe of a line loss study .. 

324. It is i ppropriate to institute a balanoing account for 
a sing-le cost re ated to a specific customer g-roupwhen such 
accounts are re erved tor major proceedinqs aftectinq all utility 
customers. 

325. 

mobilehome 
use it has been aemonstrated that sucmetered 

rks do incur distribution energy losses, it is 
reasonable for Eaison to und.crtc.'Ute a study, in cooperation with 
WMA, to d termine the actual line losses incurred by submetered 
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362. PSD's proposed TOU-S-SOP schedule achieves the gOal~ 
this schedule while providing an accurate estimate of the n~er of 
customers who will migrate from TOU-S to this new schedul~nd is 
therefore reasonable. . / 

363. In this proceeding, i~sues similar to· those~resented in 
our recent decisions involving PG&E's interruPtible~chedules 
(D.86-12-09l and Resolution E-3044) have been pre~nted. 

364. PSD's proposed I-6 schedule, as mOrif' ~ below, achieves 
the goal of providing cost-based rates to inte ptible customers 
and is reasonable. 

365. The penalty for failure to interrupt or curtail proposed 
by PSD is too harsh and would act as a s~ificant deterrent to 
customers moving to this interruPtible~chedule. . 

366. The graduated approach for~ch penalities, as adopted in 
Resolution E-3044, is sufficient to~nsure that an interruptible 
customer responds to a request by~dison to interrupt without 
deterring service under this schedule and is therefore reasonable 
to include in Edison's interruptible schedules • 

367. In considering whe~er existing interruptible schedules 
I-3 and I-S should be closeafto new customers in the presence of a 
cost based interruptible ~edule (I-6), the Commission must weigh 
our goal of cost-based r~es against the need of interrupti~le 
customers to expect contistency in rate design for the term of the 

( 

contract signed under ,eose schedules (5 years) and the 
requirements of any applicable statute (i.e., Section 743 of the , 
Public Utilities C~de). 

368. In bal~ing these interests, it is reasonable to leave 
the 1-3 and I-S schedules open for new customers until January 1, 
1991, with lan~age included in Edison's tariffs noticing that 
these schedulei will be closed to new customers after that date. 

369. In fecoqnition of the reasonable expectations of existing 
interruptible customers, it is rp-asonable to permit those customers . ~. 

who had s:l.qned a contract with Edison under the I-3 and I-S 
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/" 
mobilehome parks to ensure that the costs associated with ~ose 
losses are properly reflected in the DMS-2 discount. ;t 

326. Edison's reliance on its interpretation of ~ic 
Utilities Commission Section 739.5 to switch from a 1 ~elized to a 
nonlevelized fixed charqe rate in calculating the 0 
not a Gurricient enough justification to warrant a 
could have serious economic repercussions for the 
t;roup. 

2 discount is 
anqe which 

ffected customer 

327. In order to make the change from the~e of a levelized 
to a nonlevelized fixed charge rate in caleu7tting the OMS-2 
discount, it is necessary to- knoW' specificary whether the 
levelized fixed charge rate did in fact r resent Edison's average 
costs in prior years: the extent to whi those costs were under
stated or over-stated, if at all, by '~s ng a levelized fixed charge 
rate: and the extent to which it fail to represent Edison's 
average cost now. I . ' 

328. It is unliKely that ~~e Legislature intended that, for 
purposes of determining the DMS-2,l.iseoun,t, the utility'S average 
costs were to be developed in i:sq1ation :for each. test year without 
re:ard to the manner in which ~~se'costs had been determined in 
prJ.or years. / 

329. The preceding findi g5 justify the rejection of Edison's 
attempt to shift from a lev ized to a nonlevelized fixed charge 
rate in this proceeding to leulate the DMS-2 discount. 

330. A diversity ben it arises when a master-metered customer 
is billed more sales at t!aseline rates an.d less sales at 
nonbaseline rates than ire actually consumed ~y his s~metered 
tenants. /. 

331. The need toiadjUst the submetering discount and charqes 
for domestic mast~~~etered customers to reflect a diversity 
benefit 'W'as recen~y been recOCjnized by the Commission for PG&E in • ,~.:'. 
0.86-12-091, but e issue is a new one for Edison's mobilehome 
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~ schedules prior to the effective date of this decision to c 
that contract term under those schedules and to there tore lose 
1-3 and I-S schedules tor those customers effective Janu ry 1, 
1993. 

the 

370. For new customers signing contracts under 
schedules between the date ot this decision and Jan 

and I-S 

is reasonable tor the terms of their contracts to rovide ~or their 
'~ermination with respect to Schedules I-3 and I- no later than 
.january 1, 1993, with the remainder of the 'une ired term of those 
contracts bei:lg served under Schedule 1-6- to nable Edison to rely 
on the fi ve-Yjaar co:mm.i 'bnent to interruptibl service. 

371. Because it has been little used y interruptible 
customers, it is reasonable to close Sch dule 1-4 effective with 
this decision. 

372. In recognition of the cost- ased nature of Schedule I-& 
and the tact that the specific inte ptible schedule should not 
alter Edison's ability to rely on at load, it is reasonable to, 

• 
~Ldopt CI:ECA/CSPG's recommend.atio to permit 1-3 and I-5 customers 
to move to 1-6 at any t~e cond'tioned on the unexpired terms of 
the 1-3 and I-S contracts be' completed under I-6. 

373. PSD's proposed int rruptible rates, adjusted to reflect 
our adopted ERI value of 0 3, most accurately reflect the value of 
interruptibility to Ediso and are therefore reasonable. 

• 

374. Although the cord in this proceeding was not SUfficient 
to warrant a change in calculating interruptible rates to a cost
basis, it is reasonab e to direct Edison and PSD to develop 
interruptible sehed es tor Edison's next qeneral rate case based 
on both a cost-of- ervice approach and a valuation of 
eurtailability m odoloq,y to permit the commission to compare and 
aetermine the m rits of changing the approach for determining 
interruptible ncentives. 

37S. Be use the 3-Rs Rulemaking (R.86-l0-00l) is the 
tor determining' terms,. rates, and sales 
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332. The application of a diversity adjustment to correct ~ 
ine~ity to other customers resulting from toe billing of ~ 
sUbmeterec:l mobilehome parks is as necessary tor Edison j' s dOl\lestic 
~aster-metere~ schedules as it was for PG&E. . ~ 

333. 'the methodolO9Y for calculating thea diversit~yadjustlnent 

is not yet perfected, Edison having insufficient time 0 Wcorrect
the errors in PG&E's study and perform a study base 
patterns of individual mobilehome parks. 

334. In the ~sence of the appropriate ~'tud tit is reasonable 
and equitable to adopt a conservative estimateJbf the diversity 
adj ustment. I 

335. WHA's proposed diversity adjUstm~ of $1.58 is a 
conservative estimate, is. similar to the ~jt.:Ls.tm.ent ad.o,pted for 
PG&E, and is therefore reasona))le. 

336. It is reasonable to apply th ac:ljustment 
a,dopted in this proceeding to reduei the submetered discount, as 

opposed to base rate charges, under the DMS-2 sehedule • 
337. To ensure an accurate es"tilnate of the diversity , 

adjustment for Edison's next genGfal rate case, it is reasonable to 
direct Edison to derive that e,iimate based on a study which 
considers the usage patterns ~ ~obilehome.parks which it . 
individually meters and thc/u'sage related to each master ~eter. 

. 338. WMA,'s proposed c:litscount tor DMS-2 of $7.82 per space per 
month or $01.26 per space fer day based on a levelized. fixed charge 
rate and absent an allowance tor c:listribution energy losses is 
reasonable subject if ~duced to reflect the adopted diversity 

I 
adjustment of $1.58 p~r.space per month. 

339. The .al:x>Ve}a1culation yielas an adopted OMS-2 discount of 
$6.34 per spaee per ~onth. 

340. A dive~ity benefit exists with respect to all master
metered eustome~ and it is therefore reasonable to ~~p~~ such an I . ~ 

adjustment to Edison's OM and OMS-1 schedules • 

I 
I 
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associated with special contracts and contract rates, it 
reasonable in this proceeding to adopt Edison's proposed c 
schedules, ~OU-CR-1 and TOU-CR-2, which would properly b 
in the context of R.86-l0-001. 

376. The standby charges and terms to which PSO 

have agreed, requiring the closing ot Schedules SeG 1 
the establishment of Schedule S, properly result ' 

and. 

tr~tment ot standby customers iemd other large wer customers with 
similar load, achieve our goal of cost-based 
reasonable. 

377. The continued eftort to refine clarity those costs 
directly imposed on the system by the -generator in receiving 
standby service is appropriate. 

378. It is unreasonable to ·phas in- rate increases tor a 
single customer group (standby custo ers), especially when any 
adverse rate ilnpacts can be more a ropriately addressed through 
rate limiters. 

379. The Commission has re 'zed that the full 
imp,lem.entation of cost-based r tes can result in severe bill 
impacts tor some lcustomers a that rate limiters provide a 
reasonable tool for mitigat'ng this result. 

380. The rat.e limite permits the commission to acidress the 
pro:blems. of ad.verse bill impacts while still ensuring marginal 
cost-based rates. 

381. While ~le p 
rates, did not reco 
D.86-12-091 provid 

ies, except for PSD with respect to standby 
end. any specific level tor the rate lilniter, 
a reasonable formula tor determinin9 those 

lilzli ters to. mi ti9'~ e ad.verse bill impacts at periods of p,eak 
demand. 

382. on D.86-12-091, it is reasonable to.adopt for 
Edison a rate limiter for primary and secondary voltage 
customers of cent/kWh above the averaqe summer rate for the TOU-8 
secondary v tage level and an on-peak rate limiter based on the 
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341. A diversity factor of $2.43 for OM and Dl"tS-l of $2.43 per 
I' 

space per month or $0 .. 08 per space per day for the OM and OMS~l' 
schedules represents a reduction in Edison's proposed dive;sity 
factor for these schedules proportionate with the reduction adopted 
for Edison's proposed OMS-~ diversity factor and is r~onable. 

342. Edison's proposed discount tor DMS-1 d/es ~t appear to' 
be based on a current study. 

343. A DMS-1 discount of $2.41 per space per month or $0.08 , 
per space per day represents an increase in that discount 
consistent with the increase in the DMS-2 d.(scount and based on an 
approach whieh maintains the current rati:t between the DMS-l and 

I' DMS-2 discounts and is therefore reasonable • 
.. l 

344. The record in this proceedi~q includes none of the RV 
/ ' 

park owners' alternative rate design proposals set forth in their 
briet. /. 

345. On the basis ot the RV park owners having tailed to 
'" . present their specific rate deSign proposals durinq the course of 

• hearinqs in this proceeding/and thereby denyinq other parties and 
this Commission the oppor,iunity to cross-examine or respond to ,.. . 
those proposals, the R"vjPark owners' alternative rate design 

II 
proposals cannot be considered in this proceeding. 

346. Despite tnfs failure, the Commission is not foreclosed 
from considering ~ need tor tariff changres like those proposed by 

.! 
the RV park owners. 'in the future on the basis of the RV park 
owners' assertio'ns regardinq the residential nature of RV tenants 
and parks. / 

347. Before the commission.can consider,the application of 
;/ 

baseline aIlowances to RV parks, evidence must be presented which ., 
addresse$~tbe exact residence requirements to be applied t~ such 

/1 
parks and their tenants, the need for monitorinq, and the 

. /" 
... '., ;o.,.'p~::op;riate charqes :for master-metered and s1Wmetered service for 

'£ 

• 
RV parks. and their tenants. 

" 

/ 

/ 
I 

t 

/ 
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• valu~ of en~rqy during the on-p~ak period at ~~ coincident 
capacity eost plus the on-peak energy rate with~ut eapaei 

383. PSD's proposed rate limiter for standby eusto is 
well-supported in thic reeord, provides recognition 0 the unique 
usage characteristics of standby customers', and is asonal:>le. 

384. It is reasonable to spread the revenue ficiency 
resulting trom the imposition of the adopted ra limiters on an 
EPMC basis back to all customers receivinq se ice under TOU-8. 

385. The rate limiters adopted in this roceeding c,:lupled with 
the reduction in rates, the use of an EPMC evenue alloci~tion, and 
the rejection of demand charge ratchets, ill provide rea.sonable 
and stable rates tor TOU-8 customers. 

386. Agricultural rates are a, inual focus of concern fo: 
this commission which, along with Legislature, has attempted to 
provide for rate schedules and op , ons which. recoqnize the 
significant electrical requireme 'and diversity in load patterns 
ot this customer group. / 

• 
387. Edison's proposed p~cem~lnt of citrus growers on the 

three-phase GS-TP schedule "th movement to PA-l or PA-2 in three 
years coupled with the eitws growers' proposed amendment of 
Special Condition 5 ot:t~ 1 permits citrus growers to respond to 
the changes in rate des' adopted in this proceeding while 
eventually ~oving to c t-based rates, recognizes load conditions 
unique to this group t customers, and are therefore reasonable_ 

3SS. CUstomer arqes of $10 for PA-1 customers and $20 for 
~~-2 customers are ased on marginal customer costs, reflect the 
difterential in ginal customers costs between these two 
schedules and ar reasonable. 

389. The cl mand charqes proposed by Edison and PSO for the PA
dules, mod.ified to reduce the noncoincident demand 

charge for P. 2 customers by one-half to reflect ditferences in 
by rural, as opposed to urban customers, achieves 
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348. Before a submeterinq discount similar to that incl~n 
the OMS-2 schedule could be applied to RV parks, evidence ~t be 
presented on the costs associated with installing, opera~q, and 
owning the submetering distributio~ facilities within t£e RV park 

/ 

and the propriety of applying the same statutory standards for 
establishing discounts tor RV parks and mObilehom~arks. 

349. Ba:sed on the preceClinq findinqs, it is reasonable to' 
direct EdisOl~ to conduct a study tor its next seneral rate case of 
the need for and feasibility for taritf chanqe'S extendinq baseline 
allowances or master-metered discounts to ~tenants and RV park 
owners. ;I' 

350. The a9reements reached by Edi~on and PSO reqardinq the 
rate structures of schedules applicable'to the slnall and medium 
power customer qroup are tor the mos~part based on sound rate 
desig'n principles and are reasonab~. 

351. An exception from the ~ve finding is Edison's and ~SO's 
" agreement to 'ratchet' the dZ charge tor small and medium power 

lcustomers. 
352. *Ratcheting* reter to the setting of the demand charge 

at a percentage of the hi9,tst demand over a fixed period of ti:me 
and has been proposedZY dison in this proceeding for all demand
metered ,schedules. 

353. Based on th findings below which support the removal ot , 
'ratchets' propose~or demand charges for the large power customer 
group, it is simi~rlY not reasonable to adopt Edison's and PSO's 
ratchet proposal~or demand charqes under the small and medium 
power rate ~che4ules. -

354. Ed~n's proposed schedule TC-l energy rate provides 
proper price!siqnals based on marginal costs and the customer's 

I usage cha~acteristics an~ is reasonable. 
3SS_)'The agreements reached by E~ison and PSO regarding the 

rate structures for the TOU-GS and TOO-GS-SOP scheaules are 
eonsis~nt with current rate design policie$ and are reasonable to 

l 
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~ cost-based rates tor i~e agricu~tural customer group and are 
reasonable .. 

390. The energy charges proposed by Edison and PSO for e 
PA-l ~d PA-2 scheaules are based on sound rate design pro ciples 
,~d are reasonable .. 

391. The policy adopted in 0.87-04-028 to adopt ternative 
service options for agricultural customers based on eir needs and 
usage characteristics and the statutory mandate of ection 744 of 
the Public Utilities Code is e~ally applicable Edison. 

392. The PSD proposed menu of alternative~ervice options for 
Edison's agricultural customers is consistent/with D.87-04-028, 

provides a significant number of options f~theSe customers, 
properly distinguishes between customers tfased on their demand 
level, and is reasonable.. / 

393.. The transter to the agricul ttlral class of ACWA accounts. 
which meet the standard a1clopted in __ is7-04-02S of customers for 
whom at least 70% ot the I~ater pum)ped by an individual account is 

• 
for agricultural purposes provides appropriate service options for 
these agrieul tural customlars. ani time periods narrower than those 
currently available under TOT1,..s and is reasonable .. 

• 

394. Based on the above/finding, it is unnecessary to adopt , 
the FA-TOO option proposedjby ACW,A .. 

395. Our inclusion of streetlighting, with respect to the 
energy component of st;'etlightinq charqes, and streetlighting 
m.e.rqinal customer CO?S in the revenue all,ccation process are a 
recOC]tlition that those customers, despit~~ 11lnique traits, also share 
characteristics c~on to all other Edison customers. 

396. Streetl1.gb.tinq customers, like o~ther customers, can 
benefit from r,ies wb.ich reflect the costs which these customers 
impose on the;utility system. 

397. E¥son'S cost of service study p4artormed for this 
proceedinqjis responsive to the Commission~s directive in 
D.84-12~06S and is reasonable • 

.' 
/ 

;' 
! 
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the extent that the ·ratchetinq· of demand charqe~ under these/ 
schedules is eliminated and ,Edison's proposed enerqy cnarzes or 
the two scheaules are reflected. 

356. Conjunctive billing for multiple meters at a s qle 
school site, subject to limitatior.s similar to those ~sed for 
PG&E in 0.86-12-091, permits schools to realize the ~efit of 
consolidated billing without the need to incur add~t1onal costs 
solely to attain that goal and is equally appropr~te tor Edison's , 
school customers as it was for those located in &E's service 
territory. 

357. To ensure that the benefits of con 
realized, it is appropriate to order Ediso offer conjunctive 
billing for multiple meters at a sin9~e hool site on ~ 
experimental basis consistent with 0.86 2-091 and Resolution 
E-304$, to direct Edi50n to file an a ice letter implementing the 
necessary forms, and. to. undertake evaluation of conjunctive 
billing for schools and. for all omers for its next general rate 
case. 

358. on has not been presented in this 
proceeding to enlarge the con ctive billing program for schools 
to include cC1njunctive billi q for multiple sites. 

359. WRatchetinq* of demand charges is as inappropriate for 
. I 

schools as it is for Oth~ customer groups. 
360. *Unbundled- ~ time-d.ifferentiated rates for schools are 

adequate to ensure ~ schools pay those costs reasonably 
, attributable to theixfusaqe characteristics without the need to, 

waive non-time-re:t~d demand. charges. 
361. Based 0 the above fj~ding, it is reasonable to reject 

SCRUB's recomme~ ed waiver of non-time-related demand charges for 
schools. 

362. PSO' propos:c:.~. 'l':N-8 subschedules are in keeping with 
0.84-12-068 'n Edison's last general rate ease, provide rates 
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• 

• 

• 

398. It was appropriate tor purposes of its cost of s ice 
study tor Edison to rely on a Replacement Cost New meth ology in 
the absence of adequate records upon which Edison eou base an 
original Cost Less Depreciation or historical cost alysis. 

399. Edison's reliance on the TOU-GS schedul to calculate 
streetlight energy charges is misplaced substantial 
departure from our policies emphasizing rates 
tmposed costs and use characteristics. 

400. PSD's proposed energy and demand Charges for 
streetlighting are based on marginal , retlect unallocated 
revenue, and are reasonable. 

401. Having reflected marginal stomer costs in revenues 
allocated to the streetlighting cus mer class based on a TMS 
(transformer, meter, service drop) approach, it is unnecessary to 
include an MDS (minimum,distribu ion system) charge in streetlight 
rates • 

. 402. PSD's proposed cust mer charges for streetlighting based 
on marginal customer costs ~e reasonable • 

403. PSO's proposed srfeetlight facilities charges, modified 
to reflect its agreement;'ith Edison ot a $1.00 per lamp per year 
transformer charge on Edison-owned lamps, are based on the cost of 
those facilities at th margin, a Reproduction Cost New approach, 
and PSD's partial in us ion ot the RO transtormer and are therefore 
reasonable. 

404. Edison's 
with our order :in 

roposed rate design tor streetlighting complies 
.84-12-068, achieves the goal of reflecting 

WunbundledW rate , and is reasonable. 
405. The versity in a streetlight customer's mix ot lamps 

charges is 
406. 

usage should miti~~te any adverse rate impacts 
this order, and a rate limiter for streetlight 

eretore unnecessary. 
e proposed charges and rate structures t~ which Edison, 
-SLA agreed are reasonable • 
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related to the cost of sElrviee and load characteristies 
customers byvoltaqe level, and ~re reasonable. 

363. Edison's and PSO's agreement on TOO-S demand char es 
achieves, for the most part, demand charges which are cos~based 
and load-related and, with the elimination of 
charges, is reasonable. 

364. In recent years, the commission has souqht 
from the concept of ratchets based on the discrimi 
such a rate design tool Oll customer billings amo 
identical 1.lSage. 

o move away 
tory effect of 

365. The use of ratchets is almost compl ely at odds with the 
Com:mission,rs efforts to accurately reflect e costs imposed by the 

customer on a time- and load-related Dasis 
366. ~lle Commission e~lso does not 

that diver~~ity in delnand is reflected 
e out the possibility 
non-time-~elated demand 

charges over a 12-month period. 
367. It is reasonable for the rates not to 

be blind to detrimental impacts w cn may rE!sul t !ro'm such design 
tools as ratchets. / 

368. Based on the preeedi? finding-s, it is reasonable to 
reject Edison's and PSD'S :pr~osed ratche~s on demand-related 
meters tor small, medium, 4Qd larg-e power customer rate schedules. 

, 369. To the extent poiSil:>le each ind.ivi,~ual rate component 
should be Dased on marqi~l cost, and it is ~ore appropriate to 
offset adverse rate impa'ets through ra't:e limiters, rathi~r than to 
limit demand eharges t?o. a certain perc4~ntage of their EPMC level. 

370. Our finds.r4 reqardin9' the iml?rOpri~ty of usinq the ERI to 
calculate generati~ marqinal demand costs at this time is equally 
applicable to our;fCOn5ideration of its use in determining aemana 
charges for TOUjS customers. 

3'7:1.. ~-;: it! therefore reasonable not to apply the EP.I at this 
time to the ~leulation of TOO-8 demand charges, Dut it is 
reasonable t6 require Edison and PSD to examine the issue of its 
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407. For con::~isteney in the method.olO9Y used to caleulat 
streetlight rates, it is appropriate 1:0 rely on marginal cos s to 
develop the customer account expense and to adopt a rate 0 $.12058 
per lamp per month.. 

408. Edison's proposed cable and photoeontroller for 
the OWL sehedule are reasonable. 

409. Based on current installation practices, 
Special Condition 2 for the LS-2 and L$-3 condit'ons is reasonable. 

4:1.0. '1'0 aChieve consistency with current ufac:turers 
spe.:ifieations, it is appropriate to. adopt -SLA's proposed 
language tor Special Conditions 10 an~ 12 0 the LS-2 schedule. 

411. For the protection ot those str etlight customers who 
rent streetlights from Edison, for whi 
ultimately responsible, it is reasonab e to retain the current 
special Condition 3 of Schedule LS-Z 

4l2. To ensure the appropriat recov(~ry of revenue related to 
Edison's optional time-ot-use met s, it is reasonable to reflect 

•
_ the following estimate costs ot, ose meters. in the adopted results 

of operation: $36~,SOO in 1.98 ; $1,012,600 in J.989; and $l,5·59,800 

in 1990. 

• 

4l3. respect t~ adjustments in rate 
components due to revenue equir.ament changes occurring between 
general rate eases is ba on increasing demand and customer 
charges toward their C relationships tor revenue requirement 
increases and holding em constant for decreases. . 

4l4. ed rate design tor revenue requirement 
changes occ:urrinq b tween general rate cases is consistent with our 
adopted rate desi policies and is therefore reasonable. 

415. It' is propriate tor r~venue changes between genera~ 
utable to ener9jr charges to be retle'ctcd in that 
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applicab11ity for rate designpurposes in Edison's next qenera~ 
rate ease. ;I' 

372. Edison's proposed off-peak energy ehar~e for TO~~ is 
reasonable based on the need for consistency betweenze U-8 and 
TOU-GS schedules. 

373. In developing TOU-8 rates, it is reasonabl to develop· 
the interruptible credits on an incurrence, r.~ther ~an ,an EPMC, 
basis. 

374. To ensure that subtransmission enerq,Y. rates are not 
nominally higher than primary voltage energy: tes, i t ~.s 

reasonable to align these rates to be equalJl 
375. PSO's proposed real-time pricing/scbedUle achieves the 

program ,goals of providing more specific!price signals than are 
available under current time-of-use ra~s-and is therefore 
reasonable. / . 

376. The need tor a TOU-8-S0P;rate option is clear as a means 
of providing eligible customers ~ more accurate price signals 
and with the opportunity to chze existi~g usage patterns in 
response to those signals. 

377. TOU-8-S0P encourag s consumption and increases sales in 
the ott-peak period thereb~ottsetting any minimum load problem 
which Edison might exper}'nee. 

378. PSO's proposed TOU-a-Sop schedule achieves the goals of 
this schedule while p~vidinq an accurate estimate of the number of 
customers who will mj'qrate from TOU-g to this new schedule and is 
therefore reasonabYe. . 

379. In this/proceeding, issues similar to those presented in 
our recent dee7'ions involving PG&E's interruptible schedules . 
(0.86-12-091 ~d Resolution E-3044) have been presented. 

~ 
380. PSO's proposed I-6 sc:hedule, as modi tied below, achie"v'les 

the qoal ~prOViding cost-based rates to intG.~~p~ible customer~ 
and is reasonable. 

/ 
I 
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C2nClusions or Law 
1. Escalation rates tor labor ot 3. S% in 1987 an~l 1988 

non-labor of 2.99% in 1987 and 4.41% in 1988 are relasonable 
2. 'l:he sales forecast shown in the table 'Swnmary 0 

Kilowatt-Hour Sales on page 6 of this decision is reaso 
3. ctMAC revenues should not be included in the adopted 

present rate revenues. 
4. 'rha present rate revenues shown in AP~en :)C Care 

reasonaDle. 
s. Edison has not provided adequate just'tication tor its 

requ1ested increase in steam generating unit 0 rhaul expense .. 
5. A tive-year average of steam gene ting unit overhaul 

expe:tlse is reasonable. 
7. A three year interval for low essure turbine rotor 

~ep~irs is reasonable. 
8. A test year hydro productio 

a test year other production expens 
reasonable • 

expense of $20.S million and 
of $17.2 million are 

9. Tohe level of SONGS pro etion expense agreed to. by Edison 
and. PSI> is reasonable., 

10. Edison should be au orized to retlect an inerease in NRC 
fees in its attrition filin 

11. A flexible refue ng schedule is reasonable for SONGS and 
Palo, Verde. 

l2 _ Edison's est" te ot Palo Ve~de O&M expense, incl uding 
refueling outage expen e, is reasonable. 

13. Reeovery 0 a one-time expense for a ehemical cleaning 
process at SONGS 3 er three years is reasonable. 

14. Recovery: of $2.9 million for expenses previously incurred 
ng of spent nucle~r fuel from SONGS 1 without 

Commission appr al of the expenses or a tracking mechanism is 
inappropriate • 
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381. The penalty for failurE~ to interrupt or curtail proposed 
:by PSt> is too harsh and would act as a significant dete~rr to
customers moving to this interruptible schedule. 

382. The graduated approach for such penalities, as adopted in 
Resolution E-3044, is SUfficient to ensure that an interruptible 
customer responds to a request :by Edison to interrup~ithout 
deterring service under this schedule and is theret~e reasonable 
to include in Edison's interruptible schedules. J' 

383. In considering whether existing inte~tible schedules , 
1-3 and 1-$ should be closed to new customers tri the presence ot a 
cost based interruptible schedule (I-6), the C~mmission must weigh 
our goal ot cost-based rates against the ne,! of interruptible 
customers to expect consistency in rate desflgn tor the term ot the 
contract signed under those schedules (5 ears) and the 

\ 

requirements of any applieabl~ statute .0., Section 743 ot: the 
PUblic Utilities Code). 

384. In balancing these interes , it is reasonablja to leave 
the 1-3 and I-S schedules open for ~w customers until January 1, 
1991, with language included in Ealson's t~ritts notieing that 
these schedules will:be closed ~new customers after ~lat date. 

385. In rec09'1li tion of the'reasonable expectations of existing 
iX7terruptible customers, it sf reasonable to permit tho:;e customers 
who had siqned a contract w}~ Edison under the 1-3 and 1-5 

schedules prior to the ef~ctive date of this decision to' complete 
that contract term under~ose schedules and to therefore close the 
1-3 and 1-5 schedules fJ5r those customers effective Jantlary 1, 
1993. J' 

386. For new ~tomers Signing contracts under the 1-3 and I-5 

schedules between the date of tbi:~ decision and January 1, 1991, it 

is reasonable tor!'the terms of their contracts to provide for their 
termination wiWrespeet to Seh~~'t:u.~s 1-3 and 1-5 no later than 
January 1, 199:1, with the remaind.er of the unexpired. term of those 
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15. A test year transmission expense of ~75.3 million is 
reasonable. 

16. PSD's $3.5 million reduction to Edison's estimate f 
account 582 reflects recorded downward trends in labor exp~es is 

reasonable.' ~ 
17. It is reasonable to reflect Edison's tranZiti n to 

contract labor for tree trimming in account 583. 
lS. It is reasonable to reflect the accounti, change for 

purchases of meter lOcking rings in account 597.~ 
19. Edison's estimated cost for itS;?::hre -year underground 

inspection pro9r~ is reasonable. 
20. !>.. five-year average of storm dama es is reasonable. 
21. Edison has not provided adequat justification for its 

estimated cost of prOViding termination~otices toeustomers. 
22. PSD's estimated cost for pr~iding termination notices to 

23. Edison's 1986 savinqs of $225-,000 should be included in 
customers is reasonable. ~ 

• 
the calculation of its uncollectj; le rate. 

24. An uncollectible rate/Of .214% and a franchise tax rate 
of .73% are reasonable. ~ 

25. Edison should be «uthorized to reflect an increase in 
postage expense in its at~ition filinq. 

26. It is reasonab~ to limit the growth from 1985-1988 in 
A&G expense items ove~hich Edison has control to 8%, the expected 
customer growth trom~9S5-19SS. . 

• 

27. A 10% re~ction in Edison's estimated cost of general 
insurance, compr~nsive general liability insurance, and directors 
and officers ~ance is reflective of market trends and should be 
adopted.;I . 

28. ZD s estimated cost o~ group lite insurance is 
reasonable. 

29. SD's estimated cost of outside provider medical costs 
I 

adjusted or employee growth is reasonable • 

/ - 422 -
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contracts beinq served under Schedule 1-6 to enable EdijO to rely 
on the five-year commitment to interruptible service. 

387. Because of their lack 01' use by interruptible customers, 
it is reasonable to eliminate Schedule I-4 ettectiv with this 
decision and to close Schedule I-2. 

388. In recQ9nition of the cost-based natur 
and the tact that the specitic interruptible s edule should not 
alter Edison's ability to rely on that load, ~ is reasonable to 
adopt CLECA/CSPG's recommendation to permit ~3 and 1-5 customers 
to move to 1-6 at any time conditioned on t~ unexpired terms 01' 

the I-3 and 1-5 contracts beinq comple~td der I-6. 
389. It is reasonable to adopt the 0 super ott-peak 

interruptible rate options to which Edi on and PSD have aqreed. 
390. It is reasonable to develop redits and penalties under 

Schedules I-l, I-2, 1-3, and I-5 con stent with our discussion in 
this decision. 

391. PSD's proposed interrup le rates, adjusted to reflect 
our adopted ERI value 01' 0.43, m~t accurately reflect the value 01' 

interruptibility to Edison and ~e there tore reasonablo. 
392. Althouqh thle record. lIh this proceedinq 'Was not sufficient 

I 
to warrant a chanqe in ealcul~inq inte~~ptible rates to a cost-
basis, it is reasonable to d.lrect Edison .~nd PSD to develop
interruptible schedules for;fEdison's next qeneral rate case based 
on bOth a cost-ot-service approaCh and a valuation 01' 

eurtailability methodOl~ to permit the Commission to compare and 
~etermine the merits of Chanqinq the approach tor determininq 
.. I 
~nterrupt~b~e incentive,_ 

393. Because the 3-&$ Rulemald.nq (R..S6-10-001) is the , 
appropriate torum t07'determininq terms, rates, and sales 
associated with spe~al contracts and contract rates, it is not 
reasonable in this~roceedin~ t~ adopt E4ison's pr~posed generic 
special contract s.ehe4ule, TOtT-CR-2, Which would properly be 

. I I 
presented 1n th~ntext o. R.a6-10-001 • 
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30. The Superfund Tax should be used as a deduction for 
caleulatinq income taxes. 

31. It is reasonable to reflect the provisions of th~ederal 
Tax Reform Act of 1986 in ealculatinq income taxes. ;' 
. 32. Edison's estimated 198$ plant-in-service is r~sonable. 

33. The depreciation rates agreed to by Edison and PSD are 
reasonable. ~ 

34. The quidelines for evaluatinq PHFO are reasonable and 
should be adopted for all items in PHFU starting ~nuary 1, 1989. 

35. The EValuation and Compliance Oivisio;;should notify all 
energy utilities under CPUC juriSdiction th~ expect guidelines 

:::.~:~ua:~:.~l::o~r::::::::dt:nE~,:e::t:::::~!r~ is 
reasonable. ~~v. 

37. This proceeding should rema~n open to consider any 
changes in the calculation of workUiq cash allowance adopted in 
A.86-12-050. ;I . 

. 38. The method of calCUlating attrition agreed to by Edison 
and PSD is reasonable. ;I 

39. The 1989 ERAM bas,rl~vel should be increased by $9.8 
million to reflect a decre~e in FERC sales. 

I 
40. The impaet of Edison's optional TOU meter plan should be 

reflected in ealculating!attrition. . 
41. Edison's capital strueture as revised in the September 

update hearings is r/asonable. 
I 

42. An incremental cost of long-term debt of 10.37% is 
reasonable. ;I 

43. pso's~oreeast of tax-exempt financing is reasonable. 
44. Edison should be authorized to reeover the costs 

associated Wijh perpetual securities. 
45. A ROE of 12.75% is reasonable and should be adopted. 

/ 

! 

I 
I 
I 

I , 
! 
! 

• 
! 
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/ 
394. It is appropriate to authorize the TOU-CR-l tariff as 

part of Edison's tariff structure and direct that it bel covered by 
ERAM until such ti'lll.c as a d.ecision in R.86-10-001 se~rates 
Edison's customers into an ERAK and a non-ERAK gro~. 

395. The standby charges and terms to which ~D and Edison 
I 

have agreed, requiring the closing of SChedUles;SCG 1 through 3 and 
the c!stablishment of Schedule S, properly res'9't in the uniform 
treatment of standby.custo'lll.ers and other lr-r power customers with 
similar load, achieve our goal of cost-base rates, and are 
reas4~nable. . 

396. The continued effort to- refine~d clarity those costs 
directly imposed on the system by the sGlt-generator in receiving 
standby service is appropriate. 

397. It is unreasonable to ·pha increases for a 
single customer qroup (standby cust ers), especi~lly when any 
adverse rate impacts can be ~ore a propriately addressed through 
rate limiters. I 

398. The Commission has re ized that the full 
impl1em.entation of cost-based r es can result in severe bill 
i'lll.pa,:ts for some customers an that rate limiters provide a 
reasl~nable tool for mitigati 9 this result •. 

. 399. The rate limiter jermits the Commission to address the 
problems ot adverse bi~li pacts while still ensuring marginal 
cost-based rates. 

400. While the pa es, except for PSO with respect to standby 
rates, did not recomme any specific level for the rate limiter, 
0.86-12-091 provides reasonable formula for determining those 
limiters to mitigate dverse bill impacts at periods of peak 
demand. 

401. ~lsed on .86-12-091 and PSO's well-supported showing on 
standby rat.!!! limiters, it is reasonable to adopt rate ':li:t-~'t:.rs 
tor TOU-S and s dby customers consistent with our discussion in 

. this decisi.~n • 
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\ 

46. Edison's MAAC rates for SONGS 2 and 3 post-commercial 
'operatinq date and SeCtion 463 projects should be adjusted to· 
reflect a ROE of 12.75%. Edison's base rate revenue requiremeyt 
for SONGS 2 and 3 pre-commercial operating costs ana Palo Ve~e 
should also reflect a 12.75% ROE. . ~' 

47. carrying costs on nuclear fuel inventory and coal 
inventory should be calculated using Edison's ECAC int~est rate 
and recorded in the ECAC account. / 

48. Recovery of $2.4 million for expenses pre~oUS1Y incurred 
for Palo Verde af:~irmative case costs without commission approval 
of the expenses or a tracking mechanism is r·nap. ~opriate. 

49. Edison should provide, coineident w'th its fall 1988 
resource plan, value-based reliability crit ia and a comprehensive 
study evaluating the range of alternative)ses for its aging oil 
and qaS generating units. These shoul~e designed t~ address 
PSD's concerns as stated in Exhibit 5~ 

50. E~ison should be authorize~to request fundinq for plant 

• 
modification or two-shifting to red~ce minimum generation 
capability at certain oil and ga;igenerating units .. 

• 

51. A cost oap of $9~.L8' lion for Edison's share of the DC 
Expansion is reasonable .. 

S2.. The proposed proc2 ure, attached as Appendix A, which 
provides for modification Of Edison's MAAC to include the recorded 
• .:I /, 
1nvestment-relate~ revenue requ1rement and the recorded revenues 
related to specific planf additions estimated to· cost more than $50 
million is reaSOnable~d should be adopted. 

53. Edison Sh~Uld be authorized to tile tor an increase ip 
the MAAC rate, subj'ect to refund, equal to 7S% of the annualized 

i 

investment-relat7d revenue r:quire~~~t for the Balsam Meadows, 
Devers-Valley-Serrano, DC Expansion, and Devers-Palo Verde 
projects. Edid~n's filing should be by an advice letter submitted 
atter each pr6jeet becomes commercially operational • 

,. 

I 

I 
I , 
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402.. It is reason~le to spread the revenue de,ficiency 
resulting from the imposition of the adopted rate l~!ters on an 

I 
EPMC basis back to all customers receiving service under TOOj8. 

403. The rate limiters adopted in this proceeding coup;(ed with 
the reduction in rates, the use of an EPMC revenue alloea~on, and 
the rejection of demand charge ratchets, will provide refsonable ' 
and stable rates for TOO-8 customers. ;f 

404. Aqricultural rates are a continual focus ~concern for 
this Commission which, along with the Legislature,~as attempted t~ 
provide for rate schedules and options which rec~nize the 
significant electrical requirement and diversity'in load patterns 
of this customer qroup. / 

405. Edison's proposed placement of ci~s qrowers on the 
three-phase GS-TP schedule with movement to!PA-l or PA-2 in three 
years coupled with the citrus growers' pr~osed amendment of 

Special Condition 5 of PA-l when made cal parable to special 
condition 5 for PA-2, permits citrus ~wers to respond t~ the 
changes in rate design adopted in thi~ proceeding while eventually 
moving to cost-based rates, rec~s load conditions unique t~ 
this group of customers, and are therefore reasonable_ 

( 
406.. CUstomer charges of $70 for PA-l cust~mers and $20 for 

PA-2 customers are based on ma:qinal customer costs, reflect the 
differential in marginal eustcfmers costs bet~reen these two 
schedules and are reasonable!. 

407. The demand charge's proposed by Edison and PSD for the PA
l and PA-2 schedules, mod.i'fied to reduce the noncoincident demand , 
charge for PA-2 customers and the connect charge for PA-l 
customers by one-half ;to reflect differences in costs imposed by 
rural, as opposed to/urban customers,.achieves cost-based rates for 
the agricultural customer group and are reasonable. 

I • 
; .'" ~. 08. The ene~qy charges proposed by Edl.son and PSD for the 

PA-l and PA-2 schedules are based on sound rate design principles , 
and are reasonab1e. 

/ 
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54. Edison should tile an application to determine the 
reasonable ana prudent costs of eaCh project not later than s' 

~on~s after the final portion of each project is placed in-~ 
serv:.ce. ~ . 

5S. Edison's MAAC revenue requirement should be inoreased by 
$26.0 million tor DeVer&-Va11ey-Serrano and the MAAC r~ should be 
increased by $19.5 million or 0.030 centslkWh, Subjez'to refund. 

56. In order to insure continued consistency/of ratemaking 
treatment, SOG&E's portion of SONGS O&M expenses billed to it by 
Edison shoula be reflected in tuture SOG&EZ bse /atc changes at the 
level adopted by this order. 

57. Edison's requested funding for th competing fo= the 
customer RD&O program. is reasonablj~. ~ 

58. Edison's requested funding for e electric 
transportation RO&O project should be educed to $100,000 for 
~onitoring the work of others. ~ 

59. Edison should be authorized to spend $900,000 on its 
alternate fuels, occupational and)ommuni ty safety, and advanced 
energy conversion RD&D progra=s,r 

60. Edison's natural resources management RD&O program should 
not be funded. /1 , 

61. Edison's actual ~ss EPRI dues of $14.7 million should be 
authorized in'rates. I' 

62. All RD&D prog~ expenditures should be recorded in 
account 930.2. I . 

63. A one-way ~lancing account for RD&D expenditures should 
be adopted. ;I 

64. A produdt:ivity gain of approxilnately 2.6% for 19SB is 
r,easonable. / ' • 

65. Edison and PSD should jointly develop, a data ba,se for use 
in evaluatinq employee compensation in Edison's next general rate 
case • 

/ 

I , 
I . 
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409. The policy adopted in 0.a7-04-028 to adopt alternative 
service options tor aqricultural customers based on their needs and 
usage ~racteristics and the statutory mandate of Section 744 of / 
the Public Utilities Code is equally applicable to Edison. 

410. The PSO proposed menu of alternative service options for 
Edison's agrieultural customers is consistent witn 0.87-04-028, 

provides a siqnificant number ot options tor these customers, 
properly distinquishes between customers based on their d2em 
level, and is reasonable. 

411. The mandatory transfer from Too-a to the agricul ural 
class of ACWA accounts or other large pumpinq accounts which meet 
the standard adopted in 0.87-04-028 of customers tor~~om at least 
70% of the water pumped by an individual account i~for 
agricultural puxposes providea appropriate serv~oPtions for 
these aqricul tural customers and time periods n ower than those 
currently available under TOU-8 and is reason~le. 

• 

~112. Based on.th~ above findinq, it i~eCeSSary to· adopt 
the PA-TOO option proposed by Acw.A. ~ 

• 

,(113.. It is reasonable to permit Edison to implement the new 
'I . 

agricultural tariff options no later tnan June 1, 1988 due to the 
need to inform customers of the chan/es anc:l install required 
m~terinq.. / . 

414. It is reasonable to dix;ect Edison to. conduct, in 
cooperation with PSO, workshops(to explain and refine the 
aqricultural tariff options adSpted in this decision. 

/ 
415. Our inclusion o.f streetliqhtin9, with respect to the 

energ~ component of streetliqhting charges, and streetlightinq 
marginal customer costs <!~ the revenue allocation process are a 

,,-

recog:ni tion that thes~./customers, despite unique traits, also share 
characteristics common to all other Edison customers. 

416. Streetlighting customers, like other customers, can 
benefit from rates which reflect the costs Which these customers 
impose on the u{ility system. 

;' , 
/ 

./~ 
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•. -,-, / 66. Ed~son's and PSD's aqreement on ratem~n9 treatment f¢r 
gains on sales o~ utility ~ssets to affiliates, net income Of~ • 
utility-related sUbsidiaries, markUp, royalty for services P70vided 
~y the utility, and guidelines for utility employee transfers to 
affiliates is reasonable and should be adopted. ;I' 

67. PSD's recommended royalty to ~e paid by affil~ates on 
gross revenues should not be adopted. ;I 

68. PSD's hazardous waste management recommen~tions are 
reasonable and should be adopted as modified belo~ 

. 1 / 69. PSD's recommendat~ons concern ng manufactured gas 
hazardous waste sites should ~e expanded to inclUde all hazardous 
lIraste sites. / 

70. Edison should be allowed to combine the two different 
annual hazardous waste reports PSD recomme~ds into one annual 
report. / 

71. Long-term qoal setting, veritfcation procedures, and 
'annual reportinq for utility F/MBE p~ams should ~e addressed in 

• 
R .. 87-02-026. / 

72_ Edison had a s1gnificantlincrease in the amount and 
number of its contract awards to;'F/MBES from 1984-1986. 

• 

73. Edison should achieve/Significant increases in the amount 
and number of contract award~4o F/MBEs for future proceedings. 

74. Ethics and fairness dictate that an extension to file a 
brief granted to one, but d~t all, parties to' a proceedinq'should 

; 
~ot be used as an opportunity to respond to briefs which were 
timely filed. ;I 

7S. Edison Shou,d continue to promote r~asonable and cost
effective conservation measures and efficiency options for its 
,c:ustome:rs.. . / ' 

76. To ens~e its conti~ued cost-effectiveness, Edison should 
closely monitor its Thermal Energy Storage program in coming years 
throuqh the re~ing requirements established in Resolution E-30S3 
and the establ~hment, for aeeountin9' and reporting purposes, of 
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417. Edison's cost of service study performed for this , 
proceeding is responsive to the Commission's dire~ve in 
0.84-12-068 and is reasonable. 

418. It was appropriate tor purposes 
study for Edison to rely on a Replacement 

cost ot service 
New methodology in 

the absence of adequate record$ upon which dison could base an 
Ori9inal Cost Less Depreciation or histo cal cost analysis • 

.I' 
419. Edison's r~liance on the TOU~S schedule to calculate 

streetlight enerqy charges is misplaced and is a substantial 
departure from our polieies empha~i~nq rates based on customer
imposed costs and use characteristics. 

420. PSO's proposed energy nd demand charges tor 
streetlighting are based on m ginal costs, reflect unallocated 
revenue, and are reasonable. 

421. Having reflected arqinal custo~er costs in reVenues 
allocated to the streetli ting customer'class based on a T.MS 

(transformer, meter, se 
include an MDS (minim 
rates. 

ice drop) approach, it is unnecessary to 
distribution system) charge in streetlight 

422. PSD's pro osed customer charges for streetliqhtinq based 
on marginal customer costs are reasonable. 
, 423. PSD'S pfoposed streetlight facilities charges, modified 
to reflect it;:/qreement with Edison of a $1.00 per lamp per year 
transformer rge on Edison-owned lamps, are based on the cost of 
those tacili ies at the margin, a Reproduction Cost New approach, 
and PSO's p rtial inclusion of the RO transformer and are therefore 

Edison's proposed rate design tor streetliqhting complies 
order in 0.84-12-068, achieves the goal of reflecting 

·~un led· rates, and is reasonable. 
4 S. 'I'he diversity .';;''0., ~ •. ~treetliqht customer's :mix of lamps 

ana ow off-peak usaqe snould m.i tiqate any aaverse rate impacts 
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the cateqories of Load shittin~ (Medium/Small and Large 
and Load Retention (Medium/Small and Large CUstomer). 

77. Edison should be directed to continue its efforts 
quantify the gas-side impacts of its ~hermal Enerqy Storas~ 
proqram.' / 

78. ~o ensure the continued eost-etfectiveness ~ i:s Water 
Storage Proqram; Edison should undertake Whateverre sonable eost
cutting measures are possible to lim. it any unneees art' and non-
cost-effective spending. , 

79. Funding for Edison's Residential andjNon-Residential 
Marketing programs should be deferred until ~rther analysis of the 
marketing issue is undertaken in the 3-Rs ~emakins, R.86-10-001. 

so. Edison should develop the repo~ required for its demand 
side management programs using the sam~quidelines adopted for PG&E 
in 0.86-12-095 at pages 111 through ll~. 

8l. PSO's uniform' program def~itions for demand side , 
management programs should be usedJby Edison in all future rate 
ease, offset, and advice letter tdlings. 

82. The funding levels fourid reasonable in this decision for 
Edison's demand side manaqeme~ :~roqrams should be adopted with an 
overall funding level ot $54;1l94,000. 

83. All demand side ma.nag~:nent program. funding should be 
consolidated and placed i~base :~ates starting with the test year 
1988. / 

84. Edison shoul~eontinue tO'be allowed to make tunding 
shifts of $2.5 millio£ within the three major demand side 
management eateqorie's without an advice letter, but with notice to 
the Commission's Elaluation and Compliance Division. 

as. Edison;!should ~e required to tile an ~~vice letter for 
funding Shifts~tween the three major demand side management 
proqram categories or tor shifts of greater than $2.5 million 
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resul tinq fr10m this order, and a rate limiter for streetliqht 
charqes is therefore unnecessary. 

426. The proposed charqes and rate structures 
PSO, and CAL-SLA agreed are reasonable. 

427. For consistency in the methodology used 
streetlight rates, it is appropriate to rely on 
develop the customer account e:lCPense and to 
per lamp per month. 

rgina1 costs to' 
t a rate of $.12058 

428. Edison's proposed cable and pho ontroller charqes for 
the OWL schedule are reasonable. 

429. Based on current installati practices, CAL-SLA's 
Special Condition 2 for the LS-2 an~LS-3 conditions is reasonable. 

430. To achieve consistency w.lth current manufacturers 
specifications, it is appropriat~to adopt CAL-SLA's proposed 
languaqe for Special conditionsl10 and 12 of the LS-2 schedule. 

431. For the protection It those streetliqht customElrs who 
rent streetliqhts from Edis~, for which equipment Edison is 
ultimately responsible, i;;1s reasonable to retain the c~~ent 
Special Condition 3 of Schedule LS-Z. 

432. To ensure the~ppropriate recovery of revenue related to 
Edison's optional tim,.of-use meters" it is reasonable to reflect 
the followinq estimate costs of those meters in the adopted results 
of operation: $369/500 in 1988~ $1,012,600 in 1989: and $1,559,800 
in 1990. I 

I 
433. PSO's ~oposal with respect to adjustments in rate 

components due to revenue requirement chanqes occurrinq between 
general rate ~es is bas4ed on increasinq demand and customer 
charqes towardftheir EPMC relationships for revenue requirement 
increases andholdinq them constant for decreases. . . 

I 
434. PSO's proposed rate desiqn for revenue requirement 

chanqe:ct.~96.~inq between general rate cases is consistent with our 
adopted ,ate design policies ana is therefore reasonable . 
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• 86. Edison should continue the effective development of Q~' 
rasources. ~ 

87. The overall tunding tor Edison's cogeneration/sm~ Power 
Proauction Program. of $1,765,000, with reductions Of,i:.$200 000 in 
1989 and $550,000 in,1990, if warranted on the basis 0 a perioQic 
analysis to be undertaken :by Edison and PSD, tound r sonabla in 
this proceeding should be adoptad. ~ 

88. The results of operation as set forth ~ Appendixes C and 
D are r~asona:bla and should be adopted. ~ 

89. Based on the toragoing findings an~o~elUSions a $56.0 
million decrease in Edison's :base rate reve~es is just and 
reasonable and should be adopted. ;(' 

90. The Commission's findings in this general rate case on 
issues related to marginal cost, reven~ alloeation, rate design, 
and demand side management programs $~ould take into consideration 
the policies adopted in R.86-10-00ulto address the problem of 
uneconomie bypass. / ' 

• 
91. Marginal costs Shouldj=0ntinue to be the basis for the 

revenue allocation and rate d~iqn adopted in this proceeding. 
92. In the future gene:al rate case and ECAC proceedings of 

• 

Edison, PG&E, and SOG&E, a~parties presenting testimony requiring 
the use of a proauction sl~ulation moael to develop marginal or 
avoided costs should prov'ide a Hbase ~seH run using the ELFIN 
moael. Z . 

93. To ensure a cess by all parties to input assumptions and 
data related to cum~ter models used to caleulate a utility's IERs, 
a workshop should be held no ~ater than one week following the 
filing of testimo~ by either Edison, PG&E, or SDG&E in their 
respective ECA~r general rate case proceedings. 

94. The ose of the workshop referenced in the preceding 
conclusion sh ld be (1) to determine the c1.ata sets, res~lurce 
plans, loac1. ape, heat rate input, unit commitment anc1. c1.ispatch, 
minimum eonditions, resource assumptions, marginal fuel 
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COnel.usi9Ds of Law 

OJ 
1. Escalation rates. tor labor olf 3.5% in 1987 and J,9SS and. 

non-labor of 2.99% in 1987 anel 4.41% in 1988 are reasonab'ie. 
2. The sales. forecast shown in the table SlJ1!J'1!J.lJ.r/ ot 

Kilowatt-Hour Sales on page 8 of this d.eeision is. re~Sonable. 
3. CtMAC revenues should not be inelueled in the ad.opted 

present rate revenues. I 
4. The present rate revenues shown in AZPC ix Care 

reasonable. . 
5. Edison has not provided adequate jus tieation for its 

requested inerease in steam generating unit o~rhaul expense. 
I. . 6. A seven-year average ot ste~ qene at~ng un~t overhaul 

expense is. reasonable. 
7. A three year interva~ tor low p essure tur~ine rotor 

repairs is reasonable. 
s. A test year hydro produetion expense ot $20.5 million and 

a test year other production expenszt $17.2 million are 
reasonable. 

9. The level of SONGS produ tion expense agreeel to by Eelison 
anel PSt) is. reasonable. / : 

10. SONGS O&M expense sho~d not be relitigated in SDG&E's. 
general rate ease. / 

11. SDG&E should be authorized to reflect in tuture base rate 
tilings the level of SONGS O'&M expense, ad~usted tor inflation, 
aelopteel in this eleeision.~ 

12. Edison should ~e authorized to retlect an inerease,in NRC 
fees in its attrition tiling. . 

13. A flexible ~fueling scheelule is reasonable for SONGS and 
Palo Verde. / 

14. Edison's;estimate of Palo Verele O&M expense, including 
refueling outage expense, is reasonable. 
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assumptions, and all other pertinent data which the utility has 
used to calculate its IER and (2) to provide a forum in which 
agreements between the plLrties can be reaehed.. 

95. Two IERs should be adopted in this proceeding, one 
use in the calculation of marginal enerqy costs and one·for. in 
the calculation of avoided energy costs, based on method ogies 
which reflect the differences in these two costs. ~ 

96. The annual IERs found reasonable in this decision should 
be adopted. ~ 

97. In the calculation of IERs, the ELFIN l'II'odel should not be 
externally adjusted to reflect start-up and nO;tfoad costs. 

98. The input assumptions used in cal~lating marginal and 
avoided energy costs found reasonable in ~s decision should be 
adopted. / 

99. The undisputed portions ot PSrJ! s and Edison's joint , 
exhibit on marginal enerqy costs and ~dison's undisputed changes to 
factors used in the calculation of ayoided energy costs should be 
adopted except as otherwise modified by this decision. 

100. The marginal energy eos~ and avoi~ed energy costs found 
reasonable in this decision shouid be adopted. 

101. The generation and txlansmission marginal demand costs 
found reasonable in this dec~ion should be adopted. 

l 
102. To determine the ~plicability of the ERI tor calculating 

generation marginal deman~costs ancL for determining demand charqes 
used in rate design, Edison and PSO should be directed to examine 

I 

this issue in Edison's ~ext general rate ease. 
103. An ERI based;lon an EOE target should be used as the basis 

tor adjusting ttLe va7~e of. the combustion turbine used as a proxy 
for avoided capacity/costs. ~ 

104. An ERI aQ,justlDent factor of 0.43 should be adopted for 
19S8 and should r~ain in effect until updated or revised as , 
prescribed in A.~-04-044, et al • 

\ . 
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15. Edison should reflect in A.8-7-0S--054 the level 
refueling expenses tound reasonable in this decision for 'Palo 
Verde 3. 

1&. Edison should submit in its next general rate case 
a comparative study that can be used to develop a zone ot/ 
reasonableness tor nuclear O&M expense. 

17. Recovery of a one-time expense for a chemical cleaning 
process at SONGS 3 over' three years is reasonable. ~ 

18. Recovery of $2.9 million for expenses prev~usly incurred 
for the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel trom7S0N~ 1 without 
Commission approval ot the expenses or a tracking echanism is 
inappropriate. 

19. A test year transmi~sion expense O~75.3 million is 
reasonable. ;" 

20. PSD's $3.5 million reduction tO~dison's estimate for 
account 582 reflects recorded downwa:Zd ends in labor expen~e and 
is reasonable • 

21. It is reasonable to refle Edison's transition to 
contract labor for tree trimming in/account 583. 

22. It is reasonable to r~!l'ect the accounting change for 
purchases of meter locking ring~in account 597. 

23. Edison's estimated 06st for its three-year underground 
~ 

inspection program is reasona'ble .. 
24. Edison should pr~ide in its next general rate case 

tiling data on the perce~ of underground switch failures per year 
and the age of tailed switches. 

25. A five-year ~erage of storm damages is reasonable. 
26. Edison has;£ot provided adequate justification tor its 

estimated cost ot Ploviding termination notices to customers. 
27. A $450,000 reduction in Edison's estimated cost for 

providing termination notices to-.C!l~~(:'_tsrs is reasonable. 
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lOS. The issue of the reinstatement of Standard Otfer 2 should 
be decided in A.82-04-044, et a1. ;II 

106. Marginal customer costs should be included in the revenue 
!L110eation process, should be based on the weigbted avcra&c of 
incremental and decremental custOltler costs, and sboulct/{nclUde: the 
customer-related costs associated with meters, servi~ drops, final 
line transformers, access equipment replacement anelimprovemerlt, 
and distribution equipment directly assignable tela customer class. 

107. In the absence of a wfully developed/e~timateW ot 
incremental and decremental costs in this proceeding, PSD's 
~ l' / . • ~crementa cost est~ate based on the TSM Gtransformer, servlce 
drop, and meter) approach, exclusive of f~l line transformers for 
all customer classes, should serve as the/~roxy for the weighted 
average method in this proceeding. ;I 

108. In Edison's next general ra~e case, all parties should 
• .... 011 • /1 base thelr reeommen~atlons o~ marglpa customers costs on the 

weighted average ot Edison's incr7ental and decremental customer 

• 
costs. 

. 109. Streetlighting :margin~l customer costs as calculated by 
FSO should be included in the~evenue allocation process. 

llO. Edison and PSO should be directed to undertake analyses 
and record-keeping aimed atlidentifying all costs t~be included as 
marginal customer costs. ~ 

111. The marginal o!stomer costs and marginal distribution 
costs found reasonab~e n this decision should be adopted. 

112. The marqina cost time-ot-use periods found reasonable in 
this deeisi~n shoul be adopted. 

• 

113. A revenuefallocation based on an Equal Percent ot 
I 

Marginal Cost (EPMC) approach should be adopted subject, in the 
/ 

test year 1988, to a cap for all customer and rate groups of 5% 
over the systeml'average percentage change. 

114. Because the intent of this decision is to achieve a full 
• t 

EPMC revenue a~location tor Edison by 1990, this intent should be 
I 
l 
I 
l 
! • 
I 
I 
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~ 28. Edison's 1986 savinqs of $22S,OOO from participation ~ 
Enercom should be included in the calculation of its uncolleot' ~e 

~ 

• 

rate. 
29. An uncollectible rate of .2l4% and a franchise ta 

of .73% are reasonable. 
30. Edison should adju~t its annual energy, ECAC, and MAAC 

rates, effective January 1, 1988, to reflect the unCOlle(ctible and 
franchise tax rates adopted in this decision. f 

3l. Edison should be authorized to reflect an norease in 
postage expense in its attrition filing. 

32. It is reasonable to limit the growth f~m 1985-1988 in 
A&G expense items over which Edison has contt,0 to 8t, the expected 
customer growth from 1985-1988. 

33. The adopted exp~nse level for ace, t 930 reflects the 
amortization of expenses due to the abandrent of the Ivanpah 

. project. t.. 
34. A 10% reduction in Edison's ~timated cost of general 

insurance, comprehensive general liab~ity insurance, and directors 
and officers 'insurance is refleetiv of market trends and should ~e 
adopted. 

35. PSO's estim~ted group life insurance is 
reasonable. 

outside provider medical costs 
s reasonable. 

36. PSO's estimated cos 
adjusted for employee growth 

:3 7. 'the Superfund Ta should be used as a deduction for 
calculating income taxes. 

38. It is reason~~e to reflect the provisions of the Federal 
Tax Reform Act of 1986 )Cn calculating' income taxes. 

39. Edison's es~ted 1988 plant-in-service is reasonable. 
40. The depreci'tion rates agreed to by Edison and PSO are 

reasonable. / 
41. The guidelines for evaluating PHFO are reasonable and 

should be adOP~ 
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reflected in any revenue allocation proposed tor Edison in 
1990. 

115. Edison's ECAC proceeding should be the torum to 
considerinq any adjustments of Edison's inter-elass rev 
allocation in 1989 and 1990, but this consideration uld not 
include the relitigation of the :arginal cost stru e and levels 
adopted in this proceedinq. 

116. For revenue changes occurring between eneral rate cases, 
the revenue allocation approach adopted in thi proeeeding should 
be applied to rate increases or decreases to the test year 1988 
and the revenue allocation approach adopte in Edison's 1989 and 
1990 ECAC proceedings should be applied t intervening ,offset 
tilings made after each of these procee nqs. 

111. Rate adjustments of less tha, 1% occurring between 
~reneral rate cases should be alloeat on an equal cents per kWh 
basis. 

118. Intra-class revenue ation should be develo~ed on an 
equal percent ot present rate re enues tor Edison's small and 
medium power <]roup and on an 
customers. 

C basis for Edison's large power 

119. Any revenue shortt resulting trom the imple:entation 
of new agricultural rate 0 ions should be allocated equally among 
all agricultural rate soh dules. 

120. Edison should e directed to collect the data necessary 
to achieve an EPMC rev ue allocation for its agricultural and 
small and medium powe customers tor its next general rate case. 

121. Streetlig energy charges, but not t~cilities charges 
associated with an nd-use, should be included in the revenue 
allocation proces • 

122. In the absence of the adoption of Edison's proposed 
,eontra,ct rate s 
should not be 

edules, any contract rate revenue deficiency 
ncluded in the revenue allocation process. 
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42. The Evalu."tion and Compliance Division 
enerqy utilities under CPUC jurisdiction that we 
for evaluating PHFO' to be addressed in their n 
ease. 

43. Reductions in Edison's estfmates 
for 1988 and $16.2 million for 1989 are r 

general rate 

44. This proceeding should remain pen t~ consider any 
changes in the calculation of working ash allowance adopted in 
A.86-12-0S0. 

45. The method of calculating attrition agreed to· by Edison 
and PSD is reasonable. 

46. The 1989 ERAM base lev should be increased by $9.8 
million to reflect a decrease ~ FERC sales. 

47. Edison should be a~~wed to inelude the SONGS 2 chemical 
cleaning expense in its att~tion tiling tor 1990. 

. 48. The impact of Ed~on's optional TOU meter plan should be 
reflected in calculating ~trition • 

49. Edison should u'se the format shown in Appendix 0 to 
develop its attrition ;flings. . 

SO~ Edison's ca~tal structure as revised in the September 
update bearinqs is r~$onlU:>le. . 

51. An increm/ntal cost of long-term debt o! 9.08% is 
reasonabl~. / 

52. PSD's 50recast of tax-exempt financing is roasonable. 
!;3. Ed.ison/ should b(~ authorized to recover the costs 

associated with!perpetual securities~ 
I • 

54. A ROE of 12.75% 1S reasonable and should be adopted. 
55. Ec1lkon/ s MAAC rates tor SONGS 2 and 3 post-conunercial 

operating c~ts, pre~commercial operating costs for Palo Verde, and 
Section 46J1prOjeets should, effective January 1, 1988, reflect an 
ROE of 12. 5%. 

I 
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123. '!'he total rev,enue requirement aciopteci for Edison as of 
January 1, 1988, shoulci be includod in the revenue allocation 
adopted in this ciecisio:n. 

124. ~he rate structures adopted for Edison's rate schc les 
should reflect, to the extent posSiDle and. practical, cost ased 
rates ciesiqned to proviae accurate and uncierstandable pr,'ce signals 
to which the customer e".n respond, to refleet a eu~to r's usage 
patterns and characteristics., to recover the custom group's 
revenue requirement, and to mitig~Lte any negative ill ilDpacts. 

125. The Commission should consider previo recent decisions 
relating to the rate design of otl:Ler utilities as a means of 
id.entifying current Commission rate design p iey~ cietermining 
whether that policy is to be continued., mod . ied, or abandoncd~ and 
ensuring, to the extent possible, consist t treatment of all 
~:,atepayers • 

126. The baseline quantities and lloeations proposed by 
Edison and PSD should be adopted. 

• 
127. Edison's and PSD's reque ted implementation of a customer 

charge for domestic customers sh ld be rejected at this time, and 
Edison's ~infmum charge for thi customer group should be retained. 

128. Edison should be d;t' eted to undertake a study for its 
next. general rate ease to de ermine the actual line losses incurred 
by submetered 1I1obilehome pa served under Edison's OMS-2 schedule 
with the costs of that y beinq spread equally to all those 

• 

s~metered mobilehome par 
129. A diversity ad ustlnent should be adopted for all of 

Edison's domestic maste -metered schedules. 
130. Edison shoul be directed to conduct a study for its next 

general rate C~Lse of ge patterns of lDobilehome parks which it 
individual metElrs an the usage related to each master meter as the 
DAsis for devolopin a diversity adjustment. 

131. Edison s ould be directed to conduct a study tor its next 
general rate case of the need and feasibility of tariff changes 
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• 56. Carrying costs on. n"lclear tuel inventory and foal 

• 

inventory should be calculate~ using Edison's ECAC i rate 
and recorded in the ECAC account. 

57. Recovery of $2.4 million for expenses pr viously incurred 
for Palo Verde affirmative ease costs without Co 
of the expenses or a tracking :mechanism. is ina ropriat~~. 

sa. Edison should provide, coincident w' its faJ.l 1988 

resource plan, value-:based reli~ility crit ia and a comprehensive 
study evaluating the range of alternative u'ses for its lI;ging oil 
and gas generating units. These should ~ desiqned to address 
PSO's concerns as stated in Exhibit 53.;' . 

59. Edison should be authorizedjto request funding for plant 
modification or two-shifting to redu~ minimum generation 
cap~ility at certain oil and gas g~erating units. 

60. A cost cap of $91.8 mt'l on for Edis~n's share o~ the DC 
Expansion is reasonable. 

6l. The proposed procedur , attached as Appendix A, which 
provides for modification of ;tison'S MAAC to include the recorded 
investment-related revenue r~irement and the recorded revenues 
related to specific plant a~itions estimated to cost more than $50 
million is reasonable andt~ould be adopted. . 

62. Edison should ~ authorized to file for an increase in 
the MAAC rate, subject to refund, equal to- 75% of the annualized 
investment-related revehue requirement for the DC Expansion, and 
Devers-Palo Verde pr~cts. Edison's filing should be by an adviee 
letter submitted af~r each project becomes commereially 
operational. J' 

63. Edison Should tile an application to determine the 
I . 

reasonable and prudent costs of the Balsam Meadow, Oevers-Valley-
I . j Serrano, DC Expansion, and Devers-Palo Verde pro ects not later 

th~~. ~~:~ mon~ after the final portion of each project is placed 
in-service. 
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extending baseline allowances or master-metered discounts 
tenants and RV park owners. 

132. Edison should be required to tile an advice 1 ter 
implementing conjunctive billing for schools with mUl~ple meters 
at a single site on an,experimental basis eonsisten with 
0.86-12-091 and Resolution E-304$ and to undertake an evaluation 
tor its next general rate case ot conjunctive bi schools 
and tor all customers. 

133. Edison and PSD should be directed t develop 
interruptible schedules tor Edison's next q~eral rate case basee 
on both a cost-ot service approach and aZluation of 
curtailability methodology. 

134. It necessary, rate limiters should be used to' address the 
problem of adverse bill er to preserve marginal 
cost-based rates. 

135. The rate structures arges found reasonable in this 
decision for each of Edison's ra e schedules should be adopted. 

Ai . . 136. PSD's proposed rate ~s~gn for revenue requ~rement 
changes occurring between gen~al rate cases based on increasing 
demand and customer charges;{oWard their EPMC relationships tor 
revenue reqllirement increas'es and holding them constant tor 

I 
decreases should be adopted. 

137. Revenue chan~tfs between general rate cases attributable 
to energy charges shou1d be reflected in that rate component. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Southern california Edison company (Edison) is authorized 

and directed/to file with this Commission, on or after the 
effective d~te of this order, and at least 3 days prior to their 

I 
effective/date, revised tarift schedules tor electric rates as set 

~~rth ~APpen4ix I. 

• / 
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Edison's ~C revenue requirement should be in~Y 
$73.7 million for Devers-Valley-Serrano and Bal~ Meadow. and the 
MAAC rate, should be increased :by $55.3 million or 0.085 cents/kWh, 
su:bj ect to refund. 

65. PSD's. motion to set aside su:bmission of 
project should :be denied. 

66. Edison failed to disclose the existene of a letter 
agreement with LADWP, that could impact the cog{-effectiveness 
analysis of the DC Expansion proj ect and lirul'i t with other 
transmission projects. ~ 

67. PSD's motion to eompel the prod~tion of the documents, 
I 

attachment 6 to the motion, should be ~nted. 
68. The cost-effectivenE~ss analys'is o! the DC Expansion 

project and the adopted cap should belreviewed in conjunction with 
our analysis of Edison's other tran~ission projects and/or the 
agreements with LADWP. ~ 

69. In order to insure consistent ratemakinq treatment, 
SDG&E's portion of SONGS O~ e~enses :billed to it by Edison should 
be reflected in future SDG&E ~se rate changes at the level adopted 
by this order adjusted for inflation. ' 

I 
70. Edison's request,d funding for the competing for the 

customer RD&I> proqram is :oeasonable. 
. 71 .. ' Edison's req\.:.e~ed tunding for the electric 

transportation RD&D p;o,{ect sbcluld be reduced to $100,000 for 
monitoring the work o~~thers. 

72. Edison shouid be authorized to spend $900,000 on its 
alternate fuels, ocd'upational and community safety, and advanced 
ener9Y conversion fo&D proqrams .. 

73. Edison;s natural resources management RD&D proqram should 
not :be funded. / 

74. Edison's aetual 1988 EPRI dues ot $14.7 million should be 
..... . d. I 

au~or~ze ~n ates • 

I 
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~ . 2. The revised tariff schedules shall become e!fectiV~O or 
after January 1, 198$ and shall cOlDply with General Order 96- • 

The revised tariffs shall apply to service rendered on or a er 
their effective date. 

3. All transcript co~:rections received are incorp rateo. in 
the record. 

4. Edison is authori:~ed to tile for an attrit' n adjustment 
,in 1989 and 1990 based on the results of operation Qopted in 
Appendix C and D. 

5. Edison is authorized to include in its attrition filings 
increases in postage expensEls and Nuclear Requ atory Commission 
fees. 

6. Eo.ison shall adjust its ERAM ett tive January l, 1989 to 
re:!lect 'lUll implemen,tation of the quidel' es for plant held for 
tuture use contained in Appendix B. Th guidelines shall apply to 
all plant held for tuture use regardle s of the acquisition date. 

, 7. Edison is authorized to in ease its MAAC revenue 

•
rC!~[Uirem.ent:bY $26.0 million and it MAAC rate by $19.5 million or 
0.C130 cents/kWh, subject to retun , tor the Devers-ValleY-Serrano 
project. 

• 

S. Within six months fro the date of this order Edison 
shall file an application to' e tablish the reasonable ano. pruo.ent 
level of recorded. costs of th Devers-Valley-Serrano project. 

9. torth in Appendix A tor proposed 
projects in excess ot $SO llion are reasonable and shall be 
ado:~ted. 

10. Edison is auth rized to. tile for MAAC increases, subject 
to refund, for the Bals Meadows, DC Expansion, and Devers-Palo 
Verde project in acco ance with the adopted procedures in Appendix 
A. 

11. shall remain open to consider the impact ot a 
~al decision on in A.SS-1Z-0S0 • 
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75. Edison should emphasize long-ter.m, end-u~e RD&D ~iS 
consistent with its resource plan and coordinated with o~ 
california utilities and experienced research Organizat~dris. 

76. Edison should work with the Institute in resolving any 
difficulties surroundinq Edison's competitive ~iddin policies for 
RD&D. 

77. All RD&D proqram. expenditures should 
account 930.2. 

78. A one-way ~alancinq account for RD& 

))e adopted. ' . / '\ 
79. All expenditures on RO&D proq%'alnjChanges should be 

removed from the one-way balancinq account, retroactively, it found' 
unreasonable in a sUbsequent proceedin~ 

80. A productivity gain of approximately 2.75% for 1988 is 
reasonable. I 

81. Edison and PSD should jo~tly develop a data base for use 
in evaluatinq employee compensati~ in Edison's next general rate 
case. . J' 

82. Edison's and PSD's a,reement on ratemaking treatment tor 
gains on sales of utility as~ets to affiliates, net income of 
utility-related subSidiaries(, markup royalty for services provided 
by the utility, and quidel;fnes tor utility employee transfers to 
affiliates is reasonable/And should be adopted. 

83. PSD's recomme~ed royalty to be paid by affiliates on 
gross revenues should zlot be considered in this decision. 

84. PSD's hazardous waste management recommendations are 
I 

reason~le and ShOUl/1 be adopted as modified below. 
as. PSD's recommendations concerning manufactured gas 

I . 
hazardous waste sUtes should be expanded to include all hazardous 
waste sites ,included in Edison's general rate case filing and/or 
its annual haza~ous wa!..t,,IIj, ~~,.:.qeJ:lent report • 
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~ 12. The Commission's Evaluation and Compliance Division 9~1 

• 

• 

notify the energy utilities we requlate that quidelines for.J' 
evaluating plant held tor tuture use shall be considered inlltheir 
next qencral rate case. J' 

13. Edison shall file as set forth in this order ~ annual 
report describing its hazardous waste effort, includi its 
undorqround storaqe proqram. The report shall incl e the 
information described in Exhibit 6S-A. 

14. Edison is authorized to file an applic 
discussed in this order to receive prior approv 
hazardous waste program. 

15. Edison is authorized to file tor 
modifications or two-shifting to reduce it 
capability. 

for tundinq its 

16. Coincident with its fall 1988 resource plan, Edison shall 
provide value-based reliability crite a and a comprehensive study 
evaluatinq the range of alternative ses for its aging oil and gas 
qenerating units • 

17. Edison is authorized an directed to retlect the adopted 
return on equity from this orde~in its MAAC revenue requirement. 

l8. Edison is aUthOrif=Zd d directed to reflect the adopted 
franchise tax and uneo11eetib e rates from this order in its MAAC, 
ECAC, and AER rates. 

19. Edison is author' ed to retlect in its ECAC account the 
carrying costs associated ith nuclear fuel inventory and coal 
inventory, based on the CAC interest rate. 

20. SOG~E is au rized to reflect in future base rate 
filinqs the level of expenses tor SONGS adopted by this order. 

2l. establish a one-way balancinq account for 
recording RD&D ex~~lditures. 

22. d PSD shall jointly develop a data base for use 
in evaluatinq oyee compensation in Edison's next general rate 
case • 
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86. Ed.ison should be allowed to- combine the two dj.f rent 
annual hazardous waste reports PSO recommends into one lL ual 
report. J 

87. Long-'term goal setting, verification procedlres, and 
'il' I, annual report.ng for ut .ty F/MBE proqr~ should ~ addressed ~n 

R. S7-02-026. / 
88. Edison had a significant increase in ~e amount and 

n'lllnber of its contract awards to F/MBEs from 19&4-1986. 
89. Edison should achieve significant ine'reases in the amount 

and number of contract awards to F/MBEs foriture proceedings. 
90. Ethics and fairness dictate that extension to file a 

brief granted to one, but not all, partie~to a proceeding should 
not be used as an opportunity to respond~o briefs which were 
timely filed. / 

91. Edison should continue to p~mote reasonable and cost
effective conservation measures and e'tficiency options for its 
customers. l' 

92. To ensure its continued;eost-effectiveness, Edison should 
closely monitor its Tl::Lermal Ene59Y storage proqram in coming years 
through the reporting requirements established in Resolution E-30S3 
and the establishment,. for acc'bunting and reporting purposes, of 
the categories of Loacl Shif;{ng (Medium/Small and Large CUstomer) 
arid Load Retention (ME~dium/t.>lnall and Large CUstomer). 

93. Edison should b/ directed to continue its efforts to 
j 

quan'cify the gas-side impacts of its Thermal Energy Storage 
program consistent wittl'the recently reused Standard Practice 
Manu,al tor Economic E,laluation of DSM Programs. , 

94. To ensure~e continued cost-effectiveness of its Water 
Storage Program, Ed'ison should undertake whatever reasonable cost
cutting measures ire possible to limit any unnecessary and non-

o .i 
cost-effe~v~;~;ending. 

. ; 

, 
'. 

l 
I 
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~ 23. Edison shall continue to closely ~onitor its Tner.mal 
Enerqy storage Program by meeting the reportin~ requirements 
established in Resolution E-3053 and the establishment, tor 
accounting and reporting purposes ot the categories of Loa 
Shiftin~ (Medium{SmaJ.l and Large CUstomer) and Load Retenfton 
(Medium/Small and Large CUstomer) and shall continue itsfetforts to 
quantify the gas-sid(! impacts of this proqram. / 

24. Edison is authorized to offer an incentive der its 
Thermal Energy Storage program limited to $200/kW. ~. 

2S. Edison's s~all develop the reports re red for its 
demand side managc~erl'.t programs using' the same %6ideline~ adopted 
tor the Pacific Gas ~nd Electric company (PG&J1 in O.,~6-12-09S. 

26. Edison ~;hall usc PSD'S uniform program definitions for 
demand side management progr~s in allzt e rat7/~ase, offset, 
and advice letter filings. /' 

27. Edison is authorized to cons idate ail demand side 
management program funding in basetes begi~ing with test year 
HU. , 

• 28. Edison is authorized ~o~ke tunding' shittS, of $2. S 

• 

million within the th:t:'ee major ~d side .. :management categ'ories 
(Residential Conserva~ion, Co ercial/Industrial/Aqricultural 
Cons.~rvation, and Load Manag: ent) without an advice letter, but 
with notice o! the crulnge 0 the Commission's Evaluation and 
Compliance Division. , 

29. Edison S~hall ile an advic~11 letter tor funding shifts 
betw4~en the three maj :1:" demand side fana~ement categories or for 
shifts of greater an $2.5 m.illio~:'within those cate9'ories. 

30. Periodi anlLlysis on the/optimal tunding of Edison's 

C09'enerati~n/~: Pow.~r ~oducti1n 'Program shall be undertaken by 
PSD ~~d Ed~son w~th ~le t~rst'report to be completed on August 31, 
1988, to dete . ne whe1:her reductions in program fundin~ of 
$200,000 in 989 and $550,000 i~fl990 are warranted. 

'tt' 

,~ 
1. 

,:I~ 
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95. Funding for Edison's Residential and NOn-ReSide~ 
Marketing proqrams should be de~erred until ~urther ana 
marketinq issue is undertaken in the 3-Rs Rulemakinq, .86-10-001. 

96. Edison should develop the reports required or its demand 
side management proqrams using the same guidelines opted tor PG&E 
in 0.86-12-095 at pages 111 through 118. 

97. The generic demand side management def· itions being 
established in the Reporting Requirements Manua should be used by 
Edison in all future rate case, offset, and a~Jice letter filings. 

98. The funding levelS found reaSOnabl~in this decision for 
Edison's demand side management proqrams7uld ~e adopted with an 
overall funding level of $54,194,000. 

99. All demand side management pr~ram funding should be 
consolidated and placed in base,rates ~rting with the test year 
:'988, with the exception of certain JES incentive payments as 
described in our discussion. I' 

100. Edison should continue ~ ~e allowed to make fundinq 
shifts of $2.$ million within thelthree major demand side 
management categories without i advice letter, ~ut with notice to 
the Commission's Evaluation ~.compliance Division. 

101. Edison should be required to file an advice letter for 
funding shifts ~etween the eo major demand side management 
proqram categories or for shifts of greater than $2.5 million 
within those categories. 

102. Edison shoul the effective development of QF 
resources. ;I 

103. The overal~ funding for Edison's coqeneration/Small Power 
Pr04uction Proqr~of $1,765,000, with reductions of $200,000 in 
1989 and $550,00olin 1990, if warranted on the basis of a periodic 
analysis to be I~dertaken by Edison and PSO, found reasonable in 
this proceedi~ should be adopted. 

104. The'results of operation as set forth in Appendixes C and 
D are reaso~le and should be adopted • 
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31. AU patties> to the tuture qeneral rate case and r./c 
proceedings of Edison, PG&E, and San Dieqo Gas and Eleetr~ Compan 
(SDG&E) presenting testimony relyinq or or requiring th~se of a 
production simulation model to develop marqinal or av~ed costs 
shall provide a Nbase case* run using the ELFIN pro~tion cost 
model. A party to these proceedings may also· pres nt testimony 
using its production cost model of choice, which y differ from 
ELFIN, and explain the basis for its preferenc of that model and 
the results which it produces. 

32. In the future rate ease and ECAC roceedinqs of Edison, 
PG&E, and SDG&E, workshops shall be held 0 later than one week 
followinq the filinq of the utility's t timony in those 
proceedings. The purpose of this wor op shall be to determine 
the data sets, resource plans, load ape, heat rate input, unit 
commitment and dispatch, minimum 1 conditions, resource 
assumptions, marginal fuel assump' ions, and all other pertinent 
data which the utility used to leulate its Incremental Energy 
Rate (IER). In addition to d,ta qatherinq, this workshop shall 
also serve as a toru:m in which the parties can agree, to the extent 
possible, on the aS5umptionL to be used and the appropriate source 
of those assumptions_i: . 

33. Edison and PS shall present testimony in Edison's next 
qeneral rate case on e applicability of the ERI to calculations 
of qeneration marqin demand costs and to determinations of demand 
charqes used in rat 

34. For Edis n's next general rate ease, all parties shall 
base their reeo ndations of marqinal customer costs on the 
weighted of Edison's incremental and decremental customer 
costs. 

35. Wi~ respect to the determination of marqinal customer 
costs, Edison and PSD shall undertake the following tor Edison's 

I 
next qener~ rate ease: (1) establish record-keeping that will 
clearly i~ntifY customer hook-up costs and distinguish new from 
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105. Based on the foregoing findings and conclusio9S a $57.7 

million decrease in Edison's base rate revenues is jus~ and 
reasonable and should be adopted. ~ 

106. The Commission's findings in this 9cncr~1;r~tc case on 
issues related to marginal cost, revenue allocation(, rate design, 
and demand side management programs should take i~o consideration 
the policies adopted in R.86-10-001 to address tie problem of 
uneconomic bypass. / 

107. Marginal costs should continue to be/the basis for the 
revenue allocation and rate design adopted i~this proceeding. 

108. In the future general rate cases, CAC proceedings, or 
other proceeding designated by A.82-04-44, et al., of Edison, 
PG&E, and SDG&E, all parties presenting stimony requiring the use 
of a production simUlation model to dev.{op marginal or avoided 
costs should provide a *base caseW ~usinq the ELFIN model. 

109. To ensure access by all pa~ies to input assumptions and 
data related to cumputer models usect' to- calculate a utility'S IERs, 
a workshop should be held no late~than one week following the 
tiling ot testimony by either Edrson, PG&E, or SOG&E in their 
respective ECACs, general rate/'~se proceedings, or other 
proceeding designated by A.82~4-44, et a1. for updating IERs. 

110. The purpose ot the;WOrkshop referenced in the preceding 
conclusion should be (1) t~d~termine the data sets, resource 
plans, load shape, heat r&te input, unit commitment and dispatch, 
minimum load conditions,;?esource assumptions, marginal fuel 
assumptions, and all other pertinent data which the utility has 

I 
used to calculate itS~ER and (2) to provide a forum in which 
agreements between tne parties can ~e reached. 

I 
111. Two IERsjShould be adopted in this proceedin9r one for 

use in the ealculition of ~arqinal energy costs and one for use in 
the calculation If avoided energy cost~, ~ased on methodologies 
which refleet e differences in thos~ two- costs • 
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existing customers, (2) analyze non-dedicated distribution 
equipment for access versus demand function, and (3) identify 
replacement and upqrading costs for access equipment. 

36. Edison's ECAC proceeding shall ~e the forum for 
considering any adjustments of Edison's inter-class Equ Percent 
of Marginal cost (EPMC) revenue allocation in 1989 an 1990. This 
consideration shall not include the relitigation of e marginal 
cost structure and levels adopted in this proceedi 

37. For rate changes occurring between thi rate case and 
Edison's 1989 ECAC proceeding, the reVenue all~tion approach 
adopted in this proceeding based on an EPMC a~ocation with a 5% 
cap over the system average percentage eh;tShall be applied to 
the intervening rate increases or decrease. The revenue 
allocation approach adopted in Edison's C proceedings for the 
1989 and 1990 periods shall be apPlied;to Edison's intervening 
offset filings made after each of tho!' proceedings. 

38. For its next general ratejCase, Edison shall collected 
the data necessary to achieve an infra-class EPMC revenue 
allocation for Edison's small li' It and power and agricultural rate 
schedules. 

39. Edison shall undCt!rtc a study for its next general rate 
case to determine the actual inc'losses incurred by submetered 
mobilehome parks served und Edison's DMS-2 schedUle. The costs 
o'f that study shall be s~r ad equally to all those submetered 
mobilehome park customer • 

40. Edison shall onduct a study for its next general rate 
case of usage pattern of its domestic master-metered customers 
which it individuall meters as the basis for developing a 
diversity acljustmen of the submetered discount or rates applica}:)le 
to those customers , 

41. Edison hall conduct a study for its next general rate 
and feasibility of tariff chan~es extending 

baseline allow ces or master-metered discounts to recreational 
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112. ~he annual IERs found reasonable in this decision shou1d 
I' 

bEl adopted and should remain in etfect until updated as presc~bed 
in A.82-04-44 et al. 

113. In the calculation of IEb, the adjustment of 
~odel to reflect start-up and no-load costs should be r 
the amount of any double-eounting of these costs. 

114. The input assumptions used in caleulating~arginal and 
avoided energy costs ,found reasonable in this dec~ion should be 
adopted. . I' 

11S. ~hc undisputed portions of PSO's an~dison's joint 
eXhibit on marginal energy costs and Edison'tI'undisputed changes to 
factors used in the calculation of avoided /nergy costs should be 
adopted except as otherwise modified by 

116. ~he marginal enerqy costs an avoided enerqy costs found 
reasonable in this decision should be dopted. 

117. The generation and transm' sion marginal demand costs 
found reasonable in this decision~hould be adopted • 

118. To determine the apPljCability ot the ERr for calculating 
4;eneration marginal demand co~s and for determining demand charges 
used in rate design, Edison ~d PSO should be directed to examine 
this issue in Edison's ne~general rate case. 

119. An ERI based o~an EOE target should be used as the basis 
for adjusting the value~f the combustion turbine used as a proxy 
for avoided capacity eosts. . 

I 
120. An ERr adjustment factor ot 0.43 should be adopted for 

1988 and should r~n in effeet until updated or revised as 
prescribed in A.S2104-44, et ala 

121. ~he is~e of the reinst~tement ot Standard otter 2 should 
be decided in AJ82-04-44, et ala ' 

122. Mar~~al customer costs should ~e included in the revenue 
allocation pr~ess, should ~e based on the wei~hted average of 
incremen~d decremental customer costs, end should inclUde the 
customer-;;r ated costs assoeiated with meters, service drops, final 
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• 

vehicle (RV) tenants and RV park owners. This study should include 
an examination ot the tarit:~ language needed to ensure that RV 
WresidentsW receive the baseline allowances to which thev are 

,..'.~ ,l 

entitled. Any standards proposed by Edison.sbould "take into 
aooount Edison's ability to objeotively 'judGe and re~listioallY 
monitor the status ot the R'f/ tenant.;t j 

42. Edison shall tile an advice letter implemebting 
conjunctive billing tor schools with m~ltiple meter~ at a single 
site on an exper~ental basis. 'I'hi~/!ilin9 shalllrovide tariffs 
or forms based consistent with D.8~12-091 and Resolution E-304S in . ~ 

which PG&E was authorized to otfer'eonjunetive ~lling to schools. 
Edison shall also conduct a study!' for its next~~eneral rate case 
evaluating oonjunctive billing tor schools andl tor all customers. 

• -'.. .f 
43. Ed~son and PSD shall propose 1nterruptible schedules tor 

, ~. 

Edison's next general'rate eas~ based on b~ih a cost-ot-service 
approach and a valuation ot curtailibility,pmethodology. 

44. For rate changes ~~tween gener~,rate eases, demand and 
~ A 

customer charges shall be inereased based on their EPMC 
;f 

relationships for rate incre'ases, but sl'lall be held constant tor 
rate decreases. Revenue ~~ges betw~n general rate cases 

" 'I 
atrributable to energy charges shall,,!be reflected in that rate • 'r 
component. i t~ 

This order is Fftective ~&aay. 
~' 1..1' Dated ~t ~:1 , at san Francisoo·,. Calitornia. 

l 
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/' 
line transformers, access equipment replacement and improvement,., 
and distribution equipment directly assignable to a custome~lass. , 

123. In the absence of a -fully developed estimate- of 
, , 

incremental and decremental costs in this proceeding, PSO's 
incremental cost estimate based on the TSK (transform~, service 
drop, and meter) approach, exclusive of final liner,anSformors for 
all customer classes, should serve as the proxy JPr the weighted 
average method in this proceeding_ 1'. 

124. In tuture general rate cases, all ~rties should base 
, ,,' I their recommendations and.num4~rical estlma~s of marglnal customers 

costs on the weighted average of the uti ty's incremental and 
decremental customer costs. 

125. Strectlighting marginal cus omer costs as calculated by 
PSD should be included in the reven allocation process. 

126. Edison and PSD should ~directed to undertake analyses 
and record-keeping aimed at identltying all costs to be included as 
lnarginal customer costs. 1/ 

127. The marginal custo~er costs and marginal distribution 
costs found reasonable in tbds decision should be adopted. ' 

128. The marginal cos/ time-of-use periods found reasonable in 
this decision should be ~opted. 

129. A revenue all~ation based on an Equal Percent of 
Marginal Cost (EPMC) "proach should be adopted based on moving 1/3 
of the way 'to EPMC ijfthe test year 1988, with a cap for all 
customer and rate groups of S% on increases over the system average 
percentage change.l 

130. Becausel'the intent of this decision is to achieve a full 
EPMC revenue allioeation for Edison by 1990,. this intent should be 
reflected in a~y revenue allocation proposed for Edison in 1989 and 

1990. t 
131. Ed son's ECAC proceed.ing should be the forum fo~, .... ,,:'. 

considerinq, any adjustments of Edison's inter-class revenue 
allocation/in 1989 and 1~90, but this consideration should not 

/ 
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include the relitigation of the marginal cost strueture and levels / 
ae!optee! in this proceee!ing. . /, 

132. For revenue changes occurring between general rate cas

7
es 

a system average percentage change revenue allocation approach 
should be applied to rate increases or decreases occurring bet~een 
this rate ease and Edison's 1989 ECAC, with the revenue allo 'tion 
for intervenin~ offset filings made after that time to be 
determined in Edison's 1989 and 1990 ECAC proceedings. 

133. Rate adjustments of less than 1% occurring been 
general rate eases should be allocated on an equal cents per kWh 
basis. . / 

134. Intra-class revenue allocation should ~c1eveloped on an 
/ equal percent of present rate revenues tor Ed~n's small and 

medium power group, except for TOU-GS and GS~ which should be 
based on PSD's and Edison's agreed billinq~t~rminants, and on an 
EPMC basis for Edison's large power cu~jP~e~~. 

135. Any revenue shortfall resU1z:n: from the implementation 
of new agricultural rate optionZShO ld be allocated equally 'among 
all agricultural rato sChedules. 

136. Edison should be direc ed to collect the data necessary 
to achieve an EPMC revenue allocation for its agricultural and 
small and medium power eust~rs for its next general rate case. 

, 137. Streetlight ene~ charges, but not facilities charges 
associated with an end-use, should be included in the revenue 
allocation process. / 

138. Any contraet rate revenue deficiency should not be 
included in the re~eriue allocation process. 

139. The total revenue requirement adopted for Edison as of 
January 1, 1988,~shoUld be included in,the revenue allocation 
adopted in thi~decision. 

~40 The;(rate structures adopted for Edison's rate schedules 
sh~_:~ reflect, to the extent possible and practical, cost-based 
rates desisried to provide accurate and understandable price signals 

/ 
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/ 
to which the customer can respond., to reflect a customer's uS,age . . / patterns and character~st~cs, to recover the customer gro~S 
revenue requirement, and. to mitigate any negative bill impacts. 

141. The Commission should consider previous rec~t decisions 
relating to the rate d.esign of other utilities as ~eans of 
identifying current Commission rate design poli~determining 
whether that policy is to be continued,modifie;;,' or abandoned; and 
ensuring, to the extent possible, consistenyreatment ot all 
ratepayers. , / .. 

142. The baseline quantities and allocations proposed by 
Edison and PSO should :be adopted.;f . 

143. Edison's and PSO's requestedl'implementation of a customer 
~ 

charge for domestic customers shouldjbe rejected at this time, and 
Edison's minimum charge for this customer group should be retained. 

144. Edison should be direetea to und.ertake a study, in . 
cooperation with WMA, for its n~ general rate case to determine 
the actual line losses ineurredlby submetered mobi1ehome parks 
served under Edison'; OMS-2 sched.ule. . 

145. A diversity adjus~ent should be adopted tor allot 
Edison's domestic master-mefered schedules. . 

146. Edison should ~t directed to conduc~ a stud.y for its next 
general rate case ot u~e patterns of mobilehome parks which it 
individual meters and the usage related to each master meter as the 

l 
basis for doveloping;a diversity adjustment. 

147. Edison shoUld be directed to conduct a study tor its next 
general rate case cif the need and feasibility of tariff changes 

. . ; 11 . extend~ng basel~ne a owances or master-metered d~seounts to RV 
tenants and RV ~rk owners. 

I 

148. Edison should be required to file an advice letter 
imPlementinqJ~Onjunctive billing for schools with multiple meters 
at a Single~ite on a:n experimental basis consistent with 
O.86-12-091 and Resolution £-3045 and to undertake an evaluation 

/ 

'j 
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for its next general rate case of conjunctive billing for schools 
and for all customers. 

149. Edison and PSO should be directed to develop 

!~t::~P:~~:t~::e::~~c:o:p::~:::':n:e:ev!~::~~~nr:~e case/based, 

curtailability methodolo<]y .• 
150. If necessary, rate limiters should be used to address the 

problem of adverse bill impacts in order to preserve7a sinal 
cost-based rates. 

151. Edison should be directed to conduct, in cooperation with 
PSO, a workshop to e~?lain and seek refinements )oIthe new 
agricultural rate options adopted in this deeis}~n. 

152. The rate structures and charges fouua reasonable in this 
decision for each of Edison's rate schedul~shOUld be adopted. 

153. PSO's proposed rate design for~evenue requirement 
changes occurring between general rate;cases based on increasing 
demand and customer charges toward their EPMC relationships for 
revenue requirement increases and ~din9 them constant tor 
decreases should be adopted. ~ 

154. The TOU-O tariff option and the new agricultural tariff ., 
options should be implementeafby Edison no later than June 1, 1988 • 

. 155. The increases in~~tes and charges authorized by this 
decision are justified, and. are just and reasonal:>le • 

. 
i 

.' 
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XT" XS ORDERED that: 
1. Southern california Edison Company (Edison) is authorized 

and directed to file with this Commission, on or after ~er 
effective date of this order, and at least 3 days prior~o their 
effective date, revised tariff schedules for electzr.c ates as set 
forth in Appendix I. 

Z. The revised tariff schedules shall becom effective on or 
after January 1, 1988 and shall comply with Gene~ Order 96-A. 
The revised tariffs shall apply to service rzed ed on or after 
their effective date. 

3. All transcript corrections receive are incorporated in 
the record. . . ~ 

4. Edison is authorized to file attrition adjustments for 
1989 and 1990 based on the results of op'~ation adopted in Appendix 

C and D. i: 
S. Edison shall provide in its ext general rate case ~iling 

data on the percent of underqround s i~ch failures per year and the 
age of failed switches. ~ 

6. Edison is authorized t~include in its attrition filings 
i~creases in postage expense~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
fees. 

7. Edison shall adjus its ERAM effective January 1, 1989 to' 
reflect full implementation;Of the guidelines for plant held for 
future use contained in Appendix B. The guidelines shall apply to 
all plant held for futur';use regardless O'f the acquisition date. 

8. Edison is authorized to increase its MAAC revenue 
I 

requirement by $73.7 mi~lion and its MAAC rate by $5S.3 million or 
0.085 cents/kWh, Subj/ct to refund, for the oevers-Valley-Serrano 

I 
and Balsam M(,."lI.~.:': Jt :t>,oj ects. 

9. Within s~ months from the date of this order Edison 
shall ~ile an ~uication to establish the reasonable and prudent 

/ 
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level of recorded costs of the Devers-Valley-Serrano and 
Meadow projects. 

lO. The procedures set forth in Appendix A tor p»>posed 
projects in excess of $50 million are reasonable and hall ~e 
adopted. 

11. Edison is authorized to file for MAAC i creases, subject 
to refund, for the DC Expansion and Devers-Palo erde projects in 
accordance with the adopted procedures in Appendix A. 

l2. Edison shall produee the document~~equested by PSD in 
attachment 6 to its motion within 10 days tfom the eftective date 

13. A.86-12-047 shall remain ope to consider the impact of a 
ot this decision. ~ 

final decision on working cash allowa ee in A.S5-12-050. 
l4. The Commission's Evaluati and Compliance Division shall 

notify the enerqy utilities we re ate that guidelines for 
evaluating plant held tor future se shall be considered in their' 
next general rate case • 

lS. Edison shall tile as set forth in this order an annual 
report describing its hazard s waste effort, includin9 its 
underground storage program}' The report shall inclUde the 
information described in ~it 65-A. 

16. Edison is autbofized to file an ap~lication(s) as 
d~seussed in this orde,lto receive prior approval tor funding its 
hazardOUS, waste proqr~. 

17. Edison is ~thorized to file for funding plant 
modifications or tw~shifting to reduce its minimum generation 
capability. 

lS. resource plan, Edison shall 
provide value-~ sed reliability criteria and a comprehensive study 

ot alternativo uses tor its aging 011 and gas 
'-;... 
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19. Edison is authorized and directed to reflect the adopted 
return on equity from this order in its MAAC re~enue requirement, 
effective January 1, 1988. 

20. Edison is authorized and directed to reflect the adopteal 
franchise tax and uncollectible rateS from this order in its ~ 
ECAC, and AER rates, effective January l, 1988. 

21. Edison is authorized to reflect in its ECAC accoun 
carrying costs associated. with nuclear fuel inventl~ry and 
inventory, based on the ECAC interest rate .. 

22. S~E is authorizea to reflect in future bas rate 
filings the level of O&M expenses for SONGS, a.djustealfor 
inflation, adopted by this order. if 

23. Edison Ghall provide a comparative stu in its next 
general rate case filing which establishes a zo of reasonableness 
tor nuclear O&M expense. . ~ 

24. Ed,ison, shall establish a one-way ~lancing aecount to~ 
recording RD&D expenditures. 1'_' 

25. Edison and PSD shall jointly deVelop a data base tor use , , 
in evaluating employee compensation7'n £dison's next general rate 
case. 

26. Edison shall continue~to elosely monitor its Thermal 
Energy Storage Program by meetinq, the reporting requirements 
established in Resolution E-30S and the establishment, tor 
accounting- and reporting purpotes of the categories of Load 
Shifting- (Medium/Small and u(rge CUstomer) and Load Retention 
(Medium/small and Large ~tomer) and shall continue its eftorts to 
quantify the gas-side ~ets of this program consistent with the 
recently reused Stand~ Practice Manual for Economic Evaluation of 
Demand Side Manageme~ Programs. 

,27. Edison islauthorized to otter. an incentive under its 
Ther.mal Energy stci'r",qe proqram limit,:;..'i ~o $200/kW. 

28. EdiS~ s shall develop the "reports reqllired. for its 

demand Si,~~gement Programs using the same guidelines adopted 
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for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) in 0.86-12-095 and 
the Reporting Requirements. Manual being developed in response to 
that order. 

29. Edison shall use the generic demand side management 
definitions being established in the Repo.rting Requirements 
in all future rate case, offset, and advice letter tiling~ 

30. Edison is authorized to. consolidate all deman~side 
management program funding in base rates beginning Wi~ test year 
1988 with the exceptio.n that all TES incentive Pta~eht5 related to 
contracts executed prior to. January 1,. 1988, sha continue to. be 
reflected in the ERAM balancing acco.unt conZiS e t with 
0.82-12-055. 

31. Edison is autho:~ized to make tunc ng shifts of $2.5 
million within the three lnajor demand side(management categories 
(Residential Conservation~ commercial/~ustrial/Aqricultural 
Conservation, and Load Mal:lagement) witt'hout an advice letter, but 
with no.tice of the change to the Co~ission"s Evaluation and 
Compliance Division. ~ 

32. Edison shall tile an~dvice letter for funding shifts 
betwe~m the three major demand side management categories or tor 
shifts of greater than $2~illion within those categories. 

~\3 • Periodic analy~s on the optimal tunding ot Edison's 
Cogeneration/Small Powe:'Production Program shall be undertaken by 

. . I . PSI) altd Edl.son, Wl.th the fl.rst report to be completed on August 31, 
1988, to determine w£etber redUctions in program funding of 
$200,000 in 1989 ~d $550,000 in 1990 are warranted. 

I 

3~. All parties to the tuture general rate cases, ECAC 
proceedings, o:iother related proceeding identified in A.82-04-44, 

et al., of E~on, PG&E, and San Diego- Gas and Electric Company 
(SOG&E) presentinq testimony relying on or requirin~ the use of a 
production;'fmUlation model to develop marginal or avoided costs 
shall pr~vide a 'base ease* run using the ELFIN production cost . 
model. A party to these proceedinqs may also present testimony 
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using its production cost model ·ot choice, which may differ from 
ELFIN, and explain the basis for ~ts preference of that model 
the results which it produces. 

35. In the future general rate cases, E~C proceedings 
other related proceeding identified in A.82-04-44, et al., t 
Edison, PG&E, and SDG&E, workshops shall be held no late than one 
week following the filing of the utility's testimony inl'those 
proceedings. The purpose of this workshop shall beJo/determine 
the data sets, resource plans, load shape, heat rat input, unit 
commitment and dispatch, minimum load conditions,~esource 
assumptions, l~rginal fuel assumptions, and all ~er pertinent 
data which the utility used to calculate itsr:remental Energy 
Rate (IER). In addition to data gathering, 's workshop shall 
also serve as a forum in Which the parties agree, to the extent , 
possible, on the assumptions to be use~ the appropriate source 
of th;ose assU]n.ptions. The Director of t e Coxnmission' S Advisory 
and Compliance Division shall appoint final arbiter of disputes 
relating to the achievement of a co~n data set • 

36. Edison and PSO shall pre~~t testimony in Edison's next 
general rate ca:s.e on the applicabllii ty of the ERI to calculations 
ot generation marginal demand colts and to det~rminations ot·demand 
charges used in rate desiqn. ~ 

. 37. For the general r~~ cases ot each electric utility, all 
parties shall base their recommendations and numerical estimates of 
marginal customer costs ~ the weighted average of the utility'S 
:lneremental and. decremdtal customer costs. 

38. With respe~to the determination of marginal customer 
costs, Edison and PSO shall undertake the following for Edison's 
next general r~t~ase: (1) establish record-keeping that will 
clearly identiry customer hook-up costs and d.istinquish nEtW from 
e.xisting custo;ners, (2) analyze non-dedicated clistril:)'I,ltion . ',' .~ 

equipment for'access versus demand function, and (3) identify' 
replacelIlenti and. upgrading costs for access equipment. 

/ 
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/ 
39. Edison's ECAC proceeding shall be the forum~or 

considerinq any adjustments of Edison's inter-classjEqual Percent 
of Marginal Cost (EPMC) revenue allocation in 198~~na 1990. This 
consideration shall not include the relitigatio o~ the marginal 
cost structure and levels adopted in this pr ~ding. 

40. For rate changes occurrinq betwee this rate case and 
Edison's 1989 ECAC proceeding, Edison's ra e schedules shall be 

th lh' , c~anged by e system average percentage;e ange to. ma~nta~n the 

relationships adopt,ed in this proceedir;rJ. The revenue allocation 
approach to be applied to Edison's intervening o~fset ~ilings 'made 
after Edison's ECAC proceedinqs ~or~e 1989 and 1990 periods shall 
be iaenti~ied in those proeeeding~ 

41. For its next qeneral r~e case, Edison shall collect the 
aata neees~ry to achieve an i~a-class EPMC revenue allocation 
~or Edison's small light and power and agricultural rate schedules. 

42. Edison shall unde~e, in cooperation with WMA, a study 
for its next qencral rate ~sc to determine the actual line lOSses 
incurred,by Submetere:Zdo/ilehome parkS served under Edison's DMS-2 
schedule. 

43. Edison shall conduct a study for its next qeneral rate 
case of usage patte~s of its domestic master-me'tered customers 
which it individual~y meters as the basis for developing a 
diversity adjustme£t of the submetered aiscount or rates applicable 

I 
to those customers. 

44. Edisotf shall conduct a study for its next general rate 
case of the ne'd ana feasibility of tariff changes extending 
baseline allo~ances or master-metered discounts to rocreational 
vehicle (RVY tenants and R.V park owners. A:n.y standarc:1s proposed by 
Edison shotild take into account Edison's ability to objectively 
juage ana/realistically monitor the status of the RV tenant • 

. ~.! ~4ison shall file an advice letter implementing 
conjunc#ive billing for schools with multiple meters at a single 
site on an experXmental ~asis_ This filing shall proviae tari~fs 
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f 
or forms based consistent with D.86-12-09l and Resolu.tion E-3045 in 

I which PG&E was authorized to offer conjunctive :billi~q to. schools. 
Edison shall also. conduct a study for its next qen/ral rate case 
evaluatinq conjunctive billinq for schools ancl ~? all customers. 

46. Edison and PSD shall propose interruptible schedules for 
Edison's next general rate ease :based on bOo/a. cost-ot-service" 
approach and a valuation of eurtailibility methodology. 

47. 'l'he Commission shall direct, at I date to be set, -:!:.:::t :. 
workshop :be held :by Edison, in cooperation with PSD" to explain and 
consider refinements to the new aqri~ural tariff options adopted 
in this order. I 

48. For rate chanqes between ~eneral rate cases, demand and 
customer charqes shall :be increasedf:based on their EPMC 
relationships for rate increastSf but shall :be held constant for 
rt:Lte decreases. 

This order is effect've today. . 
Dated DEC a 2 mt , at San Francisco, California. 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total company 
OPERATING REVENUES AT PRESENT RATES 

Description 

Domestic 

Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 
Test 'i,ear 1988 

Lighting-Sm & Med Power 
Large Power 
Agricultural & Pum~ing 
Street & Area Lighting 

Five CUstomer Groups and 
Santa Catalina Island 

TOO-Resale 
Sequoia 
Fringe 

Net Edison 

SWP 
MWD 
Resale - Special 

SuDtotal 

Other Operating 

Total 

$8.95-,66$ 
972,160 
645-,303 
77,901 
53,607 

$2" ,644,636 

64,639 
l3 
o 

$2',709,288. 

o 
7 

6-,679 

2,715-,974 

$$1,416 

$2',767,390 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company ~ 

CALCt1LATION OF FRANCHISE FEES AND UNCOLLEC'I'Il3U:S 

Description 

Thousanes Of 1988 Dollars 
'rest Year 1988 

--------------~---~--~--

At Present Rates 
----~~--~~--~~--
Revenues at CUrrent Rates 

Uncollectible Factor 

Uncollectibles 

Revenues From CUstomers 

Franchise Requirement 

$2,644,6~6 

0.002'14 
---....,-~- ... -.. --

$5-,660 

$2',71S,974 

0.0073 
... _-_ ... _---.. --

$l9,S27 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

TOTAL PRODUCTION EXPENSE 
(Thousan~s ot 1985 Dollars Unless otherwise 

'rest Year 1985 

Description 
--------------------~-~-

Operation 

Steam 

Nuclear 

Hyd.raulic 

Other 

Paqe :) 

$72,608 

91,037 

8,5$0 

S,~56 

---"---------Total operation 

Maintena.nce 

Steam 

Nuclear 

Hydraulic 

Other 

(198$$) 

Escalation ounts, 1985- to 1988 
~or 
Non-Labo 
Other 

Total 

(l988$) 

$180,55l 

l36,645 

11 .. 922 

-..... _--.. _--
$233,8-58-

~-.. -... -.. ~--
$414,410 

17,053 
24,078' 

o 
$41,131 

$455,540 
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APPENDIX C 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPAN~ 
Electric Department - Total Company 

STEAM PRODOCTION EXPENSE 

Page 4 

(Tho~sands ot 1985. Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test Year 1988 

Account 
No. Description 

------ ~--~----~--~-----~-~--~---~--

soo.o 
501.0 
502.0 
505.0 
506.0 
507 .. 0 

510.0 
Sll.O 
S12.0 
S~3.0 
S~4.0 

Operation 
----------
Supervision and Engineering 
Fuel Related Expenses 
Steam Expenses 
Electric Expenses 
Misc~ Steam Power Expenses 
Rents 

Total operation 

Maintenance 
------.-----
Supervision 
Structures 
Boiler Plant 
Electric 1>1 
Miscellane s steam Plant 

1 
./ 'rota Ma~tenance 

TOTAL~EAH PRODOCTION (1985$) 

EseZ::~n Amounts, 1985 to- 19,88 
tabor 
~on-I.abor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL STEAM PRODUCTION (1988$) 

AdOP't,,/ , 
-~-- ... - --~ 

$7,431 
25-,080 
l4,091 
6,856 

18,975 
175 

$72,608 

19,480 
6,736 

66,8:18 
35,,181 

8,430 
..... -----.... _ .. 

$136,645 

--------... _--
$209,254 

7,OS3 
13,l64 

o 
$20,247 

----~-----$229,500 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

Pagc 5 

NUCLEAR PRODUCTION EXPENSE excl. PALO VERDE UNIT #3 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 

Test Year 198-8 

Accou:rlt 
No. Description 

------ -----------------------------

S17.0 
519.0 
520.0 
523.0 
524.0 
525.0 

528.0 
529.0 
530.0 
'531.0 
532.0 

Operation 

Supervision anQ Engineerin 
Coolants and.Water 
Steam Expenses 
E!ectric Expenses 
Misc. Nuclear Power 
R.ants 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 

Supervisio 
Structure 
Reactor ant Equipment 
Electri Plant 
Miscel aneous Nuclear Plant 

Maintenance 

(l985$) 

Escalation Amounts, 1985 to 1988 
Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL NUCLEAR PROD. (1988$) 

$32,440 
5,977 

12,258 
1,923 

37,969 
470 

$91,037 

25,168-
8,448 

18,195 
11,176 
13,435 

$76,422 

$167,459 

8,098 
S,901 

o 
$·16,999 

$184,458 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

HYDRAULIC PRODUCTION,EXPENSE ~ 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indic~ed 

Account 
No. 

Test ~ear ~988 ~ 

Description ~dopted 
~~-~~- ~---~-~--~-----~-~~-~~-~-~~-- ~~~~-~-~~-

535.0 
536.0 
537.0 
538.0 
539.0 
540.0 

541.0 
542.0 
543.0 
544.0 
545.0 

Operation 

Supervision and En9ineering 
Water for Power 
Hydraulic Expenses 
Electric Expense 
Mise. Hydro Expense 
Rents 

Total Operation 

Maintenance --... --~----., 
Supervision 
Structures I 
Reservoirs, Dams and Waterways 
Maintenanee~f Electric Plant 
MiscellaneoUs Hydraulic Plant 

1 
. / Tota Ma tenance 

(1985$) 

ation Amounts, 1985 to 1988 
bor 

'on-Labor 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL HYDRO PRODO~ION (1988$) 

$1,783 
1,309 
2,104 
1,840 
1,31l 

203 

$8,550 

1,099 
1,102 
2,06,9 
5,930 
1,722 

-----~--.. -
$11,.922' 

-----~--~ .... 
$2'0,472 

1,.073 
1,047 

o 
$2,120 

--.. ----~--
$22,592 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

OTHER POWER PRODUCXION EXPENSE 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise 

Test Year 1988 

Account 
No. Description 

------ -~------------~--------------

546 .. 0 
548 .. 0 
549 .. 0 
550.0 

Operation 

Supervision and Enqineerinq 
Generation Expenses 
Mise.. Other Power Expense 
Rents 

Page 7 

$979 
2,489 
4,856 

32 
-------.. _-

551.0 
552.0 
553.0 
554.0 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 
-----------
Supervision and ngineering 
Maintenance of tructures 
Maintenance 0 Electric Plant 
Mise.. Ot~:~ower Gen. Plant 

Total Ma~enance 

TO;?TO HER PRODUCTION (19S5$) 

Esca tion Amounts, 1985 to 1988 
or 

'n-Labor 
ther 
Total 

TOTAL OTHER PRODUCTION (1988$) 

$8,356 

912 
619 

6,792 
546 -------...... -

$8.,869 

-------~ .... -
$17,225 

799 
966 

o 
$1,765 

... _--------
$18,990 
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I 
I 

I 

i 

I 
J 

/ 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total company / 

TRANSMISSION EXPENSE ~ 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise IncUcatecI 

Account 
Test Year 19,88 L 

No. Description A opted , 

------ ~;;~~~~~;-------------------- ~------
Supervision and Enqineerin/q / $7,034 560.0 

56:1..0 
562.0 
563.0 
564.0 
565.0 
566.0 
567.0 

568.00 
569.00 
570.00 
$7:1..00 
572.00 
573.00 

Load Dispatching :3,081 
Station Expenses l4,766 
Overhead Line Expenses 1,135-
Underground Line Expenses 32 
Trans. of Elect. By Other"s 15,0:33 
Misc. Transmission Expe~ses 3,742 
Rents 529 

'l'otal Operation 

Maintenance --------_ .. --
Supervision and En9ineerin9 
Str\l'?ture~ . I 
Statlon Equl~ment 
Overheaci LiJ'les 
Underground Lines 
Misc. Tr~smission Plant 

Total ~ntenance 

TCT~ TRANSMISSION (19SS$) 

E~alation Amounts, 1985 to 1988 

----------
$45,352 

4,179 
2,059 
8,872 

10,869 
94 

3,918 
... ---... ------

$29,991 

$750,343 

/ 

Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other .I Total 

4,014 
2,362 

o 
$6,376 

/ 
/ ~OTAL 'l'RANSMISSION (1988S) $81,719 

/ 
I 
; . 
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/ 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

DISTRIBUTION EXPENSE 
(Thousand.s Of 19$5 Oollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 

Test Year 1988-

Account 
No. Description 

~~---- ~---~-~----------------------

580.0 
582 .. 0 
583.0 
584.0 
5S5.0 
586.0 
587.0 
5SS.0 
5S9.0 

590.00 
591.00 
592.00 
593.00 
594 .. 00 
595.00 
596 .. 00 
597.00 
598.00 

Operation 
--------~ Supervision and. ·Engineering 
Station Expenses 
Overhead. Line Expenses 
Und.erground Line Expenses 
Street Li~hting & S.ignal 7SYS 
Meter Expenses 
CUstomer Installations 
Mise.. Oistri~ution Expenses 
Rents 

Total OJ;?eration 

Maintenance ---.. ----~--
Supervision an Engineering 
Structures / 
Station Equ~ment 
Overhead SQ~iees 
Und.er~roun'd Lines 
Line Transformers 
Street).Li~hting & Signal Sys .. 
Meter:! . 
Mise / Distribution Plant 

TOTAL DIS'l'RIBOTION (19SS$) 

Escalation Alnounts, 1985- to 1988 
Labor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

'l'O'l'AL DISTRIBU'l'ION (1988$) 

----... ---.----

$16,482 
8,592 
5,508 
5,476 
1,196 

11,567 
10,093 
17,229 

1,.188. 

$77,331 

9,004 
4,071 
6,378 

24,330 
6,523 
5,343 
2/117 
1,786 

16,971 

$76,523 

--,.,.-------
$153,854 

9,735 
6,723 

o 
$16,458 

--~------IIIIIII' 
$170,.312 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company ; 

CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS EXPENSE ;I 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indic~ed 

Test Year 1988 

Account 
No. Description 

-~~~~~ -----------~~---~------------

901.0 Supervision 

902.0 Meter Readinq Expenses 

903.0 CUstomer Records and Collec 

904.0 Uncollectible Accounts 

905.0 Misc. CUstomer Accounts 

'I'O'I'AL CUSTOMER ACC'I'S. (1985-$) 

Total (Less Uneoll ctibles) 

Escalation Amo ts, 19850 to 1988 
I,a}jor 
Non-Labor 
Other 

Total 

(1988$) 

ess Uncollectibles) 

$6,400 

21,987 

60,993 

.5-,660 

6'/2'16 

$·101,2506 

$·95,596 

7,328 
2,026 

o 
$9,354 

$110,609 

$104,950 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electrie Department - ~otal Company 

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND INFORMATIONAL EXPENSES 
(Tho~sands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicate 

Test Year 1988 

Aceo~nt 
No. Description 

-----~ --~--~--~--------~------~--~-

907.0 

908.0 

909.0 

~10.0 

. Residential & Non-Residential· 
Conservation, Service Planning 
and Load Management Expenses 

;:;:~i~i;~----------~--~ 

CUstomer Assistance Expense 

Informational & Inst~t. Exp. 

Miscellaneous / 

TOTAL CUSTOMER SE}tVICES AND 
INFORMATIONAL (lSSS$) 

. /. 
Escalat~on ~ounts, 1985· to 1988 

Labor / 
Non-Lal:>7 
Other 

Tot 

TOTAL c1sTOMER SERVICES AND 
INFO TIONAL (1988$) 

A~opted ---- ....... -----.. 

$482 

50,801 

2,910 

o 

$54,l93-

1,837 
2,105 

o 
$:3,942 

---------... 

$5-8,1:35 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company L 
ADMINIS'I'RAXIVE & GENERAL EXPENSES 

(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indic ed 
Test Year 1988 ~ 

Aecount 

--~~:- --~::::~~:~~~---------------- -- -~~~::~-

920.0 
921.0 
922.0 
923.0 
924.0 
925.0 
926.0 
927.0 
928.0 
930.0 
93l.0 

Operation 
,...-------,-. 
A~inistrative & Gen. Salaries 
Office Supplies and. Expenses 
Admin. & Gen. Transfer Credi 
Outside Serviees Elnployed 
Property Insurance 
Injuries and Oamages 
Employee Pensions and Befits 
Franchise Requirements 
Regulatory CI=mm.ission 
Other Mise.. Genera.l 
Rents 

Total Operation 

Maintenance 

935.0 Maintenance Plant 

TOTAL A MIN. & GEN. (l985$) 

Total (Less Franchi:;e Req .. ) 

Es alation Amounts, 19a5 to 198:3 
~or 

Non-La~or 
Other 

Total 

TOTAL ADMIN. & GEN. (1988$) 

Total (Less Franchise Req.) 

$109,273 
24,208 

(26,16·2) 
7,112 

2l,361 
23,965 

114,401 
19,827 

3,495 
33,l48 

2,.303 --_ ..... ----.. 
$332,930 

11,683 ----... - ... ---
ll,.68-3 

--... --.., ... -~ ... 
$344,613 

$324,78& 

ll,591 
5,985-

o 
$17,577 

--.. ~----.--
$362,190 

$342,363 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

EXPENSE sm1MARY 
(Thousands Of 1985 Dollars Unless Otherwise 

':rest Year 1988 

Description 
---~--~--~~--~----------TOTAL NON-ESCALATED 

S~eam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

$209,254 
l6-7,4¥ 

J; 
1 

Paqe 13 

$4l4,4l0 
75,343 

153,854 
lOl,25-6-
54,l93 

344,6l3 
(3l, 02'7) 

Total Non-Escalated $l,ll2,64l 

TOTAL ESCAIATED 
--~- ..... --.., .. ------
Steam Produetion 
Nuclell:r Production 
Hydra'U~lic ?roductio 
Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accou s 
CUstomer Serv'ce « Informational 
Administrati e and General 
Additional ~Oductivity 

(l988$) 

229,500 
l84,458 
22,592 
18',990 

,_"........TION (l98$$ to 1988$) 

oduction 
Nucle r Production 
Hydr lic Production 
Oth Production 
Tot 1 Production 
'l'r mission 
D' tribution 

stomer Accounts 
ustomer Service & Informational 

Administrative and General· 
Additional Productivity 

Total Escalation 

20,247 
l6-,999 
2,120 
1,765 

$455,540 
81,719 

l70,312 
llO ,6,09 
58,135 

362,190 
(33,600) 

$l,204,905 

$4l,131 
6,376-

16,458 
9,354 
3,942 

l7,577 
(2,573) 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

LABOR SOMMARY 
(Thousands Of 1985- Dollars Unless Otherwise 

Test Year 1988 

Description 
------------------------

LABOR NON-ESCALATED (198SS) 

---------------------~-----Steam Production $62,797 
Nuclear Production 71,799 
Hydraulic Production 9,515 
Other Production 7,08 
Total Production / 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
Customer Service & Intormationa 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total Non-Escalated Labor 
Labor Escalation Factor 

LABOR ESCALATED C198a~ 

~-------------------~~ Steam Production J' 
Nuclear Productio~ 
Hydraulic Product!on 
Other Productio~1 
Total Production . 
Transmission / 
Distribution/ 
CUstomer Agcounts 

69,880 
79,897 
10,588 
7,881 

Page 14 

$l5l,l93 
35-,590 
86,309 
64,972 
l6-,286 

102,771 
(12,401) .. \ 

$444,719 
1.11279 

$168,246 
39,604 
96,044 
72,300 
l8,l23 

l14,362' ' 
(l3,800) 

CUstomer service & Informational 
AQminist~tive and General 
Additi~l Productivity 

----------
Tota~scalated Labor 

~JE~-::~::~~_~::~~!_:~_::~~:~ 
St:'eam Production 
~clear Production 
ydraulic Production 

Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total tabor Escalation 

7,083 
8,098 
l,.073 

799 

$494,,879 

$17,053· 
4,014 
9,735 
7,,328 
1,837 

11,59l 
(1,399) 

~-..... --~-- ... 

$50,15·9 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
NON-LABOR St7MMA.RY 

(Thousands Of 198$ Dollars Unless Othe~ise 
Test Year 1988 

.1 Inal.cat.ed. 

A~d Description 
------~--~--------------

NON-tABOR NON-ESCALhTED (1985$) 

-~~------------------------~---steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 

S137,791 
93,17 
10,9 
10, 

Total Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total Non-Escalated Non-

Non-Labor Escalation F~or 

~~~:~~~-::~~:~T~ -~~:~ 
Steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Producti n 
Other Production 
Total Prod.uctio 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Acco ts 
CUstomer Se ice & Informational 
Administra ve and General 
Additiona Productivity 

Tot~l E~lated Non-Labor 

150,955-
102",076 

12,004 
11,077 

OR ESCALATION (l985$ to 1988$) 
-~--------------~--~~------~-~-Stea Production 

Nuc ear Production 
Hy aulic'?',oduction 
Ot er Production 
T tal Production 

ransmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
Administrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

Total Non-tabor Escalation 

13,l64 
8,901 
l,047 

966 

--_... -----

$252,034 
24,720 
70,374 
2l,204 
2"2,034 
62,649 

(l2',290) 
.----------

$440,725 

1.09553 

$276,112 
27,08:2' 
77,097 
23,230 
2'4, l39 
6S,634 

(13,464) ---..... -----
$48.2,830 

$24,078 
2,362' 
6,723 
2,026 
2,lO5-
S,9SS 

(1,174) 
---~ .. --...,-.---

$42,104 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
OTHER SUMMARY 

(Thousands ot 1985 Oollars Unless Otherwise 
Test Year 198.8. 

Description 
------------------------

OTHER NON-ESCAlATED (1985$) 
---------------------------
Steam Pro~uction 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Total Production 
Transmission 
Oistribution 
Customer Accounts 
Customer Service & IntormatiQnal 
Administrative and General~ 
Additional Productivity ~ 

Total Non-Escalate~ Ot~ 

Other Escalation Fact~ 

OTHER ESCALATED (19 
'------------------
Steam Production 
Nuclear Producti 
Hydraulic Produ 
Other Productio 
Total Product' n 
Transmission 
Distribution 
Customer Ac ounts 
Customer S rvice & Informational 
Administr tive and General 
Addition 1 Productivity 

ESCALATION (1985$ to 1988$) 
-~~----~~----~---------------Production 

lear Production 
draulic Production 

ther Production 
otal Production 

Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Accounts 
CUstomer Service & Informational 
A~nistrative and General 
Additional Productivity 

~otal Other Escalation 

8,665 
2,486-

o 
32 

o 
o 
o 
o 

Pa9'E! 16 

$11,183 
15-,03-3 
(2,829) 
15,080 
15,8-73 

179,193 
(6,3.36 ) 

$227,197 

1.0000 

$11,.18l 
15,03-3-
(2,829) 
15,080 
15,873 

179,193 
(6,336) 

$227,197 

$0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

$0 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EOISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

TAXES OTHER '!'HAN ON INCOME 

Oescription 

Thousands Of 19&& Dollars 
Test Year 1988 

----~--------------~----

Ad Valorem Taxes 
----------------
Ca., Ariz., N.M., Nev. $82,298 

,..---------
Total Ad Valorem Taxes 

Payroll Taxes 
--~-----------Federal Insurance Contric. Ac 
Federal Unemployment Insura~e 
State Unemployment Insurance 

Total Payroll Taxes 

Miscellaneous Taxes 
-~~~-~~------------
Superfund tax 
Miscellaneous Taxes 

Taxes 

(1987$) 

82",298 

36,654 
584 
899 

------------
38,137 

1,000 
(458) 

542 

$12'0,977 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPAN~ 
Electrie Department - Total Company 

INCOME TAX AOJUS'l'MEN'I'S ~ 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

Test Year 1988 

Description Adopted 
~---~-----~---------~--- ------~-

California Income Tax Adjustments 
---~----~---~--~--------~-~~-----
Tax Depreciation (liberalized) 
Nuclear Fuel Amort. (liberalized) 
Fuel Oil Transp. Fac. (liberalize 
Interest Charges 
Nucl. Fuel Lease Int. Cap. 
A & G expenses - capitalized 
Payroll Taxes Capitalized 
Ad Valorem Taxes Capitalize' 
Use Tax capitalized 
Ad Valorem Lien Date Adju~ • 
Removal Costs 
Right of Way Easement 
Repair Allowance 
Salvage Warehouse Exp 
Pension Reserves 
Amortization of PV costs 
Interest Synchroni 

Tax Depreciat on (liberalized) 
Nuclear Fuel Amort. (liberalized) 
Fuel Oil Tr nsp. Fac. (liberalized) 
Interost C arges 
.Nucl. Fue Lease Int. Cap. 
A & G e nses - capitalized 
Payroll axes Capitalized 
Ad Val em Taxes Capitalized 
Usc T Capitalized 
Ad Va orem Lien. Date Adjust. 
Remo al. Costs 
Rig of Way Easement Amort. 
Rep, ir Allowance 
sa vage Warehouse Exp. 
P sion Reserves 

ortization of PV review costs 
eased Property ITC 
otal State ~axes on Income 

Preferred Dividend Credit 
Contrib. in Aid of Construct. 

$456,322 
(106,581) 

(4,584) 
274,797 

13,318 
52,202 
14,831 
9,332 
S,S58 
1,853 

28,000 
1,218 

13,000 
300 

o 
515 

(11,187) 
----------

$748,894 

342,8.48 
(10o,S8l) 

(4,584) 
2'74,797 

l3,318. 
ll,928 
2,966-
1,866-
1,112 
1,853 

19,000 
1,218 

11,000 
300 

o 
515 

(221) 
o 

8.32 
t 

o ------.. ---. .. -
$572',l67 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

TAXES ON INCOME - ADOPTED ~ES 
ThousanQS Of 1988 Dollars 

Test "lear 1988 

Description 
--------~~---~~----~----

California Corporation Franchise Tax 
----~----~----~~--------------------operatinq Revenues 

operatinq Expenses 
Nuclear Decommissioninq Exp. 
Taxes Other Than On Income 
Income Tax Adjustments 

California Taxable Income 
CCFT Tax Rate 

TOTAL CCFT 

Federal Income Tax 
------------------

,Operatinq Revenues 

Operatinq Expenses 
Nuclear Decommi~sioninq Exp. 
Taxes Other Than On Income 
CCF'I' I 
Income Tax Adjustments ;. 
Federal T~able Income 
FIT Tax Rate 

Federa~ncome Tax 
/ .1. 

Inv.cre~~t-Rateable Flow-thru. 
Acc¥. Amortization 
A~ 
Swerfund Tax 
/ 
otal Federal Income Tax 

1,204,905 
o 

120,977 
748,8:94 

... ---------
$692,614 

0.08:994 

$62,294 

$2,767,390 

1,204,905 
o 

120,977 
62,294 

572,167 
- .... _----_ .. -

$807,047 
0.34 

--~---~ .. ----
$274,396 

(14,6·70) 
(1,384) 

o 
o 

$258,342 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMP~ 
Electrie Department - Total Company 

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

'I'est Year 1988 

Description 
-~---~~---~----~-~------

Steam Proouction 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Proouetion 
Transmission 
Distribution 
General 
Experimental Plant 

Page 20 

$80,7509 
$27,640 

$4,490 
$12,2450 
$60,989 

$1503,933 
$39,349 

8:,358 ----.. .-... ---
Subtotal 

Amort. of PV review costs 
Nuclear decommissioning 

'I'otal Depreciation Exp nse 

$387,763 

SlS 
o -.. -... ---~~-

$388,278 

Depreciation expense embedded in other accounts 
~~-~~-~-~-----~~--- ---~--~-----~----~-~-~-----

Other Depreciati 
FUel Oil 'l'ransp 

(General) 
ation Facility 

Total Deprecia ion Expense 

1,411 
4,584 -.. _--.... ------
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

DEPRECIATION RESERVE 
Thousands Of 1988: Dollars 

Test Year 1988 
Description 
------------------------
Depreciation R~serve - BOY 
---~-~-----------~---- .... ---Steam Production 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Production 
Other Production 
Transmission 
Distri:bution 
General 
Experimental Plant 
Retirement work-in-progress 
Nuclear decommissioning 
Other depr. (General) 
Fuel Oil Transp. Fac. 

Depreciation Reserve - B~! 
Other Adjustments (eXcl.jDepr. expense) 
~------~~-----~------------~-------------
Steam Production I 
Nuclear Production 
Hydraulic Producti 
Other PrOduct1jOn 
TranS'mission 
Distribution 
General 
Experimental/plant 
Retirement;work-in-progress 
Nuclear d~ommissioninq 
Other depr. (General) 
Fuel oiJl Transp. Fac. 

Other ~ustments (excl. depr.) 
Depre;:iation Reserve - EOY 

-;~;;-;;~~~~~i;~---------
N~clear Production 
ydraulic ProdUction 

Other Production 
Transmission 
Distri:bution 
General 
Experimental Plant 
Retirement work-in-progress 
Nuclear decommissioning 
Other depr. (General) 
FUel Oil Transp. Fac. 

Depreciation Reserve - EOY 

Depreciation Reserve - Wtd. avg. 

Adopted 
------'-----
/ 
949,636 
lSO,947 
l13,168 
18:6,219 
541,8-30 

1,3l9,333 
112,906-

26,S40 
(ll,048) 

0 
S,936 

44,476-
----------
$3,445,949 

3,8:29 
2'76 
374 

40 
6,,.08-3 

49,220 
9,233 

122 
0 
0 

1,l.l.2 
::'2 

------------
70,300 

1,026,566-
l.78:,311 
l17,.284 
198,42.4 
602,742 

l,.424,.046 
l43,022 

34,776 
(11,.048) 

0 
6,.235-

49,048 
~ .... ----------3,769,407 
------------

$3,607',678 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Compan¥ 

PLAN~ IN SERVICE - BOY 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

Test Year 1988 

Description 
----~---------~---------Plant in Service - BOY 
---------------~---~~-Intangible 
Production Plant 

Steam 
Nuclear 
Hydraulic 
Other Production 

Total Production 
Transmission Plant 
Distribution Plant 
General Plant 

Total Plant in Service : BO~ 

Plant in Service - Net Add' ions 
--~~---------------------Intangible 
Production Plant 

Steam 
Nuclear 
Hydraulic 
Other Producti 

Total Produe 
Transmission Pla 
Distribution Pl 
General Plant 

Intang'ib 
Product' n Plant 

S am 
N clear 
ydraulic 
ther Production 

Total Productio~ 
Tr nsmission Plant 
D' .tribution Plant 

neral Plant 

: EOY 

Ac:1opteo/ 

--~: 
Jt,899,064 

637,078-
283,398 
386,3l8 

-------.,--
$3, 2-0S, 85-8 

1,75-6,685-
3,886,42-0 

710,153 
-~-.. --... ---

9,5-5-9,229 

$0 

50,194 
42,603 
34,893 
12,526 

$l40,2l6 
148-,673 
32'2,811 
85,340 

----------
697,040 

$ll3 

l,949,2"58, 
679,681 
3·18,2'91 
398,844 

..... _--.... _--
$3,346,074 

1,9050,358 
'4,209,23l 

795-,493 • 
----------
lO,256,269 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total company 

P~"'I' IN SERVICE - WI'O. AVe;. 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

Test Year 1988 A~oPt/ Description 

Plant in Service - BOY 

Intangible 
Production Plant 

Steam 
~"Uclear 
Hyd.raulic 
Other Prod.uction 

Total Production 
Transmission Plant 
Distribution Plant 
General Plant 

Total Plant in Service 

Plant 

Intangible 
Production Plant 

Steam 
Nuclear 
Hydraulic 
Other Productio 

Total Product'on 
Transmission Plan 
Distribution Pla t 
General Plant 

Total Wtd. Av • Net ~dClitions 

-------

,899,064 
637,078 
283,398 
386,318 

$3,205,85-8 
1,756,685 
3,886,420 

710,1503 

9,559,229 

Net AClditions 

$0 

32,849 
54,099 

9,6,l6 
10,9750 

$l07,5-39 
70,367 

16l,888 
5-9,098 

398,892 

Total Plant in Service - Weighted. Average 
----~-~-----------------------Intangibl 

Producti n Plant 
St am 
N lear 

d.raulic 
ther Production 

Total Production 
Tra smission Plant 
Oi tribution Plant 
G(/neral Plant 
I 

~o~l Plant in Service : Wtd. Avg. 

$ll3 

l,.93l,913 
69l,l77 
293,Ol4 
397,293 

$3,3l3,397 
l,827,052-
4,048,308 

769,251 

9,958,121 
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/ 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPAN~ 
Electric Department - Total Company 

OTHER FIXED CAPITAL 
Thousanas Of 198:8· Dollars 

Test "iear 1988 

Description 
------~---------~-------

Nucle~r Fuel 

Nuclear Fuel - BO"i 
Nuclear Fuel - Net Additions 

Nuclear Fuel - EO"i 

::~::: ::~ ::: :::: N/et Ad tions 

Unclassitied Electric Plan 
~-~---------~-----------_J_ 
Unclass. Elect. Plant ~BCY 

$0 
o 

o 

o 

o 

293,0$7 
(14,577) Unclass. Elect. Plant~ Net Additions 

Unclass. Elect. Pla~ - EOY 
-----"--------

2'78,480 

TJnelass. Elect. - Wtd. Avg. Net Ad (57,910) 

Unelass. - Wtd. Avq. 

Plant Held f Future Use 
I 

--~~----~-- -------------

PHro - Wtd. Avg. Net Additions 

- Wtd.. Avg • 

2'35-,147 

116,428 
7,22-1 

12'3,649 

3-,606 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

WEIGH'I'ED AVERAGE DEPRECIATED RATE BASE 
Thousands Of 1988 Dollars 

Test Year 1988 

Des~ription 

------------------------
FIXED CAPITAL @ BEGINNING OF YEAR 
--------------------~~-------~~--~~ Plant in Servi~e 

Nuclear Fuel 
Unclassified Ele~t. Plant 
PHFU 

Total Fixed Capital - BOY 

W'I'D. AVG. NET ADDITIONS 
-----------------~--~~-Plant in Service 

Nuclear Fuel 
Unclassified Elect. Plant 
PHFU 

Total Wtd. Avg. Addition 

Tot. Wtd. Avg. Fixed 

ADJO'STMENTS 
.. -----~~--~ 

Total Adjustmen 

WORKING c/.:r,ITAL 

Fuel Coal/Misc. 
Materials Supplies 
Working C h 

Tot. fore Oed. for Reserves 

DEDUCTIONS FOR RESERVES 
---~---------~---------• Avg.Depreciation Reserve 

es Det. - Acc. Amort. 
es Def. - ACRS 

axes Def. - Ref. Ret. Debt 
Unfunded Pension Reserve 

Total Oed. for Reserves 

Weighted Average Depreciated Rate Base 

9,559,2-29 
o 

293.,057 
116,428 

~-~--____ WIIIt 

9,968,714 

398-,892 
o 

(57,910) 
3,606 

------------
344,58-8 

10,313,302 

(58,907) 

(S8,907) 

o 
118,343 
(12,597) __ ~1IIIt_~~ __ _ 

105,7406 

10,360,141 

3,607,678 
3,436 

325,594 
69,689 
'36,575 

4,.042,972 
----------

6,317,168-

/ 
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I 
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I' 

I 
I 

I 
J , 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Eleetric Department - Total Company 

OETERMINATION OF AVERACE AMOUNTS OF WORKING 
CASH CAPITAL SUPPLIED BY INVESTORS 

Thousanas ot 1988 Dollars 
Test Year 1988 

Description 
------------------------
Operational Cash Requirements 
------------------------~----Cash 
Special Deposits 
Working Funds 

Total 

Less: Amounts Not Supplied By InVestors , 
~----------------~--~---------~------~ 

Accrued Vacation & Empl. Witholdings 
Credit recd. tor caPit17·zed upplies 

Total 

Subtotal, Total Company 
/ 

__ IIIIIIIl ...... 

$2,633 
481 

2,8:92 
------------

$&,006 

37,447 
39,322: 

$7&,76-9 

------------

Electric Departmen~location Percentaq 

Electric Departm~t Alloeation 
Prepayments - Electric Department 

($70,763) 

100% 

(70,763 ) 
o 
o Misc. De!err~~edits - Electric 

Total operajfonal Cash Requirement 

Plus: Av~age Alnount Required 

____ IIIM _____ -. .. 

($70, 7~~) 

~~~:-~d-;;~:-;;-;-;;;~l;-~;-payinq Expenses 
in Aciva.nce of Collecting Revenues 58,166, 

I - ------------
Total $58, 166 

/ . 
A~raqe Net Amount of Workl.nq 
cash Capital Supplied ~y Investors 

----------... -
($12,597) 

I • 

i 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EOISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

OEVELOPMENT OF AVERAGE LAG IN PA~NT OF EXPENSES 
Thousands Of 1988- Dollars 

Test 'lear 1988 
, 

Average 
product/' Description Expense Lag' Days 

-------------------- ----~------

•• 

• 

Fed. Income Tax 
FIT: SIT Oed. 'I'i 
FIT: SIT Oed. Ti 
State Income Tax 
Fed. Misc. Tax 
Franchise Requir 
FUel Oil 
Coal 
Natural Gas Purc 
Nuclear Fuel 
Purchased Power 
Company Labor 
Property Insuran 
Injuries and Dam 
Pension Expense 
Ad Val.Tax - Ari 
Ad Val.Tax - Nev 
Ad Val.Tax - New 
Goods and. Servic 
Ma'cerials From S 
Depreciation 
Ad Val.Tax - CA 
FICA Tax 
Unemp. Tax - Fed 
Unemp. Tax - Cal 
Mise. taxes 
SIT - Az.,NM,Uta 
Hazard.ous Waste 
Deferred Income 
Adj. to ER'l'A Tax 

TOTAL 

Exp. Lag' ~ays 
Revenue Lag Days 
Adj. to- Rate Bas 

--- ...... -....... _-
(A) 

$231,433 
0 
0 

54308 
0 

35639 
57819 

125669 
531021 
162863 

l30415-0 
494879 

20413 
22545-

106567 
1930 

961 
1818 

495154 
39861 

388.27 
775~ 
36?S4 

84 
899 

-458-
164 
320 

67301 
-67301 

4201060 

34 .. 56 - (C)/(A) 
39.61 

508,166 

6,2509,003 
--~--~~-~-~~----~ 

$6,3l7,168 

(B) 

121.19 
121~19 
48'6.19 
83.59 

0.00 
269. 

16.A6 
3Y.Z4 

.36 
75 .. 25-
38.15 
l2.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

210.43 
-61.36 
Sl~55-
29.27 

0.00 
0.00 

37.44 
6.62 

75.22 
73 .. 49 

0 .. 00 
126.78 
363 .. 50 

0.00 
121.19 

~------7 
(C-AXB-) 

28 47370 
0 
0 

45-39645-
0 

9592324 
1109519 
3925900 

19838945-
12255441 
49753323 

5938543 
0 
0 
0 

406130 
-58967 

93718 
l4493145 

0 
0 

2904932 
242649 

43948. 
6606·2 

' 0 
20732 

116320 
0 

-SlS62'08 
... _--------_.-

145173468 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

SUMMARY OF EARNINGS AT AOOP'l'ED PRESENT RATE 
REVENtrES AND EXPENSES 

(Thousands Of 1988 Dollars Unless: Otherwise Indic«ed. 
Test 'Lea.. 19M / 

~:~:::~~:~~------------- -~~~~~:~ 
Operating Revenues 
------------------
Revenues 

Total Operating Revtanues 

Operating Expenses 
------------------
Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
Customer Accounts 
Uncollectibles 
CUstomer Service & Into 
Administrative & Genera 
Franchise Requirements 
Additional Productivi y 

Labor Escalation jAmount 
Non-Labor Escal~ion Amount 

Subtotal (l9~ Dollars) 

Depreciation/ 
Nuclear Decommissioning EXp. 
Taxes Othel."" Than On Income 
CA Corpor~ion Franchise Tax 
Feder:tl ncome Tax 

Tot Operating Expenses 

Net perating Income Rat, Base 
Ra~ of Return (Total System) 

$2,767,390 
----------
$2,767,390 

414,410 
7$,343 

153-,854 
95,596 

5,660 
54,193-

324,786 
19,827 

(3l,027) 
----------
$1,ll2,641 

50,159 
42,104 

$l,204,905 

388,278-

° 120,977 
62,294 

258,342 

$2,034,796 

$732,594 
6,317,168 

11.60% 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY /' 
Electric Department - CPUC Jurisdiction 

St1'MMAR'I OF EARNINGS AT ADOPTED PRESENT RATE 
REVENUES }.NO EXPENSES ' 

(Thousands Of 1988 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 
Test '.lear 1988 / 

Jurisdictional 
Description Factors ~dopted. 

-:::::::::-::::::::------------------7---- ~----~~-
-------~--~-~-~~--
Revenues 54 $2,702,183 

Total 0pEtrating Revenues 

Operating Expenses 
~~-~----~-~-------
Production 
Transmission 
Distri):)ution 
CUstomer Accounts 
Uncollectib1es 
CUst. Serv. & Inform 
Administrative & Gent. 
Franchise Requirern~nts 
Additional PrOd~ivitY 

Subtotal (19&$ Dollars) 

Labor Escal~on Amount 
Non-La):)or £Gcl. Amount 

/ 
Subtot~ (l988 Dollars) 

oeprecAtion 
Nucle~r Decommissioning 
Taxe,.s Other Than On Inc 
CA~orporation Franchis 
Feral Income Tax 

Total O]j)eratinq Expenses 

Net Operating Income 
Rate Base· 
Rate of Ret.urn 

0.9S0S 
0.9818 
0.9985 
0.9998 
1 .. 0000 
1 .. 0000 
O .. 9S91 
0.998.3 
0.9884 

0.988.4 
0.9884 

0 .. 98058 
1.0000 
0.9872 
0.9880 
O .. 9SS0 

~----------~ 
2,702',183 

406,329 
73,968, 

1S,3,623 
95-,577 

5,660 
54,193 

321,246 
19,793 

(30,667) 

$1,099,721 

49,577 
41,616, 

$1,190,9l5 

382,76S 
o 

ll9,.429 
53,635-

245-,226 

$1,996,.968 

$705-,2-14 
0.9873 6,236,.940 

11 .. 31% 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPAN¥ 
Electric Department - CPUC Jurisdiction 

ADOP'I'ED SO'MMAR¥ OF EARNINGS 
(Thousands Of 1988 Dollars Unless Otherwise Indicated 

'l'est Year 1988 

Description 

Operating Revenues 
--------------~~--·Adopted Present Rate Revenues 
Authorized incr. in Revenues (w) 

Subtotal 

Authorized TOU meter charqes 

'l'otal operating Revenues 

operating Expenses 
-~---------~-----~ Production 
Transmission 
Distribution 
CUstomer Aecounts 
'Uncollectibles 
CUst. Serv. & IntO'J:'m. 
Administrative &;lGen. 
Franchise Requirements 
Additional Productivity 

Subtota~Ss Dollars) 

Depreciation 
Nuclear/Decommissioning Exp. 
Taxes other Than On Income 
CA CorPoration Franchise Tax 
Federal Income Tax 

~tal operating Expenses 

~t Operating Income 
te Base 

Rate of Return 

$2,702,183 
(56-,298) 

~----,..------
2,645,884 ' 

370 
-----------..... 

$2,646,254 

446,657 
80,2"27 

l70,056 
l04,929 

5,539 
58,l35 

338,631 
19,383 

(33,210) 

$1,190,348 

382,765 

° 119,429 
53,622 

227,982 

$1,974,144 

$671,740 
6,236-,940 

10.77% 

----------------~~-----~-~--------~------------------
(~) A'UTH. CHANGE IN OPERATING REVENUES : ($55-,929) 

/ 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electrie Department - Total Company 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NET-TO-GROSS MULTIPLIER 
Test 'lear 1988 

Description (A) 
---~~---~---.. --
,Gross Operating Revenues 

Less: Uncoll. 0.002140 

Less: Franchise 0.007300 

Less: S.I.l'. 0.089940 

Less: F.I.l'. 

Net Operating Revenues 

Uneoll. & F.F. Factor 
State & Fed. Tax Factor 
N-T-G MUltiplier 

/ 
I 
I 

(:a.) 

0.901469 

.. ~-...- ... --

0.997860 

0.007Z00 

0.990560 

0,.089091 

0 .. 901469 

0.3.06499 
-----"--------

0 .. 594970 

1 .. 009514 
l .. 664892' 
1.680758 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EOISON COMPANY 
. Electric Department 

ESCALATION FACTORS - Total Company 
COST OF CAPITAL - CPOC Jurisdiction 

Test 'lear 1988. 

Description' 
--~-------------------------- -.. -.. ----- .... -~-

LABOR ------------> 
ESCALATION FACTORS 

NON-LABOR --------> 
ESCALATION FACTORS . 

OTHER ~--------~--> 

1986 
198.7 
1988.· 
1989 
1990 

1986-
1987 
1988 
198.9 
1990 

COMPOSITE ESCALATION FACTORS 
I 

-------~~------~--------.---LABOR 
NON-LABOR 
OTHER 

198$ TO 198.$ 
1985- TO 1988 
1985 TO 1988 

3~880% 
3.500% 
3.500% 
4~840% 

4..720% 

. 1.880% 
2.990% 
4.410% 
4.640% 
4.860% 

0.000% 

11.279% 
9.SS.~% 
0.000% 

COST CAPITALIZATION WTD. COST 

Debt 
Pret. Stock 
Common equity 

----~--~-----~---~---------.. ~------
9.26% 
7 .. 88% 

12.75% 

47.00% 
7.00% 

46.00% 

4.35% 
. 0.55% 
5.87% 

-------~-~--- -----~-----~--------~------------------------Auth. Return on Rate Base (CPOC Jurisdiction) : 

/ 

/ 
I 

( 

10.77% 
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;~nRITION "lEAR 1989 ___ .. _____ •• ___ ._. ______ 1 __________________ • ____________ ••• _______ I~ 

. Expenses Expenses Transfer Expenses/I 
tor AY1989 tor AY1989 of Other for AY1989 

in OOO's in OOO's Expenses in OOO's 
of 1938$ of 1988$ to Laborl of 198$$ 

(Calif.) Non-Labor for Attr~~ion 
pU90ses 

-------------------~----~~----~----------~------ADOPTED IN GRC / ___ m _____________ ._ •• __________ • __ •• __ ._. ___________ • _______ ••• __ 

Production (Juris. Alloc. Factor - 0.980S / 

~~;--------~--~--~;;:;~;-----~;~:;6;-----------~----~6~:;6S-
Non Labor 276,112 270,728 10,9.65 281,693 
Other ll,l83 10,965 (10.1965) 0 

----~ss:s~~-----~~~:6s;-----7---~------~;6:6;,;-

Transmission (Juris. Alloc. Factor - / 0.9818 

~~;---------------39:6~~------;~:;;;;----------~-------;;:;;~-
Non Labor 27 .. 082 26,5·S'" 14,759 41,.346 
Other 15,033 14~S9' (14,759) 0 

---~---~~~---~~--~----------------------~----~---
81,719 8'0,227 ° 80,227 

/ 
Distribution (Juris. Alloc. F~tor - 0.9985 ------------------____ .-___ ~ ... 'fIIIIfI_-_ ... _____ . ____________ .. _______ ... ___ .. _ 
Labor 9&,044 / 9S,900 0 95,900 
Non Labor 77,0971' 76,982 (2,82S) 74,l57 
Other (2,8z.9) (2,825,) 2,8:25 0 

~ 

~---~-----~---~~--~------------------------~---~" o l70,056 17/.12 l70,056 

CUstomer Accounts (Jj,,-ris. Alloe. Factor 0.9998 

-----~---------~--- ----~---------~~---~-------------~--------~~ Labor 
Non Labor 
Other 

72,300 72,286 0 72,286 
23,230 23,225 9,4l8 32,643 
15,080 15,077 (9,41~) 5,658 

---~----~-------------~~----------~----~---------l10,609 llO,S87 o 110,587 

(Juris. Alloc. Factor 1.0000 ) 

~~;----7---------~;:~;;------~;:~;;-----------~-------~;:~;;-
Non Labe7 24,139 24,139 0 24,l39 
Other l5,873 15,873. 0 l5,873 

~--------~-----------------------------~---~~----S8,l35 58,135 0 58,135 

Admiu. & Gen. (Juris. Allee. Factor - 0.989l , . 
---~------~-~-~~----~-----------~-------------------~----------I 
Labor 
NO" Labor . Other 

ll4,362 
68,634 

179,193 

113,116 
67,886 

l77,.240 

54,191 
99',l5ol 

(l53,342) 

167,307 
167,0'7 

23,898 

/ --~---~-~-----~----~-----~-----~~-----------~-~--362,l90 358,242 o 358,242 

/ 

I 
,/ 
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---------------------.. _-----_.-._-------------------------------Expenses 
for A'Y19S9 

in OOO's 
of 1988$ 

E):penses 
for AYl989 

in OOO·s 
of 1988.$ 
(Calif. ) 

, 
~ransfer Expenses 
of Other A'0r Y1989 
Expenses n OOO's 

tel Labor! of 1988$ 
Non-La~or ~r Attrition 

/ purposes 
---~~----~---~--~-~--------~-----~------~~--~~-----------------------.. --!-~_~_!.I:_:.~_---:-~--;.:-~-:-_________ _ 

Productivity Adj. (J~=is. Alloc. Factor ~9884 
~b~;--------------(~;:~·~~)----(~;:~~~)-lc------;------(~;:~~;) 
Non LabOr (13,464) (13,30a) (6,262) (19,570) 
Other (15,:3:36) (6,262) 6,.262 0 

------~~----~~----------.--~---------------~~---~ 
(33,. (00) (33,27{ 0 (33, 2l0) 

Nucl. Retuel. Exp. (Juris. Alloc. F~to 0.9aos 

~~;---------------(;:~;;)-----(;to;;)----------~-------(;:~;;) 
Non Labor (25,046) (14,558) 0 (24,558) 
Other 0 I 0 0 0 

------~~---~---~~~------------------~-----------~ 

'tOTAL O&M EXPENSES 

(27 ,176)/· (26,646) 0 (26,646) 

~-------~~---~~--~-~------r~---~------~-----~~---~~----~--------
Labor 492,74,9 487,542 54,l91 541,732 
Non Labor 457,~:3 451,681 l25,206 576,887 
Other 227,;'-97 224,826 (179,::l96) 45,429 

-~~---~r------------~------------~~~--~----~~~---
1,1/7,7.29 1,164,049 0 1,164,049 

--------------------.--------.-~--.-------------.. --------------
Labor Base for A ~989 in 1988$ (A.::lopted in GRC) $541,732 
1938 Labor Esca~tIon (estimated in GRC) :3.50% 
1987 Labor Esc~ation (estimated in GRC) :3.50% 
1936 Labor Escra~ation (esti'mated in GRC) 3.88% 
1986 Lal::Ior Es,ealation (usc recorc::.ed) 3.88% 
1987 Lal::Ior Etcalation (use recorded) 3.50% 
1988 Labor Escalation (use updated estimate) :3.50% 
1989 Lab0lscalation (use updated estimate of 

CPI-Wage Earners) 4.84% 

~ .... -.. ---------
Labor Base tor A'i 1989 in 1989$ 567,952 

Labor Iscalation tor A'Y 1989 in 1989$ 26,220 
UneolY. & Franchise Fee Factor (Aaoptea in GRC) 1.009514 

/ -~~-------~--Increase in Revenue Requirement 26,469 (1) 

/ 
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Non-Labor Base for AY. 1989 in, 1988$ (Adopted in GRC 
1988 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in GRC) 
1987 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in GRC) 
1986 Non-Labor Esealation (esti~ated in GRC) 
1986 Non-Labor Escalation (recorded) 
1987 Non-Labor Escalation (recorded) 
1988 Non-Labor Escalation (use updated estimate) 
1989 Non-Lacor Escalation (use updated estimate) 

Non-Labor Base for AY. 1989 in 1989$ 

Non-Labor Escalation for A~ 1989 in 1989$ 
Oncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirem~nt 

Nuclear Ref~elin9 Expense (Juris. Allec 

Paqe 3 

576,887 
4.41% ' 
2.99% / 
1.88~ / 
1.S8%' 
2.99'% 
!?~1% 

/ .64% 
... -----....------

26,768 
1 .. 0095l4 ---.. --... --~--~ 

27,022 

---~----------~---------~-~-~--~~--~-----~-~---------~-----~-~~ 
Increase in Labor expense / (2,l30) 
Increase in Non-Labor expense (25,,046) 
Increase in Other expense 0 

-------------
Increase in Nuclear Ret'~elin<; ~ense (27, l76) 

.Increase in N~clear RetueliYJi<; Expense (Calif) (26·,646) 
Oncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 1.009514 ------.... ---~-
Increase in Revenue Requirement (26,900) 

DepreCiation Exp. (JUri~lloe. Factor 0.98SS ) 
I 

-~----~---------------~-~--------~-~--------------~------~---~-System avq. Depreciatx&n Rate (Adopted in GRC) 3.9593% 
Increase in Wtd. Avq! Plant in Service 

tor AY1989 (Adop~d in GRC) 
. /.. Increase Jon Depz-ecl.;~tl.on expense 

Inerease in P(preci.,.tion expense (Cali!.) 
Net-to-Gross MUl tipli4~r (Adopted in GRC) 

I 
Increase in evenue R4~quirement 

555,614 

21,998 

21,686 
1.680758 

36,449 

• / 
.I 

(Z) 

(3) 

(4) 
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Ad Valorem Taxes (Juris. Alloc. Factor 0.9872 ) 

-----~----------------------------------------------------------System avg. Ad Valorem Tax Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in AY1989 EOY Plant in service from 

TY1988 EOY Plant in Service (Adopted in GRe) 

Increase in Ad Valorem Taxes 

0.8024% 

449,.,906-- ______ J ____ _ 

b
3 ,6-10 

Increase in Ad Valorem Taxes (Calif.) 3,564 
tTncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) ___ :.:.~~:.~:~_ 

Increase in Revenue Requirement ~ 3,598 

Accel. Amort. (Juris. Alloc. Factor- O.~O ) , 
---------------------------------------------.------------~-----
Attrition Year 1989 (Adopted in GRC) 
Test Year 1988 (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Accel. Amortization 

Increase in Accel. Amortization (cal'f.) 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement ~ 
State Tax Depr. (Juris. Alloc. Factor. 

I 
0.9880 ) 

(1,384) 
(1,384) 

o 

o 
1 .. 680758 

o 

-~----------------------------~~-~~-------------------~~-~~~----StatQ Tax Depr. Rate (Adopted In GRC) 
Increase in AY19S9 tOY Plant i~ Service from 

1'Y1988 tOY Plant in service (Adopted in GRC) 
, I . , Increase ~n State Tax De~ec~at~on 

I 's l' D1 ., 1''') ncrease ~n tate ax eprec1at10n (Ca 1 •• 

Increase in CCFT ( TaxiRate -
Increase in FIT (Ta Rate-

Increase in state & Federal Taxes 
Net-to-Gross Multipl'er (Adopted in GRe) 

a.9940% 
34.0000% 

4.4492% 

449,906-
-------_ .... ----

20,017 

19,777 

(1,779) 
605 

(1,174) 
1.680758 

(5) 

(6) 

Increase in Revenu Requirement (1,973) (7) 
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:~~~:~:-:~~-~:~::-~~~::::-~:~::-:~::~:-----~::~~~-~------------ ~ 
Federal Xax Depr. Rate (Adopted in GRC) 3.342~;/ 
Increase in AY1989 EOY Plant in Service from / 

TY1988 EOY Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC~ 449~05 

----------.----
Increase in Federal Tax Depreciation /{S,,040 

Increase in Federal Tax Depreciation (Calif.) ~ 14,859 

Increase in Federal Xaxes ( Xax Rate 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

_____ .a ___ ,.._~ 

34.0000t" ,(5,052) 
l.580758 -------.. ~--- ... 

Increase in Revenue Requirement (8,491) (8) 

!XC Normaliz(~d (Juris. Alloe. Factor.. 0.9880 ) 
(Applicable to IRC See. 46(f) (2) utilit~s only.) 
----~----~-~----~-------------~-------~--------------~------~--Attrition Year 1989 (Adopted in GRC) (l3,327) 
Test Year 1988 (Adopted in GRC) (14,670) 

Increase in IXC normalized 

Increase in IXC normalized (calif.) 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adop~ed in GRC) 

:t . . 1 ncrease 1n Revenue Requ1~ent 

1,343 

1,.32'7 
1.680758 

-------------
2,230 

Interest Synchro. (JUrisi.' Alloc. Factor 0.9880 ) 
(Applicable to IRC Sec.! 46 (t) (2) utilities only.) 
~------------________ J __________ ~ ________________________ ~ _____ _ 

ITC N~rmalized in TYtfsaa (from above) 14,670 
wtd. cost of Long Xerm Debt (Adopted in AY19S9) 4.35% 

In~ease in CCFT~terest ---------;;;-

Increase in CCFT ( Tax Rate - 8.9940% (57) 
Increase in yrIT ( Tax Rate - 34.0000% __________ :~_ 

Inerease in /tate & Federal 'I'axes , (38) 

Increase i~State & Federal ,Taxes (Calif.) (37) 
Net-to-Gr~s Mu1t;i.plier (Ad.opted. in GRC) l.680758 

(9) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement (53) (10) 

/ 
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Rate Base (Juris. Alloc. Factor - 0.987Z ) 
----~----------~----------------~----------~-----~--------~~-~-~ Wtd. avg. Depr Rate Base tor 'I'Y1988 (Adopted in G:f:C 6,317,168 

Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC) 
----------~--~-~-------------~----Wta'. avg. Additions for TY'19SS
Net A~ditions for 1Y'1988 
Wt.:l. avg. Acl.cl.i'tions for A"l1989 

Onclassifiecl. Electric Plant (Adopted 
--~~------~-----~---------------~-~~-------~ Wtd. avq. Adaitions for T"l1988 
Net Additions for 'I'''l1988 
Wtd. avq. A~~itiQns for A~1989 

PHFFO (Adopted in GRC) 
-------------~~-~--~-~-wta. avg. Additions for 'I'Y1988 
Net Additions for TY1988 
Wtd. avg. Additions for AY1989 

Depreciation Reserve (Adopte , 
-~------~-----~------------~.-~--~-----.. , 
Wtd. avg. Deprec~at~on Reserve for 'I'Y1988 
Wtd. avg. Depreciation Res.e.rve for AY1989 

1axes Deferred - ACRS ~oPted in GRC) 
-----~~-~---------~----~~-~~-~---------Wtd_ 
Wtc1~ 

Wtd. 

wtd. 
t-.~td. 

·Wtd.. 
Wtd .. 

avg. Oeferrec. 'l'~es - ACRS for TY1988' 
avg. Deferred. Uxes - ACRS for AY1989 

I avg. oepr Z Base tor AYl989 

avg. Oepr. Rate ~se in TY1988 (Adopted in GRC 
avg. oe:r Rate Base in Ai:1989 (Ad.opted in GRC 

avg. Oe .. Rate Base in T":l 1988 (Calif. ) 
aV9· O@r. Rate Base in AY 1989 (Calif. ) 

De~t in 'I'Y 1988 (A~opted in GRe) 
italization in Ti: 1988 (Aaopted in GRe) 

cost of Oebt for Test Year 1988 

Return on Debt in Ai: 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) 

57,910 
(14,577) 

(3,5:GS) 

(l,606) 
7,221 

(4,310) 

3,607,678 
(3,954,856) 

325,594 
(3·94,371) 

..... -~--~------
5,495,941 

6,317,.l68 
6,495,941 

6,236,940 
6,413,442 

9 .. 26% 
47.00% 

--------... ----
4.35% 

9.26% 
47.00% 

-----~---.. ---
)

oebt capitalization in ~":l 1989 (Aclopted in A":l1989) 

~ Wtd. eost of Debt tor Attrition Year 1989 4.35% 
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Increase in Oebt cost in Attrition Year 1989 
'O'ncoll .. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in CRC) 

Page 7 

7,678 
1.0095014 

----~~-.------Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Preferred. StOCK 
--~-----------~ 
Return on Pref. Stock in '1'Y 1988 (Adopted in GRC) 
Pret.Stk. capitalization in '1'Y1988 (Adopted in GRC) 

Wtd. cost of Preferred Stock for Test Year 1988 

Return on Pref. Stoek in AY1989 (Adoptec1 in AY19 9) 
P:ref.Stk. capitalization AY1989 (Ad.opted in AY 89) 

7,7501 

,7.88% 
7.00% 

0.505% 

7.88% 
7.00% 

.. _-----------
Wtd. cost of Preferred Stock for Att. Year 

Increase in Pre!. Stock cost in Att. Year 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Common Equity 
-.. ----.. -...... ----~ 

0.55% 

97l 
1.680758 

---.. --.... ------
1,632 

Return on Common Equity in '1'Y 19, (Adopted in GRC) 12.75% 
Com. Equity capitalization TY 1seS (Adopted in GRC) 46.00% 

Wtd. cost of Common Equity ~ Test Year 1988 --------~:;;% 
/ 

Return on Common Equity AY l$S9 (Adopted in AY1989) 12.75% 
Com. Eq. capitalization AYf989 (Adopted in AY1989) _______ ~~.:.~~~ 

Wtd. cost of Common E~ty for Att. Year 1989 5 .. 87% 

Increase in Common Equ~ cost in Att. Year 1989 10,36l 
Net-to-Gross Multipli~ (Adopted in GRC) 1.680758 

Increase in Revenue equirement 

wtd.. avg. in '1'Y1988 (Adopted in GRC) 
Wtd. avg. in TY1988 (use updated est. 

Wtd. epr.RateBase in AY1989 (Adopted in CRC) 
Wtd. Oepr.RateBase in AY1989 (use up~ated est. 

--------.. --~--
17,414 

6,317,168 
6,100,000 

6,495',941 
6,400,000 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total Company 

REVENUE REQOlREMENTS FOR ATTRITION ~EAR 1989 
Thousands Of 1989$ 

Page 8 

-----------------------------------------------------------.-
ITEM 

---------------------------------------_._-------_ ... 
o & M EXPENSES : 

Labor Escalation 
Non-Labor Escalation 
Nuclear Refueling expense 

$26,469 (1) 
27,022" (2) 

(2&,900) (3) 

Total O&M Expenses 

CAPITAL REUTED ITEMS : 

Book Depreciation Expenses 
Ad Valorem Taxes 
}.ccelerated Amortization 
State Tax Depreciation 
Federal Tax Depreciation 
ITC normalized 
Interest Synchronization 
Oebt cost 
Preferred Stock cost 
Common Equity·- cost 

Total capital R;Tated Items 

OTHER A'O'l'HORIZED foEMS : 

26,592 

36,449 
3,598 

o 
(1,973) 
(8,491) 
2,230 

(63) 
7,751 
l,632 

l7,4l4 

58,54& 

--~;i;~i~i~~~;il~~~ion change 9,800 s 
QF Pr09'ram Adjustmont (2-00) s 
Hydro AutoI¢tion Adjustment (356) s 
Two-Shift;ng Adjustment 0 
Nuclear Mgulatory CC'Wnission Fee 0 
OptionaJ/TOU meter charges _______ :~~::_ 

Tot; Other Au'chorized Items lO, 257 

-------r--------------------------------------------------------
ADD'L R£V':ENUE REQUIREMENTS ----> $9 s., 394 

I 
Exelu~e % attributable to Large Light & Power I (Adopted in OIR S6-10-001) 45.00% 

-------------
TOT~ ADO'L R£V':ENUE REQUIREMENTS ----> 502,457 __ u ______________ •• ______ • _____________________________________ _ 

(') 
(S) 
( 6-) 
(7) 
C$.) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(l2) 
(13) 
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ATTRITION YEAR 1990 
---------------------------------------._-----------------------Expenses 

for AY1990 
in OOO's 
of 1988$ 

Expenses 
for AY1990 

in 000 "s 
of 19'88$ 
(Calif. ) 

Transfer 
of Other 
Expenses 

to' Labor/ 
Non-Labor 

I Expenses I 
for A"l1990 / 

in OOO's 
of 198:8$ 

for Attriti9Jl'l 
pu:r:posp 

---------~-~-;-;-;-i-~----i-;----G-i-~-----~---

-------------------------------------------------------7------Nuclear Refueling (Juris. Alloc. Faetor 0.9805 ) 

~~~::-----------:~:~~~------:~:~!~-----------g--7--:~:~~~-
Other 0 0 V 0 _____ ~~_~~ ______ ~_~~ ____ ~_~~ __ - __ J _______ ~ ____ ~ __ 

29,564 Z8,988 

Lal:>or Base for nuel. refuel. for A'l1990 in 
1988 Labor Escalation (esti~ated in GRC) 
15187 Lal:>or Escalation (estimated in GRC) 
1986 Labor Esealation (estimated in GRC) 
1986 Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1987 tabor Escalation (use recorded) 
1988 I.abor Esealation (use recorded) 
1989 Labor Escalation (use Updated/estaate of 

CPI-Waqe ~arners) 

ZS,98S 

$1,039 
3.50% 
3.50% 
3.88% 
3.88% 
3.50% 
3.50% 

4.84% 
1990 Labor Esealation (use Updated estimate of 

CPI-Waqe' Earners) 4.72% 

Labo~ Base ~o~ nucl. ~e~nq AY 1990 In 1990$ -------~:~~~-

Non-Labor Base for nucl.;.refuel. for AY1990 in1988$ 27,949 
1938 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in GRC) 4.41% 
1987 Non-Labor Escalat10n (estimated in GRC) 2.99% 
1986 Non-Labor Escalaiion (estimated in GRC) 1.88% 
1986 Non-Labor Escalation (use recorded) l.88% 
19S7 Non-Labor Escajation (use recorded) 2.99% 
1988 Non-Labor Essalation (use recorded) 4.41% 
1989 Non-Labor E~alation (use updated estimate) 4.64% 
1990 Non-Labor EScalation (use updated estimate) 4.86% 

I --~---~~-----Non-Labor Ba-Se for nucl. refueling A'l1990 in1990$ 30,667 

Total Labo~i N'on-Lal>o~ expenses to~ nuclear 
refueling tor A'l1990 in 1990$ 
Uncoll. &jFranchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase an Revenue Requirement 
./ 

I 
I 
I 

/ 

31,807 
1.009514 

32',ll0 (14) 
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Labor Base 
---------~- .... --~ 

Total Labor Base for AY 1990 in 1989$ 
1989 Labor Escalation (estimate~ in GRC) 
1988 Labor Escalation (estimate~ in AY1989) 
1988 Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1989 Labor Escala~ion (use up~ate~ estimate) 
1990 Labor Escalation (u.se u.pdated estimate o·f 

CPI-Waqe Earners) 

Labor Base for AY 1990 in 1990$ 

Labor Escalation for AY 1990 in 1990$ 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee. Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Non-I,.alx)r Base 
-.-.-------------

Non-Labor Base for AY 1989 (Adopted in ..,K':l1989) 
1989 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated in;?RC) 
1988 Non-Labor Escalation (estimated i~ AY1989) 
1988 Non-Labor Escalation (use recorded) 
1989 Non-Labor Escalation (use upda~d estimate) 
1990 Non-Labor Escalation (use upd«ted estimate) 

Non-tabor Base tor AY 1990 in~90$ . 

Non-Labor Escalation tor A':{ 19$0 in 1990$ 
'O'ncoll. « Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in G:t~C) 

Increase in Revenue Requir~nt 

Page 10 

56.7,952 
4.84% 
3- .. S0~ 
3 .. Sp'% 

-----~;; 
26,807 

1.009514 ---------_ .... -
27,062 

$603,654 
4 .. 64'0 
4 .. 41% 
4.41% 
4.64% 
4.86% ...----.... --~- .... -.. 

632,992 

29,338 
1.009Sl4 .... ---.. ------~ 

29,617 

Depreeiation Exp. (Juri~Al1oe. Factor 0.98S8 ) 
I 

~------~-------------------~-~-------------~-~~----------------~ System avg. oeprecia~on Rate (A~opte~ in GRC) 3.9593% 
Increase in Wt~. Avqr Plant in Service 

tor A~1990 (AdOPle~ in GRC) 

Increase in oe~eeiation expe~se 

Increase in ~epreciation expense (Calif.) 
Net-to-Gross i~ltiplier (Adoptecl in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

/ ,. 
! 

441,7ll 
---------------

17,489 

17,240 
l .. 680758 

... -~----------28,977 

(15) 

... 

(l6) 

(17) 
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Ad Valorem ~axes (Juris. Alloe. Faetor 0.9812 ) 
-~--------------~--~~-~~--~-~~------~---------~~-----~-~~------~ System avg. Ad Valorem Tax Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in AY1990 EOY Plant in Serviee from 

AY1989 EOY Plant in Serviee ("Adopted in GRC~ 

Increase in Ad Valorem Taxes 

Inerease in Ad Valorem Taxes (Cali!.) 
Uncoll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

Accel. Alnort. (Juris. Alloe. Factor -

0.$024% 
I 

.. 4'35-,58:5 
~-------.. 

3,495 

3,450 
1.009514 

--------------
3,483 

--------~-----~~-----------------------~--~~--------------------Attrition Year 1990 (Adopted in GRC) 
Attrition Year 198:9 (adopted i~ GRC) 

Increase in Aecel. Amortization . 

Increase in Accel. Amortization (ea if.) 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in RC) 

Inerease in Revenue Requirement 

(24) 
(1,384) --------... -._---
1,360 

1,344 
1.08:0758----..... --------

2,258 

State Tax Oepr. (Juris. Alloe. 0.9880 ) 
~-~--~~----------~~---------- -------------~--------------------State T~x Oepr. Rate (Adopte'in GRC) 4.4492% 
Increase in A¥1990 EOY Plan in Service trom 

JI.Y1989 EOY Plant in Serv ce (Ad.opted in GRC) 

Increase in state 

Increase in state Tax Depreciation (Cali!.) 
I 

Increase in CCFT (/Tax Rate -
Increase in FIT V'rax Rate -

Inerease in State & Federal Taxes 
Net-to-Gross MuijJPlier (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Rev nue Requirement 

---

8.9940% 
34.0000% 

4350,5·85 
-~-------.. ---

19,380 

19,148 

(1,722) 
586 

-----~-------(1,137) 
1.68·0758 _ .... ___ ... ~_'111111110 ___ _ 

(1,910) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
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Federal Tax Depr. (Juris. Alloc. Factor 0.9880 ) 
--~~-----~---~~----------------~---------------~-~--------~-~---Federal Tax Depr. Rate (Adopted in GRC) 
Increase in AY1990 EOY Plant in Service from 

AY1989 EOY Plant in Service (Adopted in GRC) 

Increase in Federal Tax Depreciation 

Increase in Federal Tax Depreeiation (Calif.) 

Increase in Federal Taxes ( Tax Rate 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 

3.3428% 

435,585 
... ~-----------14,561 

7 14,386 
-------------

(4,891) 
1 .. 680758 

--------------Increase in Revenue Requirement (8,221) (2l) 

ITC Normalized (Juris. Alloe. Factor - O~880 ) 
(Applicable to IRC Sec. 46(f) (2) utilities 0rly.) 
--~~--~---------------------------~---~----~~-~-----------------Attrition Year 1990 (Adopted in GRC) 
Attrition Year 1989 (adopted in GRC) 

Increase in ITC normalized 

Increase in ITC normalized (Calif. 
Net-to-Gross MUltiplier (Adopted in 

Increase in Revenue Requirement 

(12,065) 
(13,327) 

1,262 

1,Z47 
l.68075S 

-------------
2,096 

INTEREST SYNCHRO. (Juris. Allo .. Factor 0.9880 ) 
(Applicable to IRC Sec. 46(t)/2) utilities only.) ) 
~--------~------------------------~----~~---~------------------~ ITC Normalized in AYl990 (;10m above) 
Wtd. cost o! Long Term oe~ (Ad~Pted in AY1990) 

Increase in CCFT intere~ 

l2,065-
4.35% 

-----------.. -
SZ5 

Increase in CCFT ( ~x Rate - 8.9940% (47) 
Increase in FIT!:X Rate - 34.0000% __________ :~_ 

Inerease in State & Federal Taxes (31) 

Increase in State & Feder~l Taxes (Calif.)' (31) 
Net-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 1.680758 

( 

. I . 
Increase ~n Revenue Requlrement 

/ 
-------------

(52) 

(22) 

(23) 
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Rate Base (Juris. Alloc. Factor - 0.9873 ) 
------------------------------~---------------~-~------~--------, 

6,495,..941 Wtd. avq. Depr Rate Base for AY19S9 (Adopted in GRC 

Plant in Service (Adopt~ed in GRC) 
-------------------~--------~-----Wtd. avg. Additions tor AY1989 
Net Additions for AY1989 
Wtd. avq. Additions for AY1990 

I 
/ 

I 
(Z57 , 466·) 
/449,906 

/) 2'49,271 

Unclassified Electric Plant (Adopted in GRC) 
-----------------------------------~---Wtd. avg. Additions for AY1989 
Net Additions for AY1989 

I 3,52S 
(887) 

(2,638:) wtd. avg. Additions for AY1990 

PliFFO (Adopted in GRC) 
-----------------------
Wtd. avq. Additions for TY1988 
Net Additions for .TY1S'88 
Wtd. avg. Additions for AY1989 

Depreciation Reserve (Adopted in eRe) ., ---------------------------------------
Wtd. avq. Depreciation Reserve for ' AY1989 
Wtd. avg. Depreciation Reserve~or AY1990 

Taxes Deferred - ACRS (Adopted in GRC) 
·1 ---------------------------------------, I 

wtd. avq. Oeferred Taxe:iSCRS for AY1989 
Wtd.. avg. Deferred Taxes - ACRS for AY1990 

wtd. avq. Oepr Rate Bas for AY1990 

mo.. aV<J. Depr. Raj Base in AttriUon Year J.989 
Wtd. avg. Depr. RAte Base in Attrition Year 1990 

Wtd. avq. D~pr.~te Base in AY 19a9 (Calif.) 
Wtd. avg. Oop~Rate Base in AY 1990 (Calif.) 

/ 
Lonq-term Debt. ----------_J __ _ 
Re'c,urn on t1ebt in AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) 
Debt capi~alization in AY 1989 (Adopted in AY1989) 

Wtd. dc;st of Debt for Attrition Year 1989 

Return~n Debt in AY 1990 (Adopted in AY1990) 
OeJ~t capitalization in AY 1990 (Adopted in AY1990) 

J 
WtdJ cost of Debt for Attrition ~ear 1990 

I 

I 

, 
I 
/ 

/ 

4,310 
(8,631) 

o 

3,954,85-6 
(4,335·,219) 

394,371 
(466,055) ---_ ... _-----_ ... -

6,481,.284 

6,.49S.,941 
6,481,284 

6,413,442 
6,398,972 

9 .. 26% 
47.00% 

--~-~--------4.350% 

9.26% 
47.00% 

4.35% 
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Increase in Debt cost in Attrition Year 1990 
Un·coll. & Franchise Fee Factor (Adopted in GRC) 

P~qc 14 

(629) 
1.0095-14 --.... -... --..... --~-

In,:rease in Revenue Requirement (635) (24) 

::~:~:::~-~:~:~ / 
Return on Pre!. Stock in AY. 198-9 (Ac;\optec;\ in A;{1989 7.88% 
Prlef.Stk. capitalization AY 1989 {Adopted in AY1989 7.00% 

Wtd. cost ot Preferred Stock tor Test Year 198~--------~:~~ 

Return on Pret. Stock in AY 1990 (Adopted in AY~90 7.88% 
Pre!.Stk. capitalization AY 1990 (Adopted in ~1990 ________ ::~~! 

TN'td. cost ot Preferred Stock for Att. Yea~990 0.55% 
/ 

Increase in Pref. Stoek cost in Att. Year 990 (80.) 
Ne~-to-Gross Multiplier (Adopted in GRC) 1.680758 

---... ---------
Increase in Revenue Requirement (134) (25) 

Common Equity 
--~-----~------Return on Com. Eq. in A"i 1989 (~d.opted in AY1989) 12.75% 
Com. Eq. capitalization A'l 1989' (Adopted in AY1989) 46.00% 

Wtd. cost of Common Equit~or Test Year 1989 --------;:;;; 
/ . 

Ret\~ on Com. Eq. in AY 1~90 (Adopted in AY1990) 12.75% 
Com. Eq. c~pitalization A~ 1990 (Adopted in A'l1990) 46.00% 

/ _ ... -----------
wto. .. cost of Commo~quity tor Att. Year 1990 5.87% 

Increase in Common Equity cost in Att. Year 1990 (849) 
Net-to-Gross MUlt~ier (Adopted in GRC) ____ :::~~~~~_ 

Increase 1n R7ue Requirement (l,428) (2"6) 

RATEBASE MON~ORING , 
-----------~------Wtd. avq. ~pr.Rate Base in TY1988 (Adopted in GRC) 6,317,168 
wtd. "'loepr.Rate Base in T'll988 (estimated at 

the time of tilinq tor AY 19S9) 6,100,000 
Wtd. av • Oepr.RateBase in TX"19SS (recorded) 6,200,000 

Wtd. a,jg .. Depr.RateBase in A'l1989 (Adopte.d in GRC) 6,495-,941 
Wtc1. ~vq. Oepr.RateBase in AY1989 (estimated at 6,400,000 

I the time of tiling tor AY 1989) 
Wtd!. avg. Depr.RateBase in AY1989 (use updated est. 6,SOO,000 

/ 
Wtd. avq. Depr.RateBase in A'l1990 (Adopted in GRe) 6,481,284 

",Wtd. avg. Depr.RateBase in AY1990 (use updated est. 6,800,000 
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SOOTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
Electric Department - ~otal Company 

REVENUE REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTRITION ~·1990 
Thousands Of 1990$ 

--------------------------------__ •• ___ u_ •••• ___ •• _ ... __ ._. ___ •• 

ATTRITION 
ITEM / YEAR 

1990 
----._-------------------------------------_._----_.------------
o & M EXPENSES : 

Nuclear Refueling Expense 
Labor Escalation 
Non-Labor Escalation 

Total O~ Expenses 

CAPITAL RELATED ITEMS : 
-----------------------~~--Book Depreciation Expenses 

Ad Valorem Taxes 
Accelerated Amortization 
State Tax Depreciation 
Federal Tax Depreciation 
ITC normalized 
Interest Synchronization 
Debt cost 
Preferred Stock cost 
Common Equity cost 

Total capital Related 

O'I'HER. AtrTHORIZED ITEMS; 

3Z,110 
$27,.062 

29,617 
-------------

28,977 
3,483 
2,Z58 

(1,910) 
(S,Z21) 
2,096 

(52) 
(635) 
(134) 

(1,428) ---------_ .. _-
24,434 

--;~;i;;i~;i~~;~-~~~~d;~ion change 0 
QF Program Adjustment (350) 
Nuclear Regulato~ Commission Fee 0 
Optional TOU :me)er c~arges _______ :.:.~~~_ 

Total OthejuthOrJ.zed Items 1,210 

:::~E:::=;~~~~;:::::-:-:::=----------$~~~~~;;-

j. . (Adopted in OIR 86-10-001) 45.00% 
-----------_. TOTAL ADD t REVENUE REQUIREMENTS ----> . 62,938 --------- -----_._-_ .. _----_. __ .--... __ ._ .. _-------_ .. _-_ .. _-_ . 

./ 

(14) 
(15) 
(16) 

(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
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A P PEN D I X £ 

/ 
/ 4-, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 

TEST YEAR 1988 - CALIFORNIA JURISDICTION 
REVENUE CHANCES ASSUMED FOR REVENUE ALLOCATION AND RATE DESIGN 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------PRESENT RATE ADOPTED REVENUE ~ 
~ ITEM : REVENUES II: REVENUES : CHANGES· : 

--------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------(;Miiii~~)--------(;Miiii~~)--------(;Miiii~~);r---
~E: / 
,Base (ORC) $ (aee below) $ (see below) $ (alee below) 

DECOMM ' GO. 0 100 . 3 100 .. 3 
_ HMC pre-COD ttr 0.0 501.6 501. S 
* lMAAC PV-l,2 tfr 0.0 42.7 42.7 

Palo verde 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PV Phaae-in Proe 0.0 0.0 0.0 -------- -_ .. -----

Subtotal 
MAAC: 

SONGS 2,3 prCOD 
* SONGS 2,3 poCOD 

Amort.Bal.Ae. 
_ See.4S3 (in eRC) 

lMAAC: PVNGS-l,2 

•

TIlER OFFSETS: 
CLMAC 
Haz.W«~ate 

BCAC Reaular 
AER 
t1ran. 
Chvrn Sal Amort. 

El1:AM Amort. 
lMAAC Amort. 
SONGS-l MeDlO Ae 
Tax Aet'S7 refd 
Rea.30S3-E 
Deeomm~ Taxes 

Total (all above) 

ORe: * Results of Opere 
Other Revenuea 

SubtotaL 
/ !. 

epce remb-.~eeal 

• GRANl?'TO~ i 
, ' 

--------
0.0 

819.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

46.4 

-5.8: 
0.0 

1562.9 
180.,0 
7~.8 

1(7.7 

-87.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

2739'.5 

2644.6 
57.5 ---... ~ .. --

2702.1 

7 .. 7 
--------

5449.3 

644.6 

O.A) 
5'z.& 
0.0 

5·5,.3 

0.0 

-1&.8 
0.0 

1562.9 
180.0 

7&.8 
201.9 

-87.7 
50.2 
87.6 

-44.9 
-3 .. 6 

-10.7 ----_ .. -.-

2748:.2 

2588.7 
5·7. S. 

---_ .. ----
2646.2 

7.7 
---------

5402.1 

Notes:,' _ Amounta depend on adopted ROE. *' Baaed on adjusted sales of &4,500.3 GWH. 

(End of Appendix E) 

644.6 

-8:19.2 
52 .. 6 

0.0 
5-5.3 

-46.4 

-11.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

54.2' 

0.0 
50.2 
87.& 

-44.9 
-3.& 

-10 .. 7 
---------

S.7 

-5·5.9 
0.0 

--------
-55.9 

0.0 
-------~ 

-47.2 
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